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likely; Low In the upper 60s.
ending;

Partly cloudy and cooler; High
near 80.
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t Prospect Men Killed By.
umes in Northlake Plant

Study to Decide.

Light at Route 83 t'
and Lonnquist
Traffic lights at Elmhurst Lonnquist project, already ap-.
Rd. (Route 83) and Lincoln proved, will proceed under
will not interfere with traffic construction plans previously
signals planned for Elmhurst submitted to the state by the

and Lonnquist.

This was the report of C.

village.
Benowicz

agreed with the
Benowicz, district. engin- village that the geometries at
eer for the Illinois Depart- this intersection will introA.

-Works and ducc engineering problems

ment-of

Building.
Benowicz' report
quested by Village

was

re-

in

signal design. He said that
discussion of these problems

Manager should be deferred until a dec.
ision has been reached on
John Mongan on April 18.

The decision clears the way whether the intersection qualfor the village to make a traf- ifies for signals.
tic count of the intersection - ' When and if the Lincoln
see if it

work conference
of superintendents of schools
at Columbia University Teachers College.
Sahlberg heard Dr. Ralph
W. Tyler, director for the
center for advanced study in
behaviorial sciences at Stan-

owicz said.
officials.
Benowicz said that Elmhurst Rd. at this location
qualifies for federal assis---tance as a school crossing
route, making the qualifica-

8 Youths

---

Meeting

Sought

In Beating

meeting for 8:30 p.m. Monday,
The two injured youths could
Aug. I, at the. Mount Prospect give no reason for the attack.
Country Club.
They said they were returning
This meeting will be between home after attending the carthe RGA men's and women's nival in Rolling Meadows when
organizations and is to combine they were stopped.
organization with education.

Important aspects of the city
The boys asked not to be
charter form of government will taken to a hospital., but were
be discussed, according to Mo- treated by Passarclli's father
kate.

who is a doctor.

All those interested in learning more about the city charter
system of government are in-

Seek Smolk
Prospect.

city

Smolk will be required to pbst
a 5200 bond, when he is located,

clerk and city treasurer would for failing to purchase a 1966
replace the current six trustees, village president and village clerk. The 14 aldermen

would be .elected from seven
wards, two from each ward.

Found Dead

vehicle tag.

Tally Ho Has
Weekend Visitor
Doors to the abandoned Tally
Ho apartments were found open

Joey Adams, 22, formerly of Sunday by Officer Warren A.
511 S. Wille St., Mount Pros- Fischer who reclosed them.
Entrances to the project have
pect, was found dead in -a room
yesterday at the Country Club been kept locked because of the
Motel, 8303 W. North Ave., safety hazard presented' by the
Melrose Park. Cook County unfinished buildings located at
Sheriff's Police are investigat- Busse and Algonquin Rdi.
The village is presently ening the cause of death. Adams
had been living recently at gaged in a suit seeking to have
2008 17th St., Melrose Park.

the project torn down.

given

city,

state or school

.
(0,

department ambulances.

"It is not," Dr. Tyler said,
"an instrument to be used by
teachers or a school to assess
its own programs. It's major
purpose is to provide back-

ground for public understanding."

Aware of some fears among
local educators that national
educational tests could be
a step toward federal curriculum control, Dr. Tyler
said, "we are conscious of
seeking to test only what is
not to tell
being taught
they
should
schools what

-

teach."

THERE WERE many other
leaders

in

education

at the

conference. Among them were
President John H. Fisher,
Columbia University Teachers College; Dr. William H.
Curtis, president - elect of
as Pettigrew, associate professor of social psychology,

Harvard University.

by Dan Wailer of Chicago, who
had been working in a neighbor-

Tbey were neighbors in these two houses at 1109 and 1111 Birch Dr. In Mount
Prospect. They worked together and played together. Yesterday in a Northlake industrial plant, Herbert Sonderberg (his bome is at the right) and Kurt Keller (his
home Is at the left) died together. In reconstructing the tragedy, it is believed Sooderberg died trybig to use Keller and a third man, Ralph Badtke, from deadly

BY JACK A. Vandermyn
News Editor
"This is a workingman's neighborhood."
That's how one resident described the 1100 block

Job Open

by to visit.

Waller tried to recover the

bodies from the machine but
was almost overcome by the
fumes. He then called 'the fire

board, following the resignation
of George M. Riess.

-..11111

and police departments.

gathered
seeking

Officer William Anderson of

the Northlake police was the

East of Busse Rd. in Mount Prospect.
That the residents of the 1100 block of Birch are working
people and take pride in their homes is evident from the neatly
manicured lawn surrounding the one-story brick ranch homes.
built about six years ago by Salvatore Di Mucci.

Yesterday, the 1100 block of
Birch was quiet. A few children
played on the sidewalks. A few
dogs barked. A jet flew skyward from O'Hare Field.

But the residenti were quiet.
focused their attention
on 1111 Birch Dr. and on 1109
They

Birch Dr. There is little to

lies.
Mrs. Sonderbcrg, busy in
her kitchen preparing a late

Sunday dinner for her working
husband, was the first to hear.

She broke into tears

.

.

be-

came hysterical.
Her neighbor, Mrs. Albert

'P. Keller, not kriowing her son
was dead in the same accident,

came over to the Sonderberg
home to comfort the widow.

When she was told the news

1111

about her son Kurt, she col-

Birch Dr. and Kurt Keller,
1109 Birch Dr. were good

"It was not a good way to

Herbert

Sonderberg,

lapsed:

chamber, Sonderberg ' on the

'in

side.

de,

play a little softball together
occasionally. We have all
lived here for around six
years, since the subdivision
4a -

cation," another neighbor said.
companied by Officer William
Burtis, drew the assignment of
breaking the news to the fami-

"I

drove nearly 500 miles
safely -- then come home to
something like this. It's hard

to believe."

Lake St., Northlake.

The three were cleaning a
"degreasing" machine
the accident occurred.

when

This machine is an enclosed
chamber, about 5 feet high and
.3 feet square. A conveyor belt
carries steel products (U. S.
Army canteens, television set
frames, etc.) through the chamber, where the grease on them
is removed by the. fumes of

Mrs.

insides. Doctors at Northlake

Keller. Mrs. Badtke, who lives
friends. They were good neigh- spend Sunday afternoon," Lt. in Timber Lake apartments,
bors and they worked together. Hedlund said. As shill com- 'was understoOd to be in the
mander, he could, have dehome of her sister, Mrs. Sonthey
died tailed a sergeant or patrolYESTERDAY,

Community Hospital refused to

and

the
19

through Aug. 26 in New York
City.

Announcement of Mitchell's'
appointment was made by Andy
Borg of Superior, Wis., national commander -in -chief of the
VFW.

Commander
Borg
cited
Mitchell for his outstanding
contributions to the Mount

Prospect VFW post and said
that men of his caliber keep the
veteran's group a strong, forceful organization.

Suspect Held
On Check Charge
-

James Czernak was arrest -

ed by Des Plaines police on
warrants of the Mount Pros pect police department
Czernak

wanted

had been

conspirator

checks.

He was

with

an alleged
Lawrence

to give any details of the ac- Hall, who is due in Niles count
man to handle the job. That's derberg.
It was a long Sunday evening cident. E. J. McCrink, presi- Aug. 30 on the same charge.
not the way Fred Hedlund opin the 1100 block of Birch Dr. dent of Hi -Temp said, "All I ,
erates.
"

Wire Down

Public Service Co. was notified by the fire department
Saturday of a broken wire on
a utility pole behind tly Post
Office. A short circuit was
causing the pole to smoke.

Mount

Scouts Depart

the Northlake tragedy about
2:45 p.m. Lt, Hedlund, ac -

Twenty - eight members of
Boy Scout troop 55, sponsored
by St. Raymond's Church, left
Saturday for two weeks at
Camp Nepowan in Wisconsin.

Lower Speed
Limits Urged
Fred

resolutions.
He will serve during
national convention Aug.

reached by telephone, refused

Prospect police department of

Lt.

Mitchell, long active in VFW'
activities in Mount Prospect,

for forgery and cashing bonus

to jar the calm of Sunday after-noon in suburbia for an entire
the

Gets Top
VFW Job

say what this solvent was.
Officials at the company,

It was police Lt. Fred Hedlund's job to break the ncws neighborhood.
Word reached

Mitchell

The chamber is part of a has been appointed a member
treating process done in of the VFW 67th Annual Conthe Hi -Temp Co. plant at 75 E. vention Committee on general

ED ELLESSON, 17. of 1204 tri-ethylene.
Either Keller or Bradtke,
was a schoolmate of
Kurt's at Forest View High apparently, was overcome by
School. "Kurt was a good foot- the fumes and the other were
ball player," Ed recalled. "He overcome in attempting to help
was an average student -- he him out of the chamber.
Sonderberg could have been
worked very hard in school.
He never. messed around with overcome trying to rescue the
two. Entrance to the chamber
a tough crowd."
Neighbors passed in an out is by way of a two -and -a -half
of the two homes, silently. foot door.
They were using an "R. C.
There was little for them to do.
A doctor was called to treat solvent" to clean the machine's
Sonderberg

found the bodies.

steel

Birch,

Mrs.

to two sisters

of Dan Waller, the man who

'

tails of the tragedy.

was §uilt."
"IN just returned from

were married

first to arrive on the scene. He
Harold "Scotty" Mitchell,
worked under the direction of
Officer James Gilliam, lifting 605 E. Prospect Av., Mount
the. bodies one at a time from Prospect, has been appointed to
top post in the national Vetthe machine's chamber.
Police said Badtke and Keller erans of Foreign Wars organwere found at the bottom of the ization.

"We are a close neighborof Birch Dr. in Elk Ridge Villa south of Golf Rd. and. hood," one resident said. "We

together, along with a third
River Trails Park District man,
Herbert Sonderberg's
President Hiram C. Hanson will brother-in-law Ralph Badtke,
be interviewing half a dozen 1434 Busse Rd. in'a Northlake
persons who have expressed an plant tragedy.

interest in serving on the park

NEIGHBORS

small groups,

Waller had stopped

ing plant..

A Quiet Neighborhood
by Tragedy
Stri

The conference focused its distinguish the two homes from
discussions on current educa- the others in the block.
tional issues confronting
Little to distinguish them -school superintendents such as
educational programs' for me- except tragedy chose these
tropolitan areas, implications two homes to hit Sunday afternoon.
of expanded federally' supported education programs,
berelationships
changing
tWeen school boards and the'
professional staff and other
national -local issues.

est View High School and work-

Their bodies were removed ed at the factory during the
to the Cook County morgue. A summer. Sonderberg had been
corner's inquest will be held. employed there for three years.
The three were discovered
Bradtke
grid_ _ Soderberg

fames in metal treating sat the trio were cleaning.

district.

the American Assn. of School
Administrators and Dr. Thom-

Judge Simon S. Porter has
The RGA has petitioned the
village board for a referendum signed an arrest warrant for
to change the current village Charles M. Smolk, formerly of
system of government to a 1805 Hatherhigh Ct., Mount
a mayor,

Herbert Sonderberg; 39, of know is that three' poor men
Prospect Dr., Ralph are dead.
Badtke, 23, of-1434'Busse Rd.,
Badtke, who was married a
and Kurt Keller, 17, of 1109 month ago, was to have taken
Prospect Dr., were pronounced his first vacation next week,
dead at Northlake Community after working at the plant for
Hospital where they were taken a year.
by Northlake police and fire
Keller was a student at For1111

...A 19**141.01itaa;

Americans

Rolling Meadows and Sher iffs police today were seeking the exploratory committee on
eight youths who assaulted two assessing .the progress of
-Phlatine -teens at- Kirchoff education under sponsorship

been made chairman of the the intersection the assailants
committee, has scheduled a had fled.

alderman,

,r

mx-saiii.

tion in the United States.
Dr. Tyler is chairman of

gram conixrning the establishThe eight jumped °tit and
ment of a city charter form of
government for Mount Prospect started breaking the windows
has been scheduled by the Rep- in the halted car with a tire
resentative Government Assn. iron. They then pulled the
occupants from the car ,and
(RGA).
A committee named "The started beating them.
Voice of RGA" has been chosen Rolling Meadows Patrolman
Andrew Herbert saw the corn to conduct the program.
G. Michael Mokate, who has motion, but before he got to

Under the proposed system,

Mfg

assess the progress of educa-

were riding.

mayor-aldermanic one.

lake plant where they were employed.
The three were overcome by fumes of a solvent they were
using to clean a machine..

c

will be part of a program to

Passarelli, of 763 N. Ela Rd.,
A public information pro- both of Palatine Township,

14

million

1,500,000

1213 Baldwin Rd., and Michael

vited to attend the meeting.

BY BRUCE CUTLER
Three Mount Prospect men died yesterday in a North -

dard University, say that over

Rd. and Route 53 in Rolling of the federal government.
Meadows.
PURPOSE of the federal
The 'iht - riding in two
according to Dr.
cars -- forced 'off the road the program, not
to evaluate any
Tyler,
is
car in which James Little, of

To Discuss
RGA Plan

Cleaning Machine

rEn

25th annual

Such a study is expected to required by the village in plan begin soon, according to village ning the installation, Ben -

less difficult.
.
Benowicz said that since
there is no synchrozination
problem between lights at
Lonnquist and Lincoln, the

To Assess
Education
Dist. 57, was on hand. at the

state

tions for stop - and - go lights

vercom,e 'While

'67:7's

Dr. Eric A. Sahlberg, superintendent of schools in
Mount Prospect Elementary

approved, the
qualifies under signals are
for stop state will be available to
regulations
give any technical assistance
lights.
to

Tells Plan

Hedlund' of the

Mount Prospect police department's accident prevention bureau has requested county highway officials to lower speed

Gripe

Of The 0_

limits for the village.

Day

- The county has posted 45 mile limit signs on Brisse Rd.
between Algonquin and Golf
Rds. where signs had set a 35 mile limit. Lt. Hedlund wants to
repost the old signs.

44,
It was "Donkey Baseball" time in Prospect Heights Friday. Ed Klee, of the Prospect
heights Little League Team, learns that 'a donkey can be a stubborn base runner. When the
'pine was over, the Prospect Heights Lions Club came out 1-0 winners. More pictures. on
Photo by Dan Batas..
Page 2:

111111111. _

Why do men, when they
reach 50, wear nothing but

On -Kensington Rd. east from
the Arlington Heights boundary,

where there formerly were no
posted speed limits, the county
posted a 50 -mile limit. Hedlund

gray suits -- and look 60.

K. M.
'

Hi Temp, Inc., 75 Eut Lake St. in Northlake, was the\t scene of the Sunday \ac -

wants the speed reduced here eldest that claimed the lives of three Mount Prospect men. Plant officials refused'
also.
to discmilhecluX With newsmen or to admit !reporters to the scene.
"
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Donkey Baseball Game n Prospect Heights
Lions Club 1
Little League 0
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"This way, donkey" coaxes Pete Lasurdo of the Prospect Heights Lions Club nine during
donkey baseball game at Lions Park Thursday. The Lions team defeated a team composed
of Prospect Heights Little League managers and coaches 1 - 0. Oh yes, that's Lasurdo on

'.

There were chores in donkey baseball game not usually as iodated with the diamond sport. "Clean-up man" is George

Spectators enjoy the action as nearly 1,000 people watched donkey -baseball -game -at Lions
Park In Prospect Heights Thursday. Rail riders are, from the left, Billie, Ruthie and Bob

Bergstrom and Nancy Johnson, Prospect Heights. Final score - Lions

the right.
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Money Minded?

Frankenburger of the Lions Club team. Teammate Harry Axes,
perched no a desks, (right) offers advice.

- Little League 0.

Ticifiet 3

0%.i

V1:71151
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1/41.14'."" Involved
raikiti:

In Wreck

it

Three drivers were ticketed
for speeding after being involv-

'

/

ed in rear end accidents this
- weekend that sent three persons-

--

to Holy Family Hospital.

They - were treated - and released.

Michael H. McDermott, 18,
of Des , Plaines, was issued a
citation for "failure to reduce
_sperA _to_moid an.. accident _...r.14.14_,7.01074!pummt.,t,_-___:_-...,
after the car he was driving r
skidded 96 ft. before it struck
the rear of a car driven by
Gaye Vinsik, 18, of McHenry,
on Rand Rd.

Louis E. Jones, 56, of Lombard, received

the

same ci-

tation after his car hit the rear
of an auto driven by Lynn, D.
Porcher, 21, of Elk Grove Village, on Central Rd..
Maria L. Valensia, 21, of

I

Chicago, was also ticketed for
the same charge following an

Keep these figures
in mind

WaUy Whitcomb, left, presents a plaque in recognition for

accident on. Rand Rd. where the

the 1%6 Mount Prospect' tittle - car driVen by Edward L. Wood,
35; of Palatine, was struck in
League season to Clyde Deyo, the award winner. Presentation
outstanding service during

was made at Little League Dance Saturday night at Hick Reedy
in Bensenville.

the rear.

4 -year -Old

S'aMMINimumm..

In Accident
Kimberly Slayton, 4, of 1810

r
f

interest

Hatherleigh Ct., Mount Prospect, suffered no apparent injuries, Northwest Community
Hospital reported, after she
was involved in an auto accident
on Busse Rd. Friday.

Mrs. Beverly P. Leahy, 30,
of 1726 Pheasant Tr., Mount
Prospect, told police she was
driving north on Busse Rd.

when she saw a girl run across
the street and then wave to Kimberly to follow her.

per year paid quarterly on savings pass books.
Money Minded people save MORE gt the
Mount Prospect State Bank

Mrs. Leahy said she veered
the car onto the right shoulder

of the road to avoid

Kimberly, who ran into the left

.,

front side of the car.

Report

A/2

Shots

interest

Jack D. Morgan (right) 114 N. Pine Mount Prospect, is
congratulated by Austin T. Cushman, chairman of the board of
Sears, Roebuck, and Co. and his 25 years with the retail firm.
Morgan is retail comptroller at the company's national headquarters in Chicago.

Per year on Certificates of Deposit. May be pur-

chased for a six month period or more, with a
minimum deposit of $2,000 and additional mul-

tiples of $500. INTERESTED?

. .

. call or stop in for details.

.

Remember
are

our Drive -1n
toe your

Quick service

you IN and gets

5 MP Artists
To Display

In Art Fair

drive -t' banidng

you OUT.

in a burry!

Five Mount Prospect artists will be among the 495
painters' invited to submit their work for exhibit in the
Friday,"Saturday and Sunday of this week.

The 'art fair will open on noon and remain open to 10

.

Busse A

Emerson Itlest/OLearbrook11-4000

ssassmos FEDERAL DEPOSITMEIURANCE CORPORATION

HOURSI 8:30 1.m. to 2:00 p.m. Daily (except Wednesday).
Friday ovoillnijo 5:30 to 8:00. USS OUR PRIIR PARKING LOTS

near the Bruning Co. plant on
Central Rd. early Sunday morning.

lington I Heights, told police
several bullets flew over his

head as he was picking corn
in the field near the plant.

New Park
District
Hearing Set
-

County Judge Thaddeus V.
Adesko signed an order Wednes-

ninth annual Gold Coast art -fair on Chicago's Rush St. on

MOUNT PROSPECT(
BANK
STATE
ESTAELIENED

Mount Prospect police are
investigating a report that
someone was shooting guns

District family fun night last Friday.

Leback Named
TB Drive Head
Warren W. Lebeck has been drive would open officially in
named general chairman of the the Mount Prospect -Prospect
1966 Christmas Seal Canipaign Heights area on Nov. 14 and
in the Chicago area.

p.m. on Friday, Aug. 5. Display, times are the same Saturday, Aug. 6 and Sunday, Aug. 7, closing -day of the fair.
Mount' Prospect' artists who will exhibit include Dawn ',
K. Butler, 760 Dempster; ChristIrHansen, 110 S. Edward)
St.; Arlene Flora Kargacos, 12 N. William; Karen Law
son,. 5l3 We -Go Trf and Evelyn Mitchell, 106 S. Edward.
The Gold Coast art fair .is the largest, outdoor art fair
in the world. It is sponsored by the Near North News and
the Gold Coast Assn. Admission to the fair is free.

Every schoe, of painting and sculpture is represented
at the fair from the most traditional to the latest in popular
and 'mddem art.

Arnie Matanky, publisher of the Near North News and
executive director of the fair, said that it will be held rain
or shine.

day setting Aug. 4 as the -date
for a public notice of a preliminary hearing on the proposed
Prospect Heights park district.

continue through December.

Las year, a record 5985,988
contributed by the public,
in DuPage County, Lebeck is was
executive vice president of the the agency announced.
It was pointed out that out of
Chicago Board of Trade, the every
,dollar contributed to the
oldest and largest grain ex'Christmas 1Seal campaign, 93
change in the world.
cents remains for use in ChiA resident of Clarendon Hills

Announcement of Lebeck's
appointment was made by Yngvar Brynildssen, president of
the Tuberculosis Institute of
Chicago and , Cook County
which conducits the Christmas

Seal drive in, the Mount Prospect area.
Brynildssen also announced

Al Fiank, 913 S. Vail, Ar- that this year's Christmas Seal

CO*

Isles.gets
'W indows

hitting

Suzy Jason, 1605 Orchard, Prospect Heights, inspects one
of the many crafts exhibits on display at River Trails Park

Correction

cago and Cook County programs. The other seven cents

is contributed to the National
Tuberculosis Assn. for nationwide medical and 'social research.

Black
Market
Louis Sabo, manager of the
Old

Orchard Country Club,

It was incorrectly listed in called police after he had stopthe Calendar of events Friday ped two youths from selling
that Mount Prospect Ele- golf balls on the country club
mentary School Dist. 57 was grounds.
meeting Monday night.
He confiscated 48 golf balls
The next meeting of the and turned them, as well as the
board of education is Monday, two youths, over to Officer

Aug. 8, not tonight as listed. William Burtis Saturday.

TB X -Ray Unit To Visit Village
Free chest 'X-rays will be Prospect Plaza shopping. Cenavailable to Mount Prospect ter, Rand and Central Rds.
residents when the Suburban
On Thursday and Friday,
Cook County Sanitarium Dis- the X-ray mobile unit will move
trict and the Tuberculosis In- into the central business disstitute of Chicago bring the trict and operate on Meeske's

The hearing will be held belotethe judge in the Civic Cen- mobile unit to the village on
ter in Chicago at 10 a.m. Aug. 15.
Thtirsday, Aug. 25, when Judge
A full week of . the X-ray,
ftdesko will set the election date unit's time has been scheduled
in Mount Prospect starting on
appoint election judges.
Monday, Aug. 15 and running
The proposed district's boun- through Friday, Aug. 19.
daries, described by attorney
Members of the Mount ProsJohn Haas as "extremely com- pect Woman's Club and Junior
plicated", extend to Rand and Woman's Club have been workElmhurst Rds. at its most ing as sponsors and co-ordina-,
southern point to Buffalo Grove tors of the week long visit by
the west, to Hintz Rd. the mobile X-ray unit.
.
on the North, and to McDonald
On Monday, Tuesday and
Rd. at McDonald Creek on the Viednesday the blue and white
east.
udit will be parked at- Mount

Fine Foods parking lot, 101 S.
Main St.

Chairman of the operation
for the Junior Woman's club
will be Mrs. Melvin Lei,ers,
135 S. Weller Ln. From the
Mount

Prospect

Woman's

Club, chairman of volunteers
will be Mrs. Margaret Shaffner, 1 1 1 S. loka.

X-ray hours during the week
will be from '2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
on Monday and Friday; from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. ,on Tuesday
and from II a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Wednesday and Thursday.

.....

I

.

ins
Proviso Prize

rtist

Mrs. Christi Hansen of 110 S. Edward St. was awarded the first prize in oil painting at the 12th Antutal
Proviso Outdoor Arts Festival sponsored by the West

Barbara
Lilliquist

,

I

will live in
Holland to
study art.

Suburban Artists Guild.

She also received the popular vote for best of show
from exhibitors.

Mrs. Hansen has -been a member of the Mount Proset -

pect Art League for many years and has participated
In various exhibits in the community.

1404.tielxia'17.0
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4 Attend
Gamma Phi
Betas Outing

Women

Assist in
Golf Day
111111Men.-__

.

The Gamma Phi Betas held

a "Tee -Off" day for golfing

Mount Prospect women who
worked on committees for the
Northwest Suburban Board of
Realtor's 22d Annual Golf
Outing and Dinner -Dance held

and lunch recently.

recently included Mary McAndrew, decoration committee, and Margaret Christian

lowed
Those

and Mary McAndrew on the

lirlYVIMTLIVYMtrettlf.rf

prize committee.
The affair was held at
the Elmhurst Country Club.

The Day's final article in a

The outing was at Old Orchard Country Club with golf
starting at 9.30 a.m Lunch
and awarding of pnzes" folattending

from

the

Mount Prospect area included
Mrs,. Allan__ Edwards, Mrs __

Gerald Schloemer, Mrs -MiFogel and Mrs. David

chael

Nank

"Beachcombers Ball" was the

series about business- and pro-

theme and South Sea Island

fessional opportunities for wo-

decorations created the atmo-

men.

sphere.

High on Date Scene

fluttery

Short,
dresses

cocktail

in dreamy, filmy fab-

Hundreds of gifts were con- rics will rate high on the date
tributed by members and local scene again this summer No

e ar

as

u

or at

"Art teachers are wise to finish their study of the
masters before touring Europe." This is the advice of
Lilliquist, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leone
Lilliquist of Mount Prospect.
Barbara is returning to Hol- with oils. To develop her unland in August to study at the derstanding of art she attendRijksskademie Academy of Art ed summer school every year,
in Amsterdam. She has been studying the historical backin Europe for an eight -week ground of art. She was a pupil
visit which included visiting of Franz Schults, the art critBarbara

art centers in Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Germany and
France. Now Barbara will

business firms Twenty golf
pnzes were awarded under
supervision of Frank Small

ic for The Chicago Daily News.

of Des Plaines, chairman of feminine, flirty style.
the golf committee
Arlington Heights

a

I

was a member of the Alpha
XI Delta sorority and was soc-

ial chairman of her sorority.

A good art teacher is one
that never stops learning and
instills in her pupils this striving for more knowledge and

son

Dark Crepe Fills the Bill
to

must be spent in study prior of teaching the art student
to travel in order to glean all can achieve the satisfaction of

Art League and was program
chairman for a year. She has
many art fairs
and had one woman show. She
has been art supervisor and

exhibited in

teacher for Northfield schools.

the benefits which foreign tra- both.
vel Can give.
"Being able to create beauty is not possible without edIN ORDER to be a disciplin-

ed artist one must paint and

ucation, training and work,"
Barbara says.

study under teachers who have
ALTHOUGH
painting, it is

she

enjoys

not her main

employment. Teaching is her
profession and she believes it

The student must learn the
fundamental phases of draw-

all-purpose simple, dark
usually fills the bill.
This type of dress is a soft
an

answer to almost any what -towear problem. It could turn
out to be endowed with a right anywhere look that could make

for, an evening
or fun see

1111A1kl

travel Is this three-piece
cotton suit from the Paul

overblouse that is co-ordinated to the red Samsonite

All Over

beauty case.

Town
BARGAIN PRICED

DAY WANT -ADS

_31?ap Publicationo,31nc.

A 3 Line Ad

CLASSIFIED ADS STRETCH

(15 Average Words)

BUDGETS INTO BETTER LIVING

3

I'

I

consecutive DAYS

The Arlington Day & Prospect Day
Oill TIMIS

:

EXCLUSIVES

Plus One Day In Market Day
Edition If Your Ad Appears In
The Regular Tuesday Edition

ONLY

through-

$

i

J. I

CALL TODAY IMIPORS 4 P.M.

student's high school science
training.

255-7200

.

. you just can't keep a thing as good as

Day Classified Ads a secret. Many of the families who always
seem to have more and do more smartly. use Classified ads -and they're talking about it.

Why not do as they dal Sell the worthwhile things you own the
minute you discover these things are no longer being used or en.
It's easy, it's inexpensive and it's profitable!
It works like this.

First, take a look around your home and make a list of the things
you find that no one uses anymore. Furniture, appliances, yard and
power tools, musical instruments. sports equipment, good but
out grown clothing and toys ore just some of the things to look for.
You'll find others as you go along.
Then when you have your list, just dial 233.7200 anytime between

tra cash that stretches your budget into better, happier living.

And, If

friend wonders how you do it-just smile-maybe he is

one of the few who still hasn't hoard about omazi`kg Day Classified
Ads.

YOUR AD STARTS TOMORROW

MT. PROSPECT
A charming contemporary on 185#181 R. elegantly landscaped!
grounds. CathedrUCelling in 20x21 ft. living room. Raised --

Hearth fireplace.

l!laffrarpi

9 bedrooms 4 blockatto grade school.
;25,500

IN TM, OD ODDA0 COUNT.. C
p.n.. &4C(.,hrell0 1.6

PfightlY iEricept Monday) at $:30'
Sunday, at 7:80
Box Otfioe, Opeai Daily 10 A.M.Titi
Or -Phone
9- 00
iieservatIons

It was bound to happen

11.30 A.M. and 3130 P.M. and give it to the friendly, helpful ad
writer who answers. It's inexpensive too. A 13 word -3 line.ad is'
only 51.03 per day on the special 3 day rate. That's all there is
to it. Soon, instead of things you didn't use anyway, you have ex-

exceptional science apti-

tude and scholastic potential.
The purpose of the summer
institute is to supplement the

L

,

That's

Blumenstein collection. The
narrow cut black and white
checked jacket is bow -detailed and tops a bright red

out the nation on the basis of

1111.5111'

CL 6-6320

Secret

Crisp and cool for summer

FOR

Courilry Chili

ISTAUFASI

A

pect High school, was select-

CRITICS
CHOICE'
a nervcitmedy by Ira Levin..

Country Club

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE

With

Prospect High Girl
At Science Institute

The Northwest Suburb's
';Dn6, Profrssional Theatre.

Children $1.00
Adults $2.00

Old Orchard
Country Club
ML Prospect

Lady

Studio

A SIAN

AIR CONDITIONED

Howard Kogay

given by Lew Musillis "Tale Tellers"

closet.

PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

Refreshments will be served and a free hat will be

her

August 6,7,13,14

it the busiest item in your

awarded to a member of the audience.

attending a National Science
Foundation summer science
institute at Humboldt State
College, Arcata, Calif.
Susan, a student at Pros-

TUMPlLasintliSKIN'

crepe

Arlington Portrait

Thursday in the ladies' ready-to-wear department.

applicants

you're not

sure what a date will entail,

Goldblatt's at Rand and Central Rda., Mount Prospect, will show fashions and sample hats at 1:30 p.m.

from

Chairman of the' entire af-

Call CI. 5-7456.

Vashions, Sample Hats
On Goldblatt's Show

ed

because

Candid
Wedding
Photos

the ability to help them most.

ing and execution. "By workoffers practice and develop- ing in all medial of expressment of techniques in various ' ion and a wide range of submedia. She prefers working jects one develops a specific

Susan Courtney, 606 S. Pine
St., Mount Prospect, is among
63 high school students from
21 states, Mexico and Korea

wear

them. Brochures are available

thumbnail expert. Many years

Mon of the 11.1aP

the CHILDREN'S THEATRE

When you don't know what

are willing to seek the benefits and advantages offered to

Barbara is an active member of the Mount Prospect

of Des Plaines Publish-

fair was Koliert R. Farman
of Barrington.

"Teaching in itself is a profession which offers much to
a woman for it helps others

but by supplementing artistic
endeavors with the profession

Call our

music.

Page 3

cents.

Day Jane Forester.

Selling your home?

the

ing Co. furnished dinner

ience 'and should be noncompetitive. Art in itself must be
an expression of feeling and
knowledge, rather than a work.
to be evaluated in dollars and

understanding.

at

half -way house. Howard Nel-

skill and individual style of
technique;" she
"Art is a personal exper-

Barbara said.
It is not enough to take a few
art courses- and become a

She was a candidate for homecoming queen and Forester

refreshments

vided

Monday, August 1. 1966

on requirements for these
funds.
It is not easy to reach a
goal of a free lance artist,

Federal

Savings and Loan Assn.. pro-

Her painting is actually a reach knowledgeable experience."
live abroad for at least a year. supplement to her art history
Counselors have been 'ItrainDuring her stay she also vis- major. Barbara feels that ed at schools to aid women with
without a knowledge of art and
ited Norway.. Sweden, Denartistic talent to follow the promark, England, Luxemburg, its history a person cannot ful'Thaie worlith ' learn
Belgium and Holland on a Stu- ly appreciate art or express it the prerequisites for the colto the greatest depths.
dent -Teacher tour.
Barbara said, "Many young leges which offer guidance and
A graduate of Lake Forest women want to go to Europe instruction which will help
College, Barbara received her too soon. I think they should them develop their talents.
STUDYING abroad is no
BA degree in art education wait until they have a greater
there. She is -a graduate of knowledge of art in order to longer the luxury it was sevArlington High School and fully understand, the works and eral years ago. There are
studied at Northwestern Un- exhibits which are available many fellowships and scholarship funds available if students
iversity, the -National College abroad."
Institute.
and
The
Art
While at Lake Forest she

one color will hog the show
Just be sure to pick the most
flattering shade and the most

123 8,1AilLINGTON 1111& ID.

150 8. MAIN

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MOUNT PROSPECT

'CL 5-8000..

392-7150

,Member of Multiple Lisdng Servicapi

.

nap flubliettitotto,3int.
CLASSIFIED ADS
MARKET PLACE OF SMART, MODERN FAMILIES
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Some Day
Take

sweet
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by Frank E. Von Aix
to start a library.

I9 -year -old

girl and send her out into the

She' filled

like a squirrel stores nuts.

"I have got some in

in Arlington
Heights with 30,000 books
and then she filled her car.
"I drove in the driveway
storage

world and what does she come
home with?

45,000 books, that's what.

'

space

Plaines and scattered around
in a few other places," she

I

not selling

"My father did not say a

the 5

"What he did not know was
that we had two more carloads
coming up the drive behind

Give her time and she will

'

get around to the Marines.

Sharon will probably get the
books to Viet Nam because
people are offering to send
money to pay the freight.

Handclasp fails to meet regu-

The biggest worry right now

lations.

Little Miss Wonderful started
storing books in other places

._

Navy and Air Force.

lem is transportation, since
the Navy says the original
understanding' to send' the
books as part of Operation

my car."
After Sharon's father got the
4,000 books into the basement,

the
and
Red

Cross and the USO. She has
been talking to the Army,

Field she hopes to gather up
all her books and send them
to Viet Nam. Her only prob-

thing, he just started carrying in the books.

too. That is why she started
collecting books when she
a boy had written
learned
from Viet Nam that soldiers
did not have enough reading
material.
"He wasn't even' a boy
friend" Sharon said.
Sharon has enough books

tickets on

a.m. to 2 p.m. shift at North
Central Airlines at. O'Hare

them in the basement.

Sharon enjoys life and she
thinks other people should,

she
has involved
President, her 'senators
representatives, t h e

.now

Some day when Sharon is

was going 'to do with. the'

books. I said I hoped to store

wonderful parents..

Slichenmyer High School. She
refused to go back on a pledge
to soldiers in Viet Nam and

said.

and my father asked me what

Sharon Gehrke is all smiles,
fun and laughs. She must have

started on something easy,
like thinking up a name for

Des

is what is Sharon plotting for

Maybe Sharon should have

next summer.
TailaliStantlateraiMMIL,S3Matitaireit

Vantage Point

. . .

by Jack Vandermyn

"You can quote me," Tom Novotny said. "I
am forming a slate. I am forming a slate of

"DO you think it will go over?" Barbara Vidmar asked. "If Mount 'Prospect can do it, why

battle was fought out by two parties, the United

clients in my busineis and I am going to run hard
for them to make up for the. time I lost tilting
against windmills,"
This was Novotny's reaction to our report Fri-

not Arlington Heights?"

Citizens Party and the Good Neighbor. Party.

IN APRIL,

Mrs. Vidmar has been one of the Caucus

Caucus Party candidates off the Arlington

The system sought by RGA would change
the current 'village system of six elected trustees, a village president and village clerk from
throughout the village to 14 aldermen elected

'
Heights village board in April, 1961.
"Village politics, already?" Novotny asked.
"Let's get through November first and get Chuck

The UCP's entire slate, Village Clerk RichMonroe and Trustees Robert Teichert,

ard

In addition, the UCP captured four seats in
the library board 'and were able to appoint a
fifth member, Gilbert Liebenow, because of a
resignation. Liebenow ran for the library board
as an independent and was defeated before he

urer (a new 'elective post) would be elected from
the village at large.

Mount Prospect provides the answer for this. .A

group of dissident Mount Prospect politicians

CURRENTLY, the voters elect their library

formed a "Representative Government
Assn " (RGA) and are moving the village poli-

have

board. Under the RGA proposal in Mount Prospect library trustees-nine to replace the pres-

tical battles up by several months.
RGA has petitioned the village board to call an

"In effect" Crooks explains, "you vote for
your

library

to city-aldermanic,--------

you select2.1

Petitions were presented at the July 19 meeting of the village board and Mayor Daniel Con-

pect.

trustees

through the

.

prosecutor Kendal Crooks presented the RGA

It appears that the RGA petitions, containing
1,800 signatures will be accepted. They only
need about 800 valid signatures to force the is-

petitions

sue,

in the campaign to keep village government.

and their jobs.

That's just some of the background as municipal politics-Usually a springtime gameheats up for a lough battle in Mount PrOspect
early this fall.

ber. He has u?til Sept. 19.

IT IS interesting to note that some Arlington

"Honor. the original dream by always jealously keeping
the_papees.jreed.amsnd intellectual integrity:"

-Friday,-are-expected---to-take-an--active-part----

schedule the referendum sometime' in Septem-

Heights "rebels" were on hand at the Mould
Prospect board meeting when former village

Tbe Pro5pert 3Dap

THE ELECTED library trustees, Mary Gardner, Mary Clark, Jerry Sullivan. and Franklin

aldermen

The battle lines are forming in Mount Pros-'
Best guess is that Mayor Congreve will

greve has 60 days to schedule the referendum,

retire and do nothing but play golf!"

was appointed by the UCP board: It is interesting to note that Liebenow's name showed up on
the RGA petitions.

ent six --would be appointed by the aldermen.

election to vote on changing the form of municipal government in Mount Prospect from village

"If I'd made the kind of loot Billy Casper has, I'd

Joseph Gritani and Robert. Colfer, were winners.

The mayor, village clerk and 'village treas-

elected," '
Why the emphasis on village politics this early?

village government

his defeat.

from seven wards.

Percy and all the other Republican candidates

the

Dan Congreve, the colorful and controversial
village president, led the United Citizens to an
overwhelming victory over the Good Neighbor
ticket headed by C.O. Schlaver, a veteran office holder and two -term mayor at the time of

Party's most consistent adversaries. And she
is a vociferous critic of the present village board
and manager L.A. Hanson.

day that he was starting a campaign to dump

1965,

Monday, August I. 1966

The
ten
by
Watson

dies a

Box 489, Dept. (60005)

natural death of old age in bed
or is killed in an automobile

Radio City Station
New York, New York 10019

accident on the 'why to work

Veterans
sion

Administration

Please send me

copies of Ray Cromley's new book,
"What You've Got Coming In --Benefits for U. S. Veterans,"

pen-

at SI per copy. I enclose S

editorial

writ-

- was

touting cat trim as a dandy addition to

as a private salesman or catches

the flu and dies, his wife and
children may be eligible for a

following

Day staff member Jerilyn
who knows
and
applauds
high style-but who lovei cats.
Cat lovers of the world, unite!
There's a conspiracy in the fashion
world to skin the common house pet
for use in fur coats and trimming.
Several Paris designers already are

"Veterans'Benefits"
c/o Day Publications

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
veteran

,

Save Our Cats

BY RAY CROMLEY
a

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

William J. Kledatsch
'Managing Editor

at the organizers of that group tomorrow.

Protection for Widows- afid Children
if

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Who are the RGA? We'll take a close look

Benefits for Veterans - No, 15

Even

-- Marshall Field III

.

Page 4

'

cloth and leather suits and coats.
The cats aren't the only animals in
jeopardy, either. The designers also are
looking covetously at the monkey and
the marmot.

If

these

animals,

heretofore

allowed

to meow and chatter and climb in peace,
become fair game for the fur collectors,
old faithful Bowser may well be next.

If people --already accustomed to
wearing the furs of wild animals-have
become callous enough to want those
of tame animals, society is in a worse
way than we thought.
Rise up, human beings who have a
Tabby or a Tiger or a Whiskers at home.

Train those cats for the day they converge hissing and snarling, on the Paris
designers.

Then shall the fur fly.

These pensions are paid to
the widows and children of ser-

(Please print clearly-this is your mailing label.)

vicemen who die of old age,
disease

or injury

that

Letters to the Editor

is in

no way connected with their
military service

A veteran -husband's children are eligible for payments,

either as part of the family or
as individuals after a widow
dies, or remarries, if they are
unmarried and under 18 -- or
up to age 23 if attending a
VA -approved school. (However,
young men and women -receiv-

ing aid under the War Orphans
Education Program are not en-

titled to further aid under this
VA pension program.)

A

husband -veteran

must

have served 90 days or more
of active duty in the Spanish-

American War, World War I
or II, Korea or Viet Nam to
make his family eligible:

.

How much help can a widow of an American serviceman expect? Government payments and program are
discussed

in

today's

Installment

explaining

veterans

ADDRESS

was

dis-

abled as the result of service.

The veteran must have an

To receive this aid, a widow must have been married
to the veteran for five years,

ican War, World War I or II,

To be eligible 'when a husband dies, 'a widow with chil-

Korea or Viet Nam.

dren must have an income of no

She must have lived continuously with the veteran from

more than $3,000 a year. A
childless widow or one whose
children are grown may have

CITY

STATE

not have an opportunity until

ZIP

now to drop this short note.

We appreciate your explanation

or have borne his child or have
been married to him some Make checks payable to "Veterans Benefits." Allow 3 wks.
time during the Spanish-Amer- 'for delivery.

honorable type of discharge.

a pension as long as the condition
marry.

exists - or until

they

the time of marriage until his
death, except where there was

an income of no more than a separation due to the misS1,800.

conduct of, or procured by,
the veteran without' fault on her

part. (A widower of a woman
serviceman can claim these
benefits if he is, and was at
the time of her death, permanently incapable of selfsupport due to physical or

mental disability.)

AN ELIGIBLE widow without a child of the veteran is
entitled to a pension on the
following scale:

Income not in excess of S600
per year $64 per month.

With income between S600
and $1,200 per year $48 per
month.

With income between S1,200

and 51,800 per year S27 per
THE WIDOW 01 a veteran , month.
must not have remarried.

No pension payment if in-

In order to be eligible, she come above $1,800 per year.
and the children must not have
A widow with one child of
an estate "so large" that it is the veteran may receive:
"reasonable" she look to the

of what the atomic ac-

celerator means to Illinois. In

was the best analysis of the
entire project, she has read.
This hurt me because our department has been deeply inWHERE there is no widow volved and apparently I have
(or the widow is ineligible) the not kept her informed as to

minor children of the veteran
may Iceive pension payment
as

d s:
follows:
One child $38 per month,

Each additional child $15 per
month.

Where there is more than
one child, the amount payable
will be equally divided among
thEm. If the income of the child
is greater than $1,800 no pen7
sion will be paid, but the child's
own earnings are not to be
counted as income.

There was another pension
system in effect until July I,
1960. Many widows and children

are

receiving

benefits

what I do around here. Ha!
Raymond R. Becker
Information and
Publications
Dept. of Business and
Economic Development
State of Illinois

used and :"each case is judged
individually, giving consideration to type of property, amount

month.
With income between $2,000

of income, number of depend-

month.

ents and state of health."

port because of a 'mental defect
before reaching .19 may receive
,

zi

cases.

and' $3,000 per year $43 per

No pension payment if income is over $3,000 per year.

Children . who become permanently incapable of self-sup-

shifting depending on individual

If there is more than one
child, the monthly payment will
be .increased by $15 for each
additional child.

Once they change, they cannot change back again.

Details and applications may
be obtained at any VA office.

TUESDAY: Aid for families.

the water tower ' at Ridge and
Thomas was allowed to overflow.
Because of all of this and a
lack of sufficient water supply

or action during last year's
Legislative session, his subservience to federal powers

and his unsurpation of a legislative Ihnction.

we are left without water. If
Arlington Heights cannot supply water to second floor apartments then how does Mr.
"High Rise" Hanson expect
to supply proper water sup-

fact, my wife told me that it

-

Concerning the contest for
state

treasurer between Republican Harris Rowe and
Democrat
Adlai
Stevenson

III, both state representatives
with whom I had the pleasure

plies to these new buildings
and to the homes presently
here. Guess we will all have
to live in basements.

of serving, Mr. Rowe stands
for a continuation of the excellent record that State Treasurer
William
Scott
es-

A Concerned Resident

tablished

Plenty of lssuest

he

is

unequi-

tax.

Editor:
Jack Vandermyn in his Van-

On the other hand, Mr.
Stevenson attempts to discredit the heretofore unques-

tage Point July 25 states that
"the Republican Party is badEditor:
ly in need of concrete isI want to pay the post office
sues. . ."
a compliment on the fine serI would say that the Repubvice that they have given us.
lican Party is not wanting isWe sent film out in an ytt= sues, but simply better comvelope recently and threedines munications with some part of

instead of being webs the

and

vocally opposed to an income

Postal Bouquet

tioned record of State. Treasurer

Scott,

and

he

speaks

for the establishment of an income tax in Illinois.

These are a few of the

the press.

is-

sues the Republican Party has
film company it was mailed
For issues, I cite:
and which the voters already
back to us. I phoned the post
1. The undeclared, unresoloffice and they came out im- ved, interminable war in' Viet have expressed their sensitivity to.. If the Republican
mediately
with their mail Nam.
truck and picked the film up.
2. Increased prices of con- Party fails, the fault will not,

under that system. They may
Income not 'in excess of continue to do so. They have
estate for maintenance. A dolI realize that some of the
the option of changing to this new help could
lars-and:cents rule has not $1,000 per year $80 per month.
easily make
With income between $1,000. new system, but there are ad- a mistake like this, but
been established. The VA says
I am
"rules of, reasonableness" are and $2,000 per year $64 per vantages and disadvantages to very thankful for the excellent

a

couldn't get a drop of water. order for open occupancy in
Yet, according to the news- Illinois is to ignore the govpapers and letters to The Day, ernor's total lack of initative,

gan when Jack Vandermyn's
AEC columns appeared, I did

THIS length -of -duty qualification is waived if the service -man -husband

ter shortage. We live in a sec- has been decisive by the refloor
apartment and cent issuance of his executive

ond

Editor
Due to my vacation which be-

benefits.

Recruiting Office
a

AEC. Analysis

NAME

service

I

received

kumer

items,

increased

lie with a wanting of issues,

cost

Eugene F. Sdilickmaa

of living and inflation.

3. Nationwide crime and violence.

All letters to the editor must be signed, but

after call-

I cannot hesitate to state that
the foregoing conditions pretention.
veil under prevalent DemoHelen Foreman cratic administration nation-,
ally and locally.
Water Shortage
With specific reference to

ing this. mistake to their at-

-1

=7

the State of Illinois, Gov. Ottd
Kerner HAS provided the is-

ii3On Saturday, *Juli 23, Ar- sues for the Republicans.
iitigton Heights suffered a wa-

T. suggest that the governor

mimes will be withheld up,

on request.

L eI t er s

should be as brief as possible, typewritten, if pos-

sible. and should contain
.an address or phone numIber so their authenticity
can be checked.

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

Page
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OUT OUR WAY
OH, WART, I'VE GOTTA
r GIVE
LIP ON YOU: FILL -

MI6 YOUR POOL WITH
WATER FROM THE
KITCHEN FAUCET
WHEN ALL YOU HAD
TO DO WAS MOVE
IT OVER UNDER THE
OUTSIDE TAP:
HOW DUMB!

WELL, IT JUST SO HAPPENS
I DON'T ENJOY SPLASHING
AROUND IN COLD WATER:
IF YOU'RE SO SMART

TELL ME A BETTER

WAY OF 6 ETTIKI' A
HEATED POOLTHAN
BY FILLIN' IT FROM

A HOT WATER
TAP.

---

0

1114 11 NIA he. TM.

US. 101 -

'Funny thing! Always I'm either too young to under.
stand or old enough to know better!"

"I'd think twice before buying several pairs. What if
__the bottom drops out of barbecuing!"

THE WILLETS

Iii '".5
.1/10

I1

"ii;;..!.0.::d

..014 ....II' '117

THE WORRY WART ,

GOCHIZAN

9-1
C 194 h NG, kg TA 10. US. .01 ON

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

PUT GLOOEY
OUT, WILLYOLI P

HE WOULD RATHER

HAVE STAYED IN!

DON'T COUNT ON IT, BUS! I'M NOT
SAYIN' IT WAS JAKE, BUT THERE
FOR ONCE JAKE WON'T GET 'AWAY WAS THIS BANK THAT WAS
WITH HIS MIDNIGHT BARGAIN
GUARDED ALL OVER BY
HUNTS! ONE FALSE MOVE AND
ELECTRIC EYES! WELL, SOMETHIS INFRA -RED CAMERA
BODY WALKED OFF WITH oNa
WILL PICK 'UP THE
OF THE EYE6 WITHOUT EVEN
EVIDENCE 1 HE'LL DO
GETTIN`STAMPED OVERDRAWN!
ENOUGH TIME TO
"GROW A THIRD
SET OF TEETH!

BUGS 'BUNNY
LAY OPP, DOC! IT WAS
AN HONEST MISTAKE!

"VL
ks.)ir

S

-,._')°7)444,-----e-rib.

e
13.-1

leg US. PO. Off.

1,14 W

MORTY 3IEEKLE

Gout

I etLIEr-J5 IT5 60M,E KIND
OFA GCNDMONED REFLF-

Treatment

EEK & MEEK

.

W. O. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

Q -- You once wrote that
foods which have a high purine
content should not be taken by
persons/ with gout. What are
be
these foods" Can Bene
taken daily for an inde finite
period"

A -- High purine foods include such glandular cuts as
liver and kidsweetbreads,
neys, bouillon or consomme
made with meat extract, an-

chovies and sardines. If you
are taking probenecid (Bene-

0 Illa 4 NIA. 10

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

Works of Burns

mid) you should be able to
tolerate moderate amounts of

ACROSS

even these foods

This drug is of no value in

O'Shanter

attack of
gouty arthritis but, when taken
regularly for several months,
it will prevent such attacks.
Since the treatment must necessarily be for an indefinite
relieving an acute

4 Burns was a

8"A red, red
12 Lifetime
13 Napoleon's

your doctor should
regulate the dosage _to fit your
personal need

Q -- My father, 75, has had

colchicine
or Benemid
harmful for him?

be

CAPTAIN EASY
vas...rm

muss

ROMP,
KOONGL`O

LANDLADY.

A -- lndomethadn (Indocin)
relieves the pain of acute at-

I MOW«. TVS TRIED TO REACH MGR.
SKS wokswv AT WORK TODAY! CM
CAPTAIN EASY-A PRIGNO-AND TM
WORRIED'

BUT NUYS
NOT IN 1

tacks of rheumatoid and gouty
arthritis but it may irritate
the digestive tract and cause

JUDGING PROM KIR LONk___,AUSOS

PAILT001 BUT I. DIDN'T KNOW
WHO TO TALK TO. SEES SUN
SO MOODY LATELY...LIKE HER

-

COMICJIIKS BOINGRE, HEM
THEN HER LONG

SESSIONS

AT HER TYPEWRITER-

BETWEEN SPURTS OF 7.~.ANCI
HER WASTEBASKET MU OP PALM

START% ',DOM IP SHE GOT ANY

wfunN6

P1SASHEIN

LETTors,
ER
ZPI

peptic
colitis.

or ulcerative.
ulcer
Colchicine, an old
standby in the treatment of

gout, has the same disadvantage
Probenecid

sulfinpyra-

or

zone (Anturane) taken regularly should control the attacks in time The latter is
usually

tolerated

very

well.

ney stones?

A -- Kidney stones arc a
common complication of gout.

started

treatment you should not take
probenecid.

5

E R A G E 5,
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2 Exchange
premium
3 Encounter
4 Number

48

62

1 soft mineral

if

youk kidney function was intyou

19 Greek letter

DOWN

the chances of your debefore

9 Band
10 Withered
11 Paradise

N

T E

EYE

V

22 Nevada city
23 Persia
SENS
5 w PA P E DI
14 Angered
24 Tantalum
15 Fib
(symbol)
46
Emanation
25 Atlantic colored 34 Pr'nter's
18 Shift
47 Crustacean
measure
17 Land measure
fish
49 "Green - the
.40 Six (Roman
18 "- Saturday 26 Flowing
Rashes 0"
41 insect
Night"
garment
43 Type of stree 50 Perform again
20 Pullet, for
27 Decline
'151 Beasts of
show
example
29 God of love
burden
44 Of, Troy
21 Iron -bearing
30 Grain (p1.)
53 Coterie
45
"ert
thou
in
dolomite
32 Athena
the cauld -" 55 Whole of
25 Turkish army 33 Lease payment
corps
8
9
10 11
7
5
6
3
4
2
28 Expunger
31 American poet
14
13
12
32 Sports site
35 Attempt
17
16
15
38 Rudiment
37 Citrus fruit
9
18
38 Fish eggs
39 Firmament
41 Low-pitched
21
voice
,
29 30
42 Harangue
48 Combat pilot
35
0
32 33 34
48 Lively (music) 31
52 Vases
3E1
.
54 Operatic solo
36
:.
55 King (Latin)
41
58 Speed contest 39
57 Meadows
58 Poem
44
59 Encourage
80 Penitential
49 50 51
46 47
81 Was victorious

control this disease will les-

paiied

8 Narrow inlet

R

E
V

L0E

period'

Any drug that helps you to
veloping these stones, but

7 Sallor

A

.

emid daily for 18 months. If
I keep on taking it, is there
any danger of developing kid-

sen

,

1111

ALLEY OOP

I have been taking Ben-

Q

6Fat

exile site

period

gouty arthritis for 30 years.
He tried taking Indocin but
could not tolerate it. Would

5 Record keeper

Answer to Previous Puzzle

59

65

57

68

GO

61
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Roundup
For The Day

Grace's Daze

Honeymoim with 7 Children

24-Help Wanted Men

13-lost And Found

Valuable ring found In Arl.

'flirts. Owner may have same
after identifying. Arlington
Heights Police Dept.

Boys' 6 anger baseball mit
lost July 6 vic. Arl. Market

Call Mark Stroder 392-2214

By Grace Mott
The honeymoon Mr. and Mrs.
Nevin Boltz took -was different.

neth Klaus and. Thomas Klaus,
all relatives from Chicago.

Others among the 17 at the
Sunday, dinner included Richseven children!
Mrs. Robert Bentall, widow-, ard's great grandmother Mrs.
ed. several years ago, and Nevin Frieda Reinhardt 'and grandBoltz were married July 23 in parents Mrs. Ruth Johnson and
an afternoon ceremony in St. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Long.
With them went the couple's

Paul Lutheran Church.

A reception and dinner for
75 guests was held at the Chevy
Chase Country Club, before
they left on a three --day honeymoon to the Wisconsin Dells.

The two met seven months
ago through the Fifth Wheelers,
an organization for unattached

commencement in the Emmanuel Lutheran Church in Chi-

from

School

cago.

Althea Bentall has four children; NeVin BOItz has three.

The two families lived only a
few blocks from each other in

the couple went to the home of

A PARTY Sunday at the Edith Young's sister and husLibertyville home of her fam- band Mr. and Mrs. Vincent
ily, the Karl Numsnes, feted a Brown. They stayed there long
young woman who graduated enough for the Browns to join
the Augustana Hospital
Nursing. Mrs. Terry
(Joanne)f\ Miller was in the

men and women.

ing first to Biiffalo on July 16,

The party included the Warren Millers from here. Joanne

the Youngs on a tour which included Burwick, Pa., and Nar-

A PLEASANT evening occupied several sets of parents
and their teen-age sons last
Thursday.
Hostess was Mrs. F. N. Joyce

of Tower Dr. Although her son
Joseph was unable to join his

Fifth Wheel. The youngsters

Mrs. Charles Creighton back

range in age from

canoeing experience with friends
by 'serving refreshments and

happily settled in house at 112

to town after an almost monthlong vacation. Plans for the
trip East began when it was

N. Louis where Mrs. Bentall
and her children have lived.

Mrs.
Creighton's
learned
sister Mrs. Bernard Coleman

Here for the wedding were
Nevin's mother Mrs. Clarence
Boltz and Nis sister Mrs. Rob-

was coming from Fords, N.J.,

ert Van Tiggelen from Ham-

Louise Creighton's home state
where she visited her mother
Mrs. Paul Simon and four sis-

to

17.

Now one big family, they are

'

for a week in Mount Prospect.
The two women drove back to

Gas

Peoples

Post

336.

Among guests were two Mount ized in fair condition. Police armed with riot guns
Prospect couples Mr. and Mrs. arrested at least 16 persons near the spot where the
Martin Hering and the William teen-ager was hit. The violence erupted when police
Molts. Both were invited by arrested a Negro man for drunkenness. A crowd gathLegion officers with 'whom ered and police reinforcements moved into the 'area. A
they work.
squad car was hit by an object thrown from the Crowd,
,

TODAY marks the 25th an: and police reportedly fired their riot guns into the air.
for Ar- The violence soon spread and a number of store windows
thud Stolzman. It was on Aug. were smashed and some business firms looted. Police
I, 1941, that he went to work
niversary in` business

ragansett Bay.

was married a month ago.
Today the young Millers
--Mount----Prospect - but --did- not - -leave --on-their --honeymoon- to
the
Mexico.
know each other before
THE WEEKEND brought
meeting as members of the
2

the

for

the

Walgreen ,Agency;

a

division of the Walgreen Co.

corded in the neighborhood in a month.

him at an office party today.
IT'S SUMMER for sue as a

'White Power' Flares up in Chicago

friends -fora recent -trip -because -- lot --of parents can. testify_ The

of the sudden death of Mr. stitching it not the kind that's
Dr. Martin Luther King is scheduled to receive a
Joyce, she chose to share the done at home. With the warm report on a racial flareup in Chicago on his expected
weather

accidents

come

has

return to ,the city. today. The violence broke out yesterday when white and Negro civil rights marchers were
showing pictures the travelers
attacked by whites. The incident occurred as .the marchII,
who
Wilkinson,
Judy
had taken on the 10 -day excur- is
ers moved through an all -white south -side neighborhood
than
a
dozen
needed
more
sion.
Six boys, all explorer scouts, stitches to mend a head wound to conduct a "prayer vigil" backing desegregated housmade the trip under the guid- last Tuesday after a dive in ing. The white crowds chanted "white power" as theS,
hurled bricks and bottles at the marchers. Residents
ance of advisor Dr. William Lions Park swimming pool.
Sutures were also needed to also opened fire hydrants to block the marchers, broke
Pope. These . includt:d Pope's
sons Rick and Bob, Mark Wend - palch-5up Rick Broeren, also windows and overturned dozens of automobiles and set
to children which require skillful repair. Among the ill-fated

I I; who slipped and fell at the

'center of attention at a family
party afterward in the home of through made Mrs. Creighton
his mother and father Mr. and change her mind,

canoes to Canada. They had
perfect summer weather, with

roller

Mrs. Leonard Long.
Sponsors for the christening

THOUSANDS of members to her parents Mr. and Mrs.
of the American Legion were Dewey Dyer of Mount Prosin Chicago for the annual Le - pect.

THE BAPTISM of Richard ters.
Walter Long took place recently

The return drive was to have

in St. Paul Lutheran Church.

included an overnight stoo. A

The month -old baby was the

gas station conversation with a
younger woman driving straight

were Mrs. Robert Long, Ken-

"If she can do it so can I,"
thought Louise. She drove 875
miles to areve at Mount Pros -

rain only one night.

pool last week,

THE SYMPATHY of friends
is extended

to William

Congressman
Douglas pointed out on the
Donald M. Rumsfeld from 'the Senate floor that of the 27
13th Dist., of which Wheeling questions on the form, the one
and Elk Grove Townships are about truth in lending rean
integral
part,
recently ceived the most decisive supsurveyed constituents on their port.
stands on national, internaEven the so-called truth -in tional and area issues.
packaging
legislation, which
Rumsfeld represents a dist- political observers believe will
rict described as moderately be more important and cost
conservative with a population saving to the consumer, rehaving above average incomes. ceived only an 87.5 per cent
Democratic Sen. Paul Doug- endorsement from Rumsfeld's
las, an ardent political foe of constituents.
Rumsfeld and all Republicans,
There are those who believe
took a question from Rums- in ' truth -in -lending
bill
is
feld's poll and turned it into a dead. ' There has been solid
speeck recently on the floor opposition
to
Douglas
in
of the U.S. Senate.
bankers circles. The AmeriDouglas, who faces a determined challenge from indust-

wife Mary, prominent

his

derby

many years as Mary Gardner,
the "Blond Bombshell," and

through

the

ern suburbs of Cook County
from Evanston to Barrington.

RUMSFELD received 25,000
completed questionaires.

trustees.

the

board

'

which

tic endorsements do not come

tion about the costs of credit

from overwhelmingly Democratic
districts.
nor
from
econohiically
deprived
dist-

which they have a
know," Douglas said.

ricts where you would expect

the

support.

makes itself known, the truth in -lending bill will snowball

"Quite

reverse.

the

These

pools show what should now be
to

clear

most

members

of

Congress --that thinking people
are able to see through the

right

to

Douglas predicted that once
power

of public opinion

Jane Marie Delaney, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Delaney of 406 S. Evergreen, Arlington Heights, will
enter Lake Forest College in
Lake Forest as a member of
E.

Currently the bill is being
held in the Senate committee

be

on banking and currency.

nine

years

ions. His new assignment will
include Indiana, Illinois, Iowa
and Wisconsin business.

doubling as the receiving
room. The existing recovery
room' has been vacated and is
is

The new medical laboratory
Is completely occupied and the
old laboratory has been closed

relocated in the intensive care

for alterations. The doctors
lounge and medical records departments have been relocated

tration

unit.

The new

nursing 'adminis-

Exp., capable babysitters.
High school sophomore, and
8th grader. Day or night.

Widowed mother will care for
2 children in her home.

been invited to take part in a
orientation program
Sept. 24-27 before the opening
of the fall term.
four -day

Township

Regular

commission. Can earn over

Experienced Maintenance Man

$20 per week.
Call 673-6760

with electrical knowledge.

15-Business Personals

1620 W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect
CL 5-5000

Full Time man for return dept.
(Permanent) 40 hr.week.Paid
vacation. Profit Sharing plan.

available. Apply in person,
Affiliated Book Distributors.
415 N. Wolf Rd.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

Mature

Full Time
Apply in Person

DO YOU

ARLINGTON MOTEL
948 E.Northwest Hwy.

Arlington His., Ill.

NEED

dancing,

refreshments,

Phone Fair, that is. sponby Illinois Bell Telephone, featuring exhibits rang-

ing from the historical to the
ultramodern, says Jim Doss,
local Illinois Bell manager.
There will be no charge for
admission:

games,

0

It'll be held at the Palatine
Plaza

registration

than at the same time a year
according to Secretary
of State Paul Powell.
Total registrition was 4,593,818 at the 'end of June
compared to 4,395,081 a year
ago,

shopping

center

on

MRS. RICHARD CARLSON

Route 14, west of Highway 53,
Wednesday through Saturday,
Aug. 3 to 6; Doss said. Hours

Arlington
Graduate Gets
Nursing Cap

the Fair will be open are 1:00
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Wednesday.
Thursday,

and

Friday,

and

ago.

as

Arlington Heights, will be graduated from the School of
Nursing at Fairview General

to

a

3,642,437

a

figure for the same period a
year ago.

nursing wing in regard to areas which the hospital can re -occupy, he told
existing

trustees.

We have been promised the

Hospital, Cleveland, Aug. 7.

MAJOR ALICE HOLBERG

Air 'conditioning and reconstruction are almost complete
in these areas and when occup-

and volunteer offices ied there will be a net gain of
should be ready soon, Camp- 40 beds for working component
bell reported. They are locat- of 198 beds. This will go to the
final 224 bids when the rest of
in new. quarters and the evacuat- ed in the former cafeteria,
THERE HAS been little pro- the
are
re -acquired,
beds
ed areas are being re -staged
for film storage, offices for two cess in the basement ,if the Campbell reported.

that plays tic-tac-toe and has
never been beaten, and many
other interesting and informative displays. There'll also be
a voice mirror which lets you

She was graduated from Arlington High School and plans hear how, you sound on the
to work at Fairview and at- 'telephone.
tend Cleveland State UniverFree refreshments will be
served. Both adults and childsity night school.
ren are invited.

Assign Officer
To Nike Base

The

Nursing has

of study

Major Alice H. Holberg has
been assigned as Information
lington Heights.

Major Holberg had been a
staff officer in the! Community
Relations Division, Office of

the Chief of Information,

Fairview , School
a

three

-

of
year

'program that includes one year

availability-of some of this Officer with the 45th Artillery
space on or before Aug. 15, Brigade (Air Defense) in ArCampbell reported.

Touch -Tone phones, .a machine

on

the campus of

Baldwin -Wallace College and
two years of clinical nursing
education at the hospital.

At Workshop

Area Realtors
Plan Meeting
At Carousel
Harold Clingerman, regional
representative of the National
Assn. of Real Estate Boards,

will confer with local realtors

Marilyn Breiding of 1404 S.
Brown, Arlington Heights, participated in a Northern Illin-

and board officers at the Horseshoe Club at the Arlington Carousel August 10.

Ralph It Brune of 809 S.

University workshop for
home economics

Ridge, Arlington Heights, president of the Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors, arranged

40th

teachers to study methods of
training students as child care

idio, Calif.

aides or
schools,

at

the Pentagon. Earlier she was
Information Officer of, the

' Artillery Brigade (Air
Defense) at Fort Scott, Pres-

ois

high school

workers

in

nursery

for 'the noon conference with
board oflcers, directors, and
committeCchairmen.

OR MORE

FOR ANY

MECHANIC

for
SCHOOL BUS

Full time

-

Ritzenthaler

REASON?

Paid vacation
Bus Lines

Take an Months
Up To uu To Pay

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
439-0268

Mechanics-Gasoline/Diesel

Day or Night Shift
Work for International truck
dealer. New Service Center.
45 E. Palatine Rd., Wheeling
537-8484

WAREHOUSE HELP WANTED

40 hrs. per week. Paid vacation, profit-sharing if eligible,
hospitalization available. Apply in person 9 AM to 11 AM.

Lake District News Co.
411 N. Wolf Rd. Wheeling

day.

The Fair will be housed in a
large, circus - like striped tent

$2000
$3000
$4000

at Theatre or call
or. CL 5-100
CL 3-5032

9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Satur-

Mrs. Richard Carlson, the in the shopping center.
The exhibits will include a
former Sally Olsen, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Ol- display of historical phones, a
unit billing display,
sen, 306 N. Derbyshire Ln., special

Passenger car registration provided the largest figure. with 3,761,068 entries

Prospect Theatre

Must be 16 or over. Apply

199 King St.

sored

for the first half of 1966 is
198,000 greater
more than

opposed

YOUNG MEN

to homes Sunday morning only.

tine.

v.-

537-0554

MAN CP BOY
with car, deliver newspapers

The Fair is coming to Pala-

Democratic

BOYS WANTED
12 to 17. Part time. To work

24-Help Wanted Men

392-9300

In Palatine

for the children, free pop, races and prizes.

vehicle

Newly enrolled students have

2549.

afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus

253-0043

USHER

the class of 1970.

392-1830
New
wanted.
Carpenter
homes, kitchens,-, and remod----eling. Overstate and yr. round
work to good carpenter. 255-

259-0820.

Phone 766-8650

3 -Day Fair

Up 198,000
Motor

25th

Bell to Hold

Douglas, Stevenson
Expected at Picnic.
Wheeling

Army's

support in both houses.

Vehicle Total

served

439-3405

one

take note," he said, "empha-

will be there.
There will

,

of

but

rates,

from the

troops

Sen. Paul H. Douglas, Adlai E. Stevenson III,
Harry H. Semrow and other Democratic candidates

The reconstruction phase of radiologists, a secretary's ofthe building program at North- fice and a film reading room.
The emergency room has
west Community Hospital is
bringing "longer delays and been relocated in the new half
re- of the proposed emergency
inconvenience,"
greater
ported Administrator Alan B. room area. The waiting room
to

interest

late

will simply give the
consumers the basic informa-

Hospital Construction
Meets with Longer Delays'
Campbell

is not a bill to control or regu-

Later,

Grove) at 784 S. Milwaukee, Wheeling.

district manager in the
as
northwest and southwest reg-

Will do ironing in my home.
Mt. Prospect area. $1.50 hr.

Thursday or Friday 9-4 P.M.

wishful
thinking, according to
Douglas. "Opponents should
is

Saigon.

Organization will host its ninth annual picnic Aug. 7
at Vince & Dale's Grove (formerly Al's Treetop

previously

urday Mornings.
Mount Prospect
New Agency

Delaney: Co-ed At Lake Forest

THIS POSITION

sellers

north-

area of the South Vietnamese capital. The sources say
one VC battalion of between 400 and 600 men is actually
argu- in Saigon itself. America's 6-52 bombers today struck

296-1142

HIGH
SCHOOL
BOYS

22-lobs Wanted-Women

WEEKEND CLERK

SAIGON -- Reliable sources in Saigon say the Viet
Cong has moved 5,000 guerrillas into the immediate

People understand that this

Admission will be free.

stretches

Report 5,000 Cong Near Saigon

Des Plaines

For Stuffing Papers E arly Sat-

learn business.

the

legislation

sprawling district which

mediate reaction from Congress. Members of the Senate Labor ComMittee are predicting swift Congressional action to halt the walkout that has grounded five major airlines`:The-slake. is in its 23tti day.

SEMI-SENIOR

Main Street, Mt.Prospect,I11.

to work in warehouse and

reach

tion in his poll: "Do you favor

no answer.
The
Rumsfeld
poll
was
substantial
reaching
some
160,000 residents in t h e

overwhelmingly reject a tenTheir decision prompted im-

ACCOUNTANT

1035, Prospect Day, 117 S.

18-21 or recent H.S. Grad.

to

rides

per

lotions, Promotion, total business Management. Available
about September 1st. Box

of Communist military supplies.

truth -in -lending bill."
Rumsfeld asked this ques-

7.2

Area company. Background: Personnel, Public Re- ,
pect

Division routed the survivors and captured a big store

on July 27, Douglas took the
Rumsfeld poll for an example
of, "...why 91 _per cent of the
voters of Illinois favor a

legislation;

with progressive Mt. Pros-

Douglas told the Senate.

Speaking before the Senate

cent opposed and 1.8 per cent

WASHINGTON -- The airline strike continues. Striking machinists defied their national leadership and the

766-5950

.

40 years old, seeks position

doomed never
Senate floor.

Chicagoan.

Douglas

EXECUTIVE

from

The

Delbert Youtsey has rejoined the Aero Mayflower Transit Co. in Indianapolis as district sales manager. Youtsey
and his wife will reside in
Arlington Heights, He Is returning to' the company after
a three - year absence. He

KI 5.6651:1,

at one group of the Communist troops just 25 miles

pet piece of legislation of the

been so adamant in its support
of a political issue. Response
was 91 per cent in favor of the

Airline Strike Not Over Yet

345 EAST GREEN ST.
BENSENVILLE, ILL.

21-lobs Wanted-Men

protction for the consumer,"

.

chasers (truth in lending)?"
Seldom has a constiuency

302-082

,

1NC.

Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago/ 111.

legislation as past history) and

Senate should pass Douglas'
truth -in -lending
bill --long
a

to give accurate estimates of
total interest charges to pur-

ILLINOIS MOLDING,

FUZE-ON
PRODUCTS, INC.

them afire. Authorities reported 50 injuries.

President yesterday to
tative settlement offer.

Auto. Elec. Controls

fictitiout, self-serving
ments of the opponents of this

8, said that the Rumsfeld poll
is one good reason why the

require

in

for

competition

days. Generous vacation plan.

can Bankers Assn., in a recent news letter, labeled the

rialist Chuck Percy on Nov.

to

Rey-

nolds at the death last week of

Rumsfeld Poll Aids Douglas
In Truth -in -Lending Fight
Republican

by Molotov cocktails. The outbreak was the second re-

A watch is being presented to

ling, Kenneth Fisher and Jay
Smith, all from Mount Prespert, and Tom Barkulis of
Arlington Heights.
Traveling by bus to Ely,
Minn., the six went in three

burg, Pa.

fires at a pharmacy and a cleaners were started

said

Mechanical bealgn
Special Equipment

Pilot Models Built
American Engineered

Racial Violence Hits Omaha

pact IS hours after she had left'. gion convention last week.
At least one post chose SatNew Jersey..
At the same time Mrs. urday night for installation of
OMAHA -- Negroes rampaged through Omaha's
Creighton was in the East, so officers and a party afterward near north side early today, hurling Molotov cocktails,
in
the
Ascot
House
in
down=
Mr.
were her close friends
smashing windows and looting stores. A teen -aged Neand. Mrs. Malcolm Young. Driv- town Chicago. The post was gro youth' suffered a shotgun Wound, and was hospital-

Openings on 3 shifts in rubber
molding plant. Opportunity

for good bonus. Free life and
hospitalization ins. Paid holi-

11-Business Services

By United Press International

MOLDERS

WILL TRAIN

WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
B ILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen

NOTICE

Loan Ltd.

The DAY classified

12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

department

T -7,,r<.L,:
N.
HENRIKSEN

is now open

for business.
OFFICE HOURS:

8:30 A. M.

until 5:00 P.M.
11-Business Services

LOAN CO

Ic7:2.-11Ma
-

OFFICE HOURS:
Weekdays 9'a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 pat. by
appointment only.

Hours:

We are licensed and regulated
..iy the State of Illinois.
17-Business Services

PAINTING
DECORATING SERVICE
COLLEGE STUDENT WITH 5 YRS. EXPERIENCE
EXCELLENT WORK REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED

FOR FREE ESTIMATE, INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR
CALL AFTER 6 P.M.' MON. THRU FRI.
Craig Pauley - 392-0535'

Tm

-

Monday, August I, 1966

THE DAY

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200
W

YOWL FIND

IN 111F

`YOUTI FIND

ir IN INF

ADS' W NT ADS

24-Help Waited Mee

Land Surveyor's assistant for
field work. Experiente preferred though not necessary.
Age 18 to 25. CL 5-4090.

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

WANTED

ACCOUNTANT

EXPERIENCED
SALES PERSONNEL

Contact Mr. R. W. Beals, Director of .Personnel.

Prospect Heights

Mount Prospect

Wheeling

Call

CL. 9-1000

Tool Makers

We have immediate openings for precision assemblers in

Varied Machining Ability

equipment desirable

Excellent starting rate and automatic salaryreviews.

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Profit sharing.

Air-conditioned plants.
2 weeks vacation atter 1 year.

Drill Press Operators.

,

Must be able to set-up and operate.

Stop In and See Us. During Your Vacation

Phone, Visit or Write
Route 83

C. M. SMITH

AMPEX

1:1

Z

a.

COME IN;

Rd. X
.3

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Let us help make your...DAY!

For

DONS BLACKTOP

'

Individualized

SPRING SPECIAL

styling,

de-

255-0348

30% off on all blacktopping,
parking
driveways,
lots.
resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal

General Cleaning

Alton's Quality

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259-0487

coating

Exp Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service

STAN VORGIAS CO.

Will do tutoring in my home.

537-8228

439.3405

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed Don't

decide until you call us for
free estimate
Open
hours 7 days a week
Phone 439-1794

24

companied with fine progressive fringe benefits?
CALL DAN SUNDT

E. Northwest Hwy.

cost, free estimate

Til-

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable

& all work

Anderbilt 4-1188

Free

esti-

.

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 20c - Colors 25c
Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E Davis St
Arlington Heights

Cleaners
_
Home Maintenance, Fully
Insured.
Free
Estimates.
259-5066

Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect

VACATION OVER!
WELCOME BACK.
Now is the time for all T.V.

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS

are not! Come in or call.

Stan Vorglas Co.
the entire N.W.

Serving

patios,
Driveways,
area.
etc Protective curbing for

All
es-

Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen, Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

824-2865

824-9530

LEARN IBM

cation in electricity or elec-

_ CLASSES
NOW BEING FORMED

Ages 17 to 55

tronica. Experience in instrument testing and quality
control inspection -would be
most acceptable. Work would
involve
testing of new

IBM KEYPUNCH
IBM COMPUTER PROGRAM

products. Job is adivportunity

DAY OR EVENING CLASSES

train with an electronic
industry and advance In progressive Engineering Depart-

JOB PLACEMENT

products and making prototype

BURROUGHS
ACCOUNTING MACHINES

for the proper

PRECISION MECHANICAL

Call or apply in person

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.

SOLA ELECTRIC

LIT TEL FUSE

100%

CALL FOR INFORMATION

NA 5-7038

LEE
AUTOMATION
.
SCHOOL
7312 W. IRVING PARK

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines

(Rte.83),
1717 Busse Rd.
Elk Grove Village

VA nderbilt 4-1188

HE 9-2800

HIGH

WANTED
COOKS

SCHOOL
BOYS

CH I CAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES_

MALE OR FEMALE

550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Barrington

For Stuffing Papers.

DAY OR NIGHT

,GENERAL FACTORY
Rapidly expanding operations

need men for day shift work
to fill permanent openings
immediately.
Shipping clerk
Inspector -general
Stock handler
Benefits include:

ELECTRICAL

Good starting salary
Free group insurance
Profit sharing

.

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

Steady employment

Mount Prospect

GBC

Nevis Agency

1101 Skokie Blvd. Northbrook
CR. 2-3700
An equal opportunity employer

392-1830

.

ENGINEER

OPPORTUNITY

progressive expansion

EFFICIENT SELF-STARTER

for a Manufacturing Engineer

To run office service depart-

Our

creates an excellent chance

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

,TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587

division electronic component

manufacturer. Requires B.S.
.

BARRINGTON

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
DU- 1-2400

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

INSPECTORS
Immediate openings for experienced inspectors in several
areas of our new plants.

M.E. degree and minimum

three years experience in
electric* mechanical volume

LAYOUT INSPECTORS

commensurate with individual.

ICKES BRAUNGLASSHOUSES

MANUFACTURING

Immaculate work inexpensively
done by.machine
also

new

method

carpet

Air conditioned plants.
OppOitunIty to join rapidly growing company.

NOT! CE
Designations

-

as to sex In

our 'Help Wanted and Employment Agency columns

are made only (1) to

ment which. an employer re-

Saturday 9 a.m. 'to 1 p.tp.

gards .as

Write, Call or Visit

atich

,C.M. Smith

'

reasonably nec-

of his
business
or enterprise, or (2)'$k a
convenience to our readers

let 'theM know which
positions the advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
to

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

2201 Lunt Rd.

Elk Grove Village

Phone 439-8700
Located between. Higgins and Route, ,#83

An Equal Opportunity Employer

3 LOCATIONS

- In Arlington Heights 207 N. Evergreen 392-6100
8144-02nNN.iles Milwaukee

- In N.W. Chicago -

4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Womerr

of Plastic Products
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant working cond't's
Paid rest periods
Free Life Insurance
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
---- 'Free Hospitalization
Biinus for night work
9 to 12 Saturdays
A pply 9-5 Mon.thru

General Molded Products Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

Dec Plaines. Illinois

1365 Lee Street
824-8135.

774-5155

An Equal Opportunity Employer

essary to the normal end-

other because of the work

use -the

"We Service Over

Call for Appointment
John E. Rosin
486-1439

in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employ-

456-5404

WANT
ADS

.

* Good starting rate and profit sharing.

'cleaning.

"

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

1700 Hicks Rd.
An equal opportunity employer

Stop In and see us during your vacation.

OFFICE POSITIOUS

CORP.

FLOOR INSPECTORS-

Tuesday &Thuriday Evenings '11 7:30 pm

MOD ERN E WALL
CLEANING

Internal and external mail pick
ups. Must drive. Salary open.

pa rtment 'for interview. Salary

$300 - $650

"SHEETS" 100% FREE

General Assistant to above.

sume or call personnel def

28-Employment Agencies-Women

ALSO

GOOD PAY.

Specific experience in methods, tooling, and equipment
related to light manufacturing
necessary. Age open.Send re-

300 E. RAND RD.,
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

FOR RIGHT' PERSON

chines.

production. Basic machine design experience advantageous.

_

2,000 Companies"
"We Handle Everything"
- "We Will Place Anywhere"
Trainees or Experienced

dressing and Mailing Ma-

METHODE

INTERV IEW ING:

Wall Washing

ment for Chicago manufacturer moving to Aptakisc Rd.
in September. Must type.
Equipment includes Xerox
Copier, Blueprinter, Ad-

to grow along with a multi

GOOD SALARY,

-APPLY INiPERSON
ONLY.

WAYNES'
REDWOOD INN

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

MANUFACTURING

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine. parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

Early
Saturday Mornings.

Modern plant

Rolling Meadows

ItadioTV Repair

owners to check their T.V.'s
to see if they are in proper
viewing condition. If they

Phone CL 5-1015

timates. 529-6587.

interior

We are seeking a man with

,PLEASE CALL DAN SUNDT

Saturday until 2:30

Trimming - Cutting

Cis 3-7374

Cement Work

work guaranteed. Free

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

Call Lee's

People
259-5066

driveways.

Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured. satisfac-

Road

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 893-3021
to
An equal opportunity employer

MEN 4WOMEN

ment. Fine up - to - date
employee benefits will accompany this position.

ASSEMBLERS

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

TECHNIC IAN
TRAINEE

Open Monday &TuesdayEves.
until 7:30

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

824-2865

mates.

tion guar. Also
color design.

Free Estimates
Full Time Professional

Canton Mtr, Sales
Wheeling, Ill.

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

CL 3.7384

painting.

Service

RUBBISH REMOVAL

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g,
ing. Free estimate.

358-4882

562-2991

Transporation

Trash Halm'

Paintingleccuating

ity

Excellent position for experienced electro - mechanical
draftsman to work in electri-

gram. Modernair-conditioned
offices, cafeteria on premises

Des Plaines

MECHANICAL

LE 7-1166

Interior and exterior qual-

RUO & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work, low

DRAFTSMAN

-

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:,

some experience or some edu-__

cal - electronics field.Salary
-11111BEE__ -commensurpte--with--ability:
Excelleht fringe benefit pro-

;

894-3115

Qualified Teacher

Suburban
Decorators

CarpetsRug Cleaners

Rolling 'Meadows
An equal opportunity employer_

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all. brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust. S.3.
24 hr. phone serv.

Foreign Car Sales

Work Guar Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

asphalt

This responsible job is ac-

DUnkirk 1-2400

TRIUMPH & FIAT

Miscellaneous Service

plied. Age 21 td' 40.

lectro-mechanical parts. -

Coma In or Call

Sewing Machine Repairs

Randhurst.

e-

lectronic industry of the
manufacturing of small e-

experience ' one
year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college
graduates' - math majors preMinimum

Call 259-0500

1700 Hicks Rd.

lar industry such as the

pay, group insurance, paid
holidays and uniformi sup-

inspection

ekperience would be in a simi-

DRAFTSMEN

signifiji -& alterations. Near

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever

SECURITY PATROLMAN

For full time day shift. Randhurst Shopping Center. Good

CORP.

529-6587

Dressmakmg-Sewing

in

SBC requires computer operators for IBM System/360.

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

CL 5-0413

METHODE

Thise unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

Call 255-1200
Blacktop Work

background
work..

MANUFACTURING

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

ADVERTISING

439-1794

Salary Open

Will train man with related

OPERATORS.

-in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

i

-

-

in Lumber Ware House.

growing electronic company.

Applicants should be qualified
and experienced buyers and it

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SUSI
ESS
Service Directory

prices. Insured
guaranteed

-

BARRINGTON

439-8700

York Rd.

-

CHICAGO.
AERIAL__INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

2201 Lunt Rd. 4-

Nicholaus

CALL DU 1-2400

for Full Time AMA round Work

chance for advancement in fast

department for a man who is
experienced in the buying of
either raw materials or Miscellaneous items.

IBM
COMPUTER

ferred. Interesting and re -

Capable Young Married Man

;QUALITY CONTROL
INSPECTOR

would be desirable If their

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

For Right Person

Hts. 439-6964

inspection procedures during
our second shift. Excellent

Excellent job opening has just
developed in our purchasing

Boring Machine Operators

would be helpful.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

SERVICE, State & Golf Arl.

man to take complete charge of

BUYER

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

Some training in machining inspection and machine shop

111 W. Central Rd.

Have immediate opening for a

439-2040

Mill Hands

Must be able to read and interpret a variety of measuring
instruments.

I

E. Higgins
I.1 Elk Grove Village
1916

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

one of our new plants.

areas,

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

LANDERS CHALET

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

PRECISION_ASSEMBLERS

business

COOK

cleanup in Buffalo Grove.
Call 287-2450
'FULL TIME, apply- TEXACO

Arlington Day

Excellent salary and working
conditions.

'MACHINISTS

1;

842 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling, Ill.

TERRACE
SUPPLY, CO.

Arlington Heights

800 W. Central Rd.

25% Commission
Hard Work
Maximum Opportunity!,
2544049

DRIVER

217 S.Arl.Hgts.Rd.
Arlington Hgts.,
Box 1034'
. High School boy for general

392-1830

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS'

HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR
1616 W. Northwest Hwy.
ArlingtonlIgts.,
.CL. 9-3700

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work.

Mount Prospect News Agency

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

trade. Reliable, mechanically inclined.

Young man to learn nonferrous metal business. No previous training in this field reInsurance and profit sharing.
Send resume to

WHEELING
NURSERIES

For Morning Paper Route

GOOD OPPORTUNITY
Young man to learn glass

SALES TRAINEE

' quired. Mechanical aptitude'
advantageous. Good opportunity for young married man.

For Garden Center
Full Time Employment

BOYS

Good growth potential, new expanded business office area.
Excellent opportunity for experienced accountant. Degree
preferrEld but not necessary: Will be responsible for general
accounting activities and related duties.

26-Help-Wanted Men Or Women

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

24Help Wanted Men

ONLY

DAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

15

School Bus Drivers
Experienced - or we will train
Part time or Full Time, positions available.

that any advertiser intends

or practices any unlawful

preference,

IRITZENTHALER BUS LINES

specification or. discrimin-

ation

:Ices.

empipyrilent pracT

3-92-9300

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

26,11e1ip Wanted Men Or Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

You'll

/ STERN ELECTRIC

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
be trained to greet

has

.1916 E.Higgins

Elk Grove Village

774-9393

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
for

schedule transportation, etc.
Light .typing, nice personality req'd. $90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
..

as

ENGINEERING. ASSOCIATES
--Minimum of two years college level work in
Engineering or Technical
curriculum,-

***

***

*

***

****

*. *

SPECIFICATION DETAILEIRS

AFFAIRS

You'll be trained as sect'y. to
exciting executive who is in
charge of international relations for, femous suburban
firm. Foreign dignitaries visit him and he travels all Aver
the world. Light steno. req'd.
but more important is poise
and appearance $475. mo.
Free.
Miss Paige

ARLINGTON'. MOTEL

948 E. NORTHWEST HWY. '
ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.

ORDER EXPEDITOR
pediting. duties. Includes answering customer inquiries
and general follow-up of
orders. Job requires woman
with ability to communicate
with both customer and manufacturing plant. 40 hr. week.
Excellent working conditions
and employee benerits.Please
call Mr. W. C. Wilke.

Temporary
OFFICE WCRKERS

Mr. Colby - 775-7166 for an

interview appointment.

benefits. Apply Betty Graham

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

The Hollister Newspapers
1232 Central Ave. Wilmette

An equal opportunity employer

INC.

RECEPTIONIST

2375 Touhy Ave.

PHONE 439-1910

EXPERIENCED.

WAITRESS.

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

Apply In Person
Day or Night Shifts

Convenient Locations

Top Rates

Lifesavers, Inc.

room supervisor - home for

Room 63
Prof. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

elderly women. Wheeling, Ill.
Phone no. 597-2900.

LAB AIDE

30-Help Wanted-Women

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
-

His Job Openings For

We will train the right person

as a laboratory aide. Inter-

MID

esting work involves drawing
blood aild preparing media.

CLERK TYPISTS

High school graduate with ma-

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
ACCOUNTING MACHINE OPERATOR

ture attitude qualifies. Good
salary and many benefits.Apply personnel.

Apply Personnel Department

1861 Northwest Highway

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

800 W. Central Road
Arlington Hgts. CL. 9-1000

The following positions are now available for men and
women in ournew plants

ta.; ...:

i....

..

.

30-Help Wanted-Women

a,

'Park Ridge

KEY PUNCH TRAINEES
Training positions open in Keg Patch Department for qualified individuals.

Please call employment department for details.

PRECISION.
ASSEMBLY

Interesting positions available for alert, young women
who would enjoy working on
assembly of small electronic
parts. Work in clean, air conditioned research laboratory

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronic% in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may quality you.

on our APOLLO SPACE PROSome

GRAMS.

experience

preferable but not essential.
Special training course pro-

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS
Ability to read blip prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must:

A Division of Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road
Palatine, Illinois
LA 2-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

We offer' many progressive
benefits including excellent
starting pay, paid vacation,
free RN insurance, optional

,

medical hospital '+& surgical.

EARN EXTRA MONEY
PART TIME OR FULL TIME
Choose your hours - 5 PM to 7 AM

or call for appt.
CGENERAL TIME

.

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

Doing light factory work in modern plant. No experience

Myna In Da World ul Tien

any ambition individual.

necessary. Age 18 to 40.

ACRONIVICS DIVISION

General Time Corp.
'

1200 HICKS RD.

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

ROLLING MEADOWS

CL 9-0740

HOUSEWIVES

.

insurance. 8 paid holidays,.
etc. Please come in

INSPECTOR

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

PURE OIL COMPANY

vided for qualified applicants..

No experience necessary as we will. train.

.4

An equal opportunity employee

* * * * * * * *.* * * * * * * * *

392-192(

Randhurst Center

30-Help Wanted-Women

( 7 AM to 3:30 PM )

Join

FILE CLERKS

WONDERFUL

Middle aged woman for dining

26-Help Wanted Men Eir Warner

knowledge of production scheduling.

in Rolling Meadows

says STIVERS is

722 Kensington
Arlington Heights

School Administration Office
Experienced Typist. Twelve
months. Excellent fringe
benefits.

Mrs. Meyers

Experience in procurement of parts or related items and

Loop location with ultimate transfer to new. Regional Center

--Bet-KfliniPteffDllytie

HE 7-1000

JUNIOR PLANNER

* * ***** * * * * * * * * * *

Most Daysies Won't Tell

Challenging opportunities,
Days, Weeks, Months..
Call Bette Rich 296-5515

BEVERLY
RESTAURANT

SWITCHBOARD

Male &female

A

Elaine Reve11,1_Inc.

POSITION .

CUTLER-HAMMER,.,

GR. 5-1560

,

ATTRACTIVE

time staff. 5 days 40 hr. wk.
Congenial surroundings, airconditioned office', merit pay
program, excellent company

ASSEMBLERS

30-Help Wanted-Women

experience. Exceptional
opportunity for an intelligent,
ambitious- person -seeking a -

career. Good
starting salary_- paid vacation - sick leave 6 group insurance benefits. Please call

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

MAIL CLERKS

DAY WANT ADS
GET. RESULTS

Should be capable of meeting

per manent

.

needed for our permanent full

392-6677.

R. Chamberlain,

ing,

INTERVIEWING:

KEY-PUNCH TRAINEES.

curate with skills. Call Mr.

Call 287-2450

for career minded woman.

4902 Tollview Drive, Rolling. Meadows

PAYROLL CLERKS

GENERAL OFFICE
Permanent position available
for typist with general office
experience. Salary commen-

HAVE TRANSPORTATION..

Iminediate opening available

Mature woman watned for ex-

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

TYPISTS

Call Mrs. Marquard 499-7310
Cleaning Woman for

MANPOWER.

-

THERE ARE ALSO
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:

PHONE 439-1910

people and have some typ- COMPTOMETER OPER.

Experienced classified ad taker with pleasant telephone

Apply in person Monday- thru Friday at

2375 Touhy Ave:

Elk Grove !Map, Ill,

counts receivable posting.
Light typing and use of 10 key

Apply in Person

An equal opportunity employer ;

744-9993

**************

Mother ill. Needs women for
general housework 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. 5 Days - 259-0518

$1.50 per hr. to start

Join A Profit Sharing CoMpany

********

adder necessary. Good start=
ing salary, merit rabies,pro- .
fit.sharing. No age limit.

DENTAL HYGIENIST

296-6661

ADTAKER

-- No experience required - We will -train--

An equal opportunity employer

TRAINEE

based on merit.

30-Help Wanted-Women

DRAFTING TRAINEES

Will llain to handle our ac-

FULI, TIME

builder's models in
WORLD'S LARGEST
Buffalo Grove. Must
Interesting cancY varied pos-:
have transportation.
Won avalla le In modern of- TEMPORARY SERVICE
287-2450
fice building in Cumberland
7134 West Higgins, Chicago
area for en alert energetic
SECRETARY FOR BUILDER
young lady. Opportunity for
IN BUFFALO GROVE. GOOD
RECEPTIONIST advancement, promotions
STARTING SALARY. MUST
SWITCHBOARD

TO VICE PRES. OF

ALpine 1-4300

and

CUTLER-HAMMER,
INC.

439-1666

GENERAL OFFICE

voice and good typing skill
,

GENERAL OFFICE,

439-1371

744-9399

7205' N. Meade

Bank of Elk Grove

wen

sumer credit.

MAIDS

Call

EXECUTIVE SECTY.

MEN AND WOMEN

Custom Madei Paper Bag Co 1250 . Pratt Blvd.
439-5310.
Elk Grove .

train good typist. Exiio,
oleo preferred. 40 hr.,weifit..
Excellent .working continual
and employee benefits.Please
call Mr. W. C. Wilke.

4-1/2 days - no evenings.Salary open. Elk Grove Village,
3 chair office in new building.

.

ers, help' them plan trips,

INTERNATIONAL

worker in the field of con-

MATURE LADIES

Two openings and two different N. side and suburban
locations. "Take your pick"
You'll learn to greet travel-

7205 N. Meade

3:30 PM to 12. Complete free
company benefits plus bonuses

4394246';

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONISTS

Unusual opening for willing

packing novelty paper bags.

LANDERS CHALET

typing and neat appearance
are req's. $90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige '

TRANSCRIBING
MACHINE OPERATOR

CREDIT TYPIST

Light clean Work in new plant

Day and evening hours. Mao
part time.

patients, ens. phones, and
schedule appts. for prominent
neighborhood doctor. Light

7205 N. Meade

PACKERS -2nd SHIFT

WA ITRESSES

30-Help Wanted-Women

)0-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

S0-Help Wanted-Women

28-Employment Agencies-Womenl

In addition you can qualify for:

Incentive earnings
Free group insurance
Profit sharing
Paid vacation
Come in for an interview. 8:30 AM to 4 PM. Monday thru
Friday or call for a Saturday appointment.

,

,

Apply

4 HOUR,

in person Monday thru Friday at Employment Office
merehandise Mart, Chicago, Room 1030

,-

PERSONNEL

SHORT SHIFT

An equal opportunity employer

seeking an aggressive, ex-

holidays, low-cost hospitalizatipn, liberal sick benefits
and group insurance.

for many company benefits such as

,

*Company paid

insurance

ri

applicants,

and

related

phases of personnel work.
Some college desired but a
degree is not necessary.
Consideration will be given
to applicants who have had a
minimum of 2 - 3 years
experience in recruiting aml
interviewing. Many fringe
benefits including tuition re-

on purkchase of com-

pany products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

fund plan. Please call tor

an appointment. 562-7100
Ext. 723.

MANUFACTURING AID SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

.1.

An Equal Opp'ortunity EmploYer °

'

,

1.1xnew 1 114

so

7

Ohl

1..4 Of COMPOI41

400 North Wolf Road

Elk Grove Village
2201 Lunt Rd.
Phone 439;43700
LeCated between Higgins and Route 1183.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

If -you have had experience on the 014, 026 and 056 key punch
equipment and are interested in joining a modern progressive
company. Come to see us at BRUNING.

We offer a complete line of employee benefits including:
Good Starting Rates
Merit Increase
Insurance Plans
Pension Plan
.

In,

PlantCafeteria

Excellent Working Conditions
COME IN TODAY

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Western Electric

2 - FIRST SHIFT
I - SECOND SHIFT

includes recruiting clerical

*Early seniority in
new,plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee'discounts

White, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith.

A

OPERATORS

perienced woman as an
assistant. To qualify, an in;
dividual must be thoroughly
.versed in recruiting factory
applicants for electrical
manufacturing. Position also

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

KEY PUNCH

Our employment manager is

who are otherwise qualified.

refund; two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid

Northbrook

CR. 2-3700

I NTERV I EWER

We are presently accepting applications for female
assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those

All potiticins offer attractive starting salaries, tuition

GBC
1101 Skokie Blvd.

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

-

An Equal Opportunity
I Employer

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN
Daily Mooday Thru Friday(' a.m.- 4:15 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.
Noon
,

Charles Bruning. eoinpany
Orison or Addirssagraph Mulitirelph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE Ct.. 5.1900

. An equal opportunity employer

0-41118 Waned -Women

30 -Help Wautod-Womee

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Waited -Won

TEMPORARY
AND

Looking for
a Permanent

PART TIME
IMMEDIATE WORK

Loves children and dogs. Best
Offer. Call 437-4423.

14 -To Rent Apartments

86 -Real Estate -Houses

For Sale. Pure bred German

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'Brick and frame ranch with

Shepard pups. $30.

Secretaries
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close to Home

PLUS

$75 BONUS
Top Rates

Paid Vacations

Temporary Service

PHONE 827-1108 '

A &VATIC ELECTRIC

OWN ROOM, BOARD
WOMAN WITH CHILD OK
PLAIN COOKING
NO LAUNDRY

ROGERS PARK

delivery arranged. 773-0252
after 12 noon.

' LUXURIOUS
CARPETING
SAVE TO 507.

is

for

48 -Household Appliances

$150 to $280 per Mo.
'HEAT INCLUDED

Philco 30" electric range.

BAIRD

WARNER
Managing Agents

8501 West Higgins .

392-7800

west of Dundee. Gilberts.

.

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

MACHINE AND
PRESS OPERATORS
Our fast growing company has

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

above positions.

In

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage
reviews & excellent fringe
benefits.

Openings on
Three Shifts

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

METHODE MFG. CO.
1700

are for

Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Gas Range $15, T.V. $10,

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

253-6951

HALL RENTALS

Ampeg Guitar amplifier, 3 inputs with tremolo. 12" speaker. 3 mos. old $85. 827-2685.

Low summer rates for

Parties
Graduations, etc.

58 -Radio -Television

AMERICAN LEGION HALL'

21" G. E. Revolving T.V.

Don Wheeler

CL3-2973

perfect condition. $50. 1011
E. WildwoodDr.Prospect Hts.

Camper tent trailer. Sleeps 6
Electric hook up food compartment. Reasonable. 392-

66 -Business Opportunities

1715.

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

82 -Wanted To Rent

Single teacher wants small
turn. or unMrn. apt. up to

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own

$100 in Arl. Hgts. 741-0894

Profitable business?

Franchising is new business
frontier; Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities In
this area

,86 -Real Estate -Houses

PARTAKE

Dept. A - 1
234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788

Palatine

BARRINGTON

Barrington Realty Co.

SCARSDALE

mo.

ranch. Central air - condition, approx. 1 acre prof. land-

spd., underground sprinkling

system, auto. garage door,

4 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths, fam
rm., library, idtchen with
built - ins, dishwasher, dra-

Wards frost.:free 14 cu. ft.
REALTORS
refrigerator Cost $239, will _131 W. Main
381-1641
$5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-1107,.

For Sale.

One duplicating
machine. 1 yr. old cost new
$385. Sale price $150. 3924343.

Complete Hollywood

double

bed. Englander. Reasonable.
259-0542.

-.35-Air Conditioning

ftot Point, 12000 BTU capacity. Excellent condition. Half
of cost price $100. CL 5-8089
31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

19 ft. Cruiser Inc. Lapstrake
hull, with 50 H. P. Johnson.
4 wheel trailer. Boat has
all the extras. Priced to sell.
Must see to appreciate. Call
HE 7-4133, after 6 p.m.
44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

German Shepard male pup. 10

weeks old. AKC registered.
$75.

392-1672:

Two Sm. Silver Miniature

Male Poodles. A.K.C. Tempotary shots. 12 wks. old.
437-4294

Tor Sale. Slieltie pups, 7 wks,
hable AKC. all shots .Days call
no Purdy, 255-8000. After 8
59-4449.

Miniature Schnauzer. Male.

For sale in the heart of Mt.
Prospect. Selling due to ill-

2 bdrm. newly decorated ranch

$12,000

C. FRANCEK

Excellent

show

rospect, and children's pet:
inlawed.

$30 or best offer. 358-3122

shade trees. Perfect for that
"cook out." This is a beauty

DIAL ',CI. 5-2020

at $15,500.00.

10 -Rooms -bard -Housekeeping

PERFECT FOR that large
family of yours! 8 rm. bi-

Lge. sleeping r m.conventently loc. in Arl. Hts. Gentleman
preferred. 253-7315.

down, 42 months 'to pay -Stop

in and see Plats.

PHILIPPE BROS .
REALTY
Open 9 to 9

96 -Real Estate Wanted

FOLZ REALTY

Residential - Commercial
CL 5 - 3535

1810 E. N/W Hwy.
98 -Mobile Homes

'65 Camper on '65 Chevy 3/4
- or Camper only.
CL. 3-0748
99 -Automobiles For Sale

'52 4 dr., 8 cyl., Pontiac.
Just overhauled. $75. 1111 14.
253-3586. bd. Cond.
Yale

'58 Mercedes Benz. 190. 4

door, 4 speed. $175. 537-5709.

'65 Dart, 4 Dr. 6 cyl. auto/

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
No Junkers

Northwest Rambler -Palatine

Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS.

AT

WILLIAMSBURG
Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at
Smith and Johnson and offeringthefollowing ultra -deluxe
features:

1. oentmil air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage,
and laundry facilities .
5.' will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space'
rAl1cirn - $185. 1 bdrin:
Now accepting application for
October Occupancy.

UNTIL 9 p.m.

.

132.5. Northwest Hwy.
3Pa1451n5e

Palatine

WANTED USED CARS

Bring your TITLE - CASH
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

1020 W. 14/W Hwy CL3-2707

For Sale. 1964 Bianchi motor
scooter. $150 cash. 296-2445.

'85 Honda. CB 160. Perfect

for road or campus. Adult

392-3562.

owner. $445.00

99 -Automobiles For Sale

home, 2 1/2 baths, fireplace,
large living room and dining,
room, 2 car -garage ona large.

Foreign

Car
Buys

lot.. $31,500.00.

"BE CAREFREE"

Arl. Hts.

level, 4 bdrm, brick and frame

14 -To Rent Apartments

HOME REALTY

yr., all shots,,_

home with detached garage beautiful back yard with large

8 E. N/W Hwy. Mt. Prospect

Siamese seal poll female, .
1

Most may be purchased 1/3- - -

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

ness. Asking

OPEN EVENINGS

egistered,

peries & carpeting incl.
$34,900. 392-8199 By Owner.

DELICATESSEN

Silver. Ch. sired. AKC. 12.
weeks old. Call FL 8-2699
after 6 p.m.

-Palatine-Barrington-Areas

trans. P/S, radio, W/W.Spare
set snow tires. Best offer.
439-6942 after 6 PM
Mt. Prospect and Arlington
Hgts. 10 r m., 4 bdrm. colonial. '63 Olds 88 - 4 Dr. H.T. radio,
Ideal place to.raise a family.. heat., w -w, P.S.-P.B.-21,000
Good schools, swimming,
miles.
fishing, sailing; huge 1/2 acre
Call CL -5-8357
lot. Must see this area and '58 Dodge, 2 -door hard top.
.house to appreciate. Owner Deluxe. All power, very good
must sell.
439-0156
condition. $250. Call 253Arlington Heights - by Own- 4026.
er. Custom built ig. 3 bdrm.

many extras. Beautiful Sherwood. Section. Lower 40's.
CL. 3-8842 '

Soft Water

:

,

Lake Briarwood Just South of

BarringtonR.E.Board
Co -Operative Listing Service

Amana upright freezer, 20 cu.
ft., good condition Cost $650.
Will sell for $175.
Also

ton School Dist. Real country
living .close - in. Reasonably
priced.
FL 4-2186

Weddings

bedspreads $5 ea. 253-3463

sell for $150; like new. Call

.GENERAL

dition. Best offer.

$165 peemo. additional office
space available.

.255-0511.

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M.to Noon

296-5515

MRS. SANDERS

UPRIGHT PIANO - good con-

Light Industrial - 930 sq. ft.

elec. blanket, dual control,
sheets complete $40. 2 dbl.

NTERVIEWING

retarial & telephone answering services available. Call:

without frame,

bed

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

_Des.P.Ialne.s..hal teak for rent._
Reasonable. Ideal Location on ---434-E:-.Northwest358-1800
Palatine
Dempster nr. Toll Rd. Sec-

FOR RENT - Business property former Beauty Parlor with living quarters $225 per

Double

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil

Modern air-cond. office in

tables & Ceramics.
Ph. 392-3595
1. Handmower $10, 1 Real
Mower $15. Phone 827-6851.

End

COIL WINDERS

AVAILABLE

CL. 3-7146

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunity employer

women

CHOICE DESK SPACE

426-5108

Road

attached garage.

CHOICE

MOUNT PROSPECT

$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

Master electric Guitar with
case and Armstrong Flute.

Beautiful

walnut paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are 3
bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and

21 E. PROSPECT AVE. RESIDENTIAL LOTS

200 yds. or more --- -11-To-Rent,--Stores,--011ices

-

extra large lot.

BARRINGTON
AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes
'from commuter station. 5 year
contract if desired. Barring-

Contact:

Straight Merin.

.

rm. split level home on

October Occupancy

Exc. Coml. $60. 439-4861.

$.60 sq. yd. delivered.

Subsidiary of IBM

$22,900

7

'1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Off-street parking
1 to 2 full baths

Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

Experience On t^+sembling Small
Parts And Handle
all Tools Is Desired

An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

Air conditioning
Soft water
Basement storage

SOD
Blue Grass Sod Nursery.
Growers of nursery. sod.

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

car garage, attractively landscaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed.

in park -like surroundings

Call CL 9-3281

THE BEST SOD YOU
*HAVE EVER SEEN

sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2

Outdoor recreation areas

Complete With Lamps $85.

50 -Landscaping

$15,300

This immaculate house has
Just been reduced to sell immediately. L. R. is carpeted.

Colonial architecture .
Kitchen breakfast bar
Color -styled appliances
Garbage disposers
Ceramic tiled baths
Carpeted living area
Hardwood floors

Modern Walnut Bedroom Set

IBM

SBC requires key punch opTer -

ASSEMBLERS

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

ettes featuring paneled dens.

7360

- ators with one to t*64,Mfirs
experience. Good salary 'for
:girls with High School education. Full or part-tinie:Day

are for

Y2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

cies to unlque.duplex maison-

Budget Terms Available.
Girls White Twin Bed Comp.
$65. Solid Maple Twin Bed
Frames. Like New $25. 392-

or night shift. Apply:

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

dations from large efficien-

Indoor-Outdoor Carpet
For Bath, Kitchen, Rec. Rm.
VAUGHN; PLAN & SUPPLY
427-2216
CL 5-6478

253-7381

1 ADULT

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

YOU!!

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Prestige apartment homes offer a wide choice. in accomo-

100'S DECORATOR COLORS
Also Genuine Oz ite Vectra-

Large Food Freezer. Needs
Repair. $35. LE7-2978

SALARY,

in

HAMPTON
COURT
11
Miner & Eastman Sts.

piece or room. Terms 'and

By Appointment Only

RIGHTQ-IRL
Call Jane Nelson

Openings on
-Fast and -Second -Shifts

'

.

23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

First 5 Days Pay

With

$15,90n

carpeted living dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrrne.

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.

LUXURY

401 -7010 -Savings

$10 BONUS

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

even Morel

253-2738
41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

_Typists
Stenos

Job?

Kittens, Pure Bred.

Siamese

Monday, August I, 1966

THE DAY

44 -Dogs, Pets And' Equipment

30 -Help Wanted -Women

.

FOR THE EXECUTIVE - Save

$7,000.00, now reduced from
$55,000.00 to $48,000.00 for
This 3 bdrn.

quick sale.

white. frame ranch house on
one sera- with Inverness Golf
Course adjacent. 2 fireplaces,
11

closets, patio, screened

porch, washer and dryer,
stove, refrig. drapes andcurtains. Raise your own orchids
in gas -heated 14 x 10 attached
Greenhouse. Beautifully landscaped.
ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS - 3

bdrm. Lannon stone, Ranch

home with 2 , fireplaces, w/w
carpeting, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, awnings, extra
large family room and 2 car
garage.
Ask us about the .

'64 FIAT 1200 CONVT.
READY TO GO
$1495

'62 PORSCHE SUPER 90
Hard
Top -Red -4 speed
A Beauty at only
$2095

'82 V W SUNROOF - Red Like New Tires
$895

'58 MERCEDES BENZ HOD
A Steal At Only
$895 '
,

'57 VOLVO 444 -

2 Ann.

1st one in gets it,IbNi,Y

'price, You'll be aurprisedli

$455

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.

ROSELLE
FORD

-.., HOME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.,

Palatine, Illinois.

358-4555

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle,
Phone LA 9-5551
1

Prospect Legion Nine Ends
eason With TourneySplit
BY DALE HOFMANN
Mt. Prospect's Junior American Legion baseball team
wound up its 1966 season last weekend by splitting a pair of
games with Park Ridge Blue' and Northbrook in the Park
Ridge post -season tournament.

Cook County champions 6-I.

RIGHTHANDER Dave King-

Whitcomb gave the Prospectors
their third run.

sorbed . Saturday's loss. The
rangy fireballer was charged'
with all seven of the hosts'
runs, as he gave up a stagger-

THE HOSTS tied the affair
with a single run in the first

frames.

Southpaw J.D. Thorne took

over for Kingman in the third
and shut out the Blues the rest

of the way. But by that time,
Park Ridge was out of reach.

-THE LOCAL-SQUAD en-

hausen, Mike Meyer, Kerry Roy, Glenn Kluge, Gary
Raday, Ted Miskko, Phil Roelofson, Coach Bill 01denberg. (Bottom row) Kevin Longueil, Mike Olden berg, Tim Fecenko, Greg Meyer, John Pignato,

clash tomorrow in a playoff match for the WayBoys' Baseball Senior League title.
members on the Hardware roster are: (top

cinden Area

Team
row) Sponsor Roy Wille, Dan Jessie, Kurt Kux-

a double steal, and both scored
moments later when Dave
Kingman rapped a bouncer Over
the Park Ridge shortstops head.

Walks to Rob (Rivers) Robin -

Kelly

Oldsmobile

clinched

Des Plaines Plymouth also

Artcmenko shared

John

Area Boys' Baseball Senior
League Saturday with a 12-5
showdown conquest of second place Gil's Bulko

with a forfeit win
over Ellinwood Motors. If Des
scramble

1966

hits,

as

starter
In the only other weekend

win, whiffing six batters
in his three -inning stint Mit-

game in the senior loop', Dodge
in Des Plaines clipped Pete's
suoka gave way to Ron Sobon Standard 9-6. Greg Gillings
who was relieved by Al Czar- paced the Dodge attack with a
necki
pair of doubles.
the

CZARNECKI was one of the
hitting heroes for Kelly, collecting three hits in four official trips and driving in four
of the winners' runs Steve

Anthony was even more effective at the plate, as he drove
live runs home on a double
and two home runs
The decision left Kelly with
a
12-3 card with one game
loft while it dropped Gil's
into a tie with surging Golf
Prospect Mobil for second
,Both teams have 11-5 marks

CITY BARBER Shop captured the Junior League flag
Saturday by blanking Sportsman's Barber Shop 9-0. Duffy
McWaync and Rod Kiolbassa
whiffed

GOLF PROSPECT gained
tie for the runner-up spot by

dipping Art's Shell 11-6 Sat-

batters

between
them and held the losers to
two singles by Don Stevens.

in a losing cause.

15

Tom Parker was the big gun
in the new champs' attack, as
he collected a triple, double,
and single in three trips to the
plate McWayne aided his own
cause

by rapping out two
The victory left the

Barbers with a 10-2 final record and a one -game bulge over
Tobin's Mobil.

Darryl

Albert, Tom
Hughes. and Tom Wendlandt
collaborated on an eight -hitter
urday

KLEHM NURSERY dropped
Des Plaines Chiropractors into
for the winners, getting help third place in the junior stand-

from two double plays

Steve

Chrismar took the loss

WILLE CWSED out
regular

ings

surprising them 5-1
Saturday. Bob Furlong and

its

with an

season

11-6

triumph over Town and Country Service, and Tony's finished up by clubbing CumberOlikton Lawn and Garden asitself of third place by

sured

tripping Tiffany Coiffures 8-4
Saturday. Keith Mallian led
the winners' seven -hit offen-

sive with a home run and a
The

dropped

defeat

Tiffany into a three-way tic for
fourth with a 5-7 record, -while
Oakton improved its final slate
to g-4.

IN OTHER MINOR League
games, Svoboda Men's Shop
downed Allen's Men's Shop 2-0,
and Burchard Cleaners blanked

Tiffany 9-0. John Steen was
the star of the Svoboda show,
as he twirled a three -hit shuto1it and drove in two runs with
a pair of doubles.
)

SENIOR LEAGUE

WL

Kelly Oldsmobile

12

3

Gil's aulko

10

6

Golf Prospect
10
6
Da Plaines
9' 6
Plymouth
Bravos Oldsmobile 8
8
Dodge in Des
Plaines

Rush Sparks All -Stars
Sullens was nicked or all
dinals,
six of th losers' runs On four
all-star aggregation to an II - hits, as he whiffed three men
6 conquest of the Yankees, and walked two. Rush came
Sox, and Cubs squad yester- on to fan four of the six men
day, in the Mt Prospect Boys' he faced, allowing no base
inning
BaScball Pony B All - Star runners in his two
Casey

Rush led the CarBraves and
Orioles

Game

Rush drove in four of the
winners' runs with three hits
in three official trips to the

stint.

The Ctits' Ron &joy was
the losing pitcher. He got most

plate, and got credit for a save of his support from the -Yanwhen he finished up for win- kees' Chuck Ayres, who drove
ning pitcher John- Sullens in in two runs on a pair of sin the sixth and siventh innings

singles,

Hinsdale's number -five singles

Schunk's win was a 6-4, 6-4
affair

over John
number -five.

Brooks

player.

at

Sir and King topped the Hinsdale number -one doubles com-

Don Thorne of Hinsdale tripped Don Johnson of Arlingtori3
at number -one singles 6-I, 6-2,
and Jay Kramer followed with
a 4-6, 6-4, 6-2 win over Arlington's Dave Johnson at num-

bination, 6-4, 7-5, and Milligan
and Bob van Ec won at number two doubles 6-2, 6-1.

D 0 N.N A CUNNINGHAM
won her number - one singles

match and the two Arlington
women's doubles teams won
to post a 3-2 triumph over
their Hinsdale counterparts.

JOHN KAYSER of Hinsdale
knocked off Lothar Peistrup of
Arlington 6-4, 6-2, at number Bob Stocker of Hinsdale nipthree singles, and the team of
ped John Jarecki of Arlington
Thorne and Kayser beat the
8-6, 6-I in the number -one
Arlington Johnsons 6-3, 6-0, singles match for the juniors,
at number -one doubles.
but Bill Von Boeckmann came
Kramer and Hughes won the
back to post a 6-2, 6-I wirt. at

Sox Oust'Fritz
In Four Innings

number -two singles.

Ellinvicx1 Motors

4

12

The Chicago White Sox
pinned a 4-I loss on Mount
Prospect's Fred (Fritz) Peter -

-and Greg Harris and Ken Jorgenson bowed at number -one

2

'on and the New York Yankees

3

yesterday in the first game of

of Paul
Stevens and Bill Stelling lost

10

4

a twin bill at Comiskcy Park.
The

left-handed 'Arlington

Optimist Club

7

Homeowners
#1 Suburban
Heating
Johnson Sporting
Goods

5

6

High School grad was strong for
the' first four innings vbut was

5

6

knocked out of the boX by four
White Sox singles in tie fifth.

5

7

5

,

10
2

Peterson's season

ond in a row.

1

I

1

,KITCHENS.

4,

VISIT OUR.

7

SHOWROOMS
AT:

Svoboda Men's Shop 4

8

Cumberland Plaia
Town and Country

8

8

7
7

4
I

'

at number -two
6-4.

doubles,

1

I

1g2o West

second
for
the
marker, and a single by Robin-

son did the rest.

HERMAN F..
KOENEMAN
rof

DEMOCRATIC
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
Integrity
Capability

Honesty

CITIZENS FOR HERMAN KOENEMAN
Ruth Murawskl, chm.
(Paid Political Advertisement)

SATURDAY'S SPORTS

EVENTS

pect 4

SUNDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Legion Baseball

Mt. Prospect 6, Northbrook

Sports on T.V.

8 p.m. Polo from Oakbrook,

NORTHBROOK came back
was erased when

9 p.rn. Wrestling, ch. 26

9:30 p.m. Sports Open Line,

bottom of the inning, but that ch. 9
Rick

Lott

singled in the fifth, stole sec -

9:30 p.m. World Famous
Hunting & Fishing, ch.,32

Angelo Karras and Stan
Deming fired nine -hole 40's

last week to tie for low gross
in

the

Mt.

and fifteenth.
Ray Projahn

Prospect

combined

George Poole Ford

BUY -BUY
BUY
1965 !!IIICisK HARDTOP

$2295

1965 FAIRLANE .SEDAN,

$1295

1965 PONTIAC LEMAN'S

V095

a

sparkling 42 with a 13 handicap to take the league's low net
prize.

GEORGE L. BUSSE Realtors held onto first place in the
team race by drubbing Mt.
Savings

Prospect

Loan

and

7 1/2-2 1/2, while second place
Annen and Busse Realtors had
to settle for a 5-5 tie with
Picket Paint.

Sport Coupe

1964 V.W. MICRO BUS
Seats Large Family

1964 FORD CONVERTIBLE
Black, White Top

1964 MONZA COUPE
2 To Choose From

$1195

$1595
$1095

Cleaners 6-4.

1964 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX
TEAM STANDINGS e

J & B Village Market
Mt. Prospect
State Bank

67-1/2
64-1/2
63-1/2

59.1/2

Morton Pontiac
Mufich Buick
Mt. Prospect S&L

56
56

52195

1964 PONTIAC TEMPEST
Coupe - Low Priced

!1095

1964 JEEP WAGON
'Wholesale

$995

Cheap...

51

Carl's Coin -op
Cleaners
Karlsen's Pharmacy

48-1/2
48
47
45
45

Van Driel's Drugs
Picket Paint
Winkelmann's Shell
tem-m-wavatcawasistawas====

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do It Yourself Or We Install

Price & Compare
THEN CALL
CL 5-4799

1963 PONTIAC. BONNEVILLE
Coupe - Black Tiger

$1395

1963 FORD SEDAN

$795

2nd or.To Tekb Car

1962 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
Sedan, Full .Power

$1595

1962 COMET SPORT COUPE
Bucket Seats

$895

1961 FORDpUNTRY SEDAN

$695

1959 OlprcUp'BE

$495

TODAY'S SPECIAL!!

rent a new '66
4.00
5.00

Stock #9723A

FAIRLANE

7.00

E
R

MUSTANG,
GALA XIE

7.00
7.00

D,
A.

STATION WAGON

9.00

TRUCK

8.00

.

Full Power.

Pts.

Busse Realtors
Annen and Busse

8-6,'

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS & INSUEANCE

at low rates from...
GEORGE POOLE C6rpeeD
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

WIT'Airi

1961 FORD
COUNTRY SEDAN
6 Pass..Wagon - Automatic Shift V-8,
Radio- Heat%r. Real Clean

Full Price

$695.00
Ask Charlie, Phil Tom or John about our
24 month or 50,000 mile factory guarantee.
These are the good guys without hats!

GEORGE POOLE

CL 9.;.3141,
NITRS AND SUNDAY

CL 15-9889

I

TODAY
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed'
NFL highlights, ch. 32
ch. 32

floythwes!
ArlIngton;11.44124
Phone 249-3205

Another walk to Jim Gumz
accounted

1

Allen's Men's Shop 5
Burchard Cleaners 5
Tiffany Coiffures
5

Oakton Lawn

doubles 8-6, 3-6, 6-3.
The combination

FALCON
PLUMBING -1,

Tony's Finer
,

number -three singles 6-I, 6-2,

Score Board
Legion Baieball
Park Ridge Blue 7, Mt. Pros-

forcing one run home. -

In League

CORTINA

10

MINOR LEAGUE
Wille Hardware
11
Foods

record is

now 8-7. The loss was his sec-

AFTER THAT it was all
Hinsdale. Matt Weeg lost- at

mark for the season.

Traversone who also walked,

with a run of its own in the

action with a 6-2, 6-4 win over Team

and

10

Sportsman's
Barbers

alas

number -four

only one hit the rest of the way.

"Lo Gross

Bob Sir completed the singles

6

Klehm Nursery

father and instructor of the summer course.
Photo by Dan

cleaned up with wins over both number -three singles foe 6-1,
Arlington doubles combinations. 6-0, and Clarence Feiereiscl
Jakbubicc beat Bob Hughes won at number -four 6-0, 6-1.

Pete's Standard

8

final Park Ridge tally.

John Mufich Buick enjoyed
the most lopsided decision of
men's levels, but losing at the
A -team and junior levels.
Mesch won at number -one the night, pasting Morton Pontiac 9-I. In other matches,
JIM JAKUBIEC and Chuck singles 6-2, 6-3, and Dave Van Driel's Drugs topped KarlSchunk were the A team's only Milligan won at number -two sen's Pharmacy 6 1/2-3 1/2,
winners as Hinsdale won the 6-2, 6-1.
ROGER KING whipped his and J. and B. Village Market
first three singles matches and
tripped Carl's Cloin-Op Dry

Art's Shell

Chiropractors

"bird nest" during family fun night sponsored. by ;the
park district Friday. Looking on is Lou Bina; Daiid's

through seven straight matches
without defeat to rout the Hinsdale contingent Saturday. Dan

10

Des Plaines

program, demonstrates a

Hinsdale
Saturday,
winning at the Et -team and wo-

The Arlington B team swept

6
6

JUNIOR LEAGUE
City Barber Shop 10
9
Tobin's Mobil

Trails Park District

number -two match by default.

ber -two.

Team

River

The Arlington Heights Tennis Club had a so-so weekend

of Hinsdale 6-3, 6-3, 6-0 at

by

David Bissa, a summer student of gymnastics in the

Arlington Netters
Split in Contest
Against Hinsdale
against

land 'Shopping Plaza 17-I.

triple.

singles
a

Rowley and Rick Haaing toiled
Finer Foods finished in a dead
heat for first in the Minor
League over the weekend, and
will settle their title argument
tomorrow in a playoff match.

Doug Mitsuoka got credit for

4-

_

tonight, there will be a threeThree Kelly pitchers limited team playoff for second place.
six

Page 10

the

Wille Hardware and Tony's

Gil's to

brought home all three runners.

KARAS and Deming were
two of the seven Mt. Prospect
linksmen who carded birdies in
last week's round. Others were
Larry Springer, Roily Gerrard,
Jack Quint, Bill Swanscin, and
Joe Gruenes Gruenes cracked
par on two holes, the thirteenth

Monday,

Kelly

Plymouth tops

Plaines

The tow -headed hurler managed
to retire two men before a
bloop single over third that

Twilight Golf League.

August I,

The weekend split left Mt.
Prospect' with an 18-8 final

J.D. Thorne was presented
with a 'four -run lead in the top I'
of the first, and went on to
twirl a three -hitter before

Lundstedt
THORNE and
sparked the four -run first when
both reached on base hits. Kingman then drew a base on balls
to load the sacks for Ken

honors

---first place--in-the- Waycinden- moved- into -the --second-place-victory. for

er in the sixth.

Kingman filled the bases in
the fatal frame on three walks
before he gave way to Thorne.

2 Share

--Kelly Cli hes First Place
In Waycinden Senior Loop

Coach Mark Thorne's outfit
came up, with another big first
inning against Northbrook Sunday, and this time it managed

giving way to Tom Lundstedt
in the sixth. Lundstedt yielded

after two men were out. Thorne
got things started with a hit and

Both runners moved up on

Jim Raymond, Batboy Doug Meyer.

The Prospectors frosted the
cake with another single mark-

and two in the second, and then
went ahead to stay with a four run third.

An infield error produced the

another safety.

Tony's Finer - Foods will

.

joyed a short-lived lead when
it broke loose for three runs
in the top of the first inning

Tom Lundstedt followed with

outs.

Jim Gumz, and Clyde to hold onto its lead.

man 'showed the effects of a
two-week layoff when he ab-

ing ten walks in the first three

and

son,

ond, and scored on two infield

was too little too late.

-

The Prospectors bowed to their old nemesis Park Ridge
Blue 7-4 Saturday and then came back to down Northbrook's

Wille Hardware

MT. PROSPECT, came back

with a run in the fifth but it

CL 3-5000

I

.1

Propect

WEATHER
Fair

Tuttight:

and

cooler;.

P

Low in the upper 503.
Wednesday: Sunny; High near
80.

,

Telephone
2554400

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Mount Prospect, III. .60056
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117 S. Main St.
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RGA Leader Assails Rule
of Village as 1 -Man Show
Women's Action
Group Set Up
BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor

Opponents of the village form of government formed
a women's action group at an open meeting last night
in the Mount Prospect Country Club.

Mrs. William E. Gladfelter, 304 Hiawatha Tr. and

Mrs. Harry

Bruhl, 818 Dresser were appointed cochairmen of the organization, an adjunct of the Rep-

Sidewalks will be installed along this portion of Weller Ln. The driveway at the left
the entrance to Westbrook school. The village board will seek bids on the sidewalk pro-

is

ject tonight and the walks are expected to be installed by the time school opens.

estbrook School
Sidewalk Plans

-- In Co- rate Form
The long-awaited Weller Ln. sidewalk project near
Westbrook School is expected to get off the ground
soon.
Recommendations of a Feb. 24 meeting of the Public Health
and Safety Committee of the village board that the sidewalks

Pillars
On Agenda,

For Tonight

lage

Clerk

Richard

Monroe

try

Weller Creek bridge
This sidewalk, along with
another section of sidewalk

along Central Rd , is expected
to add to the safety of school
children attending Westbrook
School this fall

The Central Rd sidewalks,
fronting the industrial section
along Central from the Bruning plant east to a point across
Weller Creek, will be constructed by special assessment.

SIDEWALKS along Weller
Ln will be built by the village.

Contracts for the project

will

for advertising

be authorized

at Tuesday's board meeting and

the project is expected to be
underway and completed prior
to school opening in September.

Other safety factors recommended

the health

by

and

safety committee in February
are expected to be implemented
when school starts in September
They include

-- Designating

Weller

Ln.

one way (southbound) during
school traffic hours

- Directing the superintendent of public works to.include
the new Weller Ln sidewalk in
MiXtg:V.

ia..WV.ga,ZrA.s.".-

Gripe
Of The

the

from

Westbrook

chairman

tis

pect Board of Local Improvements will meet tonight to approve contracts for the Central Rd. sidewalk improvement from the Bruning Co.

east to a point beyond Weller

Creek at the edge of the industrial area.

Two bids were submitted for
the, project. The board, which

Smokers,

how objectionable the odor
is.

-N.D.

resident, and

Tom Grady, a member of the
original_ safety committee that

originally stated.

tees

pected to accept the low bid of
$14,529 from Capitol Cement

Janacek Con-

received from

struction Co.
expected

to

enable

con-

Check Passer
Police are searching for a
Lake Zurich man who allegedly

cashed eight bogus checks at
Nick's Enco Gas Station, 20
W. U.S. 14, for tires, acces-

Building Permit
Time Limit Urged

ground of what he labeled a

Dowd, the opening speaker sonnel problems.
said that

the
through
on

program,
personal

experience
in working with a mayor-aldermanic system, he could,
"personally recommend it to
the voters of Mount Prospect."

"The trustee form of government cannot work," Dowd
said. "It is not our kind of
American government."

Crooks spoke next. He said

it

In

the re-

boundaries

Inquest Friday
In Plant Deaths

Parkway.
Issue ,Up

To Board

BY BRUCE CUTLER

Carl Peterson has a problem.
He will bring that problem before the Mount Prospect Village

A coroner's' inquest into the accidential deaths of three
Mount Prospect men will be conducted in the county morgue
at 11:30 a.m. Friday.

Dr. Andrew J. Toman, Cook
County coroner, said results of
autopsies

would

released

be

Thursday, following a chemical
examination of the bodies of the

Keller, 17, of 1109 Birch Dr.

Commission' and requested a
variation to use the parkway

were found inside the chamber

for parking to be allowed to of the machine. They were pronounced dead on arrival at
Northlake Community Hospital.

leave the blacktop in place.

The plan commission refused

the request and in a letter to

Coroner Toman said he may

Village Manager John Mongan
affirmed that parkways should

inspect the plant where the
three men died.
THE STATE'S superinten-

has sent a safety-enkineer to
the plant to conduct an inspec-

Auto Breaks In
On Phone Call

tion.

He said the results would
be released Tuesday.
Detective Kenneth Hains-

Marie Anderson, 56, of 220
S. William, Mount Prospect,
there will be 12 polling plac- told police Friday she was in es for the change - of - gov- ...jam(' when a car hit a phone
ernment referendum.
booth where she was making
Petitions were presented by a call. She was not seriously
a group called the Represen- hurt.
tative Government AssociaEdward Hoppe, 22, of Des
tion (RGA).

date

will

come

weeks. By law, he has to
schedule the referendum no

less than 30 nor morel than 60

Plaines, told

police

he

worth of the Northlake police
said

a

preliminary examina-

he continucd, the temperature
inside the tunnel was "tremendous" and no exhaust or
ventilating fans were working.
Trichlorethylene is used in
chamber to "de -grease"

the

the steel products. It is heated
until it turns from
form into a vapor.
NORMALLY

liquid

a

tempera-

the

ture control for the machine is
shut off at the end of the week,
so maintenance men can enter
the chamber Sundays to remove any of the steel products
that might have fallen off of the
conveyor belt.

Hainsworth said the workmen apparently were trying to
remove a rod from the chamber when the accident occurred.

A 20 foot rod, he said, was
used to take fallen objects from
the chamber. The rod is in two

10 foot parts, threaded in the
middle.

One rod was discovered Mon-

day lying at the bottom. of the
tunnel. Another was found on a
catwalk running along the side
of the chamber.

POLICE speculated that the
rod had come apart and one of
the three entered the chamber

tion of the inside of the cham- to recover it. The other two
ber disclosed -a clue to how the ,died, it is believed, in resuce
three men could have been attempts.
Plant , officials

overcome by the fumes.

declined

to

He said the chamber, simi- discuss the accident with the
lar to a tunnel, is about 30 press.

had

driven his car into a gas sta-

feet

long,

3

feet

wide and

Julian

Olishifski,

a

chem-

tion at 680 E. U.S. 14 to have covered on the top and sides. istry expert at the National
the faulty breaks on the car The ends are open, he said, Safety Council in Chicago, said
repaired.

allowing a conveyor belt

_

to

that

trichlorethylene

was

a

As he was backing up, he carry steel products through common de -greasing agent
said, the brakes failed and he the tunnel- where they are which acts as chloroform. It
has a narcotic or depressant
was unable to stop until the cleaned by chemical vapors.

days from the time the petitions were presented on July car hit the phone booth.

At the time of the accident,

19.

(Continued on Page 2)

Broken- Windows. Paid For In Labor -A,

WASHINGTON -- The Senate today took up a bill
that would give President Johnson the! power to order
striking airline machinists back to work for up to 180
days. The bill was approved yesterday by the Senate
Labor Committee. But the President has made it clear
he would prefer Congress to pass legislation forcing
the machinists to resume working while talks continue
in an effort to settle the costly airlines strike. Such a
move could come about if a substitute bill proposed by

School Dist. 23 Superinten- trict should act as the police- SI an hour from 8 a.m. to 4:30
man for the community," he , p.m. (with 30 minutes for lunch)
last night to board of education said, "but because school from Aug. Ito Aug. 5.
"This work week is 10 hours
members that iive teenagers property was damaged -I felt this
less than we could demand,"
who destroyed school property gave us a right to intervene."
He
'calculated
that
the
broken
Rich wrote. "However, we feel
are working for a week to pay
windows would cost the district that if the boys work with the
off their debt.
proper attitude they will have
The five broke more than 40 abotit $250 to replace.
After locating the boys and learned their lesson."
windows of school buildings locentral
speaking
to
their
parents,
PanPansino reported to the board
cated at the district's
site at Schoenbeck and Palatine sino turned the matter over to that one boy told his father he
newly
-appointed
Rich,
Tom
owed the school district S50 or
Rds., Pansino said.
a week's work and asked his
The windows were broken principal within the district.
parents
of
the
Rich wrote
father for the $50.
about 3 a.m: several weeks ago.
each
boy,
saying
their
child
owed
"The father said, 'I won't
Pansino found the five teenagers
accept your debts,' " Pansino
without the 'asIlitance of the the district $50.
The parents were told that said.
Cook County Sh4riff's police.
"Our only desires are to
"I don't think the school dis- their children could work for
dent Louis Pansino reported

'

.

An American fashion 4signer has.

so-called "swinging" London scene.

a

from Congreve in the next two

Senate Ponders Airline Strike Bill

says the, 10 women he names annually as the worst
dressed in the world would feel right at home on the

for

Announcement of the actual

his wife.

last week to discuss the short -skirted

wet

ay has learned that

referendum

he had shot his mother to, death and fatally stabbed

mit to actually, pick the per-

proposed ordinance failed to
materialize ,:as only Trustee
Coffer was dp hand.

listed.
The

Charles Whitman. Whitman gunned down 13 people
from atop the university's 27 -story tower before he
was shot to death by an off -duty policeman. Earlier,

distaste for Britain's long-haired,
generation. Designer Richard Blackwell

calling

"not representative

division chairman.

Act Tonight
On RGA
Petitions

and the polling places will be

ing of 14 persons and the wounding of 30 others by

his

village government,

counsel, labeled

Tool Works on Northwest Hwy. three who died Sunday.
just west of School St., has
The three were apparently
blacktop* a portion of the overcome
by fumes from chemvillage parkway for employe
icals Used in a cleaning maparking.
chine at the Hi -Temp Co. plant.
The village takes a dim view 75 E. Lake Ave., Northlake.
Herbert Sonderberg, 39, of
of such uses of its parkway
1111 Birch Dr., Ralph Badtke.
property.
Mayor Daniel Congreve has
Peterson went to the Plan 23, of 1434 Busse Rd..and Kurt

approval tonight.
solution, precinct

have begun a complete investigation into the fatal shoot-

Designer Dislikes Short Skirts

Colfer,

police
(Continued on Page 2)

A resolution has been prepared by Congreve for board

of Texas were called off today and orders for flags to
be flown at half-staff were given because of yesterday's
killing rampage by a university honor student. Texas
State Police, under orders from Gov. John Connally,'

board tonight by the buiping committee.
If the new ordinance is mittee, said the ordinance was
adopted, builders will have intended to solve a bottleneck
only 30 days from ,i the time in the building department.
A. -building committee meetthey apply for a budding pering

park district

change in the village system of remain clear and uncluttered.
government to a city charter
Peterson is on the agenda of
(mayor - aldermanic) were ac- tonight's village board meeting dent of safety, inspection and
cepted by the village board on and hopes to iron out his prob- education in the department of
July 19.
lems.
labor, Edmund E. Kornowicz,

U. of Texas Flags at Half -Staff
AUSTIN, Texas - Classes at the University

LONDON
made -known

the city's

of the American system" at last night's Representative Government Association organizational meeting. Seated from the left are Jerrold Shutt, co-chairman of RGA, Mrs. Genevieve
Anderson, publicity director of the women's division and Mrs. William Gladfelter, women's,

Peterson, who now operates
a- business out of the property
formerly occupied by Buhrke

"I WAS asked by a

Petitions

By United Press International

Sen. Wayne Morse is approved.

Robert

Attorney James Dowd, who served as city attorney of Des Plaines for seven years and is
currently

night's organizational meeting secret meeting by the board of
Board tonight.
of women workers.
trustees to discuss police per-

An ordinance putting restrictions on the time a building permit can remain unused will be recommended to the village

chairman of the building com-

for more than

cussion stage
two years.

prior to Sept. 19. Thus far, no Congreve two years ago under
date has been set.
the banner of the United CitiKendal A. Crooks and Jer- zens Party.
rold Shutt, co-chairmen of
Crooks went into the backRGA, were on hand at last

Roundup
For The Day

mayor, is ex-

and the

sories and labor on his auto.

mit up
Trustee

new,, according to 'Cidoks. He
said it has been in the dis-

July 19. Mayor Daniel Con- Teichert, Robert Colfer and
greve must call the election Joseph Grittani, elected with

mittee at tonight's meeting.
The committee, meeting with

made up the six vibige trus-

gin immediately.

apparently do not realize

Crooks
said, "and that's too many
people toil, six men to govern."
RG A'
for' government reform here . isl not

was the need to organize
the women into an effective indicated that petitions calling
a traffic safety expert and re-voice for RGA that prompted for a change in government
sidents of the area last week, the meeting.
will be accepted at tonight's
failed to vote on any recomvillage board meeting.
CROOKS said that the
mendation to the board at toThe chief executive will not,
system
of
village
government
night's meeting.
however, set the date tonight
Members of the Mount Prosfor the referendum.

struction on the project to be-

for nonsmokers.

to 31,000 residents,"

to evict Congreve and his four
mouth -pieces from offices, no
PETITIONS bearing about matter what he would have you
1,800 signatures calling for the .believe.referendum were submitted to
Crooks
the village board on Tuesday, refers to"mouthpieces"
are Trustees Robert

will come out of Bergen's com-

Sidewalk Plans
For Central Up
For OK Tonight

is

Those people who smoke
and show no consideration

"Mount Prospect has grown

func-

would be elected at -large.

School were made final were mittee is scheduled. It is not
Trustees Parker Ekren and expected that the pillars issue

Approval of the sidewalk bid

Day

it

bons in Des Plaines assures
equal representation.

of the health and removed as traffic hazards.

Joseph Grittani.

500 people in the village."

mayor-

the

dlermanic system' as

Later in the agenda, a resafety committee. Serving with
him at the time the recommen- port from Trustee Frank Berdations concerning Westbrook gen's Fire and police com-

A second bid of $14,964 was

(r,

trict, said that

A fourth set of pillars at
student body for security at the
two school crossings both be- Shabonee Tr. was demolished
following a village board order
fore and after school.
Trustee Harry Bfuhl is that the pillars were to be

Co.

(,

Club area

-- Posting no parking signs recommended demolition of
for the east side of Weller Ln. the pillars.
Motsch is expected to speak
during school traffic periods.
by in favor of retaining the landdesignation
-- Clear
marking with paint the Busse marks. Grady is expected to
'Av. crossing and the easement maintain that the pillars. losidewalk crossing as designat- cated at Council, Manawa and
Hiawatha Trs. are safety hazed school crossing areas.
- Appointment of crossing ards as the safety committee
guards

for all citizens."
was adopted by Mount Prospect
in 1917, "when there were only

"Our movement is in no way
the Country Club area of the men would be elected, two
to ousting Congreve,"
village.
from each of seven wards. A related
Placed on the agenda by Vil- mayor, city clerk and treasurer Crooks said. "We- are not out

the board of trustees
The committee recommended
that the village construct a side-

easement sidewalk south of the

of equal and fair representation

RGA is orianizing scampaign to change the present
Two citizens have requested. -form of -government in Mount
to be heard at tonight's meet- Prospect from village to a
ing of the Mount Prospect Vil- city charter with the mayor
lage Board to discuss the con- a ldermanic system.
troversi0 Route 83 pillars in
Under this system, 14 alder-

were Albert J. Motch, a Coun-

walk on the west site of Weller Ln , extending from Central Rd to a point opposite the

tradition

Dowd, former Des Plaines
city attorney and now counsel
for the Des Plaines park dis-

be installed are scheduled for action at tonight's meeting of
the village's snow -plowing program during the winter.

resentative Government Association (RGA).
About 55 residents were on hand for last night's meeting.
They heard James Dowd, former Des Plaines village attorney
label the village form of government, "not in the American

1

see that equitable restitutions

are made," Rich wrote, "and
that your son has an opportunity
to redeem himself with honor."
The boys began work yesterday, on schedule, Pansino. said.

They worked on readying the
three schools for classes this
fall.

.

One of the youths is a former student of district schools.
All are juveniles. Two are high

school sophomores and three
are freshmen.

Pansino requested the names

of the youths and the schools
they attended be withheld as a
matter of school policy.

THE PROSPECT DAY
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Obituaries

Tuesday, August 2, 1966

Government of Village Assailed
(Continued ftom Page 1)

Crooks said. "He can do any-

thing he wants to in this vil-

officer, James Bock, to repre-,
sent him before a meeting of

lage
.

the village board," Crooks said.

.

.

. . issue liquor licenses
pass any ordinances . .
.

.

any

pass

special

assessments

"Bock had resigned from the
. just by controlling three
force and apparently a disen- votes."
.

chanted Trustee Robert

Tei-

.

to," Crooks said, "but do it
on the editorial page, not in
the news columns."
his
Concerning

of the organization, told of be-

ing appointed to the 'fire and

movement labels me one, then
1 will be a politician."

Chicago and Mrs. Vola Bruscatto of Arlington Heights; a
son, Gino, of Chicago; 20

and

lice have refrained from writ"Bock refused to testify un- ing tickets. "You can park
less he :was represented by a
anywhere in the village you
lawyer. I agreed to represent want, now," Crooks said, "and
him," Crooks said.
the police won't bother you.
Charging that Congreve inter- Three months ago they were
fered with his duties as a po- harrassing
on
churchgoers
lice officer, Bock was never
Sunday with parking tickets."
heard by the board. Another
government
Representative
officer, Patrick McKenna, also would preclude the possibility

village."
Under re -organization of the

civil service board regulating
the police and fire departments,
-Shutt said, "I quit in disgust
as I saw the morale of two fine
departments go down the drain

the

discuss

problems on the police department with him.

resigned and cited interference
by Congreve as his reason.

Outcome of the meeting to
which

Crooks

referred,

held

Friday, May 14, was that vil-

of power going to one man,
according to Crooks, "We
would not have an ego -maniac
in this village," he said.

"I am not an ousted politi-

given use authority to hire and cian," Crooks said, "but you
fire __all _villOge departs -dent_
can bet your life I'm dissident.
heads including the fire and poWe are 10 policemen short on
lice chiefs.

now. Why
the
should we have to go without
streets right

Crooks said that Congreve's
interference with the police and

fire departments resulted in

police protection because
this ego -maniac Congreve?"

a

of

"disentegration

system Crooks said that Congreve could run again in April

if the form of government it
changed. "That would give him

six -year term, not just two
as he charges we are out to
a

do," Crooks said.
Closing his comments with

a plea for hard work, Crooks
said, "if we fail now, we can't
do this again for four years."

causing this kind of problem

lage manager John Mongan was

complete,

to throw him out," he said,

morale."

petitioned

CROOKS

of
the

for, honest and truthful
"DAN CONGREVE only has coverage of the RGA camto answer to three trustees," paign. "Rip me, if you want
press

TRUSTEE Parker Ekren,
along with Trustee Harry Bruhl
believes

$1295

ce

we do not now have."
Ekren called the current
board, "deceitful" for changthe

appropriation

ordi-

is

co-chairman

$ 1 895

GF.Au!APXIE
ower

system.

Safety officials recommend
careful control of atmopheric
ing near such chemical fumes.

The exact vapor concentration inside the tunnel at

the

not as yet loeen determined.

FUNERAL arrangeare complete. -

395

Sport Coupe

1964 FORD SEDAN

$

Priced Reasonable

1964

SEDAN
5 M.P.G. Economy

1 095

$995

1964 ORD COUNTRY SEDAN $1595

A mass will be offered
a.m.
Zachary

at
St.

Wednesday in
Church for Kurt
Keller. Burial will be in All
10

SaintsCimeteryinDes
Visitors "may call at
the Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home
in
Arlington
Plaines.

Heights after 7 p.m. today. The
youth, a student at Forest View
High School, was employed as
a maintenance man for the summer in the Northlake plant.

He is survived by his par-

Town or Country

ents, Albert and Viola; a sister,

Gaye Lynn; a brother, Keith

1964 FORD XL
Hardtop - Bucket Seats

$1695

a grandfather, Anthony
Keller ofTampa, Fla.
Mass will be offered for

and

nomy

Cause of Man's
Death 'Unknown'

1963 ECONOLINE

Joey Adams, 22, formerly
of 511 S. Wille St., Mount

1964 F!ICINFORDORiWAGON$1095

$995

Bus - Seats Plenty

$1295

1963 F!)1121,),,tRDTOP

1963 F1,1111XselthCONVERTiBLE

$1395

nomy

professional

a

meeting,

manager

it would be possible. to have a
full-time mayor elected at
large serve as the city's

in Des Plaines, operating under
the same charter. In Park
Ridge, a manager operates the
city, also under the same governmental charter.

Margaret

Mischke,

Chicago.
Badtke is

Mrs.
Mrs.
both of

survived

by his

wife, Dianna; his mother, Sylvia;

a

Lucille Badtke,

sister,

and two brothers, Deane and
Ronald, all of Chicago.

Police are investigating the
death pending a chemical ana-

GEORGE POOLE
14115100)
CL 3-5000

I .1.

pital.He

survived by his wife

is

Stella.
Visitors

may call at the
Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights.
A mass will be offered Wednesday
James

at 9:30 a.m. in St.
Church in Arlington
Heights. Burial will be in

Maryhill Cemetery in Niles.

Joseph M. Adams
A

will

mass

Thursday at

II

be offered
a.m. in St.

Raymond Church, Mount Prospect, for Joseph M. Adams, 22,
son of George and Mary Adams

Randy Hansen, left, and Mike Nesbitt inspect grand prize winning Insect display at open
house held by summer school students at MacArthur Junior High School.
Photos by Dan Balm.

of 511 S. Wille, Mount. Pros-

Mount- Prospect, and a grand-

p.m. today. Burial will be in
Saints
Plaines.

Cemetery

in

Des

Power
Failure
A broken power .line near
Arlington Heights Rd. and
Cedar caused a brief power

Mary James. left, watches as Dawn Hedberg demonstrates her typing skills.

failure in that area.

The break occurred a few
minutes after 8 p.m. police
said. Commonwealth Edison
workers had' power restored
by 8:25 p.m.

(iere.

Nancy Burgett (left) was one
of talented actresses who participated in a drama skit during

);

the open house.

Many of the Midwest's top amateur and commercial
gladiolus growers will converge at Randhurst Shopping
Center Saturday and Sunday for the Northern Chapter of

BELOW -- Tom Sheffield,
left, shows his father William

the Illinois Gladiolus Society 1966 Show.

and brother Scotty his science

This is the fourth year that the Randhurst mall will be
turned into a spectacular display of the gladiolus grow-

experiment.

er's art.

Growers from Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Iowa and Ohio will participate. The show is billed as the
largest to be held in the area.

No admission fee will' be charged. Members of the Illinois Gladiolus Society will have an information booth and
will distribute literature on growing gladiolus.

Court Date

wed
4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

P
R

9.00
8.00

James L. Livorsi, 22, of 323
Tree

Peach

Ln.,

Prospect

t

Heights, is due in Mount Prospect court Aug. II, after his

0
0

arrest for failing to appear in
court Thursday. He is free on
bond for driving with a suspended license.

Attr-

Selling your home?

Gall our

Man of the Map

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

at low rates from
GEORGE POOLE (orpe)
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

I

WIT4mAll

-----CL 9-3141,
NITES AND SUNDAY

.,

Vincent Adrian, 79, of 302
N. Brighton Pl., Arlington
Heights, died yesterday at
Northwest'Community Hos-

1k1-1"

TRUCK

.

Vincent Adrian

Gladiolus Show
Set At Randhurst

STATION WAGON

Ask PhiZ Tom, or John about oaf- 24 month
or 50,000 mile guarantee. These are the good
guys without hats!!

Church in Mount Prospect.
Burial will be in St. Joseph
Cemetery in River Grove.

He is also survived by , his
wife Margaret; a' sister, Lori,
of Mount Prospect; two brothers, George and Gerald of

cago, and two sisters,
Rosemary Bastian and

MUSTANG,
GALAXIE

$495.00

in Our Lady of the Wayside

Melrose Park Sunday.

his father, Herbert -Sr. of Chi-

FAIRLANE

Full Price

be offered Thursday at 10 a.m._

Mr. Adams was found dead

call at the Brieske Funeral
Home, 2859 N. Southport Ave.,
Chicago.
SONDERBERG is survived
by his wife, Jeanette; two
daughters, Sharon and Sandra;

FALCON

Full Power -Ideal 2nd car.

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights
after 7 p.m. today. Ailnass will

in the Country Club Motel in

will be in St. Adalberes Cemetery in Chicago. Visitors may

CORTINA

2' DOOR HARDTOP

demonstrating what they have accomplished
during the term.

rector, said that many parents attended the

pect.

,

rent a new '66

1959 OLDS "88'

held at MacArthur Junior High School, a
School Dist. 23 facility, for exibits of summer school work. Tom Rich, program di-

mother Mrs. Mark K. Gilleran

sheriff's

by

open house. He described the exhibit as a
success. During Dist. 23's summer school
program, more than 350 children were in
attendance. Highlight of the evening was a
half-hour presentation by drama studenti,

Parents had an opportunity Wednesday
night to see accomplishments of their children in summer school. An open house was

Herbert Sonderberg and Ralph of Chicago.
G. Badtke 10 a.m. Wednesday
Vistors may call at the Lautin St. Alphonsus Church in.
erburg & Oehler Funeral Home
Chicago. Burial for both men in Arlington Heights after 7

cently at 2008 175h at., Melrose Park, was found dead in
a room in the Country Club
Motel, 8309 W. North Ave.,
Park,

Look, Mom and Dad,
We Did It in School

grandchildren and . 26 great
grandchildren.
Visitors may call at the

Such a system is in- effect

1962 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL $1595

Stock 111239A

ad-

ministrator.

lysis of the body.

TODAY'S SPECIAL!!

was

1

Prospect, died Sunday from
unknown causes, a sheriff's
police
pathologist
reported
yesterday.
Adams, who had lived re-

Melrose
police.

1963 FALCON DELUXE WAGON $895

the

(Continued From Page 1)

mem, fox_ the ',three victims

1964 CHEVELLE MAUHU

in

Inquest Friday
In Plant Deaths

time of Sunday's tragedy has

F9er

LATER

dum," Crooks said.
It was pointed out that under
the city charter RGA seeks,

vides checks and balances that

conditions for employes work1965 FORD FFAHIRPLIANE

time professional manager."

Ekrcn said. "This system pro-

one," Ekren said.

V295

"I don't know anyone in the
village who would be qualified
to run a business of this size,"
Shutt said. "We need a full-

desirable. "But I want to go
on record that
favor the system by ordinance, not referen-

effect on the central nervous

1965 IFILH!lillDPTIPr

ernment, stating that he favors
a full-time city manager -rather
than a full-time mayor.

"Seven districts, 14 aldermen are a perfect arrangement
for this type of community,"

nance passed on July 19 by a
5-1 vote. "They let Trustee
Harry Bergen vote last to register his lone 'no' vote on that

$1195

FUTURAew

under Dan Congreve."
Shutt endorted the professional manager type of gov-

a ldermanic

the

Shutt, who

1966 FVALC9N

the

Crooks agreed with Shutt that

when

FORD

commission,

police

system would reduce political
turmoil in the village.

ing the order of normal vote

George Poole

Former chairman of the fire`

supporting the RGA, said that
he

She was preceded in death
son Frank.
She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Rine Eckstein of

"I'm not a politician," Shutt
said, "but if being' for this

"it would be a blessing to the

to

Hospital in Des Plaines.

by her husband Lucio and a

April, 1965. "Now, we want

wanted

Mrs. Frances Lucchetti, 85,.

of 204 N. LaPorte, Chicago,
died yesterday in Holy Family

1957.

by

mayor Fred Lamb in

Crooks charged that since the
formation of RgA and the move
to change the *government po-

chert

Frances Lucchetti

former

committee

police

position
against Congreve, Crooks said
that he supported the mayor
when he ran for election in

I

CL 5-9889

,

R016131101

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE

CL 5-6520

JIM'S

SERVICE
STATION

BULKO give's you more gallons for your dollar.

Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat: till noon Sun. with
_it gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
ierviceit all times. Come in and see Jim O'BYrne.
816 E. RAND RD.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.,

Swimmer Hurt
Doctors at Northwest Community Hospital stitched a cut

on the hand of Mellody Mol13, of
104 Lan-

denhauer,

caster, who slipped and fell on
a glass candle chimrley Fri-

day while performing in
water - ballet

at the

the

Marjorie

Kopp Payne Pool on Dempster St.

Deborah Klein
Engaged to
Wed in Fall
Mr.

Mrs.

and

William J.

Klein of Mount Prospect announce the engagement of their
daughter
Deborah Ann
to

Richard W. Shawfrank, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Shaw frank of Prospect Heights.
Both Miss Klein and

her

Page 3

Tuesday, August 2, 1966

fiance are graduates of Prospect High School:

Shawfrank
Elmhurst
College
and Milwaukee School of Engiattended

15 Girls
Chosen For
Fall Show

He is, presently employed with Shawfrank Engineering.

neering.

An engagement

held on July

party

was

Plans are
being made for a fall wedding.
24.

Hochschild
Engaged to Wed
Mr. Herbert

L.

Hochschild

Jr. of Mount Prospect has announced the engagement of his
daughter Nancy to Richard

one semester.

Glass, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Glass,

Several new members have
added

been

to

families

in

Mount Prospect and Prospect

liams, Mount Prospect. The
Carolyn June Hyde, daugh- grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
John
ter of Mr. and
Richard Clark of Midland,
Hyde of 403 N. Wilke, Mount Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Prospect, was born June 14 in. Poole of Wheaton.
Northwest Community hospiPenny Michelle Williams is

School

Heights Bride
Goes to Georgia

tal.

ding next year:

the second daughter of Mr. and

Daniel Christopher Vaughn,

Miss Sandra Lee Drake, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond W. Dr a k e, 1102 Drake Teri., Prospect

Mrs. David L. Williams born
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur July 13 in Northwest Com-

Heights became the bride of Roger C. Cooper, son of

N. Barckholtz of 214 N.
School St., Mount Prospect,

Mr. and -Mrs. Clyde C. Cooper, 706 iBaker Av., Manka-

General hospital.

to, Minn., on June 25.

The afternoon wedding was
conducted by the Rev. Daniel

ensemble with white lace overlay composed of a short sleeve

Prospect

Heights

Community Church.

A friend

d r e s s and matching long
sleeve coat. Her hat was a

Jonas

at

of the bride Miss Linda Nelson sang "One Hand, One
Heart"

and

"The

Lord's

Prayer". The altar was decked with white and purple gladiolus and orchid bows were on

small blue malene.

The groom's mother arrived
in a pink crepe sheath with
full length pink chantilly lace
short sleeve coat and matching hat. Her corsage was a

each pew.
The bridal gown was of
white peau-de-soie with an
empire waist, scoop neckline

white phalaenopsis orchid.
BEST MAN was Edward

and long tapered sleeves. Re embroidered Alencon lace embellished the dress from the

the bride's brother, Ted Welte
of Mankato, Allen Kilberger of

neckline

to hem of the

bell

shaped skirt. Appliques of the
same lace were frosted on
the full chapel length train
which flowed gently from a
small self -fabric bow at the
waist.
Her three - tiered
ballerina
veil
of imported
English illusion flowed gently

from. a crown of lace hearts
outlined in seed pearls and
garnished with crystali. The
bride carried a cascade of
small
glamellias,. stephanotis, valley and greens.

The matron of honor was
William

Mrs.

Cham-

Rush,

paign, Ill., and maid of honor
was Miss Patricia Hull, Cedar
Rapids,

Iowa.

The

brides-

maids were Miss Susan Drake,

cousin of the bride, Prospect
Miss Lynnea Slade,
Mount Prospect, and Miss
Linda Cooper, the groom's
sister, of Mankato.

Heights;

Their gowns were of violet
c r e p e with a lace bodice
slightly
by

a

empire,
encircled
violet sash terminating

in a boW and flowing down the
back.
Four -year -old
flower girl
Lynn Drake is the bride's
cousin of Prospect Heights.

Her floor -length empire styled
gown was of white silk organza
over tafetta, accented
purple velvet ribbon.

with

The bride's mother attended in a light blue silk tafetta

Fox of Madison Lake, Minn.
Ushers

Drake,

Dennis

were

Fairfax, Iowa, and Rex Daubenberger of Des Moines.

was born Junc 19 in Lutheran
Paul John Boulter was born
to Mr. and Mrs. William Boulter,

235

Hatlen

Prospect, on July

in North-

1

Jennifer Lee Powers is the
new delights; of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert A. Powers of 1420 S.
Rd.,

Mount Prospect.

She was born July 2 in Elmhurst Memorial hospital.

Kevin Andrew was born to
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie J. Legg
on July 4. Grandparents arc
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph I. Legg
and Mr. and Mrs. Connelly Jr.
of Rolling Meadows.

Michael Allan was born July

to Mr. and Mrs. Allan L.

The wedding reception was Everson.. -1301
Cottonwood,
held in the American Legion Mount Prospect, at Lutheran
Post

320,

for

Skokie,

240

guests. After the reception the
couple left for the Allerton
Hotel and a Chicagd tour be-

Mrs.- Thomas

A. Williams,
both of Arlington Heights. -

Dawn Marie Modica is

the

Bruce C. Modica, 103 S. Owen
Place, Porpsect Heights. The
baby's grandparents arc Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Wurster and

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Modica of

Stacy Sue Oehlstrom, born
17, is the first child of
Mr. and' Mrs. 'James A. Oehlstrom, 605 E. Prospect Av.,
Mount Prospect.
Grandpar-

General hospital.

Kristen Elizabeth Poole was

ents are Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Oehlstrom and Mr. and Mrs.
I. C. Peters, all of Park Ridge.
Richard Edward Dom is the
new son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Mond A..Dom, 518 N. Pine St,
Mount Prospect. His grandmother is Mrs. Helen
Staechle of Des Plaines.

M.

The couple plani a fall wed-

There is a need for a Welcome Wagon hostess thesclub
reports, but the coffee helped
to

welcome

residents.

of Sev

an excellent oppor- is also planning a wine tasting
tunity to meet your new neighearly
year.
bors as well as extending to
welcome
bers will be the guests of the
making them feel at home, she Strahs at Wonder Lake near
said.
Persons interested may McHenry when 36 guests are
call Mrs. Strahs at 253-0343 expected to share a barbecue
for information.
supper.
This

is

The Newmers Club

planning an hctive fall season.

One of the new groups to be
instigated in October will be a
gourmet group. There will be
12 members who will provide

Mrs. Strahs appealed for anyone interested in serving as a

an international dish for tast-

Welcome Wagon hostess.

ing when they meet. The club

High School and the UniverShe was employed by United Air Lines at

The couple will make their
home near Augusta, Ga., while
ficer's school.

Baby Boy

For Warren
Reiningers

Peach

Family Size
Ocoma Brand

SPECIAL LOW PRICES TNRU SATURDAY, AUGUST 6th

I

URKEYS

west Community Hospital.

The baby Eric David weighed 6 pounds 15 ounces. His
and

Mrs. John V. Drum of Arlington Heights and Dr.. and Mrs.
Frederick A. Reininger Jr. of.
Darien, Conn.

Fancy Grade 'A'
Oven -Ready

Avg. Dressed Weight

Pound

2310 Algonquin, Rolling Meadows, welcomed their
first child July 16 at North-

We never thought we'd
own cemetery property
before we needed it . . .
Just Imagine young people like us buying a family memorial
site. Unusual? We'd have thought so too, until Just a few weeks

I to 14-lbs.

9

39c.

11

FRYER PARTS

SLICED

!lark
THIGHS

ago. Then a close friend of ours was faced with the problem
of providing for sudden need.

I
EXCLUSIVES

We saw first-hand what happens to a family who neglects to
plan In advance for a place of Interment - and what a heavy
financial burden it was to her to have to pay cash. We saw the
needless distress caused by making hurried decisions.

We found out right then and there that we couldn't ignore our
responsibility to ourselves and our family any longer. We had
read about. Memory Gardens in the newspapers many times.
Friends told us how beautiful the grounds are, how easy it is
to get to and how reasonable it Is. Well, we decided to investigate for ourselves and we're certainly glad we did!

Now we have our own family memorial site in what we consider the most beautiful memorial park in the world. Buying
a family memorial site at Memory Gardens was the wise step
for us to take. We urge you to mail this coupon today,

Memory Cardeni is non-sectarian; therefore
there are no separate sections by firths.

MOVE RIGHT IN BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
2i 8, ARLINGTON HTS., RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000
'

"

150 8. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT

3924150

Member of Multiple Listing Service

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
Please send a FREE copy .of yout Illustrated brochure with

BREASTS
Lb.

AGAR
CANNED

sists396

full Information and prices on single and family memorial

3s2"

sites at Memory 'Gardens.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE

Fos Immediate Need Call 312 -CL 5-1010

491!

From Young
Steer Beef

10 :Ise;

2501 v.: EUCLID AVE.

$34,900

8 bedroom ranch -with Jalousled porch, 2 1/2 car garage walk to everything - fireplaces in living room and rec. room.

LIVER

HAMS

MEMORY GARDENS

IN BEAUTIFUL MT. PROSPECT
COUNTRY CLUB AREA

13-84
MIL

25.
Armour Star

Agar's Fancy

inger,

Marianne -Mutert, who was
term, was

on the board last
chosen to
remain

Apple-Cherry

BA

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Rein-

Modeling, make-up and hairdressing,
After graduation
the girls became eligible to
audition for the fashion board.

PIES

Sli

Lt. Cooper attends Signal Of-

with classes on such things as

Oven -Re*

0

my.

The work-

seven -week course

Dahlstrom at 259-3053. The held in the Junior Sportswill be held in St. wear
Department at
WicMark's Lutheran Church.
boldt's.

Beef or Turkey

and is a lieutenant in the Ar-

a

coffee

CHICKEN

O'Hare Field.
The groom attended Mankato High, University of Iowa

is

call Mrs. Strahs or Mrs. Curt World of Fashion" and will be

Choice

sity of Iowa.

shop

for the
present term. Nancy Tucker
Another
get-together
for is the Randhurst Beauty Workthe purpose of welcoming new- shop Fashion Co-ordinator.
comers will be held on Sept.
The theme of the fashion
23.
Anyone interested may show will be "The Young
'

has

236 membersand are busily

n teen magazine's

Beauty Workshop.

Oven -Ready

The bride attended Prospect

'Mr.

minican High School.
Wieboldt's Fashion Board
activities are a continuation

Sparetime Brand

Ga.

are

new

School;

Joie- Schilling of Regina Do-

MISS NANCY HOCHSCHILD

Club Wants a Hostess
residents.Mrs. Richard Strahs, the club's president, reported 13 new members joined the organization
as a result of the gathering.

High

High School; Jill Ditton of
Maine. West High School, and.

cago.

area

Den-

Claudy Nelson of Elk Grove

by Standard Oil Co. in Chi-

Newcomers Club of
Mount Prospect recently held
an informal summer coffee to
WeIiiiine More theni 23 new

View

Forest

Pot Pies

fore leaving for Fort Gordon.

grandparents

Eastern

The

Newren,

ise Thorsen and Janice Wagner of Wheeling High School;
Regina Bonucchi, Diane Donato, Diane Knol, Karen Powers and Bonnie Schnitta of

Illinois University and Elmhurst College. He is employed

Des Plaines.

July

'

3

J. W. McKnight and Dr. and

Av., Mount -firiiThialiTiit

west Community hospital.

Busse

munity hospital. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.

attended

and

Lyn

School;

ller, D.D.S., and Di. C. F.
born July 10. in Lutheran Gen- Terrell, D.D.S., in Mount
Her fiance was
eral hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Prospect.
David W. Poole, 220 N. Wil- graduated from Prospect High.

Heights.

They will pre-

Marianne Mutert of Prospect
High 'School; Nancy Kalinowski of Sacred Heart High

High Schools and Western IlShe now
linois University.
works for Dr. Charles H. She-

New Arrivals

been

fall fashions at the Aug. 18 showing.
The
girls include Sheryl
Crandall, Edee Graef and

Maple

S.

have

sent back -to -school

Dr., Mount Prospect.
Hochschild°- attended
Miss
Forest
View and Prospect

MISS DEBORAH KLEIN

MR. AND MRS. ROGER L COOPER

909

girls

Fifteen

chosen to model the latest fall
fashions at Wieboldt's store in
Randhurst on Aug. 18 at 7:30
pm
Along with the modeling, the
girls will have an opportunity
to learn about the fascinating
field of merchandising. Each
girl will .hold her position for

Nancy.

QUART CHILLED

SMOKED

PURE
STRAWBERRY

ORANGE PORK LOIN
JUICE
ROAST
Muted bNy te Milan Stern
Ctn.

ARLINGTON MARKET PLAZA
900 KENSINGTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

OR RED RASPBERRY

PRESERVES
Mu 8 ether ps$ar varieties
Zestee Brand
Choice

CENTER79
CUT
Lb.

2-249c

THE GROVE SHOPPING CENTER
ARL. HGTS. RD. and BIESTERFIELD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

-

Some Day
Deur Kid:
Some day you ought to have

one rof yOur friends read you
-a "couple of stories that appeared on 'the front page of
Friday's edition .of The
Arlington Day.
last

.

The

first stdry is about a

woman who was knocked down

by a couple of punks in

the

central business district .because they figured it' is easier
to' steal money -thin tia..go out
and work for it -- and besides
it is faster.

'

youthful

These

"heroes"

told the woman they needed
money Co go on carnival rides.
'It is a good thing they did not
need cash for something important, like new shoes or a

..by Frank E. Von Arx
haircut, because the bank and
the savings and loan are only

agile anyone with a better all--

put. there for two or three days
at a crack maybe the thing will
prove its value. The kids can't

a couple of blocks away.

The meanness of these kids
is matched by the unconcern
shown by other people who
failed to help the woman. You
might accept these things in

around record.

The first prize was a $3,000
'scholarship.. Bruce is already
committed
to Northwestern
University so maybe the judges

pollute the lake much more
than it already is.

overlooked him so they could

The flaw in this plan is that
Teen -Age- fair only accepted the good kids, the ones
the

the big city, but after it happens here ,you wonder if the
city is catching up with us a-

one about the Teen -Age World
Fair that closed in McCormick Place in Chicago. There

.King title.

are some people who claim

the kids who knock down women for money.
It is a sur-

Bruce

is

palace on the
lakefront is a mistake, but if
they keep sending teen-agers

scholarships

a.

.

.

There you have it, kid. You
can go around knocking down
women for a nickel or a dime
here and there. Or you can

by every measure

make up your mind to

and standard the opposite of

the exhibition

The two kids 'from 0-

zes.

froth. Arlington High
School was there to Compete
for the national Teen - Age
bard

.

.the

round.

klahoma who were named king
and queen must really be whiz-

we. would like to see around
town. Our own Bruce Hub-

The other story you should
-have read to you, kid, is the

spread

be

sombody, like Bruce.
This is America,

kid, and
there is only one person standing in your way. Yourself.

Bruce did not win the
title because it is hard to -imprise

rirsrWiltlICtt

Vantage Point
In Mount Prospect a group called the Representative Government Assn. has submitted petitions calling for a change in the form of government from village to mayor-aldermanic.
One question the RGA is going to have to an-'
swer is: "What's wrong with village government?"
The answer. to this question in the upcoming
campaign is vital because the organizers of RGA
spent may years as village officials and backers
of the village system.
Credit for Organizing RGA goes to Kendal A.

Whittenberg retired after serving the village
for many years as chief of police. King, former
village finance director, left shortly after the
Congreve administration took office for another

Currently, Congreve is pushing DiMucci's
utility company to the wall in demanding Illinois
Commerce Commission action to force Utility.
Sewer and Water Co. to construct a lift station
to prevent flooding in Elk Ridge Villa.
Congreve has forced DiMucci to build a reser-

in the village.

.

Pat McKenna, former village police officer,

who resigned claiming Mayor Congreve intereferred with his duties,as a policeman, is on the RGA
list.

voir and a huge retention basin and has basked his

demands by making DiMucci post hard cash as'
assurances that the work will be completed.

Two village trustees - Park Ekren and Harry.
Bruhl = both identified in the last campaign as ardent Good Neighbor supporters, have been spearheading the RGA campaign.
Both Ekren 'and Bruhl face election in April if
the village system is' retained. Ekren has been

sension between the developer and the administra-

.

tion has' been Congreve's attitude toward apartments.

He has fought' apartment developments at ev-

errturri-and-points-to-pride-thclact that no new

time he has shown any dissatisfaction with the

-

village board of truster:X.

Pierce -Rose, who was 'Schlaver's campaign
manager in April, 1965, when the Good Neighbor
Party went down to defeat to Dan Congreve's U-

nited Citizens Party, is also a signer of RGA
petitions- and a vocal supporter of the 'organization.,
TWO FORM ER village department heads Jim

-

-ap

-

apartments' ha Ve been started in MOunt Prospect
since the first of the year.

village system of government.

president and prior to that was a member of the

"Is this your first ride on a motorbike, Evelyn?"

PERHAPS even more of a cause of the dis-

-on--the-board-for-seven-years,--This-is-the-first

-dispute-with-the
Currently; Crookslage over S1,240 in legal fees that he claims are
due him because of his legal work oil the ill-fated
Tally Ho apartment project.
In its initial literature, RGA published a list of
90 names. Included on the list was former May-

or. &Mayer who served two terms as village

directly at DiMucci Home Builders, the biggest

.

lice commission, another Schlaver appointee.

'

King and George.Whittenberg are on the RGA organizer's list.

opportunity.

'Crooks and Jerrold Shutt, both former officials
in the village administration. .Crooks served as
village prosecutor under Village President C. 0.
Schlaver. Shutt was chairman of the fire and po-

:

by Jack Vandermyn

Bill Phillips, a former trustee who was defeated in 1965 is a signer. 'So are Frank'Bierman,
former member of the fire and police commission, and Roy Schlemmerrhusband of the fornier librarian.
ONE QUESTION that has not been answered
at this point is the part that developer.Salvatore

Congreve maintains that the future of Mount
Prospect is as a single family residential village.
He has organized -support to block the-ROA's-at
tempt to change the form of government. Those
baiking Congreve are virtually the same supporters he had when he ran .under the United Citizens

DiMucci plays in the RGA. ,DiMucci's name

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping.
the. paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall. Field -Ill

Party and soundly defeated Schlaver's Good

does not appear og the list of organizers.

'Attorney Robert Stanton, who has been associated as a DiMucci supporter -in the past, is one
of the original RGA group.
It is no secret that DiMucci and Congreve are
at odds. Anew, tough building code was aimed
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John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Many observers believe that it is the mission
of the RGA to destroy Congreve and his administration, not to improve a.system of government

William J. Kledalsch

Jack A. Vandermyn

Managing Editor

News Editor

that has proven workable for nearly 50 years,
It will be up to the RGA to change this image.

No Vacation

Benefits for .1Veterans-No716

The. Chicago Minor Club cautions that
going just a few miles per hour over the
posted speed limit can be a dangerous
Posted speed limits have been
practice.

Support For Survivors Is Provide
BY RAY CROMLEY

-

-

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
Most widows and minor chitdren and some .parents of men

who died from a disease or in-

jury incurred or aggravated
"in line of duty". are entitled

more than the childless widow.

same rate as for a child under

But for each additional child,
she may receive up to S28

18.

more.

When his widow dies, the de-children are
entitled to payments. One child
ceased veteran's

A helpless child, one who becaMe permanently incapable of
self-support before reaching 18,

entitled to S77 a month of

is

support if his mother is receiv-

to monthly benefits.
This compensation is payable

payable

even

if

Radio City Station
New York, New York 1001.9

most people.

you that you can never afford to take a
copies of Ray Cromley's' new book,
"What You've Got Coming' In -Benefits for, U. S. Veterans,"
(Please print clearly -this is your mailing label.)

NAME'

CITY

If the death occurred after.

:2
I

These widows and children may

may receive 577 a month, two
children $110 and three children
$143. An additional S28 is paid

shift to the new plan but, once
ing a widow's benefit under this having shifted, cannot change
law. If she is not, he receives back again.

for each additional child. Pay-'

There are advantages and
the rate payable to a child
disadvantages to shifting to
under 18 plus 528 a month.

per cent of the monthly basic
pay now being received by a

merits are equally divided among
the children.

Some parents of deceased
veterans are entitled to death

serviceman

A YOUNGSTER over 18 and
under 23, attending school but
not receiving benefits under the
War Orphans Educational Ass
siltance Act, is entitled to S39
a month support if his mother

the widow is entitled to a
whose

rank

and

years of service are the same
as those of her deceased husband.

A widow with no children is
entitled to a minimum monthly
payment of $IM.

A widow with one child of
' the veteran

is

entitled to no

Death bf

vacation from safe driving habits.

To help your car run smoothly during
the hot summer weather, says the club, ''be sure that both the fan belt and water
:cooling system ' are working at peak efficiency.
Rust inhibitors added to the
radiator .dunng the summer will retard
rust formation and cool the motor effec-

the

cidents.

One way to practice road cour-

is to be the first to dim your head,
lights when approaching another car at
tesy

night. Also,, remember to dim your lights
when following another car.

More than 600,000 American motorists lock themselves out of their cars
every year.
The club advises, you al-

ways to carry a spare key on your ley
chain or in your jvallet. It could come in
very handy,

When parking your car for a picnic,

is receiving widow's benefits
under this veterans' law. If
she is not, he receives the

Salesman

says the Chicago Motor Club, don't park

coverage under the new law,
too close to the edge of an incline or a
depending upon individual cir-

Your brakes may
cumstances. Detailed informa- cliffside scenic view.
tion may be obtained at any not hold or your car may be bumped by
another parker' or the earth beneath the
VA office.
WEDNESDAY:
Educational
Aid for Veteran's Children.

compensation under the law.

also receive 511 to 555 a month.

"Note on Cellar
I

have

been

income

is

greater

than 52,400. A parent living

reading

the

rounding Arlington Heights.

Many of us enjoyed going

alone may trot receive this aid to the Cellar where we were
if. his income is greater than able to meet new friends and
$1,750.
dance to the bands that Mr.
These compensation
pay- Paul Sampson brought
there.
ments will not prevent an eli- I had always thought 'that the
gible widow or ehildren from Cellar was a nice place to go
receiving death benefits payable under Social Security,

because

there

weren't

apy

black leather jackets and loud,

If a veteran's widow remar- rowdy kids-.
she may not thereafter
Mr. Sampson, the workers
receive 'compensation for her
of the. Cellar and the policefirst husband's death.
have not only worked for
Many widows and children men
their own interests, but also
-bf service veterans who died toward
the interests- of the
before Jan. I, 1957, from a
teen-agers. Mr. Sampson. has
'service -connected
cause' are
ries,

receiving

death

compensation

heip.:d many of us to learn
that

the

policeman

It is heartwarming
indeed to see all those young

be.

or she is single or living alone articles that have been appeareven though married, that par- ing in The Day in regards
ent may receive from 517 to to the Cellar, and I would like
$83 a month.
to express the feelings of
Surviving parents are not eli- many of us around Park Ridge
gible for these payments if their ''and the many other towns surcombined

that driver is handicapped by
stopping distance.
Motorists
shOuld remember that it takes greater
since

greater

clearance ahead . to pass a car and trailer than it does to pass just a car alone.

Happy and safe vacationing is the rule,

friend if we will allow him to involved.

Park Ridge

HOWEVER, if only one par- Editor:

ent outlives the veteran, and he

Also, avoid

may give away.
swampy areas when parking.
wheels

The club says that drivers should allow a car pulling a trailer plenty of room

Letters to the Editor

If the veteran is survived by
both parents, they each may
receive from $11 to 555 a
month. If one of his parents

has died, but the surviving parent has married again and that
couple are living together, they

ing may result in an accident.

off the road.

for delivery.

benefits under an older law.

ser-

ZIP

STATE

iMake checks payable to "Veterans Benefits." Allow 3 wks.

discharge.

and peacetime
vice -connected deaths.

highways, says

The Chicago Motor Club points out
The club advises you not to overload that driving in traffic and reading a map
the trunk of your car when packing for a just don't mix. 'Motorists on trips should
vacation.
Too much weight in the rear plan their routes in advance. A good
of the automobile affects the balance of driver always anticipates a change of
the car and tends to point the headlights direction. Last second stopping or turn-

ADDRESS'

the serviceman left active duty,
he must have left the service
under some form of honorable

wartime

maintenance.
Courtesy on' the

tively.

the

:: sation are the same for both

The club urges that motorists respect
the cleanliness of our roads and streets
by refraining from throwing litter from
moving cars. Carelessly thrown litter not
only mars the beauty of the countryside,
but also adds to the cost of highway
club, -goes a long way toward reducing ac-

Summertime means vacation time for
But the motor club reminds

Please send me

say of an evening or Saturday.

,

exceeding these

perfect, is an invitation to danger.

training with his reserve unit,

PAYMENTS of this Disability and Indemnity Compen-

Therefore,

limits, even when conditions are

speed

Box 489, Dept. (60005)

'It is .payable even if, the man
was a reservist up for a few
hours, days or weeks on active
duty for training.
is

conditions.

"Veterans Benefits"
c/o Day Publications

occurred or was aggravated
while the serviceman was on
active duty in peace or wartime.

It

as the maximum speed at
which you can drive safely under ideal

established

at SI per copy. I enclose S...

whether the disease or injury

.

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

Neighbors.

is

our

I hope that the Arlington
Heights people will change
their minds about the membership
cards
and
permit
membership
to
out-of-town
people to once again attend
the Cellar.
Peggy
Park Ridge

Day Camp
Wins Praise
Editor:
My 7 -year -old son has just
received a present.
This is
not remarkable in -itself, ex-

cept that the I5 -year -old giver

has already devoted many

hours of her time and talent
as

his

volunteer

counselor

at. the Redreation Park Day
Camp sponsored by the park
district and the Clearbrook
Center for the retarded.
In its second summer of
operation, I am deeply moved
and grateful as a parent for

the dedication of all the people

people

extending

$85 Raised
For Maryville

their hands

have heartfelt gratitude to

Mrs.
Mary

Reid, camp director,
Hutchings, Lori and
the others.

press our gratitude to Lee
Strobel, Mrs. Huggard, and

Mrs. D.G. Kelleher

alternative to the
utility tax, I suggest they put
an unmarked police car in
an

my driveway on west Thomas
St. and collect a lot of fines. .
It's zoned _ for 25 miles

a

tients in the area.

Speaking for 'the sponsoring

the Klimek's, at whose house 'organizations and for Lutherthe sale was held.
an General, I extend our deep

Fine Speeders
For Revenue
As

now

.

leaders made.

Editor:

is

Everyone who attended agreed that it was highly sucEditor:
cessful.
Contributions
are
We wish to thank all ,those still coming in, so we don't
people who have helped make have a final figure, but we do
our sale for Maryville such know that a substantial sum
a success.
We wish to ex- was raised tg aid needy pa-

and hearts to others less able.
Of such fibre are our future
I

General Hospital
pleasant memory.

Those

who

are

interested

might like to know that we
made 585.
,

Dana Corfman
Mary and Donna Tuomi

Mary Beth and Kristen
Klimek

First Gala

appreciation to your newspaper for its fine coverage of
the' gala:
Without this fine
news coverage, I'm certain

the gala would not have' been
nearly as successful.

We appreciate
cern
and

for

the

your conpublic interest

feel we are, fortunate in

newspaper
a
like
yours serving the_ residents
of this area.
having,

per hour, an 1 you could count

A 'Success

on one hen

Again, our thanks to you and
Editor:
your staff for the wonderful
The first annual gala, spon- support.
sored by the Service League,
Arline Hurt
the medical s t a f f and the
General Chairman
Men's Aisn, for' Lutheran
Service League

the number of

people' in 24, hours. who obey,
it:

A Thomas Street
Resident

5.

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS -

Abe dap

NDUR KNIGHT RAS BEEN UNDER

100 MUOI PRESSURE LATELY.
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I.

'OUT OUR WAY

.

5

*OH , AS LON.IG AS
YOU'RE LIF; MOM,
WOULD YOU

HANDSOME

AND WHILE YOU'RE
AT IT, HOW ABOUT

MORE MILK
MOTHER?

BRING ME
THE CHILI
SAUCE?

SOME MORE
ROLLS:

DON/ WORRY. HE CAN SAKE IT.
NE HAS loTS OF CHARACTER,

WHATEVER YOU SAY. 5112E.

"Is it all rightfor me to leave early? The files arefulll"

'He'll

be,

at home in this world we have today! Already

he's protesting!"

L..

THE W1LLETS

C..-.1?

8-2
)1i{ Lt NIA. lot!
TM 14. US. fat ON.

BUT, IF YOU ASK
ME, HES FADING APART!

.OUR BOARDING HOUSE
S

"I. LOST
4

12=e-

MV WORD, BOYS, You
CERTAINLY ARE HARD ON

W1405 601

8-2

INKY FEET?

NOT ME1

Thyroid
Hormone
thyroid

ex-

it for the
rest of my life Are there any

I

-n-wee-pou-1

this

t

FUL DAY,

DO SOMETHIA/G
TOGETHER I

.m8.

qratiga."'

to your individual

-

a

/

.

room

Q --What are the symInoms
of thyroid deficiency? Is it a

4.

common disease"

Ij
Ig

A --Too little thyroid hormone causes slowing up of
mental and physical activity
but in their milder stages
these symptoms are hard to
and

other causes.

In

a more severe stage your skin
would get rough and dry, you
would gain weight and your
hair would become dry and
brittle. All these symptoms

times more

is

seen

CAPTAIN EASY
IF I KNEW
WHAT ROMP

Town's' ArrAiirs-sur S wopirso

WAS IRVINE
TO WRITE, IT
MIGHT EVIAN

TO

sea
23 Home (ab.)
Spiteful
24 Whack (slang) 26
28 Feminine
27 Melody
appellation
29 Demolish
30 Withered
32 Expunger

HELP HER. 90 ziooK

CRUMPLED DRAFT. FROM HER
WASTES

34 Incursionist
36 Plentifully
(c oll.)

37 Natural

38 Slipped

11/.

fats

1

Q --On a recent P81 test my
reading was 2 3 Is this high or

41 Observe

ALLEY OOP
..SOME IONDAiLWILL, LEMME 66EHON EOUT THIS

14/EASON 'THEW

and

if

crn-IER GUYS
DON'T HAVE!

persistent,

would indicate that you need.
thyroid extract.

Please send `pour questions
and comments to Wayne G.
Brandstadt. M D . to care of
this paper While Dr Brandstadt cannot answer individual letters he will answer
letters of general
future column's

U

0

R

interest in

re tog-Zifi/a42/

ONE?

-

..HERE I'LL. SHOW

'YOUws
How -IT
wo

2

3

31 Gaelic

T

H

I

EN

T

ROE
BASS

0R
R
00E
WON

47 Fruit peel

33 Fountain drinks 48 Approach
35 Lend aid
50 Mystery writer,
40 Hebrew ascetic
- Gardner
43 Girl's name
51 Masculine
45 Faithful
appellation
46 British baby
52 Aends
carriage
55 Negative ab.)
5
6
7
8
9
10.11
'

4

.

13

14

11-

1b

421s able
44 Go by ship
48 Places of
24
detention. '
49 Italian province 32

low

ANK ER

O R

12

39 Radio and
television

The deficiency may be
congenital or it may be the
result of removing too much
of an overactive thyroid.

four to eight your reading

R

extremities
25 Asian Inland

24 Lower

60

is
is

ACRE

19 Pygmies

21 Priestly caste

often in women

normal range

E

15 Feigned
17 Meadow

18 Cubic meter

I Mar 11' z FONT PRY IWO MY

than in men and most frequently between the ages of 30 and

A --Since the

ROSE

L B

TT E

C

p

5 CO

A E NA
AB
L
0N
I -I a A V E N
O
A T R
B
ACE
A L L
16 Renter
URNS A R A
20 Earn
A&
22 Pierces, as with RACE
ET LENL T
horns

jacket
14 Social insect

five

low?

Answer to Previous Puzzle

TAM
AGE
IE

1 Home furniture 7 Versifier
for sleeping
8 Witch of 5 Home
9 Cliffs on the
recorder
Hudson
9 Homemade
10 Arrow poison
11 Japanese
12 Mine entrance
outcasts
19 Boy's short

be

common but it

11-1

-

controlled with care- EE RECENT
fully adjusted doses of thy- 688R/MOR
roid extract
Thyroid deficiency is not
can

...k

6 Reach by effort

ACROSS

fatigue

\

.C);:l''.

-11

(t/

Home Items

17:

where others are comfortable.

measure and may be due to

exptossou is

.."
..k.

.

1

,

POPULATIOLJ

Gerrinz To lie.,R1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

NAT ARE buODUSIllb AecorinowE-YoU
4ar 011 WO THREE= OF FouRTIMEs1

pitation and a feeling of exIh

It

T GUESS THE

COMPM1Y..

Two Is p ceau6!

-

THE Two of us!

i
I Caw

ONE IS

''' NA ;&;'7
.11161111111111111.11292"al'

THE BORN LOSER

needs Too large a dose would
cause nervous irritability, palwarmth

INSTEAD OF UNDER IT./

HAVELJT YOU
HEARD, STUPID?

LIKE GO TO
THEE EACH 012
HAVE A PICIJIC.
MAYBE! JUST

DUE, LETS

re-

placement therapy There will
be no side effects if the dosage

r

rrt sLCFI A.

.( S.1

A --If your thyroid doesn't
secrete enough of its hormone,

cessive

AWAY FROM 11-1E'L AKE

EEK & MEEK

111111111w.

harmful side effects"

is adjusted

ONLY IRE LAND HAD RUN

ONE -TWO -

need

continue

ALL OVER

TOWN!

OKAY-- ALL

tract daily for years My doc-

must

LAND, FROM HIM ON THE

EDGE- OF A LAKE rA
LF.
REAL BARGAIN

TOGETHER NOW.

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

you

LINCOLN/ PENNY

DON'T YOU kEMEMBER
BUY! Ns AN ACRE OF

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

tor says

5ELLIN' AN 1850

ECCENTRIC, BUT YOU
MAKE HIM OUT TO BE A
PUBLIC MENACE!

BUGS BUNNY

taken

SAKE! TRUE;(-IE MAY BE

A BIT* A14,ER--

...

Q -I've

CONFIDENCE
WHEN HE 'TRIED

9

17

9
21
125

26

127

P123

0

-

53 River (Sp.)

54 Went in again 36
56 Babylonian god
57 Lion's "pride"
58 Pleased
59 Doctors of
medicine (ab.)
60 Sandy, waste
61 Congers
DOWN
1 Food fish
2 Redact
3 U.S. coin
4 SwIss
mathematician

5Home beverage

fir

43
46

47

t3

12"----

49

.ki

if

52

-,4
57

-1::

2
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Parry

Boys' 6 finger baseball mit
lost 4uly 6 vie. Arl. Market

Call Mark Stroder 392-2214
11-Business Services

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Auto. Elec. Controls

Pilot Models Built

Arthur and Ella Busse
observed their golden wedJune 18
service in St.

school. Cake was served to

40 years old, seeks position

150 friends and relatives
in the'couple's home later.

with progressive Mt. Pros-

Area company. Background: Personnel, Public Relations, Promotion, total busipect

the first

Busses 'spent

KI 5-6650.

21-lobs Wanted-Men
EXECUTIVE

Prospect, and a dinner for
200 persons in the church

The

47 years of their marriage on
a 90 -acre farm on the northwest corner of Oakton and
Elmhurst Rds. in Mount Pros-

ness Management. Available
about September 1st. Box
1035, Prospect Day, 11'7 S.
Main Street, Mt.Prospect,I11.

There soon will be a
four huge three-story condominiumi on their property.
pect.

22-lobs Wanted-Women
Mother will care for

your

they sold

child - children in her home.

all but 10 acres of the land and
moved to a custom. - designed
ranch home at 690' Bel -Aire

References upon request .255-

Three years ago

9576

10

raise peonies.

Arthur was born on the
farm in 1892, the son of Louis
and Louise Busse. After his
in 1916, .he took
over operation of the farm and

marriage

QUICK
CASH
1. You name the item

great-grandpzirbecome
ents for the first time, with
an expected arrival ,at their
home,
the
granddaughter's

3. Include yotir address or

Ernst Grimms' 300 -acre ' farm

It's fun, and It's profitable.

Mctts of Opelika, Ala.; who will

school.

Mills and- is
St. John's

by

employed

is

Pepperell

married

to

a

state trooper.

Lutheran School in Elk Grove
All but one of the Busses'
and he and his -bride of 50 wedding attendants were a____years-bassLbeen_memheof mp.ng _the _g_ sts. Matron of
St. John's ever since their honor was Ella's aunt Mathilda Clausing. Spring of Elgin.'
marriage in the church.
DURING the early years of Best man was Art's brother
their

Fred W. Busse of Mount Pros-

then truck gardening and finally peonies became their main

pect..
Others
in
were
party

marriage, the couple
dairy
farming.
engaged
in

wedding

Ella's

brother

Edward Engelking of Arling-

All of the Busses four chil-

Heights, Art's cousins
ton
Della Busse Selzer of Green

dren, as well as their 13
grandchildren, were at the
anniversary celebration. The
children include Marvin H.
of Elk Grove Village, who
teaches accordion: Wilbur E.
of Detroit, a civil and research-. engineer: Rollin A..

who [manages

1500 -acre

a

potato farm in Stevenspoint,
Wis., and Carol Jean Busse

in Marengo.
Both__Art...ancLElla_arc avid
Art bowls in the
bowlers.

senior league and Ella is in a

Bay, Wis., and Louis Meier
and his wife, who were married four days after the Busse

wedding.
Ella's cousins Meta Meyer

Hagenow of Palatine and Emil
Engelking of Elgin were in the
party. Emil was the only
attendant unable to,.attend the
anniversary.

In September Art and Ella

phone number.

team won first place last year
She has 1,500 hours of volone day each week to the hospital. Last March 'a gold pin
was presented to her for her
work.

Switzerland impressed them
but they still say the best
place in the world is home
with family and friends.

northern Michigan.

With Mr. and Mrs. Hodges
was

their daughter

and

her

family, the Gilbert Wootens of
Mount Prospect. They used a
travel trailer and a camper
as home base while the two
couples and the Wootens' chil-

dren, Kathy, Gail, Mark and

next Sunday, an annually look- club
ed -forward -to event by the
Mount Prospect friends of
Ben and his wife.
This is the ninth year for

the gathering which starts early
in the day.

the

Richard

was baptized July 17 in St.
Paul Lutheran Church. Later
the same day the christening

bride of six months, the Gilbert
Busses,
the
Henry
Knosps,
the
Willis Priehs,
the
William Schwabes, the

Albert Giljums who now live
in Chicago, the Edward Busses of Lexington Fields, and
weather and health permitting,

the Joseph Knuths of Woodstock.

Knuth was at one time postmaster in Mount Prospect.
The following Sunday

Todd, first
child of the Richard Aumullers
was marked with a dinner for
sponsors

John

Watson

Carol Sable. and grandparents

9

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000

It

was

California for

vacation again

this

the

year for

Mr. and Mrs. V. Carter -Bow-

SATURDAY was a fun day
important

for

those
executives,

women

them were two from Mount

town's

Propect,
Miss
Rosemary
Glees
lid Miss Betty Van Der

He was one of Mount

They flew to the West
Coast for their annual visit
with his brother, the Robert
Bowens, and a sister, Mrs.
Neil Bradfield, all of Fresno.
Seldom have the Bowens
purchased round trip tickets
for their western vacations.
This year, for some unexplained

Homes

Manufacturers

night at the races sponsored by
He is a member of the A"Women's 'Share in Public merican Society of Assn. ExService", an affiliate of the ecutives, the' Trade Ann. ExPilot Club. Both Rosemary and ecutives Forum of Chicago and
Betty are top officials of the the U. S. Chamber.

big picnic

IN
2324

Count words and figure, 5
average words per line. 15
average words equal a 3 line
ad.
COST

$3.15 for 3 days

Address

City

a

buffet dinner and

tives,
educators,
attorneys
and chamber officials.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

,255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

State

217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.
Arlington, Illinois
PHONE:

255-7200

TERRACE

METHODE

SUPPLY CO.

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

111 W. Central Rd.

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

1'700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meatlows
'An equal opportunity employer.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

'DRAFTSMAN'

Capable Young Married Man
for Full Time All Around Work
in Lumber Ware House.

For Right Person

Excellent position for experienced

electro - mechanical

Salary Open

draftsman to work in electrical - electronics field.Salary
commensurate with ability.
Excellent fringe benefit program. Modernair-conditioned

CL 5-0413.

HIGH

offices, cafeteria on premise's
-

Open Monday & Tuesday Eves.

Call or apply in person

For Stuffing Papers.

SOLA ELECTRIC

Early
Saturday Mornings.

Day or Night Shift
Work for international truck
dealer. New Service Center.

Mount Prospect
News Agency

GI LMORE INTL, INC.
45 E. Palatine Rd., Wheeling

3 92-1 830
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

TECHNICIAN

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
439-0268

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

some experience or some edu-

cation in electricity or elec-

tronics. Experience in instruSBC requires computer op testing and quality
orators for IBM System/360.
control inspection would be
experience one
Minimum
most acceptable. Work would
year. Should at least have high
of new
Involve
testing
-products-and makirigprototype- _seheoLcurtglsitte,but college
graduates - math majors preproductS. Job is an opportunity
ment

FULL TI ME
AND

PART TI ME
FOR

Eves. and weekends.
ARLINGTON
STANDARD SERVICE
1000 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.

for the proper individual to
train with an electronic

industry and advance ins progressive Engineering Department. Fine up - to - date
employee benefits will acccrnrpany this position.

PLEASE CALL DAN SUNDT

LIT TEL FUSE
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines
VAnderbilt 4-1188

BUYER

ferred. Interesting and re -

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:
THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins
Road

Chicago, III. 60831
Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunity employer
11-Business Services

11-Business Services

Excellent Job opening has Just

developed in our purchasing
department for a man who is
experienced in the buying of
either raw materials or miscellaneous items.
Applicants should be qualified
and experienced buyers and it

would be desirable if their
experience would be in a simi-

lar industry such as the e-

industry of the
manufacturing of small e-

lectronic

lectro-mechanical parts.

This responsible job is ac-

PAINTING
DECORATING SERVICE
COLLEGE STUDENT WITH 5 YRS. EXPERIENCE
EXCELLENT WORK REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED

FOR FREE ESTIMATE, INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR

CALL AFTER 6 P.M. MON. THRU FRI.

companied with fine progressive fringe benefits.
CALL DAN SUNDT

Craig Pauley - 392-0535
24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wantid Men

LITTELFUSE
800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines
VAnderbilt 4-1188

GENERAL FACTORY
Rapidly expanding operations

need men for day shift work

to fill permanent openings
immediately.
Shipping clerk
Inspector -general
Stock handler
Benefits include:
Modern plant
Good starting salary
Free group insurance

Profit sharing

MANUFACTURING
'ENGINEER
for a Manufacturing Engineer

to grow along with a multi
division electronic component

manufacturer. Requires B.S.'

M.E. degree and minimum
years

NORTHWEST CO MM UNI TY HOSPITAL
Arlington Heights

800 W. Central Rd.

CL. 9-1000

LAYOUT INSPECTORS
FLOOR INSPECTORS

expansion

creates an excellent chance

three

Contact Mr. R. W. Beals, Director of Personnel.

areas of our new plants.

1101 Skokie Blvd. Northbrook
CR. 2-3700
An equal opportunity employer

progressive

Good growth potential, new expanded business effice area.
Excellent opportunity for experienced accountant. Degree
preferred but not necessary. Will be responsible for general
accounting activities and related duties.

Immediate openings for experienced inspectors in several

GBC'

Our

ACCOUNTANT

INSPECTORS

Steady employment

Good starting rate and profit sharing.* Air conditioned plants.
* Opportunity to Join rapidltgrovring company.
Stop in and see us during your. vacation.

experience in

electric mechanical volume

production. Basic machine design experience advantageous.

'Specific experience in methods, tooling, and equipment
related to light manufacturing
necessary. Age open. Send re-.

partment for interview. Salary

INTERV IEW
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Write, Call or Vtsit
C.M. Smith

commensurate with individual.

OFFICE HOURS:
Hours: Weekdays 9`a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
Oy the State of Illinois.
,

-

SCHOOL
BOYS..

:

TRAINEE

-'

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

inspection

537-8484

sume or call personnel de-

THE ARLINGTON. DAY

in

We are seeking a man with

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

MAIL TO:

for participants in a management institute. It was the second year he served 'on the
faculty of association execu-

Currently, however, Mr. and
Mrs, Nerge are busy with two
{I

22

Boone
and
Mrs.
Brown Sr. as guests.

Park for

be

WE

SPECIALIZE

Phone

through the office departments.

There will

21

Analysis" as part of the PrinGracht. They took Miss Vera ' ciples of Management course
' James

an Months

Up To vu To Pay

20

Assn., was a guest letturer in

in 1947 and he moved steadily

other large affairs at their
country home in Schaumburg.

Take

Edward L. Wilson of 304.S.
Wilshire Ln., Arlington Hts., Name.
managing director of the Mo-

Aug. 9 the same Mount
Prospect women will be among
those.who will go tit Sportsman's

PPM -

peas first mail carriers back

REASON?
19

Guest Lecturer

in-law was a member of the

Ben'stpromotion.

FOR ANY
18

background
Work

to homes Sunday morning only.

199 King St.

DRIVER

Will train man with related

MAN OR BOY
with car, deliver newspapers

OR MORE

17

en.

a recent management program
for association executives at
Michigan
State
University,
East Lansing, Mich.
He lectured on "Problem

-

14

an- reason, they, did and found a This Includes one FREE inother big picnic at the Nerge's load off their minds for having sertion in "Market Day" if
will include all of Ben's rel- done so when the air strike your ad appears in the reg,
ular Tuesday edition.
atives. From Mount Prospect went into effect.
will be Ben's mother, Mrs.
Enclosed is $
Amalie Nerge and Mr. and.

Mrs. Emil Sporleder.

392-9300

FULL TIME, apply TEXACO
SERVICE, State & Golf Arl.

=MI

8

Erwin Messerschmidt 'of Chicago.

Bus Lines

Ritzenthaler

.

growing 'electronic company.

Mechanics-Gasoline/Diesel

for

Call 673-6760

and

to go to the South Shore Country Club to a luncheon. Among

A party at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Nerge will mark

MECHANIC

$20 per week.

Aumuller

Wooten is a full-time fireman
in Mount Prospect. His fatherdepartment

Call 259-0500

Full time - Paid vacation

Land Surveyor's assistant for
field work. Experience preferred though not necessary.
Age 18 to 25. CL 5-4090.

chance, for advancement in fast

(Rte.83)
1717 Busse Rd.
Elk Grove Village
HE 9-2800

commission. Can earn over

16

TODD

dropped all office obligations

volunteer
for 22 years.

plied. Age 21 to 40..

High School boy for general

5

business.

sandy beach.

broad

the

pay, group insurance, paid
holidays and uniforms sup-

12 to 17. Part time. To work

communications

bile

Kimberly fished
along

hurst Shopping Center.

.afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus

15

in

members of the
Pilot Club International. They

I7 -month -old

and swam

SECURITY PATROLMAN

For full time day shift. Rand-

SCHOOL BUS

Hts. 439-6964

:inspection procedures during
Our second shift. Excellent

inclined.
HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR
16-16 W. Northwest Hwy.
ArlingtonHgts.
CL. 9-3700

tuntil 7:30
Saturday until 2:30

259-1457

12

of Wauconda and Mr. and Mrs.

week of which was spent at
Michigani Lake State Park in

392-1830

217 S.A rl .Hgts. Rd.
Box 1034
Arlington Hgts.,

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

and Mrs. Wallace Busse, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Mueller along
with their son Jerry and his

by a three-week vacation, one

For Stuffing Papers EarlySaturday Mornings.
Mount Prospect
New Agency

SALES TRAINEE

10

party for him by nearly 100
employes at the post office.

1,200 to 30,000 residents will be
given in Septerriber.
Starting work yesterday at the
bank, Lawrence will be the one
to see when customers want
U.S. Savings Bonds, money
orders or Travelers' checks.
His new job has been preceded

- 392-1830

15-Business Personals

to Alaska. Hawaii and Eiirope.

Mr. and Mrs. John Aumuller

Another party dinner to honor
the man who served the town
while the population rose from

HIGH
SCHOOL
BOYS

RELAY DRIVER

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Call
Mt. Prospect News Agency

296-1142

BOYS WANTED

7

have

and the Clarence Niebuhrs, Mr.

and

cake

'437-9424

3

traveled

They

Busses.

coffee

surprise

Des Plaines

Lake District News Co.
411 N. Wolf Rd. Wheeling

2

6

of one -month -old

Hodges' going brought forth

Goad starting salary. Call

man to take complete charge of

SEMI-SENIOR

ply-triperson9- A M -to -11 -AM._
1

Playing cards and traveling
of the
other hobbies

Horseshoes, badminton and
baseball areas are ready. The
date is circled on the calendars
of both the Koy and Ralph Willes, the junior Walter Nicbuhrs

a

in restaurant In Des Plaines.

40 hrs. per week. Paid vacation, profit-sharing if eligible,
hospitalization available. A p-

are

By Gmce Mott

State Bank.

ACCOUNTANT

\
Wheeling
537-0554
Manager for year round drive-

word on each line. It's easy.

13

post several weeks ago to join
the staff of the Mount Prospect

766-5950

vacation. Profit Sharing plan
available. 'Apply in person.
Affiliated Eolc---DTetributore
415 14. Wolf Rd. \

unteer service at Lutheran
General Hospital and devotes

Post Office Changes

who have been there many years
are making changes.
Bernard Nerge was promoted
to assistant postmaster and
Lawrence Hodges resigned that

Full Time man for return dept.
(Permanent) 40 hr. week. Paid

Write your ad here. One

11

Office. Two of the personnel

345 EAST GREEN ST.
BENSENVILLE, ILL.

trophies.

Grace's Daze

Things have been happening
at the . Mount Prospect Post

ILLINOIS MOLDING,
INC.

CL 5-5000

WAREHOUSE HELP WANTED

Ella's

ladies' morning league.

and she now has three bowling
the

general

with

interest along
farming.

2. Include the price

Mr. and Mrs. Artintri Busse

Heights on the milk
wagon and walked home after
to

days. Generous vacation plan.

cleanup in Buffalo Grove.
Call 287-2450

Peter Lutheran School in Ar-

went

1620 W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect

hospitalization ins. Paid holt-

Arlington Day

southeast 'of Arlington Heights.
Mrs. Busse recalls that she
and her sister and their four
brothers 'used to ride to St.

Busse

FUZE-ON
PRODUCTS, INC.

'Have Immtdiate opening for a

Openings on 3 shifts in rubber
molding plant. Opportunity
for good bonus. Free life and

Send resume to

started the Busse Florists in
Mount Prospect.
Ella, one of six children
of Henry and Wilhelmina
Engelking, was born on the
Mile
farm .one
Engelking

lington

with electrical knowledge.

Exp., capable babysitters.
High_school_sophomore,and_ __Young_manAn learn JaruLfer,_
8th grader. Day or night.
rous metal business. No pre259-0820.
vious training in this field required. Mechanical aptitude
advantageous. Good opportunity for young married man.
Insurance and profit sharing.
FOR

Prospecl,__On
acres they

the remaining

24-Help Wanted Men

Experienced Maintenance Man

.QUALITY CONTROL. GOOD OPPORTUNITY
young man to learn glass
INSPECTOR
trade. Reliable, mechanically

MOLDERS
WI LL TRAIN

253-0043

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

Widowed mother, will care for
2 children in her home.

Prospect -Hgts. Chicago/ III.
392-07112

Mount

Church,

John's
'

American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

anniversary

with a brief

Come Home, Lost

Parakeet, Blue & Wht. Reward
Rolling Meadows A .CL 8-6338

Busses Celebrate
50th Anniversary
ding

22-lobs Wanted-Womin

13-Lost And Found

THE PROSPECT DAY

METHODE

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

-

,

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

2201 Lunt Rd.

Elk Grove Village

Phone 439-8700 Located between Higgins. and Route 483
An- Equal Opportunity .Emoloyer

THE , DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Walled Men

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

BOYS
For Morning Paper Route

EFFICIENT SELF-STARTER

OPPORTUNITY

*Prospect Heights

'Wheeling

Call

To run office service depart-

Mount Prospect News Agency

77 AI METALS

ment for Chicago manufactur-

392-1830

DIVISION OF MARTIN,COMPANY

MACHINISTS

WHEELING
597-2180

er moving? to. Aptakisc Rd.
in September. Must type.
Equipment includes -Xerox
Copier, Blueprinter, Addressing and Mailing Machines.

.

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

.

Tool Makers
Varied Machining Ability

PRECISION -ASSEMBLERS

Exnerience_on, Jigs,._Fixtures and Assembly Tools -

Mill Hands

We have immediate openings for precision assemblers in

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

one of our new plants.

equipment desirable

instruments.

helpful.

would be helpful.

Air-conditioned plants.
2 weeks vacation after 1 year.

A

AMPEX

A

'

Rd' X

2201 Lunt Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ErUSI
ESS
Service DireCtory.
Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!
For

DONS BLACKTOP

ADVERTISING

439-1794

You'll be trained to greet

patients, ans. phones, and
schedule appts. for prominent
neighborhood doctor. Light
typing and neat appearance,
are req's. $90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

.

-7205 N. Meade

.GET RESULTS

24 -Help Wanted Men

ASSEMBLERS
These unusual opportunities provide variety and Challenge

a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacain

'

tions, holidays and annual bonus.

DUnkirk 1-2400

Call 255-7200

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
Barrington
550 W. Northwest HighvAy
"An Equal Opportunity Employee!

Blacktop Work.

old blacktop, repair & seal

Individualized

styling,

de-

signing & alterations. Near
Randhurst.

255-0348

Alton's Quality

'decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794
free

24

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work, low

Will do tutoring in my home.
Qualified Teacher

Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166

cost, free estimate.
562-2991

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.'
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066
Cement Work

PATIO -BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 20e - Colors 250
Now available in red, green,

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington -Heights

Phone CL 5-1015

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorglas Co.'
Serving the entire :,N.W.
area.
Driveways, patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
,'asphalt
driveways.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
'
CL 3-7384

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

Suburban
Decorators

824-2865

Interior and exterior qual-

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

esti-

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfaction guar.
color design.

Also

interior

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture

'

Cleaners
Home Maintenance, Fully
Insured. Free Estimates.
259-5066
Radio -TV Repair

VACATION OVER!
WELCOME BACK.
Now is the time for aff T.V.
owners to check their T.V.'s

to see if they are in proper
If they

are not! Come in or. call.
-

Replir.

(Color or Black & White)
17 S; Evergreen, Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692.

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed -Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates

sively

done

machine
method carpet
by

also new
cleaning.
456-5404

use the

WANT
ADS

of charge to renew and im-

prove your typing, transcribing, etc. Call Ethel Doebber.

827-5557

cation. Full or part-time .Day
or night shift. Apply:
THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM

8501 West Higgins

MAIDS
$1.50 per hour

apply
ARLINGTON MOTEL
'

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

KEYPUNCH
We are expanding our key-

punch department. Minimum
of 6 mos. experience IBM
Alpha-Numberical equipment.
Opportunity for promotion and

phicago,Ill. 60631

1610 Nsirth_Lee Street
312)--993=30T
DesPlaines
An equal opportunity employer

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

lent. Congenial atmosphere
and lots of benefits.
Stop in or call
Miss Jones

BAXTER
Laboratories, Inc.
6301 Lincoln Avenue
MORTON GROVE, ILL.

-965-4700

An equal opportunity employer
L.I 281

of Plastic Products

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant working cond't's

Paid rest periods
Free Life Insurance
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
Free Hospitalizatton
Bonus for night work
A pply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

General Molded ProdUcts Inc..
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

flex Plaines. Illinois

1365 Lee Street
824-6135

774-5155

An Equal Opportunity Emplopir

School Bus Drivers
Experienced - or we will train
Part time or- Full Tithe positions available.
RITZENTHALER BUS LINES

NOTI CE

as to sex In

our Help Wanted and Em-

392-9300

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

DRIVERS

ployment Agency columns
are made only (1) to in-

ation

of

business

his

or enterprise, or (2) as a

MECHANICAL

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of- the work

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or

Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

CHICAGO AERIAL -INDUSTRIES
BARRINGTON

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women.

FINISHERS & BUFFERS.

salary progression is excel-

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

550 W. NORTHWEST' HWY.
DU 1-2400

PREFERRED

Road

_EulL&.Eart time

.,

MALE OR FEMALE

convenience to our readers

let them know which
positions the advertiser

to

_involved. Such designations
shall not he takenito Indicate

that' any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

For School Buses and -Travel-alls..A. M. and
P.M. Routes. Guaranteed Weekly Silary plus
Bonuses. Group Insurance Available,
..1;1:1

- 437-3767 or 437-9495

I

limitation,

specification or discrimination in emplpyment practices.

DAV I DSMEYER

- BUS SERVICE, INC.

-

"An Equal Opportunity Employer

24 -Halt Wanted Men

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN. FOUNDRY

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

2513 E. Higgens Road
Elk Grove. Village, III.

DIETARY DEPT.
(Hospital)

FOUNDRY.. HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP. TO $2.65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

Wall Washing

Immaculate work inexpen-

6,

Palatine, Ill.

529.6587

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING

in above posit' 5.
Bonus Jobs. Frequent
reviews &' excellent fy ge

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

824-2865

GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

Call Leo's

viewing condition.

Topping

2

CL 3-7374

Ray's
Radio and T.V.

350 W. Colfax. St.

essary to the normal °pet-

layouts.

Trash Halm'

Painting -Decorating

0%. '!,1'

'ft'i

"Brush -up" on your, office
skills NOW for PART TIME
work after school starts. Use
our office equipment FREE

SBC requires key punch oper-

gards as reasonably nec-

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carsten Mn'. Sales

Miscellaneous Service

ity
painting. Free
mates.
.358-4882

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

ELECTRICAL

Transporation

439-3405

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work gu4ranteed. Don't

S3.

894-3115

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

537-8228

oil & adjust,

24 hr. phone serv.

259-0487

. Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

Free est. in your home.
Clean.

General Cleaning

coating.

Electro-netic Labs

DeSIgnations

DRAFTSMEN

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Guar. serv. on all brands.

:'

359-3560

awing Machine Repairs

Dressmaking -Sewing

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
parking
lots,
driveways,
business areas, resurfacing

and sodering. New plant and
liberal benefits. Call

(2 Blocks south of Dempster
off Farris.)

Coma in or Call

5294.587 -

WOMAN
NEEDED'
For light assembly, wiring,

'744-9393

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety. of Ipse tolerance precision
mechanisMi.' ; Must be' able to lInd blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.

STAN VORGIAS CO.

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

30 -Help Wanted -Women

PRECISION MECHANICAL

.

LJ 282

4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

You'll be trained as sect'y. to
exciting executive who is in
charge of international relations for famous suburban
firm. For-ifgn dignitaries visit him and he travels all over
the; world. Light steno. req'd.
but more importirit- is poise
and appearance $475. mo.
Free.
Miss Paige

WANT ADS

Let us help make your...DAY!

35

INTERNATIONAL .AFFAIRS

DAY

W NT ADS

- In Niles -

EXECUTIVE SECTY.

YO /U FIND IT IN ME

439-8700

York Rd.

.4.
:

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

Miss Jones

- In N.W. Chicago -

TO VICE PRES. OF

BARRINGTON

Nicholaus

Call for Appointment
John E. Rosia
486-1439

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

An Equal Opportunity Employer

a need for 1st & 2nd
benefits.

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

Our fast growing company

International Manufacturer -of
Hospital Medical Products.

Please stop in
or call

2,000 Companies"
"We Handle Everything"
"We Will Place Anywhere"

MACHINE AND
PRESS OPERATORS-

women

OFFICE POSITIONS
"We Service Over

INSPECTORS

special projects of the depart-

$300 - $650

8144 1/2N. Milwaukee

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

Phone, Visit or Write
C. M. SMITH

contact. -Must have some office

ment. We are a fast growing

Internal and external mail.pick
ups. Must drive. Salary open.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits !delude:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

Stop In and See Us During Your. Vacation

likes detail work and public

BAXTER
METHODE MFG. CO.
Laboratories, Inc.
1700 Melts Rd.
FOR RIGHT PERSON
"SHEETS" 100% FREE 6301 Lincoln Avenue
Rolling Meadows MORTON
GROVE,
ILL.
ALSO
3 LOCATIONS
ATTENTION
965-47_ao
-In Arlington -Heights -MOTHERS:
General Assistant to above. 207 N. Evergreen 392-6100 An equal opportunity employer

Must be able to set-up and operate.

Profit sharing.

7205 N. Meade

Trainee's or Experienced

'

Drill Press Operators

S. Excellent starting rate and automatic salary reviews.

744-9393

GOOD PAY

ICKES BRA UN GLASSHOUSES

Precision boring experience desiied., Excello experience

Some training in machining inspection and machine shop

ers, help them plan trips,

'

Boring Machine Operators'

Must be able to read and.interpret a ,variety of measuring

Route 83

schedule transportation, etc.
Light typing, nice personality req'd. $90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

experience and good typing
abilities to handle a variety
of assignments. Process applicants, maintain Personnel
records ,and participate in

;

'

ASSEMBLERS

PERSONNEL
RECORD CLERK

Personable young woman who

'

Makimum Opportunity
259-4049

Mount Prospect

tion and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

250 N. 12th ST.

25% Commission

30 -Help Wanted -Women

10 -Help Wanted -Women

-Two openings and two different' N. side and suburban
locations. "Take your pick"
You'll learn to greet travel-

:Hard Work

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitaliza-

(OFF -DUNDEE RD.)

TRAVEL
HESERVATIONISTS

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

WANTED

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine ,repair and maintenance.

M

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Tuesday, August 2, 1966

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECE8SARY;
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS,, SICK- PAY & LIFEONSyRANtE
AND OVERTIME.

ART P

E7igl LS

DIVISION OF MARTIN -COMPANY

0

250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.

537-2180

F.T.- MAN - DAYS
P.T..- MAN - (Moon Lighte'r) After 4 P.M.

***********************
F.T. -WOMEN - DAYS

'

-411 Cooks Helper

Salad Lady
Cart Assembler
If Youlan . fill any of ' the above positions, we' can assure
you of permanent .employment, good saltiry, and many
benefits.
1;,,,

I

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd:

CL 9-1000

.

ArIington Heights

.if.a

,26-Hep Wanted Men Or Women 1 26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

TEMPORARY
AND

'

TERN ELECTRIC

PART TIME

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
for

MEN AND WOMEN

IMMEDIATE WORK

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

ENGINEERING ASSOQIATES.
--Minimum of two years coilege.level work in
Engineering. or Technical
curriculuM--

* eaa****,*

*

*. * * * * *

SPECIFICATION"DETAILERS

and

Light clean work In new plant,

DENTAL HYGIENIST

With First 5 Days Pay

4-1/2 days - no evinings.Salary open. Elk Grove Village,
3 chair office in new building.
Call

PLUS

439-1371

$75 BONUS

Interesting and varied pos-

$10 BONUS

Top. Rates

RIGHTGIRL

************

296-6661

Apply in person Monday thru Friday at
4902 Tollview Drive, Rolling Meadows

PHONE 8'27-1108

ORDER EXPEDITOR

Teacher_from Hasbrook area
wants baby sitter for school
year. 1 boy. Your home or
mine., 259-5781 or 392-7905.

Mature woman watned for ex-

petliting duties. Includes an-

swering customer inquiries
general

and

follow-up of

orders. Job requires woman
with ability to communicate

with both customer and manufacturing plant. 40 hr. week.
Excellent working conditions
and employee benefits.Please
call Mr. W. C. Wilke.

Will train to handle our ac-

2375 Touhy Ave.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

The Hollister Newspapers
1232 Central Ave. Wilmette
ALpine 1-4300 GR. 5-1560

An equal opportunity employer

8806 Golf Rd. DerkPlainea

MAIL CLERKS
FILE CLERKS
**

******

******

in Rolling Meadows

people and have some typ-

ing, experience. Exceptional
opportunity for an intelligent,
anibitlOus person seeking a
permanent
career. 'Good

starting salary - paid Vaca-

sick leave & group insurance benefits. Please call
Mr. Colby - 775-7166 for an
interview appointment.
tion

ATTRACTIVE
POSITION

Apply in

-

SWITCHBOARD

RECEPTIONIST

School Administration Office
Experienced Typist. Twelve
months.., Excellent fringe
benefits.

Mrs. Meyers

'

HE 7-1000

We will train the right person

as a laboratory aide. Inter-

esting work involves drawing

Join

blood and preparing media.
High school graduate with ma-

MN

ture attitude qualifies. Good
salary and many beneflts.Ap-

III&

ply personnel.

-

1
.

knowledge of production scheduling.
i

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.
..

Ability to read Mite prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

'ASSEMBLERS
No experience necessary as we will train.-

Days, Weeks, Months.
Call Bette Rich 296-5515

EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS

6201 W. Oaldon

Morton Grove

RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

Apply in Person
Day or Night Shifts

Temporary
OFFICE WORKERS -

722 Kensington
Arlington Heights

Most Daysies Won't Tell
But A rlingtonDaysie
says STIVERS is

TYPIST

WONDERFUL

and general office w6rk. Varled duties in sales department
of growing automation machine tool builder. Air conditioned office. Paid Hospitalization.
Profit sharing.
Hours 6:30 - 5:00. $90 Weekly.

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

Top Rates

Convenient Locations

tee>efe

UN I MAT IC

Lifesavers, Inc.

MACHINE
PRODUCTS

Randhurst Center

392-192C

Room 63
Prof. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

9545 W. Ainslie

. Schiller Park, Ill.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

IPOLEHk'TYPISit' r-1

C: '

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

PRECIS ION
ASSEMBLY

Interesting. positions available for alert young women
who would enjoy working on
assembly of small electronic
parts. Work in clean, air con-.
ditioned research laboratory

ACCOUNTING MACHINE OPERATOR
Apply Personnel Department

1661 Northwest Highway

.

Park Ridge

experience

KEY PUNCH TRAINEES

vided for qualified applicants.

Training positions open in Key Punch Department for qualified individuals.

Some

preferable but not essential.
Special training course proWe offer many progressive
benefits including excellent
starting pay, paid vacation,
free life insurance, optional
medical hospital & surgical'.
insurance. 8 paid holidays,
etc.
Please come in

Please call employment department for details.

or call for appt.
fjGENERAL TIME
Myers In the Wortd

General Time Corp.
1200 HICKS RD.

ROLLING MEADOWS

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

PUPA' OIL COMPANY

filer

ACIONSTICS DIVISION

MACH INESHOP 'SETUP MAN

ment.'

THE DOLE VALVE CO:

Has Job Openings For

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

CL 9-0740

A' Division of Union 011 Company of California
200 East Golf Road
Palatine, Illinois
' LA 9-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

An equal opportunity employee

HOUSEWIVES

4 HOUR

PERSONNEL

SHORT SHIFT

PART TIME OR FULL TIME
Choose your hours - 5 PM to 7 AM

INTERV I EWER

Doing light factory work in' modern plant. No experience

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year ..
service.
*Company paid

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of cornpany products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

EARN EXTRA MONEY

Our employment manager is

seeking an aggressive, experienced woman as an
assistant. To qualify, an in-

dividual must be thoroughly
versed in recruiting factory
applicants for
electrical
manufacturing. Position also
includes recruiting clerical
applicants, and related
phases of personnel_ work.
Some college desired but a
degree is not necessary,..
Consideration will be given
to applicants who have had a
minimum of 2 - 3 years
experience In recruiting and
interviewing. Many fringe
benefits including tuition re-

fund plan. Please call for

. Write, Call or Visit
;
C.M. Smith

appointment. 582-7100
Ext. 729.

an

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

sm

.A

2201 Lunt Rd.

Elk Grove Village

Phone 439-8700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

surance, pension and employ-

Road_ArlingtonHgts.

Of Um

INSPECTOR

insurance

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

Responsibilities will include
record keeping, compiling in-

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

GRAMS.

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

who are otherwise qualified.

Western Electric

or personnel exper-

HOSPITAL
1

We are presently accepting applications for female
assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. 'to 10:30 p.m. We will train those

and group insurance.

ience.

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
800 W. Central

The following positions are now available for. men and
women in our:new plants
ri ....- i ',.... a r,,,,

MerOhandise Mart, Chicago, Room 1030

holidays, low-cost hospitalization, liberal sick benefits

.

678-3720

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

pertion Monday thru Friday at Employment Office

refund, two weekt vacation after one year, eight paid

office

30 -Help Wanted -Women

( 7 AM to 3:30 PM)

******

All positions offer attractive starting salaries, tuition

- TYPIST

Permanent full time position
in an' established Personnel
Department is available for a
woman who has had general

BEVERLY
RESTAURANT

LAB AIDE

Male & Female

A

PERSONNEL CLERK

ment reports with some emphasis on personnel research
and labor -relations activities.
Call 287-2450
Typing necessary and office
deexperience
machine
COMPTOMETER OPER. sirable.
Pleasant working conditions,
excellent fringe benefits and
Elaine Revell, Inc.
sommenserate salary. .Apply______
in person, Personnel DepartChallenging opportunities,

Should be capable of meeting

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

equipment.

* * * * * * * * * .*

'

Call Mrs. Marquard 439-7310
Cleaning Woman for

for career minded woman.

any ambition individual.

Loop location with ultimate transfer to new Regional _Center

PHONE 439-1910
-

builder's models in

on our APOLLO SPACE PRO-

KEY-PUNCH TRAINEES

adder necessary. Gbod start
ing salary, merit raises, profit sharing. No age limit.

ORCHID CLEANERS

PHONE 439-19I0

ANALYZERS

PAYROLL CLERKS

Elk Grove Village. Ill.
An equal opportunity employer

counts receivable posting.
Light typing and use of 10 key

eludes Sat. Wonderful oppor
to earn extra income & meet
people. CaU collect 453-9610

Experience in, procurement of parts or related items and

TYPISTS

2375 Tinthy Ave.

TRAINEE

work. Part time, 5 days in-.

JUNIOR PLANNER

A

INC.

COUNTER CLERK
Will train personable merest
woman for .sales & counter

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm

THERE ARE ALSO
MMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR.

CUTLER-HAMMER,

GENERAL OFFICE

CUTLER -HAMMER,
INC.

benefits. Apply Betty Graham

INTERVIEWING:

call Mr. W. C. Wilke.

439-1688

Immediate opening available

An equal opportunity employer

*

Bank of Elk Grove

tepee preferred. 40 hr.,webi.
Excellent working conditions
and employee beneflts.Please

HAVE TRANSPORTATION.

Join A Profit Sraring Company
*'

Custom Made Paper Bag Co.
1850, Pratt Blvd.
439-5310,
Elk Grove

van train,good typist. Eirper-

sumer credit.

based on merit.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

*******

worker in the field of con-

MANPOWER:.

Call Jane Nelson

-- No experience required - We will train --

3:30 PM to 12. Complete free
company benefitiplus bonuses

Buffalo Grove. Must
vtioRLD.,s LARGEST
have transportation.
ition available in modern of- TEMPORARY' SERVICE
287-2450
fice building in Cumberland
area for an alert energetic 7134 West Higgins, Chicago SECRETARY FOR BUILDER
IN BUFFALO GROVE. GOOD
young lady. Opportunity for
RECEPTIONIST STARTING SALARY. MUST
advancement, promotions
SWITCHBOARD

Paid Vacations

DRAFTING TRAINEES

Unusual opening for willing

packing novelty paper bags'

.

TRANSCRIBING'
MACHINE OPERATOR

CREDIT TYPIST -

GENERAL OFFICE

AD TAKE R
Experienced classified ad taker with pleasant telephone
voice and good typing skill
needed for our permanent full
time staff. 5 days 40 hr. wk.
Congenial surroundings. airconditioned office, merit pay program, excellent company

.

PACKERS -2nd SHIFT

Mother ill. Needs women for
general hoesework 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. 5 Days - 259-0518

Temporary Service

as

GENERAL OFFICE
Permanent position available
for typist with general office
experience. Salary conimen-

R. Charriberlain, 392-6677.
Ladies - Many good opporttmities calling you for beauty,
earnings.
392-9017.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

curate with skills. Call Mr.

Typists

has

-

Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

A member .I ,M Chi tootle et Cemponiet

necessary. Age 18 to 40.

'
In addition you can qualify for:
* Incentive earnings

* Free group insurance
* Profit sharing
6 Paid vacation
Come in for an interview. 8:90 AM to 4 P.M. Monday thru
Friday or call for a Saturday appointment.

GBC
1101 Skokie Blvd.

Northbrook

CR. 2-3700

An equal opportunity employer

ASSEMBLERS
Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs -on any shift.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These 'positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

I. 400 North Wolf Road,

rizaairTIAI METALS'Ask

NORTHLAK,k, ILLINOIS

An Equal Opportunity
Employer _

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

WHEELING

-.537-2180

;!f -Nei' Wasted-Viemee

b-1111

plum -woo

10-Nelp Waited -Wastes

30 -Help Wasted-Wemee

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Gas Range $15, T.V. $10,
End
tables & Ceramics.
Ph. 392-3595

Looking for
a Permanent
Job?

1 Handmower $10,

Real

1

Mower $15. Phone 827-6851.

Twin sized Harvard frame.
Corn. box spring. $30. King

55 -Musical Instruments

Master electric Guitar with
case and Armstrong Flute.
CL. 3-7146
A mpeg Guitar amplifier, 3 inputs with tremolo. 12" speaker. 3 mos. old $85. 827-2685.

sized head board. Off white. ..,56-011ice Furniture -Devices.
392-7639
$10.
Therm:gas Copier ex, cond.
'59 Volkswagen. $450. Small $175. Three - 4 drawer tan
freezer, $50; Child's tractor,
legal - size suspension file
$4; stork line crib, $10; bunk
cabinets, good cond. $40.00
beds, complete, $50. 22" fan,
each. Phone 259-3184.
255-2248.

$15.
Soft Water

$5.00

a month

61 -Hobbies -Model Building

Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-1197

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

For Sale.

One duplicating

is

for
YOU!!

COIN CORNER

Coins

CoMplete Hollywood double
bed. Englander. Reasonable.

BID HOARD
Come
In
And
Broivse
'Coin Corner In Rear of Barber

'

259-0542.
HI-FI AM -FM RADIO-PHONO

Pool 3 x 12, pump, skimmer
$60 ea. or offer. CL3-3899.
35 -Air Conditioning

Hot Point, 12000 BTU capacity. Excellent condition. Half
of cost price $100. CL 5-8089

IMMATIC FIECTR

COLLIN'S

machine. 1 yr. old cost new
$385. Sale price $150. 3924343.

_31-Boats_And Manne_Supplies

19 ft. Cruiser Inc. Lapstrake
hull, with 50 H. P. Johnson.

wheel trailer. Boat has
all the extras. Priced to sell.
4

Must see to appreciate. Call
HE 7-4133, after 6 p.m.
YOUNG SAILORS A -110YI
Pram sailboat - ex. cond.

for tollway lakes -

Perfect
$125.

CL 5-9191

.

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Siamese Kittens, Pure Bred.

and Sold

Shop

38 S. Dunton
CL 5-3199
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
66 -Business Opportunities

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM
looking for a cWlenge the -t
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franchising is new business
this area

Dept. A - I

ness. Asking

----First-and Second-Shifts----

arefor
ASSEMBLERS

sable A KC . all shots . Days call

Ann Purdy,. 255-8000, After 6
259-4449.
Miniature Schnauzer. Male.
Silver. Ch. sired. AKC. 12

weeks old. Call FL 8-2699
after 8 p.m.
Alaskan Malemute, 6 weeks
old, male puppies, AKC reg.,
Blk & wht $125.00 296-1243
Dachshund.

Pure bred.

Male. 1 yr. old.
All Shots. 253-

5583.

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

Miniature Schnauzers AKC-

Reg. - Male - 8 wks. C1-37964

German Shepard AKC male
pups, 13 wks. old. Ch. Sire,
Ch. blood lines, excellent disposition - $100.00 and up.
392-7612

gale Beagle 1 yr. old A.K.C.
Reg. Raised with children.

Openings on
Three Shifts
are for
COIL WINDERS
Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil

350.00. 392-1861
41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

or room. Terms and

after 12 noon.

.LUXURIOUS
CARPETING

SAVE TO 50%
100'S DECORATOR COLORS
Also Genuine Ozite Vectra-

Indoor-Outdoor Carpet
For Bath, Kitchen, Rec. Rm.
VAUGHN PLAN & SUPPLY
427-2216
CL 5-6478
By Appointment Only
Budget Terms Available

Girls White Twin Bed Comp.
$65. Solid Maple' Twin Bed
Frames. Like New $25. 3927360

Modern Walnut Bedroom Set

Complete With Lamps $85.
Call CL 9-3281

INTERVIEWING

For Sale. Maple finished bunk
or ,twin beds. $25. 439-2615.

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

For Sale. Hard rock maple
Exc. Cond.
upright desk.
Round blonde coffee table.
Glass top. 253-4801

Large Food Freezer. Needs
Repair. $35. LE7-2978

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN

14 -To Refit Aparlinents

"BE CAREFREE"

in-laws, horses? Perfect for
you -authentic Williamsburg
Colonial home on 7.6 acres.
6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fire-

west of Dundee. Gilberts.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

.

-Palatine-Barrington.Areas$3,500 to $8,800
Most may be purchased 1/3
down, 42 months to pay. Stop
in and see Plats.

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

places. large dining room,
beautiful family room w/bookcases. Towering shade trees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn, 3 -car garage.
reduced for quick sale -$56,900.

CHOICE

RESIDENTIAL LOTS

434 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800
Palatine
.

Open 9 to 9.

96 -Real Estate Wanted

COUNTRY ACRE close to Village. 4 bedrooms, study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in

living room and dining -L. 2 car garage. Owner transf.
reduced to $30,000.

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

126 W. Main St. -Barrington
OPEN SUNDAYS

Phone DU -1-3434
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
LISTED
JUST

large 2 car garage. Carpeted

FOLZ REALTY
Residential - Commercial
CL 5 - 3535
1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl. Hts.

98 -Mobile -Homes -------'65 Camper on '65 Chevy 3/4
- or Camper only.
CL.3-0748
99 -Automobiles For Sale

63 Buick Riviera, P.S., P.B.,
Factory. A/C, P/Windows and

Liv. and din. rooms. Large

Vents, Vinyl top, Leather interior, Pre.Tires, Low Miles,

Master. Lovely panelled rec.

$2100

patio. Real sharp inside and
out, at only $30,900.

BRUNS
1714 E. N/W. Hwy

Ar. Hts.

CL 5-6320

253-7754

1964 Olds. Dynamic 88. 4 dr.

H.T. Pwr. brakes & steering.

call after 6 P.M. 253-5494.

'65 Corvair. 2 dr. Hd. top.
4 speed. Like brand new. New
car warranty. 253-6673.

458-MercedesBenz.-190.. 4- .
door, 4 speed. $175. 537-5709.

'65 Dart, 4 Dr. 6 cyl. auto/
2 bdrm. newly decorated ranch

trans. P/S, radio, WAV. Spa re

home with detached garage - set snow tires. Best offer.
439-6942 after 6 PM
beautiful back yard with large
'shade trees. Perfect for that _!_63_01d588
Dr.H.T. radlor
"cook out:" -This is a &Miff heat., w -w, P.S.-P.B.-21,000
at $15,500.00.
miles.
Call CL -5-8357
PERFECT FOR that large

family of yours! 8 rm. bi-

101-Automobilei Wanted

WI LLIAMS BURG

level, 4 bdrm,brick and frame
home, 2 1/2 baths, fireplace,

large living room and dining

Cdine In And See Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler -'Palatine

Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at
Smith and. Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train

room, 2 car -garage on a large

lot. $31,500.00.

6 room, 2 baths, solid brick
ranch in Mt. Prospect. Patio,
full basement, 2 -car attached

4: ample par,king,' storage
and laundry 'facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space

1 mile to shopping, bus & railroad. Many extras .$31,500.00

OPEN EVENINGS

UNTIL 9 p.m.

HO ME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
358-4555
Arlington Heights.1 bdr m. tm-

furnished alp. 3 short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Sept. lst.For
A ppt. call

259-4901

16 -To Rein Houses

3 bdrm. ranch. Close to all
schools. Available Sept. 15.

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for
Weddings

Parties
Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL
CL3-2973
ikon Wheeler

HEIGHTS .- 3

bdrm. Lannon stone, Ranch
home with 2 fireplaces, w/w
carpeting, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, awnings, extra
large family room :led 2 car
garage. Ask us about the

'price, You'll be surprised!!
Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.

Best Prices Paid
Palatine

WANTED USED CARS

Bring your TITLE - CASH
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

C1-3-0513
111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

F&r Sale. 1964 Bianchi motor
scooter. $150 cash. 296-2445.

'65 Honda. CB 160. Perfect

for road or campus. Adult

392-3562.

owner. $445.00

99 -Automobiles For Sale

HO ME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.,

Foreign

Palatine, Illinois

358-4555

Car
Buys

$18,900

Brick and frame ranch with

carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrms,

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.
$15,300

This immaculate house has
just been reduced to sell immediately. L. R. Is carpeted,
sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2
car garage, attractively landscaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed.

'64
FIAT 1200 CONVT.
READY TO GO
$1495

'62 V W SUNROOF. - Red Like New Tires
$895

'58 MERCEDES BENZ 180D.
A Steal At Only
$895

$22,900

7

rm. split level home on

extra large lot.

Beautiful

Electric hook up food com1715.

attached garage.

partment. Reasonable. 392-

Clean Cars Wanted
MUSTANG MTRS,

with training wheels. Reas.

ARLINGTON

walnut paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are 3
bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and

Camper tent trailer. Sleeps 6

'57 VOLVO 444 - 2 Door

1st one in gets it ONLY
$455

Former Municipal Cars 41964 Ford Custom 4 door
V-8
Cruise-d-matic
priced from $545 and up
382

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Lake Briarwood just South of

ROSELLE
FORD

schools, swimming,
fishing, sailing; huge 1/2 acre

lot. Must see this area and
house to appreciate. Owner
must sell.
439-0158

DAY

t East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.
Phone LA 9-5551
86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

WANTADS
GET' RESULTS

-1411116i%

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

GARAGE SALE
Fri. 6-10

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
'
Sat. 10-6

'

rooni; 4 bedroom brick and
frame home. 2 1/2 baths, .110 -Bicycles
full basement. 2 car garage.. Girls 26 in. racer, hand
4 years old.
Boys 20 in. bike
brakes.

$200 per month. References.
437-1089

.

1020 W. N/W Hwy CL3-2707

2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm - $160.
Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

Clean Used Cars Wanted

gara ge.3 blks . to grade school,

3. 4 blocks to shopping

-

311 N. BEVERLY

NORTHLAKE ILLINOIS

By. Owner.
HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

contract if desired. Barring-

AT

$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

3.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

426-5108

Y2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

$34,900. 392-8199

Good

Straight Merian.

40-

SCARSDALE

4 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths, tam.
rm., library, kitchen with
built - ins, dishwasher, draperies & carpeting incl.

Mt. Prospect and Arlington
Hgts. 10 rm.,4bdrm.colonial.
Ideal place to raise a family.

50 -landscaping

SOD

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

ton School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably
priced.
FL 4-2186

48 -Household Appliances

Blue Grass Sod Nurseiy.
Growers of nursery sod.

TOMATIC ELECTRIC

Lge. sleeping rm.conveniently loc. in Arl. Hts. Gentleman
preferred. 253-7315.

23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by
delivery arranged. 773-0252

many extras. Beautiful Sher
wood SeCtion. Lower 40's.
CL. 3-8842

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

40%-70% Savings'
piece

system, auto. garage door,

C. FRANCEK
o.K. N/W Hwy. Mt. Prospect
DIAL CL 5-2020

AREA
from commuter station. 5 year

rm. The landscaping is
supurb with beautiful brick

392-1872.

For Sale. Sheltie pups, 7 wks,

5 acre home site, 5 minutes

DELICATESSEN
$12,000

437-4294

ion, approx. 1 acre prof. landspd., underground sprinkling

kitchen with built -In oven and
range. 3 bedrooms with large

German Shepard male pup. 10

Male Poodles. A.K.C. Temporary shots. 12 wks. old.

BARRINGTON

ranch. Central air - condit-

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788.
Palatine

For sale in the heart of Mt.
Prospect. Selling due to ill-

'Twit'Snt-SITIter' Mittialtire '

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Arlington Heights - by Owner: Custom built lg. 3 bdrm.

Beautiful Brick Bi-level with

PARTAKE

Loves.children and dogs. Best
offer. Call 437-4423.

$75.

Tuesday, August 2, 1966,7:

86 -Real Estate -Houses

frontier. Write for Free list
of' exclusive opportunities in

weeks old. AKC registered.

Openings on

and Supplies Bought

THE DAY

Sun. 10-8

Furniture - Brass lighting fixture, 5 piece kitchen set,
kitchen sink 'and cabinet. 'Occasional chairs, complete bed
set, card table and chairs; lamps, etc.

TIFFANY PARK
35 NEW HOMES - 3 & 4 BEDROOMS
$21,450 - $25,350

Open daily 12:00 - Phone 292-5249

Various appliances Including deep fat fryer, and others.
An equal' opportunity employer (M&F)

Bed spreads, table cloths, childrens clothes. Misc. includes,
lamps, power mowerigarden sprayeritrainingwheels,books,,
games, dishes, and many niore misc. items.

Model Homes at 4407 Wilke
ROLLING MEADOWS
Regal Homes, Inc.
ti

Prospect Heights Park. Tankers Bow
Despite Jan Lesniak's 4 Ribbons

rea earns
as For
wi Title

Little Jan

Competing in the girls' 9-

In addition, she swam on the
winning

Conference

is

competing

Flip Hibbs was another four

second place in the Old
chard Scratch Golf League.

finalists automatically
qualify for the all -conference

All

meet, which will be held next

dr-

Graft

crew has 66
week at Northbrook
leaving them tight
There are tentatively 59 c- peints back of leassue-leadiag
-vents' scheduled- today- and-to-----15eieW & Co., which whipped
night, including the diving. Baird & Warner 6-2.
The
points,

However, the relay events may

be eliminated tonight as only

cheerleader candidates
Prospect Midget

Haire Funerals
L -Nor Cleaners

Football League must register
at the Lions Park Fieldhouse
p.m.

Arlington Realty

Prospective cheer-

Baird & Warner
Miles & Miles

on Aug 6 or 13
leader

candidates

call

may

Park

Heights'

District

Mrs Sally Leo at CL 9-3943
for additional information

Burrow Chev.

Pitzen Movers
Nelson Realty

60
58 1/2
56 1/2
53

1/2
47 1/2
42 1/2
34 1/2
51

swimmers

in

last

week's meet with Barrington. Salerno captured 910 backstroke and freestyle events and swam on the
winning freestyle relay team.

13-

individual med-

S- cg.911.071940...119V.1.5.

!!!!!

North and West Suburban Tennis League Tournament will
continue tonight at Arlington
High School, Arlington

6:40 p.m.
collegians.

between

two

top

JIM JAKUBIEC, a Michigan
State

University

netter

from

Arlington Heights, will tangle
with Ed Thompson; Riverside Brookfield, one of the top net

backstroke,

and

Baseball Loop
Names Officers
The nominating board of the
Waycinden Area. Boys' Baseball League will present its

matches are slated, and more
will be completed next Saturday before the finals
at Hinsdale on Sunday.

begin

IN A DIVISION play Sunday. Jakubiec advanced at the
expense of- teammate Chuck
Schunk, 6-2, 6-4. Arlington's
Dave Johnson bowed to Wally
Bates of Riverside 6-4, 4-6,
6-4, and Dan Mesch of Arling-

ton advanced by default over
Don Siebens of Wheaton.

THE AMERICAN
championships are

ships are slated next week at

Division
for

Northbrook.

slated

Tuesday,

He
the division's 25 -yard
won
free- and backstroke events,
and teamed with Dan Beal,

to win the
lay.

August 2,
1966

100 -yard free

Page 10

re-

Arlington Track

Mary Ellen Geisler was one
of several double winners for
the Lions, taking first place
in the girls' 11-12 50 -yard
breast stroke and anchoring
the division's 200 -yard free-

with
foursome
style relay
Donna Feezor, Molly Mitchell, and Jackie Disomma.

Slates Big. Week
Three of the top attractions
of the summer are slated for
Park this week,
including the SI00.000-added
American Derby Saturday.

winner in the boys' II winning the 100 12 group,
yard individual medley event
and the 50 -yard backstroke.

Larry Salerno was a twin winner in the boys' 15 and over competition.
free -style

He won the
event out-

right and swam on the Lions'
free -style

relay

with

$50,000 -added

the

Pucker -up

which

area,

revolves

Waycinden League.

Soldier Field.

Dan

missioner. Dr.
Junior League

Sargent,
commissioner;
Lee

Bob Rossi, Minor League commissioner.

15 and over event.

luck in both the Florida. Derby and the Flamingo.
His
really \ big spring victory was
draustark in the Blue
Grass Stakes at Keeneland Aover

THE. BIG -RACE, of counc.
is the American Derby, which
is the third leg on the Mid America Triple. Leading the
field for the final edition of the

Pril
OTHER STARTERS

in

a

strong field are Jolly Jet, Aberoid, Creme dela Creme,
Withers Mile,
and
Lamplighter, though the last four
aren't certain as they're still

Three will be Buckpasser, the amazing colt who has
already won the Arlington stabled in New York.
Friday's Arch Ward will
Classic and the Chicagoan and
has whipped together a string feature Fred. W. Hooper's
of seven straight wins. Pos- brilliant juvenile- Olmpia Site,
Big

sibly one of the best colts in unbeaten in three starts.

THE LIONS swimmers will
compete in the National Di-

of the
Northern Illinois Swim Convision

Abe's Hope has won a total
of S153.Q10, despite some bad

around

between the College All -Stars
and the Green Bay Packers at

commissioners;

victory in the Assault
Handicap on July 23.

the big football game Friday

and Jim Cashmore.

expect

off a

All -Star Week in the Chicago

Jay Magnuson, Richie Lynch,

Gillings, Senior League com-

BUCKPASSER can

stiff competition from Abe's
Hope, the classy little 111jnois-bred colt who is coming

Stakes tomorrow, and the 550,000 -added Arch Ward Stakes
Friday.
The races are all part of

400 -yard

-year's league. -,
....
..
MEG AIMAN won the girls'
officers have been re -nominabreast
100
-yard
and
over
15
ted for a 1967 term. Included
on the list are Paul Augustine. stroke event and Bonnie Morse
Woollard, won the same division's 100 Laurie
president;
vice president; Will Seefeldt, yard backstroke.
PleickMarlis
secretary;
Lions divers took first in
hardt, treasurer; Paul Hayden, entertainment; Dick Naw- two divisions, too. Bill Ferrot, grounds; Bob Baumstark gus won the 14 and under tiand Art i Murrain. traveling tle and Jim Cashmore won the

the American.

THE OTHER attractions are

tured

league

Braulio Bacza, last year's
leading money -winning jockey, will handle Buckpasser in

.

Arlington

100 -yard

at the meeting for all
members and friends of the

second -round

competing for the title.
championall -league
The

dows.

ing three blue ribbons.

ble

A buffet dinner will be fea-

-

Plaines, Skokie, and Elmhurst

MIKE SALERNO was almost as effective for the boys'
9-10 division swimmers, tak-

.

-

other

brook, Mount Prospect, Des

free -style e-

DAVE TAKATA was a dou-

Creek Country Club.

stars,.

Illinois.
Three

50 -yard

slate of officers for 1967 Friday in a meeting at the Salt

Net Tourney Enters
Second Round Tonight

.

the Mt

Prospect

ley, the 50 -yard butterfly, and

TEAM STANDINGS
74
Peters & Co.
Heights.
66,
Graft Bldrs.
-Busk- Rowe rs - 62-112-- - The- key match -of- the eveSkoke Val. Drywall
61
ning's schedule is slated for

Registration Set

10 a m and 3

100 -yard

14

pect

Builders scored a 6
Graft
raft Builders
1/2 - 1-1/2 win over Skokie
Valley Drywall last week to
take over sole possession of

for

winner

'Heights, taking the boys'

Mike Salerno earned three bine ribbons for Pros-

2nd Place

starting at 7 p m tomorrow,

between

-time

the

THE DIVING preliminaries
and finals will open at 4 p.m.
today, and swim prelims will
The 12at 6 30 p m
entrant events will be cut to
six finalists, who will compete

-

butterfly.

night and tomorrow at
Teams entered are
rington.
- Burringtonr-Prospect __Hei
Other teams in the meet
Glenview, Rolling ,
are Elmhurst, Skokie, and Des Lombard,
Meadows and Park Ridge.

Graft Gets

25

event and Carol
first in the 25 -yard

free

placed

toBar-

100 -yard

Heights, with the hosts, North-

They'll compete against the
hosts, Glenview, Park Ridge,
Lombard, and Rolling Mea-

Bob Feezor, and Gary Takata

ANDY SUE won the

Division
THE NATIONAL
of the Northern Illinois Swim

threats

free -style

Hibbs.

yard

Plaines, none of whom figure
in the title picture as serious

100 -yard

relay team with Carol Geisler,
Janice Takata, and Andy Sue

event.

the

vent, and Jay Lesniak won the
group', 50 -yard breast
age

the same times at Atlington

Barrington tonight

and tomorrow.

division, Jan won the 25 - stroke.

10

yard backstroke, the 25 -yard
breast' stroke, the 50 - yard
backstroke for girls II -' 12.

from each team in each relay

to beat Northbrook,

Girl

Marty also took top honors

relays are entered -- one

six

ton Heights in the early weeks
of the season, and Arlington,
in turn, knocked off Mount
Prospect, which turned around

for

Beltron, and Marty Wendell:
in

at

ference

free-

200 -yard

style relay. With him in the
relay were Richie Lynch, Steve

Lions

Prospect . Heights

a 265-245 loss to Barrington.

The three trophy -hungry park district swim teams
open competition at 4 p.m. today at Arlington Heights'
Pioneer Park in the American Division championships.
All three are tied for first pike in the teams standings

the

anchoring

swim tam, but couldn't prevent her team from suffering

the

race, and it may take two days to determine a winner.

THE SNARL came about
after Northbrook beat Arling-

Lesniak turned
straight four -

win performance last week for

Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect, and Northbrook
are roaring neck -anti -neck to the finish line in the
,Northern Illinois Swim Conference. American Division

with 4-1 records.

fourth

her

in

Championships

Buckpasser has uplifetime winnings to
$900,579, placing him 10th
on the all-time list just be-

history,
ped

his

The
include

hind T.V. Lark.

Pucker -up
such fine

field

will

horses

as

Spearfish, Help On Way, JusFeather
Bunch of Daisies.
ta kiss,

Fan,

and

r1

1 66 BUICKS DRASTICALLY REDUCED!
LIST! $5015.08

VERIVIERAS

OFF! $1003.02

0:

YOUR
PRICE!

ELECTRA 2 -DR. HARDTOPS!

.1.E SABRE 4 -DR. SEDANS!

WILDCAT 2 -DR. HARDTOPS!

4012.06

2 -DR. BUICK SPECIALS!

% OFF! 18% OFF! 18% OFF! 14% OFF!
LIST: $4211.82

YOUR
PRICE:

OFF: $855.56

$342226

LIST: $3554.15

YOUR
PRICE:

OFF: $639.15

$29144°

LIST: $3892.96

PRICE

OFF: $700.73

$ 31 9 2 23

LIST: $2683.41

YOUR
PRICE:

OFF: $315.68

$ n.)07 73

ha

Zemil

Save welt tau ott Zetnoil

MAIN (RT.83)

30 S. MAIN MI.831

PHONE 253-4420

PHONE 253-4420

Save ma nom ea
.

.-"FORMERLY BUSSE. MOTOR SALES!"
:WekKeltigiMI:;ORNAW,TiaMN14-,iv

WEATHER

Telephone

rot4pect

Tonight: Fair; Low in the
upper SOs. Thursday: Sunny

and warmer; High in the mid Ws.

255-4400
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Is He The Ghost
of Tally -Ho?

freedom men in
with
his hand, Dennis Forbiex Bo`. of Chicago, leaves
hannan, 22,
the Mount Prospect police
squad room after posting S2,500

ball. He was arrested for burglary and destruction to property in the Tally -Ho apartment
project at Algonquin and Busse
Rds.

Builders Offer

Police yesterday caught a "ghost" at the abandoned Tally -Ho
apartment protect, but doubted that he was its mystery tenant
The "ghost", Dennis For- hundred feet of 2 -inch copper
tubing.
biex Bohannan, 22, of 1344 N
Outside a search of the car
Kedzie, Chicago, was showing
a very earthly interest in the turned up an empty pellet gun

Chesterfield Builders, which
is seeking to develop about 350
acres of homes and apartment

dwelling units within

buildings to be annexed lo Arlington Heights, has proposed
donating 6.9 acres to School

apartments.

Dist. 23.
Dist. Supt.

district, about 17 would be for
apartments. The rest would be

Park District.

for homes and the school site.

ago, does not include the Forest River area, south of Foun-

Pansino

Louis

building's copper tubing when
discovered

Standing vacant and partly
completed on Mount Prospect's
southeast outskirts at Busse
and Algonquin Rds the Tally Ho has become the village's
sore thumb

It has been continually vandalized

over

the

The

years

village now is seeking in court
to have the project's buildings

call on him to surrender.
The
officers marched him
back into the building where
they discovered two loaded
pellet guns.

demolished as a nuisance

BOHANNAN said he used
Patrolman them for target shooting. A
YESTERDAY
Warren A Fischer and Her- likely target, might be the
man Haenisch. village health many pigeons now inhabiting
inspector,

by

accompanied

a

photographer, went to inspect

the lonely structures.

Bohannan said he was not

living in the buildings. He
the buildings
Fischer noticed an old car said this was the first time
parked on the edge of the drive he had been inside since he had

near the second building in the been an installer of dry walls
complex
He %pulled

the

coil

wires

there during construction.
He told police he had cut

from- the car's ignition system the copper tubing out of the
and called on the police radio basements to "move it" --

for help and a check of the sell it for scrap.
Two-inch scrap copper tub-

car's registration

Patrolman Kenneth Zschach ing sells for as much as 60

responded

to

Fischer's

call cents a pound.

He was taken to the police
and the two checked the apartments for the driver of ,the station and charged with burg-

lary and criminal damage to
property. He was freed after

auto

IN THE basement of each posting 52,500 bond.
Bohannan is scheduled to
building, apparently ready for
removal,

they

found

several

appear in Niles court Aug. 23.

night

south of Hintz Rd. and east of
Buffalo Grove Rd.

imposing a 5 per cent tax levy area so we could add on to."
The proffered land borders
on telephone, gas and electric
companies in the village from the southern line of the project.
Oct. I, 1966, to March 31, Pansino said the district could
purchase land to the south.

allowed to add a charge of 3'
per cent of the 5 per cent
charge to help defray the expense of added accounting. It
is estimated that the tax will
cost a resident an average of
$12 for the six-month period.
imposed

for the

specific purpose of paying for
the cost of cleanup operations
after the June 9 tornado, should

of the proposed school site,
Pansino said, would be the last

tend north to Hintz Rd. and
west to Buffalo Grove Rd.

According to a five-year plan

members

agreed

to

The total cost of the cleanup place the proposed donation of
will be about $163,000. The 6.9 acres on the next meeting,
estimete was made in a report Aug. 8.
Chesterfield has offered to
by the board's finance combuild about 174 single family
mittee.
About 100 residents attended

the meeting, most of them to
voice opposition to the measure.

Auto. Hits Island
William T. Grimm, 38, of
4717 N. Drake, Chicago, was
reported to be in fair condi-

The village Board of Trushas turned back to the
tion in Holy Family Hospital board of health a proposed
this morning after an accident ordinance
regulating semiat Euclid and Rand Rds. last private swimming pools afnight.
ter studying a report from
Cook County. police said that . Herman Haenisch, health indidn't
see
Grimm apparently
spector.

the concrete traffic light island

Haenisch's report had been

in the center of the road. An made to the board of health.
officer reported that Grimm's
'Haenisch said last week
auto struck the island and turn- that most commercial operaed over.

tors

The activities building of St.
Church

-

hotels,

motels

and

apartment projects -- of semi-

Church
Vandalized
on

require rigid
pools
public
health standards.
The village board was interested in determining the
practice of such
prevailing
pool operators before voting

Linneman Rd. was vandalized on the ordinance, and returned
Monday night.
The Rev.

Waldemar

B.

Streufert said the vandals apparently pried open a furnace

sacred objects had been broken
and paint materials thrown
about the floor.

"The church has been vandalized three times within the
years," he said,
this is the first time
they've touched sacred obpast

four

Officer Warren A. Fischer of the Mount Prospect police
examines two pellet guns taken from Dennis Forbiex Bohan -

pastors lock

rum, who was arrested for burglary of the Tally -Ho apartments. In front of Fischer is some of the copper tubing that

gested

had been cut from the basement and placed in a pile. B01111111111,

to discourage intruders.

who admitted to pollee he sold copper tubing for scrap, was
also charged with criminal damage to. property. Police took a
small tube cutter from Bohannan, as well as a small ex hammer.

the

their

churches and light them well
St. John's Lutheran Church
is located outside the jurisdiction of the Mount Prospect pa:
lice. ;

Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 29

and 30 from' 9:30 to

a.m.,

II

will prepare'the girls for cheer leading at the Mount Prospect

Midget Football Assn. games
this fall.
High

school

for the clinic.

Car Stolen

An auto belonging to Norris
Heard, of 240 Cindy Ln.,
Wheeling, was stolen from the
Randhurst Shopping
parking lot.

Center

Illinois law allows a school
hoard to go into executive session (a closed meeting) to discuss, but not vote on, personnel

reached at last night's meeting of the board of trustees fol-.

lowing complaints from several residents who were victims
of flooding during last Wednesday's heavy rain.

Mayor Daniel Congreve and
V'

members of the
had expressed a

association
desire to

join the district.

n the 800 and 900 block of S.

!Flooding _ is as _discouraging..

as fire and even death. BradAt the same time, the board, tke said. "Property values,
meeting as a committee of the are lower when people find a
whole, will meet tonight to hear home is in a flood area."
He traced the 'current proba
financial _ expert __describe
ways and means of financing lem back -`to s'YTEn --Arlirigton' sewer system for the village.

Heights started dumping its
purchase of the sewer
system from the sanitary dis- storm water into Weller Creek,
the

trio.around 1959.
in

suggesting

the two avenues of approach,
said that it was not good policy
to pursue methods of financing
the project, probably through
a revenue bond issue, without
determining whether the san-

BRADTKE called for the
village to seek assistance from
the sanitary district to solve
the problem and recommended
that building permits be with held from developers in the
flood area until there are
assurances residents will be

itary district would be willing
to return control of the sewer safeguarded.
Fred Henderson. 2012 Linsystem to the village.

Sign Lease
For New
Park Site

A representative of the san- coln, asked what had been done
itary district, Dennis Hartnat to solve flood roblems in that

School Dist. 23 and the Arlington Heights Park District
have both signed a five-year

lease agreement on 4.3 acres
of school property in Arlington
Vista.
The agreement allows
park district to operate

i

trict to seek --control - of the

CONGREVE,

Thayer said that the park has
a great deal to offer. Forest
River residents and that some

the
the

as a neighborhood park
and to install playground equipment, which could be accompsite

lished by the end of August.
The grounds already have
been seeded.

The park district will pay
SI

BY JACK A. VANDFMMYN
News Editor
Mount Prospect will make an effort to re -acquire
the village sewer system from the Greater Metro-'
politan Sanitary Dist.
Agreement to pursue the acquisition of the system was

a year for the use of the

of the sewer control section, area. He was told by Village
was' on hand at last night's Engineer Ben Hemmeter that
public works has been work meeting.
He offered no opinion on ing on the problem.
the sanitary district's
position would be in surrendering control of the complex sys-

what

tem.

The board agreed that it was

necessary

to proceed with an

engineering report for a new

storm drain system in the Lin-

Hartnat said there were coln-Meir Rd. area.
problems -and that the district . Henderson asked who was
his
was aware of them and working liable for the damage to
(Continued on Page 2)
toward their solution.
Lack of proper maintenance
is one of the reasons why Con greve wants control of the
sewers returned to the village.
Traffic deaths in Illinois
Hartnat
Under questioning,
admitted that the district cleans during July increased 23 per.
only 100 catch basins a year cent over the same period last
in Mount Prospect. Congreve year. According to the Diviestimated
there
are about sion of Highways and the State
Police, 203 persons died on the
5,000 basins here all requir-

Auto Deaths
Up 23 Per Cent

compared
highways,
state's
with 165 in July, 1965.
Late reports and delayed

ing constant service.

"IF WE are not able to gain
control of the sewer system," deaths have increased the May
Congreve said, "we are going ' fatality count to 211 and the
Pamela W. Fiddler, 19, of to have to push the district for total for June to 179. The death
for the construction of a Holitoll for the first seven months,
Northbrook, accused of shop- more adequate maintenance."
day Inn southeast of the interFirst of the flood victims to which now stands at 1,347,
section of Rand and Kensing- lifting, was placed on a year's
Judge
represents an increase of 19 per

On Supervision

court supervision by
Simon S. Porter in Mount
on Prospect court Thursday.

ton Rds.

Haenisch said "every HoliInn has
duty whenever
day

lifeguard

a

its

pools

are

pany's policy.

.

"Ninety-nine per cent of the

hotels and motels," he said,
"have lifeguards by their own
rules, whether there is a div-

police for
after she was involved in a three -car accident.

Mount

He said the same is true of

Mrs. Ethel M. Quigley, 50,
of 707 E. Davis, was cited for
"failing to reduce speed to
avoid an accident" after the
car she was driving crashed

urbs, he said, have ordinances
covering semi - public pools
such as Mount Prospect is

into two cars.

At the time of the accident,
she told police, she was trying
to, light a cigaret, when her car

ran into the rear of a parked
auto belonging to Mrs. Kathleen P. Dick, 24, of McHenry.

both recommend, but do not
duty

for every 75 persons using a
pool.
ti=esinesaarratawasausarsaccosoacia

Gripe
Of The
Day

'

Mrs.

Dick was in

Kruse's

restaurant at the time. When
she 'heard the crash she ran
outside and,saw her' car strad-

4',

dling the curb nextlo railroad
property across from the res-

(--,

4

t
r;:idyv.

taurant on Prospect Ave.
Police said Mrs. Quigley

had pushed Mrs. Dick's car
into the rear of a parked station wagon belonging to James

The school district has been
concerned about a proposed
zoning change which would al-

have to pay S15 a year to
swim in the park district

Sanitary

Prospect

speeding

which
projects
apartment
maintain swimming pools.
None of the surrounding sub-

lifeguard on

cent over the 1,129 for the same
period last year.

An Arlington Heights woman was ticketed yesterday by

ing board at the pool or not."

a

address the board was Eugene
A. Bradtke, 812 S. Nowata. He
said that he spoke for residents

Cigaret Causes Crash

open, according to the com-

and land acquisition.

driving range.

At present the park district
preparing to go before its

iod, until June 30, 1971.
Either of the two parties
may cancel the agreement,
given a 60 day notice.

Why, after paying tax
money to Mount Prospect
Park District and Chicago

low the construction of apartment buildings on a 38 acre
tract near Wolf ' and Euclid
Rds. known as the McDonald

then appeared not to
favor their inclusion into the
district.

dents

property over a five year per-

require,

The board of education of
River Trails School Dist. 26

veyed the area before- the district's boundries were drawn
up and voted upon it in a public
referendum. Forest River resi-

cheerleaders

be

Dist. 26 Board
Goes Into
Closed Session
last night.

Pastor's Council on Community Affairs in May.
At that time the police sug-

The clinic, to be conducted

The apparent fear of the village board was that an ordinance could hamper the plans

jects."

of tho police officers and the

from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
Lions Park field house.

He 'said the American Public Health Assn. and the state
department of public health

went into executive session after its regular, public meeting

erty was the topic of a meeting

cheerleader

a

contemplating.

"but

Vandalism to church prop-

for

clinic Saturday Aug. 6 and 13

it to the board of health.

room window to gain entry.
The Rev. Mr. Streufert discovered Tuesday morning that

register

Swimming Pool
Action Delayed
tees

Supporteii OCthel OiiIis-itli:-

members with a bond referfor capital improve-

The district has title to 4.3 will furnish the skirts, shakers
acres in the Arlington Vista and letters. Girls living within
subdivision south of Chester- the Mount Prospect Park Disfield's project. The two school trict are eligible to register
160

dly.,itl:.T10 west of River Rd.

endum
ments.

instructors. Girls are
to bring their own
acres is almost where a new leotards and sweatshirt.
school had been planned.
The association's auxiliary

by

The district, formed a year

is

Registration
For Cheerleader
Clinic Set

their at-

titude toward the River Trails

planned subdivision.

ditional school sites, the 6.9 required

Board

L. A. Hanson.

Lutheran

the

the village of Arlington Heights
and the Arlington Heights Park
District as well as Dist. 23,
have all been negotiating with
the builders for changes in the

of the district's proposed ad- will

net the village about 5159,000 sites are separated
according to Village Manager acres of farm land.

John's

night to reconsider

OF 80 ACRES within

Girls 8 to 13 years old may

l'HE AREA north and west

state law enables them to pass to be developed.
This, he commented, would
it along to consumers by including it in their bills on a allow the district ample time
to plan for, an additional school.
..
quarterly basis.
The district's bOundaries exThe companies are further

tax,

to members at a meeting last

proposal
attorney A.

"I wanted the most southern
Arlington Heights will have
utility tax. The ordinance part," Pansino said. "near an

The

Thayer, president
Russell
the district's boundaries, and perhaps - of the Forest River Homeas many one- and two -bedroom owners Civic Assn., appealed

the

is located west on Lindy In..

1966, was adopted unanimously
box, BBs, pellets and darts.
Oyer the radio the squagt- by the Board of Trustees at a
operator said the auto was special meeting last night.
Although the tax is charged
registered to Bohannan.
was
to the utility companies, a
- Assuming
Bohannan

armed and in the project, the
policemen used a bull horn to

last

the most southeastern section
of the planned subdivision. It

Umtitotyselax
a

Made For
New Park

Estimates that about 350 children would be of school ugeras
had come from
-Howard Borde-of-Chicago in s- - led 'the -district to -negotiate for
a site.
tetter dated July 20.
School Dist. 21 in Wheeling,
The proposed acreage is in

ps

Poor Upkeep
Spurs Action

Appeal

New School Site

bers

AIArlington

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

60056

Village Seeks To liuy.
Sanitary Dist. Sewers

told board of education mem-

Intruder Nabbed
In Apt. Project

Mount Prospect, 111.

District,

do

I

pool and pay 52.50 a month

to Utility Sewer, a private
sewer company.
R.116

itemstistramarterteetiverestrestmons

T. Bristol Jr., 42, 415 S. Albert, Mount Prospect.
After Mrs. Quigley's

car

had stopped, police said, she
backed her car, pulling Mrs.
Dick's car onto the curb..

Mrs. Quigley was taken to
Northwest Community Hospital, Arlington. Heights, where
she was treated and released,
police said.

Mrs. Ethel M. Quigley, 707 E. Davis, Arlington Heights,
is assisted from her car by Mount Prospect firemen after a
three -car accident

in Mount

Prospect

yesterday.

Firemen

took Mrs. Quigley to Northwest Community Hospital, where
she was treated and released.

r

MacArthur School
Addition Planned

THE PROSPECT DAY
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New School Could

iss Fall Opening
It's still debatti'ble whether
23's new John Muir
Dist
School will be open on sched-

public works director FranLorenz regarding' official
safety policies
for children
who, will be traveling along
and crossing Illinois 83.

It is located at Drake Ter.
and Oak St., just east of Illi-

ces

nois 83 and south of Hintz Rd.
other

In

matters

affecting

ule.
Board of education member Roy Weinberg reported
he inspected the construction

the new school, board presiThe letters, dated July 20,
dent Robert W. LeForge directed Pansino to contact the were sent to the two officials

site and doubted that it would

county

be completed in time for the
beginning of:school

"I will not vote to allow any
child into the school as long
as there is any overhead work
going on," he said.
"There's still almost six
weeks before school starts,"
Dist Supt Louis Pansino re-

plied, "and I'm sure the children will be able to be in their
classrooms by then "

THE SCHOOL, formed by
four hexagonal Units, has been
beset with construction difficulties, including demanding
specifications, heavy rains and
the strike by operating engineers

explaining

health department to
inspect
the
school's water
supply before school starts.
ACCORDING to an agree

that

no

ident discontent with Citizens

Utility Co. are scheduled for

School.

10:30

He said that the district will
"The need for the MacArthur
probably come with in 55,000 addition, " he said, "is now

of the contract price for the becoming quite critical.
construction of the new John
It is essential to
Muir School and will have a-.

inside and surrounding the
village's
north limits were

get

the

foundation in by fall, financially and businesswise."

The addition will be a one-

Arthur.
story building housing 12 class
Originally the residents of rooms.
the district approved a bond
been built.
for $650,000 to build the
Pansino said it was "quite
'THE DISTRICT asked the issue
ment between the district and two government bodies Jo in- Muir School and the Mac- commendable" for the district
Arthur
addition.
the Prospect Heights Sanitary spect the highway and report
to have the funds for the adMuir has cost less than dition. Board president Robert
District, serving 97 homes on to the board their "recom5400,000,
leaving
some
5265,
the Glen Drake subdivision
W. LeForge said "modesty
mendations for the safety and
south of Hintz Rd., the district welfare of the children" at- 000 in bonding power for the forbids me to comment."
district's
junior
school
high
is to construct sanitary sewage

collection

fore

Sept.

I

facilities befor the school.

has

Since Dist. 23 is a common
school district it is not obliged to provide transportation.

The district has agreed to pay
59,000 when the facilities are
available to the school.

But board members took a
survey of parents whose children would be attending the

Pansino informed the board
that he has received no resent
to
plies from letters
county highway superintendent
Andrew Plummer and state

a.m. Wednesday, Aug.

10, in Chicago.
Petitions signed

ation to the addition at Mac-

tending the school.

ComCommerce
hearings about res-

Dist. 23 Supt. Louis Pansino has asked the board of education

were available along the 'high-

way and that the school

Illinois
mission

to contract for plans for an addition to the MacArthur Jr. High

bout $27,000 left after budget
transfers for building a found-

sidewalks

Set Hearing
On Utility's
Water Ills

addition.
Pansino suggested that the
consider approving a

board

by some
800 residents of an area bOth
submitted to the ICC protesting
Citizen's . lack of emergency
service.

The entire area was without
water over the July 4 weekend
and it look emergency service

from Mount Prospect to provide the area with water service.

quest that Citizens be forbidden
from expanding its facilities
has not been taken by the ICC

Sievert, 503 N.
Mount
Prospect,
told police Monday she lost
J.

desired.

cago, 510 in cash
social security card.

and

to date.

Formal complaints have not
been filed by the village, pending

action on the complaints
residents of the area

by the
served.

her

to come from Village Attorney
Moore. Henderson was asked to

discuss the matter with Moore
at the village hall.

you have against sewer flood-

JOSEPH P. .MOORE, 616
N. Piospect asked for a study
on how new construction at
Prospect

High

the village's consulting engineers, said that the 'best
safeguard against flooding is
overhead sewer systems and
sump pumps.
This is the only guarantee

School

was

ing," Cadigan said.

"What

Village Student
Active in Miami
Jazz Festival

"Well, you 'can't win them

706 loka; C. M. Andre, 613
S. Emerson; Walter Harbut,
502 Deborah Ln., and Norman

Rud, 216 Audrey Court.

Safety Survey
For Dist. 23?
Dist. 23 board of education
will consider

Festival in May in Miami

mi.:7-

$1.49
354

val and discussed plans for the
performance.
A: natidnwide"-scarch

young talent will highlight the
program.

in these traveling
Beach for the finals.

1

BEEF

744

....,

654

....,

754 3. b..

Glapt

Choice Cut

CHUCK
ROAST

414

714 .2 a---

Giant

Crooks

19,,

4

554

'I

Juicy, Tangy

Crisp, Tender

SUNKIST

GREEN

LEMONS

PEPPERS

I

i

been

holding

records

of the

'

I

turn my petition for adjudi-

Bonnie

.

BUNS

16-0z.

Pkg. Of

Carton

12

village

may now realize

ments. "By bringing me into
the

case,"

he

said,

"they

brought my request for my
fees under the jurisdiction of
the Master. Until they served
me with a subpena, I was not

Crooks then appeared before a party to the Tally Ho proArvey, gave him photocopies ceedings, and could not have
of the documents wanted by entered it on my own."
Mount Prospect and left the
Crooks added, "your story
hearing,
still
without his of last week quoted unnamed
51,240.
attorneys who said I had lost
After the hearing, other . at- in my efforts to retain certain
torneys who asked that their papers until I had been' paid by
names not be used said that Mount Prospect. But to the
Crooks had lost out, because contrary, I have won.. And
the Master could not order the when I give a legal opinion, I
village to pay him the money. am not afraid to be quoted."

HAMBURGER

SOUR CREAM

-.11\

the

On Wednesday, Crooks ap- they made a mistake in suing
before Judge Butler him, for the Tally Ho docu-

I

.1

overruled

Mount Prospect counsel," said
Crooks, "when they claimed
he didn't have the authority to

a petition to adjudicate
his lien,, that is, order Mount
Prospect to pay the 51,240.
But Judge Butler instead
turned the petition over to
Master in Chancery Arvey.

Roundup
For The Dar
II

;or 254

By United Press International

Airlift Troops In, Out of Battle
I

SAIGON - Hundreds of US Army 1st Air Cavalrymen have been airlifted into the central highlands of
South Viet Nam. The troopers were rushed in as re-

'

1

inforcements for units of the Army's 25th Division that
has fought . nine fierce battles with the Communists

11

I

U.S. No. 1 Virginia

tl

1

I

I

since yesterday. All the

battles took

place in the

la Drang Valley, the scene of the biggest battle of the
Viet Nam war just !sat fall.

-RED

WHITE

GRAPES

POTATOES

'

17 99C

1300 NORTHWIST HIGHWAY
PALMERI '

Court had ruled that a master
on such a

could indeed rule
matter.
Butler
"Judge

with

Meadowmoor

I

254

legal
services
the
Tally -Ho

peared

A

1

J3 shoo

lb.

sure of his law.".
Crooks quoted lean preceCrooks
dent in which the Appellate

hours.

I

Sweet, Luscious

has

re-

cation over to the Master."
torn down, Master in Chancery
CROOKS said further that
Howard Arvey ruled that the village's objections to the
Crooks .could keep the docu- Master considering the quesments until his fee was paid.
tion of the fee was also dyer BUT
MOUNT
Prospect ruled by Master Arvey, and
filed another suit in Circuit that a hearing on the matter
Court, seeking to force Crooks will be held during the first
to turn over the documents. week in September.
Last Tuesday, Judge Walker
The former Mount Prospect
Butler ordered Crooks to pro- village prosecutor said, too,
duce the papers within 24 that the present counsel for

35C each or

4

in

that and insists on

maining unidentified just isn't

Prospect's suit to have the
vacant Tally Ho apartments

S -TEAK

1

MELO

59

says

claiming the right to
keep them until he is paid.
At a hearing July 7 on Mount

CLUB

1

HONEYDEW

ilex,

for

some of the

Honey -Sweet

wIr

YESTERDAY Crooks told
The Day, "Any attorney who -

apartment condemnation 'suit.

AMERICAN FAMILY

FLUFFY ALL

ed in another paper

case,

754..336

....,

amount
rendered

1

II

Blade Cut

IVORY FLAKES

SILVER DUST

Adcsko at 10 a.m. Aug. 25,
and not on Aug. 18 as report-

Miami

He is trying to collect that

1

PRAISE SOAP

BREEZE

to

Kendal A. Crooks, former
village prosecutor for Mount
Prospect, denies that he has
lost in his efforts to collect
51,240 from the village.

.

I
'

district will be held before
County Judge Thaddeus V.

festi-

Says Lawyer.
1

VIM

SURF

A public hearing on the pro-

-Pdied

I Didn't Lose,"

434

0.

regional

Six

Set Hearing

vals will be held with winners

GROUND

1

DISHWASHER ALL

TISSUE
i`,'.117:.

734

Q...

from Miami Beach where he
met with officials -of the (esti;

Fresh, Lean

COLD WATER ALL

from

S. 1 -Oka, son of former mayor would be paid $15 an hour for
and Mrs. C. O. Schjaver.
the' survey and 'assistants and
Schlaver has just returned draftsmen 58.50.

HS PaYlviorE?
\

COFFEE

offer

meeting Monday. De Young had
written the board explaining
that architects and engineers

He is Paul J. Schlaver, 400

1

an

Ross De Young, its architect,
A Mount Prospect student to complete an Illinois school

Beach.

EVERYDAY ZAYRE PRICES

electricity

all," Cadigan replied.
Others to approach the board
to discuss flooding problems
were James Harand, 3 W.
Berkshire; Edward Skwirlo,

Fairview -Prospect Manor -

board to make such a study.
Cadigan, who was at last
night's meeting representing

the

ience asked.

affecting flood plain levels 'of
some 176 homes in an eight block area near the school in
the

if

fails," a member of the aud-

at Notre Dame is taking an ac- building safety survey.
tive part in the organization
The offer was placed on the
of the Inter - collegiate Jazz agenda of the board's Aug. 8

Low Prices Everyday! Shop and Compare!

Low Prices Everyday! Shop and Compare!

such a legal opinion would have

Eastwood area.

the system during the crisis.
Action on the village's re-

sketch for the addition, and use
the $27,000 for construction
of its foundation before Nov-. - - her purse containing a drivers license, a $50 check to
30.
-This, he commented, would a school she attends in Chi-

school and discovered that bus
allow the addition to be built
transportation was strongly
in stages.

(Continued From Page 1)
basement. He was told that

William Cadigan, consulting
Mount Prospect pumped some engineer for Consoer & Town1,300,000 gallons of water into send, was authorized by the

Purse Lost
Sandra
Emerson,

Village Seeks
To Buy Sewers

:

Ills'

The remnants of a 69 -man patrol of the 25th was

a

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M 10 P.M. -SUNDAY 10 A.M.-6.P.M.

ZAYRE

airlifted out of a section of the valley, this morning
after standing off a much larger North Vietnamese
force far 23' hours. At least 63 Communist bodies
were counted as the soldiers were flown to safety.

I

I

I

I

i

PRICES EFFECTIVE AUG. 3-6

.

-WE RESERVE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Then Guam -based B-52 bombcrs hit the region, 'Which
is not far from the Cambodian border.

Didn't Want Any Biting Remarks
FOOD MART

JERUSALEM
An Israeli Health Department official who was supposed to welcome delegatei to an
international meeting of dental students in Jerusalem
failed to show up today. Sources said he was at his
dentist's, getting his teeth fixed.

Cook of The Day

'Calculated Risk' Worth a Try
Top with small dabs of mayonnaise and
sprinkle with a teaspoon of sugar. Over the top, sprinkle crisp,
crumbled bacon. Do not toss.'
ROQUEFORT DRESSING
2 eggs
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
1 cup roquefort or bleu cheese
juice of I lemon
1/2 tablespoons salt
1
1/4 teaspoon white pepper
2 cups salad oil
1 tablespoon vinegar
1 teaspoon onion juice

4 medium potatoes, pared
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
2 tablespoons grated onion
3 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup grated American Cheese
1/2 cup cream

.

dered by people from across the country, including Alaska.

Mrs. Batts has tried and proven, many of the recipes but her
favorite is the Cheese Ball.

From the cheese ball recipe 'we can set up a menu with hors
d'oemires to stimulate the most discriminating appetites.

CHEESE BALL
3 3 -ounce packages cream cheese
1/4 pound.Old English Cheese
1 bunch parsley
1 small triangle Roquefort cheese
1/4 pound pecans
onion juice (few drops)

Cut potatoes' in strips and place on foil. Top with remaining
ingredients. Wrap tightly and bake about one hour.

Top off the occasion with a cherry flair for those that prefer
sweet talk with their after dinner coffee.

CRUSTY CHERRY DELIGHT

Beat eggs with salt, mustard, pepper; when thick add oil very
slowly, beating continually. Slowly add lemon juice, vinegar
and onion juice. Stir in crumbled cheese. Store in refrigerator. Makes I quart.

Mix all cheese and onion juice. Cut parsley fine. Chop
nuts. Mix parsley and nuts. Put one-half in mixture. Form in

I No. 2 can red sour cherries (2 1/2 cups)

3/4 cup cherry liquid
1/2 cup flour
1/4 teaspoon red food coloring
1
1/4 cups sugar

SHRIMP AND LOBSTER ENTREE

1

1/3 cup wild rice
1/3 cup white rice

a ball, and rollin remaining nuts and parsley.
-

1/2 pound lean ground beef
1/2 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons minced onion

Drain cherries, reserve juice,' add food coloring to' juice.
Combine flour and sugar in sauce pan. Add cherries and juice;
cook until mixture thickens. Add lemon juice and almond extract.

1/4 cup butter

Mix beef,. -onion and salt. Butter one side of cocktail rye
Spread beef on unbuttered side one -eighth inch thick.
Fry on griddle or in skillet buttered side first. When brown

1/2 cups sifted flour

Saute the mushrooms, celery and onion in butter for 5 min-

1/2 teaspoon soda
1 cup quick oatmeal
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup brown sugar, packed firmly

utes.

bread.

turn and brown the beef side.
This may be prepared and frozen before frying.

a tossed salad this, recipe in "Calculfited Risks" will lend a

Lobster tails (approximately 12 oz., cooked)
1/2 pounds shrimp, cooked
1/2 ounce Jar pimiento, chopped,
1 medium green'pepper, chopped

crisp and crunchy note to the dinner.

1/4 cup milk

1

For the salad lovers who enjoy trying something different in

tablespoon lemon juice

1/2 tablespoon almond extract

Cook the rice separately, following directions on package.
1/2 pound fresh inushrooms,sliced
1 medium onion, chopped
1 cup chopped celery

HAMBURGER APPETIZERS

3/4 cup butter or margarine

Sift flour with salt and soda, add brown sugar and oatmeal.
Cut in butter. Press half of mixture into bottom of ungreased
9 inch square pan. Spread with cherry mixture and top with

Mix all ingredients and place in large greased casserole. remaining crumbs. Bake in 375 degree oven 30 minutes. When
Bake at 350 degrees for 30 Minutes. Remove from oven and
cool, cut in squares rancLserve ..,s,vistm_o.r, sold,
whipped
Layer-shredded4ettuots,,,,onions ,shaved,very-fine.grated.,carl-,-stir...in-1/4,,eup- sherry.
wine;,. top-with,,111-cupsliveredetoasted-,or
Ice
salad
.
bowl
(rub
bowl
in
rots, chopped celery, cooked,,,peas
SALAD BOWL

4,2

almonds and bake 15 minutes more.cream.

Mrs.

'at

man

Northwest

IfiWitteit;

one of the new

tries

recipes..

-.GIL

-

Batts, m

Roscoe

Cook Book Co-chair-

mum-

BAKED SHOESTRING SPUDS

slightly with garlic).

BY BETTY BIEG
Mrs. Roscoe Batts, charter member of the Woman's Board
at Northwest Community Hospital, is also Codk Book Co
Chairman fir the recipes compiled in "Calculated Risks", by
the woman's board at the hospital. These books have been or-

Teen -Age Girls

rut Learning
Into Baby Sitting

IMISUEMEM

Three Pros-

Teen-age girls are enterprising people.

pect Heights girls have been earning their spending

money by taking care of neighborhood children.
The three girls are Margo
McFarlin, Mary Kreuscr and
Two days a
Peggy ,Stevens.

AT HOME

week 15 young children gathered for supervised play end
organized fun in the McFar:"

.c.;

lin home.
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The Day's Prospects

.

Women's Editor

Vacations arc fun but it is good to be home. It would
be a hum - drum existance without a break in routine,
which is the true definition of a vacation.
City dwellers and suburban- tal in assembling the historian
ites get caught in the hustle
book for the league.
and bustle of everyday living
Another family vacationing
to the point where the forest in the North woods were Mr.
of buildings and the carpet of and Mrs. Harry Boyle and
asphalt become a screen from their sons Brian and Gary.
A vacation They were in the Rhinelander
natural beauty
gives an opportunity to again area. Water skiing, boating
hear the silence of the woods, and swimming were the order
the beauty of the pines and of the day for them plus the
the thrill of viewing forest delicious homemade pasteries
animals in their natural habi- in the dining room of the lodge
tat.

Our neighbor state of Wis-

overlooking the lake.

offer

The Boyles spent some time
viewing half Arabian horses

scenic
highways
leading to
most
every center of vacation fun,

because they own a horse of
this type, Tammy, which they
hope to show this month in a

consin

has

Besides

much

offering

to
free

it possess some of the countfinest hotels, lodges and
entertainment
By traveling for about 8
hours by
car,
with time
for a picnic at the roadside
rest areas, you can briefly
ries

change your way of life. The
low

mountains,
lofty pines and snowy birch
welcome
all
who
venture
there
In less time, traveling by
headwaters,

Illinois Tollway and maintaining a safe speed, you can visit
Dells.
Wisconsin
Indians perform their
dances;
boat
monial
the

Here
cere-

trips

cruise scenic Wisconsin River
bordered by high rock forma -

_bons, and children may visit
the Story Book Village Tiny
shops are found which carry
numerous novelties

ments of French and Spanish.
these sound like
simple exercises but to a child
they are learning experiences.

IN THE area of Eagle River
of our local families
have been vacationing. While
the

Fireman's

Cook -out and Street Dance in

the tiny town of Sayner, your
reporter met

THE SHOPS have new fall
fashions. The weather being
cool, especially at night, envisitors to
look
couraged
over
the
bright cranberry
bulky sweaters, the carmel
colored dyed -to -match slacks

with the sleek stretch
pants again appearing in black
too,

Mr. and 'Mil.

was

who

pre-schoolers

have not been exposed to formal training in schools.

One exercise conducted by
Jumpers and neatly tailored the girls was the painting of
suits which arc the backbone. portraits by the students.
on any fall wardrobe feature
Singing, dancing and march-

wide rib corduroy with drop
waistlines
and
contrasting
belts. Heather is one of the
most popular fabrics in the
sports clothes field and its
versitility extends to jumpers

afternoon dresses and dressy
though tailored suits. Skirts
feature the new hip hugger

ing are
methods.

enjoyable teaching
Singing helps de-

velop the power of memorizaMarching and dancing
tion.
mus-

strengthen the body's
cles and co-ordination.

The teaching of the foreign
languages is done by Peggy and
Margo, who taught the chil-

lines- and poorboy tops accent dren how to count in Spanish.
them.
Tiny prints on heavy They also taught them simcottons are popular with black, ple phrases, names of colors
brown
or cranberry backgrounds.
They are featured
in skirts, long sleeve blouses,

They will

jackets and slacks.
be going to school too.

RESTAURANTS and dining
another outstanding feature
of vacationing in the north.
The Paul Bunyon Restaurants
done in the old logging camp
style with family style dining
in the rough and ready manis

ner,

quick service,

give

lots

Dinner

covering's.

service

includes one tin plate and cup,

brown and tweeds. Boots of plus flatware,
And what of the surrounding
seal
skin and pony offer
There are signs to
warmth in the snow with soft scenes?
deerskin indoor slippers for warn motorists of stray deer.
What a thrill to round a curve
fireside lounging.
Outer fashions feature bulky

and find

a

three -

Paul Kreuser, Erin Warner,
,Chuck and .Jerry McFarlin.

'Two-year gMcLi include Suzy
and Trina Kay Gaut, Carl and
Nancy Lynn Christionson; oneyear grads are Scotty Harden,
Shawn and Joey Stephens, Kim
and Troy Chccci. Graduation
was followed by luncheon and

OTHER TEEN-AGE
ents

which

son City, Tenn., and runner-up
in that state's spelling championship, is helping at Clear brook School for the Retarded
in AIlington Heights.

Mary's sister Donna is giving piano lessons

to six stu-

dents as a result of her Boy Girl add placed in The Day.
Her mother, head librarian of
the Mount .Prospect Library,
said the
lent but

response was excelDonna

decided

six

pupils would require all of her
attention.

off excessive skin dryness. How do you do this? Observe the rules of sunbathing

Take Tan In Stages
ward

sion activities included a picnic to St. Alphonsus School

and limit your first exposures
to 10 to 20 minutes a day until your skin shows some color. Burning and a too deep

playground.
This is the

tan --like a Bermuda mahogany
--cause permanent damage to

week.. The graduates, dressed
in their father's white shirts
for gowns, received ribbons,
received

the highest honors as she has
been

w

Mary Kremer and Margo McFarlin
them as well as providing extra money for their education. their backyard summer teaching class.
Mary Hutchings who was Stevens.
the Teen of the Week in John-

cluded several folk songs and
the use of French in simple
'conversation.

diplomas and prizes.
Maureen Peterson

te

to
summer
activities
prove educational to

Build a sun tan slowly and

third consecutive year that Margo and Mary
have conducted their baby -

.

s

of Prospect Heights during an art session of
The third of the enterprising trio is Peggy

AAUW Concludes
Coffee Series
The last in a series of get
acquainted

coffees

sponsored

bytheArlingtonHeights

branch of the American Assn.
of Nisi -may Women was held
in the home of former vice
president Mrs. Beaver E. J.

Waring of Mount Prospect.

ses-

.

girls

conKreuser in-

THE OTHER summer

'

-

arc giving their time and tal-

and everyday items.
The
French lessons

ducted by Mary

c.a.

surprise grab bags.

Prospect

coffee:

president,

the go-go too in
ensemble matching colors.
suede

are

instrumen-

combinations.

of all
the

is

hazy

sunrise,

the

therhead will be the text.

and

membership

chairman, Mrs. James L. AnRoss,

moon reflecting on the still
lake 'Waters.
Wisconsin
is
truly a vacationland that offers much to , all who visit
there2

PROSPERITY ...

HAS ITS HAZARDS

EXCLUSIVES

WANTED

Whether you believe it or
not, heart disease is to a
great extent a by-product of
prosperity. In short, the'
more and the better we eat,

the sooner we depart this
According to the experts
on the grim reaper of the 20th

Bootle Fans

century, coronary risks are
those who can lay claim to

And From Concert -

more than one of the following: (1) High cholesterol;
(2) High bloodpressure; (3)
Obesity; (4) Kidney disease;

Friday Aug. 12.1:30

smoking; (7) Tension.

Transportation To

(5) Diabetes; (8) Heavy

CL 3-7957

There is no cause for ten-

sion when you have your
prescription (tied at.

'RUMP

MT. PROSPECT
Five bedroom ranch on 100x200

SKIN'

Half block' to grade'

school - Country Living right in town 2 1/2 car garage &
beautiful trees. What a place for Children! Only .... 925,750

August 6,7, 13, 14
given by Lew Musill's "'Tale Tellers"
Children 91.00
Adults $2.00

Gerald Barnbaum

life.

presents:

that fly and' fish, and the full

grade.

president

secretary, 'Mrs. Lewis
and
treasurer,
Mrs.
Fred Hiedl.
their guests in the Mount
Interested
,graduates
of
Prospect area as an informal accredited colleges and unimeans of acquainting them versities are invited to atwith the organization's struc- tend
the
membership tea.
ture and programing.
Call Mrs. James L. Andrew
The following branch of- 255-1346 for further informaficers attended
the
Mount' tion.

the CHILDREN'S THEATRE

birds

dren 3 years old through 8th

and

aging such a deep tan hearalds
for your complexion.

sion this summer.

the' quiet sunsets,

nity -Baptist, Mount Prospect
will begin Monday for chil-

Howard H. Rice; second vice

president and program development
chairman,
Mrs.

friends are not worth the early

attending for the three

college and high school scene. Fishing is good.
Musky, bass, Northern Pike,
Knit knee socks and fancy
long type hose are again fash- and Walleyes are yours for
ion topics. Shoes of brushed the patience. But the best thing

Vacation Church School at
The South Church, Commu-

drew;

The coffee was held for reg-

ular AAUW members

Church School

Adults may register for a
study course with Pastor Edwin I. Stevens.
"The Christian Agnostic" by Leslie Wea-

Mrs. Paul F. Davis; first vice

your skin. The few compliments you get from your

majestic buck years and did not miss a ses-

grazing on, the roadside. Otter,

fake furs as well as the genracoons,
skunks,
uine furs. Acrilan lined Mel-, beaver;
ton car coats with large ra- chipmunks and squirrels still
coon collars are making the roam' the forests 'and' lakes.

Handbags are large in leathThe Rahns were staying at the ers and suedes with the popubeautiful Sayner Lodge Mrs lar shoulder straps as well
Rahnisamemberofthe as tiny clutch 'styles. Many
Mount Prospect Art League are appearing in shoe -bag
recently

are

of 'food and a feeling 'of gone care and teaching sessions.
serving. Huge platters of hot Peggy is new to the group this
chicken, beef and home made year. Next year they plan to
and knit tops. The deep tones breads are served, with a huge conduct another session and
of autum which will be popu- pot of steaming coffee and information may be obtained
lar include rich browns, tawny half gallon bottles of milk. by calling Margo at CL 3beiges, light heather tweeds Heaps of potatoes, butter and 8690.
side dishes are all placed on
and the bright gold and orange.
Teiminating this summer's
Ski clothes were prevelent the -red check oil cloth table session was a graduation this

A L Rahn of Mount Prospect.

and

Many children in the daytime
class

other

the

'

many

supporting

horse show.

noon include refreshments.
The activities include col r i n g, singing, dancing
marching, painting and rudi-

To many,

Vacations Are Fun
On Northern Route
BY DOLORES HAUGH

The session on Monday and
Wednesday from 10 a.m. till

Among

year graduates are Nancy and

Country Club
I ill AI RI /HI SIAIIRAN I

Old Orchard
Country Club
p, Prospect

123 S. ARLINGTON HT& RD.

150 8. MAIN

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150

CL 5-8000

Member of Multiple Listing Service

ENDLER'S PHARMACY
1770 ,W. Algonquin Bd.
Phone 439-5255
Free Radio Dispatched
Delivery

THIS WEEKS HELPFUL
HINT
'
U you should need a bed

tray in a hurry, some ironing boards . make a good
substitute.

orlfit'r-Ymin,")1.4nesterosei".:ett`Ipte

Some Day

by Frank E. Von Arai

get my busi-

my friendly service represent-

'the
telephone company I will solve

ative at the telephone company

"As soon as
ness

I

representative

at

and she says for 36 and two third cents a day my problem

all the problems in my house,"
said Uncle John Blievernicht,
senior delegate to the Goldwa-

e;

ter Convention for '68.

selling less service.".

"They have made an exception in my case," returned
.Uncle John. "Extreme hardship, it is called.

friend Zerais Fish.

"Not exactly," Uncle John
said. "I cannot force a vote
between me and the telephone
because with
two teen-age

"At first the woman tried to
sell me a private line for the

daughters and three more in

children but I told her two
lines would only double the
It would give both
trouble.

the wings they will undoubted.
ly stuff the ballot box.

girls a line.

"I have taken the problem to

"What about winter?" asked
.

a pay phone. She said this type
of. telephone is only available
for public places:
" 'Listen, lady,' I said,
'There are so many young men
traveling through my living

of the company representatives

"You are having your telephones removed to escape the
utility tax, I bet," said his

Just give it a loud bell.' "

the same time?

"I told the woman I wanted

can be solved."
"This is strange," mused
Zerais.
"I have never heard

,

like a 'municipal parking lot.

anything worse than two teen-

. agers on different phones at

cle John sai

two .sons cleared

not

. . .

;up by Laseke Disposal Service.

There is no unsightly litter of garbage cans aIong curbs, a's there are in other towns.
Some communities offer rear -door pick up as a

Mount Prospect proVides garbage pick up as 'a

free municipal service, paying for it out of the
general fund. It is all curb pick up. however, and
the streets on pick up day are littered when com
pared to Arlington Heights.
It would appear to us that the $3.15 sought by
Laseke is a reasonable figure. The company has
a tremendous investment in equipment. It pays its
men good salaries and labor costs are increas'
ing.
Laseke will continue to negotiate with the vil. Inge. It hopes to work out a reasonable settle-

There are some alternatives to granting Lase-

ke the price increase:The village could go into
It is doubtful, however, that it could find the funds for the capital
investment in equipment, much less operate the

.

finance committee and stated that it is losing
from 510,000 to $15,000 a year.

----PRIOR-TCFNierdersi-pRIE:tip-,- Mat -Charged S2.10 for curb service and 52.95 for back door:
service a month. Residents were billed directly
by Laseke and, at that time, the operation was
reported as profitable.
When the board decided that all back door was

Marshall Field III
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DURING THE professional survey conducted -

rob trEr'SfailtenVEdifo-Kaitiiiht

in Arlington Heights, it was acknowledged that

Managing Editor

It is always unpleasant to contemplate rate increases, but in this case the results of not grant ing the increase might be worse than the 65 cents

Heights is currently the lowest in cost -- and re-

_

u -month -sought b), -the -co m pa

comniunitics-that-pay fur -their -garbage ser-.-- --

We look'for the village board finance committee and Laseke Disposal Co. to continue to work
out their contract problems in the future as they
of th e
i
have in the past -w it h the bestnterests

vice directly through the consumer, Arlington
.

ceives about the best service.

In Rolling Meadows the tab is 53.12 a month.
Elk Grove pays 53.00 and Palatine 52.90. At

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

William J. Kledalsch

Laseke has done the job creditably.

.

isfied with Lasekc's service.

"Ifono.r the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."'

present 52.50.

LASEKE DISPOSAL Co. has maintained an
excellent image in an industry where this is not
always easy. There has never been a taint of
scandal about the company and, for the most
part. Arlington Heights residents have been sat-

the price?
Laseke Disposal Service has come to the village

the Pro5pect ;Dap

'cautious about allowing any increase althought it
is apparent that the service cannot continue at the

service at the same cost now offered by Laseke.

Now, the question is: Are they willing to, pay

'

The village, and cbrrectly so, is being

ment.

the disposal business itself.

A recent survey showed that residents wholeheartedly endorsed the concept of back door ser-

by Jack Vandermyn

but apparently not for Laseke.
Now, Laseke seeks an increase from 52.50 a
month to $3.15 a month. They will continue to hill
the customer direct.
This 65 -cent increase in service. charges is a

that must be provided by the municipality.

ceptance.

"

i, .:vn...1?;-:: ..

costs.

.

'

,-

The operation proved successful for the vil-

form of indirect taxation to the residents of the
village. Refuse to pick up is a must -- a service

special 'service and at a premium rate. In ur.1in-gton Heights tear -door is the only service available and the result is a much cleaner, better
looking village on pick up day.
Back door pick up has been in force in the village since 1964 -- a period of two years. It was
started as an experiment and has gained wide ac-

.:., .....); 44. v

53.15, Arlington would be more in line with area

lage

;outside the residents' back doors and arc picked

living

phone booth. On a slow day the
girls and their boy friends
should clear that by'noon."

put the phone booth out on the,
lawn where the driveway looks

desirable, Laseke agreed to go along with the ex
periment and set the price at 52.50 a month.

On "pick-up" day, garbage cans arc placed

utility'

"All the company needs is
a guarantee of 36 and two third cents a day for the tele-

nl....xy.mmismoilasksioes.%i.' ...;,x.,-i': .%

-Arlington Heights "is "unique In the -refuse pick :.up service it offers to its residents.

e

the

bill on a cash basis.

Kool-Aid

Vantage Point

y ph ne I will

csca,

room, I will also put my phone

59.47

" 'If the living room does
not qualify as a public place,

Can you imagine

only

Jos and clear out

last weekend on the popcorn
concession alone.
was a big seller, too.

.

'With this

room and recreation den that
our

Zeriiis.
"Tecti-agers on telephones
are immune to heat, cold,
smoke, noise, anything," Un-

ii

ivity
At one point Crooks says, "Our move:
is in no way related to ousting
Congreve." Hardly two breaths later he
is declaring, "Now we want to throw him
(Congrcvc) out. It would be a blessing

In yesterday's Day there was a report
on a meeting of the Representative Government Assn. 'held Monday night during
which some pretty good licks were taken
at Mayor Dan Congrcvc and the way his

people at heart.

Benefits for Veterans -No. 17

ment

to the village."

administration is running the village.
The RGA is seeking to replace the
present trustee -president form of village
government
with the mayor -alderman

College and Vocational

We suspect the latter statement is the
more accurate of the two, but taken together there is room for doubt.

Equipped, apparently, with more psychiatric rote than we can boast of;

city system. The chief argument for the
change is that it would provide better
representation for the people by separat-

Training for Orphans

-

Crooks refers -'to Congreve as an "ego+
ing the village into seven wards, each of maniac" and, in effect, etikrges that the
which would elect two aldermen. A may- mayor is running the village as a oneor, city clerk and treasurer would be e- man show.
This

lected at large.

BY RAY CROMLEY

of men or womu who served

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
If your husband was killed in
action or died as the result
of his service, your college age children may be entitled

in World War .I and the children

four years (36 months) of

THE LAW is primarily in-

to

aid in their schooling.

The same aid is available if
'your husband was permanently

and totally disabled as the result of service.

The privileges also go to the
children of mothers who died or
were totally disabled as the re'

sult of duty.

This aid for schooling may
run as high as 5130 a month
full time, 560 a month half time.
Training in which classroom
study alternates with related on -the -job experience will be
aided at 5105 a month, full
time.
This aid is generally

open

to sons and daughters 18 to 23

of men and women who have
served in peace or war since
Sept. 16, 1940.

tended for college or vocational
training. It prohibits a young
man or woman from taking his

or her regular high school education under the program. To

training
may be provided to young men
or women unable to pursue an:
education because of some
physical or mental disability.
Such training could include
speech and voice correction,
lipreading, Braille reading and
writing. The monthly allowance ing the decision thinks it is to
for such training full time is "the best advantage" of the
5130. .In some instances higher young person concerned.
Special

must

be

a

payments will be allowed.

In some instances, handicap-

precollege course,

specialized

training

that will fit the young man or

ditional allowance for a depen-

phans Education Program may
be taken in schools and colleges
only. On-the-job, on -the -farm,
and

correspondence

school

training are prohibited.

main-

Crooks called for honest and truthful
press coverage of RGA activity and urged
Administration eddcational or
vocational counseling, intended
to help in the selection of a goal

and the development of a program of education.

Application for the Orphans
Educational Aid may be made
at any VA office.
(End of Series.)

under

There arc sound arguments to be made

that criticism of him personally be res- for the type of government the RGA is
sponsoring, and also for the system we
tricted to the editorial page.

Let's stick to the issue in de-,
bating the question, that is, which is betnow have.

We don't believe his admonition on objective presentation of the news was necessary, but it is obvious that Day News
Editor Jack Vandermyn, who covered
Monday night's meeting, made a painstaking effort to see that Crooks' remarks were completely reported - and

ter for our town?

Is the RGA's objective to reform village rule for the good of the community
or is it to

throw

out

Dan Congreve?

Crooks' statements Monday night

leave

doubt in our mind.

with startling results.

months of aid or not.

However, if an eligible person serves in the armed services between his or her 18th
and 23rd birthdays, he doesn't

leaie from active duty. Eligibility may be extended for up to

(60005)

a year or more if he was later
called up for duty in the Berlin
crisis of 1961-62.

Please send me -

copies of. Ray Cromley's new book,
"What You've Got Coming In -Benefits for U. S. Veterans,"
at SI per copy. I enclose S

The amount of schooling he
(or she) is entitled to under the
War Orphans Education Program will be reduced by the
amount of training received as
a result of any post -Korea service of his own.

(Please print clearly -this is your mailing label.)

TO AVOID penalizing eligi-

the period of eligibility of anyone eligible solely by virtue of
Public Law 88-361 and who was
above the age of 17 and below

the age of 23 on July '7,

1964,

will not end until July 7, 1969.
These educational benefits on

ADDRESS

Aldermen
Win a Vote
Editor:
In last

Friday's

vote yes, those who attend the
meetings and really know vote

-

that

I

Prospect

am not a member of

any political party in Mount
nor have
campaigned for any.
Prospect

I

ever

Since my residency in Mount
Prospect I have attended, as an
observer,
Lam's board

interested

many of

meetings,
Mr. Schla-

majority of
ver's and the majority of Mr.
the

Congreve's to present.
I feel that I am qualified
to state that the slogan that

ernment"

committee has adopted is all wrong.
They

"Those who know vote

no."
Believe me, after all those
board meetings I sat through,
I would say, "Those who know

occasion may be allowed for
STATE

ZIP

young men and women under 18
who have already graduated
from high school.

In' some cases, young men
and women .who are plot high

Make checks payable to "Veterans Benefits." Allow 3 wks

school graduates may begin this
schooling -with -aid before

they

are 18. This will be decided in
each case by the VA and will
be approved if the.official mak.

All letters to the editor must be signed, but
games will be wirhheld upon request. L er rers
should' be as brief as possible. opewritten, if possible. arid should contain

an address or phone num'rer so their authenticity
canbe checked,

lems.

Will the Real Man Stand Up?

Use any yardstick to judge Editor:
Mr. Congreve and Mr. Dan which form is best and you
Will the real Harold ArmGaffney made statements that will come out with the alder they are going to fight to keep manic type. It is more effec- strong please stand up.
The question raised in your
more efficient,
Chicago -type government out tive,
gives
July 21 article regarding the
better
neighborhood
of Mount Prospect.
repreidentity of the Harold
Instead of referring to the sentation and could plan a bet- true
Armstrong who has endorsed
aldermanic type of government ter future for Mount Prospect.
Representative
GovernElmer F. Collin the
of Chicago, why didn't they ment Assn. touches only part'
say that they are going to fight
to keep Park Ridge type or Des
Plaines type of government
out of Mount Prospect. They
have an aldermanic type of
that would be
more of 'a comparison than the
Chicago -type and the Daley
machine.

government

Obviously,
machine -type

have
dictatorship in

you

can

any form of government. Look
what we have now when the
"Citizens to keep village gov- vote is always 4 to 2 on any
say,

knows the neighborhood prob-

yes. -

Day on the front page there
was an article on "Citizens
to Keep Village Government"
which I would like to comment
on. First, I would like to say

Mr.

ble young men and women who
reached age 18 or even age 23
before the law was passed, the
law specifically provides that

NAME

Letters to the Editor

the

veteran's child reaches age 23,'
whether he has used his 36

after his first discharge or re-

Radio Ci Station
New York, New York 10019

for delivery.

Veterans

believe) as a one-man operation
an aldermanic form of government?

co-chairman.

dent wife or children.

THE AID stops when
Training under the War Or-

"Veterans Benefits"
blications
c/o

CITY

to

Crooks

woman for a vocational goal.

thereby lose his ,educational
benefits. His peried of eligibility extends for five years

Box 489 D

entitled

are

en

happen,

other are something we will go into an- the RGA seeks to bring about.
other time. Our immediate comment is
directed to some of the interesting state/, But, Mr. Crooks, isn't Mayor Daley
ments made by Kendal A. Crooks, RGA running Chicago (and doing it well, we

restorative

Young men and women do ped children may begin a spethe student must have com- not lose their eligibility for cial vocational or restorative
pleted or quit high school. The this educational aid by marry- course as early as age 14.
Eligible young men and wombelow - college - level course ing. Neither do they get an adenroll in

couldn't

tains, under the type of municipal rule

The merits of one system versus the

controversial issue.
Our present trustees arc
bogged down with a 'tremendous
work load because there arc

Dim Light
Makes Street
Dangerous

of the mystery surrounding the
identity of the other people
who have endorsed this organization.
Literature

being

Maybe you can be of some
help.

The lights along Fremont
and Park Sts. ierXrlington

Heights might have been all
right in the days of the horse
are on each other's commit- and buggy, but today they are
tee. Isn't it obvious that with
out. I have to walk home ev14 aldermen the load could be ery night about 9:30 p.m. and
more efficiently and effectively I can hardly see the sidewalk.
spread?
They have the light on an old
All six of the present trus- telephone pole. It must be acould run for alderman
present neighbor-

from their

hood districts if they so desire, so what's their problem?
Mine is that I want

bout a 15 -watt bulb. Just wait

until they get a rape case in
this town and then everyone
will be'crying.

I, hope you can get some acsomeone from my neighborhood to:represent me, that is, tion behind this.
Worried Citizen
someone who lives" here and

bring Chicago -type government
to the Mount Prospect community. We think that it is
indeed interesting that Ralph

Gould and Pat McKenna, both
formei employes of the village, do not live in Mount
Prospect.

Tell us, Mr. Crooks, what
part do former village employes, who live in Barrington and Chicago, play in deter-

mining the destiny of Mount
Prospect.

Daniel E. Gaffney

"Lover, Come Bock to Me!"

Editor:
I have called the street department, the police department and the electric company,
and I have -gotten no results.

only six, and just about all six

tees

circulated

by the RGA shows that Ralph
Gould and Pat McKenna have

endorsed this group's effort to

Pim

.1,

".

411Pilaik. -

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL

Tbe %Dap

stir rr DA:roast) Frl

[Rif

921WEEN 'ME ogrizINAWBRIO6E
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OUT OUR WAY
I GET THE

SHORTLY, BOY,

YOUR MONEY,
FAT ?

MOTHER!

VERY SHORTLY:
ONLY FROM THE
SPENDING FIRST TIME I 'GET PAID
FOR A -7013 To THE
AND SAVING ANYTIME I GET HOME
THING I MIGHT
AN' PAY OFF THE
HAVE LEFT: HOW
LOAN .FROM MY
Pb YOU HANDLE

FACTION OUT OF

MONEY I EARN

BY PUTTING AWAY

A CERTAIN PER-

CENTAGE OF IT
FIRST AND THEN
SPENDING THE

HAW. I'VE
DONE IT LOTS

NOT ME/ I GET

MORE KICK OUT.
OF POING THE

MOST SATIS-

REST ANY WAY

OF TIMES.

I WANT TO;

IV

"You and your cherries jubilee:"

al feel one of my reckless spells coming on. It's what
John calls a charge account syndrome:"

THE WI LLETS

010000
itsct10('toil°
.0,10104

$fotostPR°
pli3a sow&f

BUT NOT AT
HIGH TIDE!

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

ow WM/ 77/5 570RY

WELL, MA3OR, SOME- OF OUR

.

e

of:/-

'''

.,-

:4 il
A
.. 0.........
.......

SOLIDEST CITIZENS
GRABBED APPLES ACROSS
-THE FENCE AS BOYS! BUT
COMPARING SAKE TO A
-CUTUP- AT -GO -IDOL islige
CALLING GENERAL DE
GAULLE- A CHILD
PROD GY./

DID you HEAR THAT SAKE IS ON HIS WAY
TO VISIT US, TWIGOS ? HE DROPPED A
LINE TO MARTHA, 'TELLING HER HIS
BUSINESS AFFAIRS HAVE,RNALLYHAD,

-6E4.

AN UPWARD "RJR(4.1-.--HAK-KAFF.'-.^-11A.4 GLAD TO SEE 3AKE FINALLY
SETTLE DOWN AFTER BEING A MITE

.,.5644-elet2/346AC6-....

t,

WILD IN HIS YOUTH!

BUGS

JA

1 WIG6S

WAS BORN
SKEPT CAL= 8-3 c t.

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

A NIM5TAGIC OF

KNOW
WHAT I'D LIKE
RX213REAK5A5T-

Mumps
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

ANDHIse5H-ORDWIsIED

WAFFithroS,WfTH- BISITE2AND64201?

AND 54064a56...

.-TOPAY, DEFA12:4

#-

Mumps, an acute infection
of the parotid salivary glands,
is rarely a
disease but

serious childhood
occasionally may
cause meningitis or encephalitis (brain fever). Recovery
from these complications is

FIC7P411766...

(

hiAle.e5CME

Fts2ME

WHILEY:X1 120

AT IT.

.e5.101UND43,

oleewrf

EEK, Can srOU
UNDERSTAAJD IUHAT

(

MERE Is

POTHIAIG EUT AU

wee ITS REAL

`02/R6 EICAPIAJG
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M4ILE THIS. is

THE REAL WORLD-

WARE DWG?

WREN. FANTASY
WORLD OF PEACE

CONFLICTS AND

XI.ID QUIET THAT
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YCOVE CREATED
SCURS.ELF:

Ao

rule but sometimes they
leave the child with some de-

( our

If

.
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gree of deafness

When a boy escapes mumps
until adolescence or adulthood the disease may "go

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS

is much rarer

'.

can

be

prevented

12 Termination

designating a

by

keeping the victim in bed during the acute stage of the parotid swelling A reader writes
to say that his younger brother

el -Ai

had this complication and to
ask

0 tpu W MIA, lee. T14 Ito. Of, M. 05.."...

whether this would 'pre

vent h i s becoming a father
later in life In both boys and
girls, there is no permanent
damage to the sex glands, and
no interfence with subsequent
parenthood

CAPTAIN EASY

[ NOW I KNOW WHY BULL DAWSON

RANSACKED RORY'S PLACE, WASH: HE
STOLE A CHART LOCATING A RICH

ART TREASURE HIDDEN IN [TAW

THEN WHY
DIDN'T ROMY

SAY COI 1$21YD

GET TN

CHART EA

When the hard swelling of

DUNNO YET. SHE'S BEEN TRYING TV WRITE/
AN ANONYMOUS LETTER, WARNING ITALIAN

OFFICIALS: BUT WITHOUT PROM/T.5 APT
TO BSI !GROW!
STRANGE
840FP WANT

TO HE
ID HER
IDENTITY!

the parotid begins to subside,
by-day increase in activity will

So.

help the victim to get his

U

strength back

Q -- My 3 -year -old daughter has hypsarrhythmia. Brain

long do these children live?

A -- Hypsarrhythmla refers
to a type of abnormal brain
seen on the electroencephalogram in children with
retardation.
severe
mental

wave

When there are other children
in the family, it is usually better for them to put the affected
an institution. How
long such a child can live is

child in

hard to day. Much depends on
the care it is given ,but, sooner
or later, pneumonia or some
other infection will prove fatal.

S

MAYBE FELINNI W HER FATHER, AS ISULI.

CLalaisP.AND PSuKr mown' WAS

HIS EXPEDITION TO GET THAT 'TREASURE/
ITALIAN ALPO IS
A DART
OW .THEN
CALLED THE DOLOMITES!

a me
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tribe (zool.)
AN
A
13 Biblical weed 19 Persia
R
SO N
ENA
14 (2filture medium 21 Samoan seaport
0
R
N
RED
15 Narrow inlet 23 Bridge
A N
O
LAD
A N
18 Sea eagle
26 Hard fat
MDS ARE G
17 Low sand hill 28 Place in
37 Feminine
45 Hebraic musica
18 Motherless calf
recumbent
appellation
pause (Bib.)
20 Loadstone
position
47 Arabian ruler
29 - shooter 30 Overlook
22 Growls
40 Flat-bottomed 48 Roiled (coll.)
24 Special tab.)
(Coll.)
boat
49 Autos
30 Hog
25 Coarse files
41 Srna 1
50 Eve's son (Bib.)
27 Pastoral poems 31 Meadow
43
Con
airier
made
54
Gone by
30 Project
33 Peruse
of
osiers
55 Legal point
36
Vend
32 Distinctive
atmosphere
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
34 Three -toed sloth
35 That is (ab.)
12
13
14
36 Dirk
37 Chalcedony
15
16
17
39 Triangular

EEI-5

roof line
42 Article of

furniture
44 Is sick

18

19

20 21

22

ALLEY OOP

49 - roundup

26

51 Ragout of game 30
52 Encourage
53 Bird
56 Lamprey
57 Genuine
58 Awry (dial.)

24

23

46 Poniard

specialists tell us there is no

sit up or hold her head up. How

S

5 Sailor
6 Footed vase
7 Supposes

1

strict bed rest is no longer
necessary or advisable. A day-

hope for her. She can't even

BEDS

1 ---fighter
8 Maverick - 8 Begged (coll.)

4 - poker

%I,

This involvement of the sex
glands

Answer to Previous Puzzle
T APE P I E
AD I -r ETON ANT

-Old West

down" and cause an acute inflammation of the testicles.
Inflammation of the ovaries in
older girls may also occur but

31

39

37

42

41

44

45

3 Eastern cataract
4Iron alloy (pl.)

38

43

47

46

5.1

(coil.)

81 Multitude
82 Attempt
DOWN
1 Encircles
2 Combination

.

SZ

-

53
58
sop61

54

29

34

36

40

28

33

1132

35

59 Letter of
alphabet
80 Twist about

27

55

56
59
62

48

THE PROSPECT DAY

.Left --Mary Noonan
teaches
fledgling swimmer at Meadow's
Pool the backfloat technique. This
is one of the first steps in the swim
program --teaching the 'Students to'

.
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Page 6

WANTED

relax and be confident in the water.

Park Pools
Make Fishes
Out of Them

HAVE YOU ANY OF THESE
THINGS TO SELL?
They'll Bring You Extra Cash
And

).V.43.11,
"2,

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

Rugs

Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents
Books
Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios

Right --Correct stroke is
important
to
fledgling
swimmers.
Herr,
Jane
Beady gives instructioo is
the right techniques.

-Skifel
Trunks
x

Jewelry

-

Bicycles

TV Sets
Clothing

,r

-Nwilt Come Watch Them Sidash

11...ra

Building
youngsters

as

confidence
swimmers

in

a great deal of apprehension.

is

A few are actually afraid of

one of the main objectives of the water.
the Mount Prospect Park DisYet in a few short weeks.
trict learn to swim classes.
all_are jumping in the pool,
A recent report shows oat, playing and splashing and have
there are currently 1.716 stu- shed all of their early fears.
enrolled in learn to
SWIM programs at these village pools What goes on bedents

hind the scenes',

Many young
proach

students

ap-

their first lesson with

They are taught in the Park
District
safety

pools

by

six

water

instructors and 30

as-

unpaid volunteers. These instructors
daily work
with

in June 20 were 250 girls and
Daily, these geginners started up. the ladder that
leads them to competency as

George Gattis and Don nipple
are pool managers, Day Photographer Dan Balas took pic-

in

beginners

190 boys.

tures.

swimmers.

Golf Clubs

the water and stay auntil help ar-

Typewriters
Motorcycles

As he advances through the

Used Trucks

sistants, many of whom are fall
young people, helping them become proficient inthe water.
At Meadow Pool, where

Registered

The first step is to pass
the beginners test. Those who
make the grade are able to
in

rflioavest.,

at least

six stations, the young. swimmer himself learns how to

Refrigerators

give aid to those who might be

Baby Buggies

in distress.

Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines
Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material

Residents who want to see
how the park district learn to
swim

program

operates

are

k1

urged to visit one of the three
pools at 10:45 a.m., when the

Grace's Daze

classes are being conducted.

Better yet, the park district
suggests,

youngsters

Wonderful Vacation Time
It is the height of the vacation season and many people
are anticipating restful, or not
away from
Many others are re-

much of their lives in the South
but who admit to an occasional
longing to return to Mount
Prospect. The vacation was one
postponed from last holiday sea-

turning with the fervor of those

son when illness in the family

who enjoy their holidays; the
firm conviction they will again

kept the Hallbergs in Mount
Pitspect. They also report

return to that haven of fun.

cooler weather there than here.
Sightseeing trips from the
time the Hallbergs left home

so

restful,

home

trips

No longer

a

seasonal

re-

treat from the daily routine,
Florida is noa a year-round
attraction Just back are Mr.

and Mrs. Arthur Schwarzkopf.
At one time he was stationed
in Macon, Ga , during his days
in the service.
planned the trip

He carefully
so his wife

and -the children Linda and
Greg saw the southern area

he wanted them to see. Previous vacations had taken the

top of Lookout
Mountain and Ruby Falls in

included

the

Tennessee,

St.

enter
in

one
the

of your
program

and watch his swimming talents develop.

By Grace Mott
time at the beach and on the
golf course.

Right .-- Marilyn Gattis,
Instructor at Meadows
Pool, watches a young student
make a practice dive. Diving
an

in

Wisconsin, so did

his

mother Mrs. Fred Meeske Sr.,
who returned lust week from
Appleton. Traveling with her

sister and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Boehne of Mount
Prospect, Mrs. Meeske and the

Boehnes were guests of their
niece and her family, the Morris Clarks.

Augustine,

Miami, Ft. ' Lauderdale, where
LAKE LAWN at Delavan,
they, found the beaches among
their favorites, Cypress and Wis., was the vacation destiBusch Gardens. Determined to nation of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
enjoy the trip, the Hallbergs Lundstrom and their son Roger.

spent from Tuesday until Saturday returning to Mount Prospect.

Below --Bruce
Renard and
Sanders, instructors at

Sharing part of the stay there
with the Lundsttoms were her
sister and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Rudolph Glade, all of

Sue.

Meadows Pool help two students how to use the "face
float" technique.

Mount Prospect.
. IT WAS off to the Lake of
the Ozarks for Mr. and Mr;.

family East, West and North.
Down the middle of the state
they went, half waj., to the Keys,

John Amon and their daughters

to the least -liked Everglades,
and to Cypress and Busch
Gardens Cooler weather cou-

Janice's fiancee Richard
nieczski.

Ko-

Gary returned a week ago from
Sheridan, Wyo. Taking their

For

one

week

they, were

guests of former Mount Prospect neighbors Mr. and Mrs.
James Stewart 'oho have lived

Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth WillPeggy, Sue and Janice and ert and their Kathy, Alan and

Above -- Instructor Mary

first dude ranch vacation, the Bean demonstrates use of the
fun for the family, especially family. rode, rested and found paddle board u a learn to
every stop made the 4,000 mile swimming, skiing and boating, a real Western rodeo an ex- swim technique at' Mount Prosjourney one to be long rememand a look at Stevens College citing experience. Plans made pect Park District swimming
bered.
at Columbia, Mo., where Sue, in advance included traveling pools.
a
Forest View high school companions Mr. and Mrs.
THE, TRIP Mr and Mrs. senior, may attend next year. Thomas McCormick and their
Roy G. Hallberg and their 12, Perfect weather aided the va- children Mark and Martha of
Mount Prospect. This was the:
year -old Cathy took was also cation.
Back, in town 'this week ,arc McCormicks' third such holitheir first to Florida and, ac-'
cording to Mrs. Hallberg, they Mr. and Mrs. Earl:Meeske and day.
While the McCormick family
did and saw everything there their three daughters who spent
was to do and see in the more four days houseboliting on the returned home after the week
Mississippi River with equip- at the ranch, the Willerts went
than two weeks they were away.

pled with air-conditioned motels and swimming pools at

Outboard Motors

helps build confidence,

While Earl Meeske vacationed

Cameras
Antiques
Furniture
Livestock
Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars
Auto' Tires.
Aquariums
Row Boats

The trip had a dual purpose:

Went to the Dells for several

on to tour several thousand
Miles of the West, including
National Park
Yellowstone

dtrys, then .op home to spend

and Salt Lake City.

ment rented. in La Crosse,
Wis. From there the family

'

WANT ADS

CALL

255-7200

Wednesday, August 3,1966

THE DAY.

CALL TODAY

255-7200
NOTICE
The DAY classified
department
is now open

for business.
OFF ICE HOURS:

8:30 A. M.

until 5:00 P.M.

Parry

MECHANIC

Come Home, Lost

Parakeet, Blue & Wht. Reward
Rolling Meadows A.CL 5-6338

Boys' 6 finger baseball mit
lost July 6 vic. Ari. Market
Call Mark Stroder 392-2214

Full time

392-9300

.

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.
592-0782

IG 5-6650

ARLINGTON

STANDARD SERVICE

DRIVER

259-1457

MAN OR BOY

Pull Time Delivery
& Stock Work

morning only.

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
439-0268
199 King St.
RELAY DRIVER
1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Call

111

1000 S. Arl. His. Rd.

Mechanics-Gasoline/Diesel

Day or Night Shift
Work for international truck
dealer. New Service Center.

TERRACE
SUPPLY CO.

GILMORE INTL, INC.

W. Central Rd.

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Mt. Prospect News Agency

pect Area company. Background: Personnel, Public Relations, Promotion, total busi-

.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

COLLEGE STUDENT WITH 5 YRS. EXPERIENCE
EXCELLENT WORK REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED

ness Management. Available
about September 1st. Box
1035, Prospect Day, 117 S.
Main Street, Mt. Prospect,111.

Some training in machining inspection and machine shop
would be helpful.

Excellent starting rate and automatic salary reviews.

Craig Pauley - 392-0535

child - children in her home.

Profit sharing.

Air-conditioned plants.

Exp., capable babysitters
High school sophomore, and
8th grader. Day or night.

Write your ad here. One

24 -Help Wanted Men

----PhorieT Visit -or -Write -Route 83

WAREHOUSE HELP WANTED

2

Lake District News Co.
411 14. Wolf Rd. Wheelirrs

3

FULL TIME, apply TEXACO
SERVICE, State & Golf Arl.

Prospect Heights

Wheeling

392-1830
15 -Business Personals

6

bills locally. 296-55.
1

MAINTENANCE
GROUNDS MAN

10

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

Must have mechanical and
electrical skills. 40 hr. week.
Paid vacation. Yearly raise.
Call Arlington Heights Public
Schools, Dist. 25. 253-6100

11

DO YOU
NEED

Extension 27.

12

BUILDING
CUSTODIAN

13

$2000
$3000
.$4000

Experience not required, but

14

helpful. Job security. Ideal

working conditions and excellent employee benefits. Apply
500 Fernandez. 253-0620.

15

HIGH
SCHOOL
BOYS

16
17

OR MORE

For Stuffing Papers EarlySaturday Mornings.
Mount Prospect
New Agency

18

REASON?

SECURITY PATROLMAN

Take cn Months

For full time day shift. Randhurst Shopping Center. Good

20

FOR ANY

392-1830

19

Up To vu To Pay

pay, group insurance, paid
holidays and uniforms sup-

21

WE

plied. Age 2110 40.

22 -

SPECIALIZE

Call 259-0500
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

23

For Right Person

24

Capable Young Married Man
for Full Time All A round Work

Count words and figure, 5
average words per line. 15

average words equal a 3 line
ad.

in Lumber Ware House.

Salary Open
CL 5-0413

IN CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE

COST

$3.15 for 3 days

This includes one FREE in-

sertion in "Market Day" if
your ad appears in the regular Tuesday edition.

HIGH

MONTHLY PAYMENT

SCHOOL
BOYS

CALL TODAY

Enclosed is $
Name

Address
City
State

For Stuffing Papers.
Early
Saturday Mornings.

,255-5060
Henriksen

Mount Prospect

Blacktop Work

business

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

PHONE:

255-7200

.GET RESULTS

.

Alton's Quality

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
free
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794

24

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work. low

Will do tutoring in my home.
Qualified Teacher

cost, free estimate.
562-2991

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured
guaranteed.

& all work

Free Estimates

Full Time Professional
People
259-5066
Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2.x 8 x 16

Mt. Prospect

black, brown, yellow, buff.

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
4tin Vorgias Co.

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.

CL 3.7384
Suburban
Decorators
Free

esti-

mates.
358-4882

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS

On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfaction guar. Also interior
color design.

Call Leo's
CL 3-7374
Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture
Cleaners
Home Maintenance, Fully
Free
Estimates.
Insured.
259-5066

Rain -WNW':

owneis to check their T.V.'s
to see if they are in proper

If they
are not! Come in or call.

viewing condition.
Ray's

(Color or Black & White)

work guaranteed. Free es-

--17 S. Evergreen, Ad.. Hgts.

the

timates. 529-6587.

894-3115
Transporatlon

Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales
Wheeling. Ill.
LE 7-1166

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
Tree Service -lawns Mowed

Radio and T.V. Repair

CL 5-569k

Drill Press Operators
Must be able to set-up and operate.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able tb set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based .on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

INSPECTORS
Immediate openings for experienced inspectors in several
areas of our new plants.

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

Trimming - Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service

-

State Licensed - Insured

119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-9530

LAYOUT INSPECTORS
FLOOR INSPECTORS

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

* Good starting rate -and profit sharing.

* Air ennditioned plants.

.TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

Opportunity to Join rapidly growing company.

BARON TREE SERVICE

Stop in and see us during your vacation.

Free Estimates
529-6587

Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpen.

VACATION OVER!
WELCOME BACK.
Now is the time for all T.V.

entire N.W.
Driveways,
area.
patios.
! etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
'driveway's.
All
Serving

brands.

Free cst. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.
24 hr. phone serv.

824-2865

Interior and exterior qualpainting.

Guar. serv. on all

Trash baling

Painting -Decorating

ity

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful. -

Sew. Mach. Repairs

TRIUMPH & FIAT

Miscellaneous Service

439.3405

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

'

255-0348

General Clueing

537-8228

Boring Machine Operators

Sewing Machine Repairs
de-

259-0487

See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:36 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

styling,

Randhurst.

coating.

392-1830

WANT A P.S

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools."

52 9-6587

signing & alterations. Near

old blacktop, repair & seal

Each -Plain 200 - Colors 250
Now available in red, green,

OFFICE HOURS:

Individualized

resurfacing

areas,

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

Hours: Weekdays 9'a.m. to

Tool Makers
Varied Machining Ability

Dressmakiag-Sewing

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
lots,
parking
driveways,

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

DAY.

premium 2nd shift)

equipment desirable

News Agency

Arlington, Illinois

Barrington

MACHINISTS

Call 255-1200

Phone

MAIL TO:
THE ARLINGTON,DAY
217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

STAN VORGIAS CO.

ADVERTISING

439-1794

or Call

Dunkirk 1-2400

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift

For

DONS BLACKTOP

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

Coma in

Consult this .daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Call 673-6760
Boy's wanted to placehand

WHEELING
537-2180

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
In a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

Let us help make your...DAY!

:$20 'per %reek.

9

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Service Directory

BOYS WANTED

DIVISION. OF -MARTIN. COMPANY

PRECISION MECHANICAL

1CTSINESS

13 to 17. Part time. To work
afternoons, Monday thru Sat-hrclay: Guaranteed salary plus
cortypislion. Can earn over

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in-

creases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

ASSEMBLERS

439-8700

York Rd.

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Elk Grove Village, Illinois

Rd. X

Call

Mount Prospect News Agency

Hts. 439-6964

4

C. M. SMITH

a

-For-Morning-Paper-

Mount Prospect

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

250 N. 12th ST.

BOYS

253-3443.

40 hrs. per week. Paid vacation, profit-sharing if eligible,
hospitalization available. Apply in person 9 AM to II AM.

1

CL. 9-1000

MART/IV META tit

Stop In and See Us During YoUr Vacation

'259-0820:-

3. Include your address or '

word on.each line. It's easy.
--Itis_fun,..and-it's. profitable.

2 weeks vacation after 1 year.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Will do ironing in my home.
Experiences References. Call

phone number.

Arlington Heights

800 W. Central Rd.

Must be able to read and interpret a variety of measuring
instruments.

FOR FREE ESTIMATE, INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR
CALL AFTER 6 P.M. MON. THRU FRI.

Mother will care for your
9576

...

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

We have immediate openings for precision assemblers in

References upon request. 255-

2. Include the price

ACCOUNTANT
Contact Mr. R. W. Beals, Director of Personnel.

one of our new plants.

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

1. You name the item

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

High School boy for general

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

PAINTING
DECORATING SERVICE

field work. Experience preferred though not necesnary..
CL 5-4090.

Age 18 to 25.

Good growth potential, new expanded business office area.
Excellent opportunity for experienced 'accountant. Degree
preferred but not necessary. Will be responsible for general.
accounting activities and related duties.

cleanup in Buffalo Grove.
Call 287-2450

537-8484

11 -Business Services

Land Surveyor's assistant for

Arlington Day
217 S.A rI.Hgts. Rd.
Arlington Hgts.
Box 1034

45 E. Palatine Rd.,'Wheeling

- 992-1830

40 years old, seeks position
with progressive Mt. Pros-

CASH

Young man to learn non ferrous metal business. No previous training in this field required. Mechanical aptitude
advantageous. Good opportunity for young married man.
Insurance and profit sharing.
Send resume to

Eves. and weekends.

1616 W. Northwest Hwy.
A rlington Hgts,
.CL. 9-3700

with car, deliver newspapers
to homes

FOR

EXECUTIVE

YOWL FIND IT /A' ME

QUICK.

.

437-9424

PART TI ME

HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR

11 -Business Services

21 -lobs Wanted -Men

FOR

r

in restaurant in Des Plaines.
Good .starting salary. Call

SALES TRAINEE

AND

trade. Reliable, mechanically
inclined.

Paid vacation

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

11 -Business Services

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

-

24 -Help Wanted Men

Manager for year round drive-

FULL TIME

GOOD OPPORTUNITY
Young man to learn glass

for
SCHOOL BUS

DAYS

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

4 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost And Found

3

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

315

ONLY

sively done by machine
also new method carpet
cleaning.
456-5404

INTERV IEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

Saturday.9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Write, Call or Visit.
C.M. Smith
tIP

use Me

WANT
ADS

2201 Lunt Rd.

Elk Grove Village

Phone 439-8700
Located between Higglfts and Route $83

An Equal Opportunity Employer

-

Wednesday, August

THE. DAY
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

EXECUTIVE SECTY.

TOY.

TO VICE PRES. OF

DEMONSTRATORS

AFFAIRS

INTERNATIONAL

You'll be trained as sect'y. to
exciting executive who is in
charge of international relations for famous suburban
firm. Foreign dignitaries visit hith and fie travels all over
thd ,world. eight steno. req'd.
but more important' is poise
and appearance $475. mo.
Free.
Miss Paige

25% ,Comisilasion

Hard Work
Maximum Opportunity
259-4049

IBM
COMPUTER '
OPERATORS.

744-9393

7205 N. Meade

SBC requires computer operators for IBM System/360.
experience one
year. Should at least have high
school certificate. but college
graduates - math majors preMinimum

,

3, 1966

$300

$650

-

OFFICE POSITIONS
2,000 Companies"
"We Handle Everything"

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:

Trainees or Experienced

"SHEET'S" 100% FREE
3 LOCATIONS

I

392-6100

NILES

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021

8144 1/2 N. Milwaukee

An equal opportunity employer

N,W. CHICAGO

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

You'll

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
be trained to greet

patients, ans. phones, and
schedule appts. for prominent
neighborhood doctor. Light
typing and neat appearance

are req's. $90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

CREDIT TYPIST
sumer credit.

Ladies - Many good opportunities calling you for beauty,
392=g017:

schedule transportation, etc.
Light typing, nice personality req'd. $90 wk. Free.

School Secretary. School year

plus 4 weeks. 36 hour week.
Call Arlington Heights Public
Schools, Dtst-.---25. 253-6100.
Extension 27.

Miss- Paige.
744-9393
7205 N. Meade
---

'

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL.
392-3500

.MAIDS
$1.50 per hour

METHODE MFG; CO.

apply
ARLINGTON MOTEL

1700 Hicks -Rd.

FULL TIME SECRETARY
with typing & shorthand ability. Hours 8:30 to 4:30. Full

CUSTOM PLASTICS,
INC.

Challenging opportunities,
Days, Weeks, Months.
Call Bette Rich 296-5515

RIVER TRAILS SCHOOL
DIST. '#26

EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS

1400 E. Kensington
Mt. Prospect
Phone - 296-2150

Receptionist -Gen. Office

Filing, varied duties in plant
(will train), No bookkeeping,

2

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings
from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal; castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.

Call

WELDERS -FABRICATORS $2.68-2.93
ASSEMBLERS
$2.I8-2.77
MACHINE OPERATORS $2.I8-2.62
Average 10 hours overtime per week

this study

course, you will be eligible
for excellent positions in the
hospital field. Study materials
free. Apply NOW, Personnel
director.

area code 312
ID 2-8000
Highland Park, Ill.

537-6100

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

of

HIGHLAND PARK
HOSPITAL

Minimum Age, 18

Mr. Wackerman

completion

Wheeling

PRODUCTS

24 -Kelp Waited Men

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNIT ES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

'-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION -WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.
.

ETALS
MART//V
//=MNENNMS//11,

Paid rest periods
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
Free Hospitalization
Bnnus for night work
Apply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

General Molded Products Inc..
SUBSIDIARY -OF SUNBEAM CORP..,
Des Plaines. Illinois
1365 Lee Strfteti ;
L3
774-5155
824-6135

School Bus Drivers
Experienced - or we will train
Part time or Full Time positions available.
RITZENTHALER BUS LINES

ing experience. Exceptional
opportunity for an Intelligent,
ambitious person seeking a
career. Good
permanent

MALE OR FEMALE

interview appointment.

PERSONNEL CLERK
TYPIST

Permanent full time position
in an established Personnel
Department is available for a
woman who has had general

537-2180
Tau E.....1".11.
Jen
so.

Fish tank & equip. many misc.
household items.
37 -Boats And Marine Supplies

or twin beds. $25. 939-2615.

For Sale. Hard rock maple

YOUNG SAILORS A -HOYI
Pram sailboat - ex.. cond.

Exc. Cond.
blonde coffee table.
Glass top. 253-4801
upright desk.

for tollway lakes -

Perfect

Round

CL 5-9191

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

50 -Landscaping

Male brown and black tiger
kitten to be given away. 6
mon. old. 392-2639 or 253-

Blue

SOD
Grass Sod Nursery.
Growers of nursery sod,
Straight Merlon.

5512.

Miniature Schnauzers AKC-

Reg. - Male - 8 wks. CI -3-

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN

7964

German Shepard AKC male
pups, 13 wks. old. Ch. Sire,

$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

Ch. blood lines, excellent disposition - $100.00 and up.

'-

$.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
lust off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

-

426-5108

-

-

---- Male -&- Female

-

.

Join A Profit Sharing Company

- Join

INTERVIEWING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm
- Saturday 9 -a.ark. 'to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now avagapir for men and
women in our new plants

'

--

r"'

ii

'

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

,

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

any ambition individual.'

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

4 HOUR

BUS SERVICE, INC.
2513 E. Higgens Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

SHORT SHIFT.
We are presently accepting applications for female
assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6;30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those
who are otherwise qualified.

DIETARY DEPT.

6201 W. Oakton

(Hospital)

Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
987-7100
An equal opportunity employer

as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Employment Agency columns

*************4c*********

in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualificatiobs for employment which an employer re-

F.T. -WOMEN - DAYS
Cooks Helper

gards 'as 'reasonably necessary to the normal opei-

Salad Lady

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

Cart Assembler

convenience to our readers

you can fill" any of the above positions, we can assure
you of permanent employment, -good salary, and many
It

benefits.
APPLY PERSONNEL

CL 9 -1000
6

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage .
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid

insurance

Arlington Heights

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of cornpany products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit C.M. Smith

-AMPEX
2201 Lunt Rd.

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
800 W. 'Central Rd.

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

F.T. - MAN -.DAYS
P.T. - MAN - (Moon Lighter).After 4 P.M.

NOTICE

limitation,
specification or discrimin-.
:Mon in emplpyment practices.

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

DAV I DSMEYER

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

believes would be of more
interest to' one sex than the
other because of the work

ANALYZERS

equipment.

Responsibilities will include
record keeping, compiling insurance, pension and employment reports with some emphasis on personnel research
and labor -relations activities.
Typing necessary and office
machine
experience desirable.
Pleasant working conditions,
excellent fringe benefits and
commenserate salary. Apply
in person, Personnel Depart-

to let them know which
positions the advertiser

Experience in procurement of parts or related items and
knowledge of production scheduling.

437-3767 or 437-9495

ience.

are made only (1) to

imi

A

INSPECTOR.

For School Buses and Travel -ails. A.M. and
P.M. Routes. Guaranteed Weekly Salary plus
Bonuses. Group Insurance Available.

or personnel exper-

preference,

427-2216
CL 5-6478
By Appointment Only
Budget Terms Available
For Sale. Maple finished bunk

H. 0. Train set & Board.,

No experience necessary as we will train.

DRIVERS

tion - sick leave & group insurance benefits. Please call
Mr. Colby - 775-7186 for an

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

WHEELING

For Bath, Kitchen, Rec. Rm.
VAUGHN PLAN & SUPPLY

ASSEMBLERS

starting salary - paid vaca-

his

Also Genuine Ozite VectraIndoor -Outdoor Carpet

Ability to read blue prints, -micrometers and indicators is
a must.

392-9300

people and have some typ-

of

100'S DECORATOR' COLORS

Freezer, Refrig. Lawn Equip.
Ping-Pong table, 4 pc. maple
bedroom suite or misc. merchandise. Boy's bike, 3 way
T. V. Console, kitchen equip.,

Free Life Insurance

Should be capable of meeting

anon

SAVE TO 50%

2004 E. Miner, A.H.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant working cond't's

Involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to Indicate

DIVISION OF. MARTIN COMPANY

250 NORTH 12th- STREET
(OFF DUNDEE RD:

392-7639

$10.

678-3720

for career minded woman.

Designations

/

Com. box spring. $30. King
sized head board. Off whit!.

Schiller Park, Ill.

ment.

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3. 00 PER HR.

10-4 AUG. 5-6

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Twin_ sized_ Harvard . frame._

Immediate opening available

office

LUXURIOUS
CARPETING

GARAGE SALE

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

SWITCHBOARD

-

after 12 noon.

JUNIOR PLANNER

RECEPTIONIST -

program, starting Aug. 15.
Good starting salary. Upon

delivery arranged. 773-0252

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY SERVICE

to I PM women interested in
a 5 wk. nurses aide training

piece or room. Terms and

Pool 3 x 12, pump, skimmer
$80 ea. or offer. CL3-3699.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

7134' West Higgins, Chicago

We offer top pay, automatic increases, health and life insurance, and cafeteria. These are permanent positions
with a company that has an outstanding record of growth
and prosperity.

259-0542.

HI-FI AM -FM RADIO-PHONO

PHONE 827-1108

MANPOWER

NURSES A I DES
(Man Power for
Health Program)
From Aug. 8 to 11 we will
be interviewing from 9 AM

23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

MACHINE

439-1371

PREFERRED

4070-7Cfld Savings.

bed. Englander. Reasonable.

-west of Dundee. Gilberts.'

no evenings.Sal-

ary open. Elk Grove Village,:
3 chair office in new building.

610 North Lee Street
DesPlaines

5583.
41 -Home Furnishings -furniture

392-7612

of Plastic Products

DENTAL HYGIENIST

"Angels In Disguise"

machine, 1 yr. old cost new
$385. Sale price $150. 3924343.
Complete Hollywood double

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunityemployer

BARRINGTON

GENERAL BLOWER CO.

Paid Vacations

RIGHT GIRL

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Road

827-5557

Male. 1 yr. old.
Pure bred. All Shots. 253-

Dachshund.

Male Beagle -1 yr. old A.K.C.
Reg: Raised with children. $50.00. 392-1861-

8501 West Higgins

4'-1/2 days

Blk & wht. $125.00 296-1243

Call Jane Nelson

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

of charge to, renew and improve your typing, tranacrib7
big, etc. Call Ethel Doebber.

First 5 Days Pay

Top Rates

9545 W. Ainslie

"Brush -up" on your °Vice
skills NOW for PART TIME
work after school starts. Use
our office equipment FREE

-

UNIMATIC --

and make money tool Need
2 or more girls or high calibre

DU 1-2400

Work For A Good Company

With

TYPIST
$75 BONUS.
and general office work. Var-

cation. Full or part-time ,Day
or night shift. Apply:

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

With Your Job And Traveling?

$10. BONUS

Temporary Service

Subsidiary of IBM

Silver. Ch. sired. AKC. 12

weeks old. Call FL 8-2699
after 0 p.m.
Alaskan Malemute,, 6 weeks
old, male puppies, AKC reg.,

One-- duplicating

$125.

PLUS

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

and annual bonus.

DISSATISFIED

Stenos

ied duties In sales department
of growing automation machine tool builder. Air conditioned office. Paid Hospitalization. Profit sharing.
Hours 8:30 - 5:00. $90 weekly,

SBC requires key punch oper-

ATTENTION
MOTHERS:

Secretaries
Clerks

Typists

722 Kensington
Arlington Heights

Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

IMMEDIATE WORK

STENOGRAPHER

Hospitalization available
See Scotty Robinson

military specifications.

ELECTRICAL

AND

For High School District #214

For appt. phone 255-2236.

Excellent opportunity fo, men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience pluve a good working knowledge of

PART TIME

BEVERLY
RESTAURANT

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

LOOK
YEARS YOUNGER

TEMPORARY

Work. Close To Home

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

For Sale.

Miniature Schnauzer. Male.

,

The Hollister Newspapers
1232 Central Ave. Wilmette
ALpine 1-4300 GR. 5-1560

Apply in Person
Day or Night Shifts

259-5300 EXT. 37

253-51700

benefits. Apply Betty Graham

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want

immediate opening, interesting work, pleasant surroundings.

Positions Available

Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-1107

Elaine Revell, Inc.

insurance program. Retirement benefits. 2 weeks vacation atter first year.

You earn as you learn.

DRAFTSMEN

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

COMPTOMETER OPER

WANTED

Girl Friday wanted. Pleasant
working conditions, in a new

time staff. 5 days 40 hr. wk.
Congenial surroundings, airconditioned office, merit pay
program, excellent company

needed for our permanent full

Teacher from Hasbrook area
wants baby sitter for school
year. 1 boy. Your home or
mine. 259-5781 or 392-7905.

Call 287-2450

Arlington Heights

255-2246.,
$5.00 a month

$15.
Soft Water

builder's models in
Buffalo Grove. Must
have transportation:
287-2450

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

Rolling Meadows

'59 Volkswagon. $450, Small
freezer, $50; Child's tractor,
$9; stork line crib, $10.; bunk
beds, complete, $50. 22" fan,

voice and good typing skill

SECRETARY FOR BUILDER
IN BUFFALO GROVE. GOOD
STARTING SALARY. MUST
HAVE TRANSPORTATION.

Full & Part time

for either full or part time.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

350 W. Colfax St.
Palatine,

GEO. POOLE FORD

WANTED

ers, help them plan trips,

-

in above positions.
Bonus- Jobs. Frequent wage
reviews & excellent fringe
benefits.

women

Paid vacations and holidays

439-1666

earnCrigs:

Call Mrs. Marquard 439-7310
Cleaning Woman for

Electro-netic Labs

CASHIER SWITCHBOARD
18 OR OLDER

Bank of Elk Grove

firelirg:-aide- alitratiiiabattlocations. "Take your pick"
You'll learn to greet travel-

1st 8i 2nd shift

FULL TIME JOB

worker in the field of con-

Two openings and two dif-

359-3560

No typing -phone Mr. Arnold,
255-8051.

.Unusual opening for willing

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONISTS

adder necessary. Good starting salary, merit ralses,proflt sharing. Nq age limit.

Elk Grove Village.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

774-9393

7205 N. Meade

counts receivable posting.
Light typing and use of 10 key

and sodering. New plant and
liberal benefits. Call

classified ad taker with pleasant telephone
Experienced

train to handle our ac-

Will

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

ADTAKER

TRAINEE

'

WOMAN
NEEDED
For light assembly, wiring,

modern office.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
207 N. Evergreen

GENERAL OFFICE

Our fast growing companyhas

a need for

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

RECEPTIONIST

"We Will Place Anywhere"

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Road

ASSEMBLERS,
INSPECTORS
MACHINE AND
PRESS OPERATORS

"We Service Over

ferred. Interesting and re -

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

30. -Help Wanted -Women

Elk Grove Village

Phone 439-8700 -'
Located between Higgins and, Route #83
An Equal. Opportunity Employer

,ik-1141. Waded -Won

thatti-Wuna

h-Nel Wattel-Womea

30 -Help Itintei-Wsisi

55 -Musical Instruments

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

Master electric Guitar with
case and Armstrong ,Flute.

School teacher needs babysit-

CL. 3-7146
Lester walnut Spinet & bench.
"

Looking for
a Permanent

ter start Sept. 1..2 children.
255-7368.

Ex. Cond. $400 or best offer.'
120 bass child's size accordion. Red pearl. $100 or
best offer. 259-5243.

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

56 -Office Furniture-Oevices

14 -To Rent Apartments

Lge. sleeping rm.conveniently loc. in Arl. Ms. Gentleman
preferred. 253-7315.

Thermofax Copier ex. cond.

"BE CAREFREE"

$175. Three - 4 drawer tan
legal - size suspension file

Job?

AT

cabinets, good. cond. $40.00
each. Phone 259-3184.

WILLIAMSBURG.
Palatine's newest luxury a-

58 -Radio -Television

Join the Company
that has Steady
Ernployment

partment ,building located at
Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

21" G.E. Revolving T.V. per-

fect condition. $50..1011 E.
Wildwood Dr.. Prospect Hts.
66 -Business Opportunities

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM
Looking fora challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable businesi? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2

car garage, attractively landscaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed..

7

Palatine

$12,000

358-4555

C. FRANCEK

Arlington Heights.1 bdr m.un-

furnished ate. 3 short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Sept. ist.For.
259-4901

A ppt. call
16 -To Rent Houses

,

Beau ful
walnut paneling in L.R. and
There
are 3
family room.
bdrms-with 1 1/2 baths and
attached garage.

437-1089

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

HALL RENTALS

Convenient Locations

Weddings

-Low-summerrates for__

-Top-Rates----------

Parties

Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL
Don Wheeler
CL3- 2973
'

Camper tent trailer. Sleeps 6
Electric hook up food compartment. Reasonable. 392-

Lifesavers, Inc.

1715.

392-192(
Room 63
'Prof. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332- 5210
,

30 -Help Wanted -Women

6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fire-

places. large dining room,

beautiful fa oily room w/book-

cases. Towering shade trees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn,3-cargarage.
reduced for quick sale -$56,900.
COUNTRY ACRE close to Vil-

4 bedrooms, study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in

car garage.

Owner transf.

reduced to -$30,000.

OPEN SUNDAYS

Phone DU -1-3434

DAY WANT ADS
,

PRECISION
ASSEMBLY

Interesting positions avail-

able for alert young women

preferable but not essential.
Special training course pro-

vided for qualified applicants.

insurance. 8 paid holidays,
,etc.
Please come in

ACCOUNTING MACHINE OPERATOR
Apply Personnel Department.
1661 Northwest Highway

or call for appt.
fjGENERAL TIME
Pfripromn if. Waid .1

Park Ridge.

ACItOraTICS OMSION

General Time Corp.
1200 HICKS RD.

KEY PUNCH TRAINEES
Training positions open in Key Punch Department for qualified individuals.
Please call employment departmept for de-

tails.

ROLLING MEADOWS

CL 9-0740
An equal opportunity employee

PERSONNEL
INTERV IEWER

Knowledge, In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil

A Division of Union Oil Company of California
Palatine, Illinois
East' Golf Road
LA 9-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

INTERVIEWING

ASSEMBLERS
Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, Eck -pay, hospitalization and life in--

Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolt Road.
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

MUNI

250 N. 12th ST.

home with detached garage beautiful back yard with large
shade trees., Perfect for that
"cook out." This le a beauty
at $15,500.00.

PERFECT FOR that large
family of yours! 8 rm. bilevel, 4 bdrm,brick and frame

home, 2 1/2 baths, fireplace,
large living room and dining
room, 2 car -garage ona large
lot. $31,500.00.

6 room, 2 baths, solid brick
ranch in Mt. Prospect. Patio,
full basement, 2 -car attached
garage.3 blks . to grade school,
1 Mile to shopping, bus & railroad. Many extras. $31,500.00

8 room, 4 bedroom brick and
frame home. 2 1/2 baths,
fuU basement. 2 car garage.

ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS .- 3

bdrm. Lannon stone, Ranch
home 'with 2 fireplaces, w/w
carpeting, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, awnings, extra
garage. Ask us about the
price, You'll be surprised!!

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.

HO ME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.,

Palatine, Illinois

358-4555
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

BARRINGTON
AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes
from commuter station. 5 year
contract if desired. Barrington School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably
priced.

FL 4-2186

CHOICE

RESIDENTIAL LOTS
-Palatine-

-Barrington Areas $3,500 to $8,800

Most may, be purchased 1/3

down, 42 months to pay. Stop
in and see Plats.

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY
434 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800
Palatine
Open 9 to 9
99 -Automobiles For Sale

63 Buick Riviera, P.S., P.B.,
Factory A/C, P/Windows and
Vents, Vinyl top, Leather interior, Pre. Tires, Low Mlles,
253-7754

seeking an aggressive, ex-

perienced woman as' an
assistant. To qualify, an individual must be thoroughly
.versed in recruiting factory
applicants for electrical
manufacturing. Position also

includes recruiting clerical
applicants, and related
phases of personnel work.
Some college desired but a
degree is not necessary.
Consideration will be given

®

'65 Corvair. 2 dr. Hd. top.
4 speed. Like brand new. New
car warranty. 253-6673.

'63 V.W. Red Sedan, radio

white walls, one owner. 358-

4635.
'58 Chevy Station Wagon.1962

engine. 6 cyl. st. overdrive.
R & H. $250 or best offer.

to applicants who have had a

259-5243.,

experience in recruiting and
interviewing. Many fringe
benefits including tuition re-

101 -Automobiles Wanted

minimum of 2 - 3 years

fund plan. Please call for

an appointment. 562-7100
Ext. 723.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Me.4/14GME loonJ,

Clean Used Cars. Wanted

Come In And See Us
No Junkers,

Northwest Rambler - Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted

ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

1020 W. N/W Hwy CL3-2707

400 North Wolf Road
NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

For Sale. 1964 Bianchi motor
scooter. $150 cash. 296-2445.

'65 Honda. CB 160. Perfect

for road or campus. Adult
owner. $445.00

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

The alloys. important positions offer the satisfaction of working with people. Only those seeking -year round secure permanent emplokment need apply. '

'APPLY PERSONNEL.

Palatine

WANTED USED CARS

Bring your TITLE - CASH

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

No experience necessary, excellent paid training program.
Year round permanent employment plus merit increases.'
Good salary plus many employee benefits.

392-3562.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

GARAGE SALE
311 N. BEVERLY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Sat. 10-6
Fri. 6-10
Sun. 10-6
Furniture - Brass lighting fixture, 5. piece kitchen set,

kitchen sink and cabinet. Occasional chairs, complete bed
set, card table and chairs, lamps, etc.

Various appliances including deep fat fryer, and others.

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CL 9-1000

1964 Olds. Dynamic 88. 4 dr.

H.T. Pwr. brakes & steering.
call after 6 P.M. 253-5494.

Best Prices Paid

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

800 W. Centrt Rd.
I

A r. Hts.

MUSTANG MTRS.

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

'

Air equal opportunity employer (M&F)

Our employment manager is

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

MART/iv METALS

TOMATIC ELECTRIC

9 to 9

$2100

PURE OIL COMPANY
200

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

BRUNS

GET -RESULTS -- --large--family-roonrand-Zrar ----30 -Help Wanted -Women

starting pay, paid vacation,
free life insurance, optional
medical hospital & surgical'

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

out, at only $30,900.

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

benefits including excellent

CLERK TYPISTS

suitirb with beautiful brick
patio. Real sharp inside and

lage.

We offer many progressive

Has Job Openings For

Liv. and din. rooms. Large

bdr m. newly decorated ranch

on our APOLLO SPACE PROGRAMS. Some experience

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
JUST LISTED

Beautiful Brick Bi-level with
large 2 car garage. Carpeted

OPEN

who would enjoy working on
assembly of small electronic
parts. Work in clean, air conditioned research laboratory

1Randhurst Center

many extras. Beautiful Sherwood Section. Lower 40's.
CL. 3-8842

CL 5-8320

126 W. Main St. -Barrington

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

WONDERFUL

system, auto. garage door,

1714 E. N/W.Dwy

living room and dining -L. 2 -

3 bdrm. ,ranch.. Close.. to all
scliools- 'Available -Sept.-15c$200 per month. References.

ranch. Central air - condit-

ion, approx. 1 acre prof. land-spd., underground sprinkling

Lovely panelled rec.
rm. split level hometin` Master.
rm. The landscaping is

extra large lot.

in-laws, horses? Perfect for

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Heights - by Owner. Custom built lg. 3 bdrm.

kitchen with built-in oven and
range. 3 bedrooms with large

$22,900

HOME REALTY

says STIVERS is

Openings on
Three Shifts
are for
COIL WINDERS

This immaculate house has
just been reduced to sell immediately. L. R. is carpeted,

DELICATESSEN

But Arlington Daysie

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle 8mall Tools Is Desired

$15,300

you --authentic Williamsburg
Colonial home on 7.6 acres.

UNTIL 9 p.m.

OFFICE. _WCRKERS

ASSEMBLERS

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.

HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

1

Temporary

First and Secon-d Shifts -are for

comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrms,

OPEN. EVENINGS

Dept. A -

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Openings on

Brick and frame ranch with
carietedliving - dining room

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788
Palatine

8 E. N/W Hwy. Mt. Prospect
DIAL CL 5-2020

YOU!!

_

'I East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

ness. Asking

for

$18,900

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

For sale in the heart of Mt.
Prospect. Selling due to ill-

is

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

space
2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm - $160.

PARTAKE

___TOMAT/C ELECTRIC

Wednesday , August 3. 1966

111E DAY

Arlingtim

Heights

Bed spreads, table cloths, childrens clothes. Misc. includes,
lamps, power mower, garden sprayer, trainingwheels,boolcs,
gamell, dishes, and many mOtr misc. items.

Arlington Holds Slim Lead

wim Finals Set Tonight
Arlington Heights holds a whisker -thin lead on the basis "
into tonight's District Finals
of the Northern Illinois Swim Conference Championships.

of early diving

results going

Arlington scored 18 points last night in the diving finals,
while Mount Prospect scored 16-1/2. Northbrook, which

tied with Arlington Heights and Mount Prospect during the
dual -meet schedule, scored only one diving point.

Northbrook, though, has 64
qualifiers ready for tonight's
finals, plus nine relay teams.

alike. IC had beenslated for the

Mount Prospect has 59 swim-

ton Heights.

mers qualified in individual
events plus nine relays, and

Arlington Heights -has only 51
individuals and nine relays.

Pioneer Park pool in ArlingARLINGTON'S

early

div-

ing lead is primarily the doing
of 12 -year -old Marylee Cronin, who scored seven points by

SKOKIE, WHICH goes into
finals with a thirdplace total of 14 diving points,
has only 30 qualifiers in inditonight's

vidual events, plus the. nine relays
The

finals will be held at
Maine West High SchoolOak-

ton and Wolf roads, in

Des

Plaines The meet was shifted
there

yesterday

after

cold

weather moved into the area

taking first in the girls' 14 and
under diving. She earned 58.40
points from the judges, edging
teammate Mary Lou Kaine, who
took second with a 58 -point
routine.
Dave Mullan scored 103.60 to

take second for Arlington Hts,
in the 15 and over mixed diving, and Bill Witcher took sixth
in the boys' 14 and under diving
with a 39.85 performance.

and threatened to spoil the meet

for contestants and spectators

Mesch Wins
Tennis Match

JIM POPE grabbed a first -

Prospector

finish was a

by Gail Fuith

fourth

in

the

girls' 14 and under diving. She
scored 47.30 with her routine.

Cindy Halas was right 'behind Gail with a fifth -place
finish, registering a 47 -point
score on the judges' cards.

Don Weber scored the rest of

-MESCH NOW advances, to -the-Mount Prospect -points,- tythe tourney finals at Hinsdale ing for fourth in the boys' 14
Sunday, when he'll meet Wally and under diving with a 45.75
Bates of Riverside
Arlington's Jim

routine.
Jakubiec

dropped a 6-2, 6-3 decision to
Eddie Thompson of Riverside
another match played .. kat
night Thompson's victory entitles him to a berth in the
finals against either Ken Bogda

of Berwyn or Mike McCabe of
Wheaton

YESTERDAY'S Day erroneously reported the outcome
of the Don and Dave Johnson
doubles match against Haidle

and Howie Kersting of Elmhurst

The

Johnsons,

repre-

senting the Arlington Heights
Tennis Club, beat
hurst pair 6-2, 6-2

the

Elm-

AREA SWIMMERS qualiffirst in 31 events, plus
thrte__relays. . First -place .qual-.
ied

fliers follow.
MOUNT PROSPECT
Connie Foster: girls' 13-14
100 -yard

individual
butterfly.

free style;
medley;

100 -yard
50 -yard

Rich Hines: boys'
free

style;

100 -yard

back-

100 -yard

stroke.
Jema Allen: girls'
under 25 -yard breast
25 -yard backstroke.

Gail Schlak:

girls'

8

and

stroke;
8

and

under 25 -yard free style.

The Waycinden Area Boys

View High School.

Guest speakers at the affair

will be Jerry Lynch and Billy
O'Dell of the Pittsburgh. Featured at the banquet will be
of the E.V.
Wollard Sportsmanship Award.
Nine Senior League ballplayers, one from each conference team, has been nomithe

presentation

9-10

50 -yard

Pat Wollerman: girls' 15 and
over 100 -yard backstroke.

Barb Raasch: girls' IS and
15 and over 100 -yard breast stroke.
Paul Sigfusson: boys' 8 and
over 100 -yard free style; 100 ARLINGTON.

Cathy Rowe: girls'

yard individual medley; and
50 -yard butterfly.
Marsha Kaipus: 'girls' I I
and 12 100 -yard free style;
100 -yard individual medley; and
50 -yard backstroke.
Steve Below: boys' 11.12
100 -yard free style.
Sandra Gabler: girls' 9-10
25 -yard
25 -yard free style;

and 25 -yard but-

backstroke;
terfly.

Gerald DiSimone: boys' 8 and
under 25 -yard breast stroke.

Kathy Dalton: girls'

11-12

Softball
Standings

under 25 -yard backstroke.

Jodie Lee Epstein: girls'

8

and under 25 -yard butterfly.

John Epstein: boys' 8 and
under 25 -yard butterfly.
Steve Rieser: boys' 13-14
50 -yard butterfly.
Cathy Berate: girls' 13-14
50 -yard backstroke.
Anne Tobin: girls'
13-14
50 -yard breast stroke.

Neely Ranks as
Loop Grid Dean
Jess Neely will retire from
the head football coaching job
at Rice University next year
after

serving more seasons
the Southwest Conference
than any other head coach.
in

Neely's reign with the Owls
spans four decades. The 1965
season represented his twentyseventh year on the Rice grid
staff and his twenty-sixth us
head man. The veteran mentor
Tavern in the American leads all S. W. C. coaches with
League, J. & B. Meat Market 143 victories. He has coachid
in the National League, and four championship teams and
Hengel's Heroes in the Teen- led squads to the Cotton,
Orange, Sugar. and Blue Bonage loop.
net Bowls.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Won Lost Tied

Team

Wille's

Tovern..-' -7 '

Mt. Prospect
Car Wash
4
Town & Country
IBarbersL. & S.
Standard
2
L -Nor
Cleaners
0

crown. His retirement as head
football coach and athletic di-

2
2

rector at Rice becomes affective in September of 1967.

2
3

6

Friedrich's
Funeral
Home
Tower Cleaners

members

1

I

5

Pete Kacheris,
Scott Dorsey,
Shell;
Des Plaines Plymouth; Ernie

Plaines;

Art's

Woolard. Pete's Standard and
Rich Klingel,
mobile.

Bravos

Olds-

Weber Marking
3
Systems -.

4

Goodyear
Tires
Jake's

3

4

1

6

0

Pizza

and

non-members,
are invited to

Hengel's
Heroes
Louie's Barbershop

4

2

try Barbers
Pete's Barber Shop

3

3

MANAGER HOLAN'S outfit
Ken

Lewis Scoring System will be
in effect.

Steve

Furlong,

Mileski, Bob

2

3

August 3,

RTS

in the featured
two-mile pursuit race- at the
Meadowhill
Park
Bicycle

second

4

2

1966

Haaning,

Kim Hurd. Jeff Wegner, and
Ron Stiff.
for

strength

the

and Bob Erskine.

Page10

THE MINOR

League's

American Division stars

place

Track in Northbrook last week.

will

THE ILLINOIS State rood
racing
Dean

champion bowed to
Patterson of Winona.

toppers, 14-13.

The Cubs and Littelfuse will
meet at
p.m. Sunday at Feehanville School to determine

I.

Joe Werwie.

Junior miss and out: I. Dave
Johnson, 2. John VanDevelde,

Mike Mier, 2. Dave Johnson, 3. Tim Jack.
Senior Team race: I. Le-

the league championship.

son. 3. Dan Jilek.

in

Dan followed Tom Buttars
and Jerry Carson in the Senior Class C half -mile test, and
Tim trailed Dave Johnson and
John Van Develde in the junior
miss and out event.

THE NEXT regular racing
night at Northbrook is slated
for tomorrow at 8 p.m. The
sprint

championships will

held on Aug.

at

be

p.m.
and the national championship meet is scheduled for
Aug. 19, 20 and 21.
14

7

Stock bikes: I. Bob ArmBill

Sting ray half -mile: I. Ray
Cineelli,

2.

Devon

Carty,

Senior

Jim Rohrholt
Two-mile pursuit: I. Dean
Patterson, 2. Dennis Ellert-

Rossi-

Magnani, 3. Garrity-Ellertson.

Senior

Class

A

half -mile:

professional football clubs.

Only Denver of the Ameri-

quarter -mile:
1. Henry Heirbaut, 2. Jeffery
Elliot. 3. Johnny DeKind.

All -Star

Minnesota Vikings have the largest
roster.

contingent with end Jim Lindsey of Arkansas,
linebacker
quarter -mile: Don Hansen of Illinois, tackle
Intermediate
I. Jerry Pearce, 2. Jim Ocho- Jerry Shay of Purdue, and
wicz, 3. Jerry Herreweyer.
safetyman Stan Quintana of
,

Senior miss and out: I. Jim

Sports on T.V.
Today
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed
NFL highlights, ch. 32.
8 p.m. Bowling, ch. 32.
9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26.

New Mexico.
Thirty-three

schools
are
represented
on
the
squad.
Arkansas heads the list with
three representatives - Lindsey, end Bob Crockett, and
tackle Glen Hines.

Selling your home?

6

I

5

3

Grove Dodge

3

4

Lakers
Sox

3

Hilltoppers

I

4
6
6

Junior

Class

B

Cava-

mile:

The Northwest Suburb's
Only Noftsstonal Theatre.

for an evening
of fun see

Country/s1 Club

Homeowners

Policy, Call
Me Today!

es.

CHOICE'
a new comedy by Ira

IN THI OLD ORCHARD COONT/IT CTUR
NI. 'rasa., HI
Rand L Euclid

Levin.
Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30
Sunday at 7:30
Box Office Opens Deny 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Reservations B Mall Or Phone CL 9-5400

Roland E. Sorgatz

Mt. Prospect

REAL ESTATE

TATE FARM
Mai

IIIlssls

Structural

Steel

Bohstedt, John Andrup, Bob

lington Heights . Twilight Golf
League last week by trimming
the, front runners 9 1/2 - 2-

-

1/2.

Team

City Weld-

ies.

TEAM STANDINGS
Points

Springs Shell Service

tard.

tural Steel
New Emerald
Cleaners
Harris...P,harmacy

Second -place National Conveyor and Supply closed in on

Koops Mustard
Horcher Decor-

lone, but it dropped a 6 1/2 5 1/2 decision to Koop's Mus-

top spot by edging Lau-

the

terburg and Oehler
1/2,
Heights
5

6 1/2 while third - place
Cleaners kept pace

73 1/2
70
70

69 1/2
69
62

Crest Heating
Lauterburg &
Oehler

HARRIS PHARMACY
Crest

77

ators
Bruns Real
Estate

erald Cleaners.
ped

80

National Conveyor 78 1/2
Heights Cleaners 77 1/2
77
City Welding
Arlington Struc-

Heating

and

60

top-

Air

ule.

Three of the local linksmen
collected two birdies apiece in
rounds last week. They were
Joe Haughey, Len Haines Jr.,
and Bob Zogate.

BUD'S

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchell
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do It Yourself Or We Install

.Price & Compare

JOHN COATES, Cecil Jamison, Bob Hoffman, Harvey

THEN. CALL

CL 5-4799

rent a new '66
CORTINA
FALCON

4.00
5.00

E

7.00
7.00
7.00

R

MUSTANG
GALAXIE
STATION WAGON

9.00

Y

TRUCK

8.00

FAIRLANE

D

A

---CL 9-3141

ARLINGTON HGTS., ILL

MELDAHL

mow await, anew

Arlington

cut Spring Shell
Service's Service, Gordon Otto. and Paul
lead to I 1/2 points in the Ar- Manning bagged single bird-

GEORGE POOLE Cam)

255-4535
-259-3284

Central Rd. & N.W. Hwy.

Steel Golfers Stun
Twilight Loop Leaders

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. "gertatli

Phone

'CRITICS millitlferra

players.
The two senior
teams will clash at 4 p.m.

at low rates from...

A State Farm
rc ,

all-stars

League

INCLUDES GAS & INSUEANCE

Insurance

AIR CONDITIONED

Senior

PLUS MILEAGE

Good Deal
As Our Car

I.

coaches

were picked last week by the

from
Dick Nawrot, Andy Galas, Ron
Schubert, and John Slater.
department

coaching

Division

Baird, Bob Uselding.

and Dick Skoin:

Call our

Man of the MaP

Junior Class C mile: I. Bob
Gunderson, 2. Mike
naugh, 3. Wayne Stach.

--National
are Bill

the

The

I

Cubs
Woodview

Meyer will get help in

Conditioning 6 1/2 - 5 1/2,
and Horcher Decorators downed Bruns Real Estate 7 - 5 to
round out last week's sched-

National League are not represented on this year's select

son.

Lukovvioz,
Carig
Haaland,
Ed Radousky, Ray MichalChrismar,
Crackers
son,
and Jeff Slater.

All 48 players on the College
All -Star team that will meet

I. Wayne LeBombard, 2. Rudy can League and Detriot of the
Boys

Dave
Glen

Pros Make Up
All Star Roster

Magnani, 3. Bob Pfarr.

Midget

Keith Keller, Ken Meek. John
Greg --Nowak ,---Keth
Mallian. Dave Kennedy. John
Springer. Jim Uselding, Pete
Picehowski, Doug Gale, Kurt . Hahn. and Steve Luke.

reg-- Kay, sillo, Eric Griessler,
Matzl, Joe Janszen,

with an 8 - 4 conquest of Em-

Senior Class B half -mile: the National Football League
I. Tom Garrity, 2. Dave Blot- champion Green Bay Packers
ter, 3. Dean Patterson.
Friday are under contract to

3.

league's most improved squad,
up -ended the Lakers 26-5.

Rudy

captured two thirds
last week's competition.

strong, 2. Joe Bilek, 3.
Wedderspoon.

IN OTHER recent league
action, the Grove Dodge nine
whipped the Rainbow Ridge
Sox 16-0 and Woodview, the

Invitational sprint: I.
Magnani, 2 LeBombard,

2.

Billy Mitsos, Mike Mitsos,
Jim Giblin, Todd Buikema,

Mike Oldenberg, George Bre:

ing would have had third all a-

Rossi, 2. John Herreweyer, 3.

Meinsen,

Ray

Rossi,

Scott

Springer.

John

ly three points.

3. Tom Pierson.

Class C half -mile:
I. Tom Buttars, 2 Jerry Car-

1

I

mile:

A

Class

Minn. The Jilek brothers, Tim
and Dan, of Mount Prospect
also

with

STANDINGS
Littelfuse
6

Junior

Meyer,

THE VICTORY put the steel
squad in a tic for fourth place
with City Welding. as both
teams trail the leaders by on-

Bombard-Werwie,

Littelfuse,
which barely got past the Hill tied

Holan, . Rick

Creekmorc, Bob Olker,
Rick Klinger. Rick Matinek,

Brentwood squad will be provided by Mark Okuma, Gary
Amogolski, Jon Gilbert, and
Mark Sargent. Coaches are
Rick Martinek, Bob Detloff

Ellertson of Arling- Greg Willems, 2. Mark Dicton Heights had to settle for ello, 3. Frank Schlimpert.

THE LOSS was the Cubs'
first against six wins and left
them

Rod Kiolbassa, Tom Parker,

Greg

Jay

Wennerstrom,

Vern

is composed of Duffy McWayne

arc Jim Altergott, Doug Spohr,

Mary Meyer's American Division squad are Mike Meyer,

Mark Gillings, Herb Shawn,

Dennis

Park District Softball League.

-

Russ Tripp, and Joe Digangi.

In Northbrook Races

4

Town & Coun-

tory over the Rainbow Ridge
Cubs to turn what had started
to be a walkaway into a pennant fight in the River Trails

dance, an annual -affair, drew hundreds of little
league patrons and their friends..
(Photo by Dan Balas)

es are Bob Hahn, Paul Smith,

noon. Included on the Devonshire stars arc Mike Raymond.
Doug Wertepny, Ron Campopiano,

Devonshire- coach-

Local Cyclists Score

The Woodview Home Owners scored a 21-5 upset vic-

The

Tripp, Mike Smith, and Len

Cliff Schlak, Dave Anderson,
Dave Raymond, Gary Martin.

SP

Two Share
Loop Lead
In Softball

guests to Saturday's Little League Dance.

Alternates to the Devonshire
team are Bob Helewski, Russ

to play on the annual Waycin-

7

TEENAGE LEAGUE

Presbyterian
Church

ment on model of little league player that greeted

Stevens.

teams

Wednesday,

Community

Mrs. Michael. Moskate makes a uniform adjust-

all-star

League

Bench
3

Sullivan,

Des

nor

John. Artemenko,- Richard Hajt-,.- "take- on .thc- National- Divisirin- - 'LISTED' Pi.rtitarifer
Mike Dukewich, and Paul at 2 p.m. Listed on Manager Kurtz National Division team

I

4

,

T.V.

Gil's Bulko; Bob
Motors;
Ellinwood
Martin.
Cliff Albert, Golf Prospect
Mobil; Gary Sakata, Dodge in

have selected Junior and Mi-

United Air-

Novak -Parker

nated for the Wollard Award.
Nominees are Steve Anthony
of Kelly Oldsmobile; Mike

Managers in- the--Waycinden Area Boys' Baseball League

managed by Frank Hotan at

Traps will be opened at I
p.m. for practice shooting for

1

1

For Junior, Minor Leagues
Greenberg.

Saturday, Aug. 6 at 2 p.m.

lander, and Joe Rhein.

Waycinden. Names All -Stars

at Fastex Field op Aug. 7.

all of whom
participate in the shoot. The
5

The new champions are (Top row) Duffy
week.
McWayne, Manager Frank Holan, Kenny Holan,
Phil Crabbe, Sponsors Mike Drakos, Bill Slaney

will
BOB CAMPOPIANO
The McHenry Sportsmen's manage the Junior League
Club will hold the third in a Dcvsonshire team which will
series of jack rabbit shoots face the Brentwood All -Stars

10

League last

Area Boys' Baseball Junior

Plan Trap Shoot

5

and Joe Cadavid, Tom Parker, Ted Lachus, Coach
Ed Bartosiak, and Joe Bartosiak. (Bottom row)
Steve Hixson, Rodney Kiolbassa, Les Grove, Dale
Herzog, Gary Hoschett, Michael Mount, Steve Eng-

City Barber Shop clinched first place in the Waycinden

den All -Stan Day to be held

All -Star Roster

6

NATIONAL LEAGUE
J.& B.
Meats

Neely took over the reins at
Rice in 1940 after his Clemson
team had defeated Boston Col-- lege -for -the 1940. Cotton Bowl

Jake's Pizza 6
Carl's Pizza 6
Elk Grove Inn 5

lines

Plan Awards Night
For Waycinden Boys
Baseball League will hold its
annual awards night Aug. 19
at the Little Theatre at Forest

50 -yard
butterfly;
breast stroke.

Standings have been releasplace and seven points for
ed through July 29 for the
Mount Prospect with a fine . three Mount Prospect Park
105.25 showing in the 15 and
leagues.
District
Softball
over mixed diving. The next - League leaders are Wille's
best

Arlington
Heights'
Dan
Mesch knocked off Elmhurst's
Russ Haidle 6-3, 6-2 last night
in their second -round match in
the North and West Suburban
Tennis League tournament at
Arlington High School

Martha Burrell: girls' 9-10
25 -yard breaststroke.
Doug Schlak: boys'
25 -yard free style.

BRUNS

CL 5-6320

NITES AND SUNDAY

CL 5-9889

Pillars Get New Life
More study, this time by the Pillar Preserva-

tion Committee, was the decision

of the

a member of the original safety committee that
labeled the pillars a hazard and voted for their

village

board Tuesday night over removing pillars at Hiawatha, Manawa and Council Trs. facing Route 83

removal.
"I changed my mind," Motsch said.

Albert C. Motsch, 'a former member of the original safety committee that voted for removal of the
pillars, spoke before last night's board meeting

tion Committee, asked that the board grant a delay
before taking action to remove the throe remain-

and reversed his position.

Pillars at Shabonee Tr. and Route' 83 were removed 12 hours after a village board decision that

be modified. Under his plans, the., pillars could be

reversed so that the high point would be out of

they were a safety, hazard.
In seeking additional

the line of traffic.
Insisting' the pillars are "symbolic", Motsch
said that they were installed by developer Axel

request that action be taken by the village board to
allow the pillar committee to meet with village engineers and others of our choosing to further study

ing pillars.

Motsch said that he believed the pillars could

Lonnquist as a perpetual monument to the unique-

time, Skwarlo said, "we

the alleged problem at hand."

"What is your time schedule," Trustee Frank
Bergen, chairman of the fire and police commit-

ness of the Country Club area.
Motsch asserted that the citizens safety com-

mittee was but a small group, "dictating to Mount

tee, asked.

"We have no definite schedule in mind," Skwar-

Prospect's 31,000 residents."

Tom Grady, 401 E. Nowata, said that he was on

Albert Motscb - "I don't believe the pillar* are a safety

a;

Ed Skwarlo, chairman of the Pillar Preserva-

in the Country Club area of Mount Prospect

lo replied.

the agenda to speak on another matter, the Elmhurst Rd.-Lonnquist traffic signals, but in light of

"We don't want any more surprises," said Mayor Daniel Congreve. "The matter will remain in

Motsch's comments, reminded Motsch that he was

Tom Grady -- "Yon originally voted with the committee 'for

committee.

removal of the

hazard."

WEATHER

Telephone

Vrbe Pro5pect ;Dap

Tonight: Fair; Low in the
lower 60s. Friday: Fair and
warmer; High in the 80s.

255-444)0

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Mount. Prospect, Ill. 60056
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117 S. Main St.

Volume I, No. 77

Buying- Sewer System --Not asy, Village old
7 -Acre Housing

Project Approved
A subdivision plan for seven acres south of Central Rd. was

Poring over maps outlining flooding problems la the Hatlen Heights area, partindarly
at Lincoln and Meier, are (from left) Trustee Robert Coffer, Village Engineer Bernard

Hemmeter, Trustee Parker Ekren and Trustee Robert Teichert. The trustees are members
of the public works committee. They met last night to study Haden Heights flood problem.

30 -inch

storm

sewer

be

extended

from the

Lincoln -Meier

flood area in Hatlen Heights to join an existing sewer at Hatlen Av and Bonita.
The cost of the project,
which Hemmeter says will al-

leviate the frequent flooding
of the Hatlen-Meier inter-

section and homes in the area,
estimated
at
between
535,000 and 540,000.
The engineer's recommenis

dations came at a meeting of
the village board public works
committee last night. Attending were Chairman Parker
Ekren and Trustees Robert
Colter and Robert Teichert.

than' half of the former

Ln. and half of We -Go, will

a

Klein property between We -Go
and Wa-Pella south one block

Meier

developed in single family residences.

Meier

improved

Rd.,

Hemmeter said Klein originally wanted to construct com-

mercial buildings on the entire
property and went to court when

terminating

at

meter said, has arranged for the
seven acres west of Cathy Ln.
The proposed 30 -inch storm to be for homes and the resewer, which would run for mainder for professional of-

Lincoln.

While the committee agreed
that this action was' necessary
and would solve the problems
now confronting residents of
the area they requested Hem their responsibility
flooding since the

SAIGON - A lull in the heavy tempo of the week's
fighting has allowed a force of US Cavalry troopers
to reach a blood-soaked clearing in the jungle of
South Viet Nam's central highlands. There they found
a "lost platoon" of 26 Americans who had made a last
stand against swarms of North Vietnamese in "Operation Paul Revere." Nine cavalrymen had survived
and they had to play dead to do so as the Communists
overran their camp two days ago.

Seek Cause of Lenny Bruce Death
HOLLYWOOD -- The Hollywood corbner plans an
autopsy to deterMine the exact 'cause of the death of
comedian Lenny Bruce, found dead in his Hollywood
Hills apartment last night. Bruce, age 40, was a sick
joke comedian who bad a fancy for narcotics and offdeath

probably

was,

You Too, Plato?

CAPETOWN, South Africa - Caeser and Plato
had a mixed reception in court yesterday. First Julius
Caeser appeared before the local magistrate in Cape-.
town. He was charged with burglary and remanded in
custody. Then Charles Plato appeared. He was acquitted on charges of attempted robbery.

for

the
problem

only. since

the

Meier Rd. improvement.
Hemmeter is to bring his

9 Play Dead, Survive Red Attack

his

Cathy

Ln. up

to

report back from the county
at the next public works committee meeting, scheduled for
Aug. 16.

All members of the committee emphasized that if the storm
sewer is finally determined

to be the answer to the problem, the village will proceed
with its installation.
SiMMASOMMIOASWIEMIXIMPROSOW

village,

the

"ALL OF

the
dedications

street

lot
and

sizes,
ease-

ments meet the requirements
of the subdivision ordinance,"
he said.

All

Last year the goal of 515,500

ber commented that the subthe

"highest

Commission approval of the
residential

plan,

'planning

chairman Malcom Young said,

"does not commit us on the
other part of the property."

Student to View
Life in Russia
.

.

Aug.

of conducted by professors of
Moscow and Leningrad under leading American universities,
the Citizens Exchange Corps who will work in co-operation

Day

street

program.

My gripe is news editors
who lump all kids into
large, general categories.
These generalizations pre-

Brophy advised the village
for the
Chicago Corp., an independent to begin the complicated legal
bonding house that deals in proceedings toward the acquis-

602 S. Busse Rd.

T. M. Nordengien, 621 N.

sent a false picture of today's youth.

D.M.

with

United

Air Lines. John has a younger
sister, attending Forest View
High School.

Currently a student at Dartmouth University, John was
graduated from high school in
Denver and will be a senior in
college this fall.

ition so that when the market

municipal issues.

Brophy, of Arlington Hts.,

tem, the first step would be to
determine if the sanitary district is interested in surrendering control, Brophy said.

zycki at HE 9-0890.

THE BONDED indebtedness
of the system approaches S2
million and this liability would

Car Trunk

have

Looted
the trunk of a parked auto at
the Old Orchard Country Club
Wednesday.

Leroy

S.

to be assumed by the

village, Brophy explained.

Almost S600 in cash and
golf equipment was taken from

To do this, the village would
have to sell water and sewer
revenue bonds, invest the pro-

ceeds from those bonds into
U.S.
notes

into
Janowski

and

Treasury

department

and place those notes
escrow until 1974, the

time the bonds mature.

Brophy said that at the
James J. Martin, both of Chicago, told police that two golf present time the bond holders
bags with clubs valued at $180 are the actual owners of the

and $175, as well as two ladies' sewer system, not the sanitary
purses, containing $150 and district. "It is the sanitary

Meets Friday

is

favorable, the preliminaries

said that acquisition of the could be completed.
The financial expert advised
sewer system would be financially possible, but com- the village to tie any proposed
improvements, such as new
plicated.
In order to acquire the sys- well construction, into the

district's job to maintain the
system,

collect

the

revenue

and pay off the bond holders,"
Brophy said.

(Continued From Page I)

New Hours
For Voters
To Register
The office of 'Village Clerk
Richard Monroe will remain
open for

special voter %regis-

tration on Friday evenings from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Monroe said that the Friday
evening hours would be observed as long as it is legally
possible to register voters in
the village.

The clerk pointed out that
under county voting requirements, registration
will be
for 38 days prior to
the special referendum calling
closed

for a change in Mount Prospect's form of government.

Date for the referendum has

It is in the area of maintenance that has sparked village

not as yet been set by Mayor

rt-acquiring the
a village board
meeting Tuesday night, a sanitary
district
representative

day

interest
system.

in

At

The Ladies Auxiliary of the said that only 500 of the sysVFW Prospect Post 1337 will tem's 5,000 catch -basins are
In the afternoon, participants I hold its meeting on Friday 'in cleaned on an annual basis.
in the program will meet with the VFW Hall.
THIS COULD contribute,
Soviet counterparts who have
The business meeting will
the flooding
officials believe,
similar occupations and inter- start at 8 p.m.
problems that have plagued the
ests. These informal meetings

Daniel Congreve.

In addition to the special Frihours, new voters may
register during regular village
hall hours, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

a.m. to 12 noon on Saturday.

with Soviet professors.

The Rhead family moved to
Mount Prospect about three
years ago. John's father is in
communications

bonds

II in the home of the senior vice-president in charge

Rd., Mount Prospect, has been the first part of each day in been pried open.
accepted as one of 165 Amer- Civilian Exchange Corps field
icans who will study contem- institute seminars. He will also
porary Soviet life in the class- attend lectures and field trips
the

current

The

Robert market.

and

chairman, Alfred Z. Purzycki, of municipal bonds

FOREIGN travel is nothing
John C. Rhead, 21, is going
to spend the rest of the sum- new to John. kiist year, he went $85, were stolen from the car.
to Spain under a similar promer in Russia.
Police
discovered
marks
Rhead, son of Mr. and Mrs. gram. '
.
In Russia, John will spend on the trunk, indicating it had
Kenneth Rhead, 805 S. Busse

rooms and on

Colfer

were sold by the sanitary disIn other informal business, Teichert.
Their question came after a trict in 1957 at 4.5 per cent
residential committee chairmen' were named and the first presentation on the financial and Brophy doubted that he
meeting of the residential aspects of the acquisition was could obtain' that rate, "at
committee was set for 8 p.m. made by James G. Brophy, this time."

VFW Auxiliary

Gripe
Of The

Raising the point were pub- ever, not to contemplate imlic works committee members mediate 'entrance into the bond
Robert

was exceeded here.

area south of the highway.

division is in
part in town."

The area is known as We -Go

was Trustee Parker Ekren.

raising drive.

He pointed out that the subdivision is not in a flood plain
Anyone interested in joining
but sloped toward the center the work of the charity drive
of the village with excellent is encouraged to contact PurOne plan commission mem-

This question came up for the first time last night

Metropolitan Crusade of at the public works committee meeting.
Emphatic in his desire to resume control of the sewer sysMercy had set $17,000 as the
in 1959
local goal for the annual fund tem, which was surrendered to the sanitary district
the

storm and sanitary sewers.

ning along Prospect Ave.

develop the office buildings if

meeting last night, those members attending learned that

dential chairman for the area
meter continued, will go to the north of U. S. 14 and Fred L.
village.
Van Riet, 622 S. George, asThese include sidewalks and sumed the same post for the

drainage.

News Editor

in a row the Mount Prospect
Does Mount Prospect really want to re -acquire
Combined Appeal Committee its sewer system from the Metropolitan Sanitary Dislacked a quorum to hold a trict of Greater Chicago?

Eastwood, was appointed resi-

the

will be similar to those runAccording to Hemmeter, the
court order allows Klein to

BY JACK VANDERMYN

Although for the second time

improvements installed by the subdivider, Hem -

Wa-Pella,

meter to seek additional in- he first develops the residenformation from the county on tial section.
existed

dedicated to
Hemmeter said.
be

from Central Rd., will all be

plain.

By United Press International

. . .

Klein Ct., as well as Cathy

acres,

Rd. At that time, two drainage the village refused.
ditches were constructed along
A CONSENT decree, Hem -

has

said

little

seven

about one -quarter of a mile, fice buildings.
The office type buildings apThe committee agreed with would take, the' storm run-off
Hemmeter that the flooding in from areas south of the flood proved for the area east of

Roundup
For The Day

color stories. Police
caused by narcotics.

less

the area has become a problem since the county highway
department

.

The

Extended Sewer Urged
To End Flood Problem
Village Engineer Ben Hemmeter has recommended that a

unanimously approved by the Mount Prospect Plan Commission
last night.
Acting on the recommends- Park, fourth addition. It will
tion of Village Engineer Ben be composed of 20 lots, all
Hemmeter and its subdivision wider than the village ordinance
subcommittee,
the
commis- requires and a few slightly
sion voted to forward its de- shorter than 120 ft.
cision to the village board.,
A street, tentatively named
Hemmeter presented die sub- Klein Ct., will run parallel to
Central Rd. from Cathy Ln.
division plan to the commission
in the absence of the developer to We -Go. The lots will be on
either side of the street.
Julius L. Klein.

Bond Holders
Are Real Owners

Crusade
Goal Set
At $17,000

encourage a free --wheeling interchange of views.

Stephen D. James, a New
York advertising writer, found-

Yard Vandalized
Bushes were broken and flow-

Citizens
'

Owen.

MacBride,

303

S.

village since heavy rain storms

Emerson, Mount Porpsect, re-

have afflicted the area.

ported

to

police

yesterday

Brophy said that the village someone had put a yellow traf-

revenue fic light on the top of the toers knocked down Wednesday has an excellent,
producing water systeth and a baggon slide in Lions Park.
Class A credit rating.
Pc
were unable to deterHe advised the village, how- mine where it came from.

Exchange Corps.. at 402 S. Emerson, Mount
in 1962 to ease international Prospect, Mrs.
Henry M.
Schroeder told police.
tensions.
ed

Traffic Light
Out of Season

THE PROSPECT DAY

er Purchase Problems

S

(Continued From Page I)
bond issue and make it

one

has sold its sewer system to
the sanitary district.

package.

"I DON'T think

BROPHY said that the
ancial

12 to Lead Campaign
To Keep Village Rule

.
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arrangements

to

fin -

give

the village control of the systern would not allow any surfunds. Nor would
' plan, Brophy said, cost
village any money.
plus

the
the

they

are
any

acquiring
more," Ekren said.
in

interested

TEICHERT said that the
final decision on the plant
acquisition would depend on
the

entire board of trustees,

not just the public works committee.

through with the financial ar-

Teichert

"we have to
have an opinion from the entire

rangements I have outlined, you
will have a fine water and
sewer system and an excellent
financial arrangement."

said,

comprehensive

a

Trustee Colfer said that he
"All you would accomplish was not certain that. acquisiis securing control of the sys- tion of the sewer system
tem and being able to handle would alleviate the flood probyour own maintenance prob- lem.

survey to tell us just what we

One point that Trustee Col"It won't," Trustee Ekren
fer made was whether -the agreed, "but it's a start. The
sur- only real answer is a complete
village would receive
plus funds currently held by separation program of storm
the sanitary district in reserve and sanitary sewers. That's -a

ing firm, to study the sanitary

bond and interest accounts.

sanitary district is contacted
by Mayor Daniel Congreve
and Village Attorney Robert
Moore concerning their posi-

the sanitary district should
invest them in maintenance
of the sewer system

district
in

quired for this.

It is the only village
the metropolitan area that

Government
proved.

&

Townsend, the
consulting engineer-

Assn.,

The date for the referendum,
be announced by

which will

sever system for SI2,000.

Mayor Daniel Congreve, has
not been ser. It must be held

Teichert asked that committee` action on 'Brophy's financ-

before Sept. 19..

"The responsibility of area
on village government down to
the precinct -level, to reach all

Breihan, 702 N. Pine St.
Robert
Soderman, 'public
Also, Teichert said that before any concrete action is relations chairman for the
taken, the village must have group, outlined the first. of
a complete engineering study what will be several position
papers outlining the advantages
completed.

Cook County.

Blaine Carlson, 510 S. Albert,
precinct two; Arthur E. Olsen
Jr., 302 E. Hiawatha,' precinct
three, and Carl M. Baardscn,

"Taking our case to the subis important," Semrow
"The schedule we have

urbs
said.

laid out will take us to every

precinct

township in Cook County be-

four.
Also, Earl W. Lewis, 506
S.
Candota, precinct
five;
Richard H. Monroe, 1901
Bonita, precinct six; William

tween now and the 25th of August."
He will visit Elk Grove
Township Aug. 9, Palatine and
Wheeling Townships Aug. II,

R. Demmert, 105 S. Hi-Lusi,

Schaumberg

precinct

Townships Aug. 17, and Barrington Township Aug. 25.
"One important aspect of

Dr.,-

Estates

1417

ing was held last night in the
home of Mr. and Mrs; Robert

system to Mount Prospect.

Harry H. Semrow, Democratic candidate for president
of the County Board, will make
an intensive campaign tour of
all the suburban townships in

Mount Prospect voters."
Appointed area chairmen
were. Neal D. Marshall, 313
S.
Albert,
precinct
one;

ucational program of his group
will be to hold a series of
coffee sessions throughout the
village. The first coffee meet-

tion on surrendering the sewer

said,

Bateman

"will be to bring all the facts

Bateman said that one ed-

ing plan be withheld until the

Semrow Plans
Campaign Tour
Of Townships

of

.

ap-

was

for

village government
size
municipalities
the
Mount Prospect.

At Tuesday's village board chairmen,"

Pending is a proposal from
Consoer
village's

S3 million project."
Teichert asked whether such
a project, if finally deemed
the only solution, could be
financed with water and sewer
revenue bonds. He was told
that it could not.

"That type of bond issue
would have to be general obligation bonds," Brophy said.
A referendum would be re-

It was pointed out that Mount
Prospect is unique in its arrangement with the sanitary

Precinct 12.

of

meeting a resolution, outlining
precincts for the
12 voting
through
referendum,
called
petition by the Representative

are letting ourselves in for."

lems," Brophy said.

The village maintains that
rather than hold such funds,.

Government."

lage government, Bateman said.

engineering

' J.

cinct II, and Raymond E.
O'Brien, 1414 Cypres Dr.,

the facts on the 'values of vil-

board. And we have to have

Theodore

10;

Pandak, 709 Hackberry, pre-

The. appointments were made by P. Randolph Bateman
and Jack Keefer,' co-chairmen of "Citizens to Keep Village

"We intend to give the cit"Before we talk financing," izens of Mount Prospect all

Brophy said, "when you get

prccinct

Twelve area chairmen appointed to co-ordinate a citizens'
drive to retain village government in Mount Prospect.

seven,

Donald

and

Rogers, 209 Withorrr, precinct
eight,

And, Donald W. Goodman,
514 N. Wille, precinct 9; Ronald

Hanover

and

my campaign will be to meet
and shake hands with as many
people as I can," Semrow said.

F. Wold, 617 N. Forest,

Richard Krucluneler, Mouat Prospect, inspects a flower
vase made is crafts dass sponsored by the River Trails Park
District. Work of park district summer programs was display-

Antacid
We reserve tie
right te BmIt

MAALOX LIQUID

sir *notifies

School

ed -at a family fun night at River Trails Junior High

Photo by Dan Bain

Friday night.

Prices effective Ibris

Asps! 6.

Parkway Parking
To Be Resolved

12 -oz.

size

ID
_.----

DRUGS

Baby Food

Parking problems of Carl Peterson, operator of a business
in the former Buhrke Tool Co. building on Northwest Hwy., will

SIMIIAC -LIQUID

be resolved by the village board judiciary committee.
.Peterson.- told -the- village
board Tuesday night that in- possiblity of making the imstallation of blacktop along provement themselves, with -

parkways in front of the facto- out resorting to the special asry actually were an improve- sessment.
Mayor Congreve read a letment.
The Plan Commission has ter commending Fox Valley
held that parkways may not be Patrol Service for outstanding
service to the village in proused for parking purposes.

$1 .19

cans

viding 20 uniformed officers
MAYOR Daniel Congreve for special traffic and patrol
referred the matter to the duty during the July 4 holiday

1006 SO. ELMHURST RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL
With Insect Rejellent

1155 LEE ST. DES PLAINES, ILL

PATIO CANDLES

2995 KIRCHOFF RD.

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL, -

LOW PRICES . . . HIGH QUALITY AT NATIONAL
Draft Brewed

Gin or Vodka BLENDED

BLATZ

$2.6q'

BEER
12

Burton's Six Year Old

Pork & Tilford

1.69

6 Ye,ar Old

86 Proof Blend

VILLAGE
Engineer
Ben
Hemrneter was charged with
proceeding with the construc-

$1.89

on Lonnquis Blvd., through
special assessment, was made.

pear, however, that legal work

The improvement will now go

a

to second reading pending final
approval.

Zoning Eased
For Office Bldg.

' 910

Village trustees granted D. A. Koets a variation Tuesday

size

from the zoning codes so he could construct an addition to his

89?

RESERVE BLEND ...fifth

$238

Bartons

fifths 3'39

Koets owns a second piece
That, along with what he
of property zoned for parking ship.
described as over use of. the
directly
behind
the office land, were the main reasons
building in question

For Exquisite Hair Care and Control

Just Wonderful Hair Spray

fronting
Mount Prospect Rd.
The variation, which will

le

request.
Trustee

now

3'124

NIPPLES

rant-Itep., Oenll or Super

1'39 PiiiiiiirirOWDER

HOME PERMANENT
PEPTO BISMOL
Ammons

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

btl.

LOTION

79f,

1

1

1

1

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1, 111 1

1

1

'

GREEN..

STAMPS'
.11,

'111,.0. .

,

,

GREEN

es

Robert

on

the same lot

i

building.

as

the

also

a

ed for parking.
Koets

asked

the

appeals

board, and later the judiciary

IN RETURN for the varia- committee, that the ground
tion, Koets agreed to pass a space of both parcels be used
restrictive covenant to the in computing this 25 per cent

'village, guaranteeing that the

parking requirement.

second lot will be used only

Teichert said that this was

for parking in the future.

impossible since, the properties carry
different zoning
classifications and they are

Bergen doubted that such a
covenant could be enforced if
the property changed owner - not contiguous. They are separated by an alley which runs

can 99fMIRROR

1

Trustee

variation, there

will be only two parking plac-

mittee.

.59

can
101/2 -oz.

and

Bergen,

6In Porcelain Sam

101/2-0x.

POWDER
1

83

24's

Jargons

Teichert,

member of the judiciary com-

BUFFERIN 225's

10 -oz. 79?

that

Colfer, voted to overrule the
Village zoning codes call for
board of appeals. Voting to 25 per cent of all commercial
deny the variation was Trus- or business property to be ustee Frank

Regularly $2.49

7;11 99?

0_, MOUTH WASH ..ragn°9:c 79 LORAY

Robert

the lot.
Under the

chairman of the judiciary com-

Respond-haulm or Hard to Hold rag. $2.35

. . .

out

variation,
take one parking place from
a second
the original lot, was granted
story on the building and have
over the objection of the Board
only three parking places on

mittee

Green Mint

for his objection.
Teichert pointed
even without
the
Koets could build

of Appeals, which refused the

13 -oz.
can

1

similar sidewalk project along Kensington Rd.
An ordinance annexing a

THE meantime, at - enable the sidewalk project to
torneys for property owners begin, was approved to second
in the area are studying the reading.

Powder or

SAUTERNES

SCOTCH

11

can be completed in time for

portion of Kensington Rd., to

DAVID WINES qt.

AitiTOGEN

Founders- Choice

Ili 1

ordin- that bids for the work are now
being sought. It does not ap-

building, located at 1024 E. Northwest Hwy.

Ten Year Old
86 Proof Blend'
Part e. ,Ttlford

/,

fast as possible so that
they may be installed by school
time.
Hemineter told the board
as

IN

24-oz.

HAIR SPRAY

tion of Weller Ln. sidewalks

ance making an improvement

fifth

iiiidNISH

Well No. 5 was approved.

30 days after the time of ap-

of the 10 page document.
First reading of an

POLIDENT TABLETS

SCHENLEY
RESERVE

of a million gallon resevoir at

for building permits to be
picked up by applicants within

A proposed sign oridinance
was deferred on second reading because of its length and
the amount of time needed by
the board to discuss all angles

fifth

BOURBON

ordinance that would provide

plication.

40 -HR. ALARM CLOCK

$.79

86 Procif St,o,ght
Ar,c;ert Age

In other business, the board $10,281.78 to Chicago Bridge
approved on first reading an and Iron Co. for construction

Regularly $2.98

WHISKEY

ment in the amount of

Friday night.

fe

12 -oz.

12 -oz.
cans

judiciary committee. It will be weekend.
considered at a meeting on
Authorization of final pay-

1'

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Trial Delayed
in Street Fight

1

"7A4 -if GREEN

-

ft STAMPS

the two lots, west
from Mount Prospect Rd.
"It would appear to be beneficial to the village, if this
additional off - street parking is provided,"
Teichert
between

The trial of Erwin Small,

of 108 N. Kenilworth,
Mount Prospect, for disorderly
conduct was continued until said.
During discussion of the reAug. 20 in Schaumburg court.
trustees
questioned
He and Willard Kuhlman, 29, quest,
of 1504 Sommerset, Schaum- whether the 25 per cent reburg, were arrested for fight- quirement for parking in such
36,

1111 Ft STAMPS

r

,

:7#11111111111111111

1555

111111111111111,.;

;7;1111

1111 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

;

ing in the street in

Kuhlman's home.
4

front of commercial

and
office , developments was enough.

,

Cadeen J. Hibbeler, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Inks C. Hibbekr of Mount Prospect, has been e-

Nell Marie Kingman, (right), daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur S.Klagmaa of Mount Prospect,
will graduate from nurses training at South Chi-

lected president of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority.
Colleen will bt a senior this fall at the Uni-

versity of South Dakota and was one of 55 students named to the dean's honor list in the school
of education. She Is majoring in elementary ed-

cago Community Hospital.

Miss Kingman was a neighbor and dusmate
to the eight slain nurses. Sbe will take a position in surgery at Children's Memorial Hospital

ucation.

She was also the Pledge am President, out-

after the graduadon.
Commencement will take place Sunday at McCormick Place. Miss Kingman Is a graduate of
Prospect High School.

standing pledge, corresponding secretary and

pledge trainer for her sorority. She boil's the office of vice chairman of the Young Republican
Women's Group on campus and is vice president
of the Student's National Education Association.

Sv::Iv.,

b;;;":

ap AT HOME
're

Tom Grady. 'Mrs. G. Uebenow' Mrs. John

Il esenoir and Mrs. T. Clutter
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sort-

ing and pricing books contributed by residents for the book sale to be held Aug. 27.

A*

More books are needed.

Cheerleaders
Still Needed in
Midget League

Library Friends Collect Books for Sale
Help.

Friends

The

of,

Library.

and marked them at the home

the

Books may be placed in containers at the Mount Prospect
Library or they may be taken
to the following Mount Prospect homes: G. 1. Liebenow,

The books after being sorted and priced will be placed
on sale. The money received
will be used to purchase new
books for the Mount Prospect

The Friends of the Library
are collecting old books and
records. They recently sorted'

Mrs. Sally Leo reports
there arc still openings for
cheerleaders for the Midget
Football Auxiliary. Registrations will be held at Lions

Clautcr,

T.

304 N. Dale; T.F. Grady, 401
Na Wa Ta, and J.B. French,

bound

books and records are needed.

chairman and president.

new ones for your library.

hard

Paperback,

of Mr. and Mrs. e. Liebenow,

Library need your help. Your
old books can help them buy

Kenilworth;

131

stEmat,Agez.

1.

623 N. George.

Park on the next two Satur-

The sale will be held on
Aug. 27 in the parking lot of

days.

The

includes 165 girls. There is

the library.

$3

-Flower Showfor-Public.
a. Lillies, I stem
b. Gladiolus

The general chairman Mrs.
Roy Hughes invites residents
.

leotards

`Whits must be in place by 10
a.m. for judging.

Theme for the show is

"Summer Splendor".

play area.
Entries will be accepted in
the following categories:
Division II Section A - Roses
Class I - Hybrid tea,
bloom
Class 2 - Floribunda, I
bloom
'

'

1

Class

3

-

Grandiflora,

-

other

1

bloom
Class

4

types,

'

and
are furnished at no additional

--

charge.

1

;

"'eIeres

single
Sant paulia,
crown
e. Cacti
f. Other Succulents
g. Any other house plant
d.

-

a. Apples, 3 specimens.

1

variety

named.

decisions

The

of the judges will be final.
All classes are eligible for
the Sweepstakes Award. All
containers

those

except

spe-

citied will be furnished by. the
Show Committee. All house
Plants

exhibited

must

be

in

- possession of the owner three
with I" of stem
months previous to the show.
specimen
h. Cabbage,
outer leaves may not Help will be given in classify ing the HoniculturaL specibe removed.
.
glens.
'
i. Collection of vegetables"_
6 kinds on shallow' conGARDEN CLUB giCrgivesthe'
tainer supplied by ex- following hints in preparing
hibitor. 15" space al- your entry. Harden plant spe-

......

loted

j. And any other fruit or
'

Fruits and liege-

tables

I

perly

vegetable
schedule

is published
because this is the first time
the organization has opened

The

hold their weigh in and regisis

of their
Joan to Kent Burroughs, son
of Mr. F. Dillon Burroughs of
Evanston.

Miss Haegele is a graduate
of Prospect High School and

presently

cimens

cutting them

by

the

night before and setting them
in water overnight. Bring them
to the exhibit in water. Soft
drink bottle and carrier can
be used.

exhibits to the public.

Church in Mount Prospect.'

Classification

tag

for spe-

DO YOU KNOW THIS BOOK?
30 LESSON HOME STUDY COURSE

rive -In
Famous For our
Fresh Strawberry Pie
Complete Carry -Out Sorrier
392.2240
5 E. Rand Road

Across from Mt. Pros

t Pram

mouth, N.J.

Wedding plies will be -announced later.

INNING ROOM FOUNTAIN

and CocktaflLounge

TO T %KC 11031E!
Kenneth Gong invites you to taste

HOME COOKING

Business Men's Luncheons
liftisic Nightly 9:30-3:30 a.m.

My Place
Restaurant & Cocktails

Lee:

259-5050

cooked fresh for every order.
This Week's Special
Delicious

ENJOY!

Fried Chicken
Phone CI. 9-3902

113 So. Esnersoa
Mt. Prospect. III.
Phone: 392-2837

-

-

"From Relish Tray to Dessert"
Bring the Family

900 W. Northwest Highway

Phone 392-9789

AL'S

Arlington Heights

OLD
TOWN

BE ERL

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

- Cocktails -

Catering to Banquets
259-5970

A- Pleasant Atmosphere

Phone 392-3750
18 W. Busse Mt. Prospect, 111.

(CIV end
Helicons

Bible Correspondence Course

Steaks - Chops - Chicken
Fine Italian Foods

606 Woodview

Recipes by Mariano Melille
A real pleasant atmosphere to

Elk Grove Village -

Lounge &
Restaurant

Wednesday & Sunday
Chicken Fry

FREE ADMISSION
9th Annual Democratic Picnic

All You Can Eat

All You Can Eat

in Arlington Height
Our Specialty

COCKTAIL LOUNGE '
American Express Honored
& FOOD AT ITS
3425 Kirchoff - Rolling Meadows
FINEST IN THE'
,

784 South Milwaukee - Wheeling

In Mount Prospect

Refreshmens\

Restoununt

& Lounge
Try our special comblention of

'

filet mignon

onion,

with drawn btitter.

LUNCHEONS
& DINNERS

Restaurant & Cocktail
Lounge Opal 7 Days
live Maine lobster

Euclid Avenue & Rohlwing Rd.
Arlington Hts. 111.

CL 5-4300

Evening at

.

.

.

LCIRETTA'S
Restaurant and.
Cocktail Lounge
Air Conditioned

Every .Fri. & Sat. Nibs

302 W. Northwest Highway .
Next

to Jake's Pima

Mount Prospect 392-1670

(hid Political Advertisirranu

Arlington Heights III.

Entertainment Tues.thru Saturday

The Palmer's

Lounge
and

Prime Steaks
Express luncheon - Hot Buffet

Brunih Every Sunday 'til 2 p.m.

Wally Sanders Combo Friday

Restaurant
Private
Rooms
For Parties
Our Speciality: Famous
Hamburgers on Dark Bread
Completely Ale Conditioned
Open For lunch Daily
11130 a.m. tilutillidnight
Sat. 11130 a.m. nil 1 p.m.
Sunday Noon nil 11 p.m.

537-2100
241 S. Milwaukee Wheeling

and Saturday Nights

Parties 6IBanyuets
Best in the Northwest

CANTONESE AND
AMERICAN FOOD
Cocktails and Exotic
Tropical Drinks,
Air Conditioned!
Take Out Service

CALL CCL 5-90e2
5-9080
10

Enjoy The Fabulous. Ted Grayson

"-- ft

Sponsored by Wheeling Township :,Regular Democratic Organization

with filed

rings and South African lObster

,

Between Wilke & Rt. 53

Business Men's lundoon's
Served Mendel, dins Friday's

in wnceunn-

Have a Delightful

-----

.

Northwest:550 Rand Rd.

Hat

1/2 Block East of Rte. 53

FORMERLY AL'8 TREE TOP GROVE

to remember come to.

Phone: .1L -IN CI. 9-3400
for Reserrationx

Complete Dinners

902 E. Northwest Highway
253.5566 Arlington Heights, Ill.

For An Evening and Prime Ribs

Our Fam6us Bu(tsieak Everynight

$3 95

Prime Ribs

RIBWITCH!

27 S. Northwest Highway
359-2733
Palatine, Illinois
Ribs,
Bor-b-q
Featuring,
Sausage
Chicken, Italian

392-3411

ARLINGTON

Sunday - Aug 7-1966 Noon 'till

Vince. and Dale's Restaurant and Lounge

FRI. - FISH FRY

10 E. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights, Ill. Ct 3.1320

HOUSE

Home Of The

Steak - Lobster - Ribs

BIG RED BARN

Restaurant & Lounge

AT

WED. - CHICKEN

1.35

COURTESY OF JAMES STRAVROS -COMMITTEEMAN

B1N

I')

Friday 6 Saturday 2 a.m.

Closed Sun.lir Mon.

In Arlington Stop By...

. -

Open Doily 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

Bert & Delores

Address

416 W. Northwest Highway
Mount Prospect.

and Delicious Beef.
CARRY -OUT ORDERS

Q.:oar!) Rite 31 nn

please your family & guest.
Phone. FL 8-1003
10 N. Northwest Highway Palatine

Name

Adjacent To Beverly lanes
722 Kensington Arlington Heights

smile

FOOD AT ITS FINEST

I hloom Dwarf, I spray

AMPLE PARKING

Luncheon - Dinner - Cocktails

935

in Palatine try

RESTA 11 R. I NT

INN

hit delicious chop suey which is

THAT YOU
WILL

d Tony At The Piano Bar

Delightful Dining In

Non -Sectarian - No Obligation

ly

Luther High North and attended Elmhurst College. He
is now stationed at Fort Mon-

THE FINEST ITALIAN
CUISINE

Aged Steaks Prime Ribs
Maine Lire Lobster

Study by Mail - Your Bible the Only Textbook

Dancing

Prospect.

Restaurant &

OFFERED FREE!

bloom
d. Calendulas, 3 blooms
e. Salvia, I spike
f. Celosia, I stalk
g. Petunia, 2 sprays
h. Zinnias, I
large, 3
small
i. Agerateum
j. Pansies
Class 3 - Bulbs, Corms and
Tubers

Sr. Both families Jive in Mount

MT. PROSPECT

©c El KO

Phone

I

Louise to Pvt. Ervin C. Nei-ius, son of Mrs. Ervin Nerius

eese 69400/t

r6011k-titegennZAJ

Reuss 12. Arlington Heights

f. Any other perennial
Class 2 - Annuals
a. Asters, 3 blooms
b.
Marigolds, I
large

the

ment as a social worker.

located at 310 W. Rand Rd.

branch not over 30 inches

by

employed

Cook County Welfare Depart-

Further.....information

3943.

SHARON CANNON
Mr. and Mrs. Harley E.
Cannon Innounce the engagement of their daughter Sharon

Northern Illinois University.
graduated
from
Sharon,
Her "fiance is "a 'graduate -or Proipect High Sehdarand
Northern Illinois University attending Elmhurst College.
with a B.A. degree. He is Her fiance graduated from

A Dec. 24 wedding is planavailable by calling CL 9- ' necriri-St. Raytnond Catholic

trations.

1

bloom
Section B - Specimens
Class I - Perennials
I
Chrysanthemum,
a.
spray
b. Delphinium, I spike
c. Gaillardia, 3 blooms
d. Dianthus, 3 blooms
e. Shrubs or trees.
Class I - Berried shrub
Class 2 - fruited tree - one

c. Gloriosa Dais y,

Any girls interested may
register at the same time as
the
Midget Football teams

the , endaughter

announce

DINE OUT

1

flewering (in (Hoorn)
,',.
Ix foliage

Class 5

y specimens of

1. Peppers, 1 specimen
I
specimen
g. Squash,

meter)
^

I

small variety

Class 4 - House Plants (Pot
not to exceed 7 inch dia-

The gymnasium of the Ann
Sullivan School at Palatine and
Schoenbeck Rds. in Prospect

3 specimens of

large variety
b.

shirts,
letters

sweat

and

Prospect,
gagement

by the exhibitor and be pro -

red)
a.

a

the

and

fee

_Skirts_ shakers

Entries

I

allotted,

Tuberous Begonias, 2
blooms
I
large, 2
d. Dahlias,
small
c. Canna, I stalk
f. And any other bulb
specimen

1

3 specimens,

e! Tomatoes ( not to be

c.

of the community to attend.
The show will be held from
to 4 p.m. on Tuesday. Ex-

'Heighti will provide 'the ' "dis-

b. Pears,

registration

girls are to furnish their own

will be received cimen has division, section,
between 8:30 and 10:30 a.m. class, name of plant, variety
Women's Editor
variety
on
Aug. 9. They
must be reg- and exhibitors number.
A group of women in Prospect Heights are busily
. .
c. Grapes, I cluster
.
d to
istured to be eligible for cons At a
preparing for their 2d Annual Flower Show.
d. Collection of fruits, 5
--------- luncheon 'held -in' -the- home of -Prospect -Heights- Garden-----:- --gagy-oti-lhopow -eon:- -istered to. be- eligible for coin, . exhibit and activgly participate
in a flower show, now 'is your
tainer supplied by ex- petition. Late
Club president Mrs. L. Den Beste the members dischance.
entries must
15
inch
space
hibitor.
cussed plans for their show.

BY DOLORES HAUGH

registration

present

JOAN HAEGELE

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Haegele, 216 S. Wapella, Mount

101

N. Evergreen

Arlington Heights

E. Miner

Minivan Heights
FIESTA
One Block West of
Arlington Theatre. Open Sundays)

For Lunch or Dinner
Come to the...

MOUNT PROSPECT
COUNTRY CLUB
Serving Daily Until 9 p.m.
Banquet Rooms

Available for ...

Party's - Weddings &
Business Meetings

Phone Audrey Siebert, Ct 5.5380
600 S. Set-Gwun
(Elmhurst Rd. North to
Shabone Troll Turn West
'hl W1111141/11101
19111tr

For Restaurant Guide Participation Phone: Don Riley 255-4400

swil....r:4,4:104111111.11rASZMUISMOZattitie

Some Day
Things will never be the
same. A milestone is passed.
Our former school superintendent Harold
L. Slichenmyer should be in Paul

Bunyan territory by now headed along the northwest passage for Alaska. His depar-

ture marks the

close

of an-

other triumphant campaign.
At moments like this it is

tempting to pause on the

. .
fect.

The state ordered 5,000
people removed from the face

kids who act Just like their
parents brought them up to

of this Earth.

act. Some of the parents are
catching on., Subscriptions are

Item Three; The appeal to
simplify traffic lanes on Northwest Hwy. is partially suc-

to be a winner.

some places.

alderman government are possibilities, but it is difficult
to determine which side needs

make

street

There is a need to save peo-

ready conquered.

signs uniform is almost a failure. Only a few signs are still
spelled Goebert, with one B.

ple who arc under the spell of

board named the school Willow.

What campaign is next? Who

lington Heights still is in ef-

terrible

needs help most?
There are those

terfer with their politics. You
may have noticed the car still
parked along the highway after a great campaign to have
ihremoved.

The other ramp could be the

Elk Lake Ramp in honor of
Seymour Simon who announced

the wonderful recreation plan
for our area just before he was

the accepted influence and get

We thought- the painters would
surely' make them all Goebert.
Ahead is another crossroad.

Item Two: The drive to update population signs in Ar-

let their work and ethics in-

help the most.

top and survey the goals alItem One: The campaign for
Slichenmyer High School was a
rousing success.
The school

state employes who refuse, to

The utility tax and the city -

The effort to
Rd.

eman Ramp in honor of all

this campaign may still prove

The highway crews
painted a second set of lines,
but they ruined the good work
by erasing the old 'lines in
Goebbert

Heights Rd. One ramp could
be called the'Herman F. Koen-

being cancelled regularly, and

cessful.

Item Four:.

by Frank E. Von Arx

-

them to become true Americans willing to stand on their
own two feet and think for

dumped from the county board.

themselves.

help some day?

More important, perhaps, is
the exit and entrance ramps
to the tollway at Arlington

was that noise just now?

Anybody else

expert

And what

It sounded like a sigh of relief over at the school board.

Vantage Point
Talk radio is literally sweeping Chicago. From

need

by Jack Vandermyn

ty of Illinois expert or sell your television set

11:30 a.m. to II p.m., "Chicago Talks," mostly

words like "bulletin" or "Flash."

through Mal Bellair's swap shop.

over WBBM, Chicago's owned and operated Columbia Broadcasting System outlet.
We have become talk radio fans. Most of our
radio listening is done in the car, plying the news
beat between Arlington Heights and Mount Pros-

sounding beeps were also out of the context of

WE DO HAVE some complaints. On the several occasions that we have tried to call WBBM
and participate in the talk, we have hit the busy

"Psst-Hey, fella! Wanna buy some pictures of Luci's

Emergency

wedding gown?"

good taste in commercial use.

Now, at least on WBBM, Chicago Channel 7
is using a commercial that we believe is in poor
taste, if not an FCC violation. The announcer
comes on in a monotone voice and gives two or
three ridiculous headlines, like "DeGualle sells

signal.

It must be an art, getting through to the pro-.
gram. From long familiarity with the programs,

*pect.

When we are fortunate enough to arrive home
while talk radio is on the air, we tune in and unwind with Jerry Williams -- or sometimes, we
get wound up all over again.
What talk radio does for us is make us think.
It makes us aware of the problems of the times
and how the people of Chicago and the metropolitan area feel about those problems.

Sometimes, the results are surprising. There

programming.
One -in particular tells the listenen that it,isnot
necessary to be dressed while listening to

was the night Jerry Williams - the most con-

WBBM. Let's get back to a little sanity on those

troversial and stimulating of the "talkers" - had
a guest who believed in the Hitler genocide and
spouted three hours of anti-semitism to his listeners. The surprising thing about this is the

station breaks, fellows.

Channel 7 news show, stating that the news is never dull on their station.

This may be true. But we tuned into one of
these commercials in the middle and actually
'thought -"we' were- listening -to tu -nein-- bulletin,
until the ridiculous message got through.

-- -

We 'spent a couple of years covering news for
a television station in southern Indiana and 'fed
our share of news to network radio. During that
time;- before- we -regained- our- sanity -and- catne------back to the newspaper business, we learned a
few of the important principles of boardcasting.

-.-----number-of people who called in -to -agree -with this
sick person's position.
"Talk" guests include those from the right and
the left and the center of the political spectrum.
They include religious -- and athiests. One thing
-

ONE LESSON that sticks to our memory is

all guests on talk radio have in common is that

the absolute forbidding of commercials that sound
like news broadcasts. It was unethical and, I
imagine, a Federal Communications Commission
license violation to start a commercial with

they are never dull.

On talk radio you can learn how to diaper a
baby from Dr. Kern, mow a lawn from a Universi-

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

moon."
Then, another announcer extolls the virtues of

the ridiculous musical ditties, arc beneath the
dignity of a station that features such excellent
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AGAIN, THIS TYPE of programming might
belong on a "Top 30" station that blares out
rock and roll for 24 hours a -day. But it has no
place on a quality station like WBBM.
thought we could get through to Jerry
wilitams, this would be one of our complaints.
Talk radio is here to stay. The wide acceptance of the WBBM format was expressed when
some 30.000 callers tried to get through to Jerry
Williams during a show on extrasensory perception.
Talk radio has made us mad, it has entertained
us but most important, it has made us think.

William J. Kiedaisch

Jack A. Vandermyn

Managing Editor

News Editor

ougn
The situation facing the Village or Arlington Heights is not unique. The municipal government has many projects that
should be done and not enough money to

Tuesday night the village board held a
public meeting on the proposed utility
tax. 'The ordinance the board approved
stipulates a definite expiration date 'for
the tax, that date being determined by
the amount, of money needed to pay for

Word on Mouth Washes

storm damage caused by the winds of
June 9.

Village

Authorities are pretty well
agreed that although mouth

vors and these survivors can
replace their killed brothers

washes do no harm, they are

in a surprisingly short time.

greatly

overrated.

Granted

they would be well worth what
they cost if they did all the

THE SADDEST truth in this

claim

matter is that if you have a
sore throat your gargle or

they do, but the simple truth is

mouth wash will do nothing to

that they don't.

relieve it. This is because the
causative germs are not on the
inflammed surface but are too

things

the

promoters

For example, it is true that
millions of germs inhabit your,
mouth but these are harmless
varieties and their mere presin such

ence

great

numbers

discourage some disease

deep

in

the

tissues

and,

al-

though this will not cure you,

your mouth with plain water,
Looking around at other municipalities
but proper brushing of your
we find many that have resorted to utility
teeth is much more effective.

lf, on the other hand, your taxes to raise money. They have not set

expiration dates and are counting on the
If a gargle that would reach disease of the mouth or other. tax for extra revenue. Some officials prethe deeply imbedded germs part of your body, the only ef- dict many more municipalities will forlow suit.

and phenol can kill the germs
disease _germs and harmgerms alike -- in your

a sore throat don't reach for
the gargle - reach for the

ills.

bringing in tax revenue today.

less

as

iodine,

chlorine

mouth, but it is equally true
that

there

are always

survi-

phone instead and call

doctor.

your

by some.

caused

Arlington Heights is like the fellow who
slammed the barn door as the horse trotflavor of your favorite mouth ted down the road. In previous years the
wash use it as a luxury but village - turned its back on industry and
don't kid yourself that it will commercial developments that could be
prevent or cure any of your

American People Must Face Facts
BY BRUCE BIOSSAT
Washington COrrespondent

WASHINGTON -- A good proportion of
the American people is hiding from some very

In a nation whose political system is founded

dent Non -Violent Coordinating Committee, was

on the will of the electorate, some Americans
are pretty close to saying that there is no individual will and no personal responsibility. The

"We've got to let them (the white community)

.

other invasions of privacy virtually a way of
life. They arc arrogantly ill-mannered on the

manner of licentious behavior. The word is being

Any interference with such unbridled behavior is being piomptly labeled in some 'circles as "undemocratic" and even "fascistic."

do not think that any kind of hampering,. uncomfortably, disagreeable law ought to apply
to them personally.

in a rising crime rate that the most unemotional public authorities think spells crisis.

If it, is the crisis they say it is, then the hid-

"I am to be left alone to do or say anything I
regardless of the consequences' to

The courts of this country are currently embarked on a process of reinforcing shaky individual freedoms. But while they are about it,
countless Americans are turning freedom into

THEY EXHIBIT a contempt for authority

this country -- in shattering, death -dealing riots,

The present village board cannot rewrite history. It has taken aggressive
steps to provide a wider tax base, it
has a new attitude toward industry.

But industry does not go to towns with
unstable tax record. That is why
trustees in Arlington Heights want to
protect their basic tax structure and
an

pay for the storm emergeney out of a
temporary levy.

Trustees want to protect the village's
credit rating in the business world. When

a great city such as New York can be
rated as a poor credit risk, it is time
for local governments to move cautiously.

We agree with the trustees that utility
taxation, or any form of additional taxation, is unpopular. We are inclined to
agree with the Doubting Thomases that
taxes once on the book' are difficult to
erase.

Above all this, however, we agree with
the village that bills must be paid, good
credit is invaluable and we agree with the

final cold hard fact' that there does not
seem to be a more expeditious method
to handle the situation.

Arlington Heights is growing too fast
to allow the sacrificing of necessary
municipal ' improvements such as water
storage tanks, fire stations, etc.
We commend the trustees for maintaining an ,old-fashioned American policy that everybody should follow: Pay
your debts when due.

They accept no authority but their own conSome Negro leaders frankly justify lawlessness and violence done in the name of their
rights. A few appear to contend they are above

In an age that is probing deep into the mysteries of human conduct, they have begun to

the law.

convert explanations of misbehavior into excuses
for it -- as Chicago's 'scholarly police chief,
O.W. Wilson, points out.

THE MOST startling comment made recently
in Chicago by Stokely Carmichael, hot-headed
"black power" advocate and chairman of the Stu-

_

by those who write to a publication saying, "How dare you
print this.
Please cancel my
subscription."

One of the truly comic notions of the age is
the idea the American people are constricted
by ' overorganization.

Beneath

the

top-heavy

However,

I

find that I am even more disturbed to think that any part of
my money is helping to finance
not just one article, but a complete campaign of innuendo against one group.
Bigotry is not

always ra-

cial and prejudice is not always of a religious or economic nature. Arlington Hts.
has few Jews and no Negroes
mentality

people who thought "it can't happen to me."

stantly shifting opinion.

a
sarcastic,
rambling
column full of irrevelant attacks.
The article skipped

Editor:
I have always been appalled

to bait;

The numbers involved are frightening. There
is almost no place to escape the depredations.
He who says the peril to 'a sane society is exaggerated is whistling past a graveyard loaded with

with

Logic of Von Arx

ing from ugly truths cannot continue much long-

lions of Americans.

Some of those brilliant young fools at Berkeley
and other campuses argue that they are bound
by no law or rule they had no part in making.

Former Reader
Deplores Kid

er.

THE REASSURING words "only a minority
does these things" will no longer suffice. Misbehavior, up to and including the breaking of
laws, is a commonplace in 1966 for many mil-

please,

needs of other human beings.

which is destructive of freedom. They really

The consequences of turning freedom into
anarchy are written large across the face of

defined to mean:

others,"

license.

community, we're going to move to disrupt this
whole country."

INDEED, the ennobling cloak of the word
is today being thrown over all

"democratic"

caring and indifferent toward the rights and

know that when they arrest one of us in our

"He came from a broken home . . . He was
a deprived person . . . He was unloved . . . He
blacked out."
Some probers into conduct seem to stop just
short of arguing that crime is human and hence,
democratic.

fellow Americans, many have made trepass and
highway and in every public place. They are un-

this:

offender is always the creature of forces:

unpleasant truths about itself.

Short of the grosser offenses against their

ecision

Letters to the Editor

Report from the Capital

neither shame nor shock.

agreed

The authorities in this field
the ability raising money quickly enough to pay the
of any mouth wash to prevent bills and still keep enough money on hand
Halitosis to run the village.
or cure halitosis.
may be due to a variety of
Citizens cannot be overjoyed at the
causes. Ode of the chief causes
is the decaying of food parti- prospect of additional taxation. Most will
cles between your teeth. To probably consider the expiration date with
remove such particles a mouth the comment: "I have heard that song
wash is no better than rinsing before."

fective treatment is to remove
the cause. If you have developed a great liking for the

It is also true that such an-

be

have little faith in

were available, you could not
use it because it would damage the normal tissues of your
throat. Therefore, if you get

tiseptics

have' developed' an incredibly high tolerance of
crime and violence. Evidently they can feel

to

halitosis is

less space for grass.

and, though they would not acknowledge it,

seem

tirely to the heat.

germs in the same way that a
yard full of dandelions leaves

Far too often, public behavior of Americans
is appalling. Many are openly and aggressively
lawless. Others are basically lawless in spirit

trustees

that the utility tax is the only method of

any benefit you feel is due en-

K. S. Johnson, Genera/ Manager

John E. Stanton, Edior and Publisher

do them.

Your Good Health
"Cheektu..

Prolipect dap

e

out to Mafia..." or "Submarines sunk in Lake
Michigan..." or "Russians land trucks on the

we recognize many of the same voices on the air
time after time. How do they get through?
Our one comment for Tom Clark and his cur 'rent firing line program is that the station breaks,

but for the type of
that

demands

group:

his judgment of his papers.
I have enjoyed having a local daily newspaper and I hate
to deprive my conscientious

carrier of a customer, but I
feel that this campaign has become a devisive element in the
village.

Catherine O'Donnell also had

her front page say on the vicious, teen-agers who inhabit
our public parks, but when she
was refuted point by point by a
park district employe who was

in a position to know, node-,'
fence or retraction of the original story was made.

A column by Mr. Von Ant
is not the worst he has written; it is just the final straw.
No one is defending the young
hoodlums who knocked down

It

starts conversa-

tions, and it may sell papers,
but not to me. Please cancel
my subscription.

Mrs. A. Charles Law

Oakton St.
A Possible
Windfall, Too
Editor:

'

That idea from "A Thomas St. Resident" printed Aug.
2 about an alternative to the

the woman in the center of utility tax was great.

However, Oakton St. would
Arlington Heights, but they are
scape-goat for any or all ills probably not as representative be much more profitable for
rather than to submit to any of their generation as the doz- this purpose than Thomas.
The' ens of adults who then failed, to There are several times as
painful
soul-searching,
Don't go to her aid are of the adult many speeders. Besides, there
.Day has the answer.
look any further than the near- community.
are all those offenders who
est adolescent since the good
discard race track tickets,
teen-ager is obviously an exThis adult society, because drive-in cups and napkins,
ception, like a good Jew or a it includes the writer and most beer cans and so on. Also
good Negro.
of his readers, gets off with a there are the hundreds of inThe people who have de- slap on the wrist. In the' sec- ' cidents of screaming tires or
fended our youth have not said ,ond' half of the same article too -loud exhausts in defiance
or implied that there were not Mr. Von Arx goes on to con- of our antitioise ordinances.
too many problem teen-agers, trast Bruce Hubbard with
The Oakton drag .strip and
although all answers of yours practically all the other local dumping ground could be a real
what was teen-agers.
assume that is
Several weeks a- windfall in the search, for
meant. Mr. Abernathy wrote
go, artICC, in a letter to The funds. Nothing 'more thin rega beautifully, organized and coDay, 'made it very clear that ular enforcement of the, speed
a

weight of big government, big business, big
everything, millions are managing ingeniously herent plea for communicato live nearly unfettered in increasingly dan- tion and tolerance between the
gerous and destructive chaos.

from subject to subject, but always implied blame on either
kids or soft-headed adults who
refused to .condemn them as a

him, obviously will not accept

age groups and was answered

considers himself a normal part of his generation.
Your' paper, while praising
he

laws and village
would be needed:

Ordinances

Oakton St. Resident

O
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THE DAY

Thursday, August 4, 1966

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

YOU'RE POLLING UP YOUR BIKE

WITH THAT CAN OF BLUE SPRAY

PAINT? WELL, I CAN'T SEE
THE SIDE YOU'VE PAINTED
FROM HERE --I'LL BE

I WAS SHOCKED 10 NEARINAT
`OUR FRIEND DIED OF AWOKE.

RIGHT OUT:

F-

8-V

HE LOOKED THE
PIC-JURE OF 1-1EALIN.

og

.,

YEAH, HE CERTAINLY
PROVED ONE THING.

.,,
NV

NU,H,.TU Co, 1.11:10. ON.

C11611

0 INC I, NU. lar. TY ay Nv 1..01L'

daughter_may-not-be-at-home ... is that a guitar?'

"Could we have a little appterexpression, sir? Say
THE WI LLETS
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LIFES LON OEST MFIQU' 7E

:..,,f,

40

IVA lua
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C114441.4,16e. TM. 4111. N. 014

t -IA, SAHIB, EVEN ZEE STAR4 HAVE
'TROUBLE REAPING ZEE THEEK
SKULLS LIKE 3A-KE'Si BUT pEes
FIND OUT WHETHER MY BROTHER
TIME ZEE CRESSTAL BALL LOOK
SAKE WAS SEEN THE ERROR OF
VARY DEEPREHT! SO/A-ZING HAS
1415 WAY5!- HAK-KAFF.--AND HoPPENED--.- VARY STRANGE --ANY IDEA'DU CAN ONE ME
,SWAMI WEEL HAVE TO WORK
h OF I-ItS PLANS WOULD BE A
VARY HARD TO UNLOCK ZEE

r,vp,S,SWAN0,I altAPLY MUST

cent:rcl7erre.e6elo4r

IT DOESN'T* PAN/ TO

ARGUE WITH 'ME

EXECUTIONER!

I,44.16. .."."

,.

'.;1611

'profits'!"

1

i

w

0

,. ..,-,,i,

alimn

t.

HELP TOO!

SECRETS'

I

.r
/

PIIN.4{61 y 111 rw

BUGS BUNNY
-BUGS--IS-OBVIOUSLY_
IGNORING ME DESPITE

ILLICKi Ott --MY -PLACE

OP BUSINESS IS

HUNGER GNAWS AT

THE FACT I

ADJACENT TO BUGGY'S

MY VITALS...IT'S

TIME FOR LUNCH:

DAVE

MONEY:

BEAN ERY

1 HAT MEANS

5 MORE,

frIAOR=

wxcK

641ft'

?oats

YOU MEET
THE
NICEST .

DOCTOR SAYS

PEOPLE

MORTY MEEK LE

Diabetes

HEI6

ON A

I'M A 2MILAIZ
MELTING

For.

CXX.LJE. IN

I-1

HIM...

Is diabetes caused by a

Q
weak

ear

6cwe

W.G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Will eating
a moderate amount of sugar
pancreas',

cause this disease''
A -- It was

once thought
of diabetes

that all
were due

to a failure of the

pancreas

to

insulin

Recent studies indi-

forms

produce

enough

cate that it is not that simple.
Although the old theory probably holds true for the juvenile type of diabetes, which
hereditary

is

starts

and

in

the cause of the
milder diabetes that starts in
persons who are over 40 is

adolescence,

not yet well -understood.

KOSKE
PORT MOTORS
430 N. HICKS RD. - 358-5750 - PALATINE

INC W

THE BORN LOSER
THAT'S JUST A REQUEST FOR

ACROSS FROM PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA

IOU 'SHOULD SEE HIM WHO.' HE ASKS

FRIDAY AFTERt40014OFF---3-

FOR A FIVE -DOLLAR RAISE!-

IT'S REALLY _BEAUTIFUL-A 1;074.11.16.

PERFORM4L'E!

ACROSS
1 Masculine

large amount of
believed to precipitate diabetes in older persons
but the dividing line between
sugar

a

appellation
7 Diatribe
13 Expunger
14 Unrefined
15 Austere
16 Landed
roperty

is

a large amount and a moderate amount is hard to determine
If you are over 40 you
should have periodic tests for
this
discaie, regardless
how much sugar you eat..
Q

of

have a mild diabetes

I

and have been taking Diabinese and Esidrix
What do
these drugs do',

A --

binese)

the

concen-

tration of sugar in your blood.
The' principal actions of hydrochlorothiazide (Esidrix) are
to prevent waterlogging and to_

N

i

I'VE GOT

WHERE'D SHE $.51 THAT TREASURE

PLENTY OF

CHARTS ANWHY HIDE HER IDENTITY iN
AtERTIN.TH' ITALIAN GOVERNMENT TO

FOR ROIAYL PIP

SAVE IT MO* BULL DAVEIOIJ

SHE L/O ABOUT

FYLiNNI IMP
HER DAD! IF
so, WHY r

MAYSE IT WAS LOOT FELINIJI ND YEARS
.AGO. AND HR'S SSEN RI PRISON UNTIL
RE.cENTLY, LEAVING THE CHART WITH ROMY.

AFTER HIRING BOLL TO HELP RECOVER IL
HE DIEP.NOW SILL WANTS IT HIMSELF:

-7711111

Q -- What Is uremia? What
are the symptoms', Is it serious' Is there any cure for it?

91111MINft

A -- Uremia, the piling up
of urea in the blood when the
comes pale and anemic and
complains of generalized itching,

nausea

and

restlessness.

In the late stages he will have
convulsions

and

lose

con-

The treatment depends on the cause

sciousness.

Q -- What can

peritoneal

dialysis do for a person with
only one kidney?
A -- Peritoneal dialysis is

accomplished by slowly circulating a sterile saline solution through the abdominal

cavity.ln a person whose kidney function is impaired it
rids the body of poisons

18 Scottish alder

tree

reduce your blood pressure.

kidneys fail to work, is indeed serious
The victim be-

17 laything

TM 4 us P.

CAPTAIN EASY
QUESTIONS

Chlorpropamide (Diareduces

C 11611

INC

ALLEY OOP,

NU, lot TM. tag

i Po

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Variety

For-

tunately your doctor can discover and treat both types effectively
Eating

ND

SHE LEFT TOWN TIES
MORNING,EA9/...10 VISIT
A EYING RELATIVE. SIBS

MOW MITE UPSET
FOR PAYE

8 Lettuce
9 Rodent
10 Pertaining to
an era
11 Italian city
12 Legal document
19 Musical note
21 Feel regret
22 Masculine
nickname
23 Faucet

24 World -

OMM OBEID BOMU
COMB 151000 0000
OLIO
WOMM
000E100=0 000MO0

0=10010
Fit000010
OS
000E20
ono©
0000 MUM
012
110
OalIMA
000M0
610000
0E100
000000
00E3E010
000M0
00061
MOOM
000
00001
0000 0100
000
OME10 M000

38 Size of shot
47 Weary
25 Fraud
26 Peel, as potatoes 40 Leases
48 Heavy blow
25 Rate of motion 27 Assam silkworm 41 Part of "to be" 49 Scatters, as hay
42 Doctor's helper 51 Wager
29 Be borne
28 High home
52 Feminine name
43 Cicatrix
30 Portrait
32 Music maker
54 Girl's name
44 Step
31 Lampreys
33 Cost
55 Large barrel
45 Alms box
35 Pigpen
34 Sign of the
zodiac
8
7
9
2
10 11
4 5
2 3
36 False god
37 Intended
4
13
38 Adolescent
years
6
15
39 Absolute rulers
43 Health resort
48 Ostrichlike bird 17
47 Child
50 Chemical
element
30 31
25 26 27
53 Deep gorge
56 Emphasize

20 Conducted
21 Meets again

5 Trap

32

587 lariatsed

35

59 Penetrates
DOWN
1 Pause
2 Mountain
(comb. form)

3 Nation's war
vessels
4 Peer Gynt's
mother
5 Brythonic sea
god
6 Sleeping vision
7 Divialon of a
drama -

37
41

43
60

t6
S8

44

45

PP" U53 1141.14
,

7

48

49

57
59 '

4

I

V'

Colorado ftrand Corn -Fed Bee .
WI mow tie
right hi leilt mit
ithie. Moe
port**
efts
tiro
Awe A.

Lean; Freshly Ground

Colorado Brand Corn Fed Beef

GROUND BEEF
.-

HOCK RO

CHUCK TEAK

3-lb. pkg.
or more

Boneless Rolled

Blade Cut

lb.

lb.

less than 3 lbs. ....1b.53c
Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef
-Boneless Rolled English

... Fresh

Greet on the

BEEF ROAST

SWIFT'S

BEEF BURGERS

SO EXTRA' S&H GREEN STAMPS
With this coupe" and a $5.00 or more purchase of

1'7 $11.09

lb.

TOP TASTE

lb.

MEAT, GROCERIES or
FRUITS & VEGETABLES

lb. 69?

GROUND CHUCK .

BEEF STEAKS

.. 3;1kb. $11.99

Swift's Premium or Fergus Pride 14-16 lb..Sizes

(ltathadIng the purchase of leer. Wine. liquor & Cigarette')

SMOKED HAMS

Unlit One Coupon Per Customer.

% Coupon Eipirts August 6,1966

HARVEST WHEAT PATTERN

FULL BUTT HALF

FULL SHANK HALF

Break Resistant

SAVE 10e LB.

SAVE 10e LB,

by Aga

Modern Nall11.10C resonant

SHOULDER

$ .39

34IECE

U. S. Choice LambNational Valu-Way Trim

Blade Cut-Save 20c Lb.

tool LIAO weight and lonely.; Start your setting now and discover gle &Holds

LAMB CHOPS...a 69?
U. S. Choke tomb-Soya 30c lb.

PLACE SETTING °"ly
Umiak, law,Patterned3arder,Whlist CuP

lb.

lb.

Dimwit the Moak Difference In Modern Mohnen' Elegant - . losautifully

styled "Herrest Wheat Pattern" belongs In every home. Marry features In dude "drip -proof" saucer, "shithweshowt" cup-guaronteed bnealsmssistant

\YALU-WAY TRIM CORN COUNTRY PORK

LEG 0' LAMB

PORK LOIN SALE

r

FULt .LOIN -HALF'

WHOLE -Of FULLRIB HALF.

ROAST 'OR SLICED

ROAST OR SLICED
wit& Ms memos 41 the porches* of a .liorimst
Whets Pointorte

SO EXTRA S&H GREEN STAMPS

EMAC-DINNERWARE--PIECE PLACE SETTING c.nlY

U. S. Choke Lamb

$1.3

lb.

Lamb Breast

(Decorated Meow Plate, Patterned Saucer, White Cup)
Ale coupon good new tfins September 17, 1966.
1.1syslt One Coupon Per Family.

C.ntir Ctrl Pork Chops

Freshly Ground

RIB

Lamb Patties

(201°l6.)

ii.. 89?

Center Cut Part Chop.

LOIN CHOPS (1,17On, 98?
100 EXTRA S&H GREEN STAM
art* this ammo sad Ow portion. of
nitsmost Ofl000t Potters.

MELAUK DINNERWARE

$13.9.

3 -PIECE COMPLETER SET only II
(Dessert Dish, 6 -la Salad Plate,' Comma Bowl)
;,.,pin coupon peed new Ilya September 17, 1946
C0.11,011. per

Low CO& Refreshment

HILLS BROS.

Assorted Flavors

COFFEE

MORTON

HUME

CREAM PIES

PEACHES

_

4

DI TRITE

SLICED FREESTONE

-lb.

1:4'A

btls.

14 -oz.
each

can

COLA

No. 21/21
can

t:

Isis deposit.

7

Beal or Liver'

151/2 -oz.

VET'S DOG FOOD
ELBO MACARONI . . . .
Aunt Nellie's Breakfast

ORANGE DRINK

ti 25?

Serve Chilled in Rot Weather!

HEINZ

99f,

SAN-A-LIKI

10.qboxt.

Ground Block

4-ozcan.

NATCO PEPPER

Lihbys

FRUIT COCKTAIL CREAM CHEESE

KIDNEY BEANS

3 -oz.

CRANBERRY -COCKTAIL

liZz'69?

Raspberry filled-Top Tosto

16 -oz. 412
size

-

Refreshirig

HAWAIIAN PUNCH

can

cans

. .

Ocean Spray

JELLY ROLLS

No. 303

v..,,ASIUWEE0

i2(

1

t4.

limit One Coupon Pm cutler...

/

ititiltituti1111111111111.

11111111

D.

GREEN.

GREEN

STAMPS
I

August 6
.

111'IT1'1'V

.

.

-Coupon Expires

PD

": NeTiotiekYVYMYVVY "
.

RAID HOUSE II! GARDEN SPRAY

EASY LIFE BATHROOM TISSUE

AM COFFEE
Coupon Expires

One 14.es. Can

Pink or White Cron pair

Onst H2411. Can-Renular or Drip

2 44mt Cities
GARDEN FRESH TOMATO JUICE
August 6

1/2. 69 ,
gal.

/1 STAMPS
Coupon Expires

r

can

ICE MILK
=-IkAAAAAAAAAt

-

1.2 -oz. 10¢

Hawthorn Mellndy Polka A.Go-Go

Wkh canvas ellisw

35,1

Noc.a3nOs 025?

resh

TOP
TASTE

No. 1

can

Instant Non -Fat Milk

7;4. 10/1

TOMATO SOUP

. .

.

"

1.1";

-

At National we're PEOPLE-PLEASERS

Coupon EePires

August 6

NATIONAL-)' " 'V "1

'11'Y11PD

I

ll

I

1111 1

I

1

I

August 6

NATIONAL 1101111111

PD

U. S. Gov't. Inspected Grade 'A'

ICKENS

Assorted TOP TASTE

TOP TASTE-Save 20c Pkg.

LUNCHEON
MEATS

SKINLESS
WIENERS

.

BOLOGNA -OLD FASHIONED LOAF

For picnics, back -yard cookouts, or at-home dinners. Low
Calorie

perfect

summertime

meal choice at your National

lb.

Food Store!

HERE'S MORE LUCKY

p

NATIONAL

TOP TASTE BREAKFAST

lb.

lb39t`.

.

BEEF SAUSAGE .
.

DIE

MATCH THE STAMP

SWIFT'S PREMIUM New Plumper, Juider

'

SKINLESS WIENERS Ib 59?

59?

SAUSAGE LINKS
"Al N'Ni5,

PORK TENDERLOIN ... lb. 984

a.PARK FRANKS lb' 79,

lb. 45?

TOP TASTE Skinless Pork

Whole for Baking or Patties for Frying - SAVE all LU.

1.7W r9

-

'&

:

tXVIr

,

WI

SO FRESH

FISH STEAKS

U. S. Govt. Inspected

69'

CHICKEN BREASTS

CHICKEN LEGS

lb.

lb.

Slop
I

1,000,000 STAMP WINNERS

npkg. 69?

TURKEY ROAST .

85c

18 Oz. size

WHOLE HAMS

69

ROTISSERIE

SHRIMP COCKTAIL 34;,,z. $10°

.lb. 79)e

.

.....tuarantee
Please or Y Or

Colorado !bond Corn Fad Aga_
Charcoal Brod

$1.49

STEAK ..lb

SMOKED BUTTS

Mrs. Chas.
Goethals

Mr. Chas.
Vegan

2036 N. Humboldt

R.R. 3, Box 430B

5426 S. Wolcott

LaPorte, Indiana

Chicago, III.

10,000 STA MP WINNERS
Dorothy Szostak
Chicago, Ill.

'Money Bac

I

Mary Kokot

Okapi_

team Style or -Whole Xernel

FRUIT
DRINKS

N

A. H. Sperling
Des Plaines, Ill.

LIBBY'S
CORN

ORCHARD FRESH-Assorted

With Soup or as a Snack

Mrs. R. Eby

Chicago, Ill.

Wheaton, Ill.

Florio Swinney

Mary Brats
Chicago, Ill.

Chicago, Ill.

Chicago, W.

Eugene R. Camel
Hoffman Estates,

Mary Rougeau

Agnes D. Dumb

Chicago, LB.

111.

RUth Bowman

Katherine Mannen Elmwood Park,10.
Crown Point, Ind., Chicago, Ill.
M. Steinhauer
Mrs. I. Byrom
Geo. Rasiarmos
Chicago, a
Melrose Park, III.
Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Pater
Grace Ochs
Mrs.W. Fabian
Shelton:
Chicago,
III.
Willow Springs, Ill.
Oak Park, IIL
Don Weiss
Kak Megalski
Mrs. D. Durkin
Hoffman Estates,
Lillian Wood

th

Chicago, III.

No. 303'

Chicago, III.

!IL

Grace Bak
Chicao, III.

e'ftr,,

46 -oz.

Frances Stanton

_ Hammond, Ind.
M. Kleinlerer

Mn"'D. Gott
Valparaiso, Ind.

7.;(

I

Chicago,

Milda
Hammers
Chicago,

ROAST.. I b
SIRLOIN

5410 S. Laffin

100,000 STAMP WINNERS

404.69

. . .

89? ROASTING CHICKENS lb. 55?

SAUSAGE.

:-k.

Chicago, Ill.

lb. 55?

. . . .

BIRD

v1 e19

3232 Neenah Ave

Evanston, Ill.

OSCAR MAYER-Sane 16c

SAU SEA

Char Coal Broil Bonnier,
Colorado Brand Corn Fed Roof

820 Dodge Ave.

AGAR -5 -lb. size

CANNED HAM
COOK OUT SPECIALS!

-Flynn

Baker

TURKEY & GRAVY 2P11$1.89

Cornish

John

Howard E.

. 2 i'..b...$129

HONEY SUCKLE

.Srnoked-1416.1b. ay. Savo 14c lb.

GAME HENS..

S

HONEY SUCKLE

--

HILLSIDE BACON...

ff. eke

FILLETS

59'

National's Own Sliced.

114.
.

LAKE PERCH

U. S. Govt. Inspected

it

I: LI

-lb.kg.

Whole
CUT-UP

I

2 109

OR PICKLE & PIMIENTO

Mrs. G. Snodgrass

Mrs. Geo. Korbel

Chicago, Ill.

Gary, Indiana
M. Melton
Westchester, W.
Mrs. J. Schullo
Melrose Park, III.

Mrs. Ray Green
Oak Lawn, Ill.

Ellen Lavin

Mrs. I. Bergeron
Kankakee, Ill.

Vera Levine
Wilmette, III.

Elmhurst, Ill.

PLAY MATCH THE STAMP GAMEI WIN UP TO ONE

'

MILLION S i N STAMPS. JOIN THE THOUSANDS
WHO HAVE ALREADY WON AT NATIONAL RULES

74 can 1'1

AS PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED IN THIS PAPER.

DAWN DEW FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Mountain Grown

I LI
Fresh Vine Ripe

TOMATOES

Enlay sweet, rip* cherries on
picnics, in bust salad, or pass
them around while watching
TV These dalicious cherries

at the peak of the season
will please the whole faintly.

lb.

CHERRY TOMATOES .c:29?

lb.

,

Fresh Daily Michigan

BLUEBERRIES

Low Calorie Orange Drink

TROPI-CAL-LO

.0

pints

tls
bqt..

...i,

Instant Mashed

FRENCH'S POTATOES....
The Breakfast of Champions

pkg.

St Off Label

FLEECY WHITE BLEACH

Half

I

t. kA,V.I.AV,I.A.VA,VAAAAAAALAAAAAAP

AVOCADOS
CALAVOS
11101111111111101111111M

'

One 110.ei. pkg. Lilted Natural Longhorn
'
TOP TASTE CHEESE

29c

Gal.

`t1

AAAAAAAAA At A VAA tt lAt V VAAAAt tttt At AO
Po, etwerse.
thrill One. Co

1

11 1
1

lg. 24 -

size

.
1

1

1

1

1 111

Coupon Expkos
i

intini 0000000

August 6

ATIONAL'Illl}11111111 .

August 6

is)))111

I

i

I

Il

I

I

I

I

I

1111111

n Par Cottoonno

4° 4"

Ono 22.4%. pkg.-Fiesta et Sausage
ROCKET FROZEN PIZZA

NATIONAL

I

-102/ GREEN

STAMPS
25LesidirA
to Ttos 6eupn L Forams of
Coupon Expires

I

Until one Co

GREEN
With Tills Coupso L Porch.. el

'r
I

I

America's Favorite California

59c

,p24...j 3

WHEATIES

I

$ .00

STAMPS

lon-RAX og 40'Sglar or gaper
OaTAMPs

PD

Coupon UP"'
I

""

August 6

PD

NAT.IONAL 11"1"111"Irirri
.....

1111111111111

NATIONAL limititimh.
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Niagara Falls Trip Thrills
e hers of Over 50 Club
-

Auto Trailers
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wonted

Found. Transister radio. Vic.
of Wilke Rd.Ownermust !den-

71

34
20
109

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

108
107

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Model's
American Engineered.

Assemblies Co. Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago,

106
103

99

5

B uilding Materials
Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services

Camera Optical Goods
Card Of Sympathy
Cord Of Thanks
Cemeteries IL Lots

64
110
37

EXECUTIVE

Collections

Co -Operative Aportments

The Over 50 Club left Pioneer Park by bus to the Dear-

born Station July 29 on their
Niagara Falls excursion

Forty men and women
boarded the bus at 7 25 p m.
They

arrived

Burlington

at

Ontario, at 9 40 a m to begin
a full weekend of touring They
had breakfast at "Pan Cakes
in the Park" where all 40

were seated at one big table

50 Club".'

e w the area for

i

v

miles

The tour included the falls around.
1,800
trip covered
The
at night an elavator to the bottom of the falls and an Indian miles. Saturday night was
sight spent on a train homeward
impressive
An
the club, with the help of Mrs. trail.
Roberta Fisher of the Wayne - was the Ontario Hydro Floral bound.
The Arlington Heights Over
Griffin Travel Agency, guided Clock with hands that sweep

their around the flowers on the. 50 club also plans a day at
bus tour around Niagara. Falls. ground. They observed ships the races for members and
The bus created a consider-, passing through the locks. guests on Aug. 18. One 'race
the

club

members

on

able interest with the sign on The group had dinner at Seafront "Arlington Heights Over gram Tower where they could

will be named in honor of the
club.

42
68
84

29
57
104
112

67

cake is a scale model of the
theatre and took more
50 hours to prepare.

2

30

Horne Furnishings -Furniture
Horses, Hornets And Wagons

47
49

Hotel And Apartments
Household Appliances
Hunting land And

72

Call our

Mrs. William Bischoff and

Industrial Property
In Memoriam

83

Instruction
Investment Property

23
90

Jobs Wanted -Men
Jobs Wantitd-Women

21

- Woman of the Map

Nancy

daughter

Mount

Prospect

returned to
Tuesday to

report on the military govern-

visited

two ycars ago.

In September, Nancy will re-

ment in Argentina.

Said M. Bischoff, "The turn to Drake University where

Aug.

8

and

were

and father Mr. and Mrs. Nor-

from the
students
United States and those in
foreign countries.
Mrs. Bischoff and her daugh-

man Smith of Des Plaines.

Pat Lechelt

ter went to La Rioja because

BRUNS

the "world series" of aviation
last week. The term denotes

sons Earl and Fred Jr.

Nancy wanted to revisit the
town where she stayed as the
first American exchange stu-

a phase of competition. Shc is
Kristin Thulin, the only girl
in senior combat in the model
aviation national contest held
at Glenview Naval Air Station.
Also participating in the

been

in

since

1950.

REAL. ESTATE

CL 5.63320

dent, the guest of the Miguel
Estradas.

It

SOW
OF THE TIMES

EXCLUSIVES

Mrs.

17 -YEAR -OLD
A
Prospect girl "got .a

The store has been in

Mount

kill"

in

and the girls' father Frederick.
Unfortunately, although Mary
did attend most of the week's
illness

prevented

her

from competing in her scheduled meet.

.

The program
by the Academy of Model Aeronautics, and the Thulin girls
have been in it for a number of
is

sponsored

years.

Mary is a junior at Regina

by

purchased

Fred

Meeske Sr. it is owned and

operated by Meeske and his
Meeske's Super market has
location
was formerly

present

its

It

located two doors south in the
space

occupied

now

by

the

Gift Shop. Meeske's was remodeled after a fire in 1952
and remodeled in a German
theme in 1965.
The friendly clerks carry
out the decor by wearing

bright red and white costumes.

The women wear checkered
dresses and white ruffled aprons. The men wear black

but was in the service when
Gilbert came to Mount Pros-

whom is Frederick
also an Illini student.

dinner guests.

A number of small family
parties will occupy the family
Gilbert's

visit,

The

first was Monday night when
of Mount Prospect's 12 -chil- his great aunt and uncle Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Schott were
dren families, the oldest of

MT. PROSPECT -

IN-LAW ARRANGEMENT

with separate quarters Comprising Living Room - Kitchen &
Bedroom in lower level. Upper level has Living Room, Dining "L" Kitchen with built -Ins, 3 Bedrooins, 2 1/2 car heated

garage. If the folks live with yoit & you want privacy, be
$27,600

sure to see this one at only

123 S. ARLINGTON FITS. RD.

1508. MAIN

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MOUNT PROSPECT

CL 5-8000

1192.7150

Member of Multiple Listing !Meeks

111,

19,

A PAIR of

brothers are
being reunited this week at
'their parents' home after a
separation of-several years.

They are Gilbert and Marvin
Haas, sons of Mr. and. Mrs.
Herman Haas Jr.

Gilbert arrived Monday from

California on a two week vacation. Marvin lives at home,

Wednesday Mrs. Haas and
'her sons drove to Battle Creek,
Mich., to be guests for the day

of Wilma Haas' niece , of her
family.

B.S.E..DP,T. personnel ,Mgr.
'

MAINTENANCE
GROUNDS MAN
Must have

mechanical

and

electrical skills. 40 hr. week.
Paid vacation.- Yearly -raise.
Call Arlington Heights Public
Schools, Dist. 25. 253-6100
Extension 27.

16 N. Main Street

-

WANT ADS

rill

schedule sppts,forprominent
neighborhood doctor. Light
typing and neat appearance
are req's. $90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

BUILDING
CUSTODIAN

15-Business Personals

.

For 5tuffingPapers EarlySaturday Mornings.
Mount Prospect
New Agency
392-1830

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

For Right Person

DO YOU

56

Personals

14

Political

12

Radio-Tisievision

38
85
89
93

FOR FAST ACTION

1

HIGH
SCHOOL
BOYS
For Stuffing -Papers.
Early
Saturday Mornings.

91

86

Real Estate-Vocont
Real Estate Wanted

94
95
88
96

Rooms -BoardHOusekeeping

70

Loans Mortgages.
Real Estate -Service

Mount Prospect
News Agency

-

Sporting Goods
Stereo-Hi-fi-Photograph
Store And Bar Fixtures

To Rent Apar*nents

Apartment

78
80
73
76
81

To Rent Resort
Properties'

Toys, Games, Novelties
Trade Schools
Travel
Trucks, Trailers

79.
62
25

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE
YOUR

FAMILY
WANT AD?

18

102

Vacation Maces

92

Wanted To Rent

82

CHECK YOUR ADII
Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of their
advertisement and in case of

error to notify the classified department at once in order that
correction can be made. In the
event of error or omission, the
newspaper will be responsible for
ONLY the first incorrect inser-

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

still valuable
items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

Why not call
me today?

Dial 255-7200

tion and only to the extent of the
space that the ad requires. Errors
will be rectified by republication
for one insertion.

26 of C. Kenneth Chalk. He,

days EL 9 to 12 Saturdays.

daughter

Nancy formerly lived on S.
Albert St. in Mount Prospect

AIRLINE CLERK

74

To Rent Furnished

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous

392-1830

60
39
63

To Rent Business

Property
To Rent Farms

PHONB 255.7200

774-9393

helpful. Job security. Ideal

HIGH
SCHOOL
BOYS

Mt. Prospect

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
You'll be trained to greet
patients, ans. phones, and

CL 5-0413

us at once, Corrections are at copied by phone. 9 to 9 week-

their

FULL & PART TIME
Call 964-1302 Daily 1-5 PM
Mon. & Thurs. 1-7 PM

Salary Open

FROM Los Altos, Calif.,
comes word of 'the death July
and

in Elk Grove, Des

55

Please check your ads and notify

Dorothy

week

Plaines & Park Ridge areas.
Ages 21-60. Must have own
transportation. Two full time

31

-PLEASE

during

a

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

ADVERTISERS

pect.

CLEAN UP

IN YOUR SPARE TIME
Men and women needed to do
lite office cleaning 5 evenings

day positions also.

Work.

working conditions and excellent employee benefits. Apply
253-0620.
500 Fernandez.

III

trousers and red vests.

High School in Wilmette. Kristin will enter as a freshman
at the University of Illinois
Circle Campus in September.
The pair are members of one

DRIVER

Full Time Delivery

the

Meeske family since 1925 when

program were Mary Thulin,
15, entered in junior combat,

events,

services

and charge accounts. The meat
department butchers offer -custom cuts of meat.

was

trade. Reliable, mechanically
inclined.
HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR
1616 W. Northwest Hwy.
CL. 9-3700 - ArlingtonHgts.

a.

Au equal opportunity employer

NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000
OR MORE

Real Estate -

feature phone orders, delivery

it

Young man to learn glass

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693,3021

Capable Young Married Man
for Full Time All A round Work
in Lumber Ware House.

Office Fumiture-Devices

ing, the sale prizes will be a-

Program which arranges visits

women's absence
Bischoft's mother

GOOD OPPORTUNITY

LIQUOR STORE

FULL& PART TIME
MT. PROSPECT LIQUORS

Villa

Subsidiary of IBM

8501 West Higgins
Road

Call 673-6760

Experience not required, but

52
65
53
54
32
98
4

$20 per week.

Lake District News Co.
411 N. Wolf Rd. Wheeling

69

Child Care

Real Estate -For Exchange
Real Estate -Houses

a
color television will
be given away. Every day dur-

national Fellowship Exchange

the

during

40 hrs..per week. Paid vacation, profit-sharing if eligible,
hospitalization available. Apply in person 9 AM to 11 AM.

51

'

day

warded to customers.
supermarket
The

:WAREHOUSE HELP WANTED

50

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real Estate -Form Lands

she is

a sophomore in pharmacy. Keeping things. running
smoothly in the Bischoff home

Continue

through Aug. 20. On the final

people are 'happy with their
government and want to keep
it for 10 years." She is area
representative for the inter-

between

A SIGH

A sale for the occasion will
begin

Bus Lines

392-9300

22

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

28-Employment Agencies-Women

Paid vacation

Ritzenthaler

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:

afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus

Nursery Schools-

ing its 4Ist anniversary.

also

-

experience one
Minimum
year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre-

BOYS WANTED

-Mt:Proinact;111.-

SCHOOL BUS

BBC requires computer op orators for IBM System/360.

12 to 17. Part time. To work

111 W. Central Rd.

for

IBM.
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

ferred. Interesting and re -

TERRACE
SUPPLY CO.

MECHANIC

Full time

439-0268

RELAY DRIVER

& Stock

24 -Help Wanted Men

5

Machinery And Equipnsent
Metals and Metal Products
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Monuments And Mausoleums
Motorcycles And
Scooter,
Moving And Storage
Musical Instruments

Meeske Super Market located at 101 S. Main St. in
Mount Prospect is celebrat-

Lillian
Andres who was exchange student at Prospect High School
They

Baby sitting jobs wanted by
High School Freshman
Call 392-1558

97

Privileges

bandseapkv
Leather Goods

Market

By Grace Mott

48

199 King St.

253-3443.

than

41 Years
Marked by

Selling your home?

Experiences References. Call

46

Help Wonted Women

Loans -Personal. Business

Argentina Revisited

Will do ironing in my home:

7

Help Wanted Men Or Women

LINO Stocks'

Grace's Daze

Day or night.

8th grader.

1

24
26

cated in the Randhurst Shop-

presented
cake
anniversary
by Jewel Food Stores. The

Exp., capable babysitters.
High school sophomore, and

36

61

ping Center is celebrating Its
anniversary.
first
birthday
Mrs. Robert Jones, hostess
for the event poses with the

References upon request.2559576

45
Electric fickeros-Equipment
27
Employment Agencies Men
Employment Agencies Women 28

Help Wanted Men

The Randhurst Cinema lo-

will care for your
child - children in her home.

'Mother

259-0820.

Fraternal Notices
Fuel, Cool, Oil, Wood
Funeral Directors

MAN OR BOY
with car, deliver newspapers

commission. Can earn over

8

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Arlington Hgts.,

Box 1034

22 -labs Wanted -Women

9

259-1457

.

lations, Promotion,total business Management. Available
about September 1st. Box
1035, Prospect Day, 117 S.
Main Street, Mt.Prospect,I11.

43

Food And Dellcatill

217 S.ArLligts.Rd.

- 392-1830

17

.

Send resume to
Arlington. Day

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Call
Mt. Prospect News Agency

Do It Yourself

Florists

Young man to learn non ferrous metal business. Noprevious training in this field required. Mechanical aptitude
advantageous. Good opportunity for young married man.
Insurance and profit sharing.

Eves. and weekends.
ARLINGTON
STANDARD SERVICE
1000 S. A rl. Hts. Rd.

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

Area company, Background: Personnel, Public Re-

10
6
44.

Foes, Equipment
Formers Market
Financial Adj

FOR

SALES TRAINEE

pect

Death Notices
Dedications
Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Employment Service -Women
Equipment Rentals

PART TIME

15

.40 -

AND

437-9424

40 years old, seeks position
with progressive Mt., Pros-

16

FULL TI ME

in restaurant in Des Plaines.
Good starting salary. Call

38
39
66

3

Clothing Furs

Manager for year round drive-

to homes Sunday morning only.

21 -labs Wanted -Men

'Christmai-Merchandise------ 41

called King Arthur's Round
Table.
Mrs. Elizabeth Meyer of
Mount Prospect, director of

KI 5-6650

395-0782

101

Boats And Marine Supplies
Books

11 -Business Services

105

Bicycles

for

tify. 253-9037, after 6 PM.
Found. Boy's bicycle. Vie.
North Art. Hts. 259-0133.

35
33
75

B arber And Exchange

The Over 50 Club of Arlington boarding bus
trip to Niagara Falls.

Parakeet, Blue & Wht. Reward
Rolling Meadows A .CL 5-6338

Air Conditioning
Airplanes And Equipment
Apartments To Exchange
Apts. And Rooms To Shore
Arts And Antiques
Auction Sales
Auto Insurance
Auto Leasing
Auto Loons
Auto Ports And Access.
Auto Repairing And
Equipment '

Come Home, Lost

Parry

CLASSIFIED
INDEX

24-Help. Wanted Men*

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost And Found

THE PROSPECT DAY
Thursday, August 4, 1966

Mature man with apptitude for
figures, age no barrier;Customer service work, night

shift 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. Call
or stop out today.

BUTLER AVIATION

WANT ADS

,REASON?
Take
Up To

60-

Months
To Pay

WE

SPECIALIZE'
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

O'Hare Field
Phone 686-7000

SEARS
We have permanent full time
Job openings. No experience
necessary. We will train.

STOCKROOM
TIRE & BATTERY
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Excellent earnings. plus Sears

outstanding benefit program.
FAMOUS PROFIT SHARING
PLAN
LIFE INSURANCE
HOSPITALIZATION
ILLNESS BENEFITS
PAID VACATION
7 PAID HOLIDAYS
DISCOUNT PRIVILEGE

PUT ALL YOUR ..
B ILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

'

Mt. Prospect

`N -7,747"-Y-HENRIKSEN

LOAN CO

APPLY IN PERSON
Personnel Dept.
Monday thru Friday

FAMILY

FOR ANY

1.011PINT ROAN

9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

OFFICE HOURS:

SEARS, ROEBUCK
AND CO.

Hours: Weekdays 9.a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat, 9:36 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.

Golf Mill Store

400 C.olf Mill,ShoppIng Center
-Niles. III.

We are licensed and regulated
`Ay the State of Illinois.

Thursday, August 4, 1966

THE DAY

$

cAp. ppAY

15

255-7200
28-Emplovinebt Agencies -Women

GENERAL...OFFICE :

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONISTS

TRAINEE

'

Two openings and two different N. side and suburban
locations. "Take your pick"
You'll learn to greet travel-

Will train to handle our ac-

time. opening for a woman in=.

schedule transportation, etc.
Light typing, nice personal-

adder necessary. Good starting salary, merit raises,profit sharing.No age limit.
Call Mrs. Marquard 499-7910

.Excellent atartl,ng salary plus
SEARS outstanding employe
benefits.

ers, help them plan trips,
ity! req'd. $90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

'774-9399

7205 N. Meade

TO VICE PRES. OF
AFFAIRS

You'll be trained as sect'y. to
exciting executive who is in
charge of international relations for famous suburban
firm. Foreign dignitaries visit him and he travels all pver
llie .world. tight steno. req'd.
but more Import:int is poise
and appearance $475. mo.
Free.
Miss Paige
774-9393

7205 N. Meade

$300

-

$650

OFFICE POSITIONS
"We Service Over

2,000 Companies"
"We Handle Everything"
",We Will Place Anywhere"

Trainees or Experienced

"SHEETS" 100% FREE
3 LOCATIONS

We have a permanent full
foundation wearables.

Apply ,in Person

Personnel Dept.
, 9:30 a.m. - 5p.m.

For High School District 0214'

immediate opening, interesting work, pleasant surroundings.

Golf Mill Store
400 Golf Mill Shopping Center

Niles, Ill.

TYPIST
and general office work. Varied duties in sales department
of growing automation machine tool builder. Air conditioned office. Paid HospiProfit sharing.
talization.
Hours 8;30 - 5:00. $90 weekly.

N. Evergreen

207

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School education. Full or part-time.Day
or night shift. Apply:
THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

PRODUCTS

- Subsidiary- of

392-6100

Palatine, Ill.

PART TIME

1855 Greenleaf
Elk Grove Village

678-3720

Stenos

N.W. CHICAGO

mediately available for women

who are interested

SHARE IN SEARS FAMOUS
BENEFIT PROGRAM
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Paid Vacations

APPLY IN PERSON

Personnel Dept.
Monday thru Friday
9:30 a.m. - 5p.m.

RIGHTGIRL
Temporary Service

SEARS, ROEBUCK

-AND'CO: '
Golf Mill Store
400 Golf Mill Shopping Center

SS
Serwice Directory

BOYS

BUS I

for either full or part time.

Call

Mount Prospect News Agency

Let us help make your...DAY!

392-1830

insurance program. Retire-

Good growth potential, new expanded business office area.
Excellent opportunity for experienced accountant. Degree
preferred but not necessary. Will be responsible for general
accounting activities and related duties.

RIVER TRAILS SCHOOL

Contact Mr. R. W.' Beals, Director of Personnel.

DIST. 826
1400 E. Kensington
Mt. Prospect
Phone - 296-2150

-NORTHWEST-COMMUNITY- HOSPITAL

For

DONS BLACKTOP

Permanent full time position
in an established Personnel
Department is available for a
woman who has had general

(nights)

Experienced man with knowledge of industrial building

ience.

maintenance.

Responsibilities will include
record keeping, compiling insurance, pension and employment reports with some emphasis on personnel research
and labor -relations activities.
Typing necessary and office
de experience
machine

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:

Paid Vacations
Frequent Increases
7 Paid Holidays

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, IllinOis
CLearbrook 9-1620

DRAFTSMEN.
Excellent opportunity for men' with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

ELECTR I CAL
Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

skills NOW for PART TIME
work atter school starts. Use

MECHANICAL

our office equipment FREE
of charge to renew and improve your typing, transcribing, etc. Cali Ethel Doebber.

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing

Blacktop Work

These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations,tolidays and annual bonus.

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
lots.
driveways, parking
business areas, resurfacing
seal
'old blacktop, repair
coating
Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service

de-

Individualized styling,

signing & alterations. Near
Randhurst.

255-0348

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259-0487
Miscellaneous Service

537-8228

439-3405

estimate. Open
Pours 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794
Tree

.24

Rick's Decorating

Painting. Wallpapeig, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

Interior and exterior qual-

'RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work, . low

ity

562-2991

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

.Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066
Cement Work
"

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 200 - Colors 250
Now available in red, green,

black, brown. yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights'
Phone CL 5-1015
OUR 16TH YEAR'
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.
,Serving. the entire N.W.
Driveways, patios.
, area.
:etc. Protective curbing for
All'.
;asphalt
driveways.

,work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529.6587.

esti-

interior,

CL 3-7374
Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating

Carpet and Furniture
Cleaners

Home Maintenance, Fully
liana-

Free Estimates.
259-5066

Repair

VACATION OVER!
WELCOME BACK.
Now is the time tor all T.V.
owners to check their T.V.'s

to see if they are in proper
viewing condition. If they

are not! Come in or call.
Ray's

Radio ancre.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S.Evergreen, Arl. Hgts.'
CL 5-5692

894-3115
Transporation

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carstoe Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ili.
LE 7-1166
RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

Trimming - Cutting

Call Leo's

Insured.

S3.

RONt'S TREE SERVICE

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfaction guar. Also
color design.

oil & adjust,

824-2865

Cupetsling Cleaners

cost, free estimate.

Barrington
550 W. Northwest, Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

Suburban
Decorators
painting. Free
mates.
358-4882

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTR IES*

Free est. in your home.

Trash Hain

Painting -Decorating

decide until you call us for

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Guar. serv. on all brands.
24 hr. phone serv.

Alton'sQuality

Will do tutoring in my home.
Qualified Teacher

Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

DUnkirk 1-2400

Clean,

General Cleaning

Work Guar Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices
DON'S BLACKTOP

Coma in or Call

Sewing Machine Repairs

Dressmaking -Sewing

and annual bonus.

827-5557:

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance* shift bonus and overtime.

Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING

immaculate work inexpensively done by machine
also new method carpet
cleaning.
456-5404

"Angels In Disguise"

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

PREFERRED

610 North Lee Street
DesPlaines
NURSES A 1 DES
(Man Power for
Health Program)
From Aug. 8 to 11 we will

We have immediate openings for precision assemblers in
one of our new plants.

Must be able to read and interpret a variety of measuring
instruments.
Some training In machining inspection and machine shop
would be helpful.

Excellent starting rate and automatic salary reviews.
* Profit sharing.
Air -Conditioned plants.
2 weeks vacation after 1 year.

of

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING
"-MI50 N. 12th ST.

537-2180

MACHINISTS

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Stop In and See,Us During Your Vacation

Phone, Visit or Write
C. M. SMITH

this study

course, you will be' eligible
for excellent positions in the

Route 83

hospital field. Study materials

free. Apply NOM Personnel
director.

HIGHLAND PARK
HOSPITAL
area code 312
ID 2-8000
Highland Park, Ill.

MART/Al METALS

Tool Makers

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

completion

Topping

Complete Tree Service

824-9530

DU 1-2400

be interviewing from 9 AM
to 1 PM women interested in
a 5 wk. nurses aide training
program, starting Aug. 15.
Good starting salary. Upon

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

BARRINGTON

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

Call 255-7200

Paid Sick Leave
Paid Hospitalization
Free Coffee

mt,

Pleasant working conditions,
excellent fringe benefits and
commenserate salary. Apply
in person, Personnel Department.

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.

529-6587

CL. 9-1000

MAINTENANCE MAN

office or personnel exper-

PRECISION MECHANICAL

STAN VORGIAS CO.

ADVERTISING

439-1794

ASSEMBLERS

Arlington Heights

800 W. Central Rd.

PERSONNEL CLERK
TYPIST

Consult this daily guide of
Services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

24 -Help Wanted Men

ACCOUNTANT

WANTED

FULL TIME SECRETARY
with typing & shorthand ability. Hours 8:30 to 4:30. Full

"Brush -up" on your orice
*Wheeling

Extension 27.

24 -Help Wanted Men

ATTENTION
MOTHERS:

*Prospect Heights

plus 4 weeks. 36 hour week.
Call Arlington Heights Pub c
Schools, Dist. 25. 253-61 J.

For appt. phone 255-2236.

RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

For Morning Paper Route

Mount Prospect

School Secretary. School year

You earn as you learn.

Morton Grove

WANTED

WANTED

and make money tool Need
2 or more girls °thigh calibre

6201 WiOakton

'An equal opportunity employer

GET RESULTS

YEARS YOUNGER

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wasted Men

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

wAPS

in full

time work.

$75 BONUS
Top Rates

Excellent opportunities im-

Road

Tel; (3121) 893-3021_.._

WANT ADS

FIND IT /N 7NE

CLERICAL -

Niles, Ill.

Chicago, Ili. 60631

DAY

24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

SALESWOMEN

First 5 Days Pay

350 W. Colfax St.

tunities calling you for beauty,
earnings.
392-9017.

LOOK

ment benefits. 2 weeks vacation after first year.

SEARS

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

8501 West Higgins

4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170

499-4455

Secretaries
Clerks

PHONE 827-1108

Schiller Park, Ill.

NILES

AMPLEX CORP.

-Call-Jane. Nelson -

9545 W. Ainslie

8144 1/2 N. Milwaukee

AND

TEMPORARY

PLUS

SBC requires key punchoper-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

359-3560
Electro-netic LabS

With

OPERATORS

UNIMATIC
MACHINE

'GENERAL OFFICE
Young Woman needed for order

modern, airdesk
in
conditioned office. Light typing. 37 1/2 hour week.

$10 BONUS

IBM
KEY PUNCH

WOMAN
NEEDED
For light assembly, wiring,

and ,sodering. New plant and
liberal benefits. Call

IMMEDIATE WORK

SEARS, ROEBUCK
AND CO.

259-5300 EXT. 37

I

825-3520'

Typists

30 -Help Wanted -Women

SR -Help Wanted -Women

Ladles - Many good oppor-

Teacher from Hasbrook area
wants baby sitter for school
year. 1 boy. Your home or
mine. 259-5781 or 392-7905.

PALATINE POWDER PUFF
245 E. Northwest Hwy.
'
358-5550

terested in, selling women's

STENOGRAPHER.

EXECUTIVE SECTY.

INTERNATIONAL

counts receivable posting.
Light typing and use of 10 key,

ONLY

.

WANTED ,
SHAMPOO GIRL
FULL OR PART,.

SEARS
CORSETIERE

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help 'Wanted -Women

DAYS

LINES.

BEFORE 4 P.M.

ts

A
..1

H

Ic

Nicholaus
yS

Rd* X
York Rd.

24 -Help Waited. Men

z

AMPEX.
2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

439-8700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN- CLEAN FOUNDRY

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

,

Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixturfia and Assembly Tools.

.Mill Hands
Someexperience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

Boring Machine Operators

FOUNDRY HELPERS

INSPECTORS

KILN OPERATORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.
UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Drill Press OperatorS
Must be able to set-up and operate.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
Profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400
'

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
'

BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL, RAIN 1N OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS;AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

MART//V /METALS.
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.

537-2180

Thursday, August 4,.1966

THE DAY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Full & Part time

Unusual opening for willing

$1.60 per hour

worker in the field of con-

apply

sumer credit.

ARLINGTON MOTEL

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

Bank of Elk Grove

Arlington Heights

439-1686

FULL TIME JOB
2

Girl Fricliy wanted. Pleasant
working conditions, in a new
modern office.

CUSTOM. PLASTICS,
INC.

Positions Available

CASHIER SWITCHBOARD
18 OR OLDER

Elk Grove Village

Paid vacations and holidays

SET-UP MAN
Experienced punch press operator to set-up presses, make
minor adjustments and Change -avers. Good starting salary
& excellent possibility for advancement.

r: PAID VACATION

*PENSION PLAN

*7 PAID HOLIDAYS

HOSPITALIZATION
FREE COFFEE

0 -SICK LEAVE

ASSEMBLERS

RECEPTIONIST

Challenging opportunities,
Days, Weeks, Months.
Call Bette Rich 296-5515 ;

Hospitalization available
See Scotty Robinson

ADTAKER

GEO. POOLE FORD

No typing -phone Mr. Arnold,
255-8051.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY SERVICE

Paid rest periods

Free Life Insurance

Paid Holidays

1100 Hicks Road

NO AGE LIMIT

Rolling Meadows

Free Hospitalization
Bonus for night work
Apply9-5Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

General Molded Products Inc.

CHEMISTRY
TECHNIC IAN -

Des Plaines. Illinois
774-5155

824-6135

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Continued expanding research effort creates opening in central

PART TIME

Pool 3 x 12, pump, skimmer
$60 ea. or offer. CL3-369Q

253-3500

GARAGE SALE

392-7639

$10.
Neighborhood

An Equal -Opportunity Employer-

Chrysler motor with trailer
392-0126.
and extras.

Experienced - or we will train
Part time or Full Time positions available.

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

****41e***************

ployment

women K..bur. Kw plii t

are now available for men and
::-.;
t
: i i ::: ,.l
!

knowledge of production scheduling.
.

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

CL 9-1000

Arlington Heights

Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

ASSEMBLERS

w.

Wheeling

INSPECTORS
Immediate openings for experienced inspectors in several
areas of our new plants.

Experience in custodial duties desirable.

LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist in project work.

Interest in
chemistry or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

FLOOR INSPECTORS
* Good starting rate and profit sharing.
* Air conditioned plants.
*; Opportunity to join rapidly growing company.

ceiving, inventory and miscellaneous duties.

Must have cape -any for detSiled work. Experience in credit
and collection work or in handling customer correspondence
needed.' College degree or equivalent evening courses in
business administration preferred.

GENERAL CLERK

High School graduate. Starting assignment' a variety of
general office duties. Outstanding opportunity to learn
and advance to a more responsible position.

DETAILERS

Stop in and see us during your vacation.

INTERVIEWING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings ti17:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1' p.m.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove' Village
Ph,one-439-8700
Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal OppOrtunity Employer

With medium machine background experience preferred.

ACCOUNTING CLERK

.-

High school graduates experienced in general accounting
duties desirable. Excellent opportunity to learn and advance
to a more responsible position.

Sales Positions in the Chicago
Area. Salary plus Commissions.
Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

UARCO INCORPORATED
West County Line Rd.

Barrington, Ill.

DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer
'

limitation,

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

in emplpyment

Employer
30 -Help Wanted -Women

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

.

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

any ambition individual.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

CLERK TYPISTS
DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
ACCOUNTING MACHINE OPERATOR
Apply Personnel Department

1661 Northwest Highway

4 HOUR
SHORT SHIFT

RECEIVING CLERK

High School graduate - responsibilities include stock re-

CREDIT CORRESPONDENT

LAYOUT INSPECTORS

400 North Wolf Road

preference,

specification or discrimin-

Has Job Openings For

INSPECTOR
CUSTODIAN

MULTILITH OPERATOR -DRIVER

537-6100

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

A MemAor d Ihr GUI f...', . Conpono.r.

An Equal Opportunity

OPENINGS AT UARCO

Will operate multilith machine -part time Drivingof company
station wagon. Must have accident froe driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

Average 10 hours overtime per week

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,

PREC I S ION ASSEMBLERS

No experience necessary as we will train. -

Minimum Age, 18

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

ation

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

562-7100

let

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to Indicate.

benefits.

800 W. Central Rd.

appointment.
Ext. 723.
an

them know which
positions the advertiser

Experience in procurement of parts or related items and

APPLY PERSONNEL

Of !.-.1h1

or 'enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers

ANALYZERS

WELDERS -FABRICATORS $2.68-2.93
ASSEMBLERS
$2.18-2.77
MACHINE OPERATORS $2.18-2.62

jationi 1

related

Consideration will be given:
to applicants who have had a
minimum of 2 - 3 years
experience in recruiting and,
interviewing. Many fringe
benefits including tuition rel'und:,.plan. Please call for

in-

essary to the normal oRefF

and

phases of personnel work.
Some college desired but a
degree is not necessary.'

dicate bona tide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec-

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit '7:30 pm
Saturday 9 a.m. to 1' p.m.

JUNIOR PLANNER

If you can fill any of the above -positions; we can assure
you of permanent employment, good salary, and many

We offer top pay, automatic Increases, health and life insurance, and cafeteria. These are permanent positions
with a company that has an outstanding record of growth
and prosperity.

applicants,
in

Agency columns

are made only (1) to

to

Cooks Helper

GENERAL BLOWER CO.

includes recruiting clerical

NOTICE

F.T. -WOMEN - DAYS

DISSATISFIED
Work For A Good Company

an aggressive,-exseekTag

perienced woman as an
assistant. To qualify, an individual must 'be thoroughly.
.versed in recruiting factory
applicants for
electrical
manufacturing. Position also

our Help Wanted and Em-

Cart Assembler
With Your Job And Traveling?

Our employment manager is

$50.00. 392-1861
Two beautiful long-haired kittens to be given to good homes.
358-9283.

Designations as to sex

Salad Lady

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

392-7612
Male- Beagle 1-yr. old A .K.C.
Reg. Raised with children.

mg

The following. posit!

400 Golf Mill Shopping Center

INTERV IEWER

Ch. blood lines, excellent disposition - $100.00 and up.

...

A

PERSONNEL

7964

.German Shepard AKC male
pups, 13 wks. old. Ch. Sire,

Join A Profit Sharing Company

F.T.- MAN - DAYS
P.T. - MAN - (Moon Lighter) After 4 P.M.

Niles, Ill.

Mr. Wackerman

Miniature Schnauzers AKC-Reg.. - Male .-- 8 .wks..

Join

ANCi, CO,
Golf Mill Store

5512.

INTERVIEWING:

SERS, ROEBUCK

426-5108
30 -Help Wanted -Women

kitten to be given away. 6

(Hospital)

PERSONNEL DEPT.
MondayFriday 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

west of Dundee. Gilberts.

Male brown and black tiger

Male & Female

salesmen including Sears famous benefit program.

APPLY IN PERSON

;

$.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

mon. old. 392-2639 or 253-

RITZENTHALER BUS LINES

.

DIETARY. DEPT.

Chris

17'

$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

CL 5-9191
Craft Inboard.

School Bus Drivers

Excellent earnings and permanent job opportunities for
Car essential, salary while training. Drew versus commission
plus mileage.

THE BEST SOD YOU:,
HAVE EVER SEEN

Pram sailboat - ex. cond.
Perfect for tollway lakes -

.

2513 E. Higgens Road
Elk Crave Village, '111-;

SOD
Grass Sod Nursery.
Growers of 'nursery sod'.
Straight Merian.
Blue

YOUNG SAILORS A-HOY1

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

BUS SERVICE, INC.

KITCHEN PLANNING
GAS/ELECTRIC RANGES
...
_SEWING.MACHINES_
WINDOW BLINDS/AWNINGS

BUILDING MATERIALS
CUSTOM DRAPERY
-CARPET--SALESPLUMBING/HEATING

50 -Landscaping

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

392-9300

DAV I DSMEYER

SEARS

Glass top. 253-4801

Fish tank & equip. many misc.
household items.

Furniture, misc. Thurs:, Friday, & Sat. - 102 South Alton
Rd., Prospect Heights.

coffee table;

blonde

Round

H. 0. Train set & Board.,

garage sale,

$t3

For Sale. Hard rock maple
upright desk. Exc. Cond:

Freezer, Refrig. Lawn Equip.
Ping -Pang table, 4 pc. maple
bedroom suite or misc. merchandise. Boy's bike, 3 way
T. V. Console, kitchen equip.,

sized head board. Off white.

stand

For Sale. Maple finished bunk
or twin beds. $25. 439-2615;

10-4 AUG. 5-6

Twin sized Harvard frame.
Corn. box spring. $30. King

surance benefits. Please call
Mr. Colby - 775-7168 for an

437-3767 or 437-9495

827-3131

$15, telephone
CL -3-1098

2004 E. Miner, A.H.

Wolf and Algonquin Roads

Des Plaines, Illinois

delivery arranged. 773-0259.
after 12 noon.
Sofa & chair $35; 8 piecg
mahogany din. rm. set $701
3/4 size bed, spring & matt.

HI -Fl AM -FM RADIO-PHONO

$125.

For School Buses and Travel-alls. A.M. and
P.M. Routes. Guaranteed Weekly Salary plus
Bonuses. Group Insurance Available.

piece or room. Terms and

H-8, w/3 lenses, $150. 4 ft.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

tion_ - sick leave ii_group in-_

MALE OR FEMALE

Roy C. Ingersoll Research Center

level, $4. Plumb 20 -oz. hammer, $2. K&E plane -table tri
pod, w/case, $15. 8 mm film
editor, $5. 299-4802.

$80. Bolex H-16, $95. Bolex

DELORES E1LER

career. Good
starting salary - paid vaca-

Excellent opportunity for growth, working with dynamic

BORG-WARNER CORPORATION

ME'THODE MFG. CO.

1 blk. N. of Kennsington.

SCHOOL OF DANCING

ing experience. Exceptional
opportunity for an intelligent,
ambitious 'person seeking a

DRIVERS

and evaluation of new polymeric materials.

senior chemists. Outstanding fringe benefit program. Call
or write the Personnel Department.

Webcor 3-apkr. tape rcdr,

people and have some typ-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Assist research chemists in exploratory plastics research.
Varied interesting duties involving preparation, purification

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

for career minded woman.
Should be capable of meeting

experience.
POLYMER CHEMISTHY

40%-70% Savings
23 rooms of builder's modes
home furniture being sold by.

Immediate opening available

interview appointment.

R & D lab for technician with some college and/or lab

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Must Be Versatile

permanent

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

iles Lee Street

5583.

255-4515.

GARAGE SALE. Thurs. and
Fri. 1 P.M. to 5 P.M. 629

Oriole Ln. Pros. Meadows.

SWITCHBOARD

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant working cond't's

$35.

above positions.

DANCING TEACHER

RECEPTIONIST -

$5.00 a month

1 wheel box traller.4'x4'xl8"
Exc. Cond. Com. with hitch.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

7134 West Higgins, Chicago

weeks old. Call FL 8-2699.
after 8 p.m.
.
Alaskan Malemute, 8 weeks.
old,,male puppies, AKC reg.,
Blk & wht $125.00 298-124X
Dachshund. Male. 1 yr. old;
Pure bred. All Shots. 253-

255-2248

CL 5-1107

benefits.

MANPOWER

Silver. Ch. sired. AKC.

Johnson Water Softener.

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage
reviews & excellent fringe

The Hollister Newspapers
1232 Central Ave. Wilmette
ALpine 1-4300 GR. 5-1560

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

$15.
Soft Water

a need for 1st & 2nd shift
in

Miniature Schnauzer. Male.

freezer, $50; Child's tractor,
$4; stork line crib, $10; bunk
beds, complete, $50. 22" fan,

Our fast growing company has

Receptionist -Gen. Office

253-5000'

'59 Volkswagon. $450. Small

MACHINE AND

women

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

PRESS OPERATORS

benefits. Apply Betty Graham

Filing, varied duties in plant
(will train), No bookkeeping,

Steady employment
CL 9-1620

INSPECTORS

classified ad taker with pleasant telephone
voice and good typing skill
needed for our permanent full
time staff. 5 days 40 hr. wk.
Congenial surroundings, airconditioned office, merit pay
program, excellent company
Experienced

of Plastic Products

LAGIL1111c3a, acca.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

COMPTOMETER OPER.

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

14 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Waited Men

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Elaine Revell, Inc.

.MAIDS

CREDIT TYPIST

30 -Help Wanted -Women

We are presently accepting applications for female

assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those
who are otherwise qualified.

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage

increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid
insurance

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of corapany products.
*Promotional oppor-

tunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201 Lunt. Rd.

Elk Grove Village

Phone 439-8700
Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Park Ridge

NURSING
ASSISTANTS
No experience necessary, excellent paid training program;
Year round permanent employment plus :writ increases.
Good salary plus 'many employee benefits.
The above important positions offer the satisfaction of work-,
ing with people. Only those seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply.
APPLY PERSONNEL,

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.

CL 9-1000

Arlington Heights

ASSEMBLERS
Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

MART//V METALS Agh.
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

AnW7
WHEELING
537-2180

-it11-1141p Wetted -Wean

Wasted -Wiper

10 -Help. Waited -Willie

30 -Help Wanted -Women

16 -To Refit Nooses

Lester walnut Spinet & bench.
-Ex. Cond. $400 or best offer.
120 bass child's size ac-

3 bdrm. ranch. Close to all
schools. Available Sept. 15.

best offer. 259-5243:
Wurlitzer blonde Spinet piano.

8 room house. 3 bedrooms.
1-1/2 baths. 725 S. Mitchell.
Call for app't. Forest 9-6442

$200 per month. References.
437-1089

corditin. Red pearl. $100 or

Looking for
a Permanent

LIKE NEW
253-1401

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

2 Conn & Olds comets $90
each., King "Silver Sonic"

Job?

Low summer rates for
Weddings

Parties
Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL

CL3-2973

58 -Radio -Television
'

Join -the Company

that has Steady
Employment!

...ffliMATIC EMT IC

21" G.E. Revolving T.V. per-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
JUST LISTED

Beautiful Brick Bi-level with
large 2 car garage. Carpeted

60 -Sporting Goods

Liv. and din. rooms. Large

Camper', Trailer. Starcraft,
sleeps 8, 1 yr. old retail

kitchen with built -In oven and

range. 3 bedrooms with large
Master.k Lovely panelled rec.
rm. The landscaping is
supurb with beautiful brick
patio. Real sharp inside and
out, at only $30,900.

$1600 asking $1000 or. best of-

fer. CL 3-8607
66 -Business Opportunities

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM
Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Fran-

ASSEMBLERS
Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

$12,000

C. FRANCEK
8 E. N/W Hwy. Mt. Prospect
DIAL CL 5-2020

'83 V.W. Red Sedan, radio

area. By owner. 3 bdrm.,
1/2, brick colonial. Carpeted
living, dining rms., stairs,

hall and bath. Attached 2 car
garage. Walk to train. Convenient to shopping, church,
and schools. Extras including,
washer -dryer, refrigerator
freezer, electric range.Leaving state, must sell. $22,900.

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.

on 1/2 acre. Includes stove,
refrigerator, washer &dryer.
PROSPECT HEIGHTS
1/2 ACRE corner lot with 3 -

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

No Junkers

Palatine

WANTED USED CARS

537-8880

-

Palatine, Illinois

'ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

200 N. Wolf Road
Wheeling, Illinois

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

'85 Honda. CB 160. Perfect

BARRINQTON
AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes
from commuter station. 5 year
contract if desired. Barring

owner. 44.45.99

for road or campus.

ton School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably
priced.
FL -4-2186

-

-

ARLINGTON

Adult

Riverside 16 motor bike. Just
like new. Best offer. Call
after 6 P.M. 392-2469.
'55 Honda.CB 160.White.Like
new.
Megaphones, barett
clutch, Helmet and bubble

-shield.-- -- _.......259-1401
99 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

'

Best Prices Paid

6 room, 2 baths, solid brick
ranch in Mt. Prospect. Patio,

4 years old.

partment building located at

Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

-

MUSTANG MTRS.

1020 W. N/W Hwy CL3-2707

full basement. 2 car garage.

Palatines newest luxury a-

SHADLE-SAUTER
& ASSOCIATES

Bring your TITLE - CASH

HEIGHTS - 3

bdrm. Lannon stone, 'Ranch
home with 2 fireplaces, w/w
carpeting, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, awnings, extra
large family room and 2 car
garage.
Ask us about,, the
price, You'll be surprised!!

TREMENDOUS

CLOSE OUT SALE

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.

PICKUPS

ALL

HO ME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.,

Palatine, Illinois

358-4555
HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

15 1/2 AND ,314,TON

you --authentic Williamsburg

TO CHOOSE FROM

in-laws, horses? Perfect for,

HOME REALTY

Colonial home on 7.6 acres.
6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fire-

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

beautiful family room w/book-

places. large dining room,

Palatine

358-4555
Arlington Heights. 1 bdrm. tm-

furnished alp. 3 short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Sept. 1st. For.

$56,900.
COUNTRY AC,RE close toVil-

Appt. call

baths, Cathedral ceiling

259-4901

We make deals!

cases. Towering shade trees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn,3-car garage.
reduced for _quick sale --

lage.

4 brooms, study, 2

In

living room and dining -L. 2 -

car garage.

DICK WICKSTROM
Service Dept.

Open 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.

Owner transf.

Sales, Dept.

reduced to $30,000.

WANT

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

126 W. Main St. -Barrington

ADS

OPEN SUNDAYS

Phone DU -1-3434

Open 8 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Saturday 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
555 E. Irving Park Roselle, Ill. LA 977070
Open Sunday 12 - 5 P.M.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

ROSELLE

GARAGE SALE
311 N. BEVERLY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Sat. 10-6

DODGE

DODGE

Sun. 10-6

BOYS

Various appliances including deep fat fryer, and others.
Bed spreads, table cloths, childrens clothes. Misc. includes,
lamps, power mower, garden sprayer, trainingwheels,books,
games, dishes, and many more misc. items.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

1984 VOLKSWAGON

Con-

vertible. Light green
with black top. Vinyl

bucket seats.Radio extra $100.00 Heater w/w
low mileage one owner.
A sharp car. $1365.00
1964 CHEV Impala wagon.
8 pas s. 4 dr. Red Stand-

$22,950

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
253-2111

Member M.A.P.
MULTIPLE
LISTING SERVICE

doors blue. with blue

interior. Std. Trans.
A real good running
car. $995.00.

1962' MERCURY Meteor. 4

dr. Sedan white with
ivory interior, w/w,
power steering, V-8.
A real buy. $895.00

1962 FORD 6 pass. wagon.

owner. $1795.00
1963 CORVAIR Monza Con-

w/w, radio full wheel

seats,

White with blue id.
6 cyl. standard tran.
covers. $895.00

TRIUMPH Herald. 2
w/w automatic trans,. 1962dr..
Dark blue bucket
twin outside mirrors,
seats
4 on the floor,
seat belts. Low milew/w good car mileage.
age. $895.00
$595.00
1989 FORD Falcon. 2 dr.
New
stick shift w/w radio. 1961 CHRYSLER,
Yorker. White maroon
Tan with tan interior.
One owner. Low mileage. $695.00
1989 CORVAIR 2 dr. Sedan,
Brown with brown vinyl
'

.

lnt. w/w. radio, bucket
seats, 3 on the floor.

ONE EAST CAMPBELL

1982 FORD Club Wagon. 6

ard trans & overdrive,
V-8 radio, w/w,backup
lite. Low mileage. One

white black top. Radio

Remodeled older home in choice location. Walking distance
to shopping and transportation.

An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

58, Triumph H & C Camm
12 1/2 pistons, rebuilt full

358-7400

IITOMATIC ELECTRIC

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

Northwest Rambler - Palatine'
Clean Cars Wanted

vert, bucket

Y2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

259-5243.

672 E. Northwest Hwy.

Friday 8 A.M. to 4' P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

engine. 6 cyl. st. overdrive.
R '& H. $250 or best offer.

'58 Chevy convertible, Hurst
3 sp. 348 cu. in. good condi..tion
$300.392-3915.
392-3236.
'60
T
-Bird, white, full power,
WHEELING AREA
3 - BEDROOM RANCH home very clean,$725 Call 392-8124
with 2 1/2 car garage situated after 7 p.m.

Furniture - Brass lighting fixture, 5 piece kitchen set,
kitchen sink and cabinet. Occasional chairs, complete bed
set, card table and chairs, lamps, etc.

INTERVIEWING

'58 Chevy Station Wagon.1962

home, 2 1/2 baths, fireplace,
large living room and dining
room, 2 car -garage ona large
lot. $31,500.00.

8 room, 4 bedroom brick and
frame home. 2 1/2 baths,

WI LLIAMSBURG

Fri. 6-10

,1635;

101 -Automobiles Wanted

AT

OPEN EVENINGS

white walls, one owner. 358-

fireplace, den, large patio.

1 mile to shopping,bus & railroad. Many extras.$31,500.00

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil

Arlington Heights. .e..arsdale

4 speed. Like brand new. New
car warranty. 253-6673.

2 bdrm. newly decorated ranch

garage.; hike,togradesehivi,.

UNTIL 9 p.m.

Openings on
Three Shifts
are for
COIL WINDERS

'65 Corvalr. 2 dr. lid. top.

fult_basement, wIth_wet_bar,
2 baths, 2 car attached garage,

full basement, 2 -car attached

"BE CAREFREE"

.

call after 6 P.M. 253-5494.

434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
Open9 to 9,
FL 8-1800

balanced Call bet. 4:30 & 6.
724-8077

level, 4 bdr m, brick and frame

ness. Asking

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

1984 Olds. Dynamic 88. 4 dr.
H.T. Pwr. brakes & steering..

bedroom brick ranch home,

PERFECT FOR that Large
family of yours! 8 rm. bi-

For sale in the heart of Mt.
Prospect. Selling due to ill-

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
2 bdrm - $185. I barni- $160.

to anyone. Come in and talk
it over with us.

at $15,500.00.

14 -To Rent Apartments

First and Second Shifts
are for

possessed by VA, and offered

shade trees. Perfect for that
"cook out." This is a beauty

Dept. A - 1

for

as $100 down. These'are re-

63 Buick Riviera, P.S., P.B.,
Factory A/C, P/Windows and
Vents, Vinyl top, Leather interior, Pre.Tires, Low Miles,
253-7754
$2100

home with detached garage beautiful back yard with large

PARTAKE

DELICATESSEN

vailable to you for as little

9 to 9
Ar. Hts.

QPEN

CL 5-6320

-chising-Is --new-business -

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788
Palatine

Openings on

1714 E. N/W. Hwy

.

frnntier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities In
this area

99 -Automobiles .For Sale

If you have a good credit
rating - VA homes are a-

$18,900.

BRUNS

Is

YOU!!

Don Wheeler

86 -Real Estate -Houses

feq condition. $50. 1011 E.
Wildwood Dr. Prospect Hts.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

PHILIPPE BROS .
REALTY

HALL RENTALS

trpt, $185. Nat'l. 2 -neck steel
gtr, $75. Supertone steel gtr.,
$20. Bathed sax m'plece $16.
'209-4802.

Thursday, August 4, 1966

THE DAY

55 -Musical Instruments

A .Cream puff.

Int. P. steering, and

brakes.

Automatic
trans. $995.00
1957 KARMAN Shin Black,
bucket seats, radio,
new engine. Excellent
2d car. $595.00

,ROSELLE
DODGE

ROSELLE,' 111.1.1NOIS
Only 10 4inutes Southwest 'of Arlington
25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

'

Arlington is Close Second

ount Prospect Captures
ar Division Swim Title
tories in the 100 -yard freestyle, individual medley, and
backstroke. Marsha was just as
effective in the 11-12 competition, taking the 100 -yard
freestyle, individual medley,
and backstroke.

team colMount Prospect's Park District ' swimming
its first
lected 21 first place ribbons last night en route to
Swim Conference American Division
Northern Illinois

championship

Coach Jim Zwisslcrs' charges amassed 343-1/2 points to

edge out arch -rival Arlington Heights with 298-1/2. The- two
local squads threatened to turn the conference test into a dual
meet, as they monopolized 34 of a possible 56 blue ribbons
scored

in swimming events. Third -place Northbrook
points, but managed only four first places.

15 -and -over

with

class

-

13

14

field.

touched

She

first in the 100 -yard freestyle,
individual medley, and butter-

ton's first places came from the
distaff side. The exception was
the 11-12 boys' freestyle relay paced by Cathy Rowe and Marteam, one of three winning Ar- sha Kaipus who combined for
lington relay tandems. Mt. six blue ribbons in individual
Prospect, on the other hand, events. Cathy dominated the

captured its only relay honors

the Prospectors exhib-

ited a far more balanced team,
as 13 of them brough home at
least one blue ribbon compared

vie -

Wheeling
The Waycinden Area Boys
Junior League All -

Baseball

Star team will open a

five -

game series with the Wheel-.
ing junior all - stars Tuesday at Devonshire Field at

league

by

managers and

commissioners: A s s i s tins SMith -are Bob- Campopi.-ano of Tobins' Mobil and Bob
Hahn of the Optimist Club
team.

THE SERIES will move to
Sandburg High School
the following Friday at 6:15

p.m. and back to Devonshire
at 1:30 p.m. Sunday. Wheeling will host the local squad
at Carl Sandbars again at

6:15 p.M. on Aug. I5, and the
finale

is

take

place

at

6:15

scheduled to
Devonshire at
p.m. on Aug. 17.

Jana Allen woe two blue ribbons for Mount Prospect's Park District swimming team in the Northern
Mots American Division meet last eight. Jema
was first in the 8 -and -under girls' breaststroke
and backstroke.

Mike and Greg Meyer colon a slick two -hitter
for the new champions with
starter Mike getting the vic-

lected

tory. The talented duo whiffed
nine batters between them while
walking six.
RAY MEINSEN took the loss
although he and relief man
Jim Altergott gave up only

three hits. Mansell got one of
losers'
double.
the

two

safeties,

a

Wille got its only run of the

contest in the first inning when

Tim Fecinko and Mike Old-

Greenberg paced
with doubles.

the

attack

MIKE ALTERGOIT, Nick
Digillo, and Greenberg handled
the pitching chores for Gil's
which finished with an 11-6
record. The winning threesome

gave up ten hits while fanning
two batters. Their mates supported them with a seven -hit
offensive.

Fifth Annual
AMERICAN

500 Lap
Stock Car Race

Tim

Park Dist. Sets
Tennis Tourney

charges.

tion,

WININIV.X.100-NIARD
FREE -STILE

9-10 and 8 -and -under freestyle
events.
The

Prospect

was

squad

especially strong in the 13-14
division where it picked up
seven blue ribbons. Ann Tobin
and Cathy Barale" began where
Connie Foster left off in the
girls' 13-14 group, taking the
breaststroke and backstroke
respectively.

THE GIRLS'

relay

13-14

team also garnered Mt. Pros-

Prospect Hts. Tanker Jan Lesniak
Wins Day Publications Sports Honor

Lesniak of Prospect
Jan
Heights has been named the
Jeannie Day Publications' Athlete of

the mainstay of the girls'

15 -

contingent.
was first in the backstroke.

All of the qualifiers for this
week's division
finals will
travel to Northbrook Tuesday

the Week for continuing
complishments

JOHNSON'S Sporting Goods
Des Plaines Chiroprac-

cepted for the
Prospect Park

annual Mount

Lions Park
through 21.

from

District Tennis Tournament to be held at
13

Park District residents may

apply until 9 p.m. Aug II

at

tors landed three men apiece
on the all - star contingent.
For Johnson's they are Ken
Mitsuoka, Mark Okuma, and
Scott Hager. Named from the
Chiropractors

were

Rick

Nanning, Mike Concialdi, and
John See feldt.
Rod Kiolbassa and Steve
Hixson will represent City
Barber Shops' league cham-

GALA XIE

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

TRUCK

8.00

FALCON
FAIRLANE

MUSTANG

a

of the Prospect Heights Lions

for the conference meet qual-

Swim Team.
The personable

ifying round at 7 p.m.

tanker last week won four blue

10 -year -old

NITES AND SUNDAY

CL 5.9899

a

Rd. They may be made anony-

number is 255-7200.

t

She placed first in the girls'
25 -yard backstroke and

telephone.. The Day's telephone

-

Illinois Range Shocks
Thunderbird Golfers

25 -yard breast stroke events,
and then moved up into the 11-

Cellar -dwelling Illinois Range
Thursday,
August 4,
1966

In addition, she swam on the
9-10 girls' winning 100 -yard
free -style relay.

Her Barrington performance
marked the fourth straight time
she has won four blue ribbons

Page I2

staged

for the Athlete of the Week

recognition, and The Day in-

son, who has already won his
the North and West Suburban quarter -final bout, must meet
Tournament the winner of the Ken BogdaLeague
Tennis
singles field last night by gain- Mike McCabe battle slated for
ing the final round with a come - tonight before he can enter the'
from -behind victory over Riv- finals.
Unseeded Dan Much startled

Thompson eliminated Arling-

erside's Wally Bates.

The Arlington Heights Tennis

ton Heights now Jim Jakubiec

Club ace dropped the first set
in his semi-final match with
Bates 2-6, but bounced back
with 6-0, 6-2 victories in the

earlier in the tournament.
Jakubiec is still in the doubles

two remaining sets.
Mesch will probably face top -

seeded Eddie Thompson from
Riverside in the finals at Hinsdale Sunday afternoon. Thomp-

running however, and his part-

ner in that division

is

Mesch.

vites

upset of the ' Mt.

season Tuesday when it shocked
Bowl's
league
Thunderbird
leaders 9-1.

THE VICTORY failed

All area athletes are eligible

Mesch, in Net Finals

the

Prospect Twilight Golf League

in one night.

nominations

from

its

readers. The number of nominations for a single candidate
will not affect the selection,
which is made by The Day's
sports staff.

Nominations should be sub-

to

dislodge Thunderbird from the
league's top spot, which it has
held since May 10. but it was
the first team defeat the frontrunners have suffered since that
time.

Hardware posted a lopsided
8.1/2 - 1-1/2 verdict over
Kersting Garden Center.

MOUNT PROSPECT Electric had little trouble in disposing of Molar's Barber Shop
7-3.

In other matches, Kirch-

hoff Insurance topped Keefer's .
Pharmacy 6-1/2 - 3-1/2, and

Wille Lumber downed Carter
Music 6-4.

Kirchhoff's Augie Bush cap-

In the closest match of the
night, Licht's
Store
Paint
tipped Kruse Tavern 5-1/2 4-1/2, while Busse-Biermann

tured low net honors for the
night with a 49-18 -- 31. Ed
Spletzer and Ed Lauing shared
low gross laurels with 39's.

Nan A Night

The local duo will face another

Arlington Club tandem, Don
and Dave Johnson at the Arlington High School courts at
6:30 tonight.

-

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

5464050

At The Races
WITH THE
WHEELING TOWNSHIP

REGULAR
DEMOCRATIC
ORGANIZATION
HONORING COMMITTEEMAN: JAMES STAVROS

WEDNESDAY EVENING AUGUST 10, 1966
AT

Y.

--CL 9-3141

ARLINGTON HOTS.,. ILL

on

12 competition to win the 50 -

A

at low rates from

and swimming

winning relay.

mously, and can be submitted
in writing, in person, or by

9-10

E
R

PLUS MILEAGE

places

mitted before 5 p.m. Monday
at our Arlington Heights office, 217 S. Arlington Heights

yard backstroke.

FOR ONLY

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

ribbons against Barrington, takfirst individual
three
ing

member

TORONADO

rent a new '66
CORTINA

as

ac-

Smith's

among

and

Applications are being ac-

Aug.

Hurley

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. aliwr4"1".

- Schiller Park 1

the 8 -and -under classificawhile Doug and Gail
Schlak touched -first- in- -the in

IN ADDITioN,SHE
SWAM OM WE

whipping. The Plymouth nine Len Greenberg, while the Opneeded a victory to qualify for timists have Doug Schlak,
the second -place playoff with Bob Hahn, Mike Bernard, and

8 P.M.
Irving Park

Epraces

Tuesday Senior League squad.
Kelly Oldsmobile
champion
Tobin's will be represented
dropped Des Plaines Plymouth by Doug Wertepny, John Mcinto third place with an 8-3 Ginnis, Rick Blanchard, and

GEORGE POOLE Cogve)

Mannheim &

Jody

and

and -over

SAT, AUG 6:
O'HARE STADIUM

'BACKSTROKE: .

ed

Greg

Joe Puzzo with six hits and
drew two walks in their big
frame Kevin Kelly and Mark

John

stein won the butterfly

to make an annual event. De-

Gil's and Golf -Prospect.

9-10

freestylers.

Steve Reiser grabbed first
place in the boys' 13-14 butterfly, while Jeannie Pollard was

the Community Center, 600
Meyer Sec Gwun Ave.
enberg
grounded into a force play, and
The tournament will feature pions, while Dave Raymond
Mike Meyer singled Fecinko competition in 10 divisions. and Joe Stinger were picked
home. The decision left Wille Included are men's singles, from Manager Smith's own
with a 12-1 final record and men's doubles, senior boys Homeowners' squad.
Tony's with an 11-2 slate.
(1.8 -and -under),
junior boys
ROUNDING out the roster
GIL'S BULKO exploded for (14 -and -under), boys' doubles, are Ron Stiff of Sportamans'
eight -run second inning prep
an
boys
(12 -and -under),
Barber Shop, Bob Furlong
Tuesday to win its playoff women's singles, women and
of Klehm Nursery, and Gary
clash with Golf -Prospect Mo- girls' doubles, senior girls Smogolski and Mark Storbil for second place in the (18 -and -under), and prep girls haug from Number one SubSenior League 8-5.
(12 -and -under).
urban Heating.
The winners shelled starter

walked,

11.1114E G1121.

25 YARD BACK SMOKE
AND 25-/AQD BREAST_
%tzOKE AND A FIRST
11-12. 50-1ARD

boys in relay victories were
11.12
girls' freestylers
the
girls'
15 -and -over
the
and

pect's only relay ribbon.

TOBIN'S Mobil and Optimist Club dominate the 22 man Waycinden all - star roster, as each team placed four
In the only other game play- of its members on the select

ON A WINNING IZELAq.
GM PLACED FIRST

diving event. Joining the 11-12

A travelling trophy will be
awarded to the winner of the
five - game series, which officials of both leagues hope
1401
at
vonshire Field is
Des
Ave.
in
Pennsylvania
Plaines. Carl Sandbars High
School is located on Palatine
Rd. west of Highway 83.

Wille 9 Captures
Minor Loop Title

THREE Cit2S-r
PLACES AND SWIMMIKIG

style and butterfly.
Other first place winners
Barb
were
Arlington
for
in the 15 -and -over
Raasch
M aryl=
and
breaststroke,
Cronin in the 13-14 girls'

laurels.

ed

AGAINS1 SIXD.P.113GTON.

t

stroke and butterfly, and Sandra splashed away fiom . the
9-10 pack in the 25 -yard free-

the Waycinden crew compos-

ed of 10 - year - olds select-

a

to--leAs2-cu, 3A).) wot.)

court. SLUE CLIZENC*aE,

dra Gabler were Arlington's
only double winners. Kathy
was first in the 11-12 breast

Smith will be at the helm of

Homeowners', Manager Paul

playoff battle Tuesday.

PtASUCIXTiet.aSs
'itMALESE Of "Ii -1E WEEK:'

style and backstroke, and Jema
was tops in the same events
for the girls.

TWO BROTHER - SISTER
teams accounted for four of
Mount Prospect's first place

6:15 p.m.

Tony's Finer Foods 1-0 in

- ta5 GEEN VaDMED

KATHY DALTON and San-

But

9 to Face

Waycinden Area Boys' Baseball Minor League by edging

winners.
Three of Zwissler's -.crew
were double winners. Rich
Hines led the 15 -and -over campaign with triumphs in the
100 -yard freestyle and backstroke, while Paul Sigfusson

fly.

Waycinden

became
Hardware
Wille
the undisputed champion of the

/

six individual

PROSPECT'S only and Jema Allen - handled the
MT.
Connie bulk of the 8 -and -under chores.
triple winner was
Foster, swimming in the girls' Paul captured the boys' free-..

277

in the 13 - 14 girls freestyle
category.
The Arlington effort was

ALL BUT ONE of Arling-,

to Arlington's

Tjon

TORONADO

SPORTSMAN'S PARK
BETWEEN LARAMIE AND CICERO (3300 SOUTH)

Only fullsize car
with front wheel drive!

ADMISSION $3.00 PER PERSON
ALSO INCLUDES A

Rocket V.8EngineToronado's own brand of Turbo Hydra-

SMORGASBORD BUFFET

Matic Drive Concealed headlamps Unique draft -free

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

Flat floors Pull-vlew side windows 385 -hp Toronado
ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look in townl

HEADQUARTERS LE 7-004.2

ejekae, MARTIN J. KELLY
"41,1wititflOLDSMOBILE, INC.
51

116 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

'

OR

CHAIRMAN NELLO L. BENEDETTI
(Paid Politi.I Adverbstment)

AT CL 3-2258

Planning Chief Fights Citizens' Apathy
BY BRUCE CUTLER
Malcolm C. Young, as active and energetic as his name imis
likely
to
grow
a few more gray hairs on his head as
plies,
a result of his ambitious plahs as chairman of the Plan Com-

Owners and Civic Associations Committee", to maintain lia-

issue to crisis proportions after something has happened.

questioned "if a standing committee of property representa-

son between the planners and the village residents as the drafts

He pointed to the recent flareup over the pillars at the entrance to the Country Club subdivision and problem of reten-

tives could stand up."

mission

only when the residents know what we're doing."

Four times Wednesday at- a plan commission meeting he
appealed for the support of representatives of home owner

"Basically," explained plan commissioner Robert Jackson,
"we're making a blueprint for a house and we want to know

of the plan progress.

"It has to be a viable plan," Young said, "and this can be

tion basins on the west side of the village as examples.

He explained the commission's goals, responsibilities, powers, policies and problems, as he had done in June with busi.
nessmen, who were to have formed an ad hoc committee to
contact the planners with recommendations by Monday...

The meeting with the home owner representatives was the
second with various interest groups within the village. In June

Members of the home owner groups raised objections and
difficulties to forming such a committee, however, and Young
settled for a compromise arrangement to keep the lines of

Reminded of the date, Harry Cronin, volunteer chairman
of the businessmen's committee, said that nothing had been

the commission met with businessmen.

communication open.

Slated for future meetings with the planners are park and
school board members and religious groups.

On hand at Wednesday's meeting were six men representing' four home owner groups. Invitations had been sent to II.
"I'm actually pleading for your support or objection or what
ever your interest takes form in," Young said in trying to encourage the small turnout to give the commission a hand in
"If we develop this village plan in a vacUum." he continued,
"we might as well throw it out the back door."

Young wanted the guests present to form an "Ad Hoc Home

and their organizations were Don
Rodgers of the North West Meadows Home -Owners Assn. and

John Michaels and Art Laudenklos of the Riverhurst Civic

done yet.

Ralph E. Lockett, president of the Elk Ridge Homeowners
part -- and interest - in the

Assn., took the most active
plan commission's proposals.

He represents the far southwestern section of the village,
which has had its share of problems and has felt somewhat

"I'll have to get on this now," he said.

Minutes of the planner's study sessions arc to be mailed
to home owner officers, who will be given an hour's time to
comment at the commission's meeting on the third Wednes-

The reluctance of the home owner representatives to join
together to help the planners was in part due to the weak na-

disconnected from the older parts of the village.

day of each month.

ture of their organizations.

This compromise came after Young emphasized that being
knowledgeable about planning is "not a matter of written
words. The minutes are not as educational as participating. in

tatives were
Civic Assn.,

years ago and have largely become inactive.

our discussions," he said.

planning

Young was disappointed with the failure of the representatives who came to the meeting to form committee and he was
critical of the apathy and hypocracy of residents who raise an

Other organizations which were invited to send represenLouis -Elm Homeowners Assn., West Central
Brickman Home Owners Assn., Centralwood
Home Owners Assn., Country Club Terrace Agin. and Golf-

They were formed when growth problems were critical

"A committee without a direct objective," said Lee Gunter of the Golfview Civic Assn., "is hard to hold together be-

hurst Civic Assn.

cause it lacks a cohesive force."

Young's attitude at the large number of absentees was:
"Well, their not being here is no defeat for me. I can't say

While Gunter agreed with Young that the commission members have a need to communicate with home owner groups, he

now how I'll do it but I'll get them here.
I haven't given up yet." ,

Prooett map

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy; Low
in the 60s. Saturday: Partly
sunny and warm; High in the
upper 80s.

the Golfview

group at the meeting.
Other representatives

Assn.

what kinds of rooms people want."

associations in drafting the village's long-range, comprehensive plan

,

Stan Amren joined Gunter in representing

Telephone
2554400
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urbs on Expansi
or Water Utility Co.
Vet Wins Praise
As Collies Friend
Veterinarian Herbert W. Preiser of Northbrook

is fast be -

coming the collie's friend for miles around.

Mrs. John Sowka of 610 S.
Busse Rd. is the latest dog

owner to sing the praises of
Preiser.

said

She

saved

he

her collie Elbe and eight puppies because of his quick service.

Seymour Simon (right) president of the Cook County Board, finds a tight moment hi exchange with Mount Prospect Mayor Daniel Congreve during water hearing here yesterday.
"In the middle" is Hawley Taussig, engineer for Citizens Utility Co.

for 10 days for selling liquor to a minor.

The suspension, to take effect immediately, was handed
down after a hearing in village

ers employed in the establishment. During the fall and winter bowling season, eight bar-

hall Thursday morning
David I
Hoffman, representing the owners of the bowl-

tenders are employed.

ing alley at 821 E Rand ,Rd.,
refused to comment when asked

if he would appeal the suspension to
mission.

the state liquor com-

Identification is checked beis sold to anyone
appearing under age, Kostelny
told the liquor commissioner.
When arrested, Binder had
identification cards in, his pos-

fore liquor

session

He could post a bond enabling the bar to operate pending

attesting that he was

born on Dec. 12, 1946. He admitted he is 19.

Hoffman said that the owners

such an appeal

Two persons were arrested
in the bowling alley by Mount

of Thunderbird Bowling Alley,
"recognize the fragility of their

Prospect

Euclid,

right to sell liquor."
Hoffman said that the license
holders, himself and Daniel

Arlington Heights, and Fred
C Binder, 230 Harvey, Des

Welch as officers of the corporation, are doing their best

Plaines, a 19 -year -old soldier
home on leave

to run a clean operation.

police

sergeant

Jo-

seph Bopp. They were James
Tessar,

B.

908

W.

TESSAR was charged with
selling liquor to Binder The
bar was ordered closed im*iediately after Sgt
Bopp
made the arrest Wednesday
night.

It was brought out in Thursday's hearing that the incident
is the first case of selling li-

quor to a minor since Mayor
Congreve took office in May,
1965

Congreve

has

directed

po-

lice to make periodic checks of
the 11 retail liquor establishments in the village to enforce
laws against selling to persons
under 21.

Both Binder and Tessar were
released
after
posting 525

They face charges in
Mount Prospect court before

bonds

"Certainly, we have no intention of putting our license
in jeopardy by selling intentionally to minors," Hoffman
said.

VILLAGE Attorney Robert

Playground
Pageant Set
For Aug. 11
Mount Prospect Park District's annual playground pageant will be held on Thursday, Aug. I I at Lions Park.
The annual event will use
year
this
theme
its
as

"Through the Ages". Each of
the II playgrounds will make
a

presentation, based on one

Judge Simon Porter on Aug 17.
Edward Kostelny, manager
of Thunderbird Lanes, said that
bartenders in the establishment

of the historical ages of man.

are ordered to check identifiis involved

gram with musical selections.
Preliminary events will be
inter -park competition between
the various parks.

KOSTELNY said there are
currently two ftilltime bartend-

A carnival will be held with
each of the parks operating a

cations in all doubtful cases of
a persons age when liquor sale

The park district cadet band,

under the direction of Robert
Henry, will highlight the pro-

fun booth.

ton Heights, because he spent
the night with three collie pups

that appeared to be dead at
birth. The doctor pulled them

Bar License Suspended
After Sale to Minor
Mayor Daniel Congreve, acting as village liquor commissioner, ordered the bar at Thunderbird Bowling Alley closed

In July, Preiser earned the
thanks of Mrs. Ann Purdy of
310 N. Brighton Pl., Arling-

Black Top
Patching

Sidi Sought
The village is looking over
bids
for patching
asphalt
streets, David Creamer, public works director, said yesterday.

area.

Petitions bearing 800 names
were 'submitted by residents
alleging that Citizens, does
not have adequate facilities to

could

not reach

regular

her

the

mother collie,

Elbe,

Moore said that the police de- was sick and Mrs. Sowka inpartment and the village were sists Prciser's treatment savnot recommending revocation ed her life.
of the license. "They have a
clean
past record,"
Moore
Incidentally, Mrs. Sowka is
said. DI
from Germany and her collie
Hoffman asked that in view is named for the Elbe River
of the upcoming bowling sea- near her old home town.
son, a fine might be a more
Mrs. Sowka said she startpunishment than ed feeding Elbe's eight offlicense suspension.
spring beef broth from baby
Mayor Congreve, who is food jars. The pups seemed
liquor commissioner by sta- to get sicker and sicker.
tute, said that it was beyond
Thursday things looked pretto levy a ty bad so Dr. Preiser got an
his jurisdiction
fine. "I can either revoke 'or emergency call. He said the
suspend your license to do pups were suffering from food
business," he said.
poisoning and he prescribed

appropriate

pension period would be from
Wednesday, Aug. 3, the day
the incident occurred, through

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

News Editor
Utility Co. faces
A semi -compromise was reached by the village, the
a further inquiry into its alleged lack of facilities in an county board and Citizens Utility Co. on expansion of
area serving 2,200 homes in water service in the utility's system north of Mount
and around the north bound- Prospect.
aries of Mount Prospect.
After an hour -and -a -half of debate, County Board PresiCommerce dent Seymour Simon, meeting with the county board's legThe
Illinois
Commission has scheduled a islative commission, said that permits would continue to be
hearing for 10:30 a.m. Wed- withheld pending his further decision, and pending definite
nesday, Aug. 10, to discuss commitments by Citizens Utility that a fourth well for the
complaints of residents of the water system would be constructed.
Citizens

Aug. 10 hearing, the village
is holding formal action before the ICC.

ion

"gotten
sloppy"
and
would have to exercise extreme
caution in the future, Mayor
Congreve leveled the '10 -day
suspension. He said the sus-

Hearing

service its customers.

animal doctor-On_that occas-

Charging that the operation

2FadciHneg

through.

It is the practice of the vilMrs. Sowka called the vet- lage, he said,
get bids for
erinarian on July 4 when she patching when to
there are about

has

County Permits
Still Withheld

Utility

treatment.

half a dozen street holes to be
covered.

At a

A complaint' of a "sinking
street" at 516 Hi-Lusi Monday led Creamer to seek the
bids.

There had been

cave-in

a

filled

with stone at the ad-

dress

several

weeks

ago,

he

said. Some of the stone settled,

which

temporarily

corrected
adding more

was

by

stone.

meeting

before ICC

William
Ide
on
engineer
Monday, July 1 I, the village
agreed to withhold a formal
complaint until the ICC has
an opportunity to hear both
sides of the issue.
Wednesday's meeting
be held in the State of

withheld by County Building
Daniel
FerCommissioner
rone on orders from Simon
at the request of the village
of Mount Prospect.
Mount Prospect maintains

that the utility does not have
facilities to serve
adequate
its 2,200 customers, including
315 within the village limits.
Citizens Utility Co. insists
its facilities are more than

adequate for the present num-

ber of customers served and
for several hundred more.

will
The utility company admits,
Illi- however, that if it has an
nois building in Chicago. Vil- emergency and loses one of
lage officials are expected

attend.

to

wells
it is in
its
three
trouble. This happened over

The site 'is one of several
slated to be black -topped.

Injured
Teacher

Recovering
Dist. 23
To Put Out

Miss Joan M. Brueggemann,
24, a high school teacher from
Arlington Heights who was
critically injured in an auto

Newsletter

Pending the outcome of the

Building permits in the area the July 4 weekend and Mount
served by Citizens have been Prospect, through an emer-

accident May IS,

Roundup.
For The Day
By United Press International

Soviets Protest Ship 'Buzzing'
MOSCOW -- The Soviet News Agency TASS says
Russia has delivered a protest to the United States
against buzzing Soviet merchant ships in Haiphong

W. LeForge the "news blast"
who
Brueggemann,
Miss
Norman S. Jahnke, 53, of for Dist. 23 will be the voice taught at St. Paul's Lutheran

harbor of North Viet Nam. The note was delivered

At the suggestion of educa-

Mental Test

tion

board

president

Robert

in good condition.

to the US Embassy in Moscow. TASS added the note
of the board and not of the School in Mount Prospect, for-. insisted that such actions be discontinued immediately.
merly lived at 205 N. Ridge.
County psychariast for an ex- administration.
Glenview, was sent to the Cook

amination by Judge Simon S.
Porter in Mount Prospect
court Thursday. Pending the

LeForge said Monday that She is living temporarily
board member Don Elston had with Mr. and Mrs. David
agreed to accept the respon- Bray, 223 N. Maple St., Mount

Judge
report
Porter placed Jahnke, charged

Reporter,

psychariast's

sibility of the makeup of the'
as

the

district's

Prospect.

publication is called

Miss Brueggemann, who lay
He will put together the' text unconscious in Holy Family
months court supervision.
and
decide
how
the
newsletter
Hospital, Des Plaines, for
svimemiainamatraaanzaaritaareeet
should look, according to Le - ten days, is expected to re-

with public indecency, on six

Forge.

The administration will send

Gripe
Of The

out the work for printing and

sume teaching this fall.

A total of nine persons were

'Operation Paul Revere' Slows
SAIGON --

fighting today

There are reports of only scattered
in the huge "Operation Paul Revere"

US and government forces are conducting in the central highlands of South Viet Nam. In the day's heaviest
ground action, Communist guerrillas attacked a refugee
hamlet 74 miles north of Saigon for the second consecutive day. Twenty-seven Viet Cong are known dead in
the two days of Red attacks on the hamlet.

17,000 Flee Philippine Volcano

mailing to residents in the injured in the accident at
Gregory and Emerson Sts. in
MANILA -- The Philippines deadly Taal volcano
district.
LeForge said he will call Mount Prospect where police. is completing a month of steady- activity that has given
for a vote on Elston's ap- ticketed Mrs. Phyllis A. Reid, thousands of nearby' residents the jitters. At least

Day

pointment at the Aug. 8 meet- 22, of Crystal Lake for failing
ing. .
- Dist. Supt.
said it was a

to yield the right of way.

the community.

car in the middle of the in-

Louis Pansino
My gripe Is dog lovers
"real fine idea" ' According to police, the car
who walk their dogs oi0
for the board to have its own Mrs. Reid wassdriving hit the
parkways and church and
form of communication, with side of Miss Brueggemann's
school grounds instead of.
their own property,

Mrs. M.L.A.

caszeisieeisaasausarsaaanaisicileilagesta

LeForge explained that the tersection. Police said at the
board needed the newsletter time of the accident that Miss
in addition to the local press, Brueggemann would be ticketed
which he termed "excellent."

for driving too fist.

hook-up,

provided

Citizens' customers with more
than 1,300,000 gallons of water to meet the emergency.
Citizens
was
represented
by
Attorney John Vander
Vries, of the Chicago firm

of Chapman & Cutler and Hawley
Taussig,
gineer.

company

en-

IN ADDITION to President
Will-

Simon, Commissioners
iam Erickson, Charles

Bonk

and Frank Bobrytzke, all members of the legislative committee, were on hand for the hearing, continued from Thursday,,
July 28.
Ferrone

represented

the

building department.

is reported

Friday, Aug. 12.

gency

17,000 persons haye fled their homes around the volcano in the last month.

Wedding. Dinner -Dance Tonight
WASHINGTON.-- A festive rehearsal dinner -dance

will be given in Washington tonight by the Gerard
Nugents of Waukegan, Ill., for their son Pat and his
bride-to-be, Luci Johfison. The event climaxes a busy
week of socializing for the couple whose wedding , is
tomorrow.

Mount Prospect Mayor Daniel Congreve opened the meet-

ing by giving the background
of the July 4 water emergency.
He said that the county's only
recourse

Citizens,

against

which is regulated by the' IlliCommerce Commission,
is to withhold building permits.
There are between 30 and 40
building permiti pending in
the area served by Citizens
on the village's north bounnois

daries.

Congreve 'said that Citizens
is not providing sufficient water
for fire protection and that
the system was inadequate for
the number of customers served,
much less for serving more
homes.

Before releasing the building
permits, which have been withheld since the July 28 meeting

on orders from Simon, Congreve called for a complete engineering study to determine the
"inadequacies of the system."
Speaking in Citizens' defense,

VanderVries said that the system was not inadequate. "We
can well serve our current customers and from 400 to 1,000
additional customers without
expanding our facilities unless
we have .an emergency," he
said.

VANDER VRIES said that
though the additional
capacity is not need now, Citizens has committed itself to
even

spending

$100.,000

to

dig

a

fourth .well and put that well
into the system. The attorney
said a well site has been ac (Continued on Page 2)

.

Dist. 214
To Tackle
4 Budgets

THE PROSPECT DAY
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Page 2

A public hearing on the educational, building, transporta-

1

tion and Illinois Municipal Re -

uremia Fund budgets will be
held during the regular meeting of the High School Dist.

av:

214 Board of Education,
The meeting will be held Mon-

day at 7:30 p.m. in the Harold
L. Slichenmyer Administration
Center, 799 W. Kensington Rd.,
Mount Prospect.
The board is expected to
approve a legal budget totaling
$8,519,000.

We're easier to find now with oar brand new sign proclaiming that The Day Is now well
settled in Its new home at 117 S. Main St. The sign, an exact replica of our Page one nameplate, was made for The Day by the White Way Sign Co. of Chicago.

For more than six months
Prospect Heights resiand School Dist. 23
board
of education membeen
wrestling
bers
have
some
dents

owners to fence a school walk
running between their properties.

The board of education heard

with the question of how to

the request last month and
promised the home owners

County officials were

At a meeting
Tuesday the matter was refersome assistance

into the picture behave jurisdiction
thc
over -Palatine
incorporated area of Wheelbrought

red to Harwood

cause

Mrs. -Christine ,PelPrincipe,
1415 Orchard, and Mrs. Edith
Orchard.

1417

DelPrincipe.

traf-

protect children from
fic hazards at the crossing.

both in Prospect Heights. com-

plained to the board that chitdrcn using the walk were treating a nuisance and destroying
- their property

They asked for the walk to

they

ing Twp.

Golterman,
Richard
H.
of
superintendent
assistant
highways for Cook County,

told .The -Day -yesterday . that..
the county is in "the pro cess of coming Up with a

of plans_ for

be fenced

set

The district purchased proparty for the walk in keeping
with a policy of providing children with access to the Indian

section.

the

inter -

"WE'LL HAVE the

plans

come to a conclusion Tuesday
because only too bids for fencing had been received. Under

law, three bids arc the mini-

the

was

mum required
Members feared

unable to

that

con-

structing a fence might create
a precedent that could be come
unweildy Shrubbery or hedges
but
board members stressed that
the district had no responsiwere

also

considered,

bility to fence in private pro-

Case Continued
trail of Karl

Bajzek,

of Shiner Park,

accused

The

bicycle from
of
a construction site, was constealing

a

tinued until Sept 15 in Mount
Prospect court Thursday.

idea of a pedesterian
than
since
more
overpass,
200 children daily cross the
and
from
to
intersection
district's
the
of
three
schools located at the southwest corner.
The Prospect Heights Improvement Assn. asked the
board to consider the in-

stallation of traffic control
lights. In part the PHIA
took this position because
of Schoenbeck Rd. at Pala-

perty

32,

for, 1966-67 school year. Certain changes will be recommended to ammend the total
operating budget to $8,114,051.

The administration has recommended that the board ap-

leaving

tine Rd.
Arlington
The
village board , went
cord as asking the
for a. compromise
stalling the lights,

Heights
on

re-

county
by inbuilding

prove a resolution 1°r the tax
levy for the 1966 tax year.
amounts
are
Recommended
educational
$7,200,000
for
fund; $1,487,500 for building
fund; $476,000 for transpor-

Andrew V. Plummer, county tation fund; $178,000 for IMRF
of highways, and S297,500 for the Life
superintendent
told board of education presi- Safety Code improvements.
dent Robert W. LeForge in late
The approval of the fall
June that "we will not be able Neighborhood Youth Corps proto complete any proposed im- gram also is on the Monday
provement prior to the opening steering committee established
of school in September."
by the district has recomPlummer promised "some
by
of improvement
type
October" and what
early
kind it is will be revealed
around mid -August.

Dist. 23
Has Tax
for the

Vallely, attorney

Dist. 23 board of education, is

clear up the con -

needed to

proved since the type of work
experience provided by the dis-

trict through the program cannot be provided by local busi-

OTHER items on the board

Problem
advice of Henry
F.

mended that the program be ap-

ness and industry.

The legal

for some kind of improvetwo
there
within
ment
weeks," he said.
interfor
the
Proposed
section are two alternatives.
The board voted to accept

Grove School
The board

overpass
and
Schoenbeck Rd. open.
the

al-

board for the operating budgets

Palatine Rds. but they're keeping their proposals under wraps.

citizens and approval of student
fees for the coming school year.

fusion about alleged back taxes

Wallace Daugherty of Arling-

ton Heights has requested an

1963; is presently unimproved.
Board president Robert W. Le -

ments.

Forge said that the district had
paid taxes on it and that the

Trial Delayed

appearance before the board to
discuss bomb shelters in the
Dist.

214

high

school

base-

board from Vallely, who had
indicated back taxes are due.

court Wednesday.

presently

is

on

va-

Director

Of Band
Cited
A citation was presented to
Howard

L. Sandlund,

direc-

To

() 'Hare

Set Sept. 6
There
service

will

be

regular bus

between O'Hare Air-

port and Barrington, Palatine,
Arlington
Heights,
Mount

trite, Chicago, and Mount Prospect Mayor Daniel Congreve.

$35,799
Collected in
Court Fines

(Continued Front Page I)
quired and plans arc to dig a
deep well which will produce
1,000 gallons of water a min-

Prospect
and
Des
Plaines
starting Sept. 6.
*United Motor Coach Co.

ute.

buses will make stops in each
of the towns served Sunday

in operation," VanderVries said.
In the meantime, Vander Vries suggested that the village of Mount Prospect pro-

through Friday.
John T. Natick, vice-president of the firm, said plans
are underway to add Park
Ridge

service

in co-

and

"We arc proceeding with all
dispatch to get the fourth well

vide a cross -tie with Citizens
to provide emergency service
to the area if necessary. He

-

for Saving at
Mount Prospect
Federal

,held on the Evanston campus.
Charles L. Spohn, director
of the marching band of Ohio

State University and Thomas
Davis, assistant band director,
University of Iowa, conducted
the course.

1.

It's convenient - easy to park either in
front of our offices, or In the lot to the rear.

with
$6,887, and Morton Grove with
then

Evanston

No fines were collected for

BILL KELLY SAYS:

derVries answered.

"We will see that you get
special

feet below the surface in the

"How long will you continue

1,400 foot deep wells.

to withhold permits?" VanSeeking another compromise,. derVries asked Ferrone.
Simon asked, "If the village - "Until
am mandamused

_lion...then. watch Citizens' .per--...
formance on the new well.
"If they don't start on the

service, requested a cer-

bus

to help you expedite the

can

west suburban route from the

construction."
Simon said that he would ask
the zoning board to hold a special session to approve the use

United opposed the request

of, the newly acquired Citi-

tificate to operate on the North-

still is pending before
the ICC. Hanck said that the

which

usually does

not

grant operating certificates to
one line when another is providing the service.

During the weekdays buses
will leave Barrington at 6
a.m., 2:45 p.m.,
5:45 p.m., ' 8:45 p.m., and
10:45 p.m. The buses will
arrive at O'Hare 50 minutes
later after stopping in Palaa.m.,

10:45

tine, Arlington. Heights, Mount

zens' property for a well site.

VanderVries declined to tell

the board where the well site
was

to

be

located.

you_ privately,"

he

"I'll

said

tell
to

Mayor Congreve.
Congreve asked that the county require Citizens to make
an escrow agreement, assuring

that the well would be drilled,
releasing 'the

before

building

permits. "We need some defithat Citizens
will actually build the well,"
Congreve said.
nite

assurance

Prospect and Des Plaines.

The buses will leave O'Hare
Monday

through

Friday

at

Hwy.

Hwy.

The bus ride will cost $2
from Barrington, $1 .50 from
Heights,
Palatine, Arlington

Mount Prospect, and SI from
Des Plaines.

1

"WE ARE committed to a
new well." VanderVries said.
"We have bought land. We
arc a private utility, regulated
ICC. I don't believe
an escrow agreement is necby

the

essary."

gested that Citizens reduce their
proposal for the new well to
writing. "Then, we can hold
them to it," he said.

"How?" Congreve asked.
"\Vhat are you going to do to

them," Ferrone said.
SIMON °suggested that the

county grant the 30 or 40 permits currently under applica-

asked.

."I understand the only

re-

course the board has -- and it
might be extra -legal," Simon

our customers,"
said.

VanderVries will be built," Congreve said.

"Issue the permits, and we can

"WHY NOT get on with the do nothing."
job of installing the well as a
Mount Prospect's mayor acconvenience to' your custom- knowledged that the village
ers?" Simon asked.

would give Citizens water in

"We arc," VanderVries said.
an emergency, he said, how"What is my recourse?" ever, they can't depend on the
Simon said. "Do I back up and village to provide emergency
give the permits and allow you facilities forever.

to build and expand and then
Congreve called for a comfind out you don't build the plete test of fire hydrants in
well?"

"The
raised

question
about our

has

been

not

doing

Simon

asked

county

take?"

"We have no further authority."Only the ICC has the . authority to control and regulate
us," VanderVries said.

"It's cumbersome to go before the ICC," Congreve said.
"Sub -dividers are required to

put up performance bonds. If
we don't come up with something substantial here, we will

have to go to the Legislature
and seek remedy in new laws
controlling these private utilities. There has to be a stopping point, some place."

"I

WITHHELD permits,"
said. "because of the
type of developments we have
Simon

Can't you come up with some
concrete

agreement

that this

well will be built?"
Congrcve requested that the
permits continue to be with-

the only protection we have,"
"How long would it take you
to drill a well," Ferrone asked,

INSTRUCTION

TORONADO
Only full-size car

with front wheel drive!
"04,4
eza i t

MT. PROSPECT.
FEDERAL

SAYINGS and LOAN
ASSOCIATION
15 E. PROSPECT
MT. PROSPECT

Flat floors Full -view side windows 385 -hp Toronado

area

ordered

and

Haberkamp

Fire
to

the fire chief.

Simon closed the meeting by

stating that no decision would
be made on issuing the perpending

mits

direct evidence

from Citizens that the fourth
well would actually be a reality. He indicated that if Citizens is sincere in building the
well, they can make enough
progress in two weeks to assure the board that the well
will be built.

"Then we will talk about
the permits," Simon said.
One of the permits. being
withheld is for an addition to
United Air Lines building.
This area is serviced by Citianother
but .through
water system.
Congreve agreed that the
United permit should be iszens,

sued, but asked -time to study
water contracts between
company and Citizens,
make certain the resi-

the
the

"to
dents of the Waycinden area
arc not going to be left high
and dry."

he said.

profit each and every savings month. Save

You can save by mall if it is more con-

the

Chief Edwin

proceed with the test immedwhat we say we will" Vander - iately.
Vries said. "There is no reaLEE PERRY, *general manson to doubt us. We will install
the well, just as we have said ager of Citizens, said that his
water department would make
we will do."
"What other steps can the the tests in co-operation with

held pending a guarantee that

3. You can make sure of a full month's

venient We pay the postage.

going to be president of this
board," Simon said.

them if they violate their letter? in the Northwest suburban
What recourse do you have in area. We need new techniques.
that case?"

well and make progress, they
won't get another permit for
the remaining 90 days I am

"It would be a noose around, "We arc going to press you'
our necks, an added cost that to withhold the permits until
we would, have to pass on to we have legal assurance a well

Complete Attention
To All Arrangements
Lifting the burden of detail that weights so heavily
at this time of sorrow, with complete attention to
all arrangements, assuring you of solace, on this

Obituaries

A funeral mass was offered
this morning in St. Joseph
the Worker Church in Wheeling

STUDIO
Supplies Greenware
& Firing
Retail and Wholesale
Continuous Classes

for George W. Mitchell, 72,
of 431 E. Merle, Wheeling.
Mr. Mitchell died Wednesday
at Downey Hospital in Downey,
III. Burial was in Mount Car-.
mel Cemetery in Chicago.'

7 p.in. to 9:30 p.m.
CLOSED ON TUESDAY
953 Cornell Ave. Palatine
FL 9-0991

Mr. Mitchell is survived by
two brothers, James of Denver,
Col., and Eugene of Wheeling.

the CHILDREN'S THEATRE

solemn occasion.

presents:

Rocket V.8 EngineToronado's own brand of Turbo Hydra -

Matti Drive Concealed headlamps Unique draft.free
ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look In town!

MARTIN J. KELLY

*oft, OLDS MOBILE, INC.
1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home

'RUMP ELSTILSKIN'

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, dR.

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS'

August 6,7, 13, 14

Backed by 40 Years/Experience

320 W. Central Road .

Mt. Prospect, III.

.

,

given by Lew Musill's "Tale Tellers"

! at Northwest Hiway

Ph. 255-7800

Children 11.00
Adults $2.00

I

George W. Mitchell

E & E CERAMIC

4.

begin

well construction?"

$46409

by the 10th; earn from the 1st!

to

Citizens' engineer, will have to cap it when it is
replied that this was impossible finished and wait for your zonsince the pumps were immer- ing variation to put it into
sible and operated about 800 operation."

COMMISSIONER Erickson; "We are 'Under' the jurisdic
who is chairman of the legisla- tion of the ICC, not the village
committee, said, "the of Mount Prospect," Vander tive
sooner you build the well, the Vries replied.
sooner you will have the prob"What, would be wrong with
lem solved. We will do all we a performance bond?" Simon

TORONADO
FOR ONLY

permission

the well," Ferrone said." You

gency?"
Taussig,

the well will be built. "That's

;'

Water

1967.

According to Hanck, the bus
was already certified to
operate along the O'Hare route.
line

Congreve pressed fora com-

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

2. You can PUT IN at your own pace and
you can TAKE OUT when the need arises,
borrowing your own money and leaving the
rest of your savings to earn their full share.

state

(ordered by a court) to issue

The Des Plaines stop will
Palatine was low on the list be at the North Western stawith $1,436. Rolling Meadows tion and bus terminal between
Lee and Pearson on Northwest
also was low with fines totaling
the month in Inverness.

the

of Mount Prospect gives you a
cross -connection and. provides
emergency water service in the
interim, would you give them a
performance bond to insure the

$3,295.

$271.

from

Board to begin drilling" Van-

pletion date on the proposed
fourth well.
VanderVries said that it
would be completed before May,

Fines totaling $35,799 were 9:45 a.m., 1:45 p.m., 4:45
collected during June in the p.m., 7:45 p.m., and 9:45 p.m.
north suburban 2nd Municipal
There will be no Saturday
District of the Cook County service and the Sunday ser-

$9,074,

"We would require permission

along North Western line.

worked out with Des Plaines.

Circuit Court, it was reported vice will be abbreviated.
"If you are committed."
today by Circuit Court Clerk
Congreve said, "why not come School, for his participation
Joseph J. McDonough.
THE STOP in Barrington up with the escrow,, rather than
in a special summer workSums received are turned will be at Barrington and Cook. look for a loophole to escape
shop at the Northwestern Uniback to the municipalities by In Palatine it will be at Brock- through."
versity School of Music.
the court. Most of the fines way and Wood. In Arlington
"We have S50 million worth
Sandlund participated in a
resulted from traffic offenses. Heights it will be at Evergreen of
VanderVries
property,"
in
training
course
special
Arlington Heights paid the and the Northwest Hwy. In responded. "our agreements
marching bands at Northfourth highest amount with Mount Prospect the stop will arc kept."
western.
Commissioner Bobrytzkc sugHe was one of a group of $3,059. Skokie was first with be at Emerson and Northwest
92 high school music teachfor the course,
ers chosen

has no responsibility to provide

water facilities. Can't the ICC
do something in this matter?"
SIMON then asked, "Can
you install' auxiliary pumps to
carry you through an emer-

grant you a special per-

I

mit to start drilling tomorrow?"

said such an arrangement was

tor of bands at Prospect High

Big Reasons

"if

said, "is to withhold building
permits so that the system

operation with the Chicago &
North WesternRailway ---provide service 'to outlying stops

commission

Judge Simon S. Porter continued the trail of Peter Orosz,
55, of 7514 Maple Dr., charged
with drunken driving, until
Sept. 7 in Mount Prospect

Vallely
cation.

Commissioner Charles Bonk and Commissioner Frank Bobry-

Terms Laid Down
For Water Utility

Bus Service

United simply had to file with
agenda include a change.in poli- the Illinois Commerec Conv
cy on the employment of an mission to begin service.
employe's spouse, children or
near relative; approval of the
IN MAY the Continental
establishment of a program
making the district's education- Air Transport Co., which op al program available to senior crates the O'Hare -to -Chicago

the district owes on its 14
and
McDonald
acres
at
Schoenbeck Rds.
The property, purchased in

township treasurer has receipts for the tax payments.
Dist. Supt. Louis Pansino
Monday read a letter to the

County Commissioner William Erickson, (left) Evanston,
contemplates a point at the water hearing in Mount Prospect

yesterday. Seated at the table with Erickson are (from left)
approval

ready has been given by the

County officials arc picking up speed in their efforts to resolve a safety problem at the intersection of Schoenbeck and

Dist 26 Supt Winston Harwood has assumed the responsibility for acting on a
request from two 'property

over the preceding year.

TENTATIVE

Solution Closer
on Safety Hazard

Fence Plea
Now Up to
School Supt.

In developing the

budgets an estimated assessed
valuation of $595 million is
being used. This is an increase
of approximately $50 million

Country Club
IHIA114/

Old Orchard

Countri dui;
mi. Pros

-

;-

O

omen Adopt
Platoons of
Fighting Men
The fighting men in Viet Nam receiving packages sent to them by the Prospect

Post Exchange somewhere In Viet Nam, one of the reasons women are. adopting

Heights Women's Club.

platoons and sending needed Items.

Anybody Else Want to Help?
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Even in the
the women of

summer time

the Prospect
Heights Women's Club are
' busily packing boxes for the
men in Viet Nam.
Boxes were sent to their

to

napkins. Several sports magascorecards and boxes
of Cracker Jack were included with the 80 dozen
homemade cookies.
zines,

Women's Editor

adopted platoons on July 6 and

again on July 29. Each time
the boxes arc sent the organization adopts a theme and
carries it out with items that
will appeal to the men. The

most recent mailing had the

theme, of baseball. In the
letter which was sent to each
man, the women wrote: "It's

THE WOMEN also remember the birthdays of the
men in their platoons and
sent five cans of date and nut
roll, a fruit cake, cans of
oysters,

birthday

anchovies,
cards and

herring,
birthday

prizes. Extra bags of candy,
90 packages
of gum and
paperback books were
included.
Both
platoons
re =inn Batman cards saying,

"It's you and me against the
that
all
American
Game world", and inside the meswe sage was "I'd say the `.odds
"Baseball" and since
can't take you out to the ball were about even!" and it was
game we're sending you six signed "from the 200 "agefrom

baseballs

Chicago

the

Cubs. Couldn't find an "Umpire" so we're sending this
funny lookin' critter that has
the sunglasses and hair."
F .r o m the "consession

stand" 84 drinking cups were
filled with 'candy, a bag of
peanuts

Mrs. Frank M. Krempel, past president of the Prospect Heights Women's Club
and 7th District Public Health Chairman, showing Mrs. W. Miller, 7th District Vet-

plastic

eran Service Chairman, some of the material being sent to Viet Nam,

Fabrics are knit wovens,
washable voiles and textured
to weal.'"
If that's a _frequently heard linen looks.
wail from your teen - age
For the fun -loving teen,
daughter, you may want to en- there arc low - slung pants
courage her to invest in mix with wide belt and cuffed
and match clothing.
straight legs in any of three
This season, one sports. solid colors.
wear firm offers a collection
With this, a girl might wear
of fabric and color co-ordina- a long - sleeved, printed Ban -

ted "go anywhere" togs that Ion pullover or a ribbed poor
can finish the summer and
move
gracefully
into
the

boy top in contrasting color.

transition season.

clothes will enjoy the collection's Caballero group. This
includes an embroidered
back bronco shirt in brown
with beige or orange and

The collection, called "Palm
Desert," is in sun colors. A
Paisley print that blends the
desert
tones
is
sunburned
teamed with solids in , mesa

brown, pinata beige and sundown orange

THERE
pants,

ARE

Garrison

stovepipe

slacks,

bell

bottoms and bermudas, skirts
and shifts
For
collection offers

toppers, the
shells, jack.'

ets and blouses

The teen who likes Western

matching back - zippered pants

in brown or orange. There also is a concha shell with embroidered hip detail
variety of other tops.

a

THE PAISLEY print group
offers town looks as well as
country

style

and

lets

the

There was an
tablecloth
and

the

Chicago area

for dona-

this

Wheeling

Group Plans

started

her

Taking part in the outdoor program at the National Summer
Palaestrum on Elk Lake are Jan Richards, Gail Alton, Sharon
Lee, Sue Lee, Karen Brongiel, JoAnn Lusetti and Robin Mells.
The Palaestrum, directed by Ruth Ann Inskip, stresses fit-

just,

hiti,e

sent

packages

which included candy, nuts,
cards, razor blades, chewing
gum, canned date and nut

bread, sardines, pads of paper
mail
envelopes,
pens,
Kool-aid, pencils, tuna fish,

, air

letter

recently

from

Gregory's Chapter of
club for Catholic

his hometown paper and wrote
requesting that his naine be
added to the lists of reci-

MT. PROSPECT -

RANDWOOD AREA

pients.

mericans are on an advisory
team deep in Vitt Nam working with the people. Since the
request involved so few men

of all new homes. 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, full basement, kitchen with built -Ins, newly carpeted.... $24,900

Mrs. Rodriguez immediately
sent them a package weighing

123 8. ARLINGTON MTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000

Member of Multiple Listing service

Karen Nordli At Worhhop
Karen Nordli, daughter of and practice ,of conservation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Nord- of natural resources.
li of Mount Prospect, was aSelling your. home?
mong 45 high school students
who recently attended a, one Coll our
Northern
week

colors or Paisley
body lines, A -lines

print in
and even one with a dirndl
skirt.
These all tie together to
take a young lass anywhere

on a summer day or evening.

workshop

at

Illinois University.
The

Youth

Woman of the

EVERYBODY GETS IN
THE ACT
a,,

Map

Conservation

Workshop was conducted in
order to acquaint the students
representing over 20 Illinois
communities

AIR CONDITIONED

the

STAGE"
Carsons

Country
Club
P,IAINAS!-'
;MAIO

The Northwest Suburb's
Only Professional Theatre.

for an evening
of fun see

CRITICS =1:1AME.cm
CHOICE'
a new comedy by Ira Levin.
is

TM

1...4

. CO
O10 ORO.UNT"ClUll
t.00
Moony

Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30
Sunday at 7:30
Box Mee Opens Daily 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Reservations By Mall Or Phone CL 9-5400

Kookie
Corner

Janet Jacob

!BRUNS
REAL ESTATE

CL 5..6320

starring:
the new!
the shocking!

the "in" in fashion
mad, modern apparel for "him"
and "her"

Aug 7-1966 Noon 'till

starting Saturday, August 6

AT

Center Mall, Restaurant Level '

Vince and Dale's Restaurant and Lounge
FORMERLY AL'S TREE TOP GROVE

.784 South Milwaukee - Wheeling

a.m

The president of the club is
Keneth Meyers of Arlington.
Decorations will be handled
by Mrs. Dorothy McGuire, Mrs.
Kay Collins and Loretta Bobka
of Arlington. Mrs. Roberta

Melchiore of Mount Prospect
is in charge of reservations.

RANDHURST

t

Fun

tttttttttttt 11/1111 tttttttttttt
\?itBill

For

information

call John

Shaw at 381-3255,

The NAIM conference covers

For The
amily

the area of Mount Prospect,
Prospect

Heights,

-I-

h
t aniessetifiii mmtmeneeet alintlifi
lit,Il

CHOOSE IT, THEN CHARGE IT ArCARSONS RANDHURSTI

Sponsrd by Wheeling Township Regular Democratic OrganizaHon

,Elmhurst

and Rand Roads in Mt. Prospect. Shop Monday, Thursday and Friday,

Palatine,

Arlington Heights, Barrington
and Wauconda.

"ON

ri

philosophy

house August 12

A Hawaiian atmosphere will
be created for swimming from
from 9 30 to 11:30 p.m. and
dancing from 9 30 p.m. to 1:30

150'8. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150

The postage for the boxes

print and plain combinations.
In addition, there are shifts

Sunday

%Wowed) will have a Luau at
the Barrington pool and field -

a

Viet Nam. He had read an

.COURTESY OF JAMES STRAVROS-COMMITTEEMAN

NAIM (a

EXCLUSIVES

She and her group of women

24 pounds.

ness through gymnastics and aquatics.

is the

I)

The major and 3 other Acamp near Williamsburg, Mich.

small shed. This

proj-

9th Annual Democratic Picnic

Swim, Dance

late,

ect "Cookies for Viet Nam".

article' about the project in

Seven Mount Prospect girls are enjoying the summer at a

their enDeMuesy

riguez at 537-5983.

AS A RESULT of this project Mrs. Edward Rodriguez of

club lists them
boxes arc mailed.

the

in

Mrs.

at CL 5-6863 or Mrs. Rod-

en's clubs.

Major Conrad H. Munster in

as

organizations
deavors call

project for re-

tions has been wonderful and
the

the Amvet Post 66 Auxiliary.
Heights
THE PROSPECT
Women's Club received pictures of their adopted fighting men. The PX is a deso-

commendation to other wom-

FREE ADMISSION

St. Gregory
St

and

consider

a

put together whole
outfits in print or co-ordinate

solid

candy.

paid by sponsors who are sent to the club by Lt.. Wilat present trying to find the liam Andrew,son of the Prosmeans
of increasing their pect Heights Fire chief.
backing. They are the WheelPersons who would like to
ing post VFW' Auxiliary and help either or both of these
is

If an organization would be
willing to adopt a company or
platoon
of fighting men, there
only place the men may obattend, but Mrs. Miller join- tain any of the items which is informlition 'available from
ed in and helped with the we purchase every day. This either of the women
conboxes.
is
the "war" facilities of- cerning how to pack and mail
Mrs. Miller will in turn ' fered to them.. Pictures were shipments.

in the hospital and unable to

treats.

wearer

in

ed with toys, bones and dog

Seven Girls Keep Fit at Camp

Has Double Image
haven't anything

tiny
filled

trict Veteran Service Chairman, to view the packaging
operation. Mrs. Rauscher was

and 117 dozen home baked
cookies.
The box weighed
over 100 pounds.
Mrs.
Rodriguez received

Page 3

ix -Match Wear
I

bottle

a

@

dog, as the men wrote. So
the animals were remember-

dent of the IFWC, and Mrs.
Elmer W. Miller, 7th Dis-

with pre-sweetened soft drink
Mrs. Richard De Muesy,
mix and a straw. The men can chairinan of the project, said
mix this with water and have the response from the leta . soft drink with their other ters written to companies in
bubblegum.
appropriate

iMi,..7,:;=.1a7S7'70:5ililligri71.11WitIVLEVrafTSIBEEN:o."TEMIZZIEMI

"Mother'

shell,

The cup also held baseball

Oap AT HOME
Friday. August 5, 1966

in the
coke

less" bats."
The women have discovered
that there are two other
members
in
the
platoon,
narnely Big Red and Boom
Boom,
boy and girl type

As an incentive to have
other
women's clubs take
over a similar project the
Prospect
Heights
Women's
Club invited Mrs. Martin J.
Rauscher 7th District Presi-

(paid Political Adrattlismai)

9:30 to 9:30; other days, 9:30 to 5:30.

IIIVI

I.

Some Day

.

Those little green men in
their unidentified flying ob
jects must red The Day.
When they found out Some Day

with

is seeking to shoot them out

The air defense people in
Traux Field, Wis., gave a

of the sky they fled east.
Somebody in Pennsylvania
had the same idea' because

when the green men tried to
crash a county fair, without a'
ticket they were shot at, only
ammunition was photographic
film. The picture
green

men

can

change

the

shape of their flying machines
because the Arlington Heights
observer said the UFO he saw
looked different.
The
mystery could have
been solved last week if the
authority to shoot one down

Nike missile arrived -

bogged down in military channels and government red tape.

to our security, or for
fication.

Col. VanDyke bas a lot of
experience
with UFOs. In
fact, he has tried to explain
them to Congress, which is
a pretty tough assignment.

Col. William VanDyke, com-

mander of the 755 Radar

pages.

and those UFO's don't hang around very long. Basically, the
a

tillery

They stood before the judge, young eyes' snapp-

to death on a subway train, stole her wallet and
left her dead in the subway car.

The juvenile judge didn't cringe a. bit before
the tough, hardened criminals who because of

their age were before him rather than in Cir-

we ' got
with an old-fashioned 75."

violence of our time.

murderers, and thieves to a higher

tribunal.

"He ran away from home, judge," the police
16 -year -old, clean-chief said, referring to
addressing a high school English class rather
"He's done it before, Judge," the police chief

of tomorrow.

in packs.
Probably

WHAT IS THE answer? What can be done to
makethe juvenile courts aware of the differenc-

'

THIS IS fictimous dialogue. It is a makebelieve scene that is taking place all too regul-

Parcel Post Laws Reviewed
role of government in enterprise --and in the
post business in particular-is discussed by
University of Illinois Prof. V. Lewis Bassie in the
current issue of "Illinois Business Review."
The
parcel

fighting removal of these curbs
the present Congress. As

rules now stand, post offices
cannot handle packages weighing over 20 pounds and destin-

ed for a city more than 150
miles away At most, the non rural post office is allowed
to receive weights up to 40
pounds per package In any
instance, the combined length

mission to handle larger pack- is published monthly by U. of
ages and a 9 per cent increase I. Bureau of Economic and
in rates could wipe out the de- 'Business R.scarch, College
licit.
of Commerce and Business
If the Post Office gets its Administration.
way,
Prof.
Bassie
writes,
shippers and distributors of
products
moving in small
packages will save on trans-

port charges. The consuming

partment

lower prices on the goods
shifted to the postal services

permis-

the

les-

sening of restrictions since
they would lose part of the
business
Shippers, including
mail order houses and retailers and their suppliers,
favor the change because it

would decrease their handling
costs

enterprises is likely to be rising. It is improbable that ad
hoc decisions by Congress,
like the parcel post actions
of 1951 and 1966, can adequately define the principles

city shipments.". Bassie says.
Another factor influencing on which they should operate
Congress is the estimated S96 or the terms on which they
million parcel post deficit for may compete with private en the Post Office in 1965. Pos- terprise."
tal officials contend that per"Illinois Business Review"

and girth of a package may
not exceed 72 inches The desion to handle any package up
to 40 pounds and 100 inches.
REA, United Parcel Service, other truckers, bus companies, airlines and freight

public will have the benefit of
and op additional volume generated by opportunity for low-

cost shipment. On a proportionately smaller scale, the
government will be able to
divert finances to more ur-

gent needs than postal deficits

and the pressures for tax increases will be further reduced.

UNDERLYING the issue is
the Post 'Office's hope to halt

McKellar
Resigns

Field Post
rector of international operations of Field Enterprises
Educational Corp. He is resigning, he said, "to devote
time

to

personal

in-

lifeterests and, to pursue
long interest in government

and international affairs."

McKellar will remain as a

around the limits on city - to -

which the role of government

commercial shippers into

a number of uneconomic expedients, such as breaking up
a single shipment into several packages, trucking parcels
out to rural post offices for

houses at points that get

Bassie, "suggest

urbs, where
ferent.

a

future in

Europe and in Australasia.
McKellar's resignation

be-

comes effective September 30,

Judge Not, That Ye Be Not Judged

-- Marshall. Field III
Page 4
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John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

problem is completely dif-

the

Water Resources

We call on Cook County judiciary to take immediate steps to bring juvenile court to the

areas where the problem is serious -but much

Your Garden
BY RICHARD DELANO
Assistant Cook County Farm Adviser in
Ornamental Horticulture and Floriculture

The hot and humid weather has been a big topic of
conversation for several weeks. Folks adjust to this
heat by drinking more water, dressing lighter and
seeking cooler areas.
Garden plants. are not so
Even when thoroughly water adaptable and thus they suffer ed, certain garden flowers
during periods of intense heat. will be prone to wilt. ChrysGardeners should help plants anthemums and 'snapdragons
adjust to these extreme con- that are lacking in potassium
ditions. However, there's no are unusually prone to wilting
need to panic and spray for during periods of stress. This
"blight" when the condition is can often be corrected by two
simply leaf scorch.
waterings with a
fertilizer
There are several precau- solution. Use one level table-'

they

spoon

will cause days after watering.

burning of leaf tips and margins. This ,jisk is avoided if

Thanks to healthy winter and spring
precipitation, waiters in New York restaurants may serve water with meals
_ again without having to be asked and experts have stopped talking about purify-

ing the Hudson River, but the drought
which

began

several

years

states.

Ground water - the snows and rains
of yesteryear which have seeped into
water -bearing

rocks

the

In Hartford, Conn., a rubbish removal

IF POSSIBLE, prize plants company is conducting an energetic adspraying is done in early should be staked so they will vertising campaign to convince the public
morning or late evening,
not wilt down, certain flowers that its collectors aren't just a group of
Obviously plants need more such as gladioli and snap - guys named Joe who pick up trash and
water during 50 -degree weath- dragons do not become erect garbage, but
are
"certified garboloer.
However, sometimes a after recovering 'from wilting. gists."
plant during intense heat can The main stem remains pro More than that, they are "your friendnot absorb and carry water to stratc while the growing tips ly garbologists." And to make them stand
leaf tips fast enough. Bitches, point skyward. This results
maples and many other trees in "S" or "L" shaped -stems. out from the crowd, they wear snazzy
red berets when they make collections.
and shrubs may exhibit a leaf
Even the vegetable' garden
Now, the chances are that this is drawburn and wilting. Birches be- has its special methods of rcing natives of the north are sponding to heat.
Tomato ing snickers and 'wisecracks from non especially,susceptible to heat plants will curl their leaves in certified garbologists, if there are any
injury. On the other hand, the middle of the day. Lettuce in Hartford, and even from nongarbolosouthern plants such as mag- and radishes respond by pro- gists who are neither certified nor unnolius thrive on intense heat. ducing very bitter products. certified.

boom has resulted in happy
songs across the land and the

21

bought 70 per cent of all

cause

happiest tune of all in Chicago.

three times what the figure
was just a couple of years ago.

according to Gard.
Folksinging youngsters' under
guitars last year.

Guitar capital of the nation
In all, one out of every five
ing manager, director of ed- with well over half of the na- amateur musicians plays the
itorial and mechanical oper- tion's guitars made here, the guitar now, and their twanging
ations, and, ultimately, the Windy City is turning out more is ,the sweetest kind of music
creation of. entirely- new- ed- guitars than ever before and to guitar firms.
itorial and sales organizations still cannot keep up with the
in the United Kingdom, Sweden,, demand. Most guitar factories

vice

president

in

1953, executive vice president
in.

1957, and director of in-

ternational operations in 1959.

This is the situation in much of the
land today, and it promises to be one

that will be with us for a long time to

But, as the company points out, this is
age* of specialization, and there is
just as much reason for a trash and garbage collector to be specialized as alan

most anyone else.
Well, if' wearing

distinctive garb and
sporting a fancy title will add to the pride
of a man in his work and to his dignity,
what's wrong with it?

And can you think of anyone we'd
more than our friendly

miss

garbolo-

gist - even if he happens to be uncertified?

So, more power to him - and we sincerely hope he doesn't miss us. Not ever.'
Where does all this trash come from,
anyway?

Guitar Sales Strike Happy Note

His career with the company
has spanned assignments as
varied as sales representative
and sales manager, advertis-

a

to recharge the aquifers.

Pickup in Job Morale

guitar men

became

occur to water crops, pastures and forests, this moisture may not be enough

come.

normal flow during the growing season.

1966,

He joined World Book in 1947,

full years of normal runoff.
The significant point brought out by
the report is that unlike agricultural
drought (lack of timely crop -nourishing
rains), "the manifestations of water supply drought tend to persist and in-

call

nities depend upon for their water supply.
It is also what streams depend upon for

in

Force during World War II.

geologists

aquifers - is what hundreds of commu-

est folk song. The big guitar

A graduate of. Harvard. Uni-

the

The streamfiows were also found to
be at record lows over much of the area.
In Massachusetts, for example, the deficiency in streamflow for a 56 -month
period ending in March amounted to two

A report released by the U.S. Geological Survey shows that, based- on data up
to the end of March, 1966, ground -water tensify from one growing season to the'
levels reached record lows in large areas next."
of the Middle Atlantic and New England
Even though enough precipitation may

Enterprises, Inc.

versity, McKellar was ad Officer -pilot with the 8th Air

in

over.

Rather than diminishing, the
guitar . boom is still growing 1,400,000 guitars.
and could top 2,000,000 sales " The happy song of Chicago

countries around the globe.

ago

northeast part of the country is far from

The most likely sound of
1966. He also announced his
resignation from the board of music heard these days is the
directors of the book -publish- guitar, accompanied by shrieking company and from the board ing, bouncy go-go shouts or a
of its parent company, Field plaintive voice singing the new-

Italy and Australia. He has
also supervised the company's
sales expansion in many other

jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

Managing Editor

proven itself successful.

different than the problem faced "downtown."

K. S. Johnson, General Maimger

William J. Kledaisch

Circuit court is de -centralized. Judges sit in
suburbia and hear all typcs of cases, from traffic to burglary. The magistrate system has

hot weather

Donald M. McKellar has announced his resignation as executive vice president and di-

more

I

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

Thereii a simple answer, It's decentralization of the juvenile court system. Bring the
family court and the juvenile court to the sub-

of 20-20-20 soluable
hot weather. Many insecticides fertilizer per gallon of water.
and fungicides should not be If a lack of potassium is the
applied when the temperature problem, you should see coris over 85 degrees. Applied in =lion starting within. five

shipment, or setting up ware-

"THE PRESENT rules have

problem here?

tions that should be taken in

consultant on the international
many of the subsidies now operations of the corporation,
handed out at the public's ex- which publishes The World
pense, such as below - cost Book' Encyclopedia and other
rates to magazines and news- reference works. Under his
papers.
direction since 1959, the comin pany has expanded to include
"Emerging
problems
such fields as water: supply the production of reference
says works in several countries in
and
urban renewal,"

led

es in the crime problem "downtown" and the

IT HAS GOTTEN to the point that suburban
police officers laugh at juvenile court and family
court. They have tremendous respect for the officials involved and the problems they face, but
they laugh when it is suggested they take a local
youngster "downtown".
They laugh because they know that, by corn -

the judge snapped. "Handle your problems at
home And you, boy, don't' let me catch you in

by

the court, can become the hardened criminal

young to maim and kill and roam the streets

Pro5pect ;Dap

e

They are serious because the youngster in-

-- volved,- if not treated correctly at this point by - -

countered by the courts.

continued "He needs court supervision."
"We don't have time for those kind of cases,"

Express, which
was aided by congressional
restrictions on the Post Office Department in 1951, is

is now.

cases that while serious in the minds of those
involved, are slight in comparison to those en-

than standing before the bar of justice.

docking the Gemini -10 to the Agena rocket!"

police officer. They are serious to him because
he is battling to keep the juvenile crime problem
below the one per cent of the population that it

agars facing charges for adult crimes.
It -is into this atmosphere that suburban juvenile officials have to take their cases -

cut youngster who looked like he should be

"Hurry up and park this thing-you'd think you were

They might be minor to the hard' pressed
courts, but they are serious to the suburban

the largest percentage of cases
heard in juvenile court involve Chicago teen-

Then, the local case was called.

-

fenses "downtown."

'Whit is happening in Criok County is that the
juveniles themselves do not realize they are too

the judge didn't flinch as he referred young

The REA

know that the court will take them slightly

even scoff at them for bringing such minor of-

juveniles and adult offenders.

-Two more casts, sordid and violent, preceded the case from suburbia. Two more times,

oppose

one

parison, the transgressions of their young offender will be small. They laugh because they

Illinois has a model juvenile court act. It was
passed by an enlightened Legislature that recognized the vast difference in the treatment of

Such cases are commonplace in the juvenile

courts of Chicago, a sad commentary on the

forwarders

missiles,

and

by Jack Vandermyn

haps it is the system that is wrong.

cuit Court facing the electric chair.

seeking

'

get those million dollar planes

The colonel assures everythat when little green

arly in real courts -in Cook County Juvenile
Court.
JUDGES in the juvenile court of Chicago are
becoming calloused, and perhaps rightly so, at
the stream of violent cases that parade before
them daily.
Perhaps we shouldn't bldme the judges. Per-

Their crime murder They stomped a woman

is

volunteered

VELVISMORNIONIMMISOM.V.M=Ca=r44,.NWAVANICAVX:roll

ing, a curse tightly held between clenched lips.

this court again "

has

surprise and so is that
fellow at Wisconshi when we
call back some day:
"Hello, Traux Field? For-

Vantage Point

rapists,

man

a

body

1113111111101111201311116111111),

-

is

his backyard for a On position. These UFOs are in for

south.

deter -

That

howitzer.

the kind of toy you buy in a
gun catalog. An. old-time ar-

worth

minutes to find it.

requires

plan afoot to' acquire a' war
surplus

The colonel has $8,000,000
of radar equipment
at his disposal and he keeps
about 375 flying objects on his
tracking
screens
at
all
times. Some of these are
planes for O'Hare field, some
are ducks and geese heading

Squadron at the Nike Base in
Arlington Heights, is the man
with the regulation, although
it should be reported truthfully that it took his staff 15

regulation

his business so there is no
reason to doubt those UFOs
had better be careful.
Just in case the colonel
needs help, there is, another.

or for the purpose of identi-

men were gone.

five

tech-

nical or scientific information,

'

tion. By that time the green

is

men start nosing around uninvited he will take the proper action. He has 26 years
in the Air Force and knows

taken if the object is a threat

green light to follow Air Force
Regulation 200-2 but it took
a few days to find the regula-

AFR 200-2

by. Frank E. Von Arx

mination as to whether the object is hostile. Action can be

in time: Instead, the idea got

the

showed a brilliant, huge hexagon shape
This proves the

a

.

j

are working /two shifts to try
orders but in many
and
music stores there's a waiting
list for many models of higher priced guitars.

Last year Beatle-type music
sent' sales to An all-time high
of 1400,000 guitars, reports
William R. Gard, executive
vice president of the National
Assn. of Music Merchants. At
last count therelwere 7,500,000
playing
Americans
guitars,

kingsize- tuba, band, instruments
in wood and brass sold 634,700
units last year compered to

without its

is not, however,
sad refrain. Be-

of limited production
facilities,- guitar imports have
been able to fill the gap between demand and supply. Last
year more than 330,000'foreign

guitars were sold and the figure may go, higher in 1966.
Any number of European imDESPITE its tremendous ports will be on display at the
sales spurt, the guitar still
Music Show and while Amerremains No. 2 in dollar volume ican guitar manufacturers in-,
to piano sales which is, of sist their product is of higher.
course, a, high ticket item quality than imports, the forranging from $500 to $5,000 eign guitars will find a, 'good
compared to $300 plus for the market because of the shortbest of electric guitars. But .in age of American product.
unit sales the guitar is now
-In -actuality the 'guitar has
first among all musical in- European origins going back
struments, topping all band.
instruments
combined,
for

instance. Adding up everything
from the tiny piolo to the

to the Renaissance, even though
some of today's generation be Revd the guitar had its start

with singing cowboys. The dne

fretted

instrument

is

of music played by others. And

American in origin is believed
to be the banjo, also enjoying
a boom currently because of
the folk music binge. Last year

likewise listening to music on

banjo 'sales

which

increased

by 50

per cent.

ODDLY ENOUGH, Gird
credits the rock 'n' roll plus
music boom and., the guitar

the radio, TV, tape and hi -fl
makes people want to

play
musical instruments.
"Whether it's listening or
playing, 'music is having its
biggest splurge.
"By its saturation of the
American
home, electronics_

has had the effect of exposing
playing fad in part to the vast more people to , music than
growth of the electronic seg- ever before," Card concludes.
ment of the music industry.

There were 37,000,000 amateur

"The electronic age helped_musicians in the U.S. last year,
spark the big boOm in music almost twice the number of
which we have witnessed the 1950.
The NAMM sees the guitar
past decade," the NAMM
head says. "Television and of boom as a basic revolution in
music -making,
course,-hc-fi and stereo, tape do-it-yourself
recorders and transistor radios ,rahter than as a passing teenhave all created new interest age fad. Significantly the other
in music by making it more a side of the guitar boom conpart of our everyday life. To- sists of adult hobbyists who
discovered

day

have

compete. People who play music
invariably want to -hear the best

Beatle-type music.

the two -electronic equipment and musical instruments
- go hand in hand, rather thaii

the

classic

guitar -- and their ranks arc
being constantly swelled by
young
people
outgrowing

THE DAY

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

Friday, August 5, 1966

OH, MY WIFE AN'
IN TH' DAYS WHEN
TH'SHOP WAS SMALL
HIM WORKED IT
AN' FRIENDLY, A
ON ME, EVERY
THAT'LL WORK
LITTLE GROCERY USED
PAYDAY --I'D
ANY MORE!
GET TO TH' BAR
TO. BE THIS SIDE OF
THERE'S TWO
WITH
TWO ARMS
TH' SALOON AN' TH'
BARS BETWEEN
BULL USED 10 TAKE O'GROCERIES AN'
HERE AND TH' GROCERY NOW -- GROCERY ORDERS- ONE DOLLAR, AN'
REMEMBER? TH'SALOON KEEPI'LL TRY TO
ER HAD 70 DELIVER'
FIGGER OUT

' i BUT, MARTHA,
I DON'T THINK

DO YOU
11-IINKIIE CHINESE REALLY
PLAN 'lb BURY 11.16 01PITALI51V?

'

GROCERIES OFTEN!

SO/V1ETHIN'

ELSE!

-THEY'RE MUCH

100 BACKWARD.

9-5
0 1%14 SMS.,

"Mr. Jernigan is UNWINDING, Stanley.
unglued!"

it coming

L US PO On.

aFtWiLliAM5

-

-

"See? Didn't I tell you that you wouldn't be able to sit
still, Daddy, when you heard my new album by the
VVhing-dings?"

NO

EGAD, 'EVERY 11ME HE TURNS

THE WILLETS
GON77NI.IE

ktiDOwu

9- 5-- 66,

- HEROES ARE MADE -NOT BORN
o NIA. lot. T.M. 1.4 US. TM. Oil

t eat

HIS HEAD IT'S AN EXTRA
CHARGE! BUT I'VE LEARNED
ENOUGH! 3AKE'S OIL STOCK

NOW I 5EE IT, SAHIB!
ZEE STAgz HAVE
GOOD NEWS FOR
1-400PLE -MONEY

YOU'RE RIGHT! WHY, I'LL
BET -11-IEY'RE BUILDING
CASKETS INSTEAD OF

ANOTHER

TRIED To SELL. ME SOME! rllw APPOINTMENT
J
-PRAT!

PEOPLES ARE AROUN'
EET IS OIL. ! DOES

\

FOR

MT HUISNIT14 HIAVSECOPFAFIEDDOWFFI4E/NANHD -TO

COOMINs aSEEK! OVER

MAKING GUNS.

'SWAMI

I'M LATE

IA ALREADY./

SAHIB WANT SWAMI
10 AXAMINE BOOK
OF STAR Z
JUST GOT EIGHT VAYS9f
INEXPECTED tetcATIONTIAT5

6-5
MY Tv Tito mi

WHAT THAT WAS ALL

MY FAVORITE WALTZ.

moor!

BUGS BUNNY
URK: SOUNDS LIKE TUE

PETUNIA
SAID T' PUT.
YER DIRTY

WASHER'S COIN' ON 71-I'

BLINK:

CLOTHES IN

RELAX:
NOTHING'S
WRONG:

"TI -1' WASHER,
CiCERO:

IE'LL
PLAN

'TO OIL
UPTAKE

.1:

wMNI.

1.4

1r 1.,

-

UI. Po a$

Mr. NOEL C. COBB

WON'T SELL

8-r

His

1933
MG K3 MAGETTE

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

But we still have a few

Nosebleeds

1966
MGBs and MGB-CTs

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.
Q
I am a housewife.About
six months ago
had a nose
bleed
I stopped it by pressing
on my nose for five minutes
but about once a month I get
another nosebleed
Is this serious'
A -- In some women a nosebleed that recurs every month
is a part of the menstrual
cycle
If this is your trouble,
it is not serious but your doctor or a nose specialist should
examine you to see if there is
1

KOSKE IMPORT MOTORS
450 N. HICKS RD. - PALATINE - 358-5760
ACROSS FROM PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA

THE BORN LOSER

Answer 'to Previous Puzzle

rected

CROSSWORD PUZZLE RONAL D

NAPOLEON WAS SHORT AIJD FAT-

condition that can be cor-

a

-

They are much
less 'expensive

-

HERO WAS SHORT MID FAT-

The chief danger from

PIORELLO LA WARDIA WAS SHORT

frequently
recurring
nosebleeds is anenlia This type of
anemia,
however,' ' responds
readily to treatment

Q --Can a chronic postnasal
drip cause hoarseness? What
could cause paralysis of the
larnyx"
Is there any treat-

ness

An allergic postnasal

CAPTAIN EASY
PLEASE TELL THE PROPER AUTHORITIES

MOM' THOSE Place:605 ART OBJECTS:

SO

THEY WON'T Be EASY TO FIND -BUT
ITAL IAN

be caused by cutting the nerve
supply to the larnyx (one of the

CONSULATE
-ROMY KOCHEL

hazards of the removal of a

SPEAKS WITH
AN ATTACHE...

goiter) or a tumor of the vocal
cords
Many persons with
paralysis of the vocal cord on

MY 1

NOTES,FROM MEMORY, SHOULD -

I DIDN'T GET
YOUR NAME,

MISS ER-

IMPORTANT1
5.SCAMIPT-BUT THATS
WHAT MATTERS IS TWAT THE TREASURE.

BE SAVED PROM A BANDIT HOW DID
WIS THE ONLY CHART - KNOW Orwell
A VALUABLE
ART CACHET WE

NEED PROOF

V

the affected cord
Q
I hare heard that qui-

nine is being used in the treat-

ment of heart trouble as well
Is this true?

closely related
preferred

quinidine

is

Q -- My son has abdominal
epilepsy He doesn't have convulsions but has pain in his
What is the cause
abdomen
and the best treatment?

A -- This disease is characterized by abnormal electric
brain waves and abdominal

pains that are relieved by the
anticonvulsant drugs given for epilepsy
known.

The cause

is

un-

THEM FROM
CRACKPOTS

WHO'D WASTE
THEIR TIME:

ALLEY OOP

SE

1REMEETS
6PE

1.111

30 Elbe tributary

(ab.)

by an injection of Teflon into

A --Quinine has been used
to treat attacks of very rapid
pulse but for this purpose the

REALIZE WHAT IS AT STAKE:

33 Roman emperor
34 Make a mistake
35 Lettuce type
36 And others

one side have been benefited

as for malaria

STUPID JUVENILE! t mor 5EE SIGNORINA,
ONE rM HERE
ONE OF YOUR SUPERI
TO PROTECT
WI5 THE INTELLIGENCE TO

CREED

RE E

SNARED
TER

REATAS

drip would be less likely to dp

Paralysis of the larnyx may

9

C OA

CARBON
ACCENT

ment for ICI

A --If the postnasal drip is
caused by a chronic low-grade
infection, this could extend to
the larnyx and cause hoarse-

ER

TAT E
E
5 Moslem lower
LED1111111
TTT0 VIEW A R N
judge (var.)
6 Angers
A R E
0
7 Threadlike
4- clothes
C E
P R
H
AR
8
Worshiper
of
? Evening log
0OL
AR I
9
Idols
-r
E N S
ME A N T
11 Sicilian volcano 9 Harvest
Y R ANT
10 Eternities
12 Sailor
EM
T0T
SP A
11 Biblical
13 Idea (comb.
RAN, I NE
patriarch
form)
15 Former Russian
14 Roundworm
EN
16 Money at
ruler
interest
19 Of serum (comb. 31 Distress signal 45 Mohammedan
17 Mouths (anat.)
32 Bar to testimony decree
form)
46 Rational
18 European winter 21 Neither
(law)
47 Hard' of hearing
playground
36 Recedes
24 Poker stake
48 Essential being
20 Drug from
37 Consumed
25 Rip
49 Roman highway
cassia
26 Shield bearing 40 Card game
50 Musical quality
22 Historical stage 28 Before
42 Regal
23 Formal speaker 29 Unit of energy 44 Cooked leg of 51 Biblical name
55 Gypsy horse
27 Golf mound
lamb
30 - sports
ACROSS
Valley,
Idaho

MD FAT-

A

E

3? Sandy wastes
38 Superlative

suffix
39 Deprived, as of

1

3

4

6
18

7

20

hope
41 Sphere
43 Shield
47 Bank customer. 30
52 Masculine name
53 Descry
35

31

32

3 National fliers'
group (ab.)

59

4 Pack

29

45

46

37
r

9

44

43

4

49

......054

-.--.-1---

28

t4

33

47

a

n
27

2

36

41

2 Deprive of
courage

24

2

36

53

19

21

54-- ride

56 On the ocean
57 Compass point
58 Was carried
59 Dropped
60 Color
61 Follower
DOWN
1 Cubic meter

7

57

50

52

1

55
59
61

'

amilies Here Will
Host City Children

Found. Transister radii). Vic.
of.Wilke Rd.Owner must iden-

tity; 263-9037, after 6 PM.
Found. Boy's bicycle. Vic.

sri.

North

259-0139.

Fite.

11-Business Services

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment'
Auto. 'Elec. Controls

Pilot Models Built

Board of Christian
South
the
of
Education
Church Community Baptist,
through its Children's Work

through

scholarships

pro-

vided by South Church mem-

One hundred Mount Proschildren are expected
to enroll in the vacation
'church school starting Mon-

They

had

Farewell ,For Gabbards
At South Church

David,

James

and

.

-

---

-

-

-

males provided by the host tian Education, came to South
Church in February. 1964. He
family
and his family will move to
Miss Esther Davis, from
Assn.
Chicago Baptist
stall, has selected the children

and
teacher in the
Ind. school.

1HE HOST tamales will be
Mrs

bard,

Mr
Mr

Mrs

Ron GabW ing,
Nancy
John Welles.

A: -M, --until 5:00 P.M.

FOR

The

adult

study

which will be taught by Pas-

week Christian Day Camp program for Negro children from

be held Aug. 9-12 and 16-19

tor

I.

Edwin

Stevens,

QUICK

will

for 45 minutes with a 20 His contributions in educaminute coffee break,
tion and youth leadership at the Garfield Park area.
Frank
Mrs.
and
Mr
and
Vacation Church School for
South Church included---thr-inAuwarter
He has also served as sec- children ages 3 years old
troduction of "Vacations for
begin
1. You name the Bens
from the City Children." a feature of retary for the central conven- through 8th grade will
Fifty children
Iftfret-Sittniar-SChool-Tarn,---the-Vueution.,-Church-sehool,_____tion_area_oLthe_Assn-oLDir:___Aug-li_lrom_21:3°...a..m,_.to 12_
price
noon.
cipaied in a two-week day and his origination of the two- ectors of Christian Education.

CASH

3. Include your address or

ridaN

phone number.

Passionist Vows

Write your ad' here. One
word on each line. It's easy.

2

16 N. Main Street

AND

PART TIME
FOR

Eves. and weekends.

School with a program on
Thursday, July 28.
Wayne Zimmerman,
Mrs
informed us
,,,,,,,s.uptantendent,
that 114 attendance ranged
Iron) 100 to 114 children for

hoester, program and Mrs.
Eichelberg, refreshCharles
ments.
Nursery Departthent
The
teachers included Miss Sue

the two weeks and has extend- Bacon, Miss Barbara Shephoeed her thanks to the teachers ster, Miss Mary Sternberg,
and assistants who worked so Miss Arlyette Heyden, Miss
Nadine Chin, Miss Kay France
hard to make this a success.
The program opened with the and Miss Sharon De Luca.
Thurwell,
Richard
Mrs.
7th and 8th grades reciting
memory verses with songs and Mrs. Gene Fricke and Mrs.
pictures to aide them. The 6th Henry Luempert taught kinder.
grade recited the Pledge of Al- garten and 1st. grade; Mrs.
legiance to the Bible, the Lowell Schoening, Mrs. Roy
Cross and the Christian Flag. Hanneman and Mrs. Robert
A play elle of "Jesus in the Seefeld, 2nd grade;
Erns
crt Jensen, Mrs. Ern

home of Matthew" was given
by the 5th grade. The third
grade participated in the program by giving a puppet show
of "Peter, James and John in

Brun-

graber and Mrs. Donald
son. 3rd. grade; Mrs. Ch

net -

les

Stearns, and Mrs. 1 nerd
Pflughaupt, 4th grade; Mrs.
Robert Kopacek, and Mrs.
Aaron Best, 5th grade,- Mrs.

a Sailboat"

SOME of the classes exhib- Stanley Bacon 6th grade and
ited items made, by them dur- Rev. Herman Noll taught 7th
ing vacation Bible school such and 8th grade.
The program ended with reas crosses in paper, mache
stands and rubbed crayon pic- freshment in the church social
hall.

tures

Schools, Dist. 25. 253-8100
Extension 27.

STANDARD. SERVICE

259-1457
Manager for year round drive-

in restaurant in Des Plaines.
Good starting salary. Call
437-9424
,

15-Business Personals

Candid
Wedding
Photos
Call CL 5-7456

Arlington Portrait
Studio
PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

SUMMER'S HEAT
relentless, sapping energy,
initiative and providing general
discomfort. The Bible tells us
that those who relict Christ will
spend everlasting In Hell-a torment far worse than the heat of
Is

Prospect Heights
Baptist Church.
(Affiliated with Conservative Baptist Association)

E. of Rt. 83 at McDonald and Wheeling Roads

Rev. Robert E. Rushing, pastor Parsonage: CL 5-1394
Sunday Bible school 9:30 a.m. Classes forallages. Morning

worship 10,45 a.m. Junior church, ages 6 to 12., Evangelistic service 7 p.m. Nursery for morning and evening services.
,Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., Hour of Power conducted by pastor
Rushing.

350 W. Colfax St.

Experience -not required, but

helpful. Job security. Ideal

working conditions and excellent employee benefits. Apply
253-0620.
500 Fernandez.

18-21
We would like a personable

young man to take orders
and fill them.
graduate,

High School

pleasing person-

ality, and desire to grow with

4

3741 Podlln Dr.

Franklin Park, Ill.

5

taken by George when he made
his temporary profession. In
addition to the vows of poverty,
chastity and obedience, the

himself- for
life to preach devotion to the
Passion of Jesus through misbinds

apostolic

retreats and

sions,

works.
George

Central

attended

School in Mount Prospect and
St. Raymond's School. He entered the Passionist Prep Sem-

inary in Warrenton, Mo.; in
1957 and completed his college

work with

the Passionist

Fa-

thers in Chicago.

8

GEORGE STEINMILLER
St. Meinrad's Archabbey in southwest
Indiana in September for theol-

HE WILL enter

Fred. Bakk
Finer who have recently been
place

transferred
munity.

out

Ross

of our com-

Allan Beckstrom, to succeed
Ross

Finer,

Spruill,

and

his

children,

wife,
David

and Miriam, live at 511 S.
Owen, Mt. Prospect. He has
church member since
1958 and has taught Sunday
School. He previously served
been

a

two years
Council.

on

the

Church

A GRADUATE of AugustRock
Island,
College,
Ill., Beckstrom is employed
at the Wilbert Burial Vault
ana

12

His four brothers are, William, John, Fred and Francis;
three sisters, Mary Nell, Helen and Alice. His father is a

13

sales

Line
Park.

representative for Pipe
Service Corp. Franklin

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000

14

15
16

OR MORE
.FOR ANY

/7

pect.
Hughes attended Strayer's
College in Washington D.C..
Univerand
Northwestern
Evanston. He has
sity in
been regional sales manager

18

REASON?
19

Take cr% Months
Up To Ut-i To Pay

20
21

25

Rummage Sale

24

SPECIALIZE

The sale will be held from
5 until 9 p.m. in the church
cafeteria, I 1 t W. Olive St.,
Arlington Heights.
Wearing apparel and house-

average words per line. 15
average words equal a aline
ad.

PAY ONLY ONE

This includes one FREE in-

MONTHLY PAYMENT

hold goods are some of the
items to

ular Tuesday edition.

replace

sale,

included in

the

If you have items you

to contribute to
the
cull Mrs. Bolte at CI
member of St. Mark since 3-0569.
reo:**105W#5-14,...44..05110/07040:0%****V#140W.'",:-.1.-V.

wish

St. Raymond
de Penofort

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen

Enclosed is $
Name

Address
City

CL 5-2441

Chicago based company. Good

pay. Excellent benefits. Ideal
working conditions.

Union Special Machine Co.
LABORATORY
RESEARCH
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
392-7110
8

to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.

437-4#77
Evenings and Weekends
An equal opportunity employer

AIRLINE CLERK
Mature man with apptitude for

figures, age no barrier: 'Customer service work, night

shift 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. Call
or stop out today.

DOMESTIC DEPT.
Manager or Trainee
Excellent opportunity
for advancement.
Paid vacations and
benefits.
Salary open.

255-7200

, PERSONNEL CLERK
TYPIST

Permanent full time position

in an established Personnel

Department is available for a
woman who has had general
office or personnel experience.

Responsibilities will include
record keeping, compiling insurance, pension and employment reports with some emphasis on personnel research
and labor -relations activities.
Typing necessary and office
deexperience
machine
sirable.
Pleasant working conditions,
excellent fringe benefits and
Apply
in person, Personnel Depart-

ment.

THE DOLE VALVE CO.
6201 W. Oakton

Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

STENOGRAPHER
For High School District #214'

immediate opening, interesting work, pleasant surroundings.

259-5300 EXT. 37

and general office work. Varied duties in sales department
of growing automation machine tool builder. Air conditioned office. Paid Hospitalization.
Profit sharing.
Hours 8:30 - 5:00. $90 weekly.

UN I MAT IC

MACHINE
PRODUCTS

CALL MRS. OLSEN

9545 W. Ainslie

Schiller Park, Ill.

392-4250

678-3720

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

Mt. Prospect

school certificate, but collegl
graduates - math majors pre-

experience one
Minimum
year. Should at least have high

lent employee benefit pro-.
,gram. Apply to:

NURSES AIDES_
(Man Power for
Health Program)
From Aug. 8 to 11 we will
be interviewing from 9 AM
to 1 PM women interested in'
a 5 wk. nurses aide training
program, starting Aug.- 15.

Good starting salary. Upon
completion

of

this study

course, you will be eligible
for excellent positions in the
hospital field. Study materials
free. Apply NOM Personnel
director.

HIGHLAND PARK
HOSPITAL
area code 312

217 So. Arl Hgts Rd.
Arlington, Illinois
PHONE:

DIST. #26
1400 E. Kensington
Mt. Prospect
Phone - 296-2150

TYPIST

ferred. Interesting and re -

THE ARLINGTON DAY

ti

'

RIVER TRAILS SCHOOL

O'Hare Field

MAIL TO:

Church: 6:30, 7:30, 8:45, 10:00,
11:15 and 12:30

cation after first year.

Phone 886-7000

numerative career and excel-

Sinday Masses:

insurance program. Retire-

BUTLER AVIATION.

SRC requires computer operators for IBM System/360.

Phone

ity. Hours 8:30 to 4:30. Full

MODEL MAKER
small research lab of Ige. commenserate salary.
Experienced model maker in

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

State

South Elmhurst
at W. Lincoln

Auditorium:
8:50, 10:05 and 11:20

PUT ALL YOUR
ILLS INTO ONE.

COST

$3.15 for 3 days

sertion in "Market Day" if
your ad appears in the reg-

be

after 6 P.M.

Call

IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

A rummage sale, sponsored
by the Dorcas Aid of St. Peter'
Lutheran Church, will be held Count words and figure, 5
Friday, Aug. 19.

DRIVERS

WE

-

22

for Baldwin. Lima, Hamilton, Subsidiary of Armour
Corp., for the past 15 years.

sale.

a

10

as a Passionist Priest.

Corp.
Robert

Hughes who will
Fred Bakk has been

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

11

Two new members to be 1962. With his wife, Muriel
and
Robert
children,
elected to the Church Coun- and
cil of St. Mark Lutheran Mary Ann, they live at 10 E.
Beck- Sunset Rd.,
Mount ProsAllan
Church
are
strom and Robert Hughes.
Sunday. Aug. 7, at 11:30
a.m. a special congregational
meeting will be held to re-

9

ogical studies to complete his
fourth year before -ordination

St. Mark Council
Elects 2 Members

and

MEI

reli-

gious name of Alexander was

Passionist

delivery

6

WANTED

FULL' TIME SECRETARY
with typing & shorthand abil-

inelit...benetits. 2 weeks va-

-YOUNG-MEN-

766-8650

states represented, will be the

Palatine, Ill.

-

McDan Corporation

a summer day.

"... whosoever was not found written in the book of file was
cast Into the lake of fire." Rev. 20'15

Electro-netic Labs

BUILDING

ARLINGTON

S:ArT. Hts. Rd: -

359-3560

Call Arlington Heights Public

- men taking final vows as Passionists in Chicago at Im-

sion in more than 25 years.
- Three years ago. the

Hans Hansen were music directors. Mrs. Gerald Andrews,
Secretary; Mrs. Harold Shep-

liberal benefits. Call

Paid vacation. Yearly raise.
'

our company are the require..
ments. Phone

Cross ( Western ) province of
the Congregation of the Pas-

Miss Sue Bacon and Mrs.

Lutheran
Redeemer
Church of Prospect Heights
dosed their Vacation Bible

Must have mechanical and
electricaLskills. 40 fir. week.

FULL TI ME

largest professed in. the Holy

Our Redeemer School
Ends Vacation Session

WOMAN
NEEDED
For light assembly, wiring,
and sodering. New plant and

MAINTENANCE

GROUNDS MAN

Prospect, was among 16 young

maculate Conception Church.
The class, with eight other

Our

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

ler, one of eight children of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. SteinmilOka. Mount
ler, 218 S. I

!x;cumAtoSti.2,.:ovci:, t4=

111 W. Central Rd.

DAY

On July 22, George Steinmil-

August 5. 1966

CREDIT TYPIST
DRIVER
-Full-Time Delivery- -Unusual-opening- for -willing -worker In the field of con& Stock Work
sumer credit.
TERRACE
Bank of Elk Grove '
SUPPLY CO.
439-1666

MT. PROSPECT LIQUORS

It's ..fuft, .and.,1r,_s_profitable.

Foitalle-sident

CHURCH
NEWS

$20 per week.
Call 673-6760

LIQUOR STOREFULL& PART TIME

.

the Map

PALATINE POWDER PUFF
245 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-5550
825-3520

Mt. Prospect

course,

RONALD GABBARD

BOYS WANTED

Lake District News Co.
411 N. Wolf Rd. Wheeling

.

30-Help Wanted-Women

12 to 17. Part time. To work
afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus
commission. Can earn over

ply in person 9 AM to 11 AM.

,

otv . CHICAGO

WANTED
SHAMPOO GIRL
FULL OR PART

.

be the text for the adult study
course at The South Church.

sixth grade
Worthington.

and Mrs
and Mrs. John Gillette

40 hrs. per week. Paid vaca
tion, profit-sharing if eligible,
hosplfalizattoa available: Ap-

the Day Camp.
"The Christian Agnostic"
by Leslie Weatherhead will

Church with the major respon-,
sibility of elementary school
principal

392-9300

WAREHOUSE HELP WANTED

-

N

4418 1/2 N. MIlw. AV 2-6170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

- 392-1830

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

OFFICE HOURS:

.8144 1/2 N. Milwaukee

to homes Sunday morning only.

Full time - Paid vacation

for business.

NILES.

MAN OR BOY
with car, deliver.newspapers

Mt. Prospect News Agency

for

is now open

Faith Meyer was in charge of

Switz. Ind., where he will be
pastor of the First Baptist

the

direc-

the
general
under
School
supervision of the childrens
work .commit tee .. of_ the...Board __
of ,Christian Education, directed by Mrs. Tom Leach.

Gabbard. director of Chris-

and spend the atiernoon in ac -

the

man of the Vacation Church

Deborah,

day. Aug. 14.

attend
will
They
School
Church -School --in -the-morning

and

SCHOOL BUS

tion of Ronald C. Gabbard, director of Christian Education.
Mrs. James French is chair-

after morning services on Sun-

during Vacation Church

under

schools are

for Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gabbard and their children Craig,

to the host homes for one week

Mr

department

3 LOCATIONS.

1

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
439-0268
199 King St.
RELAY DRIVER
1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Call

24-Help Wanted Men

The church day camps and

A farewell reception will be
held at South Church Community Baptist in Mount Prospect

experienced
a gratification and friendship
through this relationship.
invited
The children are
has e

High School Freshman
Call 392-1558

MECHANIC

"SHEETS" 100% FREE

ARLINGTON' HEIGHTS
Arlington Hgta,.,
207 N. Evergreen 392-6100

, Box 1034

253-3443.

The DAY classified

Lake, Wis.

be- extended to children from
the inner city Both the host

Will do ironing in my hothe.
experiences References. Call

NOTICE

-

2,000 Companies"
"We Handle Everything"
Place Anywhere"
"We
Trainees or Experienced

Arlington Day
217 S.Arl.Hgts.Rd.

22-lobs Wanted-Women

Baby sitting jobs wanted by

sharing this experience for
the first week.
OTHER South Church adults
and - children attended Camp
Grow, sponsored by the Chicago Baptist Assn. at Green

$650

"We Service Over

rous metal business. No previous training in this field required. Mechanical aptitude
advantageous.' Good opportunity for young married man.
Insurance and profit sharing.
Send resume to

about . September 1st. 130x
1035, Prospect -Day, 117 8.
Main Street, Mt.Prospect,111.

day with the inner city youth..

-

OFFICE POSITIONS
Young man to learn non fer-

ness Management. Available

Prospect Hgts. Chicago)
5924P42
KI 54 dig(

pect

$300

SALES TRAINEE

pect Area company. Background: Personnel, Publ icRelations, promotion, total busi-

Robert M. Johnson

two-week

day camp session in a near -

bers.

EXECUTIVE

years old, seeks position
With progressive Mt. Pros,
40

American Engineered
Assemblies Co.

by forest preserve.

.

coming week
This program which was
started in the Chicago' area
in 1945, has made it possible
for Christian friendliness to

guest

city

inner

100

Negro children who attended

Committee, will sponsor vacations for live children from
the Chicago area during the

and

with

camp

The

28-Employment Agencies-Women.

24-Help Wanted Men

21-lobs Wanted-Men.

'13-lost And found

k

OFFICE HOURS:
Weekdays 9'a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
Hours:

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
by the. State of !Writhe.

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

. Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins
Road

Chicago, Ill. 60631'
Tel: (312) 693-3021.

BC.

An equal opportunity employer

ID 2-8000.

Highland Park, Ill.

DAY

WANT ADS

GET RESULTS:

Friday, August 5,1966

THE DAY

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200

ONLY

LOOK
YEARS. YOUNGER

SECRETARY
BOOKKEEPER

WANTED
School Secretary. School year.

plus 4 weeks. 36 hour week.
Call Arlington Heights Public
Schools, Dist. 25. 253-6100.
Extension 27.

Excellent opportunity for secand make money -tool Needretary with bookkeepingbackground. Salary commensurate . 2 or more girls of high calibre
with experience. Northbrook. for either full or part time.'
'
You earn as you learn.
Call 272-3757.
24 -Help Wanted Men

,24 -Help Wanted Men

TEMPORARY

PART TIME OFFICE
help inRandhurst apply Tedd's

Stenos

- IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS
517-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

'

SET-UP MAN
Experienced punch press operator to set-up presses', make
minor adjustments and change-overs. Good starting salary

SICK LEAVE

PENSION PLAN
*HOSPITALIZATION
. FREE COFFEE

CL 9-1620

1100 Hicks Road

Rolling Meadows

NO AGE LIMIT

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

Corns in or Call

THE'SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM

Road

E.

Call Jane Nelson

439-4455

would be High School
electrical Courses. Service
electrical courses, DeVry
Institute, general basement
Job

or hobby electronics.

Excellent opportunity for a
young man to get started in
a well established growing
electronics industry. Progressive employee benefits
and fine working conditions

800 East Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

253-3500

S

For Morning Paper Route

Prospect Heights

CL 3-5964

business

parking
lots,
areas. resurfacing

PamtingDecorating

old blacktop, repair & seal
Exp Qual Workmanship
7 days a week service

Work Guar Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices
537-8228

Til-

Mount Prospect News Agency

358-4882

Open
free estimate.
hours. 7 days a week

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfac-

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16

tion guar.
color design.

Each -Plain 20c - Colors 25c
Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at

Phone CL 5-1015

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Ste& Vorgiss Co.

Rental Service

entire N.W.
Serving
patios,
Driveways,
area
etc Protective curbing for
All
driveways.
asphalt
the

UNITED RENT-ALLS
708 E. N/W Hwy.
259-3350
,
Arl. Hghts.
We Rent Most Everything
Tools, Rug & Floor Mach-

es-

timates 529-6587
DressmakingSewing.

ines

styling,

de-

signing & alterations. Near
Randhurst.

255.0348

,

Roll -a -ways

&

Kos-

pital Beds, Dishes & Silver
Service, Lawn & Garden
Equip.

.

ambitious person seeking a
permanent
career. Good
starting salary - paid vaca-

tion - sick .leave & group insurance benefits. Please call
Mr. Colby - 775-7166 for an
interview appointment.

GIRL
FRIDAY

-a

Contact Mr. R. W. Beals, Director of Personnel.

NORTHWEST -COMMUNITY HOSPITAL.
Arlington Heights

800 W. Central Rd.

CL. 9-1000

--M-AINTENAN-CE-MANt

neat,

(nights)

Experienced man with knowledge of industrial building
maintenance.

Paid Vacations

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:

Paid Sick Leave
Paid Hospitalization-

Frequent Increases'
?

Paid Holidays

Free Coffee

GJLAL1124

You have an opportunity to
learn the procedures of a

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois

40 hour week.

Paid vacations and

benefits.

WORKING SUPERVISOR
(DAYS)
We are in need of a man 25-40 with experience in supervision, machine setup, and handling women in production
who will take over the direct responsibility and duties as
outlined for a department.
Applicant should have experience doing this type of work.

Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee

Salary open.

0

benefits. If you feel you are qualified please call Dan Sundt
for appointment.

LITTELFUSE

CALL MRS. OLSEN

392-4250

800 East Northwest Hwy.

597-2180

are made only (1) to in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as 'reasonably 'neeation

of

Residential & Commercial
824-2865

Topping
- Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
'

119 Brookfield
Mt. Pros'pect
824-2865

824-9530

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE'

.TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE

with a company that has an outstanding record of growth
and prosperity.

believes 'would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such designations,

These are permanent positions

OWELDERS-FABRICATORS $2.68-2.93

$2.18-2.77
ASSEMBLERS
MACHINE OPERATORS $2.I8-2.62

them know which
positions the advertiser

to

let

shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful
preference, limitation,

YOUTI FIND

W4

11-

INE4

ELECTRICAL

.

.

-

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.

Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

specification or discrimin-

ation in 'employment practices.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. NORTHWEST

BARRINGTON

HWY .

DU 1-2400

Average 10 hours overtime per week

4-Help. Wanted Men

537-6100

"An Equal Opportunity Employer".

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY'

Wheeling

MACHINISTS

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

1st or'2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Tool Makers
Varied Machining Ability

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

Boring Machine Operators

a

FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Drill Press Operators,
Must be able to set-up and operate.
Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years

experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tol-

erances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

Free Estimates
529-6587

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

Experience on Jigs, Fixture: and Assembly Tools.

Tree Service -lawns Mowed

his

convenience to our readers

Mr. Wac kerman

DRAFTSMEN
Excellent opportunity for nien with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

essary.to the normal opet-'

We offer top pay, automatic increases, health and life in-

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You ,,,name it - We haul it

as to sex in

Agency columns

ployment

Des Plaines, Ill.

824-1188

our Help Wanted and Em-

Minimum Age, 18

Trimming - Cutting

Cleaners
Home Maintenance, Fully
Insured.
Free
Estimates.
259-5066

Exceptional

opportunity for an intelligent,

Trash Hauling

Carpet and Furniture

1414 E Davis St.
Arlington Heights

ing experience.

WHEELING

Transporation

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

'
Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating

Products Co.

Individualized

interior

Call Leo's
CL 3-7374

Arlington Concrite

Free

Also

S3.

RUBBISH REMOVAL

24

Phone 439-1794

work guaranteed

esti-

people and have some typ-

GENERAL OFFICE

GENERAL BLOWER CO.

I

LE 7-1166'

Free

ACCOUNTANT
Good growth potential, new expanded business office area.
Excellent opportunity for experienced accountant. Degree
preferred but not necessary. Will be responsible for general
accounting activities. and related duties.

WANTED FOR

Scw. Mach.' Repairs

Wheeling. 111.

painting.

Should be capable of meeting

WORK

Work For A Good Company

Suburban.

mates.

.

for career minded woman.

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

UNITED

Decorators

decide until you call us for

ity

Wantee-Men-

MATURE WOMAN.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

RENT-ALLS

Free cst. in your home.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
-24=Help Wanted -Meru -

CLearbrook 9-1620

DISSATISFIED

Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales

Interior and exterior qual-

METHODE MFG. CO.

fascinating business.

392-1830

With Your Job And Traveling?

TRIUMPH & FIAT

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed Don't

253-5000

NOTICE

894.3115

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpapeeg,
ing. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

coating

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

Immediate opening available

Designations

Clean, oil & adjust.
24 hr. phone serv.

driveways,

'Wheeling

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Guar. ierv, on all brands.

e

benefits.

Podlin Dr.
ranklin Park, Ill.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Meyers

Bonus Jobs. Frequent t
reviews & excellent fr

GEO: POOLE FORD

.

741

Call

surance, and cafeteria.

30% off on all blacktopping,

SWITCHBOARD

McDan Corporation

MART//V METALS

Sewing Machine Repairs

a

above positir

in

RECEPTIONIST -

We are looking for

Mount Prospect

women

Hospitalization available
See Scotty Robinson

-7134 - West-. Higgins,. -Chicago --

pleasant woman to work in
one girl office. Job
our
includes typing and other
varied duties. No age limit.
Call 768-8850.

BOYS

a need for 1st & 2nd

Paid vacations and holidays

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY SERVICE

----------

WANTED

Our fast growing company!

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

MANPOWER

SCHOOL OF DANCING
24 -Help -Wanted Men

PRESS OPERATORS

Positions Available

2

tion and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

Call 255-1200

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces

CASHIER SWITCHBOARD
18 OR OLDER

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitaliza-

PHONE 259-3350

Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever

DELORES EILER

250 N. 12th ST.

For

Masonry

The Hollister Newspapers
1232 Central Ave. Wilmette
ALpine 1-4300 GR. 5-1560

824-1188

Barrington

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
yourcommunity. Call one NOW!

Blacktop Work

PART TIME

Must Be Versatile

MU PAW /1" /N /NE

This is an excellent job open-

LITTELFUSE

ADVERTISING

DANCING TEACHER

LAB. TECH. TRAINEE

Let us help make your...DAY!

PHONE CL 3-7384

1855 Greenleaf
Elk Grove Village

24 -Help Waited Mu -

BUSINESS
Service Directory

DECORATING

Temporary Service

24 -Help Waited Men

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

RICK'S

AMPLEX CORP.

RIGHTGIRL

if IL' A

FULL TIME JOB

conditioned office. Light typing. 37 1/2 hour week.

Paid Vacations

'

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021

DUnkirk 1-2400

b

Young woman needed for order
airmodern,
desk in

PHONE 827-1108

8501 West Higgins

accompany this Job.

550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

GENERAL OFFICE

and associating with electrical circuitry and equipment. Background for this

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

No typing -phone Mr. Arnold,
255-8051.

Top Rates

.

Congenial surroundings, airconditioned office, merit pay
program, excellent company
benefits. Apply Betty Graham

MACHINE AND

Challenging opportunities,
Days, Weeks, Months.
Call Bette Rich 296-5515

Receptionist -Gen. Office

or night shift. Apply:

cation. Full or part-time.Day

Elaine Revell, Inc.

needed for our permanent full
time staff. 5 days 40 hr. wk.

-

INSPECTORS

Experienced classified ad 'taker with pleasant telephone
voice and good typing skill

Filing, varied duties In plant
(will train), No bookkeeping,

PLUS

'a'particular knack in working -

PRECISION MECHANICAL

Elk Grove Village

First 5 Days Pay

ing for a young individual
(19 - 25) who has some experience aid knowledge and

ASSEMBLERS

-

$75 BONUS --

An equal opportunity employer

alLACILOa ova.

CUSTOM PLASTICS,
INC.

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

& excellent possibility for advancement.

PAID VACATION
7 PAID HOLIDAYS

Secretaries
Clerks

$10 BONUS

. SBC ,requires key punch oper -

,

modern office.

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

With

Wheeling

Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

Girl Friday wanted. Pleasant
working conditions, In a new

IMMEDIATE WORK

Typists

Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.

'

PART TIME

For appt. phone 255-2236.

Tepee. Tue-Thur. or Sat.

TESTERS

AND

ASSEMBLERS

CO M PTO ME TER OPER .

ADTAKER

RECEPTIONIST

30-Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Hell Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

DAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P.M.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

15

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest' Hwy..
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

MALI? 71' I A/ /METALS'
411/111111/11=IMMINME/Mor

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD!

537-2180

-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Miniature Schnauzer. Male.

$3.00. CL. 3-2031
Gar,age Sale. Bargains. 306

weeks old. Call FL 8-2699
after 6.p.m.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

N. Emerson. Mt. Pros. Sat26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women, 26 -Help Wanted Men Or timer?

urday.

Fedders ,Air Cond. 8,000
Automatic thermostat.
$75. Kenmore auto. gas dryer. 3 cycle. $75 or best
offer. 259-0460.
Neighborhood garage sale,
Furniture, misc. Thurs., Fribtu.

School Bus Drivers

has

Experienced - or we will train
Part time or Full Time positions available.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

RITZENTHALERBUS LINES

Fri. 1 P.M. to 5 P,M. 629
Oriole Ln. Pros. Meadows.

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleatant' working cond't's

General Molded Products Inc.
824-8135

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES

****

SPECIFICATION DETAILERS

.

pod, w/case, $15. 8 mm film
editor, $5. 299-4802.

Pool 3 x 12, pump, skimmer
$60 ea. or offer. CL3-3699.

GARAGE SALE
Freezer, Refrig. Lawn Equip.
Ping-Pong table, 4 pc. maple
bedroom suite or misc, merchandise. Boy's bike, 3 way
T. V. Console, kitchen equip.,

MALE OR FEMALE

H. 0. Train set & Board.,

For School Buses and Travel -ails. A.M. and
P.M. Routes. Guaranteed Weekly Salary plus
Bonuses. Group Insurance Available.

Fish tank & equip. many misc.
household items.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

DIETARY DEPT.

Apply in person Monday thru Friday at
4902 Tollview. Drive, Rolling Meadows

- (Hospital)

***********************,
Cooks Helper
Salad Lady
Cart Assembler

KEY-PUNCH TRAINEES

APPLY PERSONNEL

benefits.

800 W. Central Rd.

FILE CLERKS

By Appointment Only

Budget Terms Available

CL 9-1000

Arlington Heights

CUSTODIAN

MULTILITH OPERATOR -DRIVER

************
LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist in project work.

Interest in
chethistry or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
with 1 ybar of college or equivalent night school.

UNTIL 9 p.m.

HOME REALTY

THE BEST SOD YOU
'HAVE EVER SEEN
$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

132 8. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine

.

358-4555_

way't4
YOUYI FIND II IN flit

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Our employment manager is
perienced

Bed spreads, table cloths,
children's clothes. Misc. includes power mower, garden
sprayer, training wheels,
books, games, dishes, and

many more misc. items.

PERSONNEL

LIKE NEW
253-1401

INTERVIEWER
seeking an aggressive, ex-

woman as an
assistant. To qualify, an individual must be thoroughly
_versed in recruiting factory.
applicants for electrical
manufacturing. Position also
includes recruiting clerical
and
related
applicants,
phases pi1 personnel work.
Some college desired but a
degree is not necessary.
Consideration will be given

Elec. gultair 3 pickup deluxe
model, used 2 mos. Will
demonstrate. $75. 392-7043.
56 -Office Furniture -Devices

One transcriber for use with
Edison voice writer, all
Chris

Craft Inboard.

attach. Good. cond.- $50 - Mr.
Hubble. Days 439-4777; Eve.
259-5283

Chrysler motor with trailer
392-0126.
and extras.

58 -Radio -Television

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

21" G.E. Revolving T.V. per-

to applicants who have had a

Male brown and black tiger

fect condition. $50. 1011,E.
Wildwood Dr. Prospect Hts.

mon. old. 392-2639 or 253-

60 -Sporting Goods

5512.

Trailer Starcraft,
1
yr. old retail

2-10 gal. tropical fish tanks

Camper

complete. Fish included. 392-

sleeps 8,

7736

$1600 asking $1000 or. best of-

fer. CL 3-8607

7964

German Shepard AKC-male
pups. 13 wks. old. Ch. Sire,
Ch. blood lines, excellent disposition - $100.00 and up.

tens to be given to good homes.
358-9283.

Will operate multilith machine -part time. DrIvingofcompany
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

OPEN EVENINGS

Growers of nursery sod.
Straight Merian.

299-4802.

fat fryer, and others.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Loop location with ultimate transfer to new Regional Center

Blue

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

SOD
Grass Sod Nursery.

2 Conn &, Olds cornets $90
each. King "Silver Sonic"
trpt, $185. Nat'l. 2 -neck steel
gtr, $75. Supertone steel gtr.,
$20. Brllhart sax mplece $15.

Male Beagle 1 yr. old A.K.C.
Reg. Raised with children.
$50.00. 392-1861
Two beautiful long-haired kit-

Experience In custodial duties desirable.

space
bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm -$160:

50 -landscaping

Furniture. Brass lighting fixture, 5 piece kitchen set, kit sink and cabinet. Occasional
chairs, complete bed set, card
table and chairs, lamps, etc.
Various appliances including

Reg. - Male - 8 wks. CI -3-

OPENINGS AT UARCO

***** ***att.'s**

in persbn Monday thru Friday at Employment Office
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Room 1030

VAUGHN PLAN & SUPPLY
CL 5-6478
427-2216

best offer. 259-5243.
,Wurlitzer blonde Spinet piano.

392-7612

Apply

Indoor-Outdoor Carpet
For Bath, Kitchen, Rec. Rm.

Sat. and Sun. 10-6

Miniature Schnauzers AKC-

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living

cordlan. Red pearl. $100 or

kitten to be given away. 6

If you can fill any of the above positions, we can assure
you of permanent employment, good salary, and many

*a*

SAVE TO 507.

Lester walnut Spinet & bench.
Ex. Cond. $400 or best offer.
120 bass child's size ac-

17'

F.T. -WOMEN - DAYS

Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features;

311 N. BEVERLY

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

PAYROLL CLERKS

.

392-0492

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

deep

F.T.- MAN - DAYS
P.T. - MAN - (Moon Lighter) After 4 P.M.

TYPISTS

in Rolling Meadows

Palatine'a newest luxury apartment building located at.

55 -Musical Instruments

Fri. 6-10

* * * ***** * * * ***** * * * *

***

INI LLIAMS BURG

Crib. 2 Hollywood bed frames

**

-SALE

2513 E. Higgens Road

We will train --

MAIL CLERKS

.Complete 30 gal. aquarium.

west. of Dundee. Gilberts..

BUS SERVICE, INC.

DRAFTING TRAINEES-

AT

$.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

GARAGE

DAV I DSMEYER

"BE CAREFREE"

$6

100'S DECORATOR COLORS
Also Genuine Ozite Vectra-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

DRIVERS

stand

mer, $2. K&E plane -table tri-

$60. Boles H-16, $95. Bolex
H-8, w/3 lenses, $150. 4 ft.
level, $4. Plumb 20 -oz. ham-

-:437-3767 or 437;09495----

THERE ARE ALSO
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:

14 -To Rent Apartments

mahogany din. rm. set $70;
3/4 size bed, spring & matt.

LUXURIOUS
CARPETING

10-4 AUG. 5-6

and
-- No experience required

after 12 noon.

2004 E. Miner, A.H.

--Minimum of two years college level work in
Engineeiing or Technical
curriculum --

* * * * * * * * * * * *,

234 N, Northwest Highway
.358-7788
Palatine

delivery arranged. 773-0252

Webcor 3-spkr. tape rcdr,

HI-FI AM -FM RADIO-PHONO

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.
DAR Plaines, Illinois
774-5155

1365 Lee Street

PARTAKE

Dept. A = 1

piece or room. Terms and

1 blk. N. of Kennsington.

of Plastic Products

Paid rest periods
Free Life Insurance
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
'Free Hospitalization
&thus for night work
Apply9-SMon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

as

4070-70% Savings
23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

$15, telephone
CL -3-1098

GARAGE SALE. Thurs. and

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

41 -Home Furnishings -furniture

1 wheel box trailer.41x4'x18"
Exc. Cond. Corn, with hitch.
255-4515.

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier, Write for Free list
of 'exclusive opportunities in
this area

6 wksAKC-Reg: Beautiful markings - 392-7944
Beagle pup -female.

Sofa & chair $35; 8 piece

$35.

4i, 4. .1

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

Silver. Ch. sired. AKC. 12

Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-110'?

392-9300

MEN AND WOMEN

r

Water $5.00 a month

Soft

for

a

day, & Sat. - 102 South Alton
Rd., Prqspect !plights.

.

66 -Business Opportunities

44 -Dogs, Pets- And Equipment

-Rettig. $5.Headboard; chests;

tables; misc. items.' 254 . to

4

Temporary_
OFFICE WCRKERS
Most Daysies Won't Tell
But Arlington Myrtle"
says STIVERS is
WONDERFUL

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

Top Rates

minimum of 2 - 3 years
experience in recruiting and
interviewing. Many fringe
benefits including tuition re-

fund plan. Please call for
an appointment.
Ext. 723.

562-7100

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Atrbor d,M C Is Iona,

66 -Business Opportunities

DELICATESSEN

400 North Wolf Road

For sale in the heart of Mt.
Prospect. Selling due to ill-

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS .

ness. Asking

$12,000

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

C. FRANCEK
8 E. N/W Hwy. Mt. Prospect
DIAL CL 5-2020

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
Has Job Openings For

CLERK TYPISTS

.

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
ACCOUNTING MACHINE OPERATOR
Apply Personnel Department

1661 Northwest Highway

Park Ridge

Convenient LoCations

RECEIVING CLERK

High School graduate - responsibilities include stock receiving, inventory and miscellaneous duties.

ASSEMBLERS

CREDIT CORRESPONDENT

All positions offer attractive starting salaries, tuition
refund, two weeks vacation after one year, 'eightpaid

Must have capacity for detailed work. Experience in credit
and collection work or In handling customer correspondence
needed. College degree or equivalent evening courses in
business administration priferred.

GENERAL CLERK '

High School graduate. Starting assignment :a variety 'of
general office duties.: Guistanding Oftlicirtunity to learn
'
and adiance to a more reiPonsibie position.

.

High school graduates experienced in general accounting.
duties desirable. Excellent opportunity to learn and advance
to a more responsible position.
'

MANUFACTURING At4 SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL. SYSTEM

An Equal Opportunity Employer

'Des

Plaines.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

commercial course while in

With mediutii machine background experience preferred."

ACCOUNTING CLERK

Western Electric

TYPIST
If you, are a High School

TRW ELECTRONICS
866 Garland Place

graduate and have taken a

DETAILERS

and group insurance.

APPLY

392-192(

Room 03
Prof. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

'

holidays, low-cost hospitalization, liberal sick benefits

Lifesavers, Inc.
Randhurst Center

Electronic component manufacturer has limited openings on
2nd or 3rd shifts, full or part time.Experierice not necessary.
We will train.

Sales Positions. in the Chicago
Area. Salary plus Commissions..

ExCellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opPortunfik
'for advancement.

UARCO INCORPORATED
West County .Line Rd.
DUnkirk 1-4030.

Barrington, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

school, you might be the ideal
candidate for the job we have
open in our Customer Service

Dept. The, only prerequisite

outside of being a neat appearing individual is that you

must be a good typist. Job

involves order taking, order

calling, customer phone con-

tact, delivery scheduling &
order processing.
Feel free in stopping by or
calling .us concerning this

opening which is also accompanied by fine progressive emplogre benefits.

L1TTELFUSE
824-1188
800 East Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

NURSING
ASSISTANTS
No experience necessary, excellent paid training program.
Year round permanent employment plus merit increases.
Good salary plus many employee benefits.
.The above important positions offer the satisfaction of working with people. Only those seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply.
APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
800 .W. Central Rd.

CL 9-1000

'Arlington Heights

0-11,10 Wattod-llonee

h -Help Wilted -Wee

SO -Help Wanted-Womeo

30 -Help Wanted -Women.

'

14 -To. Rent Apartments

Arlington Heights.1 bdrm.uri-

WHEELING AREA

furnished atp. 3 short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Sept. lst.For.

Looking for

3 - BEDROOM RANCH home

with 2 1/2 car garage situated

on .1/2 acre. Incloies stove,
refrigerator, washer &dryer.

259-4901

A ppt. call

$18,900.,
PROSPECT. HEIGHTS

16 -To Redt Houses

1/2 ACRE corner lot with 3-

8 room house. 3 bedrooms.
1-1/2 baths. 725 S. Mitchell.
Call for appl. Forest 0-6442

a Permanent.

bedrooin brick ranch home,
full basement, with wet bar,
2 baths, 2 car a Recited garage,

fireplace, den, large patio.

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous-

Job?

IALL RENTALS

86 -Real Estate -Houses

99 -Automobiles ,For Sale

Arlington Heights. Scarsdale

63 Buick Riviera, P,S., P.B.,
Factory A/C, P/Windows and
Vents, Vinyl top, Leather interior, Pre.Tirea,Low Miles,

area. By owner. 3 bdrm.,
1/2 brick colonial. Carpeted

living, dining' rms., stairs,

hall and bath. Attached 2 car
garage. Walk to train. Convenient to shopping, church,
and schools.,Extras including,
washer -dryer, refrigerator freezer, electric range.LeaVlag state, must sell. $22,900.

,:AMERICAN LEGION HALL'

Ilon Wheeler

If you have a good credit
rating - VA homes are available to you for as little

'200 N. Wolf Road
Wheeling, Illinois

is

for
YOU!!

to anyone. Come in and talk
it over with us.
PHILIPPE BROS .

Expe'rience On Assembling Small
Parts And_ Handle Small Tools Is, Desired

Open9 to 9.

McHENRY

Alga $300.392-3915.
'60 T -Bird, white, full power,'
very clean,$725Ca11 392-8124

1 block From River

shade trees. Perfect for that
"cook out." This is a beauty

OPEN EVENINGS
UNTIL 9 p.m.

PERFECT FOR that large
family of yours! 8 rm. bilevel, 4 bdrm,brick and frame
home, 2 1/2 baths, fireplace,
large living room and dining
room, 2 car -garage on a large.
lot. $31,500.00.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
even More

LUXURY

8 room, 2 baths, solid brick
ranch in Mt. Prospect. Patio,

In

full basement, 2 -car attached
garage.3 blks. to grade school,
1 mile to shopping,bus & railroad. Many extras.$31,500.00

HAMPTON
COURT II

$800 per lot

Mt

after 7 p.m.

1953 Cadillac Fleetwood, good

, condition, full power, best
-REALTY----- 4 -after 299-4739-

.

S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

132

101 -Automobiles Wanted

. Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

358-4555

No Junkers

96 -Real Estate Wanted

Northwest Rambler - Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted

FOLZ REALTY
Residential - Commercial
CL 5 - 3535
1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl. Hts.

Best Prices Paid

Miner & Eastman Sts.

8, room, 4 bedroom brick and

Palatine

MUSTANG MTRS..

Selling Your Home?

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Call Bruns Real Estate
CL 5-6320

56,' Tritimph H & C Cams
12 1/2:1 pistons rebuilt full

99 -Automobiles For Sale

balanced

4 dr V 8 Chevy Biscayne. Auto. Like new white
'61

Call bet. 4:30 & 6..

724-8077

'65 Honda. CB 160. Perfect

dations from large efficien-

frame home. 2 1/2 baths,
full basement. 2 car garage. walls. R, Exc. Cond. $595.
_
_259.3521.
4'years-

ettes featuring paneled dens.

trans. P/S, radlo,W/W.Spare
set snow tires. $1399.57

Riverside '66 motor bike. Just

ARLINGTON

'61 4 dr:, V-8 Chev. Biscayne
Auto/trans. w/wall tires,
radio Ex. Cond. $595 --CL 93521.

'65 Honda .CB 160. White. Like
Megaphones, barett
new.
clutch, Helmet and bubble
253-1401.
shield.

99 -Automobiles for Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

for road or campus.

_

cies to unique duplex maison-

HEIGHTS .- 3

bdrm. Lannon stone, Ranch
home with 2 fireplaces, w/w
'carpeting, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, awnings, extra
large family room and 2 car
Ask us about the
garage.
price, You'll be surprised!!

Colonial architecture
Kitchen breakfast bar
Color -styled appliances
Garbage disposers
Ceramic tiled baths
Carpeted living area
Hardwood floors

Outdoor recreation areas

'Adult

392-3562.

owner*. $445.00

'65 Dart, 4 Dr. 6 cyl. auto/

like new. Best offer. Call

after 6 P.M. 392-2499.

439-6942

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.

in park -like surroundings
Air conditioning
Soft water
Basement storage
Off-street parking

HOME REALTY

TREMENDOUS

358-4555

CLOSE OUT SALE

1p S. Northwest Hwy.,
Palatine, Illinois

1 to 2 full baths

$150 to 5280 per Mo.
HEAT INCLUDED

HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

in-laws, horses? Perfect for

you --authentic Williamsburg

Colonial home on 7.6 acres.
6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces. large dining room,

Contact:

BAIRD

CHEVROLET

ALL

beautiful family room w/book-,

PICKUPS

- 15 1/2'AND 314 TON

cases. Towering shade trees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn, 3 -car garage.
reduced for quick sale --

WARNER

TO CHOOSE FROM

$56,900.
COUNTRY ACRE close to Vil-

Managing Agents

Openings on
Three Shifts
are for
COIL WINDERS

'58 Chevy convertible, Hurst
3 sp. 348 cu. in. good condi-

at $15,500.00.

October Occupancy

t

'58 Chevy Station Wagon. 1962

engine. 6 cyl. st. overdrive.
R & H. $250 or best offer.

MUST SELL

2 bdrm. newly decorated ranch

home with detached garage beautiful back yard with large

Prestige apartment homes of-

1

offer. CL. 6-5777
'64 Corvair Monza. 2 door.
Exc. cond. $1195 or best offer. 259-2753

4 LOTS

possessed by VA, and offered

.....ter-a-Widt.c1101c9. inaccon12.7

Openings on
First and Second Shifts
arc for
ASSEMBLERS

transm., radio, heater. Best

259-5243.

537-8880

as $100 down. These are re-

434 E.Northwest Hwy.

TOMATIC ELECTRIC

'58 Ford Ranch wagon. Auto.

ton School Dist. Real country
living close in. Reasonably
priced.
FL 4-2188

358-7400

REALTY

_

5122.

5 acre home site, 5 minutes
from commuter station. 5 year
contract if desired. Barring-

612 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine, Illinois

86 -Real Estate -Houses

FL 8-1800

'64 Grand Prix. with air cond.
PS, PB, elec. windows. Low
mileage. By owner. 255-

AREA

`SHADLE-SAUTER
& ASSOCIATES

Graduations, etc.

-

call after 6 P.M. 253-5494.

BARRINGTON

Parties

_cL3-2973

1964 Olds. Dynamic 88. 4 dr.
H,T. Pwr. brakes & steering.

.88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Weddings

253-7754

$2100

392-3236.

Low summer rates for.

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

Friday, August 5, 1966

E DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

lage.

4 bedrooms, study, 2

21 E. PROSPECT AVE. baths, Cathedral ceiling

We make deals!

in

living room and dining -I.. 2 -

MOUNT PROSPECT

car garage.

392-7800

Owner transf.

reduced to $30,000.
DAYTON NANCE R. E.

DAY

126 W. Main St. -Barrington,
OPEN SUNDAYS

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Phone DU -I-3434

DICK WICKSTROM
Service Dept.

Open 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Sales Dept.

Open .8 A.M. - 9 P.M.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

fsiatj_411111,-;:o

Saturday 8 A.M. 5:30 P.M..,
555 E. Irvink Park Roselle, Ill. LA 9-7070
Open Sunday 12 - 5 P,M.

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines, For Various Type Of Coil

ROSELLE
-7-

DODGE

DODGE

TIFFANY PARK

INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

35 NEW HOMES - 3 & 4 BEDROOMS
$21,450 - $25,350

Open daily 12:00. - Phone 392-5249

Model Homes at 4407 Wilke
ROLLING MEADOWS
Regal Homes, Inc.

1964 VOLKSWAGON

doors blue with blue
Interior. Std.. Trans.'
A real good running
car. $995.00.

low mileage one owner.

1962 MERCURY Meteor. 4

A sharp car. $1365.00
1964 CHEV Impala wagon.
6 pass. 4 dr. Red Standard trans 8r over drive,
V-8 radio, w/w,backup
lite. Low mileage. One
owner. $1795.00
1963 CORVAIR Monza Con-

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

w/w automatic trans,
twin outside mirrors,
seat belts. Low mile-

.147,

$22,950

age. $895.00
1963 FORD Falcon.

2 dr.
Stick shlft w/w redid.
Tan with tan interior.
One owner. Low:idle-

Remodeled older home in choice location. Walking distance
to shopping and transportation.

Y2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road.
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

. age. $695.00
1963 CORVAIR 2 dr. Sedan,
Brown with brown vinyl

int. w/w, radio, bucket
seats, 3 on the floor.

ONE EAST CAMPBELL

A Cream. puff.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NORTHLAKEI ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

seats,

. white black top. Radio
:7.'4- -

dr. Sedan white with
ivory interior, w/w,
power steering, V-8.
A real buy. $895.00

1962
WhiteFORD

wiPtirsbluweaUliiint..
6

6 cyl. standard tran.
w/w, radio full wheel

covers. $895.00

1962 TRIUMPH Herald. 2

dr. Dark blue bucket

seats 4 on the floor,
$w5/9w5.0gocri car mileage.

1961 CHRYSLER,

'

New

Yorker. White maroon

int. P. steering, and

brakes:

Automatic
trans. $995.00
1957 KARMAN Shin Black,
bucket seats, radio,
'
new 'engine. Excellent
2d car. $595.00

ROSELLE

253 -2111 -

Member M.A:P.
MULTIPLE
'LISTING SERVICE:

1962 FORD Club Wagon. 6.

bucket seats.Radio extra $100.00 Heater w/w

vert, bucket

MATT ELECTRIC

Con-

vertible. Light green
with black top. Vinyl

DODGE,

DCE

.R 0 SE ILI!, ILLINOIS

Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington
25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale".

our Travel

Waycinden Squad
Wins Loop Crown

-....r.1111111111111==.11.11.."--

o tate J.C.,

Waycinden's Number - One with a 6-4 record, but had to'
Suburban Heating squad em- settle for fourth in the Overerged
atop the Northwest all lineup. Ladendorf. was 11-

rack Finals

Mid -Teen
this week

Suburban
'standings

baseball

with

final four game margin over
the rest of the field.

off to

One of the odd things about
golf is that a man can and himself a super athlete overnight

and

the side. He muffed the second
shot, too. Then he overshot the
green, but made a good return

outfit won the league's first
round race with a 9-2 record,

tournament
Such a tournament took place

to hole out with a bogey five.

and, compiled a 9-1 slate in the

AGAIN the magic returned
to Alexander's game, He purred
the next two holes and sunk an

second round.

just by competing well in

back in 1941 in Omaha, Neb.
and a 22 -year -old North Carolina hopeful stole the show. The
Southern linksman, one Stewart
Alexander. teed off in the qualifying round, admitting he didn't
have much chance of qualifying
let alone winning the National
Amateur Championship.
But it was his day. He boomed a long drive down the middle
of the fairway on the first hole.
followed with a perfect second
shot, and putted for ti birdie
three

the

ball skittered

and the Sox, finished sixth and

Waycinden's

team collected
sixth victories
last week

par. On the long
hole be. hit three

ters, George Egan, Dave Roberts, Scott Clinton, and

Gil's Bulko claimed second place, In the Waydnden Area Boys' Baseball Senior League this week

Coach Jim Espito. (Bottom row from left) Mark
after trimming Golf - Prospect Mobil in a play-off Greenberg, Mike Rainey, Dave Fecenko, Nick Mmatch. Pictured are: (Top row from left) Sponsor GM, Mike Sullivan, arid Gary Espisito.
Gil Martinez, Kevin Kelly, Rick McDole, Rick Tee -

but

Friday,
August 5,

Four members of the Arling-

are Roger King and Bob Sir.

1966

ton Heights Tennis Club will

Page 10

travel to Hinsdale's Salt Creek
Courts Sunday for the finals of
the North and West Suburban

They will compete in the meet's
B Division, doubles competition.

loss

The hard-hitting local squad
clubbed Park Ridge 16-7 and
romped over Niles 27-2.

Tennis League Tournament.
DAN 111 ESCH leads the

A Discontinuance

NEW YORK (UPI)

local contingent after teaming
with Jim Jakubiei last night to
post a 6-I, 7-5 doubles victory
over fellow Arlington Club
members Don and Dave John-

Johnson Cards 42

The

Olympics once featured the 56 pound weight throw, which was
discontinued in 1920 after Pat
McDonald of the United States

Len Johnson fired a six over -par 42 last week to win

won the event with a heave of low gross honors in the Mount
36 feet, 1 11/2 inches.
Prospect Twilight Golf League

Monday Night Division..

Johnson was one of four lo- son.

Mesch is_ also Arlington's
last week's round. Others were only singles finalist. The game
Dick Fox, Jim 'Paredes, and former University of Illinois
Hunk Foster.. Dan Patclle cap- netter suprised everyone this
tured the league's low net week when he upset a series
-of highly seeded opponents on
prize with a 43-11-32.
his way to the finals. He enSTANDINGS
Team
Points tered the tournament unseeded.

cal golfers to score birdies in

MESCH WILL

Busse Realtors

69

J. & B. Market

68 1/2
67 1/2
65 1/2

Annen & Busse
Morton Pontiac
Mufich Buick
Mt. Prospect State

57
55

Van Driers Drugs

50
49

Winkelmann's Shell

Arlington's

51

TODAY
5:55 p.m. Football,
NFL highlights, ch. 32.
car

other

Discussing baseball at the annual Mount Prospect Little League dance are,
left, Gene Trandel, Dennis Vihun, Foster Wells, and Bob Kranz.
All were on hand at the dance Saturday night, marking the close of another

I

filmed

good ones think of avoiding

a par for yourself before you

them.

get out on the course. You are
more likely to enjoy the game
and play it well if you don't
set impossible goals for yourself. You merely have to break
100 to be an above average
golfer. The average game shot

When choosing a club for any

think before you take any action.

FOR INSTANCE if you are
having trouble with your tee
shots, don't think you have to
use

the driver

for every par

four or par five hole. Consider
a two or a three -wood. It may
be easier to handle, and the

lighter woods are sure to add
loft to your tee shots.

Good golfers pick a specific

target on the fairway before
they hit their drives They may
aim for a sand trap they know

they can't reach or a bunker
far down the fairway

WHEN PREPARING to hit
the ball to the green, the pros
always look first to see if there
are any trouble spots in their
line of flight 11 sand traps ring
the green, it is smarter to aim
for the center rather than the
Remember

too

that is

is

better to aim short of the hole,
since

there

is

often

serious

trouble behind a green. Once

over the green, you will probably have to pitch into a downhill lie.
A TIP to remember is that

bad golfers think first of recovering

from hazards, while

bare

Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do It Yourself Or We Install

five -iron,
a six too.

consider a

four or

It is also a good idea to set

today is 99.8.

rent a new '66
FALCON

4.00
5.00

P

FAIRLANE

7.00

H

MUSTANG
GALAXIE

7.00
7.00

A

STATION WAGON

9.00

CORTINA

V

ECONOLINE 1 -TON
SUPERVAN

----

CL 9-3141
CL 5-9E189
NITES AND dUNDAY

of Potter Road in Park Ridge.
is slated to
Des Plaines Tuesday at
the Maine West High School

Monday's loser

face

9

11

10

8

13

8
8

13

Field at 6 p.m. The tour-.
ney's third round is tentat13 ively
scheduled for Wednes16 day at Forest View High
School

5

$393
$793

$693

$893

$ 1 1 93

$1093

A Sweetheart!!

1963 Falcon Deluxe Wagon
Roof Rack, etch!

1964 CORVAIR COUPE
Extra Nice Buy!!

$893

Y/93

1964 Falcon Squire Wagon $3.no
Be the 1st one here!!
141/
1964 Chevrolet BelAir Sedan $1293
Loaded!!

1964 JEEP. WAGONEER
Wholesale!!

1964 rye 1.1!

HONORING COMMITTEEMAN: JAMES STAVROS

SUNROOF

$893

$893

1965 FAIRLANE' SEDAN

$1293
TODAY'S SPECIAL!!
Can't Mull

"

Stock

is

1773A'

1965 Mustang Hardtop
Fully Powered, Cruise -O. -Matte,
Radio, White Walls, etc.

SPORTSMAN'S PARK

THE REAL BUY FOR THE

BETWEEN LARAMIE AND CICERO (3300 SOUTH)

YOUNG AT HEART!!

ALSO INCLUDES A

RINT46Clat

7.

1963 Ford Galaxie 500 Sedan- $893

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

REGULAR
DEMOCRATIC
ORGANIZATION

SMORGASBORD BUFFET.

GEORGE POOLE. Cormet)
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON' HOTS., ILL

14
12

Business or Pleasure!!

Complete & courteous

ADMISSION 53.00 PER PERSON

.

3

1963 FORD WAGON

WITH THE
WHEELING TOWNSHIP

$8.00 Per Day - Plus Mileage

at low rates from.

west Highway one block south

18

19631/2 FORD Y8, 2 Door

AT

SPECIAL

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

HEADQUARTERS LE '7-0042

Ask John, Charlie, Tom or Phil about our
24 month, 50,000 mile factory used car guaranteell We're the good guys with NO hats!./

GEORGE POOLE

'OR

CHAIRMAN NELLO L. BENEDETTI
Void Political Ads erlitamcot)

Ridge

contest
is
scheduled
for
Northwest Field on ' North-

Hardtop.- Fastback .Beauty!!

WEDNESDAY EVENING AUGUST 10, 1966

PLUS MILEAGE

Park

the

1962 Chevrolet BelAir Sedan $793

'am

Plan A Night
At The Races

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

8

Wagon- Hurry!!

service at all times. Come in and see Jim °Byrne.
810 E. RAND RD.

2

with

winner Monday at 8 p.m. The

1962 Chevrolet BelAir V-8

Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with

era in 1931.

3

The local title holders will

Real Sharp

SERVICE
STATION

10 gallons. gas purchase.

clash

1962 FORD SEDAN

BULK gives you more gallons for yourdollar.

of electrically timing a
race was fathered by former
U.S. Olympic Committee President Gustavus Kirby who along
with engineer G. H. Fetter,
built the Kirby two -eyed cam-

next week:

6
6
7

Powerglidell

JIM'S

9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26.

5

4
4

Can't be beat!!

9 p:m. Football, The College
All -Stars play the Green Bay
ch.

4

5

1962 FORD WAGON

Price & Compare
THEN CALL
CL 5-4799

(Pad Polii,ul Advertisement

Packers at Soldier Field,

6

ble elimination tournament against league champions from
Park Ridge and Des Plaines

Fordomaticil

Ruth Murawskt, chm.

9.

3

1961 FALCON SEDAN

CITIZENS FOR HERMAN KOENEMAN

racing,

7

PLUMBING
Small Repairs

Integrity
Capability

idea

You can shave five to 10 kind of shot, never ,reach into
strokes off your golf score if your hag automatically. If the
you devote a little time to plot- distance seems to call for a
There is a right way and a
wrong way to approach any
facet of golf, and you should
know just what you want to accomplish whether you arc on
the course, practicing, or taking a lesson The key is to

last

west Suburban League in a dou-

I

knuckle boxing champion Feb.
7, 1882, when he knocked out
Paddy Ryan in the ninth round
of their bout in Mississippi
City.

Honesty

NEW YORK (UPI) -- The

Course Strategy Important
In Improving Your Score
ting strategy

world's

Timely Idea

Pedersen's Pointers

-

the

for

successful little league season in the village.

Golf Pro
hdlane Farms C.C.

MISSISSIPPI CITY, Miss.
(UPI) -- John L. Sullivan became

L

9

WEEK END

Bare Knuckles

DEMOCRATIC
COUNTY COMMISSIONER

ch 32.

from the

finalists

Suburban Heating
Rolling Meadows #1
Hoffman Estates
Ladendorf
Elk Grove
Mt. Prospect Cubs
Rolling Meadows #2
Mt. Prospect Sox

HERMAN F.
KOENEMAN

51

Sports on T.V.
Stock

top -

of
Riverside Sunday for the Class
A crown. He and Jakubiec will
seek the 'doubles title later in

60 1/2

p.m.

face

Thompson

Eddie

the afternoon.

Carl's Cleaners
Mt. Prospect S. &. L.
Karlsen's Pharmacy
Picket Paints

8

seeded

61

Bank

BY CHUCK PEDERSEN

- One Suburban Heating
nine will represent the North-

FINAL STANDINGS

Arlington Club Sends
Four to Tennis Finals

short of the cup and a record.

win.

fifth and

its

without a

Suburban Heating
Rolling Meadows #1
Ladendorf
Rolling Meadows #2
Hoffman Estates
Mt. Prospect Cubs
Elk Grove
Mt. Prospect Sox

Alexander dropped his second shot within two feet of the
cup on the sixteenth hole, but
because of a bad hop he had 'to

When Alexander walked off
of the top flight amateurs like the green that afternoon, he
Harvie Ward and Frank Strum. had a place in the sun. But
uhan and flock around Alexan- his magic wasn't destined to
der The surprising youth topped last very long. He was elimihis tee shot on the tenth hole, nated early in the tournament,
and Harvie Ward came on to

The Arlington Heights girls'
junior high school softball

The Waycinden Area's Number

W

Team

SUDDENLY all the pairs of have been a birdie Mitt.
Alexander's talents seemed to
fall together He got another
HE NEEDED a birdie on the
birdie on the fourth hole and eighteenth to break the record.
west on to finish the first nine But a bad putt stopped just

Girls Win Again

Mid -Teen Nine
Enters TOurney

SECOND HALF
STANDINGS

lipped the cup with what would

with a sensational 32
Fans began to leave some

tabulations.

z'..,aoraa5,4=2r,..avzr,s0=7,,,1

record had stood for 17 years.

shots

entry,

other

Ladendorf Oldsmobile finished
third in the second - half derby

had a chance to break the record of 67 for 18 holes. The

wood

MOUNT PROSPECT'S two
Mid - Teen squads, the Cubs

COACH KEITH Koentopp's eighth respectively in both the
second round and the overall

eight -foot putt for a birdie on
the thirteenth. Now the crowd
buzzed, for their new favorite

settle fur a
seventeenth
tremendous

10 for the season.

a

AT CL 3-2213

-

i

.

-

ms- -

roOta

WEATHER
Tonight: Mostly cloudy and
Chance of showers;

cooler;

Low In the 50s. Tuesday: Part-

ly cloudy and cooler; High in
the 70s.

Telephone
255-4400

Your Home Newspaper.
sue

11;

Mount Prospect, 111.
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117 S. Main St.

Volume 1, No. 79

oters to Decide Sept. 13
On Government Change Here
It's City System
Vs. Trustee Form

Plan to Buy
Sewers

Pushed
Village officials will meet
with Vinton Bacon, superin-

tendent of the Chicago Met-

as

tem.

The question will he a simple
one. requiring a yes or no vote

Robert Moore to outline
sanitary district's

Mount Prospect voters'desire a change in government.
In a proclamation dated Saturday. Aug. 6. Mayor Congreve
set the referendum date and officially announced the 12 pre-"
einct boundaries for the referendum.

Prone the electorate.

the

Voters will he asked if they

1

policies on

,..wam.....to..change Mount Pros-

the -present sewer Situation. -

Eric A. Sahlberg, Dist. 57 school supt., thinks over some
of the matters that will be presented at 8:15 p.m. tonight In the
administration building, 701 W. Gregory, Mount Prospect. He
was one of a handful of school superintendents that attended a
seminar for administrators during July at Columbia University
in New York City. He begins his second year in Mount Prospect
this fall.

Dist. 57 To Set
Job Guidelines
Asks For
Annexation
the village were submitted to
the judiLiary committee Fri-

day night by Russell A Dahlstrom. 1410 \V Lincoln
Dahlstrom has petitioned that

his home, at the Lincoln address, be annexed into the village

so

that he can

receive

water si.riLL from the muniLipality
committee
judiLiary
The
Was unanimous in aeLLpting the

petitions and will recommend
that the board of trustees prou.ed with the annexation

Poachers
Police are on the lookout for
children who have been seen
shooting birds with a BB gun

the urea of Weller Creek

in

and Albert in Mount Prospect.

Vandals

used

a

or

quired no other municipal system.
In a letter to Bacon last
week, Mayor Congreve said
that the village is concerned
about the maintenance pro-

will vote -yes". Those lavoring the present village system
vote "no".
be open front 6
,Polls
a.m. to 6 p.m. on election day.
Election judges will be named
in a separate resolution by the

at

mayor.

MAYOR Congreve said that

over

catch basins in the village are

he hopes the Sept: 13 vote date
will stimulate a large turnout

cleaned each year.

at the polls. "I ant certain that

"At

rate."

that

Congreve

when

said, "it would take in excess
of 50 years to clean the en-

the annual Wheeling Township Democratic picnic
Wheeling Township Democratic Committeeman Stams
(left) are Mrs. fan! Douglas, representing her husband U. S. Senator Douglas, and Donald

It was "Jimmy Stavros" day at

from the board's July meeting tire system."
Ways of financing the acthat District Superintendent Eric A. Sahlberg could quisition of the system, which
explain why no pay has been has nearly $2 million in bonds
outstanding, were explored by
added to the salaries of the
named

co-

medial reading, speech
rection and nursing.

cor-

to - be

-

-

public

the

works

Wheeling

added
responsibilities,
sume
somewhat similar to depart.

ment heads in academic fields.
Sahlberg inaugurated the posi. tions of department heads ap-

committee

proved by the board in April.
The job guides for the three
co - ordinators appears to be
a second stage of formalizing
"<"

school organization.

that

25

at Algonquin Rd. and Demp-..
suer in Mount Prospect has
been determined to be an ad-

Friday night.

Monroe said that village hall
would be open this Friday night
front 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. for voter

ministrative rather
islative decision.

registrations.

will ' close 28
days before the referendum to
change the form of government
on Sept. 13 in the village. Last
day for registering will be
Registrations

AT. PRESENT, the district
has

two

remedial

reading

Mrs. Maybelle Kincaid and Mrs. Audrey Cline.
There are three nurses. Mrs.
teachers.

Monday, Aug. 15.

leg-

on the matter Friday night.
Transfer of the property

was made in January, 1966, at
a

knife to slash clothes hanging

made to return them by Mount
Prospect policemen William

Muller and William Creamer

places teachers in relation to

issues

parents and guardians of the

ments.

Thursday.

pupils.

Car Looted

the board will take up the mat-

Also

Henry Sanders, 515 S. Now-

ata, Mount Prospect. told police Friday that two sets of
golf clubs attached to carts had

been stolen from the trunk of
his auto. He valued the articles

at

Russell's

urging,

ter of forming a safety chairman position.
School boundaries and

the

use of school buildings during
elections are also slated for
board consideration.

at $400.

Pumping Job

Vandals Damage
Equipment

Mount Prospect police notified the public works department today to assist in pump-

Several

pieces

of

con-

struction equipment were damaged by vandals Friday night.

Windows and headlights in
the equipment owned by DiOrio
and Sons -sewer contractors

were broken. The damage oc-

ing water out of a house foundation at Kaplen and Brian Blvds.
which had filled when the water
tap was accidentally left on.

Youths Warned
Police,Saturday let off with

for

capital

of a strip of land behind the

Gang of. Boys
Wrecks Home

the driveway.
told
Trendel

police

fire department

to be burnt

down. He said he was almost

ready to rent it before it was

ed up a tractor parked east of
Linneman' Rd. south of the

vandalized.

lington Heights Rds.

Commonwealth Edison right
of way near Cottonwood Ln:

Nab Escapee

Twenty-six

dollars in cash,

some liquor and assorted keys
Mrs. Marge Dvorak told
were taken by burglars . who police Saturday her auto, abroke into the Veterans of For- 1963 blue Volkswagon, was
eign Wars post at 811 ' N. Yale stolen from behind her apartment at 1405 Cottonwood.
Arlington Heights Friday.

he

might donate the house to the

the Pine Street extension
southwest of Palatine and. Ar-

Car. Stolen

proposed- service

station,

for

the home were smashed, the
walls and ceilings broken in
and paint cans dumped onto

on

Loot VFW Post

Wooden stalls used for storage in the basement of the

Arthur Franklin,

from each ward. Elected

ted.

would he a mayor: city, clerk
and city treasurer.
The library trustees. under

the aldermanic system of gov-

osition down.- he said.
The referendum has

.

mayor with the
the city.council.

approval

SHOULD the RG A he suc-

cessful in its campaign to make
been Mount Prospect a city, the curvillage

president.

clerk

six

and

a

president. six trustees
clerk. along with six

aldermen would he chosen.

The mayor, city clerk and
(Continued on Page 2)

Mount Prospect Fire Chief Ed-

....:A

Twenty-two Mount Prospect
firemen who were called out

black smoke through the basement and up into the apart-

agreed That because of the lo-

ments.

cation the tire was one of the

Firemen were forced to use
breathing masks and put into

toughest they'd fought.

use

EACH STALL was about
square. After the fire
was under way, winter snow
10

feet

tires caught lire and sent heavy

three

high-speed exhaust

fans because of the smoke.

Entrance to the three burn -

(Continued on Page 2)
0,

Fire lighting equipment began to roll at 7:26 p.m. Fri-

day and before the fire was out
Mount Prospect htid put three
pumpers. an inhalator car, a
ladder truck, an emergency vehicle and the chiefs squad into

°elf (i4L''
Ljy
r-

de-

partment sent a rescue car and

four men to give assistance.
A Des . Plaines pumper was
dispatched to the Mount. Prospect lire station as a standby.

Three wooden stalls in the
basement were destroyed by
the blaze. The stalls provide
storage space for .residents
of the apartment. The base-

tr

ment is a common one for the
whole building.
The fire was contained to the

Gripe
Of The
Day

northeast 'corner of. the building. The basement's plastered
-

ceiling retained the fire long

--;:ry

enough 'for firemen to keep it
front spreading to the upper
floors.

22,

Compliciiting the

My gripe Is draft dodgers. My family cried
was

returned by Mount Prospect
police to the state mental

hospital in Chicago from which
he had escaped. Police found

wen my two brothers left
for war, but we let them

-

go because we are Americans.

Mrs. G. M.

him on N. Kenilworth Thursday 4yening.

formed and two aldermen elec-

win Haherkamp.

permission to cross that land operation.
for access to the station.
THE ELK .Grove tire

This was the reason the
application
was
not
filed
vacant home south of the Tally-. earlier.
project on
It will be up to the village
Ho apartment
Busse Rd., E. L. Trendel, 2811
manager to determine if the
W. Briarwood Dr., Mount delay was warranted and if
Prospect, reported to police it was justified, he will be
able to issue the building
Friday.
permit.
Almost all the windows of

a warning youths who had start-

a

.

About 20 boys vandalized a

construction site

curred at

the
negotiations with
out
Public Service Co., owners

will vote no and vote this prop-

and

was revised
ordinance
making it illegal for a service
to
be
constructed
station

imporve-

Under the aldermanie system. seven wards would be

of Mount ernment. ail: appointed by the
of

Prospect are made aware of the
issues of this .referendum. they

village

the

Caught in Act

people

that under the village system, a

BY BRUCE CUTLER
,Mount Progpect firemen spent almost three hours
not apply for a building per- fighting one of their toughest fires of the year Friday.

After the board decides on
the job guides for the three
Mrs. co - ordinators, Sahlberg will
St., Mount Prospect,
Michael J Murphy told police name one from each field.
Friday
The board also will discuss,
Under this ordinance, the
at the urging of board mem- prove final proofs of u brober Robert W. Russell, a dis- chure planned for distribution Algonquin - Dempster propertrict spanking policy, as a re- to families within the district. ty would not qualify.
Two youths removing benches
Company representatives said
A referendum will be held,
sult of a law passed by the
from Meadows Park pool were
which probably next month, on bond they had to enter into drawnlast state legislature

on a line behind 212 S loka

elected

The main differences in the tion equality. not territory, and
two systems of government is at the April election, the 14

Birchwood Apartments on Dempster St. just outside the vilThe River Trails Park Disloge burned intensely. About 20 families were evacuated front
trict will conduct a special
the building.
guish the basement tire. All
meeting at 8 p.m. Wednesday within 300 feet of the location
The cause of the lire is un- the village's equipment was
station
of
an
existing
service
in the Randhurst Center to
known. It caused about 53,000
utilized.
discuss a tax levy and to ap- or gasoline storage tank.
property damage, according to

Donna Adamitis.

are

01' government and will best be would divide the village into
seven wards. based on populaserved by a city system.

The company, however, did

mit until June. In the interim,

trustees.

Prior to leaving office in
RGA claims that the village
has outgrown its present form April. the. present village hoard

was proper.

Meeting Planned
to Discuss Tax

library

Firemen Spend 3 Hours
Fighting Toughest Blaze

This was the opinion of the
judiciary committee of the
village board after a hearing

which time the zoning for

See Pagel

trustees would serve
on Tuesday, July 19. by a group until April. 1967. the scheduled
Representative date of the next municipal
the
called
Government Assn. (RGA). The election.

filling station at the location

Rose Phelps. Mrs. Joyce Houli-

han and Mrs. Beverley Doering. The speech correctionists

than

the

WI/Milled .to the village hoard

Three chaise type lawn chairs were found on his
patio at 404 Berkshire, Mount Prospect, Robert J.
Kern told police Friday evening. He said they were
not his. Police adivsed him to keep them until the
owner could be loaited.

Issuance of a building permit
to Sun Oil Co. for a gas station

voters

were registered in village hall

On Sept. 13

called as a result of petitions rent

Unwanted "Gift"
Found on Patio

on Permit

Village Clerk Richard Monreported

with

Pictured

Gas Station
Hits Snag

25 Register
To Vote Sept.13
roe

Sunday.

Prince, Democratic candidate for State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

ordinators in the fields of re- last week.

The co - ordinators will as-

at

Where
You'll Vote_

from this community at large

Tuesday's

last

100 of the more than 5,000

Adrienne Schulman and Miss

razor

system.
Those desiring the change
to a city form of government

village board meeting that only

are Mrs. Catherine Shaw. Miss

Wash Slashed,

system with a: mayor -alderman

so

yet

annexation to

Petitions for

government to 'a city charter

of
in 1958 as an experiment. Thus far, it has acpossession

sewers

admitted

held

was

pect's pre;ieni-alaie-Taiii-iir

acthe

A Sanitary district official

school Lo-ordinators
issue

district

Prospect system.

First items on the agenda for Dist. 57 board of education

The

sanitary

The
quired

grams in keeping up the Mount

members meeting tonight is the question of job guides for three

BY JACK -A. VANDERMYN
News Editor
Mayor Daniel Congreve has set Tuesday, Sept. 13,
the date for the referendum to determine whether

ropolitan Sanitary Dist., on
Thursday, Aug. II to discuss
the possibilities -of district's
relinquishing control of the
Mount Prospect sewer sys-

Bacon will meet with Mayor
Daniel Congreve and attorney

Home Owner

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

60056

untstutimenteriacturmotationsteminustf

firemen's

efforts wits another lire at the
same time: A blaze. in a contractor's shack at Illinois 83
and Oakton was put out after
the apartment house blaze was

under control.
. Firemen estimated that per-

Fireman Gil Wooten of Mount Prospect, surveys damage in the basement of the Birch In damage and forced`
haps as much us 4,000 gals, wood Apartments Friday evening after a fire that caused some $3,000 Photo by Dan Balsa
20
tennants
to
evacuate
the
building
on
Dempster
St.
west
of
Route
83.
to
extinof 'water were used

Here's Where You'll Vote in Referendum
Twelve precincts were approved for the Tuesday,
Sept. 13 referendum on whether to change Mount. Pros-

pect from a village to a city -charter form of government.
Trustees approved the

Tr., north of Lincoln Av. and

on

of Meier Rd. Polling
Place: Westbrook School, 105

limits.

east

S. Busse Rd.

pretincts at last night's board
meeting and in effect accepted the RGA petitions.
Precincts will be
12

PRECINCT ONE: South of
Central Rd , west of. Mount
and north of
Prospect Rd

Northwest Hwy. Polling Place:
112 E. North-

Village Hall,
west Hwy

Blvd. '

of
Busse Rd., south of Lincoln,
north of Golf Rd. and west by
the western village limits and
east of. Busse Rd., south of
PRECINCT

PRECINCT 2: South of
Northwest Hwy , west of the
eastern boundary of the village, north of Weller Creek

and east of Emerson St., and
west of Emerson. north of
Weller Creek, Route 83 and
Polling
Lincoln.
Field
Park
Lions
House, 411 S Maple.

south
Place

PRECINCT 7: South of
Central Rd. and Prospect, west
Emmerson St., north of
WeGo Tr. and south by Golf of
Lincoln Av. and east. of WeGo
Rd. and the village boundaries.
Tr. Polling Place: St. RayPolling Place: Sunset Park
mond's School. 300 S. ElmLonnquist
W.
School, 601
hurst Rd.

of

PRECINCT 3: West pf the
eastern boundary of the village,

Lonnquist Blvd., west of WeGo

Tr. and north

of Golf Rd.,

bounded by the village limits.
View

Polling Place: Forest
School, 1901 Estates Dr.

PRECINCT
Lincoln. west

5:

of

east

of

Busse

of

South
Route
Rd.

PRECINCT 8: South of
Northwest Hwy. and Isabella,
west of Pine, north of Central

Rd. and east of Arthur. Polling Place: Friedrichs
al Home. 3 N. Ridge.

83,

Polling

Place: Mount Prospect Coun-

Funer-

PRECINCT 9: North 'of
Central Rd., east of Pine, south
Kensington Rd., west of
Rand Rd. and east of Rand Rd.,
south of Gregory, north of
Central Rd. bounded in the
village limits.
east by the

of

north of Lonnquist Blvd. and

_south_ of Weller Creek, north

of Golf Rd and west by the

West

4:

west by the village
Polling Place: Fairview School, Fairview and
Gregory,

11: North
Rd., bounded

by

village limits. Polling Place:
Euclid Avenue School. 1211
Wheeling Rd.

'its.

Polling

Place:

Robert

be those designated by the viland

president
lage
trustees.

village

Sept. 13 Vote to Decide
Change in Government
treasurer would all be elected
for four-year terms. Aldermen would be 'elected for two

ernment" has been formed in

four-year terms, seven
and
serving the short term, the

Bateman and
both active in the election of
April. 1965, that saw the
United Citizens Party ticket,
headed -- b -Congreve.- -oust - the- incumbent
Good
Neighbor

village on a full-time basis.

the

has

ordinance. It
manager complete

government- by
gives

the

authority in all matters of adincluding hiring
and firing of department heads.

ministration.

.

In.its.campaign so far. RGA
has made Congreve the principal issue. RGA organizers and
co - chairmen. Kendal A.
Crooks and Jerrold ,Shutt, both

former officials of the village
government, charge that Congreve has interfered with the
operations of the village and
has caused a serious morale

problem in the police and fire
departments.

An organization called "Citizens

Keep

to

Village Gov -

BUD'S

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
'
& Parts
Do It Yourself Or We Install

Price & Compare
THEN CALL

CL 5-4799

opposition

to

"O.

RGA.

Its
Randolph
Jack
Keefer.

the

cochairmen are

P.

'44

Party, headed by former Mayor
C. 0. Schlaver.
Political observers see the
upcoming referendum as a rematch between UCP and Good
Neighbor forces. Many former Good
Neighbor party
leaders,
including
Schlaver

active RGA or-

himself, are

.

village
the
manager system of

CURRENTLY,

Keep these figures
in mind ...

by the village limits and south
of Kensington Rd., east of

the village limits on the- east, Frost School, 1308 Cypress
north and west, and south of Ln.
Kensington Rd., cast of Rand
Included in the resolution
Rd., north of Gregory St. and was a section that said the
bounded on the cast by the judges of the referendum shall

At the time they assume ofPRECINCT 10: South of
western village boundaries and
fice, it would then be up to the
PRECINCT 6: South of Kensington Rd., west of Pine,
west of Elmhurst Rd., south
new. government to determine
of Lonnquist Blvd.. cast of Central Rd., west of WcGo north of Isabella and bounded whether it would continue to
operate with a full time man,VtieitzkviA,VaP.:64V"kh.Vlatoktv,
ager or go to a mayor system
with the mayor serving as the
chief executive officer of the

I

bounded on the west and south

of St.. and cast by the village lim-

aldermen.

oney Minded?

Rd., west of Linneman Rd.,

Rand Rd.. north of Gregory
PRECINCT
Kensington

Polling Place: Gregory School, other seven the full four years.
This will be determined by the
400 E,Gregory.

try Club, West Shabonee Tr.

PRECINCT 12: South of Golf

the

ganizers.

Tax Institute
Days Reported
Two institutes on state and
federal taxes will be held at

Northern Illinois University.

The third annual State Tax
Institute will be Friday, Sept.
23, and
Federal

the

seventh

Mount Prospect firemen use Inhalator equipnient as they enter Birchwood apartment building where fire destroyed several wooden storage bins In the basement. Damage In the blaze
was estimated at S3,000 by Fire Chief Edwin Haberkamp. All of Mount Prospect's fire equipment was sent to the scene. Elk Grove Village sent a rescue squad for four men to the blaze.
Photo by Dan Batas.

annual

Income Tax institute
will be Thursday, Oct. 20. The

Fight 3 -Hour Fire

institutes are sponsored by
Northern's College of Busco-operation with
in
iness
state and federal tax agencies.

(Continued Frorrlisge I)

The purpose of the institutes
is to update businessmen, attorneys, accountants, and .tax

ing stalls was by way of one
door, making it difficult to get
the lire.
specialists on new aspects of at Basement
were
windows
state and federal tax laws.

Teen Dance
Teens for Jirka have scheduled a dance on Saturday, at
Forest Park Recreation Cen-

sunken in wells. This also hampered firemen.
THE FIRE burned long
enough to warp a' 12 inch steel
71" beam. Such a beam can be
affected only when the temper -

alure

reaches

1,400

degrees. broken.

Firemen

removed

No lives were threatened by screens to windows to evacuate
the lire. but firemen did rescue residents.
a 13 -year -old black and white
cocker spaniel and a small
parrot. The dog had been overcome by smoke.
No windows were broken during the lire fighting efforts

One of the problems for
tenants of the building now is
getting the smell of the smoke

of the building. Firemen

out

that everything that
could be cleaned should be
and only. one door jam was. -washed and scrubbed.
suggest

Harrison, Forest
ter, 7501
Park. Dr. Frank J. Jirka, a
is
Forest physician,
River

Grace's Daze

Democratic candidate for
Congress in the 10th District.
the

Wedding Bells Ring
By Grae Mott
Diane Patricia Dailey and gram he is
preparing for
Paul Asselin, son of Dr. and ABC-TV as associate producMrs. Elzear Asselin of Lynn, er for News Special Projects.

interest

Mass.,

per year paid quarterly on savings pass books.
Money Minded people save MORE at the
Mount Prospect State Bank

chose

INTERESTED?

. .

. call or stop in for details.
wow"
oar

-.000erniteti '
ore

vviodo..opt& '143

4c3to\&'

Ntioe°4

you

r Yolt c°1eitt:

°
drive'In

boost
.

tywood Farm.

-

will

Young families choose
Memory Gardens
because it doesn't
look like a cemetery'

be

television

late Mr. Dailey of Mount
Prospect.
In town last week, Diane

whose

invitations

went to many in Long Island,
N. Y.

Hopefully Mrs. John Nixon
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schaffmeyer were due for the cerefrom

mony

the

East,

and

Richard's sister, Mrs. Wayne
was the guest of honor 'when
Sherman of Santa Ana, was
two Arlington High School

for

honeymoon
the couple

coming from California.
Mrs. Gregory Rose,
Lt. and Mrs. David Anformer Martha Gans.
drews came from St. Peters.
Celia Close, now Mrs.

and

Lee Wolf, gave a round - the -

return to work.
October will find them off
on a trip extraordinary, one

clock
shower at
Martha's
home. Wednesday Mrs. M.
Edward Smith of Arlington
Heights entertained with a
luncheon.

which will include five months
touring

Win will
tails

II

countries. As be completing de-

of a documentary pro -

SUSAN Lillis Benedict and
Lt. (jg) Richard Leon Norwood exchanged wedding vows

Selling your home?

Memory Gardens inspiring, natural beauty appeals to young
families Immediately. The wide, carefully kept lawns, the handsome sculpture, and the flower -bordered paths are pleasing to
all. The modern use of bronze memorial tablets set level with

the

for the time being, until both

burg, Fla. She is Susan's sis-

ter and introduced her to
Richard. The Andrews were

wedding attendants along with
Nancy Benedict.

Two parties were given for
Susan, both at Northern Illinois University. The bride
graduated there in June. Hostesses
were
Miss
Judith
Surfus and Susan's room-

&With* in the chapel at the mate Miss Karen Blough and
Glenview Naval Air Station
Miss Barbara Watanabe.

Call our

where an arch of swords high-,

Man of the Map

lighted the ceremony.

BIRTHDAYS

TWO

were

The young airman received
his pilot's wings in Texas last celebrated last week at the
week and he has orders to go Melvin Fisher home. Aug. 2
Jimmy was I year old.. His
to Patuxant River, Md., in the
day was marked 'with a desfall.
sert party which included his
Although business kept Cy- grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
ril E. Norwood in Lavaca, Howard Harnden of Mount
Ala., Mrs. Norwood " was to Prospect. On Aug. 4 Janet was

the lawn, Instead of competing headstones, is exactly what
younger people want.

Every detail of Memory Gardens gives people an entirely new
fieUng about cemeteries ... makes the decision to buy cemetery
property in advance of need an easy one. When families choose
their .memorial sites before they are needed, they are spared the
dist{ess and financial worry that can arise at the time of need.
What's more they make their choice unhurriedly and calmly, as
a family group.
No family, regardless of the size of Its monthly budget need be
deprived of the security and freedom from worry that pre -need

hostess

for a rehearsal din-

ner for her son and his bride

, ownership of a Family- Memorial Site brings. At beautiful
Memory Gardens Sites of various sizes/are available at sur-

Friday night at

the

Officers'

3'with the Harndens again at the
Fishers', this time for dinner.
Planned

tie

prisingly low cost, Memory Gardens modest monthly Payment

"It

We urge you to Investigate Memory Gardens for yourself. To
receive complete, free information about Memory Gardens simply fill out and mall the coupon today.

strike tied up business, it has

for Monday is a
Janet will share with
several ' playmates, including
Debbie
Segur.

Memory Carden; is nonsectarian; therefore
there are no separate sections by'filtihs.

inconvenienced wedding guests
who find
themselves hardpressed to complete arrange-

ments for transportation. Such

Club in Glenview.

Not only

Plan Is designed to fit each family's need.

BANK

itmerson 111m1/CLoarbrook 0-4000

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

mcwitst 8:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Daily (except Wednesday).
Pt/day avenIngi 5:30 to 5:00. LIU OUR PRES PARKING LOTS

airlines

presents:

TUMPELSTILSKIN'

sites at Memory Gardens.

August 6;7,13,14'

.

NAME

given by Leap Mustll's "Tale Tellers"

ADDRESS

ZONE

STATE'

Fpr Immediate Need Calt312-CL 5-1010
str

the

the CHILDREN'S THEATRE

2501 E. EUCLID AVE.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
Heim send a FREE copy of youi illustrated brochure with
Ml information and prices on single and family memorial
_

has

party

Ricky Seyring, Jamie Brandt,
Hedke,

and

Karen

TUESDAY was homecomwas the case in the home of ing day for Mr. and Mrs. Otto

MEMORY GARDENS -

111100111 A

in

also

Benedicts,

A Manhattan (N. Y.) town- friends,

sad get.

MOUNT PROSPECT
ESTALISHSD 1011

is

ter of Mrs. Glenn C. and the

Arlington Heights. It was followed by a reception at Plen-

/Z%
interest
tiples of $500.

Diane

ceremony was read by Dr.
Paul Stumpf, pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church of

headquarters

chased for a six month period or more, with a
minimum deposit of $2,000 and additional mul-

for

production. She is the daugh-

house

Per year on Certificates of Deposit. May be pur-

home

her

their Saturday marriage. The

Susan's family, the Lauren A.

}8,9

Children $1.00
Adults $2.00

Country Club
1111 Al RI

SI AIIRANI

Old Orchard
Countri-Olui3
?ft. Pros

Stanger who has been in California the past_month; a trip
which stretched from an . intended two weeks. They were
guests of Katherine Stanger's
brother and his wife, Mr.
and

Mrs.

Fred

Schneider,

who had spent the month of
May in Mount Prospect. The
Stangers also visited friends
in Westwood.
of the
The
celebration
Schneiders' wedding anniver.

sary on Fred's birthday was a
highlight of the trip.

.

-

a

-

-

"
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Cost of Living, Viet Nam
War Are Issues for Percy
eight years of peace and stab-

BY JERILYN WATSON
The lakeside home of Charles H.. Percy in Kenilworth

American servicemen were not
involved in war,

was the setting Friday for un
open house of the Women's
Republican Club of the 13th

"Today," said Percy, who
opposes Sen. Paul H. Douglas, "we have 300,000 boys

Congressional District.

pected to be assigned
before the end of 1966.

PERCY

house.

war

in

"you

remember

trusteeship.
Also presented

lawn, sat around the family's
indoor

County
Republican
Committee.

Mrs. MacDonald has plenty
of company from northwest
area women. Among others

Another topic was Percy's
appearance, which seems to
become
steadily
younger.
(The candidate once was a
student of Sen. Douglas' at

attending

were Mrs. Eugene
Schlickman, wife of the Wheel-

the University of Chicago.)

ing
Township
Republican
committeeman and state re-

ent

Central

J. Stewart and Mrs. Emil

swimming

pool

or

walked in ,the hilly back yard
that

slopes
Beach.

over

Kenilworth

"I'm enjoying every momof the campaign," Percy

said.

Mrs. M. DemBeste, pre-

A woman in a pastel linen
dress, leaning against
as he spoke, nodded.

a tree

Flower Show to be held

man who looked as though he

Auxiliary Members Plan
Hospital's Fall Benefit

Prospect

the

Heights Garden Club, prepares for the 2d Annual

looking at the tanned blond

home was a prime topic of

of

sident

"That's for sure," she said,

Ernst.

THE BEAUTY of the Percy

'Page 3

Monday, August 8, 1966

punch and cookies on the front

was 'Mrs.
Virginia MacDonald of Arling-,
ton Heights, chairman of, the
women's division of the Cook

F.

County sheriff;
for Cook
candidate
Earl
Eisenhower,
clerk;
Homer
for
county
Fields, running for county

er was in the White House,"

many of the guests, who had

presentative, Mrs. Jerry Hanson, Mrs. Ron Phillippo, Mrs.

were Joseph Woods, running

Viet

"When President EisenhowPercy. said,

to

her a "great woman."
Among candidates introduced

women - the current cost of
the

tribute

ton Heights, club president un.til her death recently, calling

the front lawn, the Republican
candidate for the U. S. Seante
stressed two issues keyed to
and

PAID

there

Mrs. June Hunter of Arling-

In an informal address on

living
Nam.

.

fighting in Viet Nam." He added that some 500,000 are ex-

Percy greeted 200 guests
in his shirtsleeves after forgetting his coat at a Kane
County speaking engagement
immediately before the open

and Abe Eiserman,
who seeks a Sanitary District
assessor,

ility."
At that time, he continued,

4

Tuesdag at Ann Sullivan
School from I to 4 p.m.

might stop speaking at any
moment to do push-ups.

.

Garden Club Exhibit
Open to Public Tuesday

A salad bar dinner meeting of the Northwest
Auxiliary -of Mary. Thompson Hospital was held

recently in the Mount Prospect home of Mr.

The Prospect Heights Garden Club presenti
its 2d annual flower show Tuesday from I to 4

Bert Meyers to plan the annual luncheon benefit

to raise funds for the hospital, located at 140

Right --Mrs. William Kreig,
Mrs. Richard Mortensen, Dr.

North. Ashland Av., Chicago.

The luncheon will be held in October at McCormick Place. Following the luncheon the his-

p.m. at the Ann Sullivan School gym.
Admission is free to the public. Exhibitors
are asked to have their entries in place for judging by 10:30 a.m.

ti

Rose Menendian and Mrs. Rolland Gerard plan for a fall
luncheon to be beld at McCor-

tory of dancing will be given in live portraits..
Mary Thompson Hospital is the second oldest
hospital in Chicago and is now in its 101st year.
It is the only hospital in the United States staff-

This is the first year the' public is invited to
participate in the horticulture division of the show.
Information is available from Mrs. Roy Hughes,
general flower show chairman, at LE 7-4234.

Ribbon awards will be given for first, second,
third and honorable mention in each grouping. A

mick place.

newly established Sweep Stake sward will be given to the exhibitor winning the greatest number
of blue ribbons.

INSTRUCTION

ed entirely by women although male dcittors
'have been recently put on the courtesy and consulting staff.

Charlie Flew
Coop, But He
Got Message

;

THE HOSPITAL has had many "firsts". Under the supervision of its founder it conducted
the Midwest's first women's medical college
and Chicago's first nursing school. It established

the first Mother's Milk Bureau, and in 1943 it
created the Midwest's first Cancer Detection
Clinic. In 1946 the first 'Mental Hygiene Clinic
for Working Women was established and in 1951
the Midwest's first Cardiac Kitchen.

I-1k4Kii

Among those participating in plans for the
luncheon are Mrs. Roland Gerard, president of

'lc ^ 'TA

ajt exhibit to be held at the

& Firing
Retail and igholuale

"Charlie". -the parakeet ^be-

Illinois

''Continuous"Classes

Fair Aug.

State

12

longing to Mr. and
Hur- through Aug. 21 in the fine
ry Crane and their two daugh- arts gallery of the exposition
ters Carol and Cathy was en- on the fair grounds in Springjoying a backyard picnic with field.
the family. He leaned on his

Arlington Portrait
Studio
CL 5-7456

The Cranes placed the fol-

"Charlie Come Nome

Menendian of Park Ridge.
The auxiliary membership is small. New

yellow

members are welcome and information may be

Sunday, South Mount Prospect area. Reward."

parakeet,

7 p.in. to 9:341).m.
CLOSED ON TUESDAY
953 Cornell Ave. Palatine
FL 9-0991

""IIII"41110"" "411110"-"4110,"

lowing ad in The Day:
green

under belly flew the coop

obtained by calling Mrs. Gerard at CL 3-0874.

STUDIO
Supplies - Greenware

Is our paper for the birds?

lie flew away.

Heights; Mrs. Earl 0. Platt and Mrs. Robert
Heitbrink of Arlington Heights. and Dr. Rose

E & E CERAMIC

Northwest suburban artists
may enter the professional

cage door, it opened and Char-

as,

the auxiliary, Mrs. Richard Mortensen of Mount
Prospect; Mrs. William Krieg of Prospect

Opportunity
For Artists

FREE

FOR MENTIONING THIS AD

Seems Charlie saw the ad,
he came home the next day.

6 WALLETS With Every Portrait .Order

I

11 x 14 - 10.95
-5.50
8 x 10 - 6.50'
LOCAL HOME PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

5x

NNNNNNNNNNNNNN .%

residents
Heights
Right --Arlington
Mrs. Earl 0. Platt and Mrs. Robert
Heitbrink with Dr. Rose Menendain (cen-

,,,,,

ION*.

ftivIR.INCOLORING
MINUTES

;4

ter) as they assist in the luncheon plans
sponsored by the Northwest Auxiliary

\SS,

of Mary Thompson Hospital.

(EVEN DURING YOUR LUNCH HOUR)
MAE BELLE'S HAS THE NEW
ACCELOMATIC COLOR
PROCESSING MACHINE

Back to School Model
Miss Kathy Dorosh, daugh-

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Micheal
Dorosh of Mount Prospect,
has been chosen for the Fash-

men and sophomore girls recommended by counselors at

three other high school girls.
She is the' only girl from this

Forest View
High
School
for the modeling staff which
has been featured at Field's

area.

Whether you are thinking of changing your hair color -- need a touchup -- or are Just curious -- we would
like you to come in and let us show
it performs.

ion' Board of Marshall Field
& Co.'s Loop store. She will Old Orchard store this summodel in the Back to School mer.
The girls were oriented at
fashion show.
Kathy was song 12 fresh - a Coke Date Party early in
May and four girls of high

Nurses on Picnic
Club recently held its 8th annual picnic at the home of Mrs.

were on the staff.

S.--Toniolo with Mrs. Frank

Kathy has been chosen to
participate in the forthcoming

Malecha

and

Mrs.

Edward

Zimmer as co hostesses. The
theme

was "An evening

in

fashion

show

together

AIR CONDITIONED

The evening included cocktails, a typical Italian menu of

The Northwest Suburb's
only Proftsstonal Theatre.

antipasto,
chicken,
Mostaccioli, tossed salad and
red wine. Following the dinner the 19 couples square

for an evening
of fun see

pizza,

danced.

The Mount Prospect Nurse's Club 'is

open

to all re-

gistered 'nurses in the Mount
Prospect area. For further

information

call. Mrs.

Botche at 437-3772.

Betsy

/

MIRACLE CLIP THE COUPON BELOW AND BRING IT TO

Mae 33eite'6, .13eaut* Satan

with

Italy".

/

THIS IS A
TIME - SAVING

school age selected.
McRay
Wendy

of Elk
Grove High School and Lori
High
Martin of Prospect

The Mount Prospect Nurse's

ti

you the machine and explain how

I

'CRITICS
CHOICE
a new'comedy by Ira Levin.

IN Tat MO 011CHMIO C01.1111, MUD
Nand a1UCM
MI. Prowl. la

Nightly. (Except Monday) at 8:30
Sunday at 7:30
Box Office Opens Bally 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
2eservationaBy Mail Or Phone CL g-le00

207 S. Emerson St. - Mt.' Prospect - CL 3-4123
You May Win A Free. Bleach oe Tint °Lthrtuivelert

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS -

Country,., Club

IVY HILL SECTION

'

It

Just 2 .years old - You can move right in & start living In,
an all new home area. 3 Bedrooms plus family room. In dudes all those extras, kitchen with built-ins, Dishwasher,
disposal,

refrigerator,

carpeting,

128 & ARLINGTON ITTR. RD.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000

I. would, like- to see the new accelomatic 'hair color processing machine.
and have you explain to mellow it works.
Name

drapes, 75.1E150 Lot..

.

Address'

.. $28,900
150 S. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150

Member of Multiple Lifting Seeks

/
/

City
I

I
Ji D-1

-

/
/

Phone,

MAE BELLE'S SWEEPSTAKES

Drawing Aug. 31, 196.8 - You Need Not Be Present To Win.
' No Obligation Of Course t.
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Some Day

... by Frank E. Von 4rx

awoke Monduy morning.
He was tired from too much
deicing and his head ached

he

"We have been hit on the

of those Frenchmen," King
Fudd said to himself from under his ice puck. "They probably slipped in a bad batch."

'

for -it ride in the kingdom

-

-

told members
court.

kite flyers

of the

and

in

the

royal

to be the greatest king of Fizi.

"Call my court together,"

have I done wrong?"
"Your majesty,"
baron, "there is

provinces.

'

,

a

.

me some more ice."

... by Jack Vandermyn
based on past performance, will grant the zon-

ing, clearing the way for final action by the
courts.

Mount Prospect has pledged that it will join
in an appeal to circuit court if the zoners al-

DAN FERRONE; Cook' County

building
commissioner, told us last week that 'scime im-

WE WERE TAKEN to task a few columns ago
for suggesting that educators are on the liberal

board of appeals can be expected soon.
Interest is focused on the MacDonald

Golf
Driving Range in Prospect Heights where de:

morland, U S Military commander in Viet
Some poverty department employes will re-

for

zoning

velopers seek
complex.

Nam.

side in their political philosophy.
Certainly, there are all shades of political

huge apartment

a

philosophy among school people, just as there
are among politicians, plumbers and newsmen.
We wonder about the advice given educators

This decision should be forthcoming. It will
be a significant one. We will find out just how
much attention is paid io public protests by the

ceive more money than the U. S. Commissioner
of Education Many will draw more income than,
astronauts and at least 1,500 will be paid in ex-

at a recent meeting in Washington by Rep. Frank

Thompson, a New Jersey Democrat who is aclive in kgislative affairs effecting education in

zoning board.

cess of $10,000 a year

-

low the project.

portant area decisions from the county zoning

monthly by the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce says that 25 poverty program officials
will be paid more than Gen. William C. West-

Hundreds of Prospect Heights residents have

the U. S. House

signed protest petitions to the project, which
they- claim- will _change the single-family mi.

AREA POLICE officials arc looking for ways
and means to bring a division of juvenile court
to suburban courts They report that their ju-

through the royal kitchen get

.

cataiwomirr

The war on poverty is doing a great job of
"Current Report," the magazine published

I

"And, baron, on your way
the
parable

have 10 days to think up new measures 10 inlicinse protection when they re-

least

Tell my people that

cost.

order them to be happy.

said

sure their
open.

eliminating poverty -- among its .soldiers, at;

he

and gold for my people. They
must be happy no matter the

Vantage Point
-"The time has come, said the walrus to the
king. "

directed Baron Sludd.
shall decree even more food

before,

perpetual supply of gold. What

knights brought oack from the
4

great-grandfathers

a moment. He wanted so much

them for not working, I give
them food 'and promises of a

that his

land

King Fudd thought, of this

majesty

his

asked

.

chasing rainbows."

him.
"What do people want? I pay

But most unhappy of all for
King Fudd was the report of
unrest

exist.

Fudd. "1 haie given my people more than my father before me and my grandfather

"Our necks are cramped
from always looking up," they

and quiet without the young
princess who had been wed
to the Earl of Milk. There
were many unhappy matters
of state awaiting the decision
of King Fudd this day and he
was much more in the mood

catch something that did not
"Many of your subjects are

king?"

who refused to work.

empty

seemed

and dropped the bone trying to

"Have I not been a gracious

king's men.

There were the

about a dog with a bone that
saw his reflection in the water

er."

the

from

acorns

great 'oak tree once too often," the blacksmiths told the

"You can never be.too sure,

castle

with

head

unruly,

are

peasants

sir," said his nephew the Ba'ron of Sludd. "They are de minding bigger huts and they
insists upon a view of the riv-

gold for their services.

from the champagne.

The

"The

There were the blacksmiths
whO had increased the cost of
chariots by demanding more

King Fudd of the Lund of
Fizz did not feel good when

Rep. Thompson's advice to educators, "Ask
- for more money -and look for new ways to.spend--'-

dential pattern of their community.
Our best advance bet is that the zoning board,

vende problems are not being handled on a person - to - person basis in the Chicago court

Coffee

center

Traffic courts operate, in suburbia, but not
juvenile courts Thus is going to be a subject

.

-

it."
:

you drink, most of these ef-

How much coffee do Americans drink?

ordered the establishment closed for 10 days.

times more than beer; and 50

short - lived
wear off within an hour.

We drink three times more
coffee than soli drinks;

At the hearing, attorney David I. Hoffman,

that coffee does not make peo-

'

Does coffee have any phy-

lishment. Officials say they will remain open

siological affect on the body?

This makes sense in light of the apparently
open and shut case against them. The young

It certainly does. One or two
cups of coffee will raise the'

soldier who purchased beer without showing his
identification did not look 21 to us.
We agree emphatically that if a youngster is

temperature.
inside
your
. . make your heart
stomach

If a soldier who is a teenager, (he was not in

if

they

mind over matter.

retiring actually

drink

hand, those who drink two or
three cups found it difficult

before

can a high school boy Thunderbird has a good

cent more urine. Fortunately,
no matter what kind of coffee

100

Yes, it is. But, when you
swallow the caffein in coffee.
it does not act as a poison for
it travels straight to the kidneys and is 'quickly eliminated.
However, if. it were injected
into your brain, it could
produce uncontrollable convulsions. Injected into your muscles, it could cause paralysis.

sleep

the

other

to fall asleep.

eliminate

almost

On

per

-.-

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

William J. Kiedaisch

Managing Editor

_

One Big Jump

coffee poisonous?
-

better than those who do not
coffee.

.:

1966

K. S. Johnson, GeneralManager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

headache by shrinking blood
vessels in the brain.
Is
the caffein content. in

who drink one cup of coffee

.

.

In addition, it helps to relieve

Tests conducted at San Quentin prison revealed that people

more active . . . and force
your kidneys to produce and

.

.
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around the heart to expand.

you

prevent

increase your
basal metabolism rate . .
cause certain glands to become
.

uniform) can get away with buying liquor, so

reputation for running a tight ship. They will

listless.
Does coffee
from sleeping?

part, it's

.

beat faster

ferent

even

That depends. For the most

for bowling and pool.

old enough to bear arms in our defense, he is
old enough to buy a beer. The point here is dif-

nervous --

ple

drink five or more cups daily.
The fact is, too much coffee
is more likely to make you

.

-- Marshall. Field III

coffee

it often proves beneficial in treating congestive heart failure,
a condition marked by sluggish
circulation. It also helps to
relieve asthmatic attacks .by
causing blood vesseli in and

Will it make you nervous?
No. Medical scientists agfee

four

times more than laird liquor.
If you're among the eight
out of 10 Americans who
drink coffee, you're probably
curious to know just how it
affects your health. For example:

also an owner of the lanes, would not comment
on whether he was going to accept the mayor's
suspension or appeal the case to the state li- quor commission
We learned over the weekend that the suspension is going to, be accepted by the estab-

Since '
Definitely.
stimulates circulation,

and

are

fects

Doe

"Honor Me original dreaM by always jealously keeping
the' paper's freedom and intellectual integrity. "

about which much will be heard in the future.

POLICE CLOSED the Thunderbird Bowling
Alley in Mount Prospect lust week. Mayor Dan
Congreve, the village's liquor commissioner,

.

.

..

Zbe proOpect

No comment.

and Your Health

.

There are other reasons, such as the issue
.of compulsory overtime 'and the union's insis-

To be permitted to work on one of today's
complex airliners, upon whoSe perfect functioning the lives of more than a hundred people
may depend in one flight, an aircraft mechanic
must pass examinations for two federal licenses

tence on a cost -of -living clause, a benefit which
n..nlicensed automobile assemblers, for instance.
have long enjoyed.

By most comparisons, the status of the ma-

- one for aircraft structures, the other for en-

(Illinois State Medical Society)

fied workers in other industries. But until the

Yet, complains one official of the striking

past couple of years, airlines profits have lagged.

International Assn. of Mechanics. Cleveland local
president 0. T. Hockett:

Now the machinists want to catch up in one
jump.
Unfortunately, their demand; exceed the wageprice guidelines laid down b the administration
as abused and obsolete as those guidelines may

'd 53.52 an hour."

ence is

That is current top pay for an A&E-qualified
mechanic. The average for the. union's 34,000
members, which includes other aircraft service

the Commander's Column
Lt\

'

too.

"A laborer for a Cleveland construction firm
earns 54.27 an hour while a' federally licensed
aircraft mechanic with 15 to 20 years' experi-

tuarmeratercworroasfDpielJOArn,

i-

chinists lags behind that achieved by less -quali-

gines.

Is coffee beneficial for certain ailments?.

be. Also unfortunately, their strike affects the
incomes of, thousands not directly involved, as
well as seriously, inconveniencing the traveling

people besides mechanic, is $3.I 8 an hour.
They are demanding an increase of 53 cents an

public.

Perhaps most unfortunate of all, welt day the
planes are grounded renders the lately affluent
airlines less able to absorb the costs of the con-

hour spread over 36 months: the airlines arc
offering 48 cents over 42 months.

This is one reason why the rank and file of
the IA M is holding out against pressure for a
settlement coming at them from nearly every

tract the union wants.

Those are some of the reasons and some of
the rubs of the matter.

quarter, including their own leadership.

COL. TRUMAN F. COOK

-

The following «Anon was %linen by Col.
Truman I Cook, commandinrofficer fair the

lute the guarantees of the Constitution may be

45th A ridleri Brigade at the Arlington Heights
Nike rite It appeared in the July issue uf Vedente 45 the camp publitation.

of the United States.
In short our laws stem from the. principle -"That government is best that governs least."

the laws by which a people shall be governed
into u higher state of excellence with greater
personal dignity and an enlarged expression

appealed by,,,any individual to the Supreme Court

of independence.

It is the purpose of law to set the limits of
enfringement on the liberty of others, to enhance the power of the principles by which a
people live and to prescribe the penalties for

Systems of law and order are good for the soul

ALL MEN are intellectually committed to

and spirit of a people. They are formalized.
political restraints dictated by sociological demand and are the evolutionary product of the
regulatory needs of segments of the human
family, historically influenced by philosophical

some tangible objective whether it be limited
in scope or of grand design. It is the obligation of leadership to stimulate the greater
commitment within the realm of a fairly high

and religious movements. They modulate man's
intrinsic nature to be independent and free with

assurance of accomplishment.

the need of his sociological urge to be either

should be designed to encourage a ,forward com-

a rugged individualist, a dedicated servant of man

mitment based on the exultation of past successes. It is u sad commentary on the history
of great civilizations of the past to note that

non -conformity or rebellion.
It is the duty of the citizen td-inSure that
legislation produces only so much law that his

liberty requires and his' own rights will allow.
The citizen must always have his hand on the
throttle though most of the time he is not permitted to do much of the steering.

The building blocks of a structured society

or a vegetative conformist.
Group adherence to regulatory processes based

on consensus is a peculiar socioloical and political adaptability of man. It is the anthropology
of history - either civilizing or degenerative.

when

depending on the strength and support of the accepted principles undergirding a civilization.
In our culture, Western by tradition and heritage, laws are enacted to protect and enhance
the dignity of the individual and his fundamental
rights and freedoms. Our laws derive their

complishment and surfeiting then soccity col-

The citizen cannot be neutral to the existence

of law nor to the actions of law 'enforcement.
The most .rudimentary law for man exists if he
were alone in the jungle. In this environment
the law of survival governs his existence. However. as society builds so must man's conformity to social order and discipline.
In u complex and sophisticated society such
as our, we cannot neglect our responsibility

political demands, for sociological excellence bowed to the expediency of immediate
popular demands, mediocrity of average aclapsed,
sued.

sovereignty dissolved and defeat en-

Often this drift into oblivion or national impotency came about through internal decay
and corruption in the midst of material pros-'
perity and national affluence rather than by

character_ from the Constitution of the United
States A careful reading of this superb dam --Government exists by consent of the gov-

--Certain rights of the individual cannot
infringed on nor relinquished by the individual.
be

vive, -a

--The power to govern, which has been yield-

nation

dynamics of existence, by their very

overpower the enemies of a congenial destiny.

--Enactment of laws which may appear to v(o-

executive

We took this action, as you
can see, well over a year be-.
fore our hearings began when
"Vantage Point" in The Day
the issue of metropolitanism
on__July 18. I would like to simply because no one could
was raised.. Since then, of
comment, however, on one ever get such a long name in
slight inaccuracy which is sort its .proper order or, for that course, we have been accused by the rightists for changof u news item in itself. The matter, remember it at all.
ing our name due to their
point is with regard to the
We, therefore, conducted a pressures -- this, most natchange of our name.
mail ballot and from an un- urally, is something you can
how pleased we were with your

1964. my first objective was
to try to shorten the name,

,......--------.....---r

_

.

_.--

----

-

.

'

-

.

-

.
....-

..

--,z.yvs',.--

litl

of Arlington Heights a hand-

0..

man."

Truman F. Cook
Colonel, Artillery

rectly gauge the, needs of the times and derive

Commanding

With plans to widden our "speedway" I am sure the viilage would collect enough to
even add a few speed limit

---

lit
if.

;

IT IS THE business of legislation to cor-

\

some revenue.

tility against any tyranny over 'the mind of

nature;,

.

.

'Editor:
I am another Thomas. St. resident who firmly believes that .
a police car stationed on west
Thomas would net the Village

/110
'

.

Thomas St.
Needs Police

....

%;

4

Matthew L Rockwell
Executive Director
Northeastern Illinois
Planning Commission

1.1!-----,-%.

7':

k

understand our resistance to.

Gather Ye Rose Buds --

"I swear before the altar of God eternal hos-

of government, each having separate responsiveness to the public sentiment.

became

director of the commission in

cation.

must be able to differentiate -

und balances between compartmented brunches

I

This is merely to tell you

both peace und freedom through our own dedi-

to the extent that' protective safeguards and the

ed by the people, is held in control by checks

When

Editor:

forcement agencies, or else we will live in a
jungle of our making.
In summary then, law is the balance point
between individual freedom and social' discipline. The words of Thomas Jefferson aptly
serve to keep us ever mindful that we have

have adapted their methods and adjusted their
weapons to accommodate to this insidious weak.;
ness of complex social orders. In order to sur-

erned.

usually high return, we found
that the name preferred was
Northeastern Illinois Planning
Commission.

NamcpChange Caine First

to be vigilant and co-operative with law en-

external aggressior.. What makes our present
danger acute is that 'the enemies of freedom

menu will reveal several basic guiding principles.

Letters to the Editor

;

' ---4.4117.110
'
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i

signs. (We now have one hidden
sign for a six -block area.)

How about a few policemen
.
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.
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up here?
'

A Worried Mother
.

.

.

r

;

.
.

,

.

')f
i

SHORT RIBS

SIDE. GLANCES

.CARNIVAL

Abe Oar

WHAT WILL. YOU

DO WHEN WE Eft -WYE ISLAND?
.
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OUT OUR WAY
OH, COME ON, WART --

SURE HE POE 5 --AK!' MAYBE
IT'LL GET. HIM IN THE HABIT OF

you CAN DOA BETTER
JOB 11 -IAN THAT: HE

STICKING AROUND HOME 50I

LOOKS TERRIBLE
AND HE KNOWS

WON'T HAVE TO GO CHAGIN'

AFTER HIM ALL THE TIME:

IT.'

WHO'S GONNA ROAM THE
NEIGHBORHOOD SPORTI
A HAIRCUT LIKE. THAT ?

CLAIM IT FOR 14E KING!

knarascr.mmIrrnmaxonso4475

ri
AND PLANT THE FLAG
IN 114E GROUND, LIKE Ills.'

1.)
0.1114 111114laista.

"But you can't leave yet, sir! It will ruin Mr.

»

111 14 055

"Listento this, Virgil! As though driving isn't already

Hempstead's schedule!"

(411V1It.'

hazardous enough, they're talking about having a

THE WILLEM

'Plant a Tree' month!"

II.. MIA

8-8

I

U Is

US

,1(it,

%15

PI

tut4oli,

%.41)Ak
II it!

THE WORRY WART.

coc4azAt4

O 104 I/ NIA I... TM It4 Si Pe. Off.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
A

4 4

yr

THINGS DON'T HAPPEN
wy*D5rEps'ir
OVERNIGIAT INTHISFAMILVWAN T5 IT
'BEY HAPPEN OVER MINUTES'.
ABOUT FIVE MINUTES
NAM AWEEK AT LAKE R CoMING UR I
TOOL ID, CAN YOU AGO IT WAS EMILY
couLoNer REST IF I WERE. ALREADVASLEER? SEE THE CLOCK ? 11:29.4 FTM-,YET,

o EA1-

SAM? ... SAMA..

8EATS

ME HOW A MAN LIKE HIM
CAN SNORE LIKE _THAT ON
A NIGHT LIKE T4-1151

I'LL LET you IN ON OUR WHAT
SECRET, SAKE ---WE
BRINGS '40L1
WELL, IT WAS A PERFECK HOMEPAY CASH! YOU KNOW
114t's WAY,
COMIN'
UP TO NOW/HOW COME
WHAT CASH IS
.SAKE
YOU CREEPS ARE STILL BARNACLED ONTO -IV FURNITURE? THAT'S WHAT PEOPLE MOOR PAROLE.
_LOSE WHEN THEY
OFFICER ON
MARTHA 'TOLE ME- HERSELF TAKE .ONE OF
-VACATION.?
SHE WAS GOIN' HIGH-CLASS
/OUR CIAECKS!
NOW THAT RENTS ARE HARD

ID FIND!

BUGS BUNNY
140W CAN I
FjSI-i WITH

YOU RUNNIN'
INTA THINGS,
SYLVESTER?

IT'S DIFFICULT

TO SEE WHERE
I'M GOING: OOPS:
ROW BACK T1

TH' PIER:

rMORTY MEE KLE

DOCTOR SAYS

Sunken

EEK & MEEK

I'M AMAN,
I THINK I'LL BE

WHEN

YOU INA/VIJA KIJOUJ
HOW MUCH YOU

PRESIDENT CF 71-IE
UNITED 6TA1E 6 .

Eyes

MEAN TD ME,
LOVABLE?

YOU'RE THE ASEIRIM 77 NV RE 1HE A1217154JA
FOR MY HEADACHE,
',DORE THE ALIT1BIOTIC FER MY FW!

-

FOR MY SIQUS
CO/LIGESTIOM, WORE...

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.
Q --I recently heard that as

we grow older our eyes
come smaller Is
way to prevent this?

there

...

be-

\.0

..

any

yam, .4......

'

'ftf

...

*

\ 0.

11;

\

o

-

Sir

A --The eyeball does not become

smaller with age. In
some persons the cushion of

fat in back of the eye shrinks.
giving the eye a sunken appearance

This

can

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle
UN 5KI
P1R
ETNA
A
O
0AN
A
ACROSS
3 Capital of Italia
ORA 5W
A L 6
4 Escape islangi
I Organ' of
E N NA
R A
5 Rainbows
hearing
T
O A
0 R -r
4 Mouth feature
6 Top of the head
N
E
S
0 E
7 Top part of the I pI.1
C O
T A 1.
R
body.
7 Domestic
a
B E
F T
11 Island near
animals
O
A E
VeMce
b Guido's high
DEP 0
-r 0 R
12 Brazilian macaw
note

Upper Torso

happen

at any age with malnutrition
or a debilitating disease. You
should maintain a good state of
nutrition and have a periodic
physical checkup to rule out
serious organic disease

Q --An eye doctor said I had
choroidius caused by toxoplasmosis
positive

also had a strongly

tuberculin - *Yin test.
Does this mean I have tuberculosis'? What are choroiditis

13 Mixture
14 Eve's husband
Bib.'
15 Make milder
17 President of
Turkey 11923-

and toxoplasmosis?

A--Choroiditis is an inflammation of the choroid, the
dark brown membrane 'between your retina and the hard
white fibrous capsule of the
eye

Your doctor made a tu-

berculin

test

because

choroiditis but a positive

of

NMIA.:THIS ALSO HAPPENED IN

YE5,../W0

I 5EE WHAT KURE DRIVING AT:

soi.ke *mut Aar FRAN COUNTRIES THEY'D OARRUN!
A I RECALLTHE LouvizE ourivirTED 'EU 5','

tiEsBur

ITALY: NA215 FLEEING AHEAD

NOW I SEEM
TO RECALL

ROMP KOCHEL 15 GERMAN -AND

WHY 151T

WING EVERY ITEM BEFORE PARIS FELL!

must be made to confirm a
diagnosis of tuberculosis.
Toxoplasmosis is a disease
caused by a small parasite
similar to the amoeba. It frequently affects the choriod

cause
permanent
the retina?
Can

damage to
retinal damage be detected by
a routine eye examination?

A --There have been no reports of such damage A routine examination by a qualified
ophthalmologist would reveal

retinal trouble if it were present This would lead to more
refined tests to confirm the
diagnosis, localize the lesion
and determine the cause

T..

P Y

ASEA
F E L- L

16 Single object
18 Timothy's
mother iBib.1

T
E

0

B

G

E

RE

R.

0

29 F olklore

4 3 Wild animal
monster
4 4 Catch sight of
30 Preposition
31 New Testament 4 5 Do as told

22 Honey -maker

23 Facial fold

.

12 words1

writer 34 Aeriform fuel

47

35 Once iScot.)

49

City in Italy

Termination
Pronoun
23 Division tab.,
37 Roman god of 5 0 Superlative
26 Constellation.
grassland
love
ending 26 Large mammal 27 European deer 38 Before 1939
5 1 Together (comb.
- of deer family
tp1.1
41 Form of oxygen
formi
30 Be against
32 Sea bird
'2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
33 Back of neck
'21 Fat

24 Small island
25 South African

48

'

34 Attired
36 City in'

11

Oklahoma
38 Discussion
group

14

39 Bullfight cry
40 Telegraph
inventor
42 Before

but it can be cured by a comQ --Can Erythrocln or other

HER FATHER MAY HAVE STOLEN
STILL HMO
IN ITALY! AND
THAT TREASURE DURING TH
WHY 15 ROMY
WARL
SO DISTRESSED

20 Bitter vetch

LP

1

At the time of the test

it may be active or completely
cured That is why other tests

antibiotics

OF THE ALUED ADVANcet TOOK
PRICELE55 ART FOR HERMAN
READING THAT
NOT ,fiLL, OP IT
GOERING'5 COLLECTION

WA5 LATER.
FOUND:

test

bination of sulfa drugs and
pyrimethamine (Daraprim).

19 Coteries

DURING WORLD WAR I DONT THE NAZIS CONFISCATE'

only means that you have had
a touch of tuberculosis in the
past

19381

CAPTAIN EASY

is

9 River island
10 Female deer
11 Body of water

ALLEY OOP

12

3
16

17

18

20

121

19

22

23

26

45 Flow slowly
46 German poet -

28

29

Hans -

'1494-15761

48 Facial arches
52 Ocean vessel 53 Facial feature
54 Negative vote
55 Very small
56 Obligation
57 Sea eagle
56 Daughter of
Cridmus (myth.,
DOWN

1 Kind of duck
2 Throat
projection
12 words)

di34

36

7

48

49

50

35

'

39

42

.46

P40

51

53

64

..

57

....1

i

,

-

2
65

24

25

`.

1.4,4

I

13 -Lost And. Found

Grassland Is
Big Feature
At Arlington

Found. Transister radio. Yid.
,of Wilke Rd.Owner must iden-

'tify. 253-9037, after 6 P.M.
Found. Boy's bicycle. Vic.

North Arl. Hts.

Lost - female calico cat. Vic.
600 blk. north Elmhurst Ave.
Pet to children. Friend to
14 -Personals

t

'

clustered

Verna

FAMILY
WANT AD?

Lea Farm's The Dancer, Herbert C. Herffs Tronado, CharlClay's Knight's Plume.
George Oliva's Repute, Charles
E. Grinstead's Miss Rincon,
Uncle
Stable's
Dumbarton
Percy, Harbor View Farm's
Semmyren, North Star Ranch's
ton

Lord Date, Juan D'Agostino's
Arret and C. V. Whitney's ToM
Cat.

HE FOLLOWED this with a
victory in the
Laurance Armour, again mov-

ing from off the pace near the
top of the stretch while setting
a new grass course record for
one mile at 1:36 2/5.

Ep#

as

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those
still valuable

ry

.11

I

X.7.7:

Coach Jim Zwissler (third from left)

Temorrow7.s

ledrpetfor_me

Lincoln Handicap is
a seven furlongs test for threeyear -olds and sure to offer
an interesting battle between
Scottdalc Farm's Better Sea
Harvey' Peltier' Jungle
and
Boy. Then a strong field is

Swim Conference's American Division to Park. District President Charles Payne during last Friday's
Water Carnival while some of the top Mount Prod"-

expected for Thursday's S15,-

000 Ann Rutledge; bringing out
two -year -old fillies in a six
furlongs sprint.

Harold

(Baldy) Tinker decided to race

him on the grass, it resulted
in an- altogether diffcrnt story
of Sedan-Evviva

proceeded to win four of five
events last August and September along with

runner-

a

up finish in the rich Benjamin
F. Lindheimer Handicap.

AND HE'S all

but picked

up where. he left off. winning
three consecutive turf events
this 'summer,
including the

+4,

bowing

star

West Coast's top riders,
is expected to make the journey
the

to handle the mount.

THE DANCER was a strong
runner-up finisher to Climax II
in the Stars and Stripes; Tronado, with a preference for the
dirt course, won the Donn
Handicap and finished third in
both the John B. Campbell and
Inglewood

Handicaps;

and

Knight's Plume, a full brother
to
the
fine
Play,
Table

three -year -old
the
annexed

Queen's City 'Cap and was
second in the Laurence Armour.

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS
(Editor's note: Beginning today. the Day will publish a Alpert series by noted swim expert ('hristian 0. Sparks which
will include swimming instructions for the beginner and the
expert swimmer alike. "Sparks on Swimming- is a Newspaper
Enterprises Assn. feature.)

Tired of sitting alone on the beach or by the pool while your
friends "have a ball" in the. water?
Today's Americans arc a water -conscious people, anxious to
try their hands at the fascinating world of water sports: swimming, diving, fishing, boating, sailing, canoeing, water polo,
and scuba diving. Yet there arc millions for whom these sports
-are "off limits- because they lack the main ingredient -- they
can't swim. As many as 50 per cent of today's Americans can't
swim well enough to stay alive in deep water.

Don't get the idea that because you've passed your teens
you'll never be able to swim.

I've taught dozens of men and
women to swim, many beyond
the half century mark, and some
of whom were afraid to go near

any water not in a glass or a
bathtub.

FUNDAMENTALS are important. That's why you'll sec
coaches standing by as competitive swimmers practice or
swim in a meet. In the press of

trying to heat the' clock or an
opponent, stroke's or breathing

fundamentals may vary from
day to day -- a lapse that'could
costyrecious time,

IN THESE 20 columns, we'll

take you from the, first intro:
duction to the' water to advanced

techniques in stroke and physical conditioning and there will
he tips for the advanced swimmers, too. Somewhere you'll
find

something you

need

to

know. Maybe you didn't learn

no reason you can't do it, and
do it well, All you need to know
is the right way. The prime

the proper way to swim or consideration is when to start -techniques have been improved andthat is when he is ready to
since you learned.
learn. (NEXT., Enjoy thewAm:)
.

Manager for year round drive-

in restaurant in Des Plaines.
Good starting salary. Call
437-9424

after school. Full time balance,
summer, Mt. Prospect.

of

Devonshire All -Stars 13-6.
The three games concluded. Mallian of Oakton Lawn and

Jim Altcrgott of Tony's..

PITCHERS
combined forces to give the Dempster All -Stars their 14-2 win
Senior

Division.

. MEYER, OF Wille's Lumpitched

with

Crackers

The three-man winning staff
Chrismar of Art's Shell was limited the American All -Stars
credited with the win, whiffing toonly two hits, while the losfour and walking -two while on ing pitching staff gave up six.
the hill for two innings. Alan
All -Stars
The
Brentwood
Czarnicki of M.J. Kelly, Bill jumped off to a 5-0 lead in the
Van Divere of BravoS Olds, first inning of the Junior Diand Doug Mitsuoka of M.J. vision All -Star clash, and built
Kelly were the other winning - that to 13-0 before the Devon-

of Des
Plaines Plymouth suffered the
loss,
sharing the hill with

Mark Ross of Dodge in Des

Altergott ofd
Gil's Bulko, and Nick DeGilio of Gil's Bulko.
Plaines,

Mike

shire squad scored.

had no regular team matches
yesterday. Arlington Heights
Tennis Club returns to -action against Berwyn at home
nest Saturday.

The four -man .winners' pitchstaff allowed seven hits

ing

or paper plates, broken glass,
and other debris are being discarded s.t beaches, sandbars
and in waters of rivers and

lakes, the- Department pointed
In some locations, such
out.
as

the sandbars of the upper

while striking out 11 and walk'Mississippi River, the accuing- five. The' losers' mound
mulation of litter is not only
corps surrendered 16 hits and
a sanitary problem; it is a
five walks while fanning five.
menace to safety.
Trash barrels

have
been
A TWO -RUN homer by
Mike Meyer wasn't enough to placed on a few of the more

All -Stars

from losing 5-3 to

the National Division Stars in
the Minor League clash.
Meyer, the losing pitcher,
hit his homer in the fourth
'inning,. but by then the winners
had a 4-1 lead.
Ray Meinscn of Tony's Finer
Foods was the winning pitcher,

sharing the mound with Keith

THE JUNIORS and women

KIM HURD was the winning pitcher, splitting the chores

DAY WANT ADS
GET. RESULTS
15 -Business Personals

Union Special Machine Co.

to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.

8

437-4677
Evenings and Weekends
'An equal opportunity employer

RELAY DRIVER

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Call
Mt. Prospect. News Agency

BOYS WANTED
12 to 17. Part time. To work

commission. Cin earn over

BUILDING
CUSTODIAN

Experience not required, but

heavily

used

sandbars,

but

boaters seem to be making lit-

tle use of them, according to
the conservation:group.

IT IS A violation of the Illinois Fish Code to throw wire,
bottles, ' broken glass,
paper, wooden cartons or box: cans,

es, and other materials in any
Illinois water or on the ice,
or in anyi, place where such
11.

helpful. Job security. Ideal

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000

at noon. The A division compewith Duffy McWayne and Rick tition will follow the completion
Haaning.
of the B matches.
Paul Stevens absorbed the de-

feat though he shared the duty
with Bob Furlong and Vern
Wennerstrom.

Ron Campopiano slapped a
double for the losers' only
hit,

while

Rodney

Kiolbassa and McWayne loth
doubled for the winners.

DEVONSHIRE'S six runs
came on six hits, while the

Brentwood total scored on 15
safeties. McWayne was three for -four, Kiolbassa was three for -four, and Henning and

Sean Herbert were both two for -four.

Doug Wcrtcpny was two -for -

two for

losers, and drew
two walks as well.
the

Hengel's 9
Gets Title
In Softball

OR MORE

Hengel's Heroes- clinched

a

first -place finish in the Mount
Prospect Park District's Teen Age Softball League last week

le

with a 24-6 triumph over
Pete's Barber Shop nine.

THE WIN was the Hengel's
team's sixth against two de-

Barber Shop, which sports

associations

rec-

ommend that boaters dispose' Hengel's Heroes
of trash accumulated during Louie's Barber

a boat trip by taking it home

with them and placing it in the
family garbage can.

Ladies' Night
The Chicago White Sox have
scheduled

a

special

Ladies

Shop

WL
6

2

5

3

Town & Country
4
Barber Shop
Community Pres.
-2
Church
Pete's Barber Shop 2

turn home from

three -city
road trip to open an eight game home stand.
a

The Chisox will tangle with

J & B Meat Market 6
United Airlines
5
Weber Marking
4
Novak-ParkerTV
4
Jake's Pizia
2

the California Angels in the
Goodyear Tire
I
8 p.m. arc -lights contest, and '
all ladies will be admitted free
AMERICAN LEAGUE
of charge. A special fireworks
8
display will be staged after the Wille's Tavern

ball gathe.
The Sox have another special

5
5

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Tower Cleaners
6
Night at Comiskey Park Fri- Friedrich's Funerals 6

day, Aug. 12, when the Sox re-

4.

Jake's Pizza.

6
6
5

Carl's Pizza
promotion next weekend, too. Elk Grove Inn .
They'll give away Wilson base- Mt. Pros. Car Wash 4
L & S Standard
2
balls to the first 8,000 father Town & Country
son or father -daughter combiBarber
Shop
nations to, enter the gates Sun0
L -Nor Cleaners
day, Aug. 14,
1

I

.2

3

4

YOUNG MEN
18-21

We would like a personable
young man to take orders
and

fill them.

graduate,

High School
pleasing person-

ality, and desire to grow with
our company are the requirements. Phone
766-8650

McDan Corporation
3741 Podlin Dr.

Franklin Park, Ill.

WAREHOUSE HELP
SHIPPING
AND

RECEIVING

Take an Months
Up To vu To Pay

40 hrs. per week. Paid Vaca-

WE

ible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.
9 AM to 11 AM

SPECIALIZE

tions. Profit sharing if elig-

LAKE DISTRICT

IN

'

.

working conditions and excellent employee benefits. Apply
253-0620.
500 Fernandez.

REASON?

a

5-3 ledger.

Team

FOR ANYo

.

feats, giving them a one -game
edge on second -place Louie's

The Community Presbyterian
Church and Pete's Barber Shop
will meet at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday at Meadows Park to decide
the fourth -place winner. Third
place has been clinched by
Town & Country Barber Shop,
which has a 4-4. card,
material may be washed into
TEEN-AGE LEAGUE
the water.
Boating

LABORATORY

- 392-1830

the B division action will start

wys:
aterwaSays State

ners had four. Dave Long hit mers, and fisherman in discarding debris.
a double and a triple, Rich
Mark tripled, and Doug Mitplastic
CANS, BOTTLES,

ners.

pay. Excellent benefits. Ideal
working conditions.

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
392-7110

North and

Litter Is Spoiling Ill.
1-17

The Illinois Department of
STEVE ANTHONY'S double Conservation has appealed to
was the only extra -base blow boaters to show more considfor the losers, while the win- eration to campers, swim-

suoka doubled,
Long was responsible for
four runs -batted -in for the win-

the

West Suburban Tennis League

Christman of Allen's and Dave

Steve

team hurlers.
Steve
Raymond

small research lab of lge.

the Arlington High School

will play Saturday morning, and

extra -base

ber,

-Experienced model maker in_._

'RESEARCH

Due to tournament play over

The Waycinden Boys' Baseball All -Star Day was a success
yesterday with upwards of 1,000 spectators taking in one or
more of three all-star ,tilts at Fastex Field.
The Dempster All -Stars rolled over the High Ridge All -

the league's 1966 season.

MODEL MAKER

$20 per week.
Call 673-6760

the -weekend,

Draw 1,000 Spectators

prevent the American Division
ONE QUESTION that almost
everyone asks me is: "Should
I try to teach my youngster
(or wife) to Swim?" There's

352-2709

ships.

Waycinden All -Stars

the

'

Jr.

courts to decide the champion-

over the High Ridge Stars in Matzl of Tiffany's.

Nd.""ioNsi

Mother's care for pre-schoolers in my home.Prefer school
teachers children. 1 blk. south

Heights at 6:30 p.m., tomorrow .
at

FOUR

SPARKS
ON SWIMMING

High School Freshman
Call 392-1558

afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus

Haskell.

1966
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Baby sitting Jobs wanted by

Riverside.

He and Thompson
will . team against Mesch and
Jim Jakubiec of Arlington

trimmed the American League 5-3 in the Minor Division, The
Junior Division battle saw the Brentwood All -Stars wallop the

SP)ORTS

WANT ADS

mitments for Wally Bates of

Stars 14-2 in the Senior Division clash, and the National League

Monday,
August 8,

George

A misguided rescue attempt was one of the clown acts performed by Life
Guards at Uons Park Pool during the annual water carnival Friday night.
Carr and Bog
From the left are Steve Thompson, Hal Abramson, Rick

Tilts Conclude Season

References.

Chicago based company. Good

THE A DIVISION doubles

O'Hara, the colt also ran sec-

and was third in the San Luis
Rey 'Cap. Don Pierce, one of

Berwyn's

FAMILY

finals have been postponed to
tomorrow due to military com-

Tom

ond in the Hollywood Gold Cup

Experienced.
Call 253-3443.

392-7383

finals.

Named after former Loyola
track

to

Hahn and Tom Mersting, 6-3,
6-0, in the B division doubles

scintillating effort in the Sunset
where 'he toured I 5/8 miles
in 2:40 2/5, beating Rehabilit-

ance Armour Handicaps.
Folluv.ing a lengthy

rest,

Bob Sir also ran into bad news,

his

Stars and Stripes and LaurClimax II made his local seasonal debut June 24, closing

THOMPSON'S 6-1, 6-2 victor) gave him the loop championship in the A division.
Arlington's Roger King and

X*-

thrives on running a long dis-

the dirt course.
Yet when trainer

Fur . the son

and West Suburban Tennis
League's Tennis Tournament
at Hinsdale.

Park is 0'. Ira, the English bred son of Bellymoss-Track
The
four -year -old
Medal.

University

Will do ironing in my home.

Must be 16. Phone (8-4:30)-

to Eddie Thompson of Riverside in the finals of the North

Sunset Handicap at Hollywood

ate by two solid lengths.

Dial 255-7200

terday, losing in_ straight_ sets...

sive score in the .550,000 added

bred was merely another struggling runner, who could barely
beat claiming performers on

KI 5-66.50,

Dan
Heights'
Arlington
Mesch ran into a buzz saw yes-

COMING OFF an impres-

by

Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill:

High school boy afternoons,

Net. Finals

in Saturday's event.

evidenced

me today?

Toppled in

Hartack"_

tance . as

Why not call

Don Mesch

with Earlier Fires for the overall Arlington riding crown this
year, will again handle the
assignment astride Climax II

IT WAS JUST about a year
ago that Climax II was launching his mercurial turf career.
Prior to that time the Italian -

Pilot Models Built

24 -Help Wanted Men

morrow and Wednesday.

Climax II now owns a bankroll of $98,052 and hords the
upper hand in the battle for a
national divisional title. He is
expected to follow his engagement in the Grassland with a

paigo. -Bill

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

pect swimmers look on. They are, from left, Connie
Foster, Jema Allen, Coach Zwissler, Mr. Payne,
Paul Sigfusson, and Steve Rieser. Mount Prospect
goes after the conference crown at Northbrook to-

presents

the championship trophy for the Northern Illinois

Also on tap for the week are start in the $50,000 added Linda pair of line overnight handi- hoimar Mon. Sept. 5 before
caps for_ Illinois_ bred and/or - journeying East for a fall cam$15 ,000

Auto. Elec. Controls
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

22 -Jobs Wanted -Women

15 -horse

three -lengths

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

YOUR

field
and bettered The Dancer during
a torried stretch duel.

OTHER TOP candidates to
the I 1/8 miles romp around
are:

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

bay roared from far back in
the

439-8931

11 -Business Services

and Stripes July 4. the stout

first time since 1962.

infield green

Free transportation -,share a
Leave
ride to St. Louis.
Prefer woman
Wednesday.
who drives. Referencds.

a'ti5

gins today at Arlington Park,
The new meeting marks the fourth and final phase of the coordinated 103 -day season through Mon. Sept. 12, later throwing
the spotlight on the $150,000 added Futurity Sept. 10, $100,000
added Lassie Stakes Sept. ,3, and $100,000 added Washington
Park Handicap Aug. 27, among other top attractions.
August Muckler's -Climax
II, who has used a remarkable with a rush in typical fashion
local .campaign to stake his to take a 5 1/2 furlongs dash
claim to the 1966 grass -racing by three -parts of a length over
John V. Established the favorchampionship, and Greentree
Stable's O'Hara, a fine stakes - ite in the $50,000 added Stars

the

adults. 253-9030. '

fJ

The $40,000 added Grassland Handicap, sure to attract many
of the nation's top turf stars, is headline event Saturday during
Washington Park Jockey Club's initial week of racing which be-

winning West Coast invader,
rule the early choices for the
Grassland, being run for the

259-0133.

NEWS CO.

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS. INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

aeAtiell

ADS

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

NOTICE

Mt. Prospect

The DAY classified

5

5'

department

7
7

is now open

for business.

I

2
2

2
3
5

7.
10

OFFICE HOURS:

OFFICE HOURS:

Weekdays 9`a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:3d a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 6:30 p.m. by

Hours:

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
Sy the State of,1111nols.

8:30 A. M.
'

until i:CO F. M.

N

THE DAY.

Monday. August 8; 1966

-

3

CALL

255-00

3

BEFORE 4 P.M.
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

2A -Help Wanted Men

FULL TIME

DRIVER

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

delivery

TERRACE

Call after ,6 P.M.

FOft
Eves. and weekends.
STANDARD SERVICE

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

1000 S. Arl. His. Rd.

24 -Help Wanted Men

AIRLINE CLERK
Mature man with apptitude for

259-1457

figures, age no barrier. -Cus-.
tomer service work, night

shift 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. Call

TESTERS

BUTLER AVIATION
O'Hare Field

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS
Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

DOMESTIC DEPT.

SET-UP MAN
Experienced punch press operator to set-up presses, make
minor adjustments and change-overs. Good starting salary

Manager or Trainee
Excellent opportunity
for advancement.
Paid vacations and
benefits.
Salary open.

CALL MRS. OLSEN

PAID VACATION
PENSION PLAN 7 PAID HOLIDAYS HOSPITALIZATION
SICK LEAVE
- FREE COFFEE

are an experienced well -qual-

ified
foreman looking for
a change and greater responsibilities, this is a.challengtog position. Must be experienced in welding, fabrication, machining, assembly,
and finishing.

392-4250

perience and ability is the

prime requisite. Excellent future with growth potential.

Top benefits. Include salary
required with resume. Write

,,E u.

CL 9-1620

Rolling Meadows

NO AGE LIMIT

ASSEMBLERS
PRECISION MECHANICAL
We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and -use
precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

Coma in or Call

24 -Help Waded Mee

Blacktop Work

Masonry

Stanley's

would, be High School

business

areas,

resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Exp Qual Workmanship
7 days a week service

Painting. Wallpaperg, Tiling. Free estimate.

Work Guar Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

CL 3-7384

537-8228

Suburban
Decorators

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed Don't

Excellent opportunity for a
young man to get started In
a well established growing
electronics industry. Progressive employee benefits
and fine working conditions

decide until you call us for
free

estimate.
Open
hours 7 days a week
Phone 439-1794

painting.

mates.

FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfac-

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 20C - Colors 25c
Now available in red, green,

tion guar.
color design.

See and Buy them at

Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture
Cleaners

Phone CL 5-1015

Home Maintenance,
Insured.

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.
Serving

the entire N.W.
area
Driveways,
patios,
etc Protective curbing for

work guaranteed. Free

All
es-

timates. 529-6587.
DressmakingSewing

Individualized

styling,

de-

signing & alterations Near
Randhurst

255-0348

Fully

Free
Estimates.
259-5066

Rental Service

UNITED RENT-ALLS

708 E. N/W Hwy.
259-3350

Arl. Hghts.

We Rent Most Everything
Tools, Rug & Floor Machines Roll -a -ways & Hospital Beds, Dishes & Silver
Service,
Equip.

Lawn & Garden

WORKING SUPERVISOR
(DAYS)
We are in need -of a man 25-40 with eiperieneis 14
vision, machine setup, and handling women in prOduet*

LEARN
SWITCHBOARD

As' you sit in reception area
of newly remodeled office of

local firm. S/B is not toobusy
easy to onerate, Light typing
and good phone voice quali-

who will take over the direct responsibility and "duties as
outlined for a department.

Applicant should have experience doing this type'.of work.

Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee

benefits. If you feel you are qualified please call Dan Sundt
for appointment.

Prospect , Heights

774-9393

STENOGRAPHER

_

For High School District 4214'

259-5300 EXT. 37

tion and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

Health Program)
From Aug. 8 to 11 we will
be interviewing from 9 AM
to 1 PM women interested in
a 5 wk. nurses aide training
program, starting Aug. 15.
Good starting salary. Upon
completion

of

this study

course, you will be eligible
for excellent positions in the

hospital field. Study materials
free. Apply NOW1 Personnel

DRAFTSMEN
Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yra.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

ELECTRICAL
Prepare electrical schematic wiring. diagram drawings
from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance

with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metil, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts' from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

director.

MART/Al

HIGHLAND PARK
HOSPITAL

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Highland Park, Ill.

537-2180

ELECTRICAL
DRAFTSMAN

NOTICE
designations

DISSATISFIED
UNITED

With Your Job And Traveling?

RENT -A LLS

Work For A Good Company

PHONE 259-3350

are made only (1) to

We offer top pay, automatic increases, health and life insurance, and cafeteria. These are permanent positions
with a company that has an outstanding record of growth
and prosperity.

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. sere. on all brands.

Free est.' in your home.
oil & adjust, $3.
24 hr. phone serv.

OWELDERS-FABRICATORS $2.68-2.93

-

ASSEMBLERS
$2.18-2.77
MACHINE OPERATORS $2.18-2.62

Due to a heavy long-range building. program, Pure oil

Company is in need of an electrical draftsman, preferably with' three or more years experience. We would pre-

let them know which
positions the advertiser

Enjoy working in the Northwest suburbs. We are Located
south of Palatine at junction of highways 53 and 58. Please
call or write in confidence to employment department.

Involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to Indicate

Nolt.

convenience to our readers

to

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

fer an architectural background as the person will be involved in the layout 'of building and yard lighting and deter-

mining wire requirements for lighting and motors. Our
buildings include service stations, bulk plants, large interstate complexes, and truck stops.

PURE OIL COMPANY

limitation,

ation in emplpyment prac-

Minimum Age, 18

TRIUMPH & FIAT

LE 7-1166

tices.

,

Mr. Wackerman

Tree ServiceLawns Mowed

Wheeling

Tool Makers

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

824.2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

.TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587

IN INE

mg

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

MACHINISTS

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Trimming - Cutting

824-9530

Palatine, Ill.

537-6100

Varied Machining Ability
Experience on Jigs, Minn:a and Assembly Tools.

824-2865

LA 9-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

4 -Help Wanted Men.
.

'571 S. Wheeling Rd.

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

A Division of Union Oil Company of California

200 E. Golf Rd.

Average 10 hours overtime per week

Trash Hauling

W
it?
in:: EC.

in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as 'reasonably necessary to the normal °pd.ation
of
his business
or enterprise, or (2) as a

specification or discrimin-

Transporation

MU FIND

as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Employment Agency columns

GENERAL BLOWER CO.

BARRINGTON

DU 1-2400

area code 312
ID 2-8000

WHEELING
."

Des Plaines, Ill.
824-1188

NURSES A I DES
(Man Power for

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitaliza-

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

MT East Northwest Hwy.

immediate opening, interesting work, pleasant surround
togs.

Wheeling

250 N. 12th ST.

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

Aristocrat

1414 E Davis St
Arlington Heights

driveways.

interior

Call Leo's
CL 3-7374

black, brown, yellow, buff.
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

Also

825-7117

4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

GET THE BEST

NILES

7205 N. Meade

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

Des Plaines

RUBBISH REMOVAL

358.4882

24

Cement Work

asphalt

esti-

C.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

824-1188

Foreign Car Salei - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.

Free

CLearbrook 9-1620

392-6100

392-1830

800 East Northwest Hwy.

Interior and exterior quality

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
207 N. Evergreen

Paid Sick Leave
Paid Hospitalization
Free Coffee

LAGIL110,, oat.

3 LOCATIONS

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Mount Prospect News Agency

or hobby electronics.

894-3115

Rick's Decorating

coating,

Trainees or Experienced

Road

Call

Clean,

Painting -Decorating

.

For Morning Paper Route

Mount Prospect

Sewing Machine Repass

Meyers

Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:

Paid Vacations
Frequent Increases
7 Paid Holidays

N.W. CHICAGO

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

'

maintenance.

"SHEETS" 100% FREE

8144 1/2 N. Milw.

BOYS

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Call 255-1200

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:

WANTED

LITTELFUSE

ADVERTISING

ferred. Interesting and re -

(nights)

Experienced man with knowledge of industrial bt....ling

Miss Paige

Let us help make your...DAY!

PHONE CL 3-7384

experience one
year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college
graduates - math magma preMinimum

- $650
$300
"We cover all suburbs"

fies. Salary open, high free.

BUSINESS
Service Directory
DECORATING

SBC requires computer operators for IBM System/360.

24 -Help Wanted Men

electrical courses. Service
electrical courses, DeVry
Institute, general basement

For

24 -Help Wanted Men

MAINTENANCE MAP

1001 Busse Road

OFFICE POSITIONS

24 -Help Wanted Men

and associating with electrical circuitry and equipment. Background for this

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

24 -Help Wanted Men

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

an equal opportunity employer
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

An equal opportunity employer.

This is an excellent jobopening for a young individual
(19
25) who has some experience and knowledge and
a particular knack in working

550 W. Northwest Highway
Barrington
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

RICK'S

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

217 S. Arl. His. Rd., Arlington His.

accompany this job.

DUnkirk 1-2400

_Need extra money to return to
school? Paying $2.78 per hr.
for days of August 24, 25, 26.
Inventory work..

UNITED MOTOR SERVICE
Div. of General Motors Corp.

LAB. TECH.TRAINEE

Job

YOU'LL FIND IT IN THE

Apply Nowl

296- 1142

Chicago, Ili. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021

15

COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL TEACHERS

All Levels

DES PLAINES

lege education, but your ex-

Box #1036. TheArlingtonDay,

atm

ACCOUNTANTS

Prefer man with some col-

& excellent possibility for advancement.

'1100 Hicks Road

Modern N.W. suburban plant
needs shirf-sleeved, take charge type man with ability
to plan, direct, and control

up to 50 employees. If you

Wheeling

517-5100
An Equill Opportunity Employer

,Ritzenthaler Bus Lines
392-9300

FOREMAN

Phone 886-7000

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

Paid vacation

-

Arlington Day
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women
217 S.Arl.Hgts.Rd.
Arlington Hgts,,
Box 1034

or stop out today.

Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.

t(D

Young man to learn'non ferrous metal business. No previous training in this field required. Mechanical aptitude
advantageous. Good opportunity for young married man.
Insurance and profit sharing.
Send resume to

CL 5-2441

ARLINGTON

111 W. Central Rd.

Full time

ONLY

DAYS

VACATIONING

for
SCHOOL BUS

SALES TRAINEE

DRIVERS

PART TIME.

LINES

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women'

MECHANIC

AND

SUPPLY CO.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help. Wanted Men

$

Boring Machine Operators

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.
FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2. 65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

helpful.

Drill .Press Operators
Must be able to set-up and operate.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances:, Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits, include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DIJ 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY:.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
-PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

A141777Af.

ENTAILS,

DIVISION OF -MARTIN COMPANY
250 NORTH 12th STREET
(OFF, DUNDEE ,RD`

.

-`

WHEELING

537-2180

THE. DAY

Monday, August 8,1966

'

Help4atted-Wein

30-11elp Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

TYPIST
and general office work. Var-

ied duties in sales department
of growing automation machine tool builder. Air conditioned office., Paid Hospitalization.
Profit sharing.
Hours 800 -'5:00. $90 weekly.

UNIMATIC
MACHINE
PRODUCTS
9543 W. Ainslie

Schiller Park, Ill.

PERSONNEL CLERK
TYPIST

Permanent full time position
in an establiihed Personnel
Department is available for a
woman who has had general

office or personnel experience.

Responsibilities will include
record keeping, compiling insurance, pension and employment reports with some emphasis on personnel research
and labor -relations activities.
Typing necessary and office
deexperience
machine
sirable.
Pleasant working conditions,
excellent fringe benefits and
commenserate salary. Apply
in person, Personnel Depart-

THE DOLE VALVE CO.
YOUZI FIND IT IN ME

6201 W. Oakton

WANT ADS

RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

26-11elp,Wanted Men Or Woment

and sodering. New plant and
liberal benefits. Call

Morton Grove

26 -Help .Wanted Men

Or.

Women

DRIVERS

Unusual opening for willing
worker in the field, of consumer credit.

Bank of Elk Grove

359-3560
Electro-netic Labs

ment.

678-9790

WOMAN
NEEDED
For light assembly, wiring,

.CREDIT TYPIST

RECEPTIONIST

Stenos

exec. or arrival then escort
them in. Light typing and plea-

WANTED

FULL TIME SECRETARY
with typing & shorthand ability. Hours 8:30 to 4:30. Full

insurance program. Retire-

sant manner required. $950
mo. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

ment benefits. 2 weeks va
cation after first year.
RIVER TRAILS SCHOOL

'774-9399

For School Buses and Travel-alls. A.M. and
P.M. Routes. Guaranteed ifeekly Salary plus
Bonuses. Group insurance Available.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Contact

Mr. Frale

392-5800
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Womeni

392-9300

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Des Plaines. llinois

1365 Lee Street
824-6135

/74.5155

An Equal Opportunity Employer

F. T. - MAN - DAYS
P . T. - MAN - (Moon Lighter). After 4 P.M,

F.T . -WOMEN - DAYS
Cooks Helper
Salad Lady
Cart Assembler

CL 9-1000

any ambition individual.

MACHINESHOP SETUP MAN
experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

MULTI LI TH -OPERATOR-DRIVER
Will operate multilith machine -part time. Drivingof company
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

9011111

LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist in project work.

Interest in
chemistry or allied sciences desirable. HighSchool graduate
with 1 Oar of college or equivalent night school.

PURCHAS ING EXPED ITER
Follow up purchase order with vendors.

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
Rervice.
*Company paid

'insurance

*Early seniority in
new.plants.
*Tuition paid
* Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

WrJte, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

'AMPEX
Landmeier Rd.

2201 Lunt Rd.
Lunt Rd.

High School graduate - responsibilities include stock receiving, inventory and miscellaneous duties.

GIRL
FRIDAY
We are looking for a neat,
pleasant woman to work in

our one girl office. Job
includes typing and other

PART TIME

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

G.E. 30" elect. range with
timer. Used 5 mos. $95 or
best fair offer. 259=4350.
Motorola TV. 17" with stand.
Table Model. Best Offer.
392-3428

learn the procedures of a
fascinating business.

DANCING TEACHER

253-5000
GEO. POOLE FORD

Remington Portable typewriter, good shape.' 255-5941.

You have an opportunity to

Two almost new white wall

tires. 7.75 X 15.$25.358-7753
after 5 P.M.
,30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Must Be Versatile
259-9500

DELORES El LER

PERSONNEL

SCHOOL OF DANCING

CLERK - TYPIST

30 -Help Wanted -Women

INTERVIEWER

ELK GROVE

,Our employment manager
for women is seeking an ag-

A

OFFICE-- WelIKEREI

woman as an assistant. To

qualify, a individual must

UNIQUE

Work Days,
Weeks or Months
Top Rates
Convenient Locations

POSITION

be thoroughly versed in recruiting factory applicants
for manufacturing. Position
also includes recruiting
clerical applicants, and related phases of personnel
work. Some college desired
but

follow thru with. little su-

Lifesavers, Inc.
Randhurst Center

392-192(
Room 03

Prof. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

pervision, handle detail, and
have the ability to type; this
position will interest you.
Our firm offers many fringe
benefits, including a tuition
refund plan, a fine insurance

If you are a 'High School

program and an employee
store. Please apply in person, or call 562-7100, ext.

commercial course while in

723.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

pearing individual is that you

NC

A 1. ellhe GT.

must be a good typist. Job

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

NORTHLAKE, ILL

LITTELFUSE
800 East Northwest Hwy.

degree is not nec-

essary. Consideration will
be given to applicants who
have had minimum of 2-3
years experience in re-

cruiting and interviewing.
Many fringe benefits including tuition refund plan.

Please call for an appointment. 562-7100. Ext. 723.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A M,... ./.M Gf.fle...4

Ce.p....1

cated in Elk Grove Village
has an opening for inexperienced typist. Duties include

the typing of Bills of Lading, packing slips, filing,
and other clerical operations. Working hours are
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Many

fine fringe benefits are offered. Please apply at the
following address.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A M. -1.i e/ Om GUI lomul,

(31

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

NORTHLAKE, ILL

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

Dept. The only prerequisite
outside of being a neat ap-

calling us concerning this
opening which is also ac-

a

Our Shipping Department lo-

400 North Wolf Road

school, you might be the ideal
candidate for the job we have
open in our Customer Service

involves order taking, order
calling, customer phone contact, delivery scheduling &
order processing.
Feel free in stopping by or

VILLAGE

a

gressive. experienced -

Most Daysies Won't Tell

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer
M&F

KEY PUNCH TRAINEES
Training positions open in Key Punch Department for qualified individuals.

Please call employment department for details.

An Equal Oprlupty Employer

Des Plaines

1101.

PURE OIL COMPANY

.

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
GENERAL CLERK

High School gaduate.

Starting . assignment a variety of
general office duties.. .Outstanding opportunity to learn
end adiance to a more responsible position.

DETAILERS
With mediuhi machine background experience preferred.

ACCOUNTING CLERK

High school graduates experienced in general accounting
duties desirable. Excellent opportunity to learn and advance
to a more responsible position.

A Division of Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road
Palatine, Illinois

Has Job Openings For

LA 9-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CLERK TYPISTS
DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
ACCOUNTING MACHINE OPERATOR
Apply Personnel Department
1661 Northwest Highway

-

Park Ridge

.

Sales Positions. In the Chicago
Area. Salary plus Commissions..

Elk Grove Village

'Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement,

439-8700.

UARCO. INCORPORATE°,

baron Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Hospitalization available
See Scotty Robinson

30 -Help Wanted -Women

824-1188

CREDIT CORRESPONDENT

Must have capacity for detailed work. Experience in credit
and collection work or in handling customer correspondence
needed. College degree or equivalent evening courses in
business administration preferred.

Paid vacations and holidays

Podlin Dr.
Franklin Park, Ill.

companied by fine progressive employee benefits.

RECEIVING CLERK

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

3741

C.

Positions Available

CASHIER SWITCHBOARD
18 OR OLDER

McDan Corporation

An equal opportunity employer

graduate and have taken a

Experience in custodial duties desirable.

2
.

392-4250

Road

TYPIST

OPENINGS AT UARCO

Salary open,

varied duties. No age limit.

This is a challenging and an
unusual position. If you have
a flare for writing, abilityto
deal effectively with people,

CUSTODIAN
Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School education. Full or part-time.Day

WONDERFUL

a must.*

Route #83
An equal opportunity employer

CALL MRS. OLSEN

8501 West Higgins

APPLY PERSONNEL

800 W. Central Rd.

439-8700
Located between Higgins and

FULL TI ME JOB
.

SBC requires key punch oper-

says STIVERS is

/* Heights
Arlington

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

benefits.

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

But A rl in gton Days le

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

AMPEX

40 hour week.
Paid vacations and

296-1142

Tempordry

***********************

Phone or Visit

Call 766-8650.

774-9393

etc.

WORK

Subsidiary of IBM

Miss Paige

salary, reviews, profit sharing, air conditioned office,

GENERAL OFFICE

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

DOCTOR'S

with the director of industrial
relations. Good
starting

interview appointment.

WANTED FOR

DES PLAINES .

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021

duties in our expanding
personnel department working

MATURE WOMAN

or night shift. Apply:

Apply in person
Mnt. Prosp. Cinema
827 Rand Rd.

Challenging position in our
growing organlzation.Various

ambitious person seeking a
career. Good
permanent
starting salary.- paid yacation - sick leave & group insurance benefits. Please call
Mr. Colby - 775-7166 for an

All Levels

OFFICE HELP

7205 N. Meade

ing, experience. Exceptional
opportunity for an intelligent,

AMPLEX CORP.

296-1142

benefits.

INSPECTOR

ing. 37 1/2 hour week.

CLERK TYPIST
Sales and Administrative
DES PLAINES

wk. free.

If you can fill any of the above positions, we can assure
you of permanent employment, good salary, and many

No experience necessary as we will train.

Young woman needed for order
modern, airin
desk
, conditioned office. Light typ-

No Sets. or evenings. $90

knowledge of production scheduling.

ASSEMBLERS

GENERAL OFFICE

needs a girl with light typing
and neat appearance to train
as receptionist. You'll learn
to greet patients, answer
phones. and schedule appts.

(Hospital)'

Experience in procurement of parts or related items and

Ability to, read bipe prints, micrometers and indicators is

No typing -phone Mr. Arnold,
255-8051.

SECRETARIES

GIRL FRIDAY
Excellent neighborhood doctor

DIETARY DEPT.

JUNIOR PLANNER

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS

Receptionist -Gen. Office

PHONE 827-1108

. CASHIER
Mon. thru Fri.
1
to 5 P.M.
18 yrs. or over.

PERSONNEL
CLERK

SWITCHBOARD

Immediate opening available
Should be capable of meeting

Filing, varied duties in plant
(will train), No bookkeeping,

439-4455

Paid Holidays
Free Hospitalization
Rnnua fir night work
A pply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri, 9 to 12 Saturdays

Paid rest periods

Free Life Insurance

Steady employment

RECEPTIONIST -

people and have some typ-

Call Jane Nelson

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

Call 272-3757.

for career minded woman.

Elk Grove Village

1855 Greenleaf
Elk Grove Village

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
'Pleasant working contrt's

women in our new plants

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

CUSTOM PLASTICS,
INC.

NEWS CO.

of Plastic Products

,Excellent opportunity. for sec-

'retary with bookkeeplagbackWORLD'S LARGEST
ground. Salarycommensurate
TEMPORARY SERVICE with experience. Northbrook.

7194 West Higgins, Chicago

LAKE DISTRICT

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

The following positions are now available- for men and

ANALYZERS

modern office'.

Temporary Service

Apply in Person

Join

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7;30 pm

RIGHTGIRL

fice machines. 40 hrs, per
week. Paid vacation. Profit
sharing plan if eligible. H,ospital insurance available.

RITZENTHALER BUS LINES

Join A Profit Sharing Company

INTERVIEWING:

Paid Vacations

and able to operate normal of-

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

AMPEX

PLUS

Girl Friday wanted.. Pleasant
working conditions, in a new

Must be good with figures

General Molded Products Inc.

Male & Female

First 5 Days Pay

Top Rates

Experienced - or we will train
Part time or Full Time positions available.

DAV I DSMEYER

2513 E. Higgens Road

With

Excellent Working conditions.

PART TIME OFFICE
help InRandhurst applyTedd's
Tepee. Tue-Thur. or Sat.

437-3767 or 437-9495
BUS SERVICE, INC.

$10 BONUS
$75 BONUS

School Bus Drivers

MALE OR FEMALE

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

No experience necessary. Will

train. 5 day 40 hour week.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Secretaries
Clerks

BOOKKEEPER
Girl for accounts receivable.

DIST. 026
1400 E. Kensington
4,, Mt. Prospect
Phone - 296-2150

IMMEDIATE WORK

Typists

it at' front' desk and
greet all visitors, check their
appointments, notify proper

Palatine, ni.

PART TIME

SECRETARY
BOOKKEEPER

MANPOWER

RECEPTIONIST

AND

439-1666

You'll

350 W. Colfax St.

TEMPORARY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help. Wanted -Women

Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

ASSEMBLERS
Electronic component manufacturer has limited openings on
2nd or 3rd shifts, full or part time.Experience not necessary.
We will train.

APPLY
West County Line Rd.

r
Barrington,
DUnkirk 1-4090
An equal opportunity emploier
J

TRW.ELECTRONICS666 Garland Place
An -Equal Opportunity Employer.

'Des Plaines

NURSING
ASSISTANTS
No experience necessary, excellent paid training program.
Year round permanent employment plus merit increases.
Good salary plus many employee benefits.
The above important positions offer the satisfaction of working with people. Only those seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply.
APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSP ITAL
800 W; Central Rd.

CL 9-1000

Arlington Heights

11 -hilts Wadod-lkoso

1-tldp Watoi-VIssoo

7188118-17onso

80 -Help Waited -Mimes

Refrig. $5. Headboard; chests;
tables; misc. items. 250 to

$3.00. CL.9-9031
Soft Water $5.00 a month'

Looking for
a Permanent

255-4515.
8,000

Automatic thermostat.
$75.. Kenmore auto. gas dryMU.

Job?

3 cycle.

offer. 259-0460.

is

259-4596 atter 5 P.M.
Pure bred male Ger man Shepherd puppies. Not registered.
$25 ea. 255-3406.

OPEN EVENINGS

UNTIL 9 p.m.

8I -To Rent Miscellaneous
41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

HALL RENTALS

40%-70% Savings

Low summer rates for

23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

Weddings

Graduations, etc.

delivery arranged. 773-0252
after 12 noon.
Charcoal Gray 3 piece Sectional. excellent cond. $75.
Call after 8 p.m. 529-4148.

LUXURIOUS
CARPETING

SAVE TO 507.
100'S DECORATOR COLORS

' For Bath, Kitchen, Rec. Rm.
VAUGHN PLAN & SUPPLY
427-2216
CL 5-8478
By Appointment Only

Budget Terms Available

,

Growers of nursery
Straight Merian.

126 W. Main St. -Barrington
Phone DU -1-3434

as $100 down. These are repossessed by VA, and offered
to anyone. Come in and talk
it over with us.

.88 -Real Estate-Vacant-

PHILIPPE BROS .
REALTY

434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
FL 8-1800
Open9.to
.

ARLINGTON- HEIGHTS

THE BEST SOD YOU
-HAVE EVER SEEN

are for

3.50 sq. yd. picked up.

3.80 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles
west of Dundee. Gilberto.

COIL WINDERS

.

426-5108.

55 -Musical Instruments

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines, For Various Type Of Coil

'cordian. Red pearl. $100 or
best offer. 259-5243.

2 Conn & Olds cornets $90

each. King "Silver Sonic"
trpt, $185. Nat'l. 2 -neck steel
gtr, $75. Supertone steel gtr.,
$20. Brilhart sax m'plece $15.

Elec. guitar 3 pickup deluxe
model, used 2 mos. Will
demonstrate. $75. 392-7043.
Slingerland drums comp w/

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

amble. Never used , Sprkle sit-

prl. Must see to appreciate.
Call after 6 p.m. - CL 5-3566
56 -Office Furniture -Devices

One transcriber for use with
Edison voice writer, all

Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

attach. Good. cond.- $50 - Mr.
Hubble. Days 439-4777; Eve.
259-5283
60 -Sporting Goods

GENERAL

E

dr

SYSTINl

in

HAMPTON
COURT II
Miner & Eastman Sts.

Prestige apartment homes offer a wide choice in accomecies to unique duplex maison-

Colonial architecture
Kitchen breakfast bar
Color -styled appliances
Garbage dialysers
Ceramic tiled baths
Carpeted living area

Outdoor recreation areas
in park -like surroundings
Air conditioning
Soft water
Basement storage
Off-street parking
1 to 2 full baths

$150 to $280 per Mo.
HEAT INCLUDED

October Occupancy
Contact:

Best Prices Paid

MUSTANG MTRS.

BARRI NG TON

Bicycles 2 women's and men's

AREA

26", English type, 3 speed,
hand brakes; rear mounted

5 acre home site, 5 minutes

from commuter station. 5 year

contract if desired. Barrington School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably

.priced.
AGENT - LF 4-2186

56, Triumph H & C Ca n%
12 1/2:1 pistons rebuilt full

McHENRY

1 block From River
$800 per lot

cond. Low mileage.

392-

1529 after 5 P.M.
'66 Trail 90 cc.Honda.Double
sprocket. Low mileage. Many

OPEN EVENINGS
UNTIL 9 p.m.

extras. $350 or best offer.

HOME REALTY

439-0592

S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

358-4555
86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

CHARMING - AUTHENTIC
EARLY AMERICAN HOME AND GARDEN

IN COUNTRY CLUB AREA
Two story red brick, partially vine covered, central hall,
large master bedroom and two smaller: 1 1/2 baths, living room with fireplace, dining room, kitchen, louvered
interior doors, separate single car brick garage, separate
tool storage shed, stone patio area with brick barbecue.
screened porch, formal garden, weeping willow tree, two
apple trees, box elder tree, attractively landscaped overall on 150 x 60 lot. Phone CL 3-6597 for appointment with
owners.

WARNER
Managing Agents

Camper Trailer Stircraft,
sleeps 8, 1 yr. old retail'
$1800 asking $1000 or best of-

fer. CL 3-8607

21 E. PROSPECT AVE.
MOUNT PROSPECT

392-7800
86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

$22,950
Remodeled older home in choice location. Walking distafice
to shopping and transportation.

ONE EAST CAMPBELL:

TIFFANY PARK

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
.253-2111.

35' NEW HOMES - 3 & 4 BEDROOMS
$21,450 - $25,350'

Open dally 12100 -- Phone 392-5249
An equal oppartunity-employer (M&F)

Member M .A.

Model Homes at 4407 Wilke

MULTIPLE'

ROLLING, MEADOWS.
Regattliomes, Inc.

,

Ill -Motorcycles And Scooterst

Riverside '68 motor bike. Just
like new. Best offer. Call
after 6 P.M. 392-2469.
'66 Honda. Sport 50. Exc:

SELL

4 LOTS

132

child seat, Acc.255-5941.

balanced Call bet. 4:30 & 6.
724-8077

o-

win

Palatine

110 -Bicycles

BAIRD

1/2 mile mirth of: North Avenue on Wolf Road.
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

ILLINOIS

No Junkers

Northwest Rambler - Palatine,.
Clean Cars Wanted

Hardwood floors

A Member of the GT&E Family 'of Companies

NORTHLAKE7

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

dations from large efficienettes featuring paneled dens

Lester walnut Spinet & bench.
Ex. Cond. $400 or best offer.
120 bass child's size ac-

299-4802.

INTERVIEWING

LUXURY

101 -Automobiles Wanted

OPEN SUNDAYS

If you have a good credit'
rating - VA homes are a-

sod.

255-2834. Best offer.

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

even More

SOD
Blue Grass Sod Nursery.

mission, air - cond., power
steering & power brakes,
radio speaker, very clean.

Owner transf.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

'62 Volkswagen. Excellent
condition. $750. 259-1110.

top. Silver blue, Auto. trans-

in

reduced to $30,000.

50 -Landscaping

Openings .on
Three Shifts

car garage.

tion $300. 392-3915.1953 Cadillac Fleetwood,good
condition, full power, best
offer 299-4739

9815.
'58 Buick Super. 4 -door, hard-

reduced for quick sale $56,900.
COUNTRY ACRE close toVillage. 4 bedrooms, study, 2

baths, Cathedra ceiling

'58 Chevy Station Wagon.1962

1957 VW- New tires, new
paint. $375. Good cond. -392-

cases. Towering shade trees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn, 3 -car garage.

_AMERICAN LEGION HALL
cL3-2973
Don Wheeler,

vailable to you for as little

Also Genuine Ozite VectraIndoor-Outdoor Carpet

beautiful family room w/book-

living room and dining -L. 2 -

Parties

piece or room. Terms and

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

'places. large dining room,

tion after 6, CL 3-4741.

7964

ASSEMBLERS

OMATIC ELECTRIC

Arl. Hgts., Semi furnished. Call for informatown

Reg. - Male - 8 wks. C1-3-

are for

you --authentic Williamsburg
Colonial home on 7.6 acres.
6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 flre-

4 -Room house, 2 bedrooms

Miniature Schnauzers AKC-

5122.
,.!5.11_Fmrd_Ranc h_wa

'58 Chevy convertible, Hurst
3 sp. 348 cu. in. good condi-

Palatine, Illinois

in-laws, horses? Perfect for

3 blocks from depot and down-

'84 Grand Prix. with air cond.
PS, PB, elec. windows. Low
mileage. By owner. 255-

259-5243.

358-4555

358-4555_

tens to be given to good homes.
358-9283.

call after 6 P.M. 253-5494.

engine. 6 cyl. st. overdrive.
R & H. $250 or best offer.

HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

16 -To Rea Houses

253-7754

1964 Olds. Dynamic 88. 4 dr.
H.T. Pwr. brakes & steering.

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.

HOME REALTY

Palatine

children dogs. Box
trained. Best offer. 437-4423.
Two beautiful long-haired kit-

Vents, Vinyl top, Leather interior, Pre.Tires , Low Miles,

offer. CL. 9-5777
'64 Corvair Monza. 2 door.
Exc. cond. $1195 or beat offer. 259-2753

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Loves

Factory. A/C, P/Windows and

'carpeting, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, awnings, extra
large family room and 2 car
garage. Ask us about the
'price, You'll be surprised!!

.192 S. Northwest Hwy.,

HOME REALTY

Siamese kitten, pure bred.

31350.57

hoine-iiith-2-flielila-neil,-9.7* - transm., radio, heater. Best

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

9040.

HEIGHTS .- 3

bdrm. Lannon stone, Ranch

F.-willitederaterte-lett--

pies. $30. No papers. 537-

Openings on
First and Second. Shifts

ARLINGTON

snow tires.
439-6942

$2100

8 room, 4 bedroom brick and
frame home. 2 1/2 baths,
full basement. 2 car garage
4 years old.

6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
bdrm - $185.. 1 bdrm - $150.

Black and whit male terrior.
House trained. 8 months old.

10 weeks old.AKC registered.
392-8429
375.
Pure bred German Shep. pup-

YOU!!

road. Many extras.$31,500.00

2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities

German Shepard male pup.

for

garage.3 blies . to grade school,
1 mile to shopping,bus & rail-

1. Central air. -conditioning

44 -Dogs, Pets_ And_Equipment_

99 -Automobiles For Sale

63 Buick Riviera, PA., P.B.,

full basement, 2 -car attached

Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

Craft Inboard.

CL 5-6320

set,

6 room, 2 baths, solid brick
ranch in Mt. Prospect. Patio;

Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at

Chrysler motor with trailer
392-0126.
and extras.
12' alum. runabout. 25 HP.

Call Brims Real Estate

.family .of yours! 8 rm. bi- '61 4 dr V 8 'Chevy Biscayne. Auto. Like new white
level, 4 bdrm, brick and fraMe
home, 2 1/2 baths, fireplace,. walls. R, Exc. Cond. $595.
large living room and dining 259-3521.
room, 2 car -garage one large. '65 Dart, 4 Dr. '6 cyl. auto/
lot. $31,500.00.
trans. P/S, reclio,W/W.Spare

WILLIAMSBURG

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

IC

PERFECT FOR that large

Dept. A - 1

AT

Pool 3 x 12, pump, skimmer
$60 ea. or offer. CL3-3699.

CL 5 - 3535

1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl. Hts.
Selling Your Home?

at $15,500.00.

'"BE CAREFREE"

Evinrude Motor, electric with
trailer. Skits. $275.255-3753.

__TOMATIC ELECT

shade trees. Perfect for that
"cook out." This le a beauty.

14 -To Rent Apartments

HI -Fl AM -FM RADIO-PHONO

Chris

home with detached garage beautiful back yard with large

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788.
Palatine

$60. Bolex H-16, $95. Bolex
H-8, w/3 lenses, $150. 4, ft.
level, $4. Plumb 20 -oz. hammer, $2. K&E plane -table tripod, w/case, $15. 8 mm film
editor, 35. 299-4802.

17'

FOLZ REALTY

Residential - Commercial

PARTAKE
'

$75 or best

Webcor 3-spkr. tape rcdr,

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

96 -Real Estate Wanted

2 bdr m. neivly decorated ranch

profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

1 wheel box traller.4'x4,x18"
Exc. Cond. Corn. with hitch.

er.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

will get you into your own

ci .5410:

Fedders Air Cond.

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

Monday,. August 8, 1966

Looking for a challenge that

'Johnson Water Softener.

335.

THE DAY

66 -Business Opportunities

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

t

'LISTING SERVICE:

'

1,
11

L
DRIVIR

101

10 AIN .}1

QUALITY FOODS

as a 'Bumper Crop" of SAVINGS for YOU!

and LIQUORS.
11110M1 L-1

C1

I11

I StIJO
.

.

DURING

Rio

OUR

\

'LT;
.......". ..,........ ...mom. .......m.

AILY

FREE GIFTS

Register Daily -7 No Purchase Necessary

PRIZE -- COLOR TV
Drawings Daily From Aug. 8 Thru Aug. 20

TV Drawing August 20 At 6 P.M.

Winner Need Not Be Present
We're 41 years old! And for the next two
weeks, we're celebrating. We're giving away
prizes, gifts .. we're planning special events

and we're really putting out the bargains.
So, come on in.
C

S
THESE PRICES EFFECTIVE AUGUST 8 THRU AUGUST 13

Manor House

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
2111

tin

'1"

Red, Yellow, Lo -Cal 46 Oz.

HAWAIIAN PUNCHfor

$100

filisET

TISSUE

Pure Cane

10 for$1"
1 Orolls$10°

1

Juice

9C

GREEN

49cGai.

lb.

494

U.S. #1 10 lb. Bag

RED POTATOES
California
BARTLETT PEARS

lb.194

Our Sweet Corn Speaks for Itself

10.994

Picked Fresh Daily

ENDERLOIN
Oscar Mayer BACON

894 b.

594.

SWEET CORN

89

Whole

BEEF LIVER

Young Steer
Skinned & Deveined

Lemon

CLOROX

GRAPES
SEEDLESS

TailifisTO SOUP

Realemon

Seedless Green

Qt.

21/2 Tins. Your Choice

for

Mayonnaise

53c

$1 00
Qt.

SCHLITZ

lb,

..49 Ili b.

Soft Top

OP

Cans

AWN
IWO

Variety of Flavors

Half Gallon

While They last!
Med Beef & Gravy

ON CO R

Beef

slic:crTbu;lcue;

2 Lb. Package Regular $1.69

$129

Pet Ritz, Reg. 354

CREAM PIES

25C

8 Oz.
Carton

SIX
PACK

590

01.1

Sth $3.69
SMIRNOFF VODKA
JIM BEAM STRAIGHT BOURBON 5th $3.89

7 Star BLENDED WHISKEY 5th $3.39 3/$10
5th $3.98
Lauder's Extra Light SCOTCH
MANISCHEWITZ WINE

Taylor's

Sara Lee Apple & Apricot, Reg. 79$

Danish Coffee Cake

47

Kraft

FRUITceiCOCKTAIL
ELBERTA PEACHES

Aa

35ths $10.00

CHAMPAGNE
WINES

Old Mr. Boston GIN

Sth

Qt.

$1.49

$3.39 3/$10

ye

411.

u itors Urg Tighter Control of Village Funds
all violations

Several specific recommendations to tighten audit procedures of the village of Mount Prospect have been of-

t

fered in a report concerning audit procedures and internal
accounting of village funds.

owing the village an unrecorded amount for services while
an offietting amount is listed as owed the district by the
village.

kets are transmitted to the circuit court

for action.
To close a

loophole, the report recommends

that the villa

r

Ernst & Ernst believes that the account relating to the

be notified each time a traffic

drainage district should be closed.

summons book is iss
to a police officer. The treasurer
would then establish a page in a loose-leaf binder indicating the sequence of the tickets of the books issued.

of Ernst & ' Ernst, Chicago -based
municipal auditing firm, were submitted to members of
Recommendations

the village board Tuesday.

A number of errors were noted in inventory records of
the water department. Ernst said that perpetual inventory
records, instituted in recent years by the water department
are not being properly maintained. At present, purchases

Ernst & Ernst make regular annual audits of various
Copies of transmittal letters accompanying tickets to the

village accounts us a part of their contract.
In submitting the recommendations to the village, the
auditing firm said, "These comments and suggestions are
made solely in the interest of improvements of the village
operations and internal controls and are not intended to

binder.

Upon completion of the summons book by the police officer, the blue duplicate copies which remain in the book
would be routed to the treasurer's office to verify that
all tickets issued :have, in fact, been sent to .the court.
Accountants recommend that accounts in village public

reflect on the honesty or integrity of any officer or. employe "
The accountants said they received full courtesy and cooperation from employes in all departments during the con duet of the examination

benefit funds relating to Weller creek be reviewed. The

accounts have been inactive for several years, according
to the report.' Weller Creek ,Drainage Dist., is listed us

In the area of control over traffic violations, the report'
suggests that the village has no safeguards, to assure that

Fair, Low in

petual records. They also believe that all inventory items'
should be physically counted at least once a year, possibly
on a cycle -counting basis, and the perpetual records be.
adjusted accordingly.

Additional controls over parking meter collections are
recommended. At present. parking meter collections are
deposited in a container located in the village treasurer's
office. This container, while locked, is of a' type that would.

Consolidation of accounts other than the waterworks and
sewage system and special assessment funds is recommended. The audit points out that there are 330 appropria7
Lion expenditure accounts outside these two.
'

.

Ernst & Ernst feels that since less than 5 per cent of
dollar expenditures is represented by approximately
60 per cent of these accounts, many can be consolidated.
Adequate control of the accounts could be maintained
with considerably less detail, the report said. It also
recommended that a similar system of accounting effi,ciency could be adopted by the waterworks and sewage
the

system accounts.

Tbe iprogPect map

WEATHER
Tonight:

and usage are not being posted to. these records.
To remedy this.. the accountants suggest that all transactions regarding inventory items be reflected in the per-

3d District Circuit Court in Park Ridge would be given to
the treasurer to check against the ticket numbers in his

not deter unauthorized entry. The hole into which bags of
coins are dropped is large enough to allow their removal.
Ernst recommends that the container be covered and
that deposits be made into the container by unlocking the
top in the presence of the meter collector and an employe
of the village manager's office. The key for thd container
would be under the control of the village manager.

the

upper 50s. Wednesday: Partly
cloudy; Continued rather cool;
High in the 70s.

Telephone
2554400

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 1, No. 80

Mount Prqspect, III.
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117 S. Main St.

Village to Permit
Paved Parkway

School Board
ies at Rule
On Spanking

Black -top installed on a village parkway at the new office
and maintanance center of Luther & Pedersen. Prospect Av.,
and School St., will be allowed to remain.

Deep Well
OK'd For
Golf Course
The Park Board voted last
night to allow

the village to

drill a deep well on the golf
course of the Mount Prospect
'Country Club.

At a hearing Friday night,
of
the 'judiciary committee
the village board ruled that

the company, which acquired
the old Behrke Tool Manufacturing Co., was acting in
good faith when it put in a
black -top parking area on village parkway facing the building.

Carl

speaking

Peterson,

on behalf of Luther & Pedersen,

representatives

for

ma-

chine tool manufacturers, said
that he had received clearance

superintendent Thomas Cooper and village manager John

Hemmetcr to proceed with the

Mongan.

BY BRUCE CUTLER
At a hearing before the
Dist. 57 board of education
plan commission,, it was unanimous opinion that the park- slapped a school policy stateways, except for entrance and ment on spanking on the pro-

from

Village

Engineer

Ben

work.

The board' directed its at
torney Robert Downing to re guest Village Attorney, Rob- exists, should not be black ert Moore to draft final papers topped.
for board approval of the
transaction.
IF THE judiciary committee

At present there

40.

11111"-

Frederick A. Thulin discusses the high points of model airplane flying with ids daughters Mary (center) and Kristin. The three were Mount Prospect's only entrants in the recent 35th National Model Airplane Championships at Glenview Naval Air Station.

odel Plane Meets
Are a Family Affair.
BY BRUCE CUTLER
Hobbies can be infectious.

and he'll tell you his own hobby for the past 18 years somehow
caught on with his two daughters.

out their normal span.

Mary, IS, and Kristin, 17,
accompanied their father to the

about what moves you'll make

35th National Model Airplane

and then executing them.
"1 think flying is

pretty

Championships at the Glenview

neat."

Air Naval Station last month,
intellectual about flying. "It's

er planes

the excitement of it," she said.

HER SISTER Mary was less

"The spirit of competition,"
away no prizes at Glenview their father commented, "isn't
meet, they have a trophy case for me any more. 1 do it befull at home
cause I enjoy getting out into
Although the Thulins took

rocket power free flight corn-,
petition, while Kristin holds
trophies for first and second
place

in junior combat com-

petition Kristin has been flying

for II years
Asked what she likes most
about flying, she said, "It's
like playing chess -- thinking
11131227'=7.01002221540032nialMaggIM

the open air to enjoy myself."
Thuling explained that all
three preferred what is called
combat competition.
This is where two contestants

are placed in a five foot circle,
with their planes at the end of
a 60 foot control wore.
Each match can last

for

Trailing behind the contestants'

planes

is

a

string,

a

a cardboard identification tag
and a crepe paper streamer.
is

plane

to "kill" an -

by

one's own plane.

CONTESTANTS walk athe circle, manipu-

round in

lated their planes like in combat.

quality, a good motor might
cost between $15 and $30.

The Thulins, besides competing in combat flights, enjoy

it

was

The
judiciary committee
granting Luther & Pedersen
a
variance for the parking
area, however, said that the

acter of the golf course," said company would have to apply
Trustee Robert Colfer, who to Village Manager John Monrepresented the village at the gan for instructions on how
park board meeting. "It will cars should be parked in the
not disturb
residents,"
he
said. "It is close to existing

newly constructed area.

water mains and yet far enough

PETERSON told the judiciary committee that he believed the black -top parking

David Creamer, director of area is actually an improvevillage's public works, al- ment of the property.

the

so attended the meeting.

He said that the company

Lights
Smashed

made

the

improvement

in

good faith, then stopped when
they were told they were in
violation of village ordinances.
The
judiciary committee,

at 801.
Owen.

804,

806
'

and

810

unanimous
variation.

in

allowing

-

My gripe is people
burning garbage too close

to have motors that can de-

it

and the power of the engine.

"If the teachers do not feel
is a need for a policy,"
Russell said, "and if the dis-

23

trict superintendent does not
want it, and if there are no
problems at present, then we

from tax funds are based on
the following levies: education

sented.

let's take the
spanking policy off the agenda."
have peace

so

BOARD member James Ruff
Dist. Supt. Erick A.
Sahlberg what were the prevailing attitudes toward spanking school children among
asked

the

"Personally,". Sahlberg add (Continued on Page 2)

night residents around

the Randhurst Shopping Center

reported they again saw "unidentified flying objects." Sunday they also had reported si-

S297,500 and 1M RF, $178,000.

THE

DISTRICT

schools

have to. comply with the new
Life Safety Code established
by the state: Improvements,
safer
more

for
exit

students, include
signs, some elec-

One flare landed on the roof
of a garage behind,the home at
was

started' but 'an alert neighbor
planes is about 25 minutes in doused it with his garden hose,

Four

41
44.4

Parkway In front of new Luther & Pedersen Co. headquarterr,(formeily the Behrke Tool
Co.) at Prospect Av. and School,, will remain black -topped. Variation for the parking area
was granted by the judiciary committee of the village board Friday night.

-

old

Ernie

and ice cream at the Mount

buted in the following approximate amounts: Three cents for
education fund; 3 cents for Life
Safety Code: 3 cents for transportation fund; 2 cents for interest and bond fund and one
cent for the IMRF fund.
Last year Dist. 214 residents
paid a 51.808 levy per 5100
assessed valuation. It was distributed in the following ap-,
proximate amounts: 51.22 for
education fund; 2 cents for life
safety code; 5 cents for transportation fund: 27 cents for
interest and bond fund and 2
cents for IMRF. There will
be no increase in the build-

While the majority opposed

4:+1

year

home safe last night after an

afternoon and evening of milk
Prospect police station.

The police and Ernie's par-

ents think he was lost - but
Ernie

wasn't

very

disturbed.

Try as they might police
couldn't get him to say who he
was or where he lived.

He was found exploring a
station at Mount Prospect Rd. at U.S. 14 at 4:30
gas

It wasn't until shortly
after 8 p.m. that his worried
p.m.

father

Earnest

called

police

and was told to come down
and pick up his boy.

Wright explained he and his

wife thought Ernie was, at a
neighbor's home.

Stolen Auto
Found Quickly

price range.

"'1.*.r...7.PS

-

Wright, of 208 S. Edward, was

improvements.
The increase will be distri-

A 1965 station wagon, reported

stolen

at

3:06

p.m.

rezoning, some expressed
the view that Riley has been a Sunday by Mrs. Barbara Blaser, 101 W. Sunset, Mount
reputable builder and- would
Prospect, was found by Mount
give the community an asset
Prospect
police at
Lincoln
rather than a liability.
the

"The possibility of these flares
starting fires is great."

Not Ernie

trical work and general safety

units in the $25,000 to $30,000

floated slowly to earth.

The planes are regulated only
by the length of the control wire

Lost?

designed to make the building

THE LIFE SAFETY Code

wood apartment area. They
were attached to parachutes and

fire

fund. 57,200,000: building fund.
All meetings will be open
51,487,500: transportation fund, and residents will be given a
S476.000: Life Safety Code.
chance to express their views.

fund levy since the district already is taxing the
maximum of 25 cents.

Mount Prospect police, however, identified these objects
as flares sent up from the Box-

Haekberry. A

at 8 p.m. at the Rolling
Meadows Bank at which the
the approved budget as needed zoning measure will be pre-

ing

milar sightings.

"These flares arc very dan-

--City Council meeting Aug.

The total tax levy is $9,639,000. The amounts indicated in

Just Flares

700

'neeessacy-

there

UFOs

gerous," Sgt. Ralph Doney said.

de contestants:
Mary explained that the usual
life expectancy of the model

High School Dist. 214 Board of Education has approved a 12 cent tax increase.

The board approved in earlier action Monday night, the
legal budgets for the year 1966-67.
The budget on which the Clearbrook School. Campbell
board approved for the levy in- and Salt Creek.
eluded a total of $8,519,000 for
measure.
--A special Zoning Board
the educational fund; 52,131,000
Russell, who said the board for the building fund: 5553,500 hearing which may result in a
was obliged to consider whether for the transportation fund and recommendation on the changit wanted to make a spanking 5164,740 for the Illinois Muni- ing the present zoning to the
policy, agreed with Krampert cipal R c t i r e m e n.t Fund City Council. It will be held
after the discussion that the
(IMRF). In order to 'provide Aug. 11 at 8 p.m. also in Clear measure should be tabled.
for such funds, a tax levy was brook School.

Police Say

velop almost one horse power.

The rest is up to the skill of

BY MAXINE TYMA
Education will not be "cheaper by the dozen" next
year.

after by general
President
Board
William A. Krampert tabled the

free flight meets and endurance
tests with gliders.

Regulations allow the planes

L.D.

stopped before
half completed.

Increase. Levy

mcnt and
agreement

cutting its

streamer with the propeller of

lesions accident. (And
stinks.)

Work on the parking project
was

Higher Budgets

statement on corporal punish-

THE PLANES are, built out
of balsa wood, with the wings
teachers and principals.
Police are searching for a
covered with silk. A kit to build juvenile who broke a series of chaired by Trustee Robert
Sahlberg said, "This is a
them costs about $3.
gas lights in front of homes on Teichert and including Trus- field of varying opinions and
What is expensive are the the 800 block of S. Osiirert...Smi tees Robert Colfer and Frank now each school has its own
engines. Depending on size and day night.* Lights were broken Bergen as members, were 'individual policy.

Last

ground and five in the air.

The object

to the street. It is a fire
hazard and can cause a

black-

the

top would have to be removed.

At the urging of board member Robert W. Russell, the
a
policy
board considered

seven minutes -- two on the

other's

Gripe
Of The
Day

"The deep well at the site
will in no way change the char-

recommendation,

.

cedural table last night and
then placed it on the shelf.

.

to compete in streamer -cutting
among the pilots of model fight-

planes for seven years, has won
third place in the national

well
there. A small road
provides access to the site
and a reservoir will be part...ly recessed in the ground.

deep wells."

than that, although her planes
did not. Kristin's planes live

a

a shal- _upheld the plan commission's
secluded

away from the village's other

competition. She said. her
father's planes lasted longer

Ask Frederick A Thulin of 4 S. Owen St., Mount Prospect,

Mary, who has been flying

is

well completely

by trees on the golf course.
The village plans to dig a deep

40,.40,
.000

Board Slaps
Down Rule

The park board's decision
represents
approval of arrangements
between
park

low

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

60056

Ave. and We -Go Tr, at 4:16

The City of Rolling Meadows
plans three public hearings on

p.m. the same day;

Police said all the doors
-the rezoning;-_
--A Plan 6mmission hear- and windows were locked, exing will examine the plans for cept the rear window. The
the tract Aug. 10 at 8 p.m. at, keys were in the ignition.

1

, 44

0.1

.
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Street Light Plea
Goes Unankwered

Post Office
Here Cited
For Safety

-

Appeals for 'the construction of a street light at a busy in tersection in Prospect Heights have gone unanswered, it has

Prospect Heights. Postmaster

William H. Watson has been

been learned.
Jerry Metzger, president' of

notified that the post office has
received a commendation from
for
the 'federal government
meritorius safety performance
of his trucking fleet.

the Cherry Hill Homeowners'
Assn., has sought ,the help of
bothCook County and Wheeling

.

Township officials in his attempts to get a street light at
the 'intersection of Lee St.

"Courtesy is the key to good'
vehicle operations and to the
patron respect we have earned,"
Watson said in accepting the

and Euclid Rd.

At present there is no illum-

award on behalf of postal em-

ination

ployes in Prospect Heights.

at

serves

"We in all branches of gov-

the
the

as

corner which
entrance and

exit of the Brookwood and
service are determined to improve our accident Cherry Hill subdivisions in the
experience in wholehearted co- eastern part of Prospect Hts.
Euclid Rd. is a county highoperation with President Johnway with a 50 mile -an -hour
son's safety program," Watson.
speed limit, while Lee belongs
said.
The citation is an annual a; to the township. It is regulated

ernment

On Spanking

Next Week

(Continued Front Page I)
ed, "I have no knowledge- of

chest X-rays will be
available in Mount Prospect
Free

the spanking that does or does
not take place."

next week as the Cook County Mobile X -Ray unit makes

In part the board's discus-

its.annuul visit to the village.

sion of corporal' punishment of
pupils by teachers was sparked

"I am advised that 'a number

Operating under the sponsor- by a law passed by the state
of accidents have occurred at
this intersection in the evening ship of the Mount Prospect legislature in its last session.
because of the absence of il- Junior Woman's Club and WoThe "Spanking Law" places
lumination," Schlickmun 'told man's Club, the unit will .be in teachers "in the relation of
the village from. Monday, Aug. parents and guardians to the
Fu Ile.
SCHLICKMAN called the 15 through Friday, Aug. 19.
pipits", in all matters relating
a
"critical
road
crossings
to discipline.
On
Monday,
Tuesday
and
intersection" which needs a
Russell pointed out that "the
mobile X-ray
street

Wednesday the

trian traffic".

Rand
Prospect Plaza,
Central Rds. Thursday

light "for ,the protection of vehicular. and pedes-

He wrote that the intersection

notwithstanding,
law
state
teachers arc not like parents
or guardians; they are more

unit will be stationed at Mount
and
and

like an aunt or uncle."

its- the approach to the Friday the unit will move to
area bounded by Euclid, River, the central business district
Foundry and Wolf Rds., where where it will be stationed by
Meeske's Fine Foods, 101 S.
about 1,000 homes are located.
"Previously, the Democrat- Main St.'
ic committeeman of Wheeling
with a 20 mile -an -hour limit:
Volunteers from the two woDIST. 26 school. Indian Twp., James Stavros, was consaid, men's organizations will man
Schlickman
Grove, is on Lee just north of tacted,"
Edelid Rd., and school Of- "concerning this-probten-and. -the -unit -and help in its admin-

ward presented to post offices
operating live or more vehicles.
Evaluation is. made on the basis

of past performance standings.

ficials

Prospect Heights is a part

also

are

interested

in

getting a street light installed

of ,the huge postal fleet which
travels more than a half -billion
miles a year in moving tre-

at the inteesection.
'
Richard H. Gulterman, as-

sistant superintendent of highways for Cook County, was un-

mendous loads of mail from
place to place.

able to find Metzger'syequest.

TheawardtoProspect

Heights was made by Donald L.

Swanson. regional .director of
the Post Office Department in
the Chicago area.

In addition to the fleet award
for safe operations. Prospect
Heights competes for individual
driver safety awards and is

to date no action has resulted."

Stavios told The Day that. a
street light will be installed us
soon as funds can be appropriated. He, said the summer
rains have kept the township
highway workmen busy with
maintenance and repair:
residents
February,
In
township officials
presented

for

signatures asking for the street

with a petition containing 150
light.

"Obviously the county recognizes the dangers of darkness
as
major intersections," he

rated on the basis of each year
operating without a preventable
accident..

serves

"The county is not in the
lighting business." he told The
Day, "but sometimes we'll
install lights and have homeowner associations billed
the electricity used.

said.

HE WENT on to say that
Illinois law "a parent

under

not immune to the' consequences of spanking a child,
for parents can be held accountable to u court -appointed guardian
for damages inflicted
during a spanking."
Mrs. Ester Baker. a teacher
istration. Chairmen are Mrs.
Melvin Levers, 135.S. Weller who helped draft a policy stateis

ment

Ln. and. Mrs. Margaret Shaf-

Northwest Community Hospital officials yesterday reported the theft of supply cabinets
valued at S500 over the weekend. The cabinets were placed
outside of the building awaiting man,

to

installation.

for

the

"We drafted only a general
communities
is
conducted
jointly by the Suburban Cook policy," she said, "which an-

- ...i...*

the complaints and
Sanitar- swered all

County Tuberculosis

of

concerns

the

teachers.

ium Dist. and the Tuberculosis
Institute of Chicago, the Chist- Spanking was never mentioned
in our committee meetings as
mas Seal Agency.
a discipline problem."
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di
She said she thought, that a
definite statement. by the board
Kr.e7th;'14'.!:- e'?'''''''''f,1405
Admiring a prize-winning co* at the Four-H Fair are (from
on spanking would not be want- Palm
Dr., Mike Trochuck, 4011 S. We -Go Tr., and Ted Lackus, 1500 Palm Dr., all of Mount
ed by the teachers since they Palm4t42;ietia:F-JIW7;437-1,atiltialtt
Prospect. They were among the "Hoedowners" who attended Four-H Fair at Sundane Ranch

Miss Illinois to Help
Dedicate Bus Station

had not asked for one.

The lack of need for a board
statement was what led Kramto

pert

table

the

hut weekend.

spanking

policy.

"IF THERE is no defined
need asked for by the parents,"
board member John Page said,
"or by the teachers in the district, then we're best to oper-

whom Metzger up - lighting the bus station opening. The dedication will begin at

pealed.

discipline

on

Education
Prospect
Mount
Assn., explained why the teachThe survey in Mount Pros- ers had not thought of spanking
pect and other Cook County in their statement on discipline.

fner, III S. 1 -Oka.

Golterman's office was asked
by County Commissioner Floyd
Miss Illinois will take part in dedication- ceremonies of
T. Fulle to check the inter- the new Mount Prospect bus station, scheduled to open'on Aug.
section and "take whatever 15 in the 1000 block of E. Northwest Hwy.
steps are necessary to install
Mary Lee Inzerello, Elk Grove Village, is the newest Miss
a light."
-illinois. She will represent the state in the Miss America Page!tulle has written to the county ant in Atlantic City in the fall.
highway office at the request of
Mary Lee will be a guest of the bus company during an open
State Rep. Eugene F. Schlick- house ceremony that will be among the many activities high-

Hospital Theft

-.4.4.46111141

X -Ray Unit' Board Slaps
To Be Here Down Rule

4 p.m.
,

ate under the state law."
Page asked Sahlberg what

exactly a corporal punishment

Ola T

1711Kki."

eoee eomont

1.0akilvzganytie

MT. PROSPECT

El

Restaurant & rive -1n
Famous For Our
Fresh Strawberry Pic
Complete Carry -Out Service
392-2240
5 E. Rand Road
Across from Mt. Pros et Plaza

oe tai

THE FINEST ITALIAN

CUISINE
Aged Steaks Prime Ribs
Maine Lire Lobster

TO TAKE: HOME!

HOME COOKING

THAT YOU
WILL

My Place

Business Men's Luncheons
Music Nightly 9:30-3:30 am.

Lee & Tony At The Piano Bar

ENJOY!

Phone 259-5050

113 So. Emerson

Located at 310 W. Rand Rd.
Route 12. Arlington Heights

Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Phone: 392-2837

"From Relish Tray to Dessert"

Bring the Family

AL'S

900 W. Northwest Highway

Phone 392-9789
Arlington Heights

-..

OLD
TOWN

BE I ER!. 1'
UR..I
R ES

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

INN

-- Cocktails -Catering to Banquets

Delightful Dining In

rriler;

A Pleasant Atmosphere
Luncheon - Dinner Cocktails

wit41!,

Phone 392-3750

and

433$
FOOD AT ITS FINEST

8 W. BusseMt. Pr

259.5970
AMPLE PARKING

Adjacent To Beverly Lone.
722 Kensington Arlington Heights

ct, III.

Kenneth Gong invites you to taste

his delicious chop suey which is
cooked fresh for missy order.
Delicious

Fried Chicken

$135
Phone CI. 9-3902

416 W. Northwest Highway
Mount Prospect, Ill.

WED. - CHICKEN

FRI. - FISH FRY

Phone F
003
10 N. Northwest 1 ighway Pal

which

Ruff said. "I'd back them 100

I)) 0 0 B

N

Home Of The

RIBWITCH!

27 S. Northwest Highway
Palatine, Illinois
359-2733
Featuring,
Bar -b -q
Ribs,
Italian
Sausage
Chicken,
and Delicious Beef.
CARRY -OUT ORDERS

per cent."

"That's

Closed Bun.'ar Mon.

OCKTAIL LOUNGE

American Express Honored

& FOOD AT ITS

!NEST IN THE

3425 Kirchoif.- Rolling Meadows

BIG RED BARN

back the teacher when the conditions' are 'reasonable' but
the determination of whether
the conditions arc reasonable
is found out only after the
spanking has taken place.

Between Wilke & RL 53

THUS THE

to remember come to.. .

Bsrsksses Mon's Luncheon's

along as it always has, however
that may bc," Russell said.
Board members determined
that corporal punishment is not
connected with state laws re-

ways spank

a

"Or else the school will rock

Sorest' Monday Mn. Friday's

Northwest:550RandRd.

Arlington Heights Ill.
Entertainment Tues. thin Swarths)

garding suspension of pupils.

It's Still Farm Country
quiet, tree
Suburbia .
districts.
residential
lined.
.

444

for Reservation,.

HOUSE
Our Specialty

Prime Ribs

Complete Dinners

LUNCHEONS
& DINNERS

-

$ -a 95

Livii Maine Lobster

.902 E. Northwest Highway
253-5566

Rastaurant a Cocktail
Leung. Open 7 Days

Euclid Avenue & Rohlwing Rd.
Arlington Hts.
1/2 Block East of Rte. 59

Arlington Heights, Ill.

In Mount Prospect

Restaurant

& Lounge
Try our special combination of
filet mignon with fried onion
rings and South 'African Lobster
withdrawn bUtter.

Every Fri. & Sat. Nite

CL 5-4300

1

Prime Steaks
Express Luncheon- Hot Buffet
Brunih Every Sunday 'til 2 p.m.

Wally Sanders Combo Friday

241 S. Milwaukee Wheeling

Have a Delightful
Evening at . . .

LORETTA'S
ReStaurant and

Cocktail Lounge
Air Conditioned

Enjoy The Fabulous. Ted Grayson

302 W. Northwest Highway
Next to Jake'. Pizza
Mount Prospect 392-1670

Arlington Heights

101 N. Evergreen

Rest in the Northwest .

CANTONESE AND
AMERICAN FOOD
Cocktails and Exotic
Tropical Drinks,
Air Conditioned!
Yaks Out Service

CALL CL
5.9080
CL 5-9082 "10 E. Miner
'Arlington Heights
RESTA R
One Block West of
Arlington Theatre. Open Sundays'

For Lunch or Dinner
Corn* to the...

MOUNT PROSPECT
COUNTRY CLUB

For the dozen members of

Available for ...
Business Meetings
Phone Audrey Siebert, Cl 5.53130

6005. See-Gwun
(Elmhurst Rd. North to
Shobonim Trail, Turn Wert)

Allammalla=gail

For Restaurant Guide Participation Phone: Don Riley 255-4400

"Hoedowncrs",
Mount
Prospect's Four-H Club, agriculture is still very real, a
big part of their lives.
the

Complete Attention
To All Arrangements
Lifting the burden of detail that weights so ,heavily
_al this ,lime of sorrow, with complete attention to
arrangements, assuring you of solace on this
solemn occasion.

FRIEDRICHS .Funeral

Home

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR,

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS.

Backed by 40.Years Expirience

320 W. Central Road

Mt. Prospect, III.

. .

Many of the "Hoedowners"
live on the few farms that still
dot

suburban

waiting

for

Cook County.
residential
or

JIM'S

,

Serving Daily Until 9 p.m.
Banquet Rooms

Party's - Weddings &

to

A few of the youngsters. are

former farm kids, still trying
to stay close to the soil they
love through their Four-H club

area.

scene.

and Saturday Nights

Parties & Banquets '

I'Watch All Reiss
Haws Gamin Floral

.

Restaurant
Private
Rooms

For Parties
Our Speciality: Famous
Hamburgers on Dark Bread
Completely Air Conditioned
Open For lunch Daily
11:30 a.m. til Midnight
Sat. 11:30 o.m. til p.m.
Sunday Noon til 11 p.m.
537-2100

apartment
developments
overrun their corn fields.

and its activities.
Last Saturday the "Hoe downers" took part in a two-day
state.
"Four-H Fair, held at the
That aspect is agriculture. sprawling Sundance Ranch, one
Rural life is still a significant of the few remaining "big
part of the Mount Prospect time" farming operations in the

and

Restaurant & Lounge
In Arlington Heights

Ribbons of concrete,

often overlooked in describing
the growth of an area that once
was the richest farmland in the

Lounge
IN WHEELING

centers.

There is another aspect to
suburbia. An aspect that is

ARLINGTON

ARLINGTON

High rise apartments. Shopping
linking city to residential areas.

The Paltner's

Phone: :ILAN CI. 9-3400

10 E. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights, Ill. CL 3.1320

so,

rub," WaSself
"You say you'd

the

responded.

teachers alRobert Krier (left) 124 Seeger Rd.. Arlington Heights, tempts Brian Dekoatz, 205 S.
child at their Lancaster, Mount Prospect with a prize winning cake at Four-H Fair held at Sundane Ranch
own risk. We owe it to the last weekend. Robert is a student at Our Lady of the Wayside School. Brian attends Lincoln
teachers to provide a policy . School.
statement.

For An Peening and Prime Ribs

Steak Lobster - Ribs
Our Famous Buttsteak Euerynight

All You Can Eat 8 I 35

existing state law
applied to all districts.
the

under reasonable conditions,"

392-3411

please your family & guest.
'

Chicken Fry

Board member James Ruff
asked if the board had to have
a spanking policy, in view of
"If a teacher spanked a child

.

Friday & Saturday 2 a.m.

Delieous

FOIE
Wednesday & 'sande',

said perhaps a
standard could
be applied to school spankings.

Sahlberg

"reasonable"

This Week's Special

in Palatine try

think the superintendent is in
the impossible position of drafting a general policy on this."

Open Doily 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

Steaks - Chops - Chicken
Fine Italian -Foods
Recipes by Mariano Melille
A real pleasant atmosphere to

In Arlington St top By...
Lounge &
Restaurant

or -

dinar!. spanking- or. in - Maryland, I understand it could be
lashings with a cat-o'-nine-

RUSSELL commented. "I

*tinge

Restaurant & Cocktails

Unday

continued, "Could he just

tails."

c ()RR AD °
a

policy would include.
"In the particular school I
attended," said Sahlberg, "it
entailed three blows with a
rattan across the open palm
of a child's hand, and it produced a considerable sting.
"Corporal punishment", he

. at Northwest.Hiw4

Ph. 255-7800

There were six exhibitors
from the club here. Attendance
at

the two-day fair from the

"Hoedowners"

was

almost

perfect.

Photographer Dan Balas was

on hand and recorded the pictures

-that

accompany

this

article.

SERVICE
STATION

.BULKO

gives you mo re gallons for your dollar.
Free Sunday papers 8 P.M . Sat, till noon Sun. with
courteous
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete
service at all times. Come in and see Jim °Byrne.

810

RAND RD.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

The Day's Prospects

Picking a Child's Pet
tration

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

A pet is part of childhoOd.
The child who hes a pet is a

nance governing .the activities
of a dog states that the animal
must be on a leash not to ex-

half Persian, in
Nancy said this was

and

because it was "so warm".

In choosing a pet for a child
may things must be taken into
consideration. The age of the
child is the

most

important

factor. A young child may not
understand how to handle an
animal.
It is a parent's responsibility to train the child
and the pet. If a family is to

adopt a pet the first step is to
make sure that the arrangements for its care and feedings arc well established.

A young child must be instructed not to tease the ani-

Campus Romance
Has Familiar Ring
The former Karol Leutz, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W.K. Leutz, 306 S. Albert St., Mount Prospect, was
wed to Richard D. Mavis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Mavis, June I

I

The newly

in St. Mark Lutheran Church.
weds

met while students at St. Olafs

College in Minnesota as did her parents years ago.

In the home, a dog is train - If they can be caught they are
ed as to the areas it may en- likely to be sick, making them

Nancy Vandevender was carrying her black 8 -week-old

her hat.

MR. AND MRS. RICHARD D. MAV1S

to obtain a village license.

In Mount Prospect the ordi-

amese

ceed 8 feet and that the ani-

mal must not be allowed

to

roam free.

Allowing the dog to run free
is dangerous for the pet may
not only injure itself but al-

Pastor David Quill officiated at the double -ring cere-

it. Provide a special claw post nough taken by a child, must
for cats to protect furniture. be supervised by an adult.
If you do not want a dog to Feeding and care is a daily
jump on the furniture place routine which if accepted and

so cause an accident or, if unaccustomed to children,
tack them if approached.

at-

AN AREA should be set
aside on the owner's property

on the furniture
the noise will frighten the
animal when he pounces on
the paper.
A roll of news paper also makes an excellent

newspapers
as

for the

dog as any animal
exercise for its health.

needs

Inadequate dog runs encourage

light

w

a

t

BEATING, a dog or cut

mentor. Again training makes
the difference.

Win Music -

Awards

Awards were presentedsc to _animals _apwraacylice
all daAyn aloneanirnais
studcnts_ of _the__Wilkins_hool

for the family as of _Music in ,Mount Prospect
well as the pet. The kennel or at the recent American -Music
pet -shop should be judged on - Convention.
its cleanliness and care.
Competition included conIn purchasing a pedigreed testants from Chicago and
animal, papers by the regis- suburban areas. The Wilkins
Symphonettes under the direction of Nicholas Weiss won the
first place trophy. A quintet
protection

from which lilies -of -the -valley trailed on white ribbons.
Jean Kappler, the bride's college roommate, from
'St. Paul, Minn., was maid ,.,of honor. Bridesmaids

-

directed by Carmen Loverme
placed third.

Members of the Symphonettes were Allan Rosen, Alan
Zanona, ' Daniel DeLorenzo.
N i c k Kaskovich, Pamela
Niarchos, Kathy Heinz. Donna
Eaker,
Mark
Berks. Gail

were Kathryn Peterson, cousin of the bride from Cincinatti and Catherine Leider of Arlington Heights. Their
gowns were of linen with an empire waist, turquoise
bodices and aqua skirts. They carried orchids, purple

Fill. Alan. Van Ornum, -Rick
Strauss, Ted Semon, William
Mensinga, Jon Tyler, Edward

Asters and Delphiniums.

Dale Fretland of St. Paul was best man. Ushers
were the brides brother Walter and a fraternity brother of the groom Ken Klebonde of Iowa City. The bride's

Karl
Janice O'Neill.
Burnes,

Schwarz

and

The trophy winning quartet
includes William Mensinga,

other brother John served as acolyte for the wedding.

like .any ,other... pet requires
companionship and affection.

The choice of pets is wide,
but a safe bet is to stick to the
tried and true kinds. Racoons,
skunks, foxes and the like are
still basically wild and will
revert to their natural instincts in spite of long acquaintances with man.
Larger dogs require much

which run in

and
squirrels
the village are

dangerous as they can carry
diseases and will bite if harassed by children. These like
any

other

non -inspected.

un-

cared for animal must be ap-

Beef or Turkey

graduate
from
A
recent
nurse's training at the West

Westwood, Calif., and Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Leutz

Suburban Hospital of Oak Park

An informal garden party was held at the home of
bride's parents following a dinner in the church
parlor. The couple spent a two-day honeymoon in Lake
the

Geneva before leaving for their honie in Iowa City.

The bride attended Prospect High School and is now
employed in the laboratory at the University Hospital
at Iowa City. Her husband is studying bio-chemistry
at Iowa University graduate school.

son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon E. Anderson of Mount
Prospect. Miss Anderson attended Main West High School
and is a graduate of Prospect
High School.
At present she
is working at Holy Family
Hospital
Ward.

in

the

Pediatric

li

ard Stiahs, president; Mrs.
Paul Wallem, vice president;
Mary Lou Anderson. recording secretary: Mrs. Russell
Kasper,
corresponding
secretary and Mrs. Bryd Pollard, treasurer.
"

The new chairmen, are Mrs.
William Mann, activities; Mrs.
O'Brien,

Patrick

refresh-

social;

Harry

Mrs.

Popiel,

membership; Mrs.Curt
Dahlstrom,

hospitality;

Mrs.

old Johnson, publicity; Mrs.
&
Ways
Walker,
Robert
Richard AlMrs.
Means;

and

sion.

All newcomers to

the

invited to join the
For further informagroup.
tion call Mrs. C. Dahlstrom
at 392-6682.
are

PIES
Apple-Cherry
Peach

Family Size
Ocoma Brand
Choice Each

Oren -Ready

Choice

C

is Carmen Loverme.

service

ing projects and programs are
being planned for the fall ses-

Anton Petran 'and Mrs. Har- area

Sparetinle Brand

Don Barnak. Their instructor

community

ner,

ments; Mrs. Michael McDon- Mrs. Donald Furst, finance.
A wide variety ' of interestald and Mrs. Warren Walker,

Pot Pies

Blanchard, Elizabeth Rustemeyer, Colleen
Kelly and

and Mrs. John Best,
program; Mrs. Stanley Hotch-

brecht

Oven -Ready Fruit

band division was the Wilkins
Prospectors Band. The band
is comprised of the following
Rustemery,

\The Mount Prospect New-

The officers are Mrs. RichRABBITS

Receiving
the
championship award in the accordian

William Buchholz, M i k e
Gnoske, Joseph Fischer, Wila
m Vandervere, Terry

Mrs. Richard Strahs
President of Newcomers
the coming year.

skirt. Both wore orchid corsages.
Among the 200 guests at the wedding were the
bride's grandparents,
Mrs.
Christine Peterson of

Steve

in

P48c.3

vailable in the average home.

CHICKEN

members:

cat

the

.

more room than normally a-

Ted Semon, John Tyler, Janice
'O'Neill and Daniel DeLorenzo.

is Miss Carol Jeanne Ander-

Ferdinand,

app AT HOME

comers Club has named their
new officers and chairmen for

-THE BRIDE'S mother arrived in an ivory crepe
sheath with a lace coat, while the mother of the groom
chose a pale green dress with a lace bodice and crepe

of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

with

Vandevender

Nancy

.......___T_Nancy's hat.

_

In the home the dog or pet

by

The immunization shots are a

for

should have its own bed, bowls
and be provided with clean
water and food daily. Locking Tuesday, August 9, 1966

In choosing an animal it is
important to have it checked
veterinarian.

ence

learning
youngsters

is

Students

reputable

experiin re-

a

not the way to train it. An
article states, "the hand that

the animal may bite the tor-

a

It can

living

be

obedience.

understanding
and
constant
pursuit of the lesson being
taught will train an animal
in living conditions or special tricks.

is

panionship and love.

teach discipline.

will

pets should not hit." Patience

cruel and
in order to protect themselves
.

.s

and exercise.

or a dog's ears

properly handled
will give
many hours of happiness, com-

training stick. The noise of a sponsibility, daily routine and

the animal's natural instincts
to run free.
A clothes line
run is easy to install and the
dog should be trained to this
run. A penned in area is ideal

-

mony at which the birde wore a silk organza empire
gown.
The bodice was trimmed in. lace and pearls
'with a train flowing from the back of the dress. Her
shoulder -length veil fell from a pearl crown. She carried her mother's white wedding Bible with an orchid

The animal quickly more dangerous.
ter.
The choice of a pet is one
learns its domain. After a
serious and concentrated cf.- that must not. be' entered into
fort -at housebreaking most lightly. Provisions have to be
animals may be given the made for its care when the
It must be
privilege of the entire home. family travels.
Carpeting however, is import - cared for by a neighbor or
ant so make sure that sharp boarded. It is a responsibilclaws or nails will not harm ity which, though easily e-

mal, not to touch a dog or cat as the dog may be kept outwhile it is eating and, natural- side each day for fresh air
ly, to show kindness at all
times.
Pulling the cat's tail

Small

specific ordinance, shoUld children should be instructed
not to touch these animals.
wear a bell to protect birds.
a

child who has a responsibility.

cat Ferdinand, who is half Si-

Cats, though not covered by proached with caution.

required.

are

agency

The animal must have its immunization injections in order

e

0

I I

C
SPECIAL LOW, -PRICES TRU SATURDAY, AUGUST 13th I

Selling your home?

Call our

Grace's Daze

Man of the Mar '

Long Distance Moving

ALIVV4101111
I

By. Grace Mott
This is moving day for Mr.
and Mrs. James R. King, and
theirs

is

"long-dis-

Hosts were
Charles E.
Glimes who gave a cocktail

The couple are

and dinner reception at Haps-

really

tance haul."

a

berg of Chicago.
her family, the

Belgium,

burg Inn following the morn-

where King will be manager of
the chemicals division in Eur-

ing ceremony in St. Raymond

ope for the Quaker Oats Co.

The same evening Mr. and
Mrs. Glimes hosted . an open

going

to

Brussels,

With them will be their three
children, Kathy, I7, who will
attend a Belgium school to
study all courses in French;
Susan, 13, and James, 12.

Church.

house for close friends and
among
guests,
out-of-town
whom 'were Diane's grand-

Both Susan and James will go

mother, Mrs. Kathrine Rome
of Santa Monica, Calif.; Mrs.

to an international school

Lawrence

as

Dudley

City, Kas., and Mr. and Mrs.

will be in order for the two-

of honor

year

most

stay

in

Brussels, where

David Hinz of St. Joseph, Mich.
July 24 Diane was the guest
Mrs.

for them, the
Kings were nevertheless feted

tance were the out-of-towners
here for the Saturday marriage

parties

given

by many business associates
A registered
and friends.
anticipating
nurse
eagerly

European living with her family, Mrs. King did regretfully

give up her work in the hyperberic chamber at Lutheran
She exGeneral Hospital.
pressed regret at temporarily
relinquishing membership in
the choir at the Community
Presbyterian Church.

AIRLINES 'strike or not, a
number of relatives of Diane
Jane Glimes managed to be in
Mount Prospect over the week-

end for her marriage Aug. 6

is

Ralph Mollnelli

Tex., she and her husband can-

celled plans to be here for the
wedding when it was determin-

ed Mr. Vondrak would graduate from
same day.

flight

school

the

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE
CL 25:63320

rk

a_
Ad

It

EA -1

OF TIM TIMU

11°

EXCLUSIVES-

a

her Des Plaines home, and on
July 31 she was again honored
a

University
Bradpley
roommate, gave a linen showNow Jiving in Loredo,
er.

linen shower
Robert Schier gave in
at

the weather is not as variable
as here and somewhat cooler.
A seven-day voyage on the.
Niew Amsterdam will take the
Kings across the Atlantic. Too
modest to tell much abotit the

at

Mrs. Richard Vondrak, Margaret's

of Kansas

American children
living on the Continent.
Woolen clothing and suits
do

far back as last January when

tea

and

miscellaneous

shower given by Mrs. Edgar

I1

Kuhn of Arlington Heights.
ALL WITHIN driving dis-

AGAR
CANNED

of Margaret Harmon to Walter 0. Blieses, Jr., son of the
senior Blieses of Peoria, Ill.
Most of those from other citwere his relatives from
Rockford and
Bloomington,
Ill., and Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
A reception at the Long
ies

Grove Country Club followed
the late afternoon ceremony in
St. Mark Church.
Although no rehearsal dinner preceded the wedding, due

to the groom's inability to be
here

in

tin*,

several

other

parties were given for Margaret.
Hosts were friends

to James E. Rosenberg, son of

from high school and college,

Mr. and Mrs. James- Rosen-

and, the parties were started as

MT. PROSPECT - CLOSE TO LIONS
PARK &. SCHOOL
This Immaculate ranch his 3 bedrooms, full basement, carpeting & drapes throughout and many extras. -Only $29,950

123 8, ARLINGTON HT& RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000

' 160'8, MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
892-7160

Member of Multiple Listing Service

HAMS

log$698
41 $3"

3:s2"

IMPORTED TOMATO

PURE

PASTE

OR RED RASPBERRY

QUART CHILLED

ORAN E
JUIC

STRAWBERRY

'

PROGRESSO BRAND

FROM ITALY

Delivered Daily to ligh-Low Stores

Ctn.

-ARLINGTON MARKET PLAZA
900 KENSINGTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PRESERVES
Nes S other popular varieties

Zestee Brand
Choice

6-0z.
Can

-lb.

49.

THE GROVE SHOPPING CENTER
ARL. HGTS, RD. and BIESTERFIELD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
,

AtEfeztreirrrittri.

Some Day

. .

Dear Kid

Some people who are read,
mg our mail think you are be-

Mg 'your suggestions on hot,/ to
improve our' million dollar:
school system so all gOod

ing abused .and misunderstood.

people- Will =Hie what 'they

Nothing makes un adult more
unhappy these do than a poor

must do for yciu next.
Mere is your letter
"Adults seem surprised

abused and misunderstood kid.

Do not worry about it,' kid;

if

'

grades.

more
Harold L.

than our friend
Sliehenmyer : got'

"Life
'

}when they named the new high
school.
Just to shots there are no
"sore loser" feelings on the'

.

1

schedules

a week we should have a big
'bull' session of two or more
have

privilege

and

they have com-

Thanks for the advice, kid,
It is just another case of adults trying to do:too much for you,

/ "Junior and seniors should
classes

should'be arranged as in col-

Let's.

so

pletely free days."

classes.

'
"Well. yob

can do better than that.

school half a. day., College kids
1/2 hours
only go to clusies
u day. They even arrange their

five days a week. At least once

grades. You can't go to a eel-,
tain college unless : you have
certain grades.
You come

all you hear is:

.

None of us would be
worse off if we only went to

day.

We should not be, required, to
sit in one class for one hour

home ' with a grade card and

part 01 Some Day we are print-

tained that is important:
"People say we should c
liminate. summer vacation and
go to school nine or. 10 'hours a

.

around

based

not the time, btit what is re-

.

grades

The school syStem
should fdrget grades and make
it just 'pass or 'fail',
"The .curriculum should be
arranged so .a kid son enjoy it:

.

is

so wedoullthweye

to

the amount of cheating in the

which would he two or three
votes

-tri4n
then parents,get..

want,

school systems of today. Why
houldn't `there be?. Everygrades,' grades,
thing
is

a

People think that the
leges.
amount of time' spent, in school
It is
is the important 'thing.

to a B. etc.k

"Nobody wonts to -letdown
.

tit

popularity poll
were held today you would get
at least two or three - votes,
beeause

!

bring that up to an A and that
.

14 Frank E., Von Arx

;

,%.1...m.4.,t -......,<' :,:.'r

-

.nr,oinamnwoonsusassmasclec.re,..naitseamarxiotaatsivommgeganmat...vmmstromris.aPtsfeir,

by Jack VanOrmyn

endorieNsAemberh9.._are__goin,c to,
-Those -who -would like to see -cnt,--as_wus-.most_of-.the-_Cook-_ki3w cam
the Wheeling Township- Demo- County ticket headed by Han the article, be against the tax continue to light the revenue
coherently
to article.
first, because they
cratic Party roll oser and die, ry Sentrow, candidate for and still speak
based on their small primary president of the Cook County the voters who are demanding believe it will pave thi way for
concrete issues us the No- a fiat -rate state income tax
showing, were absent Sunday Board.
and. second, because they bevember election approaches?
when Jimmy Stavros gathered
the laithlul for the annual pic-

Threatening

skies

did

nic

dampen the spirit of the large

About 5.000 people -- more
than those who toted in the

crowd.

primary
side

--

on the Democratic
paraded through the

Wheeling picnic grounds, prov-

ing the party is very much
'.
hvc
The affair was heralded as
honoring Jimmy
St,ivros. the party's energetic
It turned out
committeeman

an

outing

to be more than that as state
candidates used the picnic for
a showcase

On hand was Donald Prince,
Democratic candidate tor Superintendent 01 Public InstrucPrince is making u hard
tion

rate to unseat Ray Page. the
Republican
incumbent
superintendent

state

Mrs Paul Douglas was pres-

They, were rewarded.'
with an outstanding program in
the tradition of Democrats who
believe in mixing fun with their
politics.

lieve it is a dead issue.

net

lg..

.

.

Two of the state's top Re-

ISSUES...we were taken to
publicOns are against the position taken by the convention. tusk by Eugene Schlickmun reThey are Tim Sheehan, Cook
County's GOP chairman, and
Elmer Hoffman, DuPuge county chairman and head of one of
the strongest

cently for not being informed
on the many issues confronting the electorate in November.

Republican del-

DOUBLE TALK? We won- egations in the state.
Viet Nam, that undeclared
der hoW the Republican Party'
but still 'deadly war, is listed
is going to justify its- most reObservers tell us that Hoff- 'as a major Republican issue,
cent stand. At the party conman was not given the floor to So is inflation and so is the
vention last week, the GOP
speak in rayor of postponing continuing trend toward law-.
.

proposed con.'
stitutional ammendments to
the revenue article and then

embraced

the

vetoed the idea of a state income tar.
As

we

read

the

revenue

article_ amendments. the 'chief
reason for passage is to clear
the way for a state 'income
tax.

Convention delegates
received
the
platform just
minutes before they were asked to vote on its adoption.
holding'
Sheehan
favored
back action until the Demomake
crats
their position
known.
We know of many candidates
- for the state Legislature inaction.

lessness

and

civil

-

disobedi:

crier.

These may all be legitimate
They
for the GOP.
may be the key to 'Republican
victory in November. Certainly Mrs. Housewife is upset 0issues

ver

rapidly

climbing

food

And even suburbia is
appalled -- and anxious -- o prices.

-

im_-..
twi--ser

. .111.

INF.N1 AN Iowans
.EI-11-1O1Ble
ma St as

Vantage Point
-

.

te4t4114i-:::

.

auk

b'la "lia

the civil disobedience in
Chicago and other cities.
We would think the GOP
ver,

should be making more noise
about what; the real issues are
rather than adding confusion
to the campaign by taking two
stands on one related subject

"If these kids keep giving 'Beatniks' a bad name-I'm
going back to' Bohemians'!"

such as the revenue article.

Tbe Pro5pert

THEY. USED to refer to the
Suburban areas of Cook County as the "country towns."

Not so, today. We have apparently grown up in the eyes
of the GOP leadership and we
ore, now the "Suburban Republican Organization of took
County."
Our leader is William N.
Erickson, Evanston, a veteran.
of 35 years on the Cook Coun-

"Honor theoriginal dream by always jealously 'keepingthe
"Honor
paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III
Page 4

K. S. Johnson, Cineral Afanager

William J. Kiedaisch
.Managing Editor

The newly named organization' replaces "the Country
Republican
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John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

ty Board.

Towns

Dap

jack A. llanderinyn
Vertu Editor

Organiza-

tion and encompasses 30 sub-

Wednesday Siesta

urban committeemen.

A

1'

woman

friend

"Whatever happened

had a question.
to Wednesday af-

ternoon'?" she sasked.

"Have you ever

tried to find something on a Wednesday
afternoon in one of our stores?"

She said it is nearly impossible. All
the stores are- closed. She said the very
merchants who are so concerned about
increasing business by beautifying the

news
Suddenly, you're seeing signs of fall everywhere you' look.
There's a -zestful note in the air, a crisp, brisk

feeling that hints of excitement ahead. It's time.... to

start leading the livelier life of fall. To help
you and your family get ready. Hometown stores are
brimming with new ideas and fashions for your wardrobe
and your home. Begin now ... see the news and views

of fall, previewed in the pages of this newspaper.

Coming Soon In The Day Publications.
Watch For The 'Back To School' Issue.

village and creating more parking places
seem to be the ones who shutter their

chants had learned their lesson -- if they
wanted to keep their customers they
would have to be open."
Customers do not take a siesta on,

If they cannot find
stores open at home they can spend their
Wednesday afternoon.

money at any of the big shopping centers within easy driving distance.

"When 'we moved to Arlington Hti.,"
our

friend

- continued,

"we

carefully:

a bank that was open. on.
Now all we have to do is

shops on Wednesday.

searched for
Wednesday.

way?" she asks.

find a paint store that is open."
The woman has a point. Shopping centers have changed the pattern consider-

"Why worry about traffic patterns if
the stores arc not going to be open anyThe woman's problem began with a
paint brush full of paint and no cleaner

to clean the brush. Not a single paint
store was open in Arlington Heights, she
said, and it took a great deal of walking
in the Yellow Pages before she located
a merchant open for business in Mount
Prospect.

"Stores being closed on Wednesday
afternoon is not entirely new to me,"

our friend said. "When we moved to Des

ably and it may be past time for merchants to re-examine their hours.
Randhurst is a good example.

There

are 72 stores in the center and something like 68 of them are open weekday
evenings until 9:30. People know they can

find stores open so they do not hesitate
to make the trip.
Competition for- the business dollar is
Merchants
getting tougher every year.

should ask themselves if they can afford

it was the custom there, only it the luxury of an afternoon off at midThe question is one of attitude
was worse. That was before the grocery week.
munici- -store would cash a check and, .of course, toward the public, much like
the banks were all closed. You could polity's attitude toward traffic patterns,
Plaines

parking space and beautification.

buy food only if you had cash.

They

"Before we left Des Plaines the mer- seem to go hand in hand.

Letters to the Editor
Drag Racing

I wonder who they think we are
paying them to serve -- the

In .Reverse
EditOr:
Living in Stonegate, which

is an . isolated section of town,
we arc plagued with .regular
visits from drag racers, or
whatever' you want to call
'them.

So far as

I

knovv, the

police have never caught them
or paid very much, attention to
them even though quite a few
. people have complained
various occasions.

on

The usual dodge is for the
man at the police desk to say,
"Get us 'the license number
and we'll get them."
The other evening I got the

tA

number of one or them and
The action I got
for my trouble was to have the
phoned it in.

teen come over and create a
scene, We were able to handle
the situation, but suppose he.

victim or the offender.
John D. Morgan

Two Measures
On Yardstick

Mr. Collin. who will vote "no"
when they're asked to change

Editor:

our village government.

read with interest the com
ments of Elmer F. Collin in
the Aug. 3 edition of The Day,

well-informed

I

but my "yardstick" does not
measure the sante as his.

People who know some of
the motivation behind the atto change our village
government, people who know

tempt
the

greater cost of city gov-

ernment. people who know the
value of a professional city
manager as opposed to, possibly.

an

unqualified

may -or,

people who know the problem
of finding 35 truly interested

trbe Profspitillap
,OUR DAILY NEWSPAPERS

Mount Prokpect will vote to
keep Mount Prospect the fine
village that it. is. ,So, as the
slogan gdes.
"People who
know vote "No."
Earl W.. Lewis

Thomas St.
Speed Track
-

Editor:
I

fully agree with a "ThomResident" about the i-

as St.

or traffic fines from
Thomas St. speeders -being an
alternative to the utility tax.
I, too, live on west Thomas and
dea

1 :talked with the man at 'the
station who identified him -

know of the inherent dangers see the countless numbers of
of "horse trading- techniques offenders speeding down the

seem clear to him- whether his
men were giving out names of
complaints to callers or not.,

manic governments can

lead

' partisan,
patronage -ori- walking safe for drivers and
ented, party politics in Mount pedestrians, and it should be
Prospect, people who know that enforced if it is to he worth-

He said Mar lie would investigate the situation and get in' it is. better for. a. 'whole viltouch with me. I am not sur- lage to be represented by dedicated' trustees than having just
prised that this was the last
'heaTd-from the chief.
SoMething is wrong

street.
The speed limit is set and
posted to make driving and

to

1

Vie ailingtoti.lbap

I'm quite confident that the
citizenry
of

other weapon'?

Writs chief and got a strange in aldermanic governments,
and confusing answer. It didn't 'people who know that alder -

Ilarket /Dap

stated

and dedicated candidates to
run for aldermanic and other
elective offices, people who

had come over with a gun or

Pap .Putitiefitiono

publically
that - the citizens of
Mount Prospect Were not well
enough informed to exercise
good judgment in referendum
voting. these' are -the--people,
government

!age

two persons
neighborhood

serving selfish,
interests firsi,

while.

There arc several preschool
youngsters living -on Thomas,

one of which is my own son.

It would be tragic if one of
people who know that several them,. was hurt- or killed before.
of the prime, movers behind the 25 m.p.h.' speed limit is
readers not to complain to the the attempt to 'change our gov- enforced.
local police if this is the sort ernment are the same people
-A, She*
9f, treatment they can expect.i who, whcn serving in. the vilhere,

and you would be doing a public service to advise your

4

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

Nap
Page 5
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OUT OUR WAY
SEEIN' 15 BELIEVIN; CHUMPS/ 'C
AN
I'VE ONLY COT SEVEN MORE
OPTICAL
ILLUSION! POUNDS TO SHED/ AND DON'T

I IT'S GOTTA
Be solvi.
KIND OF A

GET ANY IDEAS ABOUT COPPING

TRICK:

OUT ON THAT FIVE -BUCK BET WE
MADE ABOUT MY LOSING WEIGHT!
I' WOULDN'T LET MY MOTHER TAKE
MY PANTS IN TILL YOU CLOWNS

SAW THIS AND SUFFEREOA
LITTLE BEFORE HAVIN' TO

Tu. IALKIO NOONE BOVINE
HEAD MAN OF VS KIN6CIOM/

i

PAY ME OFF:

SIRE,IHERES A STRANGER
OUTSIDE WHO INSISTS ON
INS WITH 'ME HEADMAN
oc
KINGDOM.
W

"Horsepower? In today's traffic?"

-

"WS- a deal then. We go steady until our regular
steadies get back from vacation:"

THE WILLETS

5:25 ike-yEMI

447 am.(

4:03 A.M.

ti

p1G--de.

THE CALORIE COUNTER...*4

CaCH8RA,4

`IES ?

W.

C 11 141,

to

ut

-I

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
EGAD,

MARTHA,
3AKE HAS

Li
AlE,100,D164)/ING
MINE FORA
OFTIME! DOS BUSY
SAVINGT)ME ALL NIENTI RAINY PAY/
SLEEPING 15 A WASTE

MONEY!
SAKE HAS

MONEY

40 THAT.t5 WWI ?NAT CONFOUNDED
AMOS HAS BEEN BIRD AND HIS BIG
MEN' LIEF'S THAN A CAT IN BEAK! NOW 5AKETHE MILK -)OUSE
HE WANTS
WILL BE TWICE AS
TO LAP UP SOME OF THE CREAM! HE
HARD TO

HANDLE!

MUS' BE NUTTIER THAN I THOUGHT
TO SWALLOW THAT STORY I PUT
ON

AT LAST!

THE POSTCARD!

BUGS BUNNY

ls FULL!

MY krro4ENt

IIM SELLINI HOME
FREEZERS,

YA WANTA PAN/ CASH OR A

SO IS MY

t-imm

GAwAGE:

LEMME

SERIES 0' NEVER- ENDIN' Apr
MONTI-;LY PAYMENTS?

BORROW

A FEW 0'

ELMER

.n%

YER

TOOLS:

-411M

etvG5'44.

ft

111.55311:11000-T

80
1

r01 -1A -V5

I'f3ON
POSSIBILITY=
A

MORTY. MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

r -rmobet4TCANZONE121

MY FATHER ICNOCkED

Oral Surgery

MY FA -THE -I2

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

YOUR..

OUT CANZONERI

WAS 504AE71-11N23

0I2DEI2ED IN AN ITALIAN

EEK & MEEK

RESTAURANT:

CAN LICK -

I ME /%11, LIKE,

HOW

FATHER!

"1 want to go to sleep when
have my teeth taken out,"
writes Mary B , "but I've been

NeKNOW WHAT
YOU ARE? YOU'RE

NW REAUY
tulitni ME oN !

BOY, I KAUN

AN EMOTIONAL'
DROP -00T!

I

'1

told it's dangerous "

"To go to sleep" or to be

,

,...

g

.;

"completely knocked out" are
expressions frequently used in
referring to general anesthe-

sia G A (as compared to local
anesthesia

iffy
MaG

11,\.

AV,112.1

"novocaine" injec

lion into the gums) is accomby inhaling gas (nitrous oxide), injecting sodium

plished

pentothal into a vein or using

other muscle relaxants and
anesthetic agents, alone or in
combination

0 .41

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
P H Es A(
1 DO A A
L
A A M M T K7 A T
ACROSS
2 Plant part
K
E
M
L S T
3 Heating device E
1 Small singing
S 0B
E. 1110 1 v
4 Annoyers
bird
A
E
OS E
5 "Wise old bird" 5 Musical drama
0
ULL
8 Meadow - 6 Court
P
E
G
IMBED
A
12 Particle
7 Boy's nickname
LS
A N :L
13 Author of "The 8 Epistle
M O 12
E
Raven"
9 Asseverate
0 E S AC
14 Cry of
1 0 Rotogravure
S 1-4 II
bacchanals
lab.)

lit(140W THAT, THOP-11APPLS?

room procedures, or simulated
conditions, this 'type of anesthesia is relatively safe and
most effective Proof is that
thousands of dental patients

are given G A every day with
little or no postoperative discomfort

However, G. A. can be dangerous in some circumstances

ing, knowledge and experience
to give anesthesia, and to perform any procedure necessary
to save a patient's life if the

necessity arise s.

CAPTAIN EASY
At LIGNA110, ON

OP HIS HANDL

G A is often the only way
some patients can get any dentistry done For some mentally disturbed people, para-

pl e g t es, mentally retarded, difficult to handle children
and adults, going to sleep may
_be the only solution to perfor-

ming uneventful, normal

dental procedures -- even preparing and filling teeth.

Multipleextractions

are usually best done under 0:
A ' because everything can be
done at one time extractions,
bonetrimming,

stitches,

etc,

,
-' ,

d
,

ILIA

q\,,zizril.

J

b...

i

it *A,11;a........12,,,

.-..-.

15 Chinese secret
1 Retain
society
1 9 Once common
16 Goddess of the
28 Scrutinize
in New York
dawn
City
29 Try
17 Head (Fr.)
2 0 Bodies of water 31 Abound
18 One who erects 2 2 Finest
34 Social group
stagings
35 Obliteration
2 3 Kind of
26 Razor
37 Prayer
pudding
sharpening
2 4 Pitcher
38 Greek letter
gadget
40 Brag
2 5 Against
21 High note in 2 6 Low haunts
41 Speed contest
Guido's scale 2 7 Ireland
42 Ellipsoidal
22 Honey -maker

.

I

anesthetic

ient's physician and dentist.

TO
4;
W1THW A FEW Atlas 0' TH. SITS ON TOURIST
NO TI
LOSE, MATTE] Ai __ TRAILS, 1.111131. BUT TH' LAST STRETCH WILL
SE MURDER./
I-

I

should be dependent on the
mental and physical health of
the patient, type of dentistry to
be done, and judgment of pat-

ciJUDGIN. PROM TRCHART, WE CAN GET TO

'id'

;1'111
an

WELL, 111E GOT

11

gency.

of

DA DOLOMITES
LIKA PA SACK

YACHT 15 MOORED

ment also must be up to high
professional standards, a n d
adequate to fulfill any emerSelection

1.1.115, HE KNOW

NOW WE TAKA PA SUS TO
STA MY
ASOLO AND
!MOTHER. CARNME 411950111

114 THE GULF OF
VENICE, A SMALL

Equip-

E

L

A REAL. BORN WSW,

CUT THE 1-1/JE!

arecompetentbytrain-

Answer to Pre4ious Puzzle

Birds

st3Aba? AGA413

Under hospital operating

and must be used With proper
precautions. It should be administered by per so n_x who

tip

8- 9

HU.

TIIE BORN LOSER
You'RE

P.

t411.

....

."....'""......s...,1141..

1

23 Gunlock catches
28 Most adored
30 Grain bristles
31 Hardy heroine
32 Frozen water
33 Obtain
34 U.S. coin
35 Ages
36 Baltimore and

2

3

4

5

6

'7

7 NY

43 Herb of
goosefoot
family
45 Level

46 Church fast
season
47 Glut

49 Feminine
nickname
50 Harem room
8

9

10

F1

12
15

6

18

17

19

golden - (pl.)

ALLEY OOP

38 English stream 23 24 25
39 Male sheep
40 Sheep's bleat
30
41 Large thrush
44 European '
33
blackbirds (var.)
' 48 Class of birds
37
49 Extinct bird

29

121,1r2_111:72

28

51 Layer of eye's
iris
52 Roman patriot
53 Redactors (ab.)

54 Lease
55 Ardor
58 Natural channel
57 Grafted (her.)
DOWN

1 Intellectual
powers

)45
41

62

46

43

48

51

52'

64.

Bb

57

7

1,

I
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Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Lost - female calico cat. Vic.
600 blk. north Elmhurst Ave.
Pet to children. Friend to
adults. 253-9030.

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot -Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

14-Personals

.

Free transportation - share a
ride to St. Louis. Leave
Wednesday. Prefer woman.
who drives. References.

KT 5.-66.51).

_

439-8931

8 S. Beverly Lane
DRIVER

DUNTON SHOPPING

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

CENTER

TERRACE

'

.

SUPPLY CO.

Phone CL 5-3199
Heights
Arlington

111

Mother's care for pre-schoolers in my home. Prefer school
teachers children. 1 blk. south

Jr.

392-2709

Experience not required, but

helpful. Job security. Ideal

working conditions and excellent employee benefits. Apply
253-0620.
500 Fernandez.

ELECTRICAL
ASSEMBLERS

24-Help Wanted Men

DRAFTSMAN

YOUR

LENT RATE AND PAYS ALL

YOUR EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 100%.

I'm anxious' to

take an interest in the man
who wants to get ahead. Lo-

cated 1/2 mile from the N/VT
tollway. Call J. Inda 4391910.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC

assist you in
selling those
still valuable"

PRODUCTS, INC.
2001 N. CORNELL .
MELROSE PARK
345-0100
An equal opportunity employer

items around
your home

FOREMAN

that you no
longer use.

Why not call

a change and greater responsibilities, this is a challenging position. Must be experienced in welding, fabrication, machining, assembly,

Dial 255-7200

and finishing.

Prefer man with some college education, but your experience and ability is the

FAMILY

prime requisite. Excellent future with growth potential.

An equal opportunity employer

DRAFTSMEN

PRODUCTS, INC.
MELROSE PARK
345-0100
An equal opportunity employer

-

PHONE CL 3-7384

_Call 2554200

Blacktop Work

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways;
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

2375 Touhy Ave.

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. WorkManship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964
PamtingDecorating

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.

537-8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
Open
free
estimate.
hours. 7 days a week.
Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 200 - Colors 250
Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phonc CL 5-1015

the entire N.W.,
patios.
area.
Driveways,
etc. Protective curbing for

Serving

Free

All
es-.

ti mates, 529-6587.
Dressmaking -Sewing

Individualized

styling,

de-

signing & alterations. Near
Randhurst. -

255-0348

pital Beds, Dishes & Silver
Service,
Equip.

Lawn & Garden

that any advertiser intends

Chicago, III. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

specification or discrimination In emplpyment prac-

-ELECTRICAL

C.

An equal opportunity employer

.

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

MECHAN I CAL

24-Help Wanted Men

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or

RELAY DRIVER

Saturday

&

Sunday

layouts.

Salary commensurate with experience and ability.. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

A.M.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

Call

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

MT. PROSPECT

'Paid Sick'LeavePaid Hospitalization
Free Coffee

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

NEWS AGENCY

'

392-1830

ELECTRICAL
DRAFTSMAN

LAB. TECH. TRAINEE
This is an excellent job open-

ing for a young individual
(19 - 25) who has some experience and knowledge and

particular knack in working

and associating with electrical circuitry and equipment. Background for this

DAYS OR NIGHTS

'

$2.25 to $2.50 Per Hour

BARRINGTON

DU 1-2400

Due to a

heavy long-range building program, Pure oil

Company Is in need of an electrical draftsman, prefer-

ably with three or more years experience. We would prefer an architectural background as the person will be in-

volved' in the layout of building and yard lighting and deter-

mining wire requirements for lighting and motors. Our

job would be High School

buildings include service stations, bulk plants, large interstate complexes, and truck stops.

or hobby electronics.

Enjoy working in the Northwest suburbs. We are located
south of Palatine at junction of highways 53 and 58. Please
call or write in confidence to employment department.

electrical courses. Service
electrical courses, DeVry
Institute, general basement
Excellent opportunity for a
young man to get started in
a well established growing
electronics Industry. Progressive employee benefits
and fine working conditions

PURE OIL COMPANY

accompany this.job.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

LITTELFUSE
824-1188

800 East Northwest Hwy.

WE WILL TRAIN

A Division of Union Oil Company of California

200 E. Golf Rd.

.

Des Plaines

LA 9-7700.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

'

Palatine, Ill.

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

300 N. Northwest Highway. (Rts. 53 & 14)
Palatine, Ill.

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

DISSATISFIED.

FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER H H.

With Your Job And Traveling?

State Licensed - Insured

119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-2865

824.9530

DRAFTSMEN
Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

Road

24-Help Wanted Men

-

824-1188

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

Des Plaines, Ill.

800 East Northwest Hwy.

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

insurance program.

Work For A Good Company

Topping
Complete Tree Service

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

.

KILN OPERATORS

GENERAL BLOWER CO.
We offer,

BARON TREE SERVICE

INSPECTORS

.

and prosperity.

ASSEM8LERS
$2:18-2.77
MACHINE OPERATORS .$2.18-2.62

Free 'Estimates
529-6587

S

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES,- SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

AA Fr 177A,

Minimum Ago, 18

YOWL FIND IT IN NE

UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

top pay, automatic increases, health and life in-

surance, and cafeteria. These are permanent positions
with a company that has an outstanding record of growth

41WELDERSLFABRICATORS $2.68-2.93

.TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL.

-

graduates - math maibrs preferred. Interesting and re -

let

Trimming - Cutting

Rental Service

UNITED RENT-ALLS,
708 E. N/W Hwy.
259-3350
Arl. Hghts.
We Rent Most Everything
Tools, Rug & Floor Machines Roll -a -ways & Hos-

them know _which
positions the advertiser

to

We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent employee benefits; including paid vacations. Free

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture

school certificate, but college

convenience to our readers

position of GRILL MEN.

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

color design.
Call Leo's
CL 3-7374

business

his

of

or enterprise, or (2) as a

LIT TEL FUSE

experience one
Minimum
year. Should at least have high

maintenance.

824-2865

259 -5066

Stan Vorgias Co.

work guaranteed.

Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential. & Commercial

Cleaners
Home Maintenance, Fully
Insured.
Free
Estimates. -

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS

driveways.

ing. Fully insured, satisfaction guar. Also interior

essary to the normal °pd.

for appointment.

SBC requires computer operators for IBM System/360.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

RUBBISH REMOVAL

358-4882

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nee..

APPLY IN PERSON

Trash Hauling

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhang-

Phone 439-1794

asphalt

Suburban
Decorators

mates.

Agency columns

We are now interviewing neat alert young men for the

Carston Mtr. Sales
Wheeling. Ill.
LE 7-1166

24

in

GRILL MEN

CL 3-7384

Interior and. exterior quality painting.
Free
esti-

as to sex

are made only (I) to in-

ation

Applicant should have experience doing this type of work.
Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee
benefits. If you feel you are qualified please call Dan Sundt

OPERATORS

a

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service

who will take over the direct responsibility and duties as
outlined for a department.

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

Transporation

We are in need of a man 25-40 with experience in supervision, machine setup, and handling women in production

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

(nights)

894-3115

(DAYS)

Endler's Pharmacy. 439-5255

AGM

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. scrv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, 53.
24 hr. phone serv.

WORKING SUPERVISOR

ter. 40 hr wk. Must drive.

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:

Sewing Machine Repairs

392-1830

_

Experienced man with knowledge of Industrial building

PHONE 259-3350

Meyers

Call 673-6760

or practices any unlawful
preference, lirripation,

Elk Grove Village
an equal opportunity employer

FULL TIME
Masonry

MT. PROSPECT NEWS AGENCY

Coin -mission. Can earn over.
$20 per wee:.

CALL MRS. OLSEN

Paid Vacations
Frequent Increases
7 Paid Holidays

RENT-ALLS

ADVERTISING

Call

12 to 17. Part time. To work
afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus

MAINTENANCE MAN

UNITED

-

CUTLER-HAMMER,
INC.

24-Help Wanted Men

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

DECORATING

interest in electricity,

-,vane his skills and position.
Call P. Riesterer. 4394910-

Let us help make your...DAY!

For

with

of

Night premium
and very excellent fringe
benefits paid fullybySylvania.

BUSINESS
Service Directory
RICK'S

RELAY DRIVER

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Can
Mt. Prospect News Agency
- 392-1830

our Help Wanted and Em-

EVENING SHIFT

2001 N. CORNELL

Diversified Occupation Program
Monday thru Friday 1:30 to 4:30 P.M.
Saturday 10 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
Relay Driver 17 or over

Full time delivery man, por-

Designations

merit increases. This com-

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC

HIGH SCHOOL OR COLLEGE STUDENT

to 4 PM Mon. team Fri.

NOTICE

electrical
controls will train three ambitious young men (18-24),
Manufacturer

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

IBM
COMPUTER

as electrical draftsmen. Must
be able to work closely with
engineering and manufacturing departments. Good starting salary, overtime, and

Good rate.

217 S. Arl. Hts. Rd., Arlington Hts.

Chicago based company. Good
"pay. Excellent benefits. Ideal
working conditions.

437-4677

392-4250

will take an interest in
4:30 P.M. -1:0-0 A.M. pany
the man who is eager to ad-

Box #1036. The A rlington D ay,

MODEL MAKER
small research lab of Ige.

392-7110

766-8650

ELECTRICAL

8-4:00 P.M.

CL 9-4600

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

Excellent opportunity
for advancement.
Paid vacations and
benefits.
Salary open.

graduate, pleasing personality, and desire to grow with
our company are the requirements. Phone

2375 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village

DAY SHIFT

Top benefits. Include salary
required with resume. Write

WANT ADS

High School

CUTLER-HAMMER,
INC.

conditions.

are an experienced well -qualforeman looking for
ified

me today?

YOUNG MEN
18-21
We would like a personable
young man to take orders

3741 Podlin Dr.
Franklin Park, Ill.

Work in clean electronic
warehouse under excellent

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

Experienced model maker in

8

Manager or Trainee

McDan Corporation

WAREHOUSE MAN

up to 50 e ,loyees. If you

summer, Mt. Prospect.
Must be 16. Phone (8-4:30)of \

RESEARCH LABORATORY

DOMESTIC DEPT.

ploynient

Modern N.W. suburban plant
needs shirt -sleeved, take charge type man with ability
to plan, direct, and control

after school. Full time balance,

BOYS WANTED

and merit Increases. 1st or and fill them,
2nd shift. This company will.

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

will train right apnlicant.Call

.EveolnEs and Weekends
An equal opportunity employer

Wheeling

Good starting wages, overtime

Experienced- preferred but -

High school boy afternoons,

of electrical

MECHANICAL

All Levels

.

Union Special Machine Co

to 11 AM

9 AM

411 -Wolf Rd.

types. Interest in electricity
helpful, but not necessary.

COMPANY PAYS EXCEL-

WANT AD?

Ask for Mr. Glandt
827-1191

WIREMEN
Manufacturer

ELECTRICAL SCHEMATICS,
ETC. GOOD OPPORTUNITY.

FAMILY

NATIONAL BANK

NEWS CO.

controls will train men to assemble motor controls of all

DRAWINGS,

RECEIVING
40 hrs. per week. Paid Vacations. Profit sharing if eligible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.

LAKE DISTRICT

cludes two years of drafting.
One additional year of working experience helpful.
MUST BE ABLE TO MAKE

DES PLAINES

and

(JUNIOR)
Young man age 18-25 with
high school education that in-

AND

259-4099

.

ture - many benefits.

SHIPPING

BUILDING
CUSTODIAN

,

DES PLAINES
296-1142

392-7383

BANK TRAINEE
Aggressive young man to learn
the banking business.Good fu-

WAREHOUSE HELP

W. Central Rd.

Mt. Prospect, In.

22-Jobs Wanted-Women

217.S.Arl.Hgts.Rd.
Arlington Hgtst,

,Eiox 1034

25% Commission
Hard- Work
. Maximum Opportunity

* PROOF OPERATOR
* SAVINGS TELLER
* COMMERCIAL TELLER

392-9300
ACCOUNTANTS

Arlington Day

Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880

,

38 S. Dunton

Call 253-3443.

259-1457

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

Full Time

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

'

Full or Part Time
Office Maintenance

CL 3-5238

Ray, Tom, Jessie, Jaker
'Carmen

Will do ironing in my home.
Experienced.
References.

1000 S. Art: Hts. Rd.
MEN WANTED FOR

Arlington tits. Ill.

BARBER SHOP

'

STANDARD. SERVICE

APPLY BEVERLY LANES

AEI

Service by appointment I

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

ARLINGTON

LANE MAINTENANCE MAN.
NIGHTS

COLLIN'S

' DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Eves. and weekends.

for
SCHOOL BUS

Full time - Paid vacation

Young man to learn non ferrous metal business. No previous training in this field required. Mechanical aptitude
advantageous. Good opportunity for young married man.
Insurance and profit sharing.
Send resume to

FOR

WANTED

Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill:
:88874'184

PART TIME.

CL 5-2441

.

SALES TRAINEE

AND

after 6 P.M.

Call

MECHANIC'

FULL TIME

DELIVERY
DRIVERS

11-Business Services

13-Lost And found

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

'26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted. Men

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

.....

g

Average. 10 hours overtime per week

Mr. Wackerman
'171 S. Wheeling Rd.

ETA LS

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

537-6100'.
Wheeling

250 NORTH 12th STREET
(OFF DUNDEEAD!

WHEELING

537-2180

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

LEARN
SWITCHBOARD

VACATIONING

COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL TEACHERS'
Need extra money to return to

school? Paying $2.78 per hr.
for days of August 24, 25, 26.
Inventory work.

As you sit in reception area

of newly remodeled office of
local firm. S/B is not too busy
easy to operate. Light typing
and good phone voice quali-

RECEPTIONIST

UNITED MOTOR SERVICE
Div. of General Motors Corp.
1001 Busse Road
an equal opportunity employer

You'll sit at front desk and
greet all visitors, check their
appointments, notify ',proper
exec. or arrival then escort

WANTED

,san't- manner required. $350
mo. Free.
Miss Paige

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

them in. Light typing and, plea-

7205 N. Meade

$300

$650

-

"We cover all suburbs"
Trainees or Experienced

Salary $1200 a year
Apply Finance Director

YODZI FIND /I IN INF

WN AS

VILLAGE OF ARL.HTS.
253-2340

24 -Help Wanted Men

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Woman needed to supervise
two school children and do lite
housework. Own trans.
253-1264

PART TIME OFFICE
help inRandhurst applyTedd's
Tepee. Tue-Thur. or Sat.

All Levels,

DES PLAINES
296.-1142

207 N. Evergreen - 392-6100

NILES'
8144 1/2 N. Milw.

825-7117

N.W.' CHICAGO
4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

GENERAL OFFICE
Young woman needed for order
desk
in
modern,
air-

conditioned office. 'Light typing. 37 1/2 hour week.

AMPLEX CORP.

DOCTOR'S

1855 Greenleaf
Elk Grove Village

GIRL FRIDAY
Excellent neighborhood doctor

needs a girl with light typing
and neat appearance to train
as receptionist. You'll learn
to greet patients, answer
phones, and schedule appts.

439-4455

No Sats. or evenings. $90

WANT
ADS

wk. free.

Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

TESTERS
Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.

774-9393

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

CREDIT TYPIST

STENOGRAPHER

Unusual opening for willing

For High School District 4214'
immediate opening, interesting work, pleasant surroundings.

worker in the field of consumer credit.,,
Bank of Elk Grove
4397.1668

'SECRETARIES

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

774-9393

2 School Crossing Guards

24 -Help Wanted Men

OFFICE POSITIONS:

fies. Salary open, high free. "SHEETS" 100% FREE
Miss Paige
I 3 LOCATIONS I
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

Apply Nowl

-

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

259-5300 EXT. 37

THE DAY
30 -Help Wanted -Women

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY SERVICE
7134 West Higgins, Chicago
SWITCHBOARD

to .1 PM women interested in

Immediate opening available
for career . minded woman.
Should be capable of meeting

GENERAL
OFFICE
CLERK

a 5 wk. nurses aide training
program, starting Aug. 15.
Good starting salary. Upon

people and have some typ-

5 Day Week
Typing Essential

this study

of

course, you will be eligible

for excellent positions in the
hospital field. Study materials
free. Apply NOWT Personnel
director.

NIEDERT
MOTOR SERVICE

HIGHLAND PARK
HOSPITAL

2300 S.
Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

area code 312
ID 2-8000
Highland Park, Ill.

ing, experience. Exceptional
opportunity for an intelligent,

ambitious person seeking a
career. Good
permanent
starting salary - paid vacation - sick leave & group insurance benefits. Please call
Mr. Colby - 775-7166 for an
interview appointment.

-26-Help Wanted Men Or Women'

WANTED FOR

'

Wheeling & Exchange Rdsi

WORK

For School Buses and Travel-alls. A.M. and.
P.M. Routes. Guarahteed Weekly Salary plus

BOYS
Prospect Heights
can

*Wheeling

Mount Prospect News Agency

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

392-1830

Male & Female

& excellent possibility for advancement.

SICK LEAVE

"

Paid rest periods

Steady employment

Paid Holidays
Free Hospitalization
Apply9-5Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

Rods ter night work

Dec Plaines, Illinois

824-6135

774-5155

Temporary Service

Call Jane,Nelson
CLERK TYPIST
Sales and Administrative
DES. PLAINES
296-1142

OFFICE HELP
Must be good with figures
and able to operate normal of-

fice machines. 40 hrs. per
week. Paid vacation. Profit

SECRETARY WANTED

Apply in Person

Personable individual as secretary to President of the
William Raney Harper College.
Shorthand and filing

LAKE DISTRICT
411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

versatile perceptive of employer's work,
executive secretarial exper-

CASHIER
Mon. thru Fri.
to 5 P.M.
1
18 yrs. or over.

ience. Age 30-40. Competi-

Call 358-9100 or write:
Dean of Business Affairs

Apply in person
Mnt. Prosp. Cinema
827 Rand Rd.

HARPER COLLEGE

DIETARY DEPT.

TYPIST

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

GENERAL OFFICE

IBM

RELATED CLERICAL
DETAIL

PHONE WORK

(Hospital)

KEY PUNCH

CL 9-1620

1100 Hicks Road

NO AGE LIMIT

F.T. - MAN - DAYS
P.T. -MAN - (Moon Lighter) After 4P.M.

INTERVIEWING:
Rolling Meadows

Saturday -9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

ASSEMBLERS

***********************

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

F.T. -WOMEN - DAYS

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

JUNIOR PLANNER

If you can fill any' of the above positions, we can assure
you of permanent employment, good salary, and many

benefits.

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Barrington

-

Ability to read Moe, prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

tion and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

537-2180

MACHINISTS

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Tool Makers
Varied MaChining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Mill Hands

for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Early seniority in
*Good starting rates
new plants.
*Regular wage
,"Tuition paid
increases
*Employee discounts
*Paid 2 week vacaon purchase of comtions after one year pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

equipment desirable

Boring Machine Operators

5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

helpful.

Randhurst Center

Prof. Level

Drill Press Operators
Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -flighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

Landmeier Rd.

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400 -

Lunt Rd.

2201 Lunt Rd.

Room 13

24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332- 5210

Good Pay - Good Tips

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

Will operate multilith machine -part time. Drivingof company
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

A

722 Kensington

Arl. Hts.

UNIQUE

Interest in
chemistry or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

PERSONNEL

RECEIVING CLERK

High School graduate - responsibilities include stock re-

INTERVIEWER

CREDIT CORRESPONDENT

Our employment manager
for women is seeking an ag-,

POSITION

ceiving, inventory and miscellaneous duties..

Must have capacity for detailed work. Experience in credit
and collection work or in handling customer correspondence
College degree 'or equivalent evening courses in
business administralion preferred.
needed.

GENERAL CLERK

High School graduate. Starting assignment a variety of
keneral office duties., Outstanding opportunity' to learn
and advance to a more reiponsibie positiOn.
-

DETAILERS
With medium machine background experience preferred.
High school graduates experienced in general accounting
duties desirable. Excellent opportunity to learn.and advance
to a more responsible position.

MID

392-192C

No Sundays

ACCOUNTING CLERK

Must be able to set-up and operate.

Sales Positions in the Chicago
Area. Salary plus Commissions.

gressive, experienced -

woman as an assistant. To
qualify, a individual must

be thoroughly versed in recruiting factory applicants
for manufacturing. Position
also includes recruiting
clerical applicants, and related phases of personnel
work. Some college desired
but

a

degree is not nec-

essary. Consideration will
be given to applicants who
have had minimum of 2-3
years experience in re-

cruiting anti interviewing.
Many fringe benefits including tuition refund plan.

Please call for an appointment. 582-7100. Ext. 723.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

This is a challenging and an
unusual position. If you have
a flare for writing, abilityto
deal effectively with people,

follow thru with little su-

pervision, handle detail, and
have the ability to type; this
position will interest you.
Our firm offers many fringe
benefits, including a tuition
refund plan, a fine insurance

program and an employee
store. Please apply in person, or call 562-7100, ext.
723.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf. Rd.

Elk Grove Village

Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

439-8700

UARCO INCORPORATED

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

West County Line Rd.

An Equal Opportunity

L mile W. of Mannheim

400 North Wolf Road

Devon Rd.

BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Full or Part Time

MULTI LI TH OPERATOR -DRIVER

Precision coring experience desired. Excello experience

CHICAGO
AERIAL
-INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.'

Lifesavers, Inc.

WAITRESSES NEEDED

LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist in project work.

As an employee.of AMPEX you will qualify
WHEELING

O

SEASON NOW
OPEN

10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

Top Rates

Convenient Locations

Heights'

Fellow up purchase order with vendors.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
2b0 N. 12th ST.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITER

MART//V METALS
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Arlington

11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitaliza-

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

30-Help Wanted-Women

CL 9-1000

Experience in custodial duties desirable.

any ambition individual.

Most Daysies Won't Tell
But A rlIngtonDaysie
says STIVERS is

Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunity employer

CUSTODIAN

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

OFFICE WCRKERS

WONDERFUL

OPENINGS AT UARCO

INSPECTOR -

30 -Help Wanted -Women

8501 West Higgins

BOWLING

.No experience necessary as we will train.

100 E. Hamilton
Elk Grove

Chicago, Ill. 60631

APPLY PERSONNEL

ASSEMBLERS

MOLONEY PRODUCTS,

Road'

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

Coma in or Call
DUnkirk 1-2400

Subsidiary of IBM

knowledge of production scheduling.

ANALYZERS

Elk Grove Location

Temporary
THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Cart Assembler

Experience in procurement of parts or related -items and

439,1220
-

SBC requires key punch oper-

or night shift. Apply:

Cooks Helper
Salad Lady

PRECISION MECHANICAL
We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

OPERATORS
ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-.
cation. Full or part-time.Day

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

.111.

.

NEWS CO.

competency,

.., ,,,,,,

Join

Paid Vacations

RIGHTGIRL

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Join A Profit Sharing Company

PENSION PLAN
HOSPITALIZATION
FREE COFFEE

$75 BONI S

tive salary, fringe benefits.

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

Experienced punch press operator to set-up presses, make
minor adjustments and change-overs. Good starting salary

PAID VACATION
7 PAID HOLIDAYS

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations

Pleasant working cond't's
Free Life Insurance

1365 Lee Street

PLUS

sharing, plan if. eligible. Hospital insurance available.

General Molded Products Inc.

SET-UP MAN

First 5 Days Pa

Salary open.

392-4250

of Plastic Products

2513 E. Higgens Road

$10 BONUS

benefits.

CALL MRS. OLSEN

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

BUS, SERVICE, INC.

For Morning Paper Route

Mount Prospect

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

.

392-9300

DAV I DSMEYER

Secretaries
Clerks

Stenos

Paid vacations and

RITZENTHALER BUS LINES

437-3767 or 437-9495

IMMEDIATE WORK

Typists

40 ,hour week.

Experienced - or we will train
Part time or Full Time positions available.

Group Insurance Available.

Bomises

WANTED

PART TIME

PHONE 827-1108

School Bus DriVers

MALE OR FEMALE

Wheeling

517-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Arm

GENERAL OFFICE

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS

TEMPORARY

Top Rates

MATURE WOMAN

827-8861

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

DRIVERS

-

RECEPTIONIST -

Health Program)
From Aug. 8. to 11 we will
be interviewing from 9 AM

Tuesday, August 9, 1966

30 -Help Wanted -Women

MANPOWER

NURSES A I DES
(Man Power for

completion

.

.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.

.

Dunkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

Barrington,

Employer

NORTHLAKE, ILL

An Equal Opportwilty Employer
M&F

Tuesday, August 9, 1966

THE DAY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

SECRETARY
BOOKKEEPER

Excellent opportunity for secretary with bookkeepingbackground. Salary commensurate
with experience. Northbrook.

RECEPTIONIST

.

.

Girl Friday wanted. Pleasant
working' conditions, in a new

Call 272-37157.

modern office.

PERSONNEL

Elk Grove Village

Challenging position in our
growing organization.Various
duties in our expanding
personnel department working
with the director of industrial
starting
Good
relations.

CLERK,

Filing, varied duties in plant
(will train), No bookkeeping,
No typing -phone Mr. Arnold,

salary, reviews, profit sharing, air conditioned office,

255-8051. ,

etc.

BOOKKEEPER
Girl for accounts receivable.

Phone or Visit

train. 5 day 40 hour week.

AIVII=DEX

No experience necessary. Will

Excellent Working conditions.

Mr. Frale

ter, good shape. 255-5941.
Two almost new white wall

McDan Corporation

tires: 7.75 X 15.225.358-7753

after 5 P.M.
Karpep Sofa Bed, full size,
$85 or best offer. Magnavox

Podlin Dr.
Franklin Park, Ill.
3741

You have an opportunity to
learn the procedures of a

Console T.V. 21 in. Ping Pong

.CL 5-6948
Maple furniture for den, picnic table & benches, barbque,
swing, toys, play yard &
canning equip. Veep freeze,

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Refrig. $5.Headboard; chests;
tables; misc. items. 251 to
$3.00. CL. 3-2031
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener.
'
CL 5-1107
Wanted. Dehumidifier. 17 pts.
or larger. 253-3681.
MOVING-Cold spot refriger-

439-8700

P.M. St. Peter Lutheran
School cafeteria. 111 W.Olive
St. Arlington Hts. Household
items. Clothing.
Kenmore automatic gas dryer.

Route #83

Parj Time
after school and Saturday

An equal opportunity employer.

Apply In Person

RECEPTIONIST

children & ladies clothing,

ANTIQUE furniture,' guns,
dishes, rod iron furniture,
HA 6-2461.

Webcor 3-spkr. tape rcdr,
$80. Bolex H-16, $95. Bolex
/I-8, w/3 -lenses, $150. 4 E.
level, $4. Plumb 20 -oz. hammer, $2. K&E plane -table tri-

MONTGOMERY WARD sponsible young lady to work
for a busy growing firm.
Someone with ability tohandle
active phone and typing. Must

Arl.Hgts.

Ask for Mr. Carlson

be extremely reliable in attendance. Outstanding company benefit program. Prefer
age 21-30.

COUNTER CLERK
Will train personable married

people. Call collect 453-9510::

SCHMIDT

ORCHID CLEANERS
8608 Golf Rd. Des Plaine:4

IRON WORKS, INC.

Mount Prospect

1100 Wiley Road

Palatine

FULL TI ME
PART TI ME
2 Positions Available
TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

12' alum. runabout. 25 HP.

Evinrude Motor, electric with
trailer. Skits. $275.255-3753.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

3 cycle. $75. or best offer.

TYPIST

!!!HELP!!!

you are a High School
graduate and have taken a
If

display furniture
from builders deluxe model
Must sell

commercial course while In

school, you might be the ideal
candidate for the job we have
open in our Customer Service

homes. Save up to 70% Terms

and delivery arranged.
773-0252

Dept. The only prerequisite
outside of being a neat ap-

after 22 noon

pearing individual is that you

30 -Help Wanted -Women

must be a good typist. Job

CLERK - TYPIST

involves order taking, order
calling, customer phone contact, delivery. scheduling &
order processing.
Feel free in stopping by or

ELK GROVE

companied by fine progressive employee benefits.

529-4003

cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.,
to earn extra income & meet

calling us concerning this
'opening. which is also ac-

VILLAGE

LIT-TELFUSE

WANTED

FULL TIME SECRETARY
with typing & shorthand ability. Hours 8:30 to 4:30. Full

'

insurance program. Retire-

CASHIER SWITCHBOARD
18 OR OLDER

ment benefits. 2 weeks vacation after first year.

Paid vacations and holidays

RIVER TRAILS SCHOOL

Hospitalization available
See Scotty Robinson

DIST. #26

1400 E. Kensington
Mt. Prospect
Phone - 296-2150

253-5000
GEO. POOLE FORD

824-1188
800 East Northwest Hwy.

Our Shipping Department lo-

Des Plaines

cated in Elk Grove Village
has an opening for anexper-

You'll enjoy

lenced typist. Duties include

the typing of Bills of Lading, packing slips, filing,
and other clerical operat-

PART TI ME
TEMPORARY

ions. Working hours are
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Many

office work for leading firms
in the west and western suburban areas and take pride in

fine fringe benefits are of-

fered. Please apply at the
following address.

your association with PREserving these
FERRED,
firms for 20 years with

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

QUALIFIED office help: -

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

ASSEMBLERS
Electronic component manufacturer has limited openings on
2nd or 3rd shifts, full or part time.Experience not necessary.
We will train.

APPLY

TRW ELECTRONICS
Des Plaines.

886 Garland Place

PREFERRED

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

An Equal Opportunity Employer

610 North Lee Street
DesP laines

827-5557

M

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
is

for
YOU!!

Openings on
First and Second Shifts
are for
ASSEMBLERS
Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Smalf Tools Is Desired

Three Shifts
are for
COIL WINDERS
Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines, For Various Type Of Coil

CLERK TYPISTS

PHONE, (312) 5375100
TWO NO. 910651.2092

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

Has Job Openings For

61E GLENN AVENUE

WHEELING. IWNOI5 66090

Job?

"Angels In Disguise"

NORTHIAKE, ILL

CARTRISEAL

Looking for
a Permanent

,Openings on

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

An Equal Opportunity Empleyer

We are looking for two dependable girls, high school graduates, for clerical work and filing. Small office. Experienced
preferred. Modern air conditioned offices. Excellent salary,
free hospitalization and life insurance plus many other benefits.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

ASK FOR MISS BUTLER

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-

10 -Help Wanted -Women

pod, w/case, $15.8 mm film
editor, $5. 299-4802.

RUMMAGE SALE

259-0460

Permanent. Attractive, Re-

11-11elp Wanted -Women

only.

maple headboard $5.392-8878

Located between Higgins and

0,:llelp "Waded-Wenn

Table. Call Sat., Aug. 13th

fascinating business.

Fri. Aug. 19. 5 P.M. till 9

HIGH SCHOOL
GIRLS WANTED

24 N. Main

Remington Portable typewri-

varied duties. No age, limit.

2201 Lunt Rcli
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

392-5800

I

other

typing and

includes

ator with freezer. $35 Twin

Contact

212 N. Dunton

G.E. 30" elect. range with
GIRL
timer. Used 5 mos. $95 or
best fair offer. 259-4350.
FRIDAY
W e are looking for a neat, Motorola TV. 17" with stand.
pleasant woman to work in
Table Model. Best Offer.
our one 'girl office. Job
392-3428
Call 766-8650.

CUSTOM PLASTICS,
INC.

Receptionist -Gen. Office

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

30 -Help Wanted -Women

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
ACCOUNTING MACHINE OPERATOR

NURSING
ASSISTANTS
No.experience necessary, excellent paid training program.
Year %round permanent employment plus merit increases.
Good salary plus many employee benefits.
The above important positions offer the satisfaction of working with people. Only those. seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply.

Apply Personnel Department

Park Ridge

1661 Northwest Highway

INTERVIEWING

WA ITRESSES

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS
$2:00 PER HOUR GUARANTEED.
We are now interviewing neat, attractive young ladies between the ages of 18-35 for the position of WAITRESS.

We can offer permanent employMent with excellent employee

benefits, including paid vacations, tree insurance programs.

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M.to Noon

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.

CASHIER

CL 9-1000

-

Arlington Heights

HOSTESS

FULL TI ME DAYS OR NIGHTS
We are.now interviewing neat attractive young ladiesbetween
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of: CASHIER -HOSTESS.

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance
program.
. DAYS $1.85 - $2.00 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
NIGHTS $2.00

Apply in. Person

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rig. 53 & I4)

Palen:104111-

KEY PUNCH TRAINEES
Training positions open in Key Punch Department for qualified individuals.

Please call employment department for details.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

$2.25 PER HOUR

DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

.PURE OIL COMPANY

,APPLY IN PERSON

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

Division of Union* 011 Company of California
Palatine, Illinois.

200 East Golf Road

LA 9-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

I

'NORTHLAKE ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

Tuesday, August 9, 1966

THE DAY
69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

50 -landscaping

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Black and whit male terrlor.
House trained. 8 months old.

Excellent child care given in
-

259-4596 after 5 P.M.

.SOD
Grass Sod Nurseiy.

Blue
Growers

Pure bred male Germanhepherd puppies. Not registered.

of nursery sod.

Straight Merlon.

$25 ea. 255-3406.

14 -To Rent Apartments

"BE CAREFREE" AT

$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

$.80 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

9040.

west of Dundee. Gilberts.

Siamese kitten, pure bred.

children dogs. Box
trained. Best offer. 437-4423.

426-5108,

Loves

Miniature Schnauzers AKC-

55 -Musical Instruments

Reg. - Male - 8 wks. C1-3-

Sheltie female, toy poodle
male, Kennel equip, dog house
misc. HA .6-2461.

'

cordian. Red pearl. $100 or
best offer. 259-5243.

Miniatures. Poodle pups and
Schnauzers. AKC. Shots and
wormed. Home raised. 639-

trpt, $185. Nat'l. 2 -neck steel
gtr, $75. Superione steel 'gtr.,
$20. Brilhart sax m'plece $15.

9728.

299-4802.

Gray bedrm. set, antique gold

Elec. guitar 3 pickup deluxe
model, used 2 mos. .Will
demonstrate. $75. 392-7043.
Slingeriand "drums comp w/
smbls. Never used,Sprkle sitprl. Must see to appreciate,
Call after 6 p.m. - CL 5-3566
4 pick up guitar, vibrato tailpiece; solo 'rhythm switch,

dining rm. set, rose Taupe

Sofa, white love seat with

matching table, misc.
259-5416

Walnut dining room set. Table, chairs, buffet, $75. CL 30263 after 7.
Sofa, 4 children's desks, twin
beds, kitchen table & 4 chairs.
392-8877
Mahoghany coffee

lounge chair, CL 5-0030.

$70; dual speaker Supro amp,
vibrato, reverb; 1 yr. old $275.
Both for $325. 253-8806 after
6.

Wurlitzer Spinet piano. Ma-

56 -Office Furniture -Devices

leaf table with pads, $45. Call

One transcriber for use with
Edison voice writer, all

Table Lamp,

hogany. Exc. Cond. $350.
Mahogany Duncan Phyfe drop-

255-2911 any night after 6 p.m.

Charcoal Gray 3 piece Sectional, excellent cond. $75.
Call after 8 p.m. 529-4148.

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping

and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm -$160.
Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.
OPEN EVENINGS

UNTIL 9 p.m.

HOME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine

furnished apt. 3 short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Sept. 1st. For
259-4901
appt. call
16 -To Reilt Houses

4 -Room. house, 2 bedrooms

259-5283

town

60 -Sporting Goods

tion after 6, CL 3-4741.

sleeps 8,

3 blocks from depot anddown-

Arl. Hgts., Semi furnished. Call for informa-

Trailer Starcraft,
1

yr. old retail

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

$1600 asking $1000 or best of-

100'S DECORATOR COLORS
Also Genuine Ozite Vectra-

Low summer rates for

66 -Business Opportunities

Weddings

SUPPLY
VAUGHN PLAN
CL 5-6478
427-2216
By Appointment Only

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM
Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
Profitable business? Fran-

48 -Household Appliances

chtsing

Indoor-Outdoor Carpet
For Bath, Kitchen, Rec. Rm.

Budget Terms Available

Refrigerator. 12 cu. ft. Admiral with freezer. Ideal as

second refrigerator. $40.3585628.

is

Fair Cond't. $15.00 12 years

Parties

Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL'
.CL3-2973
Don Wheeler

level, 4 bdrm,brick and frame

home, 2 1/2 baths, fireplace,
large living room and dining

6 room, 2 baths, solid brick
ranch in Mt. Prospect. Patio,
full basement, 2 -car attached
garage.3 blks. to grade school,
1 mile to shopping,bus & railroad. Many extras.$31,500.00

8 room, 4 bedroom brick and
frame home. 2 1/2 baths,

full basement. 2 car garage.
!1 years old.
HEIGHTS .- 3

ARLINGTON

bdrm. Lannon stone, Ranch
home with 2 fireplaces, w/w
carpeting, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, awnings, extra
large family room and 2 car
garage. Ask us about the
price, You'll be surprised!!
Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.

NORTHSIDE RANCH

With IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
1

1/2 car att. garage. large

kitchen/Family room with
built-ins, shutters and sliding
glass to patio. Call today for
appointment to see. Asking
only $22,900.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
VACANT

2 or 3 bedroom Ranch on tree
lined Street. Carpeting in living and dining area. Full bise-

ment with large rec. room,

her and bath. 1 1/2 car garage.

Beautiful rear yard. Priced

BRUNS
Open 9 to 9
Arl.Hts.
CL 5-6320

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

1

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788
Palatine
30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

cond. Low mileage.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

PS, PB, elec. windows. Low
mileage.. By owner. 255
5122.

* Kitchen breakfast bar
Color -styled appliances

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

Garbage disposers
Ceramic tiled baths
Carpeted living area
Hardwood floors .

358-4555
,

CHOICE

RESIDENTIAL LOTS

transm., radio, heater. Best

* Basement storage

Off-street parking

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

October Occupancy

434 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800
Palatine
Open 9 to 9

Contact:

BAIRD

96 -Real Estate Wanted

&

Residential - Commercial

WARNER

CL 5 - 3535
1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl. Hts.

FOLZ REALTY

Managing Agents

99 -Automobiles for Sale

21 E. PROSPECT AVE
MOUNT PROSPECT

OLDS. 1962, white 98 Coupe,
6 way seats, full power, Exc.
Cond't. $1200. Private.

392-7800

CL 3-3976

Plymouth convertible.
White with red interior. Firestone champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission
$225 or best offer. 358-2699
after 6 P.M.

HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

1959

in-laws, horses? Perfect for

you --authentic Williamsburg

Colonial home on 7.8 acres.
8 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fire-

places. large dining room,

beautiful family room w/book-

'58 Buick Super. 4 -door, hard-

cases. Towering shade trees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn,3-car garage.
reduced for quick sale --

top. Silver blue, Auto. transmission, air - cond., power
steering & power brakes,

radio speaker, very clean.

$56,900.
COUNTRY ACRE close toVil-

259-5243';

1 left F 350 Stake 4 speed

1953 Cadillac Fleetwood, good
condition, full power, best
offer 299-4739
'62 Volkswagen. Excellent
condition. $750. 259-1110.

in and see Plats.

$150 to $280 per Mo.
HEAT INCLUDED

Inventory Clearance Selling
At Dealer Cost

engine. '6 cyl. st. overdrive.
R & H. $250 or best offer.

Most may be purchased 1/3

down, 42 months to pay. Stcip

1 to 2 full baths

'58 Chevy Station Wagon.1962

-Palatine-

-Barrington Areas $3,500 to $8,800

Soft water

'

offer. CL. 9-5777
'64 Corvair Monza. 2 door.
Exc. cond. $1195 or best offer. 259-2753

'58 Chevy convertible, Hurst
3 ap. 348 cu. in. good condition $300. 392-3915..

in park -like surroundings
Air conditioning

255-2834. Best offer.

ROSELLE

'58 Ford Ranch wagon. Auto.

HOME REALTY

Colonial architecture

392-

1529 after 5 P.M.

'64 Grand Prix. with air cond.

OPEN EVENINGS
UNTIL 9 p.m.

heater. 3750 Rear springs
mirrors. 700 -16 1 cc

tires.

left F 100 Pickup. 240C.I.
6 cyl. Standard tran. Cus-

1

tom cab deluxe heater.
speed wiper chrome
mirror wivr tires;
2

left F 100 Pickup 240
C.I. 6 cyl. std. tran. heater ICC flashers.1250 rear
springs.

2

.1957 VW- New tires, new
paint. $375. Good cond. - 3929815.
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Only a left Econoline super
van 240 C.I. 6 cyl. heater

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS.
Palatine

spec 1 ton Pack Glass
Rear door. ICC Flasher.

4 left Econoline van standard 6 cyl. Eng. std.trans.
heater. 1230 Rear springs
Glass

flasher.

rear door.

ICC

110 -Bicycles

Immediate Delivery

Bicycles 2 women's and men's

26", English type, 3 speed,
hand brakes, rear mounted,

'66 Trail 90 cc.Honda.Double
sprocket. Low mileage. Many

ROSELLE
FORD

439-0592

Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.

child seat, Acc. 255-5941.

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

extras. $350 or best offer.

Phone LA 9-5551

99 -Automobiles For Safe

4 bedrooms, study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in
lage.

TREMENDOUS

living room and dining -L. 2 -

Owner transf.

satiam

CLOSE OUT

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

126 W. Main St.-Barringtot.
OPEN SUNDAYS

Phone DU -1-3434

30 -Help Wanted -Vivian

.

392-3199

$800 per lot

reduced to $30,000.

PARTAKE

439-6942

1963 Triumph Cony., seats 4,
Radio, Heater, exc. cond.

1 block From River

ettes featuring paneled dens.

car garage.

Riverside '66 motor bike. Just
like new. Best offer. Call
after 6 P.M. 392-2469.
'66' Honda. Sport 60. Exc.

trans. P/8, radlo,W/W.Spare
set snow tires. $1399.57

4 LOTS

cies to unique duplex maison-

Palatine, Illinois

724-8077

'65 Dart, 4 Dr. 6 cyl. auto/

McHENRY

dations from large efficien-

358-4555

12 1/2:1 piston§ rebuilt full
balanced Call bet. 4:30 & 6.

259-3521.

MUST SELL

Prestige apartment homes offer a wide choice in accomp-

56, Triumph H & C Cams

walls. R, Exc. Cond. $595.

ton School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably
priced.
AGENT - LF 4-2186

Miner & Eastman Sts.

4 dr V 8 Chevy Bis-

cayne. Auto. Like new white

contract if desired. Barring-

HAMPTON
COURT II.

HOME REALTY

'81

frorp commuter station. 5 year

.LUXURY

132 S. Northwest Hwy.,

1714 N/W HWY.

of exclusive opporrimities in
this area

even More

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

99 -Automobiles For Sale

BARRINGTON
AREA
5 acre home site ,.5 minutes

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Outdoor recreation areas

business

new

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

in

PERFECT FOR that large
family of yours! 8 rm. bi-

below market at $21,900.

(rimier. Write for Free list

Dept. A -

9 cu. ft. Admiral Refrigerator,

at $15,500.00.

HALL RENTALS

fer. CL 3-0807

SAVE TO 50%

shade trees. Perfect for that
"cook out." This is a beauty

358-4555_

Arlington Heights.1 bdrm.un-

.86 -Heal Estate -Houses

home with detached garage beautiful back yard with large

Palatine's newest luxury a- room, 2 car -garage on a large.
partment building located at lot. $31,500.00.

attach. Good. cond.- $50 - Mr.
Hubble. Days 439-4777; Eve.

Camper

LUXURIOUS
CARPETING

2 bdrrn. newly decorated ranch'

4. ample parking, storage

2 Conn & Olds cornets $90
each. King "Silver Sonic".

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

WI LLIAMS BURG
Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

Lester walnut Spinet & bench.
Ex. Cond. $400 or best offer.
120 bass child's size ac-

7964

old. CL 3-3688.

392-9179

HAVE EVER. SEEN

10 weeks old.AKC registered.
392-8429
$75.
Pure bred German Shep. puppies. $30. No papers. 537-

& end table.

my licensed home.

THE BEST SOD YOU

German Shepard male pup.

Matching

86 -Real Estate -Houses

1966

NEW

30-11elp Wasted-Yienu
86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

150

nib

CHARMING - AUTHENTIC

TO CHOOSE FROM
All models & colors "Yes" and air cond. cars also.

EARLY AMERICAN HOME AND GARDEN

We make deals!

IN COUNTRY CLUB AREA

HOUSEWIVES
CHOOSE YOUR OWN SHIFT

Two story red brick, partially vine covered, central hall,
large master bedroom and two smaller: 1 1/2 baths, living room with fireplace, dining room, kitchen, louvered
interior doors, separate single car brick garage, separate
tool storage shed, stone patio area with brick barbecue,
screened porch, formal garden, weeping willow tree, two
apple trees, box elder tree, attractively landscaped over-

We say yes to almost all deals.

DICK WICKSTROM
Service Dept.

Open 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Sales Dept.

all on 150 x 60 lot. Phone CL 3-6597 for appointment with
owners.

Open 8 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Saturday 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
555 C. Irvink Park Roselle,' Ill. LA 9-7070

* 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.

Open Sunday 12 - 5 P.M.

* 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.

ROSELLE

* 6:30 P.M. to 10:30 P.M.

DODGE

DODGE

BOYS

TIFFANY PARK

Ideal job for the housewife who wants clean light assembly work and does not want to engage
a baby sitter. You can begin work immediately or apply now for work in September.
Enjoy the fringe benefits of full time employment including,profit sharing, paid insurance,
employee purchases, vacation & holiday pay. Clean light work.
No experience necessary if you are interested. You will enjoy pleasant working conditions in
our new air conditioned plants. Regular rate of pay plus night premium with automatic pay increases.

35 NEW HOMES - 3 & 4 BEDROOMS
$21,450 - $25,350

Open daily 12:90 - Phone 392-5249

Model Homes at 4407 Wilke
ROLLING MEADOWS
Regal Homes, Inc.

Con-

1962 FORD Club Wagon. 6

bucket seats.Radio extra $100.00 Heater w/w

A real good running

1964 VOLKSWAGON

vertible. Light green
with black top. Vinyl
low mileage one owner.

A sharp car. $1365.00

1964 CHEV Impala wagon.
6 pass.4 dr.Red Stand' and trans &overdrive,
V-8 radio, w/w,bacicup
lite. Low mileage. One
owner. $1795.00

INTERVIEWING DAILY

CALL OR VISIT

1965 DODGE Dart, 2 dr. 6
cyl. stick. White, blue
int. 25000 miles. Left
factory warranty like

MRS. GAFFKE

439-8700
NMI

new. Save $$$

N

2201 LUNT AVE.

z

MERCURYcar.$9
HM'Meteor. 4
dr. Sedan white, with
ivory interior, w/w,
power steering, V-8.
A real buy. $895.00

1962
WhiteFORD

6wiPtirbluwaePirillt.

6 cyl. standard tran.
w/w, radio full wheel
covers. $895.00

1962 TRIUMPH Herald. 2

dr. Dark blue bucket
seats 4 on the floor,
w5/9.0
w5go(;:od car mileage.

2 dr.
kick shift w/w radio.
Tan with tan interior.

$22,950
Remodeled older home in choice location. Walking distance
to shopping and transportation.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
253-2111

Lunt Rd.

Devon Rd.

1962

1963 FORD Falcon.

ONE EAST CAMPBELL
Landmeler Rd.

doors blue with blue
interior. Std. Trans.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

,Member M.A.P.,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

LISTING SERVICE.

MULTIPLE

One owner. Low mileage. $695.00
1963 CORVAIR 2 dr. Sedan,
Brown with brown vinyl

int. w/w, radio, bucket
seats, 3 on the floor.
A Cream puff.

1961 CHRYSLER,

New

White maroon

int. P. steering, and

brakes.

Automatic

trans.YKAorRkmAe

9N

Shin9540

Black,

bucket seats, radio,
new engine. Excellent
2d car. $595.00

ROSELLE
DODGE

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS
Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington
25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale".

Tim Jilek
Scores in

Hibbs Leads
Lion Tankers
To 3rd Place

Two area cyclists scored
points last week in, amateur
bike racing competition at
..4

the district

points in

the

junior

class

DENNIS ELLERTSON, 908
E. Euclid, Arlington Heights,

meet,

was a member of the

umps and as. part of a relay.
THE LIONS qualified 45 She won the 25 -yard backswimmers for the first -round stroke and the 50 -yard back-

man second -place team in the
two-mile pursuit race matching
Illinois riders against

championstarts tonight at. Northbrook. Eighteen
of the qualifiers took first places in the district meet.
Hibbs, competing in the
boys' 13-14 division, took his
four firsts in the 11 -yard
free style, the 100 -yard individual medley, the 50 -yard
conference
meet, which

butterfly, and as anchor- man
on the winning 200 -yard freestyle relay, which included
Rich Lynch, Marty Wendell.
and Steve Salerno.

A THREE -STAR
ance

was

turned in

perform:
Jan

by

stroke

girls' 9-10 di-

the

kata, and Andy Sue Hibbs.
Another three-tiMe winner

was Mike Salerno, who won

21.

,

multiple -blue-ribbon
Other
winners were Andy -Sue Hibbs.
who won the girls' 9-10 25 yard breast stroke and 25 -

Sunday.

yard butterfly and Cheryl Takata, who won the girls' 8 and

program, the largest crowd of

Books

the season. There is no charge
for parking or admission to

Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates
'Trunks

boys'

under

25 -yard

breast

the same course at 7 p.m. next

MORE THAN

Kay

Mike, who were drowned last
year in a boating mishap in

girls'

liminaries, and the number of
they will compete
are listed below.
events

BOYS' 8 AND
Bill Cashmore, 3.

U.S.

was fourth in the W.T.A.
The state tourney will include 64 top amateurs and
singles and doubles prelims
will start at 8 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. Semifinals

the Week in the Day PubliSunday in the Amateur
Athletic Union's Junior Olympic Swim Meet at Oak

tom or side of the pool and

Get in the water as much as
possible. Get in with a friend
who is more advanced or just

Geisler,
Donna

Park.

second; to capture a gold med11-12: 'Mary Ellen al. and placed fourth in the
3:

J.

Mumma, 3:

Feezor,

I:

Molly

50 -meter breast stroke in the
same age group.

the breath. This is called the
"prone glide." If he won't do

Jan is a member or the
Prospect Heights Lions Swim
Team, and will compete in

or

BACK OFF! A child or an adult

BOYS' 13-14: Flip Hibbs, 4:
4: Jay

Les-

August 9,

Gary MoraVa, I.

nr

captured by area youngsters
in the Illinois Junior Sports

Jamboree at Granite City. III.,

and

place

the

if he can hold the breath as

Gridders Open
Saturday Night

long with the face under water
as he can in the open air. Open

The Lake County Rifles
semi -pro football team will

open its 1966 season at 8 p.m.
Saturday at Weiss Memorial
Field, Waukegan, against the
Canton (Ill.) Centaurs.

The .Rifles compete in the
C e n t r al States Football

last weekend.

League and the Centaurs are

GEORGE BUSSE of Mount

members of the Professional
League of America.

11 -year -old sev-

enth -grader at St. Paul LuthSchool, captured first
place in the midget boys' broad
eran

the eyes under water and count
lingers: make a game of it.
These things may take days but

of Prospect Heights,
were among the 574 entrants in
the meet from all over the
state.

Gov. Otto Kerner led a parade of state officials through
an award ceremony for the 23
track and 18 field -event program, in which each of the
participants stepped through

cup as his or her name was
THE FOUR AREA

athletes

qualified for the downstate trip
in local and sectional meets.
Cheryl competed in the interSue competed in the intermediate girls' broad jump.

The meet was conducted at
midgets (1011), juniors (12-13), and intermediate (14-15).
levels:

The four area athletes won
their Granite City berths in the

George

is

sponsored jointly by the Illinois Youth Commission and
the Illinois Jaycees.
Thc
Mount Prospect Jaycees conducted the local jamboree.
.

be

Busse

of Mount Prospect flashes the

form that earned him a

first -place finish in the

(NEXT: The Prone Glide

by illness and hopes to use
Cotton as a stepping stone

Row Boats

toward "Fighter of the Year"

Golf Clubs

honors.

midget boys' division broad jump event in the IlJunior Sports Jamboree last weekend at

linois

Granite City, Ill.

Refrigerators

title.

going to be a "fighting cham-

2.

A distance of 15-20 yard

your club.
aThe-re

grooves
more

inn

ailment,' the Puerto Rican born New Yorker outpointed
Wayne Thornton last May at
New York's Shea Stadium.

Torres has 26 knockouts to
his

His only setback was a fifth round kayo at the hands of
COTTON, RANKED

to add backspin to the ball.

Net Deadline
Is 4 p.m. Today
Entries are due by 4 p.m.
today for the Arlington Heights
Park District Junior Tennis
Tournament slated for Thursday and Friday.
Boys and girls

fifth through eighth grades should
in

with the tennis instructor at the park nearest
their homes if they wish to

right, simpli because .it

.

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

riar

;

compete.

Fifth

-

and sixth -grade stu-

dents will compete in one di'

WANT ADS

to winners, and netters will be

either. A clean ing with u dump cloth should
suffice for the season. A good

*over -looked,

c.ale ther-conditioner

leather grips,

THE BASEMENT

not
storing

is

reeommended as a
place for your "par sticks"

the dampness tends

to rust the shafts
and warp the woods,

notified by their park district
about
instructors
times for matches.

starting

will soften

jund prolong the usefulness of

tendency to slide off the face, because'.
the
has

Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

register

season and then again when you

generally to

Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines
Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material

pion," will be making the
second defense of the championship he won from Willie
Pastrano with a ninth -round
knockout Mar. 30, 1965. After
being idled by an intestinal

himself.

decoration -they are put there

club,

Baby Buggies

TORRES, 30, who says he's

es since entering the ring for
the first time in 1947, and has
been knocked out only three
times while dealing 30 kayos

first about halfway through the

of the

Used.Trucks

only his second shot at world

He has won 54 of 76 match-

can be lost because of a thin
layer of dirt on the face of

a

Motorcycles

title shot ever since.

THE BAG and shoes will
maintain their new look simply
by caring for them like any
other leather product. Saddle

ball will have

TYpiewriters.

Cotton has more pressing
reasons for hoping to dethrone
Torres. He is 40 years old,
a
grandfather, and this is

decision to Harold Johnson for
the 175-0ourid crown in 1961,
and has been looking for a

nothing to hold onto.

tivel.reucTtiohen7

Auto Tires
Aquariums

Torres, at the peak of his
to make up
for a year's inactivity forced
career, is trying

Sports EqUipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines

your score,

be put away with mud still utmelted. The- shoes will warp
making them not only uncomfortable, but will add to the
difficulty of removing spikes.
Hitting the ball with a dirt
club can result in three nega-

Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars

THE 9 P.M. bout is a sched15 -rounder and will
fought in Las Vegas, Nev.

vision in both singles and
after
disgustedly
throwing after each shot. A golf tee doubles, and seventh - and eight
the bag of clubs into a nearby will get the dirt out of grooves_:grade_ students_ will compete
in a second division in singles
water hazard, then another quickly and easily, and a damp
towel hung along -side of your and doubles.
saddle -soaping is in order,
Trophies will be awarded
GOLF SHOES should never goTlfhboug gwriiipl get sthhoeorledst.

mediate girls' high jump, and

Wheeling Sectional Meet.
The annual jamboree

boxing
heavyweight
Monday
championship next
(Aug. 15) against Eddie Cotton.

Outboard Motors

'put the bag away for winter.
MANY GOLFERS clean
If the bag gets a good soak- their clubs faithfully after
ing in
a sudden downpour, each round, but it is import or if you change your mind ant to remove all excess dirt

announced,

Antiques
Furniture
Livestock

numby Ring Magazine
ber -two
in the light -heavyweight division, lost a split I5 -round

soap applied twice a year to
the bag is a good idea. Do it woods

the winners' arch and received a trophy or miniature loving

Cameras

light

uled

Bicycles' -----TV Sets
Clothing `

Fiorentino Fernandez in 1963.

the side of the pool and then try
the "prone -glide" again.

Most golfers invest between $50 and $300 in golf
equipment, 'primarily for the clubs, shoes, and golf bag,
The correct care and cleaning of the bag and shoes
will prolong their life and appearance, obviously, but
the care and cleaning of your clubs- can cut strokes off

Forge

-

Jewelry-

of the water and the skills of
swimming. Build up to playing
follow -the -leader, jumping off

BY CHUCK PEDERSEN

with Cheryl Bator and Sue Le -

-

credit in 38 fights. He
has lost one and had one draw.

Golf Pro, Midlane Farms C.C.

THE TWO YOUTHS, along

ion.

cut to achieving the enjoyment

in the long run will be a short

Take Care of
Equtpment

p
pokftfoire__,

yard dash.

three

over

Bend

face in the water while holding
the breath, count aloud to sec

A first and a fourth were

feet,

play and watch the others around the pool who arc swimming, diving, jumping in, ducking the head, and swimming

with air. Count or
breathholding: do it
with him, make it fun.
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Two Earn State Honors

of Arlington
Heights' grabbed, fourth -place
honors in the junior girls' 75 -

ter as well as learn to swim.

the chest
time his

1966'

Busse Gets 1st

4 1/4 inches.
Ellen Jahn

The novice must enjoy the wa-

Teach him to open the mouth.
breathe the air down the throat
into the lungs and "fill -up"

Tuesday,

niak, 3: Rich Lynch, I: Steve
Salerno, 3: Mike Mitchell. I:

Salerno. I: Barb Johnson. I.

this first, and most important
step, until he's ready for it.

If you already swim and want
to help someone else, hold his
hand and wade across the pool.
Catch both hands and jump up
and down: eventually plunge the
head under water as you come
down. Practice breath -holding.

Nancy Rodgers. I: Chris Wendell. I.
Marty' Wendell,

have

(WFLD-TV) will telecast Jose
Torres' defense of his world

under water.

four events in the preliminaries of the Northern Illinois
GIRLS' 13 -14: -Shelly Pam- Swim. Conference Meet tonight
kopf. 3: Jean DiSomma, I: in Northbrook.

urday and Sunday.

jump with a leap of 14

if he appears scared,

rison, 2: Bill Fergus, 2.

GIRLS' 15 and over: Bonnie
Morse, 3: Meg Aiman, 2: Pat

an

glide for as long as be can hold
this

BOYS- 11-12: Jim Wendell,
Dave Takata, 3: Tom Har-

Jilek

Chicago's channel 32

should never be forced to take

and finals will be played Sat-

Prospect,

Getting in Water

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS
When is a person ready to
Swimming in the 10 and un- learn to swim? When he'll take
der age division, Jan won the a deep breath, put his face in
50 -meter backstroke
in 42 the water and push off the bot-

BOYS' 9-10: Mike Salerno,
4: Danny Beal. I Gary Takata, 1: Bob Feezor, I.

3:

ern Tennis Association. Mike,
18, was ranked 19th in the
nation in his age group and

of Prospect
Heights, last week's Athlete of
Lesniak

cations, gained additional laur-

and

Slate TV ON SWIMMING For Fight
On Monday

2: Jan Takata. 2.

tragedy occurred.

of the Northwestern
University tennis team and
was ranked I 1 th in the West-

S PAR KS

els

Mitchell, I.

TIM, 21, was the captain -

Jan Lesniak
Gets 1st Place
Jan

UNDER:

Ellertson

both qualified for the national
finals, which draw riders from
nearly every state in the un-

Jan LesniGIRLS' 9-10:
ak, 4: Andy Sue Hibbs. 4: Cathy Ridge's, I: Carol Geisler,

Junior Davis Cup tennis team
and were returning home from
a match in Detroit when the

elect

in,

Meadowhill Park is on Waukegan Rd. north of Palatine
Rd. in Northbrook.

The two have been outstanding performers for the Liohs all season.

Wendell,

Jim

GIRLS'
were

the races.

Mary Ellen Geisler (left) and Andy Sue Hibbs of Prospect Heights have hopes
of leading their Prospect Heights Lions Swim Team to a high finish in the
Northern Illinois Swim. Conference meet which opens tonight in Northbrook.

and under 25 -yard butter-

Lake Michigan.
The
two
brothers
both members of the

Reichweim

per-

3,300

sons attended latt Thursday's

stroke

boys' 11100 -yard free style: and
12
Tom Harrison, boys 1I-12
50 -yard breast stroke.
Qualifiers for tonight's pre-

THE FUND,
which
provides financial aid to young
tennis players during
their
first year at college, was
established in honor of the
Sheehan brothers, Tim and

Rugs

Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents

The Midwest Sprint Championships will be conducted at

fly:

morial Fund.

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

9-10 25 -yard free
backstroke.
style,
25 -yard
and.. 25 -yard. butterfly .. events.
the

8

Highland Park Country Club,
will donate the, tournament
proceeds to the Sheehan Me-

And

slated for 8 p.m. Thursday at
the' Meadowhill Park in Northbrook, which will be the site
of the National Bicycle Racing
Championships Aug. 19, 20,

Mary

The Illinois State Men's
Open Tennis Championships,
slated for Aug. 22-28 at the

They'll Bring You Extra Cash

A full schedule of races' is

r

Lesniak, who won three blue and 25 -yard backstroke eribbons on two individual tri- vents.
were:
OTHER WINNERS

State Net
Funds' Set
For Charity

four -

Wisconsin riders.

vision,_ and swum anchor on
100 -yard
freethe winning
style relay team that included Carol Geisler, Janice Ta-

THINGS TO SELL?

event.

district champs from Glenview.

ship

ANY OF THESE

A one -

mile race, and placed third
in the junior boys' five -mile

nine less than Park Ridge's runners-up and II less than the

,of the

HAVE YOU

Northbrook.
Tim Jilek, 20 W. Sha-bonee,
Mount Prospect, took a second
in

Flip Hibbs captured four first places to lead his Prospect
Heights Lions Swim Team to a third -place finish lust week in
the district finals of the Northern Illinois Swim Conference
meet at Barrington.
Prospect Heights scored 324

WANTED

Bike Meet

and irons,

Few Grand Shimmers

NEW YORK (UPI) - No

National League batter hit more
than two grand slam home runs
1965. Pittsburgh's Willie
in
Philadelphia's
and
Stargell

Dick Stuart shared the individual lead with two each,

,

Call
J Arlington Day 255-7200

Or
Prospect Day 255-4400

ro5pect Dap

WEATHER
likely;
Showers
Tonight:
Low in the lower 60s. ThursPartly cloudy; Little
day:
temperature change; High in

-Telephone
255-4400

the 70s.

Your Home Newspaper
Water Utility
Given Permit
For New Well

An Era Passes

oat Prospect Man,

Citizens Utility Co. has received a permit to start construction on a fourth well in
northern area
Prospect.
the

of Mount

Cook County Building Comsaid

Ferrone

Dan

missioner

that the well site is located in
Brickman's

second

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Mount Prospect, III. 60056

WpNESDAY, AUGUST 10, 1966

117 S. Main St.

Volume .I, No. 81

,

addition,

Daughter Found Safe

north of Euclid alongside the
Soo Line tracks.
Before the

drilling can

Special to The Day
be-

Mount Prospect man and his

back for dinner but did not
return.
Mrs. Eleanor Warren and

daughter

her two daughters Lynn Ellen,

today

Searchers

gin, Citizens must- secure permission from the state sanitary
water board. Ferrone said that
this permission could be had

8 -year -old

within a week.

found

a

safe and

well in a canyon in the wilds

17,

northwest of Denver.

through the night for word, as

Herbert L. Warren, 42, and
his daughter, Louise, of 206
S. George, went for a walk
last night before dinner and
disappeared.
(The United Press International reported
the
two

The private water utility,
serving 2,200 customers, including 315 in the village of

Mount Prospect, agreed to build

the fourth well to back up its
current three -well system.

COUNTY BOARD president
Seymour Simon has ordered

agreements.

waited

50 searchers hunted the two.
Another 150 had planned to
widen the search at dawn.

The search was centered in
a wooded canyon in the rugged
Roosevelt
National
Forest,

less than 50 miles from Deri-

Aliens Park, Colo. The dispatch said they became lost

of Rocky Mountain National

where

"They shouldn't have been
gone more than an hour," said

ing completion of well drilling

12,

ver.

mine near the resort
they were staying.)

area_served _by_Citizens pend-

Laurie,

were found in a canyon near
while exploring an abandoned

Ferrone to withhold building
permits to contractors in the

and

Richard Hammerli, of 931 N.
Arlington

Chestnut,

Heights.

The

forest is just

east

explainedi"- "The terrain has
lot 'of gullies and heavy
a
woods. Once somebody gets
lost out there, they can 'be
pretty hard to find."

"Mrs. Warren

very dis-

is

said.
Hammerli
traught,"
"She hasn't been able to sleep

since her husband and daughter
left the resort."

The pair were wearing light
summer clothing and
had neither blankets nor food

weight

and water.

of Littleton, Colo., said: "We

WARREN, an employe at
the U.S. Gypsum Co. for the

don't know if anything happened
to them. We hope they are
safe."
He said they searched the
canyon because Warren and

The Hammerli family and the his daughter intended to walk
Warren family were vacation- through it. The canyon rtins
ing together at the Fern Cliff between Aliens Park and Ly-

tury turret of the Victorian
home at 8 E. Northwest

Ranch near Aliens Park.
Hammerli said the father
and daughter had been expected

Hwy. is now but a memory.
Soon the building will be
gone -- replaced by a park-

Rescue Squad --one

of three teams in the search,

Park,
The search chief, Stan Bush

the

Relics of the past bow to
needs of the present.
The once elegant 19th Cen-

Arapahoe

ons. Colo.

last

17

years,

was

recently

promoted to manager of the

heads

the

of

Photo

Louise
taken when she was 4.

Eleanor

shown

in

this

family snapshot taken in their

Warren

Mount Prospect home,

plant mineral wool section.

drove to Colorado in separate
He works with Hammerli, an cars. They arrived at the reanalytical chemist, at the U.S. sort Saturday and planned to
Gypsum Research Center at stay a week.
1000 E. Northwest Hwy., Des

thought something
would ever happen."

like

this

Mrs. Warren told the Colorado State Police that this
was the first time ,the family
had been to Colorado, but

"WE HAVE been planning
this vacation for some time." said her husband had hiked on

Plaines.

BUSH, WHO

Herbert L. Warren and his
wife

The Warrens and the Ham merlin with their five children

said. "We

Hammerli

never

mountain trails before.

Youth Unit Holds
First Meeting

lot. Above: how the
building looked soon after
ing

work began Monday. To the

right: how it looked at the
end of the day yesterday.

ti

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor
Mount Prospect's newly appointed youth commission
held its first organizational meeting last night.

A Landmark
Falls to
Progress

Ten of the .21 -members ap-

Landmarks fade in the wake
of progress
The
19th

Century

Oil'

frame
1

house .it 8 E Northwest Hwy.
is well on its way to becoming

.

Workmen from the Julian
Brother, General Wrecking,
Inc
started demolishing it
gone

The home from 1875 was the
residence of the first postmaster of Mount Prospect.

John Conrad He lived out his
four children
were born there, and it then
life

there

His

"Citizens

to

Village

Keep

Government"

has

appointed

became the home of his son
who there raised a family of

Greg Conlon. a certified public accountant, as treasurer of
their drive to retain the present village system of government

nine

here.

THE BUILDING then became the home of Mrs. Gerof
John P Moehling Jr. The motrude

Francek,

daughter

dern brick C Francek real
estate office now sits at the
front of the house

. Mrs Francek and her husband Charles thought of moving
the family homested to another

piece of land, but the cost of
the move and restoration was
prohibitive

A rust laded old

weather-

Conlon, 108 S. George St.,
has lived in the village for five
years.

Announcement of his appointment was made by Jack Keefer,

co-chairman of the citizens organization.

that
response to the group's financial drive has been outstandKeefer

said

ing.

"With the increasing number

of village citizens offering us
cash

contributions,"

Keefer

said, "we felt that we needed
an experienced financial man
like Conlon to handle this as-

vane was the first part of the pect of our campaign."
building removed. The FranKeefer said that contribuceks have decided to place it tions from citizens are being
in their garden to preserve a accepted to
finance the campart of the home

will culminate
with the special referendum on
paign

Ring Missing
Lee Johnson, 912 Emerson
Ct , Mount Prospect, told police Tuesday his diamond ring
was lost or stolen. He valued
the ring at $450

which

Sept. 13.

Coroner Finds
3 Men Died
of Gas Fumes
Asphyxiation

r

from

interest groups."

A chlorine gas leak in Mount

The determination was made
the

' Cook County morgue Friday.

The three men were overcome by fumes of trichlbrethylene,

My gripe is to buy a
package of cut-up chicken and find that it, has
only one leg.

Mrs. A. B.

a

chemical

whose

vapors are used to clean metal products.

Killed in
eident were

the industrial ac-

Herbert

Sonder-

berg, 39, of .1111 Birch Dr:,
Ralph Badtke; 23, of 1434
Busse Rd., and Kurt Keller,
.17, of 1109 Birch Dr., all in

Al.ErN6MHAIG1MART

Mount Prospect.

was

erday by public works employes and firemen.

A break

in

a tube running

from' a 250 pound chloring gas
tank into the village's water
system

two
works to
led

loom
follow the
men

public
t. standard safety procedure and
call the fire department for

workmen were changing
tanks of gas which supply chlorine to purify the water.

FIREMEN' used gas masks
to

enter

the

building

which

houses equipment for well no.
5, at Emerson and Highland Sts.

After 'the gas was shut off,
building was cleared of
fumes by setting two fire dethe

partment exhaust fans in the

Paint Vtindals

Ja.

F

frame-

work of the legislation creating the commission."
formed

by thc village board
at its May 3 meeting. Its purpose, according to the ordinance, is to serve as a liaison

Members of the Mount Prospect Youth Commission discuss their preliminary
organization at a meeting last night. From the left are Kathryn Anderson, Mrs.
Donald W. Goodman, Mrs. W. S. Newsom and Pastor Ronald Retter, all 'appointees

som, Teichcrt. Robert Bennett
and Sirley Goodman. Detective
Sgt. Joe Bopp represented Po-

quency and other youth prob-

ing of youth problems in

the

Teichert said that. one of the

lems.

community.
Formation of the commission
came after -a. recommendation
from a temporary committee
established by Mayor Con-

first meetings of the commis-

lice Chief Newell Esmond.

Because of the lack of attendance -- blamed on heavy

at

its

next

meeting

_

"In appointing a youth commission,"

Teichcrt

said,

"it

UNDER THE ordinance,
the youth commission has nine
specific areas of responsibility
to provide a better understand -

Because

breathing

it can be fatal, public works
employes

follow strict safety

procedures in the event of an
accident in handling the gas.

Vandals Deface
Garage, Fence
Vandals using paint to deface
property continue to plague
property owners in Arlington
Peights.

police dcpiirtment

in juvenile

cases.

parttime
A
Dr. Ronald L.

psychologist.
Ducker's. has

been named to work with the

Nike

Teichert
department.
this was not the
the position to he
filled by the commission.

said that
-scope of

District 57
Board Is
Independent

burned in the incinerator.

by

the Charles Bruning Co., 1800

poisonous.

village residents.

of the preliminary committee
sion would he to consider the report and 'job specifications
appointment of a full-time suggested for the. youth worker
youth officer to work with the post.

stacked next to the incinerator.
The rubbish was to have been

FOUR firemen from the
main station and two from
the
southside
station, with

Chlorine gas is caustic and

sioners, who are unpaid, came
from a wide cross-section of

Incinerator Starts
Fire at Bruning
firemen
Prospect
Mount
used, a small pump can and a

Creamer and his assistant
Herbert L. Weeks aided the two
public works employes.

problem in the community.
of coMmisAppointment

of commission members, copies

Dist. 57 board members are
not taking sides on a proposed
ONE OF THE first projects change of government in makof the commission, acting on ing four schools available as
recommendation .of the original polling places in Mount Prosreferendum
Tuesday
committee, will. he to screen pect's
which sent up a good deal of applicants for the youth work- Sept. 13.
The referendum will detersmoke but caused no damage, er post.
Qualifications have bec:n out- mine whether residents want
firemen said.
THERE WERE no injuries lined to the commission in a to change from a village -trusand no curtailment of the plant preliminary report. -Teichcrt tee form of government to a
emphasized that the commis- city-aldermanic one, as prooperation.
The plant's sprinkler system sion -would have to draw up its posed by the Representative
controlled the fire until the own , standards and set job Government Assn. (RGA)..
arrived.
The
fire guidelines.
firemen
In informing members of the
fighters left 40 minutes later.
An agenda for the Sept. 19 special use of the schools,
Plant officers were advised meeting was approved by last board president William A.

15 minutes, setting the water
purification back into operation.

public works director David L.

to the 21 -person group.

was not the purpose of the village board to delegate any of
its authority or pass its re- greve last year to report on
sponsibility."
ways to improve the youth

booster line to extinguish a
fire near the incinerator at

W. Central Rd., yesterday.
The fire apparently started
flammable rubbish,
because
mostly cardboard, had been

About 15 gallons of water

were used to put out the fire,

Fire Chief Edwin Haber- night. In addition to receiving Krarripert said Monday, "We
a copy of the agenda, comare officially straddling the

kamp to take more care in the
operatioirof the incinerator.

missioners will he given a list

issue."

$422,031 in Taxes Go to Parks
Mount Prospect taxpayers
will pay 5422;031.70 through
their 1966 real-estate tax bills,

for the operation of the park

district.
The annual levy ordinance,
John Borecki, 109 S. Burton
Pb., told police yesterday that listing the amount of funds that
his garage and fence were will be collected from tax-

building's doorway.
payers, was adopted by the park
Workmen replaced the broken .painted with obscene signs
board at its Monday night meet1/4 inch copper tubing within sometime Sunday. '
Clarence
Riddering,
of ing.
Wilmette, told police the home ." Total operational costs, as
of his brother, William Rid- outlined in the appropriation
ordinance passes several weeks
Police reported Tuesday that dering, 606, E. Park, was defaced' by vandals. Riddering ago, will be 5677,206.70. The
vandals had used aluminum
park district will raise S255,I 75.
paint to spray obscene words said his brother is on vacafees and other sources
on the brick siding of two Mount tion and he discovered the from
Prospect 'homes at 10 S. Wil- damage when he checked the of income.
From the levy ordinance, the
home yesterday.
liam and 16 S. William.
.

-

-,....,

body between the police department and the board. of trustees
concerning
juvenile
delin-

repaired without incident yest-

the

chemi-

at a coroner's inquest in

water system

'..".'"-.

714

Sam Skobel,
Meersman, Kathryn
Anderson, Rev. Ronald Redder.
Father R. Kolas, Mrs. New-

Robert

termine

The break occurred as the

fumes was determined as
the cuase of death for three
Mount Prospect men who died
in a Northlake plant last Sun-

ground," were

Gas Leak Repaired
Prospect's

TEICHERT told the memnight, "You
have to find the scope of your
the

p.......'.

)..
Alikkastien.roamitaidgliNr7

bers present last

within

_ ...

.

The youth commission was

Contributions, however, will
not be accepted of more than
$50 from any individual. "We waived until the next meeting,
want to keep this a campaign Scheduled for Wednesday, Sept.
of the people of Mount Pros- 21.
pect," Keefer said. "We seek
In addition to selecting offifrom special cers. the commission will deno assistance

assistance.

day.

Day

Newsom acting

vacation schedules -- Teichert
suggested that formal organization of the commission be

cal

Gripe
Of The

authority

S.

::i

scope of its

of the commission, served as
acting chairman. He named

ON HAND for the meeting,
called by May or Congreve to
"get the pr o j e c t off the

Conlon Heads Fund Drive
To Retain Village Rule

the

power and authority.

secretary.

Monday By yesterday evening
much of the second floor was

discuss

Mayor Daniel Congreve on
Tuesday, July 19 were on hand
for the group's first meeting.
Village
Trustee
Robert
Teichert. himself a member

Mrs. W.

a parking lot

\V ,

its rules of operation. It will

pointed to the commission by also

Cook County clerk determines
the tax rate necessary to produce the revenue called for. In
1965, the park district tax
rate was. .252 for each $100

bond and interest fund, and

assessed valuation.

estate taxes.

ment Fund calls for an appropriation of $14,165.75, all from
The total corporate fund ap- real estate taxes. The liability
propriation is $398,503 of insurance fund is $7,490, also
which $245,175 will be raised all from tax sources.
of assessed valuation. The 1964 from sources other than taxtax rate was .264 for $100 of ation and $153,328 from real
PARK commissioners did

PARK DISTRICT officials
that the 1966 tax rate
which will be due and payable
in 1967, will ndt increase the
hope

tax rate.

The levy ordinance is broken
down into five parts, corporate,
recreational programs, Illinois
Municipal Retirement Fund,

liability insurance fund.

not name a replacement for

IN THE BOND and interest
fund, the
appropriation
$185,052.25, all of which.
be collected from taxpayers.

Commissioner A. B. Glover,
who resigned in June to take a

job out of state.
In other business, it was
agreed that the Mount Prospcct
Appropriated for the recrea- Woman's Club be charged S2I0
is

will

tion fund is $72,000 of which for use of the Mount Prospect
S10,000 will come from park Country Club for their annual
district revenue' sources and antique sale. This charge was
$62,000 from the tax levy.
a reduction
in the regularly
Illinois Municipal Retire- charged rates.
.
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v.

ival 1Vlakes a Big Splash

ester a
0

Lions Park presented its
annual water carnival Thursday night using the theme

"When Toys Come to Life."
Members of the synchronized

'.5

swim

under

class,

the

of Janet

Kuhlman
Mortensen, presented the program.
Portraying
wind-up dolls

,direction
and

Maggie

were Nancy Braun and Kathy
Mokate.

They

presented a
feaof the pro-

caricature as one of the
ture attractions
gram.

"Toy Clocks"
Barton,

Emily

were

Barton,

Ellen
Janet

Margaret
Bigos,
Judy Felke, Mary

Childers,
Mathews,

Jackie
I

Bigos,
Jane Johnson,
Terese
Loos,

'

Terry Schmidt and Sandy. Pet runic.

Boyle,
King,
Mc -

"Rag Dolls" were played
by Vicki DiSanti, Liz Guth,
Sue. Odmark, Pat Rohrer and
Nancy Sorenson. Darlene Kotowski and Eileen Lydon were

Kathy Mokate.
At. the intermission, four
Marjorie Payne Kopp pool
Abramson,
Hal
lifeguards,
Rick Carr, Bob Haskell and
Thompson, presented.
Steve
their clown diving act.
Pat Perkins and Nancy Waugerin portrayed "drummers"

.

baby dolls.

Jim Ryan was lighting director,
'-

Mike

Donovan,

nor-

a tor and Prospect High

School provided spotlights to
add a degree of exotic at-

in a -specialty act.

soldiers"

Denese

Colleen
Gough and SusanStade.

"Stuffed Cats" were Mary
Beth' White, Mary Wolf and

"Wooden

Helen

were

mosphere to the program.

.'.

One of the 65 young musicians who provided music
for the Lions Park water carnival Thursday was Patty
Schummer,

12 -year -old

Busse

School

grader,

seventh

a member of the Mount Prospect Park District Band.
The band is under the direction of Robert Henry, chairman of the School Dist. 57 music department.

"Rag Dolls" entering pool during Lions Park water
Carnival are, from the left, Sue Odmark, Nancy Sorenson, Vicki DiSanti and Liz Guth.

Rick Carr, on the diving board, watches "lonesome
end" Bob Haskell disappear into the deep during clowning exhibition at Lions Park water carnival.
Left-Spectators

DAVIS AT SALEM
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

carnival,

sponsored

at
the
by
the
Park Dis-

Mount- Prospect
trict, included, from the left,
Charles

Reed.

Peter

Frasch,

Michael Frasch and Joe Reed,
all of Mount Prospect.

?ad S aoa ?mots...
WEDNESDAY AUG. 10th

THE MALES * SATURDAY'S CHILDREN
FRIDAY AUG. 12th
THE MALES

Northern Illinois Hands
Degrees to Area Students
Area

SATURDAY AUG. 13th
SATURDAY'S CHILDREN
STARTING TIME 8 O'CLOCK

residents

were

are-

mong 489 students who
ceived degrees Aug. 4 during
Northern Illinois Unithe
-

Elk Grove
Republicans
Will Picnic

annual

versity

summcr

scs-

INSTRUCTION

E & E CERAMIC.
STUDIO
Supplies -- Greenware

& Firing
Rebid arid Wholesale
Continuous Classes
7 p.M. to 9:30 p.m.
CLOSED ON TUESDAY
953 Cornell Ave.. Palatine
FL 9-0991

They included
Hacker, .306 E.

The
Regular
Organization of

Republican
Elk Grove
S. William and Joel Kubik. 802 Township will hold its picnic

sion commencement.

Melanie
Hawthorne,

bachelor of science and Peter
Bakas, 1213 W. Euclid, master of science in education,
both of Arlington Heights.
Rolling Meadows students
were Miley Hotchkiss, 4602
Magnolia Dr., certificate of
advanced study and John Marshall, 3911 W. Woodworth
master of science.
Mount
Prospect
students
were:
Donna
Sackrison,
1805
Hatherleigh and Tom

S.

Elm, both bachelor of sci- Saturday from noon to 9 p.m.
at the American Legion Post
Catherine
Furch of 109 36, 10 N. East River Rd., Des

ence.

Brook Rd. received a bach.tNPlaines
The
elor of science in education

of science in education and Stephen Fessler. 301

will

include

degree.
Both arc Baseball teams will be made
up of men and women from the
from Prospect Heights.
Anyone
Others
receiving
degrees four township areas.
included Karen Meyer, bach- interested in playing should
elor of science in education, contact the "coach- in his arPalatine
and
Judith Hall, ea: Mount Prospect, Dan Gaffscience

bachelor of science in educa- ney, CL 9-1483; Elk Grove,
Jack -Stewart, HE 7-2625; Des
tion, Elk Grove Village.

Plaines, Al Steil, RE- 7-4121,
and Central area, Dave Reg-

Warden, 410 N. Eastwood, both
master

picnic

and Elroy Schuler of 400 Wil- games for children of all
low, received a bachelor of ages and dancing for teens.

C.W. Payne
activities for the day will
Named To ous
be a "White Elephant"
Youth Group ing items. for sale may bring
ncr. 259-1464.

ONE OF THE

less

strenu-

in

donat-

sale.

Persons

A MN

Of THE MIS

EXCLUSEVES

Charles W. Payne, president of the Mount Prospect
Park Board,' has received an

interested

them to the booth on the picnic
grounds.

Members and nonmembers
are invited to attend. Admisappointnient to the youth com- sion is free.
mittee of the Executive Club
Another fun day is being
of Chicago.
planned for Aug. 21.
It's
Payne's

appointment

was

announced by Dr. Samuel Andelman, chairman of the youth

called

Republican

Day

at

Riverview and is sponsored by

the Republican Central ComDr. Andelman is mittee of -Cook County. Free
Cook County public health di- tickets are available
through
rector.
precinct captains and deputy
A, member of the park board
committeemen.
Tickets will
since its inception, Payne is in
provide admittance to the park
his fifth term as president of
and six free rides and attracthe group.
committee.

tions.

AIR CONDITIONED

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
A big home in Knob Hill. 4 Bedrooms. Family Room. .2 1/2
baths. Many, many extras - drapes - like -new carpeting lovely kitchen cabinets - refrigerator - matching built-in oven
and range - disposal, etc. - spacious entrance foyer affording
center traffic - sodded lawn -fenced rearyard -. freeform patio $34,900

cathedral ceiling - central air conditioning.

129 B. ARLINGTON HT& RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 543000

150 8 MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT

8824150

Member of Multiple Listing Service

The Northwest Suburb's
Oribr Proftssional Theatre.

an evening
of fun see

Country Club
Ifil Al 1{,

'CRITICS
CHOICE'
.tv=r-m::::-='
a new comedy by Ira Levin.
.

Nightly (Except Monday) at S:30
Sunday at 7:30
Box Office Operus Daily 10 A.M. to 9 EM.
Reservations B Mall Or Phone CL 9-54

THE DAY

This Show
For Dogs,
Children

Page 3,
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A children's dog show will
be

Saturday,- Aug.

held

13,

at the Mount Prospect Plaza,
Rand and Central Rds. at 10

;

a.m.

"11

The show is open to dogs of
all sizes and breeds. Awards
will be made in live categories: best groomed, best trick,
largest,
smallest
costumed.

and

f

I
I

Litt.

best

..7.?

The Mount Prospect Plaza
Merchants

Assn.

and

the

Quaker Oats Co., maker of
Ken L Ration' DOg Food, are
co-sponsors.

The

Quaker

WM&

Oats Co. will give awards to
the first, second and third best

dogs in each category and a
grand nrize for the best dog of
the show.

Democratic candidates "met the public" at the annual Wheeling Township Reg-.
ular Democratic Organization Picnic in Wheeling.
Shaking hand with young constituents are, from the left, Norman Nelson, Elk Grove Village, candidate for State
Senator and Herman. Koeneman, Arlington Heights, candidate for Cook County
Boardi.- They are telling future voters Kimberly Ann Knott and James Haney Knott,

in each store in the shopping

of Arlington Heights, all about their campaigns.

center.

sen, Ray .Herr and Al Lewis. A "Battle of the Bands"
will be featured at the event which will begin at 7 p.m.
Other combos featured are the 'Renegades, the Lonely
Souls and the Corals. A Go -Go contest will also be

The Legends of Time will be one of four area com-

Every child who enters will
receive a prize and ribbo,n.

bos

to

participate

in

a

Back -to -School

Teen

Party

sponsored by Jack's Men's Shop at the Mount ProsPlaza, Rand and Central on Friday, Aug. 26.
are (from left) Thomas Weirich, Robert Lar-

Entry _blanks are available -pect
They

for teen girls.
Jack's Men's Shop.
run

Free

tickets are

available

Low Prices Everyday! Shop and Compare!

Property Transfers
Numerous in Area
A total of 92

real estate each; 1702 and 1704 N. Drury,
recorded DSP Bldrs. to Ralph Sloan,
by Cook County Recorder of 528.60 each; 1720 and 1722
Deeds Sidney Olsen in Wheel- N. Drury. DSP Bldrs. to

transfers

has

been

ing Township in the past two CT&T, 528.60 each; 1709 and
weeks.
1711 N. Buffalo Grove Rd.,
10

Prices are indicated by $1.- DSP Bldrs. to Floyd V. Bock in federal revenue stamps out. 528.60 each; 301 Wind-

'Const. Co. to John Bernecki, were reported in Mount ProsS44; 934 N. Princeton, Louis pect. They were:
Sadecky to Gary Long. 525.85;

N. Russell, Lawrence
Donahue to Robert Gallo.,

to
525

Harry L, Fitzhugh, 555; Spclbring to Gary D. Werhane,
Dryden, Julian P. ;Howe $19.80; 420 Elmhurst. Carl

HILLS BROS

6'

ROE154115LDS WRAP 590

2-1b.
can

S

3.1.11. CAN

COFFEE

690

CRISCO

$ 119

lb.

BONNIE

110

RYE BREAD

FavaGE CHEESE 250

to Thomas E. Sofranko, 527.- Johnson to Edward Gill, 522;
50. 706 N. Stratford, Felix A.' '510 Prospect Manor, Eugene

Krick to Gordon W. Prager.
D.- Broyes to Carl Uth, S22.55;
Also, 444 S.
Evergreen, 215 N. Forest, Vaughn ShoeGlen M. Bensiiii to Thomas A. maker to Andres Cort.ejo,
Bird, $46.75; 315 S. Beverly, 539.05; 405 Garwood. Horace
Kenneth Samuelson to John
Chamberlain, 524.20: 528 S.

FULL SLICE

ROUND STEA

403

N. Prairie, Hoyne Savings & Loan Assn. to Edith 526.40; 15 N. Elm, Lloyd JohnWeyna, $22; 41 S. Ridge, Jo- son to Dale . Canelas, $31.90;
seph C. Mandelert to James 20 N. Emerson. Edward CarlD. Wilkinson, 527.50;
1314 son to Arthur Blume, $26.40;
Watling, Chester J. Giuliani 306 N. William. Charles A.
1511

12,oz. BOTTLES

6 PAK

for each 51,000 in assessed sor, Richard Root to Donald
valuation.
Billman, $39.60; 2418 N.Pine,
ArlingtOn Heights lead in the Sigrid Linke to Daniel Leidcount with 54 transfers. They' ke, SI3.75; 1112 Haddow,
were:
Leonard Hauskey to Donald
1504 W. Vine, Clarence Mil- Parsons, 524.20.
ler to Anthony Shilkus, $19.80;
1021
N.
Drury, Stoltzner
A TOTAL of 19 transfers

I

TENDER -TEMPTING

T-BONE STE

'32 -oz. PINK LADY

Bruce to Edward Panfil.
Also, 1111 Westgate, James

I

Highland, Thomas F. Friel to Sucksdorf to Raymond Pickel.
Gerald J. Kapis, $23.65; 211 $36.85; 1123 Wheeling, Billy

S. Kaspar, William D. Farr to Marsh to Leopold Zalupski,
Howard

E. Thomas,

1015

$51.70;

$27.50;

Gilbert

Lauff to John Franklin, $22;

Patterson,
P.

Peterson to Ronald A. Duff,
541.25; II S. Regency, Robert

1101

to

Paul

Eastman,

701

Greenfield, Dwain Bates
Daniel' Pcllettiere
Jr.,

W. Barnhart to Edmond McKe- $31.90; 500 N. Elm. Daniel
own, Jr., 531.90; 1017 N. Bel- Devaney to Rolf Stewart, $22;
mont. John Plavnicky to Ralph 1014 Greenfield, Ronald Duff
Evensen, $35.20: 661 N. Chi- to Robert Hanes. 511.55; 607
cago, James R. Miller to John N. Russell, James Sweeney to
Edwards $28.05.
James Zielinski. $28.60; 218

I

FLAVOR KIST.. FUDGE
Cream or walk

250 OFF

COOKIESWafer

1

2pkgs.890
4 VARIETIES SMUCKER'S

BOLD

PRESERVES

lb.

4 For $100

1036

Drury, to

N.

Stoltzner Const. Co. to Lester
Chapin, $39.05; 1114 N. Hichland, Jem Const. Co. to Ronald J. Seibt, 536.85; 1515 W.
Lillian. Charles Geots to Bell
Savings & Loan, 523.10; 1708
N. Verde, Conrad A. Berube
to James R. Eggert. Sr., 520.90; 1608 N. Douglas. Stoltzner

Const.

Co.

to

Edward

Peter J.
N. Elm,

size

ROUND

$35.20;

Joyce.

LeRoy Erickson
to Wayne Hahn. 528.05; 1003
3

NINE

1307 W. Mul1508 Camp McDonald Rd.,
berry, Alan Thomas to Don- Ted Korshak to William

ald Speese, 546.40; 710 E. Blackwell,
13 s
$34.10;
Valley, Edwin E. Mikes to Ridge. Samuel Starook to.
Hugh McLean, $12.65; 307 Craig Oliver, 522.55; 301 W.

W. Hintz, Berkley Square Co. Ridge, Martin Dworak to Nichto Carly R. Fredrickson, $31.- olas Mueller, $31 .90; 706
60; 2630 Belaire, CT&T Co. Rose, Wilfred Whetten to Gerd
to Thomas
Nauss, $30.80; Roeper, 534.10/T772 Wal606 E. Mayfair, L. Ward *Ol- nut. Aries Bldrs. to Wayland
to

Vernon
Schimmel,
555; 1523 N. Kaspar, Frank
Smith to George Stellingwerf, $27.50; 1531 N. High-

Bucholz, 527.50. 13 Glenbrook,
Helmuth
Viseur l to
Philip

land, Thomas Smith to Donald

Casolo,

Theis, S 18.70.

Also, 1010 N. Chicago, Joseph Randell to Kenneth Kolczak,
den,

$18.70;

1014

N.

Dry-

John Smith to Edward

Stephens, $19.80; 1428 Illinois,

Investors Savings & Loan to
Gerald
1711

W.

Ehrhart

Lockwood,
Fremont,

520.02;

Gerald
to Joseph Ransdell,
1827
Rolling Lane,
Bldrs.
to
Donald

Raatz,

512.65;

28

sef Bartl
525.85.

to

Frances

Bevins,

Bright, 533; 1708, 1710, 1714,

RUM

DRINKS
46-01.2
can

5r

FROZEN' FooDS
12.0. Quern or Srol

STRAWBERRIES

I

4 for s100

NNW

lb.

I2 -a. Scot L.d

LEMONADE

8

Lambret131

CHEESE CAKE

59

Stonegate,

DOLE PINEAPPLE

FRANCO.AMERICAN

LIQUID DETERGENT

JUICE

SPAGHETTI

WISK

31C

46.oz.atn

535.20; 1108 Spruce,
Homes
to
William
1807
OrKenders, $31.35;
chard, Stehen Babish to Ta-

27(

2 Mot. clam

Hollis

mer Homsy, 529.15.
Seven

transfers

were

MOTTS

CREAMETTES

FRENCH'S
INSTANT MASHED

APPLESAUCE.

MACARONI

POTATOES

2'. 300 cans

re-

69t

re -

37$

2 lbs. pkg

39$

63$

,.....

corded in Buffalo Grove. They
were:

339

Gjertsen

to

Melinda,
Donald

Leroy
Smith,

518.15;

BREAKFAST CEREAL

GREEN GIANT

AMERICAN FAMILY

CHEERIOS

PEAS

DETERGENT

10 1/2c.. pkg

Sunday 10 A.M. to 6 -P.M:

214

303 con

Giant

354

.

KELLOGG

10t OFF

DUZ

CORN FLAKES

VIM

DETERGENT

12 oz..STORE HOURS - Mon. thru Sat. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

35 4

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities.

27$

Glad

55t ...... $1.29

Sale Prices in Effect thru SATURDAY, AUG 13

They were:

726 Therese, Myron BicAlso, 2824 Bet Aire, .CTAT lat to James Ryg, $30.80;
to Ernest Parker. $33.55; 2604 1371 Marcy, William Mona-

Bel Aire, CT&T to Raymond

HI -C ORANGE,
GRAPE OR CHERRY

Raymond Blakeman to Angelo

148 Mohawk, Menso
Mars to John Finnegan, $24.20; 1311 Marcy, Geroge ZehMeisner, 517.60; 1142 Hick- ncr to Erland Engstrom, $27.ory, Wm. Kelly to Ralph Da- 50; 224 Albert, Ronald Merevis, $27.50; 2414 Northwood, dith to. Edmund Mazur, $18.Sextans Bldrs. to David Swan- 70; 929 Wilshire, John Tivy
son, 515.40; 633 S. Mitchell, to Bell Savings & Loan; 1451
Sam Miller to John LaCost, Marcy, Phillip Oilman to Jack
$27.50; 1307 E. Clarendon, P. Kqenig, $28.60; 265 Albert,
Gilbert Peterson to Fred Boy- Olympic Savings to Lars Anett; 547.30; 909 E. Rockwell, derson, $17.60.
Wm. Butler to Benjamin Butts,
Des Plaines recorded three
$45.65; 415 E. Marshall, Jo- transfers within the township.
$28.60;
Sextans

69c

BONELESS
ROLLED

transfers were reProspect Heights.

Dunn, 539.60;

iver

lb.

Hemlock, Robert Iverson to
Johnny McGee: 536.85; 707
Windsor, Harvey Sarner to
Donald Streeter, 529.15.

corded in
They were..

I

GROUND

N. Yates. Central Land Corp.
ALSO,

s

EXTRA LEAN

C

king

han to Wiliam Harris, $31.35; 608 E. Euclid, Donald

1716 N. Wilshire, DSP Bldrs. Sweeney to Lewis Keim, $36.to Edward M. Zankl, $26.95. 80.

ZAYRE

1300 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
PALATIRI

a

FOOD MART

to

rt'itlittVartitatISZSASFAISUIAM.1

Some Day
Blievernicht, chief investigator for the Better Business
Bureau Bomb Brigade.
"Their sickness is probably due to undernourishreplied
his
friend
ment,"

'

Zerais Fish. "There is nothing that brings on a fever fast-

"The fever is spreading to
the grass rootk Some of the
home town outs are running a
They are alsia
temperature.
running a campaign to bring
those greatest of all Americans to our town. They call

Republicans,

tradition

They want an alderman of their
own so the next time the sewage floats the Ping Pong table
into the laundry they know who

trustees
' ber shop.

."They

the

the

ais

"People with Out Fever feel

could find only one trustee and
he was trapped in the upstairs

' A trustee

is

that

want

a

referendum

to their alderman. Can .make
'sure they, get a fair share of

.

sewage,

water,
and curbs,"

dea," ,Zerais said.

friend of everybody.

the old
started with
meeting in the bar-

Fever want to upset

'"This sounds like a good i"The last
time my water 'tap went dry I

his ward.

de-

the acute stage people with Out

Co call."

of only certain

people, the people who live in

talking about the Out Fever
which is open to both Demoand

An alderman

than trustees.
is the friend

"Things like thit cause the
fever," said. Uncle John.. "In

to their troubles.

listen

and

different,

are '

' "Aldermen

out a rinse."

trustees than there are alderPeople with the fever
men.
want somebody to love them

them aldermen.

er than an empty coffer."
"You are talking about a
Republican
fever,"
strictly
corrected Uncle John. "I am

shower fully lathered and with-

neglected because they never
see a trustee.
This may be
true because there are fewer

pending upon who is on the out
looking in.

"The political outs are running a fever," said Uncle John

crats

by Frank E. Von Arx

. .

blacktop

"A true democracy," Zer"Feel' my

said.

fore-

head; it is getting warm,"

,

'IttnAttliraiinitterZei.ne.t&tVAWe:URiertst,w:ree

...Cir=179$740/MtUttitaraitaattledc-t,,,''

Vantage Point
_Stiburbapolice chiefs are keeping:a close eye_
on Cicero.- That community has been named the
next target of civil rights demonstrators in what

... by Jack Vandermyn

-- that Cicero is not the scene of mob violence,

the riots that shattered the peace in Chicago.

a copy of Gages Park and otfiEr Chicago areas.

They just do not have the manpower.

It will be up to Cicero officials to take steps

The best answer, of course,. is for Cicero
residents to let rights marchers walk in their

has been a long summer punctuatcd with violence.

to insure the protection of the rights of their cit. izens and to insure the -rights of the marchers.
Just what approach this suburban community
takes will probably set a pattern for other suburban areas, certain to be civil rights targets in the

community in peace. But this has not happened
in other areas where Negroes and whites have
marched shoulder to shoulder seeking equal housing opportunities.
They have been met with civil disobedience of

Cicero is not Chicago. It is a suburban Community. It has a police force of about 100 men --

and a reputation as a blue-collar town that will
not accept change easily.

It was just about 15 years ago that Cicero was
the scene of some of the bloodiest riots in Chicago' area history. A Negro family moved into

future.

the same type that has characterized the civil

problem, anymore than civil disobedience advocated by Dr. Martin Luther King is the answer to

WHAT ARE the alternatives? Cicero could
turn to Chicago and request help, although this
solution is not likely. If rights marchers are
met with -large-scale violence, there is little
question that the National Guard will be called
out once again. Soldiers will patrol Cicero's

the civil rights movement.

streets.

rights movement since its inception.

_

Civil disobedience, mob violence, riots are no

the community and their home was burned to the
ground.
Cicero is one of the many an -white communi-

more justified by whites than they are by NeMob violence is not the solution to the

groes.

ties that form the great Metropolitan Chicago
area.' It is a self-contained municipality, not dependent on ithe city for police protection.

Frye Vropect 3Dap

This is an unpleasant alternative, but one that

THE ALTERNATIVES in Cicero are clearly

During the last two weeks, civil rights march-

When the rights marchers' come to

We do not have our finger on the pulse of Cic-

the community their reception, can be either

ero. We know that the town is a melting pot of
many ethnic groups, a traditional workingman's

delineated.

ers have been met with violence in all -white
neighborhoods of Chicago. It has taken literal-

peaceful or violent.

ly thousands of club -swinging Chicago policemen
to maintain any semblance of order.

If the reception is peaceful, attention will be

citizens of Cicero - .living up to 'their obliga-

CICERO does not have thousands of police-

tions as responsible men and women.

What will happen in Cicero if rights marchers
are met with violence? This is a .question that
must be answered in the minds of suburban law
enforcement officials as they ponder a problem

of which side incites lawlessness.

than

100

mentally

retarded

men and women in Illinois today lead constructive lives as

wage earners as the result of
program between federal agencies and the
a

co-operative

Illinois Division of Vocational
'Rehabilitation.

"--T0/6 years ago (hey were
considered unemployable.

-

easily with dull, routine work.
For them, this is working to
capacity. The only difference
retardates
mental
and - persons of normal intelligence, in most cases, is a
between

reduced ability to comprehend
vast amounts of diverse information. They are not to be
with persons sufconfused
fering from nervous or emo-

tional problems."

elevator. operators, laborers, custodial service
employes,
laboratory
helpers and sales personnel.

The degree of
tardates
exhibit,
lower
functional

In all, they are proving their
proficiency in more than 30
job categories with federal
agenices in the Chicago area

case,

and throughout Illinois.

Some of these mentally retarded persons earn as much
as 55,000 a year.
gives
Their
employment
Illinois two national records.
For the last two years, Illinois had,
lead Midwestern

,stales comprising the Chicago
federal region in the number
of retardates placed in U.S.
agencies. Within the last nine
months, Illinois has paced the
Chicago region to national
this category
leadership in
over all other federal regions
in the country.

ability

re-

even

at

levels,

is

frequently, astounding. In one
a

25 -year -old

man

with about a second grade
level of intelligence ,proved to
be so proficient as a custodial
worker that he did the work
previously requiring two men.

litation, it ii also a personal
victory for the retardates. In
one case a retarded worker

now represents a major

source of income for a family
of five. Another is being considered for promotion and a

considerable increase in
salary.

In addition to mental retardation, many of the per-

records --establishTHESE
ed largely through placements

metropolitan

missing arms and legs. Three

the

Chicago area-are

viewed

as

retardates

placed

were

57

a major breakthrough in Pres- years old and had not worked
ident KennedY's 1960 program _in 10 years.
Concluded a supervisor of
calling for full utilization_ of
"I'd
the mentally retarded as a one of these workers:
rather employ a person with
working force.
an
IQ
of
80
giving
100 per
"Reports from supervisors
of mentally retarded workers gent of his effort than a perhave

been

enthusiastic,"

overwhelmingly
according
to

Alfred Slicer, director of the
Illinois Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation. Slicer, whose
division offers over 30 services to train and place the
that "in
handicapped, said
virtually no case" has the
placement of the retardates
failed to work out.
"Supervisors are pleasantly
surprised to find that the retarded react normally, ex-

hibit a high degree of loyalty
and boast excellent attendance
is
Job
turnover
records.
negligible," Slicer said. In

the majority of cases mental
routine,
perform
retardates
as
profitasks
repetitive
ciently as do persons with
Slicer '
intelligence,
normal
said.
"They are ,not bored as

Psychologists .on DVR
staff test prospect's job aptitudes and interests.

Rehabilitation counselors

5.

detailed

prepare
work -ups
date.

personal

of each job candi-

son with an IQ of 110 giving
only half of it."

WHAT IS the reason underlying this unique success?
According to Slicer it is

tion
escorts
the
successful
applicant to the job.

job

.

periodically check
their progress," Slicer said.

on

selors

litation counselors have placed
retardates with the
mental
U.S. Post Offices in Spring-

field and in the Rock Island
area. More recently, Al Winpersonnel

for

director

the Main Post Office in Chiissued a request for
more mentally retarded
employes.

cago;
50

At Chanute Air Force Base,
Rantoul, 37 mental retardates
were placed through the local
vocational
rehabilitation office earlier this year as summertime

custodial

h

e

I

p.

Eleven of these workers have
proved so proficient that they
retained as fulltime workers.
Already, this unprecedented
success with federal agencies
being

are

is paving the way for similar
private

in-

"teamwork every step of the
between vocational rehabilitation workers and fedpersonnel
dieral
agency

Slicer
ex"Recently,"
plained, "a new contract be-

rectors

tween

to

make

certain we

are matching the right man to
the right job.

"The emphasis in seeking
out the specific job opportunity
retarded rests upon
the individual counselor and
placement worker," he said.
the

"The greatest progress in expanding into new fields can
best be effected by them."
A
successful
placement,
Slicer asserts, requires the
following steps: '
Prospective employer

71.

Five of the bulletins emphasize the how and why of
landscape planning.
The tidescriptive. quite
des .are
They include. New Life for
Your Business District. Plan-

Garden will be of special inThe well planned garterest.

ning for a Better Community
Landscape.
Planning for a
Better
Hospital
Landscape.

the season

Planning 'for a Better Church

Institute of Industrial Laundries and the U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau
the

of Apprenticeship Training,
has opened training and employment opportunities for 75
mentally
in

the

retarded' workers
Chicago area. From

these beginnings we hope that
the program cascades, until all
private industriei' in Illinois
are making optimal use' of

the rich, untapped lalior market represented by our mentally retarded citizens."

,

of small fruits that the

booklet
fresh

frost.

to

will supply
front early spring
Strawberries start

describes

fruit

followed by rasp-

berries and blackberries.

Later in the summer blueberries. currant, and gooseberries start production.
The
season is concluded with the
grape harvest.
Copies of these publica-

and
Trees
for
Your Community.
The 30 -Page booklet "Trees
for Your Community is of special value to the individual tions may be obtained by sendhomeowner.
Listed in the ing a postcard to Cook County
booklet arc several readily a- FarM Advisor, 201 N. Dunton,
vailable trees of special value Arlington HeightS.

Landscape,

Small 20 to 35

birthday on Aug. 10,

throw money around, to buy 'and sell property.

,

The name will mean little to most
people, but the invention that turned this

But even in today's prosperity, "Monopoly" remains as popular as ever. To

one-time

engineer

date, more than 35 million copies have

into a millionaire long ago became a
household word: "Monopoly."
Ironically, it was right after the 1929

been sold around the world.
Instead of "Park Place" and the
"Boardwalk,"
foreign
versions
have
Boulevard
Saint "Diplomatstraden,"
Michel," "Hofplein Rotterdam'," "Trafalgar Square."
Unfortunately, there is still no' version

unemployed

heating

stock market crash that Darrow devised
this game, about money. The first few
sets were crudely made by hand. Darrow
couldn't sell it to a manufacturer. It was
far too complicated, took much too long
to play,

It wasn't_ until 1935 that Parker Brothers put it on the market and it instantly
became the most popular game they ever
sold.

At the time, its success was attributed
to the depression. People who were anything but affluent wanted to feel rich, to

of the game behind the Iron Curtain, The
rules and rationale of "Monopoly" are
anathemas in socialist societies.

It will be a wonderful and significant
day for the world when this is no longer
true -- when Russians, for instance, sit
around a piece. of cardbOard bargaining
over "Cvorki Prospekt" or "Red Square"
and collect 200 rubles when they pass
"Goski."

trees that are suggested:

foot

Letters to the Editor

are Washington Hawthorn, American
Hornbeam,
Amur
sug-

gested are Ash, Amur Cork Ruby
tree,
Horsechestnut,
Horsechesinut, Littleleaf Lin-

over

are

feet,

60

the

slow

Ginkgo and Sugar
Maple, faster growing Honey locust, Haekberry, Red oak
growing

and Sycamore.
The boliklet is candid in
what it does not recommend.
Poplar varieties, ,willow varieties, Tree of heaven. Elm
varieties. Black Walnut, Silver (soft) maples and Boxel-

Editor:
Mr. Daniel

on home properties or along
city street.

THE BOOKLET on Planning a Better Church Landscape is of special value to
church
or
denominational
boards.
It discusses such
topics as design of outdoor
bulletin boards with plantings
and
cemetery
design
and
maintenance.
Street tree planting main-

of small
courtyards and malls arc distenance

and

design

in "New
Life
Your Business District."
In

for

these days 'of high food

booklet on Growing Small Fruits in the Home
prices the

he

moved

regrets

cerely

that

All

letters

to the . edi-

names will be withheld,up'on request.

Led r e r s

should be as brief as possible. typewritten, if pos-

sible. and should contain
an address or phone number 'so their autheniicity
can be checked.

error

in

judgment.

letter of Aug. 3 was most illuminating. In its contents, he
challenges
several persons
who have 'endorsed the Representative Government Assn.:

he uttempst to create a bogy
man

As you well know, Mr.
Gaffney, Mount Prospect cannot adopt the bogy -man Chicago government as you claim;
this is prohibited by the Illinois statutes. Only cities with

RGA, he was indeed

resident

a

me to further thier political
ambitions."

Three weeks ago, Mr. Mcone of Ari-

Kenna became
zona's :'finest".

Ralph Gould is without doubt
Mount. Prospect's most respeCted citizen because of his
magistrate, high school
board member and trustee,
beginning his career when
lice

ficial population of only 31,000.
Whom are you trying to fool'?
Incidentally, Mr, Gaffney,

moving?

Gould's endorsement, Oh, by
the 'way, Mr. Gaffney, Judge'
Gould endorsed your present
political cronies -two- years

for the referendum has
brought forward.
The
RGA representatives through
public statments and through
letters to the editor from socalled neutral .or independent
pose
been

persons have made clear that
their campaign is directed against the individuals.

Publicity Chairman
RCA

Nobody

It is obvious that citizens
who are truly dissatisfied with
their

Can.

have

representatiVes
elected
ample recourse at the

regular voting booth; a change

check

credentials

the

Background

and

motive

do

sition on an issue, and in the
present case it may well be
the whole explanation.

What is necessary at this
time is that all citizens be
suspicious,
be
critical, be-

come involved, and in the end
decide the fate of the village

and their own future in a manner that is equal to the capacity and stature of the community we live in.

The "Trojan Horse" of city
government is being offered at

strange time by a strange
It behooves all citizens to examine this gift with
Editor:
Now that one kid lover has Yet, in the anger over a spec- great care before we bring it

Be That Bad

in the form of government is
not an adequate substitute.

her
subscription,
please renew mine. That Von
Arx is quite a kidder. Like
the great educator W. C.
Fields said, anybody who hates
kids can't be all bad.

canceled

D.C. Gould

Look Gift
Morse in. Eye.

'

e

would urge each citi-

much to explain a person's po-

Mr. Gaffney was still playing
in his sand box. Regardless Editor:
of where he may live, the
While

RGA -ispleised to ha v

ples, I
zen to

signed and filed the true pur-

He had just
Mount Prospect police officer

when my superiors are using

fancy phrases and high-sounding principles announced during the formative period of
the RGA were just window

for concrete examples exist
on our very door step.
In making this cross-check
and in discussing the exam-

Chicago's form of government. Last time we looked,
Mount Prospect had an of-

Prospect.
resigned as a

we quote:
"I cannot be an effective
and concerned police officer

systems

involved rather than on the
personalities.
It appears that all Of the

of all who expound change.

of Mount

for reasons stated below, and

on the merit of the

actual exprience we have had
us a village. The advantages
and disadvantages do not have
to be discussed in a vacuum,

dressing; now that the petitions have been circulated,

First of all, Mr. Gaffney, we noticed a "Sold" sign on
when Pat McKenna endorsed your house.' Where are you
the

less hopeful that the upcoming
referendum would be decided

more than half a million people are legally able to adopt

30 years of service as a po-

-tor must be signed, but

from

town. No doubt he now sin-

Gaffney's

E.

after

ago,

Bogy Men
On the Move

he calls "Chicago -type
government," and exhibits a
regrettable degree of ignorder are not recommended by ance about Mount Prospect and
the new booklet for planting its history.

cussed

way

Charles B. 'Darrow celebrated his 77th

...

...-izi:::::,t,A,,(,zz..,cardmilotile,c,,..se
Gardeners have struck a bonanza of information in
the form of six new University of Illinois publieations.
den

Jack A. Vandermyn
Vrms Editor

Capitalists All

BY RICHARD DeLANO

den, Red Maple, and Pin Oak.
Giant trees those that reach

THE CHICAGO program is
catching on. Within the last
six months, vocational rehabi-

slow,

.

William J. Kiedalsch
Managing 'Editor

Your Garden

Maple, and Redbud.
Medium sized trees

with
programs
dustry in Illinois.

for

the streets of Cicero - the implications will

in this area.

Finally, the rehabilitacounselor
personnaly

6.

"Even after the retarded
WHILE the new record is a
for Illinois rehabi; persons are place, our coun-

milestone

placed also suffer from
physical disabilities -- post
polio,
cerebral
palsy,
and

in

alerts
rehabilitation
counselors to job opportunities.
2.
Counselor specialists in
employment survey jobs, evaluate their suitability.
3.
Specific job requirements and job -setting modifications are determined at
frequent
meetings
between
vocational rehabilitation counselors and employer personnel executives.
4.

sons

made

..

K. S. Johnson, Cencial Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

reach throughout the suburban Chicago area.

1
uccess u '.....,-...-------

Today some are mail and file
clerks, while others work as
messengers,

yet to beanswered.

I

..
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When the question is finally answered -- in

Jobs for Retarded
Morc

invasion, led by marchers who don't really want
to make their homes in Cicero and become citizens of that community, is a question that has

Cicero's police force, obviously, will not be
able to cope with large scale violence such as

We hope that the question remains rhetorical

'

Marshall Field Ill

Whether Cicero will accept the civil rights

If violence erupts, it is the responsibility of
the Cicero police force - and of the Sate of Illinois - to maintain law and order, regardless

that is no longer remote.

Proves

'Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

community.

focused on a segment of American society -- the

men. It has a force of 100 men.

SPRINGFIELD.

will have to be seriously considered.

to

see

I

was not surprised

the

defeated

Good

Neighbor Party back in business under the new name of
the

Representative

ment Asim,

'was

Governneverthe-

a

group.

ific neighborhood issue or the inside our walls.
personal resentment of a parRobert D. Teichert
ticular official (elected or apVillage Trustee
pointed), many citizens can
let emotion overrule reason;

they become sympathetic with
those who fly a false banner.

I am still hopeful that this

Thank You'
For Coverage

issue orcity vs. Village can be Editor:
Thank you for tie excellent
resolved solely on the comparative merits of the sys- coverage that you have given
This is a the Mount Prospect Woman's
tems themselves.
serious question, and it de- Club this, year. It has been a
mands some serious thinking. pleasure working with DelorA way of life is at stake; it es Haugh and your other fine
will continue or be changed. staff members.
May C. Lyman,
All theory and speculation 'of
the

city form of government

should be cross-checked with

the 50 years of practical and

Press Chairman

Mount. Prospect Woman's
Club

Cook of The. Day

Coiienish Hen Elegant Dish
STRAWBERRY -RHUBARB

BY BETTY BIEG
Mrs.
Mount

.

MOLD
2 tablespoons plain gelatin
(combined with 1/2 cup
'
water until thick )

Warren. Purcell of
Prospect has contri-

buted some very elegant dish-

over 2 packages lemon or

week. She is Publicity Chairman for the Mdunt Prospect
Garden Club. has been assistant scout leader for Troop

strawberry flavored gelaiin
1/2 cup granulated sugar
(may be omitted)
2 16 oz packages frozen
strawberries. Defrost but
.

plays the piano and organ but still finds time to pre730,

pare thew gracious meals.
Her Potted Rock Cornish

do not cook 11 box rasp-

berriesind 2 boxes

Hen recipe can also be used
for pheasant

or

Pour the boiling water over
the 2 packages flavored gelatin and at once add the thick
gelatin mixture. the 1/2 cup

POTTED ROCK CORNISH
HENS
2 Rock Cornish Hens halved
Flour for dredging
6 tablespoons butter
1/4 lb. mushrooms sliced
Salt & Pepper

allow to
in
refrigerator until
stand
slightly congealed (consistency
of..egg _whitel,_ Then add cooked cooled rhubarb and deinto
Pour
berries.
frosted
a 9 -cup mold that has been
salad
well
with
brushed
oil. Let stand in refrigerator
until absolutely firm to the
granulated

One medium-onion--chopped fine

1/2 cup sherry
3 tablespoons butter
Season hens with. salt and
pepper, dredge the halves in

minutes:

remove

Shortly before serving
unmold onto flat round platter, arrange glazed pineapple

Brown hens on all sides
in butter. Return onion to pan
and. all the sherry. Cover and

slices cut in halves around it,
and

cook slowly for 45 minutes or

Mommsen Gold Star
AAUW Plans Susan
Visits Campus
Mothers Plan

A Varied
Program
A

series

bridge

In Wisconsin
Among the 700 students who

visited the University of Wisconsin
campus
registration
luncheons. was Miss Susan Mommsen,
swimming daughter of Mount. Prospect

of

parties,

parties and coffees are being
held during the summer sponsored by the fellowship committee of the Northwest Suburban Branch of the American Assn of University Women

Kessel of Park
Ridge held a swimming party
Mrs

L

Card Party--

S

residents Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Mommsen.

.

An annual card party will be
sponsored by the Northwest
chapter of the American Gold
Star Mothers Inc. Cards and
refreshments will make up the
agenda. The party will be held
Thursday at the St. Paul Fed-

This was the 6th and last of
eral Savings and Loan, 6700
the University's summer registration - orientation programs which has been under.:
way since June 13th. Over
4.000 students registered.
The new students will return to the university campus

W. North Ave., at 8 p.m.
Donation is one dollar.

the

1 cup

large

tongue dad (or ,gramps) used'

luncheon card party at the
Roschke home in Des Plaines.

On August 16th Mrs. R.G.
Elrich' will hold an afternoon

coffee at her home in Mount
Prospect August 25th will be
the date for the luncheon to
be held at the home of Mrs.
W C -Childs co -hostess will
be Mrs A A Amling
Proceeds

of

these

will

raising events
for fellowship

be

fund
used

granted each
year by the local branch to

'

Randhurst
To Celebrate
Its 4th Year

.

Randhurst Shopping Center
is four years old. The schedule of events marking the anniversary celebration includes
animated animals, a 12 -foot
lollipop tree with free lollipops
for children,
clowns

making animals out of ballons
given

free

to

an AmericAo woman graduate

on Aug. II and

students
The goal -for the
fellowship is S500 In order
to reach the goal a portion

cus

a

the

children

12 plus

three ring circus. The
show
times
Aug.

cranberry
4 cups
cocktail

group's

bridge

pro-

ceeds are used

Any member interested in
attending either of the August
events may call Mrs Roschke
at 824-2615

Friday evening, Aug. 12,
will feature an entertaining
"big band" concert starring
Jimmy Dorscy.
A fireworks display will be
held Friday, Aug. 19, at 10
p.m.

FINAL
CLEARANCE SALE

I

SU

ER DRESSES

AND SUITS
REGULAR
PR ICE

$9.95
$11.95

$12.95
$17.50
$17.95
$19.95

SALE

$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

$21.95

$15.00
$24.95,.....$15.00

$27.95 -.415.00
$31.95

,$15.00

ALL GARMENTS BY FAMOUS MAKERS
AILEEN GAY GIBSON L'AIGLON

I

jar (2 oz.) pimento, chop -

Shell:
4 egg whites
1/8 teaspoon salt
1 cup sugar .-

1/2 cup
1

crushed

saltines

crackers
teaspoon vanilla

1/2 teaspoon cream of tartar
1/2 cup chopped w,alnuts or

ling: Drain cherries reserving
Mix the cornstarch
syrup.

with a small amount of ,o:rup.
To remaining syrup add the
I/4 cup sugar: heat to boiling.
Add cornstarch mixture and
cook until thickened and clear.
Add cherries and 1/4 teaspoon
almond estract. Cool. \\ hip
cream. Add Sugar to sweeten
and 1/2 teaspoon vanilla. Fill

cooled shell with half of the
with
Fill
whipped
cream.
cherry misture: top with re -

red cherries

1/4 cup sugar
2 cups whipping cream
1/2 tablespoon cornstarch
1/4 teaspoon almond extract

Selling your home?

Call our

1

Man of the

wag

juice

Shell:

I.

Beat all the ingredients with

an electric mixer. Turn into a

xK

greased ( I 1/2-2 quarts) casserole. Bake at 350 degrees

Children $1.00
Adults $2.00

WOOLENS...
ti

THOUSANDS
OF YARDS!

SPECIAL
2.99 a yard
For Randhurst customers only -- an advance, preview selling of 15,000 yards of
fine wool fabrics, all from a famous woolen
mill! Select from coat, suit, and dress
weights . . . loop, twill,. and diagonal tex. .
plaids, tweeds, and solids. All
in. rich, fall shades like cranberry, moss,
golds, browns, plums, grey, and pastels.
You have first choice -- take advantage of
.

it and save! 52 to 60" widths.
KNIT SPECIALS! Thousands of yards
of 100% wools, 100% Dacron® polyesters
(machine washable,) and 10u,:. Z6fkrome®

acrylic, in hundreds of fashion colors. 60"
widths, were 6.98 to 10.00 a yard 3.99 yd.
Choose it, then charge it at Carson. Randhurste

Elmhurst

and Rand Roads in Mt. Prospect. Shop Monday, Thursday, and Friday, 9:30 to 9:30; other days, 9:30 to 5:30.

0, anis clt

CL 3-7622
RANDHURST

.

-.NW('

desired. Serves 8.

11114(flh

ift.4

V?
Gerald Barnbaum R.Ph.

OLD SOL AND YOU...
"It's Summer Time And
The Living Is Easy". This
may be true in your case,
but, here are a few facts
concerning scratchy, irritating, yet non - catching Erythema Solare -(betterknown
as sunburn).
A leading
dermatologist had this to
say:

"Sun ages the skin. Too
much of it over long periods
destroys the elastic fibers, or
connective tissues, and they
become degenerated. These
fibers are like rubber bands

and hold the skin taut. If
you overdo it. even with a
tan, the rays get down into
the connective tissues".

Although, there are many
preparations sold today to

cherry -pie
made
can be used instead)
beat egg whites with

help you get a tan or relieve

a sunburn, there is no preparation made that will re-

vanilla, dash of salt and cream

the CHILDREN'S THEATRE

place good common sense.
- Remember, summer is far
too short to waste recuperating from a bad burn that
could have been avoided...

!RUMPpil.esitli SK I N I

leave on your vacation, stop
by

Remember, too, before you

re

2 eggs
2 tablespoons butter

Open All Day Wednesdays Riday to 9 P.M.

9 W. PROSPECT AVE.
MT. PROSPECT

40 inInutes or until dry. Fil,
CHERRY TORTE

maiiting whipped c r e a m.
Sprinkle coconut over top if

pan.

teaspoon salt
1 small onion, grated

MAGGI STOVER ETC.

LADIES APPAREL.

springform
plate
or
(building up sides.)

1

?"...11.41rrk

tures

Spread in buttered 10 inch pie

cup dairy sour cream

2 cups hot mashed potatoes

15

of the membership dues and. and 9:30 p.m.
branch

chopped. nuts and crushed
fold
saltines
together
and
whites.
into egg
carefully

cheese
I

cir-

through 19 arc 10 a.m., 3 p.m.

I

Bake in 300 degree oven for

vings.

filling

PINK LADY PUNCH

her
home
last month. on September 6th to continue to play golf in are now skipMrs E W Roschke, assisted their orientation and classes ping around town with., shortie- for I hour.
skirts and textured stockings.
by Mrs R C Claus hosted a will begin September 12th.

at

Yield: 32 punch cups ser-

of tartar until foamy. Gradualcup sugar: heat until
ly add
stiff peaks form.. Mk the

(Ready

Pea

Ghillies Go on the Town
-Ghillies
those
laced
shoes with the big flapping

Place

etable flowers and parsley.
This recipe may be cut in
half and poured into a 4-5
cup mold.

cottage

curd

pears.

Or omit fruit around mold
and simply garnish with veg-

CHEESE POTATO
CUSTARD

--

2 quarts chilled gingerale
addjusibefore serving).

pecans
whole red cherry in open end
of pears. Serve with a fruit Filling:
1 number 2 can pitted tart
salad dressing with this mold.

birds are tender.
Saute mushrooms in butter
for 5 minutes. Arrange hens
on heated platter. Stir mushrooms into drippings, blend
thoroughly. Serve gravy , with
hens, garnish
with parsley.
May be served with wild rice.

MRS. WARREN PURCELL

green

pale

1/2 cups granulated sug-

ar (dissolved in cranberry
juice)
4 cups pineapple or grapefrntiiatjounic)
juice (delmonte com-

er.

from

pan.

until

sugar,

touch, about 8 hours, or long-

flour: saute onion in butter for
live

tardzraarxww.4;Epmv4rezaawfwihzowrzs-wmawr.atrss
1

ed)
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strawberries may be us-

other game

birds.

'

app AT HOME

2 cups boiling water muted

es to be shared with us this

August 6, 7, 13, 14.
given by Lew Afusill's "Tale Tellers"

Country Club
NI AIN(

HISIAURANI

Old Orchard
Country Club
.Prospect

ENDLER'S PHARMACY
1770 W. Algonquin Rd.

John Gerling

or call 439.5255 for pre-

BRUNS
REAL ESTATE

scriptions and medical supplies to last for the duration
of your trip.
Free Radio Dispatched
Delivery

CL 5-6320

I

SHORT RIBS

4 44444

Frye map

CARNIVAL

SIDE. GLANCES

0
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WHY, I THOUGHT 'THAT
WAS TI -4' STEER YOU

HAD DOWN, TYIN'
HIM UP--WHUT
HAPPENED?

THE INDIAN WAR

PAR/Y IS COMING!

"1130 like yotl, Leonard: It's' Just that -you're not in my
long-range program!"

"It's going to be a shock-coming out of an air-

conditioned theater and going into a home Mom
told us to be back to an hour ago!"

THE WILLETS

eatoe-raeetrAFASER-er-

O 044

on.

014 1.4.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
DIMut

GROSSING

WHY,3AKE! WHAT AN UNKIND.,
"THOUGHT! WE SIMPLY REJOICE IN

(riOW T GET THE PITCHER, AMOS

you

YOUR 6000 FORTUNE-!^-, UM -

BEEN BUT-CERN ME LW WITH

1 -1A1<!-- NOW THAT A LARGE
BAIT COMPANY 14AS BOUGHT
MY FISHING LURE I HAVE NO
NEED OP TRIFLING AMOUNTS

THE EXPENSIVE SPREAD 1ES' SO
YOU CAN GET NEC TO Ms/ DOUGH!

WELL, 3E5' FERGET IT! SAKE
TAENIMVESOPIAERE6ET
GLOWER EVERY YEAR

WAERE ARE WEP WHO AM1 ? I'M HUNGRY!
WHAT ARE WE STOPPIN16 MERE FOR c'

NoopLa REMEMBERS WHO WAS

FROM YOU!

WITH Him WHEN HIS HORSES ALL
TURNED LIP LAME!

BUGS BUNNY
I'M GLOWED OUTGASP-WHEEZE-AN'
THEY'RE STYLI.

SLEEPIN' ; tJ

H AT

ANNOUNCE -

..^,MENT WAS A
MISTAKE,

DOCTOR SAYS

MA3OR=

MORTY MEEKLE
AND WHEN I WOKE UP

High Blood
Pressure

WAS O-IEWINO ON
"THE E3E-DFC/917

0 INC let NIA. ke.

given to reduce waterlogging and an elevated blood
pressure It can be taken indefinitely provided you arc
under regular medical supervision Side effects rarely occur with the recommended
dosage
is

stop until the pain goes away.
What would cause this?
A -- Intermittent pain on
walking is seen in persons
with a partial obstruction of

arteries in the lower extremities. It is aggravated by
smoking. Treatment is useless unless you are willing
to give up cigarettes.' After
this, treatment includes getthe

ting your weight down if you
are

overweight and reducing,
cholesterol level.

1 Infant
5 Toddler
8 Young child
11 Field ;comb.
form)
12 Russian man's
name
14 Fruit drink
15 Asian country
16 Appellation
17 Seine
18 Reverend lab.)

19 Part of a play
20 Copper pot of
India
22 Newborn
24 Auricle

CAPTAIN EASY
TO SUFFER FROM

NICE TO HAVE YOU
BACK, MISS IIVCHELI

YEUVE ALL BUN 50
KIND.. AND X wan*

YOUR 6059 CALLED
EACH.V.AY...A150

FORGET IT WHEN -

TO ATONE FOR

CAPTAIN NAGY!

ROMP SEEMS

THEN HELP HER SNAP OUT or IT!

SHIM GIFTED..CON5CIENT1005..
HAS A [RIGHT FUTURE HERE: NE
A STRANGE GUIL
MII3TIrT LOGE HERS
COMPLEX. TRYING
A CRWO HER
FATHER ONCE

CON/NITRO!

MLA MY FHOWEI-

WIZEN

I OTA

TONG E

36 Slave

37 European
capital
38 Variety of
coffee ;p1.)

40 High mountain
42 Child icon.)
43 Evinced signs
of cold
47 Angered icoll.)
49 School -home
group Cab.)

50 Mouthlike
opening
51 Swiss canton
52,Fishhook '
money P 54 Unruly child
troll. 1

STAGER

DOWN

EL A

Child iScot.)
2 Accede
3 Very good!
1

TE

4 Eternity

CE
LE

5 Medicinal

substances
6 Semiprecious
stone
7 Benedictine
title
8 Willful
outbursts
9 Greek theaters
10 Hebrew letter
13 Soften in

temper

19 Automobile
group tab.)
25 Water iFr.)
21 Imbecile
26 Pour in
23 New (comb.
29 Rather poor
form)
icon.)
32 Stunted animal 26 Babyish
34 Halfpenny
4
2
3
1
'Brit. slang)

35 South Seas
island group

ALLEY OOP

- Answer to Previous Puzzle

Children

M

27 Girl's nickname 41 Meadow
28 Sel -esteem
43 Small tree sprig
29 Man's nickname 44 South African
30 Spanish gold
mammal
31 Unweaned
45 Obliterate
child
46 No longer new
33 Chaldean city 47 Stratagem
36 Horseman's
48 Metal
seat
53 Consumed
37 Unsealed 'poet.) 54 Masculine
39 Hasten
nickname
5

11

2

15

16

6

20
24

25
30

31

32

Nip

34

33

35
38

=42
47

44

31

60

59 Organ of sight
60 Oozed blood

45 148

60

48

58 England lab.)

As a result of treatment improvement rather than a cure

10

21

57

57 French river

9

17

22

29

8

7

19

18

T

55 Scion
56 And others tab.) 33

your blood

is to be expected!

..,..........41.-_.

40

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

Q -- When I walk a couple
of blocks an intense pain starts

in my feet and goes up the
back of my legs I have to

e -I0

THE BORN LOSER

Angina pectoris (chest pains
due to spasm of the blood vessels supplying the heart muscle) is a frequent symptom.
The treatment is directed at
lowering the blood pressure,
reducing the waterlogging and
controlling the attacks of

A -- Chlorothiazide (Diuril)

0 00 4., 00

zis

usually starts in the
This causes shortness
lungs
of breath especially at night.

fects from this drug?

1,,

I

J

)

rem?

LIFE IS A BRUTAL
EXPERIENCE!

1/4 FREE:

...I

which

Q -- My doctor Is giving me
Diuril for high blood pressure. Are there any side ef-

FEEL THINGS SO

RATH A GEER THROUN

,ulf,
C..

heart always shows some deof enlargement. This
gree
may be followed by a mild
to moderate heart failure with
waterlogging of the tissues,

chest pains,

FOR 5EPOSITIVE
FECFLE Like ME WHO

.

OA., MY Fiz2A.

IN MY corrEs,

41111,

ly associated with high blood

to 20 years. Such a

YOLYRE THE CHEESE

WXYIEE THE CREAM

110-

sive heart disease is definite-

10

EEK & MEEK

V

A

Is high blood pressure
Q
a form of heart disease?
A -- Everyone with high
blood pressure doesn't have
heart disease but hyperten-

for

FINALLY

SLIPPED HIS CARL -E.

NtR/RE MY CL*OF TEA,

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

This occurs when
pressure
the heart has had to propel
the blood through the body
against an elevated pressure

r11-4INICH

0.,c,

38

10

9-10

e

0.

set arns
Crown For
Doubles Pair

Waycinden

SPARKS
ON SWIMMING

Nine Whips
Wheeling

The Prone Glide

The

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS
As long as the body is mov-

reactions at the net award trophies to those who possess them.

Arlington's Jim Jakubiec and Don Mesch were awarded the
trophies last night at Recreation Park as they came from behind to upset a Riverside pair, Junior Davis Clipper Ed Thomp-

his three trips to the plate.

son and Wally Bates, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2.

Rick Haaning was the winning
pitcher for Waycinden. start-

their opponents started scrap point. in

ping at the time of do or die.

ing and working the first two

the match came in the seventh down 0-3. A combination of two
game of the second set when set points and a couple of costly
Jakubiec, serving, found him- net errors by Mesch gave the
self down 0-40. The games visitors two come -back games.
But the next game, with
were even at 3-3. An ace to
and

Bates

nice

a

backhand

Mesch

frames. Dun Stevens and Rod
Kiolbassa followed him to the

holding with the face under-

from Mesch put the pair back killing everything Riverside
in the game. They went on to returned at the net - Arlington
take the game, and later 'the won easily.

water. The goal is to get the

Although the score in the
teams displayed some sub -par
tennis. The Arlington unit went

backhand by
A SWIFT
Mesclt won Arlington's fifth
game, and Jakubiec finished

3-2, as Riverside fought back

Both pairs exhibited tre-;
mendous control despite the

with determination and spirit.

handicap of playing under the
Jakubiec

lights.

game just
that little bit in the second set

reached their peak in the secand set, turning the tide, and

up

our

turned the match around. -

Structural Steel Grabs
Lead in Golf League
Arlington

Structural Steel
first place this

into

moved

week in the Arlington Heights
Twilight Golf League, rolling
Heights

over

Cleaners

9-3.

The victory gave the winners
a one -point lead over secondSprings Shell Service
three nights of compe-

`place

with
tition remaining.

SPRINGS SHELL tumbled
to second after being upset by
ditioning 7-5. The runners-up

80 1/2

fer's

the N or thWe

ing.

HANK STYCRYKOWSKI of
Crest Heating and Air Conditioning, fired three birdies en
route to a 3.6, taking low gross
honors for the night.
Gordon Otto, Jack Leslie,
and Joe McGrath each recorded
two birds.

STANDINGS

-

Arlington Struct.
Steel

Twilight Golf

THE KUNKEL crew is
one point up on second -place
Allen's Store for Men.

Last week Ed Then scored
an eagle on the 15th hole, shooting a three on the par -five
hole. -G011ers registering birdies
were Harold Schlicting,

honors

Swim

Conference

at

meet

Northbrook's Meadowhill Park.

TEAMS FROM Arlington
Heights. Mount Prospect, Rolling Meadows. and Prospect
Heights are entered, along with

Ed

QUALIFYING EVENTS were
with
last night,
conducted

brook, about two miles north

,

Kirchhoff

73 1/2
69 3/4

Keefer's

67

Wille
Kersting
Moler's
Illinois Range
Carter: Music

66 1/2

Final
Boys'

free,

FALCON

pitched the Arlington
Heights Lions to a 1-0 victory

Sunday over Beloit at the
losers' diamond.
Miller allowed only three
hits en route to his triumph

been

Pelicans
Lions
Redlegs
Blackhawks
Generals
Redwings

6
4

4

4

4

3

5

3

5

3

5

0

Knights
Raiders

2

5

I

2

5

I

over the Wisconsin state baseball finalists.

Tourney Set
Tomorrow A.M.
The Arlington Heights Park
District Junior Tennis Tourna-

ment will open at 9 a.m. to morrow at Arlington High
School.
The tourney will be.conducted

at two levels -- 12 and 13 year olds and II and under. Boys
and girls will be mixed in all
the

all -singles

pairings,

with

the tourney's first three rounds
slated for completion tomorrow,
The -semifinals will be held
Friday morning and the finals
will be conducted Friday afternoon.

Registration for the two-day
affair closed yesterday.

SAVINGS

Best Seller

.

.

ON

.

7

2

0

-6

3

5

3

5

3

4

4

4
4

0
0
0
0
0

2

5

2

6
6

1

4.00
5.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

2

1965 EXECUTIVE

GALAXIE 500

GALAXIE

soots

1964 FORD CONVERTIBLE

$1595

Automatic Shin - Black

19M PONTIAC CONY.

$1495

. .

Family or Business

Vinyl interior

1963 FORD XL CONY.

Side view mirror

1 395

Rose Beige Beauty

1963 COMET CONY.

1963 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN $1095
Family Hauler

Sport Model

1962 FORD SEDAN

*NO MONEY DOWN

1

5995

1962 FORD TUDOR HARDTOP

BALANCE NEW CAR Guarantee

0

$995

Compact School Car

$1895

ONLY

EXECUTIVE

$1195

1964 YOLKS MICRO BUS

Automatic transmission
Whitewall tires
Padded dash & visors

$795

Automatic Shift - 2nd Car

*1ST PAYMENT - OCT 1ST

CAR\

1959 OLDS "88"

LOW BANK FINANCING
el

$495

Holiday Red Nice Condition

1965 EXECUTIVE CAR

GALAXIE 500 2 -DR., HARDTOP

TODAY'S SPECIAL

V-8 engine Automatic transmission

E
R

Push button radio Whitewall tires

4 DR. HARDTOP

A
Y

58.00 Per Day - Plus Mileage

Power steering, Padded dash, 'Side
body molding, *Visibility group, *Decor group.

at low rates from
GEORGE POOLE cod
aziasym.4"Ae.

-N\
1965 EXECUTIVE CAR
GALAXIE 500 CONVERTIBLE

1436
When New

!V-8 engine *Automatic transmission
fit

J

* Push button radio Whitewall tires
Power steering 'Windshield washer

Padded dash Side body molding

*Decor group 'Deluxe seat belts Side
view mirror.
From List

SAVE $1,475 When Ny

George C. Poole

FORD
400 WEST NORTHWEST HWY. / ARtINGTON HUMS, If.
WIVIDAYS St

Ga. to MO

pa....

1964 Corvair Coupe

V..AVE $1611 ,F)Zilit.it,}

SAVE
From Llst

Stock 111590A

Power steering 'Padded dash & Os-

" ors 'Windshield washers *Vinyl interior 'Tinted windshield Side body
molding 'Decor group !Side view
mirror. Factory Mr Conditioned

*V-8 engine, 'Automatic transmission,
*Push button radio, *Whitewall tires,

ECONOLINE 1 -TON
SUP ERVAN

CL 5-9689

V-8 engine
Push button radio
Power steering
Windshield washers
Tinted -glass

GALAXIE 500

SPECIAL

NITER ANU SUNDAY

.

4 -DR. SEDAN

PLUS MILEAGE

CL 9-3141

.

Full Power - Tempest

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS.,' ILL

.

1965 EXECUTIVE CARS

VARSITY II

Rums

$1295

1965 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE $1195

COMPLETE WITH .

WLT
0
0
0
0
0
0

Bears

$2095

New Car \Varranty

0

7.00
7.00

$1295

1965 FORD 2 DOOR HARDTOP $2095

8

GALA XIE

GEORGE
POOLE

Little Saving Demon

Wildcats

MUSTANG

8 p.m. Bowling, Ch. 32.
9 p.m. Wrestling, Ch. 26.

will not sink.
(Next: Basic Strokes)

1965 VW SEDAN

League

VARSITY I

FAIRLANE

32.

As long as he is moving, he

H/Top - Full Equip

w

have

Team

7.00

highlights of NFL action, Ch.

strokes.

1965 'CHEVROLET IMPALA

57

rent a new '66

Beats Beloit 9

TODAY
Football, filmed

p.m.

Economy An The Way

(1965
CORTINA

5:55

arm

the

1965 FALCON SEDAN

58 1/2
57 1/2

standings
Baseball

--

FORD

64

Bobcats

rington.

pect

stroke.

phase

77

ference's

Mike Miller of Mount Pros-

important as the
swimmer progresses into the

next

Big Savings

released by the Arlington kits.

and refreshments are available Phillics

while Glenview won the Na-.
tional Division crown at Bar-

Breath holding becomes increasingly

Baseball
Standings

of Palatine -Willow Road. Park- Orioles

Mount Prospect won the conDivision
American
title last week at Dcs Plaines.

push

longer.

the

1966 KARMAN GHIA HARDTOP ? ?

Busse-Biermann

brook. Barrington. Lombard,
Elmhurst, Glen Ellyn Park

for Purchase.

traveled,

distance

harder, hold the breath a little

82 1/2
82 1/6

on Waukegan. Road in North- Vikings
admission are

the
Page 7

Points

Falcons
session.
Eagles
Meiidowhill Park is located Cougars

and

RTS

Shop

84

teams from Glenview. NorthRidge, and Des Plaines.

Music

Thunderbird
Licht's
Kruse's M.P. Elec.

finals in all swim events and
diving slated for tonight's

ing

1966

were

Finals Slated Tonight
In Northern Ill. Swim
Finals are slated for 7 p.m.
tonight in the Northern Illinois

Carter

for
Bart Kenny. Tom Wade, Bob the second halves of the V:irsRohrback, Don Vertone, Wally ity- I and Varsity II division
Busch, and Ed Nixon.
seasons.

low gross winner was
Nixon, who posted a 39.

86
85

Springs Shell

t Suburban

- taken by Hal Brodski and John
Atnato who carded 34s, and

Points

Team

SP

League.

LOW NET

can do this, he has proved that
he can learn to swim. Measure

August 10,

1/2, Wilk

3

Team

68

C.... A,.

The prone glide will prove,
a great deal. When a person

Wednesday,

STANDINGS

deadlock, and Koops Mustard
edged Harris PharMacy
5-1y2. Lauterburg -& Oehler
topped New Emerald Cleaners
8.4 to round out the team scor-

M.

step down on the bottom.

31/2.'

Kunkel Realty is in the lead
as the third week of the season's second half begins in
Y.

Pharmacy

1/2,

6

orators.
City Welding Sales battled
Bruns Realty to an identical

Convey-

National

or and Supply. which fought

and bring them forward, and

Lumber 6 .1/2; Illinois Range

to a 6-6 tie with Horcher Dec-

third -place

Busse-

with the, arms, bend the knees

Electric Construction Co.
5, Kirchhoff Insurance 5: Kee-

.

Kunkel Is
Golf Leader

are only half a point ahead of

lift the head, push downward

pect

'

1/2
76 1/2
75 1/2
77

Oehler

were:

scores

Biermann Hardware 6 1/2,
Bowl
3
1/2;
Thunderbird
Licht's Paint Store 8, Moler's Barbel Shop 2; Kruse's
Kersting's
GarTavern 8,
den Center 2; Mount Pros-

Decorators
75 1/2
Bruns Real Estate 75
Crest Heating
69
.
Lauterburg &

Heating and Air Con-

Crest

sion.
Team

National Conveyor 84 1/2
City Welding
' 83
Heights Cleaners
New Emerald
Clnrs.
Koops Mustard
Harris Pharmacy
Horcher

At the end of the glide, in do not worry but go right into

order to get his feet back on the
bottom, the swimmer should

Don Snyder of Licht's Paint
Store shot a 38-8-30 last night
to take both low gross and
loo net honors in the Mount.
Pr o s p e c t Twilight Golf
League's Tuesday Night Divi-

mentioned after the game that,

JAKUBIEC and M c s c h, "Picking

not progress well with the kick,

Golfer Shoots 38

Mesch

and

knees too much, which not only to third to second to the pitcher

Sports on 7'.V.

Suburban Tennis Tournament title.

the sixth and final game with

THE WAYCINDEN squad
The most common error in turned in a triple. play in the
learning to kick is bending the field, going from the pitcher

again and then to the center
water, push off the wall, and does not accomplish propulsion fielder.
with the body fully extended, but also throws the whole stroke
hold the breath and glide --as out of balance. They will natfar as he can.
urally bend some. If he does

and Wally Bates. The Arlington pair won the match and the North and West

out to a 3-0 lead, but found a smash down the middle.
themselves leading by only one,

prospective swimmer to hold
the breath, place the face in the

Dan Mesch (left) and Jim Jakubiec of Arlington Heights Tennis Club warm up
for last night's doubles championship match against Riverside's Ed Thompson

set, 6-4.

third set was one sided, both

hill, each working two innings.

The prone, glide.

Jakubiec

and

serving

All -Stars

The next step is to glide and diamond.
begin to kick, Most youngsters
ing on the surface of the water, will be able to progress farther
THE 10 -YEAR -OLD Wayit will not sink. Make a point with kicking than with the glide cinden players were sparked
of proving this with the prone alone. If they can, propel them - by the home -run slugging. 'a,
glide.
'selves with kicking, then they Doug Wertepn), who belted a
We have 'practiced breath - are swiinmiog.
pair of homers and a triple in

BY GARY YEAST
The doubles finals of the North and West Suburban Tennis
Tournament supported a theory that, steady hands and quick

TIM TURNING

Waycinden

romped to a 15-3 win last night
over the Wheeling All -Stars in
exhibition play at the losers'

CI.

OPIN SUNDAYS 11 to

3 5000

pm.

PALATKA

DVHD1111111.

KOMC1

PRINT

Nice Condition - Beige

Fullirice

$795.00
Ask fohn, Charlie, Tom or Phil about our 24
month or 50,000 mile guarantee from Ford..
These are the good guys in Arlington Heights
selling cars.

I '

'

N....N...oHn

011, ID.

50 MOVIt

-

II

THE 'PROSPECT DAY

13 -Lost And Found

Wednesduy; August 10, 1966

CLASSIFIED
INDEX
Mr Conditioning
Airplanes And Equipment
- Apartments To Exchange
Apts. And Rooms To Share
Arts And Antiques
Auction Sales
Auto Insurance
Auto Leasing
Auto Loons
Auto Parts And Access.
Auto Repairing And
Equipment
.

Auto Trailers
Automobiles For Salo
Automobiles Wonted

Pet to children.
adults. 258-9030.

.35
33
75
71

34
20
109
105
108
107

106

Business Opportunities
Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services

15
16
17

Camera Optical Goods
Cord Of Sympathy
Cord Of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots
Christmas Merchandise
Clothing Furs

40

while intoxicated. Revocations
were issued by the Secretary

N. Windsor. Arlington Heights:
Robert L. Carroll, 1305 Cot-

ton Heights: Harold R. Freas.

N. Walnut__ Arlington
Heights and DonOld J. David-

John.:B..- Stull. 809...N_ Wilkie

Heights:.

619 N. Elmhurst Rd..
Mount Prospect.
Ten
drivers
were
given
suspensions. They are:
Patrick M. Kennedy, 1520
Lonnquist. Mount-. Prospect:

Ward. 1614 Central. Ar.
lingtun Heights: Darrell J.
Wilk. 607 Dogwood. Mount
and Gregorio A.
Prospect:
Garza. 1117 Algonquin, Arlington Heights.

of State .to Edward K. Huff; -1545

son,

Paul T. Larson, 200 E. High
Mount 'Prospect: John
Paredes. 304 S. Albert. Mount
land.

Denis

Ahlborn,

A.

419 N. Russell. Mount Prospeel: .George W. Baron. 400

NI.

ELEVEN probationary perDrivers
issued.
were
mils
receiving the permits are:

ride into the mountains for
Sydney Elaine Cooper will
become the bride of.,Donald. _ breakfast.Hulslander of Mount ProsTHIS HAS been
a
busy
pect in an early evening cere- summer for Mr. and Mrs.
mony in The South Church
Earlier
this
James Brown Sr.

Mrs.

year the couple drove to PitHulslander and

C.

E.

for

present

families

iate

the ceremony to be performby

ed

Edwin

Rev.,

the

1.

Stevens. A reception at NielPark
in
Restaurant
will follow. Mr. and

sen's

Ridge

'Mrs. Hulslander hosted a rehearsal dinner last night.

The bride, her mother and
father,

and

Ronald

Cooper,

R.D. Cooper and Donald arrived in Mount Prospect Sunday evening.

A WEEK'S vacation took
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sandeen
to Columbus, Ohio. where they
netted a bonus visit with close
relatives. Not only did the
Sandeens

spend

considerable

time with their daughter and
family,

her

the

Coff-

Carl

mans who moved to Columbus last spring, but they also
visited with Ralph's brother
and his wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Sandeen whose home

is now in western Florida and
who were spending a month
Columbus. The Mount
in
visited
Mrs. 'Verne Mandt and her
family, former neighbors on
S. Wille St.
From Columbus the Oscar
Sandeens were scheduled to
Prospect

Sandeens

go to Newport, R.l., so they
could be on hand when the
Sixth Fleet, which includes
their son John, arrives after

a long tour of sea duty. Both
Oscar and Hanna Sandeen and

John have been frequent visitors in Mount Prospect.

MR. AND MRS.Charles
Kimball arc back in Mount
Prospect, reporting a perfect
10 -day vacation in the Colora-

Prospect:
Schwartz, 205
.E. .Euclid, Arlington Heights:
Ronald A. Seegers. 303 S.
J.

Louis, Mount Prospect: Duane
H. Vetter. 1146 N.. Dryden.
Arlington. Heights: Robert L.
. Cottonwood,
1305
Carroll.
Mount Prospect. Wayne J.
1446

Kass.

S.

pose. Mount

Prospect, -Rnbert A. Wakely,
Arlington
Heights. and Darrell J. Wilk.
607 Dogwood, Mount Prospect.

By Grace Mott

Sydney is the daughter of the.
Sidney J. Coopers of Denver.
They will have their immed-

Kasper-ArlingtonR. Granath,

Curl.

Lawrence

817

Wedding Bells

Donald is the son of Mr. and

Heights: William W. 'FauSt.
1314 W. Clarendon, Arling-

Arlington --Heights:- .- -Lester- 1715. Murl_ha

Grace's Daze

tonight.

WilliamF. Asbell Jr.' 602
E. Ivy. Lane,Arlington

tsburgh for a visit with Dr.
and Mrs. James Brown Jr.
Now the senior Browns are
back in town after a week's

vacation at Sand Lake, Natawa,
Mich., where they joined Dr.

Hickory.

N.

Dist. 21.4
Seeking
Readers
Dist.

214

Wheeling and Elk Grove High
Schools.
The readers

work

would

directly with English teachers
on a part time basis at home.
Wages are 52 an hour.

Director of Personnel Nel-

son Lowry estimates that the
and Mrs. Edward Martin and district will need approximateAnn Martin Brown and her' ly 20 readers for the coming
children

With

from

Pittsburgh.

Mount

Prospect
another grand-

the

couple went
daughter,
8 -year -old
Cathy
Groeneveld.
Highlight of the vacation

was Aug.

3,

Dr. Brown
families in

the birthday of
who joined his
Michigan

after

many years of separation due
to circumstances of school,
military service and business.
WHEN SHE closes her desk
as women's editor of The
Robert
Haugh takes up her role as
and
practices
homemaker
Day,

Prospect

Mrs.

what she preaches.

school year.

Applications

may

be

and

gave
Voss,

surprise

her

husband

for Mr. and Mrs. Kurt
a

birthday

cookout to mark Mrs. Voss'
birthday. The couple have been
Clearvisiting
here
from
water, Fla.
Guests at the party included Robert's family, the
Edward ' Haughs from Norand
Dolores'
wood
Park,
her
husband,
mother and

Mr. and Mrs. Armin Bemberg
of Edison Park.
Another member

tained at the Harold L. Slichenmyer Administration Center. 799 W. Kensington Rd..
Mount Prospect.

LOWRY says that applicants
should have a college degree

with a major or minor in EngTeaching experience in
lish.
English is considered an asset but not a requirement. Experience in journalism- is a
possible substitute for teaching experience.
Applicants will be given a
performance test at Prospect

at 1:30 p.m.

Deadline for ap-

plications is Aug. 20.
Further information about
the lay reader program may
be obtained from Lowry at
259-5300.

Phi

alumnae

will

have

.been

Carol Haugh went to CincinAlpha Phi 'couples recently
nati during the vacation with dined at Jim Saine's Trallee

man Hospital in Elgin
observation
week
for

children of both couples,

the
the

group,.flew to Denver and rented

a

station

nine -passenger

wagon. On the itinerary was
Colorado Springs and a tour
of the Air Force Academy,
a genuinely fabulous chuck
wagon dinner by the ,Jaycees,
at the Garden of the Gods,
and a week on a dude ranch
near Aspen where the morn- ing routinen. included

a

daily;

the

the T.V. interview.

treatment. Today she returned
for surgery. It is expected
she will be home in a week or
10 days.

Last week the S.O.S. in the
Robinson home was answered

by Clarke's family, the Philip
Arriving the end
of this week to assist is Lucia
Robinsons.

cousin, Miss Luanne
Rhoads of Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
Beth's

whose scheduled visit to Mount
Prospect for later this month
has been. advanced.

;

are

president,

Mrs.

Donald

Trull of Park Ridge: vice
president, Mrs. William Cameron of Park Ridge: secretary.
Mrs. Gordon Mayes of Ailing ton Heights: treasurer. Mrs.
William Bailey, Palatine: philanthrophy. Mrs. Maxwell Robinette of Park Ridge: quarter.
ly correspondent. Mrs. JOhn
St. Germaine of Arlington
Heights: Pan-hellenic representatives, Mrs. Donald Ev-

erhart

of Arlington

Mrs. John
Mount Prospect.

and.

104
112
67

Fawn Equipment
Formers Market
Financial Adjustors

..36

.Food

.Fraternal Notices
Fuel, Coal, Oil, Wood
Funeral Directors

Help Wanted Men

-- 7
46

24
26

Help Wanted Men Or Womeri
30
Help Wanted Women
61
Hobbies -Model Buildings
Home Furnishings -Furniture
Horses. Harness And Wagons

Hotel And Apartments
Household Appliances
Hunting Land And

47
49
72
48

MEN WANTED FOR

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
-392-3500

0 WEDNESDAY

METHODE MFG. CO;

arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy

Industrial Property
In Memoriam

their wants. We recommend

5

you start your ad tomorrow

Instruction

23
90

Jobs Wanted -Men
Jobs Wonted -Women

21

landscaping
Leather Goods

50

Live Stocks
Locins-Personol. Business._

52
65

Machinery And Equipment
Metals and Metal Products
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Monuments And Mausoleums
Motorcycles And

53
54
32
98

22

and cancel when you get re-

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best
day to start and every day is

the best day to advertise.

51

Scooters

Moving And Storage
Musical Instruments

55

Personal'
Political

14

Radios -Television

58

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real Estate -Farm Lands

85

Real Estate -For Exchange
Real Estate -Houses

91

MELROSE PARK
345-0100

An equal opportunity employer

Mt. Prospect

WIREMEN

24 -Help Wanted Men

of electrical
controls will train men to assemble motor controls of all

Manufacturer

types. Interest in electricity

24 -Help Wanted Men

HIGH SCHOOL OR COLLEGE STUDENT

helpful, but not necessary.
Good starting wages, overtime

and merit increases. 1st or
2nd shift. This company will
take an interest in the man

Diversified Occupation Program
P.M.
thru Friday 1:30 to 4:30 P.M.
Saturday 10 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
Relay Driver 17 or over
Monday

who wants to get ahead. Located 1/2 mile from the N/W
tollway. Call J. Inda 439-

CLASSIFIED

Call

392-1830

INC.

REPRESENTATIVE

2375 Touhy Ave.

Elk Grove Village
An equal opportunity employer

TODAY

MAINTENANCE MAN
(nights)

fIND If IN THE

255-7200

WN AS

24 -Help Wanted Men
56

PRODUCTS, INC.

2001 N. CORNELL

East Rand Rd.

208

and

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC

MT. PROSPECT NEWS AGENCY

69

Office FumituvoDevices

FULL TIME REPAIRMAN

Learn small appliance repair
in new Mount Prospect office.
All company benefits.
Sunbeam Appliance Store

--

Nursery Sthersb-

Child Care

EVENING SHIFT -

4:30 P.M. -I:00 A.M.

Excellent retirement and hos- Good rate. Night premium
pital benefits. Apply In person 11 S. Pine, Mt. Prospect. and very excellent fringe
benefits paid fullybySylvanla.

1910.

CALL YOUR

4

111
31

MT. PROSPECT

ELECTRICAL.
ASSEMBLERS

wants

8-4:00 P.M.

time, experience necessary.
Chauffeur License Preferred.

1'700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

83

DAY SHIFT

PUBLIC WORKS
Needs tree work foreman. Full

EITUES DAY_

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortunately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new

WAREHOUSE MAN
Work in clean electronic
warehouse under excellent
conditions.

217 S. Arl. Hts. Rd., Arling-

benefits.

['FRIDAY

3741 Podlin Dr.

Franklin Park, Ill.

ton Hts.

above positions.

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage
reviews & excellent fringe

THURSDAY

766-8650

McDan Corporation

Box #1036. The ArlingtonDay,

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

ED MONDAY

High School '
pleasing personality, and desire to grow with
our company are the requiroments. Phone
graduate,

lege education, but your experience and ability is the
prime requisite. Excellent future with growth potential.
Top benefits. Include salary
required with resume. Write

Our fast growing company has

in

and fill them.

Prefer man with some col-

MACHINE AND

women

We would like a personable
young man to take orders

perienced in welding, fabrication, machining, assembly,
and finishing.

PRESS OPERATORS

BEST?

YOUNG MEN
18-21

sibilities, this is a challenging position. Must be ex-

INSPECTORS

IS

Wheeling

are an experienced well -qualforeman looking for
ified
a change and greater respon-

ASSEMBLERS

DAY

4)1 Wolf Rd.

up to 50 employees. If you

Full or Part Time

WHICH

NEWS CO.

FOREMAN

Modern N.W. suburban plant
shirt -sleeved, take needs
charge type man with ability
to plan, direct, and control

392-7383

97

Privileges

,

Must be 16. Phone (8-4:30)-

2

24 -Help Wanted Men

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

12

89
93

Experienced man with knowledge of industrial building
maintenance.

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:

Paid Sick Leave
Paid Hospitalization
Free Coffee

Paid Vacations
Frequent Increases
7
Paid Holidays

Heights
Bannister,

,u
1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

86

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

94
95
88
96

creases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

DRAFTSMEN

Real Estate -

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant

Real Estate Wonted
Rooms -Board -

70

Housekeeping

Sporting Goods
Stereo-Hi-Fi-Photograph
Store And Bar Fixtures

60

To Rent Apartments

74

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in-

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.
WHEELING
537-2180

250 .N. 12th ST.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

To Rent Business

78
80

Property
To Rent Farms

73
76
81

79
62
25
18
102

Travel
Trucks, Trailers

Vocation Places

92

Wanted To Rent

82

drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

63

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.

ELECTRICAL

MA AP TI Af METALS

59

SET-UP MAN
Experienced punch press operator to set-up presses, make
minor. adjustments and change-overs. Good starting salary
& excellent possibility for advancement.

'II PAID VACATION

7 PAID HOLIDAYS
SICK LEAVE

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Out-

PENSION PLAN
HOSPITALIZATION
FREE COFFEE

standing benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
DU 1-2400

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

ELECTRICAL
DRAFTSMAN

alLY1110,, ciao.
1100 Hicks Road

CL 9-1620

NO AGE LIMIT

Rolling Meadows

Due to

ate

requested

to

check the first insertion of their
advertisement and in case

of

'nor to notify the classified deportment at once in order that
correction can be made. In the
event of error or omission, the
newspaper will be responsible for
ONLY the first Incorrect inser-

tion and only to the extent of the
space that the ad requires. Errors
will be rectified by republication
for one Insertion.

Pleaii check your ads and notify
us kit once. Corrections are ac
coated by phone. 9 la 9 week-

PHONE 255.7200

heavy long-range building program, Pure oil

)kSSEMBLERS

ably with three or more years experience. We would prefer an architectural background as the person will be involved in the layout of building and yard lighting and deter-

- PRECISION MECHANICAL

buildings include service stations, bulk plants, large inter-

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms.
Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety, and challenge

mining wire requirements for lighting and motors. Our
state complexes, and truck stops.

Enjoy working in the Northwest suburbs. We are located
south of Palatine at junction of highways 53 and 58. Please
call or write in confidence to employment department.

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.

Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

PURE OIL COMPANY

Corny in or Call
DUnkirk 1-2400

A Division of Union 011 Company of California

days & 9 to 1.2 Saturdays.

--r,

a

Company is in need of an electrical draftsman, prefer-

CHECX YOUR ADS)
Advertisers

BARRINGTON

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

Rooming of Milwaukee, were
the Kimball's companions.
Numbering nine with

Equipment Rentals

15:year-old

last
and

29
57

Properties
Toys, Games, Novelties
Trade Schools

met during
Rhinelander,

vacation in
a
Wis., six years
ago, stft.--ard Mrs. Clarence

44
43

To Rent Resort

Homemakers Group for Farm Restaurant in Barrington
Hills and toured the grounds.
illness
sent
A SUDDEN
Newly elected group officers
Mrs. Clarke Robinson to Sher-

do mountains. A family they

6

Apartment

Have Coffee

show in Cincinnati. A visitor in Mount Prospect.
at the home of her cousins,
Area alumnae
Mr. and Mrs. L. Lafuse in invited.
Ind.,

10

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous

of the concludE their summer activHaugh family had her fun last ities at a coffee at 10 a.m.
week when she appeared on Wednesday. Aug. 17 in the
Ruth
Lyons television home of Mrs. John Bannister
the

Carthage,

Death Notices
Dedications
Dogs, Pets And Equipment
Do It Yourself

An equal opportunity employer

after school. Full time balance
of summer, Mt. Prospect.

To Rent Furnished

Alpha Phi
Alumnae to
Alpha

84

9 AM to 11 AM

LAKE DISTRICT

ob.

Last Sunday that meant a High School cafeteria Aug. 23
party she

Co -Operative Apartments

Investment Property

'is
seeking qualified residents to
serve as- lay -readers. for.. Engat
Arlington,
lish teachers
Prospect. Forest V i e w,
School

High

Collections

42
68

ible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.

345-0100

296-1142

Office Maintenance

tions. Profit sharing if elig-

PRODUCTS, INC.
2001 N. CORNELL
MELROSE PARK

High school boy afternoons,

Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880

40 hrs. per week. paid Vaca7.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC

DES PLAINES

41

Employment Service -Women

FITS 100%.

ACCOUNTANTS

8

RECEIVING

YOUR EMPLOYEE BENE-

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

1-

AND

LENT RATE AND PAYS ALL

111 W. Central Rd.

9

SHIPPING

COMPANY PAYS EXCEL-

SUPPLY CO.

Prospect Hgts. oplcagp,

WAREHOUSE HELP

DRAWINGS,
MECHANICAL
ELECTRICAL SCHEMATICS,
ETC. GOOD OPPORTUNITY.

TERRACE

American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

392-9300

him BE ABLE TO MAKE

All Levels

45
Smirk Fixtures -Equipment
27
Employment Agencies Men
Employment Agencies Women 28

Prospect:

Pilot Models Built

Ritzenthaler .Bus Lines

ing experience helpful.

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

Auto. Elec. Controls

KI 5-8650,

37
38
39
66

Building Materials

cludes two years of drafting.
One additional year of work-

DRIVER

64
110

Books

Two area drivers- have lost
their driving privileges after
being
convicted
of driving

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

-

Full time - Paid vacation

high school education that in-

24 -Help Wanted Men

11 -Business Services

for

SCHOOL BUS

Young man age 18-25 with

.392-2709

'

101

Boats And Marino Supplies

Two Drivers Grounded by State

References.
Experienced.
'Call 253-3443.
Mother's care for pre-schoolers in my home. Prefer school
teachers children. 1 blk. south

Jr.

MECHANIC

DRAFTS MAN
(JUNIOR)

Will do ironing in my home.

99

Bicycles

owners Tuesday night at the Embers Restaurant.

Found. Miniature Parrot.Vic.
of North east Arl. Hts., owner identify. 255-4135.

103

Barber And Exchange

Bill Neumann (seated left) of Arlington Heights, owner of Neuman's Barber Shop, Inc.
at 11 E. Campbell for 46 years, turns over the key to the new owners, Jack Press (seated
right) of Lincolnwood and his son Dick Press of 1332 W. Park, Arlington Heights. Neumann,
who was a judge in the village for 22 years, hosted a dinner for his seven barbers and new

Friend to

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

-

Lost - female calico cat. Vic.
600 blk. north Elmhurst Ave.

HNIrCthAweGst0HAighEwRayl AL INDUSTRIES
550

Barrington

o

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

'

200'E. Golf Rd.

LA 9-7700

Palatine, Ill.
'

An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE DAY

Wednesday, August 10, 1966

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200

D
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

,24 -Help Waited Men

DELIVERY
DRIVERS

TESTERS

CL 5-2441

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

WANTED

LANE MAINTENANCE MAN

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS
Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

Wheeling

517-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

LINES

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

24 -Help Wanted' Men

NIGHTS

APPLY BEVERLY LANES

8 S. Beverly Lane
Arlington Hts. Ill.
CL 3-5238
Full time delivery man, por-

Young man to learn non ferrous metal business. Noprevious training in this field required. Mechanical aptitude
advantageous. Good opportunity for young married man.
Insurance and profit'sharing.
Send resume to
Arlington Day

'

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

'

Arlington Hgts,..,

Full Time

COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL TEACHERS.
Need extra money to rettirn to

school? Paying $2.78 per hr.
for days of August 24, 25, 26.
Inventory work.

PROOF OPERATOR

.

SAVINGS TELLER

COMMERCIAL TELLER
Experienced-

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

an equal opportunity employer

- MT. PROSPECT

BOYS
For Morning Paper Route

Mount Prospect

'Prospect Heights

Wheeling

Wants full time general duty
man.
Full time chauffeur
License preferred. Excellent
retirement and hospital benefits. Apply in Person 11 S.
Pine St., Mt. Prospect.

Call

ELECTRICAL
DRAFTSMEN

Mount Prospect News Agency
392-1830

-

BANK TRAINEE

with

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium and shift)

Aggressive young man to learn
the banking business.Good fu-

ture - many benefits.

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

OFFICE POSIT ION

Minimum

A full time clerical position
with advancement potential.
Will train high school grad.

experience

one

school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre-

ferred. Interesting and re-

'umerative career and excellent employee benefit pro-

827-1191

Tool Makers
Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

Boring Machine Operators
Precision boting experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Drill Press Operators

CUTLER -HAMMER,
INC.
2375 Touhy Ave.

Elk Grove Village

Must be able to set-up and operate.

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES.
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

excellent company Benefits
plan. Apply

STANDARD OIL

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

2201 S. Elmhurst Rd.
At corner of Touhy
Des Plaines, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

Please call Mr. Marquard

Let us help make your...DAY!
Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!
For

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.

PHONE CL 3-7384

-

PHONE 259-3350

Call 255-1200

DRIVERS

392-4250

,e.--,

-Male & Female

MALE OR FEMALE

For School Buses and Travel -ails. A.M. and
P.M. Routes. Guaranteed Weekly Salary plus
Bonuses. Group Insurance Available.

$20 per week.
Call 67376760

INTERVIEWING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm
Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

BUS SERVICE, INC.
2513 E. Higgens Road

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

The 'following --posittcMs-,- are- no* -available-for -then - hd

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

women in our new plants

25% Corn:Ms/don

Hard Work

JUNIOR PLANNER

Maximum Opportunity
259-4049

DIETARY DEPT.

WANTED

(Hospital)

Experience in procurement of parts or related items and
knowledge of production scheduling.

ANALYZERS

VILLAGE OF ARL.HTS.
253-2340
PICK-UP WORK

F .T . - MAN - DAYS
P . T . - MAN - (Moon Lighter) After 4 P.M.

Absolutely no selling. Picking
up & delivering of tickets for
local civic organization guarantee daily. Car & knowledge

***********************
F.T. -WOMEN - DAYS
Cooks Helper

of N.W. suburbs necessary.
Call 966-1413.

Stan/ey's

Meyers

Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots.
business

resurfacing

areas,

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964
Painting -Decorating

894-3115

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.

Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales

Suburban
Decorators

Interior and exterior qual-

'decide until you call us for

358-4882

free
estimate.
Open
hours. 7 days a week.
'

painting.

mates.

On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfac-

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 200 - Colors 250
Now available in red, gieen,

black, brown, yellow, buff.

guar. Also interior
color design.
Cull Leo's
tion

CL 3-7374

See and Buy them at

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
'Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture
Cleaners

Home Maintenance,
Insured.

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.
Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
pork guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

DreumakingSewieg,

styling,

de-

signing & alterations. Near
Randhurst.

255-0348

Fully

Free
Estimates.
259-5066

Regal Service
UNITED RENT-ALLS

708 E. N/W Hwy.
259-3350

Arl. Hghts.
We Rent. Most Everything
Tools, Rug & Flow Machines Roll -a -ways & Hos;
pital Beds, Dishes & Silver
Service,
Equip.

LE 7-1166

Salad Lady

INSPECTOR

Trash Hauling

Lawn & Garden

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865

If you can fill any of the above positions, we can assure
you of permanent employment, good salary, and many
benefits.

Call

APPLY PERSONNEL

MT. PROSPECT

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.,

CL 9-1000

Arlington Heights

824-9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE -SERVICE
Free Estimates
529.6587

YOUZI FIND IF IN THE

any ambition individual.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

_-

.

equipment.

PURCHASING EXPEDITER
Follow up purchase order with vendors.

392-1830
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Mee

-

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3. 00 PER HR.
FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2; 65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

Trimming.- Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119' Brookfield
Mt. Prospect

.

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

-

_

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

FOR LESS

PATIO BLOCKS

A.M.

--

No experience necessary as we will train.

RUBBISH REMOVAL

GET THE BEST

Phone 439-1794

Individualized

esti-

24

Cement Work

-

Free

& Sunday

PREC I S ION ASSEMBLERS

ASSEMBLERS

Wheeling. 111.

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

ity

Saturday

NEWS AGENCY

Transpiration

TRIUMPH & FIAT

CL 3-7384

537-8228

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust. U.
24 hr. phone serv.

RELAY DRIVER

Any exposure to electronics In the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

Ability to, read bine prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

Cart Assembler
Sewing Machine Repairs

MI

A

DAV I DSMEYER

.

Join

-

437-3767 or 437-9495

commission. Can earn over

-.

Join A Profit Sharing Company

BOYS WANTED
12 to 17. Part time. To work
afternoons, Monday thr.0 Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus

24 -Help Warded Mee

Blacktop Work

- Arlington Heights

Just South of dakton and 2 blics. Vest of 83

CALL MRS. OLSEN

Salary $1200 a year
Apply Finance Director

RENT-ALLS

ADVERTISING

Plastic molding factory. LIte work, male or female 18
to 85. Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.

Openings on 1st, 2nd or 3rd shift or part time. See Bill

2 School Crossing Guards

UNI TED,

GENERAL HELP WANTED

250 E. Hamilton Dr.

16 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

BUSINESS
Service Directory

774-5155

Johnson 9 to 3:30 or call 439-4044 for appointment.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

- 392-1830

warehouse work. No experience necessary. Good starting salary, merit raises, prof
it sharing.

Des Plaines, Illinois

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An equal opportunity eMployer,

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Call
Mt. Prospect News Agency

Due to expansion We have Cr.;eral openings for general

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

1385 Lee Street
824-8135

Chicago, III. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-4021

Excellent opportunity
for advancement.
Paid vacations and
benefits.
Salary open.

General Molded. Products Inc.

DIVISION OF A MERICAN
OIL COMPANY

Road

C

RELAY DRIVER

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

439-7310

DECORATING

Manager or Trainee.

Paid rest periods
--- ----- -Paid Holidays Steady employment
Free Hospitalization
Bonus for. night work
Apply9-5Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

Good starting salary with

an equal opportunity employer

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits Include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group Insurance, etc.

RICK'S

DOMESTIC DEPT.

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant_ working cond't's

Free Life Insurance

BBC requires -computer Op-

year. Should at least have high

Ask for Mr. Glandt

.

of Plastic Products
26 -Help Wanted Men Or WORM

erators for IBM System/360.

interest in electricity,

as electrical drafismenAlust,
be able to work closely with
engineering and manufacturing departments. Good starting salary, overtime, and
merit increases. This compiny will take an interest in
the man who is eager to advance his skills and position.
Call P. Riesterer. 439-1910

392-9300

-

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

Manufacturer

MACHINISTS

RITZENTHALER BUS LINES

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

gram. Apply to:
of electrical
controls will train three ambitious young men (18-24),

Experienced - or we will train
Part time or Full Time positions ayailal .e.

CL 9-4000

PUBLIC WORKS

WANTED

School Bus Drivers

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

ter. 40 hr wk. Must drive.
Endler's Pharmacy. 439-5255

'
preferred
but

will train right amilicant.Call

Apply Nowl

UNITED MOTOR SERVICE
Div. of General Motors Corp.
1001 Busse Road

217 S.Arl.Hgts.Rd.
Box 1034

DAYS
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women' 16 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

VACATIONING

SALES TRAINEE.

aftei 6 P.M.

Call

Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic kuipment.
Immediate openings ,on day shift and part time night shift.

ONLY -

BEFORE 4 P. M.

.

15

KILN OPERATORS

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY. & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME'.

WZA RT /V META La

for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid

insurance

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of coMpany products.
*Promotional .opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

m
Nt
Latxlmeler Rd.

2201 Lunt Rd.
Lunt Rd.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

.

2y.

R

z

250 NORTH: 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD:

537-2180

Elk GroveVillage

a
Devon Rd.

439-8700

mt

t.

--

An .Equal Opportunity Employer

.

'

Wednesday, August 10, 1966
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

LEARN.
SWITCHBOARD

As you sit in reception area

of newly remodeled office of
local firm. S/B is not too butt),

easy to operate. Light typing
and good phone voice qualifies. Salary open, high free.
Miss Paige

30 -Help" Wanted -Women

Elaine Revell, Inc.
oppoitunitles,
days, weeks, months.
Call Bette Rich 296-5518
Challenging

greet all visitors, check their
appointments, notify proper

exec. or arrival then escort

PART TIME

GENERAL OFFICE

IMMEDIATE WORK

WORK

GENERAL OFFICE

Stenos

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

benefits.

PHbNE. WORK

Salary open.

RELATED CLERICAL
DETAIL

Secretaries
Clerks

Typists

40 hour week.
Paid vacations and

TYPIST

RECEPTIONIST
You'll sit at front desk and

AND

WANTED FOR

`SECRETARY
BOOKKEEPER

Excellent opportunity for sec-.
retary with bookkeepingbackground. Salary commensurate
with experiente. ' Northbrook.
Call 272-3757.

$10 BONUS

RECEPTIONIST
Permanent. Attractive,

Re-:

sponsible young lady to work
for a busy ' growing firm.
Someone with ability tohandle
active phone and typing. Must
tendance. Outstanding com7
Pany benefit program. Prefer
age 21-30.
ASK FOR MISS BUTLER.

Challenging position in our

growing organization.Various
duties in our expanding
personnel department working
with the director of industrial

.

SCHMIDT

Elk Grove Location

PLUS

DOCTOR'S

MOLONEY PRODUCTS, INC.
100 E. Hamilton

$75 BONUS

Phone or Visit

WANTED

GIRL FRIDAY
Exceilent neighborhood doctor

I Elk Grove

7205 N. Meade

CALL MRS. OLSEN

439-1220

392-4250

'774-9393

needs a girl with light typing
and neat appearance to train
as receptionist. You'll learn
to greet patients, answer
phones, and schedule app's.
No Sats. or evenings. $90
wk. free.
Miss Paige

Insurance company in Cumberland area has immediate
openings. No experience necessary, ages 18 to 35. If you

$300

-

$650

2300 S.

"SHEETS" 100% FREE

Mt. Prospect Rd.

3 LOCATIONS

Des Plaines

207 N. Evergreen

392-6100

NILES
8144 1/2 N. Milw.

825-7117

N.W. CHICAGO
4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

SALES CLERK

Part time sales clerk for
middle age lady fcir gift shop.
Mon. Wed. Fri. 9 to 5:30
Call CL 3-1218.
Full and Part' Time
PLAZA LANE RESTAURANT

3110 Market Plaza

PART TIME
.2 Positions Available
TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

34 .W. Palatine Rd.

Palatine, Ill.

OFFICE HELP
fice machines. 40 hrs. per
week. Paid vacation. Profit
sharing plan if eligible. Hospital insurance available.

253-5000
IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

8501 West Higgins

essary to the normal °pet-

Chicago, III. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunity employer

ation

his

of

business

or enterprise, or .(2) as a
convenience to our readers

Young woman needed for order
airmodern,
in
desk

conditioned office. Light typing. 37 1/2 hour week.

AMPLEX CORP.
1855 Greenleaf
Elk Grove Village

Apply in person
Mat. Prosp. Cinema
827 Rand Rd.

439-4455

Road

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

CLERK - TYP I ST

Involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful
preference, limitation,

VILLAGE

tices.
30-Help Wanted -Women

cated in Elk Grove Village
has an opening for an experfenced typist. Duties include

You'll enjoy

the typing of Bills of Lading, packing slips, filing,
and other clerical operations. Working hours are

PART TI ME
TEMPORARY
office work for leading firms
in the west and western suburban areas and take pride in

your association with PREFERRED, serving these
firms for 20 years with

8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Many

fine fringe benefits are offered. Please apply at the
following address.

QUALIFIED office help.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
AY.Ilei

the GI1 E folaly .1 C Aye".

I/2 mile N. of North Ave.

"Angels In Disguise"

on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

NORTHLAKE, ILL

610 North Lee Street
DesPlaines

827-5557

SECRETARIES

All Levels

DES PLAINES
296-1142

A

30 -Help Wanted -Women

POSITION

woman as .an assistant. To
qualify, a individual must
be thoroughly versed in recruiting factory applicants
for manufacturing. Position
also includes recruiting
clerical applicants, and related phases of personnel
work. Some college desired

Work Days,
Weeks or Months
Top Rates
Convenient Locations

follow thru with little su-

pervision, handle detail, and
have the'ability to type; this
position will interest' you.
Our firm offers many fringe
benefits, including a tuition
refund plan, a fine insurance

program and an employee
store. Please apply in person, or call 562-7100, ext.

degree is not nec-

a

essary. Consideration will
be given to applicants who
have had minimum of 2-3
years experience In re-

Lifesavers, Inc.
Randhurst Center

This is a challenging and an
unusual position. If you have
a flare for writing, ability to
deal effectively with people,

Our employment manager
for women is seeking an aggressive, experienced -

but

392-I92C

Room Al
Prof. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

ASSEMBLERS
Electronic component manufacturer has limited openings on
2nd.or 3rd shifts, full or part time. Experience not necessary.
We will train.

723.

cruiting and interviewing.
Many fringe benefits Including tuition refund plan.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

ih mile N. of North Ave.

Please call for an appointment. 562-7100. Ext. 723.

A Meatt..

Ow

A PAN.bor N1.. GUI i..d, *Kemper...

el C.V.... 01

on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

APPLY

400 North Wolf Road

TRW ELECTRONICS

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

NORTHLAKE, ILL

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Des Plaines

686 Garland Place
An Equal Opportunity Employer

M&

"

riglip9(1

11 4

aI

---71:1

A,

HOUSEWIVES

WHEELING. ILLINOIS 60090

PHONE. (312) 537 4100

CHOOSE YOUR OWN SHIFT
* 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.

CLERK TYPISTS

* 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.

ACCOUNTING MACHINE OPERATOR
Apply Personnel Department
1661 Northwest Highway

.

Training positions open in Key Punch Department for qualified individuals.

Please call employment department for details.

Wt.

* 6:30 P.M. to 1030 P.M.

Park Ridge

KEY PUNCH TRAINEES

Ideal job for the housewife who wants clean light assembly work and does n t want to engage
a baby sitter. You can begin work immediately or apply now for work in Septem
Enjoy the fringe benefits of full time employment including profit sharing, pai
employee purchases, vacation & holiday pay. Clean light work.

No experience necessary if you are interested. You will enjoy pleasant working conditions in
our new air conditioned plants. Regular rate of pay plus night premium with automatic pay increases.

PURE OIL COMPANY

INTERVIEWING DAILY

A Division of Union Oil Company of California
Palatine, Illinois
East Golf Road.

200

PREFERRED

30 -Help Wanted -Women

INTERVIEWER

Full or Part Time

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
Our Shipping Department lo-

Tepee. Tue-Thur. or Sat.

Has Job Openings For

ELK GROVE

specification or discrimination in employment prac-

Temporary
OFFICE WORKERS

5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

634 GLENN AVENUE

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

PART TIME OFFICE
help in Randhurst applyTedd's

PERSONNEL

11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

722 Kensington
A rl. Hts.

learn the procedures of a

fascinating business.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

WONDERFUL

TWA NO 916651 2092

to let them know which
positions the advertiser

You have an opportunity to

UNIQUE

says STIVERS is

We are looking for two dependable girls, high school graduates, for clerical work and filing. Small office. Experienced
preferred. Modern air conditioned offices. Excellent salary,
free hospitalization and life insurance plus many other benefits.

CARTRISEAL

pebple and have some typ-

DIST. #26
1400 E. Kensington
Mt. Prospect
Phone - 296-2150

But .A rlington Days le

C.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

RIVER TRAILS SCHOOL

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

are made only (1) to in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec-

GENERAL OFFICE

CASHIER
Mon. thru Fri.
1' to 5 P.M.
18 yrs. or over.

insurance program. Retirement benefits. 2 weeks vacation after first year.

Arl.Hgts.

Ask for -470r. Carlson

for career minded woman.

McDan Corporation
3741 Podlin Dr.
Franklin Park, Ill.

Immediate opening available

interview appointment.

Most Daystes Won't Tell

SEASON NOW

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

Apply In Person

Subsidiary of IBM

CLERK TYPIST ,
Sales and Administrative
DES PLAINES
296-1142

Apply In Person'

212 N. Dunton

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Route #83
An equal opportunity employer

Good Pay - Good Tips
No Sundays

MONTGOMERY WARD

NEWS CO.

or night shift. Apply:

Located between Higgins and

BOWLING

SWITCHBOARD

tion - sick leave & grouP insurance benefits. Please call
Mr. Colby - 775-7166 for an

Palatine

439-8700

Part Time
after school and Saturday

and able to operate normal of-

LAKE DISTRICT

cation. Full or part-time.Day

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

Call 768-8650.

ambitious person seeking a
career. Good
permanent
starting salary,- paid vaca-

1100 Wiley Road

30 -Help Wanted -Women.

HARPER COLLEGE

Must be good with figures

Agency columns

ployment

Contact

AMPEX

varied duties. No age limit.

RECEPTIONIST -

FULL TIME SECRETARY
with typing & shorthand ability. Hours 8:30 to 4:30. Full

Mr. Fraie.
HIGH SCHOOL
GIRLS. WANTED

Hospitalization available
See Scotty Robinson

ators with one to two years
experience: Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

NOTICE
Designations as to. sex In
our Help Wanted and Em-

Excellent Working conditions.

392-5800

Paid vacations and holidays

SBC requires key punch oper-

WANT
ADS

train. 5 day 40 hour week.

Call 358-9100 or write:
Dean of Business Affairs

Rolling Meadows

use the

Girl for accounts receivable
No experience necessa ry. Will

tive salary, fringe benefits.

GEO. POOLE FORD

WAITRESSES

BOOKKEEPER

ience. Age 30-40. Competi-

CASHIER SWITCHBOARD
18 OR OLDER

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Personable individual as secretary to President of the
William Raney Harper ColShorthand and filing
lege.
competency, versatile per-

ceptive of employer's work,
executive secretarial exper-

FULL TIME

.

PHONE 827-1108

SECRETARY WANTED

827-8861

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Call Jane Nelson

An equal opportunity employer

NIEDERT
MOTOR SERVICE

"We cover all suburbs"
Trainees or Experienced
I

Temporary Service

active,, phone
296-6661

5 Day Week

Paid Vacations

RIGHTGIRL

can type 30 wpm, energetic and

--Typing-Essential
OFFICE POSITIONS

GENERAL OFFICE

Top Rates

GENERAL
OFFICE
CLERK

774-9393

7205 N. Meade

First 5 Days Pay

With

typing' and other

includes

7134 West Higgins, Chicago

ing. experience. Exceptional
opportunity for an Intelligent,

IRON WORKS, INC.

sant manner required. $350
mo. Free.
Miss Paige

WORLD'S LARGEST pleasant woman to work in
TEMPORARY SERVICE our one girl office. Job

Should be capable of meeting

529-4003

relations. Good starting
salary, °reviews, profit sharing, air conditioned office,
etc.

them in. Light typing and plea-

GIRL
*FRIDAY
We are looking for a neat,

MANPOWER

.

be extremely reliable in at-

PERSONNEL
CLERK

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

TEMPORARY

MATURE WOMAN

STENOS CLERKS TYPISTS
Temporaryor Part Time.

774-9393

7205 N. Meade

30 -Help Wanted -Women.

30 -Help Wanted -Women,

CALL OR VISIT

LA 9-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MRS. GAFFKE
An Equal Opportunity Employer
id & F

CASHIER

-

HOSTESS

439-8700

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

WAITRESSES

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS
$2.00 PER HOUR GUARANTEED
We are now interviewing neat, attractive young ladles between the ages of 18-35 for the position of WAITRESS.

We can offer permanent employmentwithexiellent emplbyee
benefits, including paid vacations, tree insurance programs.

the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:CASHIER-HOSTESS.

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance
program.
DAYS $1.85 - $2.00 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
'NIGHTS 52.00 - $2.25 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
APPLY IN PERSON

Apply in .Person

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
.

Palatine, III.

Lunt Rd.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)

300 N. Northwest Hwy..(Rts. 63 & 14)

C
Landmeler. Rd.

PALATINE

Devon Rd.

2201 LUNT AVE.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
An Equal Opportunity Employer

*hp Wastei-lieun

,10_Nelp Wasted-yysin

h -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted-Wemen

48 -Household Appliances

Woman. needed to supervise
' two school children and do lite
housework. Own trans.
'

Looking for
a Permanent

.5

253-1264
32 -Miscellaneous. Merchandise

G.E. 30" elect. range with
timer. Used 5 mos. $95 or
best fair offer. 259-4350.
Motorola TV. 17" with stand.
' Table Model. Best Offer.

Job?

392-3428

Automatic garage door opera-

tors. Heavy duty from do-ityourself to installed. Start,

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!
MII

__TOMATIC HENRI
is

for
YOU!!

Refrigerator. 12 cu. ft. Ad,
miral with freezer. Ideal as
5628.,

9 cu. ft.A dmiral Refrigerator,
Fair Condit. $15.00 12 years
old. CL 3-3688.
50 -Landscaping

SOD
Blue Grass Sod Nursery.
Growers of nursery sod.

Straight Merian.

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN

2 burner Coleman camp stove

'& alum,: folding table. Seats
8 both used once. 259-5607.
Two almost new white wall
SNOW tires. 7.75 x 15. $25.
358-7753 after 5 P.M.
$108 deluxe wheel chair.Good
condition. 255-6808.
Mirror 90" x 30" 114 S.
Elm. CL 3-0956.

Pool table like new.

Rack

and equip. included. Reasonable. 439-1523.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-1107
MOVING --Cold spot refriger-

ator with freezer. $35 Twin
maple headboard $5.392-8878

Karpen Sofa Bed, full size,
$65 or best offer. Magnavox
Console T.V:21 in. Ping Pong

Table. Call Sat., Aug. 13th

CL 5-6948

only.

Maple furniture for den, picnic table & benches, barbque,
swing, toys, play yard &

canning equip. deep freeze,
childrens & ladles clothing,
ANTIQUE furniture, guns,
dishes, rod iron furniture,

$.50 sq. yd. picked up.
$.60' Sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more

Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

55 -Musical Instruments

Airline Amp. $75. Ampeg
Amp. $75. Mike stand $5.
15" speaker $10. CL 3-1.108
after 5.

Slingerland drums comp w/
smbls. Never used, Sprkle s 11-

prl. Must see to appreciate.
Call after 6 p.m. - CL 5-3566
4 pick up guitar, vibrato tail-

piece, solo rhythm switch,

$70; dual speaker Supro amp,
vibrato, reverb; 1 yr. old $275.
Both for $325. 253-8806 after
6.
60 -Sporting Goods

Camper Trailer Starcraft,
sleeps 8, 1 yr. old retail
$1600 asking $1000 or. best of-

fer. CL 3-8607

First and Second Shifts
are for
ASSEMBLERS
Experience On Assembling Srball
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

Black and whit male terrior.

House trained. 8 months old.
259-4596 after 5 P.M.
Pure bred maleGermanShepherd puppies. Not registered.

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding. Machines, For Various Type Of Coil

I

Monday thry Thursday
8 A.M. tso 9 P.M.

Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

this area
PARTAKE

Dept. A - 1
234 N. Northwest Highway
Palatine
.358-7788

my licensed home.

392-8429

$75.

Pure bred German Shep. pup-

pies. $30. No papers. 537-

bar and bath.1 1/2 car garage.

trained. Best offer. 437-4423.
Sheltie
female, toy poodle
male, Kennel equip, doghouse
misc. HA 6-2461.

Miniatures. Poodle pups and
Schnauzers:- AKC. Shots and
wormed. Home raised. 139-

"BE CAREFREE"
AT

WILLIAMSBURG

BRUNS

ing the following ultra -deluxe
features:

1. Central eir-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train

392-9251.

3. 4 blocks to shopping

Free: Adorable kittens need
good

homes. Box
392-7812

4. ample parking, storage

trained.

and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit

Dachshund male 9 mo. old

6. 1,050 sq.

raised with children.$15.4p2872.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Gray bedrm. set, antique gold
Sofa, white love seat

beautiful family room w/bookcases Towering shade trees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn,3-car garage.

reduced for
$56,900.--

quick

sale

reduced to $30,000.

UNTIL 9 p.m.

HOME REALTY

Walnut dining room set. Ta-

.392-8877

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
358-4555
A rlington Heights. 1 bdr m. un-

OPEN SUNDAYS

5 acre home site, 5 minutes
from commuter station. 5 year

contract If desired. Barring-

ton School Dist. Real country
living close,- in. Reasonably
priced.
AGENT - LF 4-2186

Charcoal Gray 3 piece Sectional, excellent cond. $75.
Call after 8 p.m. 529-4148.

Weddings

$20. Ph. 3-5526.

Parties
Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL
CL3-2973
lion Wheeler

9 x 15 Lee carpet with runner beige, floral, dressing

table & misc. CL 3-8249.

!!!HELP!!!

773-0252
48 -Household Appliances

R.C.A. Whirlpool deluxe gas

86 -Real Estate -Houses

An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

Honda. Sport 50. Exc.
392-

99 -Automobiles For Sale

ROSELLE

HOME REALTY
132

S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
358-4555

_CHOICE

Inventory Clearance Selling
-At-Dealer-Cost

..

RESIDENTIAL LOTS
-Palatine-Barrington Areas $3,500 to $8,800
Most' may be purchased 1/3
down, 42 months to pay. Stop
in and see Plats.

1

1

358-1800

-

1

FOLZ REALTY

left F 100 Pickup. 240 C.I.

cyl. Standard Iran. Custom cab deluxe heater.
6

speed wiper chrome

2

mirror w/w tires.
2

left F 100 Pickup 240
C.I. 6 cyl. std. tran. heat-

Only 3 left Econoline super
van 240 C.I. 6 cyl. heater
1
ton Pack Glass
Rear door. ICC Flasher.

spec

99 -Automobiles For Sale
4

'58 Chevy convertible, Hurst
3 sp. 348 cu. in. good condi-

left Econoline van standard 6 cyl. Eng. std.trans.
heater. 1230 Rear springs
Glass

tion $300. 392-3915.

392-3199

1957 VW- New

mirrors. 700 -16 -

er ICC flashers. 1250 rear
springs.

Residential - Commercial
CL 5 - 3535
1810 E. N/W Hwy. A rl. Hts.

.

cc

tires.

434 E. Northwest Hwy.
Open 9 to 9

left F 350 Stake 4 speed
heater. 3759 Rear springs

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

tires,

new

paint. $375. Good cond. - 3929815.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

flasher.

rear door.

ICC

Immediate Delivery

ROSELLE
FORD
Irving Pic. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.
Phone LA 9-5551
86 -Real Estate -Houses

Mount Prospect.' New Home

Bedroom Colonial family
room, Fire place, imd. occ.
4

253-5413 or 437-4180.

eve-

ly remodeled inside & out.
Sep. Din. Rm. Attractive
lot. By owner $18,800. CL 37737

86 -Real Estate -Houses

CHARMING - AUTHENTIC

$22,950
Remodeled older home in choice location. Walking distance
to shopping and transportation.

EARLY AMERICAN HO ME AND GARDEN

ONE EAST CAMPBELL

IN COUN TRY CLUB AREA

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

included.
Black. $250. 253-3435.

Arlington Hgts. 2 bdrm.
ranch, panelled family room.
Cer. tile bath 41 kitchen.New-

after 12 noon

nings. 259-1279.

helmet & cover

86 -Real Estate -Houses

and delivery arranged.

range. Like new. Call

Before Aug. 13 call SA 8-

2165. After call 253-4907.
'65 Honda S-65. Touring bag,

OPEN EVENINGS
UNTIL 9 p.m.

412. Volkswagen.
Excellent
condition. $750. 259-1110.

Low summer rates for

For Sale. Suzuki Sports 80.
Exc. cond. 2 months old.

$800 per lot

per month. 392-6330.

3/4 Pink Metal Bed with spring
fully equipped. For Sale, both

HONDA 50 1965
Extras. $125. Phone 392-7631

1529 after 5 P.M.

1 block From River

home in Lake Zurich. $130

HA LL RENTALS

Bicycles 2 women's and men's

cond. Low mileage.

5122.

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

110 -Bicycles

'66

'

'64 Grand Prix. with air cond.
PS, PB, elec. windows. Low
mileage. By owner.
255-

leaf table with pads, $45. Call
255-2911 anynight after 6 p.m.

Palatine

57-59 Chevy Station Wagon.
Clean. 255 6872.

439-0592

16 -To Rat Houses

Immediate occupancy.2bdrm.

Best Prices Paid

extras. $350 or best offer.

BARRINGTON
AREA

Wurlitzer Spinet piano. Ma-

Table Lamp,

Clean Cars Wanted

'66 Trail 90 cc.Honda.Double
sprocket. Low mileage. Many

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

lounge chair, CL 5-0030.

& end table.

.

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Phone DU -1-3434

1963 Triumph Cony., seats 4,
Radio, Heater, exc. cond.

Mahoghany coffee

Come In And See Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine

hand brakes, rear mounted
child seat, Acc. 255-5941.

.126 W. Main St.-Barringtm.

furnished apt. 3 short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Sept. 1st. For
appt. call
259-4901

Matching

Clean Used Cars Wanted

26", English type, 3 speed,

96 -Real Estate Wanted

OPEN EVENINGS

392-6688
101 -Automobiles Wanted

MUSTANG MTRS.

living room and dining -I.. 2 car garage. Owner transf.

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

259-5416

--

COUNTRY ACRE close to Village. 4 bedrooms, study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in

Palatine

with

Immaculate. Like new tires.

HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

in-laws, horses? Perfect for
you --authentic Williamsburg
Colonial home on 7.6 acres
6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces. large dining room,

2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm -$160.

matching table, misc.
ble, chairs, buffet, $75. CL 30263 after 7.
Sofa, 4 children's desks, twin
beds, kitchen table & 4 chairs.

ft. of living

space

dining rm. set, rose Taupe

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars
1963 VW - $887.63. One owner.

Arl.Hts

CL 5-6320

259-

$1100.

-

FOR SALE '63 Corvair Monza Cony. Excellent Cond. 4 Speed Radio
Heater w/walls call CL5-7015

1714 N/W HWY.
Open- 9 to 9

Palatine's newest luZury apartment building located at
tirath And 4911ASORIllhli:IffPr.7

4 little kittens waiting for you.
Weaned and house trained.

0417.

below market at $21,900.

14 -To Rent Apartments

Siamese kitten, pure bred.
Loves
children dogs. Box

radio/heater.

Beautiful rear yard. Priced

392-9179

9040.

255-2834. Best offer.
1964 Blue VW. Whitewalls &

ment with large rec. room,

McHENRY.

homes. Save up to 70% Terms

1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

business

mission, air.- cond., power
steering & power brakes,
radio srfeaker, very clean.

ing and dining area. Full base-

Excellent child care given in

from builders deluxe model

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

new

top. Silver blue, Auto. trans-

lined Street. Carpeting in liv-

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

Must sell display furniture

TOMATIC ELECTRIC

is

chising

'58 Buick Super.4-door, hard-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
VACANT
2 or 3 bedroom Ranch on tree

German Shepard male pup.

Exc. Cond. $350.
hogany.
Mahogany Duncan Phyfe drop-

INTERVIEWING

only $22,900.

Lookleg for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business?
Fran-

frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in

Plymouth convertible.
White with red interior.Firestone champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission.
$225 or best offer. 358-2699
after 6 P.M.
1959

1 1/2 car att. garage. large
kitchen/Family
room with
built-ins, shutters and sliding
glass to patio. Call today for
appointment to see. Asking

$25 ea. 255-3406.

9728.

Openings on
Three Shifts
are for
COIL WINDERS

SION. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,

MUST SELL
4' LOTS

10 weeks old.AKC registered.

OLDS. 1962, white 98 Coupe,
6 way seats, full power, Exc.
Cond't. $1200. Private.
CL 3-3976

With IMMEDIATE 'POSSES-*

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

66 -Business Opportunities

12' alum. runabout. 25 HP.

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

99 -Automobiles For Sale

NORTHSIDE RANCH

426-5108

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

Evinrude Motor; electric with
trailer. Skits. $275.235-3753.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

west of Dundee. Gilberts.

HA 6-2461.

Openings on

Wednesday, August JO, 1966

second refrigerator.$40.358-

255-4263.

ing at $119.95.

THE DAY

Two story red brick, partially vine covered, central hall,
large master bedroom and two smaller: 1 1/2 baths, living room with fireplace, dining room, kitchen, louvered
.interior doors, separate single car brick garage, separate
tool storage shed, stone patio area with brick barbecue,
screened porch, formal garden, weeping willow tree, two
apple trees, box elder tree, attractively landscaped overall on 150 x 60 lot. Phone CL 3-6597 for appointment with
owners.

6

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
253-2111

Membei M.A.P.
MULTIPLE
LISTING SERVICE
'5
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limy Bros. Bakery
Canvas & Clay

..

Fatuous Insurance Group
5 -Minute Heel Service

..' -*. *--*'.
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4'

Goldblatt's
Hardy Shoes
Hillman's
Household Menace

Cavalters Are Consistent Winners
The Cavalier Drum and Bu - junior championship in the
de Corp won the 48tlt annual country. Since 1948 they have
state Amerkan Legion cham- won over 400 first place aThis is the eleventh wards including live national
pionship
time the Corp has taken championship ratings
In the 18 years of their exCavaliers have
istence, the
won practically every major.

years

10

have -not

they

been out of the top three in a

Mrs.

Kluge.

Evelyn

Two

_members of the corp. Neil Mc-

national competition.

Craig

world and
international championship and
The
20. state championships.
Cavaliers are considered to

Since their founding in 1948
they have performed in nearly
every state of the Union and
are in constant demand for

ing with' Arlington Heights.
residents. Mr. and Mrs. T.

he the most consistent winners

appearances.

Hartig.--

a

Robert Gewecke
Cycles in Europe

and

',."'irs'egia"

Aswegon

2d Data Processing
Course in Program

The
course. opened
last
September with 26 students

was employed lor a six -week
period at the Mercedes-Benz

enrolled and now
series

Sept.

aly

staying in L ouch

Hostels

along the. vv,i)

enter his

is

is scheduled
26.
Classes

to

begin
will meet

Junior year at

Yak- whi.re he is majoring in

practical
support the classroom Study.

The course utilizes the ser-

vice of instructors from

busi-

industry and university
staff, and field trips to local
business and industrial plants
are planned.
ness,

education.

the

plications may he obtained
front the adult education department at CI. 3-1700.

pro-

course

per balanced meals are needed
by everyone from the very
young to the aged. As age
increases
intake of calories
should decrease as activities
are curtailed.
Set your eating tempo at

a

total of 677 1/2 tons of fat?
That is the 1965 report of the
National TOPS organization.

Since fat is the number one
enemy of health to Americans
it is a serious problem Many

a pace that will suit you. This
may mean three meals a day.

persons are banding

together
to fight this enemy by form-

four moderate ones or six
light ones. What counts are
the total number of calories
and a balanced diet.

ing Take Off Pounds Sensibly
groups
Mount Prospect has
two
such
groups
actively

fighting the battle of the bulge.

held their three month party to

I

honor

self a treat now and then. All

weight.

titudes have a lot to do with

those members who
have successfully taken off
an
appreciable
amount of

diet and no treat makes a dieter feel cheated and mental atthe success of any diet..

Many persons wonder how
this is done It is done through
group therapy It is done with
a constant watch on calories.
It is done through education..
It is done with contests, gim-

Use a smaller dinner plate
as

are due Fines are established
for those who gain Penalties

Mrs. Azialia Reis, best loser of MT TOPS, chats

with fellow -member Mrs. Mary Miglore at their recent
three-month party.

pounds."

cial foods do not work out in

TO TAKE OFF weight and
keep it off was explored in
"Put your Diet on the Scales",
a special informative pamphlet
given

to

of MT

members

TOPS- by Program Chairman
Mrs. B. Stuthridge.
The

basic

key

to

weight

control, consists of just eight
little words "Eat a little less;
do a little more"
This formula is successful
because it permits the dieter

to eat ordinary foods at regular mealtimes. Most specialists in nutrition do not
'advise cutting out any one

to

control

need to "take off a few ugly

might be of interest to all who

food

long
prove.
the

run

the

statistics

writing to the Sugar Foundation, P.O. Box 2664; Grand
Central

Station

New

York,

10017.

AMONG the
Don'ts for
which will

Do's and

14

Happier

Dieting

make your proWhat makes us gain weight? gram of weight control easier

It is the overabundance of the and more pleasant
wrong kind of fpods. Sugars, followingideas.

are

FRYING

be

deceived.

are necessary for
weigh
yourself
Do
not
sparking the activity of the everyday. Once a week shows
protein foods we cat. They progress.' Start your program
also "burn
if they are before you gain too much
taken in the proper propor- excess wei.ghi, it is easier

tions. They are satisfying and
dieter
sorry for himself.
keep

the

from feeling

control "Congratulations.
Calorie

Counters,

the

Ncws

is Good" prepared -1))7 Sugar
Information are available by

cigarettes and a pre -dinner
cocktail all at once. One at
a time if you want to accomplish all three.
Consider your

family and

made

- Tart foods sharpen the appetite and sweets dull it. A
sweet dessert leaves you satisfied and less hungry. Just
-

be sure to count the calories
so you do not exceed your limited daily requirements.

-"

save $1.00 MENS
PERMANENT PRESS

POKE -A -LONGS

COLOR TV

DRESS

SCHOOL PANTS

SLACKS

Famous make - Only 4 Sets
In Stock

509; Fortrel 50% Cotton
Broken Sizes Reg. 54.99

$37995
PLAZA TV
392-4241

Sanforized - Washable

Lowrise - Trim Fit

.

Broken Sizes Reg. $2:99

$399

999

G. C. MURPHY

G. C. MURPHY

Applesauce

GERMAN
POTATO
SALAD

FRESH

Boneless Brisket

Corned Beef

39C

Save $1.00 Boys

SO Oz. Jar

39

LB.

39C

HILLMAN'S

HILLMAN'S

U3.

'HILLMAN'S

"WALDORF"
Bubbling
BATH OIL

BOYS AND GIRLS!
tilt%

enter your dog in our big

With Coconut oil for Softer
Skin - Full Quart 51.00 Value

Per Cigar Save $1.08

59C

SUPER VAL

SUPER VAL
All 5e Packages

Insect Repellent
A Johnson's Wax Product
12 oz. Liquid 794 Value

SUPER VAL

WOMEN'S

CASUALS

goo
SCHIFF SHOES

DRESS

SLACKS

COMMAND
SHAVE
CREAM. -

GUM OR

LOTS Of

LIFE SAVERS

A.M

SUPER VAL

COME IN AND GET YOUR 'ENTRY BLANK TODAY I

MENS

WOMENS DRESS

CASUALS

HEELS

$200

$1

SCHIFF SHOES

SCHIFF SHOES
SHORT SLEEVE

SWIM
1/2 PRICE

1/2 PRICE

6 cans 59C

JACK'S MEN'S SHOP
FAMILY SIZE
MACLEANS

JACK'S MEN'S SHOP

WALGREEN'S

NUVEL

PLASTIC

SANITARY
NAPKINS

SHOE
BOXES

TOOTH
PASTE

WALGREEN'S

WALGREEN'S

TAILORED

Wrought Iron

Discontinued Colors

ASSORTMENT

wrought Iron legs & shelves,
lamp attached. Chalt; plastic
upholstered seat. Reg. 19.99

Limit 1

'& CHAIR
BEDSPREAD DESK
Tan wo odg ra in plastic,

;12.98
G

C. MURPHY

KEN L RATION

TRUNKS

WALGREEN'S

Values to $ 777

Van Oak's Pet Shop

SPORT
SHIRTS

47C

novelties, acetate satin.

DOG

FLEA & TICK
SPRAY
Reg. $1.49

15C.
Solid colors, prints, stripes,

All Popular Brands

3/11C

/TY FREE -

BERMUDA
SHORTS
OR

ltd L
PRFLOIUISISI

SAMT,U.RPRDOAsYPECAT

39C

into

with food left over.

try to cut down on food and

A special booklet on weight

21" Walnut Console.

Brings Cost Down To Ile

$1.00

nounces, he or she is plieting
making all others feel guilty
about eating and perhaps causing guests to leave the hostess

to lose ten pounds than' twenty. Don't be a Spartan. Don't

GOLDBLATT'S

27 to Box

JACK'S MENS SHOP

a bore as a person who an-

however,

GOLDBLATT'S

CIGARS

eat without the hostess taking
particular notice. A good rule is to tell your hostess about
your diet when you acknowledge an invitation. She may
even plan a special menu or
dessert which otherwise would
not seem appropriate to her'
as a party fare. Salads, meat,
and low calpried gelatins can
pretty dishes. Nothing is such

FOIL

25' Roll 12" Wide
Safety Cutting Edge

144

HILLMAN'S
DUTCH MASTER
'PRESIDENT'

$297

ALUMINUM

GOLDBLATT'S

29C.

to yourself. You will be surprised at how little you can

a

attractiV,ely

$100

2/89

CHICKEN

1/2 PRICE

be

the

Broken Sizes

FRESH

party, at home
or otherwise keep your diet
When at

weight but
suggested
instead
cutting
down, in general. Dependence on artificial sweeteners,
difficult crash diets, or spe-

interesting
and
informative
program was
given
which

can

eye

caloried foods they can be
This psychologiappetizing.
cal effect has been practiced
by restaurants serving buffets
for many years.

must be paid by gainers

At the three-month party an

the

If you have colorful, yet low

micks,

and any means that
will help a member reduce.
Through contests the group
stimulates incentive to compete, giving awards as they

GOLDBLATT'S

REMEMBER you are human
so, within limits, give your-

recently

1 Lb. 1 Oz. Can

"OFF"

cat what you serve them. Pro-

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

The MT TOPS

49

Further information and ap-

Given in cooperation with the
state department of vocational

; 677 1/2 Tons Lost
Can you imagine losing

Loose Leaf

card

sorters,

experience to

essary

ters.

ROBERT GE%VECKE JR7

GOLDBLATT'S

readers and other units record
equipment to provide the nec-

certificate upon completion of
the entire series of II quar-

FnginLering Management

verifiers.

card

additional lee of approximately.
SIO for text books. Students
will be given a programmer

Bob will return next month
to

4 yds.97C

cessing and

three nights a week at Arlington High School from 6 to 10
p.m. for the first 12 weeks and
will have a fee of 565 plus an

he started a LyLle trip through
Germany, Switzerland and It-

SHIRTS.

of

ready to
accept the second class of
beginning students. The new system and has card punches.

plant in Vienna Austria. and
livLd with i (t.rman Lindy.
Following his Lmployment

HAIR SPRAY

I to 8 Yd. Pieces

second

the general area
of data processing.
The school district is equipped with a 1440 computer

SAT. AUG. 13 10 A.MY:siir

REMNANTS

400 Sheets Limit 2

wecke of Mount Prospect. left
lor Europe earls in June. He

sun of

DOG SHOW

Dress & Sport

FILLER

Mr and Mrs Robert W. Ge-

The

series

KEN I RATION

SOFT'N EASY

from Iowa are currently stay-

course in a vides II quarters for intenElectronic
Data sive training in all phases of
Processing programs to train computer technology.
The
computer programmers will first quarter of training will
he offered this fall by the introduce the students to data
Adult Education Department processing mathematics, acof High School Dist. 214.
counting for business data pro-

Robert Gewecke Jr

.

last

DAYS'

COTTON

Actively participating in the,
corp is Wayne Karge, son of

In the

in drum corps history.

Cauley

championships.

SIDEWALK

Plaza TV Service
Schiff Shoes
Dept. Store
Super Vol.
Tiara Beauty Salon
35 Flavors ice Cream
Van Oak's Pet Shop
Walgreens

Howard Family Shoes
Ideel Cleaners
Jack's Men's Sbop
Kroger
Kwik Wash
Lees Draperies
G. C. Murphy
Mt. Prospect Currency Exch.
Plaza Barber Shop

The Carollers Drum and Bugle Corp

,3

during
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SAVE $1777
$2.22

G

C. MURPHY

77C Box

DOG FOOD

Reg. 69¢

3,900
WALGREEN'S

OUTSIDE
HOUSE
PAINT
-

$299

ir GAL.

WARNER PAINT

LATEX

$319
2 GAL $5.99
WARNER PAINT

ere

in

OS
"Our clothei never dried,"

stead of downstream,, we would have had no prob- tem," Herbert L. Warren, 42, of '206 S. George,
Mount Prospect, told The Day.
Warren and his 8 -year -old would come to
daughter Louise were found
yesterday morning by four
the
RoCky
rescuers' from

'Mountain Rescue Squad high
in the foothills in
National
.Roosevelt

rugged
Forest.

They had been lost -over night.
Warren explained that his
"error in judgment," as he
called

it, was the result of a

nature lecture ho and his ram-

ily attended that afternoon at
nearby Rocky Mountain Na-

"The ranger told us,, if we
ever became lost, to follow
streams downstream and we

and we had no blankets,"

He said Louise, a student
at Busse School, cried, when

a

road," he

he told her their predicament.

said.

.

"She got upset,

In a telephone interview last evening Herbert L. Warren
of Mount Prospect told The Day of his and his daughter's
harrowing night, lost high in the Rocky Mountains less than
50 miles from. Denver,

but then'

"This was the exception,"
he declared, "if we had gone
upstream, we would have got ten back OK."

said. "She was pretty good."
Warren said they hiked 3-1/2
miles along the side of the
stream until it became dark

Heights',

and they were forced to halt at

dinner
JUST
BEFORE
Tuesday evening, Warren and
Louise went to see some aban-

As it was, Warren and his

daughter -- dressed in
mer clothes -- were forced

to spend the night high in the
mountains as the temperature
dropped to 40 degrees.

"WE HUDDLED together

about 9 p.m.

"There was a trail for the
first mile or so," he explained,
"but from -then on we had to
make our owli. Sometimes we
had to wade in the stream."

The Warren family and the
he said. He could not build a
fire. His matches had become ,Richard Hammerli family of
wet when they had been forced

931

N.

Chestnut,

Arlington

were vacationing together at the Fern Cliff Ranch
near Allenspark.
(

"We took off for

a

During the night 50 search-

eral wool section.

He works with Hammerli,
an analytical chemist, at the

ISO had planned to widen the

U.S. Gypsum Research center
at
Northwest Hwy.,

ren said.

search at dawn.

Des Plaines.

IT WASNI, until fate
afternoon that Warren and the

"We have been planning this
vacation foe some time," Hammerli said. "We never thought
something like this would hap -

,

hunted the two. Another

girl were back at the lodge.

"After they found us, we had

"We didn't have to spend

Using walkie-talkies, they
radioed to -Denver the message
that the two had been found. It

the night on rocks 'and twigs,"
Warren declared, "but the

was then .i:layed to the resort
where Mrs. Eleanor Warren.

through the brush to another ground was on an incline."

U.S. Gypsum Co, for the last 17

years, was recently promoted
to manager of the plant min-

at Prospect

ers

ren said.

When it became dark they

17,

High
School, and Laurie, 12, a pupil
at Busse School - waited
through the night' for word.
student

a

for an hour and a half, War-

"Early this morning, before
"Finally the path came to a we took our first 10 steps,
stream, and I thought it best four rescuers found us," WarWere able to find a clearing.

daughters, --.Lynn Ellen,

daring the night' but
Louise was able to nap fitfully
at all

followed a path Warren thought
led to the resort:

little

Warren
recounted.
"We found an abandoned house
and a mine."
He said they then hiked
wa I k,"

HE WAS not able to sleep

"When I first started to get
mine. This was after p.m.
up,' I couldn't stand," he said.
There, instead of going back "The night was too, much for
the way they had come, they me."

to follow it," he said.

doned mines nearby.

WEATHER
Tonight:

lucky 'there
any" Mostiaitoes.. but
it was chilly."
weren't

she calmed down and hiked
right along with me," Warren

during the night to keep warm,"

tional Park.,

"We'were

to wade in the stream.

BY TOM STANTON

Allenspark, Colo. - If we had gone upstream in- he said. "It was a long night,

and

the

couple's

two

other

to hike 5 miles out," Warren
said, "but we were happy just
getting out."

Pen.

THE WARRENS and the
Hammerlis with' their five chil-

He said he and Louise felt dren drove -to Colorado in sepfine. So far there were no signs arate cars. They arrived Satof so much as a cold, however,
they, were hungry. Warren -said
they had not eaten since Tuesday afternoon.

Warren, an employe at the

urday and, plan to stay until
this Saturday, Warren said.

"It was quite an experience;"
Warren concluded, "one no one
should have."

ro5pect

Fair and a little

cooler; Low in the middle 50s.

Friday: Mostly sunny and a
little warmer; High in the upper 70s.

Your Home Newspaper
Volume I, No. 82

Dist. 57 Rejects
New Safety Post

Deny .liquor
Permit To
Restaurant

Present arrangements for safety in Dist. 57 schools
will continue unchanged, the board of education de-

committee turned down a re-

cided Monday.

quest from Blaz'r Steak House,

At the urging of board mem- present plan to consider the
ber Robert W. Russell the position of a safety chairman
board considered and by con- again.
"But based on the comments
sensus rejected setting up the
position of a district safety I've heard here tonight," he

253 Rand Rd., for a liquor li-

Mount

Prospect's

finance

cense last night.
Finance Committee

Chairman Joseph Grittani and Trustee Frank Bergen concurred in
the request. Trustee
Harry Bruhl was absent.

added, "I still believe the dis- denying

chairman.

The board is ultimately re-

trict needs a safety chairman."

sponsible for the safety of children in schools and Dist. Supt.

Sanford Agate, owner of the
HE SAID he was concerned
safety in and around establishment, petitioned the
school buildings, as well as the finance committee for the license. While, the village presigeneral safety of the pupils.
members agreed.
"Our village is sliced in half dent is theoretically liquor
BOARD president William by a railroad and cut into quar- coMMilSitinct, it is the reA. Krampert directed Sahlberg ters by twp, busy highways, all sponsibility -of the ,Vtllage
to list items of the district's --of -which-school-children must Board to detimnioe-the nutnber
of permits that are authorized.
safety program in an early cross," he said.
"IC also appears we're in
principals' meeting and to reCURRENTLY, it would take
the middle of. tornado alley,"
port to the board.
such authorization to grant, a
"The board will keep the he added.
new license, since all currently
possibility of establishing a
"In view of these safety authorized licensed 'have been
safety chairman in mind,"
Krampert said, "and with hazards and new state legis- issued.
Agate said that he did not
Sahlberg's safety report per- lation enhancing safety in the
haps the board could eventually construction and maintenance desire to run a tavern at his
of school buildings, I feel there restaurant, but rather sought
clarify its thinking."
Krampert said the best is a valid use for a district to serve cocktails with meals
from a service bar.
means of co-ordinating the safety chairman."
safety programs of each school
In denying to recommend a
DISCUSSION
by
board
was through weekly princilicense, Grittani and Bergen
pals' meetings with Sahlberg. members brought out that felt that the Rand Rd..area surAt present each principal -con- crossing guards are hired and rounding Blaz'r already has
trols the safety program in his positioned by the village, three . liquor establishments in

Eric A. Sahlberg is in effect
the district's safety chairman,

about

while a faculty member from

school building.

building is responsible
for school safety patrols.
each

IN OPENING

his appeal
to board members, ' Russell
said he raised the issue be-

cause of a past obligation of

school PTA has

Each

a

safety committee which corresponds
to
governmental

bodies, but not to the school
the board to consider it.
"I consider the board has administration, when a traffic
fulfilled its obligation," -he
said after the board's discussion,

in which he declined

to take part.

"1 have no quarrel with the

light

is

desired

at

school

crossings.

District

J. C.

business manager
Busenhirt is in charge

(Continued on Page 2)

State Urged to Hold
ater Utility Expansion

operation and a license has
been promised for a fourth

_liquor operation at the Holiday
Inn, already under construction.

Car Recovered
Chicago police recovered a
new model auto reported stolen
by Robert Goedke, 907 County

Land Report Due
For New College
The report on the progress

condemnation suit.

speed to avoid an accident.

ONE SECTION of the site
was

obtained

through

direct

negotiations with the property
owners.

In other business, the board
will discuss the availability

of capital construction funds
for "the campus from the state
of Illinois.
On June 3, voters, of the four
township - Wheeling, Palatine,
Elk Grove and Schaumburg college district approved a
$7,375,000 bond issue to construct the school which will
grow to an estimated value of

Dist. 214 Board of Education.

Mount Prospect Village Engineer

Bernard

Hemmeter
asked members of the board of

the pond and make some im-

ment plants.

provements

ONE POND is to be built
214 for their approval to im- on the Forest View Elementary
proYe the retention pond at the

School property and residents

high school.

of the Colonial Heights area
are objecting to the pond because they think it could be

the Metropolitan Sanitary District has been requiring subdividers

to

install

retention

ponds to contain storm water

The Village of Mount Prospect would like to eliminate
some of the smaller ponds.

Hemeter, explained

that

expressed

their. appreciation to

their friends and neighbors for their sympathy and immediately following the Sunday, July 31 tragedy.

Expressing their gratitude were tit; families of Ralph Badtke, Kurt Keller and Herbert Sonderberg.

-

**Friends and neighbors of Elk Ridge Villa, your kind
expressions of, sympathy, and extreme thoughtfulness are
deeply appreciated by the families of Ralph Badtke, Kurt
Keller and Herbert 'Sonderberg, said, Mrs. Albert . Keller, spokesman for the families.

More effectively.

The basin is on the eastern
boundary of the high school.
Hemmeter said the ziOnd

would not have to be made
wider but it would have to be

if

a lantern.

A cupid statue was reported

from the yard of Jo-

seph M. Kubricht, 605 S. Elm
St., Mount Prospect, Wednesday.

Edward J. Thau, 402 Candota,

Mount

Prospect,

re-

proved "adequate".

At a hearing before examiner A. A. Thorsen in the
State of Illinois Building in

Lions

Pool

in 'Prospect

Mount Prospect police yesbroke

up

gambling

among boys in a garage at
S. Candota. Seven elementary - school agera were
discovered playing blackjack
for pennies.

Officers Warren Fischer and
Edward Nastek warned them of

4^
*

the dangers and illegality of
gambling. The children were

Part of a

stone

hearing.

convened in response to petitions bearing about 800 signa-

sides of the issue.
At the meeting

Out on Bond
released

was

yesterday

Congreve formally joined the
village to the Prospect Heights
residents' complaint to the
ICC.

Peter F. Orosz, 55, of WonLake,

limits.
Congreve would like to take
these 315 users away from
' Citizens and connect' them to
the village's water system.
At a meeting with commission
officials July II Congreve

agreed to withhold a formal.
complaint until the ICC has
an opportunity to hear both

released to their parents.

on

SI,000 bond yesterday. He had
been arrested for bond for-

MEANWHILE, Congreve has

feiture. He is due in Mount

appealed to the Cook County
Board of Commissioners. At
his

request

board

president

Seymour' Simon has ordered

court.

county building and zoning
commissioner Daniel Ferrone

wrinomaiiisaiiiikeimeramet,14,,,man

(Conlinucd on Page 2)

Driver Ticketed
After Accident
Mount Prospect police Wedticketed Timothy J.

nesday

Yard Damaged

Pity

Pet peeve; is when

bluejays

robin's
,. kerpowle,,

, raid

bird bath

Arlington Heights. When a final, was broken and stones were
plan is 'formulated, the board thrown around, the yard at
told Hemmeter he would have 600 Hatlen Ave., Mrs. H. R.
to appear again with a formal Seloover told Mount Prospect police Wednesday.
resolution for board approval.

water filled with air.
The
commission

The company is certificated
by the commission to operate
in the eastern part of Prospect.
Heights. There are more than
2,200 customers in this area,
about 315 of them living within - Mount Prospect's village

Admission to' the event is
Hemmeter explained that he
would have to go to the village 50 cents for pass holders to
officials in Arlington Heights the pool and 75 cents for
for their approval also since others.
Organizers of . the affair
the school is Within the village
limits and the basin is on' the stress that all teens 'are welcome.
border line of both villages.

The board gave Hemineter
approval to proceed with his
plans to contact the village of

dust

Chicago, Congreve and village tures, will' be continued until
public works director David . 10 a.m. Sep. 7 in order to
L Creamer testified in sup- allow more testimony by Mount
port of five area residents Prospect village officials and
who had petitioned the ICC cross examination of all wit-

Prospect court Sept. 7. Orosz
A teen, splash party and is charged with improper lane
dance will be held on Friday usage and failing to appear in
at

residettli, Can't

theiftoilets."

He said the yillage had a long
day to the Illinois ComMerce
Commission to' prohibit Citi- record of complaints from
zens Utility Co. from expand- Citizen customers regarding
ing its business operations low water pressure, excess
until its water - facilities are chlorine, dirty water and

Police Find
Boys Gambling

der

SCHOOL principal Larry Heights.
Jenness said that he would be
"The Untamed," a popular
in favor of such action, but dance band among aril teens,
suggested that a fence be put will provide the music.

where

Hubcaps Stolen

914

Splash 'N' Roll
At Lions Pool

Mount Prospect,

around the pond for protection.

The families of three men who died in a Northlake inhave

the

cleaned to increase its capacity.

hazardous to children.

3 Families Say
Thank You

dustrial accident

increase

capacity so it could be used

education of high school

Hemmeter explained to board
members Monday night that

to

CongreVe appealed yester-

to remove a statue of a Negro
boy in a standing position on
his front lawn. The boy holds
stolen

itYRK, Dan7.

ported his statue of a Negro "to prevent additional users" nesses by Citizens' attorney.
boy in a sitting position was to Citizens' water system.
THE PETITIONS were cir"I'm asking the commission
The auto she was driving, stolen. He valued it at $20.
to issue an order restraining culated in the area serviced by
police said, hit the rear end of
Citizens addition or customers Citizens following a break -down
a car driven by Theodore J.
until some determination is of equipment over the July 4
Otten, 55, of 211 Kasper, ArFour wire hubcaps were made by engineers -- ours, thc weekend. Hundreds of homes
lington'Heights. His car was . taken from an auto parked in company's and the state's - were without water until
pushed forward, striking the the Randhurst lot Wednesday, that there is ample water sup- Mount Prospect provided an
auto of Emil V. Gustafson Jr., Miss Virginia Ann Burnett, ply facilities," Congreve said.
emergency hook-up, supplying
25, of McHenry.
1246A Boxwood
pr., told
"It's a sad thing," Congreve 1,300,000 gallons of water into
No injuries were reported. Mount Prospect police.
continued, "that the commis - Citizens' system.

mitted to financing the difference of the cost on a three to -one dollar matching basis.

Two appointments to the
professional staff, those of
registark - admissions and community relations and institutional development, are expected at tonight's meeting.

S. Elm'::

sion should allow a situation

BY BRUCE CUTLER

*tint rrnsPc.ct

at Kensington'Rd.

terday

Harper. College board meets
the District 214' administration building, 799 Kensing-

so as not to, overtax the treat=

Police said she was driving
northwest on U.S. 12 and her
car skidded into a car stopped

Junior College Act, is com-

in

several small ponds in the area.
He said the village would clean

crash,

'three -car

negotiate

At least four public bodies have become involved in a pro- ' the capacity of the basin at the ton Rd., Mount Prospect at
high school could be increased
posal concerning the retention basin at Forest View High
School. - The Metropolitan Sanitary District, the Village of. there would not be a need for
Mount Prospect, the Village of Arlington Heights and the

a

'Vandals have turned their
attention to. statues;
Jerome

1:10::"coeverttelendesciaand tried

A.
L'Hommedieu,
17, of 1020 N. Salem, Arlington Heights, was ticketed by
a price with the owners of the . Mount Prospect police yes land and thus avoid a costly terday for failing to reduce
attempting to

THE STATE, through the

OK of Four Agencies

Girl Gets Tic4et
In 3 -Car Crash.

The board of education has

been

Ln., Moil& Prospect. The car
is stored in the police garage, $29,500,000.
4615 W. Division St., Chicago.

Flood Basin Waiting

Hit. Statues

William Rainey Harper College board members will
hear a report, tonight. tin the, acquisition of the second
section of theli '171-iiere site 'Jo Algonqiin and :Roselle Rds. in Palatine Township,,,

-

toward acquiring the Jayne
Farm is expected by board
After
attorney Frank Hines.
Valerie

Village Calls for
Supply Guarantee

Vandals Go

.

fkruiteh.

Peter Anderson;

.

It' was 'a big week for Sandy Schemskl, .305 N. Pine,' Prospect Heights.' A, member of the Wendy Ward Fashion Show
held In McCormick place skring the World Teenage ,Show,
,Satidy Was on. hand when Stan (The Man) Musk! was a
cago visitor. Sbe Is pictured here with the former St. Lads
Cardinal great during: a break between performances at the
eibibition. Sandy, 15, said tbe entire experience of partici' pitting In the show was, !the most memorable of my life."

Beck, 16, of 401 S. Main St.,
for maki9g an improper left
turn after an auto collision.
Beck was driving west on
Central Rd. and turned left
onto Emerson St, police said,
striking an auto

Cynthia M.

driven by
Hansen, 17, of.

1304 Ironwood. Miss Hansen's
car was stopped at the time of
the accident.

_
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ade on School Bus Issue

U -Turn
BY MAXINE TYMA
Like the wayward bus, the
transportation problem in High
School Dist. 214 seems to get
nowhere

Monday night the board of
education considered a proposal

by the Davidsmyer Bus Co. for
the district to enter into an
agreement with the bus company on the purchase of buses.

-That Davidsmyer reduce
the. cost of the existing con -

buses and lend its name to the
negotiated contract.

"THIS technique

tract by $1,600.

proreducing

has

effective in

ven so

--That Davidsmyer authorize
a withholding by the school dis-

costs thin the bus companies trict from the' agreed price for
supplying service will be able its services an amount suffito pass on dollar savings to
cient to liquidate the indebted your school district," he stated.
The proposal included the

cost of the insurance necessary
to protect the school district.

-That Dist. 214 execute the
for

financing

the

-That Davidsmyer agree to

acquisition of the buses to be

re -purchase the buses for the

a letter to Dr. Edward Gilbert,

used in supplying service to the
Elk Grove High School and that
the district title and license
the buses in the name of. High

unpaid balance of the note
should the contract with the

School Dist. 214, the cost of

in full.
Bernstein's letter to Gilbert
stated, "There is no dollar

outlining

the

Since interest rates and borrowing costs have risen the bus
company asked the district to
finance the purchase of the

district to allow the titles of
the buses. to appear. in their
name.,

"The buses would be titled
in the school district's name
the payments for these
buses would be deducted month-

and

ly from our contractor fee for
our

bus

service.

The

buses

would be financed over a fiveperiod

year

and

the

school

would be protected by a Imiy-

recommended to the board that back clause and insurance."
HUTSON'S reply, dated Aug.

if the arrangement with Davidmycr is approved, should Cook
County School Bus Co. seek a
similar arrangement with the
district, we would be under an'

**********************************
BRING THE FAMILY TO THE

the

the Davidsmyer proposal be
accepted.
"IT IS our thinking that

district be terminated or when
the buses have been paid for

which would be assumed by the
'Davidsmyer Bus Co.

that

school attorneys, Norman Engelhardt, Zimmerman, Franke
& Laurtizen, assured him that
the contract would be legal. He

n -That Davidsmyer pay the

following points:
documents

school district."
Dr. Gilbert said

ness.

Bud Bernstein, representing
the Davidsmyer Company wrote
Superintendent,
proposal,

cost to the high school district
by virture of this financing process and your attorneys are
convinced that this process is
legal and proper as a function
of the Board of Education of a

obligation to extend to them

I

' which Griffith read to the

board, said in part:

"I cannot conceive of such a
contract that, would be a legal
one. I believe the school board
must either purchase its own
buses necessary for providing
transportation

or enter

into

contracts with some person or
firm who owns buses to transthe board.
When board president Hal port the children for the school
Armstrong opened the motion district."
"The school may not lend its
for discussion .the_bottom -fell
the same opportunity," he told

*

*.

credit to a bus company and
Board member Bill Griffith even if the board should desire
produced a carbon copy of a to purchase buses for the use
letter written by N. E. Hutson, of the district on credit, it may
legal advisor to Ray Page, State only do so in accordance with
Superintendent of public in- the provisions of section 10-23.
struction. The letter, written to 4 of the School Code which
John Banish, vice president of authorizes a board:
"...By resolution...to enter
the Illinois School Bus Co. was
out.

Starlite COFFEE

CUP

*
*
*
*
*
$1.29 *
*

10 N. MAIN ST. - RT. 83 & CENTRAL RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL - PHONE 255-9870

EVERYDAY SPECIALS
*STRIP STEAK
8 Oz. Tender Steak with salad, fries & rolls

*SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN

****************************
sc9ter
"attinAdOkt,

II,

_

.i

AP

.

Serving Daily Until 9 p.m.
Banquet Rooms

proached by a new angle in the

borrowing of money for new
school buses. This finance company offered us low interest
rates if we could get our school

****
.

OUT

Im eeee eetnfint
0144117:1At

' Si -A.f

Restaurant
& Lounge
Try our special combination of
filet mignon with hied onion
rings and South African Lobster
with drawn butter.

-Open 7 Days We Maine Labiate
Prime Sew&
Ramie luncheon

-'

....

Every Fri. & Sat. Nine

Enjoy The Fabulous Ted Grayson

(Hot Buffet)

Euclid Avenue & Rohlwing Rd.
Arlington His. BL
1/2 Block East of Rte. 53

302 W. Northwest Highway
Next to Jake's Pizza
Mount Prospect 392-1670

Bounds !wry Sunday
'HI 2 p.m.
Wally Sanders Combo

CL>5-4300

Hare a Delightful

Friday & Saturday Nights

Parties & Banquets

This Space Will Feature
One of the participating

_

Restaurant

"'

Arlington Heights, Ill.

L'-oacli Iiti Mi

Lauer

rim aReitman,
and

IN WHICILLINfl

Private
Rooms
For Parties

Our Speciality -Famous
Hamburgers on Dark Bread
Completely Mr Coodltiosed
Open For lunch Doily
11,30 a m III Midnight
1

p.m,

537-2100

241 S. Milwaukee Wheeling

AL'S

..

,,

permit to start drilling a new
well as soon as the company
gains clearance from the state
sanitation board.

"It's a sad commentary that

ities with this well in operation, Ferrone will release the
building permits.
In testifying that the ICC

is

indicative

that

the

ative answer."

water storage facilities.
citizens

have

to petition

the

ICC for adequate water ser-

"IF THE COUNTY is satisfied that the company will

been aware of this. Then he
could have had time to check
with our lawyers who advised

manner in which he (Banish)
approached the question that
he must have only one answer
and the question was stated in
such a way as to evoke a neg-

from the county zoning to
start drilling," he continued.
"These are clear expressions of a commitment by
Citizens to update and improve

or along the Soo Railroad
tracks north of Euclid Rd.

have "adequate" water facil-

action we .< were

acquiring operation of the water

getting the new well into oper- would occur and it will again."
He said the company should
ation.
The company has as option provide standby equipment,
to purchase as its well site ...including an auxiliary power

the superintendent should have

the

mer demand.

supply, a new well and more

use permit for drilling

vice," Siegel said.
Daniel J. Kuccra, attorney
for Citizens,
replied
that
"Citizens has a more than

adeqtiate system and has complied with all ICC orders.
"Although the company does

should prohibit Citizens from

not., peed more capacity," he
continued, "Citizens has empublic works director Creamer barked on plans to add excess

adding

new

until

customers

it has "adequate" provisions,

capacity."

said the company's present
water supply is not adequate.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
& FOOD AT ITS

FINEST IN THE

in Palatine ire '

1) 0

1n
Restaurant a
Famous For
Fresh Strawberry Pie

,0

I

I

)

r.

Coinpkte Carry -Out Service
S E. Rand Read 392-2240
Amass from Mi. Preeet Pia=

e

' ,...._._..

entire

water

well

policy
cause

(Continued From Page 1)

in water systems bewhen a reservoir is

surance
companies
school boilers. The

inspect

district

--

-

.

i

II

AP"

gT,,,,i

, teJimi 71711 t
CI

cm tat

pump

THE FINEST ITALIAN
CUISINE
Aged Steaks Prime Ribs
Maine Lim Lobster
a iNalitess Men'. Luncheoitii
Music Nightly 0:30-3:30 a.m.
el Tony At The Plano Bar
Phew 259-5050
Located at 310 W. Rand Rd.
bete 12. Arlington Heights

r=000,16110014 FOUNTAIN

cooked fresh for every order.

Ufa Weak's Special
Saw 1St With This.,Asi.

I

Fried Chicken ' *, 33

J'

Phone C L 9-3902
416 W. Northwest Highway
Maim Prospect, Ill.

, '1'

In Palatine

IF;rilliSirr

i
,

( Mil and .

'

THAT YOU
WILL

.4100

ENJOY!
Mt. Prospect, III.

--

Phone: 392-2837

i
OTT

.2_.
I

.My Place

- .-1- _-_---: ta-:-----

.unge

Restaurant & Cocktails

FOOD AT ITS FINEST

1.0' /..._:.=Therf"!it).2

Delicous

Discover

Recipes by Mariano [Bernie
pleasant atmosphere to
please your family & guest.

"From Relish Tray to Dessert"
.

Areal

Phone EL 8-1003
ION. Northwest Highway Palatine

Bring the family
...
900W. Northwest Highway
Phone :192-9789
Arlington Heights
.

-

'

with

Citizens

water

system,

were Mrs. Barbara Deja, 504
Garwood Ave.. Mrs. Jean Colter, 804 Iro'nwood Dr., and
Mrs. Rita O'Bradovich, 601
Eastman Dr.. all of Mount
Prospect.
Also Mrs. Mary Krystyn,
1705

Basswood, and Donald

Roberts, 1703 Woodview, both
of Prospect Heights.

contracts for professionals to
roofs of school
buildings.

FIRE DRILLS and "duck
drills

(to

lessen

schools," Krampert explained.
"Safety is not something

you can hold one person responsible for,"
said board

SINCE 19:1

For A Limited Time

for Saving Money

NG

"SAVE STAMPS As YOU SAVE MONEY"

For Restaurant Giiide Participation Phone: Don Riley 255-4400 I

WHEELING TRUST and SAVINGS BANK
DUNDEE ROAD .& MILWAUKEE AVE. - LEhigh 7-0020

ALL SAVINGS DEPOSITS INSURED.UP TO $10,000
MEMBER FDIC

,

,

"I'D ACCEPT the idea of
broad guidelines for safety,"
said member
James
Ruff,
"but I think each principal
should
be
responsible _ , for

Obituaries

1 S&H Green Stamp for Every Dollar
Deposited in Your Savings Account
BONUS: ACINSEti 1740tIVPAFft)&0113J7

member John Page. "It is
decentralized and is the responsibility of all. Safety is
such a nebulous concept."

safety in his own school building."

rlY Li

Steaks - Chinn - Chicken
Fine Italian Foods

gency water shortage in early
July, as well as past difficulties

a report of each drill.
"There are a variety of
safety programs among the

1101 113 So. Emmons

i,i

,I.filil'

."I'll

r(4;i1.151

,ir

HOME COOKING
'
ci

-.>

'

Testifying about the emer-

such as a tornado)
are conducted periodically in
each school. Sahlberg receives

...;:e

his delicious chop sum, which is

he said.

of fire extinguishers and in- inspect the

desperate

Collect S&11 Green Stamps

Kenneth Gong invites you to taste

ary among utility suppliers,"

is not a good thing," he
said. "There is no insurance

in

a

"This is common and custom-

system hingeing on one deep

put customers
trouble.
"Having the

"Save Double"

259.5970
AMPLE PARKING

Adjacent To Beverly Lanss
722 Kensington Arlington Heights

TO TAKE HOME!

Featuring,
Bar -b -q
Ribs,
Italian Sausage
Chicken,
and Delicious Beef.

Lee,

9

I

RIBWIT- C H!

BANK

Catering to Banquets

.

Home Of The

.

TRUST and SAVINGS

- Cocktails --

Between Wilke & Rt. 53

MT. PROSPECT
.

)

-,

9

Lll

-

CARRYOUT ORDERS

in

for Reservation.

Breakfast -Lunch - Dinner

3425 Kirchoff - Rolling Meadows

-BIG RED BARN
=low
-

Open Coolly 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Friday 8. Saturday 2 a.m.

Delightful Dining In
A. Pleasant Atmosphere
Luncheon Dinner - Cocktails
Phone 392-3750

WHEELING
---

BFI
RESTAURANT

American Express Honored

the
permanent
cross -connection
to
Mount Prospect's water system for use in emergencies.

company's request for

disaster,

The Palmer's
z.

Closed Sun. -1k Mon.'

the water system."
KUCERA
re -iterated

Dist. 5.7 Rejects
New SafetyTost

"A major break in the system," Creamer said, "would

d.

i

Bert & Delores

INN
'

392-3411
Steak - Lobstei Ribs
Our Famous Buttsteak Everynight

well and has a partial permit

the chance of injury during a

Phone: ALAN Cl. 9-3400

.

"The company has expressed
its commitment for a new deep

and cover"

Heights I
lament Tues. glary Saturday

Ent

CHICKEN

company ordered a new pump
for the Euclid Rd. well, in
anticipation of increased sum-

ATTORNEY Jack
Siegel,
representing the village, con:
tended that Citizens has not
expanded its facilities. since

Lot 484 of the Brickman Man-

on its new well site.

that

4 week end.

Whether the company's facilities are adequate, Congrcve
has said, depends in part, on

special

"If you were going to do this
with the Davidsmyer co. we

"THE LETTER 'should have
been directed to the board of
education or to the administration. Even if it were not
possible to include the findings
in our recent board materials

out of operation over the July

system in the late 1950s, although new customers have been
added each year.
"The situation has been
building up over the years,"
Siegel said. "We knew an
emergency
water
shortage

the state.

assumed you would do the same
thing for us (The Cook Co.
School Bus Co.)," Banish said.
"This was certainly im-

empty it must be refilled."
HE SAID a test boring was
Creamer -referred - to - the - Made last winter in -search-of
company's deep well on Euc- a well site. The -test proved`
lid Rd. just cast of Wheeling the site was dry, he said.
Rd. This is the well that was
In February, he said, the

swims Men's

FRI. - FISH FRY

.

"r.

laisswe'''44.11

OLD TOW

WED.

All You Can Eat

27 S. Northwest Highway
359-2733
Palatine, Illinois

Sunday Noon HI 11 p.m,

"-el

ber s
i.. i...va
icce.

about 40 such permits. Tuesday he gave Citizens a partial

purchasing buses and wrote to

"It

...'...

withhold the issuance of
building permits to contractors
until Citizens proves
that it has "adequate" water
facilities.
Ferrone is still withholding

Tomorrow Citizens is scheduled to ask Ferrone for a

dence."

R's

Ii

tot

.

902 E Northwest Highway
253.5566 Arlington Heights, ill.

8 W. mummt.

Benish said that he decided

to "do -some homework" on
the question of leasing and

Arlington Heights

Arlingo

.

-

53 95

Complete Dinners

Sat. 11,30 a m til

member.

(Continued From Page 1)
to

Sewed Monday the' Friday

Restaurant & Lounge
in Arlington Heights

Prime Ribs

stead of to an individual board

of his own to the "new evi-

CL 3.1320.Enjoy Yourself Dine -out This Week -end

HOUSE
Our Specialty

or the board of education in-

his clients, also had an answer

,

Curb Water Utility
Expansion, State Urged

.

ARLINGTON
-

from Banish. Armstrong questioned why the letter was not
forwarded to the administration

101 N. Evergreen

GOURMET SPECIAL!

All You Can Eat S I 35
10E Northwest Highway

Griffith said he received the

carbon of the reply Saturday

Home Games Here!

"...golle. T II L

Wednesday & Sunday
I hieken I ry

and how.

but to table this," he said.
Bud Bernstein, representing

For An Evening and Prime Ribs
to rumen,. r come to.. .

Restaurants...

EDDIFIli Loun9e &

ARMSTRONG asked Griffith when he received the letter

"The board is greatly` embarrased. We have no choice

Watch All Bear

right) Tracy Rush, Janice Swanson and Kathy Jones, all of Elk Grove Village,

purchaie of school buses."

Armstrong said.

Restaurant & Lounge
Air Conditioned

And Every Thursday,

In Arlington Stop By-.

"A school district has no_
right to enter into an agreement for five years for the

prepared to take was legal,"

LORETTA'S

STARTING NEXT WEEK

.

resolution."

us

Evening at .

_Cocktails and Exotic
Tropical Drinks.

Air Conditioned!
Take Out Service
5-9080
CALL CL
CL 5-9082
10 E. Minor
Arlington Heights
EIRSTAU
One Block West of
Arlington Theatre Open Sundays!

of buses to be paid for within
three years' of the date of the

strong.

.

.--

into a contract for the purchase

proper procedure," said Arm-

,

Restaurant and '
Cocktail

_., --

.1 .41,4 '

Phone Audrey Sievert, CL 5-5380
600 5 Sw-Gwun
(Elmhurst Rd North to

Hutson,
in part:

"Last week, we at Illinois
School Bus Co., Inc. were ap-

Lounge;LUNCHEONS

a DINNERS

Best in tit, Northwest
CANTONESE AND
AMERICAN FOOR

(lJel
-:

...

Business Meetings

I

22, read

4

MOUNT PROSPECT
COUNTRY CLUB

Shaborree Trail, Turn West)

,,

letter to

,. in Mount Prospect

Corn* to the. .

Party's - Weddings &

,

11

For Lunch or Dinner

ACTIllErh-riFr-ro

( r\
titiifi

ARLINGTON

Available for ...

-If

,' 1
'.ii,..

EtjA ;44

..,....

rt

AI IIE

711---

Benish's

dated July

904 *

With Fries, Rolls

FRIDAY ONLY Butter & Coffee

1-111-4

ing legal advice.

$1.19 *

1/2 Chicken with fries, salad & rolls

*BREADED PERCH

an' answer to Benish's letter
explaining the proposed contract with Davidsmyer and ask-

Harry Semerow, Democratic candidate for President of the Cook 'County Board
of Commissioners, campaigns among youngsters in the Park and Stop Shopping
Center, Arlington Heights Rd. and Higgins Rds. in Elk Grove Village. Assisting
him in passing out candy Is Angela Stover. Semerow's future voters are (left to

Mrs. Dorothy Svec
Mrs. Dorothy A. Svec, 31,
died yesterday in her home at
306 N. Stratton, Mount Pros-

pect. She was the mother of
five.

She is surived by her husband Jerome V. and her children - Susan, Michael, Robert,
Patricia and Donald.

She also is survived by her
parents

John and Kathleen
Skach.
Friends may call after 7 p.m.
tonight at Lauterburg & Oehler,

2000 E. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights.
A mass will be offered Satur-

day at 9:30 a.m. at St. Emily's
Catholic Church, Mount Prospect. Burial will be at St.
Joseph's cemetery.

.

.

Homemakers to Test
Talents for Pot Luck

ireArev,V`Vf...

Hospital Benefit

Plans S rt Early
The Post and Paddock Club

in Arlington Heights will host
the 1st Annual Brunch for the
Holy Family benefit.
More than 1,000 persons
are expected to attend this

gala on Sunday, Nov. 6. The
auxiliary members and their

guests will dine at an elaborate buffet luncheon from II
a m to 3 p.m.
Entertainment
prizes including
mink coat are

door
full-length
among the
highlights of the occasion.
and

a

Robert, C. Buckley,
president of the 400 -member
auxiliary, said' "This ;benefit
Mrs.

another vehicle in
year-round campaign to

serves

our

as

raise funds for important hospital needs. The purpose of
this brunch is aimed at re-

tiring our debt on the hospiconditioning system

tal's air

but we expect to make the
meeting an annual event with
each
used

year's

for
projects".

proceeds being
other worthwhile

The Mount Prospect Homemakers will hold their
annual summer pot luck at the home of Mrs. J. E,
Lockhart in Mundelein on Wednesday.

the northwest
communities.
Sister
ves

sersuburban

3917.

The next scheduled meeting will be held Sept. 21 at

Mary

Annie, CSFN is the adininistrator:

the Mount Prospect Community Center.

Tickets are available at
$6.50 a person. Information
is available from Mrs. Carl

Behrens, chairman, at CL 39064 or by writing directly to
the hospital for ticket reservations.

Address

to

requests

Holy Family Hospital 100 N
River Rd.. Des Plaines.

/a

174

OME

Committee members work on the final details for the First Annual Brunch to be
held Nor. 6 at the Post and Paddock Club. Mrs, Carl Behrens of Arlington Heights
(center) is chairman of the event isdsted- by Mrs; John -D. -Patterson Iliad Mrs.
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William Sommers of Mount Prospect.

has

The general public and all
exhibit which will be presented
in the_ Hill's --Japanese gar-

dens in Dundee at routes 31
and 72.

and

a

specimen dwarfs (Bonsai).

The artfully designed BonJapanese garden walk display
is planned for this
year's sai will be on view presented

by enthusiasts in this form of

exhibit area.

Approxiendeavor.
Division winners will be mately 250 entries are expresented with award ribbons pected this year.
artistic

in divisions of deciduous and

Benefit Card Party
Will Aid Sister City
comers Club will hold its an-

Guests will play cards and
refreshments will be served.

nual

Prizes will be awarded.

The Arlington Heights New-

1161,4liz
..isasse

There are 100 enterprising
teens working for the Mount
Prospect

Park

District. The

duties of these teens v a r y
from

teaching swimming at
the pools to instructing children in games, sports, arts
and crafts.

One Such instructor at
Owens Park in Paula Bedford, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Bedford, of Mount
Prospect
As program director

Paula

supervises

a

party

for

the Newcomers' August lunch-

Heights, Wednesday Aug. 24.

eon or from ticket chairman
Beverly Ragusa, 392.0468.
11

the Young Men's
Christian
Assn.,
Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines.
in

Illv4

group
of children
from 5 to 15 years of age.
The interest span and the
in

abilities of the children range
widely. "Teaching one age
group would be easy," Paula
said, She handles her group
so the members have a definite plan of activities.

Beginning the day at 9 a.m.
the group may have checkers,
chess or other table games.
This occupies members until
the entire group arrives.

'

Arts and crafts projects in -

it

.1!

,:31.*

Information about the club
available from Mrs. Gerry
McIlraith, membership chair-

picks, copperand paint.

parks -.in"the 4 district. i Owne

signed individually, co r k
coasters, identification bracelets, birdhouses and h o t
plates.
The painting includes a

crayon work and the use

use

of water colors.

Active games such as badminton and soft ball gave the

dude the use of wool, clay, children an outlet for their
ice cream bar sticks, tooth- boundless energies.
At present the youngsters
are busily ptacticing for a
pageant which
include all

'

play entitled

and,

continuous efforts of the teenage helpers that this ,program

tonight at 8 p.m. at Lions has been arranged.
Park. The program will also
Paula
attended
'Prospect
and High arid is now attending
include
relay
races,
hobble races with the fathers.
Luther College in Decorah.
Following
the
pageant Iowa. ' She feels that the exwatermellon will be served. periences gained through the
Invitations announcing the full position of program director
schedule of events were given will aid her in teaching school

to children participating in the at the elementary level when
she gets her degree in educaThe athletic contest will be - tion

park district programs.

Spring Drapery

-

niture, and rugs and
lamps and wall treatment and ceramics and
bedspreads and pillows

and tableware over
$25,000 worth -all reduced from 20%-50%.

Stephens of Annapolis, III.

United Air Lines.

tale
BURKE

$487. game table (48" dia. x 25' hat.) teak formica & 4
'

..,:,,
S285. 40" sq. table (ext. 100") & 4 chairs, a/wal. 5229..
$434, ext. tabled 6 choirs, oil wol., rust seats $359.

DIRECTIONAL
$449. loose cushion sofa, beige texture 5349,

5602. sofa, olive/gold stripe, o/wol. $399.
5292. lounge choir, beige texture S192.
$219. high back choir, gold texture 5169.
S100. oil wal. revolving book table S79.
$270. swivel rocker & ono., oil teak, block vinyl 5219.
S220. oil walnut desk /table with pedestal file 5179.

DUX
$874. loose cushion sofa, blue print, oil wal. 5595.

'-

$2239. uph. lounge choir, gold wool, oil wal. S179.
$331. lounge chair & otto., walnut frame, blue wool $209.
$319. 75" buffet, oil walnut $239.
5389. swivel rocker, red/blue print, oil wal. $249.
$150. armless chairs, (2) oil walnut, rust stripe 5119.

$579. 48" dia. game table & 4 choirs, oil wal. 5459.
1412. large lounge chair, rust wool, oil wol. $289,
$120. hall cabinet, oil walnut S99.
$189. double dresser, oil wol. 5139.
4300. armoire, oil walnut/cone $199.
$220. buffet, oil wal., steal legs $179.
$770. dining room, oral table, 4 chairs, bullet, walnut $595.

'GLENN of CALIFORNIA
3180. silver etched top cocktail table, S139.
.3875. dining room, oval table buffet, 4 chairs, black leather,
oil walnut 5675.
$360. king, size headboard (6.6) with attached night stands,
oil wal./block vinyl $279.

44

)ag,

141

son of Mr. and Mrs. Denzil

FOUNDERS

Aug. Only

I it

art.tiZalr:

announces'

the engagement of their daughter Janice to Stanley Stephens.

-.177107iclibeitNI-1,017,!..letiltechdftrdgelTsstlesl'idrreci.: ;.{;!.-1"

blesYand 'dining room'
and bedroom.and fainily room and kitchen fur-

SPECIAL SALE

air

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Nelson

Her fiance is a graduate 'of
of Arizona and the University Hutsonville High School and is
of Dubuque. He is presently majoring in agriculture at
in the United States Air Force. Southern.
5

I WOW -al' 14.

gin ' the- fettivitielp a't I 7

It is through the loyal

Girl Engaged

t

costumes which the children the program will conclude
will design and make. The with a special event at 8:45.

The play will be presented

Gary attended the University

are but a sample Of the

"Batman Goes dial booths at 7:30. The Pag-

district crafts project.

Power Co. in Dubuque.

wthe items listed here
.t

Mt.- Prospect -

Miss Nelson graduated from
Miss Henkels is a graduate Prospect High School, attended
of Welber' High School and is Southern Illinois University
employed by the Interstate and is presently employed by

-now is the time to shop-

to the Moon." There will be eant, will begin at 8 p.m. and

Batman rocket will be a park

and Mrs. Willard Henkels.

man, at 259-3656.

' Amohg the many 'projects and Emerson park ?Ilrgive *ti followed by a tour "of the 04completed and taken home
by the children arc copper
trays, candy
pictures, ash
dishes of clay, figurines de-

Mary is the daughter of Mr.

,f you Ice to save money

I1

1,7

of Dubuque, Iowa, on Aug. 27.

is

usy Place for Teens

JANICE NELSON

floor
sample

Tickets will be available at

Peruvian

sis ter city of Arlington
p.m.

the action.

,,Women'AEdflor

card

The event will begin at

A crucial game of knock hockey Is being played by Ron Tanana and Rob Anderson (front) while John Budris, Randy Brush, John Rohde and Patrick Foley watch

ar s

benefit

Pampa de Comas,

Mrs. Eugene Goodman,

will wed Miss Mary Henkels

D. Hill Nursery Company.
e
interested gardeners a
invited to attend the Bonsai

IW7

and

Last year oyer 10,000 per- coniferous Bonsai, and in
sons attended the show during classes of miniature (Mame),
the three day exhibit. Activity forest grooves (Bonkei) and
started

Gary GoOwin,
Dubuque Girl

Gary Goodwin. son of Mr. of Mount Prospect

On Aug. 19, 20, and 21 the
annual Midwest Bonsai Show
will be held sponsored by the

already

MARY HENKELS

To Be Wed

Bonsai Show at Nursery

BY DOLORES HAUGH ,

'

For further information call Mrs. St. Clair at 392-

Holy Family Hospital

JOHN STUART (Danish Imports)
$370. sq. refectory table & 4 chairs, teak S289.

$409. oval dining table, 4 chairs $329.
$370. refectory table a'4 chairs, o/wal. $229.

Kara Brush nod Lynn Mitchell play a game of

Satin
wowA lieu

I

Of TIN Tags

5180. teak rocker. red wool .1139,

Heavy Antique

checkers in the Owens Park District program.

RICHARDSON-NEMSCHOFF

Was 2.49 'id NOW

$310. 45" dia, pedestal table & 4 choirs, wal. $249.

$119

S119. gloss top cocktail table, wol. base S99.
5163, lounge chair, olive wool, oil wal. 5119.
5151. tub chairs (2) blue wool wol. $119. ($229. pr.)
5380. sofa, blue texture, walnut $319.

SCOTCHGUARDED
COTTON

EXCLLISIVES

SWEDISH IMPORTS (I.R.E., Trods, etc.)
$139, desk with 3 drawers and bookcase back, teak $99,

$189, "antelope" choir, teak, suede leather 5139.
S169. "gentle" choir, walnut, suede leather $129.
'
SI 89. molded shell lounge choir, brown wool, teak $134.
3269. oil leak dresser, 8 drawers $199.

SLIPCOVER WEIGHT FABRIC
Was 3.25 NOW

X765

Call or Stop in and see
A Large Selection of Fabrics
.

For DOcOrafor Ham, Sorviio

CALL .FOR OUR

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 541000'

110 L MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
3924160:

Member of Multiple Liam Service

$349.3 seat sofa, rust nylon, o/wal. $249.
$425. 4 -seat sofa, blue velvet, walnut base $339.
$197. lounge choir (pair) blue, wool, oil wal. 5129. ea.

$610. conversation table (rosewood) & 4 uph. swivel chairs

Comfottekly Ak Conditioned

(rust, red, bittersweet, yellow wool) S489.
$279. adj. lounge choir Sotto:, black vinyl $219.
$389. high back sofa, rust wool, walnut $289.
$389. loose cushion sofa, gold nylon, walnut 5289.

DRAPERY SPECIAL -: S79.95
Up to 152" wide x 96" long, custom mode to exact size
our" regular quality workmanship
choose from a nice

"spowRop*,.coN.WHgELS7

selection'. of ant. satins,
linens and blends.
All items'subfect to prior sale.

This beautiful 4 bedroom home in prestige area has family,'
room with Wet -Bar; Den that could be 5th bedroom: Owuer-,'
transferred, can give Immediate possession
539,950;'

123 L ARLINGTON IITS. RD
ARLINGTON HZIGHT8

THAYER COGGIN

sheers,

boucles,

fiberglass,

SHOWROOM

325 N. NORTIMEST HIT.
PALATINE.
(NMI To Barker Kinirfi?iit.)

MON. PRI 9-9:30
SAT. 9-5:00

PETERSEN INTERIORS,

INC.

644 w. northwest hwy., arlington hgts., cl 5.3100; mon.; thus., Fri. eves. VI 9 .

11
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Some Day
Besides, Boege said, ramps
at -Arlington Heights Rd. would

' The campaign for tollway
at Arlington Heights
Rd. is an instant success. It
should not even be counted as

The word from the tollway

can

ramps

thb

regarding

be summed up in two

;

words: Forget it.
Frank W. Boege, who ' is
executive director of the Illinois Tollway. Commission,

counted the money and found.

he can: not spare the million
dollars, or even' the $500,000,

that it would take to build the

November

its

provide

must

the

commission

own

best accomplished by continuinea policy of ex'cellent road maintenance 'and
service, not by creating More
feels this is

ramps to impede the 'movement
of traffic.

It' is difficult to argue with

'

There are many demands
for r exits and entrances to the
tollway, but the commission

idea.

is not about to spoil its happy

L. Slichenmyer Lanes.,

The

commissioners

probably will be happy to name

tq
.

the new pavement the Harold

st

r.4

"At,..1Kt.

byjack Vanderniyn

.

linalliii-thit-Naltbarh1%eye'zra-judgeship------7--v-the =tier of-Cases,Matareiieing-handled. -Un---

Wheeling has appointed Arlington Heights and
Chicago attorney Donald L. Norman village prosecutor. Norman, who has a broad background of
legal experience, ranging from corporation -cou'n-

someday in the future. To be a "good judge, an

der the old system about 25 jury verdicts a month

attorney has to know all aspects of the law --

came out of circuit court. Today; that total is

from both sides of the aisle.

up to about 125.

The backlog is caused by the tremendous a-

sel to trial criminal lawyer, accepted the post,

.NORMAN will benefit from this new courtroom

though it is not a financially lucrative one.
As prosecutor, Norman will be responsible for

And the village, of .Wheeling will
benefit from having an attorney of his caliber

experience.

handling all village cases in court. Much of his
work will deal with traffic violators. He will be
the village's legal counsel in all of. this type of

serving as its prosecutor.

On the subject of courts and attorneys, the
most recent report from the Cook County Cir-

actual court room practice.

cuit Court shows that despite the "cure-all"

One reason Norman accepted the Wheeling
post is to attempt to bring some stability to the
village, long a target of criticism since partisan

judicial amendment, case backlogs continue to
increase.

Assistant Court Administrator Carl H. Role ,wick reports that there are 152,581 major cases
awaiting ajudication in county court.
This astronomical figure does not include traffic tickets.. Last April, 85,222 traffic citations
were issued in the county, all of which must flow
before the circuit court under the new judicial a-

politics entered village elections in April, 1965.
Norman is a Democrat. He is one of Wheeling
Township Committeeman James Stavros' top political aides. Known as one of the most astute
political leaders of the Township, Norman is ex-

pected to bring a great deal of professionalism
to his new post.

mendment.
Nor are the some 20,000 misdeameanor cases
filed each month throughout the county figure in
the court backlog.
MOST OF the pending cases are in the personal injury category. There are 57,000 cases stack-

On the plus sidefor him is thefact that he will,
gain valuable court room experience from the
,

Most attorneys start out in the state's attorney's office to gain this valuable legal experience.

Norman, however, is a veteran of private practice and an expert legal theoritician. His new role
of prosecutor will allow him to put his well learn-

ed up in court where claims for damage exceed
$1 0,000. Another 45,000 cases await judgment of
claims under $10,000.
One optimistic sign in the new court system is

ed legal theories to work:
Like many good practicing attorneys, we would

r!

Boege
didn't make any
promises, but he admitted the
commission is considering the

schedule.

Vantage Point

ni on

will be diverted to
widening, the roadway between
.0Hare and Illinois 53.
crusade

tottt

prosecutor's side of the bench.

The commission has a point.

A lot of people would: like to,
live to see that freeway opInstead of a cameration.
paign for ramps, maybe the

Boege is optimistic that the
tollway system can become a
freeway by 1980, a date that
would be 19 years ahead of

brand of transportation. *He

ramps.

,

might even get ahead of the

territory. but he feels the toll way

financial situation by spending money on ramps.

be

record

under his administration. Not
only are the tollway bonds being retired on schedule, but by

There are
speed' highway.
ramps at Illinois 53 and 83 and
another ramp would slow down
traffic.
Boege agrees that Arlington
Heights is a rapidly growing

commission is plain and to the
The' commission's depoint,

can

proud of the tollway

defeat the purpose of a high-

a full campaign.

Boege

and

success

'

ramps

cision

Frank E. Von Arx,

.

mount of new cases being filed deity._

Administering the circuit court system. is a
big job requiring complete dedication to the swift
pursuit of justice. There arc more judges, more
attorneys,' more clerks and more administrative
personnessigned to the county courts today than
at any time in the county's history. '
And they are handling more cases. The big
problem is that, the case load is increasing faster
than the facilities.

"Of course, lots of students will enroll in 'Sinology' next
fall, but what happens when they learn it's about China?"

TODAY, there is no room for political hacks in
the judiciary. The time when a politician appointed his friend a judge and that judge graced the
bench once a week to hear a traffic complaint or

Tbe J1ropect hap

two is long past.

Under the judicial amendment, judges Must be

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity." .

attorneys, themselves well versed in the law.
They work a full schedule - and then some.
The result has been a streamlining of the court
system although some refer to the "over -compli-

.

Marshall Field ill

cation" of the courts. There is "over complication," however, the end result is better justice for all concerned - despite the seemingly
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.K. S. Johnson, General Afanager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

insurmountable backlogs.
More about courts tomorrow.

Jack: A. Vandermyn
.Vrres Editor

William j. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

oo Luck, Chuck

.1114.4,6
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The resignation of E. C. (Chuck) AIR
executive manager of the Arlington
Heights Chamber of Commerce has left
a vacancy -that will be difficult ,to
as

'

Northwest
Covenant
Church

His will be a tough act to follow.
AIR's accomplishments in the

three

years he has been the operation head of
He has
the chamber are impressive.
given the organization a stature and position of influence that make our village
stand out among other communities in
suburban Chicago.

pointment to 'him'that' the -board at times -would not follow where he wanted to lead.
He

business 'community

believed the

should adopt a more progressive policy
meeting competition from surrounding areas and in working together to imin

prove service and facilities.
never made any secret of his views.

And he

We share in chamber president RobWalter's expression of "great re-

ert

gret" at AIR's resignation - and with
personal emphasis.

'

During the period when The Day was

He lent dignity and authority to his job. establishing itself as a'new enterprise
Yet his easy manner, his awareness of here Chuck AIR was among our, first
Without compromising his po-1
civic land, business problems and his so- friends.
licitude for the welfare of Arlington sition as an impartial representative of/
Heights made him a worthy represent- the Chamber of Commerce, he, became

:04

Y. A

ative of our town.

an interested and helpfut-ally. He made
us feel welcome. He helped our, morale.
He made our early days pleasanter' and

move with greater forcefulness and militancy than his more conservative 'board
of directors. It was a source of disap-

smoother. He has been.a good friend.
In whatever you do, Chuck, here's,
luck to you and your gracious Gini.

If we had any criticism of his stewardship it would concern his desire to

The Great Stopover
backgrounds

BY BETTY AINSUE

I

The Covenant Church beheves in the Holy Scriptures,
the Old and New Testaments
as the Word of God and the
perfect rule for
doctrine and conduct.

only

faith,

are

in

this

Organized in 1955 with 52

members, Covenant
charter
Church met in an old home.

composed of children from 2
to 6 grades. Dorothy

church," continued Pastor A"Couples of different, ant Hospital in Chicago. They ued.
gard.
A Sr. Hi League meets evbackgrounds often join - dif- sponsor a smorgasbord in the
ery Sunday night at S or folferent religious backgrounds ' fall and are known' for their.
lowing 'the' evening service.
that is.
This is the church Salad Luncheon in the spring."
that seems to satisfy both parties."

COVENANT Church is af"That very briefly covers
our belief," said the congen- filiated with other Evangelial, athletically built Pastor ical Covenant Churches, but
Clarence Agard of Northwest the church' on Elmhurst Ave.
Covenant Church at 300 N. is self governing and self susElmhurst Ave. in Mount Pros- taining.,
pect.

often sing on Sunday evenings

and visit and support institu- confirmation is a two year
tions such as Swedish Coven- course," the Pastor contin-

"Our Executive Board is
made up of all our church of firers and has Mr. Roger Mi-

his friendly grin, "they,, often

"They have a sing-spiratio'n
at some of their meetings similar ' to a hootenanny," he

handle . Wedding 'receptions

laughed.

.

'Oh

.

yes,"

he continued with

if

one of the couples is a church
member here.. They handled
my daughter's reception just
a few weeks ago. They also

have a book,,of favorite recipes which they sell too.

' "We've a Men's Club which
meets

periodically :with M.

son is is the leader of this. group.
"We've a men's bowling

league of B teams with 5 on
a team and a Women's boailin 8

league of 6 teams with 4 on a
team."

Delays, at major airports, amounting to 20
million minutes, cost U.. S. aircraft operators
more than $63 million last year. reports the
Federal Aviation Agency.
The delays were caused by congestion, both
in the air and on the ground, weather conditions
and limitations caused by ground construction,

'

'

.

"YFI, known as)aife ind

figures were 5.8 per sent of the, delay' time. and
6.1 per cent of the costs.

The average cost of delays for each takeoff
or landing ranged from a high of $1 7.50 at JFK

International Airport. in New York to a low of
75 cents at Medford (Ore.) Municipal Airport.

The airlines were delayed, 38.9 per cent of
"I think that about covers
our activities. I hope I haven't the total and suffered 64.7 per cent (over $41
million) of the costs,. General aviation incurred

A COLLEGE and career forgotten anything," he said.
group meets regularly dur-,
THE PASTOR, and his wife
ing the summer. This is cornposed of single young men and' Evelyn were both horn 'in Chi "We've been married
women in college or startiog cago.
a career.

cent of thel cots. For military aviation, the

.,

55.3 per' cent of the delay time and 24:2 per

fOr thirty years and have four
children.

which

can yet reckon:

Honest* Is'A
'Big Light Bulb

Time for a Change of Direction

'Bonnie who was re-,

Walter Carlson as chairman. . I," is a group of ur 'young. cently married, Donald who
-They meet month -1 ' works for Swift and CO. in
"I believe the home was one chalsen as chairman 'We have ' They have a Father and Son's marrieds.
ly and are very busy always Chicago, Janice, Mrs. David
Mr. C. 0. Schlaver, former three Boards: Diaconate with Banquet and -sponsorhe our
ex- planning tours ,Or ,trips, ,They Trautman who lives in Califorpresident of the Village Board,, 14 members. and Mr. Clyde' Christian athletics,"
meei in homes and have de- nia and Dan who is a graduate
lived in as a boy," the Pastor Rusch es head, eight on the plained.
votional and also Oklal meet- of Prospect High and will be
said, settling back in his chair Board of -Trustees with Mr.'
THE DIRECTOR of Chris- Mgs," he went on :with his 'going to. Augustana College in
behind a large desk in his brick Bert Dahlstrom as chairman
, Rock Island this Fall," he
lined study /The ample shelves and finally our Christian Ed - tian Education is Ray' Bonner quick smile.
"Couples Club is composed laughed, "I guess that just a still spill over with, many ucation Board with 9 mem- who is a student, at McCorbers .with Mr. Rolland Carl: mick and North Park:Semi& ' of couples in their thirties , or bout covers the family."
books.
"Let's 'see I went to the
son as chairman. The Chris- aries and, during , the - sumMer early forties, and then we ire
for, those, University of Wyoming on an
tian Education Board has months is a full time youth di- Adult Fellowship
"There are approximately
As a
rector at Northwest- Covenant. now how should I say it," his athletic scholarship.
600
Covenant charge of our, youth program,"
Evangelical
smile broadened, ,"adults in minister, 1 was in Chicago
'
Church in the 'United 'States said the Pastor checking the
.The boys and girls from middle life. All of,these groupi,:keights for one' year, San Di with more than 125,000 mem- names off on his fingers.
4 to 6 grades are .in a Trail- have a co-ordinating commit ego for five, Minneapolis for
bers. Here we have ,an adult
Women's' Fellowship blazer group which meets tee composed Of two couples 13 years, ,Chicago for 3 and
The
membership of 300 and a total
membership of 750," the' Pas- has Mrs. Mary Jane French every Friday for' a three fold, to' *Ore , and plan the pro- I've been here four years."
'
.he sighed, "Myhow the time
..1
grams."
as their 'president and meets program of social,' devotiontor boasted.
'
'There,are three rchoirs
The Covenant Church is an monthly for devotional, and al and work projects.
'."Our Jr. High League of Northweir COVenant: 'Chancel,;!,' "My 'favorite part of the
offshoot of the. Lutheran State missionary programs.
Well 'I'd say it's
"The Women's Fellowship 7 and 8 uncle* is actually Or Senior Choir :with' Mr. lv- Ministry?
"We're
Church in Sweden.
yes and minister quite Lutheran in theology but meetings are never essential- -our largest and strongest win Bell as director, Youth Preaching
and Senior,
our I i t a l.'s y is not high ly skint," Pastor Agard de- group. This is .our confirma-, choirs, Jr. Ahderiori as wittL.ina and meeting people.' Well,
di- come to think of it I enjoy, it
clared.
"The support mis- don group and meets weekly Mrs, Ruth
church."
Our, rector and a ;Chapel Choir who all."
`"A cross section of many sionery children in 'Alaska, on Saturday.' morning.
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thenobody

is CthoeBigr
Now w,aoflicnoeusrsset;ikethereCost

'

Bothered by 'petty pilfering
of light bulbs in laundry rooms
and storage areas, a St. Louis
builder decided to

use large

fluorescent lights. Tenants appreciate the superior lighting,
and don'tanatch 'the bulb's because they won't fit ordinary
room fixturea.

,

,

Mod Rental Ads'
Draw 'Swingers

,

,

,

'

'

Rental ads 'with a British
accent ore attracting 'students
and other' young tenants to

homes in Detroit.
One builder is

'

advertising.

"flatlets from' 45 guineas, 'with
wood -burning hearth, air chiller, scullery and spirits locker."

.

-

SHORT ,RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

BEFORE WE 60, HAVE
WE FORGOTTEN, ANY,-

PAOLO!
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THE DAY
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CARNIVAL

THING; THINK!

HOLD IT: WAIT A' MIMUTE
TO 170 YOUR 7/1114K1/461

YOU P0 IT 50 MUC.H BETTER AFTER. I'M SITT1141
114 ''TH' CAR, NICE AN'

COMFORTABLE!

`/OUR WIFE
WANTS si00.

\\\

\\\\\\\\

a -is

"Junior learned to say 'money' today? Well, that's a
good basic vocabulary)'' - -

"I'll

bet' enel'Iltlttt
intahf:
ah'ed of
Jo

the

c,=.144.01 WHY

Mecgrigjgs GET 6RAY

HAY, - HAW ! 1 CONFOUND My can WuZ 1E6'
(455 TONGUE! NOW
60 AMOS FINALLY GOT HOLD OF
FoLLIN. YOUR THAT 3AKE HAS
LITTLE Fol.C.IN'MONEW AN' TO,LEO
A0OUT
HEARD ABOUT MY
VIKA HE WAS HOLDIN. OUT ON
FISHING LURE
WWOWTHERPNELL111-3E5' II
MY
LUCK.
HE BE -TIGHTER
6KOW HIM WHO COME FIRST
AMOS! AFTER THAN EVER WITH
WHEN 'THEY wuz PASSIN` OUT

ALL W EKE

a

HIS OIL MONEY/

trivERFACArocuattIS Car.01141.mouily WiNomyewkwommutswsoLE?
a
fI

rib 5TANDINMEWAY

coAstmge carte Fasouroo HE

WELL, I DIDN1, BUT IFI GETARYWN
GRIER I MIGHTEHEW UPYOURMA
OLANKET! DIPI BRING ANY5110ES ?

BUGS BUNNY
LOOKS LIKE
YA NEED HELP
WITH PARKIN' YER

NO, PLEASE:
I'D RATHER DO

CAR; PETUNIA:

DOCTOR SAYS

YA C NI SAY
71/A7- AGAIN:

IT MYSELF:
I NEED THE
PRACTICE:

MORTY MEEKLE

Bone Spurs
W. G. BRANDSTADT.M.D.

Q - I have a bone, spur on
-my heel. What causes it? Will
it become cancerous?
should be done for it?

What
.

A - Bone spars are somewith arthritis but age (over 50) and over
weight are more important as
causative factors. A large protimes associated

portion of the victims spend
many of their waking hours

450 N. HICKS RD. - 358-5750 - PALATINE
ACROSS FROM PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA'

standing so occupation vttitild,
seem to be a factor also.Poorly fitted shoes are a contributory cause. Bone spurs do

BE SURPRIov AT
FOLKS Wn

area with a drug of the corti-

lief but this will not 'remove
The first step is .to

make sure you are wearing
suitable shoes. Otherwise no
type of treatment, -even surgi-

CAPTAIN EASY

said that Lomotil should not
be taken by anyone . who is
taking barbiturates. 1 am taking both. What effect 'would

movement of the' niutclei, in'
the intestinal tract Nit. also,
respiration. Since 'barbiturates
also depress resPiratiok the

combined action may paralyze,.

your respiration. This hazard
is greatest in children and: in

pre- 'ALLEY OOP'.

side effects?

only one that

is

priMarily tf.

pain
reliever is 'Priscoline
which is ayailable only, on
doctor's prescription.:
Too

large a dose may cause fhishing, itching,'
rapid
pulse and
side effects.

other, - Undesirable

34 Nullities
3511ardens wart
36 Dry, as wine
37 Solar disk
39 Bulk

40 Employer
41 Roman bronze
42 Chemical
' compound

45 Meriting
49 Pleasing
51 Rocky pinnacle
52 Dismounted
53 Hard animal fat
54 Uncle 'dial.)

Ciba instead of a popular pain
reliever. Does it have any bad

A-Ciba Is the Milne .of.

21-- and cakes

32 Ticker tape --

only .the

drug manufaCturer that'. pots
out , about 18' products. The

20 Pheasant
broods

mistakes

A - Dlphetioxylate (Lomo-

Q -A friend of mine takes

,

oi74m

ip1.1

30 Printing

this have on me?,

is

8 Spanish

9 Dry
10 Sheltered Inlet
11 Female sheep'

22 Pedestal part
24 Carry
26 Garden gadget
27 Feminine
nickname

in a recent Colunie, you

adults who take a :larger, dose

and Charity
6 Carry too far
7 Through

courtyard

15 Run wild
18 Efficacious
18 Cinderella's

fending spur.

of either drug than

4 Let's around a bit
Set the -

14 In a line

take the pressure off the .of-

not

ot the
morning

13 Tennis term

give lasting relief. Many vietims have been benefited by
using a specially fitted foam
rubber cushion in, the shoe to

tit) depresses

ACROSS
1

12 Hail!

cal removal .of the spur, will

Q

'THsiz.E

gpoSED

FPLE A FIRING 5S/OAP
HARMLESS 1.111j4
THAN
H1P0PORIA NEEME !--

sone group may give some re-

I

5 Faith. -

falOrqg UOR
HD.W
LIC=1
ZT:
010YA
UNOM MOMN
Eq. NM 0:.3U IMI2OWCOM
MgXMOlig [AOLq
LAW.] UMWMFA

WAllitaiTIORIIAPF14,1307

not become cancerous..,
Injection of the painful

the cause.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

55 Dryophytic

plant

.

54 Essential being
57 Stitch
DOWN
1 Labels

2--- as aft egg
3 Pertaining to
medical care
of children

4 incline

.

roma

Mq[a ECP9ML.A

MD1aqM10;-9 _UMW

MDR -9a1',41=3PqAE
EAUTIKADE 1,U,0 :CLIO
MG -4I1 MOI741 L,-lirA0id

PEM DalOM

17 Lofty
Oalrs]
[A -rd
-11MIWE
19 Entreat
earnestly
29 -What a
'" 43 Song (comb
23 Tremulous
31 Jaeger gull
form)
24 Golfers mounds 33 Ruminant's cud 44 Egyptian
25 Shield bearing 38 Son of Chaos
goddess
then'
imyth.1
46 Malt brews
26 More
40 Distinct parts
47 Alaskan city:
less speed
41 Rugged
48 Increased in size
27 Sycophants
mountain crest 50 Peer Gynt's
28 Fruit drinks
42 --- and Eve
mother

.11

4

Wo room Ho 606/
Poe out 4ivantItias.

rice. ffsoly ihre Mew 14..

FOOD STORES

0.
RIEN:;-ST
,
.-

.

-

WHO:HAVE'_
WON :AT.- NACIONAL:

JOIN":THE.

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

ALREADY
RULES AS PREVIOUSIIY
FOLLOW
IN THIS PAPER..
PUBLISHED

...

Cube -Steak

u... itle?,f. inspected oiods *

WIN
000 STAMP

Fryers . . :

.

-.,.

FMsbly Ground Many Times Daily

\

Round Steak

Mrs;
Graves

14 16 lb.' Avg, - Whole

'.

,

.

.1b

..
.:

iD¢

'!b.

,

'.

.,

Silloket,Hams:.1.--"I)..7

11430 s.,64-:43Ea.

CHIcA0,:llingois

WINNERS
100,000 STAMP
LILLIAN

-Mrs, P.

WAJNANSKf

otsoN

RT.

17249 CAUTOBNIA

I BOX 247

GARY, INDIANA

'

HAZE1kREST,. 11.111491B

1416 I& A110.
45oe N. 510616102

WHOLE SMO. HAMS

040410. Ot

Mr&

MIIrral

SMOKED HAMS -14 to 1646. Ara.

RI. 2. los 154

IWee Karnris
11440 So. Artioloo

Hts.

Mrs. N. Robinson

0400go,

166 H. 176. Ms.
Malmo Pork. IL

53.0 s. Lee,
Ars
IISCM8614
4423 5.IMoon
144"

swain,

Marl Sod&

Il
Petrikok..9A.C4erar,

V

IL K* ooPissk

irginia Ridtards

2553 & 1614661

1353 H. 0961./

AbI3944 W. 276. 54
tivaate

cutuers. in
901

SUCED BACON . .

fuel

shank

'

half,

.

645 Roca& DT.
tombola. IL

Oleos°. IL

Joseph lams

KS. VIIIMS
ILI. 3. 11161:60.4.

At"":;i7
OgIchl211" CW114,4*

SSW

Wn

& 47151.
212,30..1

COLORADO' BRAND!',CORN-FED BEEF
M21141
$9

BONELESS ROLLED
-

Devil's Food, Yellow, Lemon,

BLACK
Kills Insect Pests

.

Vicid O'Cososli

Mow. tn.

Mn..

FULL BUTT HALF .

llontlotillo.

Swiss Chocolate, White, Caramel

DUNCAN NINES LAYER

-123A-02.

Indoors or Ovtdoon. spray call

C NTADIN
TOMA oySAUCE
Coupon

In this paper

.

_`IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111IIIIIII I'

"111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 11111111111:'

.7-frx.:

4-1/ GREEN

GREEN

"I STAMPS

"I STAMPS
,1)1101/1114,

6

comae 1416OttLigillig.;:,Ativia 13

P'e4"11`4"

'_A_P_Din

"( STAMPS
10.os. Plto. Top Taste 4676

PIN4UD DITIRGINT

RUH Medium Peas.,

;642/ GREEN

,-$ism),Ims) NATIONAL

11111'1111111

NATIONAL

AAAAAAAAA At111/111/1111PIPIPAPI411P1/1011tot Ann AAAA

Cando

AA PPI

HAWN-DEW FRESH
FRUITS
& VEGETABLES

50: EXTRA S.
GREEN STAMP

Com Fed Beef

BONELESS ROLLED

441211W

-,411L

With This Coupon and a $5.00 or More Purchrsse of

MEATS, GROCERIES or:
FRUITS::::&.::VEGETABLE$

0

'

I

(EktlIKIIno:putchtne"- of ciporfti, latt,Wlat 8.1kiiiot)
thnut:96, Coupon hr Cuslom.r
Coupon EiPlrei AUgust 13

-

,-

t NATIONAL '

TOP TASTE

1-1b.

..

WIENERS

63,{pkg.

ALL BEEF BOLOGNAV:

lb.

39?

THOMPSON

WHITE

MICKELBERRY'S SLICED

PORK LOIN .

COOKED

TOP TASTE BREAKFAST,

BEEF SAUSAGE

. 6P121:. 69?

...

AGAR

U. S. Goff. Inspected Grads 'A'

CANNED

YOUNG
TURKEYS

TOP TASTE

SEEDLESS

45?
Your

Bologna. Plato, 011w. Dutch Med

LUNCH

H

MEATS

S

10.1216. Avg.

.69

5
lb.

b -ox.

pkg.

BARTLET
PEARS

..

lb.

PRUNE

11 -Lb. Can

'can

Choice

PLUMS..

$6'89

lb.

LSKREDS+---

Fresh Leo

SANDWICH SPREAD ea:

BE

11.

3-lbs.
or more

uSNIZINTESTS WIENERS 2 it. '1'9

YOUR CHOICE
CUCUMBERS
GREEN CABBAGE
GREEN PEPPERS

ZWIPPED BEEF .
1.111ERRATiAUSAGE .

each

lb
each

ZUCCHINI SQUASH lb.

FRESH FROZEN

TURKEY LEGS .

lb.

Full Kernel,
Large Ear

FRESH

;WINGS

Less than 3 lbs.

rd.% THUMB

lb. 53{

S

Chieben& Dumplings

.

.

ears

SEA FREEZE ;ILIITS
'

Corn Country Pork

OCEAN PERCH

lb.

TOP TASTE SMOKED.

LIVER SAUSAGE
kIIIIIIIM11111111111111111111
P.-0.'""=111.0111.111111111K.t.

3c off Label

-36.12( GREEC",
STAMPS

,) 111111 111111'i NATIONAL H111111111111;

CLOROX

Rich In Tomato Flavor

NEW. ERA

CHEF'S DELIGHT Imitation

.POTATO
CHIPS .

CHEESE

SPREAD 1,

12.0..
box

JPOST KRINKLES,100.:

POST ALPHA
KELLOGG'S SPECIAL "K"

-16.*

box
boxes

`'11111111111111111111111111 1,1

4.1.,61t66666

tItttltItItItkt tltlA

t

'11111 1111 (III 11111,111111111 111111111'

t tk, AtititttlAt AA,

ttAtt,ItItUt AAA ttAti,tttltitk,ItU. Att.,'
Pet Customer
. lbw One C.

Pet Pasfecatt

14.fh fh, Coupon M1 PI/10A, of

ono k CM

HAWTHORNMELLODY FUDOSICLIS
Coupon

'August 13

'

_

p
I

III I 1111 I

I

NATIONAL

I

f

1

I

I

I

*roll_ Whist httra-ifELIIIAC
1"0:11Pliti

1

I

I

I

I

I

1

$1.35

"CDUPaNtiagr Fla"' 1". It Arial arr.

'po

"August 13

1,',

'

,

corsS.PC. PLACE SITTED113.-Ooly

BRICK or pFELL0HAlylp00
Coupon Expires

II

11

" Noma, Whoob Preftwip4AttAtACIONtAntsVAiii

One R1.01 rip

,

1

'''V

NATIONAL I

I) 111 111

'

COUPON 0000

;11 111 Hill HI' NATIONAL

Norvoil1N1siert oftorn-MILMAC DINNERWARE
-0N11 SUOMI & CREAMER

thitr_liUt !La

A. Mrs. 17

D

COUPON C1000

v NATIONAL

AUO.
i I

I

kser.
III II 11
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Double
Surprige

Airplanes Arid Equipment
ApartmentsTo Eichange
Apts. And Rooms To Share
Arts And Antiques
Auction Sales
Auto Insurisnce.
Auto Leasing
Auto Loans
Auto Ports And Access.
Auto Repairing And
Equipment.
Auto Trailers
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wonted

By Grace Mott
Surprise! Surprise! So sang

14 members of the family at
dinner for Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Christenson on their
a

50th wedding anniversary Aug.
5, and again at an open house
Aug 6
Hosts for the first party
were their son and his family,

the little girl, who was
one month old the next day,
fOr

mer of Niles.

A brunch after the Church
ceremony in the Badals' home
on E. Prospect ay.. included
Kathryn's grandparents; Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Bade!, a

Boats And Marine Supplies

Pros-

great grandmother, Mrs. Anna

pect, and a daughter and her

Joseph all from Chicago, Mr.

Building Materials
Busirmu, Opportunities

husband, Mr and Mrs. John
Hargrave

Mrs. Alma Moore of Mel-

rose Park, one of the couple's
their
at
bridal attendants
marriage in Chicago, attended
The anniversary
the party
party took place at Ehlen's

Tree inn in "Beiisen

Green
Ville.

senior

The

Christen -

sons had expected only their
but the
also included their six

families

immediate

affair

grandchildren and Mrs. Anna
Dohrau, a close relative of
Chicago

The second surprise came
when more than 100 relatives
and friends, attended an open
house Mr. and Mrs. Hargrave

From

Chattanooga,
came Mr. and Mrs.
Jones, close
friends

grandparents.

Chicago home

Three -year -old

Percy Moran of Lake Villa.

A ROMANCE which began
when

the

two

became

next

door neighbors has culminated
in an engagement The pair
are Sharom Cannon, daughter
of Mr and Mrs Harley E.
Cannon, and Pvt, Ervin C.
Nerius, son of Mrs. Ervin
Nerms Sr
The engagement

was

an-

nounced Aug 4 at the home of
Ervin's aunt and uncle. Mr.
and
Mrs Walter Grosnick,

who live only a few doors away from both families on N.
Louis St
Besides

the young couple's

families, other friends were
included at the champagne and

hors deouvres party. The Can-

nons have lived in Mount
nine
Prospect
Neriuses about two.

_

BAPTISMS and related
vents

occupied

at

least

in

St.

Paul

given

their

first child,

His birth again makes Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Griffiths grandFollowing a church
service they attended in Mount
the

last . Sunday,

at home
and taking therapy treatment
recovering

for the injuries she sustained.

A SURPRISE awaited

Mr.

e-

couple and their sons. Robert
and Scott returned Saturday
from a tour of the east. A
second child and first &ugh 4; four
ICS was -born-

two

Lutheran

Church.

In the presence of her family, the Herbert Badals and
their two other children, Matthew, 4, and Ann, who will be
3 in September, Kathryn Lynn
Badal was baptized. Sponsors

weeks early to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Koopinan. The baby
has been named Amy Richelle.
The senior Koopmans were to
have had 14 -month -old Rick
as their guest during his mother's stay in the hospital.

THE DEATH Aug. 5, of her
father George Soffel. brought
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Tweter
of Beverly Hills, Calif., to
Chicago late Sunday night. Mr.
Soffel would have been 100 on
Sept. 7, and until a few months
ago enjoyed good health and an
active life in Maywood. Lack
of airplane reservations kept
the Californians from arriving sooner.
Tweters
The
.

are

close

friends of the William MOtts
and a scheduled visit in Mount
Prospect was to have taken

CALL
TODAY

255-7200
BEFORE

4 P.M.

TO DAYS
BEST

BUY

67

Florists
Food And Delicacies

36

1

7

46
2

47

48

'

97

Induitrial PrIpody

83

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

23
90

Jabs Weaned -Men
Jobs Wanted -Women

21

Lonrho/spiv

50

22

51

live Stocks

52
63

LoonsPersonaL Business

Modintmy And 11.4vIpment

Metals and Metal Products
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Monuments And Mausoleums
Motorcycles And

$46405°

53
54
32
98
4
111
31

Scooters

Moving And Storage
Musical Instruments

55

to learn non ferrous metal business. NopreViOUS training in this field required. Mechanical aptitude.

MANAGER

P. panels
Political

14
12

CLASSIFIED

Redie-Telveleirm

59
85
89
93

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real EstateBus. Property
Real EstateFarrn Lands
Real EstateFor Exchange

86

Real Estate -

94
95
88,
96

Loans Mortgages

TODAY

255-7200

Only full-size car
with front wheel drive!
Flat doors Fullview side Windows 3854tii Toronsdo.
Rocket WI EnsineToronatio's own brand of Turbo Hydra;
Made Drive Concealed headlamps : Uniqoe 'drift -free
ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look in towed

MARTIN J KELLY
HOLDS MOBILE, INC:
1516.W. NORTHWEST, HWY.

Edition, If Your
Ad Appears In

18

ADVIATISIRS

tions. Profit sharing if elig-

ible. Hosp_W insurance available. Apply in Person.
9 Ald to 11 AM

Call P. Riesterer.

LAKE DISTRICT

.

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE
YOUR.

WANT AD?
to

advertisement' and In case of

error to notify the classified de
partment at once In order that
correction' con be mode. In the
event of error or omission, the
newspaper will be responsible for

ONLY the first Incorrect insertion and only to theentent of the
space that the adrequfres Errors
will' be rectlfirid ,by republkotlon
.
for,one insertion..

In at once. Corrections , ari6it
ceptid by phone. 9 to. 9 week'

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

still valuable,
items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

Why not call
Me today?

days & 9 to 1.2 Saturdays.
,

Tuesday Paper.
MOM 2554200.

Short Order Cooks
'Experience preferred, but not
necessary. Apply in person

2 p.m. -4 p.m.
BOOBY'S

27 S. Northwest Hwy.Palatine

439-1910

CUTLER-HAMMER,
INC.

PHARMACIST
APPRENTICE
(DAYS)

2375 Touhy Ave.

Elk Grove Village
an equal opportunity employer

*.

We would like a personable .
young man -to--take orders

and fill them. High School

graduate, pleasing personality, and desire to grow with
our company are the requirements. Phone
786-8650

McDan' Corporation

Permanent position for person desiring to become licensed pharmacist apprei-

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

'Ike. High School diploma with

Due to expansion we have several openings for general

!erred. We will train. Gocid

good intelligence. Drug store
'or pharmacy experience pre -

salary -merit increases and

warehouse work. No experience necessary. Good start-

miny benefits.

A P PLY PERSONNEL

ing salary, merit ra Ise s, prof-

it sharing.

Northwest Community.
Hospital

Please call Mr. Marquard

9741 Podlln Dr.
Franklin Park, Oh

800 W. Central Rd. Arl. Hgts.

439-7310

CL 9-1000

24-Help Wanted Men

WAREHOUSE MAN

24-Help Waited Men

in clean electronic
warehouse under excellent

conditions.

HIGH SCHOOL OR COLLEGE STUDENT

DAY SHIFT

Diversified Occupation Program
thru Friday 1:30 to 4:30 P.M.

8-4:00 P.M.

Monday

EVENING SHIFT

4:30 P.M.-I:00 A.M.

Saturday 10 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.

Relay Driver 17 or over
Call

Good rate.

Night premium
and very excellent fringe
benefits paid fullybySylvania.

MT. PROSPECT NEWS AGENCY

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC

392-1830

...!

ASSEMBLERS
PRECISION MECHANICAL_-,-_
We need men with assembling experience or mechanical

ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance predisioll
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
More than quantity.
Excellent company benefits Including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual -bonus.

perienced in welding, fabricamachining, assembly,
and finishing.

Come in or Call

Hen,

FAMILY

are, ,requested

Part Time Bookkeeper for
busy CPA. Hours optional.
Work at home. CL 9-2718

interest in electricity,

merit increases. This company will take an interest in
the man who is eager to advance his skills and position.

40 hrs. per week. Paid Vaca-

sibilities, this is a challenging position. Must be ex-

62
25

Please check your ads and, notify

The Regulai

AND

a change and greater respon-

79

theik the first Insertion of their

In "Market Day"

SHIPPING

are an experienced well -qualforeman looking for
ified

81

82

of N.W. suburbs necessary.

Call 966-1413.

as electrical draftsmen. Must
be able to work closely with
engineering and manufacturing departments. Good start-,
lug salary, overtime. and

to plan; direct, and control
up to 50 employees. If you

QIBOC YOUR ARV

Plus One Day

with

WAREHOUSE HELP

Modern N.W. suburban plant
needs shirt -sleeved, take charge type man with ability

To Rent RasOrt

Advertisers

of electrical
controls will train three ambitious young men (18-24),

392-9900

FORE MAN

76

Wanted To Rant

PICK-UP WORK
Absolutely no selling. Picking
up & delivering of tickets for
local civic organisation guarantee daily. Car & knowledge

Manufacturer

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

MELROSE PARK
345-0100
An equal opportunity employer

73

92

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

DRAFTS MEN

Full time - Paid vacation

2001 N. CORNELL

80

102

392-4250

ELECTRICAL

for
SCHOOL BUS

PRODUCTS, INC.

70'

Properties
Toys, Games, Novelties
Trade Schools
Travel
Trucks, Trailers

CALL MRS. OLSEN

Wants full time general duty
Full time chauffeur
man.
License preferred. Excellent
retirement and hospital benefits. Apply in Person 11 S.
Pine St., Mt. Prospect.

Call 827-7880

74

Apartment

Paid vacations and
benefits.
Salary open.

PUBLIC WORKS

'Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.

REPRESENTATIVE

60
59
63

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous'

-

MT. PROSPECT

Full or Part Time

18.21

Eve -6114th oppoitunity
for advancement.

Endler's Pharmacy. 439-5255

CL 9-5238

70

Sporting Gawk
StereoHiFiPhotograph
Store And Bar Fixtures

Manager or Trainee

Work

91

Real Estate Houses

Vocation Mom

RONAN

8 S. Beverly Lane

Arlington fits. Ill.

the best day to advertise.

CALL YOUR

on truck or bus
5 day week

ter. 40' hr wk. Must drive.

YOUNG MEN

To Rent Furnished

3 15

NIGHTS

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

se

.DOMESTIC DEPT.

Ask For Jim
Full time delivery man, por-

APPLY BEVERLY LANES

FRIDAY

Office AnnItvrep-OevIcee

Must have'

yrs. experience

Phone 499-0923

NEWS CO.

to advertise. Each day new
wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy
their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cancel when yon get results. From experience we
know tomorrow fa the best
day to start and every day is

827-1191

WANTED

LANE MAINTENANCE MAN

El THURSDAY

Advertisers' ask' us tide
question frequently. Fortu-

Ask for Mr. Glandt

year around work
Paid vacation

RECEIVING

[WEDNESDAY

.

NATIONAL BANK

An equal opportunity employer

MECHANIC

o TUESDAY

,

DES PLAINES

MECHAN IC
5

2375 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village

WHICH

Aggressive young mantolearn
the banking business.Good future - many benefits.

DES PLAINES
296-1142

CUTLER-HAMMER,
INC.

Office Maintenance

MONDAY

BANK TRAINEE

All Levels

1910.

Must be able to handle detail
enjoy people
like variety
Company Paid Insurance

IS
BEST?

- 392-1830

ACCOUNTANTS

who wants to get 'ahead. Located 1/2 mile from the N/W

69

Chad Care

Property
To Rent Farms

ONLY

take an interest in, the man

MEN WANTED FOR

DAY

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Call
-Mt. Prospect News Agency

An equal opportunity employer

2nd shift: This company will

ASSISTANT

439-0923

CL 5-2441 *

345-0100

and merit increases. 1st or

.

Call after 8 P.M.

COMPANY PAYS- EXCELLENT RATE AND PAYS ALL
YOUR EMPLOYEE BENE-

Good starting wages, overtime

Arlington Hgts4.

, Box 1034

DRIVERS

RELAY DRIVER

WI REMEN
FITS 100%.
Manufacturer of electrical
-controls will train men to as- SYLVANIA ELECTRIC
semble motor controls of all
' PRODUCTS, INC..
types. Interest in electricity
2001 N. CORNELL
helpful, but not necessary.
MELROSE PARK

*mart Wise&

.

FOR ONLY

SALES TRAINEE

To Rent Business

DAYS

MECHANICAL
DRAWINGS,
ELECTRICAL SCHEMATICS,
ETC. GOOD OPPORTUNITY.

tollway. Call J. Inda 439-

nately there LB -no best -day

To Rent Aponments

BILL KELLY SAYS:
TORONADO

Financial Adlusters

Housekeeping

LINES

ELECTRICAL
"ASSEMBLERS

104
112

Real Estate Wanted
RoomsBoard

a

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

44
43

Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant

MRS. EDWIN Stevens -and
twin sons Kirk and Gordon are
the 'Howard Shaffers. Driving,
the trio are considering plans
to make the Ozark mduntains
a stop on the way home

Dogs, Pets And Equipment
Do It:Yourself

-Loather Goads

place beginning Aug, 12.

in Hartford, Kani., this week,
visiting Opal Steven's family,

,10
6

Household Appliances
Hunting Land And
Privileges

AN AUTO accident briefly
hospitalized Cheryl Smith who

and Mrs. Arnold Koopman.
Prospect Heights; when the

D eath Notices
Dedications

Hones. Harms And Wagons ,49
72
Hotel And Apartments

home.

now

24-Help Wanted Men

advantageous. Good oppor41
tunity for, young, married man.
7.-Tititiuritiie and profit
ea
Send resume to
94
Arlington Day

Home Furnishings -Furniture

Stantons were guests of the
Griffiths at dinner in their

is

9
8
3

Help Wanted Men
24
Help Wonted Men Or Women 26
Help Wonted Women
30
HobbiesModel Buildings
61

parents.

Prospect

40

Fraternal Notices
Fuel, Coal, Oil Wood
Funeral Directors

born June 26 in Algonquin.

the

Mount ProspeCt -families-last
Sunday. Both christenings took
place

CRAIG Martin is the name
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Stanton
have

.

Will do ironing in my home.
References.
Experienced.
Call 259-9443.

Young man

Fawn lquipment
Farmers Market

the

is

22 -lobs Wanted-Women

17

Modrk Fbriwnewtquipenerst
45
Employment Agencies Men
27
Employment Agencies Women 28
Employment Service -Women
29
57
Equipment Rentals

well as

Scott
Moran's other child.

5.885

217 S.Arl.Hgts.Rd.

Mr. and Mrs.

gave with the assistance of
the six youngsters in their

16

Co -Operative Apartments

were present for the bap-

tism and dinner as

66
15

Collection,

of the Morans' to sponsor the
baby's baptism and spend the
weekend with the Morans in
their W. Dempster St. home.
The little girl has three
of great grandparents
sets
who

'RI

39

Christmas Merchandise

tletightet-Orthe- Kenneth-MO.-Percy

64
110
37
38

Camera Optical Ganda
Card Of Sympathy
Card Of Thanks
Cemeteries IL Lots

A DINNER for 25 which included family and godparents
marked the baptism. Aug. 7
of Jennifer Ellen Moran,

Tenn.,

99

Business. Personals
Business Service Directory
Business' Services

Marinelli of Mount Prospect.

.392-0181

103.

101

Mt. Prospect, IU.

One additional year, of working experience helpful.
MUST BE ABLE TO -MAKE

and
.

DELIVERY

high school education that includes two years of drafting.

111 W. Central Rd.

mectungeiti Dialgn
Special Equipment

24-Help Wanted. Men

DRAFTS MAN
(JUNIOR)
Young man age. 16-25 with,

,

- TERRACE
SUPPLY CO,

11-Business Services

Auto. Elec. Controls.
Pilot' Models Built
American Engineered .
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson'

.

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

Emerson Park. Must Identify.
Phone 259-2582.
Found. Miniature iarrot.Vic,
of North east Arl. tits., owner identify. 255-4135.

Prospect ligts. Chicago, nu
106

Books

Robert Badal and Miss Donna
and
Mr. Frank
Pedersen,

rens.

109
105
100
107

.

Bicycles

of Mount

34
20

-

lierbor And Exchange

Christenson

71

,

were Mr. and Mrs.- Leo Drum-

besides the Or u In m a r

Mr and Mrs. Ar thur E.

35
33
75

Air Conditioning

DRIVER

Found boys Schvrinn Bicycle in

CLASSIFIED
INDEX

Grace's Daze

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Waited Mee

13-Lost And Found

Dial 255-7200

Prefer man with some college education, but your ex-

DUnkirk 1-2400

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550. W.' Northwest Highway

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

perience and ability is the

prime requisite. Excellent future with growth potential.

Barrington..

Top benefits. Include salary
required with resume. Write

DRAFTSMEN

Box 41036. The ArlingtonDay,
217 S. Arl. Ms. Rd., Arlington Hts.

Excellent, opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working, knowledge of
military specifications.

PUBLIC WORKS
MT. PROSPECT

ELECTRICAL

Needs tree work foremen. Full

time, experience necessary.

Chauffeur License Preferred..
Excellent retirement andhos-!
' Pilal benefits. ApplY in ,Per-.
'son 11 S. Pine, Mt. Prospect.
FULL TIME REPAIRMAN

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.
.

MECHANICAL

. Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw.machtne, parts front sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate. with experience and ability. Outt, standing benefits including 'educational aid, profit sharing
'

Learn small appliance repair
in new Mount Prospect office.
All company. benefits.
Sunbeam:Appliance Store
-

208 East Rand Rd.

'CH I CAGO AER IAL INDUSTRIES

Mt. Prospect

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

and annual' bonus.

550 W.

j

,NORTHWEST HWY.
DU 1-2400

'

BARRINGTON

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

THE DAY

Thursday, August11, 1966

CALL TODAY

255-7200

11

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

,24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men' Or Women

Full Time

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

PROOF OPERATOR
SAVINGS TELLER
COMMERCIAL TELLER

25% Commission
Hard Work
Maximum Opportunity

Experienced preferred but
wlH train right aprilicant.Call

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

TESTERS
Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.
Air conditioned plant. Apply:

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS
Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

.

MOUNT PROSPECT

517-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

STATE BANK
CL 9-4000

VACATIONING

WANTED

COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL -TEACHERS
Need extra money to return to

school? Paying $2.78 per hr.
for days of August 24, 25, 26.
Inventory work.

For Morning Paper Route
Mount Prospect Prospect Heights

Wheeling

Call

UNITED MOTOR SERVICE
Div. of General Motors Corp.

Prospect News Agency

Mount

Apply Nowl

392-1830

an equal opportunity employer

.

MACHINISTS
1st or 2nd shift

(10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Tool Makers
Varied Machining Ability

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

year. Should' at least have high

school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre -

Boring Machine Operators

!erred. Interesting and re -

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Drill Press Operators

'

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:
THE. SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tol-

erances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits" include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

.. i '

An Anal Opportunity Employer

]

le

Road

Chicago, Ill. 60831
Tel: (312) 893-3021
to equal opportunity e diployer

774-9392

DOCTOR'S

GIRL FRIDAY
Excellent neighborhood doctor

General office clerk needed
for. purchasing department of-

fice. Work in air-conditioned
well lit office. Good typing
and clerical skills necessary.
Daytime hours Monday
through Friday.
APPLY PERSONNEL

253.-2340

ADVERTISING

PHONE CL 3-7384

Call 255-7200

STANDARD OIL
2201 S. Elmhurst Rd.
At corner .of Touhy
Des Plaines, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.

392-6100

Join A' Profit Sharing Company

825-7117

437-3767 or 437-9495

.

Elk Grove Village, III.

DIETARY DEPT.

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers

(Hospital)

know which

positions the advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

Masonry

F.T. - MAN - DAYS
P.T. - MAN - (Moon Lighter) After 4 P.M.

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to Indicate

that any advertiser htends
or practices any unlawful

**************14*******

preference,

specification or discrimination in emplpyment prac:ices.

F.T. -WOMEN - DAYS
Cooks Helper

PHONE 259-3350

Salad Lady

24 -Help Wanted Men

Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business

areas,

resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating

Exp Qual. Workmanship

Meyers

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964
Painting -Decorating

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.

7 days a week service

CL 3-7384

Work Guar Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices
537-8228

'

.

Suburban
Decorators

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

Interior and exterior quality painting. Free esti-

decide until you call us for

358-4882

free
estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794

24

-

mates.

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhang-

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 200 - Colors 254
Now available in red, green,

ing. Fully insured, satisfaction guar. Also interior
color design.

Call Leo's
CL 3-7374

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at

Arlington Concrete

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture

Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Cleaners

Home Maintenance, Fully
insured.

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Veggies Co.
Serving

the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All

Work guaranteed. Free es,

Sewing Machine Repairs

timates. 529-6587.
Dressmaking -Sowing

individualized

styling,

de-

Rental Service

UNITED RENT-ALLS

708 E. N/W Hwy.
Arl. Hghts.
We Rent Most Everything
Tools, Rug & Floor Machines Roll -a -ways & Hospital Beds, Dishes & Silver
259-3350

signing & alterations. Near

Service,

Randhurst.

Equip.

255-0348

;Free
Estimates.
259-5066

Lawn & Garden

RELAY DRIVER

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Saturday & Sunday

Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.

Clean, oil & adjust,
24 hr. phone serv.

A.M.

$3.

The following positions are now available for men and
women In our new plants

Experience in procurement of parts or related items and
knowledge of production scheduling.

ANALYZERS

Cart Assembler
Blacktop Work

If you can fill any of the above positions, we can assure
you of permanent employment, good salary, and many

Any exposure to electronics In the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS
Ability to. read blpe prints, micrometers and indicators is
a 11111St;

ASSEMBLERS
No experience necessary as we will train.

INSPECTOR
Experience In mechanical electrical & layout will qualify
any ambition individual.

benefits.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

Call

APPLY PERSONNEL

MT. PROSPECT

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

894-3115
Transporation

NEWS AGENCY

TRIUMPH & FIAT

800 W. Central Rd.

CL 9-1000

Arlington Heights

392-1830

Foreign Car Sales - Service

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865

FOUNDRY HELPERS

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

-

.

INSPECTORS

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service

PURCHASING EXPEDITER

24 -Help Wanted Men

Wheeling, 111.

LE 7-1166

equipment.

Follow up purchase order with vendors.
24 -Help Wanted Men

Canton Mtr. Sales.

KILN OPERATORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.'

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
forbany company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

*Company paid

119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-2865:

2 GENERATIONS_
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

.TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

'

BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587

YODZI FIND IT IN INF

'

MART/N

E" TA AL tit

C.M. Smith

250 NORTH 12th 'STREET
(OFF DUNDEE RD!

MID

N

Lantimeler Rd.

2201 Lunt Rd.
Lunt Rd.

Elk Grove Village

X

2

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

new,plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discouats
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional oppor-

Mite, Call or Visit

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

*Early seniority in

tunities galore.

insurance

State Licensed - Insured

824-9530

"

"Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

JUNIOR PLANNER

essary to the normal °pet-

RENT-ALLS

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm
'

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as. 'reasonably nec.

UNITED

AMPEX
INTERV IEW ING:

2513 E. Higgens fioad

them

Join

- BUS SERVICE, !Ng.,

ployment Agency columns
in-

let

Arlington Heights

For School Buses and Travel -ails. A.M. and
P.M. Routes. Guaranteed Weekly Salary plus
Bonuses. Group Insurance Available.

our Help Wanted and Em-

to

Plastic molding factory. Lite work, male or female 18
to 65. Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.

Openings on 1st, 2nd or 3rd shift or part time. See Bill

are made only (1) to

his

GENERAL HELP WANTED

Johnson 9 to 3:30 or call 439-4044 for appointment.

N.W. CHICAGO

of

.774-5155

DIVISION OF AMERICAN
OIL COMPANY

Male & Female

4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170

ation

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MALE OR FEMALE

I

NOTICE
Designations as to sex In

VILLAGE OFARL.HTS.

Des Plaines. Illinois

824-6135

DRIVERS

NILES

,

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

1365 Lee Street

Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. West of 83

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

.

General Molded Products Inc.

250 E. Hamilton Dr.

Trainees or Experienced

8144 1/2 N. Milw.

plan. Apply

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

$300 - $650
"We cover all suburbs"
207 N. Evergreen

excellent company Benefits

Hospital

.

-Free- Life -Insurance-Paid rest periods Steady employment
Paid Holidays
Rnnus for night work
Free Hospitalization
Apply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

Good starting salary with

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

774-9393

3 LOCATIONS

A full time clerical position
with advancement potential.
Will train high school grad.

Northwest Community

Miss Paige

OFFICE POSITIONS.

OFFICE POSITION

CLERK

wk. free.

7205 N. Meade

of Plastic Products
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations

Pleasant working cond't's

exec, or arrival then escort

sant manner required. $350
mo. Free.
Miss Paige

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Womeir

DAV I DSMEYER

Salary $1200 a year
Apply Finance Director

:

For

fascinating business.

392-4250

greet all visitors, check their
appointments, notify proper
them in. Light typing and plea-

392-9300

learn the procedures of a

CALL MRS. OLSEN

2 School Crossing Guards

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

DECORATING

You have an opportunity to

24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Let us help make your...DAY!

RICK'S

Salary open.

WANTED

BUSINESS
Service Directory
-

RITZENTHALER BUS LINES

RECEPTIONIST
You'll sit at front desk and

I

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 fit ,Northwest Hwy:
,

3741 Podlin Dr.
Franklin Park, Ill.

"SHEETS" -100% FREE

_

Must be able to set-up and operate.

EIMIRINGTON-; _-.

McDan Corporation

benefits.

774-9393

No Sets.' or evenings. $90

SEC requires computer op Orators for IBM System/360.
Minimum
experience one

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Paid vacations and

40 hour. week.

needs a girl with light typing and neat appearance to train
as receptionist. You'll learn
to greet patients, answer
phones, and schedule appts.

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

Experienced - or we will train
Part time or Full Time positions availab e.

our one girl office. Job
includes typing and other

Call 766-8650.

of newly remodeled office of
local firm. S/B is not too busy
easy to operate. Light typing
and good phone voice qualifies. Salary open, high free.
Miss Paige

1001 Busse Road

Elk grove Village, Ill.

varied duties. No age limit.

WORK

LEARN

7205 N. Meade

GIRL
FRIDAY.
We are looking for a neat,

School Bus Drivers

GENERAL OFFICE

As you sit in reception area

26 -Help Wanted.Men Or Women '26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

pleasant woman to work in

WANTED FOR

SWITCHBOARD

7205 N. Meade

30 -Help Wanted -Women

,

MATURE WOMAN.

859-4048

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

Wheeling

30 -Help Wanted -Women

ONLY

DAYS

439-8700
tH

WHEELING

537-2180

, Devon Rd.

An Equal .Opportunity Employer

Thursday, August I1, 1966

THE DAY

.ASSEMBLERS

RECEPTIONIST
Permanent. Attractive, Re-

sponsible young lady to work.

for

a

STENOS CLERKS TYPISTS
Temporary orPart Time

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wated-Wemet

busy growing firm.

Someone with ability to handle
active phone and typing. Must ,

be' extremely reliable in at-

Outstanding corn pang benefit program. Prefer
tendance.

age 21-30.
ASK FOR MISS BUTLER

Elaine Revell, Inc.
Challenging . oppiortietities;
days, weeks, months.

MACHINE AND
PRESS OPERATORS

Call Bette Rich 296-5515

Our fast growing company has

Typists

GENERAL OFFICE.

Stenos

PHONE WORK

women

RELATED CLERICAL
DETAIL
439-1.220

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

IRON WORKS, INC.
1100 Wiley Road
Palatine

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadoirs

Elk Grove

CASHIER

Woman needed to cook evening

meal for elderly couple inArlington Hta. CL 3-4680

Mnt. Prosp, Cinema
827 Rand Rd.

SPORTSWEAR

"PerS6nable indiVIduitT as sere

rotary to President of the
William Raney Harper ColShorthand and filing
lege.
competency, versatile perceptive of employer's work,
executive' secretarial experience. Age 30-40. Competi-

tive salary, fringe benefits.

Woman with retail experience
in sportswear to assume man-

Call 958-9100 or write:
Dean of Business Affairs

VV IEBOLDT'S

HARPER. COLLEGE

Randhttrst Shopping Center
Rand Rd.and 83
Mount Prospect,111.

34 W. Palatine Rd.

Palatine, Ill.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

$10 BONUS
$75 BONUS

212 N. Dunton

Paid Vacations

urban areas and take pride in

your association with PREFERRED, serving these
firms for 20 years with
QUALIFIED office help.

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

a flare for writing, ability to

woman as an assistant. To
qualify, a individual must
be thoroughly versed in re-

deal effectively with people,

follow thru with little su-

pervision, handle detail, and
have the ability to type; this
position will interest you.
Our firm otters many fringe

cruiting factory applicants
for manufacturing. Position
also includes recruiting
clerical applicants, and re-

benefits, including a tuition

lated phases of personnel

refund plan, a fine insurance

program and an employe
store. Pleitse apply in person, or call 562-7100, ext.

Work. Some college deal-FRI
but a degree Is not nec-

essary. Consideration will
be given to applicants who
have had minimum of 2-3
experience

years

723.

in re-

cruiting and interviewing.

Many fringe benefits including tuition refund plan.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Please call for an appointthent. 562-7100. Ext. 723.

A Memlbor .1 No GNI 16.4, el Co.p.v.i.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

60631

Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunity employer
BOWLING

OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

fice machines. 40 hrs. per
week. Paid - vacation. Profit
sharing plan if eligible. Hospital insurance available.

10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Apply in Person

Full or Part Time
No Sundays

NEWS CO.

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer
M& F

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
Has Job Openings For

* CLERK TYPISTS
DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

TRW ELECTRONICS

ACCOUNTING MACHINE OPERATOR -

Des Plaines

686 Garland Place
An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

M &F

APPLY

Good Pay - Good Tips

LAKE DISTRICT

827-5557

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

An Equal Opportunity

Electronic component manufacturer has limited openings on
2nd or 3rd shifts, full or part time.Experience not necessary.
We will train. '

11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

ASSEMBLERS

SEASON NOW

ih mile N. of North Ave.

A PAraw 0114 G7.1 Am.), el Cloven..

400 North Wolf Road

610 North Lee Street
DesPlaines

Road

and able to operate norinal of-

Apply Personnel Department
1661 Northwest Highway

Park Ridge

722 Kensington

Arl. Hta.

30 -Help Wanted -Women,

e

r-4 A

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

'4,

t

RID

We are looking for two dependable girls, high school graduates, for clerical work and filing. Small office. Experienced
preferred. Modern air conditioned offices. Excellent salary,
tree hospitalization and life insurance plus many other bene-

3040 S. BUSSE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

This is a challenging and an
unusual position. If you have

gr essive, experienced -

NORTHLAKE, ILL

Chicago, III.

OFFICE HELP

COOK COUNTY SCHOOL BUS, INC.

fine fringe benefits are offered. Please apply at the
folloling address.

manager
for women is seeking an ag'-.

PREFERRED -

8501 West Higgins

Must be good with figures

Phone 439-0923

8;00 *.m. to 4:30 p.m. Many

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

"Angels In Disguise"

Subsidiary -of -IBM

18 OR OLDER

Year Round Work If Desired.

the typing of Bills of Lading, packing slips, filing,
and other clerical operat-iniii.-Weirkirig-hours-are

Our employment

or night shift. Apply:

PART TIME

Paid Training, Free Baby Sitting Service.
Hospitalization, Major Medical, Life Insurance.

VILLAGE

has an opening for an experienced typist. Duties include

.2 Positions Available

GEO. POOLE FORD

6;30 - 8;30 A.M.
2;30 - 4;30 P.M.

ELK GROVE

cated in Elk Grove Village

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School education. Full or part-time,Day

253-5000

Hours A pprox;

POSITION

INTERVIEWER

Our Shipping Department lo-

office work for leading firms
in the west and western sub-

SBC requires key punch oper-

See Scotty Robinson

A.M. & P.M. Routes or Both

PERSONNEL

CLERK - TYPIST

Arl.Hgts.

PART TIME
TEMPORARY --

PAW vacations and holidays
Hospitalizationavailable

MALE & FEMALE

UNIQUE

You'll enjoy

Mt. Prospect Rd.

_

A

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

FULL TIME

'

Ask for Mr. Carlson

...PHI:NE.827,1108

827-8861

30 -Help Wanted -Women

can type 30 wpm, energetic and
active, phone
296-8661
An equal opportunity employer

392-5800

MONTGOMERY WAR

Call Jane Nelson

2300 S.

openings: No experience nec-

Apply In Person

PLUS

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE
26 -Help -Wanted -Men -Or -Women --:--CASHIERSWITCHBOARD

DRIVERS

Contact

All Levels

DES 'PLAIN,ES
298-1142

Insurance company in Cumberland ' area has immediate
essary, ages 18 to 35. If you

Mr. Frale

Rolling Meadows

Temporary Service

Des ,Plaines

Excellent Working conditions.

Part Time
after school and Saturday

Uve department.

Opportunity to advance. Attractive salary. 20%Discount.
Many company benefits.

train. 5 day. 40 hour week.

HIGH SCHOOL
GIRLS WANTED

NIEDERT
MOTOR SERVICE

agerial responsibility of ac-

Call CL, 3-1218.

No experience necessary. Will

3110 Market Plaza

RIGHTGIRL

5 Day Week
Typing Essential

MANAGER

SECRETARY WANTED

Girl for accounts receivable.

PLAZA LANE RESTAURANT

SECRETARIES

GENERAL OFFICE

BOOKKEEPER

middle age lady for gift shop.
Mon. Wed. Fri. 9 to 5:30

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

Top Rates

GENERAL
OFFICE
CLERK

Part time sales clerk for

Full and Pert Time

Secretaries
Clerks

30 -Help Wanted -Women

.

WAITRESSES

With First 5 Days Pay

MOLONEY PRODUCTS, INC.
100 E. Hamilton

Apply in person

'

Elk Grove Location

METHODE MFG. CO:

Mon. thru Fri.
to 5 P.M.
1
18 yrs. or over.

PART TIME

TYPIST

a need for 1st & 2nd shift
in above positions.
Bonne Jobs. Frequent wage

AND

IMMEDIATE WORK

benefits.

SCHMIDT

TEMPORARY:
'

INSPECTORS

reviews & excellent' fringe.

529-4003

SALES CLERK

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help. Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted-liemett

30 -Help Wanted -Women

fits.
A dynamic growth corporation with Administrative Offices
in the Northwest suburbs needs these people:

EDP

HOUSEWIVES

WA GUNN ASTONS

CARTRISEAL

VONLIELINIS ILLINOIS 60090

PHONE. olp 177..100
TWA NO 910.6.51 2092

CHOOSE YOUR OWN SHIFT

* STENO -SECRETARIES

SYSTEMS ANALYST

* TYPISTS
* TELETYPE OPERATOR
* GENERAL LEDGER BOOKKEEPER

Degreed man with accounting background and some
programming and or systems experience.

* 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.
* 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.

Good starting salaries and excellent employee benefits

PROGRAMMER

including profit sharing.

One year experience with the tape of disk system.

* 6:30 P.M. to 10:30 P.M.

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
Des Plaines

Algonquin & Mt. PrOhpect Roads

824-1155 Ext. 236

'

CLERICAL

An Equal Opportunity ,Employer

Ideal job for the housewife who wants clean light assembly work and does not want to engage
a baby sitter. You can begin work immediately or apply how for work in September.

WAITRESSES

Enjoy the fringe benefits of full time employment including profit sharing, paid insurance,
employee purchases, vacation & holiday pay. Clean light work.

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

FILE CLERK

No experience necessary if you are interested. You will enjoy pleasant working conditions in
our new air conditioned plants. Regular rate of pay plus night premium with automatic pay inr,
creases.

$2.00 PER HOUR GUARANTEED
We are now interviewing neat, attractive young ladies between the ages of 18-35 for the position of WAITRESS.

Outstanding opportunity for a young girl.

'

We can offer permanent employment with excellent employee

-

INTERVIEWING DAILY

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance programs. ,

.TYPIST

Apply in Person

CALL OR VISIT

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

Excellent skills combined with clerical, ability._

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14)

SECRETARIES

MRS., GAFFKE

Palatine, Ill.

439-8700

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

Excellent skills, maturity, and usuable experience required.

If you want to participate in a liberal employee benefit program which includes a Profit Sharing.Plan . .
John McGinley
296-6611,

Do sato clown.. ooningo.lria

Become an important member of the health care services.'
We will train interested mature women toassist our highly
skilled professional staff.
No experience -- geld training program
Patient centered activities
Gratifying work .
Good salary -- many benefits
'

t

Landmeier Rd.

Lunt Rd.

APPLY. PERSONNEL

1700 South Mt. Prospect Road, Des Plaines, Illinois
296-6611

An Equal Opportunity Employer and A Plans for Progress Co.

`, NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.-

CL 9-1000 '

-

Arlington Heights

Devon Rd.

2201 LUNT AVE.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
An Equal Opportunity Employer

'I
)141,11 Waited-Ilemeo

.

Welted-Wares Weidel-Women

31-114 Waited -Velma

Looking for
a Permanent
Job?

30 -Help Wanted -Women
Worean needed, to supervise'

dining rm. set, rose Taupe
Sofa, white love seat with.

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR

Walnut dining room set. Table, chairs, buffet, $75. CL30263 after 7.
Sofa, 4 children's desks; twin

.GIRLS,WOMEN
SPIEGEL CATALOG CENTER
HAS. JOB OPPORTUNITY

An above average Job for girls
or women with background of

bookkeeping credit or -sales
experience desirable.
will keep customer
accounts up-tolciate, approve
you

charge purchases and help

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.

is

for
YOU!!

Openings on
First and. Second Shifts

are for
ASSEMBLERS
Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Smalt,Tools Is Desired

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

vacations with pay,
hospitalization, many others.
Mae,

SPIEGEL
Serving Amertca since 1885
SECRETARY
BOOKKEEPER

Excellent opportunity for secretary with bookkeepingbackground. Salary commensurate
with eirperience. Northbrook.
Call 272-3757.

9.x 15 Lee carpet with runner beige, floral, dressing
table & misc. CL. 3-6249.

PERSONNEL
CLERK

ing, air
etc.

conditioned office,

homes. Save up to 70% Terms
and delivery arranged.

formica top' & 5 swivel chairs.
439-5828
$45.

Twin site bed complete. Like
new $50.

.

3 bdrm. duplex apt.with basement, nice yard. Children

welcome, Mt. Prospect 3925319.
16 -To Ron Houses

Refrigerator. 12 cu. ft. Admiral with freezer. Ideal as
second refrigerater.$40.3585628.

9 cu. ft.Admiral Refrigerator,
Fair Cond't. $15.00 12 years
old. CL 3-3888.

home in Lake Zurich. $130
per month. 392-6330.

81 -To' Rent Miscellaneous

Route 083
An equal opportunity employer.

Growers of nursery sod.
Straight Marian.

THE BEST SOD YOU
'HAVE EVER SEEN

ing at $119.95.

55-Mosical lostrumeuts

Airline Amp. $75. A mpeg

2 burner Coleman camp stove

& alum. folding table. Seats
_8 both used once. 259-5607.
Two almost new white wall
SNOW tires. 7.75 x 15. $25.
358-37S3 after 5 P.M.
$108 deluxe wheel chatr.Good
condition. 255-6808.
Mirror 90" x 30" 114 S.
Elm. CL 3-0958.

Pool table like new.

15" speaker $10. CL 3-1108
after 5.
Slingerland drums: Bass,
snare, and cymbal*.
255-5731

$70; dual speaker SUPro aMP,
...V_PTIPireYPT.101TiOttrmi.:
Both for $525. 253-8806 after,

255-4263.

Rack

and equip. included. Reasonable. 439-1523.
Soft Water 35.00 a month'
Johnson Water Softener.
'

Karpen Sofa. Bed, full size,
$65 or best offer. Magnavox

Parties

_AMERICAN LEGION HALL'

-CL3-2973

Bei:Wheeler.

Mount Prospect New Home
Bedroom Colonial' family
room,' Fire place, imd. occ.

.4

253-5413 or 437-4180.

remodeled inside & out.
Sep. Din. Rm. Attractive

,lot. By owner $18,800. CL 37737

NORTHSIDE RANCH

With IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. 3 bedrooms,2 full baths,

1/2 car att. garage. large

1

room with
kitchen/Family
built -Ins, shutters and sliding

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
VACANT ,

2 or 3 bedroom Ranch on tree
lined Street. Carpeting in living and dielngarea. Full base-

German Shepard, male pup.

2:!

BRUNS

HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

in-laws, horses? Perfect for

you --authentic Williamsburg
Colonial home on 7.6 acres.

6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fire-

places. large dining room,

beautiful family room w/book-

68 -Business Opportunities

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM
Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
Profitable business? Franchising is new buiiineas
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities In
this area
PARTAKE

Dept. A - 1
234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788
Palatine
69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

Excellent child care given In
my licensed home.
392-9179

reduced for quick sale --

$56,900.
COUNTRY. ACRE close to Vii-.

lage.

4 bedrooms, study, 2.

Miniatures. Poodle pups and

-

partment building located at
Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe

features:
.

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq.- ft. of living
space
bdim 7 $135. 1 lidrm- $160.

Yi mile north'of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

Miniature Schnauzers AKC-

Reg. - Male - 8 aka. C1-37984

9040.

Basset Hound. Beautiful male
11 'months old.. Raised with
children. 265-9298.
41 -Home furnishings -furniture

Wurlitzer Spinet piano. Mahogany. Exc. Cond. $350.
Mahogany Duncan Phyfe drop-

leaf table with pads, $45.

Call,

255-2911 any niglit,efter 8 p.M.

radio/heater.

1969 VW - $887.63.0ne owner.

Immaculate. Like new tires.
392-6688

Karmann Ghia '61 Coupe.New
blue/white paint. VW modified

1350 engine. Exc. cond. Private sale $1000. 259-0053

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars' Wanted

Come In And See Us
No Junkers

Northwest Rambler - Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted
^

'

Best Trice; paid

Palatine
57-59 Chevy Station Wagon.
Clean. 255 6872.
MUSTANG MTRS.

110 -Bicycles

English type, 3 speed, hand

CHOICE

RESIDENTIAL LOTS
-Palatine-Bartington Areas $3,500 to $8,800

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

HONDA 50 1965

Most may be purchased 1/3
in and see Plats.

PHILIPPE BROS .
REALTY

brakes, rear mounted child
leg, Ace. 253-5941.
Extras. $125. Phone 392-7631

down, 42 months -to pay. Stop

'

For Sale. Suzuki Sports 80.
Exc. cond. 2 months old.
Before Aug. 13 call SA 8-

2165. After call 253-4907.
'65 Honda S-65. Touring bag,
helmet & cover included.
Black. $250. 253-3435.

Open 9 to 9

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
99-Antomakiles For Sale

1 block From River
$800 per lot

:ROSELLE

OPEN EVENINGS
UNTIL 9 p.m.

HOME REALTY'
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

358-4555

./Awf
Inventory. Cleiranc
At Dealer Cost

1 left F 350 Stake 4' speed
heater. 3750 Rear springs
1 cc mirrors. 700 -18 -

tires.

1 left F 100 Pickup. 240C.I.
6 cyl..Standard tran. Cus
torn cab .deluxe ' heater.

speed wiper chrome
mirror w/w tires.

2
2

HOME REALTY

left F 100 Pickup 240

C.I. cyl. std. tran. heater ICC flashers. 1250 rear

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

springs.

Palatine

'86 -Real Estate -Houses

259-

FOR SALE

UNTIL 9 p.m.

358-4555_

$1100.

Bicycles - 1 womans 26"

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Only' 3 left Econoline suPer
van 240
8 cyl. heater
spec 1 toe Pack Glass

Rear .door. ICC Flasher.
.

EARLY AMERICAN HOME AND GARDEN

.4 left. EcOnolute van sUndard 8 cyl. Eng. std. trans.
heater. 1230 Rear springs
Glass rear door. ICC

IN. COUNTRY CLUB AREA

IrrimediateDelivery

Two story, red brick, partially vine covered, central hall,

ROSELLE
FORD

CHARMING - AUTHENTIC

Pure bred Germao Shep. pup-

. pies. $30. No' pipers. 537-

'61 Impala Chevy convertible.
$525. Good condition. Radio,
w/w, 392-2680 after 6.
1964 Blue VW. Whitewalls &

1020 W. N/W Hw3i. CL3-2707

Phone DU -1-3434

Schnauzers. AK. Shots and
wormed. Home raised. 6399728.

Roselle Dodge

25 S. Park Roselle, Ill!

OPEN SUNDAYS

126 W. Main St.-Barringtor.

4 LOTS

Palatine's newest luxury a-

HE 7-4224

_

THE DODGE BOYS

WANTED USED CARS
Bring Your Title - Cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

'Palatine

OPEN EVENINGS

female, toy poodle
Sheltie
malel-Kennel equip, doghouse
misc. HA 6-2461.

$225.

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

434. E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800

)4 -To Rent Apartments

Free: Adorable kittens need
homes. Box trained.

2872.

'59 Cony. Mercury Pk. Lane
Exc. int. damaged rear fender

cases. Towering shade trees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn,3-car garage.

living room and dining -L.2 car garage. Owner transf.
reduced to $30,000.

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

raised with chlldren.$15.437-

5122.
',SA Volkswagen. Excellent
condition. 4750. 259-1110.

10Q -foreign And Sports CM

baths, Cathedral ceiling in

10 weeks old.AKC registered.
392-8429
$75.
392-7812

PS, PB, elec. windows. Low
mileage., By owner. 255-

'63 Corvalr Monza Cony. Excellent Cond. 4 Speed Radio
Heater w/walls call CL5-7015

below market at $21,900.

McHENRY

44-Oegs, Pets All Equipment

392-3199

'64 Grand Prix. with air cond.

Beautiful rear yard. Priced

bar and bath.11/2 car garage.

,WILLIAMSBURG

(Gibson) Guitar w/eAse Reasonable 437-4013 after 6130.
Take toll away the Blue Luster;
'"way from carpets & upholstery. Rent electric shampooer
$1. . Freitag V&S Hardware.

-

0417.

MUST SELL

HA 8-2461.
Bariton Uke.w/case &Spanish

Plymouth convertible.
White with red interior. Firestone champion white wall'
tires. Re -built transmission:.
$225 or beat effer. 358-2699.
after 6 P.M.
1959

ment with large rec. room,

AT

guns,

8 way seats, full power, Exc.
Cond't. $1200. Private.

ly

"BE CAREFREE"

dishes, rod iron furniture,

OLDS. 1982, white 98 Coupe,
CL 3-3976

86 -Real Estate -Houses

CL 5-6948
only.
Maple furniture for den, picnic table & benches, barbque,
swing, toys, play yard &
ANTIQUE" furniture,'

99 -Automobiles For Sale

,

Graduations, etc.

Console T.V. 21 in. PingPong

Table. Call Sat., Aug. 13th

253-2111

Open 9 to 9
CL 5-6320
Arl.Hts.

piece, solo rhythm switch,

32 -Miscellaneous' Mirckandise ;

Call Krause and Kehe

1714 N/W HWY..

4 pick up guitar, vibrato tall -

CLERK TYPIST
Sales and Administrative
DES PLAINES.

SELLING YOUR HOME?

HALL RENTALS

Grass Sod Nursery:

Amp. $75. Mike stand $5.
Located between Higgins and

FOLZ REALTY.

.

Residential - Commercial
'CL 5'- 3535
1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl.

only $22,900.

426-5108

439-8700

ton School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably
priced.
AGENT - 'LF 4-2186
96 -Real Estate Wanted

Immediate occupancy. 2

west of Dundee. Gilberts.

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

from commuter etation.6 year

coetract if desired. Barring-

glass to patio. Call today for
appointment to see. Asking

SOD'

WO

s

'

48 -Household Appliances

Blue

BARRINGTON
' AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes

Arlington Hgts. 2 bdrm.
-ranch-,-panellett-famtly-room:Cer. tile bath S: kitchen.New- Radio, Heater, exc. cond.

CL.3-3576

3.50 sq. yd. picked up.

a

furnished. apt.' 3' short blocks'
from N.W. station, burro shopping. Available Sept: lit: For
. 2594901*
appt. call

773-0252

3.80 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

Phone or Visit

;88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Arlington Heights.lbdrn.tm.

Weddings

50 -Landscaping

salary, reviews, profit shar-

14 -To Rent Apartments

!!!HELP!!!

Wogs. 259-1279.

Challenging position in our
griming organization.Various
duties in our expanding
personnel department working
with the director of industrial
relatiohs. Good
starting

Thursday, August 11, 1966

ME DAY

Low summer rates for

range. Like new. Call eve -

Dachshund male 9 mo. old

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

lounge chair, CL 5-0030.
3/4 Pink Metal Bed with spring
fully equipped. For Sale, both
$20. 'Ph. 3-6526.

R.C.A. Whirlpool deluxe gas

good

OMATIC ELECTRIC

Table Lamp,

& end table.

after 12 noon
Kitchen set.- 36" round table

canning equip. deep freeze,
childrens & ladies clothing,

INTERVIEWING

392-8877
Matching Mahoghany coffee

many big company -benefits
such as discount on merchan-

You'll enjoy good pay and

CL 5-00

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines, For Various Type Of Coil

beds, kitchen table & 4 chairs.

Must sell display furniture
from builders deluxe model

lora. Heavy duty from do-ityourself to installed. Start-

Openings on
Three Shifts
are for
COIL WINDERS::

259-6418

ing field for women -and the
chance for advancement la
best with a nation-wide company such as Spilgel--Credit
headquarters for America.

Automatic garage door opera-

1

matching table. Lilac.

Credit is the fastest grow-

CALL 255-7500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

11111A171' FLIT

Gray bedrm. set, antique gold'

'tibiiclieol children and do lite
,housework. Own tram.
263-1264'

As a Spiegel credit clerk

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

41 -Home Furaishings-farnitme

large master bedroom and two smaller: 1 1/2 baths, 11v log Toom With fireplace, dining room, kitchen, lauvered
interior doors, seParate single car brick garage, separate
tool storage shed, stone patio area with brick barbecue,
screened porch, formal garden, weeping willow tree, two
apple trees, box elder tree, attractively landscaped overall on 160 it 80 lot. Phone CL 3-6597 for appointment with

flisher. .

333 E. Irving Pk.
4 blocks East of
Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill. '
Phone LA 9:5551

,

tie

Athlete of the Week

George Busse Receives
The DAY Sports Hon,or

BUSSE=---z-7
OF MT. PTLOPECT 14bmeo

-me toAl PUBLICATIONS'

"Ai ILETE ()clue we.gle:

George K. Busse of Mount played, on the Lions baseball Field, Chicago, but finished
Prospect has been named the 1 earn that won the A divisioh second. He took third in the
Day Publications' Athlete of championship in the Mount broad jump at the Amateur
the Week for his outstanding Prospect Baseball Associa- Athletic Union. State Junior
performance in winning' the tiob.
Olympics at Hanson Park in
Illinois Junior Sports Jam- .. The son of Mr. and Mrs.. Chicago, but also captured
boree midget division broad George. R. Busse, 117 S. first -place
in
the
507yard

jump

title

School, Mount Prospect, he has
other interests in track beII -year -old yond the broad jump event.
EARLIER THIS season he
seventh -grade student at. St.
Paul's Lutheran School in placed first in the 75 -yard
Mount Prospect, leaped, 14 dash with a time of 9.8 in the
feet, 4 1/4 inches to take first Northwest 'Suburban Lutheran
place in his age group at the School meet at Arlington High
Granite City meet, which drew "School. and won the broad
lust

at

weekend

Granite City, Ill.
GEORGE, AN

574 top athletes from all over jump with a leap of 14' feet, 7

Coach Jim Zwissler of Mount Prospect's Park
district swim team bolds tbe Northern Illinois
Swim Conference championship trophy high to pro-

tect it from harm after his team captured the crown
last night at Des Plaines.

Tankers Take Crown

Foster's 4 Firsts
Lead M.P. Win

the state.
Georiie
sport is

inches as well,

He went 14-9 in the broad
says his ' favorite
track, and he hopes jump at the MayPr Daley Youth

meet at

someday to compete in the O- Foundation
In the meantime he
lympics.
stays in shape with swimming,
baseball, football, basketball
Htis a member -of__
the Mount Prospect Park District swim team, and also
swam for the. Northwest Sububan Y.M.C.A. team,,

Stagg

DIV151014 WOAD JUMP 1TfLE4
I1 -TEAR -Ott) GrIZIZGE LEAPED
TAKE
14PT., 4 Y4 INSCLIEG

nas-r PLACE 114 1416AGE

dash with a time of 64,

GROUP AT 11.4E GRANITE

AFTER HIS athletic career

CITI MEET . GEORGE IG

is over he hopes to follow in
his

father's steps 'as

a

fdN

IAJI14/.111.3G Tie tuwas
6Potzre. JAMBOREE MIDGET

IN THE: GEVEMTH GRADE AT
6r. PAut's LU11.4ERAt.16caool..

real -

'All urea- athletes are eligible for Athlete of the Week
recognition, and the Day in-

O.) A/OW..1T PROSPECT.

its'' readers to submit
They may be
nominations.
vites

made anonymously, but must
be

submitted. before

5

p.m.

Mondays at our Arlington
Heights office.

LAKE SUMP
001.42141411-L.A.U.

THE 1/LIA.1

Thursday,
August 11,
1966

HE WILL compete in the
Mount Prospect Midget football league for the third year
this fail, and this summer he

Page 12

BY BOB CASTERLINE
Mount Prospect splashed to an upset triumph last night in
the Northern Illinois Swim Conference championships at Main

We nary. the right t. Itiolt ovootitios
Prices
titre

West High School, Des Plaines.

Led by Connie Foster, whose four blue ribbons were tops
for any swimmer in the meet, the Prospect crew scored 238
points to nose ahead of Arlington Heights in the final stand-

Almost 13th

ingi by 34 points.
in

swimming

Connie,

swimming

the

including

events,

girls' 13 - 14 division, grabbed Connie's four. Other blue ribbons went to: Rich Hines,
first - place honors in the
boys' 15 and over 100 - yard
- yard free style (59.3),
100

100

- yard

(1:00.7).

Gail

the 100 - yard individual med- free style (50.0);
ley (1:08.8),

the

50

-

yard

backstroke

Gillette Deodorant

butterfly (30.6), and swam on Schlak, girls' 8 and under 25 the team's winning 200 - yard yard free - style (16.8); 25 yard breast stoke (22.5); 25 free - style relay foursome
yard backstroke (20.5). Doug
(1:55.9).
Mount Prospect registered Schlak, boys' 9-10 25 - yard
free style (13.9). Paul Sigfus13 first - place finishes in all

Jeanne Pollard, girls' 15 and
over 100 - yard backstroke
(1:15.0).

chainpionship

Swimmer* on the

first - place relay, in addition to Connie Foster, were
Cathy Barale, Karen Sigfus-

Littelfuse ' Inc. captured the
'Trails Park District

son, and Chris Peterso'h.

last

Prospect Heights finished
fourth in the meet with 172
points, garnering seven first

weekend, whipping the Rainbow Ridge Cubs 15-10 in the
season -finale:

place

finishes.
Prospect
Heights winners were: Girls'

8

Only

der 25 - yard butterfly (20.0).

River

AFTER TRAILING

$1.49 size

yard backstroke (21.2). Jodie
Lee' Epstein, girls' 8 and un-

Littel Fuse
Captures
Loop Title
&WWI

7 -oz.

8 and under 25 -

boys'

son.

RIGHT GUARD

9-

- 4

10 100

yard free relay

1.

early in the game, Littelfuse

team of Hibbs, Geisler, Ta-

tied the score in the fifth and
went on to score seven runs

kata, and Lesniak (59.1); Andy Sue Hibbs, girls' 9 - 10
25 - yard breast stroke (17.9);
Mike Salerno, boys' 9 - '10
25 yard butterfly (15.4); Flip

in the sixth to ice the game.

Tim Anderson, who was mar-

ried Saturday but delayed his
wedding trip until after Sunday's genie, hit a home run for
the winners.

Hibbs, boys'

13

-

1006 SO. ELMHURST RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

1155 LEE ST. DES PLAINES, ILL.

2995 KIRCHOFF RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

Draft or regular

Priced low at National

BLATZ
DRAFT BEER

SCHuini

DREWRY'S

MALT LIQUOR

BEER

680:89A1 12

IN OTHER league action,
bow Ridge White Sox 14-8 and

Points
Mt. Prospect
.238
Arlington .
204
Park Ridge
179
Prospect Heights 172
Northbrook
148
Skokie
128
Glenview
126
Des Plaines
101 1/2
Barrington
91 1/2
Elmhurst
66
Rolling Meadows 17 1/2
Lombard
13 1/2

the Lakers 11-8.

FINAL STANDINGS

WL

Littelfuse

7

I

Cubs
Woodview

6

2

5

3

Grove Dodge
Lakers
Hilltoppers
Sox

4

4

3

5

2

6
7

1

FINAL STANDINGS
Team

the Grove Dodge nine topped

Team

Salerno, and Wendell (1:43.8).

VO-5 HAIR SPRAY

12-0Z.

14 50 -yard

butterfly (28.9); and the boys'
13 - 14 100 - yard free - style

relay team of Lynch, Hibbs,
the Hilltoppers beat the Rain-

Regular or hard to hold

No Deposit
Bottles

Your Choice

12-oz.

EARLY TIMES or
JIM BEAM

cans

7 -oz.
can

PAISANO

Your Choice'

half
gaL

fifth

BABY PANTS

99?
ref; '4 for 98c

SPARKS

fifth

ON SWIMMING

\g"nArgial*afNAIAer

Priced right at Kare

GIN or
.

The Arms
The

swimmer,

once

he's

swimmer*

line with the body - by just

cause of the kick, so there's
no reason for him to flail his
arms as if he were drowning.
If he dOes flail, he should go
back 'to the glide and kick to'
rebuild confidence.

turning his head to_ one' side
until the mouth is above the.
hater, grab a, breath and pivot
back.
Supplement

$239

By LADIES' UMBRELLAS

MOGEN DAVID
WINE
btl.
al 36

COPE TABLETS .

For Headache Relief

Regular or mint flavored

mastered the prone glide and,
THE SWIMMER must learn
the kick stroke, will be impa- to get his breath from the basic
tient to begin using his arms. swimming position - head in

That's O.K. if he paddles slowly. He's afloat and moving be-

fifth

For headache relief

lions . of
other
breathe this way.

7# F

PHIWPS 12-ot, 6

d MILK OF MAGNESIA

SELTZER

59?

SILVER STAR

VODKA

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS

Se

Small, medium, large or ex. large

. . TABLE
WINE

RED

P.M. DELUXE. or
M '&' M WHISKEY

8

.,..

*tont lighter ,. :1111tAIVALE

BONBON COMET

Eledrk
Rog. s6.95
Only

No; $
LS4

LADY SUNBEAM

5.4-11i-tagu

r, Hard to Hold, 'leached

instructions and your practice sessions by watching other people

$1 .99

ca.

each

6X
88

VISIT OUR. COMPLETE
PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
Fast aid anirteous swine
Is yours at your Kan Pre-

,

:SOAVE HAIR SPRAY

these

y

x.

scription; Department .
Modern and completely
stocked.

THE ARMS are just paddles

to be used to keep the body
moving like paddling a boat.
So far the skills practiced
have helped to get proper head
and body position. With the face

111111111111111111111111111111111011'
Limit Ono

in the water, the swimmer has
better co-ordination of the entire stroke' and is better. able
to move in a straight line,
However, this means

the

swimmer can swim only as far
as he can travel with one long
breath.'So, the next step - and

-

most diflicult of all - is

to

learn to breathe while swimming. it recil easy. Yet

swim. When you are concerned

about some particular phase
(breathing, arm stroker, etc.)

111, Coupon S P11,0,..,

en tamest

watching' someone else do it

will often help you to get the
trying_

ifor whar Yair are

-tre:do.

,(Next: Rhythmic Breathing-)

Comer: liewy
pilnsB761 .r OILlapd'
;;;

111111111111111

KARE
DRUGSr

.

13th

DAISY FOOD

Cempen Explive

Avil:13Ih

;

II

I

II II11111I

11111111111111i ,z

Telephone
2454400.

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair; Low near 60.
Saturday: Partly cloudy and
a little warmer; Chance of
showers; High around 80.

v.

Your Home Newspaper

Danger: Dee

ater,,

0*

To Purc

Deborah

Ln. and Carol

was begun

Wednesday,

13 after an order by the vil-

protested 'to ' the board and
were, successful in -ordering
digging , on the basin halted.

The pool is almost in Harbut!sback yard, ..
',
,..
Heavy rains have
since
filled the pond with several
feet of water, Kaplan & ,Braun
said they started to fill the
Ir'o20-;*112,""wwietwo11141101142

Gripe
Of The

c.;,

department.

fire

the

fense

in,...!...theL.:biii.in

,and

tests to the village.

vet by the Corps of Army

- ail_

shelter

Engineers

for shelter

in

use

theAvillaugeure.ey
.

last

attempts

Police

-

certainly "Imake 'the' '-.relldents
NIPPY."

.

to

Trencher

keep

children away from the open
pond were futile. "You might

as well try to keep kids out
of Lions Park." one officer

.

Is 'Victim
.

.

Illinois

co-ordinator.

area

IN HIS report to Mongan,

ly building of any size appro. Pairitz, recommended that the

.

possibly . ' two

.

Grayslake

subdivisions.

10,908

A
School Dist. 214 Monde night.
underway
are
Negotiations
.with Arlington .Heights for
approval.

drown, began a series of pro -

program at

able 'in Randhurst. Thus far,
the shopping center is the on -

.

last night.
The decision to assign a sani-

tary district maintenance man
to Mount Prospect 'came at a

(

Day

.

Finally, Phlice Chief Nereferred , the
wel
Esmond
problem to Village Manager
John Mongan who ordered the
hole filled immediately. -

Workers filled in about half
basin ' yesterday ,. after -

the

Howard.Fluger of the "North ern Illinois.- Gas Co. reported
Mount Prospect police
to

Thursday- that someone tam pared with a company trencher

Congreve presented the dis- village to maintain it on a contrict with three alternate plans tractual basis and for, the disand after 10 minutes the of- trict to own and maintain the
facials decided to clarify legal system as well as collect the

meeting yesterday between vil-

'

GOVERNMENT -supplies of
food and water will be stored
in Randhurst after a' survey
of resources, readily available

organizing
consider
or ham radio
operators, with mobile units

village

citizen 'hand

into an arm of the village CD
operators.'
program.
Such
"

Pairitzf points out, could take
pressure off the - fire and '130 lice department- radio kalisties duringin emergency.
pairirz suggested that' ham
operators, most at whom have

their own equipment, could be
Used as runners and for guard
duty

over

wires
des,

during

,

failed
such

electrical
allergen -

One of Pairitz' 'assistants,
at the shopping center. Shelter supplies arc provided free John Clarke, is investigating
of, charge to
emergency use,

..shelters

for

the insurance requirements for
such volunteers.

Bruning For Youth Jobs
Vice President Hubert . H. Humphrey has fOrmally corn -

at Sunset and Robert Drs.

quest' before attempting other residents.
solutions.

George A. Lane, chief at-

torney

department.companies.
Charge Dropped
3 Students to
In Accident
At U of
'

the complaints,

Public Works Director David

,

Workshop
View

Forest

noon. A fire department crew

L Creamer and Village

School students this week are S. P. Bourbaki, engineer of
attending a summer workshop sewerm control; Charles T.
for student council leaders at
lc e, chief engineer; and
the University of Illinois.
Philip Furlong, chief cif main-

'

for Smolk for his alleged fail-

amounted to $500. A plumbing code book, costing $2.50,

When he is located he will be

is also calculated in the total fee figure.

required to post 5200 bond.

There is a warrant pending

.

The workshop is sponsored
by the Illinois Assn. of Student

ure to have a 1966 vehicle tag.

Changes

tenance and operation.

Officials of both the village
and the district attributed the
breviety of the meeting to the
directness with which all conmimed

approached

pout;

,.

.

For 6 Here
Six Mount Protpect cases
were -continued in Judge Simon
S. Porter's court this week.
'
Irene Brown of Des Plairiea

and Marie Shores of Chicago
are due in court AUg.'I7 on the
charge' f loitering.
Continued until Aug. 25 were
the trials of Jimmie E. Dudley,
29, :dr' Lisle, ,for indecent exposure;, Richard E. Morley, 32,

ioning . Board of Appeals of
Cook County on Aug., 26' on

of running student councils.

three area applications for zon-

dent

ing changes. -

.

Olie.reqUeits a. reduction of
the required ',bonding, setback
.,6,inches
from 6, feet

on -a lot located -600a east side

of MulberryLit.' approximately
124 feet .south of Wood Ln.' in
Wheeling.

Another requests a variation
to the ordinance requiring a

front yard of 30 feet on a lot
on the south side of Oakton,

Dolce

id' for the damages

pro-

the

was driving knocked down a
street sign . at the northeast
corner of. Witte and Thayer.
.

Tires Slashed
.

Two snow tires, valued at
560. were slashed with a knife
or razor.- Howard Keiss Sr.,

IF THIS proposition is 1428 G. Chestnut, Mount Prim blocked by legal problems, of- pact, told police Thursday.
tidal' agreed to check on ConThe tires were on his car..
greves other two plans.-

They are for the district to parked in a food store lot ,at
own the system and allow the , 1010 Sr Elmhurst Rd.

TheSought
In Zoning

New Court
Dates Set

J. Dolce, 23, of 204 N. Maple,
Mount Prospect, was dropped
in Mount Prospect court ycst-

Pa
kiwhich resulted when
the car he

ttsircould provide Can
meaningful
Work
iti
t Find

The company paid $1,886 in building fees and $200
for its construction bond.
Plumbing fees totaled $946 and electrical fees

Lane,

Theperohneargrtey ofa sduainmsatgiRngoovailld-

)age

the district was represented by erday.

,

2

and

HighBesides Bacon

,

Smolk; Trial
Is Delayed

Ell. -

gineer Bernard Hemmeter.

.

New Inn Here Pays
$3,534 in Building Fees

'

.

Representing the Village, in
addition to Congreve, were
Village Manager John Mongan,

.

The cap for the gas tank had mended the Charles Bruning Co. of Mount Prospect for its
Councils.
was dispatched late yesterday been removed, he said, and support of President Johnson's "Youth Opportunity campaign."
found
lights. Check yours, the
were
inside
the'
gas
tank
Mer
months.
It
was
designed
170
high
and pumped out the water inBruningemployed
The three are: Tom Chilton,
wrench school find college students this to help students earn funds
to the storm sewer -along' nuts, bolts, a cresent
car you "ye may be your
Forest View student council
awn.
rocks
and
clay.
and
Bummer,
in
summer
which
can
be
used
10
times
the
number
Carol St.
..
president, of 1,103 W. LonnMrs. E. Wayne Haydd
Missing from the vehicle recommended for a company to assist them through the
quist, Mount Prospect Pacoming school year.
CONS1RUCHON crew's will were ' two 14 -inch wrenches of its size..
council
Tenerowicz,
tricia
"We are pleased that " we
. Bruning, a, division of Ad- secretary and treasurer of
finish filling the hole today. and a 10 -inch one, he added.
dressograph
Multigraph
Corp:
miessozwasenrsis=srwanimol
In the meantime. Mongan 4-.
/
1
1501 Palm Dr., Mount Prosand training opportunities for, is a maker of copy equipment pect, and Kathy Johnson, counthese men and women of our and supplies.
cil .representative, of 3108
community and thus aid in the
Owl, Rolling Meadows. Tom
president's campaign," said
seniors.
and
Patricia
are
Walter G. Lange, personnel
Kathy is a jiinitir. .
manager of the firm.
The trial of Charles M.
The new Holiday Inn south of Randhurst brought
Youth
Opportunity
The meeting began' Monday
13,534.50 in building fees to' Mount Prospect yesterday. Smolk, formerly of 1805 Hath Campaign requested employers
and will entitoday.
Mount
Prospect,
erhigh
Ct.,
to
makd
jobs
available
to
young
Peter
C.
and
zoning
of
building
director
Village
The purpose of the workshop
was continued by. Judge Simon men and women during the sumis to help council leaders learn
Retten collected the fees on the $900,000 structure,
S. Porter in Mount. Prospect
more about the ins and outs
to be built between Kensington Rd. and U. S. 12.
Hearings will be held by the
court Wednesday until Aug. 31.

My gripe is driving behind a car with no brake

for the

,

Three

Humphrey Commends

problems of the villages ..re- sewer fee from Mount Prospect

Congreve believes that' if
district, was the sanitary district is redirected to work with Jack Sie. sponsible nor the billing, it will
gel, special attorney repre- 'be more in touch with the
with
dissatisfaction
senting the village, in deter- public's
the village.
mining whether the district the current service.
One of the main criticisms could transfer back, to the vil\ Except for two small areas
of- the sanitary district's op- lage its sewer system.
with in the village, Mount
eration of the system is that it
The sanitary district ac
sewer system is
does not provide adequate main- quired possession -of the viloperated as a whole by the santenance services.
loge's sewers in 1958 as an itary district.
It has been reported that the experiment. There is about'
district cleans only 100 of the 52 million in bonds outstanding.
Citimi Utility Co. serves
more than 5,000 catch basins Since then it has acquired no an area in the northeast part of
in the system each year. "At other municipal sewer system.
the village and Utility Sewer &
that rate,",.. Congreve said, "it
Watcr Co. operates sewers in
would take them 50 years to
CONGREVE'S request for the southeast part,
clean all of the basins in the a meeting with district, officials
Congreve has involved the
system.
was sparked by complaints reThe village will provide the garding the district's- mainten- village in official proceedings
regarding these two utility
sanitary , district maintenance ance of the system..''
man with desk space in the
A checkerboard pattern of
:.
'
public works
flooded liaseinentS follOWirig a ': .,
heavy
rain
early
this
month
led
.

.

A

his staff in Chicago.

re -accreditation

retaining storm' water, rather
than digging basins in Colonial Heights and Forest .View
gan's

.

the village's re -acquisition
of its sewer system.
Mayor Daniel Congreve and. three -other village officials met
with the district's general superintendent Vinton.AW. Bacon and

Mayor Daniel Congreve said

ed .that there arc a total of called by,Col. Aaron 1 am;

spring by the federal government to determine other shelters is expected to be made
"If we Can utilize the For - public in 60 to 90 days. This
est View High .5chool, basin." survey . will outline the full
building a- raft to float on it. Mongan said, "we will not have
Residents of the area, wor- to have :clmate basins in the shelter potential of the viilast, Pairitz reported.
..
tied that . a child might ,fall
subdivisions... This .. will.
IN THE meantime, the pool
became a neighborhood play.
ground. Gliddren flocked to it
and one...iroup . even began

to' work together toward

lage to handle sewer problems,

basin on Forest View High
School property utilized for

Tentative approval of Monplan came ' from High

area because of heavy ' rains
and deep mud in early August.

)age board allowing its construcuon.
Residents of Deborah Ln.,
headed by Walter Harbut.

,

into, the

equipment

moving

St.
July

BY BRUCE CUTLER
Officials from Mount Prospect and the Metropolitan
Sanitery District of Greater Chicago agreed yesterday

Dis-

lage officials and the sanitary
Mount Prospect will seek
general Psuperintenfor 1967 un- district's
dent, Vinton Bacon.
that shelter agreen.,nts have der the..State and r national
The district owns most of
been signed with ' the Rand- Civil Defense programs. Prosanitary sewer
hurst Corp.. clearing the way gress reports 'of activities the village's responsible for
for the use of the huge shop- within the ,village-have been system and is
its operation.
ping' center for emergency completed and have. been forCongreve is exploring ways
facilities in the event of a warded to The Illinois Civil
to bring control of the sewers,
catastrophe.
Defense Authority.
1958, back to
Lt. Pairitz, a member of
Pairitz attended a Civil De- surrendered in

John Mongan, Lt. Pairitz said

is continuing his. campaign to
have an abandoned retention

pond but could not get earth

The pond on a lot between

Sanitary

trict will be on hand in the vil-

Pairitz, Civil Defense director.
In his report -to Manager

Deep Pond Attracts
*ds; It's Pumped Out
day by Mount Prospect firemen.

Sartitary Dist.
Willing to -Deal

A full-time employe of die
Metropolitan.

Mount Prospect's civil defense program is in full operation and a complete shelter program is underway according
to a report to the village manager submitted by Lt. Lawrence

0-

of Sewer

Trouble
zoleerwers

Civil Defense
Plan Full
Operation

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor
A partly completed retention basin with about fair feet of
water in Kaplan & Braun's newly developing'Forest View subdivision was labeled a safety hazard and pumped 'out yaw_

loser

ovog

Kids found a partly completed retention basin a tine place to play. Neighbors in the Colonial Heights area became worded that one of them might drown and called Mount Prospect
police. Police several times chased the children -away, but they kept returning.

Newsstand Pride 10 Cents

Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056.
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117. S. Main St.

Volume 1, No. 83

"

Another. Forest View StuCouncil:leader, Chris
Armstrong, vice-president, of

I

752 Dempster, Mount Prospect,

will attend ,the National Stu- '
dent Council Camp it Camp
Cheley, Denver, Colo.,
Aug. 15 until Aug: 20.

".k,,t.

from

Cyclist Hurt
In Auto Crash
Leeland

Scherkenbach,

17,

approximately 2,200 feet west "of 800 S. Maple, Mount Prosof Elmhurst Rd. in Elk' Grove pect. 'was treated for laceraof LeMbard; 'for contributing Township. It seeks ,a 23.8 foot tions to the face and leg and
In the deliquency of a minor,
released from Northwest Com'
:rind James L. Livorii 22 of froit yard.'
munity Hospital yesterday.
3223 Peach Tree Ln., Prospect
Scherkenbach was injured
The third asks a .variation
' Heights, ' for driving with a to rechice the :sida yard set- when'' -his. motorcycle struck
suspended license.,
back teqiiiretlent 'of 10'feet to the side of a car driven by
Donald L. Prims, 27, of Roll- approximately 5;1/2 feet: The Nancy L. Purcell, 29, of, 821
ing Meadowii; is: due again in one -quarter' acre lot is located N. Chestnut. '
Court Aug: 31for drunken driv- on the:north side of Ivy Ln.,
No ticketswere issued.ing..He was arrested after, the 75 feet east of Lee St. in Whetruck' he was 'driving collided eling Township..
with an auto stopped on U.S. 12 ' The, hearings begin at 10:30
,'Waiting to make it turn.
a.m. in the Chicago Civic Cen,

GetsProbation

'Toni DiMuciei,31, of 907

S. Condole, Mount Prospect,
is scheduled for 'an Aug. 31

e, charge of fading
(o 'yield the. right 'of way. He
was ticketed by police when the
...

1

,

,

.

Meant Prospoet firemen were entered to a- retention. pont to, ponip it illy. The contractor,
Kaplan & Braan,..twas instructed to. fill the basin, hi. -The work should be- completed tomorrow.'

,Fire Chief Edwin Marken!' Anoka: on as' firemen comply with a village order 'to Obstinate
the

safety

c

haiard.
,

,

',

.

'

.

1 :,

grader he was driving' collided

with the front' end of an auto
stopped to make. a turn on
Busse Rd.

ter.

In TrafiC Case

'

Close Manhole Northern Illinois Gas Co. repaired an' open manhole near '
Holly Rd. east of Eastman Dr.,
in Mount Prospect. Police reported, the manhole was in aide of a fenced area.

John

Oliver Lindquist, 26.

of Park Ridge, was placed on

It's an over for the sualaer for :the pork Mimi* ' uponsix months probation by Judge
Simon S. Porter in Mount scrod program it Emerson Paik. Highlight of the: Wt.. day.
Prospect court Thursday.

-

,

Police ticketed Lindquist for
failure to render aid and for

was a mareniallow' roast held yesterday at the Moont.Mros-

put: park. On the left la Beverly Erickson, an Wine* la
the summer program, offering- a "marshmallow saiiiirfcli"

leaving the scene of an acci- to, 3 -year -old Gary &EBY, -s goat this" Nailer le the home
Photo ),)y Dan bass
dent..,He" was .also fined 5300. of Nicholas Basta, 423 W. bye St.
'

'

College Land Deal Delayed
A report on the acquisition
of the Jayne Farm, Roselle and
Algonquin

in

Rds.

Palatine

Township as a part of the William Rainey Harper College
campus failed to materialize
at last night's board of education meeting.

Attorney Frank Hines said
that he has had difficulty arranging a, meeting with propHe expects,
owners.
however, to have a full report on the land acquisition

erty

for a special meeting on Aug.
25.

The Jayne property is the
second of two parcels sought
for the 180 -acre college campus. One part of the site has
been acquired and the college
board hopes to obtain the additional land without resorting

John H. Upton was hired as
director of institutional development at a salary of $14,000
a year and Donn B Stansbury
was named director of, admissions and
$14,000.

registrar,

also at

STANSBURY, of Arlington
Heights, is the first college
staff member to be selected
from one of the two high
school districts in the community college area.
He has been director of
pupil personnel services at
Arlington High School since
1962.

Upton is completing his doc-

The board will open bids on for the 'first phase campus de the first phase of its construc- velopinent.
tion bond issue of $3,740,000
An emergency appropriation
on Sept. 15. A re -payment by the state of some $40 milschedule of 18-1/2 years was lion could ease the load, hoWadopted at an anticipated in- ever, 'is not expected until

year period will be 1.95
cents for each $100 of assessed

original development plans.

valuation.

available to Harper College,

A second portion of the bond
issue, $4,000,000 will be of-

fered to the government at an
interest rate of

3

per cent

who do not
t.
'

Dr. Lahti said that the college
student service center would be
the first building to go up do
.he campus. This building would

I Os ral TIMIS

building
$2,700,000.

tine and Schaumburg townships The remainder of the money is
approved the college referen- earmarked for site acquisi-

velopment.

IF THE State pro - rates
this sum among the six disNV*

.t

tricts, Harper will have about

r*

$4.500.000 for its first construction phase
According to Dr. Lahti it

1

Driver Fined
For Bad Turn
David G. Strehler, 34, of

closer to S13 million is needed

AIR CONDITIONED
The Northwest Suburb's '
Only Professional Theatre.

MT. PROSPECT BARGAIN
5 Rm. brick ranch, get In before school starts. Owner will
sell on Contract only $1600.00 down. Just redecorated, new
carpeting. 4 blks. to Randhurst A nice Utile house Just for
$18,900.00
you at

River Trails Tax
Raised .155 Pa.

Q.? r

AUG. 16

`A Girl Could MEararm:rff
Get Lucky'
IN 104 OLD ONCIIANO CODNIIII, CI U.

NoWd1EINNI IlIfINminl.

123 8. ARLINGTON HT& RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000

150 S. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150

Las! Week, 'Critic's Choice'
Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30

Sunday at 780

Box Mee Opens Daily 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Reservations By Mall Or Phone CL 9-5400

Member of Multiple Listing Service

Attorney Roger A B orvik
J

The levy ordinance will be

tirement and
and insurance.

social

security

The general corporate purposes fund totals $52,169. Items
are land purchase and develop-

ment, $3,650, and grounds and
related
equipment,
$4,750.
Buildings and related equip-

ment total 523,700 and administration S161205.

In the recreational program

used by the Cook County clerk
to determine the tax rate neces-

fund $21,750 has been set aside

sary to produce the revenue.

$6,750 for equipment and sup-

The appropriation is broken
down into four sections, general
corporate,
recreational, re-

H.S. Band
Concert
Thursday

for

salaries

and

fees,

and

plies.

Illinois Municipal Retirement
and Social Security funds total
$1,285 and the insurance fund

SIT:.

-

levy

ordinance

SATURDAY AUG. 13th
SATURDAY'S CHILDREN
STARTING TIME 8 O'CLOCK

referred

to other

police de-

over previous months' reports.

Grace's Daze- ------- -

Weddings.
In News
man Club

was born Aug. 4 four
Chicago were weeks early, to Mr. and Mrs.

in

married in Mount Prospect's Richard Koopman. The baby
St. Paul Lutheran Church has been named Amy RichSunday.
elle. The couple's son, RichBrigette Froebe became the ard, 14 months old, was to
bride of Walder Tither. Brig - have been the senior Koopcite is the daughter of Mr. man's tiny guest during his
and Mrs. Herbert Froebe mothers hospitalization.
of East GerMany. Walder's

mother is Mrs. Marie Tieber
A YOUNG woman who was
who lives in Austria. Brigette born and grew up in Mount
came, to this country three Prospect and her husband
years ago.
have come back here to live.
The

couple's

engagement

They are Mr. and Mrs. E.E.

was announced shortly before Reed and

children

Barbara

their marriage by a Chicago and Susan.
friend Tony Lukas. A bridal
Mrs. Reed
luncheon and miscellaneous
shower was given by Mrs.
Sharon Rench, a co-worker
at the Continental Beauty
Salon in Arlington Heights.

will

is the former
Gloria Boyland whose mother
Mrs. Alise Boyland, N. Emer-

son St., is happily telling
friends of the Reeds' move

to N. Russell St. Most of the
time since their marriage the

SUMMER has flown couple have lived in Park
serve as the basis for the ex- forTHE
many of Mount Prospect's Forest.
pense of the district operation
Back in town are Mr, and
daring, this fiscal year, from brides who have made wedding
plans. Such is the case with ,Mrs. A.B. Lytle who flew to
May.1;1966 to April 30, 1967.
Mary Louise Winsauer, daugh- Colorado last Wednesday to

mer -bandsmen will give a final
concert of the season on Thurs-

ter', Ts__
r rugram

Attracts
Those attending ire invited ' 415 Children

day, Aug. 18 at 7:15 p.m. on
the school's west lawn.

FRIDAY :AUG. 12th
THE MALES

for the catch-all offense of
disorderly conduct.

A pair who met in a Ger- ter

$79,374 at its meeting Wednesday.

Prospect High School sum-

Jolt 7/taatl1Y:..

Twelve youths - two girls
and 10 boys - were arrested

By Grace Mott

The River Trails Park District adopted a levy ordinance of

of their market value.

COMING, TUES.,

report

Sgt. Joseph Bopp of the youth

-11.

gure because most homes in the
area are assessed at 40 per cent

Country Club

The

All the cases but one were bureau said the statistics
handled at the station house or showed no noticeable change

Chicago,

accident.

details.

chologist.

was fined $25 in calculated the levy would cost
Mount Prospect court yester- district residenti .155 cents
per $100 assessed evaluation.
to get the college off the day.
"On a $30,000 home," he
ground and into early developHe was ticketed for making
ment stages.
an improper left turn at the said, "I think the tax would
be
about $18.60."
intersection of Albert and ,EvHe said he arrived at the fiBoard members believe that ergreen which resulted in an.

will take closer to S7 million

disposi-

of money from a store.

shows the girl was referred to
Dr. Ronald L. Duckers, the
youth bureau's parttime psy-

-

A woe j

final

There were two other runNineteen - only' one
from Mount Prospect - were aways, two motorcycle thefts,
picked up on this charge. Ten two auto thefts, and one theft

release

In other business at last ary after the first probationary cent of construction costs would be a science center,
'night's-hoard-rneeting,- two- po- --year is negotiable, - according--toward-a-campus-which.-will --scheduled-to -cost in the neigh,
sitions on the college staff to College President Dr. Rob- eventually be valued at S29,- borhorkl of S1,300,000.
Roger A. Iljorvik, attorney for the River Trails Park Dis500,000.
The board of education will
ert Lahti
were filled.
Because of a. shortage of keep a close watch on the State trict, estimates the district's levy ordinance. He celculated
'State funds, the first phase of board's actions and on the district residents will pay about Sly on the average for opHarper College construction availability of State funds. In erating the parks next year.
might have to be curtailed. Un- their bond issue pledge, the

EXCLUSIVES.

for

There was one reported atTwo youths were arrested
tempted suicide July 24 by a for drinking, one for vanda15 - year - old, girl. As is the lism, and six for curfew vionew policy, police refused to lations.

under a special education act., include
some
classrooms,
There is a S4 million limit temporary library and admin-

der the Junior college act, there board agreed that only money
is S20,500,000 available for dis- matched by the State on a 75
tribution to six Class I colleges per cent - 25 per cent basis
would be used for campus dealready in operation.

partments

village

of them were girls.

to condemnation proceedings contract with a two-year op- dum in early June. The State tion.
The next projected building
tion after the first year Sal- is expected to provide 75 per
in court.

ICILDJ
. .

vil-

6on. The one case was 'sent to
the Family Court in' Chicago.
The most friquently corn- It involved a repeated runamilted offense was shoplift-, way boy, 15, from the village.
were

ing.

istration offices.
torate work at the University to such offers
Harper College residents of
this
Both new staff members
receive a one-year conditional

-,

I

live in the

lage. Nineteen
residents.

If only $4,500,000 is made

of
Michigan. HeWheeling,
is specializCOST
OF
Elk Grove, Pois- would be about
ing in higher education.

6

The monthly report of the Mount PrOspoct Police Youth
Bureau shows that a total of 49 juveniles were dealt with by
village police during July. This, was one less than last month.
Thirty were boys and girls

terest rate of 4-1/4 per cent. early next year, if at all.
THE AVERAGE tax rate
This puts the load on the
for the bond sale during the local districts to curtail their
18

.1

Police Report
n juveniles

Mr -793'.01727
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I',

I

I

ter

of 'Mr. and Mrs.

Louis

be the g uests of Dallas

Winsauer, N.. Maple St., who friends, Mr. and Mrs. F.F.
graduated Aug. 7 from St: Kennedy. Plans for the weekTheresa School of Nursing end included a three-day barin Waukegan, but whose wed- becue and golf outing at the
ding plans have. somewhat Kennedys' summer retreat at

overshawoded that important Grand Lake in the mountains.
blankets and lawn
The Northwest Suburban
chairs -for seating. Chairs will YMCA Trips and Dips pro- event.
Saturday Mary and Larry' ALTHOUGH Mrs. Hugh
be provided for those who do gram has to date attracted over
Shelton of Las Vegas, Nev., Sullivan, Mrs. William Mott,
not bring their own.
415 area children.
will say their vows in St. Mrs. Joy Mullen and Mrs.
The band will present the
Unfortunately, Robert Milligan, to mention
same program it is scheduled
The YMCA still needs chil- Emily Church.
to deliver at the Illinois State dren for the next session which none of Larry's family, the a few, were among 500 womCharles Sheltons, will be able en invited to an open house at
Fair in Springfield, Aug. 19.
Monday, Aug. 15. There
At the fair, the band will begins
is a fee of $6.80 for members; to be here for the wedding and the Kenilworth home of Mr.
be participating in a contest non - members are charged a buffet luncheon afterward in and Mrs. Charles H. Percy
the home of the bride's family. last Friday, only Mrs. Milwith some 50 other high school $8.80.

to bring

Out-of-town

bands from throughout the state.
One band will be selected

guests

will,

ligan and Mrs. Mullen were

The first session included a however, be here from Balti- able to attend.
The affair was sponsored'
from the competitors and will tour of Fort Sheridan, Don more and cities in Wisconreceive the coveted governor's McNeil's
Breakfast
Club, sin, including Sheboygan where by the Women's Republican
trophy. Bands will be rated Chicago highlights, Hinsdale Mary's grandparents Mr. and Club 13th Congressional District of Illinois. Mrs. Milliin three divisions, with the top Health Museum, Cantigny War Mrs. Ernest Johnson live.
Sally Winsauer will be her gan is the club's area direcdivision winners competing for Museum and a Sox -Twins ball
the trophy.
game. The tour leaves at 9:30 sister's maid of honor. Mrs. tor for Elk Grove Township.
There is no admission charge a.rn. and returns to the YMCA Winsaucr and Sally were a- Highlight of the afternoon was,
mong those who, attended a naturally, a speech' by Percy
to the Thursday concert at for swimming until 5 p.m.
party for -Mary given by class-, who preluded his talk with
with, a
Prospect High School. Howard
Sandlund Is band director and
For further information call mates at the nursing school tribute to the late Mrs.
July 12. Hostess was Miss, Hunter, president of the 'club
will supervise the program.
296-3376.
1044140304.4109441,415V30904=0******00::54-W.W.4054-007.N

I

St. Raymond
de Penofort Church
313 South 1 Oka
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-2444
Sotaday Masses:
Church: 6:30, 7:30, 8:45, 10:00,
11:15 and 12:30
Auditorium:

850, 10:05 and 11:20

PEACE -COMES HIGH!
Before the signing of an Annistlos there Is

Kirks twat; mom, In Um, and In
tutan

But then, soros thinp arts worth fighting

Lynn Witte of Racine, 'a

Walter Bricker of.
Prospect.,)
Charleston,

M ount

S.C.,

will

the home of Mr. and

be
Mrs.

Shelton.

FORTY-FIVE women were

Prospect Saturday.
A personal shower was given for
the bride-to-be July 13 by

'

ried

November to the

last

former Jean Traub, daughter
Lawrence and the late
Mrs.
Traub
of Prospect
Heights, Gary and his wife

14.

Both

members

Jean's father and
of Gary's family

.

by a reception at Chevy Chase

-

dress who went to Springfield,

111 Saturday with her niece
A bridal party at the home Mrs. Frank Rehder Jr. to
of the groom will be given by visit Mrs. Raider's mother.
his family, the junior Philip

.Kunzes, N. School St. Wedding

Rev. Robert E. RushingoditorParsonage:CL 5-1894
Sunday -Bible school 9:80'a.rd. Classes fdr all agei. Morning,
worship:10:46 a.m. Junior church, ages 6 to 12. Evangells.'
tie service '7 p.m,' Nursery for morning and evening serviette.
Nedneedtty, :7:30 p.m., Hour of Power.eonducted by pastor,

Army at Ft. Polk, La. Mar-

Mrs. Gerald Galloy of Roll- the Robert Klines; celebrated
ing Meadows.
the homecoming with a party
Philip has grown up in at the Klines' W. Milburn St.
Mount Prospect and was par- home.Sunday.
ticularly active in boy scout
Returning just in time .for
work. The couple's marriage the affair was Gary's grandwill take place. in St. James mother Mrs. George Kline
Church and will be followed who share the Milburn ad-

Bid bailey/id that whin Hs "gays His only
.begotten Soh ..." to parchsas 'TEACH
by the blood of HisOross."
Kilo faith withlkid In church this ihmdsy.

(Affiliated with Conseriratibe Baptist Assorfation).

completing training with the

on the guest list for a party will live with Mr. Traub while
Mrs. George Krug of Buffalo Gary headquarters at nearby
Grove gave July 17 for Regina Ft. Sheridan and serves in.the
Castello who will become the Army's computer programbride of Philip Kunz of Mount ming. He reports there Aug.

Country Club.

-E. Of Rt. 88 at MaDoiteld'ind Wheeling- Roads

"

of

for... and dying for.

Prospect Heights
Baptist Church:

at the time of her death.

bridesmaid, who held the affair in the lounge of the nursTRAINING in electronics
ing school. July 22 Mary was has paid off with a happy milifeted with a personal shower tary situation for Gary Kline,
by Mrs. John Cowan and Mrs. now back home on leave after

guests .will include the

ALTHOUGH Mrs. and Mrs.
Fred _Tice moved to California several )ears ago, fol-

groom's
grandfather
and
Philip Kunz, and Mr. and Mrs. ;lowing

--his

retirement,

the

Gera Hellstern and their chil- .6uple have never Jost close
touch with friends her& Aug. .
dren from Lake Geneva,
16 marks the 75th birthday. of
.
A SURPRISE awaited Mr. humorist Fred who spends
and Mrs. Arnold Koopman, much of his time playing golf:
Prospect Heights, when they. He has often remarked on
and their sons Robert- -and - several visits here' that there
_

Scott returned last

Weekend

are

"only

three- places

he

from a tour of the East. 'A wants to go: home, heaven and
secondsecond child and a first daugh-

the golf course!"

.

The Day's Prospects

'4

,N7-41

owes Show Blooming Succes
'

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor
The second annual flower

backgrounds for the entire
show carrying out the pale

reed. Matching pillow seats
napkins completed the
and

Andrea.

arrangement.

winners in the Artistic group

This is the

first year that the public had

scheme
screened
programs by

hand

'

THE CENTER of the gymnasium was roped. off around
a' large square of artificial

,

ner Mrs. Roy. Hughes, general
chairman of the show and past

OTHER winners included
participants of outside clubs

plant sale earlier in the year
which netted them $600. The
money is being used for the
betterment and beautification

the
Prospect
president of
Heights Garden Club. Mrs.

of the community as well as

as

'from surrounding areas. They
include the following blue ribbon winners in the Artistic
Division: "Summer Fantasy"
Mrs. Theodore Krumm, Glen

held

a

for contributions required by
the club's state affiliations.

Due to the efforts of Mrs.
Carl-- Nickelsen,--1-the-staging
was effectively accomplished.
She made the flower pots and

one she had done using red
predominating

color.

The table setting for two was
on a tablecloth of grey and
white pillow ticking edged in
-scarlet---rickrack: -The red
straw hat featured fruit acwith red

cented

and

"Summer

View;

Mrs. Chamberlain who is a Mount Prospect

scheidle,

,

Mrs. N. Thompson,
publicity and Mrs., Ramussen,
hospitality.
Punch and cookies Were
more than
100
served to

vision was Mrs. Chris Christroph of Deerfield who had

guests under the direction of

ribbon

eight blue
entries.

.

setting

newly established this year
and is given to the exhibitor

group "Sit Down With Me"

with the most blue ribbon .en-

the

table

Vallee

The judges included Mrs.
Emil Fick, president of the
Mount Prospect Garden Club,

.

Mrs. Earl Morten, Norwood
In

chairmen Mrs. Edna
and Mrs. P. Foxworth.

winning

The Sweep Stake award is

Park.

white

Sweep Stake
for this di-

Charm"

"Casual

and

1, classification

award

awarded. The
award winner

Mrs. Guy Courtney, Mount
Prospect;

Mrs.

staging;

entries; Mrs. Helen Bandelow, `-

In. the Horticulture Division
over' 40 blue ribbons were

Breezes"

Nickelsen,

R. Andreas and Mrs. F. Ge-

resident.

Hughes' setting was the first
the

Mrs. M. Zinkgraf and Mrs.
C.

resi-

Heights

are Prospect
dents except

president of the garden club.,

tion included blue ribbon win-

Carl
Mrs.
tees including
Nickelsen, Mrs. R. Hughes
Ericson,
Roger
Mrs.
and
. schedule; Mrs. E. Clemens,

Mrs. M. DemBeste and Mrs.
[tiler - Ericson. All winners

Second place winner in this
class was' Mrs. M. Dembeste,

Class in Artistic Division.
Winners in this classifica-

MRS. DEMBESTE expressed her thanks to th'e commit-

ribbon

red

place

included Mrs. Fr an Gescheidle, Mrs. D. Chamberlain, .Mrs. G. :Christiansen,

' awards

Duplicate
Andreas.
were made.

which was the setting
for the "Sit Down With Me"

the response was good

organization

Second

Mrs. Hughes was the winner
of the inter -club Sweep Stakei

been invited to participate and
The

Ray, of Sunshine", Mrs. Ralph

award tying with 'Mrs. Ralph

grass

tries in the 'show determined
by the flower show committee.

was

winners

on the
original -design

Mrs. L. Kliment.

cultural Division

place

green & pink color

a success.

vision and 150 in the Hoiti-

1st

Mrs. R. Hughes, Class 2; "A

used

This small federated club
with a minimum number of
members held a charming,
colorful show featuring 20
displays in' the Artistic Di-

the

straw of the hat were plate
and cup cut holders of red

given by the Prospect
Heights Garden Club was

show

Carrying out the

gladioulus.

Mrs. John vHarker and Mrs.
Harry Eichenberg.

Wage

..P74.1GEMITTIOSR

Oat) AT HOME

Mrs. Ralph Andreas with her blue ribbon breakfast tray for a shut-in featuring small, flowers in "A.
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Covenant to St. Paul's
Feature
Aids South
Soloist
Side Church

Northwest Covenant Church,
Elmhurst Road and Isabella

Streets, will feature a famous
guest soloist in the morning
worship service on Sunday.

Mr.

Einar Waermo,

weJl-

known Swedish Tenor, will
sing at one service, which will

begin at I I a.m.

Miss Barbara Gran, daugh- year she plans to visit many of

CA NDAR
If your organization, club or
special group should be listed
in this "Weekly Calendar"
column, please call and we
-will list the organization activity, date, time and place
This is done as a public

service by the Mount Prospect
Chamber of Commerce.
Please
Call
Mrs. Helen
Becker,
119
N
Emerson

S t r e e t, Mount Prospect,
CLearbrook 3-7469 (Deadline
for listing 12.00 noon each
Wednesday)

Friday, August 12
NAIM Conference

(For

Catholic Widows and Widowers)
Luau - Barrington Pool 9.30 p m.
For information call 3813255

Mount Prospect Chess Club
Mount Prospect Community
Center 8 p.m.

- VFW Prospect Post #1337
Business Meeting, VFW Hall
8 p.m.

MT TOPS - Mount Prospect
Community Center, 1 p.m.
Mount Prospect Toastmasters Club - Mount Prospect Community Center, 7:45
p.m.
School District 57 Board
Meeting - Administration
Building, 8:15 p.m.

Europe.

Each year, instead of holding

vacation Bible

school at

St. Paul Lutheran Church in

Tuesday, August 16
Free Chest Xray,

The Mount
baker

as

guest

speaker

Grace Lutheran Church
to Hold Bible School

on

Sunday at the 10:45 a.m. and
7:00 p.m. services.

Rev. Brubaker, an instrucof Christian education
at Moody Bible institute, Chi5 p.m.
cago, has had varied experProspective Waist-Aways
ience as director of Christian
Home. education and pastor in seveFuneral
Fredrich's
Mount
Prospect Plaza - 10 a.m. to

entrance)
Avenue
(Ridge
7.30 p.m.
Village
Mount , Prospect

"Jesus

and

the

Church" Christian way of life.

Midget
Football Association Weigh
In and Girl Cheerleader
Registration,

Lions
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Park,

The vacation church school,

As a faculty member in the which will be held from 9:30
Board - Village Hall, 8 p.m. department of Christian edu- to 11:30 a.m., offers the opcation, Mr. Brubaker teaches portunity to progress to a
in the areas of educational
Wednesday, August 17
Free Chest Xray, Mount work of the church, principals
Prospect Plaza - II a.m. to and methods of, teaching, organization and administration,
6 p m.
Homemakers Extension As- the philosophy of , Christian
sociation . Annual Picnic - education and practice teachHome of Mrs. J. E. Lock- ing.
Rev. Duane M. Nicol, formhart, Mundelein.
Hc was graduated by Moody er pastor of Watson Park ConProspect Moose Lodge 660
Mount Prospect Community Bible Institute in 1950: He gregational Church, , U.C.C.,
also
attended
Milleraville 6337 W. Cornelia Ave., will
Center, 8 p.m.
Country Cord Chapter - State Teachers college, Olivet conduct worship service SunSweet Adelines Internation- Nazarene college and Wheaton day, Aug. 14, at 10:00 a.m.
Rev. Nicol is well known in
al - Mount Prospect Coun- College where he earned his

Rev. Nicol to
Speak at Watson
Congregational

Regular Republican Organization of Elk Grove TownPicnic

American

Le-

gion Post 36 - Des Plaines noon to 9 p m.

5th Wheelers (for widowed
and divorced) - Luau - Myrtle Ziske's home. For information call 729-3266.

,

Monday, August 15
Free Chest Xray, Mount
Prospect Plaza, 2 p m. to
9 p.m.
Mount
Prospect
Rotary

Club- Old Orchard Country
,

B,A. degree. He is presently

try Club, 8 p.m.

working toward his M.A. in
Christian education at Whea-

101

S.

Main Street, Mount: Prospect, 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Mount Prospect Chess Club

presents.

Children 81-00
Adults $2.00

old Orchard
Cintairi2-614

HOURS:

The registration fee
will be 53.
Other supplies
will be furnished.
years.

The church is now accepting
applications for, children ages
4 through 14. Phone 439-3405.

will take place at the church
on Aug. 14, from 10:30 to
11:00 a.m. and Monday, Aug.
15, at 9:15 a.m.
The registration fee is 52.50 per family. All children from age 3
and up to sixth grade are
welcome.
Call Grace Lutheran (824-7408)
for infor-

41,

and Rev. Orin Daniels, junior
boys.
Pastors of the church

of

this summer's vacation
church school.
Registration

zl

Mrs. Janet Daniels, kindergarten; Mrs. Evangeline Steininger, primary grades; Mrs.
Vivian Morris, Junior girls
are Rev. Leo D. Steininger,
Pastor, and Rev. Orin L
Daniels, Associate Pastor.

are 45 staff members working for the success

8
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Coffee Date
Thursday, Aug. 18, is the
day the Alpha Phi alumnae will
concludes their summer activ-

A' LONG TIME BETWEEN

ities at a coffee at 10 a.m. in
the home' of Mrs. John Ban-

VACATIONS...?

nister in Mount Prospect.

QUIT ENVYING YOUR
START

NEIGHBOR

SAVING TODAY FOR
THAT 1967 VACATION.

'

'Complete Attention
To All Arrangements
Lifting the burden of detail that weights so heavily.
at 'this time of sorrow, with complete attention to
all arrangements, assuring you of solace on, this

You'll be surprised how quickly a trip to the
Bahamas, to Florida, to Hawaii, can become a
reality as cash is accumulated by regular savings,

plus, the generous earnings we a4d to your account. Perhaps if you start today on a Plan you
can go to Arizona -next winter:

FRIEDRICHS Funerl Home
HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS

-HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS. JR.

itackedb 40 Yea. s Experience
320 W. Central Road .
at Northwest Hlway
Mt. Prospect, ,III.
-Ph.'255:4800

,

,
.

a.m;"5:80

---

-----

nursery;

-

ELM STREET AND EVERGREEN AVE
MT. PROSPECT - PHONE 269-2210

BRUNS
REAL ESTATE
CL11543320

more girls ages 8 through 13

solemn occasion.

:Lest:;,

August 6,7, 13,14
gtvin.by 'Lew Alusill's "Tale Tellers".

In a

Williams,

and present their well wish-

gtowiya
-

There is room for only 30

Steininger.

acter.
There

mation.

Ralph Bruns

to 3 p.m.

held .to honor the parents of
Joe 'Nicol and Harriett Nicol
Martin on their 50th wedding
anniversary.
Members and
friends ace invited to stop- in '

All plants
50% OFF

the CHILDREN'S THEATRE.'

Bible

vacation

Immediately after the sera coffee hour will be

ROSE BUSHES.:

8 p.m..

their

vice,

4"41+41444444444444******1.
-August is an ideal time to ±
4T,'
plant those potted

Mount Prospect CommunityCenter,

duct

will be Saturday, from 10 a.m.

this area.

Thursday, August 18
Free Chest Xray, 101 S. ton.
Main Street, Mount ProsThe public is cordially inpect, 1 a.m. to 6 p.m.
vited to hear Mr. Brubaker
Back to School Fashion
speak at both services. NurShow - Wieboldts at' Rand- sery and Toddler
facilities
hurst, 7:30 p.m.
are provided.

FridaY'August
Free Chest Xray -

The Church of the Nazarene, Mount Prospect, will con-

Frieda

Prospect Heights, on Aug. 15 them in building a better charthrough Aug. 26.

Man of the MaP

The staff consists of: Mrs.

at dren learn many interesting
vacation church school
Church, activities and projects to aid
Lutheran
Grace

ral churches.

ing to Tours, France, where
she will live until October.
After October she will live

Call our

Vacation Bible
More Cheerers
School at Church Mrs. Thomas' Leo announces
the final registration for the
of Nazarene
Midget Football cheerleaders

Evange

will be the theme of the 1966 relaxed atmosphere the chil-

tor

Selling your home?

ophy. At the end of the school

BARBARA GRAN

Each Sunday either Pastor school Aug. 15 through Aug.
Redder or Vicar Mursch pro- 26.
The theme will be "The UnHoly Family Hospital will vide a regular service for the
hold a pitnic in honor of their aged at the Magnus Farm. changing Christ in a Changing
The vacation Bible
teen-age Cheeriaids 'on Aug. This is the only regular ser- World."
school which will be held
21 at 10 a.m.
vice held at the Farm.
rom 61.3kp.m. to 9:00 p.m..
is
der the direction of Mrs.

have the Rev. J. Omar Bru-

Barbara sailed for LeHavre
early this month and will stay
in Paris for one day proceed-

Paris and attend the Sorbonne University majoring in
French literature and philos-

classes

in this program.

Bible

Prospect.

tinue her education in 1967.

'

in

Picnic

Chtirch 505 W. Golf Road, will

re-

cago.

.

'

Saturday, August 13
Mount
Prospect

ship

Club, 12:15 p.m.

countries

Gran

ing vacation Bible school this
week in the south side of Chi-

Covenant Church, will have' vacation Church school.
A sense of accomplishment
for his sermon topics, Aug.
14,
"The Great, Discovery", and satisfaction is attained by
Aug. 21, "Awaiting the Call." both the teachers and students

Rev. Brubaker
to Speak at
Bible Church

European

the

of Arlington Heights, turning as a senior to Marformerly a clerk 'in the Mount quette University in MilwauProspect State Bank. is now in kee, Wis. where she will con-

Twenty-five to 30 women
and teen-agers will be teach-

by car to the church to hold
in crafts and religion
for childi..,1 -Nat lesser
vantages. The classes go on
for 10 days to provide reliThe Rev. Mr. Clarence A- gious instruction for 50 chilgard, Pastor of Northwest dren who have enrolled in this

Mrs. Roy Hughes, Sweep Stake later -Club Award whiner, with one of her Mae
ribbon winning addblts. It expresses the imitation, "Sit Down With Me."

Arlington Heights Girl
Plans Study in Europe
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl A.

Mr. Waermo studied for the ' Mount Prospect, Vicar RobSwedish Opera and gained ert Munch provides- teachers
fame as an outstanding singer front his church to go to
in the Scandanavian countries. Christ the King Lutheran
He has also traveled through- Church on the south side of
out the United States, hold- Chicago. The teachers travel
ing
concerts,
assisting
in
special campaign! and . hai
several redorcMags ivtiali have
had,.wide ,distribution in recent years.

Ray of Sunshine" classification of the 2nd annual flower
show sponsored by the Prospect Heights Garden Club.

.
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Vantage Point
Those of us who have watched the transition of
the Illinois judicial system from the cracker barrel justice of the peace courts to today's ultramodern series of circuit courts never cease to be,

Under the Judicial Amendment, the courts have
been flexible enough to spot areas where change
would be beneficial, The courts have been progressive enough to make those changes and the

amazed at the final results.

result has ball faster and more efficient epera-

There have been abuses of the system, but
these abuses are mild when compared to the

tion'of the judicial process.
The main purpose of the judicial amendment,
while aimed toward speeding up and streamlining

'

scandal -ridden courts of just three years ago.

Most attorneys agree that it is a pleasure to
work before professional judges and magistrates,'
equally as versed in the law as the counsels.

One of the biggest changes in the court system
is that judges must be attorneys. Under the old
system, anyone with enough votes to win an election could sit on the bench.

Vocation -Time Figure Work

,

.4 -

1

...a...4

The juvenile court is too 'involved with the
hash out the relatively minor suburban problems.

.

,THERE IS an answer to this probleth-one
that is well within the frame of the current court
systern and One that has, in fact, been utilized by
ether branches of the court.
The answer is' simply de -centralization. Bring

the courts, was in fact to take politics out of the
judiciary.
To some extent this has been successful.
Judges, once elated, do not have to seek office

family court to the suburbs, just as traffic court
and misdeamenor and other court now operate in
local areas.

.

There arc circuit court rooms in Arlington

against other opponents in future -elections. They

run against their own record and observers believe that once elected to the bench, a judge now

Heights and Mount Prospect. We are certain
that the individual villages would welcome a ju-

has a lifetime job -- absolute security - and

venile judge on a once -a -week basis, depending on
the case load.

does not have to give allegiance to any political
party.

,

This is one area where the circuit court system, at least in Cook County, has not fulfilled its
responsibility. Whether we like to admit it or
not, there is a tremendous difference in the prob-

lems confronted in suburbia and those 'found
downtown,

IT IS NOT fair to the suburban juveniel of-

human nature.
There is one area in Cook County where a rad-

fender, whose crime might be running away fr'om

-

home or simple truancy, to mix his case with the
violent type of offenses that, are common in the
Chicago court.

ical change in the court system must be made,
and 'must be made immediately. This is in the area of family or juvenile court.
Currently, juvenile court is located in Chicago.

4

.. ...

I

serious crimes of the city to take much time to

IN THEORY, this is excellent. In fact, however,
it does not quite work that way. As long as peopie form the judiciary, there will be a certain amount of politics involved. The electorate can
repeal or amend some laws, but not the law of

it

.

t

by Jack" VarOeimyp

...

.

I -,' ^0^

.We have said many time that -- thanks to leg-

--Caserbefore.juvenile judges run the gamut from
homicide to shoplifting. Most of the problems in

islators- like Bernie Peskin of NorthbiiiR -- the
state has a vastly improved juvenile court sys-

juvenile court involve inner-city children who

tem.

are juveniles only by grace of their age. They
are committing adult crimes at 14, 15. and 16

Just one additional step de -centralization of
the juvenile court -- will update that model con-

years of age,

siderably.

Into this atmosphere, suburban law enforce'ment officials must take their cases - and hope

'

We arc leaving on vacation today. The Vant-

for the best. In the past, the best has been none
too good.

age Point will return in two weeks.

iJ

.

And if you get off the fairway-you're REALLY
in trouble!"

.

be Pro.f;pe.(t .P4p.
"Honor Me original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity.

Nlarshall Field III
Friday, August 12, 1966
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K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E: Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Jack A. liancleriuye

Kledalsch.
-

Managing Editor'

..1/4;crys Editor

Nestin Birdman
"
Judging 'by , some

currently

popular,

V

I

1

VX'i

;

friM ilatieir,e;h11117.0itraKorth, Viet

television 'series, World War II was one

He parachuted slifelr-over dense jingle

big ball for everyone concerned,- whether

in

enemy

territory7and

came

down

they lived it up in a German prisoner of spang into 'a tree 100 feet tall, his chute
war camp or dodged torpedoes fired by ' snagging in the upper branches.
wisecracking Japanese submariners.
Pulling himself up by the shroud lines,
Maybe that's the way it ought to be. Lester disconnected himself from the
Human' nature can't dwell forever on chute. After tying himself to the tree,
the horror of such things. Laurel and -he made contact with fellow pilots cirHardy,- it may be remembered, made a cling overhead.
.

hilarious movie about' the 1917-18 trench
fighting, and enough time seems to have

`.; '''t ', ''"

*J., ..,.:.4.' ,.."

44

r." .

.,

11.

.,

... -,......, ,..." a"..,

, ".' ...
.1.

,
4. 4 ,
!-.4.'

decently elapsed that we can try to find
the funny side of "Son of World War L"
Even the bitter conflict in Viet Nam

Within an hour, an HH-3 "JO1ly Gree..n
Giant" helicopter arrived on the scene
and lowered a forest.. penetrator on a
cable through the branches. Making 'like
Tarzan, Lester grabbed the device, which

is contributing

opens to make a seat, and was quickly

humorous

hauled aboard the 'copter.

its share to the lore of
anecdotes about war. Take

It may be , the first time a pilot was

what happened to Air Force Capt. David
W. Lester of Detroit.

Lester's A -I E Skyraider was shot' out

shol down and "never set foot on the
ground.

Boaters glide by their townhouse patios in Regent Park.

To -ugh Egg to Crack

IN A TOWNHOUSE OR CONDOMINIUM

You have to break eggs to make- an
omelet, as the French say. But the mil-

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS!
This is Regent Park-where families can finally begin to enjoy life.. .
without surrendering the luxuries and comforts of a fine, Suburban home.
Built around a beautiful boating lake, Regent Park offers you an exciting
new concept in leisure -time living. A complete maintenance program
assures you of almost unbelieyable freedom. Your grass is cut, leaves
are raked, shrubs are trimmed . . . the private pool, lake and tennis
courts are cared for. Even exterior painting is done. What does all this
cost you? Far less than a COmparable apartmenl-and instead of worth-

lions of eggs that are- accidentally cracked before they reach the market annually cost farmers and retailers about 4.6
million dollars.
That's an expensive omelet that benefits nobody and the industry has long
been looking for a way to prevent it.

Residents enjoy their own private pool;

less rent receipts, you' enjoy growing equity, plus savings on your
income tax. Start living today-join the families in Regent Park !

Some Day
A hometown merchant did
not like an editorial in The'

Day that
men

LEISURE -TIME TOWNHOUSES
feature, 2. and 3 bedrooms,. Individual air
conditioning, basements, wood -burning
fireplaces, General Electiic appliances, attached garages. Priced from $27,200. Com-

plete monthly cost ,for 2 -bedroom unit,
after low, minimum down payment, is
$212.00.

-

suggested businessre-evaluate store hours.

The editorial was based on a

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENTS
feature automatic elevator service to .all
levels incitiding thelowerlevel private

woman's experience trying to

find a store open on Wednes'day afternoon.,

garage, 2 and -3. bedrooms, individual' air

conditIonIng,.carpeting, General Electric

'

"I can tell you . one thing,"
businessman said. ."We

a ppliahees; "patio" b'alconie's Priced

the

from $26,900. Corriplete Monthly 'cost, for
2 -bedroom unit:after low, 'mirilmam down

don't go home and take a nap.

payment Is $202.50.

our customers, Junning errands. It is the only time we

We go right on working for
The luxury of elovatorsorviced condominiums.

can .set 'any- of our, buying
done.

to see "Rdgent Park's madel townhousei and condominiums, take Rand' Road (Rt. 12) or Elmhurst Rd.

(Rt..83) to Kensington (Foundry Rd.).at Randhurst

IN 'ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

UNITED DEVELOPME.NT

C0.111112.ANY'

Shopping Canter; then West`y,-mite. on Kensington,
Model homes are open from 40 A.M. III dark.

PHONE

259-4949

"You *should stick up for
your ' hometown businesses.
always ' thought newspaper1
men are 'suppose' td get 'both
sides qf - a story before they
priritanything."

The situation boils down to
the,old debate between the big
operator and the little opera-

tor. The big store has muny
employes

and

can

stagger

Now researchers at the University of
California have reportedly found that
when bicarbonate of soda is added to
hens' food, the egg Shells they produce
are about 12 per cent tougher.

What bicarb does for the digestion or
the birds is 'not revealed, but it promisto brighten the disposition of poultrymen.
es

. . .

by hunk E. Von Arx

working hours to remain open a chain.
longer.
"You know what we did last
The independent 'inerchant Wednesday?" the man asked.
*rates on a smaller budget. "We got in our car and drove
To, hire one extra clerk re- to' get u special order for one
qpires thousands of dollars a of our customers. Sure he
year more
business.
That appreciated it, but it was the
kind of money is not always only time we could have done
available during one extra it.
I would like to have a Satafternoon or in the evenings.

urday off, just once."

"We have trouble finding
Even the shopping, centers
of help," the tire not immune from- the de"We had mands of customers.
one woman who was with us
14ow, people want us to stay
the right kind
businessman

.three years and ,was real good., open on Sundays," one shopShe was worth' mere than we ping center official lamented.
were able to pair. -.but ,she
Many banks have revised
stayed with us, because '.she their work' schedules to pro Just wanted to Work and be .vide window service for adnear home. You don't find ditional hours. And some docsomebody like that very tors have organized emereasily."
gency
referral
service
on
Independent b u s i n e s s - their afternoons off. '
men say they can provide that
The independent merchant
personalized service end . those has no easy solution. There is

little extras that seem to get just so much of his time and
lost
sometimes
when
the energy available and sooner
'store gets bigger or part of or later he runs out of both

THE DAY

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

YEAH,

AB50- IT THE siaaseT

AN' IF THEYCIETA 37-)
HOUR WEEK THEY'LL
ALWAYS Tff ONES WANT314...ANY SO' j
A 37 -HOUR GOT TO
WHO INANTMORE ON DOWN THE LINE!
WEEK,
HAVE A
LOAFIN'llAAE:
THEY WON'T BE SATW rTH
CHANCE
WHY, I DOUBT
ISFIED TILLTHEY
MORE
TO DO
THAT T1105E TWO GET PAID FOR NOT
TIME
SOME
ACTUALLY WORK
COMING IN AT
FOR
ALL:
RELAXINY MORETHAN 35
LEISURE!
HOURS NOW:

CHESTER,

LUTELYI

WE NEED A GUY'S

GOOF -OFFS ARE

1E'
-4443 Wirw'ff
t

'I sure dread to go home. I pausedfor a minute at a
perfume counter and got sprayed with Essence of
Passion Flower!"

114 lac ta W UL M. On.

"I was going to ask you .for an advance on my allow ance, but since it's your birthday I'll wait till tomorrow!"

-cts

-----

..

RISING EXPECTATIONS

COGNITAM

011MMX[klmTAll.p.UlftcOM

'HAT MUST'VE AND. NEVER
MIND THE
SEEN THE
DUMB THUMB

THAT'S ENOUGH TV!. ONE MORE SPY
TIME YOU
STORY AN' I WOULDN'T EVEN TRUST

A KID WITH A BEAN -SLOWER! SAY,
114°W ABOUT A- LITTLE CARD GAME

AT A VODKA

LLERY.

JE.g TO PASs T1-( TIME .g I AIN'T
PLAYED SINCE THE NIGHT YOU
BOYS PLUCKED ME LIKE
RIPE CORN!

.))

IF YOU CAN'T RUN FAsTER, GET OuToF114EVIA'd

1111114110,

TRIED TO

ROUTINE,

FAKE
YOU
CAN SHUFFLE

FILL OUT P,

HEART
FLUSH WITH

BETTEK THAN

A SPADE!

THAT UNDERWATER!

10MORRow is

EASY NOW-114ERE'S Ms

500N ENOUGH!

510 ause4Asourruis!

BUGS BUNNY
THIS SALE)"
ON ELECTRIC
FANS AIN'T EVEN

STIRRED UP
A BREEZE!

0

[IT'S A REAL 1-10T

DON'T GO HOME

DAY,TO0- THERE
OUGI4TA BE

EMPTY-HANDED,
DOGS-TAKE YER

15041E WAY

WIFE A FAN!

0' MOVIN1

SALE
PAtkis!

'em-mmm

ce TRY,

I

'THOUGH,
sm TM ism ti$PoW

410104/66T-'

o ITUb wrw arm

"MG MAGIC IN A NEW SHAPE"

Pommes. I

TM am MS Pm OH

Here is an automobile which provides
all the character of a true MG and is,
at the same time, a luxury motor car.
It is the most practical way of having
MG performance with sedan comfort,
security and convenience. This fastback coupe is honed to a razor's edge
of balance and finesse. It will do as
good a job of hard, fast, safe motoring as you are ever likely to require.

MORTY.MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

NOW I'LL. NEVER KNOW

60 -THE WICKED

Menopause

HOW ir CAM& our.

PIRATE POT-MI.5

2%02070 LAW

MA,0066 FAIR
-*MCAT "HELP./
CRISO LAD/

W. G. BRANDSTADT.M.D.

KOSKE IMPORT

Since all women, if they live
long enough, will go through
the menopause, this is not a

disease but a physiological

MOTORS

process that is a part of aging.
However, because unlike the

of some other countries we do not take pride in

INtrit
Imo.IIIIIGh

our years, anything connected
with

.450 N. HICKS RD.

........_4/1116

people

with aging is regarded

358-5750 - PALATINE

O1TMM IMP.

THE BORN LOSER

act cause of the hot flushes

"Sunshine State"

(MIDI SAID tt, ARE; NOT

that usher in the menopause is
not known since they often per-

ACROSS
.

sist for many years after all
menstruation has ceased.

T T-1-1

Other

unpleasant accompaniments of the menopause
are osteoporosis - -nrrening
leads

to

fractures

tirotlitif frcrtticrifo5V
RUMS Ycv

RECTVP.

AT MY MOTHER,

431:CAUSE SHE'S SPENDIU6

*mes

A FEW h'011(14S OW VS

rred

ME RODS AMU

with a minimum of trauma -

FOR.t-

and an acceleration of the hardening of the arteries that begins at birth.

Isarril

TOME egailiS?BRUTUS!

16 Crossbeam
(arch.)
17 Conger
18 Seasoning
22 Historical
periods
23 Snare
25 Grape refuse
27 Boundary

-

CAPTAIN EASY
PUMKO PP

VITH THAT

AiTel4=

other changes
Menopausal
changes are, in general, the

..,THEy__MUST NOT FALL INTO NM HANDS OP

AUTHomMeS,AND REOPEN me SEARCH

N(caotmivbe.sfaorfnaL)

FOR ME AS A vAit CRIMINAL! THE PUBLICITY

vOuLP WIINyouR LIFE,Tool

continent
31 Florida resort

V1CS VOULP

SIMS MO

result of a lack of female hormones formerly put out by the

NOR:RISTY TAO

(2 words)

Alf NAME!

ovaries Supplying a small

33 Personal

(

maintenance dose of these estrogens for the rest of a woman's life is now advocated by

34PLaNteauctnor,
no

Alan --

35 Exclamation of
sorrow
39 Imported

progressive gynecologists.

Since such treatment is replacement therapy, there is no
need to interrupt the treatment

from time to time. In fact,

interruptions are inad-

such

visable because they may result in some bleeding from the
uterus.
Furthermore, hormonal treatment is no more

likely to cause cancer, as

some have claimed, than the
same hormones were when a
woman was 'producing her own

.

13ried
Dried up
15 Muse ofe
potry

ABOUT THE 11EP

YOU WM 601010 TRIM!

"IOU LISTIEM36

.

1 Southern state
8 Soprano trills
12 Establish In a

A1.10 SPEA <l).6 OF WORIG))6

IIIIIMMOMA.I.TAAMO4SMOIT.

Fortunately, we now have a
way of relieving the 'depression a n d hot flushes of the
menopause and retarding the

cheese
12!

re
49 Fermented
drink
41

_ -a VIIMI,1171,1117X11

ALLEY OOP
-

44 Roman
household gods
48 Horseman
48 Quartz variety.
50 Relative
51 Florida city
(2 words)
53 Tales .

estrogens.

Of course, if she develops
types of cancer, the

certain

hormonal therapy should be
discontinued just as removal of
the

ovaries is

recommended

for younger women with the
same type of cancer.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
FiWG2
GIORC4
EIRU

("14 emu)* 1014,4411

1 Shoal
2 Tropical lily
(var.)
3 Mineral rock
4 Egyptian sun
god

5 Poueuive

- pronoun

__AUSTIN HEALEY

ACROSS FROM PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA

TOR OS

ill -concealed dismay. The ex-

of the bones that

3AKE. = 9-12

6 Singing group
7 Brazilian
w

[I M© ONSM

glOM r,]-0111EMD
FTiMEIWPN M
N

URM

OMP EP,I=L7=.1

UOM

UCiqEIKA
8 Kitchen tool
9 City in Florida
NaJMNFA
10 Region in Spain FAMUID
OF -AM MO6=1-1
11 Cuts in two
MM[J-0 OPE:-9
12 English
manorial court OMUMEI EIGIEq-Mnm
14 Actor,

- Arnaz

19 One celled
animals (var.)

RNMUOMMD WiCuRA
OMAR EIMEIR

MCI ME=3 EIMO

31 Bicycle parts
20 City on the Rio 32 Bib ical
Grande
mountain
21 Groups of three 33 Aid
24 Friend (coll.)
36 Burdened
26 300 (Roman)
37 Coeur d' -,
29 2,050 (Roman)
Idaho
30 Exclamation
38 Spanis
of surprise
muralist.

19

40 Western
landmarks
42 Speechify
45 Sooty matter
47 Garden flower

49 Gone by

50 Greekletter
52 Chaldean cityh
(Bib.)

I

$

Friday. August 12, 1966

THE DAY

1..4

I

13 -Lost And Found

Emerson Park. Must identity.
Phone 259-2582.

Found. Miniature Parrot.Vic.
of North east Arl. Hts., owner identify. 255-4135. .
FOUND - Boy's bicycle. Own-

er must identity to claim. CL.
3-1050

Mechanical bisign

Mark Powell, of Palatine (center) talks with Paul
Post #690, Palatine 'and out -going commander Frank
Orzolek at a recent meeting of the Post. Powell represented the Palatine group at the recent American
Legion Premier Boys State in Springfield. The program is carried on in the American Legion on a national scope and a Boys Nation Program is planned for the
fleaI.-future.

Full or Part Time
Office Maintenance

division of International Tele-

Magnuson (left), post commander of American Legion

phone

and

Telegraph

Corp.

Prior to his appointment, DeWyze was manager of sales
,and product training for all
111' heating, 'enfilades and
air conditioning units. De-

Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880

DAY WANT ADS

Wyze lives at 631 North BentorrSt.;Pirlatine:

GELRESULTS

392-9300

,

WAREHOUSE HELP

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

MANAGER

ASSISTANT

perienced man.

3840 Industrial Road
Rolling Meadows
392-8090

TECHNICAL
ASS I STANT

cellent future in the manufacturing of this new type

BANK TRAINEE

electronic component.

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

OFFICE POSITIONS_

Ask for Mr. Glandt

METHODE MFG. CO.

$300
- $650
"We cover all suburbs"

MODEL MAKER
small research lab of Ige.
Chicago based company. Good

'61 CADILLAC
Coupe DeVille

$1695

and

$1495

'66 CHEV. BEL AIR
4 door Sedan 6 cyl. Power
Strip Around the blodc miles. . $21951
'63 VOLKSWAGEN
Sedan Sharp
$1195
'61 BUICK
Electra Cenvertible, loaded . .. $1395
'66 VW CAMPER "Around -

New

NOW

working conditions.

Union Special Machine Co.
LABORATORY
'RESEARCH
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
392-7110

Used

in
Stock
Is

$1881

$995
$1195

ELECTRA

1966

HIGH SCHOOL OR

COLLEGE STUDENT
Diversified
Occupation Program

Monday thru Friday 1:30 to
4:30 P.M.

Wes $5346.83
#2302

,

Saturday 10 A.M. to 1:00P.M.

NOW

/ Call
MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

$2700

$2295

''Red

$1595

$1495

Tagged"

GENERAL SHOP WORKER

Cpe., Power equipped, auto trans

$1795

$1595

for

Mechanically inclined man to

$1995

$1695

This
Once

'64 CHEVELLE Malibu
Cpe. V-8 - Auto/T.

'64 BUICK
LeSabre 4 -Dr. Sedan
'62 BUICK LeSabre 4 -Dr
Hdtp. Power Steering & Brakes
'64 BUICK LeSabre

4 -Dr. Hardtop
'63 BUICK Electra
2 -Dr. Hardtop
'64 BUICK LeSabre
4 -Dr. Sedan Air conditioning
'64 FORD
4 -Dr. Sedan
'64 OLDS Super 88

4 -Dr. Hardtop
'63 BUICK Electra
4 -Dr. Hardtop

$1995

$1795

$1395

$1195

$1995

$1795

$2095

$1895

$1395

$1195

Year
Sale!
Come
in

$1995

and

$1795

Browse
Around.

$1995

TEF, Inc.
Rolling Meadows
392-8090

FOREMAN
Modern N.W. suburban plant.
needs shirt -sleeved, take charge type man with ability
to plan, direct, and control

up to 50 employees. If you
are an experienced well-qual
pled fcireman looking for
a change and greater respon-

sibilities, this is a challenging- position. Must be ex-

perienced -in welding, fabrication, machining, assembly,
and finishing.

250 New And Used Cars To Choose From!

.001(
ULK
EUCLID & NORTHWEST HWY.

trained in set up work.

Stead, employment, top pay.

3840 Industrial Road

$1895

42195

be,

a.

$2095

I

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

Prefer man with some col-

1966 SPECIAL
Was $2607
Not

20'7 N. Evergreen
Due to expansion we have several openings for general

warehouse work. No experience necessary. Good starting salary, merit raises, profit sharing.
, Please call Mr: Marquard
,

2

128567

CL 3-2100

HOURS.. DAILY 9.9 - SATURDAYS

EVEN ITOO WE ARE CLOSED

ARLINGTON HGTS.

- CLOSED SUNDAY!

ALL CARS ON OUR LOT ARE SALE MARKED - SO COME OVER AND BROWSE

Call CL 3-1218.

Manager or Trainee

358-1003.
Woman needed tocook evening
meal for elderly couple inA r-

Excellent opportunity
for advancement.
Paid vacations and
benefits.
Salary open.

lington Hts. CL 3-4680

SPORTSWEAR
CALL MRS. OLSEN

MANAGER

392-4250

Woman with retail experience
in sportswear to assume man-

agerial responsibility of active department.
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

PICK-UP WORK

Absolutely no selling. Picking
up & delivering of tickets for
local civic organization guarantee daily. Car & knowledge

of N.W. suburbs necessary. Call 966-1413.

Part Time Bookkeeper for
busy CPA. Hours optional.
Work at home. CL 9-2718

1

Opportunity to advance. Attractive salary. 20%Discount.

-Many company benefits.

W IEBOLDT'S
Raddhurst Shopping Cehter
Rand Rd.and 83

'

Mount Prosivectall.

'

Short Order Cooks
Experience preferred, but not
necessary. Apply in person
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

BOOBY'S
27 S. Northwest Hwy. Palatine

MATURE WOMAN.
WANTED FOR

GENERAL OFFICE
WORK

PHARMACIST
APPRENTICE
(DAYS).

40 hour week.
vacations and

,Paid'

benefits.

Permanent position for person desiring to become licensed pharmacist appren-

Salary 'open.

tice. High School diploma with

CALL MRS. OLSEN

good intelligence. Drug store
or pharmacy experience pre-

APPLYPERSONNEL

Box #1036. The A rlingtonDay,

Northwest Community.

392-4250

'

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

Hospital

MACHINE AND

NO W. Central Rd. Arl. Hgts.
CL 9-1000
VACATIONING

I

COLLEGE STUDENTS
time, experience necessary.
Chauffeur License Preferred.: SCHOOL TEACHERS

Excellent retirement and hos...! "Need extra money to return to
pital benefits. 'Apply in per
school' Paying $2.78 per hr.
son 11 S. PintiMt. Prospect. for days of August 24, 25, 28.
FULL TIME REPAIRMAN. Inventory work.

Mt. Prospect.

'

Dayp and nights. Brandt's
Restaurant. For appt. Phone

many benefits.

208 East Rand Rd.

for

WAITRESSES
Wanted

ture with growth potential.

All company benefits.
Sunbeam. Appliance Store

4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Mon. Wed. Fri. 9 to 5:30

DOMESTIC DEPT.

prime requisite. Excellent fu-

Learn small appliance repair.
in new Monnt ProtPiet office.

SUNDAYS

825-7117

N.W. CHICAGO

SALES CLERK '

Needs tree work foreman. Full

392-2560

8144 1/2 N. Milw.

middle age lady for gift shop.

perience and ability is the

PUBLIC WORKS
MT. PROSPECT

392-6100

NILES

Part time sales clerk

ferred. We will train. Good
salary -merit increases and

217 S. Arl. Hts. Rd., Arlington Hts.

I

30-Help, Wanted-Women

439-7310

lege education, but your ex-

'Top benefits. Include salary
required with resume. Write

3 LOCATIONS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Relay Driver 17 or over

the Block" Mileage
'64 CHEVELLE Malibu

4 dr. Sdn. 6 cyl. Pow Strg.
'63 BUICK LeSabre

"SHEETS" 10070 FREE

to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.

497-4677
Eveldngs and Weekends
An equal opportunity employer

VILLAGE OF ARL.HTS.
253-2340

Trainees or Experienced

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

pay. Excellent benefits. Ideal

4 Dr. DIP.

Salary $1200 a year
Apply Finance Director

NATIONAL BANK

DES PLAINES

Experienced model maker In'

Every
Car

WANTED
2 School Crossing Guards

28-Employment Agencies-Women

ture - many benefits.

Full time delivery man, por-

'3592

Chicago, Ill. 60831
Tel: (312) 693-0021
An equalopportunityerhployer,

Good starting rate, quarterly
wage reviews, profit sharing,
and insurance program are a
part of fringe benefits avail
able.

Aggressive young man to learn
the banking business.Good fu-

8

WAS

Road

,

ments. Should have alert mind
and mechanical aptitude. Ex-

Ask For Jim

Wants full time general duty
Full time chauffeur
man.
License preferred. Excellent,
retirement and hospital ben-.
efits. Apply in Person 11 S.
Pine St., Mt. Prospect.

RED TAG SPECIALS

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

duct with precision require-

Phone 439-0923

MT. PROSPECT

NOW

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Looking for man who likes to
work with his hands on a pro-

year around work
Paid vacation

!erred.. Interesting and re -

.gram. Apply to:

MECHANIC

PUBLIC WORKS

#23926

numerative career and excellent employee benefit .pro -

FLOWERS

Endler's Pharmacy. 439-5255

Was $431100

HA BERKAMP'S
15 N. Elmhurst Ave.
Mount Prospect

827-1191

CPE.

`BBC requires computer op-.
Arators for IBM System/360.
Minimum experience one

year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college
:graduates - math majors pre -

All Levels

yra. experience

IBM

flower shop. Call for appointment. CL 3-1187.

DES PLAINES
296-1142

on truck or bus
5 day week

REPEATED.

,

COMPUTER
OPERATORS

Full time delivery man for

TEF,' Inc.

SALE MUST BE LIMITED TO 14 DAYS
AND WILL NOT BE

CL 9-4000

DELIVERY
MAN

work. Must be able to make
own setups. Top pay for ex-

ACCOUNTANTS

Once a year we offer this great money saving
promotion. This sale is only for you Mr. & Mrs.
Car Buyer, no dealers please.
Savings will never be betted

APPLY TO CHEF

ROUTE 53
LONG GROVE, ILL.

Machinest or Lathe Hand
For semi production machine

439-0923

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

TOP WAGES

LONG GROVE
COUNTRY, CLUB

* CL. 5-2441

Must be able to handle detail
'enjoy people
like variety
Company Paid Insurance

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

- WANTED

Call after 6 P. M.

LAKE DISTRICT

preferred but

Will train right applicant.Call

BROILER COOK

Part Time
Delivery Drivers Wanted

ible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.
9 AM to 11 AM

* COMMERCIAL TELLER
Expel -leaned

.NIGHY

ter. 40 hr wk. Must drive.

1966 WILDCAT

.4. -wt.-

PROOF OPERATOR
SAVINGS TELLER

Mt. Prospect, Ill.-

217 S.Arl.Hgts.Rd.
Arlington Iltfkk
, Bea 1034.

TAG SALE
ONLY!

444-

Full Time

111 W. Central Rd.

, Send resume to
Arlington Day

5

1

, 4.17 4

4

26-Help. Wanted Men Or Women

TERRACE
SUPPLY CO.,

Must have

WednesdaY July 27th Thru
Wednesday August 10th

-4

-.

$

Full Time Delivery
& Stock 'Work

Young man to learn non ferrous metal business. Noprevious training In this field required. Mechanical aptitude
advantageous. Good opportunity for young married man.
Insurance and profit sharing.

BILL..

COOK
BUICK

J-

24 -Help Wanted Men

SALES TRAINEE

Full time - Paid vacation
Ritsenthaler. Bus Lines

NEWS CO.

MEN WANTED FOR

cation for the fluid handling

for
,SCHOOL BUS

,

ICI $154.54

-41

DRIVER

tions. Profit sharing if elig,

-% - "1

24 -Help Wanted Men

40 bra. per week. Paid Vaca-

24 -Help Wanted Men

director of training and edu-

-4r

MECHANIC

RECEIVING

Special Equipment .

'992-A782

appointed to the position of

*2.-4 -4-

AND

Auto. Elec. Controls.
,Pilof Models Built
American Engineered.
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago,

Robert T. DeWyze has been

4'

SHIPPING

11 -Business Suricei

if

4-

24-Help Wanted 'Men

Found boys Schwinn Bicycle in

(

I-1

Apply Nowl

UNITED MOTOR SERVICE
Div. of General Motors Corp..
1001 Busse Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

an eqUal opportunity eMploytkr

PRESS OPERATORS
Our fast growing companyhaa

a need for 1st & 2nd shift
women

in above positions,
Bonus'$ Jobs. Frequent wage

reviews & excellent- fringe

benefits.

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

METHODE MFG. CO.
11700 Hickal Rd.

Rolling Meadows

30 -Help Wanted -Women

)0 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Woman

CLERK

BOOKKEEPER
Girl 'for accounts receivable.

General office clerk, needed

NO experience necessary.Will '

train. 5 day 40. hour week.

for purchasing department oV.-

Excellent Working conditions.

fice. Work in air-conditioned
well lit office. Good ,typing
y.
and clerical akills nee
Daytime hours Monday
through Friday.'.

Contact.

Woman for baby sitting & lite
. housework. 4 day wk. per-

Northwest Comnitinitji
Hospital.

manent.

for 'a busy growing arm.
Someone with ability tohandl

255-0495

ASK FOR MISS BUTLER
529-4009,

All Levels
296-1

Elk Grove Location

8. to 4 Sat.

PLUS BONUS

Palatine

Air corditioned plant. Apply:

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS
Wheeling & Exchange, Rds.
'

439-1220

GOOD SALARY

1100 Wiley. Road

Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.

Wheeling

'

IDEEL CLEANERS
Mrs. RiChardson:

MACHINE AND
PRESS OPERATORS
Our fast growing company has

a need for 1st & find shift
in above positions.

SECRETARY WANTED
Personable individual as sec,

retary to President of the

executive secretarial experience. Age 30-40. Competi-

.METHODE MFG. CO;

NIEDERT

HARPER COLLEGE

Call Jane Nelson

PHONE 827-1108
Full and Part 'Time

2300
Mt. Prospect Rd.

PLAZA LANE RESTAURANT

Des Plaines

Rolling Meadows

827-8861

OFFICE HELP.

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

"1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

RIGHTGIRL

-MOTOR-SERVICE.

3110 Market Plain

FULL TIME

Must be good with figures

Pay, Automitic_Increases, Sick Leave,

PART TIME

Insurance, Overtime And Advancement,

. 3 Positions Available

fice machines. 40 hrs. per
week. Paid vacation. Profit
sharing plan if eligible. Hospital insurance available..

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

HIGH SCHOOL OR COLLEGE STUDENT

INEIIIII

MARTIN METALS
.:

250 N. 12th ST.

-.

Call

253-5000

MT. PROSPECT NEWS AGENCY

GEO. POOLE FORD

392-1830

CASHIER
Men. thru Fri.
1
to 5 P.M.
18 yrs. or over.

DRAFTSMEN
Excellent opportunity. for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledgepf
military specifications.

.0111111

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design ccuseepts.
.

Prepare meeluutiaiii part drawihis, sheet nietil, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine' part.ifrom sketches or'
layouts.

Salary commensurate-yith experience. and ability. Out-.
standing benefitil,frieledin&Jducational aid, profit sharing
and emu-MUM-el...Li:.

.-

PRECISION MECHANICAL
We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

,

SS

SI

Let us help make your...DAY!

CL 5-101

.-

Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discotint -Eieer.
30% off,on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking lots,
business areas,' resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

.

Exp. Qual. Wirkmanship
7 days a week service'
Work Guar. Free Estimates
'Call us and compare prices
537.8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking' lots.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call, us for
free estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.

styling,

de-

signing & alterations. Near.
Randhurst.
255.0348

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 200 - Colors 250.
Now available in red, green,

black, brown, yellow, buff.

Free est. in your, home.

oil & adjust.

All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964
Paintmgleciating

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.

CL 3-7384

Transperahon

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.'
LE 7-1166

esti-

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture
.

work guaranteed. Free es-

if A
ADS

Road

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 893-3021

E.

An equal opportunity employer,

Avalon Travel Trailers and
Avalon and Dreamer Pickup
Coaches.
' Open Sundays' 12 to 5
FREUND'S CAMPERS
.

.

PERSONNEL

---

--

E. of McHenry. Phone 815-

Challenging position in our
growing organization.Various
duties in our expanding
personnel department working
with the director of industrial
starting
relations. Good
salary, reviews, profit sharing, air conditioned office,
etc.

385-6333.
MOVING :OUT OF STATE.
GARAGE, HOUSE - OFFICE
EQUIPMENT SALE. 1 ton
truck - antiques. 1208 S.
Haddow, Arl Fits. 3 blks.

3 blks.

south, of Central.

east of Arl fits. Rd.

Sat. and Sun. Aug. 13 and 14
10 'AM to 5 PM

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Phone or Visit

Miniatures. Poodle pups and
Schnauzers. AKC. Shots and
wormed. Home raised. 639-

AMPEX

9728.

Miniature Schnauzers AKC-

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

Reg. - Male - 8 wks. CI -37964

.

SPIEGEL CATALOG CENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY

An above average Job for girls
or women with background of

439-8700

pies. $30. No papers. 537-

Located between Higgins and
Route #83
An equal opportunity employer.

Basset Hound. Beautiful male
11 months old. Raised with
children. 255-9296.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

9040.

MACHINISTS

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Tool Makers
Varied Machining Ability

accounts up-to-date, approve

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

charge purchases and help

Credit is the fastest grow-

Mill Hands
equipment desirable

You'll enjoy good pay and

CALL 255-7500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

SPIEGEL

BRAND NEW OFFICE NEAR YOUR HOME

NOTICE
Designations as to sex in
our Help Wanted and Employment

Agency columns

are made only (1) to indicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

TOOL WORKS, INC:
An Equal Opportunity Employer

business

his

of

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers
to let them know which
positions the advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate
that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

MI

helpful.

Drill Press Operators
Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tol-

erances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Emploker
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

16 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

gards as 'reasonably nee.
ation

ILLINOIS

-Boring Machine Operators

liritttatIon,

specification or discrimination in employment practices.
24 -Help Wanted Men

OUTSTANDING. CAREER OPPORTUNIT ES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY
-

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

FINISHERS & BUFFERS
of Plastic Products

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant working cond't's

Paid rest periods
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
'Free Hospitalization
Bnnus for night work
Apply9-5Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

Free Life Insurance

General Molded Products Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

1965 Lee Street
824-6195

Des Plainesallinois

774-5155

An Equal Opportunity Employer

GENERAL HELP WANTED
Plastic molding factory. Lite work, male or female 18

to 65. Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.

Openings on 1st, 2nd or 9rd shift or part time. See Bill

Johnson 9 to 3:30 or call 499-4044 for appointment.

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.
250 E. Hamilton Dr.

Arlington Heights

Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. West of 83

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865

FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

DRIVERS.
MALE OR FEMALE

Tree ServiceLawas Mewed

ROY'S TREE SIRVICE
Trimming- Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-2865

824-9530

'

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP -CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN

Trash Ruin
RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

Suburban
Decorators

Home. Maintenance. Fully
Insured.
Free EstiMates.
259-5066

Serving the entire N.W.
area. Driveways, Patios;
etc. Protective curbing %for
asphalt
drivcwaym.:,;.'All

S3.

$25.

with tapes:- 392-5228
SALES & RENTALS
Nimrod Camping Trailers

Pure bred German Shep. pup-

IN

894-3115

Meyers
Brick ,4 Masonry

'Cleaners

See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products.Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Guar. serv. on all brands.
24 hr. phone serv.

Maseery

ity painting.
Free
mates.
358-4882

392-1830

Positions offer challenge and opportunity for advancement.
For more information and an interview call
C. E. MAIER
CA 7-2200 EXT. 247

Sew. Mach. Repairs

'Clean,

Interior and exterior qual-

Cement Work

timates. 529-6587.

'

24

Phone 439.1794

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Individualized

Norge gas ate

Webcor 4 track tape recorder

8501 West Higgins

Must be able to set-up and operate.

Sewing Machine Repairs.

OressmakimrSeming

CL 5-110'7

Coldspot refrig. with f azer

Many big company benefits
such as discount on merchandise, vacations with pay,
hospitalization, many others.

NEWS AGENCY

Purchasing metal and mill...supplies. Opportunity to conduct
analytical studies.

-529-6587

Subsidiary of IBM

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience'

SENIOR BUYER

011 255.1200

Blacktop Work

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

essary to the normal opef-

TREE SERVICE

able. 439-1623.
Soft, Water $5.00 a oath
Johnson Water Softener

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

MT. PROSPECT

'GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS

For
ADVERTISING.

NEWS CO.

Serving America since 1865

BARON

Pool 'table like new. Rack
and equip. included. Re on -

best with, a nation-wide company such as Spelgel-Credit
headquarters for America.

-Should be recent college graduate with degree in accounting
Some experience exceptable.

.

Products Co;;

LAKE DISTRICT

chance for advancement is

Just South of Park Ridge

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Elm. CL 3-0956.

ing field for women -and the

Call

CAREER OPENINGS

gervice Directory

Mirror 90" x 30" 114 8.

A.M.

Barrington
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

DU 1-2400

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

.

Saturday & Sunday

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

BARRINGTON

Arlington Concrete

RELAY DRIVER

Dunkirk 1-2400

$108 deluxe wheel chair.Good
condition. 350. 255-6808.

or night shift. Apply:

As a Spiegel credit clerk
keep customer
you will

..

"

Apply. in Person

bookkeeping credit or sales
experience desirable.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Coma in or. Call

CH ICAGO-AER IAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

827 Rand Rd.

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
In, a Modern work atmosphere. where quality counts much
More than quantity..
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacationS;/fdlidays and annual bonus

"

-

Apply in person
Mnt. Prosp. Cinema

ASSEMBLERS

ELECTRICAL

.MECHANICAL

Hospitalization available
See Scotty Robinson

Relay Driver 17 or over

WHEELING
597-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Paid vacations and holidays

Saturday 10 A.M. to 1:00 P.M,

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

and able to operate norinal of-

, CASHIER SWITCHBOARD
18 OR OLDER

Diversified Occupation Program
Monday thru Friday 1:30 to 4:30 P.M.

'

ators with one. to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu
cation. Full or part-time.Day

$50.

5 Day Week
Typing Essential

lege. Shorthand and filing
competency, versatile perceptive of employer's work,

SBC.requires key punch oper-

Paid Vacations

Temporary. Service

392-3500

Outstanding Career Opportunities For
Experienced Person In Shipping And
Recieving, Position Offers Good Starting -

Top Rates

255-4263.'

& alum.' folding table. Seats
8 both used once. 259-5607.
Baritone Uke with case. Like
new - Reasonable. 437 -4013
after 6:90
Expert alteration on quality
clothes. 255-7546

PLUS

$75 BONUS

GENERAL
OFFICE
CLERK

William Raney Harper Col-

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage
-reviews.- 4 -excellent -fringe "IWO- sialiekTfritigii-Tieritifirti;benefits.
Call 358-9100 or write:
APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
Dean of Business Affairs

MATERIAL HANDLERS

Elk Grove

ing at $119.95.

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months YoulAlant
Work ClosgTo Home
With 'First 5 Days Pay

tors. Heavy duty from do-ityourself to installed, Start-

2 burner Coleman camp stove,

Secretaries
Clerks

$10 BONUS

Autonietic garage door opera-

296-1142

IMMEDIATE WORK

'MOLONEY PRODUCTS, INC.
100 E. Hainilion

KE 3-3.636

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

women

517-5100
An EqualOpportunity Employer

.

Bra. -8 to 3 daily..

IRON WORKS; INC.

TESTERS

RELATED CLERICAL
DETAIL

-store in Mt. Prospect Plaza.

24 -Help Wanted Men

,T4 -Help Wanted Men

PHONE WORK.

Experienced or will train
mature woman in.drycleaning

PART. TIME
Stenos

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

CLERK TYPIST
Sales and Administrative
DES PLAINES

AND

Typists

GENERAL OFFICE

.

COUNTER CLERK.

.

SCHMIDT

INES

DES"-

,

. TYPIST

An equal opportunity employer

SECRETARIES. -

800 W. Central
Arlington Heights; Ill.:
CL 9-1000.

days, weeks, months.
Call Bette Rich 296-5515

298-8861.,.

tendance. Outstanding company benefit program. Prefer
age 21-30.

opportunities.;

Challenging

Friday, August 12, 1966

30 -Help Wanted -Women

TEMPORARY

Elaine Revell, Inc..

can type 30 wpm 'energetic and
active, phone

be"extremely reliable in at-

392-5800
,

Insurance company In Cumberland area has Immediate
openings. No exPeriencenecessary, ages 18 to 95. If you

Permanent." Attractive; Re-:
sponsible young lady to work

STENOS CLERKS TYPISTS
Temporary or Part Time

.

.

%active phone and typing. 1.4

Mr. Frale.'

APPLY PERSONNEL,",

GENERAL OFFICE

RECEPTIONIST

THE DAY

ilated-Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

.

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
' & REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE.
Free Estimates
529-6587

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC -INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME,

MARTIN'
METALS
imiiimommimmor

For School Buses and Travel-alls. A.M. and
P.M. Roytes. Guaranteed Weekly Salary plus
Bonuses. Group Insurance Available.

437-3767 or 437-.9495
DAV I DSMEYER

BUS SERVICE, INC.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

2513 E. Higgens Road

250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RDx

-537-2180

Elk Grove.V111,aRe, Ell.

'47 '-`14

Frida9.,AUSust.12,1966

THE -'-DAY

44-111is, Pets' Ail.

44 -Bets, Pets Aid' tgripael

Wurlitzer Spinet. piano. Mahogany. ,''Exe., Cond.' :$350.
MahoganY Moan Phyla drop.
led table with pids, $45. Call

German Shepard male pups
'

10 weeks old.AKC registered.
" 392-8429
$75.
'

Free: Adorable kittens. bead
good homes. Box trained..

288-2911 'any night after 6 p.m..

.41 -Isle Fweiskiegs-Furaitute
3/4.Pink Metal Bed with spring

392-7812

Dachshund male 9 mo. old

fully. equippid. For Sale, both
520: Ph. 3-5526.

raised with children.$15,4372872.

2 white ' male, 1
apricot female. AKC. 7 irks.
$75. CL. 5-3281

30 -Help wasted-Wamea

Poodles.

Growers of nurser); sod.
fttraight Meilen.

.

sell display.. furniture
from builders deluxe model'
Mast

THE BEST' SOD, YOU
HAVE.EVER SEEN

homes. Save up to 70% Terms

and delivery arranged.

;

,

773=0252'
after 12. noon

.-

5:50 sq. yd. picked en.

"

$.60 sq. yd. delivered.,
200 yds. or more
Just MY of RM. 72, 4 mlise

Kitchen set. 36,,o round table'
' formica top &,6stviyel chairs.
4391828
.
$45.
Twin sine bed complete. Like

west of Dundee. Gilber4.

426.-5108.

new $ISO.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Morelli,'

" DAY VVANT ADS
GET RESULTS

CL.3-3576
Modern 6 pc. din., room set.
Arm Chair. HE 7-3529
'

RECEPTIONIST OFF ICE' POS IT ION

.

36 -hip warted-Wsmse

)0 -Help Wanted -Romeo

A full time clerical position
with advancement potential.
WIII train high school grad.

SOD
Grade Sod Nursery.

Blue

I! IHELP111,

e

Vlatel4ema

10-landscapini

41411t Ferlishiats-huoito
9 x 15 Lee carpet with runner beige, floral,'" dressing
table & ' misc. 'CL,* '34249.

SWITCHBOARD'

Good starting 'salary with

excellent company Benefits

Immediate onening. available

plan. Apply

,roe. career . minded woman.

STANDARD OIL
DIVISION OF AMERICAN
OIL COMPANY

2201'8. Elmhurst Rd.
At corner of Touhy
Des Plaines, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity,

portunity' for an' intelligent,
ambitious person seeking a
permanent .. career. Good
starting salary - paid vacs-,
Non - sick leave & group in-

ELK GROVE

Mr. -Colby - 775-7168 for an
interview appointment.

'Our Shipp nI`g Di iii ik

-suraime-binettts.Pleasacall.

PERSONNEL.

TYP 1ST

CLERK

Should be capable of meeting
people 'and have some typing
experience. -Exceptional, op-

INTERVIEWER

VILLAGE

-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women'

Join the Compan
that has Steady
Employment!

be thoroughly, versed, in re-

cruiting factory applicants
for manufacturing. Position
also , includes recruiting
clerical applicants, and related .phases of personnel

the typing of Bills .of. Lading, packing slips, filing,

and other clerical operations. Working hours are

work. Some dollops desired

degree is Oot.nec088=7. Consideration will
be given to applicants who
have had minimum of 2-3
Years experience in recruiting and interviewing.
but a

following address.

Liberal Bonuses

Many fringe benefits including tuition refund plan.

ALITOMATIC ELECTRIC

Please call for an appointment. 562-7100. Ext. 723.

AMY.`. Moir Gra Fooaf Coo.i..i

Free training

Job?

quality, a ,individual must

dated in.Ellt Omni Village
has an opening for anexper-

MALE OR FEMALE
Morning or Afternoon

oking for
ermanent

gressive, experienced -.

fine fringe beneftta are offered. 'Please apply at the

Part time or Full time

31-114

811-11e1

-woman--str-an-assistant. To -

lo-

8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Many

School Bus Drivers

'

WIIIIII111111111

Our emplOyment manager
for women is seeking an ag-

Mimed typist. Duties include

STANDARD

,

411-101

Year-round employment,

RITZENTHALER

,501 mee.e4, %se.
2001 E. Davis

392-9300

Call Jack

Arlington Heights

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

ALITOMAIIC ELECTRIC

NORTIMAKE, ILL

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

400 North Wolf Road

Male & Female
Equal

Join A Profit Sharing Company

An

,Join

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

Employer

°PlciratY

Warded Mei Or Worm,

26 -Help Wanted Mee Or Weise

AMPEX
INTERVIEW ING:'

,

Tuesday &Thursday Eimnings 111 700

,

DRIVERS

Experience On Assembling Small

MALE & FEMALE

Parts And FlandIAInalt-rociisfis Desired

,

Saturclay.9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and

Hours Approx;

women in our new plants

JUNIOR PLANNER

6;30 -8;30 A.M.
2;30 - 4;30 P.M..
,

Experience in procurement of ports or, related. Items and
knowledge of production scheduling.

,

Paid Training, Free Baby. Sitting Service!
Hospitalization, Major Medical, Life InsUrance.
Year Round Work If Desired.

ANALYZERS

Phone 439-0923

Any exposure to electronics In the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

COOK COUNTYSCHOOL-BUS, INC.

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS

3040 S.BUSSE

Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

'OPEN I NOS ":AT UARCO

No experience necessary as we will train.

CUSTODIAN

INSPECTOR

-

Experience In mechanical electrical &, layout will qualify

MULTILITH OPERATOR -DRIVER

any ambition individual.

Will operate multilith machine -part time. Drivingof company
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,.
be reliable and dependable:

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellanemui mains' shop
equipment.

INTERVIEWING

' LAB TECHNICIAN

Interest In
chemistry or allied' sciences desirable. HigtSchool graduate.
with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

Will assist senior chemist In project Work.

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITER,
Follow,up purchase order with vendors.'

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify

CREDIT CORRESPONDENT

,

for many, company benOits such as'

*Regular wage

increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service. ,

,

*Company' pa id

insurance

*Early seniority in
new.plants. , ,
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of comPany:prOdiicts.
*Promotional. opportunities 'galore.

'"

Must have capacity, for detailed work. Experience in credit
and collection work or In handling customer correspondence
needed. College degree or equivalent evening courses In
business administration preferred:

.GENERAL CLERK

GENERAL

DETAILERS

,

With medium 'machine background in printing,paper converting

or packaging preferred.

PROJECT ENGINEER

'

AMPEX

M. E. graduate for development engineering asaignment.on
office makings and business forms products. An,excentIonal
opportunity for At young man with ideas and a desire to Make
them work. Good scholastic background and 1-5 yearsexper.
lent*, will start yon 'off on a rewarding career with'recellent
growth potential.
,

'

21

Positions.,SalesIin the Chicago

Landmelar

Oi';Lunt- Rd;

EIk Grove Village'

L094000.

.

,'

MARCO-,,INCOPPORio+TED,,
'

,

Barrimitati,111:',

' -An equal opportunity employer

'

-

,

,.

.

;

;

'

A Member of the CUE Family of Companies
1/2 mile north of North Avenue on' Wolf Road.
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

,

pay, working conditions. bemiftts std opportunity
ter :advancement.'
"\%"1

DUnkirk 1-4030 ,

An 'Equal Optortuniiy ginployer

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Area. Salary plus' Commission's, -

,

,w..t,,Colky Line Rd.

von Rd.

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

High School srachiate. Starting assignment a varietye .of
general office duties, Outstanding opportunity
learn,'
and adiance to a more responsible positien.

Write, :Call or Visit

,Lunt Rd;

hird Shift Only
are for
Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines, For Various Type Of doil

"

Experience In custodial duties desirable.

.%

Openings on

COIL WINDERS

.ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

ASSEMBLERS

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates

Openings on
Fir"st and Second Shifts
are for
ASSEMBLERS

RTHLAKE

ILLIN

la equal opportunity emPloier(M&F),

drib
SYSTEM

48-11inelon Appliances

55-Misical lestrimeets

R.C.A. Whirlpool deluxe gee

Spanish Guitar w/case. Maple

body, spruce .top, rosewood
fingerboard. 255-2106

range. Like new. Call evenings. 259-1279.

,

'

Wurlltser blonde spinet piano.

4 pick up guitar, vibrato tail-

Excellent cond.

Best offer.

GIBSON snip. 12" speaker.
$85.

392-1463

,

$70; dual speaker Wore amp,
vibrato, reverk; 1 yr. old $275.
Both for $325. 253-8806 after
6.
_
.

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
Profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier, Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities In
this area
PARTAKE

'

5319.

bdrm. Apt. near HlghSchool
1409 N. Northwee Hwy.

Electronic component manufacturer has limited openings on
and or 3rd shifts, full or parttime.Experience not necessary.
We will train.

AT
,VVI LLIA

partment building located at

Smith arid' Johnson and 'offering the following ultra -deluxe

A

features:
1: Central air-conditioning
2. 'Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4.. ample parking, storage
lInft laundry facillt
5. will decorate to suit

UNIQUE

POST lO

* STENO -SECRETARIES

Estate -Houses

Mount. Prospect New Home
4 Bedroom Colonial family
room, Fire, place, Imd. occ.

a flare for writing, abiUtyto
deal effectively with people,

Des Plaines'

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Roads

Finished Family Room.
All Appliances
Fully Imp. Lot

... $29,000

Work Days,
Weeks or Months
Top Rates
Convenient Locations

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

I

SELLING YOUR HOME?
CALL BROM TODAY

Eves.- 677-.5717

Randhurst Center

Prot. Level

An Equal Oppsoirlatity Employer

392-I92C
Room 03

CL 5-8320

99 -Automobiles For Sale

'61

4 dr V 8 Chevy. Bis-

you --authentic Williamsburg
Colonial' home on 7.6 acres.
6 bedrooms, 3 baths, -2 fire-

f"!!

t'1

i

I

I

HE 7-4224

reduced for quick sale --

$225.

Plymouth convertible.
White with red Interlor.Firestone champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission.
$225 or best offer. 368-2699
after 6 P.M.
1983 Triumph Cony., seats 4,
Radio. Heater, exc. cond.
1959

4 bedrooms, study, 2

Owner trans!.

reduced to 530,000.
DAYTON NANCE R. E.

392-3199

Main St.-Barringtot

OPEN SUNDAYS

'SUMMERTIME
DRIVING FUN

_LLINWOOD_ _

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come -In -And -See -Us -.-

Phone DU -1-3434

MOTORS

Clean Cars Wanted
Best- Prices Paid
Palatine
MUSTANG MTRS.
WANTED USED CARS
Bring Your Title - Cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.'
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

1966 FORD 1/2 ton
pickup 4 -speed

118 -Bicycles

Bicycles -

1 woman 26"

84 DODGE 2 Dr. H.T. 583
V-8 Auto. Trans. P/S,

EARLY AMERICAN HOME AND GARDEN

IN COUNTRY*.cLup AREA

$1195

61 CADILLAC COUPE P/S,
P/B, New Tires. Sharp. Full

Price

Y-trieCtf
Inventory Clearance Selling
At Dealer Cost

$1145

80-T. BIRD CONY. Red,
White Top, Red Int., Power,
Full Price,
$ 595

1 left F 350 Stake 4 speed
heater. 3750 Rear springs
1 cc mirrors. 700 -16 -

tires.

60

BONNEVILLE CONY.

$ 395

1 left F 100 Pickup.
6 cyl..Standard tran. CuS;

tom cab deluxe heater.

Speed wiper chrome
mirror w/w tires..

60 CHEV. COUPE V-8 Red

left F 100 Pickup 240

$ 795

2

with Custom Rolled Black
Leather Interior. Stick.

63' MONZA CONV. 4 Speed
$ 795
Real Buy

Only S left Econoline super
ban 240 C.I. 6 cyl. heater
spec 1 ton.. Pack Glass

66, FORD PICKUP 1/2 Ton.

Rear door. ICC Flasher.

Two story red brick, partiailivine covered, central hall,
large master bedroom and two smaller: 1 1/2 baths, 11,ving room with fireplace, dining room, kitchen, louvered
Interior doors, separate single car brick garage, separate
tool storage shed, atone patio area with brick barbecue,
screened porch, formal garden, weeping willow tree, two
apple trees, box elder tree, attractively landscaped over-

Seats. Full Price

ROSELLE

C.I. 6 cyl. std. tran. heat; sr ICC flaehere.1250'rear
springs.

,C,f1ARMING.7,AUITHENT1C

save....

trans.

Bucket

86 -Real Estate -Houses

R,

HOUSEWIVES

99 -Automobiles For Sale'

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Excellent
condition. $750. 259-1110.

.356.900-

'

p.m.

,1350 engine. Exc. cond. Pri-

cond. Warranty. 259-3075,

'59 Cony. Mercury Pk. Lane
Exc. Int. damaged rear fender

"-

Clean. CL 3-3458, after, 6

392-8888

2

4 ef. eNr-e

nett clutch, helmet, & bubble
shield. Must- sell.
offer.' 253-1401.
'65 Honda Sport 50.Exc.cond.

Karmann Ghia '61 Coupe.New
blue/white paint. VW modified

'63 Valiant 4 Dr. auto. like
new tires,' snow tires. Good
'32 Volkswagen.

.

'Like .new. , Megaphones, bar -

1963 VW- $887.83.0ne ovmer.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

392-5228

places. large dining room,

24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

5228

'65. Honda. CB 160. White.

Immaculate. Like new. tires.

'61 Lark 4 Dr. Wagon V-8,

cases. Towering shade trees,
pasture apd pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn,3-car garage.

beautiful family room w/book-

126

2165. After cal1153-4907.
'65 Honda. S-65.Touring Osto
cover. included.
helmet
Bleck. 3250. 258-3435.
'65 8-90 Honda. Exc. cond.
Extras. Adult owner. 392-

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

English type, 3 speed, hand
brakes, rear, mounted child
treat, Ace. 253-5941.

Automatic, 11./H.

in-laws, horses/ Perfect for

car garage.

FOR SALE
'63 Corvair Monsa.Conv. Excellent Cond. 4,Speed Radio
Heater w/walls call CL5-7015

walls. It, Exc. Cond. 5595.

cayne. Auto. Like new white
259-3521.

Lifesavers, Inc.

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY. HOSPITAL

0-

Palatine
FL e-1800

living room and dining -L. 2 -

NORTHLAKE, ILL

Arlington Heights

'

...32,500

baths, Cathedral ceiling In

APPLY PERSONNEL

CL 9-1000'

to help you.
.PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY
"434 E.Northwest Hwy.

Everything Included

lage.

25 11. 'Park Roselle; III
'61 ImnalaChevy convenible.
$525. Good condition. Radio,
w/w, 392-2680 after 6.
1904 Blue VW. Whitewalls &
radio/heater. 31100. 259-

.
Junkers.
it Over with us We're here NorthwestNoRambler
- Palatine,
9 to 9. Six active qualified

COUNTRY ACRE closetoVII-.

tale/. .44

Art. His.

NO OBLIGATION

HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

WONDERFUL

For Sale. .Suzuki Sports 80.
Exc. cond. 2 months old.
Before 'Aug., 13 call SA 8-

Roselle Dodge

vertible. Hard 'la' soft top $950.
392-3650,

if u are thinking of selling,'
your home come hT mad -talk

ART -WAY BUILDERS

says STIVERS is

A AMA-. Mr GM

THE DODGE BOYS

CL 5 - 3835
1810 E. N/W Hwy.

ALSO

259-3535

Extra's. $125. Phone 392-7631

FOLZ REALTY

Residential - Commercial

HONDA' 50 1965

white bla'cit int. 413 C.J.Hurst
Pli W/W..917-5.17011,

vate sale $1000.:'259-0053
4983 Renault Caravels Con-

96 -Real Estate Wanted

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

But A rlingtonDaysie

LF 4-2186

AGENT.

,

Model at 1419 N. Chestnut

OFFICE WORKERS

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

.

2 ,Car Gar.

HOME REALTY

Temporary

5 acre:Mime:site.. 5 minutes
from ommia sta on.5year
contract'if desired, Barrington School Dist. Real country
-;71ii:Reasonably.

4' BDR. COLONIAL

Most Maples Won't Tell

Becorhe an important member of the health care services.
We will train interested mature women to assist our highly
skilled professional staff.
No experience -- paid training program
Patient centered activities
Gratifying work
Good salary -- many benefits

=

..

'

. Carpet

Palatine

723.

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

-

4./1 EIDR. Hi -LEVEL

2 Baths

'62, Chrysler 200'. 2 'dr. HT.

°417.

AREA

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

358-4555
.
30 -Help Wanted-Mei

program and an employee
store. Please apply in person, or call 562.4100, .ext.

824-1155 Ext. 236

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CL7.,3-7737

-BAiiikrNbtON

. NEW IN

UNTIL .9 p.m.

pervision, handle detail, and
have the ability to type; this
position 'will interest . you.
Our arm offers many fringe
benefits, including a tuition
refund plan, a fine insurance

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

:

OPEN EVENINGS

follow thru with little au-

including profit sharing.

tractive:1ot. BY owner ;18'800.
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

This 13 a challenging :Ind' an
unusual position. It you have

Good starting Salaries and excellent employee benefits

panelled .family room. Cer.
the bath..., di, kitchen. Newly
remodeled 'inside & out. Sep.
2' car garage. 'At-

253.5413 on 437-4080.

space

bdrm $185.

* TELETYPE OPERATOR
* GENERAL LEDGER BOOKKEEPER

$27,900.
Imm. occup.
-. 255-6120
Cl 9-0043
Arlington Hgts.2bdrm.ranch,

in -Motorcycles Aid Sinters

99-Avtemobiles For Sale

'Carnets rdrapes - gar.

AMERICANLEGIONHALL,
Dote Wheeler

6. 1,050 eq. ft. of living

* TYPISTS

800 W. Central Rd.

MS BURG

Palatine's newest luxury a-

'Des Plaines
666 Garland Place
An EqualOpporttmityEmployer asp,

Partte5
Grailuationskptc.

"BE CAREFREE^

30 -Help Wanted-Womee

APPLY

'

Park Ridge

'

.

FIRST, TIME, 13Y OWNER
1, 3 WIN.- 121/2 baths.
Faintly oti. with fireplace.
1/2 Acre - large patio.
Near high di ',grade ,schools.

,

Low summer rates far
Weddinis '

I,.

furnished! apt. 3 short blocks
from N.W. station, bus,,shopping.' Available Sept. lst.'For
259-41101
aPPti call
3 bdrm. duplex apt.withbasement, nice yard. Children
welcome, Mt. Prospect 302-

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788
;
Palatine

TRW ELECTRONICS

.

HALL. RENTALS

Friday,,Auguit12, 1966

, THE DAY

88=Real Estate -Houses

81 -To Rent Miscellanies

A rlington Heightti. I bdrm.

Dept. A - I

ASSEMBLERS

,

'

14-Te Rent.Apartments.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

392-9179

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

piece, 8.10 rhythm switch,

253-1401.

Excellent child care given In.
my licensed home.

66 -Business Opportunities

1150. Exc. cond. LE 7-4479

Guitar & amp. * pickups di

vibrato Silvertone 15 watt

Airline Amp. $75. A mpeg
Amp. $75. Mike stand $5.
after 5.

Immaculate. Bow & beg incl.
.UN. 4-6759
Siingerlagd drums. Bass;
snare, end cyinba16.
.222-2721

55-11n101 lestramosts

19 -Nursery Schools -01M Care

15" speaker 410. CL 3-1108

3/4 aloe

CELLO -

55 -Musical !estrum!:

4 Speed Trans. Save up, to
$750 from list.

4 left Econollne van standard 6 cyl..Eng. std.trans.
heater. 1230 Rear springs
Glass rear door. ICC
flasher..

ELLINWOOD

ImmedlateDelivery

.. all on 150 x 60 lot. Phone CL 3-6597 for appointment with
owners.
'

MOTOR
SALES.

ROSELLE
FORD

CHOOSE YOUR OWN SHIFT

333 E. Irving Pk.
4 blocks East of

* 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.

1565 Ellinwood Ave,
In DOMDt0W11

Roselle Rd.

Des Plaines. ni.

Roselle, m.

899-4235

Phone LA 9-5551

* 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.

2994395

'

ROSELLE
TIFFANY PARK

* 6:30 P.M. to 10:30 P.M.

rog

DODGE

35 NEW HOMES - 3 '& 4 BEDROOMS

$21,450 - $25,350

,Open daily 12:00 - Phone 392-5249

Ideal' job for the housewife who wants clean light assembly work and does 'not want to engage
a baby sitter. You can begin work immediately or 'apply now for work in September.
Enjoy the fringe benefits of full time employment including profit sharing, paid insurance,
employee purchases, vacation & holiday, pay. Clean light work.

No experience necessary if You are interested. You will 'enjoy pleasant working conditions in
our new air conditioned plants. Regular rate of pay plus night premium with automatic pay increases.

Model Homes at 4407 Wilke
ROLLING MEADOWS
Regal Homes, Inc.

,Community of Finest HoMes,

CALL OR VISIT

,

Arlington Heights

low ' mileege one owne r..

A sharp 'car:. $1365.00

.1"

4 & 5 BEDROOMS

Dite

While

ewitPahssb.luv4e IMinnt...

6 cyl. standard tran.
.

w/w, radio full wheel
covers. $895.00
'
'

.

1962 TRIUMPH Herald. 2
dr. Dark blue bucket

1965 DODGE' Dart,,2 dr. 6
cyl. Stick. '11/hite. blue
int. 25000 miles. Left
'

$sesaesta.004 on the floor,

w/w good car mileage.

,

factory warranty, like
new. Save,$$$

1061 CHRYSLER.

1983 FORD Falcon.' 2 dr.

Priced from, 345,000

SEE MODEL AT 1105 FRANCIS' DRIVE

fiat.

P. steering, and

brakes.

Automatic
trans. $995.00

age. $895.00

,

1963 CORVAIR 8 dr. Sedan;"
1957, KARMAH :Ghia, Bleck,
Brown with brown eny
'

- int. w/w, radio, bucket ., bucket seats, radio,
new engine.
4:i Excellent
x:
seats, 3 on the floor.
A Cream puff.

'

..

s UNIT NO. 3 NOW OPENING'

ROSELLE
DODGE

,

Select' your lot, on,, which equalli imniessiVe'
homes can' be., built .
FOR' APPOINTMENT CALL

,

C(5-'4431

New

Yorker. White maroon

interior.

", Homes available for Immediate occupancy

01 L

1902

..

.

1984 CHEV Impala wagon.
6 pass.4dr.RedStand;
and trans &overdrive,'
V-8 ratito.yr/w,backup
lite. Lbw mileage. One
owner:51795.00
'

Ranches, Bi.Levels, Cape Cols, French Provinclela

MRS. GAFFKE

,

power steering, V-13..
A real buy.: $895.00

bucket. 'seats. Radio ex.:
tra $100.00fleater w/w -

CATINO ESTATES

INTERVIEWING DAILY

Ile

1982 MERCURY Meteor.- 4
dr. ; Sedan .White with ,
ivory interior, .w/w.

vertible. Light green
with black top. Vinyl

.

439 87

Con-

1984 VOLKSWAGON

RostiLLI,
.

Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington
25 So.,Park, Roselle Phone 'LA '9-9871

"Where Service Foilows The Sale"

ith More Than 600 Points '..

Area swimmers scored a total of 631 1/2 points in this
week's NOrthern 'Illinois Swim Conference championships at

-

NOrthbrook and Des Plaines.

50 -yard, ter, Barak, Sigfusson, Peder13.14
GIRLS'
breast stroke; 5. Tobin ,(MP). son). Time: 1:55.9.

Boys'

13-14 50 -yard breast

Boys'

_

13-14 .200 -yard

free

stroke: 3. Martin (RM); 6. Les- relay: 1, Prospect Heights
'
(Lynch, Hibbs, Salerno, Wenniak (PH).
5 -over
100 -yard dell); 4. Arlington (Maguire,
Girls'
breast,stroke: I. Raasch (Arl); O'Hara, Thomson, Bocian).
seven back of third -place Park Ridge. Rolling Meadows' 17 1/2
2. L. Tobin (MP); 3. A. Tobin lime: 1:43.8.
points rounded out the area scoring.
Girls'
15 -over
290 -yard
(MP). Time: 1:16.3.
A SUMMARY of area 'swimIS -over
100 -yard free relay: I. Arlington (WolBoys'
mers' finishes follows.
1:08.8.
breast stroke: 3. Spears (RM); termer', Westdale,
Bausch,
Boys' 15 and over 200 -yard
Girls' 15 -over '100 -yard 1,M.:
Rowe); 2. Mt. Prospect (Altenmedley relay: 4. Arlington I. Rowe (Arl); 2. Raasch (Arl); 5. Erickson (Art).
Girls 11-12 200 -yard free burn, Hutchings, Tobin, Pol(Christy,
Herrity, Erickson, 3. Pollard (MP). Winning time:
3.
relay: I. Arlington (Dalton, lard);
Prospect
Heights
Tucker); 6.
Mt. Prospect
.
. .
Kenny, Cronin, Kaipus); 4. (Johnson, Aiman, Morse, Sal(Zwissler, Berner, R. Hines
Boys'

Mount Prospect won the conference title with 238t points,
while second -place Arlington Heights tallied 204. Prospect
Heights finished a surprising fourth with 172 points -- only

wtsviOrt fecal)

13 -14.100 -yard I.M.:

Prospect
Heights
(Geisler,
Fcezor, DiSomma,. Mitchell);
5. Salerno (PH).
5, Mt. Prospect (Neil. C. Wood,
Girls' 8 -under 25 -yard back - K. Wood,
Sigfuison). Time:
stroke: 1. Schlak (MP): Allen

and B Hines).
Girls' 9-10 100 -yard freestyle
relay:
I.
Prospect
Heights (
Hibbs,
Geisler,

ct

2, Hibbs (PH); 3. Reiser (MP);

Takata, Lesniak) 3. Mt. Pros-

(MP); 3. Takata (PH). Winning

pert (Reiner .

ti me:

Schlock, FitzBurnt); Winning

simmons,
time: 59.1.
Boys' 9 -10.100 -yard' freestyle
relay:
5.
Prospect,

Some of the Mount Prospect swimmers wanted

-----to--tilt
--their they made up this sign for display at the Northern

Boys' 8 -under 25 -yard back stroke: I. Sigfusson (MP); 5.
Burns (Ad). Winning time:

-

21,2.

Heights (Takata, Beal, Feezor,
15 -over

free style: 6.
Prospect).

Illinois Swim Conference meet Wednesday. They

went on to prove it, too, winning the team dde.

Girls'

Coach Jim Zwissler is in the background.

B.

free style:

Pollard
time: 1:02.4.
5.

GIRLS' 9-10 25 -yard backstroke: I. (tie) Lesniak (PH);

200 -yard

2. Gabler (Art). Winning time:

Hines (Mt.

15 -over

16.9.

I. Rowe (Arl.);
(MP). Winning

100 -yard

100 -yard

fly:

Boys' 8 -under 25 -yard free:
2. Sigfusson (MP); 3. DiSimone
(Art); 5. Epstein (MP).
Girls' 9-10 25 -yard free:

breathe

713

BOYS 9-10 25 -yard free:
I. Schlak (MP); 2. Salerno (PH).
Winning time: 13.9.

Girls'
8 -under
25 -yard
breast stroke: 1. Schlak (MP);
2. Allen (MP).;.3.:Takata.(PH).
Winning time: 22.5.
Boys'8 -under -, 25 -yard
breast stroke: 3. DiSimone
(Ari); 5. Busse (MP).
Girls' 9-10 25 -yard breast
stroke: 1. Hibbs (PH); 2. Les-

and Roy Stobe

STANDINGS
Team
J & B Village

6. Gabler (Art).
Boys' 13-14 50 -yard backstroke: 4. Salerno (PH).
GIRLS' 15 -OVER 100 -yard
backstroke: I. Pollard (MP):
2. Olson (MP). Time 1:15.

niak (PH); Burrell (MP). Winning time: 17.9.
Boys' 9-10 25 -yard breast

stroke: I. Dalton (Arl); 3. Sigfusson (MP); 6. Geisler (PH).

lime: 37.7.
Boys'. 11-12 50 -yard breast
stroke: 2. Schlak (MP); 3. Har-

Girls' 13-14 100 -yard l.M:
I. Foster (MP); Winning time:

rison (PH); 4. Busse (MP).

ming so that the breathing does

not interfere with the stroke.
This means that the air must
be taken in by turning the head
to one side as the arm on that
side is drawn back in the stroke

Then, as that arm is brought
head is

turned

back into the water where the

the

lift

glide,

the

head

Then let's do it the right way:
rhythmic breathing

START FIRST by standing
in shallow water, bend forward,

take a deep breath, place the
face flat in the water and blow
Why must you put the face bubbles through the nose, the

air is blown Out.

in the water to blow the air mouth, or both at the same
out? Because by breathing in

this manner,, you can have the

Prep Gridders
May Start- Drills
On August 24

time, force the air out, get rid
of it, You have to feel that you
need another breath before you
can get one. Then turn the head
to one side so that the mouth is

above water, get a breath en-

tirely through the mouth (no
nose breathing - there may
Football practice for schools be droplets of water
in the
in the Illinois High School
nostrils), turn the face back
Ass4ciation will start Aug. 24
some
although
issue equipment

into the water and push the air
out again.

and arrange for players' phyY01.1 MAY get the feel for
sical examinations prior to
rhythmic breathing right away
that.
'
or it may take several pracUnder ' the
association's
bee sessions. At some time it
rules, no school may organ- will come to you and you'll
ize' 'or practice its' team bewonder why you ever had troufore the second Wednesday
preceding Labor Day..

pect, forest View, Wheeling, the only ,National League play Elk Grove, amil St. Viator,

I Sports on 71.V.

Scrimmage Set

'ens ever to accomplish the feat.

I

TODAY
5:55 p.m. Football,

filmed
Chicago Bulls, the
newest entry in the National highlights of NFL action, ch.
Basketball Association, will
7:55 p.m. Baieball, White
close
their rookie try -out
camp at De Paul University. Sox vs. Angels, ch. 9.
8 p.m. Stock car racing
Chicago, with a public scrimThe

mage at 3:30 p.m. today.

from O'Hare Stadium, ch. 32.

8:30 p.m. Football,:. Bears
The game -condition scrimwill match the Reds vs. Green Bay Packers in a
against the Blues as the 13 pre -season exhibition game,
mage

rookies left after Coach John

ch. 2.

9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26..

Kerr's paring of the original

and will open Sept. 6.

All -Stars to Play
The Mount Prospect Pony"
League all-star baseball team
will play Keely Park at 5 p.m.
tomorrow in the first round of
the Highwood (III.) Pony All Star tourney.

1

Cougar 9 Outlasts
Falcons for Loop. Title
'The Falcons came within
SATURDAY MORNING the
a whisker of winning the Var- game was continued and the
sity ll Division baseball crown Falcons picked up a 4-3 vicin the Arlington Heights Boys' tory.
League

last,

week,
the

Saturday afternoon the Fal-

the worn-out Falcons.
WOLANSKI GOT the win,
The Falcons finished in a fanning four and walking six.
two-way tie with the Eagles
Dan Ruff got the Cougars;
for the division's second -half only extra -base hit --a triple.
,crown, and played the co - Falcons Tom Cannon, Tom
champs to a deadlock before Fasth, and Bill. Adams all
darkness closed off compet- stroked three -baggers for the

ition last Fri*.

losers.

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY ANEW

TORONADO
FOR ONLY

$464050

Remodeling

TOR01'
with front wheel drive!
Rocket V41 EngineToronado'a own brand of TutbO Hydro,

Made , Drive Concealed headloOpr Unique:44(okt.
ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look In tOwnl

servict'at all tittles: Conte fn andsee. Jim O'Pjf*.

MARTIN J KELLY
OLDS MOBILE;INC

POF.:RAND RD.

1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

MT.'PROSPECT, ILL:

50

the

St.

Bob Moore picked up low
-

HERMAN F.
KOENEMAN
for

DEMOCRATIC
COUNTY COMMISSIONER

'

Honesty

Integrity
Capability

CITIZENS FOR HERMAN KOENEMAN
Ruth Murawski, dim.
(Pad Poluical Adrtnnemcm)

J

e'.X PRESS

i

,!

1

/4.

I

------,--

E
BY

r..1,111444.44-

an 1-6

Tt 9
..

=11=212

NEW
4

AUGUST 15-20

1
.

MARY LEE INZERELLO, 'MISS ILLINOIS,
WILL BE AT THE TERMINAL

,Only full-size char
Mat noon Pull*,1s:w side windows 385 -hp Toronado

you'inOregtillonsfoiyoUrd011are
BU.LKO
noun Run: with;
Free Sunday papers 8 P.M.
10 gallons ilas .purehale; COMplete & courteous

53

net honors with a 64.

GRAND

*Parts

CL

57 1/2

BUS STATION
IN, MOUNT PROSPECT!

All. Makes Fixtures

..THIN CALL

60
58
58

Raymond's Holy Name Society
golf outing recently.

Swing your partner - in the center of equare dance group at Little League
Dance last weekend are Mr. and Mrs. George, Mitsos.. The dance was the
traditional .sessoit-ending activity of the Mount Prospect Baseball Assodation.

Bath & Kitchen

Price 11 Coinpare

63 1/2

low gross honors at

"r.

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Doh YourseyOr We Insioll

1/2

John Flowers shot a neat 79
and Jack Moran and Hugh Sullivan both carded 81s` to grab

I

40 invited to the camp.

The Bulls' official training
camp will be held at North
Central College in Naperville,

73

Flowers Gets
Golfing Honors

"

ble in the first place.

Players must have engaged
Next: Breathing and the
in -a .minimum
90 minutes Arm Stroke. '
of actual field practice on, each
of I*: days 'preceding the first Classy Mets
interschool` game-_ or scrimNEW YORK, (UPI) - The
mage? according to LH.S.A. New York Mets, who have
rules, No school may open its never been close to being in a
season before Friday, Sept: 16.
World Series, have two players
The' schools -in ',this area. who hit grand slam homers* in
which" are members of the the fall classic, They are
1.11:S4A. are Arlington, Pros- Chuck ,Hiller and Ken Boyer,

70

title game to pin a 6-5 loss on

ficult it gets. You can prove
this to yourself. Lie in your
prone glide Then, at any time
in

71

Mufich Buick
M.P. State Bank

74 1/2

Shell

cons faced the Cougars with
Sam Rudder facing Luke WolTHE COUGARS, chaMpions anski for the Cougars. Rudder
of the season's first half, absorbed the loss despite
came up with a five -run rally eight strike outs. He walked,
in the last of the seventh of the eight batters.

straight backward and see what
happens to the legs Right?

Busse Realty

Loan

final inning.

out in rhythm with the swim-

76

Van Driel's Drugs

but ran out of -steam in

while swimming means that the
air must be taken in and blown

Market
Annen & Busse
Morton Pontiac

Karlsen's Phar.
Picket Paint
M P Savings &

Baseball

Air out.

k.
Points

Carl's Coin -Op
Clnrs

Girls' 13-14 Xl-yard back.:
stroke: 2- Vandermolen (RM);
3. Barak (MP); 5. Allen (MP);

n 00

year,
schools will

Birdies were registered by
Howard Bersted, Pick Fox,
Bob Gewecke, Bob Kramer,

stroke: 2. Below (Aril: 3. tatie
(Art).

held back for breathing, then the time; 1:10.9.
Boys' 11-12 100 -yard indilegs go down and make swimming very difficult and the vidual medley: I. Below (Art):
farther you swim, the more dif- Winning time: 1:13.

Air in,

this

Low net honors went to Ken
Willem, who carded a 39-9-30.

Time: 32.2.
Boys' 11-12 50 -yard back-

....

forward, the

sion.
s

Wood (MP); 3. Lesniak (PH).

stroke: 2. Schlak (MP); Crouch
(RM); 6. Kenny (P.M).
Boys'
15-over.100-yard
GIRLS' 11-12 100 -yard med- backstroke: I. Hines (MP); 4.
ley.
I.
Kaipus
(Art);
4.
Geisler
Inman (Art). Time 1:00.7.
entire body in the best position
Girls' 11-12 50 -yard breast
for swimming. If the head is (PH): 5. Cronin (Art). Winning

'

;

I

bum (MP). Time: 29.8.
BOYS' 15 -OVER 100 -yard
butterfly: 6. Herrity (Art).
Girls' 11-12 50 -yard backstroke: 1. Kaipus (Art); 2.

Rhythmic Breathing
NOWEVER,

ty

terfly: I. Rowe '(Arl); 4. Allen-

Geisler (PH).

more air he will need.

'

(MP). Time: 28.9.
Girls' 15 -over 50 -yard but-

2. Hibbs (PH); 3. Gabler (Arl);

The swimmer has to have air

Angelo Karras fired a neat
37; including an eagle on the
to take low gross
honors Monday in the Mount
Twilight
Prospect
Golf
League's Monday Night Divi-

Hibbs (PH); 3. Reiser

1.

Ids

'13th hole,

dermolen (RM). Time: 30.6.
Boys' 13-14 50 -yard butter-

16.8,

and the farther he swims the

Hip ifibbs of Prospect. Heights Lions swim team
. grabbed two 'bisse ribbons in Wednesday's Northern

GIRLS' 11-12 50 -yard butterfly: I. Dalton (Arl); 3.
Cronin (Arl). Time: 32.9.
Boys' 11-12 50 -yard butterfly: 2. Westdale (Arl); 4. Laue
(Arl); 6. Schlak (MP).
Girls' 13-14 50 -yard butterfly: I. Foster (MP); 5. Van-

6 Takata (PH). Winning time

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS

2.

ti

Girls' 9-10 25 -yard butter-

Girls' 8 -under 25 -yard free:
I. Schlak (MP); 4. Allen (MP);

ON SWIMMING
%Iniewww..10

diving:

Morava (PH); 3. Weber (MP).

Angelo Karras
Shoots Neat 37

fly: I. Hibbs (PH); 3. Gabler
(Art). Winning time: 15.4.
Boys' 9-10 25 -yard butterfly:
I. Salerno (PH); 3. Schlak (MP).
lime: 15.4.

co (PH). Winning time: 50.0.

S PAR 1( S

total: 85.3.
Boys' 14 -under

__Mixed 15 -over diving:_.2--1...- Illinois Swim Conference finals.. He won the
13-14 50 -yard butterfly event and swam on
Girls' 13-14 200 -yard free Cashmore (PH); 3. D. Cash "teem's winning 200 -yard free -style relay.
relay: I. Mt. Prospect, (Fos- more (PH); 6. Mullen (Art).

fusson (MP).

free: 1. B. Hines (MP); 5. Sue-

NJ.S.C. champioeships Wednesday. Andy See won
the girls' 9-10 25 -yard breast stroke event and
LsvrereAtrAminning free -style relay.

Westdale);

Boys'. 8 -under 25 -yard but-

(Arl); 4. Wendell (PH). Winning

time with an offidal after a *dose race in the

Below,

6. Prospect Heights (Harrison,
Takata,
Fergus,
Wendell)

itakf, I.

terfly: 2. Epstein (MP); 3. Sig-

free:

110.7.
Boys' 11-12 100 -yard free:
I. Below (Arl); 3. Westdale

Andy Sue Hibbs of Prospect Heights checks her

Lowe,

GIRLS' 14 -UNDER diving:
I. Halos (MP); 2. Fuith (MP);
3. Kainc (Art). Winning point

Reichwein (PH). Time: 20.0.

4 Dalton (Art). Winning time:

4,

BOYS' 11-12 200 -yard free
relay:
I. Arlington (Rowe,

Girls' 8 -under 25 -yard butterfly: I. Epstein (MP); 3.

3. Hibbs (PH); 4. Wendell (PH);
6. Reiser (MP).
Girls" 11-12 100 -yard free:
I. Kaipus (Arl); 3. Geisler (PH);

time: 1:01,4.
BOYS' 15 -OVER

2:02.2.

17.3.

(PH). Winning time: 59.3.
13-14

'

Boys' 9-10 25 -yard backstroke; I. Salerno (PH). Time:

100 -yard

Girls' 13-14 100 -yard free:
I. Foster (MP); 6. Pagemhopf
Boys'

20. 5 .

erno), Time: 1:58.3.
Boys' 15 -over 400 -yard free
relay: 4. Arlington (Collins,
Wester, Rice, Inman).

AUGUST 15, 4 TO 8 P.M.

FREE

Week-encl At Wisconsin Dells As Door Prize
door prize donated by Mirawal Company,
decorators of the terminal

Come in for refreshments - free gifts...

GREYHOUND
MT.' PROSPECT. Bus DEPOT
1008 E.. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
:

A
e

61

Telephone

WEATHER
Toni g h t: 'Ibundenhowers
endlig; Low in the lower 00s.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny and a
little cooler; High near 80.

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Volume I, No. 84

Mount Prospect, III.

117 S. Main St.

i izens Utility Co Acquiring
1 Location
her Ne,.
Delay Action On
BY BRUCE CUTLER

BY TOM STANTON
Thursday night an explosion' tore apart a rural mail
box at 1005 Isabella, Mount Prospect. It was the most
recent in a series of similar acts of vandalism in Inc

Citizens Utility Co. has acquired an option agree-

in getting permits to drill on its first new well site.
In a letter to Cook County
building and zoning commis- than 1,000,000 gallons of water

Prospect area.
Teens

sioner
Daniel J.
Ferrone, to the company during the :five
Citizens' lawyer Daniel J Ku- day water crisis.
KUCERA declined to discera wrote that the company
must delay action in gaining close the second new well site
in
the letter because. "The
drilling permits because of the

officials formal closing
have appealed to two govern- taken place."

not

has

Rural mail boxes have been
their favorite target.

Mount Prospect police have
been routinely handling these
reports as simple vandalism.

yet

He told The Day he is not
mental bodies to get the company to expand its water faci- bothered about "the delay in
lities until they arc "ade- the front end of getting per-

mits because we can make up
Mayor Daniel Congreve ap- the time in the rear end of
pealed to President Seymour drilling the new well."

of Commissioners to
direct Ferrone to withhold the'
issuance of building permits
to homes that would be serviced by the company.
FERRONE is withholding
the permits until, Citizens

proves to Simon that it is expanding its facilities
Congreve has also appealed

He said the department does
not believe the acts warranted
such action.

The second new well Site, he

Board

Mount Prospect Postmaster
Theodore C. Geocaris, however, said mail box vandalism
of any sort is a federal offense
and punishable 'under the U.S.
Code with a fine up to $5,000

(Continued on Page 2)

Principal's
House, Car

and up to a year in prison.

Vandalized

'A. new Dist. 57 principal,
to prevent the coin- .Lester Brown, was 'awakened
pony from adding any new cus- 'at 4:06 a.m. Saturday. morning

FAMILY

fire, eggs and mayonnaise were

thrown against the front win ATTORNEY Kucera wrote. dow. Apples were crushed all
Ferrone as was the arrange- over his car parked in the
system is "adequate."

President Simon,
who 'directed the company's
lawyers to keep Ferrone informed on expansion plans.
Citizens first acquired an
option agreement for a well

site along the Soo Line tracks
north of Euclid Rd.
Kucera had been scheduled

to ask Ferrone Friday for a
permit to start
drilling on the site.
The
company,
however,
"reached agreement for the
special

use

purchase of another well -site,
which is in

addition to" the

Euclid Rd. -Soo Line site, according to Kucera's letter.

THE DIGGING of a

new

narrowly escaped being run
over, by a truck behind the
Cottonwood apartments.
Mrs. James Zarek; 1609

Cottonwood, Mount Prospect,
told police her son's bicycle
was flattened when a Citizens
Utility Co. pickup truck backed

their fifth birthday on or before Dec. I, 1966.
Parents may use a birth or baptismal certi-

in almost all communities,"

"The culprits seldom know
who they're picking on" he
said, "because they select an
area to, vandalize in a helter-

over it.
Moments

ficate.

A physical examination
and fifth

kindergarteners
school.

skelter fashion.

required of all

is

graders

"It's, annoying to residents
who usually do this are very

the accident.

happen tq- a new principal,"
ernmental bodies to force the Lt. Hamola said, "because we
company to provide "adequtite" don't usually greet new resiCongreve's drive was spark-

dents this way.

"Mount' Prospect is

nice

a

ed by a failure of a pump at area, only a few people are a
the company's one deep well

little wild."

on Euclid Rd. east of Wheeling

Brown has -been assigned to
Gregory School.

Rd. over the July 4 weekend.

The village used an emergency hook-up to supply more

Mrs. Gwen Hoffpauir, 46, of

I

503 S. Elmhurst St., told police she got the license number
of the auto.

She said she left her post at
the corner
and III. 83

of Shabonee Tr.
to escort a child

across the highway.

in a uniform, she

Dressed

The wail of a siren from a
police escort heralded the arrival of Miss .Illinois to Elk
Grove Village. It marked the

Jack

!vans escorted

Mary

Lee and her mother in the

title in big letters rolled into
the driveway, "neighbors and
friends greeted
the
newly

',There' she was greeted by
Pihl presented her the key to
the. village and gave her. . an
honorary' citizen .certificate.
Pihl acknowledged her to .be
"the first, but we hope,.:not

.

Echert, president

of '

the Junior 'Chamber of Commerce;

Richard,

McGrenar

president of the Kiwanis Club,
and John Pelletreau representing Chester Cheaney.

Greeting and congratulating

her on behalf of the Lions
Club was George Coney, vil-

Donald Shane, ,nark district

Climaxing the event was the
presentation- of the Elk Grove

tree which,'

business and professional men's

accepted a bouquet of AmeriBeauty

roses

presented

by her grandparents ME and
Mrs. Joseph Inzerello of. Chicago.

'-

The neighbors had, a large

sign in front of her, home at
371 Laurel St.

Mary Lite,

a

soft spoken,
if 5 'feet

dark eyed brunet

1 .1/1 Inches tall and weighs'

president, said

a

The board voted Wednesday nant says the company will not
to rezone three sections of build apartments.
Other types of land use
land from R5 (general resi-

dence) to B4 (general service
district).
J. M. Brickrnan Mid -West
-Corp., developer of the area
to avoid being hit.
Detectives Richard Yost and east of Randhurst, had asked

precluded by the covenant are
auto service station, dry cleaning, pet shop. theater or under-

mal complaint pending "a more
motorist.
Mrs. Hoffpauir told pollee

that while she got the license
number of the car she could not
recognize the motorist because he was driving so fast.

No Meeting'

taking business.

A restaurant' or a tavern,
in conjunction with a
motel, are also mentioned as

for the zoning change.

except

The zoning board's decision businesses the 'company would
came as the result of several not operate.
years of effort by the company
A third area affected by the
to build what area residents zoning board's action is 2.53
have come to call the Brickman
office buildings.

acres north of Euclid Rd. about
327 feet west of Wheeling Rd.

The zoning change applies There is no covenant with the
to an acre_north of Foundry, board for this plot.
Rd. about 670 feet west of
Eight years ago Brickman
Wheeling Rd. and about 1.18 planned an eight -story apart -

The Mount Prospect Board acres north of Foundry Rd.
of Trustees meeting tomorrow 465 feet west df Wheeling Rd.
rescheduled' until.
has been
COMPANY officials signed
Tuesday. Aug. 30, because of
the vacations of the village a covenant with the zoning board
for these two plots. The cove trustees.

merit building' and three years
ago

like her, is: a 'thing of beauty.
would 'be planted in her name.
Chief of Police Harry Jenkins
named ',her art Honorary PoFire' Chief
licewontan: and

:""tmrt
t J

Salvatore

William ',Shower ."awarded her
a *shiny new flieman's badge.,

Dr. Neil Shulkid, , represent -

Ivens

,

;

Mary Lee acknowledged 'the
help, of her family and friends.

a bond referendum.
At a meeting Wednesday park
the
named
commissioners

ficulties this weekend.

Robert Rigby of Park Ridge
Mount Prospect police
DiMucci Saturday had threat-

told

time and polling places for the

ened him and forced him to

also

leave the DiMucci subdivision.

Rigby, police explained, is a
former employe of DiMucci and
now has his own storm window
business.- He was soliciting
work in the subdivision.

`

hi'

SUNDAY DiMucci asked for
police help in getting a home
buyer to stop working on his

Bin' C. Hmuld, per` home.
School as a polling place while dent of Direr Train Park A Mr. Costa had purchased
those west of Wolf Rd, will go District, happily. predicts the house on lot 455 and was
to Euclid School.
victory is a S850,000 bond installing wall insulation, when
Election judges will be named referendum set for Sept. DiMucci made the request.
by the park board.
2C
He told police his company
does not install wall insulation.

.Roundup

If a home -;owner wants wall
insulation union men must do
the job,' DiMucci said, or else
the union will close the building project.
Costa agreed to stop working

For. The 'Day

and let union workmen put in
the wall insulation, although he
told police he found out it would
cost about S375 for the union

By United Press International

Israeli Jets Shoot Down 2 MIGs
JERUSALEM,' broil - Israeli and Syrian
,

Workers to do the job and he

- ets

thought he could do it for less.

shore guns fired on a stranded Israeli

waliamsaissavalawswessitestasessits

Gripe
Of The

fishing boat

and a patrol boat that had come to its rescue on. the
border lake,' According to the :Israeli announcement,

Day

Syrian jets' then 'moved in to _attaok, the two boats and

"After living in Quincy for the Israeli planes were called in. A Syria radio broad 108 pounds. She is. attending: Mg the village's newest organ.
Quincy College where she won' nation,:.ie.. Chamber of ,Corn- one year; I know that I have cast says the incident 'started When',- an , Israeli boat
her a gift of their support ,but it is, so good. opened fire on "Syrian positions." The broadcast said
the "Miss Adam County" con- pemearraels.;
tp kndw that I have my home- nothing "about, a.'dogfialtr.
test and qualified for Miss
Illinois Competition.
Mrs. Joy Mialleni, prtsident tOwn in baek of me," She said.' .
A 'neighbor.: Mrs. Robert; Buddhists
After affectionately' greeting of the Junior Women's Club of
her family, including her seven Elk Grove ypiage, presented, Ram summed, it up, by
SAIGON
' The "'Buddhist hierarchy hag,' ordered
'think' it* is Wonderft fOr its followers
Outstanding
brothers and sisters' Carl, An-. a certificate
to ,,boycott the September ,elentions of a
thony, Adeline, 'Christopher, . Achievement -for her part in .480 Lee.'it gives her a c ance constituent assembly. Na., reason was 'given, -,for the
to, do and see, so much, ,an ex.'
Angela, Mark and her twin the Miss Illinois contest,
issued' from the main Buddhist _'paOther presentations and ae- Perience, one can't buy and one. order which
Allen, she prepared -folr her
goda' in Salgon".'''''_
knowledgements' were 'made by she'll never forget."
tritithrough town.

is "Miss' Minis" apes'. ,bit

Is balled

boateconhig

Saturday.

She* was r giver' the keit. to the village aid a :check for
$600 to finance the trip, 'of her parents Mr. mod Mrs.

AathottY Auereilo ,to Adaide. City, N.J., vrima , Mary
Lee appears la the Min Anierin imatest.'

'

'

"

empty

.

-

(r,

'i/7g'

la a -relatively :
supermarket : and

then haring to wait, fifteen

to Boycott Elections

'

(;.

My gripe Is completing
shOpplog

'

,Mary Lee Ineeello of Elk Groin Village

DiMucci Jr., an

of - DiMucci Hothe
Builders, ran into some difofficer

dueled over Lake Tiberias this morning. Israeli offi$600 check to:Miss Inzerello's dais say two Syrian MIG jets were shot'down and two
parents' to cover their expenses Syrian shore, gun positions were "silenced." The Is to the Miss America Pageant tad military says the battle took place after Syrian
in Atlantic City. Jack
ruede the presentation.

seven -story

DiMucci's
Weekend
Clouded

has set Sept. 24 as the date for

bond issue.
commissioners
Park

a

Village officials fought these
plans and were, instrumental in
defeating them at the time.

River Trails Park
Referendum Set
Hiram Hanson, president of
the River Trails Park District,

proposed

apartment.

Vnoltetptlitg east of Wolf
RdP . will use the Indian Grove

crowned "Miss Illinois" Mary the last Miss Illinois from the.,, lage trustee. He acted it) the
Lee Inzerello. She is the village" and proclaimed , her : absence of vacationing club
daughter of. Mr. -and Mrs. An- Miss Elk Grove Village of officers. Ethel Dunn represented
thony inzerello. She smilingly 1966.the Lion's Auxiliary.
can

Randhurst Shopping Center.

All registered voters arc
eligible to pass on the $850,000
bond issue between 6 a.m. and

Thomas Garland rind Michael
Tosto of the Firemen's Assn.;
Richard

Motorcade to Village Hall.

more, than `100 applaudingredbeginning of a hometown red dents:. Village President Jack

carpet welcoming celebration.
As her car bearing her

The Cook County Zoning board, over the objections

of both. Mount Prospect and Arlington Heights, has
granted a zoning change for- about five acres east of

said, she blew her whistle and
raised her arm to stop the car
but had to jump out of its way

endum.

i

BY DOLORES HAUGH

Cook.Coon
Grants Zoning
To Brickman

idi hi

iss Illinois Home
For Red Carpet Hello

Sunday there was no indication of damage to the house.

Sept. 13. when Mount Prospect voters will decide whether they want to retain the present__
_form_of government._
The Representative Government Assn. has '
propOsed that Mount Prospect change from a
village-trustee'to a city-aldermanic government
form.

voted final approval of a broThe driver said he would chure to be mailed to each
never run over Bruce's bike ' resent wt n t he distric t
again.
within two weeks of the refer-

gory St., Mount Prospect.

to

son

Later, when Bruce saw the
truck driver, he told him about

ed at schools on registration days or at the
district administration building, 701 W. Gre-

when

her

bike and was walking away when
the accident happened.

Information on pupil registration procedure
and requirements is, detailed in a recently published parents' handbook which may be obtain-

and police, and the teen agcrs

before,

Bruce had gotten off of the

entering

jectives _ in_ his_ appeals to _gov-

service.

The village clerk's office will be open, until
9 p.m. for those who are not yet registered.
No registration is allowed between tonight and

.

A 6 -year -old boy Saturday

All Dig. 57 schools will be open from 10 a.m.
to noon Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 24 and
25, for registration of new pupils.
Children eligible for kindergarten must reach

while Chief Newell T. Esmond
is on vacation said, "This sort
of stuff happens, unfortunately,

had

Is Flattened

For New Pupils

ing as spokesman for the Mount
Prospect
police,
department

"I REGRET 'this

But Bicycle

Registration

Lt. John T. Homola Jr.. act-

reprimanded
they're caught.

-

Boy, 6, Safe

1005 'Isabella,. Mount

is the most recent vicdoe of firecracker modals,

the incident.

severely

well is one of Congreve's ob-

This nail box at

investigating

are

mail,

contain

Under similar circumstances

garage.

POLICE

are -

boxes

"' (Coniinaid on l'agi.2)

,

thrown over trees and set .on

mail

or, not they
Geocaris said.

by a loud explosion.
water facilities are proved
Outside he . found a small
"adequate."
-Aire bomb, had, exploded against:,
The commission will hear thc side of his 'house at 1 N.
testimony supporting the' vil- Owen St.; toilet paper had been

hearing by

A Mount Prospect crossing
guard was all but, run down by

positive identification" of the

covered by the law, whether

tomers to its 'system until the

ment worked out in a public

to

turned over immediately
postal inspectors.

mission

loge's request Sep. 7, as well
as company evidence that the

Almost Hit
By Motorist

He said -any reports his of- Sgt. Joseph Bopp advised Mrs.
fice receives of vandalism are Hoffpauir to withdraw her for-

to the Illinois Commerce Corn-

.

Woman

a speeding motorist Friday.

DET. SGT. Joseph Bopp
said that reports of the explosions have- not been forwarded to postal authorities.

3,4

quate."

Simon of the Cook County

large

are being sought.

re-

been

with

armed

firecrackers or cherry- bombs

duced to writing yet and the

pansion plans.
Prospect
Mount

Today is the last day voters can register for
special referendum Sept. 13.

"

ment for a second new well site and is delaying action

company's addition to its ex- agreement has not

Last Chance
To- Register

Mail Box Bom.bs
Latest Menace

Tst

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

60056

minutes In line because
only one' :Cheek -out Hai is,
open.
,

Mrs. R.

,

-
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2 Girls Happy;
Books on Way
To Viet Nam

THEPROSPECT DAY"
Monday, August 15, 1966, '

High $0100.1.Police an
g14 Agen a
On
The "opinion of the experts1

- will be heard by high Scho
Dist. 214 Board of Education
members tonight when three
administrators of Flint Community Schools, Flint, Mich.,
discuss their police counselor
program.

The meeting will be held at
7:30 p.m. in the Harold L.

"
4

A proposal was *seated
gram; :James Bisbing,
eipal of a junior 'high school, to the board July .19 for the.
and Robert McLaren, police employment of a -safety Ofcounselor, will

speak ' to

the

ficer

'

called

ing.

Sbaron Gehrke ,of 13 Edwards Rd., Prospect Heights,
and Joanice 1Crienke of 157 George Rd., Wheeling, both

for the Elk Prove High
because

board

19, waved good-bye to the last cartonof books Friday

mem-,

afternoon.

.The a Ministration of Dist. bers felt there' were too' many

The Wheeling police have of-

hospitals
The books are being taken to there 'were several
Kansas City by the Inter State with Viet Nam veterans that
could use the donation.
System Trucking Co. The
shipment will be taken by anSHARON and Joanice insistother trucking company to ed on getting the books to Viet
Fort. Riley,. Kan.. where they,.
Nam.- They called Congresswill be shipped to Viet Nam.
Congressman Donald Rums- man Romsfeld in Washington
feld of the 13th district made and he said he could arrange
for transportation from, Fort
arrangements with Col. John

a
tentative plan for
Wheeling High School but the

the books taken to Viet Nam

214 awaits the board's deci- questions left unanswered.
Representatives of the losion on the school safety of-

SYSTEMS & COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
USING
SPS, IOCS, AUTOCODER, COBOL, or RPG

-200-- -

-

360

1401
1401G
1440
1460
1410

Card
Tape

or
Disk

7010

Arntz of Fort Riley to have - Riley.

Village Board has not voted
on the proposal.

Apislicallons

Administrators at Prospect
-Raw-Material-Requiremente-- -High-Setiblirand representaInventory Control
Payroll & Quarterly Returns
Labor Distribution
Order Taking & Invoicing
Sales Analysis & Commission
Accounts Receivable
Computer Credit Checking
Accounts Payable
Financial Statements

tives

GIs* -s- thud -posh --to-j-tits-last-load_efJkooka _areAfrem_lift_to _ right
lirleake of Wheeling; ,toe Ragaia of Streator; Roger Butler of Realtor; Ken Emmons of Viaceenes, lad., and Sharon Gelarke of 'Proipect Heights. The men frOlo.
the-Nlie Site Ice Arlington Heights helped the girls to prepare the shipment for the

of the Mount Prospect

'Police

Department have offered an alternate plan for that

first stages ha the Viet Nam trip.

school.
They
recommended
an attendance. supervisor for

Elk Grove Republicans
Have Day of Picnic Fun

the school who would

be refor attendance 'and
general' supervision and would
work with the principal. He
sponsible

All Programs guaranteed 100% as to delivery schedule and performance.
USE THEM FOR THREE (3) FULL ACCOUNTING -CYCLES

BEFORE MAKING FINAL SETTLEMENT.

EDW. G. MITCHELL & COMPANY
Area 312 392.6060
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60006

Serving Manufacturing, Insurance, Business & Sales Distribution Companies in U.S.A. on short and long term basis
since 1954.

IrolloaaffierettrAw

t'

fered

Any Computer Application

P.O. Box 38

Those famous 40,000 books are on their way to Amer-

board' members, at the meet- School. A special rneetingWas

cal police departments have
ficer program.
'AT THE June 13 meeting the been invited to this meeting.
The Village Board of Ar-.
istration Center, 799 Kensing- board approved the employlington Heights has approved
ton Rd., Mount Prospect.
ment_of a safety officer if such
Robert Enders, assistant di- a plan could be linked with -the participation in_ the proposed'
program for Arlington and
rector of the Big Brother pro- local police departments.
and Forest View High Schools.

Systems

i

ican soldiers in Viet Nam.

SlichenmyerAdmin-

Computers

1191

el. p

would not be a member of the
police department.

They started to call truckwitha training mission.
ing companies from the teleThe girls started the drive phone book listings. When
for the ,paperback books in they called Inter State in Ci-Jiiriaiee-friend-of theirs; cero, "lhe-intliffiger Phil -Sims serving in Viet Nam,, wrote offered to help.
and asked for books. He said
Communist propaganda was aNow the books are on thy
vailable for the American way. The girls packed each
soldiers but good books. were box with a note giving their
hard to find.
names and addresses and asking for con6mation if the

t-Vrr

THE GIRLS' decided to or- books arc received.
ganize a drive to collect the
books.- The Bantam Book Co.
"I'm glad to see them 'go.

ANOTHER item on the
agenda will be a proposal that
the board participate in the
purchase of buses for the
Davidsmeyer Bus Co. School
attorneys have confirmed their
previous opinion that such a

Elk Grove Township Repub..
licans had a politics -filled day

in Des Plaines donated 30,000
don't think I will ever start
books and the Randhurst Corp. another project like
this,
donated a booth fot a week for though," Sharon said.
the girls to collect other

of picnicking Saturday at the
American Legion Post in Des
Plaines. The kids thought it

books.
They were originally told
that the Navy's "Operation

contract with the
pany is legal.

bus

dancing and baseball and lots

transport the
Later,
them.

shipment for
naval officers

Kenneth Nelson told Mount
Prospect police Saturday that
two men in a 1957. Plymouth

of talk about upcoming elec-

at Glenview Naval Air Station

had

Handclasp" would be able to

was great too.

The day included

corn-

Coin Box OK

games,'

Republimn Or-

Regular

place. "Operation Handclasp" machine. They left when Neldirectors could not guarantee son approached them.

ganization of. Elk Grove Township.

Utility Plans

2d Well '
(Continued From'age 1)
is located in an isolated
area where the company will
be able to drill on a 24 -hour

.

said,

Auto Stolen

shipment going to Viet Nam

his 1966 auto was stolen from

Carl J. De Cola, 204 S.
Army and the Air National
Guard but could not receive Mount Prospect Rd., Mount
help. They were told that all Prospect, told police Saturday

strike

cargo

made

space

scarce.

S

tinuous

that the shipment would be delivered to Viet Nam.
girls
contacted the
The

were to be taken on 'a "top the parking lot at the Mount
priority" basis The airline Prospect Plaza.

basis.

THE WELL site next to the
tracks, he added, is too close
to residences to permit con-

plates

license

qualify because the' books service station and tried to pry
were consigned to a particular open the coin box of a pop

The affair was sponsored by

the

without

said that the project did not driven into the Rand Rd. Sunoco

tions.

.;

-

.

The girls sent a 'telegram
to President Johnson. A re-

,.

.

.

Little Republican' tisicy Rater 'of Mount Prospect

"It is the intention of the aunties her balloon. Only a ,child' mold find such in company," Kuccra wrote, "to twat ' In 'the'workings of anything other, than -a trial
construct its new deep well on bailee when owes are the order of the day.

ply came from the Secretary
of 'Defense telling them that
government-

the

could

not

Finger Broken
Rick

Griggs,

13,

of

1717

Verde, broke the little finger of
his right haul Friday while
playing ball at. the Westbrook

transport the books but that School playground.

this new site rather than' on the
first one.

.

"As soon
takes

as

place."

"we shall apply for a special
Pe rmit

Mad Boxes
New Target

closing 2 Motorists

the

he.continued,

for this site.

Ticketed
Two drivers were ticketed by.

"At the same time, we in-, police after accidents.
(Continued Rom Page I)
tend to proceed with the upCharles M. Schauer, 30, of
plication for special use for Rolling Meadows was ticketed William H. 'Watson, Prospect
th e first site, as an alter- Aug. 10 for failure to reduce Heights postmaster, took the
native location, for future ex- speed to avoid an accident after same stand.
pension of the system or in his car hit the rear of another vid'e'Poasthaeal vyrefigunelaotironims
case

the

well

proposed

g.
lin"

Kucera

calculated

that

he

would be able to apply for the
special,for the

PROOF OF PAYMENT! No need to worry about MAILMAN DOES YOUR WALKING no matter the

receipts. Your cancelled checks are automatic, weather! Your cheek doesn't stand In line . . .
gets first class attention. You're "good credk."
undeniable proof, mailed to you each month.

first newuse
wellPermit
site early this

week and perhaps gain a similar permit for the second new
.

site later in the week.

Mrs. Lillian Sanders

kegaii. She had been a resident
of Arlington Heights for 50

Mrs. Lillian M. Sanders, 69. years.
She is survived by a son
of 202.5. Highland, Arlington
Heights, died Friday in Luth- Matt of Arlington Heights: two
eran General Hospital in Park grandchildren; a sister Mrs.

Eva Felker of Wheeling, and a
She was preceded in death brother Adam Hoffman of Ardriven by William
by her husband LeRoy. She is lington Heights. She was prekerman, 60, of 1 N. Main ment or both in the case of survived by a daughter. Mrs. ceded in death by her husband
Brockerman,
anyone
caught
tampering
with
St. on Illinois 83 near Central
the mail or mail receptacles," Lenore Hutchinson of Prospect Jacob.
Vistors may call at the LauHeights; two grandchildren; --a
Mrs. Elsie Brockerman was Watson warned.
of terburg & Oehler Funeral
George B. sister Mrs. Esther Paine
night
Thursday
injuries
at.
Northtreated for,
Anderson, assistant village en - West Palm Beach, Fla., and Home in Arlington Heights. A
west Community Hospital.
two brothers John Schmitt of mass will be offered Tuesday
Daniel M. Gallichio, 23, of gineer of Arlington Heights, Lantana, Fla., and Melvin at 10 a.m. in Our Lady of the
Chicago was ticketed for im- and his wife Penny were in the Scluhitt of Miami Beach, Fla.
Wayside Church. Burial will
front room of their house at
proper passing. Police', said
Viiitors may call at the Lau- be in St. Mary's Cemetery in
his car collided with another 1005 Isabella, when they heard terburg & Oehler Funeral Buffalo Grove.
driven by Harry J. Kohl, 48, of a small explosion.
Home in Arlington Heights.
1401 Cottonwood Ln. at Illinois
"WE THOUGHT it was one Servicei will be Tuesday at Edmund Weinrich
58 and S. 1 -Oka St.
of the new outdoor lights," 1:30 p.m. in the Lutheran
Edmund W. Weinrich, 50,
Mrs. Anderson said. "We Church of the Cross, 2025 S.
looked. outside but didn't find' Geobbert Rd., with the Rev. of 920 N. Vail, died yesterday
in his home. He was a resident
Larry Carterford, pastor, ofGary Reyniers, 100 W. Pen- anything."
A, half hour later Mrs. An- ficiating., Burial' will be in of Arlington Heights for nine
delton. Mount- Prospect, reyears.

site auto

" turnsout to be dry after dril-

OBITUARIES

Ridge.

imprison-

E.

'

.

-

PLUMBING
KITCHENS
VISIT OUR
SHOWROOMS

AT:
TAX DEDUCTIBLE stems, paid by cheek, are post-

tive proof. You cut down your income tax ...
save money, time, trouble, embarrassment.

POCKET MOH& Is all you need when ybU use
cheeks. So,' you can't lose much by robbery or
carelesspels. Your important inioney Is. In the,
Bank.

... You're ahead in many way. with a *CHECKING ACCOUNT;

Bike Found

.

ported to police Sundaylie found

an abandoned motor bike at

1620 West

Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Heights
Phone 2594205

The Bank does the bulk of your bookkeeping chores.
You know why. when and where your money's spent.
You build up your credit-and prestige.
You save on paycheck washing-and your time.

derson went out again and dis-

Ridgewood Cemetery in Des

covered the damage..

Plaines;

Lincoln School. Police said the
bike was registered to Mary
Heynis, 2011 Touhy Rd., Des

In June and again in early
July Mail boxes 'were blown
apart- at 409 N. Dale, which

Plaines.

is near the Anderson home.'

ljubish Ilich
Ijubish Bich of 616 E. St.

He is survived by his parents

Arthur F. and Anna E. of Arlington Heights; four brothers,
Arthur E. of Boulder, Colo.,
Paul

and Carl of Arlington

James, Arlington Heights, died. Heights and Herbers,of Cleve Also last month, youth were yesterday of an apparent heart land, and two sista% Mrs.
seen throwing firecrackers into attack.
Gertrude Olson and Mrs. Irene
He was employed at Fuze- Malzahn, both of Arlington
mail boxes of businesses along
On Products in Mount Prospect,

'Prospect Av.

Al

Similar blasts have been. reported in Prospect Heights. At
one point Postmaster Watson
displayed a rural mail -box

EXCLUSIVES,

fipped open by firecmkcers in
the Prospect Heights Post Office window.

Mount

.

Prospect

,

'Trustee

Parker Ekren, who lives next
to the Andersons at 1003 Isa-

Mr. Inch

is

survived by a

wife; two daughters, and a son
in Yugcslavia.

Visitors may call at the
Muzyka & Son Funeral Home,
2157 W. Chicago Av., Chicago,

Heights.

Vistors may 'call after 7 p.m.

tonight at the Haire Funeral
Home -in Arlington Heights.
Services will be. Wednesday at
2 'p.m. in St. Peter Lutheran

Church with the Rev. Robert
after 7 p.m. tonight. Services 0. Bartz officiating. .Burial
will be Wednesday at I p.m. will be in Memory Gardens
in Holy Resurrection Serbian Cemetery.

Eastern Orthodox Cathedral,
that 1905 W. Schiller SL, Chicago. aark Crabtree
Meant
told Burial, will be in Montrose
Clark Crabtree, 63,
the Andersons that this had not Cemetery in Chicago.
minouhnits
bella,

was
disturbed
Prospect police

.happened before.

if.1.441,4444"

"It has happened, at least
three times I .know of," Ek-

mounet alpaca. b tep.m. Dal& (except itifedneirdo).
FIMMY 4941tincill 1:10 IGLOO. Gait OUR PRIM PARKING LOTS

lid S. ARLINGTON init

in.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL

Years.

Florence; two, daughters Mrs.

in St. Theresa Hospital, Wau-

Clyde, and. two sisters Mrs.
Ethel rCrum and Mrs. 011ie

&ivied will be Tuesday' at
9:30 a.m. from, the Friedrichs
Funeral 'Home in Mount Pros-

pect. A mass will be offered
hibioOld Orcbied'

OhBdre
'

42.00

He is survived by his wife

Marilyn Starr and Mrs. Joanne
:Simons; five grandchildren;
two brothers'; Sherman, and

rale.rellere.

MOUNT393.117ROSP150 SICT

al MIRO, Listing Sereios

ta.tHe9 wNas.
Prospect.

a resident of the village five

ren said. He added that he had of 223 S. Dunton, died Friday

`given by Lew.ifustO

150 S. MAIN

Ridge;

died

called postal authorities.

BEAUTY AND
THE BEAST

room with Wet -Bart Den, that could be' 15th bedroom. Owner
transferred can, glve Immediate possession
139,980,

11A

Ilmeem Aroma /mores stiostiosaatareoas IP4000
isoarmi. oapqmr imsunamest ConPoiwnom

Baler.

Mrs. Bertha H. Raier, 74,

presents.

This beautiful 4 bedroom home In prestige area has family.

STATE

Mrs.

the -CHILDREN'S THEATRE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MOUNT PROSPECT
airrAsuatiais

'

at 10 a.m. in St. Raymond's
Church in- Mount Prospect.

Binial will be in St. Adalberto.
Cemetery.

THE PROSPECT DAY

Don't

t Careless
About Safety Now

A:

Page 3

Monday, August 1$, 1966

Barbara Dorries to Wed
Gerry Howe Sept. 10,
The engagement-of , Miss,
Barbara Dorries; fifth grade
teacher at the Ann Sullivan
School in Prospect Heights,

By about this time every
summer, families ate used to
swimming and boating -. and
get

sometimes

they

to Gerry Howe, son of Mrs.
William A. Howe, has been

careless,

announced by her father, Hugo
Dorries of Vandalia.
Miss Dorries is a .graduate
of Southern Illinois University and a member of the Delta
Zeta Sorority.

about safety and first -aid precautions.

The National, Safety Council
reports that drowning and
other recreation -caused acci-

dents generally hit a peak in
August.
Midsummer, then, is the time

, Her fiance is a member of
the Delta Chi fraternity and a

ta redouble rather than relax

graduate instructor of Southern

safety efforts.
When boating, the most com-

mon water hazards are severe
sunburn, cuts and drowning.
Precaution, of course, is the
best, but adequate preparation

BARBARA DORRIES

Lisa Fack
Betrothal
nounced--

the water.

DRIVING to a glamorous
- vacation -spot with -convertible
top down can cause uncomfor-

MRS. H. CARLSON of Mount Prospect admires as oil painting added "Eternity" by Grace Armaskis at AI's Old Town restaurant In Mount Prospect. The

exhibit features thirteen area artists who meet weekly under the direction of Mrs.
lyn Mitchell. Included in the display are works of Diane BoxIdiom, Darlene

Bergen, Patti Coogrem, Pat Holimbed, Grace ArmenIds, Marie Jobbat, Mary
Clark, Jeanette MacArthur, Barbara Todd, Dorothy Hoppenstedt, Stevie Elenberger, and Evelyn Mitchell.

burns can be treated with an

Whether you're going for a day, a weekend or three weeks,
don't overlook a compact first -aid kit.

antiseptic cream to relieve
pain. The cream also promotes
healing and helps prevent damaged skin from drying and
peeling.

If you go to the beach, broken
and objects partially

Cupids Score= =

jury.

By Grace Mott

'

An 18 year old boy and his high school friends aimed their
cupid's bows straight at John Norberg's lister, Naney Andrea
and Harold E. MacGregor of Springfield, Mass., teacher and
athletic coach at Forest View H igh School. and hit their target
foresquare!
job with I.B.M..when the couple
The introduction did not return from a Bermuda honey.'
come, however, without con- moon.

siderable coaxing by John of
his sister and much plotting

not only by him, but by his
friends who insisted the couple
should meet. The romance was
climaxed Saturday night by the
couple's
marriage
at the
Northwest Covenant Church.

Nancy's family, the John G.
Norbergs gave "a- 'dither rd!
option at I tasca Countrylclub
after the"ceremony, and later

FAMILY and. friends shared
the Hawaiian vacation from
which Mr. and Mrs. H. .W. Enreturned. For a
szer. . just

change of pace they and two

other couples, Mr. and Mrs.
Lambert DeCardy of Park

Ridge isnd the George Craw THE AUGUST 13 marriage fords of Hillside sailed on the
of . Elizabeth Ann Fowler to Lurline to Hawaii, but not beWilliam Krumrey of Mount fore they spent ; several .days in
Prospect 'took his family the Las Vegas and San Francisco
Melvin E. Krumreys and their as they flew to the west coast.
Once in :Hawaii the..Enszers
'daughter.: Mrs. Jean Mueller
for the who had plans' to return ,hoMe.
to Metropolis;Weekend...In two carsfui from by plane, were joined by..their
Williani's childrer1.NancyI5 and William
here,041so went
the
grandmother,' Mts. :AnneRipp I k: Who, Ile*: there
and Mr:4AlbertAtipp both of islands ,With' their Mother and

that night hosted all open house Mount 'Prospect who. attended
for out of town guests among _the ceremony in the First
them the groom's mother Mrs. " Methodist Church in MetroHarold MacGregor and his polis, a reception afterward
sister.
in the church parlors, and
wedding,
The
festivities 'later a dinner in. the home of
marked the first meeting of the .bride's family, Mr. and
the Norbergs and Mrs. Mac- Mrs. B. D. Fowler.
Gregor, although Nancy had
Fall will find the senior
gaining. another
met Norman's family. Unable Kruinreys
to come for the wedding. was daughter as Elizabeth comes

father and :who did not 'lament
when the month -long vacation
was lengthened by two and onehalf days in Honolulu by the air
strike.,

NOW IN Raymond, Miss.,
are Mrs. William Gould and
her II year old twin daughters
who will probably remain until
for school. Mr. Gould
drove the trio south at the ser-

-

Lisa, to Herbert F. Klebe, son

child to
take a boat out alone. A watcha

ful eye on youngsters in the
water and the knowledge 'of
what to do in an emergency

way, is simple to use.

With` common sense and a
good first -aid kit handy, minor
injuries will not become major disasters.

of Decatur.

Lisa attended Prospect High
School and is now a senior at
Hospital Nursing
School Her fiance, who attend-

Reservations may be made
for

the

meeting

by

calling

Mrs. John Ryan, Park Ridge
or, MM. Richard Fitzpatrick,
Chicago.

- Ifow do, you score .on brushjects these days in the application of make-up and eye

Roland E Sorgatz

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE

CL 5-6320

PUBLIC. NOTICE

.Membership is open to all
Airline
American
Further information may be obtained by

ON THE agenda will be a
vote by active members on the

stewardesses.

be held at the Conrad Hilton.

581-6551.

Special Stock Holders meeting Wheeling Trust and:

Savings Bank: At a: regular hoard of directors

,

annual spring fashion show to calling Mrs. R. Kilpatrick at

meeting Aug. 9. 1966'the following resolution was
adopted. That a' special 'meeting of the stock holders he held on Sept. 13. 1966 at 2:30 p.m. at the

'

Opening Tuesday.

bank building for the purpose of: 1. Voting to

The Northwest -Suburb 's
Only Professional Theatre.

amend the bank charter to. increase the number Of
directors from 6 to 7 and 2. To elect a new director

Don AppellS recent.

to fill :his tacancy.

Broadway hit

,,

signed:

"........°C.:1'.1.°=nm

,9

,.

,.

.

,,

L7M.Woods

., ,,..,

,,gerAtair,e

Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30.
'

Brushes are - much used ob-

shower for a Hong -Kong child
and its family. At present they
arc collecting medicinal items
for an orphanage in Viet Nam.
former

..

manship?

ed Milliken College in Decatur,
is employed at Flotronics Inc.
in Libertyville

Lawn home of Mrs. Donald
on Aug. I7. The activities. Their recent philprogram for the evening will anthropic endeavors include
include the showing of the collection of soap for Vietfilms taken at the' Organiza- namese civilians and a baby

`A Girl. Could
t,et, Lucky:

.,

_

The Kiwis, former American
Airline stewardesses, are involved in charitable and social

Swinarski

.- .. 4- t

&today at 740

Box Mee Opens Daily 10 A.IL to 9 P.IL

Reservations Hy Mall Or Phone CI. 9-5400

sculpture.

Your make-up brush should

handle well, scoop color and
apply it smoothly, thickly and
evenly.

time

For best results in appearhere to live with them while
she attends the Chicago Circle' ious illness of Mrs. Gould's ance. examine your brushes
lllini University and her bride- mother, Mrs. A. J. Barnett every few weeks. Make sure
tary duty in the far east.
Others from out of town in- groom goes off to Officers' who is reported making a good they're in good operating order
cluded the maid of honor, Miss Candidate School,. probably at recovery after a serious heart and very clean, or you may be
Mr.. MacGregor, Sr., and Nor-

The Chicago Chapter of the
Kiwis will meet at the Oak

can prevent tragedy.

At a beach houie or aboard
a boat, a must is an S-shaped
plastic tube that performs the
mouth-to-mouth technique of
artificial resuscitation. The
tube, called Resusi-Tube Air-

t

of Mr and Mrs Fred Klebe

Passavant

tion's recent summer Luau,

NEVER allow

Man of the Mal)

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Fack, of

buried in the sand are prime
causes of cuts. When such injuries occur, clean wound immediately and apply an antiseptic and dressing. This pre-vents dirt from getting into
and possibly infecting an in-

Call our

209 N. School St , Mount Pros- pect, have announced the engagement of their daughter,

Kiwis to eat
In Oak wn

shells

Grace's Daze

a

Selling your home?

goes a long way toward minimizing accidents in or out of

table windburn. Sunburn actually II a a first -degree burn. Both

Illinois School of Technology.
He will continue his graduate
work at Northwestern this fall

man's brother who is on mill-

Charlotte Tirman who came
from San Francisco, Denver,
Cleveland

and

NS 5,555 ,,,,,,,

55,5

There's a zestful note in the aira crisp, brisk

cheating your good looks.

attack.

Ft. Knox, Ky.-

from the east, and relatives

Suddenly, You're seeing signs of fall everywhere you look

feeling that hints of excitement ahead. It's time...to
start leading the livelier life of fall. To help

Spartanburg,

So. Caro'. The bride's, grand-

you and your family get ready. Hometown stores are

mother, Mrs. K. G. Norberg

brimming with new ideas and fashions for your wardrobe

and her daughters Miss Ruth
and Miss Evelyn, all of Evanston were: hostesses for

a

'

re-

and your home Begin now ... see, the news and views

of fall, previewed in the, pages of this newspaper.

hearsal dinner at. Plentywood

IN. MINUTES

Farm Friday evening.
,The bridal events rounded

but a stammer of happy excite-

Coiling Soon -In The Day Publications.

(EVEN DURING YOUR LUNCH HOUR)

ment in the Norberg home.
Two, graduations came in June
when Nancy graduated Phi
Beta Kappa from DePauw University, and John who will

MAE BELLE'S HAS THE NEW

enter Cornell College in lowa
in, September, finished at For.

ACCELOMATIC COLOR

Parties: -for Nancy began before c011ege 'commencement,
and continued` threugh ,last

PROCESSING MACHINE

Saturday with a luncheon for
her bridesmaids given by Mrs.
Timothy O'Gorman, Until:Only
a few' Weeks :ago': the former
Cynthia Batta ,or Mount Prospect, " a `friend : and college
classmate of Nancy.
On June 12 Nancy was enter
mined: by'triendi froM Barrington and GlenyieW; Mts. Et1

Ward: :Koenig andl Mia. Paul
SchUlti and their danghteri. at,

Whether, yoU are thinking
Of chtitigingyqiir hair color!.

need a touch-up -- or are
Just 'curious' --we would like

you ,ta]conte -In and let us
,showyoU the,:nutchine and
explain how -it ;'performs,
this:linze4auing ,mtracle.:

an
evening
miscellaneous.
shower, and July 14 an Atound-

The-ClOck 'shower feted ,the
bride-tO-he
ike Evanston

CLIPsTNIE COUPON 'BELOW AND

horne 'of bridesmaid -;Miss ' Bar
bare ' .Fuller. JulY '19' Miss.
Andfea Johnsen of Mount Pros Peet . 'also': a bridesmaid 'and

IT: TO

'

Miss loan 'Wright. 'Dry Itasca
hosted another' miscellaneousshower:

Meantime the saintlier has,
been

busy'' for': Norman whet

earlier: -:.teceivi;Cf:: the

dot;

standing Educator award given

I 'wouhT: 111ce..to see, the new' accelomatic haw color, prOCessing machine'

and heyg yoU explain to'nie how It marks..

by;'.thelaYeties-of Elk Grove

Name

I'oWnship; who hat.- been a
leader iof:YOung'Life at "Forest

cit

View at the sinieltirrie'Werking.
With .

the, yoUtri:jt

aow
hie

madieniatic talents. to a. new

Market' pap

Address

be adinston Dap
MAE BELLE'S:SWEEPSTAKES

Prospect

High
and ,Whe.
mitidng''..plenal

Drawing Aug. it; 1966
11

Map Publicgtioit%

You Need Not Be Present To Win,

.

No Obligation Of Curie

Pe VrOOPEct 3Dap
roun.2441.

,

'

Some Day

Frank:E. .Von Arx',

Discrimination *mists in
the help wanted columns of the

want to work. And to limit the
job to the ladies is unfair to

nation's newspapers.

the duchesses.

"Middle-aged Latin Ameri-

A survey of some 18,000 advertisements in 21 newspapers
show that advertisers are having difficulty forgetting about

'

sex.

can is =another treatment that
of
discrimination,
,smacks

'

"Men, neat appearance" is
one example of discrimination.
Obviously this treatment is not
fair to the bums and the slov'
enly dressed.

What is an old Latin to do?
position
, "Executive sales

unfair
to women who like to be, exe-

for men" obviously

is

cutives.

"Catholic

"Lady in charge, northside
shop" is another. This is not
cricket for the southside shops
which are having trouble finding people of royal blood who

salesperion"

portunity Commission conducted the survey and reported
75 violation. 'The commission's
biggest handicap is that it has
no power to penalize people for
violations.
There may be a. problem determining a suitable punishment for such help wanted ads
as "jet-propelled accountant"

it makes them feel old and unwanted ahead of time.

The government will need all

the helo it can get in its drive
to. eliminate discrimination
from
business.
Employers
could order their women to

wear trousers to the office to
encourage impartial treatment.
They could remove the "men"
and
"women" signs from

or "big demapd for Ex-Gls."
Maybe chopping off one or two

is

fingers of the left hand will do

If the girls balk at wearing

definitely slanted to make a
Protestant unhappy with his
own religion,
"Insurance trainee, man age

trousers,
thee
employers
should order the men into,
skirts, even the mini skirt,

22 to 25" is another case a-

which 'would upset office rou-

violation as "white attendant"'
no punishment would be too

gainst sex and is, demoralizing

tine only a day or two.

severe.

to

the

26 -year -olds

because

the trick.

'

But for such an out-and-out

The Equal Employment Op-

Hanging

is

only

the

solution.

emoemmaainesuarztmensamestesstokareminsissztamemeseaserewso

Everyon's-Proud
Of Mary Lee,
Miss Illinois
BY DOLORES HAUGH

Mary Lee Inzerello, Miss Illinois of 1966, will be in Mount
Prospect today at 4 p.m. for the dedication ceremonies at the
new Greyhound Bus Depot..
In an exclusive interview

with The Day, Mrs Antony
Inzerello told about the excit-

of the interpretation

is that
Mary Lee narrates the song on
tape
while performing the

ing honors which her daughter dance.
has won. The Elk Grove family,
MARY LEE was born on
including Mary Lee's twin
brother Allen, Anthony. 20, May 5, 1947 a twin to her
Cary, 6, Mark, 16, Angela, 13 brother Allen. who is a busiand another set of twins, Ade- ness major in pre -law at
hne and Christopher, 8, to- Northern Illinois University.
gether with her father were She attended St. Simeon Cathon hand to welcome their newly olic grade school in Bellwood
where the family lived for five
crowned "Miss Illinois "
This

spoken,

soft

'petite

She attended Arlington High
School for dne year and gradeated from Forest View. She

Kuzmenko had entered the contest. Since her plans for a
wedding supercedcd the con-

was

1

test, she asked Mary Lee to
enter.

"At first it was just for
fun," said her mother, "but
then she became quite serious
about it "
Mrs. Inzerello had asked
Russell
Mary's aunt, Mrs
Berg who is living in Okinawa,
to have a

formal made for

Mary Lee A white embossed

zbe proOptct ;Dap.

years.

1/2 inch, 108 pound
brunette just happened into the
contest. A college friend Judi,
5 -feet

"They won't let Bill in the pool-no bathing cap!"

class

secretary,

and

a

.

school she attended the school' little jewelry. Her formal was
ingt tch-e2.4.-in the back; the .dances4and she .has a. recor&,.tompletely unadorned. She
gowa.'is form fitting and sle- collection. containing ", many,: , wore:only earrings at the corn-

It

one she
Wore when she gained both of
eveless.

was

her crowns.
As a part

semi -classical selections."'

the

'

of the

contest

Mary Lee performed a rather

- Marshall Field III

member of Orchesis, a modern camases of her parents to the Miss America Pageant In Atlantic City.
. .
dance' club. She is entering her
Page 4
sophomore year this fall at .cotton long sleeved, shirt and
AMONG HER' awards 'is Inc., a Kodak Instamatic cam Quincy 'College majoring in white poplin skirt, and brown the Miss Illinois trophy, crown era, a portable hair' dryer
John E. "Stanton, Editor and Publisher
education. She plans to teach suede shoes. She had just driv- and queen's bouquet, an all hem Adams Electric Co-op.
English.
en up from Quincy.
expense paid trip to the. Miss of Quincy and a case of cos William J. Kiedatsch
"Mary lovei to read. As a
"Mary. Lee was very anxious America .Contest in Atlantic metics from Merle Norman.
Managing Editor
child she enjoyed dancing al- to wear make-up when she was City this fall, use of a 1966
Mary Lee has been attend though she never expressed a young, but as soon as we gave Oldsmobile during her reign, ing classes in poise and in desire to take formal lessons," our permisaion, she wore very a 5500 scholarship from the struction in preparation for
said her mother. "she imitated little, if any," said her :mother. 'Illinois Junior Chamber of the Miss Americh contest.
dancers on TV and danced like She still likes a minimum of Commerce. a $1,000 scholar- Long hours of practice also
any other little girl. In high make-up and wears 'only a ship from the Pepsi Cola Com- are necessary- perfecting her

silk with a high neckline plung-

-

"Horior the original dream by always jealously keeping,
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

Clutching a bouquet of roses sad other swards Mary Lee laserello, Mks Mole
of 1966, maim a check for S600 from Jack hank- a representative of the Mad ness and professing:al men of 'Elk Grove Village. The money will be used to pay

AS FOR clothes, Mary Lee
of simple design tending toward the tailored. When she arrived at her
prefers 'those

somber modern dance entitled
"Grey Goodbye" from "Soldier home she was wearing a spoils
in the Rain". The unusual part outfit consisting of printed

pany, a SI,000 tuition scholarship ; from the*, state, a $500
Fashion Awaid from Toni -BanIon Company, a diamond ring

Monday, August 15,.1966

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

Jack A. Vanderntyn

Nrws Editor

Chic. As Well As Safe

dance.

She has had two more -formats -ordered from .Oki news
The current 'emphasis on automobile
and ' hopes they *ill arrive. in
petitiOn finals.
-We were just thrilled when'from Lame & Hurdle Jewelers 'time for. the Miss America safety is not only shaking' up the vehicle
designers; it's giving fashion designers
she won the bathing suit con- a $500 treasure chest of pan. pagent.
Mary Lee said, "This has exciting visions of the drape of things to
test," Mrs. Inzerello said. dory Judy Lee jewels, a three
"we thought, even if she just piece set of Sampsonite lug - been the most exciting and come. '
wins this we are proud." But gage, a hat, wardrobe from ,the happy time. I am proud to, have
Tomorrow's motorist may wear clothMary Lee went all the way to American Millinery Institute, this honor".
ing that is flame-retardant, abrasion the top claiming the crown.
resistant and even air-conditioned, with
built-in safety belts yet.
'

.

'

Flag Points Way

Air-conditioned,

or

climate-coritthlled;

clothing thus would be a safety factor because it' would enable the wearer to operate a vehicle in perfect comfort with the
windows open in all kinds of weather.

Seat belts are very valuable items,
but they do make the pockets of convenvirtually inaccessible.
tional
trousers
This can be a safety hazard, as when a
So at least predicts a report prepared driver is approaching a' toll booth and
by 23 research specialists who work for fumbling for change in his pocket at the
Genesco, Inc. which identifies itself as Same time.
world's, largest
and footwear.
the

maker of apparel

The solution may be the relocation of

Some of the committee's observations: ' pockets, perhaps on the trouser leg below the knee. Or it may call for additional
Flame-retardant
clothing,
already pockets in the shirt or coat.
being manufactured for the Defense. DeThe ultimate in convenience, however,
partment, could easily be made without
affecting a garment's appearance or may be to make the safety belt part of a
man's suit or even milady's foundation
wearing qualities.
garment. The wearer would hook himself
Abrasion -resistant fabric could pre- to the automobile seat rather than strap

vent certain minor injuries and tend to
make others less serious. Such clothing'
would be especially useful for motorcycle
riders.

"Modern,

well -insulated

cars,

with

himself in.

Since head' injuries can be especially
serious, the committee suggests .the development of conventional hats which
would
incorporate
safety:
features -

the windows closed, can impair a driv- something like a cross between a fedora
er's

ability

to

hear

horns,

sirens

or

and a football helmet'

other warning devices," noted the committee, viewing with alarm the increase
To sum up, the fashion designers actin
in cars with air-conditioning as well as well on the way forward reconciling
heating.

-

U.S.

SAVINGS
BONDS

This flag Nei every Sunday; n front of the home at

16 S. WildwOod, Prospect . Heights, , atop a pole J. "B,
Guenther :received from the Landon Guarantee building
la Chicago More.' 1111111 10 years 'Igo. Residents direct
'persoa around 'the 'Country. Gardens sabdividon by
referriag to the .flag ,pole,en, to . Guenther when
refacing the Chicigo buildingO required its reame!:
His two chlidren have . two similar poles of a 'trio

*bleb used to be a landlark:tO Minoan,.

YOur outstanding BOrids.,.,*:

earn more, icie,:froM now.
.,on. Buy and -hold United
States SaVings Banda:

More 'on McDonald
Golf Driving Range
fditor:
We at Kenroy, Inc.- have a

"Go down to the house with the flag pole and then turn ..."
That's the way d1rections, are ,often ' given in the Country

interest' in the
happenings in and around the
Arlington Heights area since

significant

Gardens subdivision in Prospect Heights.
we own a great deal of propThe > flag .pole, complete
'
For years they were a land- erty in that area. We, find, your
with anAmetitan flag flying
every, Sunday, belongs to. Mr. mark on Michigan ,Ave. You newspaper keeps us quite aware

and Mts. J. . B. Guenther, 16 could count on seeing three,' of the happenings.
I read with ' interest yours
flags atop the . poles, just as
S. Wildwood.
lions
the Vantage Point article on the McGuenther, - ' a retired pub surely
Donald Golf. Driving Range in
e Institute
iyniast uttheeto
south.
:Artad-thosgouuading
fisher's representative in
"

Guenther took the poles and
received
the flag
pole froin -the manager of ,the Installed one in "front of his
London. Guarantee building, -TICWProspect Heights home.
Another he gave to his
where he used to work.
(he. ,.building is lacated 'on .daughter, Mts, Myron Himinsi southwest corner of Michi- erle, 18 S. Wildwood. -The
gan and Wacker. Dr -in Chi- third he presented' to his son ,
" Leo, 209 S. Maple.
cap
...More than 10 'years ago the ,,.The two, who also live in
building required a new facing PrOspect Heights, are making
vertising,

'

'

... when held to tnatUrity.

safety with styling. Can Detroit do less?

.--;

-

:

'

and three;flai polea were re_ plans to :follow their father's
moved.

-.

'

patriotic example.,
%

.
.,

'

'

.

' All letters to the' edlfor must ,te signed. but
'zanies will.be withheld up7
on request. L
t. e r s

zoning

on

the

property

would allow the development of 628 units, some
in high rises. We thought

Arlington Heights since Kenroy, Inc. is one, of the proposed
developers. '

I feel that if you are going to
printti point of view, You should
at least consider the entire

I. At the Zoning Board
Hearing, which' was well
publicized, not one of
those hundreds of residents who allegedly signtd
protests Were An eiidence.
Those few who did appear
and, heard' the presentation
voiced no objection.

should be as brief as pat:
opewrItten. U passible, and should iontaln
an addreit or phone num-.
ben so, their authentlelty

2. The property is pre Scatty zoned for "just as

can becheeked.

-13-s" zoning and "R-4"

huge" an apartment cornplexas we week. In fact

larger The pr e sent

that a higher and better
use would be to spread the
density into a comprehensive planned unit development of 608 units.
3. In any event,

the

apartment complex can be
developed under the coun-

ty. 'The choice is merely
the form it will take.
Ray Gottlieb

Jack Vandermyn
is on vacation. His'
Vantage Point col-

be .resumed on his reumn

turn.

will

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS
DOESN'T

CARNIVAL

IT

!MEN) SOMEONE

!OVER 43U

YOU MUST BE TAKING
STUPID PILLS, WART/
DIDN'T YOU TEST THE
STRENGTH OF THAT
TREE LIMB .BEFORE
YOU MADE THE

YOU MUST BE TAKIN' PILLS
OUT OF THE SAME BOTTLE
IF YOU THINI4 I TESTED TT '4,,
FIRST AND MADE "THE
SWING ANYWAY:

0"

tr BEHEADING!

4#/#1,

miffil

'SWING?

I WOULDN'T CALL

NO? WHAT WolJ14

%Jou CAt4. ft

"I say let's give her a trial. She has beauty, charm, a
dictionary .
"You're sure there's nothing wrong with this hone,
operator? All I get Is calls from other girls

THE WI LLETS

"

*

1111111%mi

11-11/4K OF IT
UKE
AS MERE11 ItI1ERft1P11146

A 'VAIN OF "I140

,v,44

THE WORRY,WART

HT.

REMEMBER WHEN HtS NEAH,THIS'LL:
BY THE WAY, AMOS, WHERE'D NIBS CLAIMED IT

13E HARDER

LKINI` DOG 1.1;AAONLAA
LAUGH
YOU GET THE NEW BOARDER? WA5 WOATUALID
HE AIN'T MUCH AS DOGS Go, ANDINTRODUCE411M-CUP AT A
BUT HE LOOKS SMARTER
4ELF
LATER
7
'TEMPER ANCE.
HERE
THAN 114E USUAL TRIBE
WELL, HE STILL
MEETiNG!
-,-- WITHOUT MENTioNIN' NO HAst+T
GOTH
NAMES! COME TO THINK OF

Isoueur IT FROMA
5COUNT STORE.WAY?

HANDLE!

IT, WHAT DO YOU CALL THE

BUGS BUNNY

MUTT?

.

NOW PER

A NICE
DIP IN 7H'

LAKE:

DOCTOR SAYS

ON
Iii
THE 'SPOT

MORTY MEEKLE

Blood Pressure
EEK fit MEEK

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Q » I am 57 years old and

AS IT STAMM NOW
TELEVISION M THE
GREAlEEST SINGLE

have high blood pressure. What
should my pressure be? Would
a cocktail before dinner be

SOURC CF INISOOK

- LEMOMPS '

blood pressure? Several years
ago I read about a rice diet
used at Duke University to control high blood pressure What

:7 A GIA55

do you think of this diet')

o lie& sr WA. 6.

100

plus

7---N.
I I

THE BORN LOSER

readings that are much higher
may be observed and have no
The

reading
never

other form tends to

in,

ACROSS

cAPTAIN EASY:,
THAT THEFT

LOWS AGO

IS MOTHER
REOR7NSIlsturv, EASY!
60 cONViNCE
HER! BRING
HER HACK

food.

AVE.
MAME
A PATCH

OF 5NOW

WT

.

MELT!

,

.

pressure?

A -- The cause of high blood

is not always appar-

ent but nervous tension and
obesity certainly aggravate it.

Althoulh a cure is unlikely its''

Please send Asir questions
and comments to Wayne, ,a.:,

Brandstadt. M.D.. in care of
this paper. . While . Dr. Brand-,
stud: cannot answer indlvi
dual letters he'.. -7411 answer
letters of general Interesi:.1n

Miirecolmm-

.

32 Verdi opera
33 Pintail duck'
34 In the midst of
36 Mine opening
38 Barrel (ab,)

Q
What causes high blood
pressure? Can it be cured? Are
there any side effects from
drugs given td reduce high blood

from one to anotheiyour doctor,.

1

\

:19C.OM:001UM-1

ML!CDqOUN

.

:Li mini

persons who don't like unsalted

can help you avoid -these.

5 Rip
8 Roman Poet

MOMBN

ble salt are now available,for

fects but, by skillfully adjasting the dosage and switching

/

irr-is-

mgN moss

Jse

is boar possible and advisable
to control this condition. Many
different drugs are used for
this purpose and all of them
may have undesirable side' ef-

I et i
/

_1

UNOMLA

omr4Ntri4omm
[1:-ommmo.im

your pressure.

pressure

.../

-1L4OL74ELI 1
NNOUCa2d
1 Cougar
7 Impair
CAFAM moma oc,-IFAc:9
5 Male cat
8 Cargoes
111:740
MON:!q
8 Felts leo
12 Feminhie name 9 Persia
' 13 Stowe heroine 10 Eye amorously
11 Negative rep e(
14 Southern
WAL1i=1
17 Night before,
[71&30M
constellation
an event
15 Feminine
19 Offshore
WMOMMO W01:1LAMU
appellation
16 Breed of dog ' 22 Characteristic
18 Spotted feline 23 Piece of timber
NiCiKeANWJEzi
. 20 Climbing plants 24 Girl's
27,Gutilice
bird' 48 Enclosure for
appellation
21 Rights (ab.)
41 Steering
'ardnials
22 Number
f' 25 Florida city
26 Icelandic poem . mechanikin
49 Algerian port
23 SteelMaking
43 Pullet.
50 Stuff ;
). ,28 Obscurity
process
45 Scrutinise
51 Far (con*.
27 Style of dress 19 Girl's name
30 'rrumpet mouth 46 Headland '
form)
31 Australian
35 Deject
47.Bisittounted
5.3 Time Interval
"
ostrich

be

, The rice diet was highly sue-cessful in reducing blood pressure when properly administered but was too unpalatable for
most persons and was deficient
in protein. It has no advantage
over a more liberal diet that is
pooI in sodium and is now rarely
prescribed. Substitutes for ta-

rerlif-1
I
.MIS
,
,,,,x.,.......,..-..,

UMSOURO

Qb-110-110-$10

Inasmuch as a cocktail .may
help you to relax it may lower;
your blood pressure
Sbdium as table salt t.
ny

I

.........

to

watch is the lower (diastolic)
level which should
over 100.

mi

CRQSSWORD PUZZLE'

half your age but

significance.

11 11

pressure

varies widely. The upper (systolic) reading should be about

PLEASE

STAND

TELEVISION ARE....

ENTERTAINMENT AUD

of salt on my food effect my

blood

SAME' CF 1HE
suEsr U.CPDS cu

cuLluas DER KNOW

harmful? Would a large amout

A - The

C44.V6AH?
WELL. As it
STANOS NOW...

ALLEY. OOP,:

39 Wife,. for
example
40 Corporeal
42 Greek letter
44 Floor covering
46 Frighten
48 Lead
52 COurt trig list
' 64 Terrible
55 Egyptian -sacred

HOW 1:1OUT

THEIR
RIGHTS?

56 Moslem

commander
67 And others (ab..)
:68 Meshed. fabrics
i 59 Yearn (slang)
'60 Surface of water
i

(nut)
,DOWN.

1 Remove rind

2 Way (her.)

3 Clubs (bridge
playing)
.4 Adjusts

OMA

Monday, August 15, 1966

THE DAY

CALL TODAY

CLASSIFIED

255-7200

INDEX.

MATERIAL HANDLERS.

BEFORE 4 P.M.
Air Conditioning
Airplanes And Equipment

35
33
75

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. And Rooms To Share
Arts And Antiques
Auction Soles
Auto Insurance
Auto Leasing
Auto Loans
Auto Parts And Access.
Auto Repairing And
Equipment

71

34
20
109
105
108
107

106

Auto Trailers
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wonted

103.

NOTICE
The DAY classified
department

99

is now open

101

Barber -And Exchange

forbusiness.

Bicycles

Boots And Marine Supplies

Building Materials

37
38
39

Business Opportunities

66

Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services

15

Books

16
17

OFFICE HOURS:

8:30 A.M.

until 5:00 P. M.

e

ASSISTANT
Must be able td handle detail
enjoy people
like variety
Company Paid Insurance

439-0923

11-Business Services

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered .
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago) Ill.

Machinest or Lathe Hand
For semi production machine

work. Must be able to make
own setups. Top pay for experienced man.

TEF, Inc.

LiOi7Ittfol22-"ohs Wanted-Women

392-8090

GOOD DAY WORKER

Furl or Part Time
Office Maintenance

45
Electric Fixtures -Equipment
27
Employment Agencies Men
Employment Agencies Women 28
29
Employment Service -Women
57
Equipment Rentals

'Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880

.

Florists

7

2

Help Wanted Men

24

Help Wanted Men Or Women

26
30

Help Wonted Women
Hobbies -Model Buildings.
Home Furnishings Furniture
Horses, Harness And Wagons

Hotel And Apartments
Household Appliances
Hunting Land And

ture - many benefits.

DES PLAINES

Instruction
Investment Property

23
90

15 N. Elmhurst Ave.
Mount Prospect

FULL TIME REPAIRMAN

TECHN I CAL

392-9300

21

50

Leather Goods
Live Stocks

51

Loans Personal, Business

65

52'

Scooters

53
54
32
98
4
111

Moving And Storage
Musical Instruments

31

Nursery Schools -

69

Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices

56

Personals

14

Political

12

Radio -Television

Real Estate -Apt Building
Real Estate -Bus Property
Real Estate Farm Lands
Real Estate -For Exchange
Real Estate -Houses

58
85
89
93

Real Estate Wanted
Rooms -Board -

Housekeeping

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

70

Spooling Goods
Stereo-Hi-Fi-Photograph
Store And Bar Fixtures

60
59
63

To Rent Apartments

74

" GENERAL SHOP WORKER

YOUR

Mechanically inclined man to

FAMILY
WANT AD?

be trained in set up work.

Steady employment, top pay.

TEF, Inc.
I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those
still valuable
items around
your home

3840 Industrial' Road
Rolling Meadows
392-8090

Apartment
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort
Properties

Toys, Games, Novelties
Trade Schools
Travel
Trucks, Trailers

73
76

ter. 40 hr wk. Must drive.
Endler's Pharmacy. 439-5255

PUBLIC WORKS

MT. PROSPECT
Wants full time general duty
Full time chauffeur
man.
License preferred. Excellent,
retirement and hospital ben-,
efits. Apply in Person 11 S.
Pine St., Mt. Prospect.

CL. 5-2441

RESEARCH

DOMESTIC DEPT.
Manager or Trainee

LABORATORY

ROLLINGmeADows,TLL.
392-7110

8

Why not call
me today?

to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.

437-4677
Evenings and Weekends
An equal opportunity employer

HIGH SCHOOL OR.

COLLEGE STUDENT

Dial 255-7200

Excellent opportunity
for advancement.
Paid vacations and
--branefits.

Salary open.

FAMILY
WANT ADS

Occupation Program
Monday. thru Friday 1:30 to
4:30 P.M.

Relay Driver 1? or over
Call

MT. PROSPECT

86-Real Estate-Houses

.

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

Young man to learn offset
printing trade. A.B. Dick
experience preferred but not
necessary. Steady work.

MOUNT PROSPECT

827-2177

25

the fastest growing retailer

Wanted To Rent

82

MONTGOMERY WARD

in the midwest.

PEASE

FamiP,

CHECK YOUR ADII
requested

to

newspaper will be responsible fo
ONLY the first incorrect inter Hon and only to the extent of the
space that the ad requirei. Errors

will be rectified by republication
for one Insertion

Please check your ads and notif
at once Corrections are ac
s

cepted by phone 9 to 9 week
days 1 9 to 12 Saturdays.

PHONE 25 -7

Si

CO.

Benefits include Profit sharing plan
Retirement plan.
Group, insurance plan

ADVERTISERS

ore

Good starting rate, quarterly
wage reviews, profit sharing,
and insurance program are a
part of fringe benefits available.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

3 Bedroom Ranch with 1 1/2 baths and a Family room on
a 100 x 200 lot in a choice Country Club section

$34,000.00.

discount privilege,

Tremendous future for the
right man.
Call now - 392-8411
Ask for Mr.Carlson

WAREHOUSE HELP
SHIPPING
AND

ONE EAST CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
253-2111.

250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD!

537-2180

BUSINESS
Service Directory

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

Let us help make your...DAY!
Consult this da;:y guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Due to expansion we have several openings for general

warehouse work. No experience necessary. Good starting salary, merit raises, profit sharing.
Please call Mr. Marquard

Arlington Concrete

439-7310
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

PHARMACIST
APPRENTICE
(DAYS)

tice. High School diploma with

good intelligence. Drug store
or pharmacy experience pre-

ferred. We will train. Good
salary -merit increases and

CL 5-1015

driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

RECEIVING 40 .hrs. per week. Paid Vaca-

tions. Profit sharing if elig-

ible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.
9 AM to 11 AM

NOTICE
Designatinns as to sex In
our "Help Wanted and Em
ployment Agency columns

are made only (1) to

anon

of

his

537-8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for

2 x 8 x 16

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers
to let them ' know which
positions the advertiser

believes would be of more
interest to one sex.than the
other because of the work
involved.. Such' designations
shall not be taken to Indicate

that any advertiser intends

Member M.A.P.,

LAKE DISTRICT

or practices , any unlawful

MULTIPLE

NEWS CO.

LISTING SERVICE.

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

'specification or discrimin-.,
atton to empipyment prac-'

preference,
aces.

'

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrfte
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015
OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgiss Co.
Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Drivewhys,
patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All

work guaranteed. 'Free estimates. 529-6587.

oil & adjust,
894-3115

Meyers

Painting -Decorating

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling:Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Suburban
Decorators

Interior and exterior quality

painting._

Free

esti-

mates.
358-4882

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating

Carpet and Furniture
Cleaners

Home Maintenance, Fully
Insured.

$3.

24 hr. phone serv.

Brick & Masonry
Ml Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

PATIO ,BLOCKS

Each -Plain 200 - Colors 250
Now available in red, green,

255-0348

'

Guar. serv, on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
'Clean,

24

Cement Work

Sew; Mach. Repairs.,

styling, de-

Masonry

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

in-

business

Randhurst.

coating.

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

gards, as 'reasonably necessary to the normal opef-

Individualized

signing & alterations. Near

old blacktop, repair & seal

free estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794

Sewing Machine Repairs

Dressmaking -Sewing

Call us and compare prices

800 W. Central Rd. Art. Hgts.
CL 9-1090

529-6587

Call 255-7200

Stanley's
Blacktop Paling
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,

Hospitil

TREE SERVICE

ADVERTISING

Blacktop Work

Permanent position for person desiring to become licensed pharmacist appren-

BARON

For

Products Co.

Northwest Community

92

civertIsers

11WAIR7IIII META L

electronic component.

Opportunity to advance with

Vacation Places

heck the first insertion of their
adveftlsement and In case of
error to notify the classified department at once in order that
correction can be mad.. In the
event of error or omission, the

cellent future in the manufacturing of this new type

many benefits.

MEN WANTED

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS, ,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

APPLYPERSONNEL

'18
102.

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

Saturday 10 A.M. to 1:00P.M.

OFFSET TRAINEE
86-Real Estate-Houses

ments. Should have alert mind
and mechanical aptitude. Ex-

Diversified

CALL MRS. OLSEN

392-4250'

duct with precision require-

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

Union Special Machine Co.

that you no
longer use.

ASSISTANT
Looking for man who likes to
work with his hands on a pro-

Barrington

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

small research lab of lite.

Call after 6 P. M.

550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

INSPECTORS

METHODE MFG. CO.

Chicago based 'company. Good

DUnkirk 1-2400

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

FOUNDRY HELPERS

FLOWERS

MODEL MAKER.

Experienced model maker in'
pay. Excellent benefits. Ideal
working conditions.

81

79
62

Mt. Prospect'
Full time delivery man, por-

Part Time
Delivery Drivers Wanted

78
80

To Rent Furnished

in new Mount Prospect office.
All company benefits.
Sunbeam Appliance Store

for work on tree farm. Call

To Rent Business

Property
To Rent Farms

Learn small appliance repair

-439-0576

86
94
95
88
96

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant

Unfurnished plus extra space
for any size unit in exchange

91

Real Estate -

time, experience necessary.
Chauffeur License Preferred.

208 East Rand Rd.

FREE MOBIL HOME

' 22

landscaping

Machinery And EquIpetent
Metals and Metal Products
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Monuments And Mousollrums
Motorcycles And

I

Bus Lines

5

Jobe Wanted -Men
Jobs Wanted -Women

PUBLIC WORKS

Come In or Call

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

Full time delivery man for

flower shop. Call for appointment. CL 3-1187.

pital benefits. Apply in person 11 S. Pine, Mt. Prospect.

Ritzenthaler
83

827-1191

Excellent retirement and hos-'

Full time - Paid vacation

Industrial Property
In Memoriam

Ask for Mr. Glandt

These unusual sppmtunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality coupS'ifrdefimore
than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES. FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

DELIVERY
MAN

NATIONAL BANK

HABERKAMP'S

97

Privileges

ROUTE 53
LONG GROVE, ILL.

MT. PROSPECT

SCHOOL BUS

PRECISION MECHANICAL
We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.

MT. PROSPECT

392-1830

WHEELING
537-2180

ASSEMBLERS

Saturday & Sunday
A.M.
Call

COUNTRY CLUB

Needs tree work foreman. Full

for

49
72
48

WANT
ADS

NEWS AGENCY

ASSISTANT

MECHANIC

47

use the

LONG GROVE

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

Experience required
Des Plaines 296-1142

61

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

RELAY DRIVER

WANTED

MARTIN METALS
250 N. 12th Sr.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

24-Help Wonted Men

it TOP WAGES
APPLY TO CHEF

Aggressive young man tolearn
the banking business:Good fu-

Ill W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect,

46

27 B. Northwest Hwy. Palatine

BROILER COOK

BANK TRAINEE

SUPPLY CO.

36

necessary. Will train as production workers, general utility and packaging line mechanics. Air conditioned. All
company benefits. Rates in
line with ability to learn.

NIGHT

Ask For Jim

TERRACE

1

Food And Delicacies
Fraternal Notices
Fuel, Coal, Oil, Wood
Funeral Directors

2 p.m. -4 p.m.
BOOBY'S

ings for several neat and willing tainees. No experience

Outstanding Career Opportunities For
Experienced Person In'Shipping And
Recieving, Position Offers Good StartingPay, Automatic, Increases, Sick. Leave,
Insurance, Overtime And Advancement.

I

urban Elk Grove has open-

Phone 439-0923

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

104
112.
67

Food processing plant in sub-

yrs. experience
on truck or bus

year around work
Paid vacation

DRIVER

Fawn Equipment
Farmers Market
Financial Adiusters

Short Order Cooks
Experience preferred, but not
necessary. Apply le person

2491 Estes Ave.

MEN WANTED FOR

44
43

CL 9-2718

Elk Grove Village

Must have

DES PLAINES
296-1142

Work at home.

DOUMAK, INC.

MECHAN IC
5

Part Time Bookkeeper for "
busy CPA. Hours optional.

MALE HELP
WANTED'

Apply in person only.

3840 Industrial Road
Rolling Meadows

xccourrrAmT--- EDP required

10
6

Death Notices
Dedications
Dogs, Pets And Equipment
Do It Yourself

3-1050

MANAGER

24-Help Wanted Men

68
84

Co -Operative Apartments

Emerson Park. Must identify.
Phone 259-2582.
FOUND - Boy's bicycle. Owner must Identify to claim. CL.

26-Help ,Wanted Alen Or Women.

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

Reliable with Reference
Call After 5 - 372-8246

40
Camera Optical Goods
9
Card Of Sympathy
8
Card Of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
Christmos...Macchandist____4.1_
42
Clothing Furs
Collections

13-lost And found
Found boys Schwinn Bicycle in

24-Help Wanted Men.

34 -Help Waded Men

Free Estimates.
259-5066

Iransporation

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill,
LE 7-1166
Trash

RUBBILM REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name. it - We haul it

Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - irisured
.119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-2865

824-9530

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
:TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
52Q.6587

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

14-11elp Wanted Men

174 -Help Wanted Mee

THE. DAY

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

16 -Help Wanted Men Or Wawa;'16-Help Wanted. Men Or Wow

WANTED

Full TiMe

2 School Crossing Guards

TESTERS.

26 -Help Wanted Men -Or Wooled

Top Pay for testate and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on ,day shift and part time night shift.

Salary $1200 a year

Apply. Finance Director

'PROOF OPERATOR'.
SAVINGS TELLER "

VILLAGE OF ARL . FITS.

SchoolV Bus Drivers

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

Liberal Bonuses

Morning or Afternoon

Call 966-1413.

MALE OR FEMALE

Wheeling

Year- round* employment

604 Zioes, Toe,

2001 E. Davis
Arlington Heights

,

392-9300

Call Jack

ELECTRICAL
Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

OPENINGS AT UARCO

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

CUSTODIAN

MECHANICAL

Experience in custodial duties desirable.

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and sc,rew machine. parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits _IncludIng educational aid, profit sharing

MULTILITH OPERATOR -DRIVER

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

18M
COMPUTER
OPERATORS.

CL 9-6000

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
BARRINGTON

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

experience' one
year. Should at least hive high
school certificate, but college

IN

numerative career and excellent employee benefit pro-,
.grant. Apply to:

Traineei or Experienced

'SHEETS" 100% FREE
I

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

MALE OR FEMALE

3 LOCATIONS

For School Buses and. Travel-alls. A.M.
P.M. Routes. Guaranteed Weekly Salary plus
Bonuses. Group Insurance Available.

I

437-3767 or 437-9495

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.
207 N. Evergreen

392-6100

DAV I DSMEYER

NILES
8144 1/2 N. Milw.

825-7117

BUS SERVICE, INC.

N.W. CHICAGO

2513 E. Higgens Road

4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Elk Grove Village, III.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Must have capacity for detailed work. Experience in credit
and collection work or in handling customer correspondence
needed. College degree or equivalent evening, courses in
business administration preferred.

OVER 150 TEMPORARY JOBS
NOW AVAILABLE
IN. NORTHWEST SUBURB

GENERAL CLERK

at

DRIVERS
MALE & FEMALE

High School fqaduate. Starting assignment a variety of
general office duties.. Outstanding opportunity to 'learn
and adiance to a more reiponsible poeition.

Just South of Park Ridge

$300
$650.
"We cover all suburbs"

graduates - math majors pre-

LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist in project work. Interest in

BRAND NEW OFFICE NEAR YOUR HOME

Arlington Heights
250 E. Hamilton Dr.
.
Just South of Oakton and 2 Wks. West of 83

OFFICE POSITIONS.

ferred. Interesting and re

Chicago, III. 60631
:Tel: (312) 693.4021
equalopportnnityettmloyer

CREDIT CORRESPONDENT

CAREER OPENINGS

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.

'Minimum

Will operate multillth machine -part time. Drivingof company
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,

chemistry or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
with 1 y6ar of college or equivalent night school.

DU 1-2400

Openings on 1st,' 2nd' or 3rd shift or part time. See Bill

Johnson 9 to 3:30 or call 439-4044 for appointment.

28 -Employment Agencies -Women.

Road.

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

Plastic molding factory. Lite . work, male or female 18
to ' 65. Ideal working conditions, new air conditioned plant.

DRIVERS

'BBC requires computer opl
isritors for IBM System/360.

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

and annual bonus.

GENERAL. HELP WANTED

Mr. James: or Mr. Mahon.

.

RITZENTHALER

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

Experienced preferred .MIt.
will train right apPlicant.Call

.

Free training

DRAFTSMEN

* COMMERCIAL TELLER

of 'N.W..'snburbs necessary.

Part time or Full time

517-5100
An Equal OpportutiftyEmployer

253-2340
PICK-UP WORK

Absolutely no selling. Picking
up & delivering of tickets' for
organization guarlocal
antee daily.. Car & knowledge

TELEVIS0'..ELECTRONICS
Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

16 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Mondui; August 15. I966

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

A.M. & P.M. Routes or Both

$2.70 an Hour

Hours Approx;

GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS
DETAILERS

Should be recent college graduate with degree in accounting
Some experience exceptable.

With medium machine background in printing, paper converting

or packaging preferred.

SENIOR BUYER

PROJECT ENGINEER

Purchasing metal and mill supplies. Opportunity to conduct
analytical studies.
Positions offer challenge and opportunity for advancement.
For more information and an interview call

C. E. MAIER
CA 7-2200 EXT. 247

Ine

ILLINOIS
TOOL WORKS, INC,

If you are 18 years of age or older, can count parts and
total same, and have your own transportation, come in or
phone us about the 3 - day inventory jobs an employer has
asked us to AU for him.
Contact the

M.' E. graduate for development engineering assignment -on
office machines and business forms products. An exceptional
opportunity for a young man with ideas and a deisire to make
them work. Good scholastic background and 1-5 yearsexperWade will start you off on a rewarding career with excellent
growth potential.

ILLINOIS STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
824-7191
Des Plaines, Illinois
601 Lee. Street

Sales Positions. in the Chicago

No Fee to Applicant Or Employer For Our Services

Paid Training, Free Baby Sitting Service.
Hospitalization, Major Medical, Life Insurance.
Year Round Work If Desired.

Phone 439-0923
COOK COUNTY SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. BUSSE.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL..

Area. Salary plus Commissions,

Lila
....-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

A.M.
6;30 2;30 - 4;30 P.M.,

'Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

10 -Help Wseted-Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

20 -Help Waited -Won

4

ii.JARCOJ-NCQR,PQRATEDT

STS

West Comity. Line Rd.

Barrington', M.
DUnkirk 1-4030
Ari equal opportunity employer

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

-

Tool MakerS
Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Mill Hands

A dynamic growth corporation with Administrative Offices
in the Northwest suburbs needs these people:

HOUSEWIVES

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

EDP.

Boring Machine Operatoi*s
Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Drill Press Operators
Must

be,

able to set-up and operate.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-9 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tol-

erances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:

SYSTEMS ANALYST

CHOOSE YOUR OWN SHIFT

Degreed man with accounting background and some
programming and or systems experience.

* 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.

PROGRAMMER

* 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.

profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

* 6:30 P.M.to 10:30 P.M.

One year experience with+ the tape of disk system.

BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CLERICAL

you more than just money?
Our company is located in one of Chicago's
loveliest suburbs. The advantages of this
are obvious.' You will work in a modern
plant. You will be working with new equipment. The atmosphere is naturally more
relaxing. You can probably think of many
more advantages yourself.

In addition to these built-in advantages we
offer our employees excellent starting rates,
regular increases based on your individual
performance, a very desirable insurance
plan, a security ,minded pension plan, and
an employee cafeteria to save you money.
Our company, grows larger and Yarger every

As a. result we have a constant need
for machine and bench assemblers.
day.

If you are unable to apply in person or,

need addititmal information

-

*

.

employee, purchases, vacation & holiday pay. Clean light work.
-

FILE CLERK

No experience necessary if you are interested. You will enjoy pleasant working:coilditiona in
our new air conditioned plants. Regular rate of pay plus night premiuM with automatic pay increases.

opportunity for a yoilg girl.

I NTERV IEW I NG DAILY

CALL OR VISIT
Excellent skills combined with clerical ability:

MRS. GAFFKE

SECRETARIES

439-8700

Excellent skills, maturity, and uauable experience required.

If you want to participate in a liberal employee benefit program which includes a Profit Sharing Plan . . .
John McGinley
296-8611

call us at--

1p

Landmeier Rd.

Charles Bruning Camping.
MT. ,PROSPECT

PHONE'CL 5.1900

An equal 'opportunity emploYer

,2201 LUNT, AVE.'

Lunt Rd.

ELK *GROVE VILLAGE

Otratent of Addressogisph Muldgnpb Corp

180U WEST CENTAAi. ROAD

-

Enjoy the fringe benefits of full time employment , inchiding profit sharing, paidinsiirance,

Assemblers
Why not work for a company that offers

Ideal job for the- housewife who wants clean light assembly work and does not want to: engage
a, baby sitter., You can begin work immediately or, apply now for work in September.

1700 South Mt. i)rospect Raid, Det.Pleines,
296-6611

"

An Equal Opportunity Employer and A P1ans for Progress Co.
Devon Rd?

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.4 -4

THE, DAY,

Monday, August IS; 1966

-

SALES CLERK'

CLERK

Days and nights. Brandt's
Restaurent. ror sot. Phone

General office clerk needed

358-1003.
Woman needed to cook evening

forpurchasing department of flee: Work in air-conditioned
well lit office. Good typing
Daytime hours Monday
through Friday..

SPORTSWEAR

APPLY PERSONNEL,

Hospital
800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, ill.
CL 9-1000

tive department.

'

and make money tool Need
I or more gtrisofhighcalibre

for either full or part time.

CLERK -TYPISTS

Randburat 81109PingCeitter

You earn as you learn.

'

For appt. phone 255-2236.

,

DES PLAINES ,
298-1142
-

BOOKKEEPER
Girl for accounts 'receivable.

RECEPTIONIST

MATURE WOMAN

No experience necessary. Will

train. 5 day AO hour -week. Excellent Working conditions.

..
...
Permanent. Attractive, Re_

WANTED FOR

Contact

GENERAL OFFICE

Mr. Fr4le

WORK

sponsible young lady to work
for k busy.growing firm.
Someone with ability to handle
active phone and typing. Must

be extremely reliable in at-

392-5800 -

tendance'. Outstanding com-

Woman for baby sitting & tits

housework. 4 lay wk. per

40, hour week.

Pally benefit Program. Prefer
age 21-30.

benefits.

ASK FOR MISS BUTLER
529-4003

Paid vacations and

255-0435

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN
SPIEGEL CATALOGCENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY

Salary open.'

An above average IOW girls
or women with background of
bookkeeping credit or sales
experience desirable.

Des Plaines

MACHINE AND

FEMALE HELP
WANTED

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.

PRESS OPERATORS

MACHINE AND
PRESS OPERATORS

ing field for women -and the,

Our, fastgrowing company has

Our fast growing companyhase

best with a nation-wide company such as Speigel--Credit
headquarters for America.

women , to shave positions._

women

Credit is the fastest' grow-

chance for advancement is

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

a need. for 1st & and shift

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage.
reviews . & , excellent fringe'

In

above positions.

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage
reviews & excellent fringe
benefits.

You'll enjoy good pay and

benefits.

troches discotmt on merchandise, vacations with pay,

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

CALL 255-7500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

METHODE MFG. CO.

METHODE MFG. CO.

1700 Hicks

1700 Ricks Rd.
Rolling Meadows,

many big company benefits

hospitalisation, many others.
.

SPIEGEL
Serving America' lime 1865:
ti

.

.

-

'

Rolling Meadows

9:11516-0-11 %Mese

'

Wieted-Waree'

St. Peter Lutheran

TRW ELECTRONICS

1701 W. Rte. 120, 1-1/2 ml.

E. of -McHenry. Phone 815386.-8333.

.

'686 Garland Place

Des Plaines

,

,

An EqiialoiipOitunityErnplciyiT

30-Help Wanted-Women

* STENO-SECRETARIES

* TYPISTS
* TELETYPE OPERATOR
* GENERAL LEDGER BOOKKEEPER

RECEPTIONIST -

SWITCHBOARD

Good starting salaries and excellent employee benefits
including profit sharing.

Immediate opening available

Top Rates

'

for career minded woman.

Should be capable of meeting
people and have some typing
experience. Exceptional op-

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Roads
,

Des Plaines

824-1155 Ext. 236

portunity for an intelligent,
ambitious person seeking a

An Equal. Opportunity Employer

tion - sick leave & group insurance beneftts.Please call
Mr. Colby - 775-7166 for an
interview appointment.

NURSING

career. Good
starting salary - paid vacapermanent

Lifesavers, Inc.
Randhurst Center

Prof. Level

'Food processing plant in sub-:

urban Elk Grove has open-,
ings for several neat women,

in packaging department.
No experience necessary will
train. Ail company benefits, air conditioned. Rate to $1.98,

392-192C
Room 63

,24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
Has Job Openings For

per hour.

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

9 P.M.

School cafeteria. 111 W. 01,lve St., Arlington Hts. Household items. Clothing.

APPLY

OFFICE WORKERS

Convenient Locations

CLERK TYPISTS

Apply in person -only.

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

DOUMAK, INC.
2491 Estes Ave.

A$S1STANTS..
Become an important member of the health care services.
We will train interested mature women to -assist our highly
skilled professional staff.
No experience -- paid training program
Patient centered activities
Gratifying work
. Good salary
many benefits
APPLY PERSONNEL

Apply Personnel Department

Elk Grove village

itestlllirTy-u--cl
1681 North

;111,11111 .Warted-Moan;

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

,' 'It

Park 'Ridge

1tt9,4

8110

%,'10,iffs!AdH 6111#

.891.414° Heights

TOMATIC ELECTRIC
THE BEST PLACE TO WORK!
E. HAVE THE RIGHT JOB FOR YOU
INDUSTRIAL NURSE

STENOGRAPHERS

3rd. Shift

GENERAL CLERKS

CALCULATING OPRS.

Beginners & Experienced

Clear and neat handwriting
11th skills in detail work
is necessary.

Adding Machine Operators

We need a. Registered Nurse
who has'experience in Industrial Nursing.

We have a variety of positions
available.

Our Payroll. Accounting and

Pricing
'

STATISTICAL TYPISTS

Departments are

in

,

need of experienced' gals.

TYPISTS

Billing and Order Typists

For the

following Deets:

Purchasing *Shipping
Sales Engineering

-"Electric, manual and all captypeWriters. Must have abil,ity to work with figures.

Laboratories

OUR COMPANY. OFFERS MANY FRINGE- BENEFITS

I

Air Conditioned Offices
Tution Refund Plan
Promotions From Within

'

Electronic component manufacturer has limited openings on
2nd or 3ici shifts, full or part time.Experience not necessary.
We will train.

' Open .Sundays 12 to 5
FREUND'S CAMPERS,

Most ilaysies Won't Tell
But ArlingtonDaysie
says STIVERS is

_.,296-1142

charge purchases and help

..

Temporary

Work Days,
Weeks or Months.

RUMMAGE SALE

Fri. Aug: 19... 5 P.M. till

ASSEMBLERS

30-Help Waited-Women

WONDERFUL

St. Arlington tits. Household
items. Clothing.

30-Help Wanted-Women

Coaches:

Shampoo girl wanted In Mount
Prospect. Part time. Call
CL 5-4313

PREFER-

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

MOLONEY PRODUCTS, INC.

'

'Avalon -and Dreamer. Pickup

16 yrs. or over.

ASSEMBLERS

$60 for all. 392-5957'30-Help Wanted-Women

SALES 'ft RENTALS,

Mon. thru Fri.,
1 to -5 P.M.

Palatine

Pilot:tale Minden& and Bermes.

Nimrod,. Camping Traitors
Avalon. Travel Trailers and

PHONE 827-1108

MEDIA -SUPERVISOR
ASSISTANT. BROADCAST

:

'

Elk Grove Location

32-Miscellaneous Merchandise

Paid Vacations

Call Jane Nelson

Palatine, Ill.

INSPECTORS

customer
accounts up-to-date, approve
keep

Rates

439-1620

'

'School cafeteria. 111 W.Olive

100 E. Hamilton
Elk Grove

Temporary Service

CASHIER

1100 Wiley Road

-

...

DETAIL

,

RIGHT GIRL

34 W. Palatine Rd.

As a Spiegel credit clerk
will

Top,

Fri. 'Aug. 19. 5 P.M., till 9
P.M. St. Peter Lutheran

With tapes. 392-5228
Baritone like .wlth Case. Like'
new - Reasonable. 437 - 4013
!after 8:30
Four 36" x 72" aluminum

RELATED CLERICAL'

$75 BONUS

HARPER COLLEGE

Apply in 'person
Mnt. Prosp. Cinema
827 Rand Rd.

you

First 5 Days Pay

'

Call ,3589100 or write:
Dean of Business Affairs

ABLE.

IRON WORKS, INC.

392-4250

Personable individual es sec.
retary. to- 'President 'of' the
William - Raney Harper College. -,'-,Shorthand and :filing
competency, ;versatile .perceptive of employer's -work,
executive -.secretarial ,'exper!once. Age 30-40. Competitive salary, fringe , benefits.

BACKGROUND

SCHMIDT

CALL MRS. OLSEN
'

PHONE WORK

255-6808.

RUMMAGE SALE

Coldspot refrig. with freezer
$50. Norge:gas , stove $25.
Webcor 4 track tape recorder

GENERAL OFFICE

$50.

'condition.

'Johnson Water Softener.

TYPIST

$10 BONUS'
With

Mri. Richardson '
SECRETARY. WANTED

Accounting & Sales Depts.

Rand Rd.and83
Mount.Proepect.M.

&I 4- Sat.
GOOD SALARY,
PLUS BONUS,

KE 3-3636

827-8861

WtEBQLDT'S

'Hrs.- 8 ,to 3 daily

-1DEEL CLEANERS',,

Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

Many Company benefits.

Stenos

PLUS

2300

Opportunity to advance. Attractive salary. 20%Discount.

LOOK
YEARS YOUNGER

store in Mt. PrOspect,Plasa:

,

-

Soft 'Water ;$5.00 ' a mantll

'Call Bette Rich 298-5515'

Secretaries
Clerks

Typists

,

days, weeks, months.

Work the Days, Weeks'
or Months You.Want
Experiimeid or will 'train
mature'womin in drycleaning:' Work Close To Home
'

32-Miscellaneees Merchemllse

Girl's 20" bike with training
STENOS CLERKS TYPISTS wheels; exc. cond $20. Conn ' Rummage Sale Aug. 16th, 9
a.m., till. Clothing and Misc.,
Temporaryor Part Time
, Tittnpet 475..392-1963
!items. 291 S. Lynn Ct., Des Plaines. Brentwood Sub: Di-,
Rack
iool
table
like
new.
Elaine Revell, Inc.
rect so. on Wilken Dr.
end equip. included. ,ReasonChallenging
opportunitlei, '. Able. 4394523.
$108 deluxe wheel chair.Good

,COUNTER CLERK

NIEDERT
MOTOR SERVICE

agerial responsibility of ac-

'

'

IMMEDIATE WORK

An equal opportimitremployer

5 Day Week
Typing Essential

Woman:with retail experience
in sportswear to assume man-

PART TIME

296-8861

,

`32-Miscellaneous Merchandise

.

4 ri

'

experience

essary, ages 18 to' 35. If you
can type 30 Wpm', energeticen4

GENERAL
OFFICE
CLERK

MANAGER

Northwest Community

TEMPORARY

Insurance Company In CuMberland area ha's , I m mediate
aoPectinvien.gsph.o

meal for elderly couple InArHuston Hts. CL 3-4880

and clerical skills necessary.

-

middle age lady for gift shop.
Mon. Wed. Fri. 9 to, MO
Call CL 34218.

Wanted

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Net letted-Womsa,

GENERAL OFFICE

Part time sates clerk , for

WAtintesitlir
'

10-110p lialted4omee

30-Help Wanted -Women

3$-Neap Wailed -Warm

41

* Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan

,Social Clubs
INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A. M'. to .4 P.M:

SaturdaYs-8.A.M. to Noon

E1EC
enlber of the GT&E Family' of Companies
:mile north :of pilortk Avenue on Wolf Road:.

1.,mile,*st of Maryiheim Road

RTHLAKE,, IL LINOIS
An equal opportunity';employer (MiF):

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount Store
* Insurance Program

-

tt

55 -Mulct! tabooed&
Mustang alectric
Automatic garage door opera- .render
and...ease. - Excellent,
tors. Rem. duty from do=it-: .guitar'
rarely= uaed; "piny
yourself 'to . installed. Start- condition,
extras.. . $165. Call ' 392ing at, 3119.95. 255-4263.
3915

tummy, Angie. i;,

32-Miscellanies Merchandise

.

Take soil Smythe Blue Lustre
way frolti'carpets upholstery. Rent electric shampooer

$1. Freitag Vdtfl Hardware.
,

255-3119

.

255-5731

458-3050 - Miss King.

4 pick up guitar, vibrato tail-

86 -Real Estate -Houses

piece,. silo rhythm switch,

$70; dual speaker. Supro amp,
vibrato, reverb; 1 yr.old $275.
Both for $325. 253-8806 after

a le" high ' metal cabinet.

6.

1-10' x 4" soil pipe. 392-0881.

66 -Business Oppertuithes

Floor leinttkiredding gown for
sale. Bodice appliqued, exc.
cond'!. CL ,5-2447

get you Into 'lour own
Profitable busineas? ,,..Franchising

9728.

PARTAKE

Miniature Schnauzers AKC,.

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

pies. , $30. No . papers. 537-

TOIIIAT/C ELECT
is
for.

Excellent child care given in.
my licensed home.

AKC

392-9179
'
14-Te_Rentipartmeits.

register.' Stud Service 255AUL.-

Arlington Heights.' bdrm. unhurnished 'apt. 3, short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shoppIng.,Avallable Sept. 1st. For

home. Some all -white, some
beige. FREE. Call 259-5914.
Reg. pedigree male miniature
Schnauzer, 10 mo. old Papers
& shots 385. CL 5-4008
Poodles. 2 white male. 1
apricot female. AKC. 7 wks.
$75. CL. 5-3281

YOU!!

41 -Issue fraishials-firiitue
Wurlitzer Spinet piano. Mahogany. Exc. Cond. $350.
Mahogany Duncan Phyla drop-

Openings on
First and Second Shifts
are for
ASSEMBLERS
Experience On Assembling Small
Parts 'And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

leaf table with pads, $45. Call
255-2911 any:deg after 6 p.m..

9 x:15 Lee carpet with run-

ner beige, floral, dressing
table & misc. CL 3-6249.

WHELP!!!
Must sell display furniture
from builders debate model
homes. Save up to 70% Terms

and delivery arranged.
773-0252

after 12 wen
Fortnica table and 4 chairs,
$15. 2 tile -top tables, $10.
358-6304.
Twin size bed complete. Like
new $50.
CL.3-3576

Arm Chair. HE 7-3529
":',
-

-Guitar. 11,ampi' ',pickups
vibrato Sllvertone 15. watt

body. spruce' top, rosewood

'fingerboard. "255-2105.

- 3/4 size
Immaculate. Bow & bag incl.
UN. 4-6759
CELLO

'GIBSON amp. 12" speaker
392-1489
185.

-NEW IN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

features:

Finished Family Room.

... $29, 000

tent.ral air-conclitIoning
2.; %talking distrance from
'
train3. 4.blocks to shopping
4. ample .parking,.. storage
and laundry.tacilitles
5. will decorate to suit

6..1,050 sq. ft. of living

4 BDR. COLONIAL

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

Everything,Incloied

Model at 1419 N. Chestnut

- ART -WAY BUILDERS
259-3535

Eves.- 677-5717

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.
OPEN EVENINGS

UNTIL 9 p.m.,

HO ke-R EA 4 -Ty 7rit
132 S. Nortitwestil,
31258a1,4t get

-

11 -Ti Reit Miscellanies

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for.
Weddings

Particle
Graduations, etc.
AMEIllCANLEGIONHALL'

In-laws, horses? Perfect tot:

Colonial home on 7.6 acres.
6 bedrooms. 3 'baths, 2 fire-

'62 Chrysler 300 2 dr. RT.
white black int.,413 CJ. Hurst

Shift. PB W/W. CC 5-1709
Roselle Dodge

25 S. 'Park Roselle, Ill.

1350 engine. Exc. cond. Pri259-0053
vate sale $1000.
1963 Renault Caravelle :Convertible. Hard & isefttoP$950.
'392-3650

,

'

t6 -Real Estate -buses

Clean Used Cars Wanted,
dome In And See Us

No.- Junkers
'Northwest Rambler -Palatine.
Clean Cars Wanted
'Prices Paid
Palatine
HU

1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

f

111 -Motorcycles And Scepters

reduced for .quick'sale --

$56,900.
COUNTRY ACRE close to VU=

CL 3-2256
99-Artemobiles For Sale

4. bedrooms, study, 2

lage.

baths, Cathedral ceiling

in'

living room and dining -L. 2 -

Car garage.

SUMMERTIME

Owner transf.

reduced to $30,000.

DRIVING FUN

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

126 W. Maln St. -Barrington
OPEN SUNllAYS

Phone DU -1-3434
18 -Real Estate -Vacant

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS
FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

1966 FORD 1/2 ton
pickup 4 -speed
save....
trans.

DAY WANT ADS
GET.RESULTS

64 DODGE 2 Dr. H.T. 383

H-Artneddlis Fur Sale

V-8 Auto. Trans., P/S,
Bucket Seats. Full Price
$1195

ROSELLE

81 CADILLAC COUPE P/S,

ROLLING MEADOWS

P/B, New Tires. Sharp.Full
Price
$1145

Regal Homes, Inc.

'

liventory Cleirance Selling
At Dealer. Cost-

'

-

1 left F'350 Stake 4 speed

CATINO ESTATES

Red.
White Top, Red Int., Power,
$
595
Full Price
60

BONNEVILLE CONY.
$, 395

1 left ,F 100 Pickup. 240CJ.

Community of Finest Homes,

6 cyl:Standardiran. Cus-

tom cab deluxe heater.
speed wiper chrome
mirror w/w tires.

60 CHEV. COUPE V-8 Red

left F 100 Pickup 240

$,795

2

Ranches, 131 -Levels, Cape Cods, French Provincials

2

-or ICC flashers.1250 rear

from $45,000
Priced from

Only 3 left Econoline super
van 240 C.I. 6 cyl. heater'

63 MONZA CONY. 4 Speed

springs.'

1 ton' Pack Glass
Rear door. ICC Flasher.

spec

Homes available for intMediateDccUpincy

.4 teat: EcOnollne van stand-

SEE MODEL AT,1105 FRANCIS DRIVE

.

,Select- your lot on which equally Impressive
homes can be built
"
'

Glass

rear door.

,

CL 5-4431.

ICC

.

ImniedlateDelivery

'ROSELLE
'FORD
333 E. 'rang Pk.

-FOR' APPOINTMENT CALL''

$ 795

Real Buy

66 FORD PICKUP 1/2 Ton.

4 Speed Trans. Save up to

$750 from list.

ard 6 cyl. Eng. std.trans.
heater. 1230 Rear springs

'flasher.

mile -West of:Mannheim-Mad

with Custom Rolled Black
Leather Interior. Stick.

C.I. 0 64. std. tran. heat-

3, 4,& 5 BEDROOMS

:UNIT NO: 3 NOW. OPEN I Nq:'

30' T.' BIRD -CONY.

heater. 3750 Rear springs
cc' mirrors. 700 -16 1

tires.

CL 5-955.9.

tires: Re -built transmission.
$225' or beet offer: 368-2699
after 6 P.M.
1983 Triumph Conv., seats 4,
Radio,,Heater, exc. cond.._

places., large "..dining . room, '65 S-90 Honda. Exc. cond.
beautiful famllyroom w/book- Extras. Adult owner. 392. easee.-Towerinirshatietreesg ; 5228
-i:/r;i4P-7'
pas
rtgArlii#46k.- kffet*.`
.-: -;'46 Honda..30
stalls In barn,3-cergerage
-Good-cond.-Best offer. --

Don Wheeler;

TIFFANY PARK

An ,Aqual eliliertenity emploYer-

stone champion white wall

you --authentic Williamsburg

-

.

HE .7-4224

.

1959' Plymouth convertible.
White with red interior.Fire-

Bring Your Title - Cash.
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

Model Homes at 4407 Wilke

Roa

cond. Warranty. 259-3075!

WANTED. USED. CARS,

Arlington Heights,

Y2:rmile north, .of .North Avenue

new tires,' snow Hies. Good

'

AGENT -.'FL 4-2180

A Member of the GT&E FaMiliof-Cpmpaniei

392-5228

'63 Valiant 4 Dr auto: like

101-Aitemobiles Waited

...32,500

contract 'if desired. Barrington School Dist. Real country
living close in. Reasonably
priced.

.

'81 Lark 4 Dr. Wagon V-8,
AutomatiCi 'R/B.

ICarmann Ghia '61 Coutie.New
blue/white paint. VW modified

!Pace
'2 bdrtn .$;115. 1 tidim - $160. -

35 NEW HOMES - 3 & 4 BEDROOMS
$21,450 - $25,350
Open daily 12:00 - Phone 392-5249

Friday 8 A.IVI. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

.259-3521.

.100 -Foreign Aid Sports Cars'

- from commuter stat ion. 5 year

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.

walls. R, Exe. Cond. $595.

,

COIL WINDERS

INTERVIEWING

cayne. Atdo. Like new white

'61 Impala Chevy convertible.
$525. Good condition.' Radio,
w/W, 392-2680 after 6.

Carpet
All Appliances

BARRINGTON
AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines, For Various Type Of Coil

4 dr V:.8;Chevy Bis-

'61

THE DODGE BOYS

.

Smith and 'Johnson and.offerleg the following ultra -deluge

96-11iternitlis for Sale

Gar.

ALSO

Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at

FL 3-1600

392-3199

"BE CAREFREE".

-

86 -Real Estate -Houses

253-5413 or 437-4680.

Fully Imp. Lot

'WI LLIAMS BURG

Palatine

,

$225.,

4 Bedioom Colonial family
room. Fire place, lmd. occ.

AT

'

Exc. Int. damaged rear fender

Mount Prospect, New Home

Park Ridge

your home come In and talk
' 9t -over, With us. We're here
9 to' 9. Mx ',Mitre qualified
,
.VCIpto help you.

'59 Cony. Mercury Pit.Lane

SELLING YOUR HOME?
CALL BRUNS TODAY

5319.
3 bdrm. Apt. near High School
1409 N. Northwest. Hwy.

'

Spanish Guitar w/case. Maple

Third Shift Only
are for

tractive lot.Byowner 518,800.
CL 3-7737

4 BDR. RI -LEVEL
2 Baths - 2 Car

$150. Exc. cond. /X 7-4479

Openings on

Din. Rm. '2 car garage.' At-

259-4901
appt. call
3 bdrm. duplex apt. withbasement; nice yard. Children
welcome, Mt. Prospect 392-

Modern 6 pc. din, room set.
55;-110101,1istreweits"

remodeled inside & out. Sep.

CL. '5-6320

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788.
Palatine

, Pure bred German Shep. pup-

Toy poodle, 6 weeks old. White
ptairs. Call
AKC
with
299-1627.
6 weeks old kittens, need

panelled family room.' Cer.
tile bath & kitchen: Neely

Dept. A - 1

Reg. - Male - 8 wks. C1-3-

Schnauzer

:new";.bi.teiness

Is

frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in,
this area

Schnauzers.` AKC. Shots and
wormed. Home raised. 631/-

9040.
Miniature

.

Wt11

44-ligs,,Pits Aid Egripinit
Miniatures. Poodle pups and

7964

Imm. occup., - $27..900.
Cl 9-0043 "- - '255-6120
Arlington Hgts.2 bdrm. ranch,

Looking for a 'Challenge that

,11 you are Ildnang of sell*

Pa BROS. REALTY
431.-SallorthirestHwy. ;'

3 B,dr. - 11/2 baths.
Family rm.' with fireplace.
1/2 Acre - large patio.
Near high & grade sehools.
Carpets - drapes - gar.'

,

NO OBLIGATION

'OWNER

TIME

FIRST

. THE
,FRANCHISE BOOM

r

sires furnished -room with

kitchen privileges or large 1
room 'efficiency. apt.: Phone

1-7' long 25 cu. ft. freezer,
1-2'8" x 6'8" combination
screen ,storm door, 1 - 42"
42-Cletklet :fers

Mature bushiest) - woman de'

Bass,

drunis.
snare, and cymbal..

Eflingerland

IstateNoted

$2 -hated Whit .7

4 blocks' : --East of
Roselle" Rd.

Rolelle,
Phone LA' 9-5551

ELLINWOOD
MOTOR
SALES

-

1565 Ellintioad' Ave.
In Downtown

Dee Plaines, III.

899-4235.

2ee..33911,4

.

,

t

Advance on Forfeit,
5-2 Victory; over Niles
Some bad luck and some timely hitting boosted Mount
Prospect's ..Pony League All -Star baseball team into the
semifinals cff the Highwood (III.) Baseball Tournament
yesterday.
The Prospectors

were

supposed

to

open

against

Kelly Park at 5 p.m. Saturday, but an auto accident en

route to the tourney site injured several of the Kelly
Park players and forced them to forfeit to Mount Prospect.

THE' -.DEFAULT advanced
the Mount Prospect nine to the

with a walk, and Don Brach

affair, against Niles. Mount
Prospect won, 5-2, under. thre-

ond.

atening skies yesterday.
The win advances

grounder to the shortstop, who
made a play on Brach at sec-

drew a pass as next batter.
ntarter-finals of the- 16 -team' putting men on first and sec-

Mount
Prospect to the semifinals, in

which they'll play the winner

WAYNE MEIER slapped a

of

Preski, heading for third as
soon as the ball was hit, made

Saturday in Highwood.-

it home safely on the miscue.
Jim Dencker then singled,
giving Mount Prospect it's

last, night's Elk Grove -Park
Ridge game at- 6:15 p.m. next

COACH JUSTIN Harris has
already nominated Jay Lesniak

first hit, and went to second _

to hurl the semifinal contest.

while, (Niles was putting out
Meier at third. Jeff Brachle's

Lesniak had originally been
scheduled to pitch yesterday,

center -field "single drove home
Dencker with the second run,

but Saturday's forfeit enabled
Harris to use Mike Berdell
against Niles.
Berdell worked the whole
seven innings, allowing four

fr

ond, but threw 'wildly to first.

JOE

BAKER

and

John

Forsberg drew walks to open
the third inning for Mount
Prospect, setting the stage for

hits and two walks while strik- Preski's three -run, game -wining out 12. His only rough in- ning home run over the leftning

Mike Berdd1 yesterday pitched his Mount Prospect Pony League All -Star baseball team to a 5-2

win over Niles to advance into the semifinals of
the Highwood Pony League Tournament. He gave

up only four hits against Mies while whiffing 12.

was

the

when

second,

Niles tallied both its runs to
knot the score at 2 -all.

The homer and two singles
were Mount Prospect's only
hits, and the four walks drawn

MOUNT PROSPECT had in the second and third frames
brokentheiceiii its half of the were the only._passesissued_by_
second, scoring twice on two. the two Niles pitchers.
singles, 'a fielder's choice, and
Niles was guilty of two field'

SPARKS
ON SWIMMING

The Mount Prospect Posy League All -Star team
achnacet.to the semifinals 'of the Highwood Posy
Tournament yesterday with a 5-2 ..win over Niles.
Teem members are, from left, (front). Tom Dubay,
Jobs Schneider, Joe Baker, Mike Wells;. (second

centerfield fence.

a pair of walks.
ing errors, and Mount ProsKen Preski opened the frame pect made one.

4:6
......

Heights

A" -

How is your breathing coming along? Now let's try it with
the arm stroke Standing in shallow water, take a breath, bend
over, place the face in the water, and stretch the arms straight
.
oUt.in front of you.
Blow ,the air out, decide
WORK AT IT for a few
which ',way you will turn to
it becomes
breathe and start in that di- minutes until
rection; for example, if you de- natural. Then try it, swim-.

cide to breathe to your right,
then pull the arm on the right
side through the water as you

would in a swimming stroke
and, as you do, turn the head

to the right and inhale while
the arm is back.
the

stroke, as the nght arm comes
forward above the water to get
ready for the next stroke, turn

the face back down into the
water and blow the air out
again while the left arm is
pulling. Whether you are breath-

ing to the right or to the left,
the rule to follow is to breathe
when the arm on the breathing
side is back in the pull and
exhale when the arm comes

forward to get ready for the
next stroke.

Dance Raises
$600 for Baseball
Ili Mt. Prospect
More than $600 was raised

ming. One main thing - take last weekend at the Second
it easy, don't be in a hurry. Annual Mount Prospect MothThe idea is to try to breathe ers' Little League Auxiliary
as near to the normal breathing
pattern as possible and it is

even better to breathe slower
than to try to breathe faster

at the Flick -Reedy
Auditorium in Bensenville.
Dance

operated by the group have
been abandoned.

5-0

Saturday .in a North and West

salvage

Suburban' Tennis League dual -

win. She beat Terry Dorgan of
Berwyn 6-2, 6-3 at number -

.

125

couples

you afloat, only to paddle you
along.

IF YOU ARE still

THE ARLINGTON netters
won the men's A and B divisions, and took the junior division match by default. Only the
Berwyn women were able to
post .a win, beating Arlington's
gals 4-1.

Berwyn won the first two
men's A singles matches, but
Arlington grabbed everything
else for a5-2 triumph.

Don lbhnson of Arlington
lost at number -one singles, 6-3,
6-2,

Betty Sohn, decorating; Mrs.
V. Chilver, Mrs. Emily Baty,

BOB FINK

stemmed

the

Mrs.

Frantel

pointed

to

iam Anderson, and Mrs. Rita
Mokate, general committee.

excellent cooperation from her
ing trouble getting enough air committee and a fine response
MRS. SCHAEFFER served
(after you have practiced for a from league parents as the as secretary and Mrs. Mokate
while) then try breathing every reasons for the 'dance's suc- served as treasurer.
other stroke rather than every cess.
stroke. Count it to yourself;
breathe, (I) stroke, (2) stroke,
THE DANCE will be the
(3) stroke, (4) stroke (stroke league's only
money -raising
and breathe). You are breath- event sponsored by , the auxiThe Waycinden Area Boys'
ing every, fourth arm stroke.
liary in, the future, as the Baseball League will be the
'stands
formerly beneficiary of a special benefit
concession
(Next: The Arm Stroke.)

Benefit. Day Set
For Boys' Loop

10 -

games.

He fanned five and picked
up the 9-2 win in the first
of the first three games of its weekend tilt when Rod Kiolbest -of -five series with Wheel- bassa drove home three runs
ing over the weekend, adding in the fourth inning with a
year -old
All -Star
Baseball
squad put together a clean sweep

9-2 and 6-5 wins to a
.0.0.11WV

drubbing

administered

women's

division

15-3

last

Tuesday.

ato'
RICK HAANING, who starred
this summer for the Chiropracter's team in the Waycinden

Donna Cunningham of Arlington bowed at number -one
to Ruth Zeman, 5-7, 6-3, 6-2.
Sue Crawford of Arlington
lost at number -three, 6-1, 6-2,

the number -two -pair, both won

their doubles matches by default.
Arlington won nothing by de-

bases -loaded double that _erased a 1-0 Wheeling lead.

Len Greenberg sparked an
insurance rally in the' sixth
inning, tripling with the bases

frame, plus three more in the by the coupon to. earn a do%

fifth gave Waycinden the win.

nation for the league.

Jakubiec and Gates teamed

to

whip

Berwyn's

Kersten

League, was the winning hur-

and Klail 6-4, 6-2, at number Kiolbassa was the big gun in
The Assault Handicap' at one doubles and. Milligan and
the Waycinden attack, rapping
a pair of cdouble.s. Wheeling's Arlington Park race track is Bob van Ee dumped Radd and
Pat McGinn tripled for the named for the. 1946 Triple Hegner of Berwyn 6-3, 6-1,

ler in

losers' only extra -base hit.

full to lead a six -run rally.

HAANING WORKED only
both of the weekend the last two innings of the 6-5

Crown winner.

at number-tWo.

'

Berwyn pair 'of Ehvardt and

a

Kotula, 7.5, 6-0.

Arlington will complete its
league dual -meet schedule next
Saturday at Proviso.

last

KelveY,

year's

Athletic Union tanker and her
third as an Arlington Heights
District swimmer

Park

with

bang.

IN CENTRAL A. A.,U. competition at Oak Park, Marsha

leading

by Northwestern football coach,

Alex Agase, to report Aug. 31,

back.

for the start of the Wildcats'

"Much of our hopes this fall
center, around a fine group of
senior players," said Ague.
"How far we go will depend to
a great extent on the progress
we make in rebuilding our in-

1966 football practice at Dyche
Stadium.

the Wildcats but 16 calendar

17.

Northwestern's

in

schedule

its 80th season of intercollegiate football will rank as one of
the

most

challenging

in

its

fault in. the B division action,
but rolled to an easy 7-0 win history. Highlighting the sched-

anyway. '
program Wednesday of the
JIM JAKUBIEC trimmed
Dominick's Finer Foods Stores.. Tom Kersten 7-5, 6-3, at
Five per cent of all sales number -one singles, and Dave
accompanied by a special yel- Milligan whipped Berwyn's
low coupon that day in all Al Klail, 6-2, 6.1, at number Dominick stores will be do- two.
nated to the Waycinden League.
Harley Gates of Arlington
Shoppers may obtain the yel-. trimmed Bob Hegner of Berwin, but Waycinden scored five
low
coupons
from
Will
Seefeldt,
wyn
6-3, 6-1, at number -three,
runs in those two frames to
league secretary, at 650 S. and Bob Sir of Arlington beat
come from behind and win.
Wheeling had opened with a Beau Dr., or by phone - 439- John Radd 6-1,6-1.
0490.
Jim Roman completed the
four -run first inning and added
The coupons will be honored singles action inthe B division
another tally in the second to
make the score 5-I going into on Wednesday only, and all with a 6-3, 6-2 win over Bersales must be accompanied wyn's Mike Anjorejka.
the fourth. Two runs in that

ton Heights, closed out her
sixth season as an Amateur

Campbell, going into 'his third
campaign as a starter at half-

days to prepare for the opening
Don and Dave Johnson, Arlington's number -one doubles game against the University of
Florida at Gainesville,. Sept.

unit, and 'Fink and Peistrup,

Cox fell to Berwyn's
number -one doubles combination of Zeman and Dorgan,
6-2.* Nancy Skarzynski
and Sue Crawford bowed to the

drey

....

physical examinations and poslington rounded out the singles
scoring with a 6-I, 6-0 win ing for pictures. That will leave
over Berwyn's Bob Nelson.

Local Star
Ends Area
Tank Career

Base Invites
84
, ,.,,,,,i,,,,,
To'NU Grid Drills

Fisher,

aycinden Nine Routs
heeling in 3 Straight

t

a

Eighty-four. players, led by
to Wayne Svoboda, and
24 lettermen. have been invited
Brown of Arlington

Larry

Committee members, were bowed at number -two, . 6-2,
Mrs. Joyce Clark and Mrs. 9-7, to Jack Sartore.

hav-

-

I

Audrey Cox of Arlington could

Mrs. Jeri Kranz, Mrs. Joan tide with a default victory over
and
Mrs. Barbara Ron Fikens of Berwyn, and
ACTUAL PRACTICE gets
than you normally do. Slow the attended the charity affair Sudan,
ticket
committee; Lothar Peistrup knocked off
arms down. Remember that according to Mrs. Donald Mrs. Marion Bauer, Mrs. Bill Fisher of Berwyn 6-3, under way Sept. 1. with the
opening
day session devoted. to
'the arms are not needed to keep Frantel, general chairman.
Marge Schaeffer, Mrs. Mir- 6-3. Chuck Schunk of ArMORE THAN

Wayne Meier, Jeff Bridle,

THE JUNIORS won by a to Kathy Elwardt.
Marsha Kaipus, a 12 - year forfeit victory, and only
_WONNE FOLEY and Au- old water whiz from Arling-

Tennis

two singles.

.

The Waycinden Area

dell, Keith Phillips,
Coach Hal Deacker.

Club romped to easy wins in
three out of roar divisions
meet against.Berwyn.

THEN, CONTINUING

row) Coach Pete Peterson, Jay Lesidak, Mike Ber-

Arlington Tennis Club Is
Easy Winner Over Berwyn
Arlington

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS

row) Stets Oren, John Forsberg, Ken Preski, Doe
. Brach, Jim Darcker, Coach Justin Harris; (third

ule are seven Big Ten contests
against. defending, conference
champion Michigan State, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin.
In addition to Florida, the
Wildcats will play non -conference games against Notre Dame

and Oregon State. Florida in
the

Southeastern

Conference

and Oregon State in the' West
Conference both
rated title contenderi.

are

Coast

AMONG THE 14

Irish Sold Out
The

University, of Notre

Dame has announced that all
five of its 1966 home football
games have been sold out. The
sell-out assures the Irish of

playing before 300,000 spectators at home.

The Notre Dame home slate
includes dates with Purdue,

Army, North Carolina, Duke,
and Pittsburgh. The Irish play
away at Northwestern, Oklahoma,

Michigan

State,

Southern Cal., and will

and
face

Navy in Philadelphia.

MARSHA KA1PUS
won a high - point trophy, taking gold, silver, and bronze

=Olsen route.
She won the 50 - meter freestyle "event in 31.3, placed
second in the 100 - meter
free style with a time of
1:09.4, and finished third in

the 200 - meter free style with
a 2:32.7.

THEN,. THREE days later,
helped
lead
Arlington
Heights to a. second - place

she

finish in the Northern Illinois
ATLANTA (UPI) --Woody Swim Conference meet, takWoodward of the Atlanta ing four blue ribbons in the
Aids Alma Mater

Braves donated $3,000' of his girls' 11 - 12 division.
toward installing field,
She won the 100 - yard freelights at Florida State Univer- style event, the 100 - yard
bonus

sity, where he starred in col-

starters

returning to Agase in his third
year at the Northwestern helm
are four seniors
earned pre -season

terior line.

lege baseball.

individual medley, and the
50 - yard backstroke, and then

swam on a winning 200 - yard

NEW YORK (UPI).,- For-

free - style relay:

who have
recognition

mer major league pitcher Dick
Littlefield, played on 10 teams

as candidatei for All -America

during his career. He barely
missed his I 1th when Jackie
Robinson retired' rather than
go to the Giants in a trade for

Redwood Lane, she will compete from now on in New Jersey, where her family is moving before the end of the sum-

Littlefield.:

mer.

They are end Cas
Banaszek, described by Agase
honors.

as an all-star on both offense
and defense; fullback Bob Mc-

THE DAUGHTER of Mr. and
Mrs. R. J. Kaipus, 815 E.

32nd Arlin on Matron Handicap Slated Next Saturday
Mid -America's premier attraction for fillies and mares,
the S5),000 added Arlington Matron Handicap, enjoys its
32nd renewal Saturday as Washington Park Jockey Club
stages its second week of activity at Arlington Park

Many of the nation's top &staffers are expected to contest the 1 1/8 miles journey over the turf course, with
the event certain to play a major role in deciding the handicap mare of the year.

THEN, ON Thursday, a strong field of Illinois bred
and/or foaled three -year -olds and upward will contest
the 515,000 , Governor's Handicap, ,pouibly headed

by

FOUR -YEAR -OLD Summer' Scandal ' is

The daughter of Francis S. showed promise last season`
as a juvenile, running third in the distaff National Stallion
until sidelined by an injury. She's been slow in regaining
her true form this season, but now appears destined for .

free -wheeling,

a

front -stepping daughter of Summer Tan-Go Modern. The
chestnut won, the Top Flight Handicap May 21 at Adque
duct, touring 'I 1/8 miles in a respectable 1:49 2/5, break

.

ing directly to the fore and finishing five lengths on top.

a brilliant career.
SWINGING MOOD, has now earned $54,624 and will no

The lightly raced filly took three of five outings last;
season,' including the 550,000 added Monmouth Oaks, and
was also second in the first division of the Post -Deb
Stakes. Her efforts, ,nevertheless, were worth 546,829,
SWOONALONG enjoyed a sensational campaign, last
season', Winning.. seven events: and earning $96,508. The.:

doubt be ridden by Earths Fires, sensational 19 -year -old
native;of Arkansas, who has rapidly become one of Amenea's top pony pilots. She also ran second in the Misty Isle
Handicap on the grass, proving her versatility.
Whenever there's a turf event for fillies, four -year -old

August Muckier's Someticco,Fred W. Hooper's Mr. CloWn,
Scottdale Farm's Better Sea, Harvey Peltier's.jungle Boy
and Grand Prix Stable's Abe's Hope among others in the

Swoon's Son bay, now on 'the comeback trail, captured
Colonial, Regret and Beverly Handicaps, and ran second

division of the Modesty June 8 and the second division

7 furlongs event,

in the Arlington Matron and Spinster Stakes.

This year's Matron shapes up as a wide open test,' with
'such 'standouts as Harborvale Stables' Summer Scandal, E.

''Like Summer Scandal, she is primarily a front-runner,
and (pike consistent, baying finished in the money. during:

,the Beverly July 16.

Gay Drake's Swoonalong, Harbor View Farm's Swinging
Mopd, Ernest H.,, Woods' -Margarethen, Mary D. Keim's
Amerivan, Charles E, Grinstead's Miss Rhicon,
It Floyd's Fairway Fun, Clifford Lunsky's Justakiss and
Edward E. Voynow's Cologne set to start.

.'

three

stakes , events.;

as

including the

a' five7year-old,
.

-

12 of her 16 outings last year.

COMING OFF -a mmarkable eight-lerigths victory in the

,

Margarethen is sure to put in an appearance. She has won

a,pair of stakes at Arlington this season, taking the first
of.

JIMMY NICHOLS, the capable veteran,. will ride Mar
garethen, who was struggling badly, last, year until train
er Charlie Sanborn decided to run the daughter. of Tulyar
on 'the grass. She then proceeded to win five in succes-

Pucker UpHandicip, Swinging Mood will attempt to be

sion, and has continued to enjoy success this season.

come one iof the few thiee4ear,-,olds ever to:win the
iron

form after turning;,,jn several bad performances earlier .

I

Amerivan appears back to her previous stakes -winning

'this year. The four -year -old Amerigo filly Won the coveted Kentucky Oaks list season, earning S54,891. She also
won, three allowance , events and was third on five occasions.

THE BAY NOW,come off, a three -lengths score Aug.
4, taking the measure of Fairway Fun with ease. She ran

third in the second division of the Beverly July 16 and
followed that up with a solid runner-up to Sailor's Alibhai in an allowance July 26: Henry Moreno will again
Hard -luck Miss Roncon hail made a habit of barely losing. The fnie-year-old 'sports a fondness for the grass; and
ran second in both' the Santa Barbara and Modesty handicaps with third -place finishes. in the San. Marino and the
Stars and" Stripes.
owns a strong late4.1osing kick and
is slatedfd have Martinez Heath up:

.

"

FAIERWAy FUN her won three stakes while owning a
lifetime' bankroll in, excess of the 'century marker.
taktss; another three -year -old, won the 'Ashland Stakes,
Oaks ,pree,and Cleopatra handicaps: Cologne' was second
in the Cinderella; second, division of the Beverly, and
Pucker Up handicak,

Telephone
2554400

,WEATHER
Tonight: Fair; Levi in the
'60s. Wednesday: Partly cloudy;
Not much change In temperature; Chance of showers; High,
in the 80s.
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Congreve Calls Rezoning
nti Referendum
4)unty "a. Disgrace"

ot0.- ROlis Closed
Village residents had their
last opportunity yesterday to

register to vote in the upcoming Sept.

13

special

Di MUCCI

referen-

dum, which will decide whether
to change Mount Prospect's
present form of village govern=
ment to a city form.

Arrested
For. Assault

Since June about 200 new
voters were added to the vil-

Salvatore DiMucci Jr.. 33,

roll, which lists slightly
more than 13,000 Mount Prospect residents as eligible to
lage

vote

in the

referendum,

of 1407 Golf. Rd.. Mount Pros-

pect, was arrested for assault
Monday.

ac-

cording to Village Clerk Rich-

DiMucci was freed later on

ard H. Monroe
The drive started June 16 as
part of the normal pre -election

$500 bond and is due in Mount
Prospect court Sept. 8.

The assault complaint was
filed by, Robert Rigby of Park

registration. It took on special

As the final hours of voters registration before the :pedal
meaning when the village board referendum of Sept. 13 come to a close, Mr.. and Mrs. John
scheduled the referendum after Alardo of 1502 Catalpa Ln. register for the first time with
accepting petitions from the Village Clerk Ridard H. Monroe (right). The Alardos said
Representative Gover n men t they were prompted to register because of the articles that
Assn

The figure of 200 new registrants
not particularly
large. More than 500 registered to vote during two days of
open registration in May.

appeared In The Day.

is

UNDER THE usual procepre -election registration
would have gone on until Sept.
19. It had to be halted, yesterday because under state law
no registrations are accepted

dure

for 28 days before a special
election

Registrations will again be
briefly accepted between Sept.
15 and Sept. 19. After that there

will be only one more chance
register

to

for

the

general

election Tuesday, Nov. 8. It
will be a one -day registration
Tuesday, .Oct. 11, in' the individual precincts.

Clerk Monroe reiterated that
all Mount Prospect residents'
entitled to vote in regular

Ridge and signed .by Judge Simon S. Porter.

RIBGY, a former employe of

which DiMucci is president,
told police Sunday DiMucci
elections will be able to vote threatened to hit him as he was

in the referendum. His office talking with Vojistav Bajovich
received inquiries fro n
residents who were concerned
that they might have to re -rag ister for the special referen-

dum.

Last Friday the clerk's oflice had
Sixty-five

their
voters

busiest day.
registered.

The Friday before 25 registered.

amts in Protest.

BY BRUCE CUTLER

J. M. Brickman Corp. still plans to build office buildings.
apartments and a motel on the rezoned site east of Randhurst.
Last week three cqlots of land
west of Wheeling d. in the
unincorporated area were re -

Dist. .214.2

zoned from R-5 (general

Hires first

re-

sidence) to B-4 (general
vice business).

. BY TOM STANTON'

'

sea-

Arlington Heights Mayor SiegaL who is also Arlington
tht7. Woods. joined in the pro.
'Heights village attorney; that.
.
'
the covenant does" not ''run
last
voted
Commissioners
....
The board voted Wednesday with the land." but rather is a
Wednesday
to
grant
the
change,
to
rezone
three
sections
of
the'
BY MAXINE 11944A
covenant.
recommended by the county land; which adjoins Mount personal
This means. Congreve exThe first rung on what is
zoning
board
of
apPeals.
R-5
(general
from
Prospect,
hoped will be the ladder of
that the covenant 'could
David S. McCoy, vice Res'. residence)" to B-4 (general ser- plained.
be Wiped out
success was conquered last
.

Policeman.
.

The Cook County Board *of

.

dent of the company and its like)

night by the High School Dist.

general manager for planning
and operation, said. yesterday

214 board of education..

Jose

Gonzales

a

as

in the company's plans.

sale

.

to another party. Covenants that

"IT IS A

that the
little
weight to the first hand knowledge the villages have," Conwould

County

he did not know of any change -

The board approved the assignment of Police Officer

'

-

safety

give

so

grave said

"I MET with J. M. Brickofficer or police counselor for
''This is just one in a series
Elk Grove High School. Also man Saturday," he said, "and of zoning changes that the Colin included in the motion was the we discussed the zoning change ty Board has made with the
fact that the administration and but made no decision on what only . apparent thought to en Shire subdivision DiMucci is
the officer be authorized to to do."
building,
hence the land speculators in He indicated the company vestment '-- notwithstanding
According to the police re- define his duties as they see
will dot start construction the . depreciation , caused the
port, DiMucci drove up to fit,ever a period of time.
The final part of the motion this fall, because of the tight many single family. home ownRigby in a car and ordered him
to leave the area. He had pre- came about after a presenta- money market, but, might build
erS:.
tion by three 'administrators by next spring.
viously warned him to stay out.
Weweret no
contacted
contacte-until
.unti
"We had tentative financingRigby reported Di Mucci stuck from Flint (Mich.) Community.
less Man 24 hours before the
last
.for. all the projects
his fist under Rigby's nose and Schools:
Board acted." Congreve said.
Present at the meeting were ter:' McCoy said, "but the
said, "You're going to get
ARLINGTON Heights. Maysituation
has
changed
recenthurt if you don't stay out of Robert Enders, assistant dimeor John Woe& said, "We rely
tor_ of the Big Brother Pro- ly."
here (the subidivision)."
and

Bajovich's

wife

Ksenija

of Chicago in front of lot 437
on Magnolia St, in the Mount

.

-

Stop

Inman Heads
Unit For
Referendum

-

.

-

ASKED by Rigby is this was

threat, DiMucci said, "Yes
it is," according to 'the police
a

fled at a zoning . board meet

pact.

Prospect

'

has been named chairman of a

company

Mrs. Gives Heffemir, a gait gaud at Misols

83 and %shame Tr.,means STOP

when

she blows

her whistle before escorting children across the May
highway. A speeding motorist almost ran her over
last Friday. Mount Prospect police and village officials emphasize that drivers must obey the crossing
guards for the safety of dandies.

Roundup.
For The Day
By United Press International

MIGs Chase U.S. Jeti) From North

SAIGON - Communist. MIG-17 jet fighters
chased a flight of American planes out of North Viet

Nam today. It happened while the. Navy A-4 Skyhawks
were bombing a North Vietnamese supply train 20
miles northwest of Thanh Hoa. The MIGs opened' up
with 20 -millimeter cannon fire. The Navy planes were
loaded with bombs and unequipped for aerial combat.
They took evasive action and flew' back to their Seventh
Meet Carrier in the South China Sea. None of the Navy
planes was damaged.

Admits 'Negro Rerttoval' Projects
WASHINGTON - Some 300 'Negro youths and
police clashed in a predominantly Negro section of
was in-

Washington during the night. One policeman
jured by a flying brick.. Four youths were slightly injured when police moved into the crowd which had
gathered outside a police station. Nine persons were

said they ' brought the film to
explain the community involv-

-

'

house -to -house basis

procedure.

Medical
Center

Good 1News
'

O Park view

Brealimin

SC11o,l

The Northwest Medical Centor - at 1060 W. ' Northwest
Hwy, was burglarized over the

wee en '

'

The most welcomed item on.
the Dist. 26 board of education
agenda tonight will be Dist.
Supt. Winstbn Hardwood's an -

that Parkview
School will be ready for pupils

Mrs,. K. Christman, a doe- nouncement

tor ?s secretary, called Mount
Prospect police early ,Monday

Harwood said yesterday he
morning to report that someone had ransacked several of- illtasdn'r'sotlecalaredss:s ththies school for
fall-during
!ices and, tried to break into a
a meeting with the contractor
desk drawer.
late
last
week.
Nothing was reported miss-

arrested.

Debate New Car Safety Features

Meters Jammed

,

leastloie fight is, shaping up: It's Over a plan to hive
the

President,' rather than the, commerce secretary,

tars neat the Chicago & North of' substitute teachers.
Western Railway station Mount ; The board meets at 8 p.m.

appoint an advisory board council'to develop new car' .Prospect police learned Men- ih the Fechanyille School lisafety standards.

'day.

,

,

brary, 80i

Kensington Rd.

worthless covenant,

be one story high,

He planned for a savings
and loan office, insurance and

diaCnogneg:reves

fear

biggest

seemed to be the purpose for
which the land would eventually
be used. He fears high -density
apartments will be built there.
-

"It wouldn't be so bad, if
they would just stick to their
original plans," he said.

.tenants in the southern office
building, he said.

tel on Kensington
Rd.
.

.

He also explained that his
job requires him to be in contact, not only with the schools
with all the business in the
area.ut
b

"I feel that a plain clothes man has more effect on the
children. They all know who I
am and they know my role. I
don't need a uniform. But a
man really has to be a police
officer to be effective in this

which

is

Bowlers
Competition
yids Sweet
az4

Little bowlers will cap their
league

competition

cream and cake at

with
I

ice

p.m.

legal

consultant

Jack , years, 10 to 12 and 13 to 15.
_._

.

He said his company owns
on!.hotels, two, of them in
f
Chicago.
The proposed motel would
provide 122 "lodging rooms"
and 10 one -room suites.

equipped with a police radio.
use his gun in schools.

The sections of land rezoned

be located on the south proper ty.

McLAREN is one of 12
policemen
icemen froni 'the juVenTe
1.
bureau assigned to the duties','
of a polic:e counseloi. He said
he carries a gun and handcuffs
and his car is unmarked but is
He wears plain clothes on fluty

acre.

CONGREVE said he had league. The age bracket for
received an opinion from vil- each division is from 7 to 9
lage

A HEALTH club would also

my friends;" he said.

and said he has never had to

d al

business offices, a radio sta- .nant (a legal promise)
with burst, Mount Prospect.
tion and a dance .school in the the zoning board that they would
About. 70 children particicommercial buildings.
not build apartments on the site. pated this summer in the
There would be. IS separate

selor and, I try to, make them

THE PLANNERS have pro vided for 150 parking places
near the motel, which would

(Continu ed on Page 2)
siemanceisieneresseetiresiarsomates

Gripe
Of The
Day ".
r

Now that vie all know
about the sale on brake
lubricants, won't someone
please tell the milk truck '
drivers.

A sleep4over

for us since we are able to

see the results rapidly."

He explained that the police

(Continued on Page 2)

Congreve said, "The
irresponsible 'actions of the
County Board will cost our village time and money to ever throw this ill advised zoning

action

supposed to keep these areas Wednesday.
free from apartments."
Trophies will go to the win The company planning the de- nets in three divisions of, the
velopment the J. M. Brickman Children Summer League at
Mid -West Corp. signed a cove- Striking Lanes, 1050 S. Elm-

southern office building would

Dr. Martin Gecht, president
of Aristocrat Inns of America,
told the' zoning commissioners
his company would bid to construct, own and operate a mo-

:Other items On the board's Position," McLaren said.
Speaking as a school, princiagenda.include the presentation
of a parents' ,,handbOok, the pal, Bisbing said, "I feel that
Children are jamming 'alu- hiring of several school. 'sec- ' the services of a police counminum' tops to soft drinks into retaries and 'final, arrangements ' seloi are-indispensible. This is
the coin slots of parking me-, for cofordinating;the.placement the most valuable Trogram

.

HINTING at possible court

joins Arlington Heights. At a
(Continued
on Page 2)
'
July 5th meeting of the Board
of Trustees of Arlington
Heights, Woods called such re -.-Little
zoning by the county "irre-

McCoy said the motel would
be five stories high and the

.

The school, housing 18 classing,
Police discovered the lower rooms, several offices and a
section of a window had been multi -purpose room, is located
broken and files had been on Lee St; north of Kensington
Rd.
thrown about four offices.

nning to
CAPITOL HILL -' The House is
hegin -today or tomorrow on a bill which would require Federal safety' features. on all 1958 cars. At'

-

Master in Chancery Howard

a

future owners.

IN THAT case the land ad-

erotic incumbent from the
third state representative dis- sponsible" and said it renders
trict, served as attorney for 'municipal zoning ineffective.
Brickman.
In his statement last night
Congreve said, "One board
DURING THE March hearing member defends his vote by a

ment in their entire educational

' .
Each of the men gave their
evaluation of the police counweek before the Sep. 24 refer- Amy has set Aug. 24 as the
date for the third hearing on selor program for. which their
endum.,
system has been commended.
A telephone, committee will Mount Prospect's suit seeking
"The police counselor, is a
conduct a last minute vote drive, the demolition of the Tally -Ho
friend and a helping person.
apartment complex.
and meetings have been arMount Prospect building and He as not there as a punative '
between
homeowner.
ranged
associations and park district ziming director Peter C. Ret- Person," Enders said:
McLaren, who is, a police often is scheduled to testify; -in
officials.
facer and police counselor for
Park director Marvin S. the master's chambers, I N. a junior high school and sevWeiss said at Wedneiday's LaSalle St., Chicago.
Master Arvey is gathering eral elementary schools, expark board meeting that he will
duties and daily.
correspond to each of the as- testimony concerning the.aban. plained his
routine to board members.
sociations asking them to take Boned and vacant structure,
"The main objective is
a positive stand on the refer- which the village, wishes torn'
down. because it constitutes a prevention. I feel that putting
endum.
a 'child in jail or arresting
He also said the park board nuisance.
Fighting the village's case him is the last thing we do.
would write, letters to the parOur policy is to stay in front
'ents of about 600 children who are the mortgagor, receiver
of the situation. They know
and
several
unpaid
subcontracparticipated in the Park's sumwho I 'am and they know my
mar; program 'and baseball tors who. helped build the un- car. They do have respect,for
completed buildings at Algonleagues.
the position.. of a police counquin and Busse Rds.
on a

may be. Persqnal covenants
are .legally binding only on. the
person that make them, not on

UNDER THE old zoning,
in Cook County Circuit Court
Congreve pointed out, they
to stop the county from rezoning of 'the 32 -acre 0osch could build 16 apartments an
Under Me .new zoning
tract between Central and Kir- acre.
they could build 28 units an
choff Rds.

Tally -Ho

A LARGER flyer will. be
. distributed by block captains

have

.

owner, of the land, whoever he

,

'

'

Hearing
Date Set

they

, Woods pointed. out that this

planned , three
the 'sites which

:

home within the district,

am :- sure

"run with the land" bind. the

'He explained that ft -5 (genresidence) zoning allowed
inning ch ange %does, not -hive for - one 'apartment unit. for
-complexes on'
direct impact on Arlington every 2;500 square feet of land.
Were rezoned.
Heights. "It more directly af- Uniler, the new. zoning, B-4
, TWO OF THE sites are facts Mount. Prospect," he (general service) only 1,500
square feet of land is needed
north of Kensington Rd. They said.
Both Arlington Heights and for each apartment.
compose 2.18 acres. The ccimpany plans a motel and an of- Mount Prospect have filed suit
the

,

,

Heights.

I

ing in Arlington Heights that closely studied the matter."

bing, 'principal of a ' junir high
school.

,

Last Mar. II McCoy testi- on the judgment bf Mount Pros-

Robert " McLaren, police counselor and James Bisgram;

_, "The- Men::ftrit _'preatiited_ a
,report.,
DiMucci 'is ' charged with film, " To %Touch a Child," to
having unlawfully 'threatened ' explain the school community
citizens committee to support to punch Rigby in the face if concePt in operation , at, their'
the River Trails Park District Rigby did not stay out of the ' Schools. Describing their empty
. bond referendum.
area, thereby placing. Rigby schools, when not in use, as
The committee has set up a in reasonable apprehension of "sleeping giants of brick and
stone," the film explained how fine building on this land.
publicity campaign to help win receiving a battery.'
North of .this complex the
Rigby reportedly has his own the community became involved
voter acceptance of the $850,000
storm, window business and was in an educational and cultural. company, proposes to build an
referendum.
building, with apartA brief flyer endorsing the talking with potential customers program.. The buildings were office
utilized during the' evening Mena. This site is 2.53 acres
park's capital
improvement when the incident occurred.
hoursand summer as comma- to the south of Euclid Rd.
program and recommending
The. Western National Bank
nity centers and an extensive
approval of the referendum
adult -education program was of Cicero is listed as trustee
will be inserted in the district's
formed. The representatives - of both areas.
brochure to be mailed to each
Bernard. M. Peskin, demo-

Raymond Inman,3I0 Colom-

bine -2 Dr..

,

Mayor Daniel Congreve of Mount Prospect severely
criticized the action of the Cook County Zoning Board,
in granting a 'zoning change, for about five acres east
of Randhurst Shopping Center.
.

-

DiMucci Home Builders, of

had

A. rlt,ngtpq Heights

What Builder Brickinan
Plans For Rezoned Site.

I

te

Bob Battegibt (left), 9, of 304, N. Main; hauls off with 'his wet
sponge to hit Owens Park Martian. The results with the story
Can be seen on Page Z The boy to the right giving Bob moral
support. and , a little body English to boot slipped 'away before
The Day photographer "could get his name.. The kids were
taking, part In ,the Mount Prospect Park Dlitrict's annual
playground pageant. Bob Is froth Emerson Park.

.4

V fa

'

'j+1 4/.4

4444

Tuesday, August 16, 1966

*ds' Antics Spark Playground Pa,gean

Miss Illinois began her of
tidal duties in Mount Prospect yesterday.
Mary Lee Inzerello,

gail==;"41

imalarra".1111111117r11110.1110MINOX..T.-:AiiNi.a:;

Intagniegitt-k,
MEM allifin!kr

.

from

Elk 'Grove
Mount Prospect kids had a
great time at the village park
district's

annual

under the direction of Robert
Henry, highlighted the program.
Following the theme there
were
presentations
of the
stone age, the. Asiatic age, the

playground

pageant.

The theme of the day was
"Through the Ages." Each of
the II playgrounds took part
in the activities, which were
vaguely based on one of the
historical ages of man.

The park district cadet band,

,

.,

4044 .4. 4

4

Miss Illinois Is on Her Way

THE PROSPECT DAY
Page 2

, -,

4.6,1ht

Village, was on
hand at the opening of the Greyhound bus depot, 1008 E.
Northwest Highway.

The space age presentations

by Emerson and Owens Play-

entitled "Men

were

grounds

from Mars" and
goes to the Moon."

"Batman

Egyptian age, the golden age
of Greece, the- medieval age,

There were also carnival
booths and a watermelon feed.

the machine age and the space

Each

age.

a fun booth.

of the

parks

Magtgaga".4r
grrAgalalWreri0:1
101--77- M=11,
-MAW
MOO
AOUND

"This is the first time I've
ever done anything as Miss
Illinois." Mary said as terminal manager L. C. Frink
handed her a token bus ticket
to Atlantic City, where she
will represent the state in the

operated

Miss America Pageant.

Frink said the new Mount
Prospect bus depot will save
area residents hours of waiting in line to pick up packages

Mary Lee lamella, Miss Illinois who lives in Elk

in Chicago,'

The terminal is on the Chicago, Lake Geneva and Madison line.

Grove Village, receives a token Greyhound bus ticket

to Atlantic City from L. C. Frisk, manager of the has
terminal which opened in Mount Prospect yesterday.

Dist. 59 Hopeful
In Building Progress
Spectators (left to right) Sandra Hargis, 9, of 506 S. George, and Susan Kanak,
8, and her sister Julie, 5, of 504 S. George, watch the action. The girls are from
Dorn Park.

?ad S

Pick Safety Officer Rezoning
'A Disgrace
At Elk Grove High

=1

If Dist. 59 gets the construction breaks it hopes for, the

Dianne Lowry (tight), 11, of 105 S. tads, a Martian
at the park district's annul playground pageant gets
!leaned with a wet sponge. The hanky is on page I.
Martian Paid Cameron, 12, of 208 S. Owen, dosed
his eyes as the spouse was thrums. Paid and Mame
Photos by Du Balm.
represented Owes, Park.

addition to Robert Frost School
in Mount Prospect will open

for both schools, he said the classrooms would be ready.
on schedule when school be- corrections he wanted the con- though additional work will
tractor to make would not in- probably need to be completed
gins.
on the library and study center
Things look good, according terfere with the time schedule.
Grant Wood School. in Elk for both buildings.
to Supt. Roger Bardwell. AsBesides those two schools,
sistant Supt. Bill Mann, who's Grove Village. is perhaps a
been checking the construction week behind Frost in construc- the district Plans to open additions 'to Ridge School and
site daily, added, "If they keep tion.
Board President Doug Burns, Grove Junior High School' in
working the way they are right

9

now.

7/taarits..

(Continued From Page 1)
counselor was not an employee
of the board of education but an

schools for any success.

On July 12, the Elk Grove

of the police de-' Village Board approved the
partment. There has been no request of Police Chief Harry
job description for this posi- Jenkins that' Officer Gonzales
tion he said. The plan was inemployee

of the Elk Grove Police De-

itiated eight years ago.

partment be assigned to the

THE BOARD was impressed

by the presentation and parti-

cularly with the flexibility of

new Elk Grove High School as
a safety officer. The district
will assume 75 per cent or

I

think they'll make it."

By Saturday, Mann said, win-

(Continued From Page 1)

standardized type of program
be adopted in all the district

meeting, Schranz felt the build- occupancyile on time not be' posing "could be three weeks away
said he felt the
from occupancy." As field man

dows would, be glazed and installed, roof work completed,

residential
one -family
property. Congreve said.

face

school

completely

Ernst Schranz,

representing

and

the

The area, however, is much closed in.
commercial than the
Gosch site. Mayor Woods said.
It adjoins Randhurst.
more

"IN THE Gosch plans we

A. M. Kinney & Associates.
architects for the additions to

saying he wanted reassurance. September. and to open a brandagain asked Supt. Eferdwell if new school, Juliette Low, in
he had alternate plans should the Surrey Ridge section, of
Arlington Heights. All are
scheduled for completion on

150 Foot Fence
Pulled Down

time.

Winners
The

1st

week

in

winners

. Peter Piro, 703 S. William. Meeske's Super Market 41st

Robert Frost and Grant Wood Mount Prospect. called the anniversary event are Mrs.
Schools, added that at Frost, police at 6:06 a.m. Monday to G. Frejd. 220 Maple St.: Mrs.
and report that a fence 3. feet high Dorothy C. Wilson. 616 Buntelectrical,
mechanical,
ductwork were virtually com- and 150 feet long had been ing Lane: Mrs. Walter Wells.
across the street," Woods ex- pleted.
torn down from his backyard.
117 S. Elmhurst: Mrs. Joan
plained.
A release latch on the wood- Bennett, 210 N. Stratton: Mrs. Con1greve said he will today
DESPITE an earlier, more en gate was also broken, he Margaret Ouzaunian: 601 S.
review in detail the recommen- conservative architects report said. The latch was made of Willie. and Mrs. D. South dation of the zoning board of presented at the Aug. I board two by fours.
worth. 713 S. NaWaTa.
apartment
looking down on
540,000 -to $60,000 homes
have

seven -story

buildings

.

$5,025 of his salary. The
the job. The Flint police coun- board approved, the hiring of
selor does not follow a specs=
the officer as a first step totic routine nor does he have
ward a program in the other appeals.

rigid duties. McLaren explained

MI

schools.

that once the children get the
They suggested that each of"feel" of thc officer and he ficer and principal be allowed
gets the "feel" of the schools, to work out a flexible schedule
the job runs itself from day to and arrive at a plan of duties
lay.

Board

members

suggested

for the job.

-

The Village Board of Arling"`that the briginal proposal and ton Heights has approved pardescription of duties be revised.
ticipation of the Police DeWhen the assistant principals partment with the high school
of the schools 'met to disucss
safety officer for
the possibility of a safety of- plan for a and
Forest View
Arlirigton
ficer for the dsitrict. schools,
Maurice
they

outlined

some

of

the

High schools. Lt.
English said that two

duties they expected from the would be available to fill
person. These included parking

positions as soon as the dewas able to hire
two others to replace them.

lot control, supervision of bus partment

plus

loading, checking on unauthor-

entering the
school, periodi& check of washrooms for vandalism and smokized

SATURpAle
CHILDREN

and

men
the

'

,);

4)

V 7

THE RAEVNS

.

Friday,

personnel

THOMAS

Shirley.

princi-

pal of Wheeling High School

Dr. officer.
said
me,"
Frank Smith, board member.
It was suggested that when
"I would like to see our of-. the officers from. Arlington
firer in a free, wheeling posi- Heights and Wheeling are
impresses

I

after

came

pany to build 'what have come
to be known as the Brickman
office

,

rwee.Week-;.Whirl

.

Brickman 's

Plans
(Continued From Page 1) also have a swimming pool
and a gymnasium.

The apartments and office
building to the north

would

have 98 parking spaces.

'

,

By Grace Mott
A three week whirl in California found Mr. and Mrs. W. R. surance Company for 'which
Novak. a lawyer is claim suWingfield still on cloud nine Monday morning. The couple are
just back from their first visit to the West Coast where close perintendent.
This is the second big party
relatives and friends made the vacation, planned so well in
advance that even the air strike did not divert them, one pack- , Mr. and Mrs. Novak have

'There would be 88 apart-. ed with activity from start to finish.

ments - 32

efficiency units,

36 one -bedroom units and 20

Armand 0. J.- Bauman, a
real estate appraiser, told the
zoning commissioners that

a

study prepared by his staff in
1964 indicated there was "a

tion also," agreed Mrs. Leah chosen and approved by the crying need for professional
board that the group meet to office space" in the area.
Cummins.
HE POINTED out that there
Hal work out a flexible plan for the
President
WARD

,1:

Grace's Daze

several

years of efforts by the com-

Ironically,

the

Wingfields

Armstrong

suggested

that

a

position of safety officer.

u.4,1

three

are

shopping

centers

nearby: Randhurst, and Shoppers World to the north on

U.S. 12 and the Mount Pros' pect Plaza south on the high-

Sat.,A Aug. 20t
te'

way.

The villages of Des Plaines,
Wheeling, Mount Prospect and

SATU DAY'S- N
EN
CHIL

Arlington Heights, as well as
home owner organizations in

is

Prospect Heights, all opposed
the zoning change.

Selling your home?

Complete Attention
TO A11 Arrangements

Call our

Minton of fhu

Oar

solemn

HENRY W.-FRIEDRICHS.

HENRY W, FRIEDRICHS, JR;'

backed 440 Years Experience

320 W. Central Road ...;,tat Northwest. Hiway
MC; Proipect,
Pi $55-780,0

includes 10 children.

Wellesley, Sarah

and

Mrs.

given this summer,- and not the
last. With the hoped -for -ar-

rival soon of his cousin, Sister
Lenore, member of the Franciscan Order of Nuns, a family

dinner to honor her will take
place.

A
REQUESTED business
to transfer to the Chicago area
rest by a family living in Pleas-

Richard Eaton

Green Lake, Wis., for a

last week. With them went 15 antville; N.Y., came too late

year old Jim, and home be- for Mrs. Anna Mellberg. The
tween western tours he is con- sister of Mrs. Richard Liska
son of Mount. Prospect, died of
this summer,
ducting
Richard also took advantage Leukemia in New York August
of the week of leisure.
4.

The air strike and lack of
A DISTINGUISHED guest at
the Prospect Heights home of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Sanders
took a busman's 'holiday Sunday. He is the Rev. George

train accommodations caused
Mrs. Liska and her father,

fornierly of Mount Prospect

now living in Chicago, to go

east by bus to help With fu-

Kuechle who took the pulpit neral arrangements.
siderable sightseeing on their at St. Paul Lutheran Church
REPORTED yesterday to 'be
own, the vacation in that area to deliver the sermon.
improving following, a heart
was highlighted for the . two
Rev. Kuechle is the assis- attack, Mrs. A. J: Barnett,
by
close
friends, tant chaplain at East Ridge. mother of Mrs. Witflisn Gould
couples
Robert Munch, former presi- Lutheran Retirement Village of Mount Prospie
died
dent of Charles Bruning Co., in Miami, Fla. He and Mrs. Saturday in Raymond. Miss.
for whom Mr. Wingfield Kuechle will be here two Mrs. Gould and her twin
works, and Mrs. Munch who weeks and on hand fora family daughters were in Raymond
made the Wingfields and Eil- dinner to include relatives at that time.

Although the four did con-

.

their gu4sts for two from Milwaukee being planned
in San Francisco and in the Sanders' home for next T.N.T. (This 'n That):
Two Mount Prospect
mapped out a plait" for excite- Sunday.
ment they will' long rememFrom here the couple 'who couples got a hearty laugh
are driving will go on to for free Sunday night when
ber.
will the hosts left their chairs on
where they
Cleveland
SUSAN Courtney's summer visit friends and other chil- the terrace to rout mosquitoes .
and make an adjustment to
has been marked by travels dren..

richs
days

from the West Coast to

the furniture they were using.

the

WEEKEND.visitors in Mount
East Coast. Recently returned
from Arcata, Calif., Susan Prospect were Mr.' and Mrs.
was among 63 high school stu- Lynn Wildman from New York.
dents from 21 states, Mexico The couple were married
and Korea attending a Nation- here where Mrs. Wildman
al 'Science Foundation summer was .organist at The South,
science institute at Humboldt Church. On a cross country
State College. She was the only tour, 'the couple were en one selected from Illinois, and route home to be there when

With one ',darting about with
an aerosol spray and the, other
was tightening factory negleCt-

ceptional science aptitude' and
scholastic ability.
Although Arcata is 300
miles from San Francisco,

Schutte's mother who became

Saturday
PERFECT
A
evening found .a dozen and.half

the trip was not complete for

WEATHER or 'not, Mr. and The occasion was .a summer
Mrs. Robert Novak gave a. .pot luck 'supper of members

Susan, a Prospect High School
senior, unless she visited the
famous city. There foi one
day Susan was the guest of Mr.

:FUneral: Home
'

to

ed

screws

when

the

guest

couple who only a day before
had seen "The Odd Couple"
at the Blackstone laughingly
likened the situation 'toi the
comical play, star of vihich is

went. on the basis of her ex- the former R o.s e Marie a superfastidioas bachelor,

Lifting the . burden of detail that. Weights so heavily
at, this. time of sorrow, with complete attention to
aarraoncgceamsioe!its assuring yoU of solace on this

FRIEDRICHS

Susan

were met at the airport here Lawrence. Mt. Holyoke, and
on their return by a nephew Smith Colleges in an effort to
and his wife whose guests help her decide on a college
they had been in California. for next year.
The young couple, Mr. and
A BRIEF vacation took Mr.
Mrs. Donald Eilrich, after

ing, follow-up on truancy and and Marvin Horcher, police two -bedroom ones.
THE ONE -BED room apartcontrol of traffic and speeding chief, have developed a tenfor about
in parking lots.
tative plan for the school but mcnts would rent
Dr. Edward Gilbert, super- Shirley said the village board 5170-5180 a month, while the
two - bedroom units would be
intendent, explained that the needs some guidelines that exthe 5195.S205 class. Effi- hosting the Wingfields, had
list was compiled from the pressed the general opinion of in
ciencies would cost 5150 per flown here on business and
type of problems that 'were the board before they take acoccupied the Wingfield house.
month.
facing the assistant principals. tion on the matter.
Going first to San FranAll the apartments would be
needed
administrators
An attendance supervisor has
The
cisco, Alice and Ray, who is
busihelp and it was thought that a been recommended for Pros- above the ground floor
president of the Mount Prossafety officer could assist the pect High School. The plan ness offices. Plans of the pect Lions Club, were met
principals with certain duties., came from a recent meeting building showed the structure by her sister and husband,
The previous description of the with Mount Prospect Village would be 75 feet high, as high the William Eilrichs, retirees
'duties was merely a guide, Gil- Manager John 'Mown, Police as the Randhurst Shopping who are ensconced in an abert said, for the type of pre) Chief Newell Esmond and , Center.
The water tower at the cen- partment in Santa Clara for
vention program that was nec- Principal A. L. Kulieke. It
the summer near another son,
was decided that the needs of ter as planned will be 90 feet William and his family which
essary.
high.

"The flexibility with which the school could be best met by
you :approach your problems someone other than a police

THE MALES

The county zoning board's

decision

": Pat Lechelt

ill in Portland arrives in
east by plane.

ca. as-elssio

Nk.

.

men and women at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Auren.

successful party at, their home -of the Mount Prospect Chapter
Saturday night. Although over - of the Lutheran Welfare- Ser-

east skies, wind and finally a, ' vice' of Illinois, a men's and
end. Mrs. Terry Timberlake. few drops of rain dr.oVe some women's group who combine
Mr. Timberlake is a business guesu indoors, most of the 'organizational business' . and
associate of. Susan's father, 60 at ,the catered buffet sup- philanthropy and have fun doing
outside. All it, The picnic''Was 'Outside.
per -remained
CoUrtney.,
Before the summer is over were co-workers of Mr. No- Most in the group are memit will be off to the east for vak's from the Wheaton, Ill., - hers of St. Mark Lutheran
the Courtneys who will. take .offices of the Allstate In - Church.'

Guy.

sirturas

IRAL itSTATIE

the

.

-
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Nothing to it for strong man, Thomas Langeloh
as he lifts a weight high above his head.

The daring young girls on their flying trapeze are Peggy Langeloh and.

Fat lady, Lori Rupert, with comical clowns Sally, and Dori Ehm perform
under the supervision of Ringmaster Jean Fromm.

Jill Fromm.
and Kool-aid were served at
very nominal costs. Donations
were made by mothers .who
can be proud of their chil-

BY DOLORES MAUCH

"Step right this way for the

Engaged

a AT HOME
Arlington

Heights

A membership tea will

for Retarded Children
cated in Skokie. Ill.

Mr.. and Mrs. Holger H.
Harvey announce the engage-

the 135 branch membership
which meets 'each month in

ment of their daughter Judith
Annette to Gerald Roy Wille,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wil-

Arlington Heights
k VARIETY of study groups
and monthly programs dealing

of Mount Prospect.

Judi th and Gerald are

ary life bind members in a

graduates

common goal of learning and,
friendship. A morning discussion group and couple's

ture, music and China study
These groups meet monthly to
exchange ideas and opinions

Suzanne carefully looks over the plan being made
by her mother Mrs. Beaver Waring of Mount Prospect

u she and Mrs. Paul E. Davis, President of the Arlington Heights Branch of the AAUW phis the grasps

Babies added to area families include:

Michael

Polizzi,

Francis

'

DR. A L T H EA HOTTEL, son of Mr. and Mrs. SalvaPresident of the International tore Polizzi, 708 Crestwood
University Ln., Mount 'Prospect, was
Federation ' of

learn and inquire can hope
to keep pace".
The only pre - requisite
necessary
for 'membership

born July 8. The grandparents

are Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H.
Bachner of _Elmhurst and Mr.
Mrs. Steve Polizzi of
Norridge.
Darren Kenneth, was born
and

Elizabeth Ann, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick J.
Phillips

of 420 S.

Pine St.,

H.C. Toeppens of Wilmette:

of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jernt,

is a degree from an accredited

bert M. Hartmann, 228 Mandel
Ln., Prospect Hts. Grandmother Mrs. Evelyn Pooch!,

university

lives in Niles.

pect,

National' AAUW.
alumna may call the memberMrs

Penny Michell e, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David L.

James

Williams, of 516 S. See-Gwun,

Andrew of Arlington Heights,

Mt. Prospect, was born July

at 252-1346 for further details.
Over 120 invitations have
been sent for the tea under
the direction of Mrs. James

13

2nd

vice

president;

Mrs. John P. Kinney, AAUW
both, member;
Mrs. Thomas J. Lally, puborientation

licitylkssisted by Mrs. Howard

H.

Rice;

A. Aldag,

Mrs. Charles

hostess and Mrs.

Thomas Rusk, refreshments.

Her performance was followed by A n n
the swing set.

Hutchison, jazz dancer.
Tumbling; comical clowns,
Lori Furmanski, and Sally
Elm dressed in bright costumes they designed, padded
and pillowed were the "fat
ladies" portrayed, by Lori

The

staging

and

make-up

department was 'supervised by
Denise Theel.' Musical
arrangements, were handled by
Susan Rupert.

It may not have been "The
Greatest Show on Earth" according to P.T. Barnum stand-

ards, but it was to these children. The fun, preparation and
three weeks of practice netted
them the grand sum of S8.

1

CALIFORNIA"
SEEDLESS

GRAPES
THOMPSON VARIETY

SWEET, JUICY

FANCY QUALITY

Doz.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES THRU SATURDAY, AUGUST 20th
1

planned.

.

Dena

Jolene

Ward,

born

July 27, to the Donald Wards
of 1437 S. Busse, Mount Pros-

Wendy Sue Jernt, daughter
Ln., Mt. Prosborn,. July 22 in
Gottlieb Memorial Hospital.

908 Sumac
was

H. BonDurant, 1001 Green=
field Ln., Mt. Prospect. The
baby's grandparents are the
H. O. Fitchtes of Prospect
Heights and the Leo Bon-

Durnats of Monroe, La.

.

in Northwest Community

Hospital.

Mark Walter and Michael

Mrs.

Altmayers

Peter

CUBED

SLICED

Joseph, twin sons of the- Wal-

BEEF

AGAR'S

J.S. CHOICE

and

FANCY

Mr. and Mrs.. Harry E. Caytors both of Prospect Hts.

Robert Erich Hummel, is the
first son of. Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hummel,
1416 N.
Quentin Rd., .Palatine, born
July 18. Grandparents are Mr.

GARDEN FRESH,
rvk

pect Heights and Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Hummel of Tucson,

6 WALLETS With Every Portrait .Order
1Lx 14 = 10.95

VEGETABLES

S x 10 - 6.50
5 2 7 -5.50
LOCAL HOME PORTRAIT SPECIALIST, 4

4114k

CUCUMBERS E.104

IMMEDIATE. POSSESSION -

OWNER TRANSFERRED

CABBAGE :.10c

Desirable Plum Grove Countryside. Centrallyair conditioned,

8 bedroom ranch, 1 1/2 bailie, 1 ear attached garage. 2
-lions finished robmsinbasement t could be used as office,
den, or, bedrooms. Assumable 6 1/4 VA moitgage for about
. ...
$26,900
;7000 down. Asking .. . . . .... . .
150 & MAIN
123 5. ARLINGTON IITS. RD.
MOUNT PROSPECT
' ARLINGTON HEIGHTS .

ct. alopo

Oven -Ready Fruit

.!

Ariz.'

FOR MENTIONING THIS AD

BONELESS

CELLO PKG.

and Mrs. Erich Beck of Pros-

Arlington Portrait
Studio
CL 5-7456
FREE:
4.1

Paul

.

ORANGESI

ter H. Altmayers of Prospect
Heights were born July 15.
Mrs. Beaver E. J. Waring of Grandparents are. Mr. 'and

'drew,

Jay Craig,

chased around the yard squirting each other with water..
The
"Prospect
Heights
Finale" included all perform-

CALIFORNIA
VALENCIA

Andrew and Mrs. John Kinney.

Mount Prospect is chairing the
event. Co-ordinating the tea
'are, Mrs. Paul F. Davis, president; Mrs. James L. An -

boys,

Furmanski and Paul Fromm

ers.

act

performed by Peggy Landelah
and Jill Fromm was staged on

lo-

three

Mt. Prospect, was born July pect. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Mrs. Knoll of Northbrook and Mr.
is
Grandmother
24.
and Mrs. Harvey Ward of
Helen Phillips, Ashkum,
Douglas Roger, son of Mr. McCurtain, Okla., arc grandand Mrs. David R. Teoppen, parents.
409 S. HiLusi, Mt. Prospect,
was born July 26. GrandparPamela Renee
was born
ents are the Charles David sons of Eureka, Ill., and the July 29 to Mr. and Mrs. Leo

July 12 to Mr. and Mrs. Al-

by the
Interested

High

Prospect

trapeze

over

by the Aqua Comedy Clowns-

New Arrivals

Creative Discipline".

Women in her recent Chicago
speech stated "We live amidst rapid change and growth
in knowledge, with which only
the persons who continue to

of

School. , She is presently employed by United Air Lines.
three
completed
Gerald
years in the United States
Army and is now employed
at Wille, Inc.
A 1967 wedding is being

forthcoming membership tea.

Each group concentrates on
one of the following themes

"Education, An Antidote to
"Law and the
Poverty",
Citizen", "Revolution in Modern China" and "Science, A

Both families are residents

le.

with problems of contempor-

to the established
covering art, litera-

sensational

hi

- MISS HARVEY.
55 .4.'1 3. s

College graduates from all
parts of the country make up

study group are two new ad-

A

Refreshments of popcorn,
eookies, iced tea, lemonade

be

a bean bag toss and

which attracted
30 participants.

were

proceeds

money to the Orchard School

home of Mrs.

chairman,

prizes,
others

such a project and donated the

ust 25 at 8 pm.

ship

The

summer -1

ring tossing; fishing for

circus

Paul and sister Jill Once before this young girl executed

Charles Aldag 409 S. Yale
in Arlington Heights, bn Aug-

approved

backyard

spired. her to organize the
children including her brother

organization

ditions
groups

a

Heights Library.
Jean had read a book about
circus,
performers. This in-

living in the area to join their
the

Besides the "Big Show,"
there were games such as

friends.

en is urging all college alumns

at

Jean, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. M. E. Fromm, recently

d 'o n a ted to the Prospect

Branch of the American Association of University Wo-

held

worthwhile
time activity.
dren's

involving several young

Sets Plans For Tea

AAU

pect Heights.

organized
Page 3
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The

circus", was the invitation
given by Jean Fromm of Pros-

Rupert and Wendy Urmanski.
As the bulging. musclar
strong man, Thomas Langeloh,
lifted weights high above his
head. His act was followed

392-7150

Member of Multiple Listing Service

APPLE-CHERRY-PEACH.
Family Size Ocoma Brand

CHOICE EACH

GREEN

PEPPERS

ARLINGTON MARKET PLAZA
900 KENSINGTON
t

ARLI GTON_HEI HTS

-

THE GROVE SHOPPING CENTER
ARL. HGTS. RD. and BIESTERFIELD
ELK GROyE VILLAGE..

-,....,...J

17.,,,,WAr.q.4.r4r?4 4. 4

^-1. 41 44 AI `4,

.

41-4,%44II1-

I

.

441.'44

Some Day
zoning board remember that
industrial parks are only one

Pay attention. The lesson
today is complicated.. It is an
example of how adults run the
Great Society. YOu had bet-

know how to run the business
when you become President.

The lesson starts with beautiful Tam O'Shanter Country
Club, that historic golf course
that became an industrial park.
You should remember, kid,
that un industrial park is al-

round when you get your first

lion.

parks that arc made from golf
courses with open land spaces
that are made from industrial
parks. They are two different government programs that

government for open space.

cleverly

you

give

ex-

twice the money.
Tam O'Shanter the golf
course was sold for around
S3,000,000, all 122 acres of

you get on the county or local

Half of that cost will
probably be financed by the

mate perfection.

actly what you started with for

a
When

this society. You should be
glad to know that most of

with 37 acres that was sold to
a park district for 51.3 mil-

very

ways a good solution for

it. Tam O'Shanter the industrial park was sectioned off

rung below massive apartment
developments as a key to ulti-

Do not confuse Industrial

ter take notes if you want to

On television the other night there was a panel
discussion more or less entitled: "What's Wrong

street lights.

Doubt. (6) Mr. Hulot's Holiday. (7) The World
of Henry Orient. (8) Giant. (9) The Magnificent
Ambersons. (10) Mickey Mouse.

A-The Academy Award was given to only one
of those pictures, namely Mickey Mouse, with a

from disgruntled Pulitzer Prike advisory board
Jurors.

special award in 1931-32.

It is impossible to list all of the criticisms

.

dustrial parks and you kids

ire going to have real trouble.

4. William L. Shirer

D. Rise and Fall of
the Third Reich

5. J.F. Powers

E. Morte D'Urban

A-The authors and books listed above are
Simply read from left to

right for the answer.

Suffice it to say that most of the critics do not
like the way in which winners are selected -.in

ing to remember who won a prize for what is
playing the game of trivia on the lowest level. It
is much easier to remember the name of Helen

Q-The following books and authors have won
the National Book Awards in the course of the
past ten years. Match the name of.the author (in
the left hand column) with the book he wrote (in

Well, we have given this matter a great deal of
thought -- not only about the Pulitzer Prize, but

also about prizes generally. And itseems to us
that the least important thing about a prize is who

the right).

wins it, or how
t.9

A. InvisibleM'an
.
1. Ralph Ellison
2. Joieph Woond krtitch', d. The MensUre
of Man
C. The Moviegoer
3. Walker Percy

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
Marshall Field III

What really matters, it seems to us, is that you
can easily forget who won a prize, but you can al-

ways remember the name -of the prize itself.
Who his never heard of Nobel, Pulitzer, Oscar,

.

Tuesday, August 16, 1966
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Emmy

A-Eugene O'Neil, Sinclair Lewis, Pearl S.
Buck, William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway
and John Steinbeck.

,

,

Prospect Dap

aCrye

Baby Snooks' father.

than a perfect score does not win first prize.)

secret by an autocratic committee of judges who
are not necessarily experts in poetry, drama,
biography, music or the other award categories.

r

WELL, AS WE SAID, the winner of a prize is
the least important thing about a prize. And try-

Q-Six American citizens have won the Nobel
Prize for literature. Name them. (Anything less

here, although we can by now do it from memory.

casion

Give the adults a few more
years, of open spaces and in-

Trent's theme song, or who played the part of

preceded by weeks of angry letters -to -the editor

.

corners or throwing rocks at

matched correctly.

(3) Pygmalion. (4) La Dolce Vita. (5) Shadow of a

The month before, the wife picked it up at the
newsstand in McCall's Magazine. And that was

THIS FACT CAN be illustiated .quite, nicely,
- by a little quiz we have worked our for the oc

interest in your govern and stop doing silly
things like hanging around

Bingo.

Q-Which of the following movies won an A-

We were accosted by it in the office last month
via the pages of the ColumbiaJournalism Review.

,I.,

be a-

still

will

an

If you are a true, red-blooded American kid you will marvel at the sophistication of

(1) Citizen Kane. (2) The Philadelphia Story.

of

spaces and park

cademy Award?

from this topic

I

When it comes to awarding prizes, it seems to

K. S. Johnson, general Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

us much more profitable to give than to receive.

Jack A. Vandennyn
.b'ra's Editor

William J. Kiedaisch

So we have no quarrel with the Pulitzer Price

Managing Editor

or the way in which it is awarded. We are, in
fact, hereby establishing another on exactly the
same lines. Ours will be called "The Ward
Cannel Prize."

Anyonewishing n Wii(Ca

NeW Space: -Goals:

T Prize'firsed

drop ut'A.ttete of request 'But lie suretoln,
elude a Stamped, self-addressed envelope. And, .
of course, two box tops.

space manpower force of 400,000 will

h is passing strange to hear National
and

Aeronautics

e news in
There's a zestful note in the air, a crisp, brisk

feeling that hints of excitement ahead. It's time...to
start leading the livelier life of fall. To help

.

you and your family get ready. Hometown stores. are
brimming with new ideas and fashions for your wardrobe

and your home. Begin now: .:see the news and views
of fall, previewed in the pi-,ges of this newspaper.

Coming Soon In The Day Publications,
Watch For The 'Back To .Schoorissue...

Stranger still

100,000 in 1968 unless a major new goal

is soon set.

is that NASA agrees.

According to Aviation Week & Space
We need "positive, bold decisions on Technology, the lack of such a goal has
future national goals in, space,' lest caused NASA to delay for at least two
nation's

this

vast

in

investment

the

years

Apollo moon program be scuttled and

once . called

the white plague, began to fade

Suddenly, you're seeing signs of fall everywhere you look.

drop to 200,000 by next year and to

Administration

something about space.

BY DR. SAMUEL
L ANDELMAN
Tuberculosis,

Space

being told to get off its tailflns and do

TB Stages
Comeback,
Beware
11111MIk

I

That is why you Should take

000 to develop the park.
Can you guess what tor?
For a golf course, of course.

the business..

With the Pulitzer Prize?" And on getting up to
find some other program to watch, it occurred to
us that you are not even safe in your own home

,

4r -r

tax bill.

pent

If you will answer the simple questions below,
you will see at once that it does not matter how
democratically an award has been made, or how
virtuous the judges. The plain fact is that the
winner and his work have very little to do with

BY WARD CANNEL
Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

these open
referendums

Wake up, Kid, (here comes
the hard part: The people in
the park district are going to
get a chance to vote on 5175,-

iat Great Game o
Or

rrk

r.n4

41

by Frank E. Von Ara:

Dear Kid.

beautiful golf course.

6-,4

.

about post -Saturn

any decisions

rockets (Saturn is the moon ship launch-

wholesale disruption be caused in the. er).
aerospace industry, warns Rep. 'Olin

This is a source of concern to Saturn
contractors, who will shortly be facing
the end of their current production conHowever, the head of the space agen- tracts. They need follow-on order, says
of it and many people forgot cy, James E. Webb, thinks there should the magazine, both to keep production
that it had ever existed. As a be a national debate on where we want lines moving and to maintain their engiresult the disease began to to go after men have successfully landed neering teams.

out of the picture about 20

E. Teague, chairman of the House man-

Unfortunately,
when it became relatively
rare, people lost their fear

ned space flight subcommittee.

stage a comeback about 4 years

on the moon.

years

ago.

ago.
Tuberculosis

used

to

be

Opponents of the $20 -billion -plus moon

program have long felt that this is one
most prevalent in, areas where
of the least necessary massive spending
there was over -crowding. .due argues that NASA ought to do the initial
to poverty, but now it is be- planning at least, and he would like to projects the nation has ever indulged in.
But even they must agree that to have
ing discovered in all levels see some specific goals outlined to. ConHe also built such expensive machinery only to
of society. .This is often. due gress no later than Dec. I.
the
Johnson
administration let it start rusting would be even more
to transmission of the dis- charges
ease by domestic help or by a with being "derelict" in not choosing a ill-advised.
Maybe we need another Russian specbaby sitter.,
new national space goal.
Teague, predicts that the present aero- tacular.
TUBERCUWSIS is

Texas

The

Democratic representative

a dis-

ease of cows that are kept in
barns, birds that are kept in
cages, and people who live in
houses. The outdoor life has
its own hazards but tuberculosis is not one of them: Persons who are most susceptible

Letters to the Editor

to this. disease are babies,
teenagers and young adults

A Vote for a Name Change

who burn the candle at both
ends, and persons
physichl condition.

in'. poor

recognition
EARLY
and
prompt treatment give the
best chances for cure and

Editor:

On Friday, Aug. 12, you
printed an article on William
H. Dunton. In this article,
Mrs. Daniels said, "I feel

that it should be called Dun - wrong. In my opinion, the
ton (meaning Arlington name can and should be changHeights), but I don't think they ed from the present name to

would change the name now." Dunton or Dunton Heights or
1

think

Mrs.

prevent the further spread of
the disease.

Unfortunately,

too many, persons discontinue
treatment when they begin to
feel better. . Granted the treatment

hi

prolonged

cure

is

804

and tire-

rtirrgtom Map

or sickness.
With modern
drugs._ tuberculosis_ can be.

Int Vcoripert 3Dap
YOUR p4 r Alf: I VS:1!;IPA'RS

.

cured; and everyone who has
this disease should settle for
nothing less than a Complete
cure.

significance and should be
changed.
Since I am only 16 years

Jack Vandermyn
is on vacation. His
Vantage Point column will be re-

'years and then renew its athe.

as a

I

think someone else should.
High.
Arlington
An
School Student

that is harder to cure than
the initial attack.
The tubercle bacillus hai
learned to bide its time. It
can lie dormant -in the body for
tack when the body is weakened by malnutrition, exhaustion

something such

name with Dunton in it would.
The present name has no real

take on such a task, but

ers end of having a relapse

4Dap

feel that the name should

mean

old and I would not be able to

obtained

greatly increases chances of
spreading the disease to oth-

Pap

is something like this.
I

All From One Carelessly Thrown
Little Match

some, but quitting before the
complete

Daniels

sumed on his ree--mo
ROSS LEWIS, MILWAUKEE 109171A1..

turn.

A

111,''T

Tam O'Shapter.
Struggle Ends

FOUND - Boy's bicycle. Own-

er must identify toclaim. CL.

cation for the rezoning of 85
of 122 1/2 acres of the former
Tam O'Shanter Country Club,

marking the end of the park
struggle
the course.

The

construc-.

Niles park board.

fee

I

,

..;, .,'.!,,, . 2..f.,":......-..,

.

of the world's richest professional tournament, Tam was
sold to the Anderson company
lars.
have

plot condemned for public up.
meeting

from

resistance

the

EDP required

MEN WANTED FOR

Full or Part Time
Office.. Maintenance

trailed Nixon with 40's, while

Grid Equipment

Bob Frink, Dick Dixon, and

re-

ler,

insurance
registration
parent permits.
Each

A factory is slated for construction bete, on what was once the eighth hole at
A small public fee course will be constructed on a
should also bring a combina- famous Tam O'Sbanter.

ST. LOUIS (UPI)

One

Louis Cardinal

With four dates left on the

pitcher Curt

league's second -round agenda, Kunkel Realtors holds a
three-point lead over Allen's
Store for Men and Louie's
Barbershop.

Simmons, in his 18th National

Keeping Score

League campaign, has the longest career among active players
in that circuit.

Rolling idafiaows
392-8090

Part Time
Delivery Drivers Wanted
.

Call after 6 P. M.
CL. 5-2441'

Days or Evenings
Apply in Person

including many company bene-

OFFSET TRAINEE

141 W. Wood St.
Palatine

Schlichting, and,

St.

--

3840 Industrial Road

ing company in Palatine. 40

kiln(

IT rN Tilt .

WN AS

King got the other one.

Veteran

TEF, Inc.

McDONALD'S DRIVE-IN
1592 Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

fits. Older married man preferred. Apply in person.

PemDIXON, 'KOEHLER.
oller, and. Nixon accounted for
four of the five birdies bagged
in last week's competition. Art

portion of the grounds, bet three-quarters of Tam is beaded for a bulldozing.

Steady employment, top pay.

Choose ydur own hours

Kenny.

and
boy

tion lock.

Harold

be ,trained in set up work.

Experience required
Des Plaines 296-1142

stroke behind were Milt Koeh-

quired to show physical cards,

Mechanically inclined man to

FULL TIME - PART TIME

hr. week, attractive salary
34's.

for work on tree farm. Call

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT

SHIPPING CLERK
wanted for progressive grow-

Nixon and Jack Barry tied
for the league's low net laurels with adjusted

Unfurnished plus extra space
for any side unit in exchange

,

four

were

Pemoller
strokes back at 41.

Prospect High School from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Aug. 22.
Participants
will be

"Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880

BART KENNY and Ed Then
Max

FREE MOBIL HOME

296-1142

the

Bus Lines

392-9300

DES PLAINES

Village, Board as well as the

Equipment will be issued
to all football candidates at

Ritzenthaler

439-0576

Northwest Suburban Y.M.C.A.
Twilight Golf League.

entire

the

Fun time - Paid vacation

: GENERAL SHOP WORKER

259-5522

ACCOUNTANT

ture low gross honors in

The park board tried unsuc-

for

specialty.
24 -Help Wanted Men

Ed Nixon fashioned a one over -par 37 last week to cap-

for a reported 3.2 million dol-

'

Reasonable. White shirts a

Nixon Wins
Low Gross
With 37.

THE PARK BOARD has

to

Ironing in my home. Neat and

.,,.....' -.Z.1..,r, I.." :,

..,

waged a- losing battle to
cue the famed course from industrial use since it was sold
in May of 1965. Once the site

cessfully

SCHOOL BUS

GOOD. DAY WORKER
Reliable with Reference
Call Atter 5 - 372-8246

Boarded windows me a closed clubhouse stud grass pawing la the cradle/ used for the course, a club cement parking lot indicate more fully than words how the mighty have [elite.
house, and parking and recre- Once glamorous Tam O'Shaater Golf Mb, a site for many major golf tournaments, will wee be ibe site of [wary belMbip.
ation arias.

tion company has agreed to
sell 37 acres of the site to the

MECHANIC

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models , Built

.

....;;;6111161"

course will be laid out on the
remaining 37 acres if money
can be raised through a referenduln. The funds will be

new owners of the land, will
use it for limited manufacturing now that the rezoning has
been approved.

public

A NINE -HOLE

Emil Anderson & Co.,

J.

Medhanical Design
Special Equipment

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

-

all of it.

preserve

to

board's

isz W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect,

American Engineered
Assemblies' Co.
Robert M: Johnson
Prospect .Hgts. Chicam3011:
IQ $.06.50:
:.$_014/62*

Fi-

company.

.

SUPPLY CO.,

11 -Business Services

nally in a compromise agreement, J. Emil Anderson & Co.
consented to sell a part of the
land to the Park Board, if it
would ,end its efforts to claim

appli-

an

approved

& Stock -Work

:'TERRACE.

Black Angora Coat with pink
dollar. Phone: CL 5-3873.

over a part of the once -proud championship links.

THE NILES Village Board construction

DRIVER

Full 'Nine Delivery

3-1050

The Niles Park Board will write the final chapter in the history of Tarn O'Shanter Golf Course when it, schedules a referendum to ask voters for money to construct a public fee course

recently

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost And found

Young man to learn offset
printing trade. A.B. Dick

experience preferred but not
necessary. Steady work.
827-2177

Machinekt or Lathe Hand
For semi production machine
work. Must be able to make
own setups. Top pay for experienced man.

TEF, Inc.
3840 Industrial Road
Rolling Meadows
392-8090

MECHAN IC
Must have

W171 BOB CASTERLINE

6 yrs. experience
on truck or bus
5 day week

Tuesday,

BACK IN 1955 Northwestern University and Stu Hol-.
,-

comb needed each other.

Northwestern, the only private school in the Big 10. was
an athletic mud puddle. Its
coaches were demoralized, the
athletes were lethargic, the
students were restless, and the
school paper began urging the

school to get out of big time
sports.

HOLCOMB, meanwhile, was

finishing out his ninth year as

in the major sports. But such
ao examination, while indicative of success

or

demic areas, keeping
in school and eligible.

Ware in

though young 'and inexperienc-

true picture of Holcomb's con-

has shown flare and initiative in building N.U.'s track
ed,

tributions to Northwestern.

fortunes' in just

Holcomb provided three
the

ON THE OTHER

College

Purdue,

to

already
coaching
football
somewhere now -perhaps at
a
major college.
Purdue's
Jack Mollenkopf. Wisconsin's

hardt, Ken Kraft, and others.

with stops along the way at Together, this group of coachMuskingum, Miami (0.), and es worked to lift Northwestern Milt Bruhn, and. Minnesota's
Army.
from the cellar to always the Murray Warmath have been
teams, though

His Purdue

highly regarded, never quite
attained the prominence that
And,
seemed their destiny.
even when his 1952 Boilermakers' won a Big 10 cochanfplonship with Wisconsin

mentioned in circles close to
the school.

middle and occasionally the
top of the pack.
has
Holcomb's creativity

built a strong and growing athincluding
letic
department,
many

from

new facilities ranging
an
artificial ice, and

(both had 4-2-1 loop records), hockey rink to better locker,
the

Boilers

were

denied

a

trip to the Rose Bowl as the
Badgers had a better -over all
record

than

Purdue's

4-3-2.

So it developed that dur-

ing the 1955 season, Holcomb was on the

Go-

ing into his seco,
,st
3game, his Bolters w
3-1, and there was gram'
'

bling

all

wherever
gathered.

over

Purdue

Indiana,
alums

Northwestern, smack in the
middle of what turned out to be
a
0-8-I season, saved his

shirt simply by showing up in
Ross-Ade Stadium one Saturday.
The Boilermakers went
wild, ' posting

victory

46.8

a

that was the high point of a
5-3-1 season for Purdue.

Without that lop -sided win,
it. is possible

that

Holcomb

might have fallen from grace
in Purdue circles - perhaps
-even been fired,
However, as

Northwestern
and Holcomb .reviewed thh sit-

uation at the end of the searealized they were
cut Aft for one -another. And
son, they

so it came to be that in early
December, 1955, Stuart Holcomb, one-time grid captain

and basketball star at Ohio
became
University,
State
of
director
'Northwestern's

athletics.

training,

and

1956-62

physical plant.

bringing

N.U.

BEFORE

4 P.M.

As you progress further it sion and begins' to position itis important that you begin to -self for the pull (4L).
practice

the various

parts of

THE RIGHT ARM is

the stroke the right way so that

then

recovered for the next stroke,
preferably lifting the elbow and
the relaxed forearm
continuous smooth action, the and hand forward to entry poyou will not acquire bad habits.

ALTHOUGH IT is done in one swinging

TO DAYS
BEST

ill11111mik

has

a

eager,

who care about Northwestern

relatively
aggressive

athletic staff.

Now the talk is about his
It is Quo Vadis

time again in Northwestern's
athletic future.
There are numerous posthree
seem
but
sibilities
more prOSible than the others.

meat. One

ONE IS that Northwestern

be Waldo

DAYS

ONLY

(2R).

Clinic Planned
The Prospect High School
Athletic

Department

will

sponsor a clinic Saturday at
I
p.m. for coaches of the

Mount Prospect Midget Football Association.

Midget Asand basketball coach, who has coaches, and all
invited
job,

sociatiOn mentors are
in

working with athletes in aca- to attend.

beneath the stomach, at which
time it continues to drive back Ward under and around the hip
straightening

the__elbow , and

turning the hind in a vigorous
push (4R), as the left arm is
laid in the{ water at full Wen\

r

Learn small appliance repair
in new Mount Prospect office.
All company benefits.
Sunbeam Appliance Store

for business.

watch and 'record the time somewhere, It is not so important

to know how fast you can swim
across but to keep_a continuous
record of prior progress.

(Next: The Backstroke.)

FULL TIME REPAIRMAN

208 East Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

8:30 A. M.

until 5:00 P. M.

DOMESTIC DEPT.
Manager or Trainee
Excellent opportunity
for advancement.
Paid vacations and
benefits.
Salary open.

CALL MRS. OLSEN

o TUESDAY
0 WEDNESDAY
El THURSDAY

0 FRIDAY

392-4250
WAREHOUSE HELP
SHIPPING
AND

RECEIVING
40 -hrs. per week. Paid Vaca-

tions. Profit sharing if eligible. Hospital Insurance available. Apply in,Person.

9 AM 'to 11 AM

nately there is no best pur
to advertise. Each day new

their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cancel when you get re-

AT THIS POINT the 'right should now or soon be swimarm begins to bend, the hand ming acres; the pool. Even if
grabs the water and pulls it with you have not learned rhythmic
the 'palm of the hand passing breathing; you must still get
directly beneath the centerline your air in some manner withof the body (3R), (also see out touching the bottom of the
figure No. 2) while the left arm pool, and swim on across.
As soon as you can get across,
goes into its forward extension
then it is time for you to have
(3L).
someone
time you with a stopThe right arm pulls until just

pital benefits. Apply in per-

is now open

wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy

IN THE MEANTIME, you

time, eXperienee tiecessary.
Chauffeur License Preferred.
Excellent retirement and hosson 11 S. Pine, Mt. Prospect.

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortu-

right arm

some growing will have to be

Discussion groups will be
conducted by Prospect and
would
possibility
High School
_Forest View
P.:.her, ex -football

been doing a 'bang-up

and the

naturally drops to a position
several inches below the water

done to fill his shoes.
successor.

the right

or major college sports. A
replacement, will be made, but

Needs tree work foreman. Full

MONDAY

ery (1L). As the left arm is
a debt of gratitude from all lifted (2L), the body rolls to

all that, and now the
school
young,

'

PUBLIC WORKS
MT.' PROSPECT

department

BEST?

cessor, Stu. Holcomb is owed
ended

The DAY classified

IS

<AMU Mom ni- 1:

Holcomb's reign

NOTICE

WHICH
DAY

31,

THE DIGNITY that Hol- pair to title contention.
comb brought to N. U.. athletics
&
was perhaps his greatest conROHR, a good-looking, pertribution. With the arrival of sonable promoter, is familiar
Ac.
41
campus, with the Northwestern situa4R.
Holcomb on the
2R
Northwestern stated emphati- tion, experienced and successcally that the' Wildcats were ful in both coaching and ath3R
in the big time to stay.
letic administration, and has
The school had hired a high a hankering to get into big- -armstroke in the front crawl sition (see recovery in both
1 and figure 2).
class man to build a high- time college sports, as in- has several parts. The basic figure
Your improvement should be
department, dicated by his constant efforts parts of the front crawl arm
athletic
class
instead of moving one of its to improve the Ohio Univer- stroke are: positioning the arm, steady -in proportion to your ,
many old - timers on the staff sity schedules. The only ques- the pull, the push and the re- co-ordination for the stroke ,
and the amount of practice you
into the position. Until the ap- tion' is whether Rohr would covery.
The arm is placed in the arc able'to get.
pointment of Holcomb.- N. U. want a job with the frustrawas famous for shifting plod- tions that accompany the N.U. water at near full extension
ders on the faculty from one athletic directorship, which with the hand flat (1R). For
job to another; eventually range from limited funds to easy explanation, let's 'start
with the right arm. As it endumping them on the athletic a small enrollment.
ters the water, the left arm
staff, hoping' it was a place
Regardless of whom North- comes out of the water and is
where they would do the least
western appoints as his suc- brought forward in, the recovharm.

Ask For Jim

BUY

2L

11.

cage

Phone 439-0923,

OFFICE HOURS:

Not an advanced

fans from the depths of des-

sicmal soccer team.

Northwestern scornfully, studying only the won -lost record

Bill ROhr, the athletic director at Ohio University.

this point, you have become a swimmer.
swimmer, but you are well on the way.'

Rohr coached
NoithwesA Northwestern athlete need
no longer be ashamed of the tern's basketball teams from

will revert to its old- system,
in which it promotes from
within the athletic depart-

back on Holcomb's tenure at

other, and most
likely possibility, is that
Northwestern
hire
will
The

The Arm Stroke

255-7200

If you have been able to progress through the lessons up to

4r.hme.-

nounced his resignation from
that post, effective' Dec. I, at
which time he will become
'general manager of a profesThere will be some who_look

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS

facilities.

press

-

LAST WEEK Holcomb an-

vs.owtiewnenw:onete.

school intends to hire a man

head football coach at Purdue. top-flight coaches
He had made a steady, though teams -- men like Ara Parunspectacular rise from tiny seghian, Bill Rohr, Bob EhrFindley

ON SWIMMING

cause Holcomb postponed his
resignation until Dec. 1, the

attracted
for the

leadership

CALL
TODAY

-Page 5

SPARKS

hand,

Northwestern may choose to go
outside again for its athletic
director. Some feel that be-

nity.

year around work
Paid vacation

1966

few short

a

years.

Northwestern

University athletic department had lacked: leadership, creativity, and digHis

RTS

Another 1i. Ehrhardt, who,

some area, would not give a

things

August 16,

them

Plus One° Day

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best
day to start and every day is

In "Market Day"

the best day to advertise.

LAKE DISTRICT
NEWS CO.
411 -Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

PRODUCTION

CONTROL
Must have ability and liking
for working with figures, be
mechanically inclined, and a

self-starter. Preferably with

Edition If Your

CALL YOUR

!kd Appears In

CLASSIFIED
REPRESENTATIVE

The Regular

-Tuesday Paper.

some college training.
Excellent opportunity with
future. Permanent position
with top benefits.

TODAY

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

255-7200

'Wheeling, III.
53.7-6100
'Mrs. -Barker

44 4...

4434,

Tuesday;Aiiguat 1'6; 1966

THE DAY

DON ARNDT

the fastest growing retailer

- BEVERLY LANES.
RESTAURANT

in the midwest.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.

Benefits include'.
Profit sharing plan
Retirement plan
Group insurance plan
Family discount privilege

PUBLIC WORKS.
MT. PROSPECT

.

Wants fUll tinie general duty
Full time chauffeur
man.
License preferred. Excellent
'retirement and hospital benefits. Apply in Person 11 S.
Pine St., Mt. Prospect:

Tremendous future for the

.right man.
Call now - 392-8411
Ask for Mr.Carison

small research . lab of Igo.
,Chicago based company. Good

Due to expansion we have Bev.'
eral openings for general

warehouse work. No experience necessary. Good starting salary, merit raises, profit sharing.

(pay. Excellent beneflts. Ideal
working ecaditiona.

'union Special Machine Co.
'RESEARCH LABORATORY
ROLLING MleADOWS,ILL.

392-7110

8 to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri

Please call Mr. Marquard

437-4877
and Weekends
An equal opportunity employer,

439-7310

MALE HELP -

WANTED

MATERIAL HANDLERS

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

439-0286

'Apply in person only.

With car - StnidayA.M.news-

paper routes.
-

199 King Street

TECHNICIANS

necessary. Will train as pro-

e201'w.Oakton
Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunityemployer

Complete fringe benefits and
educational reimbursement
Program. Apply personnel department for, interview.

misicr77 AI META LS
THE DOLE VALVE CO
6201 W.Oakton
Morton Grove

WHEELING

R03-5000
967-7100
An equal opporttmityemployer

DRAFTSMEN

INSPECTORS
Male or Female
1st Shift

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

cill measurement and visual

MECHANICAL

observation on parts and prod-

Prepare mechanical part driivrings,iheet metal, castings,'
optical, gearing and. screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
'Salary commensurate with",*experienee and ability. Out stalking benefits including ':educational .aid,` proflt,abaring
and annual bonus. ,

.

, ucts. Must be able to use
inspection measuring instru-

blueprint

including

ments

Apply Pereonnel Office

THE DOLE VALVE

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

*6201 W.bakton,

BARRINGTON

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY .
-

Opportunities ere available
for floor and receiving inspectors. Some experience
necessary in maidngmechani-

Morton Grove
R03-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

DU 1-2400

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

SI
ESS
Serwice Directory
.4.

Let us help make your...DAY!

Products Co.

CL 5-1015

I

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and comiiare prices
537-8228

I

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794
free

24

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 200 - Colors 25e
Not 'available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
- Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL ,5-1015

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Version; ,Co.
-,,Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All.'

' work guaranteed. Free es.
lima tes. 529-6187.
.

Individualized

styling,

Sew. Mach.)Repairs

de-

Randhurst.

Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est, in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, 53.
24 hr. phone seiv.

255-0348

ilasury

894-3115

Wien

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper4, Tiling. Free estimate.

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carsten Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

Decorators

Interior and exterior qualpainting. Free
ity
mates.
358-4882

esti-

Cleaners
Home. Maintenance. Fully
Insured:
Free Estimates.

259.50*

Tree Servickaus Mewed

..

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming.- Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt.- Prospect'
824-2865

824-9530

use the

WANT
ADS

COMPUTER
OPERATORS,

Contact

Mr. Felt
437-1800
Ext. 336

CREDIT OFFERS'
TOP CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN
SPIEGEL CATALOGCENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY
An above average job for

Tel: (312) 693-3021.
ertiplrige-1:1

FLOWERS

OFFICE POSITION5.

,

Looking for man who likes to
work wittehla hands one pro-

and mechanical aptitude. Ex-

cellent future in the manufacturing of 'this new type
electronic component.

Good starting rate, quarterly
wage reviews, profit sharing,
and insurance program are a
part of fringe benefits available.

Trainees or Experienced

"SHEETS" 100% FREE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS;

As a Spiegel credit clerk .

Barrington
550 W. Northwest Highway"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

METHODE MFG. CO
1700 flicks Rd.

Rolling bicaOws
Full time delivery man, por-

ter. 40 hr wk. Must drive.
Endler's Pharmacy. 439-5255

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

keep

825-711'7

For interview appointment
Mies Green

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
,TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates,
529-6587

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE W ILL TRA IN
'

Serving America since 1865;

APPLY IN PERSON -

TOPS .cOFFEE-f.:.

Air conditioned plant: Apply:"

'

300 ,N.^ Northwest' Highway.. (Itts::;53-6(1.4
'

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS
Wheeling & Exthange

Wheeling

'

Palatine, Ili.' .-

Assem

.

.

Why nOt mirk for a co.rmiany: that pfferS:

517-5103
An EqualOpportualty Employer

you mOre than just rrioney?

CAREER OPENINGS
IN
BRAND NEW OFFICE NEAR YOUR HOME
Just South of Park Ridge

GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS

Our company is located in one of Chicago's
loveliest suburbs. The advantages of this are obvious. You will work in a modern
plant. You will be working with new equipment. The atmosphere is naturally mote
relaxing. You can probably think of many
more advantages yourself.
In addition to these built-in advantages we
offer our employees excellent starting rates,
regular increases based on your individual
performance, ad, very desirable insurance
'

Should be recent college graduate with degree in accounting
Some experience exceptable.

plan, a security minded pension plan, and
an employee cafeteria to save -you money.

SEN IOR BUYER

Our company grows larger and larger every
day. As a result we have a constant need
for machine arid bench assemblers.

Purchasing metal and mill supplies. Opportunity to conduct
analytical studies.
Positions offer challenge and opportunity for advancement.
For more information and an interview call

If you are unable to -apply in person or
need additional information call us at --

C. E. MAIER
CA 7-2200 EXT. 247

ferred. We will train. Good
salary -merit increases and

Charles Bruning Company.
armee of Addressagraph Multipraph Carp

ILLINOI$

many benefits.
APPLYPERSONNEL

24-Help Wanted Men

$2.25 to $2.50 Per Hour

Top Pay for .testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part. time night. shift.

of N.W. suburbs necessary.

Northwest Community
Hospital

.

We can offer' permanent full time employment with excellent employee benefits; including paid vacations. Free

SPIEGEL

124-Help Waited Men

Call 966-1413.

DAYS OR NIGHTS

position of GRILL MEN.

TESTERS

PICK-UP WORK

appren-

FULL TIME

CALL 255 -7500 -

,

-

insurance program.

392-6100

Waited Men

Absolutely no selling. Picking
up & delivering of tickets for
local civic organization guarantee dally. Car & knowledge

WANTED

GRILL MEN

such as discount On merchandise, vacations with pay,

hospitalization, many others.

4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

..1111110141MM

We are now interviewieg neat alert young men for the

N.W. CHICAGO

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

will

ing fleld for women -and the
chance for advancement is
best with a nation-wide company such as Speigel--Credit
headquarters for America.

NILES
8144 1/2 N. Milw.

DUnkirk 1-2400

CH ICAGO AER IAL 'INDUSTR IES

You'll enjoy good pay and:
many big campany benefits

3 LOCATIONS

207 N. Evergreen

Coma in or Call

Credit is the fastest grow-

- $650
$300
"We cover all suburbs"

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANT

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

bookkeeping credit or sales
experience desirable.

customer
accounts up-to-date, approve
charge purchases alld help
keep shopping convenient for '
Spiegel catalog customers.

28-Employment Agencies-Women

15 N. Elmhurst Ave.
Mount Prospect

PRECISION MECHANICAL

er women with background of

"
Road
Chicago, III. 60631 -

you

HABERKAMP'S

ASSEMBLERS
We need :ten with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

flower shop. Call for appointment. CL 3-1187.

244elp Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Full time delivery man for

TOOL WORKS,

C6

INC.

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

An Equal Opportunity Employer

24-Help Wanted Men

MACHINISTS

let or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd s,hift)

Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jim Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
"equipment desirable

824-2865

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture

Center, Elk Grove Village.

Tool Makers

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber branches
furniture - anything
You name' it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

Suburban -

Centex Industrial

IBM

-gram. Apply to:

DELIVERY
MAN

Trash Hulk

CL 3-7384

shorthand necesiary.

cated in

800 W. Central Rd, Arl.Hgte.
CL 9-1000

Transpiration

PallIllItOICOlaillIg

Sours are from 8 to 4:30.

numerative career and excellent employee benefit pro-

tice. High School diploma with

signieg & alterations. Near

permanent part time- .

!erred. Interesting end re -

,Permanent position for person desiring to become li-

Sewing liackinelepairs

,Opportunity -to advance. At-'
.tractive salary. 20%Discount.
iMany company benefits.

WIEBOLDT'S

year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre -

LONG GROVE
COUNTRY. CLUB

censed pharmacist

agerial responsibility Of ac-.
tive gepartment.

Randburst Shopping Center
Rand Rd.and 83
Mount Prospect,111.

'SRC requires 'computer op-,
;waters for IBM System/360..
Minimum experience one

'WANTED.

STOP WAGES
APPLY TO CHEF

PHARMACIST
APPRENTICE
(DAYS)

529-6587

Drissmakieg-Sewmg

Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking lots,.
business areas, resurfacing

1620 W. Central Rd.
CL. 5-5000 Mt.Prospect,I11.

Must be a good typist. Lo-

good intelligence. Drug store
or pharmacy experience preBlacktop Work

FUZE-ON PRODUCTS

Woman with retail experience .
in sportswear to assuMe man-' ""

secretary to work for our
Some

2491 Estes Ave.,.

VILLAGE OFARC.IITS.
253-2340

Call 255-7200

.

advertising and sales training*
'managers.

DOUMAK, INC.

TREE SERVICE

ADVERTISING

Need

CL 9-4000

Salary ;1200 a year
Apply Finance Director

BARON

For

9 Al4 to 3 PM

CLEAN,,LIGHT WORK

2 School Crossing Guards

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!
Arlington Concrete

Hours 8 AM to 4:30 PM

.

STATE BANK

ments. Should have alert mind

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

'WOMEN INSPECTORS

$2.50 per,hr.

MOUNT PROSPECT

duct with precision require-

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

3 days a week
starting pay

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

ROUTE 53
LONG GROVE, ILL.

search and development
department or our manufacturing engineering lab.

ELECTRICAL

Experienced- ereferred bet
will train right 'applicant.Call

COOK
BROILERNIGHT

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

anical devices in either re-

537.2180

SECRETARY

Elk Grove Village

Duties involve iseembling and
testing of small electro mech-

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

PROOF OPERATOR

* SAVINGS TELLER
' COMMERCIAL TELLER

Must be experienced in electronics or mechanics.
Telephone or Apply in Person

anically inclined. Age to 30.

Insurance, Overtime And Advancement.

PERMANENT

.

High School Graduates, mech-

Outstanding Career Opportunities For
Experienced Person In Shipping And
Recieving, Position Offers Good StartingPay, Automatic Increases, Sick Leave,

Food proiessing plant in sub-

urban Elk Grove has open-

duction workers, general util.ity and packaging line mech-;
epics. Air conditioned. All
company benefits. Rates In
line with ability to learn.

MEN.

250 N, 12th ST.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

130-Help

Wanted-Wemen

SO-Help Wanted-Women

PART- TI ME

MAN OR BOY

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

'4

-.Full time

ings' for several neat and willing : baneful. No experience

'itperienied model maker hi)

WAREHOUSE

MANAGER

439-0923

M DEL MAKER,

GENERAL.

4

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women,

ASSISTANT
Must be able td handle detail
enjoy people
like variety
Company Paid Insurance

3:00 PM to 10:00 PM'
APPLY IN PERSON

Opportunity to advance with

24-Help Waited Mee

24-Help 'Waited Men

24-Help Wallei,klea
BUSBOYS ,. :':DISHWASHER

MEN WANTED.

,e

.

.

,24-lielp Warded Mee

-

.

I

-

4

Boring Machine Operators

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5-1900

An equal opportunity employer

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.
FOUNDRY HELPERS

INSPECTORS

KILN OPERATORS

UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

- UP TO $2. 65 PER HR.

-UP TO $2,45 PER HR.

Precision ming experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

,

Drill Press Operators
Meat be able to set-up.and operate.

Permanent positions for. men with' a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be 'able to set-up and operate to close tol-

eranCie. Cleat!, well -lighted, 'air-conditioned shop. Pay .
based- on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
Profit liharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400-

.

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
,

BARRINGTON

'

An Equal Opportunity EmploYer

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY,
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LI'FE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

Al Irif 77 AI

TAI L.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE.RD:

537-2180

4

Iy

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

40 -Help Wanted -Women

Shampoo girl wanted in Mount
Prospect. Part time. Call
CL 5-4313

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

1st Shift

SBC requires key punch oper-

Opening available in our IBM

-tabulating room for numeric

operators on 204, 028, 058
machines. Full time per-

manent positions with excellent company benefits.
Apply Personnel Office

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School education. Full or part-time.Day
or night shift. Apply:
THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

Yon

26 -Help -Wanted Men Or Women

School Bus Drivers

sponsible ymmg lady to work
for a busy growing firni.
Someone with ability tohandle
active phone and typing. Must

earn as you learn.

Personable individual as sec,

629-4003

' Call 358-9100 or write:
Dean of Business Affairs

HARPER COLLEGE

8201 W. Oakton
Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
987-7100
An equal opportunity employer

34 W. Palatine Rd.

Palatine, Ill.

Plastlo molding factory. Lite work, male or female 18
to 85. Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.

Openings on 1st, 2nd or 9rd shift or part time. See Bill

2001 E. Davis
Arlington Heights

Johnson 9 to 3:90 or call 499-4044 for appointment.

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.
392-9300

Call Jack

250 E. Hamilton Dr.

-

MALE & FEMALE

Palatine

housework. 4 day wk. per-

6;30 - 8;30 A.M.
2;30 - 4;30 P.M.

Daily child care. 4 year old

Paid Training, Free Baby Sitting Service.
ospitalization, Major Medical, Life Insurance
Year Round Work If Desired.

Phone 43 9-0 923
COOK COUNTY SCHOOL BUS, INC.

30 -Help Wanted -!eaten

WANTED FOR

GENERAL OFFICE

Challenging position in our
growing organization.Various
duties in our expanding
personnel records department
working with the director of
industrial relations. Good
starting salary, reviews,
profit sharing, air conditioned
offIce, etc.

.

with interesting PART TIME
office work in temporary positions -- a few days or a few
weeks at a time in your area.

$75 BONL,3
.

Top Rates

Doebber for details on BONUS,
PAID VACATIONS and PROFIT ,SHARING benefits.

Temporary Service

Call Jane Nelson

PHONE 827-1108
ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

COUNTER CLERK
Experienced or will train
mature woman in drycleaning

store In Mt. Prospect Plaza.
MACHINE AND
Hrs. 8 to 3 daily
8 to 4 Sat.
PRESS OPERATORS
GOOD SALARY

827-5557

PLUS BONUS

Our fast growing company has

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

IDEEL CLEANERS

in above positions.

women

Bonus Jobs' Frequent wage
reviews & excellent fringe
cos*

KE 3-3636

benefits.

wain

Route #83
An equal opportunity employer

ADS

76 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

BEAUTY OPERATOR

NOTICE

Male or female 40 hour work week, commission, & store

METHODE MFG. CO.

our Help Wanted and Em-_
ployment Agency columns

are made only (1) to in-

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec-

FEMALE HELP
WANTED

'essary to the normal opef-

'Food processing plant in sub-

or enterprise, or (2) as a

ation

his

business

convenience to our readers

let them know which
positions the advertiser
to

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

Apply in person only.

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

per hour.

GOLF MILL STORE..

preference,

DOUMAK, INC.

9440 N. Milwaukee Ave:

specification or discrimination in empipyment practices.

2491 Estes Ave.

CY 8-2211
30 -Help Wanted -Women

of

in packaging department.
No experience necessary will
train. All company benefits,
air conditioned. Rate to 91.98

SEARS 'ROEBUCK & CO:

30 -Help Vend -Ma

as to sex In

Designations

urban Elk Groiie has openings for several neat women

discount. 2 nights. Apply to Mr. Oman

Elk Grove Village
-30-1Ielp Waded -Mu

30 -Help Wanted -Women

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
THE BEST PLACE TO WORK!
WE HAVE THE RIGHT JOB FOR YOU
INDUSTRIAL NURSE

STENOGRAPHERS

GENERAL CLERKS

CALCULATING OPRS.

3rd. Shift

Beginners & Experienced

Clear and neat handwriting
with skills in detail work
is necessary.

Adding Machine Operators

We need a Registered. Nurse
who has experience in Industrial Nursing.

We have a variety of positions
available.

Our Payroll, Accounting and
Pricing Departments are 'in.
need of experienced gals.

STATISTICAL TYPISTS

TYPISTS

Billing and Order Typists

For the following Deets:

Purchasing *Shipping
Sales Engineering

'Electric, manual and all cap
typewriters: Must have ability to work with figures.

Laboratories

OUR COMPANY OFFERS MANY FRINGE BENEFITS

I

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan

Air Conditioned Offices
Tution Refund Plan
Promotions From Within

* Social Clubs
INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

IITOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family Of Companies
Y2

north,:: of North Avenue on Wolf Road.
1.,mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE ILLINOIS
'An equal opportunity: employei. (M8in

-

Mrs. Richardson

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

Niles

Paid Vacations

RIGHTGIRL

392-4250

need you to fill our orders
for office help. Call Ethel

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

No Fee to Applicant Or Employer For Our Services

30 -Help Waded -Women

$10 BONUS

CALL MRS. OLSEN

stenography, COMPTOMETRY, KEYPUNCH, etc., we

WANTED

Wanted -Women

Secretaries
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks.
or Months YouWant
Work Close,To Home
Stenos

If you can do filing, typing,

11141;111111

ILLINOIS STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
824-7191
Des Plaines, Illinois
601 Lee Street

IMMEDIATE WORK

Typists

PLUS

40 hour week.
Paid vacations and
benefits..

AMPEX

Contact the

PART TIME

With First 5 'Days Pa:

Salary open.

Phone or Visit

phone us about the 3 - day -Inventory Jobs an employer has
asked us to fill for him.

ND

WORK

We can help you combine both

,3040 S. BUSSE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

.MATURE WOMAN

HOME

girl. Mt. Prospect - 259-2582.

Located between Higgins and

If you are 18 years of age or older, can count parts and
total same, and have your own transportation, come in or

'

AND

255-0435

439-8700

$2.70 an Hour

Hours Approx;

can type 30 wpm, energetic and
active, phone
298-8581
An equal opportunity employer

CAREER

Woman for baby sitting & lite

Arlington Heights

at

Insurance company in Cumberland area has immediate
openings. No experience necessary, ages 18 to 95. If you

TEMPORARY

.

DON'T CHOOSE BETWEEN

Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. West of 83

A.M. & P.M. Routes or Both

CL 9-1000

1100 Wiley Road

OVER 150 TEMPORARY JOBS
NOW. AVAILABLE
IN NORTHWEST SUBURB

RIVERS

GENERAL OFFICE

Arlington Height:6.TH.

PERSONNEL
RECORDS CLERK

Part time or Full time

RITZENTHALER
S'ad. Zewed, Tee:

Hospital
800 W. Central Rd.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

GENERAL HELP WANTED

Year-round employment

Northwest Community

IRON WORKS; INC.

manent.

30-Help Mooted-Maine

,

SCHMIDT

deptive of employer's work,
executive secretarial experience. Age 90-40. Competitive salary, fringe benefits.

MALE OR FEMALE

Free training

APPLY PERSONNEL

ASK FOR MISS BUTLER

.

lege. Shorthand, and filing
competency, versatile per-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Womeni

Morning or Afternoon

Daytimeihours Monftay.
through Friday.

William Raney Harper Col-

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

Liberal Bonuses

flee. Work in air-conditioned
well lit office. Good typing,
and Clerical skills necessary.

Tuesday, August 16, 1966

44!.

for purchasing deOartritentof-

tendance. Otttstanding company benefit program. Prefer
age 21-30.

retary to President of the

DAY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

General 'office clerk needed

be extremely reliable in at-

SECRETARY WANTED

phone the Personnel office.

Road

Chicago, Ill. 60831
Tel: (312) 893-3021

Permanent. Attractive, Re-

For appt. phone 255-2238.
Immediate salaried opportunities
CLERK TYPISTS
DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

CLERK

RECEPTIONIST

for either full or part time.

tions. ? They include cornpetative salary, and fully paid
benefit program. Apply or

An equal opportunity employer.
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

OFFICE
POSITIONS

, THE

Wanted-Mama.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

2 or more girls of highcalibre

These are permanent posi8501 West Higgins

.

LOOK
YEARS YOUNGER
and make money tool Need

'11, ORDER PROCESSING
CLERKS

Subsidiary .of IBM

8201 W. Oakton
Morton Grove
RO9-5000
987-7100
An equal opportunity employer

30 -Help. Wanted -Women

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount Store
* Insurance Program

.

4

Tuesday, August 16. 1966.. 30 -Help Wanted -Women

THE DAY

Waded-lhou

RESPONSIBLE

Brandt's
Restaurant. For appt. Phone
358-1003.

a hamburger and ice cream
*store. We furnish uniforms.
Call or see

GENERAL OFFICE
Variety office work.

Mrs. Pecoraro

Will consider beginner.

CL 0-4315

Typing 50 plus- Must provide
own transportation.
,*5 day week. - 8:30-5:00
CALL MR. SNYDER
437-3737

:COCK ROBIN
Arlington Heights,

WAGNER ELECTRIC
MEDIA -SUPERVISOR
ASSISTANT. BROADCAST
CORP,
PREFER BACKGROUND
Contex industrial. Parts. A LE
298-1142
D 'Plaines

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Men Or Weiss
d=ld

.

Cleaning -"Woman, $1.75 per
hr. 1/2 day per wk., steady &

.long 25 cu. ft.freezer,
1-2'8" x 6,8" combination

reliable near downtown Mt.

-screen storm door, 1,- 42",
-18"-high metal cabinet,.

Prospect. Call 392-7297.
CLERK -TYPISTS
Accounting & Sales Dents?
DES PLAINES
295-1142

1-10' x 4"soil pipe.. 392-0881.
$108 deluxe wheel chair.Good
condition. $50. 255-8808.,
RUMMAGE SALE

31 -Miscellaneous Merciastlise

.

wheels, exc. cond. 420. Conn
Tiumpet $75.-392-1983

' P.M. St. Peter Lutheran
School cafeteria. 111 W.Olive
St. Arlington Hts., Household
items. Clothing.

."

range, gas range, blond 'oak
dinette set, desk, radiaphono

console, 2 TV's, twin head
board & handmower.

Experience in custodial duties desirable.

MULTILITH OPERATOR -DRIVER

Will operate multinth machine -part time. Drivingof company
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

'S CREUNDAMPER/3

; Phone 815-

385-8333.
-Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson *rater Softener.

CL,5-510:

Coldspot retrig. with freezer
$50. Norge gas stove $25.
Webcor 4 track tape recorder
with tapes. 392-5228

LAB. TECHNICIAN

Will assist senior chemist in project work.

Interest in

chemistry or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

Four 38" x 72" aluminum
jalousie windows andscreens.
$60 for all. 392-5957
Dishwasher, portable. WARDS

SIGNATURE: 2 yt. old. $85.

CREDIT CORRESPONDENT

Must have capacity for detailed work. Experience in credit
and collection work or in handling customer correspondence
needed. College degree or equivalent evening courses in
business administration preferred.

Call 392-4210.*,

-

'

and advance to a more responsible positiOn.

drawer chest on chest, and
night stand. Maple desk and
chair. Portable electric hu-

midifier. 20" 3 speed reversible portable fan. Dual wattage
heater. Ironrite
portable
mangle. Mower. Sun & heat
lamp. Brownie movie camera,
aquarium. 19"811vertoneT.V.
Kenmore upright tank vacuum

cleaner, and so forth. CL 9-

office fan -health

42-Cletkief firs
Floor length wedding gown for
sale. Bodice appliqued, exc.

Standard .8 week old Dachshund AKC." registered. Black
and tan.reasonable.439-4788.

- Nadco exerciser -boat trail.
motor exhaust
- outboard
fan- many householdarticlesclothing-Misc. 113 'South Ed-

FREE Kittens given only to
Teri good homes. Call 2594891.
KITTENS: tree to good homes.
392-8209

Sun. Aug. 20-21.

With medium machine background In printing, paper converting

or packaging preferred.

16 -Help Wanted Men Or Voice

PROJECT ENGINEER

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Woad.

Male & Female

M. E. graduate for development engineering assignment on
office machines and business forms products. An exceptional
opportunity for a young man with ideas and a desire to make
them work. Good scholastic background and 1-5 years experience will start you off on a rewarding career with excellent
growth potepttal.

Join A Profit Sharing Company

Join

Sales Positions in the Chicago

Area. Salary plus Commissions,
Excellent pay, working .conditions, benefits and' opportunity
for advancement.

Barrington, Dl.

An equal opportunity employer

A dynamic growth corporation with Administrative Offices
in the Northwest suburbs needs these people:

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings 417:30 pm 1,r

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

4

The following positions are. now available for men

JUNIOR PLANNER
Experience in proCurement of parts or related items and

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS
Ability in, read bipe prints, micrometers and indicators is

mutt:

ASSEMBLERS
No experience necessary as we will train.

INSPECTOR
de

One Year experience with the tape of disk system.

YOU!!

Openings on
First and Second Shifts
are for
ASSEMBLERS

and

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

PROGRAMMER

for

women in our new plants

ANALYZERS

Degreed man with accounting background and some
programming and or systems experience.

is

Experience On Assembling. Srpall
arts And Handle Small Tooliig Desired

INTERVIEWING:

knowledge of production scheduling.

SYSTEMS ANALYST

4

Alk

_ ,UARCO INCORPORATED
West County Line Rd.
Dllnkirk 1-4030

IMIATIC El

0563.

lamp dressers - air-cond. refrig. - el, stove din. rm.
turn. miter la picture fram-

ward, Mt. Prospect. Sat., &

DETAI LE RS

matching 5

with,

mahogany

44-0egs; Pets Aed Wiped

ing- upholsterer sewing mach.

GENERAL CLERK

High School graduate. Starting assignment a variety of
general office duties... Outstanding opeortunity to, learn

4 poster double bed. Solid

cond't. CL 5-2447

GARAGE SALE

Insulation

'

392-0386 after 4

1701 W. Rte. 120, 1-1/2 ml.

E. of

)0 -Help Wanted -Weise

oin the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

Complete Hollywood bed, elec.

RENTALS

Nimrod Camping Traitors
Avalon, Travel Trailers and
Avalon and Dreamer Pickup
F

30 -Help Waited -Women

Job?

/

Fri, Aug. 19. 5 P.M. Ull 9

,

Girl's 20" bike with training

SALES

,

Looking for
a Permanent

.

-

Ppen Sundays

CUSTODIAN

255-4283,

Kenmore console sewing mar
chine 'with attackments.Girl's
24" bike. CL 3-0179.

Call Bette Rich 298-5515

Coaches.

OPENINGS AT UARCO

_

ing at 2119.95.

'

`no W. Northwest Highway',

26-1111 Wanted Men Or Mum

yourself to installed. Start-

opportunitlei;
Challenging
days, weeks, months.

Evenings for' counter work in

10 -Help Wasted -Women

.

Automatic garage door opera-'
tors. Heavy duty from do -11-

,

Elaine Revell, 'Inc.

:WOMAN

Dayj and nights.

'

STENOS. CLERKS TYPISTS.
Temporaryor Part Time

10-11elp Wanted-Wemea

Wanted

32-Miscellanea's Merckeedist

r.

10 -Help' Wanted -Women

Experience., in mechanical electrical & layout will qua*

Openings on

Third Shift Only
are for
COIL WINDERS
Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines, For Various Type Of Coil

any ambition individual.

MACHINESHOP SETUP MAN

CLERICAL

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

PURCHASING EXPEDITER

FILE CLERK

Follow up purchase order with vendors.

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
Outstanding opportunity for

young girl.

for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates

TYPIST,
Excellent skills combined with' clerical ability.

*Regular wage

increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid

,

'insurance

SECRETARIES';'

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase Of comparry products.
*Promotional opportunnies galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C. M. Smith

Excellent skills, maturity, and usuable expe;lence resuired.

If you want to participate in a liberal implore benefit pro'

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

.

Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC tag)
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf, Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

gram which includes a Profit Sharing Plan . . .
'

INTERVIEWING

John McGinley
296-8811

Landmeler,Rd.

* as

, 2201 LtititAd;

Soto 90"""" cvtinim

Lunt Rd.

3

298-0511

f

1

Elk GrOve Village

439-070L.L.,

1700 Soutli Mt.' Proipect Road, Des PlaMes, Illinois
An. Equal Opportunity Employer and A Plans for Progress Co.,

xA

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

''
t

An equal opportunity employer

(MO /

Devon Rd.
An

Opportunity' Employer
1

-

44-Oegs, Pets And Equipment

14 -To Rent Apartments

14 -To -tent Apartments

GPrman Short Hair Pointers
10 Wks. old. AKC regist'd.'

`"BE CAREFREE'

959-0109

AT

Miniature Schnauzers pups
also Poodles AKC, shots and
'wormed healthy home raised

WILLIAMSBURG

639-9728

Schnauzer AKC

Miniature

register. Stud Service. 2554691

Toy poodle, 6 weeks old. White
papers. Call
AKC
with
'299-1627.
8 weeks old kittens, need

home. Some all -white, some
!mtge. FREE. Call 259-5914.
Reg. pedigree male miniature
Schnauzer, 10 mo. old Papers
& shots $85. CL 5-4008

'

Arlington Heights . 1 bdrm un-

;Palen:Iola newest luxury apartment building located at

OPEN EVENINGS

leaf table with pads, $45. Call

9 x 15 Lee carpet with runner beige, floral, dressing

table & misc. CL 3-6249.

255-8000

bdrm. Apt. near High School
1409 N. Northwest Hwy.

Park Ridge

homes. Save up to 70% Terms
and delivery arranged.
773-0252

after 12 noon
Formica table and 4 chairs,
$15. 2 tile -top tables, $10.
358-6304.

Modern davenport and chair,
Good condition.
Beige.
Reasonably priced. 392-2757.

Modern 6 pc. din. room set.
Arm Chair. HE 7-3529

Good condition. $50.
392-1021

:Portable dishwasher. Wards
Signature. 2 yrs. old: $85.

Guitar & amp. 2 pickups &
vibrato Silvertone 15 watt.
5150. Exc. cond. LE 7-4479
Spanish Guitar w/case. Maple

6514.

CELLO - 3/4 size
Immaculate. Bow & bag incl.

UN. 4-6759

GIBSON amp. 12" speaker

392-1463

2
Finished Family Room.

Mature business woman desires furnished room with
kitchen privileges or large 1
room efficiency apt. Phone

* Carpet
All Appliances
* Fully Imp. Lot

...

$29, 000

* Everything Included

32, 500

$22,900.

CALL 392-7033 FOR
APPT. WITH OWNERS.

HOME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Model at 1419 N. Chestnut

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
LOCATION

Palatine

358-455$
30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

ART -WAY BUILDERS
You must see this beautiful
4 bedroom Colonial today.
259-9535 Eves.- 677-5717,
2 1/2 baths, sep. dining rm.
2*7/2 - car full
garage,. large ,eating area.
Walking distance to schools,
shopping, transportation and
DAY
churches. Asking only $99,900

Has Job Openings For

WANT ADS

BRUNS

CLERK TYPISTS

1714 N/W HWY.

GET RESULTS

Open 9 to 9
Ari.Hts.

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

CL 5-6320

ASSEMBLERS

TRW ELECTRONICS

Apply in Person

benefits, including paid vacations, tree insurance programs.

3058.

* TYPISTS

will get you into your own

Profitable business? Franis new business
,frontier. Write for Free Hat
of exclusive opportunities in
this area
. chisIng

PARTAKE

Dept. A - I
234 N. Northwest Highway
358-77881

* TELETYPE OPERATOR
* GENERAL LEDGER BOOKKEEPER
Good starting. salaries and excellent employee .,benefita,

'-

'

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

cases. Towering shade trees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn,3-car garage.

1961 V W - Sun roof. Good
condition. Tires good $575.

reduced for quick sale -$56,900.
RY ACRE close to VIICO

439-6130

'55 Chev. 2 dr. good running
condtion. $100 or best offer.
Call 259-4941 after 6.
-'57-Ford Country Sedan-6-ayl.
'auto. -radio & heat. Very low
HE- 7-4555
mileage.

4 bedrooms, study, 2
s, Cathedral ceiling In
living roam _ancl_dlning-1,2car garage. Owner tiling.
.

reduced to $30 ,000.Quick pos-

session.

Des Plaines

CASHIER

-

HOSTESS

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

Become an important member of the health care services.
We will train interested mature women to assist our highly
skilled professional staff.
No experience -- paid training program
Patient centered activities
Gratifying work
Good salary -- many benefits

Full power. Low mileage. Ex.
cond. 392-0542.

study, rec room w/brick fire-

64 ELCAMINO
V-8 WHITE

cation -- 2 bedrooms, large
room, large attic
dining
w/stairs for expansion --

place - 1 1/2 baths, garage.
Quick possession - $25,500.

Very low mileage. One owner.
Stick shift, radio, deluxe

chrome. Canvas cover. 392-

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

6781.

1963 Renault Caravelle Convertible. Hard & soft top $950.
992-3650

CHOICE ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS HOMES

ROSELLE

of extras including two window

conditioners. Two -car
$23,900
garage.

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance
program.
DAYS $1.85 - $2.00 PER HOUR

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Inventory Clearance Selling
At Dealer Cost

home with 3 baths and two -car

garage, large family room.
Built-in oven, range, dishwasher and disposal, re$39,900
frigerator.

ONLY 3 LEFT
Econoline Super Van

240 C.I. 6 Cly.
Heater Spec. 1 Ton Pack

JIM WARRINER
REALTORS.

Glass Rear Door ICC Flash-

er.

314 S. Arlington Heights Road
Arlington Heights

4 LEFT

CL 9-2500

'Econoline Van'

CL 3-2256
1965 Honda 305. White, tuckin

pipes, travel rack. Barnett

clutch, immaculate condition.

Must sell. Make an offer.

CL. 3-8076
'68 Suzuki 'cycle Won as prize.
824-4737,
1965 Honda 160 exc. cond.

leaving for school must sell
at best offer. Shown at 307

N. Dryden Ave. A rl. Hts. between 5 and 7 p.m.
99 -Automobiles For Sale

SUMMERTIME
DRIVING FUN

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS
FINE
.SUBURBAN CARS

pickup 4 -speed
save....
trans.

6 cyl. Eng. std. Trans. Heat
1230 Rear Springs Class

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Rear Doors ICC Flasher.

BARRINGTON
AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes

1 LEFT
F 350 Stake 4 Speed

contract if desired. Barring-

Heater 9750 Rear Springs
ICC Mirrors 700 x I6Tires.

2 LEFT
F 100 Pick Up

240 C.I. 6 Cly.

NO OBLIGATIOR

If you are thinking of selling'
your home come in and talk'

people to help you.
:.,PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY
434 Ealorthwest Hwy.
Palatine
FL 8-1800

V-8 Auto. Trans., P/S,
Bucket Seats. Full Price
$1195

61 CADILLAC COUPE P/S,
P/B, New Tires. Sharp. Full
Price
$1145

60 T. BIRD CONY. Red,
White Top, Red Int., Power,
$ 595
Full Price
BONNEVILLE CO14.,
$ 395'

66

Standard

"it over with us. We're here
9 to 9. Six active qualified.

68 -Collections

'65 Honda 90
Good cond. Best offer.

64 DODGE 2 Dr. H.T. 383

96 -Real Estate Wanted

the ages 20 - 35 for the position of: CASHIER -HOSTESS.

5228

air

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between

'65 S-90 Honda. Exc. cond.
Extras. AdUlt owner. 392-

1966 FORD 1/2 ton

Large 5 -room home in excellent location...Big living room

ton School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably
priced.
AGENT - FL 4-2186

Arlington Heights

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

99 -Automobiles For Sale

3 -BEDROOM RANCH

from commuter station. 5 year

CL 9-1000

Std.

60 CHEV. COUPE V-8 Red

with Custom Rolled Black
Leather
Interior. Stick.
$ 795

63 MONZA CONY. 4 Speed
$ 795

Real Buy

66 FORD PICKUP 1/2 Ton.

4 Speed Trans. Save up to

$750 from list.

Condition priced approvals
Daves Stamp Company
P.O. Box 34

NIGHTS $2.00 - $2.25 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

1250

Rear

Springs.

ELLINWOOD

ImmediateDelivery

APPLY IN PERSON

'Prospect Heights, Ill. 60070

99 -Automobiles For Sale

'62 Chrysler 300 2 dr.11T.
white black int. 413 C .1.11urst

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Temporary
OFFICE WORKERS

Most Daysies Won't Tell'
But A rlingtonDaysle
says STIVERS is

Shift. PH W/W. CL 5-1709

TIFFANY PARK

300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

35 NEW HOMES - 3 & 4 BEDROOMS
$21,450 - $25,350

MOTOR
SALES

333 E. Irving Pk.
4 blocks East of

,1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown

Roselle Rd.

Des Plaines, Ill.

Roselle, Ill.

299-4235

.

299-3395

We're busting out
at the SEAMS with

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Model Homes at 4407 Wilke
ROLLING MEADOWS
Regal Homes, Inc.

CATINO ESTATES

'ROSELLE
FORD
Phone LA 9-5551

99 -Automobiles For Sale

Open daily 12:00 - Phone 392-5249

86 -Real Estate -Houses

'

Work Days,
Weeks or Months
Top Rates
Convenient Locations

.!

.

Trans. Heater ICC

Flashers.

.

STAMPS FOR COLLECTORS

.Palatine

WANTED USED CARS
Bring Your Title - Cash
A RLInGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

APPLY PERSONNEL

800 W. Central Rd.

Best Prices Paid

1965 Mercury Mont. 4 dr.

Brick home in convenient lo-

OPEN WEEKDAY EVENINGS

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

WONDERFUL

beautiful family room w/book-

CALL

824-1155 Ext. 236

Looking for a challenge that

Palatine, Ill.

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 63 & 14)

An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

'61 Impala.Chevy convertible.
$525. Good condition. Radio,
w/w, 392-2680 after 6.

places: large dining room,

Big and lovely, this 8 -room

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

* STENO -SECRETARIES

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Roads

66 -Business Opportunities

6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fire-

4 -BEDROOM SPLIT-LEVEL

Des Plaines

An Equal Opportunity'Employer

including'profit

Roselle Dodge

25 S. Park Roselle; Ill

and 27x22 rec. room. Plenty
We can offer permanent employment with excellent employee

3915

Epiphone Guitar. Dual pickup, vibrato. Best offer. CL 5-

tween the ages of 18-35 for the position of WAITRESS.

white, wall

THE DODGE BOYS

OPEN SUNDAYS

We are now interviewing neat, attractive young ladies be-'

champion

tires. Re -built transmission.
$225 or best offer. 358-2699
after 6 P.M.

Phone DU -1-3434

'APPLY

666 Garland Place

stone

you --authentic Williamsburg
Colonial home on 7.8 acres.

Clean Cars Wanted

HE 7-4224

in-laws, horses? Perfect for

WAITRESSES

$2.00 PER HOUR GUARANTEED

Electronic component manufacturer has limited openings on
2nd or 3rd shifts, fuller part time.Experience not necessary.
We will train.

MUSTANG MTRS.

Plymouth convertible
White with red interior. Fire-

128 W. Main St.-Barringtor.
Park Ridge

1661 Northwest Highway

'61 Lark 4 Dr. Wagon V-8,
Automatic, R/H. 392-5228
'63 Valiant 4 Dr. auto, like
new tires, snow tires. Goad

1959

BARRINGTON

No Junkers

!Northwest Rambler - Palatine,

$225.

SELLING YOUR HOME?
CALL BRUNS TODAY

NEW '66 CHEVROLETS

MOUNT PROSPECT

1

4

Community of Finest Homes,

Lifesavers, Inc.
Randhurst Center 392-192C
rof. Level
Room 09
24 Hr. Ans.Serv. 332- 5210

'

Arlington Heights
Ranchei, HI -Levels, Cape Cods, French Provincials

3, 4 & 5 BEDROOMS

Priced from $45,000

RECEPTIONIST -

,

.

Homes available for immediate occupancy

3 Bedroom Ranch with 1 1/2 baths and a Family room on
a 100 x 200 lot in a choice Country Club section

$34,000.00

SW ITCHBOARD
SEE MODEL AT 1105 FRANCIS DRIVE
for career minded woman.
'

experience. Exceptional opportunity for an intelligent,
ambltiops person seeking a
permanent career. Good

.
'

.
!

Should be capable of meeting
people and have some typing

starting salary - paid yacanon - sick leave & groupinsurance benerits.Please call
Mr. Colby - 775-7168 for an
interview appointment.

LI

CLOSE OUT
.On all Executive demo driven cars. The low low price of
the year on all '436 Chevrolets with highest Trade In on
your old, car.

Immediate opening available

UNIT NO. 3 NOW OPENING
Select your lot on which equally impressive

'ONE EAST CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.
!'.253-2111.

homes can be built

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

CL 5-9559

CL 5-4431

iMeMber

'MULTIPLE'
:LISTING SERVICE

.

Clean Used Carp Wanted
Come In And See Us

259-3521.

'59 Cony. Mercury Pk. Lane
Exc. int. daMaged rear fender

CL 3-7737

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Apply Personnel Department

:

cond, Warranty. 259-3075.

HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.,

101 -Automobiles Wanted

'61 4 dr V 8 thetiy Biswalls. R, Exc. Cond. $595.

CL 5-6320

4 BDR. COLONIAL

August 16, 1966

99 -Automobiles For Sale

cayne. Auto. Like new white

tractive lot. By ovmer $18,800.
,

ALSO

1 1/2 baths -- full basement.
Pantry -- 2nd, floor laundry.

portation.. Ltiw taxes. 85 x

UNTIL 9 p.m.

TIME BY OWNER
3 Bdr. - 1 1/2 baths.
Family rm. with. fireplace.
1/2 Acre - large patio.
Near high. & grade schools.
Carpets - drapes - gar.
$27,900.
Imm. occup.
255-6120
Cl 9-0043
Arlington Hgts.2bdrm.ranch,
panelled family room. Cer,
tile bath .8i kitchen. Newly
remodeled inside & out. Sep.
Din. Rm. 2 .car garage. At-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Convenient to schools &trans-

Electric

Excellent

condition, rarely used, realty
'392extras. $165.'

Palatine

4 BDR. HI -LEVEL
Baths - S' Car Gar.

w/w carpet. -- double gar.
-- tool shed -- fenced back
yard. -- Nicely landscaped.

fingerboard. 255-2106

'

824anted To Rent

Older home -- 6 brms. --

body, spruce top, rosewood

,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

AMERICAN LEGION HATA;
I:forty/heeler:
aCI.3-2973.

132 lot.

392-4210

Mustang

NEWIN ....

Parties

Mt. Prospect 2 bdr. ranch.
Gar. - close trans. & shop.

55 -Musical Instruments

Fender

Weddings

Graduationsa.etc.

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

Hotpoint electric range 30".

guitar and case.

[-

16 -To Reet Houses

48 -Household Appliances

$85.

Lei summer rates for

86 -Real Estate -Houses

!!!HELP!_!!
sell display furniture
from builders deluxe model
Must

.

ydu ,

,

FIRST

IVILL RENTAL -Si

456-9050 - Miss King.

Aug. 28 occup. Adults. 827-

apace
bdrm - $185. 1 hditit-11AO:

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

' 255-2911 any night after 6 p.m..

One year lease required.
F131( Inc., Realtors

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living

now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

Mahogany Duncan Phyfe drop-

bdrm. efficiency apt. $110.

Smith and' Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

2 white male, 1
Poodles.
apricot female. AKC. 7 wks.
$75. CL. 5-3281
Wurlitzer Spinet piano. Mahogany. Exc. Cond. $350.

furnished apt. 3 short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Sept. 1st. For
appt. call
259.-4901
Available Sept. 1st, 1 bdrm.
unfurnished apt. $125, and 1

THE DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

"Ult

Ili; III

OM

ROSE1..11

529-7070

555.E. IRVING'PARK RD.

"Service Is Out
Business"

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT' RIOS
CERTAINLY

ADMIRE )bug MARRIAGE
Page 10

OUT OUR WAY
HAH: DONITASK ME --I'VE GOT NOTHING MD DO WITH IT! WE GOT DETAILED
INSTRUCTIONS. OW HOW TOASSEMBLE
THE THING AND HE DOESN'T EVEN WANT
TO TAKE TIME TO REAP THEM! WELL,
I'VE GOT THEM AND HE'S ON HIS
OWN! WE'LL SEE WHO HAS
'THE LAST LAUGH/

HOW ARE
YOU AND
BOB COMING
ALONG WITH
THE WORK

I.

8-16

BENCH?

'THANK `kV. MY HUSBAND
910V1D GET ALL THE CREDIT.

HES 90 KIND. GENEROUS.

LOVING. UNSELF1SH

'l knew when I saw that other woman reach for It, this
would bt-arlaasyriotoryl"
WI LLETS

"You knovi the Janitor told me.that the postman told
film that the butcher sold you were growing a beard!"

.

-- AND ass -r OF; ALL
SCARED 10 DEATH OF ME!

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

*MOW HIM A CRYING TOWEL:

MCA* UP A 5KIU.ETf

BUGS BUNNY

POOCH TEMPLEToN

A FANCY HANDLE.

AN OYSTER
HOUND! He
WON'T FIND

LESS' ABOUT DOGS THAN
NUCLEAR PHYSICS!-- 1-1AK.KAFF1-1.- WHY T1415 IS A RARE
CYPRI AN UNDERWATER
RETRIEVER 'TRAINED TO
LOCATE OYSTER BEDS! 1415

NEVER MIND THESKILLET--JOST,

DON'T JUST STANDTIM.
Iga

60 HE'S NAMING THE

LEAVE IT 'TO
YOU TO BUY

NW WORD,3AKE,YOU KNOW EVEN

LIKE THAT SOUNDS
AS OUT OF PLACE
AS SYMPHONY
MUSIC AT A 140T

ONE 1t4 THIS
TOWN 'UNLESS

DOG STAND!

HE CAN OPEN

t
I1V I. NAME IS

CANS!

a 'TEMPLETON !

IT'S NO USE- I

CAN'T STOP THINKING
ABOUT THAT DELICIOUS
POT ROAST WE HAD

FOR DINNER:

MORTYMEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

Diseases of
Elderly

CA -1r44 THE NEXT PLANE
DOWN 'THERE AND SIT

TIGHT UNTIL WU HEAP.

FRCM ME,

w.G.BRANDSTADTMD.

\

EEK & MEEK

Q -What causes older people

THAT TELEVISIOU IS

THERE ARE SOME
VICIOUS RUMORS BEING
ORCULATEP AROUND

to -get senile? What can be done
to prevent it?

ter LIVING UP10 ITS

1

1D WHICH

1

MAN

CAN OJLY REPLY...

IN AMERICA

A -Since senile means elderly, the cause would be long

.s

If you are referring to
senile dementia or Alzheimer's
life.

which

disease

affects

.

( 1'

some

THE'BORN LOSER
GIFT FOR ONE Of
SECRETARIE

*THAWS /114AT WAVES
JUST THOR/APPLE
- ND'
U. HAVE THE

reaPP m orrE,

mcwI-of

'Kari SET'

ACROSS

16 Comparative

17 Indolent

CAPTAIN EASY

A -The case of polysythemia,

NA

irg TIE ALM
PG,

ease is recognized early in its

NORGIVEST

course and adequately, treated,

OP ven

it should not shorten your life
but, since there is no cure, the

LIKO MAKS

VALLEY

CLOSE CAN we

cisr roriao row w
YER TRUCK, /Amy

WITHIN 20
KILOMETERS,
vAw5014..DEN

*MOSTA DA

ROST IS

5TRAIGIIT

TRIPS FROM TH'

CRASH scene TO
TH' TRUCK&

UPI

MITE30.

times a week

monosodium

gluts:.
mate seasoning useful to di-,

late the arteries? Does it have
any side effects?

'

A --This' Halt is, used as a',
flavor enhancer, especially 'on,
meats. It can safely be taken
in, large amounts except by
. persons who Must... restrict
their intake of sodium. It will
not dilate the arteries.

q`

i.e. ix sus_ re om

'

ALLEY OOP

2

1

Black (Fr.)
41 Anchor's pill

from the victim two or three,

'

21 Depart
25' Crippled
28 Paradise
28 Sharp

VAA0 OUMA

35 Lamprey
fishermen
36 Chaste

3

4

43 Hardy heroine
45 Morse and
Semaphore
47 Clumsy boats
48 Mimicker
49 Egyptian stream
52 High card
54 Legal .point
7

e.

9

10

s

3385

until the red,
cell count is normal' and about
once a month thereafter. Care-

0M 611

18 Harem room

30 Oklahoma city
32 Always (contr.,
33 Encountered
34 Oriental coin

5OCKS JUT

[:/PIJM

PIHOFArq HMMP.DMR
WOMIAMI.A01:4 PlULA A
OWIEd rx-i
tqiiii0P11

37 Sorrowful
Poem
39 Exists
22 World War 11
23
29 Italian river
40 Prostrate
term lab.,
24 Gift of charity 31 Is present, as at 41 Divided
a meeting
(comb. form)
27 Turkish capital

GOIN;VOO 5V1185
IT'LL TAKE LOTSA

OP BARRON

treatment must be continuous.
This is one condition ;Tor
which the medieval, practice
of blood letting' is of value.
A pint of blood can be removed

AMM EIMP.M3 MMAr=1
.-2M111

13 Hebrew
.ascetics

20 The iris idial

WELL! LETO OE

UAM

1711f6-1

ki[A6INLAM[qLA MOWM
rail UFli]

tcomb. form)
12 Singing group

19 Scottish
headgear

MNERAWEVAIA MUMAM
1=1MM
WVVIN 011UM14
MOUNL4MOM

.

mistakes
10 Fastening

suffix

an increaie in the total number of red blood cells in the
body, is unknown. If the dis-

normal blood count.

sparingly
9 Printing

IS Western cattle

nosis?

also been used to maintain a

8 One 'who eats

14 Closer

Five

fully regulated doses of phenylhydraDne or injections
of
radioNtive phosphorus have-

6 Poker stake
7 Follower

Adilsipleasure at

years ago I was told I have .
polycythemia. What is 'the
cause and /what as the prog-

UMMO URM DIIEVIM
r4M1117 [AMU GTE MH
lAMMO OMONF0a0MA

6 The dill

11 Feel indignant

-11

treatment in -a mental hospital
eventually, becomes necessary.

'Answer to Previous Puzzle

Hodgepodge
1 ifreipmiendine name

The disease progresses slowly but in most cases

56.

.1 % "...-ep.

,,.....4.01)---

CROSSWORD -PUZZLE
l'IA COLI-ECTIO FOR A

Alzheimer's

'al a man,

1

,.........

of the arteries and obesity as
these Conditions are often as-

Q -I

1

\N

high blood pressure, hardening

with

Allil

(
'

persons who live 50 years or
more; heredity plays a part
in the cause. A person with 'a
family history of this disease
should have a physical check
up once or twice a year to detect early signs of diabetes,

sociated
disease.

.1

POTENTIAL at A MAJOR
CULTURAL INFLUENCE

42 Consume

16
,

44 Dry, as wine
46 Indian
mulberries
47 Lofty
50 Italian stream
51 Impede
progress of

20

30

53 Having Steeples
55 Footprints.

for instance
56 Moon goddess
57 Small Islands

48

58 Pauses

DOWN,
1 Sea eagles

SI

2 Cast a malign

56.

.

look
3 Isaiah (ab,)
4 Cold

temperature

ii

1146

Telephone

WEATHER

2554400

cloudy;
Tooight: Partly
of thundershowers;
Low le the upper 60s. Thursday: Partly cloudy and warm;
Chance

thunderstorms
and
likely; High in the 80s.
Showers

NeWastand Price 10 Cents

Volume 1, No. 86

Cherry'ffill--Hooteowoors
Up in Artos., Over:
consider both the reward and

BY TOM srAivrori
Vandalism and hooliganism have grown to such proportions in an unincorporated area adjoining Mount
Prospect and Prospect Hts.
that the homeowners arc
talking about forming a vigHance committee and offering a reward for the capture
of the offenders.
"Everybody is asking who is
going to be next," a concerned
homeowner told The Day.

A special meeting is sched-

uled for tonight at which the
board of directOrs of the Cherry
Hill Homeowners Assn. will

the vigilance committee as
ways to combat the problem.

Dr..

threatening
phone call. Days before vandals
received

Police.

"I do feel that the Cook

a

said, "You buzzard, we're
"We were down in the fam- going to get you at six o'clock

ily room," William H, Gard- tonight." Others, too, have been
ner, a director of the associa- called.

tion, said. "They ran in. You

She called Cook County
Policemen
Police.
could see foot prints in the Sheriffs
lawn about 6 or 7 feet from the were there at six p.m and
nothing happened.
window."
"They even cut the wires to
THE AREA, which is boundthe street lights," Gardner's ed by Euclid Ave., Foundry,
River and Wolf Rds.. must rely
wife, Georgeann, added.

County police do all they can

"AFTER I heard about the
I moved 'my "little
boy's bed away from the window in his room," Mrs, Bucior

too scarce..

said.
Residents told of locking
their doors and garages.

GARDNER said it took two
hours to get a squad car to his

Women in the area whose
husbands were away nights on
business trips said they have

competent and helpful, but all

house the night the window was
broken.

become fearful.

"The man said' they would
have

gotten

here

sooner

if

TEEN-AGERS have been
seen running away from some

human life had been involved,"

of the homes,,where vandals

Mrs. Gardner said.

have struck.

Some homeowners reported
getting phone calls where the
party, at the other end hung up
soon 'as the phone was

as

answered.

"They're just trying to see
if anyone is home," said Mrs.
Carolyn Hartmann, of 1804
Redbud, one of those called.

"PHIS KIND of vandalism
has been on .the increase,"
said Jerry Metzger, president

Handbill Issued

of the homeowners association,
"but now it is getting worse."

"In the last 12 days there
have been three serious cases

To Answer Critics

, of vandalism and five minor
ones I know of," Metzger said.
His house at 1725 Basswood
1-n so far has not been bother-

BY BRUCE CUTLER
Representative Government Assn. issued its
first broadside against village government yesterday.
Organizers of the RGA be- to the RGA, "two neighborhood
gan circulating a handbill to Opresentatives will live withThe

urging

to

them

vote "yes" .in a special refer-

ed.

Most of the more serious
gets of vandalism have occurred
on

streets.

to

/
William H. Garber, dreetor of the Cherry Hill Homeowners Asia., examines'
the broken front bay whitlow of Ms house at 1801 Rabid. Vandals hurled two
rural -style mud! boxes through the window Friday idght.

It's Time To Sign Up
For Area High Schools
Registration and payment of student fees for High
School Dist. 214 students will begin Monday, from 8
a.m, to 4 p.m. The first day of classes is Tuesday.
Sept. 6.
Students at Arlington, Pros- will follow an alphabetized
pest, Forest View, Wheeling schedule when reporting for
and. Elk Grove. High Schools class schedules and books.

'Loose Caboose'
Shut Off

on the edge of the

subdivision.

io four blocks of the home of

BY BRUCE CUTLER

'"i figured it must stop like qt water faucet

,

.

se ljust kept turning it to the righL"

each resident in the district.

-

GARDNER, whose hobse
tits on one of the edge streets,
"The open area gives
'said,

Sgt. Ralph J. Policy of the Mount. Prospect
'''Police explained how he halted the "loose ca-

RGA Officers

them a. place to run." Metzger's house is also on the edge

"Everything shuts off by turning clockwise,"
he' said. "and that's whit I did to the brakes

decide if they want to chinge

To Me_ et

of the subdivision.

on the caboose,"

from a village -trustee form
of government to a city-al-

Officers of the Representative Government Aun. will survey its organizational strength

According to Metzger, there
was a burglary over the weekend from a model house in the

at a meeting in the home of
Attorney Kendal A. Crooks,

and a typewriter were taken,

Sgt. Doney, 33, who has never caught a loose
caboose in his I I years on the police force,
spoke about the feat nonchalantly.
He was in his squad car stationed in the middle parking lot of the Chicago & North Western

he said.

Railway when a caboose rolled past, heading

He said there also was a
theft from one of the houses
under construction in the sub-

companionless for Des Plaines.

endum Sept. 13.

The RGA

petitioned

the

Mount Prospect Village board
of trustees to set up the referendum, which will let voters

dermanic one.
P. Randolph Bateman and
Jack Keefer are serving as cochairmen of "Citizens to Keep
Village Government." The organization is using the slogan,
"those who know vote no,"
referring to a vote against
changing the present govern-

ment to a city form.
labels
and
deceptive
statement that

"false
claims" the

"Chicago -type government is
being proposed" by the RGA.

"This

is

NOT true,"

the

handbill states. "Chicago operates

under

special

state

legislation that applies only to
communities having a population of more than 500,000.

"The major fault of Chicago
government, just as with village -type government, is the
lack of sufficient representa-

tion.

"By comparison, Chicago
has one representative for each
80,000 people; Mount Prospect (now) has one representative for each 5,200 people;
(the proposed) city government
will provide one representative for every 2,200 people."

The RGA statement pledges
that "city government in Mount
Prospect will be organized and
operated as in the city of Park.
Ridge," which adopted the city
form in 1910. It "is recognized

today as a Model community
among the Northwest suburbs,"
according to the RGA.,

"TYPICALLY,"

according

Back to School
Stction Reveals
Latest Fashions
A ' 24 -page

bute the handbill door-to-door.

"Back To

'School" section In' today's
paper has a roundup of
the best values for school

subdivision. Furniture,

205 S. Can-Dota, Mount Prospect, tonight.
Crooks said yesterday

re-

gional chairmen and co -chair -

division. About
fours were taken.

en of the RGA will report
it organizational drive
at th
wing.
on

e .

THE RGA handbill
as

RGA hired youths to distri-

Crooks

bridge spanning Weller Creek
will be opened by Mount Prospect officials at 2 p.m. tomorBernard
Village
engineer
Hemmeter said yesterday at
least
four companies have

picked up applications for the
work.

The bridge is to be made of
40 foot single span precast,
prestressed I -beams with a 5

inch concrete deck, and 2 1/2
inch asphalt surfacing, as well
a sidewalk,
and handrail.

as

curb,- ,gutter

State Motor Fuel; ax funds
will be used to pay for the
project.

Two elm saplings were 'cut
down on the parkway at I N.
William St. Monday, Mrs.', C.
J. Ulrich told Mount Prospect

C. H. PoWpedd of CoMassowealth Mass- Co.
champs light holm oa a pole at Gregory 'and Oak as
a part of regular mabtasaisee for the village. Powpedirs service truck has a boom whidh . he operates.

The
budget

1966-67

- fiscal' year

for Dist. 23 will . approach 51,000,000. The budget
is scheduled for, a public hearing tonight.
Dist. Supt.

.

LOWS Panaino

police.
ice.atheafranotoweralwaxwaawat

Gripe
Of The

and Schoenbeck Rds.
Besides the budget,..board
members will continue their
discussions on opening : the

district's new John Muir School.'

The largest items Of, revenue in the budget's educational

sting ideas are presented
-fore every member of the

and $240,000 from state aid.

'

The college bound and
-the pre-schoolers Can find

the latest selections from
"mod" to "mad." Tips
for moot and fashions for
,dad are included . to make
___ bade -to 'school fun for ill.

fund arc $339,546 from taxes

My pet peeve is to Mid
broken

glass

and

other

garbage In the bottom of
soft
drink carry -home
cartons.
Margaret E. Andrew
*- -

Sgt. Doney clocked the train's end car at 15
m.p.h. while driving on Prospect Ave. and then

saplings cut down; street lights

sped ahead to the Mount Prospect Rd. inter-

of, car

Timm and Gerald Stevens

"You usually can find some

Sgt. Doney boarded the caboose within

GARDNER SAID he is a good

friend of many of the teens in
the subdivision. He frequently
plays ball with them. He could
give no reason why anyone

.The caboose stopped 50 feet from the Soo North Western juncture.

to

gain

bus

fees

Daniel J. Ferrone, Cook
County building and zoning
is
struggling
commissioner;

of withholding building permits
Contractual bus services are from ' contractors of homes
to 'cost $28,660, with the entire that will be .serviced by Cititransportation fund expendi- zens Utility Co.
Cook County Board of Comtures totaling $34,101.
Estimated revenue and expen- missioners President Seymour
ditures In the municipal re- Simon has directed Perrone
tirement' fund, the working to withhold the permits until
itiirpro.
cash fund and the life safety the company proves
water terfund 'are all, set at equal fi.' viding "adequate'
.

.

.

vice.

,

.

In an attempt to equalize

the number of students reporting each day, schedules will
vary from school to school.
planning to participate
in fall sports are requested
to report early so student
insurance will be in effect
Boys

when practice begins Aug. 24.
The general student fee to

be paid during registration is
$14.50 which covers textbook
rental

and

other

expenses.

Some smaller fees are charg-

ed for courses in which

con-

sumable materials are 'required. Optional fees include football insurance, $9.45;, student
insurance, $4; yeerbook, $4.50
and athletic pass, $5.

REGISTRATION schedules,
to be followed according to
last name, arc:

Arlington High School: Monday, A -B, plus athletes; Tuesday, C -F, plus athletes; Wednesday, G -K; Thursday, L-0
and Friday, P -S and Saturday,
T -Z.

Prospect High School: Monday, A -C, plus athletes; Tues-

day, D -H; Wednesday, I -N;
Thursday, 0-S and Friday, TForest

View

High

School;

Monday, A -B, plus athletes;
Tuesday, C -G; Wednesday, H-

L; Thursday, M -R; Friday, S Z and Saturday, students unable to register on their regulvjarhdeeityli.ng

High School: Friday, Aug. 19, fall sports participants,
to 4 p.m.; Monday, A -D; Tuesday, E -J; Wed1

nesday, K -N; Thursday, 0-S;
Friday, T -Z and Saturday, stuunable to register on
their regular. day; from 9 'to
dents

I 1:E311110nireve

High School: Mon-

day, A -B, plus athletes; Tuesday, C -G, plus athletes; Wednesday, H -L; Thursday, MR and Friday, S -Z.

Tires Slashed
The tires on a car parked

Bruning Co. siding to pick up its loose caboose

in front of 521 N. Forest were

left in a cloud of smoke, Sgt. Doney said.
The caboose was a decoyed.

slashed Monday, Gerald Young
told Mount Prospect police.

Ferrone Fights Permit Ban

out of a total of S34,018 in to free himself of the burden
revenue._

in good order again, without any mishap."
The train, which came down from the Charles

seemed less sure,

IN THE transportation fund
the district stands
S28,500 in student

.

He concluded his police report by stating
"DuVall tower was then notified that the caboose and train were united and that all was

funds expenditures are figured would single out his home:
as $783,366. Counting'an es"I don't think it is any of the
timated $20,000 balance this children in our subdivision."
July I, the district should have Metzger said.
a balance of $72,300 next. July
Some residents, however,
in the educational fund.

a

couple of steps - "It nearly broke, my arm"
- mounted the platform and started turning
the first thing that looked like a brake wheel.

have none."

They are respectively 57,106,,
$10,548 and $10,548;

,

Tools. Stolen

,

.

Simon made this order, at.
the request of. Mount Prospect

Mayor, Daniel Congreve, who
appealed to the county for as
David Berg of Round Like'. sistance in pressuring the
gain $34,000 froth student lunch
payments and $15,900 from the Beath reported to Mount Pros- 'Company to expand its utiliti"
pact police Monday that hand facilities.
rental of textbooks.
Administration, costs are cal- tools worth about $300 were'
ODNGREVE took this action
culated at S44,003 'and instruc- stolen from his locked car',
parked in' the lot of Striking following a July. 4 water 'crisis
tion salaries at $498,030.
in which the
education Lanes, OdIf and Elmhurst itds
T{ al;,,1906:67
r pumped

THE DISTRICT "expects to

for him there, guarding the cross-

ingRalph
froth unsuspecting motorists.

justification for such acts,"
Metzger said. "But here we

In the building fund, $45,494
commented that two years ago
when he took over his post the is to be collected in taxes, out'
of $60,494 in estimated revbudget was $420,000.
The expected revenue for the enue.Total
building fund ei
education fund of this school
year's budget. totals 5835,666, - tures are figured at $39,055.

PANSINO, will present the

ed to do the same at Elmhurst St.

tires.

District 23 Budiet
Near $1,000,000

shopping.. Fall fashions,
grooming and home decor -

finny.

DuVall control Lower in, Des Plaines, and took
off after the caboose in hotpursuit;
At the intersection of the tracks and Main
St. he blocked any possible . auto traffic with
his squad, and after the caboose passed rush-

and

broken and air let out

from the platform.

tentative budget to ,board of
education' members :it 8 p.m.
in the trailer 'eaat of. MacArthur Jr. High School, Palatine

Day

100 two by

sidewalks;
been uprooted;

ings, signs
bushes have

almost -double the whole budget
when Pansino began as district
superintendent.

Trees Down

Fearing that the lone car would derail east
of Mbunt Prospect Rd. where the Soo Line
tracks connected with those North Western,
Sgt. Doney notified other squad cars and the

Mail boxes have been torn
down; paint sprayed on build-

members.

Competitive bids for the
construction of the Emerson St.

drapes

the vandalism, he said.

about 20 times its original 25

Open Bids
For Bridge
Tomorrow

boose" yesterday morning.

IT WAS NOT clear whether
these acts were connected to

organization,
ladies'
said, had expanded

Nal

:1

Gardners,

"City" Does Not Mea
Chicago, RGA Says

residents,

,

tacks.

FRIDAY night two rural - ripped up the Buciors recently with what they have," Mrs.
style mailboxes were torn from sodded front lawn and threw BUcior said.
Most of the homeowners inposts and hurled through a 5 the sod in the street.
foot by 6 foot front bay.window
Mrs'. Bucior said the caller terviewed felt the police were
at 1801 Redbud.

--'""101M1111110111181111

Residents have been forced
to take precautions against at-

MONDAY at 11:30 a.m. Mrs; on the thinly spread Sheriffs

Irene .Bucior, of 1826 Forest

Ill
IRE

more than 1,000,000 gallons
of water into Citizens' system

Citizens has received it series
of certificates from the
on an emergency basis.
of the company for the north- nois Commerce Commission
The failure of a company west suburban area, with a to operate in the area,
Pump -virtually I halted water view to pinpointing those build-'
service to 2,200 homes -- 315 ing permits located in the
FERRONE has about 40
-in - Mount Prospect - where area which actually, suffered building permits in a. drawer
Citizens Utility. Co. is certi- from the July 4 water crisis.
in his desk; he knows the home
Tied to operate;

Last week Ferrone contacted
Perry, general manager

Lee

-

-

It is in'this area that Fer-

HE SAYS thii has become

withholding building
Permits, denying the company
any -additions to its-syskem
until President Simon is convinced that its facilities are

almost a game of musical
chairs.
,
"The, problem," he ex-

rone is

adequate."

address for each, permit.
5Tieing these specific ad dresses , to the water crisis
.

regions' in the company's service area is going to take some

plained Monday, "is, that the time, according to Ferrone.
to
bhuaisldaingnuamndbezronoilingeadcehpapertmmenitt,
FerroneWhen

-particular

trouble

otrosuhbokvi

PERRONE is uneasy aboutand so does the Citizens Uti- 'areas, .,Ferrone said he will
denying contractors their per- lity Co."
ask president Simon to permit
mils as the end of the building
building permits to be issued
season approaches.,
"Obviously they are not the to contractors building homes
He feels that rsidents have'same numbers," he continued, outside the trouble spots.
tied up their money in purchis-' "and matching them up would
At conferences Ferrone has
paying
said his withholding of these
I
naturally difficult."
keels fees, and that they should
The trouble lies in locating 40 permits is outside the law.
be
allowed to build their the duet areas where there
He could be ordered by
Was almost no water, sines court to release thgm he says.
homes.
'

1

,

...I

I

dn..* 14.4.4.40-144. ee.1.
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High School District
ill Purchase Buses
High School Dist. 214 will
participate with the Davidsmeyer Bus Co. in the purchase

of buses for Elk Grove High

boards were not permitted to
enter into a five year contract
for transportation.

School.

conomical and beneficial to the

school board to purchase its
own buses. Other school districts have for many years en-

FRANKE'S reply to Dr.
Last night the bizisrd approv- Edward Gilbert, superintened an arrangement with the bus' dent, stated in part:

tered

company acting on a recom-

district. One of these

mendation from attorney Allyn
Franke of Norman, Engelhardt,

Zimmerman, Franke & Lauritzen.

According to the arrange-

ment, the district will execute
financing documents for
the acquisition of the buses and
the district will title and lithe

".

.

.we are in agreement

with Mr. Hutson's opinion insofar as it goes. His opinion,
however, does not describe
the proposal that has been

made relating to the Davidsmeyer situation nor did Mr.
Hutson take into consideration
other powers granted to school

i*a

into similar contracts
with bus companies to operate
the buses owned bx the'school
is

the

Arlington Heights Elementary
Dist. 25."

Gilbert said the board was
not really setting a precedent
on the purchase of the buses

V

a

but was acting because the
district would be receiving a
saving.

district by the School Code.

"The' School Code

cense the buses in its name.
In turn, the Davidsmeyer Co.
will reduce the cost of the

ficially
authorizes
school
boards to purchase buses over

existing contract by S1,60Q.

a

sped-

period of three years and

further authorizes the board to
poned action when a letter was enter_into_.a contract for . -.a..
brought to their attention ques- period of up to three years to
tioning the legality of such a provide for the transportation
contract. A letter was written of pupils to and from school.
by John Banish, vice president This is exactly what the school
pf the Illinois School Bus Co., board would be doing in the
to N. E. Hutson, legal advisor proposed Davidsmeyer situto the superintendent of public ation. The school board would
instruction, explaining the pro- not be lending its credit to
posed contract Hutson's reply Davidsmeyer but would be purstated that the contract would chaiing the buses on its own
not be legal because school account because it is more e-

Last week the board post-

_

Yt

Benefit Dance
At The Cellar
Clearbrook Center for the

ADOVE--President Terry Fakes of the Meant
Prospect Jaycees last id& swore In the new memhers. Left to right are. KIag Lee of 611 Maple Ct.,

Retarded in Rolling Meadows
will be beneficiary of a. Sunday, Aug. 28 dance at The Cellar in Arlington Heights.
Sponsors
the
Atise

are

Henry Hennes of 609 Maple Ct., Join Griggs of 1717

Verde Dr., Charles Yavaor Jr. of 106 Patricia La.,
Prospect Heights, and John Startiel of 902 Ironwood.

members of

Junior

Woman's

They've issued an invitation to area young persons
to attend the event, which will
begin at 7:30 p.m. at the teen
Club.

hight club.

RIGHT -- Christine
Doolan of 521 N. Prospect.
Manor. Mount Prospect,
was one of 11 student
nurses from Illinois Ma-

sonic Hospital who recently
completed a course in

psychiatric nursing at For-

1\TDI-ILTIR-S
,

invites you to our

BIRTHDAY
PARTY

IRON

That's right .. . 3 gay,
colorful, exciting rings
in our mall

tended lectures and semi-

nars in the 90 -bed hospital
which specializes in the care

and treatment of emotional
illness.

day Anniversary Sell-A-Bradon.

SEE OUR
SUPER SIZE

ee a
3 RING

est Hospital, Des Plaines.
During
the three-month
course Miss Doolan at-

you'll enjoy a 3 -ring circus of
outstanding entertainment, fool'
ly fun, super attractions and of
course, the finest selection of
values during our big 4th Birth.

See the

ANIMATED
ELEPHANT.

12- foot

and the

Lollipop
Tree,

LONG NECKED
GIRAFFE
big.

Obituaries

1

Frank Flotow..
of
609 Can Dots, died Monday
in Lakeland Memorial Hospital in Elkhorn, Wis. He was
_ a resident of Mount Prospect
for 12 years. Mr. Flotow was
a retired auto dealer and was
Frank

C.

Flotow,

72,

owner of Range, Croft, Flotow
Motors in Chicago.

\.

LIFE SIZE

DRIPPING WITH

Artificial

FREE LOLLIPOPS..

CLOWNS

FOR THE KIDDIES

He is survived by his wife
Martha;

Mildred

daughter

a

Flotow of Mount Prospect; a
son Howard of Western Springs;

three grandchildren and three
Mrs.

sisters

Frieda Schwala-

ger and Mrs. Anna Schroeder,

of Crystal Lake, and
Mrs. Eksie Foote of Woodboth

Always

Plenty Of

Free
Convenient
Parking
72°
k Always
Indoor
Climatized
Comfort

See our big,

CIRCUS
August 15 thaw 19

sever size

BIRTHDAY

Show timed- .

cake

10 a.m. . 3 p.m.. 9130

with a eandle
for each

See the delightful, versatile
calliope act. See the breathtaking aerial ballet. See the
wonderful dancing dolls ...

of our 4
big years

stock,
Visitors

after 4

may call

p.m. today at the Lauterburg
& Oehler Funeral Home in
Arlington

Heights.

Services

will be Thursday at 1:30 p.m.
in St. Paul Lutheran Church
in Mount Prospect with the
Rev.

E.

A. Ziele officiating.

Burial will be in Crystal Lake
Union Cemetery.

Henry Kennedy
Henry T. Kennedy, 87, of
Rhinelander, Wis., died Monday in St. Alexius Hospital in

trampoline act and Jinx ...

Elk Grove Village.

the chimp.

Always The
Finest
Selections and Values

From Our
72 Stores

See the big, colorful

Fireworks
Display
... In the parking lot.
FRIDAY. AUGUST 19 at 10 p.m.

He is survived by a daughter Mrs. Rose Palmer of. Des

Towels

Young

.And Blinds Protests._,
For Schools Zoning
River Trails School District

"

"I

likes cleanliness and privacy.

At Tuesday's board meeting,
members voted to accept a bid
from National Towel Company
of Evanston at S4 per child per
year to provide clean towels
for the junior high physical
education program.
Daily gym periods with daily

disagree,"

Chairman

Malcom Young of the Mount
Prospect Planning Commission said yesterday, "with the
action of the Cook County Zon-

ing Board of Appeals and the
Cook County Board of Commissioners in granting the J.
M. Brickman Mid -West Corp.
a zoning change on land east
showers will be required.
A t Park View School, vene- of the Randhurst Shopping
tian blinds will be installed in Center."
The

18 classrooms.

company

won

last

Board members approved a Wednesday the rezoning of two

bid for $600 if the blinds are pieces of property from R=.5
acceptable to Supt. Harwood. (general residence) to 134
If not, the motion contained (general service business) and
the alternate provision that he
could
purchase
them
for
$715.59 from another source.

Meeting
Tonight
Postponed

planned a motel, offide
buildings and apartments north
of Kensington Rd. and south of
has

Euclid Rd.

"The action of the county
impairs our right to determine
our own future," Young said.
"When a developer gets

county approval for high build-

ings next to the village, as ih
this case," he continued, "it

The Mount Prospect Village
committee will not
conduct a meeting tonight as
originally scheduled due to'

makes us look unreasonable if
we deny someone wanting to
construct the same thing within the village limits."
members' vacations.
THE REZONED property on
The next meeting must be Kensington Rd. is surrounded
finance

of Merrill, Wis., John of Ar-

before Aug. 30, when the vil- by village property while the
lage's levy ordinance will be area on Euclid Rd. has Mount
introduced for its first reading Prospect territory on two

Wis., and Clair of
Michigan; 23 grandchildren;
50 great grandchildren and,
one great, great grandchild.
Services will be Thursday

at a village board meeting.
sides.
The ordinance itself must
"Maybe we have to have
be passed by Sept. 13 but will three, four, five story and
be no doubt voted on by the higher apartment buildings,"
village board Sept. 6, since Young said.

Plaines;

four sons Henry of

North Bend, Wash., Thomas
kansan,

at

II a.m. in the Lauterburg

&, Oehler Funeral Home in
Arlington

Heights

with

the

Sept. 13 is the date for a special referendum.
Voters in the

,

referendum be.

Rev. Ronald M. Redder offi- will decide if they want to
ciating. Burial will
Memory Gardens.

be

in

Richard Boynton
Richard

Boynton, 83, died

Monday in his home in Pacoima, Calif. He was a circulation manager for The Chicago Daily News for 46 years

the

Referendum

Meetng
Tonight

He was preceded in death

Mr. Boynton is survived by

The River Trails Park District

will conduct its first
Mrs. Mae. presentation of the Sept. 24 bond
Bober of Corpus Christi, Tex., referendum to homeowner orMrs. Dorothy Geisler of Chi- ganizations tonight.
three

daughters

cago and Mrs. Betty Lamey
of Mount Prospect; a son Richard of Pacoima and five grandchildren.
Visitors may call at the

Lauterburg & Oehler

"Communication and co-op-

village -trustee eration between zoning and
form of government to a city- planning bodies is crucial,"
' aldermanic one.
Young concluded, "and' this
change

and retired in 1952.

by his wife Elizabeth.

"But if so we .want to give
long thought to where they will

was lacking in this Brickman
case."
Village officials have also
criticized the county's action.

Break Into
Trailer
The foremen of the Ocker
lund Construction Co. of Moir. -

ton Grove working on Oliver
Wendell

Eugene

Holmes Jr. High
School reported to Mount Pros-

L. DiBlasi and park director

pect police Thesclay that 'the

Marvin S. Weiss will address a

company's trailer was broken

joint meeting of the

into.
Police discoVered

Park

commissioner

Euclid -

Lake Homeowners Assn. and

the van-

dals broke a glass door with
Home in. Arlington Heights Assn, at 8 p.m. in the Indian a rock, rifled two desks and
after 7 p.m. Thursday. A mass Grove School, 208 S. Lee St., a.,closet and removed a pay
will be, offered Friday at 10 Prospect Heights.
telephone from the trailer',
a.m. in Our Lady of the WayDiBInsi and Weiss will ex- wall.
side
Church hi
Arlington plain the improvements planned
The trailer was located on
Heights. Burial will be.in Mt. if voters approve the 5850,000 Lonnquist -Pkwy. two blocki
Funeral,

Olivet Cemetery in Chicaglit

the

Cherryhill

bond issue.

Homeowners

west of Busse Rd.

Winners in the Big Pet Para

,
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Tracy Sdunkit's_Ang _ (*bay was the trimmer In the

Jib* class at a competition among children and their
pets is Mount Prospect Plasm

Karen (left) and Kristhte Kaywood, 705 Eastwood,
Mount Prospect, woo the "best costumed" prise in
the Kid's Dog Show in Mout Prospect Plus Sunday.
Their Chiperkee Tina also woo second place la tricks.

File. Metrim of Mount Prospect checks the barrel
St: Berard: Ski and her -dog Walked off with
second place is the largest dog category daring the

.

third place as best of the show.

Host Graduate

.

.

.a

The two youths and -Duke

took first place in the largest dog classification and

show.

Grace's Daze

O

/A

By Grace Mott

;

Mark Scott (left) and Scott Veining walk their dog
Doke around -the show ring.

Two dozen subdued young women were graduated from The
South Chicago Community Hospital's School of Nursing August
7. Among them was Nell Marie Kingman of Mount Prospect
who was a classmate and friend of eight young nursing students

'slain several weeks ago at the nurses' home. The commencement was held at McCormick Place with part of the ceremony

DISHWASHER

PILLSBURY

THOMAS J. WEBB

dedicated to the memory of those young women who would have

CASCADE

been in the class

A smorgasboard dinner af- lunching at Honey Bear Farm.

of close

ACTUALLY Mount Prospect

from out of town.
them
were Nell's
Sarah
grandmothers, Mrs
Mclott from Portland, Ore.,

will not be the official, address
of Mr. and Mrs. Kraybill until
after August 25 when they
move into the house they have

a number

included
relatives
Among

AMERICAN FAMILY

II

3 -lb.
can

S

Realtors

FOR FINE FABRICS

DREFT
REGULAll SIZE

hams and Mrs Martin Wag- years, Mrs. Kraybill has,
ner, Joseph.Colontuono from hatever,' `spent almost " as

Omaha, and from Mount Pros- much time here as in Barringpect Mr.
Lewis.

she and Emmett
have rented a bi-level house

tary and high school, a confirmation,

an

engagement

;Witt elcdinm

for the past nine years.
Recently returned from a
vacation . together are the

Sea

party, a 25th wedding anniver- Steingraber and their children
fall who went to Swift Lake at
_Will have have characterized Remer, Minn.
Mrs. Welsh's news at the
spring, summer and fall at
the home of Mr and Mrs. party for Bunny Mills was that
William J. Klein whose daugh- of a' first grandchild; Nancy
ter Deborah and Richard W. Marie born August 9 in Sher-

news at a champagne punch
_party Mr. and Mrs. Klein
gave late in July. On hand
-yeas Deborah's grandmother,

POTATOES

SCOT LAD REG

was

announced,

2.1b.

FRENCH FRIES

pkg.

works for his master's degree
in her honor given August 4 in geology,
on her 18th birthday by her
WITH their trailer camper
Prospect High School friends
who wanted the affair to take in tow, Mr. and Mrs. John
place before they leave for Welles and two of their three
college in September. Hostess daughters took a 3,800 mile
was Miss Patricia Donahue trip through the west. With whose family is between new them were Linda and Alison.
liddresses, and who gave the Left in Mount Prospect with

I

grandparents,

$arty in the Klein home.

t'

FISH STICKS

330

ACTIVE ALL
614
ci.,'

spi:::

SMILING, outgoing Bunny month old Diana.
The vacation took the Welles
is in Prospect Heights
for a vacation with her daugh- first to Yellowstone National
ter, Mrs. Arthur Koester. park where they stayed four
Tuesday

Bunny's

friends

who were her neighbors when

the Everett Mills lived on S.
Wa Pella were the Koesters'
guests for an afternoon des-

through

days,

the

Badlands

and homeward through Rocky
Mountain National Park. Here
the family tried to catch up
with

Rev., and. Mrs. Robert

In the fun -loving crowd were

Anderson, but the daughter of
the Roy Schlemmers of Mount

Mrs. James Brown, Sr., Mrs.
L K Laird, Mrs. Emmett

Delores Welles' was at sever-

pert and swim party.

Kraybill and her daughter,
Mra, Norman Steingraber,

Prospect, long-time friend of
al points only a few hours
ahead of the Welles.

In Omaha John and Delores
visited John's aunt whom Dee
Batts, Mrs. Daryl Oldaker, Weill' had never met, Mrs.
Mrs. Donald Gardner, Mrs. Joseph Rourke. The couple
Alice Boyland, all of Mount returned . to Mount Prospect

I

79c

lb

fir..t Cut

PORK
CHOPS

BACON

590

00
t

lb.

party' the only entertainment

thoughtfulness

of

S

planned by her daughter for

27 had been neatly swabbed.

Mrs. Mills. Today the pair
tin Donna Koester's aunt,
rs. Joseph Watt and her
daughter, Mrs. John Hayes

Find Car

how of Mundelein for a matinee

performance

of "Hello

Dolly",' and Friday will find
the

mother -daughter

duo

Mount Prospect officer Eugene

Hooten located

a

late

model car stolen earlier from
Randhurst. The car belongs to
Mrs. Irene. Sandberg of Mundelein.

GENTLE

IVORY SOAP

IVORY SNOW SWAN LIQUID

4..

Giant

294

104. OPP

794

454

22.O..

POTATOES
20-1b. bag

79c
PORK

a

I

RIBS

49

U.S. NO. 1 MICHIGAN

PEACHES

lb.

CALIFORNIA

PLUMS:STEAK

neighbors

their basement initially flood
ed during the flash flood Jul

PERSONAL SIZE

County Style
D

Bea

49.
S

654

1,

Mrs. Eldon Dahl, Mrs. Ross

to find that through the

FLUFFY ALL
Gloat

Mrs. A.S. Nsick and daughter,

Prospect and from Barrington, Mrs. Fred Welsh.
Nor was Tuesday's swim

10t OFF

BUs.

-

POWROAST

ivIalls

$149

TA.

iiiiiitriagINIKSA50

1 OC

can

654

10e OFF

Km

SCOT PRIDE

Emmett Worley, Sr., was 14

RINSO
Giant

Mrs.

Mr. and

IN OFF

290

redo School of Mines while he

Deborah was invited to a party

I-

BOOTH

1°C

303

PEAS

at CRINKLE CUT

the son of the Robert Shaw- summer. The family will also
franks of Prospect Heights. go to Golden for a visit with
Almost as soon as the 'en- Fred Jr., teaching at the Colo-

gagement

WHITE 48

12-0z.

can

394

FLEECY

FROZEN FOOD VALUES

303

Scot

mother and several great long-time friends here in Cola
aunts, as well as many friends rado collecting daughter Cleve
from Mount Prospect and sur- who has worked in the lodge
rounding_ suburbs Richard is at Mammoth Hot Springs this

2 gar. .

G.L

1OC

can

SLICED BEETS

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Welsh
hurst and Richard's grand- as always in close touch with

1OC

300

Scot Lad

Americas will go Scott Welsh.

10C

303
con

ici 6

'Mrs Anna Mathiesen of Elm-

SAFEGUARD

II

10C

300
tan

234

Bars

BATH SIZE

I

1OC

can

Scot Lad.Whol. Irish

year at the University of the

II

303

KIDNEY BEANS

BACK TO Mexico City in
September ' for his senior

10C

2

can0 10C

"Shawfrank have set November man Hospital, Elgin, to the
of Huntley, Ill.

303

CAMAY SOAP

B

30

It BEANS

ViaiiC H

husband, the Harvey Wehrhans

..

con

Lad

former Patty Welsh and her

IOC

303

BEANS

Rit

ron
cat

ZcITTCREEN BEANS

Kraybills and Mr. and Mrs.

_sary and a wedding this

5 for their marriage.
Seventy-five
friends
and
.relatives of the two families
,heard the couple's romantic

:

III

II

YI

and Mrst Richard ton where

TWO graduations, elemen-

794

Giant

many

for

754

Giant

and Mrs Grace Kingman of purchased at 514 S. Pine St.
Cedar Falls, Iowa, along with On the staff of Armen and
other Iowans Mrs. Mary Wil- Busse

DETERGENT

5-1b. bag

10 Sale!

nursing at Children's Memor- during high school days.
ial Hospital in late September,

694

Glaal

LAD
SCOT

Before she returns to her
hosted by Mr. and Mrs Arthur home in Florida. Mrs. Mills
S Kingman for their daugh- will plane to Michigan for a
to who will enter surgical visit with friends she made

terward in downtown Chicago,

STORE HOURS Mon. ibru Sat. 10 A.M, to 10 P.M.

1300 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
PALATINE

CHUCK69:

lb.

.100

CALIFORNIA

CANTALOUPE

Sunday,. to A.y. to 6 Pad. We Reserve the Hight to Limn Quantities.

ra4ch

Sale Prices In Effect thru SATURDAY, AUG. 20

FOOD MART

.......

Some Day
was

by Frank E. Von Arx
"Yes," said Zerais. "I always wondered if the agenda

like old times in

Village Hall this week," said
the

nough to pave the whole town.
Things are different now.
"The village limits

around the
I missed
schedule.
the budget three years in a.
arranged

was

Uncle John Blievernicht, master gardener for
Street Council.

a

row."
"Monday night was like
those days," Uncle John said.
"The trustees were in their

"I felt the heat over at my

house,: 'replied his friend
"It brought
Zerais Fish.
memories of those creaky
stairs in the old village hall,
that historic landmark that
became a parking lot "
"Those were the days,"
"Reagreed Uncle John
leaders so that citizens
missed 15 minutes of public

our

business"

in

'

board is importing kids from
around Prospect. Heights to
keep the rooms. full."

mayor of Chicago. Or they
want better zoning in Waukegan, which is a sure thing bethe

people, the crickets were hop-

worst..

"That is why it is good to
know we have trustees who

ping through the open windows and the same freight
train passed by. There were
even some citizens angry.' about the streets.
"The trustees voted S202,000 for the streets, which

"Trustees nowadays talk about garbage dumps right out
where people can hear them.
They talk about lakes and golf

stick to th5 old values and
work in their shirt sleeves,"
said Zerais.

courses."

sed

years ago would have been e-

mention

shirt

member how the freight trains
would drown out the voices of

is

Lake County, winch means the
trustees have hit upon an idea
to escape King Richard who is

freight

Grass

is more than the entire village when North School
was the center of education."
"North School is outdated,"
said Uncle John. "The school

which

sleeves

ordinary

like

cause

Cook

County

is

"Oh, they usually get dres-

"What a switch," exclaimed Zerais.

"I heard a builder

a

thousand

up,"

Uncle

corrected

John, "but Monday night was
The air conan emergency.
ditioning was broke."

houses,

...........................................

=7.=,11&,1*4-.2,20.16114ZOIMIGNSIMMASMIZentS11191=a1VMMEMStt=a1M71.V...M.KRYLVMM=2:ztn.v.A.:ZPA,47::::,,vr:

St. Mark's Lutheran Church

Deep Concern for the Individual
BY BETTY AINSLIE
"Our major problem," declared Pastor David J.
Quill minister of the spacious, lovely St. Mark Lutheran Church at 200 S. Wille in Mount Prospect in the
yearly church report "is one of internal spiritual
growth. In a large congregation people can get lost.

..

,

Individual responsibilities can be easily overlooked.
That is our concern."
It was in October of 1945 that a first meeting was held to
start a Lutheran Church organization in Mount Prospect, and
with 23 charter members a first church unit was constructed
two years later. A second and larger church was built in 1945
and an Educational Building in 1957 Pastor Quill arrived in

August of 1961 and a building committee was selected, an

Tbe Vro5pect map

architect found and construction started on the new, enlarged
sanctuary
a

"Often it is easier to build
totally new structure than

Vonor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
.Marshall Field HI

to remodel, but," he said, "I
think we've done pretty well
don't you',"
The

new

church

is

large

Wednesday,

Page 4

and warm with soft, glowing
woods, hanging lights and a
large wooden cross over the
altar A place of quiet calmThe church
ness and beauty

K. S. Johnson, Cetera/Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor -and Publisher

seats 540

August 17, 1966

wttitam J. Med alsch

Jack A. Vandermyn

Managing Editor

.Vrws Editor

The membership as of December

last

year

was

1,886

confirmed members and 2,940
Baptized members

A Startling Invasion

SI' MARK --has an active
and excellent Church nursery
by the State, which
morning
day
week
offers
pre -kindergarten
for
class
children and is open to the
licensed

community as well as to memThis school is intended to
acbecome
children
help
quainted in an atomosphere

of Christian love and concern
As enrollment is limited to
23 children -- teacher and

child have ample opportunity
Information and prices are available
by calling the teachers Mrs
Wallace Ring, VA 7-2477,
Johnston,
Roger
Mrs
or
to work together

CL 3-7646

World

Missions for instance
to Our Lutheran hospitals and many, many other
things we help to support."

For the fact is that as of right now you
of sufficient interest to your government that 20 U.S. agencies and departments may have taken the time and
trouble to collect some sort of informa-

Last
year
over
537,000
given
to 15 different
organizations.
St
Mark's Church pera

missionary

at

the

Lutheran Mission in the Terr.
of New Guinea.
OVER

1,100

students

tion about you.
And that isn't all.

iht

sonally supports Wilmer
Kurtz,

are

The interior of St. Mark Lutheran Church, Mount Prospect, is warm
and soft, with glowing woods, hanging lights and a large wooden cross
over the altar.

at St. Mark. The objective of

cerned with the youth of the
church and he has been attempting to offer a wide range

as

of activities which would appeal to the high school age.

"THE CHURCH Council

is

body and is
12
men who

serve as chairman of the various church committees such
stewardship, building and
forth
Norman Olson is

the president of the Council,"
said Pastor Quill

"Quite a large portion of
money is used in our benevolence budget. Money given
to worthwhile causes
Our

found in the Holy Bible
and through Luther's Small
Catechism.
The
superintendent is Rolland Becker.

An active youth program is
always in progress and last
year softball and basketball
teams were formed.
There

are

Boy

and

Girl

There is a Spring Banquet,

"I DO believe our churches

a Winter Retreat, a youth tal-

would have a hard time getting

meets monthly for

a

variety

program.

ent and drama show and other
things in cooperation with other Mount Prospect churches.
Craig Schroeder is the presi-

along without the help of our

dent.

They have

Two Jr. Leagues have over
200 members and formed for
worship and activities to keep
the 7th and 8th graders busy.

meet for bible study and this
Russell Schumacher is presorganization has many, many ident of the St. Mark Lutheran
committees who carry on a Church Men. "They're busy
Lucille Moe is throughout the year and have a
great work.

David Fedeles is the 7th grade

women,"

said

the

"It was the Couples Club

Pastor.

Lutheran that organized the Official
Mark
for the
Church Women do a great deal. Greeters Program

"Our

St.

12

circles

which

the president."

president and Marilyn Heckis the president of the 8th

And there are a great many

er

church," added the Pastor.

PASTOR David Quill a quiRobert Breihan directs the en, Emergency, Library, Sun- et, pleasant, very friendly man
Junior and Senior Choirs and shine, Visitation, and Nursery was born in Waco, Texas and
is church organist. Elna Wil- to name just a few.
was on the All -State high

ke leads a new High School
Choir 'and a Children's Choir

people

is directed by Lucille Moe.

is

ST. MARK'S Couples Club
headed by Leo Floror and

puter and end up with a complete, it's all -in -here dossier on you and your life
for handy use by anyone who may have
the "right" and the opportunity to see it.
Any, way you look at it, this seems to
acid up to a startling invasion of priAnd it is all the more alarming
vacy.
because some of the information on file
about you may not have been obtained directly from you, or from undeniable
facts about you, but from what other peo-

told government investigators
second-hand

such

informa::

tion may be absolutely true and unbiased.
On the othei hand, it may not;
Whichever it is, there it is in the big,
family -sized dossier.

And since you don't know what's in
or who may be seeing it, you;
of course, have no chance to deny or
the file,

explain it.

Perhaps you are so fortunate as tq
have no qualms about what anyone may
know about you or your affairs, regard.;
less of who he is, what his motives are
or how private the subject matter may
be.

But many are not so lucky. There are
some things that should be kept secret.

The National Data Center, by greatly
increasing the availability of such

per-

sonal information, could 'go a long way
toward putting private citizens and their
private lives in
goldfish bowl.

This pro

a

grand, governmental

sal ought to be sidetracked.

Two Books

year."

Hi -League with six sponsoring couples and over 300

iety of activities to the young

assemble all this miscellaneous information, feed it into a com-

established to

have

about you.
Now, all

ther and Son Banquet every

grade group.

committees in this women's
group. Altar, Catering, Kitch-

The Bureau of the Budget is now proposing that a National Data Center be

pie

Sweetheart Banquet and a Fa-

Scout Troops and an active
members. The Hi -League, under the guidance of Pastor
Ramsey tries to offer a var-

But don't be

are

was

this Sunday School is to instruct children in the way of
salvation through God's Word

as
so

Then let's hope you can.
too sure.

enrolled in the Sunday School

The assistant Pastor Philip Ramsey is primarily con-

our governing
composed of

as soon keep to yourself?

-

bers of the church

I

Have you done anything you would just
L

On State
Available

school football team in 1934.

Mrs.

Earl
Burdsall
Heights,
publica:,
tions chairman for the local

He received his B.A. from

Prospect

Luther College in Iowa and
played football there as well
as going on a European Tour

League of Women Voters, has
announced the printing of two.

with the Concert Band.

new publications that arc designed to inform Illinois residents about the Structure, fi-

In 1943 he graduated from,
Theological Seminary

Luther

nancing and problems of goy:.

in St. Paul, Minn. and had his
first Pastorate at Armstrong,
la. for a year. From there he
spent 12 years at Glenwood,
Minn. and 5 years at Our Saviour's Lutheran in Minneap-

ernment.

"The Illinois Voter's

Handbook" in its 200 pages
gives important

olis, Minn, and arrived at St.

braries, government officials,
and businessmen as an ob-

Mark five years ago.
He

is

married

to

jective source of information.

Irene

The second, "The Key to

Rummelhoff of Chicago, Ill.

and they hit6 three children
Stephen 20, .ChViolette
and Timothy 12.
--

17

facts on the

government of the state. First
published in 1923, it has been
widely used by schools, li-

Our Local Government", is a
IlltUCI SHANKS. IlUtFALO IVDONG NIVIS

170 -page book explaining Chi.:

cago and Cook County gov-:
political
parties
and elections and metropolitan:
ernment,

Jack Vandermyn
is on vacation. His
Vantage Point column will be resumed on his reThe exterior of St. Mark's is dramatically lighted at night.

turn.

planning.

All letters to the editor must be signed, but names will
be withheld upon request.' Letters should be as brief as
possible, typewritten, if possible "and- should contain the,
address or. phone 'number so that authenticity can be
checked.

Both new editions were re-:
searched and written"' entirely'
by league volunteers and each.

was carefully checked by eV.
perts.
The

handbook

sells

for.

S1.50 and the key for $1.25.1
They may be ordered by contacting Mrs. Burdsall at 299..
4832.

.

Cook of the Day

Tips To Help You Relax While Camping
bee stings and bland creams

BY BETTY BIEG

in .popularity.
They need not be long trips. To get away from the daily
routine for a weekend can be more beneficial and reFamily camping

trips

so as not to attract

gained

have

laxing than one long vacation a year.
Mr and Mrs. Robert Zelinske and their four children,
Diane, David, Paul and Nancy, of Prospect Heights have taken

the in-

sects.
.

An excellent book for new
campers

"Camping

called

is

Know -How for Kids" published by Macro Magazine Corp.,
757 Third Ave., New York,
many short trips this summer will their camper.
N,Y. In this book can be found
The object, says Mrs. ZelCoffee cools very fast out most of the information needinske, is to make the trip as in the open.
To avoid re- ed for young and old alike to
work free as possible allow- heating coffee, pour the left- complete the camping trip.
ing more time for fun and ex- over hot coffee in a thermos
ploring. The Zelinskes have bottle and it can be served
MOST campers fish at one
laid

indoor -outdoor

carpeting

in the trailer as it is easy to
clean and can be taken up and
washed when soiled Boxes for

clothes arc built in making it
carry

to

unnecessary

suit

cases

very important on such a trip The Zelinskes place two pails near the
Cleanliness is

picnic table, one

s

side, cutting from tail toward
A SPONGE broom to brush head. Keep knife flat against

with 'soapy

the _leaves off the tent should

the children to wash before
meals
MOST supplies are pur-

well as a light weight rake to
keep the camp site orderly.
A whistle to gather the family
together and a well supplied
first aid kit should be kept in

among

be

supplies

the

as

and the prices are likely to be

the camp at all times.
The kit could be a metal
or plastic tackle box which

more reasonable.
Powdered milk

can be kept dry. The contents
of the box should include as-

store

they are

familiar
and

with

dehy-

drated foods are easy to store.
Pan cakes and chocolate milk
are some of the foods the Zelinske children enjoy made with

pirin,

powdered milk.

ers,

ages,

repellent, bandantiseptic, sun
burn

insect

ointment, snake bite kit, thermometer,

tweezers

for 'sliv-

alcohol, baking soda for

skeletal
the - backbone - and
bones. Place this fillet, or
piece of flesh, on the table

with the skin side down. Keeping knife flat, slice flesh away

from the skin. Work from the
tail end toward head.
Turn fish over

and

pre-

same manner.

One of the methods of cooking fish are to place the fish
on foil. Add salt, a slice of
bacon, and a few drops of
water. Seal and bake 10-12
minutes. Another recipe is to

Seeks Books

For Sale
The Friends of the Libary
are still in
hard -covered

need

and

of books,
paperback,

for their sale to be conducted
in the parking lot of the Mount
Prospect Library on August
27th.

Book and record donations
may be made at the library,
14 E. Busk; or at the homes
of G.1. Kiebenow, 131 S. Ken-

ilworth; Thomas Clauter 304
N. Dale; T.
Nawata and

F.

Grady, 401

J.

B.

French,

623 S. George.

Nancy and Cindy Markow with Betsy Ley doeposit
at the Mount Prospect li-

books in the receptical

brary.

our area

A baby boy. Thomas James,
was born July 17th to Mr. and
Mrs John F Czech, 1415 S.
Robert Dr., Mount Prospect.
Grandparents arc Mr. and
Mrs Frank Czech and Mrs.
R Paulsen all of Chicago.

James Thomas, son of Mr.
and Mrs George P. McHugh,
of 1719 Robbie Ln., Mount
Prospect, was born July 20 in
Northwest Community Hospiwas

born

July 20 to Mr and Mrs. Dale
Manning, 1704 Estates
Dr , Mount Prospect. Her
grandparents are
Mr. and
Mrs V Morscr of Chicago
M

and Mr and Mrs. B. Manning
of Springfield

Professional Women's Clubs
convention in Atlanta.
Mrs. Hofmeister, president

of the Mount Prospect chapter, was a delegate with Mrs.

pect and Mr. and Mrs. Car- Macior,

ney, 926 N Beverly Ln. Arlington
Heights, was born
July 21 The baby's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.

Henry Wendt of Mount Pros -

Forest River
Ladies Meet
Ladies

Club House,
Forest River

Lee

Street

and

Kipp of Palatine and
Officers
and
committee
Anna Wendt of Mount Pros- chairman of the Mount ProsV.

E.

pect.

pect

Jane Ann is

Business and Profession-

al Club met at the president's
the first child home for a review of the con-

of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Gotham, 1401 "Cottonwood Ln.,
Mount Prospect. Born July
29, she is the granddaughter

vention activities.

of the T.B. Gothams of Akron,
Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs. W.W.

the home of Mrs. Macior to

Lehnis of Alliance, Ohio.

Club Women
To Assist

ON MONDAY, August 22 the

board members will meet at
for
the
finalize
programs
coming year. The club will
start its activities early in
September.

Northwest

suburban

wom-

en who are employed in busi-

t

h e s e "Angels on

Horseback". Take 1 1/2 cubes
of chedder cheese, thin 4 inch

or in the professions
are eligible for membership.

Serve on a bun.

AN EASY and fun dessert

in

more

available with
others
are
napkins,
matching
plates,
tableclothes
coasters,
and

salt.

Seal

packet

the

sert to go with this meal. You
will need apples, sugar, cinnamon. raisins and foil. Wash
each apple and remove core.
Fill-- the - hole_ with..,.2 table-.

fruit

centerpiece, with dull
green candles, would create
a
appetite stimulating and

buttered foil. Fold foil and
twist ends. bake 30 minutes.
FOR those who will bring

reflector oven these biscuits
are mouth watering. To make
10 small biscuits place
1/4
a

through
the loop with a moss green
velvet bow, will add a lovely
favor for
your
take-home
guests us well as repeating
a bountifully -full fruit -flower
tare

fruit

spoons of sugar, dash of cinnamon, and raisins. Wrap in

fastened

ed alone as an outstanding eye

pressed

catching table.
really
Paper
goods arc
prettier than ever and you
will enjoy a large selection

with a warm to hot dry iron
if wrinkles or folds are
objectionable.
The plates

may match a
chosen color scheme or con-

of them this fall if you browse
through the paper goods de-

trasting

partment

may

ones

used.

be

repeats a hot orange or deep

pink of bright pillows or part
of a painting will be sure to
bring compliments from your

is still shaky more than 30
minutes afterwards; if fatigue carries over Into the
next day.
to

If your idea of exercise is
drive to ENDLER'S

PHARMACY for your prescriptions, that's your privilege. At any rate, you'll
always be rewarded with uncommonly friendly service at

ENDLER'S PHARMACY

1770 W. Algonquin Rd.

the CHILDREN'S THEATRE

presents

Phone 439-6255
Free Radio Dispatched
Delivery

-

"BEAUTY AND
THE BEAST"

of any department

The secret of a lovely setting store or gift shop.
for your table is to pick up
FOR AN added touch, make

the accent co I o r of your
home's decor. A table that

of garlic powder. Spread meat
over dough. Place slices of

next party.

Revlon ... "Bonnie Bell" ...
Max Factor ... English
Leather ... American Greeting Cards.... Free gift wrapping.
This Weeks Helpful Hint:
Grease stains should be
cleaned with carbon tetrachloride before washing.

.

"liven by Lew Musill's
Tale Tellers"

yourself some straw napkin
several
rings or
purchase
large wooden curtain rings.
These are inexpensive and yet.

Children $1.00

with a tiny grouping of minia-

Adults

8100

Countryifer,TAtlfASI
Club

Rub extra soap on stain.
0

guests.

plates

The

,

are

con-

also

veniently finished with a non
resembling

surface

porous

LAST 3 DAYS
& 20th

a china glaze so that food will
not

permiate the

eli-

paper

minating one of the reasons
some object to eating from a

AUGUST 18th 19th

paper plate.

ANOTHER new paper line is
being introduced by Paper Art
which is called "Ambrosia".
It is a green -bordered print
of fall fruits in warm tones

011101 C

131 5

5.441M11

51

11.10511 Cl 1.584D

NT PRO5P1 CI

of yellow, pale orange and
green. The white plates arc
bordered

medium

in

green.

These too may create a special luncheon or brunch table
when used with a solid color

GRA

cloth and napkins.

The jewel tones of fall are

PRIZES DAILY
GRAND PRIZE
COLOR TV

produced by Hallmark and
arc available wherever their
products are sold. The coordinated
paper
products

pose a challenge to. the imagination of any hostess.
In approaching the

fall
season mums and grapes are
available for in flower arrangements,

in

cotton

ma-

terials and in paper goods as

well. A large

white

DRAWING AUG. 20th
Winner Need Not Be Present

rA

napkin,

NORTHERN
TISSUE

now available has on it what
resembles

a

finely

sketched

ment of the same flower and

The TB Xray unit will be in
the parking lot of Meeske's
Super Market at 101 S. Main

ink drawing of one large Mum
surrounded by several bunches
of light green grapes. The
pleasing
a

napkins
duplicating

WHITECOLORS

accented

arrange.

it

ON THURSDAY

unit

the

unt

a.m.
will be available from
to 6 p.m. Volunteers include
Mrs. V. R. Storey, Mrs. W.G.
1

COO

Mrs. J. Bannister.

Friday the hours are 2 p.m.

son,

a

p.m. Volunteers are
K. C. Silgen, Mrs. J.

9

Mrs. H. Peters, Mrs.
Shaffer, Jr., Mrs. M.

Mrs. W. E. Lyman.

Mi-janiecra

DREWRY'S

0

Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30
Sunday at 7:30
Box Office Opens Daily 10 &AL to 9 P.M.
Reservations By Mall br Phone- CL 9-6400

APPLE

13

12 12-02.
THROW AWAY
BOTTLES

P

150 8. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT

12-PAK

8924160

Member. of Multiple Mann Bevies

3/$
19lbc .

KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT BOURBON

This attractive HI -Level has 3 bed rooms. Family room. 4 ton central Air Conditioner. Built-ins. Carpeting. 2 -car
garage. Excellent value at
$29,900

123 8. ARLINGTON HT& RD.
' ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5;8000

SAUCE

EARS

EARLY TIMES

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

144 MI OLD COMMAND COUPON, ClUll

.4.11 two,

MOTTS

NECTARINES

Ier

Hinckley, Mrs. R. Duda and

Country/P1',1h1...5
Club

ROLL
PACK

DOZ.

'EXCLUSIVES

W. Hanshaw, Mrs. C.Wi Woodward, Mrs. P.A. Berg and
until
Mrs.

44

BAKER'S

I

Street.

speak

heart refuses to stop pounding 10 minutes after exercising; if breathing is still
uncomfortable 10 minutes
afterwards; if the individual

Roll dough very thin and shape

complimentary color to be us- colors ran be a part of your

experts

These

cise is too strenuous if the

to size of baking pan. Brown
1/2 pound ground beef in a
skillet. Add salt and a dash

conven-

125 -Uwe "do the things we
know we ought to do".

1/3 cup

snack. Make a biscuit dough.

up. The

live to a ripe old age - say

of milk or water in a bowl.
Stir into a ball. Roll out on

fall table.
The colorful tables, which
are popular with hostesses,
arc those using -paper prod-

Larger circles may
blues can act as a feeling.
focal point in rooms of gold be made for the larger candles
or white. Blue is a color too.
Fall and her riot of orange,
which is popular in itself but
should not be overlooked as a gold, green and brown leaf

reason why most of us can't

spoons cooking oil.

floured
"hoard" until 1/2
inch thick: Cut into squares.
Bake 15-20 minutes.
This campfire Pizza recipe
is good for a late evening

individual
candles
Tiny
eye appealing background for ringed with a matching circle
will help to give the table that
fall entertaining and dining.
co-ordinated
Lively all over designs in much wanted

A RIPE OLD AGE
According to many medical authorities, there is no

cups of biscuit mix, 2 table-

1

centerpiece.

Gerald Barnbaum JR.Ph.

strongly for exercise, largely
strenuous to be beneficial,
but they caution against
over -doing it thusly: Exer-

making it easy to set a bright purple

ucts because of the
ience of easy clean
tableclothes can be

camp combine and heat 3 cups

salt

Made as individual servings
the foil can be used as a plate.
with
Foil -baked
apples
raisins is an excellent des-

.

A new
trend in paper goods has made a bow to the happy hostess who

tones of deep gold, sparkling
blue, grape green and many

Add

water.

and cook about 20 minutes.
Page 5

BY DOWRES HAUGH
Women's Editor
Next to flavor good food is judged on appearance.

loves colorful table decoration.
"Fashion Colors" in jewel

I

of water and I cup of cocoa
and pepper to beef and shape mix (1/2 cup cocoa, 1/2 cup
10
inch
into patty. Place on
sugar, Salt, 2 2/3 cup dry
square of foil. Place the veg- milk). Stir and serve with
etables on top. Add water and marshmallows.
tablespoon

Brighten Your Menus -With Table Decorations

392-1717.

C.B.

at the

onion, s a It, pepper and

.227222:117=RWearatigra,,imsmit

ust 18 and August 19.

tend. Membership is limited
to those who own property
in the section

Northwest Suburb's Only
Professional Theatre.
Don Appell's recent
Broadway hit

recipe of a Bundle Supper for
Campfire Cocoa can accomwich with crackers on the out- one is 1/4 pound ground beef, pany' this pizza recipe. The
side, chocolate on the inside, 1/2 thinly sliced carrot, 1/2 mix can be made at home and
and the hot marshmallow in 'thinly sliced potato, slice of stored in a covered jar. At

The Day's Prospects

with

Zikmund, Mrs. H.A. Ander-

NOW PLAYING

in the preparation of it.
over this. Sprinkle oregano
Foil cooking 'works very on top and Bake 30 minutes or
well on an open fire. The until edges are crisp.

golden brown. Make a sand-

illr1.12=171MTZSIWZVDMYM

Further information regarding
membership may be obtained
by calling Mrs. Jane Shutt at

registration for

Fasten with toothpicks. Roast.

Wednesday, August 17, 1966

Volunteers from the Mount
Prospect Women's Club will
in the

and

ap AT HOME

With X -Rays
assist

buns

Tratalry.W.MOa&

ness

All 'women in the Forest
Ruer area are invited to at-

`A Girl Could
Get Lucky'

to try

the middle. The children enjoy Mozarella cheese on top and
this as they can participate pour ;1/2 can tomato soup

to make is for each person
toothpicks. to take a marshmalloW. 2
Cook meat in a skillet until r. graham crackers and 4 squarpartly done. Wrap each cheese es of thin milk chocolate.
cube with 2 strips of meat. Roast the marshmallow until
burger

Medlar, Mrs. H. Beck, Mrs.

Auxiliary of
Forest River will meet tonight
at 800 p m at the Community
The

president-elect

men Whitney of Bryan. Ohio: program chairman, an alterGreat grandmothers are Mrs. nate.

x-rays at the TB unit on Aug-

Lori Leigh,
daughter
of
Mr. and Mrs. Michael G. Whit-

Ruth Hofmeister of
Prospect and Mrs.

Mrs.
Mount

al Federation of Business and

tal.

Janet Morser

Business Women
Get Report
On Convention
Helen Macior of Rolling Meadows were among the 4,000
representatives at the Nation-

Five New Faces
On The Scene
arrivals in

Stick cooking is fun on a
camping trip. You might want

p a r c the other side in the

Library

New
include

brown and crisp.

re-

course a must on any camping fish arc cleaned and cooked
trip. The oven is placed on the whole. Large ones are split
stove for heat' and Diane en- or filleted.
joys preparing food in this
Do not scale or clean first.
manner.
Cut off flesh on one whole

strips of bacon or ham, ham-

crumbs and fry until golden

time or other. To know how
to fillet fish and cook 'it is
An oven for baking and a very important especially if
t o v e for cooking arc of children are to eat
it. Small
without

day

during the
heating.

water and one with clear water, to make it convenient for

chased before the trip in their
favorite super market. It is
a
more convenient to shop

flour the fish, dip it in beaten
e g g s, roll it in cracker

44

49

$379

5th

$4400
Case

$479qt. $56"Cale

35 Oz.

Jar

KRAFT

VELVETTA
C.

2 LB.
LOAF

WHILE THEY LAST

Nk

"SHORT RIBS

Tbe Ortp

CARNIVAL.

SIDE GLANCES

Wednesday, August 17, 1966
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OUT OUR WAY
WELL,THAT PROVES HE I YEAH,THE OW
NOGGIN'S STILL
HASN'T LOSTANYOF
WEIGHT ITHINIK THE FAT IN HIS HEAD: HE LARD -LADEN!
HASN'T EVEN CONSIDBETTER
I'LL TRY OUT FOR
QUARTERBACK IN- ERED THAT A QUARTER - THAT THAN
A
VACUUM,
STEAD OF CENTER SACK HAS 1V HAVE
BRAINS-A QUICK AND THOUGH --HE'S
ON THE FOOTBALL
GOT TO HAVE
TEAM: I'LL BE ABLE AGILE MIND --IN
SOMSTH OW UP
ORDER TO RUN
TO MOVE FASTER...
THERE TO KEEP
BE SHIFTIER...
ATEAM1
NOW THAT I'VE
LOST SO MUCH

HIS EARS
APART:

oci1:06;

"Excuse Henry's appearance. His apron Is In

the wash!"

.*-1 -aqvi
lip Leta.p.,,,
(6 /*I //11 th

"$500! Goll-EE, Mom, for $25 in Stacy's toy department
you can get.one that can do everything she does ...
and only when you want it to!"

THE WILLETS

,te ---....-77-7..-;-__
-!/ILI...glifil'''.:1416144::::

-

-------,--.

,.,

401P

_....-

-,.

_

-,-

.....w.,

__-_-_-_-_-_,-_,,-.--- 7...- -..... 13 :77

THE CALORIE COUNTER... 4ts

dig ;pi.. -A

04u/4J..

.}-1---44"kgi"1"1.YA

'....-

- -------'it,:

1,1,1",:i1A4td

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
IN A PLACE

14AR -RUMPH

WHERE EVERYONE KNOWS
EVERYONE ELSE YOU CAN'T

AMOS, YOU OUGHTA GET OUTA THIS
ANDIA0WWOOLDYOU LIKE
YOUIZS-RARE,MEDIUM,

ONE -PONY TOWN AND GO WHERE GET BY ON TALK, SAKE,
THE ACTION is! COURSE IT AIN'T EASY YOU HAVE TO PRODUCE,
OUT "(HERE IN ¶%E SIG LEAGUES, OUT
AS I DO! IT'S FORTUNATE
3AKE 3ES' KEPT SWINGiN' AN'
YOU STAY ON THE MOVE -44FINALLY GOT NtSsELF A FOUR YoU NEVER COULD STAND

MEIXIDAVELL WHERE ELSE CAM YOB 6ETRAMBURG-

WM LIKE ER POORLY WELL-DONE PRIDE

11

VVIERE/5 TUE

(MRS! TIIATWITH KETLHUP WILINDU ? U PEANUT BUTTER

WELL -WELL, OR WHAT?

BAGGER! BUT I GUESS ALL OF
US AIN'T MADE FOR THE SIG

BUGS BUNNY

THE PRESSURE!

TIME!

YOU CAN'T. NAIL
ANY UNSIGHTLY

SIGNS ON /NY

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

M5FATHE,216

Adhesions

RUNT Oi21 VE6

ME NI.S11

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

faces

EEK & MEEK

HE f5 ALWAYS
NEE-OLJNOME.

Q - What causes adhesions
and what are the symptoms?
A -- Following an abdominal

SIX-FCOr TEN.

THAT LITTLE

WORLD./
NO. NO! YOU

MELIA, NW

mks our THERE

operation the cut surinside the abdominal

(

GOT THAT AUtURDIUG.I

DJ THE OU,TDDE

crntERtotse

TM IA) HERE WWI..

r

V,MAT DO NEED
YOU FoR?

I/JG TELE.ASSGU I
You-SWrte

CUOUTSIT THERE -

..

DE

..... WORLD!

cavity may stick to an adjoining structure,

inner sur-

the

face of the cavity, or a loop

I

of intestine. In most cases
there are no symptoms but
sometimes the adhesions form
a
bandlike constriction thai
obstructs

the

intestines

8117

0 ON 41410.

THE BORN LOSER

in

one or more places. Such an

-

THORN

-

diIf he infects his wife,
she will' transmit it to her
child ' unless the disease is
NM

0.17

111 ,a,4

of the disease at birth
but syphilitic deafness, blindness and mental damage are
not usually seen until the child

I KNOW. HIE PAPERS MAY
cRASHED IN
NOW BE IN THE HANDS
THE ALPS 2.2. OF A RUFFIAN NEAR HERE.
YEARS AGO/ 00 YOU KNOW ANYONE X
CAN TRUST TO HELP ME
WE HEY HIM
RECOVER. THEM?
HERE FOR
WEEKS?

Q
If a blood test for syphilis is reported as non -reactive does this mean a person

a

re'

N

rendered

is

when a person has never had

syphilis and when a person's
syphilis has been cured,

Q -- What Is the _cause and
of sialitis? Arc
there any bad after effects?
treatment

A -- SWIM, Is an inflamof a salivary gland.
Aside. from mumps and, poimation

soning with mercury and other
heavy metals it is rarely seen.

The treatment would jlepend
.on thq_catise and the extent or
the damage would depend on
such factors as the amount of
poison

involved

promptly ' effective
was started.

and

how

treatment

ru. BE ONLY

EASY! IN HER EMOTIONALLY EIGHT HOURS
BEHIND HER.
DISTURBED STATE SHE

MAY DO ANYTHING!

SM. SHE LEFT
A FORWARDING

ADDREWITH

HER LA DIARY

18 Noah's refuge
20 Ventilated
21 Kind of lily
24 Ado

26 Good will
27

connecting

land strip
31 Nation's war

ALLEY OOP

1..

11.

u..w on

24 Best

25 Utilizes
28 Molten rock
(geol.)
29 Combination
30 Bird
1

34 Consumed
35 Departs
36 Exchange

-

report

Gomm

vessels

A -- "Non - reactive" has
Such

TRY To FIND HER

17 Hurry
19 Beam of light.
21 Suez, for
instance
22 Fine violin
23 Existed

32 Dirk
33 Social insect

has had syphilis but can no
longer transmit, the disease to
on

I I Terminal of
the arm

holes of golf

.AFTER

is in his teens.

"negative"

10 Pintail duck

16 Shoot

CAPTAIN EASY

signs

ports from most laboratories.

Caucasian

12 Ireland'
13 Uncle Tom's
friend
14 Feminine
appellation
15 So be it!
.

.carriage. A child born of a
syphilitic mother may show

replaced

-

few -

curs. Syphilis of the embryo
.or fetus often leads to mis-

anyone else?

shoot

the law it
8 Catch a

offspring

discovered and treated -- preferably before pregnancy oc-

I)

i ar

1 .....____...1

-s.d,..........a..__,

6 Egg 'comb
forms
7 Joker
8 Amulet
9 Georgian

ACROSS
1

A -A man cannot transmit
his

Mdi
7"----rt

1

°FREW

Q
If a pe!son has syphilis
would it affect his children
mentally, physically or both?

to

,

xxo.I.

lift 10. I.

V. -/ 7

Summer Day's Memo PM:MEW

AL112 GETOUT'

syphilis
rectly.

,,

Answer to Previous Puri!,

PICK UP
SEVERANCE PAI

sions.

P

I

CP)!

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

OAT I SAIP,

obstruction would require an
operation to free the adhe-

1

53 Nevada city
54 Moslem officer
55 Be carried

3

itNqOU6i

UPIMLA16-1

32 Middling icoll.i 43 Mimicker

44 Miss Horne

35 Hollow stone

45 First man iBib

nodule igeo1.1
36 Sums owed
38 Plains

47 Yelp
48 Self-esteem
50 Bind
51 Harem room
52 Encountered

!Sp. Amer
39 Augment
42 Painful
5
13

15

16

22

EilMAMN

uNoHLTA

4

18

ICqR
EX2P3OM [fire]

0111

12

premium
37 Having no cover
39 Protective
21
covering
.40 Plunder
?A
41 Imbibed
42 Lettuce dish.
31
for example
45 Fruit drinu.
34
48 Watchful

49 Minute particle

2

OMONFD.
El[q(aqMii F4MHUNN
MNWIT-Aftl PITINP9
I'9I
MUUNMEI uon
miAm
L'iro71
l4UM
RE?)MN UMOONO.
OF10 EA 10
MAU PJ1:1
MMPTIUF1 mmnu7;

6

8

7

9

10

11

?A

29

30

14
17

20

19

23

24

M

27

33

11101 32

36 :

_

37

0

4i

56 Ages

57 Small dog tcoll.)
-58 Chair
48
DOWN
1 Beverage
53
2 Margin

3 Form of "to be"
4 Forfeiture
.

5 Humble

56

47

51' 62

48

54

55

57

58
'

IT

Steel Team
Keeps Twilight
Golf Edge

Peterson's Ace
Highlights Golf
League Action

KOOP'S MUSTARD downed
Arlington Structural Steel
maintained its tenuous lead in Bruns Real Estate 8-4 to round
the Arlington Heights Twilight out Monday's schedule.
City Welding's John Coffey
Golf League Monday with an
8-4 triumph over Lauterburg provided the evening's top individual performance when he
and,Oehler.
carded an eitgle'on the 295 But the Steelmen saw their yard fifth hole. Coffey drove
advantage dwindle to a single to within ten yards of the green

Walt -'Peterson stole the Mt. Prospect Twilight League golf
show last night with a 155 -yard hole -in -one on the Mt. Pros'

pect Country Club's twelfth hole.

PETERSON'S ace climaxed

a two - over par round; of 35
on the club's back nine which
also earned him the evening's
low gross honors. The Kersting's Garden Center team

star led his mates to a 6 - 4
victory over. Licht's
Store in one of six

Illinois Range.
Rounding
out

the

slate,

Kirchhoff Insurance hung onto fifth pia.= despite a 6-4
loss to Wille Lumber.

Paint

PETERSON did not bring
home all of last night's indi-

team

vidual honors. Bill Mott cap-

Thunderbird Bowl managed a 39-9-30.
Yesterday's action marked
to retain its 'league lead by a
point - and a fraction when it the end of regularly schedultied Carter Music 5 - 5. Sec- ed league play. Next Tuesday
Tavern

the loop teams will wind up

missed its opportunity to jump

their seasons with placement
night. The first place team

ond

Kruse

place

-

into the driver's seat when it

was held to a 5-5 tie by fourth - will play the second place
place Mount Prospect Elec- squad, and so on, to detertric.
mine final league standings.
KEEFER'S PHARMACY and
Moler's Barber Shop also bat-

Usual mend of

their informal

WA d9g

P RTS

Points

Thunderbird
Bowl

The Illinois High School
Association has announced four

Page 7

prep football rules changes to
become effective with the 1966

89

Kruse Tan

Licht's Paints
Mt. Prospect
Electric
Busse-Biermann

Kirchhoff Insur.
Wille Lumber
Keefer's
Pharmacy
Kersting Garden
Center

season.

87 1/6
86 1/2

A."

Illinois Range
Carter Music

81 1/2
73 3/4
72 1/2

high school code in a meeting
held in Chicago Monday and
interpreters
The
Tuesday.
were Ernie Driggers of Mt.
Vernon, Charles Hillman of

71 7/12

Hinckley, Joseph King of Chi-

70'

cago,

63 1/2
59 1/2

Previously

breaking

Saturday.

BEFORE

4 P.M.

TO DAYS
BEST

BUY

sophomore pass receiving record last year, ranks as the
early favorite, although he may
bet stiff competition from a
roster of state dignitaries.
Other competitors will be

Orville G. Bentley, Dean of
the College of Agriculture at
the University of Illinois; Robert M. Schneider, State DirecBill
tor
of Agriculture;
president
of the
Berens,
American Dairy Association of
Illinois; and a representative
from WGN radio.
The contest will begin at

11:30 a.m. in the Farm - a Rama Building.

cords, but the playoff triumph
gave Arlington Country Club
sole possession of the crown.
The country club squad earned its playoff berth by taking

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS

Sommers was a one
man gang for the Country
Jim

Clubbers. The rangy
hitter drove in five
hosts' nine runs with
of home runs.

power

of the
a pair

AL'S OLD TOWN Inn appeared

to,. have solved Krew-

er's delivery very early in
the contest, coming up with
four runs in the first frame.

and added two more in
second

on

Sommers'

the

first

home run.

it will pull the face under. Although getting the face under
is nothing that should bother
you, it just -is not the way to do

The Inn Keepers made it 53 with a single run in the third,
but Arlington Country Club
tied it up for the first time

this stroke.

on a two -run fifth.

may progress into competitive

THE UPPER body naturally
floats and as long as you have
air in the lungs, it will always

it

good to know several
strokes. Although .the front
crawl is our fastest stroke, it
is also very tiring and only
well
swimmers
conditioned
is

Backstroke

swimming

not'

only is essential but a lot of
fun.

TRY IT THIS way: get

float the head above water.
With many people, the legs are
inclined to sink. However, even
easy kicking will keep the legs

along and that's swimming. All
we need to do is add the arm to

help

paddle

you

IF YOU CAN keep the body
and Jpptoving with the kick, then

the shallow water, face on the

try.,tlie arm stroke - easily.

wall of the pool, hold on and

As in the front crawl, the arms

bring the feet high on the wall.

with a three - run circuit clout.
Kouros held the losers in the

top of the

seventh, and

his

mates iced the victory with a
floating but you are also moving single run in their half of the

straight, on top of the water,
in

Old Town Inn went ahead
once more, collecting three
runs in the sixth, but Sommers erased the advantage

up and then you are not only

strokes
faster.

are only used to paddle you
along. The faster you stroke

In "Market Day"

Now ease back, float off the
wall and stretch out slowly
with the hands at the sides.

Edition If Your

Don't push off hard and plunge. easy,

again as soon as the ball

is

declared ready for play.
ball rules interpretation meet-

ings to be held in 20 different
sections of the state between
Aug. 25 and Sept. 12.
This rule change will prevent time from running out

rect play.

Tom Frederick, 1HSA Assistant Executive Secretary, and
the five rules interpreters wilt

Auto Race. Set

Fair Grounds Sunday.

the more water the arms bring
up into the face. So take it

keep the arms moving

frame.

Selling your home?

Call our
Woman of The

courses. The contest will begin
at 9 a.m., although entries will
be taken until2 p.m.-on'the day

strictions, coaching from

rethe

Sports on TY. I

THE GYMKHANA is sponsored jointly by the fair and
the Central Illinois Four -Cylinder' Club. Trophies will be
presented to all class and overall champions, and dash plaques
will be presented to all who

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
Do Ii Yourself Or We Install

Price & Compare
THEN CALL
CL 3-4799

(Next: The Kick.)
`)

Oehler

over New Emerald Cleaners.

72

nr=rinZtZMWZZOZOW&XrdanttEMO

George Poole's

Official 1966

CLEARANCE
SALE
1966 FALCON Futura 4 -Door
Auto (Exec- Driven)

$1995

..

1966 FALCONCustomClubWagons2095
Like New

1965 OLD'S "88" Convert
Loaded

1965 CHEY. IMP. 2 -Dr. Htp.
Fully Equip

$1995
$2095

1965 VOLKSWAGEN 2 -Dr. Sed. $1295
Economy Plus

1964 VOLKSWAGEN 2 -Dr. Sunroof $995
1964 GALAXIE 500 Convert.
V8 Auto. "Wow"

rent a new '66

Two To Choose From

V8 Auto

Convt.

1964
CEI,IVI;i1111r.,111),..

FALCON Station Wagon

1964 CHEY. BEL-AIR 2 -Dr.

STATION WAGON

9.00

FAIRLANE

MUSTANG

$1795

$1095
$1295

V8 Auto

GALA XIE

FALCON

1495

1964 CIAI!!:,BIALIBU 2 -Or. Htp.

1963 FAIR 500 Country Squire $1395
4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

CORTINA

$1495

1964 CORVAIR MONZA Coupe $1 195

Mint Cond

E
R

D

A

PLUS MILEAGE

SPECIAL

ECONOL1NE 1 -TON

SUPERVAN
58.00 Per Day - Plus Mileage

at low rates from...

The Regular.

necessary to get a lot of water swimming back stroke.
in the face. Now hold the hips

ran up the most lopsided margin of the night, 9-1/2-2-1/2

All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts

GEORGE POOLE
slowly,, keep the hips high and
the head under water. It isn't keep the kick going. You're

Bruns Real Estate .79
80
Crest Heating
73 1/2
Lauterburg &

Decorators

1964 6 PASS. COUNTRY SEDAN $1695

INCLUDES GAS C INSURANCE.

Map

Air Conditioning 7-1/2-4-1/2,

BUD'S

TODAY
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed
NFL highlights, ch. 32
8 p.m. Bowling, ch. 32
9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26.

11;22

82

for women

first down has been declared.

WITH CERTAIN

848856

New Emerald
Cleaners

by drubbing Crest Heating and

Drivers may enter any car

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS.,
HOTS., ILL

high and start to kick slowly;
the main thing is not to bend,
but hold the hips in line with

leaders

at Association -sponsored foot -

Ad Appears In

Tuesday Paper.

discussion

as

serve

while the yard chains are being
moved and re -set whenever a 'compete.
4.

the rest of the body. If you bend

could be expected to swim very
far using only the front crawl.

...Plus One Day

round champion.

Why the backstroke? Because it is fun, because several
of our important survival
strokes are accomplished on the
back and because it is a highly
developed stroke for those who

essary to swim a long distance

attract attention, coach or di-

be stopped as soon as the ball Cars will be placed in one .of
is declared dead following a six classifications based on
change of team possession or motor
wheel
displacement,
whenever the referee declares base size, and type of vehicle.
a first down. It will be started There will be a separate class

5:55 p.m, Baseball, White
The hosts retaliated with one
run of their own in the inning, Sox vs. Kanshs City, ch. 9

The Backstroke

IF IT EVER becomes nec-

ONLY

during the course of the game.
No artificial aids or mechancial devices may be used to

of age need the written con3. THE GAME clock ' will sent of their parents to enter.

Arlington Country Club pushed across a run in the bottom

kostoNst."."""inuiNne.

swimming.

done in a sportsmanlike
manner it will be permitted
is

Previously

leg.

88

within the team box area and

a player wearing a below -the - , that qualifies as a sports auto
knee artificial limb was al- and is suitable for use on the
lowed to play.
road. Applicants under 21 years

of the seventh inning last night to wrap up the Arlington Heights
Classic League softball title with a 9-8 playoff conquest of
Al's Old Town Inn.
THE DECISION left both the league's first - half title,
Al's was the second
squads with 13 - 2 final re- while

:

6 LINES

If

to fourth in the loop scramble
Horcher

90 122--

Decorators

Koops Mustard
Harris Pharmacy

Heights Cleaners' moved up

while

93

from

done

artificial 'or the

-with - an

hand, arm, or

Arlington Country Club
Takes Softball Crown

SPARKS'
ON SWIMMING

DAYS

were

2. NO PLAYER may par- ticipate

the Men's Qnsk Lowe Wk.

Wright, who broke the Illini

255-7200

pads

these

evidence of injury.

be among a field of six competitors in the "Who Can. Put.
Torn Kaaren pitched the: Arlington Country Club
the Most Dips of Ice Cream softball team to a 9-8 victory over Al's Old Town
in One Cone?" contest at the Imo last night, as the Country Clabbers wrapped op
Fair

is

For State Fair

end, and Gov. Otto Kerner will

State

coaching

the

permitted only to protect an
existing injury. Now the umwill
pit
EVENT
THE
pire may sanction the use of drivers and their cars against
these pads or guards without time
separate
three
over

John Wright, the University

Illinois

sidelines' will be permitted.

I. FOREARM and hand
Some 70 cars are expected
pads made entirely of soft, to participate in the annual
non-abrasive material are now Illinois State Fair Sports 'Car
classified as legal equipment. Gymkhana at the Springfield

Illinois Gridder,
Governor Seek
Ice Cream Title

CALL
TODAY

Russell Orr of Spring-

field, and Ray Wolf of Peoria.
Under the new provisions:

4

62

-

ap-

pointed rules interpreters included the changes in the 1966

82

ommearnmornommairneennumen

of Illinois' record

SPECIALLY

FIVE

Moler Barber
Shop

behind the frontrunners.

Announce Change
In Gridiron Rules

,

e6:t

& Supply
Spring's Shell
Heights Cleaners
City Welding
Horcher

a

of Harris Pharmacy. The loss
dropped Spring's 3-1/2 points

Nulty

dayl7

LEAGUE STANDINGS
Team

Northsiden are

Denny Mitchell, John Kama, and Jim

Hardware meanwhile moved to

ateramsmi

softball rivalry.

mourner

National Conveyor

6-1/2-5-1/2
setback suffered at the hands.
despite,

Points

Arlington
StruCtural Steel 94

Shell , Service
SPRING'S
meanwhile held onto third

Starshak. (Third row)
Hank La Rocco and Kea Grob. (Second row) Norm Dahlgren, Dan Jobasos,
sad. Dave Crow. (Heat row). Ron Ankamp, Aka Bloomequist, sad Terry. Mc
(Back row)

tled to a 5-5 deadlock which
left both teams well out of
contention. Busse - Biermann

within eight points of the lead
with an 8 - 2 shellacking of

Team

Conveyor's 93.

place

approach

TEAM STANDINGS

compiled 94 points to National

The Northsiders, grasp of Prospect High School graduates upset their
fanner dussamtes, dubbed the Sunset %nen, 14-10 last week in the third

out his

rcaz=szennwrimaat

3.1/2. The leaders have now

tured the low net prize with

matches played last night.

holed

and

point when second -place National Conveyor and Supply whipped shot.
City Welding Sales 8-1/2 -

1962 OLD'S "88" Convert
Full Pwr. Red

TODAY'S SPECIAL
Stock #1232A

1964 FORD XL
2 -DR.' HTP.
Auto., V8 Pwr. Steer.

Full Price As Is

$1250.

'Ask John, Cha;lie, Tom orPhtl About Gur50,000
Mile Guarantee From Ford Motor Co.

cam)

--CL 9-3141
NITER AND NUNDAY

CL 5-9889

$1195

.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Air Cenditionbs.
Airplanes And Equipment
Apartments To Exchange
Apts. And Rooms To Share
Arts And Antiques
Auction Sales
Auto Insurance
Auto Leasing
Auto Loans
Auto Parts And Access:
Auto Repairing And,
Equipment
Auto Trailers
Automobiles For Sole
Automobiles Wanted

35
33
75
71

34

20
109
105
,' 108
107

106
103

99
101

B arber And Exchange

-64

Bicycles

110
37
38

Boats And Marine Supplies
Books

Building Materials

39

Business Opportunities

66'

Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services

15
16
17

Canna Optical Goods
Card Of Sympathy
Card Of Thanks
Cemeteries 6 Lots

40
9
3

Christmas Merchandise
Clothing Furs
Collections
Co -Operative Apartments

Death Notices
Dedications
Dogs, Pets And Equipment
Do It Yourself

41

42
68
84
10
6

44
43

45
Electric Fultures-liquipment
27
Employment Agencies Men
Employment Agencies Women 28
29
Employment Service -Women
57
Equipment Rentals

112
1

Food And Delicacies
Fraternal Notices
Fuel. Cool. Oil. Wood
Funeral Directors

46
2

24
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted Men Or Women 26
Help Wanted Women
30

Hobbies -Model Buildhigs

61

H ome Furnishings -Furniture

47

Horses, Harness And Wagons -It,
72
Hotel And Apartments
48
Household Appliances
Hunting Land And
97
Privileges

Industrial Property
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

83

Jobs Wanted -Men
Jobs Wanted -Women

21

5

23
90

-

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

ASSISTANT

Auto. Elec. Controls.
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill:
,

392-0782

8-41850

Leather Goods
Use Stocks
Loons -Personal, Business

Machinery And Equipment
Metals and Metal Products
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes .
Monuments And Mausoleums
Motorcycles And
Scooters

Moving And Storage
Musical Instrumunts

51.

52
65
53
54
32

98

111
31

55

69

Office Furniture -Devices

56

Personals

14
12

Political

Radio-UNA/on
Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real Estate -Farm Lands
Real Estate -For Exchange
Real Estote-Houms

OFFSET TRAINEE

Young man' to 'learn Offset
printing trade. A.B. Dick
experience preferied but not
necessary. Steady work.

Will do ironing in my home.
References.

Experienced.
Call 253-3443.

GOOD DAY WORKER

Reliable with Reference
Call After 5 - 972-8246
Ironing in my home. Neat and

Reasonable. White shirts a

259-5522

specialty.
24 -Help Wanted Men

DISHWASHER

BUSBOYS

5:00 PM to 10:00 PM
APPIIY IN PERSON

Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant

Real Estate Wonted

MEN WANTED FOR

FUN or Part Time
Office Maintenance
Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding. area.
Call 827-7880

,

'

year around work
Paid vacation
Phone 439-0923

Ask For Jim

MALE HELP
WANTED

necessary. Will train as production workers, general utility and packaging line mechanics. Air conditioned. All
company benefits. Rates in
line with ability to learn.
Apply in person only.

Apartment

To Rent Resort
Properties

73
.76
81

'79

Toys, Games, Novelties
Trade Schools
Travel
Trucks, Trailers

62
23
18
102

Vocation Places

92

Wanted Te Rent

82

MASI
OIECk YOUR A141
Advertisers

are

requested

--tertian con be made. In the
nt of error or omission, the
newspaper will be responsible for
NLY the first Incorrect Inter
Hon and only to the extent of th
space that the ad requires. Errors

lease check your ads and notif

PHONI 23 -7

anically inclined. Age to 30.

anical devices in either re-

development
search and
department or our manufacturing engineering lab.

Complete fringe benefits and
educational reimbursement
program. Apply personnel department tor interview.

2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

ing company in Palatine. 40

Des Plaines

Day shift. Between 20 and
30 years old. No experience
neceksary.

for finished goods and shipping department. Will train.
Light clean work in air -con-

fits. Older married man preferred. Apply in person.

BANK TRAINEE

Village Sinclair

141 W. Wood St.
Palatine

ment, excellent benefits. age
to 55 years. Call between 9

Aggressive young man to learn
the banking business.Good fu-

Elk Grove Village
437-3222

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

Experienced model maker in

601 E. Kensington Road
Mount Prospect
(1/2 ml. E. of Randhurst)

1501 Busse Rd.

ture - many benefits.

FREE MOBIL HOME
Unfurnished plus extra space
for any size unit in exchange

for work on tree farm. Call
.439-0576

Ask'for Mr. Glandt'
827-1191

ACCOUNTANT

EDP required
DES PLAINES
296-1142

HELP!!

use the

WANT
ADS

We need maintenance men.
Days, full or part time. Good
hours, good pay and pleasant

working conditions.$2 to 22.50

per hour. Permanent year
round work. Experienced or
we will train. Only married

men between 25 yrs. or older
will be considered.
CL. 9-2699

DOMESTIC DEPT.
Manager or Trainee
Excellent opportunity
for advancement.
Paid vacations and
benefits.
Salary open.

AM and 5 PM.
255-0300

601 E. Kensington Road
Mount Prospect
'(1/2 mi. E. of RandbUrst)

Chicago based company. Good

8

MRS. OLSEN

An equal opportunity employer
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

WANTED

to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.

2 School Crossing Guards

437-4877
BYROM/ and Weekends
An equal oppornmity employer

YOUR

FAMILY
WANT AD?

WAREHOUSE HELP
SHIPPING
AND

RECEIVING

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

still valuable

ible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.
9 AM to 11 AM

LAKE DISTRICT
NEWS CO.
411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

PRODUCTION.

CONTROL

Why not call
me today?

Dial 255-7200

FAMILY
WANT ADS

Must have ability and liking
for working with figures, be
mechanically inclined, and a
self-starter. Preferably with
some college training.
'Excellent opportunity with
future. , Permanent position
with top benefits.

duct with precision require-

ments. Should have alert mind
and mechanical aptitude. Ex-

'electronic component.

(Rt. 53)

1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows.
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.
FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK -PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

amitstrom ma -7101,..
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD!

537-2180

ESS
Service Directory
Let us help make your...DAY!
Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

good Intelligence. Drug store
or pharmacy experience pre-

ferred. We will train. Good
salary -merit increases and
many benefits.

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
992-9500

Arlington Concrete

AP PLY PERSONNEL

Products Co.

Northwest Community
Hospital

CL 5-1015

BARON

For

TREE SERVICE

ADVERTISING

529-6587

Call 255-1200

800 W. Central Rd. Art. Hgts.
CL 9-1000

(Rt. 53)
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

Blacktop Work

Full Time

SANITATION
SPECIALIST
(7 to 3:30 PM)

* PROOF OPERATOR

SAVINGS TELLER

COMMERCIAL TELLER

Man needed in new dietary
department to handle sanita-

Experienced

tion duties. Good salary, merit
increases, many benefits.

preferred but

will train right apPlicant.Call

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

APPLY PERSONNEL

MOUNT PROSPECT
Northwest
Community Hospital

STATE BANK
CL 9-4000

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

OressaakerSevring

'

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving

Individualized

Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots.
business areas, resurfacing
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

IBM
COMPUTER

OPERATORS'
BBC rerinires computer op.:

s for IBM System/3131',
experience One
mum
yaar. Should at least have high

Opportunitids are available
for floor and receiving in-

spectors.1 Some experience

school certificate. b0:collegs

necessary in making mechani-

graduates - math It:816ra pre-

cal measurement and visual

,ferred..:Interesting and rehumeritive career and excel.
ucts. Must be able to use "lent
employee benefit proInspection measuring instru- 4rame Apply to:
ments including blueprint
reading.
Apply Personnel Office
:THE SERVICE BUREAU
observation on parts and prod-

.

CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM.
:8501 West Iliggini,
'

'Road
Chicago,
Nell (312) 8934021:

#617sclulOPPeolintrrnitelk.er

Open
free
estimate.
hours. 7 days a week.

de-

255-0348

Maury

Painting -Decor Ling

Rick's Decorating
Painting. WalIpaper'g, Til-

Free

2x8

esti-

358-4882

lb

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorglas Co.
the entire N.W.
Driveways,
'patios,
area.
etc. Protective curbing for

Serving

driveways.

work guaranteed. Free
timates. 529-6587.

All
es-

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales- Service
Canton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

mates.

Each -Plain 20t - Colors 250
Now -available in red,. green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Transporahoo

RUBBISH REMOVAL

Suburban
Decorators

painting.

$3.

Trask Haulm

ing. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

ity

PATIO BLOCKS

Free est. in your home.

Clean, oil & adjust,
24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115

Interior and exterior qual-

Cement Work

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.

Meyers

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

24

Phone 439-1794

asphalt

styling,

Randhurst.

537-8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

Sewing Machine Repairs

signing & alterations. Near

old blacktop, repair & seal

decide until you call us for

INSPECTORS
Male or Female
1st Shift

8201W.Oakton
Morton Grove
967-7100,
R03-5000
An equal optorttmity employer

benefits.

METHODE MFG. CO.

tice. High School diploma with

Good starting rate, quarterly
wage reviews, profit sharing,
and insurance program are a
part of fringe benefits available.

Wheeling, III.
537-6100
Mrs. Barker

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage
reviews & excellent fringe

825-7117

Permanent position foi person desiring to become licensed pharmacist appren-

cellent future in the manufacturing of this new type

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

above positions.

in

women

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

74 -Help Wanted Men

PHARMACIST
APPRENTICE
(DAYS)

Looking for man who likes to
work with his hands on a pro-

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

4418 1/2 N. Milw. AV 2-6170
84 HR. PHONE SERVICE ,

VILLAGE OF ARL.HTS.
253-2340

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANT

40 dirs. per week. Paid Vaca-

tions. Profit sharing if elig-

Ourfast groWing company has

N.W. CHICAGO

Salary $1200 a year
Apply Finance Director

392-425a
MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

PRESS OPERATORS

ditioned plant. Steadyemploy-

small research lab of lge.

Union Special Machine Co.

MACHINE AND

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

NILES

MAN WANTED

ARNAR - STONE LABS. INC.

LABORATORY
RESEARCH
ROLLING MEADOWS,IL L.
392-7110

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

392-6100

207 N. Evergreen

6201 W.Oakton
Morton Grove
RO 3- 5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

MODEL MAKER

pay. Excellent benefits. Ideal
working cm:slalom

437-3737

WAGNER ELECTRIC
CORP.
Contex Industrial Parts

- $650
$300
"We cover all suburbs"

8144 1/2 N. Milw.

Mount Prospect,Ill.

THE DOLE VALVE CO

METHODE MFG. CO.
CALL

774-9393

W IEBOLDT'S
Randhurst Shopping Center
Rand Rd.and83

5 day week. - 8:30-5:00
CALL MR. SNYDER

OFFICE POSITIONS.

Duties involve assemblingand
testing of small electro mech-

255-0900
ARNAR-STONE LABS.INC.

Will: consider beginner.
Must provide own transportation.

the spot for a girl with this

interest and some light clerical skills. Loads of public
contact to $95 vc. Free.
Miss Paige

tive department.

Many company benefits.

Variety office work.

Looking for a career? Here's

TO LEARN A TRADE?

NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE

including many companybene-

774-9393

' Woman with retail experience
in sportswear to assume man-

GENERAL OFFICE

ance are req's. $90 wk.Free.
Miss Paige

DO YOU WANT

Paul Mayer.

hr. week, attractive salary

Mrs. Richardson

3 LOCATIONS

SHIPPING CLERK

wanted for progressive grow-

learn to greet patients, ans.
phones and schedule appts.
Light typing and neat appear-

MANAGER

Opportunity to advance. Attractive salary. 20%Discotmt.

KE 3-3636

expanding practice will train
you as receptionist. You'll

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,

rate bureau. Full time. Call

Palatine

IDEEL CLEANERS

INTERIOR
DECORATOR
TRAINEE

SPORTSWEAR

agerial responsibility of ac-

DOCTORS GIRL
Excellent local doctor with

High School Graduates, mech-

Full Time

1592 Northwest Hwy.

PLUS BONUS

MEN

827-8861

McDONALD'S DRIVE-IN

GOOD SALARY

"SHEETS" 100% FREE

Established pharmaceutical
manufacturer has openings for
man to learn tablet making.No
previous experience necessary. Steady employment with
benefit program. Call between
9,AM to 5 PM.

store in Mt. Prospect Plaza.
Hrs. 8 to 3 daily
8 to 4 Sat.

Trainees or Experienced

250 E. Hamilton Dr. Arl. Fits.
Just South of Oakton and
2 biks. West of 89

SERVICE
STATION
ATTENDANT

Apply in Person

us at once. Corrections are oc
cepted by phone. 9 to 9 week.
days 6 9 to 12 Saturdays.

CONTINOUS
MOLDING CORP.

'

COUNTER CLERK
Experienced or will train
mature woman in dry cleaning

774-9399

7205 N. Meade
W.Oakton
Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
987-7100
An equal opportunity employer
8201

Mus.t be familiar with all truck

Days or Evenings

will be rectified by republication
for one insertion,

Will train draft exempt. New
air-conditioned plant. Phone
439-4044 or Apply in person
between 9 and 3 P.M.

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

Choose your own hours

to

blink the first insertion of their
advertisement and in case of
--for to notify the classified department at once in _order that

inclined.

An equal opportunity employer

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

ADVERTISERS

Must be experienced in electronics or mechanics.
Telephone or Apply in Person

This is a steady salaried job
for mechanically

Miss Paige

7205 N. Mende

7205 N. Meade

TECHNICIANS

RATE CLERK

To Rent Business

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous

439-0286

CL. 5-2441
FULL TIME - PARTTIME

63

To Rent Furnished

199 King Street

2491 EstesAve.
Elk Grove Village

94
95
88
96

78
80

eLK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

Call after 6 P. M.

70

Property
To Rent Farms

paper routes.

DOUMAK, INC.

86

74

With car - Sunday A . M. news-

Delivery Drivers Wanted

91

To Rent Apartments

MAN OR BOY

Endler's Pharmacy. 439-5255

for 8nd shift 3 PM to 11 PM.

Free.

439-0923

ter. 40 hr wk. Must drive.

Must have

5 yrs. experience
on truck or bus
5 day week

89
93

60
59

Tremendous future for the
right man.
Call . now - 392.8411
Ask for Mr.Carlson
Full time delivery man, por-

RESPONSIBLE MAN

ings for several neat and willing tainees. No experience

58
85

Sporting Goode
Stento-Hi-Fi-Photograph
Store And Bar Fixtures

Family disconnt privilege

urban Elk Grove has open-

Roams -Board -

Housekeeping

Company Paid 'Insurance.

Benefits include Profit sharing plan
Retirement plan
Group insurance plan

MECHANIC

Real Estate -

Loans Mortgages

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.

in lovely reception office. $400

like variety

in the midwest.

Food processing plant in sub-

DON ARNDT
BEVERLY LANES
RESTAURANT

Part Time

the fastest growing retailer

827-2177

4

Nursery Scheid, -

Mild Care

Experience required
Des Plaines 296-1142

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

22

50

Mt. Prospect. IQ:

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR.

36
7

111 W. Central Rd.

11 -Business Services

67

Florists

TERRACE
SUPPLY CO...

You'll be trained to greet applicants, conduct tours, at famous suburb firm. You'll sit

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

PERSONNEL
RECEPTION

ASSISTANT
Must be able td handle detail
enjoy people

Opportunity to advance with

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

MANAGER

MEN WANTED

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

FOUND: Boy's bike vicinity
of Windsor School. Parent
should identify. 392-0092
Black Angora. Coat with pink'
collar. Phone: CL 5-3873.

104

Faros Equipment
Farmers Market
Financial Adjusters

DRIVER

13 -Lost. And Found

CLASSIFIED
INDEX

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Atistoctat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture
Cleaners
Home Maintenance, Fully
Insured.
Free
Estimates.
259.5066

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
'824-2865

824-9530

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE 'SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587.

THE DAY

Wednesday, August 17,1966

CALL TODAY

$

255-7200

ONLYDAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

WOMEN INSPECTORS

MT A

Hours 8 AM to 4:30 PM

or

' CLEAN, LIGHT WORK

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

MATERIAL HANDLERS

WATTRESSES
Wanted

BACKGROUND

Pay, Automatic Increases, Sick Leave,
Insurance, Overtime And Advancement.

MART/III METALS

1620 W. Central. Rd.
CL. 5-5000 Idt.Prospect,I11.,

Des Plaines

ABLE

296-1142

250 N. 12th ST.

'

(OFF DUNPEE RD.)

FULL TIME

-

DAYS OR NIGHTS

We are now interviewing neat alert young men for Ihe
position of GRILL MEN.

We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent employee benefits; including paid vacations. Free
insurance program.

TESTERS

Some

cated in

-"

TO01 Makers,.
"=-

Varied' MseillniffrAbIllty.

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS
Wheeling & Exchange Rda.

OFFICE
POSITIONS
Immediate salaried opportunities
CLERK TYPISTS
DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
's ORDER PROCESSING
CLERKS

SPIEGEL CATALOOCENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY
An above average. Job for girls

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

bookkeeping credit or sales
experience desirable.

charge purchases and help
keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.
J

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

such as discount on merchandise, vacations with pay,
hospitalization, many others.
CALL 255-7500
For Interview appointment
Miss Green

tive salary, fringe benefits.
Call 358-9100 or write:
Dean of Business Affairs

HARPER COLLEGE

SPIEGEL

26 -Help Wasted Men Or Women

'

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

BEAUTY OPERATOR

537-2180

ELECTR I CAL
Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing

DU 1-2400

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

cleaning machines. Evening hours.

Assemblers
you more than just money?
Our company is located in one of Chicago's
loveliest suburbs. The advantages of this
are obvions. You will work in a modern
plant. You will be working with new equipment. The atmosphere is naturally more
relaxing. You can probably think of many

more advantages yourself.

performance, a very desirable insurance
plan, a security minded pension plan, and

PURE AIL COMPAN$

pany benefit program. Prefer
age 21-30.
ASK FOR MISS BUTLER
529-4003

LA 9-'7700

Northwest
Community Hospital

1100 Wiley Road

800 W. Central Rd.

Palatine

Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL. 9-1000

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Join

AMPEX
INTERV IEW ING:
Tuesday .& Thursday Evenings tii 7:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.ni. to

p.m...

1

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

knowledge of production scheduling.

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

GOLF MILL STORE
9440 N. Milwaukee Ave,
CY 6-2211

Niles

PREC I S ION ASSEMBLERS
Ability .to, read blpe prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

OVER 150 TEMPORARY JOBS
NOW AVAILABLE
IN NORTHWEST SUBURB

at

$2.70 an Hour
If you. are 18 years of age or older, can count parts and
total same, and have your own transportation, come in or

ASSEMBLERS
NO experience necessary as we will train. -

INSPECTOR
Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify
any ambition individual.

No Fee to Applicant Or Employer For Our Services

DRIVERS
MALE & FEMALE.

A.M. & P.M. Routes or Both

If you are unable to: apply in person or

Paid Training, Free Baby Sitting Service..
Hospitalization, Major Medical, Life Insurance.

call us at--

Charles Bruning: Company

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

'

PURCHASING EXPEDITER
ILLINOIS STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
824-7191
Des Plaines, Illinois
601 Lee Street

6;30 - 8;30 A.M.
2;30 - 4;30 P.M.

for machine and bench assemblers.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

Contact the

Hours Approx;

Follow up purchase order with vendors.

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.'

*Company paid

insurance

Phone 439-0923

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT'

PHONE CL 5.1900
An equal Opportunity employer

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
t

.Landmeler Rd,

2201 Lunt Rd.

Year Round Work If Desired.
Lunt Rd.

Elk Grove Village

X
0

COOK COUNTY SCHOOL-I3US INC.

t

439-8700

AG

'

An Equal Opportunity Employer

lated duties. Good personality
and good typing skills a must.
4 hours per day, Monday thru
Friday.
APPLY PERSONNEL

aminon or Addrmogroph. Muliiiraph,Corp

A Division of Union. Oil,- Company. of California
200 East Golf Road
Palatine, Illinois'.

typing, filing and other re-

ANALYZERS

an employee cafeteria to save you money.
Our company grows larger and larger every
day. As a result we have .a constant need
need additional information

PURE

Interesting work in expanded
personnel office. Reception,

tendance. Outstanding com-

Experience in procurement of parts or related items and

phone us about the 3 - day inventory jobs an employer has
asked us to fill for him.

In "addition to these built-in advantages we
offer our employees excellent starting rates,
regular increases based on your individual.

JANITORS

be extremely reliable in at-

BARRINGTON

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

Why not work for a company that offers

Bukting management department has openings for experienced or inexperienced men for maintenance work in our
large office building. We will train in use of supplies and

PERSONNEL
CLERK -TYPIST

sponsible young lady to work
for a busy growing firm.
Someone with ability to handle
active phone and typing. Must

JUNIOR PLANNER

SEARS ROEBUCK & CO.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

10,000 retailers and a marketing staff of 500. Excellent

Training positions open in computer room for persons who
have completed data processing courses or with no prior
exposure to computer operation.. Excellent opportunity to
begin your career in this field.

Permanent. Attractive, Re-

discount. 2 nights. Apply to Mr. Oman

and annual bonus.

COMPUTER
OPERATOR TRAINEES

827-1191

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

growth opportunity to learn all facets of oil company marketing, merchandising, and'personnel development.

Ask for Mr. Glandt

executive tiecretarial experience. Age 30-40. Competi-

Must be able to set-up and,operate.

Desiring opportunity of career in marketing. College Major
in journalism, business administration or teaching with
minimum of 2 years experience in industry preferred.
Would work with training staff on programming for over

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

392-4250

many big company benefits

DRAFTSMEN

CREATIVE WRITER

CALL MRS. OLSEN

Join A Profit Sharing Company

lege.
Shorthand and filing
competency, versatile per-

Drill Press Operators

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Ex-

perienced or will train. Good
future, many benefits.

William Raney Harper Col-

retary to President of the

Male or. female 40 hour work week, commission, & store

BARRINGTON

Bookkeeping Departmer

Male & Female

helpful.

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

CLERK

Personable individual as sec,

WANTED

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

.

benefits.

SECRETARY WANTED'

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

'

ing field for women -and the
chance for advancement la
best with a nation-wide company such as Speigel--Credit
headquarters for America. .

Credit is the fastest grow-

Serving Antenna' since i865;

METALS

For appt. phone 255-22' 1.

40 hour week.
Paid vacations and

IRON WORKS, INC.

You'll enjoy good pay and. ceptive of employer's work,

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.,

You earn as you learn.

phone the Personnel office.

8201 W. Oakton
Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

accounts up-to-date, approve

Barrington

for either full' or part time.

WORK

SCHMIDT

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

As a Spiegel credit clerk
you will keep customer

550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

and make money. tool. Need
2 or more girlsofhighcallbre.

GENERAL OFFICE

These are permanent posiThey include corntions.

petative salary, and fully paid
benefit program. Apply or

or women with background of

DUnkirk 1-2400

WANTED FOR

RECEPTIONIST

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN

These unusual oppartunities.provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

LOOK
YEARS' YOUNGER

.

ASSEMBLERS

Mill Hands
Boring Machine Operators

6201 W. Oakton
Morton Grove
R03-5000
' 967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

Ext. 336

Experience on Jigs. Fixtures and. Assembly Tools.

equipment desirable

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

Mr. Felt
437-1800

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Salary open.

Contact

Wheeling

517-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

" -">` . - -

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

Centex Industrial

Center, Elk Grove Village.

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

MACHINISTS

shorthand necessary.

Must be a good typist. Lo-

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

APPLY IN PERSON

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

permanent part time

Hours are from 8 to 4:30.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

300 N. Northwest Highway. (Rts. 53 & 14)
Palatine, Ill.

lent company benefits,
Applyyersormel Office

advertising and sales training
managers.

Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.

$2.25 to $2.50 Per Hour

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

tabulating room for numeric
operators on 204, 026, 058
machines. Full time permanent positions with excel-

secretary to work for our

Coma in or Call

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE W ILL TRAIN

Opening available in our IBM

$2.50 per hr.

PRECISION MECHANICAL

GRILL MEN

1st Shift

/24-11q,Wadul Moo

34-HsIe Wanted Men

DIVISION OF MARTIN.COMPANY
WHEELING
537-2180

OPERATORS

3 days a week
starting pay

PREFER-

Need

Outstanding Career Opportunities For
Experienced Person In Shipping And
Receiving,' Position Offers Good Starting -

KEYPUNCH

MEDIA -SUPERVISOR
ASSISTANT. BROADCAST

FUZE -ON PRODUCTS

30 -Help Wanted -Women

MATURE WOMAN

PERMANENT
PART TIME
SECRETARY

Dayp and nights. Brandt's
Restaurant. For appt. Phone
358-1003:

9 AM to 3 PM

130 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

i-Holp Wanted -Women

YOU'LL FIND IT IN THE

15

304Q S. BUSSE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL:

Devon Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

*4

_
Wednesday, August 17. 1966

THE DAY'

TEMPORARY
AND

PART TIME
IMMEDIATE WORK

Secretaries
Clerks

Typists
Stenos

Work the Days, Weeks.
or Months You Want
Work'Ciose To, Home

$10 BONUS

FEMALE HELP
WANTED

Emil*

.

'Food processing plant in sub-

urban Elk Grove has Openings for several neat women

$75 BONUS
Top Rates

?aid Vacations

RIGHT GIRL
Temporary Service

Good starting salary,reviews.
profit sharing, aircooditioned
office, etc.

AMPEX

conditioned location. Several
ladies needed in expanded

benefits.
APPLY PERSONNEL

Route 183
An equal oppoitunity employer

2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

Des Plaines

DON'T CHOOSE BETWEEN

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights. M.
CL 9-1000

SEASON NOW
OPEN

WAITRESSES NEEDED

1208 S. Haddow

' Arlington Heights

3 blks. East of Arh, figt. Rd.

We can help you combine both

with interesting PART TIME
Once work in temporary positions -- a few days or a few
weeks at a time in your area.

SBC requires key punch oper-

If you can do filing, typing,

stenography, COMPTOMETRY, ' KEYPUNCH, etc., we

Subsidiary of. IBM

dows to Fullerton & Cicero.

Lv. between 500 & 6:30 A.M.
CL. 5-4549

'1-7' long 25 cu. ft. freezer,
1-2'8" x

combination

8,13"

x 18" high metal cabinet.
1-10' x 4" soil pipe. 392-0881.
111-11dp Wnntid-Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Four 38" x 72" aluminum

'.A$SEIYIRCERS

jalousie windows and screens.
$60 for all. 392-5957

Electronic component manufacturer has limited openings on
2nd or 3rd shifts, full or part time.Experience not necessary.
We will train.

714 Dresser Dr. Mt. Pros.

GARAGE SALE

APPLY

office fan -health

Insulation

TRW ELECTRONICS

lamp dressers - air-cond. refrig. - el. stove din. rm.

' Des Plaines

Garland 'Place

turn. miter & picture fram-

Thur. Fri. Sat. Aug. 18,19,20
10 to 5 PM. Quality furniture,
oriental rugs, paintings. patio
furniture, garden urns,Jaettar
car and much misc.
Phone sale days 7 CL 3-8085

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ing- upholsterer sewing mach.

- Nadco exerciser -boat trail.

motor -exhaust
outboard
fan- many household articles clothing -Min. 113 South Ed-

* STENO -SECRETARIES

Sun. Aug. 20.21:

* TYPISTS

-

ward,' Mt. Prospect. Sat. &

Sale by Jeanette Csakey

* TELETYPE OPERATOR
* GENERAL LEDGER BOOKKEEPER
.

30 -Help Wasted-Wsmei

30-11elp Wasted -Women

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

Good starting' salaries and excellent employee benefits
including profit sharing.

Has Job Openings For

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

CLERK TYPISTS

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Roads

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

Chicago, Ill. 80831
Tel: (312)893-3021

Des Plaines

824-1155 Ext. 238

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Apply 'Personnel Department
81411#0/ 411111VICII sea*

"

CASHIER HOSTESS

Park Ridge

1881 Northwest Highway

30-Bel! Wasted -Women

-

FULL TIME DAYS. OR NIGHTS

WAITRESSES

STENOGRAPHERS

says STIVERS Is

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

Opening for stenographers with experience or recent high

the ages 20 - 35 for the position of: CASHIER -HOSTESS.

WONDERFUL

$2.00 PER HOUR GUARANTEED

KEY PUNCH TRAINEES

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance
program.
DAYS $1.85 - $2.00 PER HOUR

Most Dirties Won't Tell
But A rlingtonDaysie

Work Days,
Weeks or Months
Top. Rates
Convenient Locations

school graduate with top shorthand and typing skills.

We are now interviewing neat. attractive young ladles be-

Day shift opening for IBM key punch training program.

tween the ages of 18-35 for the position of WAITRESS.

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between

DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

Typing ability required.

NIGHTS $2.00 - $2.25 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON. EXPERIENCE

We can offer permanent employment with excellent employee

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance programs.

5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Full or Part Time

Good Pay - Goad Tips

APPLY IN PERSON

PURE OIL COMPANY

Apply in Person

No Sundays

Lifesavers, Inc.
Randhurst Center 392-192C
Room 63
Prof. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

astWel.,

3040p Waited -Women

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
600 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rte. 53 & 14).
dp Waded -Isms'

LA 9-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

P lath:8411.

Wanted-lemen

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

A Division of Union Oil Company of California

200 E. Gott Rd.

;-

Palatine, M.

300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

h1OffelrAdpTitimen

311-11dp. VindWillpille:=3 i1 AOTHelp:Araitell-Womei ":.`" """:-

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
THE BEST PLACE TO WORK!
WE HAVE THE RIGHT JOB FOR YOU!
INDUSTRIAL NURSE
3411

4

screen storm door, 1 - 42"

SIGNATURE. 2 yr. old. $85.
Call 392-4210.

Road

Temporary

11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

722 Kensington
Hts.

after 8 P.M.
Kenmore console sewing machine with attachments.Girl's
24" bike. CL 3-0179.

Dishwasher, portable. WARDS

827-5557

30-1111p Waded -Weise

10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

BEVERLY LANE
.RESTAURANT

$50.00 Pr. Call CL 3-3998

Sun. Porch turn. glider & 2
chairs. Boys like new 28"
bike. 17" console T.V. iin-

Doebber for details on BONUS,
PAID VACATIONS and PRO.
FIT SHARING benefits.

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Johnson *titer Softener.

Shift

We need a Registered Nurse
who has experience in Industrial Nursing.

STENOGRAPHERS

GENERAL CLERKS

Beginners & Experienced

Clear and neat handwriting
with skills in detail work
is necessary.

We have a variety of positions
available.

CALCULATING OPRS.
.AddingMachine'Operators
Our Payroll, Accounting and
Pricing Departments are in
need of experienced gals.

TYPISTS

STATISTICAL TYPISTS

For the following Dugs:

Billing and Order Typists

Purchasing Shipping

/lectric, manual and all cap
typewriters. Must have ability to work with figures.

Sales a Engineering
Laboratories

OUR COMPANY OFFERS -MANY FRINGE BENEFITS

Air Conditioned Offices
Tution Refund Plan
Prornotions From Within

Parking Facilities

Cafeteria Service

EmploYee Discount Store
Insurance Prograrn

Employee Referral Plan

Social Clubs
INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

TOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE.

ILLINOIS

An equal oppottunitiempltiyei-Ngin

,

.

32 -Miscellaneous Wands' Z.
.2
matching Beige brocade
Regency armless. chairs.

blks. South of Central

-Arlington Heights

An equal opportunity employer,

30 -Help Waded-hien
BOWLING

CL 5-1107
Silvertone electronic organ.
Want ride from Rolling Mea-

1223 Mayfair Rd, Stonegate,

HOME

392-7239.

MOVING OUT OF STATE
MUST SELL - GARAGE SALE

SALE

AND.

cycle $5, bottle sterilizer $2.

Soft Water $5.00 a math

dow- fan, lamps, other misc.

CAREER

side T.V. antenna $10, tri-

Wanted to buy-andhand freshman books from Sacred Heart
High School. CL 3.0478.

10 AM to 8 PM

Tugs.. Much misc. Rees. 807
E. Frederick A.H.
GARAGE SALE. Fri. sat, &

427-8881

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

OFFICE WORKERS

White sew. machine $15, out-

Sat. & Sun. Aug. 20 & 21.

fireplace, $15. Mena, womens,
boys, baby clothes. Furniture,

NIEDERT MOTOR. SERVICE

31-Ielp Wanted-Itsmia

Northwest
Community Hospital

Girl's '20" bike with training
wheels, exc. cond. $20. Conn
Tiumpet $75. 392-1963

Also hOuse and Office turn.

Garage Rummage Sale. Aug.
18 and 19..10 to 5. Artificial

GENERAL OFFICECLERK.

Typing Essential. Full Time

8501 West Higgins

Located between Higgins and

32-Miscellammis Merck:she

32-Miscellaneous Merchandise

need you to fill our orders
for office help. Call Ethel

439-8700

Work long or short hours on

day or evening shift. Good
salary ( $1.80 per hr.) plus
merit Increases and many

COCK ROBIN
W. Northwest Iffithwaf

ators with one -to -two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School education. Full or part-time .Day
or night shift. Apply:

'2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk. Grove Village, Illinois

housekeeping department.

298-8881
:An equal opporh mItY.employer

Mount Prospect

DES PLAINES
298-1142

growing organization. Various
duties in our expanding
personnel records department

WARD HELPERS

.'ictive, phone
-

Accounting & Sales Depts.

Challenging position in our

PHONE 827-1108

can type 30 wpm, energetic and

CLERK -TYPISTS

PERSONNEL
RECORDS CLERK

Phone or Visit

oseary, ages 18 to 35: If you

302 W. Ntirthweit Hwy.

Prospect. Call 392-7297.

Call Jane Nelson

Work In clean, well lit alr-

CL 9-4315 I.

reliable near downtown Mt.

-

openings. No experience nee.;

.

girl. Mt. Prospect - 259-2582.
Cleaning - Woman, $1.75 per
hr. 1/2 day per wk., steady &

2491 Estes Ave.

berland area has immediate

Experienced. or will train,
over 21. Apply.in person to
Doria'after 6 P.M.

Daily child care. 4 year old

DOUMAK, INC.

Insurance- company in Cuni..*:

DINING, ROOM WAITRESSES

Arlington Heights,

Apply in person only.

Elk Grove Village

'

Mrs. Pecoraro

vim

With First 5 Days Pay
PLUS

a hamburger and ice cream
*store. We furnish uniforms.
Call or see

in packaging department.
No experience necessary will
train. All company benefits,
air conditioned. Rate to $1.98

per hour.

CL 5-4313

for counter work in

.

t,GENERAL OFFICE:

Shampoo girl wanted in Mount
Prospect. Part ,time. Call

RESPONSIBLE
:WOMAN:

30 -Help Winted-semen

WNW -Won

.30 -Help Waded -Wei,

11.11d Wed -Wool

3041elp Waited-Wemua.

32-Miscollausus heckled's,

;

;

11-1111, Waited -Won

to-Help.Wanted-Mona

SO-Relp Wanted -Women

Arlington Heights . 1 bdr m. un-

Fri; Aug., A9. 5 P.M. , till 9
.Peter Lutheran

Looking for
a Permanent

St. Arlingtoe Nts. Houeehold
items. Clething.'..:,'

sppt. call.

Complete Hollywood bed, elec.
range, ,gas range, ;blond. oak

Available Sept. lat, 1 bdrm.

ditette set, desk, radlo/phono
TV's, twin _head
CAsole.
board' Li handmoisr.

bdrm. efficiency 'apt. $110.
One year lease required.

Job?

"BE CAREFREE^

drawer cheat on chest, and
night stand. Maple desk and
chair. Portable electric hu-

Fr-

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

mingle. Mower. &n & heat

lamp. Brownie movie camera,
aquarium. 19" SlivertoneT.V.
Kenmore upright tank vacuum

nleaner, and so .forth. ,Cl. 9-

cond't. CL 5-2447

,space

Now itceptingepplications for
October Occupancy.

& shots $85. CL 5-4008.
FREE Kittens given only to

Palatine
358-4555
16 -To Redt Houses
Mt. Prospect 2 bdr. ranch.

Gar. - close trans. & shop.
Aug. 28 occup. , Adults. 8276514.

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for
Weddings

Fermiskiegs-Furniture

Like new Kenmore gas stove,

copper shade. Will sacrifice

price. Also, small refriger-

, ator for $5. 259-1888.

!!!HELP!!!
Must sell display furniture

from builders deluxe model
homes. Save up to 70% Terms

and delivery arranged.
773-0252

after 12 noon
Formica table and 4 chairs,
$15. 2 tile -top tables, $10.
358-8304.

Modern davenport and chair,
Good condition.
Beige.
Reasonably priced. 392-2757.
41-Neeseithi Appliances--

.-

Hotpoint elearic range 30".
GOOd condition. $50.
392-1021

AMERICAN LEGION HALL,
lien Wheeler

CL3-2973

12 -lasted To Rut
Mature business woman desires furnished room with
kitchen privileges or large 1
room efficiency apt. Phone
456-3050 - Mils King.
116 -Real Estate -Houses

Yellow with black inter.Bucket seats, 4 speed, 'console,

full power, 'Like new. Pri-

ART -WAY BUILDERS
259-3535

vate owner. Phone CL 0-4482

Eves.- 677-5717

'62 ,Pontiac Star, C 11=

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Pantry -- 2nd floor laundry.

WI, carpet. -- double gar.

-- tool, shed -- fenced back
yard. -- Nicely landscaped.
Convenient to schools &trans-,
traies
132

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
92 ft. 3 bdrm. executive ranch.

Fender Baseman amplifier 8
mos. old. Will sacrifice.CL 35245.

56 -Office hireling -Devices

2M Dry Photocopier witticab-

7 rm. brick ranch 1st floor
tam. rm. 3 bdrms, 2 baths,
fireplace. $32,500.' Phone for
appt. 392-3895.

.panelled family room. Cer.
tile bath & kitchen. Newly

quick sale --

Brick home in convenient lo-

Colonial today.

shopping, transportation and
churches. Asking only$39,900

INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

P.O. Box 34
Prospect Heights, 111. 60070

Open 9 to .9
Ail. Hts,
CL 5-6320

66 -Rol Estate -Houses

116-Rial Estate -Dusts

.1714 N/W. HWY.

439-6130

'55 Chev. 2 dr. good running
condtion. $100 or best offer.
Call 259-4941 after 6.
'57 Ford Country Sedan 6 cyl.
auto. -radio & heat. Very low
mileage.
HE- 7-4555

DAYTON NANCE R. E.
OPEN SUNDAYS

1965 Mercury Mont. 4 dr.

Phone DU -1-3434

Full power. Low mileage. Ex.
cond. 392-0542. .

CHOICE ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS HOMES

-

3 -BEDROOM RANCH

Large-6T4eMirtrittiPaaWir.
ant locatico., Big living room'
and 27x22 rec. room. Plenty

of extras includitigtwo window

air

L.

64 ELCAMINO
V-8 WHITE

Very 16irmileage rOne owner.
k shift, -radio, &di n
chrome. Canvas cover. 392-

conditioners. Two -car
$23.900

garage.

101-Artomobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted

Come In And See Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler -Palatine,

Big and lovely, this 8 -room
home with 3 baths andtwo-car

Clean Cars Wanted

Best Prices Paid

'

MUSTANG MTRS.

CALL

1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

314 S. Arlington HeIghts.Road

102 -Tricks, Trailers

Arlington Heights

'56 Ford. state, 1 1/2 ton,
12' steel bed, lift gate, needs

CL 3-2500

work. Best offer. 358-3065.

OPEN WEEKDAY EVENINGS

111-Notercycles And Scooters

811 -Real Estate -Vacant

'65 Honda 90
Good cond. Best offer.

CHOICE

CL 34,258
1985 Honda 305. White, tuckin

RESIDENTIAL LOTS
-Palatine-Barrington Areas $3,500 to $8.800

pipes, travel rack. Barnett

clutch, immaculate condition.

Most may be purchased 1/3
down, .42 months to pay. Strip
in and see Plats.

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

.

434'E. Northwest Hwy.
358;1800
Palatine
Open 9 to 9
16 -Real Estate -Rouses

Palatine,

WANTED USED CARS
Bring Your Title - Cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

JIM WARRINER
REALTORS.

BRUNS

Condition priced approvals

'1961 V W - Sun roof. Good
condition. Tires geed $575.

128 W. Main St.-Barringtor.

Yoti must see this beautiful
2 1/2 baths, sap. dining rm.
full basement, 2 1/2 car
garage;" large eating area.
Walking tlistance to schools,

25 S. Park Roselle, Ill

'61 Impala Chevy convertible.
$525. Good condition. Radio,
w/w, 392-2680 after 6.

cation -- 2 bedrooms, large
room, large attic
dining
w/stairs for expansion -study, rec room w/brick fireplace - 1 1/2 baths, garage.
Quick possession - $25,500.

tractive lot. By owner $18,800.

4 bedroom

after "6 P.M.
THE DODGE BOYS
Roselle Dodge

reduced to $30,000.Quick possession.

Din. Rm. 2 car garage. At-

STAMPS FOR COLLECTORS
Daves Stamp Company

1959 Plymouth convertible.
White with red interior.Firestone champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission.
$225 or best offer. 358-2699

living room and dining -L.2 car garage. Owner transf.

remodeled inside & out. Sep.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
LOCATION.

611-tellectiees

255.2634. Best offer.

COUNTRY ACRE close toVillage. 4 bedroom., study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in

Arlington Hgts. 2 bdrm. ranch ,

old $150; two 4 -drawer metal
filing cabinets $50; new line -

mall scale, metal stationery
rack $5; composite for $400
- or best offer - phone CL 38597 for appointinent at 415
S. I -Oka Ave., Mt. Prospect.

of. r

garage, large family room.
Built-in oven, range, dishwasher and disposal, re$39.900
frigerator.

inet - 2 yr. old $200; Apace
Binder with supplies - 2 yr.

Cabinet $10; metal cash box;

mission, air - cond. power
steering & power brakes,
radio speaker, very clean.,

beautiful family room w/bookcases. Towering shadetrees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn,3-car garage.

system. Choice SHERWOOD

CL 3-7737

a -time $25; Va2'x31' metal

'58 Buick Super. 4 -door, hard-

top. Silver blue, Auto. trans-

places. large dining room,

Air-conditiened. Approx. 1
acre. Underground sprinkling

Epiptione Guitar: Dual pickup, vibrato. Best offer. CL 5-

1896.

CL. 3-7240

*HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

4 -BEDROOM SPLIT-LEVEL

CL 3-0842
ARLINGTON HTS BY OWNER

very good condition. $55.359-

Sedan. $1850.

In-laws, horses? Perfect for
you --authentic Williamsburg
Colonial home on 7.6 acres.
6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fire-

1 1/2 baths -- full basement.

area. Owner transferred.

K amplifier, 12" speaker,

'64 Oldsmobile. 4 dr. Holiday

BARRINGTON

Older home -- 6 brms. --

3915

3058.

Knowledge In 0 -Orating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines, For Various Type Of Coil

Parties
Graduatiensi etc.

CALL. 392-7033 FOR
APPT. WITH OWNERS.

55 -Musical Intrentats
Fender
Mustang Electric
guitar and case. Excellent
condition, rarely used, many
extras. $165.
Call 392-

.

Model at 1419 N. Chestnut

$58,900.reduced

111 -To Rent Miscellanies

4871.

COIL WINDERS

392.5106

65 Olds. 442 Holiday .Coupe-.'

ail :pwr. & air-cond., $1250
after 3. ,Cell .CL -3-3240

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

'very good homes. Cali 259-

Third Shift Only
are for

whitewalls.

.

Reg. pedigree male miniature
,Schnauzer, 10 mo. old Papers

Openings on

1962 Ford Galaxie V8 R/Hand

.

HOME REALTY

.4691

Partslintrriandliffg mall -Tools Is esir

'60 Falcon, 2 Dr.Wagon;Stick
radio, heater. CL 5-5072.

UNTIL '9 p.m.

Miniature Schnauzers pups
also Poodles AKC, shots and
wormed healthy home raised
639-9728.
Miniature Schnauzer. AKC
.register. Stud Service 255-

1

Exc. for 2nd car. 255-1931

OPEN EVENINGS

359-0103

Experience On Assembling Small

auto. 'Good running condition

-

2 bdrm
- $185. lbdim- 2169.
..,

10 Wits. old. AKC regist'd.

Openings on
First and Second Shifts
are for
ASSEMBLERS

'55 Buick VS 2 dr. hardtop
4 BDR. COLONIAL'
2 .1/2 Baths 2 Car Gar.
Everything Included

end laundry facilities

German Short Hair Pointers

YOU!!

99-Artemobiles For Sale

4. ample parking, storage

.

for

ALSO

3. 4 blocks to shopping

392-8209

5-3535

'

1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl.

.

" 6. 1,050, sq. ft." of living

Standard '8 week old Dachaiumd AKC. registered. Black
and tan.relsonable.439-4788.
KITTENS: free togood homes.

is

$29, 006

. 5. will decorate to suit

44 -Begs, Pets Aid Equipment.

liMATIC ELECT

1.' central air -coraditieelig
2. Walking distrance from

train

Floor length wedding gown for
sale. Bodice appliqued, exc.

FOLZ REALTY
RESIDENTIAL
' COMMERCIAL

.

partment: building ',loca ted at,
Smith and-Johnsonand offering the following ultra -deluxe
.features:

'

42-Clitilig Firs

96 -Real Estate 'Wanted

'

Palatine's newest luxury a-

.

0583.

Carpet

An Appliances

WILLIAMSBURG.
,

ton School Die. Real country
living close. - in. Reasonably
priced.
AGENT - FL 4-2186

Fully Imp. Lot

AT

midifier. 20" 3 speed reversible portable fan. Dual wattage
heater. Ironrite
portable

8 acre home site, 5 minutes

commuter station. 5 year
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS from
contract if desired. Barring'

255-8000

with, matching 5

mahogany

F3MRINGTON
AREA

....

4 BDR. BI -LEVEL
2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.
Finished Family Room.

FBK Inc.,. Realtors

392-0386 after 4.
,4 poster doeble bed. Solid

.f

NEW04,

259-4901

unfurnished apt.`$125, and 1

11 -Real Estate-Vacaat

.16 -Real Estate -Houses

furnished apt. 3 short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Sept. 4st. For

'School cafeteria. 111 W.Olive

Wednesday.. .August 17. 1966

THE DAY

14 -To Rent Apartments

32-Miscellainis Merckaidlse
-RUMMAGE SALE,

anted -Noma

Must sell. Make an offer.
CL. 3-8076

'66 Suzuki 'cycle Won as prize.
824-4737.
1985 Honda 180 exc. cond.
leaving for school must sell
at best offer. Shown at 307
N. Dryden' Ave. Arl. Hts. be-

tween 5 and 7 p.m.
.1164eal Estate -Reuses

MOUNT PROSPECT

CATINO ESTATES

Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

Community of Finest Homes,

Arlington Heights,

MATZ' E1ECTR/C
A Member of the GTaE family

Ranches, IN-Leeelii, Cape Cods, French Provincials'

4 & 5 BEDROOMS

of Companies
h.

Prised from , $45,000
Comes available, for immediate' occupancy

1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf. Road.
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

SEE MODEL AT 1105 FRANCIS DRIVE,

UNIT NO:3 NOW OPENING

RTHLAKE 1LLINOI

your lot on which wivally, Impressive
homes Can be built
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

3 Bedroom Ranch with I 1/2 bathe and A Family room on
100 x 200 lot in choice Country Club section

a

$34,000.00
,ONE'EAST CAMPBELL
' ARLINGTON.271iFGHTS

h470,41p.bilt

IPLE
,'LISTING SERVICE'

THE DAY

,

Wednesday, Augwit 17:1966

Page 12

(left)

Dailey

Dan

GEORGIAIPAC I FI,C

tells off Richard Benjamin In a scene from
"The

mme

Couple,"

Odd

currently being staged
Blackstone
at
the
Theatre in Chicago.
The
comedy
drew
rave
notices
from
the city's' four- newspaper critics. Dailey'

plays

sportswriter,

a

Benjamin a TV news -I
writer, 'living together
after
separating
from their wives.

Dry Business Absorbs
District 59 Board
BY JANET BONE

,

Towels for two junior
high schools were an absorbing subject at Mon-

OTHER action..
Substitute teachers in
will be paid next fall at
same rate they received
The board again
year.

Building Fund tax anticipation
*warrants. dated Sept. 2, with;

59

the

interest at 4%.
Light bulb

this

approved the pay scale recom-

to spend
58,000 next year for towels.
This figure is based on a
cost of S4 per student per
It includes daily deyear.
livery service to the schools,
towel supply and laundry.
The Administration members
said towel service by this
method was considerably more
economical than having Dist.
voted

unanimously

59 purchase and launder towels.
cost

About half of the towel
is absorbed by the jun-

ior high "materials fee."

'The basic rate

for Substi-

er then.

At' the board meeting, contracts were approved for Phyllis Anderson, ($5,800); Veron-,
ica Dzarnowskj, (55,400); Pa -1
tricia Hill, (S5,600); and MarMerker, ($5,400) who will

On completion of the .15th

ilyn'

day of substituting in the same
classroom, a teacher receives
retroactive to

If she teaches a special education class, she receives 53

be elementary teachers.
Roy Caste, (56,100);

extra per day.

and

George Mangel, (55,400) have
been signed as junior high

THE BOARD also approvissuing of S15,000
ed the

Choke Train'
&NW- Opens

_

THE' DISTRICT will have
its full teaching staff. by Wednesday.
Dr. Ludwig BodzewSki told the board that he expected to hire his last teach-

first day.

per day,
the first day.

I

der, for 53,011.21.

tutes is 520 a day. A'teacher receives 523 on her 41st
day of district teaching in the
current school year, and retroactive pay at this rate to the

S25

projector'

Lustre Corporation, low bid-

day's Dist. 59 board meet- mended by the administration.
ing.
After discussion, the board

and

lamps will bo purchased from

.

teachers. Ada Pansinci (57,400) will serve . as a school
librarian, and Jane Weinstein, (S5,400)...will be a speech
teacher;

The., following -tenure teachersi thee :approval granted for

Mayor John G. Woods of Arlington Heights will officially open the "Choice Train" exhibit of the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission Friday at 7 p.m.
The exhibit which consists of two former parlor cars, loaned by the Chicago & North Western Railroad, will begin a seven day stay on the railroad siding along Northwest Hwy., ap-

one

year leave

of c absence,:

ISHED

*OREF

Evelyn' Cromer, -Mrs.
Paula Fagel, Mrs. Judith lo vino, Mrs.. Arline Michaels,
Mrs.

Mrs. 'Joan Osborn, Mrs. Donna Saberrnan, and Mrs. Betty
Riley.

"

proximately two clocks north of the Arlington station.
The traveling, exhibit con -

he nrst Card

sists of information about the
Commission, a description of
its research projects, and a
display of alternative plans
for citizens to consider as
guidelines
for the
future
growth of their area.
Mayors, village managers,
zoning board . officials and
Chamber of Commerce of-

W

ORIGINALLY PRICED

-

ficials from neighboring communities have been invited to
attend the official opening.
The villages include Barrington,
Lake
Barrington,

North Barrington, South Barrington,
Bartlett,
Buffalo
Grove,
Des
Plaines,
Elk
Grove Village, Evanston, Glen-

PER 12'x8' WALL

view, Golf, Hoffman Estates,
Kenilworth, Lincolnwood, Morton Grove, Mount Prospect,

Hanover Park, Niles; Northfield, Palatine, Rolling Meadows, Rosemont, Schaumberg
Estates, Skokie, Streamwood,
Park Ridge, Wilmette and
Winnetka.
The displays will be open
to the public daily from I to
8 p.m. Saturday from 10 a m.
to 3 p.m. and Sunday from 3 to

7 p.m.

ALSO

3 FULL SHEET

NOW ONL

Featuring

They will feature an

USG

animated slide sequence and
exhibit panels. There will be

Cash &

exhibit information on air pollution, water problems, open

Low Lustre &

space and transportation.

Otte UMW (right) receives they Number 1 card
Is the sew 'aatomaliag program of the Minis State library from Secretary of State mad State Libraries Peal
Porn& ii4gloalas Sept. 11 MI borrowers must hare
cards which are detached' from poach cards with per threat data:. 'The data proceselag program, the lint of
its, Mod td the U.S. will 'Inman the elliciamy of the
Jim Warriner, president of
Borrowers from the library
Warriner
Jim
Gallery
of State Lamm operettas.

Warriner
Man 'of
The Year

Homes Realtors, was named

include

"Man of the Neje yesterday
duties a national meeting of
Gallery of Hama Realtors at

libraries.

the Sheraton O'Hare.
association,
The national
which
features
personalized
selling
and listing
service -In
homes, meets three times a
year, in ' different locations
throughout the country. The
meeting
Sheraton,
O'Hare
is the lint for the Chicago
northwest suburban area.

t

Gov:

state ' officials 111 '6empioyees, 'tax-sapported

libraries ear Imihidaals J. areas sot eared by public

Latex House Paiht
LINES
CEILING TILES

Hamm

on Tim:

-..tarrY

Back to .,.Schopl Offer!":!
STUDIO, ulEN,'REu. ROOMf
,First Come - First Served
DON'T WAIT CALL NOW! LA -9-24311.
OFFER EXPIRES, SEPT..3,1964

ensenilk "kind to Close
Conceit Series
Bensenville Manicipal':. Stripes
Ocirever",
final Town Struftet'S Ball"
Bend.. will present

"Dark

moan. ,,,wednesda),:at 8:15;'tidy in .B
u e,". "Autunin
p.rth', in the Lynn C.';'Huffman' Leaves," "Roman Carnival
',Overture"
and
"Tristan and
Park; .Church and:: Irving Park
RdS;; Bensenville.

In,'ease Of'

The realtors and their wives inclement Weedier; the concert
Soloist will be Sam i Hand
visited the Warriner offices will be held Friday..: .
Thesoncert wilU honor' the who; will *perform the trumpet
at, 314 S. Arlington Heights
- solo ' "Czaidas" by Monte.
Rd; Monday, and then were village ' board. Selections,"
Warriner's -guests- at --Arlin ._ quested 114 the 124t1rd of true The band 10:41.LeCtf.4._,fiy....Fict
I tees,.
include, "Stars and A. Lewis.
ton Part Rem Track.

er. -o

Roselle Rd. .& hiving Park Rd.
Roselle, IfilnoIS
LA -

1

.

P

Cherry Hill Homeowners Take Action to Fight Vandals
BY TOM STANTON
Worried homeowners last night decided on a "protective
association"

combat

to

that

vandalism

the

recently

has

plagued the Cherry Hill area, which adjoints Mount Pros-

are spotted. Much time was spent discussing the lack of police

Metzger also suggested a reward be offered for the arrest
and conviction of the offenders. This was soon lost in the heat
of discussion, when a resident said that getting a teen-ager

ME AREA, which is bounded by Euclid Av., Foundry.
River and Wolf Rds., must rely on the thinly spread Sheriff's

convicted for vandalism is nearly impossible.

Police.

The members decided against the suggestion to form a
vigilance committee of homeowners, which would patrol the
Thirty-ve members of the Cherry Hill Homeowners Assn. area during the night.
'attended the Meeting last night. It was billed as a meeting of .
The idea was not scrapped, however, there was a consensus
the association's board of directors, but so many area resi- that this sort of action would be held in abeyance on a wait dents showed up that a general meeting was held.
and -see basis.
There have been repeated cases of vandalism in the area.
Under the plan finally arrived at - with 22 of those present
According
to Jerry Metzger, president of the association, these
voting in favor of it - neighbors will help each other. Certain
have
been
getting more serious.
residents will also be on call to give immediate help if vandals
pect and Prospect Heights.

and

cooler;

Low near 60. Friday: Mostly
sunny; Not much change in
temperature;

High

80.

near

rural -style

mail

torn

were

boxes

from posts and hurled through a 5 foot by 6 foot front bay

in catching them, as preventing this, from 'happening again.
Metzger suggested the term "protective association." "A
protective association," he laughed, "in no way, connected to
the Mafia."

window at 1801 Redbud.
Some residents have received threatening phone calls. Over

the last weeks other mail, boxes have been torn down, paint
sprayed on buildings and sidewalks, rose and other bushes
have been uprooted, saplings cut down, street lights broken
and a newly sodded lawn ripped up.

One resident called the planned action "getting over -organized," but agreed something should be done.

Telephone

Tbe Prooett map

WEATHER
Fair

FRIDAY NIGHT two

LATER METZGER said, "We're not interested so much

'

Tonight:

"We've got to take some action," Metzger emphasized.
Residents seemed to feel the neighbor -to -neighbor assistance
was the middle road between not doing enough and over -reacting to the situation.

One housewife at the meeting said the trouble started July 4.

protection.

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
- - Mount
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River Trails Park District Officials
Take Case For Referendum to Voters
70 Attend
Homeowner
Meeting

NM

Absentee
Ballots
The Mount Prospect village clerk's office has
begun accepting applications for absentee ballots

/0.4m1:::LA

for the upcoming village vs. city referendum
Sept. 13.

According to Village Clerk Richard H. Monroe, he will begin giving out ballots Aug. 19.

a

Registered voters can apply for the ballots by

going to the clerk's office in the Village Hall
and signing an affidavit.
Voters not in town can obtain ballots by hav-

Marvin S. Weiss, recreational director of the River
District,
Park
Trails
brought the case for a capital improvement referendum to
night.

the

people

ing a father, mother, wife, brother or sister
come in and sign the application affidavit. If no
relative is in town a letter will be accepted, the
clerk said.

last

In the first presentation to
homeowners group,
representatives
district
a

ex-

Comenved homeowners lists latently as Patrick Link presents the park district's
case for the 5850,000 refereed's.

-

dum Sept. 24.

its first live parks by passage
of the bond issue.

District referendum was discussed.

sites

Two women charged by Mount Prospect police with
loitering were freed in county circuit court in Evanston
Wednesday.
Police arrested the women
after they had been under extensive surveillance for shoplifting.
The charges against Marie
Shores of Chicago and Irene

the Mount Prospect ordinance
contained no definition of loit-

Brown of Des Plaines were
dismissed after their attorney

of the term loitering".

'

Bernard J. McDonnell told the
court Mount Prospect's ordin-

ering.

-

Meersman, in defending the
asked Judge Paul

ordinance,

O'Mally to "take judicial note
The judge replied that U. S.

Mount Prospect police officers were unable at the time
they arrested the two to connect the women with $1,133.66

"cities

and

villages

should

look into their ordinances on

worth of clothing taken from
Randhurst stores.
Police recovered the cloth-

Court decisions."
Because Randhurst is with-

ing from an auto parked in
the shopping center lot. Store
representatives identified
Clothes as stolen.

the

in the jurisdiction of Mount
Prospect
police, village officials indicated their ordin-

ances would be amended as an

McDonnell said the village's aid in the prosecution of per
charged with shoplifting
ordinance against loitering is
a "penal one which valid legal and related offenses in the

authority court

decisions has

repeatedly held must stand on

shopping center.
Randhurst store

managers

have protested what they term
itself for sufficiency.
"THE STANDARDS of the the favoritism the laws give
violation must be set out in to accused offenders.
ordinance,"
McDonnell
the
said.

Robert Meersman, attorney
for the village, agreed that
ommonsolci4MAYW4=4"44M4Mr4

Door Switch
Stolen
The

electrical

mechanism

for opening a garage door was

Gripe
Of The.

(.r

police Wednesday.

'

The car doors were locked,
she said. Police discovered the
fees

charged

by

dentists and orthodontists
In this area are exhorbitont.

at Foundry and Lee.

Patrick Link of 1722 Wood -

Weiss said.

THE COST to residents was
Weiss said homeowners will have to pay 13 1/2
explained.

on Lee near Euclid.

proximately 70 in all, attend-

cents

Foundary and Wolf.

ed.

Sheriff's police are now
hunting for the launch pad of a
no longer unidentified flying
object.

They have been notified that
Mount Prospect police have a
rocket casing of an aerial flare
which residents reported as an
unidentified flying object.

Several times recently
Mount Prospect police have re-

sponded to the warnings that
U.F.O.'s are behind the Rand-

flares launched from the Brick man Manor Apartments.
, Tuesday Mrs. James M.
Schelsk, 607 Hackberry Ln.,
Mount Prospect, found a rocket
casing and brought it to the
station.
Since the launching pad for
the so-called U.F.O.'s is in unincorporated Wheeling Township, county police hive the task

of landing the pilots of the
flares.

POLICE HAVE learned the
lights

are

aerial

for every $100 in

as-

tax increase of $13.50 a year.
The assessed valuation on such
a house is S10,000 not $25,000,
Weiss explained.

deficit financing.
The tax levy approved last
night provides $150,000 in tax
'anticipation warrants. It also
includes a new levy for the
state required Life Safety Code
and a continuation of the work-

Other items
arc $7,600 for site acquisition
and $5,875 for new buildings
and improvements. The build-

to other funds.

ing fund will get an estimated $45,494 in tax revenue.

be used exclusively for capital
improvements, residents were
told. By state law the park

district has the power to tax

ESTIMATED educ a-

tenance and staff.

an interest rate.

'THE LIFE safety fund, es tablished this year, is actual -

fund was necessary

be -

The

cause of the new Illinois Life

ed valuation.

estimated

TWO resolutions amiroved
by the school board cited con tinued deficit financing and the
need for tax anticipation war rants as justification for the

includes

Safety Code, which has been

$15,900 from textbook rental

established for the safety of
children and prevention of
fires in the school buildings.

'and 546,000 from the lunch
program.

The total estimated revenue
Supt. Louis Pansino said the
in the transportation fund is necessary ' remodeling work
$34,018 which includes $4,218 -may cost the district from
5 -cent 'levy for a working cash from taxes and $28,500 from $40,000 to $70.000. Sufficient
fund and another 5 -cent levy student fees. Estimated ex- funds are not available in the

A family of four

must pay almost $100 for
a check-up. Holy molars.
C.H.

vent windows open. The door
opener had been taken. out of

The educational fund and the tirement Fund (IMRF) is es-

building fund present the biggest problems.

timated at $7,106 for revenue
and income. The fund covers

THE TOTAL education fund non certificated

personnel

in

costs.

The total estimated expend-

itures for the life safety fund
are $10,548.

Four of thc,seven members
expenditures are S783,366. An- the district. A WORKING cash fund, es- of the board were present last
ticipated revenue is $685,666,
last
the
district
night to approve the levies and
leaving a deficit of S97,700. tablished . in
The budget provides for 5150,- year, calls for an estimated 'the budgets. They were Presiexpenditure
revenue and
of dent Robert LeForge and
Toilet paper and eggs were 000 in tax anticipation war- SI0,548. The resolution adopt- members,
Dresser,
David
rants.
thrown at a home at ,20 S.
ed by the board to levy the Roy Weinberg and Mrs. Mau The
building
fund
shows
exOwen St., Mount Prospect poof 539,055 but S25,- five cents for the fund ex- reen Sandstrom. One citizen
lice reported ,at 6:44 8.8L, penditures
,
000
of
this
Is Marked as loans plains its establishMent- -"for attended _the public hearing.
Monday.
the front, seat, she said.

More Vandals

was presented to the Planning
Commission,

referred

which

Loot Houses
Two - homes under construction in Mount Prospect
were looted Monday.'

John Leonard, construction
contractor of the Orange Construction

Co.

in

Colonial

Heights, reported a $45 sump
pump was removed from a

house at 608 Carol and S60
worth of lumber was taken
from a pile next to a foundation
at 802 Debroa.

Umbrellas Gone
Jack

Caffrey, manager of

A to Z Rentals, '210 E. Rand
to. Mount Prospect police two. 9x9 feet um-

Rd., reported

brellas were stolen Monday.
They were valued at 564 each,

the draft he presented.'

One trouble spot on the west

it to the planning subcommit- side of the village, members
tee for further recommenda- agreed, lay in the possible extention of Busse Rd. to meet
tions.
Named as major arteries to U.S. 14 near Gregory St.
serve the village were Oakton,
THE AIM of extending
Algonquin, Golf and Euclid
Rds., as well as U.S. 12 and Busse Rd. would to be divert
traffic from Illinois 83 as it
U.S. 14.
Illinois 83 is also termed a runs through the center of the
major artery, the only one run- village and to channel the flow
ning north and south through of vehicles onto U. S. 14.
Planners also discussed the
possibility of pushing traffic
from an extended Busse Rd.

Mount Prospect.

OTHER ROADS and streets
that received Plan Commission onto Windsor Dr. in Arlington
the
attention were called secondary Heights and continuing
flow to Buffalo Grove Rd.
arteries and collector thoroughfares.

the purpose of lending monies day.
James B. Tessar, 25, of 908
to the building and wits
W. Euclid Rd., Arlington
al funds with which to meet
Heights, was arrested for servordinary and necessary dising liquor to a minor and Fred
bursements for salaries and
C. Binder, 19, of Des Plaines,
other school purposes.
was charged with drinking under
Through the operation of
this fund the district is actu- age in the incident which resuspension of
ally borrowing money from sulted in the
liquor license at the bar in the
one fund to another without
bowling alley, 821 E. Rand Rd.

Education Act of 1965. Other
revenue

Case
were continued until Sept. 7 in
Mount Prospect court Wednes-

the Elementary and Secondary

-,.......-_

be

in Thunderbird Bowling Alley

is 52.4392 per $100 of assess-

arrive next year. The tax levy

He added there would

Two trials arising out of the
alleged sale of beer to a minor

aid and $8,200 from federal ly the only area of the levy
aid for Title I and Title II of which will raise the tax rate.

to

said.

Continued

expect to pay $243.92 to the
district on tax bills due

other buyers for the land can
step in and take it," Link

'

of the vilPlanners ran into roadblo
lage last night
The first "major thorough- firm is prepared to move forfare plan" for Mount Prospect ward with the commission with

a

tional

fund revenue includes
5240,000 from general state

Link pointed out that the
land intended for use can be

referendum -- little chance to carry through
15 cents a $100 assessed valu- the plans at a later date at
anywhere near the 5850,000
ation.
figure.

- without

ing cash levy.
"Property owners

with a
home assessed at S10,000 can

will get an added

condemned if necessary.
"If this falls through (the
This referendum money will referendum not passed) the

School District 23 Plans
More Deficit Financing
BY MAXINE TYMA
faces another year of

SO FOR the 5850,000 raised

Weiss said the estimated
home - one with' a $25,000
market value - this means a cost of the plans is 51,325,000.

THIS MONEY he said will

School Dist. 23

RIt BRUCE CU1LER

residential areas.

bonds.

be used to pay for park main-

prank

Traffic Plan

signed to help build parks in

taxpayers
5500,000.

of this nature
might start a fire.
parent

period,

by the sale of the bonds, the

Police officials fear an ap-

hurst Shopping Center.

20 year

sessed valuation to pay off the
To the owner of the average

Police Hunt Launch Pad

a

under the Open Lands Act, de-

Other
Assn.
Homeowner's
neighboring homeowners, ap-

- Neighborhood Park

off over

Of the 5850,000 raised
view, Prospect Heights, often
took the floor to answer ques- $350,000 will be used to build
a 50 meter pool at Communtions from residents.
The meeting was held at the ity Park.
The remaining 5500,000 will
Indian Grove School, 208 S.
be matched by federal funds
Lee, Prospect Heights.

stolen from an auto parked in
the lot of the Mount. Prospect ' for the Life Safety Code, for the penditures in the fund are building fund to make the alTotal expenditures
$34,101.
terations and provide for an
State Bank, Mrs. Gloria Rebe1966-67 year are $885,042.
The Illinois Municipal Re- architect's estimate on the
chini, 17 W. Hiawatha, told

nay
The

26

Hosts for the meeting were
members of the Euclid -Lake

- Neighborhood Park

loitering, disorderly conduct,
disturbing the peace, etc., in

view of recent U. S. Supreme.

to

posed plans.

at Chestnut and Aspen Dr.

Supreme Court decisions would mysterious
require him to dismiss the

ance "was lacking and fail- village's complaint, even if he
ing in standards as to what the did take "judicial note" of
charge of loitering might be." loitering.
ON THIS ground the two
HE TOLD Meersman that
women were released.

are adjacent
School Dist.

of

The bonds sold as a result
of the referendum will be paid

The official representative
was
the park district,
Weiss, Park Board Member

the

property. Park and school officials have worked on pro-

- Community play field at

2 Women Freed
On Technicality

Park,

SEVERAL of the proposed
park sites
Elementary

- Neighborhood Park

. view, Prospect Heights,- isomers a question *win the
homeowners steeds; last sight: The Rher Trails Park

Community

largest of the' five, at Euclid
and Wolf.

The newly formed district,
a year old in July, would gain

Park- Board Member Pallid' UM, of 1722 *mi-

Commission
Gets First

111111111%...

park

plained the need for passage
of the $850,000 bond referen-

THE proposed park

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

_6005ft_l__

Prospect,

Generating specific ideas on

The commissioners met to how to handle Busse Rd. if it
the draft preliminary
were brought north from Cenof the thoroughfare plan, and
to U. S. 14 were
tentative plans for public and tral Rd.
the subcommittee,
private land use, prepared by charged to
composed of Chairman HarOld
Tee -Search of Wilmette, and,
receive

urban consulting firm.
Further discussion

Ross, Lynn Kloster and Robert

at

last

night's meeting of the prelimi-

Jackson.

Malcolm

G.

Young,

nary public and private land commission chairman,
plan was deferred until
large,
presents
Tec-Search
use

is

plan
also

a member of the subcommittee.

ON THE EAST side of the

colored maps which graphicaldirected
village,
planners
ly indicate the purposes and
Ross' subcommittee to work
locations of buildings within

the

village's

comprehensive

out plans on two roads.

The first is Mount Prospect
Rd, where it crosses U.S. 12.
The suggestion was made that
COMMISSION members ex- a circular interchange be planof
approval
pressed general
ned there, larger than the one
plan.

the thoroughfare drafts but
signaled the 'major roads on
the village's sides as needing
more study.
The commission is now,
after months of "idea ses-

for the juncture of Illinois 58

sions," preparing on schedule

begins.

and U. S. 14 in Des Plaines.

Mount

Rd.

Prospect

runs

north to Central Rd. East of
this intersection Westgate Rd.

the beginnings of a compre-

co-ordinate

WESTGATE represents the

efforts to control and channel

easternmost border of the village and at present runs about

hensive

plan

to

village growth.
Drafts on commercial and
industrial plans will be discussed during the commission's next meeting' at 7:30
p.m. Sept.7.

DONALD PETO of Tech Search told commission mem-

two blocks north of Central Rd.

into a dead end at the lot line
of the Northern Illinois Gas Co.

The possibility of the company turning some of its pro-

perty into an industrial park
(Continued on Page 2)

that the thoroughfares
plait could be altered by a possible state plan for an express-

Chief's Work

U. S. 12.

on vacation, has been assigned

bers

Mount Prospect Police Chief

way within a two-mile belt of Newell T. Esmond, presently

he said.

Mikes Stolen
The theft of three microphones from- St. Peter LuthW. Olive,
eran Church,
was
reported'. to Arlington

The existing Illinois North- to look into' overload trucks
west Tollroad south of the vil- using 'the streets in Hatlen
lage is the only expressway Heights subdivision, according
to a complaint registered at
mentioned in the draft plan.
Other than a possible second the station Wednesday by Mrs.

Heights police yesterday.

expressway,

Ill

Peso

said,

.

hiss. H. R. Seloover, 690 Hatlen.
_

41

44
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New Drive-in

Theater to Open
A pw concept in outdoor

speakers

if

or,

tuning in on the station on their

movie theatres will be incor-

car radio. Both systems may
be used together to create a

poratedjn the new MAR Twin
Drive -In at Milwaukee Av. and
Hintz Rd. which will open' Fri-

The theatres will have their

Council
Scouts. and Explorers, accord-

Owners of the new drive-in
said that the ignition key must

ing. to

be

man.

Shelley,

a battery re -charge.

meeting
discuss

The
Northwest Suburban
Chapter of Parents Without
Partners will meet Friday,
Aug 26 at 8 15 p.m. 'at the
Bank of- Rolling - Meadows,
3250 W Kirchoff Rd., Rolling Meadows

of Ar-

resident

program which has presented
challenge

the

to

all

Or ga ni zationssuchas

has done for him.

munity_ grom are chartered
by the Boy Scouts of America to use the Scout program.

Gamma.

tional

organization
to the welfare and

of single

parents

devoted
interests
and their

children. Information may be
obtained
by
writing PWP
Inc., Box 472, Palatine.

--

What Is It To You?" Visitors are invited to attend the

Information

is

Ross' subcommittee was to
look into any difficulties which
might hinder this plan because
of the location of the new Holiday Inn, whose foOndation is

MRS. ALAN MACDONALD

now being planned in the area.

NOT debated at last night's

Vat of Tar
Gets Too Hot,
Firemen Called
A vat of burning tar was

Members unanimously voted

to hire Mrs. John Shaw as the
district's co-ordinator of ' substitutes. She'll be paid $350
for the school year and have
her

extinguished yesterday by Arlington Heights fireineii:
The fire was reported by the

totaling 5847.50 will

Prizes

and mixed media.

-The' -"artists

from' 'Mount'

South of the Chicago & North
Western Railway line School
St. would be a collector thoroughfare for the area east of
III. 83.

of 12 N. William; Mrs. Louis

and

Dale

of 611 S. Emerson;
Evelyn Mitchell, of 106 S. Edward, and Christi Hansen, of
Vlasek,

Kodak

COMPLETE PHOTO
DEPARTMENT

Instamatic oNAT
es. exposure con-

Find all of your photo needs conveniently located

in your Kare Drug Store! We have

:

ash, te

we

compact lightweight con -

violence with a sharp

preset lens. Outfit In
chides flashbulbs. him,
batteries and camera

et minimum cost

$

9

.98

Movie Camera. Futures designed to

male it en) to use.
Comas with a roll
of film and a home
movie idea book.

RESERVE

$14.3

154

the

Busses'

as Wilnaus whose son, Tom,
has stayed on at the ranch, the
Donald Winkelmans, the James

$349

Hickey family, the Rev. Herman Noll who grew up in Mount

Prospect and now lives in Arlington Heights, and Mr. and

qt.

tic beauty of the Grand Lake

.98

M-60 Projector
Uses Super I

SIX T Y -THREE hundred

Movie Camera

AN f layor

SILVER STAR RUM ...5th $2.98

MOGEN DAVID WINE .'

89

.39

Polaroid #268

Flash Gun
95c size

4Gleem

family

tube

Toothpaste . .
Hair Spray

Hidden
Magic .

5

71

.

size

98c size Ban or Secret

[Roll -On -

Deodorant .

.

9,
5

Polaroid 104

Apple Slouom or Floral

Patty
Bubble Bath

Tablets

and related subjects to enjoy a
day at the Chicago Yacht Club

as the guests of Mrs. Walter
Knoepfle August 8.

Unable to

join her friends was Mrs. M.
H. Jones. Those who did make

the party included Mrs. Carl
Hammerl, Mrs. Ralph Adams,
Mrs. Ross Batts, Mrs. Robert
Cowles, Mrs. Walter Peterson,
Mrs. Richard Rubncr and Mrs.
Knoepfle's daughter, Sue.

AS SUMMER wanes, activity

in the home of Jean and the
late Walter Knoepfle will increase, for Sue and Thomas
Balk, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Balk of Cleveland,
Ohio are planning an October
8 wedding,

The ceremony will

take place in the Jeanne Vail
Memorial Chapel at Northwestern University.

a family party to celebrate Sue
Knoepfle's birthday.
A week"

Movie Film

Clarendon Hills and now live'

the only girl among the five,
now Mrs. John Glascock. She
and Mr. Glascock who live in

ago his . family was in Mount
Prospect on their way to California.

Alamo, Calif.; have two chil-

39,

CLIP THE COUPON AT RIGHT

took

clubs

young couple took was a visit
with his sister, Gracy Mary,

Instamatic Super .8ro ll $1.89

.

suiptlan Department
Modem and completely

. .

investments

time' out from stock analysis

in Florida.
Inspiration for the trip the

Indoor or Outdoor

. .

Modest.

't. NVLALlk

Schulze's

MR. AND Mrs. Harold Drew
are moving back to Michigan

With This Coupon and

ANY PHOTO PROCESSING
Limit One Coupon Per Customer.

eWIATNAAN

first trip to the West Coast,

within the next few weeks. The

and

it included stops in Las
Vegas, Anaheim, Santa. Bar-

family came here from Dearborn, Mich., several years a-

bara, Carmel -By -The -Sea and
Monterey.

go, and a new job as vice preiident of the Credit Data Corp.,
is taking the family to Orchard
Lake near Pontiac where they
will have water rights on a

CAMP GROW at Green Lake
been the attraction for

and crafts.

00 EXTRA S & N GREEN STAMPS

W;2%7;714-rr1771:,

Mary

most members of the Donald smaller body of water, Pine
Gardner family this summer. Lake.
A summer -long counselor is
A' party planned' for 'the
daughter Gay, working in arts Mews last week had to be can-

"

Coupon Expires August 20.

was

has

100

9rd 7

eral

$47 .65

Is yours at your Karl Pr«

bd

SEVEN women members of
one of Mount Prospect's sev-

brother, Donald.
A field representative for
the
investment division of
Goodyear Tire and Rubber,
Tom is in the Chicago area,
and was on hand yesterday for

Fast and murteous servics

z

111

Mount Prospect and whose
family, the senior Theodore
Schulzes, moved from here to

Camera

8,,t

Lynn 32 -oz.

7-0Z

rear of a car driven by

Mrs. Virginia Way, 48,
N. Forrest.

The pair met at Miami UM- '
versity in Oxford where Tom
was the roommate of Sue's

VISIT OUR COMPLETE
PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT

. . .

driving after his cycle rammed

$19.66

This

Baby
Powder

ing to hospital officials.
police
Heights
Arlington
ticketed Aikin for negligent

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schulze,
Prospect Heights. Bob is one
of five children who grew up in

dren.

Johnson & Johnson

Aikin fractured both bones

the story of the vacation of

.

or I W whit row
Shoots to
instontlooding tilml

pa

miles in three weeks with weather as variable as the wind is

Gulch loading, No Winding, Satter"

Instamatic M-2

qt.

only two miles from
Winding River were Elaine
Busses's family, the Edward
Crofoots, they have purchased
property nearby and expect to
spend considerable time in the
area

west.

u-

tures such es
automatic reversal and rewind

Inductor!

1/2 -gal.

Light or Dar*

Vicki.
So entranced with the majes-

film, and Includes

$ .09

.39

.e..

hospitality and the beauty of the mountain setting of the ranch include the William Hardings,
Eugene Thompsons, the Thom-

Kodak-INSTAMATIC

twelve big

the rear of a car.

Onesouple, the Robert Howr Mary Gardner was joined by
aids went to stay one night as her sister and her family.
they toured Colorado, remainCamp Grow is owned by the
ed five days, and tore them- Chicago Baptist Assn., and
selves away with regret. With for members and friends of the
the Howards went their daugh- Chicago area churches.

Others from here who have

Instamatic FIELD

Silver Star

VODKA

last

Winding River Ranch as if they lived next door.

Mrs. Julius Elman and their

PAISANO
TABLE WINE

surgery

home town folks. The reason-the hosts are home towners,
too, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Busse of Mount Prospect and Barrington who started the vacation venture three years ago and
who this year have entertained families from here at their

Kodak

For tamems I53

GIN or

of Pala-

18,

By Grace Mott

praised

fifth

Red Wine

underwent

tine,

ter Jean.

X0 304 400 end 42L

BURTON'S

I

.98

qt.

Blended Whiskey

,

5 STAR
BRANDY

WHISKEY
CANADIAN

In Collision

the

.96

FUN SAVER
with this &await

OLD STYLE.
LAGER BEER

-

A dude ranch 1,200 miles from here is attracting a lot of

Tau agility movies

American

Canadian Host

18,
Breaks Leg

ber of Commerce, said: "The
art pieces will be interesting

strap!

LIQUOR DEPARTMENT SPECIALS -or

-Cyelist.,

Right at Home

BROWNIE

"Tastes Like Itt Fresh From
The Tap

cans

$

This camera futures

same substitute teacher.

in the lower left leg, accord-

STARMITE II
quaatities.

Also, two or more principals
might be trying to sign up the

Grace's Daze

.

2995 Kirchoff Rd.

12-a.

Many of the Belmont -Cen-

BROWNIE

We reserve the

classes had started, neglecting
administrative duties.

other

tral merchants will remain
open on both Saturday and Sunday of the fair.
Roman Kosinski, president
of the Belmont -Central Chamand realistically priced."

1155 Lee SL Des Plaines, Il l.
Rolling Meadows, 111.

14,

Kinnon, of 515 Algonquin Rd.

and batteries

cameras, film, and accessories today!

Pmes effective
Huy Avalon 20.

111108 So. Elmhurst
011006
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

trol. With Nash.
cube, roll of NIm

everything you need at low discount prices
every day. See our complete assortment of

la
DRUGS

.

$35.65

p/tic Matric-

had many disadvantages.
Often principals were still'
looking for substitutes after

night in Northwest Community
Heights are: Lucille Anderson, Hospital for injuries sustainof 1215 Sigwalt, and Jene Mc- ed when his motorcycle struck -

VISIT OUR
Include 2 -speed
shatter and esto-

This method, Harwood said,

Daniel Aikin,

110 S. Edward.

THE artists from Arlington

Sixteen futures

would give Dist. 26 access to

UNTIL NOW the Mount

Prospect are; Arlene Kargacos,

Ave.;

Supt. W. L. Harwood told

Prospect district has had its
principals call substitutes directly as they were needed.

Ave.

caster

work from her home.

a far larger substitute teachers'
list Man it presently had.

be awarded in three categories
- oil paintings, water colors

See-

tinue to hold this job. She will

Area
Artists
Compete

Ave. and Gregory Ave. across
Rd.;

the same service, and will con-

board members that having
Mrs. Shaw hold down both job§

ping area, Chicago, Aug. 27-28.

Gwun Nve.; We -Go Tr.; La f-

District (Dist. 21) for

School

bills reimbursed.
Mrs. Shaw has been receiving S650 from the Wheeling
phone

83; Council Tr. from III. 83 to
Mount Prospect Rd.;- Lincoln
the village.
Also, Cinnamon

versity Guild of Northwestern outfit was working at the EverUniversity and has served as green Court Apartments on
a
volunteer worker for the Falcon Dr. just west of Gosh the ben Rd.
Northwest chapter of

from the Scout Service Center, 2500 Dempster St., Des
Plaines, 299-5505.

.

.F1

Dist. 26 Discusses
Teacher Subs

Six area residents will be
among the 170 artists who will
Beginning at the south, they exhibit during the two day Old are Willow Ln. and Lonnquist Fashioned Sidewalk Art Fair
Pkwy. from Busse Rd. to III. in the Belmont -Central Shop-

. She is a member of the Uni- Hans Rosenow Roofing Co. The

available

collector
the vil-

meeting were the
thoroughfares within
lage limits.

Alan H. Jr., 21.

group's budget committee.
SHE IS past president of
the Episcopal Churchwomen
of St.
Simon's
Episcopal

program.

,

St. intersection.

Club and has served on the

boy population with a quality

interna-

into U. S. 12 at the Gregory

Township Regular Republican

church and past president of
the northwest suburban alumnae assn. of Kappa KapPa

an

that interested members was
the idea of extending Wheeling
Rd. south from Kensington Rd.

She and her husband have
two children, Susan, 23, and

for

...

A SECOND east side plan

American Cancer Society.

membership
the Wheeling

.*

v..

Area -wide co-ordination of substitute teachers was one sug-

gate as far north as possible.

Woman's Club. She served as
and

'`

They want to extend West- gestion discussed at School Dist. 26 board meeting Tuesday.

Wheeling Township Republican

service clubs and other com-

is

of Westgate, planners said.

a founding member of the

ents and what the organization

The group

Small discussion groups are

(Continued From Page I)
would aid in changing the role

treasurer
chairman

Scout

leaders to serve a far greater
percentage of an escalating

members
responsibilities

the

Reappointed

is

hear

to

Woman

Mrs. MacDonald is a former
township committeewoman and

of having to act as two par- churches, synagogues, schools,

planned on the subject "ParPartners

a

I.

-./.1.

Traffic Plan
Presented

man.

lington Heights, said the fall

Single Parents to Talk
About What It Means

Without

M. Shelly,

D.

in no way, harm the car bat- roundup is one of the most
tery. They back the statement important parts of the nationby offering to pay the cost of al Breakthrough for Youth

the station will give patrons a
choice of using the in -car

ents

John

4..s,

a

sd

Ginny MacDonald, more women' than ever before are volunteering for 'service in Republican ranks," said Timothy
P. Sheehan, GOP county chair-

Council -wide Roundup Chair-

turned to the left if the
radio station is in use, but
they guarantee that this will

own radio broadcasting station
through which a new dimension
in film sound will be transmitted
Operating as station TWIN,

4

Republican

urban

stereo effect.

day.

"'5

.

,

The fall roundup of the Boy
'Mrs. Alan H. (Virginia) Mac-.
Scouts of America, with its Donald of 515 S. Belmont, ArRugged
the
"Follow
theme
lington Heights, has been reRoad -- Be a Scout," will appointed Republican chairmake it possible for hundreds woman of Cook County.
of boys in the Northwest Sub"Under the leadership of
to be Cub

wish,

they

r

Fall Drive.
For Scouts
To Begin

THE PROSPECT DAY
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Mrs. Gardner spent a week
as camp, nurse, and the Gardners' daughter, Diane managed
a weekend there from
her
summer job in this area:

celled when house -hunting took
priority and kept them in

Michigan until they found the
new tri-leyel they will super-

A part of the Gardners' va-

during completion details. Their home here at 907
Golfview PI., was sold the

cation also took them via their
house trailer
to the Boy

same day it was advertised to
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Meyers

Scout

from Houston, Tea.

camp

near-

Spooner

vise

where Mr. Gardner was an aThe Drews' move will redult leader for one week, and turn them to close family asto

Terry

Andre

State

Park

sociations in

Grosse

near Sheboygan; Wis., wIfere Detroit and Dearborn.

Pointe,

-

A Young Leader

Little Circus
Proves to Be

Chris Armstrong, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Armstrong of Mount Prospect,- has been named by Forest View
High School as a delegate to the Fifteenth Annual National Student Council Leadership Conference at Estes Park, Colo.

Nearly 200 outstanding young high school leaders from
throughout the country are working together on subjects of
leadership processes, problem situations, the dynamic challenges to leadership 1966-1967 and the techniques, skills and
ideas which will give better leadership to their student coun-

A Big Show

Earl Beum, coordinator of student activities for' Denver
schools is directing the conference. 'Staff members and outstanding speakers, are participating in the conference activ-

ities held at the Cheley Colorado Camps.

Celebrate 50th
Anniversary
"rrsim,..

CHRIS -ARMSTRONG

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Beckdel of Toledo, Ohio, former
residents of Chicago, recently celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary at the Prospect Heights home of their daughter,

,

Selling your home?

Mrs. W. E. Thiele.

Call our

Theresa, Cheryl and Wayne Koreeky, cidlires of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Korecky
,of Mount Prospect, realm lollipops from doe "candy tree" la Randimrst's
A surprise dinner party was and will host another annigiven in their honor, and among ' versary celebration in their
Randhurst mall. If your chil- to any of our stores on the the guests were Mr. and Mrs. hometown. A highlight of their
BY MAGGIE IRWIN
dren haven't as yet seen our

---Corns -on-Moml -Let's-hur--..eircus,-please_ bring_them_nr_
ry,.., look at the big elephant ver, the last day is Friday,
he looks so real, are you sure Aug. 19, show times - 10:00
he isn't? What .a pretty pink a.m.. 3:00 p.m., and 9:30
tree' ... and look at the lolly- p.m. We know you won't want
pops hanging from it. What a them to miss it.
There is something else we
funny 'looking clown! Mom,
how can those people walk on don't want you or your chilthat little wire without falling dren to miss. It's a hand oft? Isn't the chimp funny._ made miniature circus. This
look how he can ride his bike. beautifully carved circus has
I wish you could hear all the all of the flavor of a real or comments made by the little cus, even to the sawdust on

Malty Jo and Joy Rack and HeWl Warnecke layestl--,
pie tie tasks of the animated dephaat ar Readarst. .
any

V -X40",

'children and most of all, see

the floor.

the happiness reflected in their
shining eyes and smiling facts
as they watch the acts going on

plete.

in

the 3 ring circus on the

'":M":,7.71601,1....1".9,N*.<:."..",.fsA.

=

work took ten years to comTake particular notice of the
miniature walrus. He is an
exact replica of, the 4 ton, live

walrus that was exhibited by
Ringling
1923,

a AT HOME

This meticulous

Brothers Circus in

It took a team of 4

lower level, get a form to fill Thomas Thiele of Des Plaines,

golden anniversary was a card
your_nagne._ address- the-couplets---- grandson - and -from_ jhe - license bureau in._'
and guess, and deposit if in the wife, Sally and Mr. and Mrs. McKeesport where the couple
.colorful mail box located next Clifford Harris of Drovs- obtained their wedding license.
to the circus. It's easy, fun .., burg Pa She is a sister of
and who knows you may be a Mr. Beckdele.
INSTRUCTION
lucky winner. Names of winners will be posted on the lowE & E CERAMI
er level the week of Aug. 22.
THE BECKDELS were marAnd as all good things must ried June 22, 1916 in the parSTUDIO

come to an end - our-4th-sonage of the
birthday' party is no exception. Friday night after you

'

to see our fireworks. This
display promises to be our
biggest and best!

Page 3

many

where in

Delaney was the first soldier to acknowledge receipt of
the packages which the women

CareerICenter
College admissions
.

of the Prospect Heights Women's club sent to his company

Lt. William Andrews, commander of B Company, wrote
to his mother, Mrs. William
Andrews,
Heights
death.

Sr. of Prospect
telling
Delaney's

team

average
tients.

pens, pencils,

fort."
The "Cookies for Viet Nam"
was an outgrowth of the Pros-

birthday

of
cards, canned goods and candy
remembrances

also will be included.

The Campak Company donated three cases of a new type
of dehydrated foods including
buttermilk pancakes mix and
three complete meals for each

pect Heights Women's Club
project. They hope the idea

soon will be adopted by other

MT. PROSPECT
How about this? Bought new 7 months ago & transferred
to Florida. 3 bedrooms. Separate dining room. 25 ft.
family room, 14 ft. Kitchen with built-ins. Water Softener.
Storms & screens. Patio door to beautiful sodded lawn. 2-

123 S. ARLINGTON 11111. RD.

150 S. MAIN'

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-6000

MOUNT PROSPECT
802-7150

Phone CL 9-3902

INN

Delightful Dining In

Luncheon - Dinner - Cocktails

Phone 392-3750
18 W. BusseMt. Prospect, III.

ARLINGTON
Featuring

Northwest:550RandRd.

Coact) :kit f 3Inn

Arlington Heights III.

All

Y°u Can gat

.

Bert & Delores

LORE'ITA'S
Restaurant & Lounge

Our Famous Bullsteqc Every night
Closed Sun.'& Mon.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
& FOOD AT ITS
,

American Express Honored

FINEST IN THE

3425 Kircholl - Rolling Meadows

BIG RED BARN

Between Wilke & Rt. 53

Available for ...
Business Meetings
Phone Audrey Sievert, Cl 5.53110
600 S. See-Gwun
(Elmhurst Rd. North td
Shoham,* Trail, Turn West
19)114f

1,1 1/111111VINIIIil

Cocktail Lounge

041.01:4011

Open 7;; Day's"
,U8SCHE01111

aDlISHIP4

Resmareat
& Lounge
our
'special
combInqlion
. of
Try
Lilo mignon with fried onion,
rings andSouth African Lobster
'with drawn butter.

Every' Fri. & Set: Nile
The Fabulous Ted Grayson
302 W.. Northwest Highway.
Next to Jake's Pins
Mount Prospeet 392-1670

Enjoy

.

Cocktails and Exotic
Tropical Drinks,
Air Conditioned!
Take Out Service

Restaurant. and

In Mount 14sapect

Mom, Thurs., Fri., 9 A.M. to 9 P.24 Sunday 12 Noon to 5 P.M.

limpet Rooms
Party's - Weddings &

Bost in the, Northwest

I.

MAPLE (ON ROUTE 178) MUNDELEIN
(200 YARDS EAST. OF ROUTE 45) LOCUST 6-5081

Serving Doily Until 9 p.m.

CANTONESE AND
AMERICAN FOOD

misiotori

.101 -.N.. Evergreen

,- ,,181

FRI. - FISH FRY

- For Lynch or Inner.
Conte to them

MOUNT PROSPECT
COUNTRY, CLUB

Steak Lobster Ribs

Horne: Gaines Heref

the

WED. - CHICKEN
392-3411

Air Conditioned

Ill

902 E. Northwest Highway
2533566 Arlington Heights, Ill.

600 S. See -Owen (Elmhurst Rd. North to Shahan,* Trail)

&mine= Men's tundemst's

Watch All Bear '

"I read your printed letter

Complete Dinners

Sewed Wedgy dms Frlday's

Arlington Heights CL 6.1122

ter. It read:

$3 95

Prime Ribs

Serving daily until 9 p.m. Banquet Rooms
available for Weddings, Parties and Meetings
Phone: Audrey Sievert, CL 5-5380

Evening at .

Sophisticated contemporary Mr. 'n Mrs. airs give a spacious look to your home.
They'll blend beautifully with both modern and traditional settings. Truly luxury.
styled,. Built for real comfort.
Walnut finished turned hardwood legs rest on handsome brass -plated no -mar Hoot
glides, accented by brass -plated ferrules.
Durable textured woven fabric In choice of colors.

Our Specialty

BUTT STEAK SANDWICH

Haim a Delightful

*79.95

Restaurant & Lounge
in Arlington. Heights

COUNTRY CLUB SMICIAL 11 ea.

The Palmer's

.

HOUSE

.

Phone: ALAN Cl. 9-3400

NOW ALL THREE PIECES

A.M. toe P

OLD TOWN

.

Entertainment Tues. tutu Saturday

Member at Multiple Listhig Ilarviog

Regularly $119.95

EASY TERMS

AL'S

'135.

FOR LUNCH OR DINNER come to the ...

Invest & Insurance 11178.00 per month.

Mrs. Bayard Kelly, Mrs. John
Rowan, Mrs. Warren Lippert

Nam". , Forgive my being forward, but you have another

Mount Prospect, 111.

cargarage. 625,900. $22,000 Mortgage at 6%. Principle,

Wilbur Schlag, Mrs. Alfred
Roth, Mrs. William Valiant,

editor, requesting
"names of boys from Wheeling
who are over there in, Viet

Plaza

A -Pleasant Atmosphere

For Animals( end Prime Ribs'
to time
N
.

are Mrs, Douglas Lyttle, Mrs.

to

416 W. Northwest Highway

Friday 1, Saturday 2 a.m.

Fried Chicken

Le ..

club have helped Those who
have been particularly active

Viet Nam" project is supervised by Mrs. Edward Rodriguez.
She received a letter
from Major Conrad H. Muns-

392-2240

AMPLE PARKING

chairman of the project.
Other volunteers from the

WHEELING'S "Cookies for

Chicken,
Italian
Sausage
and Delicious Beef.
CARRY -OUT ORDERS
Open Daily 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

Adjacent To Beverly lanes
722 Kmairetras Arlington Heights

and matching Ottoman

packaging of the items to be
sent are Mrs. Leroy Koelle
and 'Mrs. Richard DeMuesy,

5 E. Rand Road

Across from Mt. Pros

lltis Week's Special
Save 1St With This.(,.g.

Ribs,

Bar -b -q

Famous For Our
Fresh Strawberry Pie

Complete carry -Out Service

cooked fresh for every order.

259.5970

MR. 'n MRS. CHAIRS

ON HAND, as usual, for the
assembling, gift wrapping and

®nap' El

his delicious chop susy which is

for &serrations

bars of soap.

MT. PROSPECT

catering to banquets

If you wish to join in the

Culligan, Inc. of
Mount Prospect has donated 84

and Mrs. Charles Colwell.

Featuring,

- Cocktails -

organizations.

soldier.

537-2100

241 S. Milwaukee Wheeling

Kenneth Gong invites you to taste

27 S. Northwest Highway
Pahithie, Illinois
359-2733

Breakfast- Lunch Dinner

Our mail,

key rings and

-

Phone FL 8-1003

RIBWIT C Hi

ENJOY!

with other U. S. forces is us-

appreciates such splendid ef-

please your family & guest.

10 N. Northwest Highway Palatine

TO TAKE HOME!

REIN4 ItRAINT

tinual success in the wonderful
work you are doing. Every GI

A real pleassni atmosphere to

d Tony At The Piano Bar

Restaurant &-1n

THAT YOU
WILL

"Because of our remote
geographical location, contact:

this short note and wish you
and your group of ladies con-

Chops - Chicken
Fine Italian Foods

Recisies by Mariano Melillo

HOME COOKING

of about 3,000 pa-

Paper,

sent to each soldier in the adopted platoons.
The usual

Phorie UN 9-1397

provides

livered to us by helicopter.
"I've enjoyed writing you

Delimits

Steaks

Muni 159.5(154)
Lanceted at 310 W. land Rd.
loft 12. Arlington Heights

medical attention to a monthly

and most of our food, is de-

gum with instructions "do not
chew this in school" will be

Lee

113 So. Emma

THE articles to be sent in

"Back to School".

and counseling
Reeding add studying aids

FOOD AT ITS FINEST

I'Busiosess Men's Luncheons
Music Nightly 9:30-3:30 a.m.

Arlington Heights

42.137e

Restaurant
Private
Rooms
For Parties
Our Speciality: Famous
Hamburgers on Dark Bread
...Completely Ale Oendideeed
Open For.1.unch..Doil).;
11.30 a.M.- di 'Midnight
Sat. 11.30 o.m. tit 1 ohm.
Sunday Noon tit 11 p.m.

IN WHEELING

Aged Steaks Prime Ribs
Maine Lim Lobster

Phone 392-9789

aptitude testint

ilaciateit

)

teuitsa tont
a

900 W. Northwest Highway

Me. ProPecl,
Phew 392-2837

the current mailing include 80
dozen home - baked cookies

the "sign-up list" in the Jewel
Tea Store in Prospect Heights.
The theme for this month is

assistance

assist theni in the

addition, our

eeee Cisom6ebt

THE FINEST ITALIAN
CUISINE

"From Relish Tray to Dessert"
.Bring the Family

building of bridges, maternity
wards, market places, etc. In

ually very limited.

donated by area women through

vii

IC

trAdej, pittstera s2

to shoulder" with these peowe

OUT

My Place

Restaurant & Cocktails

velopment.
"Besides fighting "shoulder
ple,

7 p.M. to 9:30 p.m.
CLOSED ON TUESDAY
953 Cornell Ave. Palatine
FL 9-0991

They returned to Pennsylvania after their short visit;

NVA:4,9amtiaij

etc.,

animals,

And

hungry customer.

the jungles of Viet

parts,

College

,

Nam.

Continuous Classes

ei9osteimgtkOtkOkt.,

there are and you' may win a
54 gift certificate. Just go in

let rrw!

Supplies -- Greenware
& Firing
Retail and Wholesale

a champion

I told you how many years it
took to complete this little

group.- that cares, call? Misr.
have the good fortune of DeMuesy at CI 5-6863. They ' commanding the US Advisory need cookies, books, 'candy,
The packing of the monthly Team at Phung Hiep, deep in your time. or cash donations.
boxes for the fighting men in the Mikong Delta. There are
Bravo and Delta Companies only four of us, and our miswill be done with sadness One sion is to advise the local
of the soldiers, Platoon Sgt. Vietnamese Military troops in
Delaney E. Miller, was killed counter insurgency operations,
in an ambush attack some- and civilian governmental deWomen's Editor

is

It can be seen on the lower

A Note of Sadness
For, .omen's Club

BYp9coRESpAU0 I;

Beckdel

or concourse level.

The Day's Prospects

t

Pa.

horses to pull the wagon.

'4,,W31,K*faA?ffirifk.Vv.'7,1.ik

-

First EvangelChurch of McKeesport,

ical

and your family have enjoyed bowler, a member of the
the circus at 9:30, we invite Shriners and active in, the
you to go out to the parking lot Drum and Bugle Corps.

circus, now you tell us how
Thursday, August 18, 1966

Man of the riaP
crG¢mwrr

" Uwe Maine Lobster

' Prime Steaks

gimes Luncheon

CA L4ocCLL 5-5-9(972

10 E. Miner
Arlington Heights
One. Block West of
Arlington Theatre. Open Sundays!

(Hot Buffet)

In Arlington. Stop By...,

ilninch Every Sunday
.

Euclid Avenue & liohlwing
Arlington Hts. BL '
'1/2 Block East of Rte. 58

CL 5-4300
'Parties & Banquets

2, With

Wally Sondem Combo
Friday & SaturdaylVighte

OgilE901 Lounge &
Restaurant
. Wednesday & Sunday
Chicken Fry
"'""
All Yon. Can Eat
10E. Northwest Highwdy
Arlington Heights, Ill. Cl. 3.1320
;

eiqm

.

FOR. RESTAURANT GUIDE ADVERTISING

PHONE: DON RILEY 255-440'

1f 4, '

.1

.1-4'

4,4 4.

'Sk11:

.1^

4,-. NO

i

.4,

4_44

A

We reserve the

right% Melt ow
eseitItle Prises
,e1lesthe tfre

MINI

a

NATIONA
FOOD STORES

Colorado Brand CornFod Boof-ARM CUT

1b.

Chuck Roast

JI

I
Freshly Ground Daily

D CH

63?

t4,4,

YrY/3

Colorado Mind Corned-BONELESS ROLLED

lb.

'b. 79¢

'Chuck Roast
"Colorado Brand CornFod-BONELESS ROLLED

English Roast
3-lbs. or we

Wan, Tinder

mars

Ground Lets
Beef
than 3 lbs.... lb. 59c

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef-BLADE CUT

Colorado Brand CornFed Sett-BONELESS

Rib Eye Steak

$1.79

.

Beef Stew

lb.

79AI

lb.

69 ft

COLUMBIA or SHAMROCK

Corned Beef
Corn Country Pork-BONELESS BUTTER FLY

Loan and Meaty

.59a

Country Style Ribs

69r

Corn Country Pori-Sliced or.

as L'''
END Pork Rot

Game Hens ..

18 -oz. size
each

V I:
Swift Premium or Fergus Pride Hickory Smoked Hams

Chicken Legs
O. S. Gov't. Impeded

National selects the finest blade
cut
Chuck Roast,
removes the chine

bone
and takes out the tqugh back strap.
Then we trim the excess fat

CAGLE'S Fronk Frozen

2

Chicken Breast .
SWIFT'S From

le
thickness for the finest in Chuck to
Roast
. moist and flavorful No wonder
National guarantees ill

lb.

69?

..

BUTT HALF
pkg.

No wonder NATIONAL
guarantees the goodness
of CHUCK ROAST

SHANK HALF

69?

59r

S. Gov't. Inspected

Chicken Breast

,..rdietiLA:Apte:'

lb.

$11 .09

Pork Chops

CORNISH

CHUCK STEA

lb. 69i

$1.19

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef-BLADE CUT

10 -oz.

*If Fryers

pkg.
',A'

e

Swift Premium or 'smut PM. Hickory smoked

Whole Hams

"-

..',4on,* Lite

st

..

9,i

-lb.

OSCAR MATER

Smoked Butts

lb.

.. ..-1b.7911

VcirAWTh"4Jtrnr

HILLSIDE Silted

Bacon. .

. &&

Whole Kernel Frozen

. .

TOP TASTE Ranch Style Sliced

2 :91.

Bacon

-

Orchard Fresh Frozen Fancy Florida

$1.69

ZiP IT OPEN AND POUR IT OUT
Start the morning right with a tall glass of

Frozen to capture country -fresh sweetneul
Short on cooking time, long on flavor.

good -tasting orange juice. Its good for youl

6-

10 oz.

Pineapple -Grape! vit

PINEAPPLE"

oz.
can

pkg.

CRAPE FRUIT

IK

DRINK

tamtie,a-

46 -oz.
can

logoiar or Drip Chat* S Sanborn

COFFEE
Hoodoo

... .

QUIK
wax rapes

Thompson

...

.

III

1

Deliciously Refreshing Natural Cooler

1

I 1U,1d .

...

.

.

7134-2(GREEN

ri STAMPS

lb.
11111111v1.1

'

NATIONAL Imummit,

.ry."

;,

-

IIIIIIIIIIIii11111011 11111.11111,11 1'^
-

OW Cuttliwt '

s

1

A

"I III

I

I
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I

II III 11111'

11

'

hob

One Cowes Ps, Confiner

' '''16 4/ t GREEN-"4

fir Costonow

;
B

it STAMPS
ONG% 411 era.'

Any Sin Pk p. Sharp cistddar.

TOP Tana CHIISI

II

Croon !mks;
I

I

I

I

I 1111 I

I

NATIONAL

,,1111i111

NATIONAL m11111111111-

NATIONAL

Mewl SO
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

PD
I

I

I

I

I

11,.

HAWTHORN MIAOW ICI CREAM
emirs inlik*Laillk
"WI . PDE-

3

one 34%. lax Chasm or Chasm Image
JOHN'S FROZEN PIZZA
Coupon

Awn, 20

I

MI;

Ws mom at

tiobt to Bolt ow

imotltbs. Mess '

On** Oro

Aorta pl.

This special Value: Way Trimming process, developed with YOU In mind, in.
sures satisfaction. Ouarantoed to please

Colorado, Brand Corn -Fed Beef -4S" CUT

or your money back.

RIB STEA

fat, bone, and waste Is removed before the meat is
weighted and priced! In National's own modem
packaging plants, meat is U. S. Government in.

to National's experts' specifications :only top government grades are purchased. National's special processing care takes more time, but gives you, morel
Remember-for value, 'quality and guarantood sans=
faction, shop NATIONAL for : . . YOUR BEST BUYS

spected, and properly aged to make itfirm, bright

IN MEATI

When it comes to sating -meat, National oWee you
more. In the exclusive value trimming process, excess

."National..

and mellow. Meats are selected in grades-according

PlayMATCH THE STAMP GAME!
WIN UP TO ONE MILLION
SO GREEN STAMPS

. Famous for Fine Meat",

V

AidbrietkilorilailearldINI11110,1111.1111elefr.

at,

JOIN THE THOUSANDS WHO HAVE ALREADY
WON AT NATIONALFOLLOW RULES AS PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED IN THIS PAPER

.

At Sabine wa cons.der no sale of our 'VelortWer

Niuts complete unhl the dims purchased hue
.

rendered complete satisfaction.

Refund or mplacement. Nstionars courtesy way, it
you are not luny sabshed with your purchase In

U. S. GoVt. Inspected Grade "A" Whole
.

.9.0 1441 214rImmtA_

' 5 Etprg!A S

Everyday

trout

Low

MEATS, GROCERIES irr
FRUITS & VEGETABLES

Price
r,

(Excluding purchase of cigarette's, Beer, Wine &

liquor)

3

lb.

4:

Until One Coupon Per Customer.
Coupon Expires August 20.

a.-

..

NATIONAL

11" "VI'V

CUT-UP

lb.

39?
Wieners

59g

lb.

79,1

.

TOP TASTE Sliced

Colo.

;ono Salami

Corn Country Pork-CENTER CUT

best young the
selects the
National Fed beet and removes
back strap.
redo Corn and the tough inches
from
measure 5 the first 5
chine bone
Cuts oil ribs to Selects only removes
bone.
meat and
the chinebest
That's why
eating
ribs, the to 1h' thickness. ..That's
excess tatiuicy and flavorful
No wonder
it cooks
Trimming. goodness!
Vatue-Viayguarantees the
National

.

TOP TASTE Chunk

..

Liver Sausage
RIB CHOPS

LOIN CHOPS

MICKELBERRY Bulk

Pork Links

.

Salami For Beer,

MICKELBERRY

Four In One, or

Summer Sausage

.

lb.

lb.

YZigarate:',WL

SWIFT Brown & Sem, Links or Patties

Sausage
SINAI KOSHER

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef-S" CUT STANDING

... 69?

'

Polish Sausage
VAN NOLTE. N Kosher 'or,Plain

Dill Pickles

r

1

lb.

TOP TASTE

IMITZE,717.7.% '47:31,:a174.7

NATIONAL
No wonderthe goodness
guarantees ROAST
of RIB

AST6tIPS

lb.

...
.

:

.

Pkg..2

OSCAR MATER

lb'

691

lb'

49

lb.

49?

Wieners

aa

lb.

(s°)cneuall

Si3;Eall

REDEEM EITHER CASH COUPON BELOW WITH A SINGLE S5

n Perch

Fillets

fret of Sole . . . . lb' 59ii

OR MORE PURCHASE-OR-REDEEM BOTH CASH
COUPONS WITH A SINGLE S 10 OR MORE
PURCHASE

scallops .

7;:gz: 69i

SEA IREEZE Sliced

Hailbut

G. W.

REALEMON
LEMON JUICE . .

lb.

.

GRAND DUCHESS

SUGAR . .

Beef Steaks

..

79?

1:17gz:59/

With Coupon Below.

With Coupon Below .. .

----MEIVIM§5

: 39?

Realemon

Cuts Grouse-Loosens Dirt

SAVE CASH

SAVE CASH

46.

CW

5.5. 929

-PEEP
ONIA

amnionic

With This Guarino Mai, A ;5.00 00r More Purchase

With This Coupon And A 15.00 Or More Purchase

,

Unfit one Coupes Per Curlew

Limit One Coupon Per Customer
Coupon Expires

August 200r

PD

Coupon Expires

.

,

Auger! 200%

.

Plump rot Julcy

Country Fresh

r11.40.

Large Size

MATOE

BLUEBERRIES .

WATERMELON SINEET CORN

lurnbo 69
W".6 ""ng
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The ghost of Harold L Slichenmyer rode through town

the Arlington Heights Police
Department muttered that talk

Monday night.
It was a lesson from the

Von Arx.

meeting .in Mount Prospect. It
listened to some experts from
Flint, Mich., talk about naughty

In the silence that followed
the ghost waited for another
4-3 vote. Maybe Lt. English
did not know Von Arx is a bad
word for some board members
ever since they agreed to male
Slichenmyer High School after
the retiring superintendent Mr.

kids who make policemen a

Willow.

at midpoint.

The ghost of Slichenmyer
Was et the high school board

ern schools.

,The Michigan experts, not
Illinois kids" are

aware that

different, might have let a few
unkind words slip. That is
when Lt. Maurice English of

Plenty of Jobs, But .

other important deeds, including the purchase of aluminum,
for new signs. It could only
assume there would be a piece

voted 6 to 0, without a nay

G.

long enough for a nettle like

Woods must have spotted 'the

'Harold L. Slichenmyer High

ghost come into the council

School, Arlington Heights, II-

room because when he repeat-

Besides, school board members do got think naughty kids
are funny anymore. They think

part of the curriculum in mod-

;

her recordinginachine.
The village board went on to

The village operates differently than the 'school board. It
vote, to annex the land.
Village - President John

r' -r

.7'4'

of Clerk Jeanne Novotny and

about to annex the Willow High
School site into the village.

was beginning to sound like

Great Northwest for columnists who forsake a campaign

yk'

4,.,

.."'1..7

."14

ed the motion he said:

linois.

''All in favor of annexing the
site to be occupied by Slichenmyer High School vote by say-

heard chortling happily as it

And

ing aye."

the

ghost

could

.

be

headed out of town again north-

There were all "aye" votes,

west.

Who knows, some day

Von Arx is less funny.

five

The ghost stopped next at the
Arlington Heights village board
meeting where trustees were

trustees, a village president and a ghost.. Htstory,
hopefully, recorded the inci-

the schools may even find a
kid who could paint the sign

dent correctly in the minutes

places.

with all the letters in the right

. .

Surburbia's Employment Boom
BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

Help Wanted, the signs say in many locations.
Help wanted, the classified columns of page after page of
area newspapers plead.
It would. appear from the

number of jobs advertised that
in
especially
employment,
booming suburban Mount Pros'

pect and Arlington Heights, is
fat a peak.

And indeed it is, experts aThose who deal with

gree.

the employment market day af-

ter day describe the area as a
"job hunters dream."

Yet there still seems to be
wide:spread unemployment.

employment service, said he

has plenty of jobs available in
the 510,000 to S15,000 -a -year

ELECTRIC

age of skilled people," he said.

One of the problems is the
young high

school

graduate

who is not prepared for anything but a menial job and yet

high priced jobs and think they

his way up the ladder.
"They hear about

can qualify without the back-

WHILE there is no shortage
of unskilled jobs like waitresses and dishwashers and bus-

"When we tell them that they
have to begin at SI.50 an hour,

ground or experience." the
said.
consultant
perionnel

sands of minority group memhers unemployed in Chicago,
life suburbia.
As a result, many jobs. thal) :do experts see a great exodus
require low skills - and pro- 'ofe such workers to the sub vide low pay - are going beg -w turbs?.
"We have hired Negro waitging.
resses," the restaurant man"Our waitresses average ager said. ."And they are ex-,

'a restaurant that does not sell
liquor said. "We have plenty

of openings - but no applicants.

cellent

far.
no customer has objected. On
workers.

Thus

the contrary ... we have had
many nice comments about our
girls."

"M e m ber s of minority
"A high school boy who Is
employment
the
neat and willing 'to work an groups,"
eight hour shift for us will counselor said, "have the
earn about $15," the manager
continued.

we, give

"And

him

all he can eat while he is on
duty."
"Then the girls split tips
with the bus boys, adding three

same problem as graduating
high school seniors. We just
can't place them in good paying jobs because they don't
have the training.

"In my several years of exor four more dollars a day to perience calling on suburban
their income," the chief wait - companies, the first question

said.

be pro5pert flap

w.

"Honor the, original dream by always jealously keeping
Me paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III
,

AIL ROOM CLERK

-r.
ay

24711elpilasted tin --
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Expressway Oddballs
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When was the last time you saw a more concerned with getting his truck to
squad giving a ticket to a motorist on its destination and getting home on time.
We did not see him get a ticket,. althe expressway or the toll road?

al
..:

We have not seen this happen in sev-

Emierienced preferred but*I11-:ti-41

eral weeks now.

In

the lower skilled jobs,

able for, "anyone who can af- tion."
In the meantime, the "jobs
ford to live here."
It appears that the newly de- available - people trained raveloping criteria for suburbia tio" is not going to change un-

are engineered to take

motorists

and

try Club in Wheeling, will be
the major fund raising. event
in the township according tto
Wheeling, Township Republican

committeeman
Schlickman.

Eugene .

F.

the 13th Congressional Dist.

and SMte ,Sen. John A. Graham,' who is seeking 're-election -from the newly enlarged
3rd Dist.

Cdunty

office candidates
include Sheriff Richard
Ogilvie, seeking re-election to
the presidency of the Cook
will

A reception will be held before the banquet at which Percy and other candidates on the

County Board of Commission-

squealed

as motorists

accelerated

or braked in trying to get around them.
a time as possible with a maximum a- Wouldn't they have made as good time

mount of safety. They have posted speed on one of the other streets?
they are
Even more of a problem is the monot going to step into S10,- limits, signs not intended to decorate the torist
who drives the expressways and
000 -a -year jobs until they are right-of-way but to facilitate the movetil' students realize

either

trained

in

school

ment of traffic.
These signs state a maximum speed

or

have experience in the busi-

for autos and a lower maximum speed
Republican senatorial candi- fall ballot will have an oppor- ers, and Joseph Woods, who will be available shortly from
"Many companies, contrary for trucks and cars with trailers. They
date Charles Percy 'will be the tunity to,talk with those attend-. recently resigned as chief in- precinct captains, club mem- to popular belief, . will hire also indicate a MINIMUM speed.
In
vestigator of the Better Gov- bers and the banquet commit- boys directly out of high our opinion there should be a greater
main speaker at the Oct. .8 ing.,
Among candidates invited ernment Association to become tee.
banquet of the Wheeling Townschool and train them in their effort on the part of police to see that ship Republican organization. are Rep. Donald Rumsfeld, the Republican candidate for
Tickets 'may also be ordered own methods of operation," these limits are observed.
candidate for re-election from sheriff.

tires

truckers to their destinations in as quick

ness of their choice.

held at the Chevy Chase Coun-

though he did ruffle the nerves of 'several motorists who had to quickly brake

When was the last time you were pas- their vehicles as he cut in and out.
Truckers like this one are not the only
sed by a large truck while you were obspeeders
on the roads. But, the size of
the
speed
limit
on
the
expressserving
steady
demand
for
of area newspapers diovr
Gasified advertising
their vehicles make them an even greater
way or the toll road?
workers at all levels - from esgleeers to disinvabers. Many good jobs are not
It probably happened to you several hazard than speeding autoists.
appliatats.
filled because of the lack of expal
Only this morning we were treated to
times today.
the
opposite of this fast trucker. We
When
was
the
last
time
you
were
stuck
MOST AREA, observers of the minority group member is financial rather than ra- behind a truck full of stone or steel, or were bottled up in traffic behind two huge
the employment situation in the cannot afford to take a job as cial.
behind a "bewildered" motorist going 15 dump trucks carrying loads of gravel.
area do not fear any large a waitress or bus boy and pay
A MOUNT Prospect elec- or 20 miles an hour on the expressway They almost approached the minimum
scale employment of minor- for housing in this high rent speed going down dips in the road, but
ted village official said, "this or toll road?
ity groups. Rather, they look high purchase cost area.
These roads are designed for the safe most of the time, they poked along at IS
forward to welcoming Skilled
One area real estate brok- area practices economic rathpeople to the suburbs regard- er said that housing is avail- er than racial discrimina- and efficient movement of traffic. They or 20 miles an hour. In the meantime,

Percy to Address G.O.P. Banquet
The banquet, which will be

K. S. Johnson, GMeral Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

PROGRAMMER'S
AND :DATA

DISHWASHING
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26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

at the establishment the employment directors asks
"Yet, we just can't find is what are their qualifica- less of their ethnic background
boys to work. They try it for tions - not what is their col- or race.
a day or two - and then just or," the personnel consultant
tress
said.

don't show up for work."

STOCK CLER

'For an Interview appointment
veil 358-6440.

WITH the persistent problem of filled jobs, and thou-

come category necessary for

better borrow as much as you can!"

Steady employment In our an s,stockroom. 'many
!shed

BEAUTY OPERATOR

they laugh at us."

"Frankly, kids, the way interest rates are going up-

ASSEM LERS

these

competitive society.

$20 a day," the manager of

Formal schooling with some radio
and TV repair. background.

refuses to start at the bot-

themselves. in today's highly

into the posts that will allow
them to advance into the in-

echnicians

"But we can't fill
bracket.
them because of the short-

tom of the pay scale and work

boys, there is a shortage of
highly skilled people to step

DRAFTSMEN:

fit opportuntty,for men with altiinttit
xpertenee plus have a good working
Iftcations.

ONE personnel consultant,
who operates a large suburban

Hundreds of students graduated from high school were

not able to find a niche for

IMMEDIATE: OPENINGS.;

'

through general ticket chairman, Mrs. John Walsh, CI 5THE BANQUET is a joint 7377. Those wishing to make
project of the Republican or- up a table for the evening may
ganization, the Regular Repub- call Mrs. Edward Kilfoy, genlican Club, the Women's Re- eral reservations chairman,
publican Club, the Young Re- 255-0974. She said table respublicans, and the Republican ervations will be assigned on
Workshop.
a first come first. served baJohn Gillen, general chair- sis.
man for the event, said tickets

the personnel consultant said.

The

"But they expect them to

other evening, while driving to

start at the bottom and move Chicago, we saw a truck weaving in and

toll roads as though he was on a side
street.
He obviously doesn't belong on
an expressway, ' He's nervous. He pokes
along, These are bad enough. But, he

won't stay to the right.
in the center, lane.

He feels better
Perhaps he feels

safer because he doesn't have to wor-

ry about other -vehicles entering the
road.
So, he drives merrily along at
20 miles an hour, completely oblivious

in excess of of autos and trucks trying to pass him,
The driver was He endangers their lives and his.
He would be safer on another road.
wanted." Both the employment using all of the lanes on the expressway,
Things such as these shouldn't happen
consultant and the restaurant not just the ones on the right, which, as
manager were confident of one signs state, are for trucks and slower' on our roads. They wouldn't happen or
"There are jobs a- moving traffic.
thing.
at least they would not continue to hapvailable for everyone who
He was not concerned about the safety pen, 'if the police started ticketing those

out of traffic at a speed

up," he said.

The signs still say, "help the posted maximum.

wants to work."

of other drivers.,

'

He was apparently

who go too fast and too slow.

t.

The People Say "Yes

County Court System
To Be Fully Automated

.

was initiated in 1964, judges on

Chief Judge Jelin S. Boyle.
' the 'backlog has been cut down
The only present backlog;, 'so that judges are now trying

Boyle said, is ' in personal injury cases.

'

.

,

Boyle said an identification
number will be: assigned to evcry laWyer in Cook County; By
pressing a button it can be ascertained how 'many cases,: a.
lawyer has, and if he 'his mat
than he can reasonably- handle; .

the court ,can indicate:thit he
must

hire additional lawyers ,

so that his, cases. will not tie

suit of centralized control.

"The contrary has prayed
to be true," Judge Boyle said.
JUDGE' Boyle credited some "In 1963 the cities and villages
of the decrease in the backlog lying outside Chicago within
to automated processing which Cook County collected fines a has been introduced into the mounting to 5319,000 and costs
court's operations. As a re- amounting to $193,000.
1964
suit;he said, it is possible to the finei increased to "a ''little
knew how many cases are at more than 52,000,000 and costs
any particular stage at a given to 51,700,000."
time.
Fines and costs 'again increased in 1965 and are ex cases filed in 1961 and 1962.

up court operttion.
When the Judicial Article petted to increase again
-- When --the automated,,'setup I .was --passed to modernize the --1966, Boyle said, -

Samplings in the past 'have covered
not only cities heavily involved in space

industries, such as Pasadena, Calif., '
but such relatively "neutral" cities as
landing in 'June was reflected in a jump Des Moines, Iowa. The latest before in the number of people supporting the and -after sampling was taken in Cincinnati because previous surveys showed
nation's space program.
According to a public opinion survey that that city's opinion closely reflects
taken by Trendex just after the flight: national averages.

court system in Illinois it'was
the Circuit Court were trying'' feared that many cities and
Court will' be filly' "automated' . personal injury cases filed in villages would lose money
in six months, according to.. 1954. - In two .and a half years from fines and costs as a re The data processing system
of the Cook - County% Circuit

Whether it's because nothing succeeds
like success, or just because people
like to back' a winner, the spectacular
performance of the' Surveyor moon

of the robot, approval of the aims of
Since the polls began, Trendex has
the program to land 'men on the moon
was expressed by 71.4 per cent of the found a,'16 per cent increase in favorable
attitudes toward the moon program and
people questioned.
A sampling made just before the i a decline of 34 per cent in unfavorable

1:Wr

in.

its..suristo violate

.launch found only 64 per cent in favor:.
The poll :of public attitudes toward
space -has been taken at irregular intervals over the past three years. It is
sponsored 'by Thiokol Chemin! Corp.,
a. company with more than an academic
interest in the matter!'

attitudes.

'

'One item the pollsters consider of interest is ,a sharp increase in the number
of people who are ready to support further

planetary

following

exploration- immediately

the completion of the Apollo

moan orrsnram.

,
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' 114E INEEleVOTZ 1-162 PERCORMANCE IN LEADING SIE R.S214 DIE11TICT SVJIM TEAM lb TNE

NO=114E1214 ILLINOIS GUM
CONFERENCE' CIAAMPI-

ing the village's park district swim team 'to the Northern Il-

OLISNIP LAST WEEK.

linois Swim Conference championship last week.

individual

events

Pederson to win the
free13-14 200 -yard

Chris

girls'

ming on a winning relay team

Connie, who will be a freshman at Prospect High School
this fall, has been swimming

LEAGUE STANDINGS

.

in

person,

writing, or by telephone.

in
The

number is 255-7200.

Thursday,

August 18,

PARTS

-The Kkkl

Mount
northwest suburbs.
Prospect's Ron Seegers will

eral weeks with a broken foot. body, but it also throws the
The North Shore club will stroke out of balance.
open its season on Sept. 18 against the Cook County Rugby Club at Waukegan. Cook
County is one of five teams
on this year's slate. Others
arc Quad Cities, University

of Chicago, University of Illinois, and the Chicago Lions.
ROBINSON is. hOlding trycandidates

whether they have played rugNewcomthe rudi-

will be taught
ments of the game. Minimum

ers

age

for

is 20.

prospective

players

Anyone interested in

trying out should call Robin-

TRY KICKING with the
whole leg, starting from the
hip. This means holding the

knees fairly stiff if you have
been one of the "knee balders." However, don't get the
idea that the kick is supposed
rigid. The
knees do bend slightly and the
ankles and feet flop around
to

be

absolutely

YOU ARE' trying to kick
the water out in back, of you
rather than up and down. Most

of the thrust comes as you
kick downward. The knee bends

ward

you

as

straighten

them to do so.

for novices.

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN' BUY A NEW

TORONADO
FOR ONLY

46409

is

Matte Drive Conceited headlamp Unique -drafsfiee
ventilation system.. Plus the newese;steekeistook In *Vitt

MARTIN L KELLY

.)OLD.SMOB0,4:INCe
INC.
W. NORTHWEST HWY

59

TV Sets
Clothing
He

corps.

Cameras

has

Antiques
Furniture
Livestock

needs only three more to set
a new Wildcat career record.
receivers

promising

Other

HIGH PRIORITY will also be arc Don Anderson, Mike Dongiven the Cats' passing attack. aldson, and Roger Murphy. The running attack will be
as Agase seeks to improve on
last year's spotty performance paced with two returning regat quarterback. Junior Denny ulars from last year's backence to speed up progress dur- Boothe has the inside track on field. Bob McKelvey will be

said, "We'll have a lot of work
to accomplish in a short time,
but fortunately we have,.a sizable group of seniors, and we
are counting on their experi-

Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used. Cars

back at fullback, and Woody

the job, while Bill Mel= figing early season practice."
The Wildcats will launch ures to be his number one untheir 1966 season against the derstudy.

Auto Tires
Aquariums

Campbell will operate again
from the left halfback spot.

in
Boothe took over the startFlorida
University of
LARRY GATES is the prime
Gainesville on Sept. 17. Less ing assignment midway through
than Atte v. ?et -as Aeptratr last season.' and completed 18 candidate to replace Ron Rec-

;'

exhibitiph opener:.
Agase' said early workouts
'

for 257 yards ,in ,the.
last two games of the 1965

Row Boats
'c

dwi

passes

:Ptorie aotfritiLhhe''Bhaigif.TeRn'ecs

Melzer is a non will be devoted primarily, .to letterman who gave an impresline
strengthening the interior
sive showing in spring prac'which was hardest hit by grad- tice.
campaign.

.

uation.. Six of last year's eight

stretched,

the

toes

it

Motorcycles

from Chico Kurzawski, a product of Chicago Weber's 1964
Public League champions. The

Used Trucks

Refrigerators

SENIOR CAS Banaszek fig- talented 'sophomore had an imand defensive linemen graduated in 1965. Lone ures to lead the Big .Purple's pressive spring.

Baby Buggies,

Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing

Prospecting

are

If

i
Typewrters

'

ground gainers last year.
Gates will' get competition

offensive

pointed out in back of you,
rather than downward, so that

Sewing Machines

Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment

WITH 'DALE HOFMANN
hour nine. At hour ten, the ba- go around the block without
by who had been so good for so running up a ten dollar tab in
long elected to eat a cigarette tolls. New York highway offiwith disastrous consequences cials would build a bridge over

"BOSTON?'! That garden
spot."
That's how the boss greeted
the whole top of the foot pushes
our vacation plans on, the night
against the water.
He
before our departure:
WORK AT THIS in your thought he remembered a con-

kickglide or, even better, with
a .kickboard or some Supporting object (a small inner -tube
or supporting bubble, etc.). If

you can't get the feel of it,
hold on to the wall and kick
the legs out in back of you.

test run by a national department .store chain. First prize

the

Evanston to New Castle can
be accomplished in 14 hours,

to get

swimming

Park

Pioneer

to her disposition and ours.

pool and charge you a quarter
to

the

baseball

dia-

but you have to allow at least monds,
On the other hand, there is a
another 90 minutes 'to get lost
in quaint little Delaware. We lot more to see out there while
have decided that it is part of you travel than there is in Ilthe vaunted Eastern smugness linois or Indiana. You almost

was a week's expense -paid vacation "to Bean Town. Second
prize was two weeks.

that the highway departments

THE BOSS, as' it, developed,

out there expect you to know
your way around without relying' on anything so gauche as

knew what he was talking a 'bout, but we weren't about to..
be discouraged. Up until now,
the East for this reporter had
by all means, try it with the been La Porte, Indiana. The
arm stroke. 'If the kick is okay .week's,sojourn he had planned
with' the arms, then all is well was to him an assault on Ev-

route signs.

If you don't, it's

high time y_ou learned.

feel

like you're getting your

money's worth.

Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances.
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

The high point of our
journey was reached on a'
beautiful jaunt through
Connecticut

en

route to

Boston. The greatest dis-

appointment was Boston
NEW CASTLE was worth the
Itself.
trouble though. The tourists
in the habit of working with. a knotted up in one adventure- haven't found 'this' picturesque
There is no dearth of things
little town, and neither have
kickboard every day. It will soine,package. ,
the souvenir hawkers. Most of to see there, but no one cares
help to co-ordinate your kick,
You make a lot of mistakes the buildings there were con- too much about : keeping the
to strengthen your .legs and' it
presentable in
structed before the Revolution, monuments
is a great conditioning exer- on your first big automobile
erest, a tour of the Western
IN THE MEANTIME, get, Front, and a moon shot all

and good.

cise.

You have to walk
trip, and you make them right and almost everywhere you shape.
away: The original .'agenda look is a beautifully preserved through, the local meat and fish
.

Bob Elson, veteran playby-play broadcaster for the

with front wheel drive!

63 1/2

caught 57 passes in two years
of varsity competition and

suit. 225 -pound offensive guard
HEAD COACH Alex Agase from Lafayette, Ind.

Said we Woold drive to' Cleveland, 'stop at a motel there, and

Chicago White Sox, will cantinue in that role when the
White Sox' games move to
WMAQ radio in 1967.

Dalainre 'where we planned to
friends fora few.daya.

Thep there wis a'. side
:trip to Washington to see
a gang of relatives and on
'

more

Boston . and
to
friends.

named

the

Elson ,has, been
station's number

one man, WMAQ radio is still
auditioning for the number two,
back, up position.

If you hustle, you can get, to
in six or. seven
hours still feeling pretty 'fresh.
We felt so fresh in fact that we
saw no reason not to keep go-

office disclosed that WMAQ
become

the

exclusive

radio outlet in Chicago for all
-Sox games starting with the
1967 .season
through 1970.

ing,
take.

Washington
surprises.

That was our first mis-

niarket_to see' anything,.tind the
outsides .of. the buildings are

really 'too grimy to make. you
is

full of

Capital traMc

for instance is overrated.
Any Loop rush hour 'vier-,
an cart negotiate those zigzags and diagonals blindfolded, which we suspect

their PM anyway.

want to look fOriOng.

CAPE COD .and Plymouth
Colony are fresh and clean

and

continuing'

,

.

though. They are also expen7
sive. The ticket. booth set up

on the Mayflower II dock didn't
bother us all that _much. But ..
the turnstile' at the entrance of
one, of the original pilgrim cot-

And nobody really seems too tages did. Yon. can't even gaze

interested in what is going on at Plymouth Rock with bumping
in the. House and Senate cham- into' a guide passing his :au-

least Of all the Con- thentic pilgrim
Plymouth ,was our last .port,
gressmen during a session. We
bers,

had to flee the House gallery Of, call before taking the long
will sooner than we wanted to when ride home...This time Ave vowfind ' the first eight hours of our kid raised a rather boist- ed it' , would, be in two htittallments-,one -, to Niagara Falls...
most trips enjoyable; the 'next erous point of order.
The average/ driver with wife

Earlier this month, in `'a
joint announcement, Radio Station WMAQ and the Nvhite'Stix
would

.-

Is how Loop drivers pilot

Cleveland

Although

lesson in American history.

then tontinue'. to New Castle,'

As Voice of Sox

Flat Boors I, Funnies, side windows 385 -hp Turreted°
Rocket V.ti EngineToronado's own brand of Turbo Hydrer

65 1/2

receiving

aminations and posing for pic- returning regulars are senior
tures. Actual two -a -day work- Ken Ramsey, 232-p3und deouts will begin the following fensive tackle from Niles,
Ohio.' and junior Bruce Gun day.

ward with the instep. This, of
course, means that the ankle

Elson Will Stay

Only full-size car

S&L
Mt. Prospect
Bank

knee, pushing the water back-

. (Next; A &rimming Test.)

TORON

Karlsen's Pharm. 61 1/2

69

the

like flippers. The point is, you
This way you can concentrate
The local club will field two don't have to bend the knees. on the kick alone but go back
teams this season -- one for They are designed to bend and to the kick -glide or kickboard
the advanced players and one the pressure of the water, helps - to see how you're moving and,
son at 392-9180.

itAm its EARN court ewe ResoN)s.

their. first workouts and their,

slightly as you start the downward kick. You actually thrust
as it moves through the water, the foot backward and down-

will be out of action for sev- not only does not propel the'

by before or not.

6

position needed by a swimmer),
(2) it helps to balance the body

be an camp again this year, after leading Robinson's charges and (3) it provides propulsion.
Anin scoring last season.
The biggest fault with beother area star, Martin ginners is bending the knees
Shakespeare of Arlington Fits. too much. Bending of the knees

team

of practice
will be devoted to physical ex -

wt."1"es."~NoNow

By CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS
BOB ROBINSON of ArlingThe kick serves three purton Heights will coach the lo- poses: (I) it helps to keep the
cal squad composed mainly of lower body up (the' most implayers from the north and portant factor in the level body

for

A nucleus of 24 lettermen

SPARKS
ON SWIMMING

tier School in Waukegan.

Mt. Prospect

Two Dozen Lettermen Get Set For
Wildcat Grid Practice This Month

Page 7.

ing sessions Saturday et Whit-

114E 1004A2D wolvinum..msoLEI
1438,8, AND Ti-IE 50-qAl2D Buitreact.-/
IN 30.6 AND SWAMP.) AWINNING

75

Winkelmann's Shell 51

ning Aug. 31.
The first day

will launch its 1966 fall train-

Mufich Buick
Morton Pontiac
Carl's Coin -Op

Van Driel's Drugs 57

1966

The North Shore Rugby Club;

.

78
76

Picket Paints

will lead 82 Northwestern University gridders into their
fall practice sessions, bcgin-

Rugby Club
Will Begin
Fall Drills

84 1/2

144EARro1.D azommie WON "Ng (sIRLE'

13-14 1004ARD FREE -SC -4E EVENT IN EU

NOMINATIONS should be
made through our Arlington
Heights office at 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd. They can

85

Realtors

Busse

cation.

submitted

Points

Tutu
J & B Market
Amen & Busse

Lancaster.

must be submitted by 5 p.m.
on the Monday before publi-

be

Rugs,

Guns
-Tools
Boats
Tents.
Books
Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates.
Trunks
Awe I ry
Bicycles

points behind the leaders.

vites reader nominations. They
may be made anonymously, but

final match easily, drubbing
the Lakers 17.2. In quarter
\ final action, the Lakers blasted
Grove Dodge 28-13 with a 31 hit attack

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

standings with slim half -point"
margin over second -place Annen and Busse. Busse Realtori is a distant third, seven

All area athletes are eliville School Field for the Riv- gible
for Athlete of the Week
er Trails Park District Soft- recognition, and the Day in-

The Cubs.won' their semi-

And

left
J and B Market atop the league

CONNIE IS the only child
of Mr. and. Mrs. Howard C.

ball Tournament title.
Woodview gained the tournament finals by upsetting league
champion Littelfuse 11-8 last
week. The winners wrapped up
the contest by scoring four
runs in the sixth inning on
four Littelfuse errors.

'They'll Bring You Extra Cash

THIS WEEK'S . action

winter.

will meet the
S.
Rainbow Ridge Cubs Sunday Foster, 308
Mount Prospect.
at 1-30 p.m. at the Feehan-

THINGS TO SELL?

two birds.

M.C.A. girls' team during the

Woodview

;

the low net derby were Ray'
Benson and Ron Hulka. All

three seasons and also swims
on the Northwest Suburban Y.

Woodview, Cubs
Clash fn Finale

ANY. OF THESE

JOHNSON'S round gave him

the evening's low gross honor all alone and landed him in
a three-way tie for the low net
prize. "Tied with Johnson in'

for the park district team for

medley in 1:08.8, and the 50 yard butterfly in 30.6.

outs

week with a two -over par 37.

Gewecke, Tom Glass, Warren
Starkey, and Ken Willert shattered par on one hole apiece,
while Johnson accounted for

style relay event in 1:55.9.

to earn four blue ribbons.
She , won the girls' .13-14
100 -yard free -style event in
59 3, the 100 -yard individual

HAVE YOU

Len, ,Johnson dominatcd the
Mount Prospect Monday Night
Twilight Golf League field this

three carded adjusted 31's.
Six birdies were scored in
Bob
Monday's competition.

SHE TEAMED with, Cathy
Barale, Karen Sigfusson, and

swim-

and

WANTED

Golf Loop

FOSTER,

Connie Foster of Mount Prospect has been named the Day's
Athlete of the Week 'for her outstanding performance in lead-

CONNIE, 14, maintained her

.

Johnson
Romps In

Connie Foster
Is DAY Athlete
Of The Week
unbeaten status over the entire season by winning three

........ 1

-

and

10 -month -old

baby

two tolerable, and anything aft,
er that unmentionable.

and, the other through -Canada

THE DOMINANT impres- and Michigan and home..''
sion left on this Midwesterner

PREDICTABLY, the Pennsylvania
Turnpike ' lost its
spellbinding beauty for, us at

'If you, hustle, you can get to -

on his first trip east was left Niagara Falls in six or seven
by the roads. Everything is hours --Still feeling pretty fresh.
super highway, end you can't Next year we'll fly.,

A

Y

Thursday, August 18, 1966

THE DAY'
,

Boy's bike vicinity
of Windsor School. Parent
should identify. 392-0032
FOUND:

Black Angora Coat with pink
collar. Phone: CL 5-3873.
Found - Parakeet. Owner
identify. Serial 0809239.
392-5193

11 -Business Services

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered'
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.
392-0782

Part Time

KI 5-6650

Delivery Drivers Wanted

Call after 6 P. M.

HELP!!

CL. 5-2441

We need maintenance men.
Days, full or part time. Good
hours, good pay and pleasant

Will do ironing in my home.

Experienced.
References.
Call 253-3443.
Ironing in my home. Neat and

Reasonable. White shirts a

259-5522

24 -Help Wanted Men

BUSBOYS

per hour. Permanent year
round work. Experienced or
we will train. Only married

men between 25 yrs. or older
will be considered.
'
CL. 9-2693

*

Due to expansion we have several openings for general

warehouse work. Np experience necessary. Good starting salary, merit raises, profit sharing.
Please call Mr. Marquard

439-7310

Manager or Trainee
Excellent opportunity
for advancement.
Paid vacations and
benefits.
Salary open.

Experience required
Des Plaines 296-1142
Full time delivery man, por-

ter. 40 hr wk. Must drive.
Endler's Pharmacy. 439-5255
ACCOUNTANT

EDP required
DES PLAINES
296-1142
MEN WANTED FOR

Futl or Part Time
Office Maintenance
Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880
MAIL ROOM MAN

Pleasant working conditions

pick up and deliver mail to
Park Ridge Post Office. Fill
mail orders during day. Per-

manent position, good salary

and all employee benefits paid.
Call 825-8127
LABOR For Cement
Contractor
Call after 7 p.m.
.

253-0741
BUILDING MAINTENANCE
MAN

New Air Cond. building, excellent working conditions,
permanent, full time work.
Hours of work to be mutually agreed upon. Call 825-

392-4250

Good starting salary and numerous benefits include paid
vacations, 7 paid holidays,
paid sick leave, pension plan,

WAREHOUSE HELP

PZT alai LA ocaa.
1100 Hicks Road,
Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

AND

RECEIVING
ible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.
to 11 AM

LAKE DISTRICT
NEWS CO.
411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

'

PRODUCTION

Established pharmaceutical
manufacturer has openings for
man to learn tablet making.No
previous experience necessary. Steady employment with
benefit program. Call between
9 AM to 5 PM.
255-0300
ARNAR-STONE LA BS. INC..

CONTROL
Must have ability and liking
for working with figures, be
mechanically inclined, and a
self-starter. Preferably with
some college training.

601 E. Kensington Road
Mount Prospect

(1/2 ml. E. of Randhurst)

An equal opporttmity employer

SERVICE
STATION
ATTENDANT

Excellent opportunity with
future. Permanent position
with top benefits.

Full Time
GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

Day shift. Between 20 and '
30 years old. Noexperience
necessary..

Wheeling, Ill.
537-6100

6201 W. Oakton

141 W. Wood St.
Palatine

MODEL MAKER
small research lab of lge.
Experienced model maker in

Chicago based company. Good

pay. Excellent benefits. Ideal
working conditions.

Morton Grove
967-7100
RO 3-5000
An equal opportunity employer
24 -Help Wanted Men

Call for Interview

CL3-0860
BANK TRAINEE

and
development
search
department or our manufacturing engineering lab.

NATIONAL BANK
Ask for Mr. Glandt
827-1191

8

for mechanically

inclined.

Will train draft exempt. New
air-conditioned plant. Phone
439-4044 or Apply in person

250 E. Hamilton Dr. Arl. His.
Just South of Oakton and
2 blks. West of 83

wirliADS

Steady job for able body young man to work in warehouse
handling mens clothing. Excellent working conditions, in new
air conditioned building, located at 1700 E. Touhy Ave.
"Corners of Touhy and Maple", DesPlaines. Phone FR 26300-241 to arrange for interview.

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

Coma in or Call
DUnkirk 1-2400

c.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

An equalopporttmity employer

THE DOLE VALVE CO

550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

24 -Help Wanted Men

MAN WANTED

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3. 00.PER HR.

observation on parts and prod-

for finished goods and shipping department. Will train.
Light clean work in air -con-

spectors.

cal measurement and visual
ucts. Must be able to uSe
inspection measuring instruments including blueprint
reading.
Apply Personnel Office

FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

ditioned plant. Steady employ-

ment, excellent benefits, age
to 55 years. Call between 9
AM and 5 PM.

KILN OPERATORS

255-0300

THE DOLE VALVE CO.
Morton Grove
967-7100
R03-5000
An equal opportunity employer
24 -Help Wanted Men

601 E. Kensington Road
Mount Prospect
(1/2 ml. E. of Randhurst)

An equal opportunity employer
24 -Help Wanted Men

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

MA/?T741/

TESTERS
Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS
Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD!

537-2180

EUSINESS
Service Directory

Wheeling

517-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ELECTRIC ITY- PLUMB I NG
and

GENERAL MAINTENANCE

Let us help make your...DAY!

Experienced man with knowledge of industrial building maintenance to work nights.

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Paid Sick Leave
Paid Hospitalization
Free Coffee

Paid Vacations
Frequent Increases
7 Paid Holidays

anoltgc, ocu.
MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

.

Drill Press Operator

tion and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

POT alGalLIO oat.

250 N. 12th ST.

537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

coating.
Exp. Quaff. Workmanship

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

ELECTRICAL

Receiving,Position Offers Good Starting' .Pay, Automatic Increases, Sick :Leave,
Insurance, Overtime And Advancement.

DIVISION OF
WHEELING
537-2180

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439.1794

DRAFTSMEN

CLearbrook 9-1620

Outstanding Career Opportunities For
Experienced Person In Shipping And,

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
free

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois

MATERIAL HANDLERS

WHEELING

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

24

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways, patios;
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt " driveways.
All

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

BARRINGTON-

DU 1-2400

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Guar. sm. on all

Randhurst.

Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, S3.
24 hr. phone serv.

255-0348

Masonry

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964
-

PaintingDecorating

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g. Tiling. Free estimate.

CL 3-7384

itycs
Suburban
Decorators

Interior and exterior qualpainting.
Free
mates.
358-4882

work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

Cleaners

Home Maintenance, Fully
- Insured.

brands.

894-3115

Meyers

Carpet and Furniture

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Sew. Mach. Repairs

signing & alterations. Near

black, brown, yellow, buff.

Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing

,and annual bonus.

de-

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating

Prepare -mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.

Sewing Machine Repairs

styling,

Each -Plain 200 - Colors 25e
Now available in red, green,
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrate
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

MECHANICAL

Individualized

old blacktop, repair & seal

537-8228

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

529-6587

Dressmaking -Sewing

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking lots,
business areas, resurfacing

7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free EstiMates
Call us and compare prices

MARTIN METALS

TREE SERVICE

Call 255-7200

Blacktop Work

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitaliza-

BARON

For
ADVERTISING

CL 5-1015

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

ETWIALEN

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

& MARX

Several factory positions now available. Good starting salary
and excellent possibility for advancement.
Stock Men
Inspector
Tool Maker
Draftsman
Carton closers
Tool Crib Helper

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

ARNAR - STONE LABS. INC.
6201 W.Oakton

CLearbrook 9-1620

JOB HUNTING ?

Barrington

Some experience
necessary in making mechani-

Opportunities are available
for floor and receiving in-

HART SCHAFFNER

250 N. 12th ST.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

Arram. Apply to:

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois

MART//1/ METALS` Ask
FoR FAST ACTION

PRECISION MECHANICAL
We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms.._. Must be able to read blue prints. and use

numerative career and excellent. employee_ benefit pro-

NUMEROUS BENEFITS;

between 9 and 3 P.M.

CONTINUOUS
MOLDING CORP.

ASSEMBLERS I

ferred. Interesting and re -

Road
Chicago. 111. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021

24 -Help Wanted Men

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

437-4677
Evenings and Weekends
An equal opportunity employer

Punch Press Set up Man

for 2nd shift 3 PM to 11 PM.
This is a steady salaried job

BBC requires computer. operators for IBM System/380.

GET RESULTS

6201 W.oakton
Morton Grove
967-7100
R03-5000
An equal opportunityemployer

to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Parcel Post Worker

RESPONSIBLE MAN

Complete fringe benefits and
educational reimbursement
program. Apply personnel department for interview. '

INSPECTORS
Male or Female
1st Shift

Aggressive young man to learn
the banking business.Good fu-

DES PLAINES

24 -Help Wanted Men

anical devices in either re-

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ture - many benefits.

WN As

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS
experience one
year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college

anically inclined. Age to 30.

WANT ADS

YOUZI FIND /I IN INF

rate bureau. Full time. Call

High School Graduates, mech-

DAY

VILLAGE OFARL.HTS.
253-2340

Must be familiar with all truck

APPLY PERSONNEL

RESEARCH
LABORATORY
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

STOCK MAN

trical wiring and mechanical
ability. Good opportunity for
right man.

RATE CLERK

CL 9-4000

Salary $1200 a year
Apply Finance Director

392-7110

MAN

Must have knowledge of elec-

AV -2 -6170

Duties involve assemblingand
testing of small electro mech-

SERVICE
Between 25 and 40 years of
age for heating service work.

STATE BANK

tion duties. Good salary, merit
increases, many benefits.

Union Special Machine Co.

hr. 'week, attractive salary
fits. Older married man preferred. Apply in person.

MOUNT PROSPECT

graduates - math majors pre-

Northwest
Community Hospital

-

WANTED

MEN

to 3:30 PM)
Man needed in new dietary
department to handle sanita-

3 LOCATIONS

2 School 'Crossing Guards

Minimum

1501 Busse Rd.
Elk Grove Village
437-3221

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

439-0286

199 King Street

Village Sinclair

Mrs. Barker

Experienced preferred but
will train right apPlicant.Call

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

DO YOU WANT

TO LEARN A TRADE?

CALL "SHEETS"
392-6100
NILES OFFICE
825-7117
CHICAGO OFFICE

SANITATION
SPECIALIST
(7

100% FREE TO YOU

* COMMERCIAL TELLER

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

CL 9-1000

tions. Profit sharing if elig-

111 W. Central Rd.

Paul Mayer.
.

need several. women.
Light, easy work day. $2 per
hour - Age open

PROOF. OPERATOR

With car - SundayA .M.news-

Good starting rate, quarterly
wage reviews, profit sharing,
and insurance program are a
part of fringe benefits available.
APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

28 -Employment Agencies -Women.

* SAVINGS TELLER

-Mt. Prospect, W.

MAN OR BOY
paper routes.

electronic component.

40 hrs. per week. Paid Vaca-

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

including many companybene-

cellent future in the manufacturing of this new type

404,

SHIPPING

wanted for progressive grow-

ing company in Palatine. 40

ments. Should have alert mind
and mechanical aptitude. Ex-

manager. Degree

Evening interviews available
upon request.

Must be experienced in electronics or mechanics.
Telephone or Apply in Person

SHIPPING CLERK

duct with precision require-

NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE

coffee.

McDONA LD'S DRIVE-IN

Palatine

After 6 P.M. except Friday

4

We

Full Time

TERRACE
SUPPLY. CO.,

Thursday nights.
Call 392-4775

desirable, but not necessary.

TECHNICIANS

1592 Northwest Hwy.

through

S 000 o

INSPECTION

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

Looking for man who likes to
work with his hands on a pro-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

-

DRIVER

For Medical Bldg. in Hoffman Estates area. Monday

(Rt. 53)
1700 Hicki Rd.
Rolling Meadows

counting

Days or Evenings

Cheme your own hours
Apply in Person

TECHNICAL
`ASSISTANT

Young person with 2 to 3 years

8127

FULL TIME - PART TIME

CUSTODIAN

.COST ACCOUNTANT

paid hospitalization and free

9 AM

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

827-8861

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT

24 -Help WantedMen

METHODE MFG. CO.

experience to assist cost ac-

DISHWASHER

DON ARNDT
BEVERLY LANES
RESTAURANT

WAREHOUSE

DOMESTIC DEPT.

CALL MRS. OLSEN

5:00 PM to 10:00 PM
APPLY IN PERSON

GENERAL

workin conditions. $2 to $2.50

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

specialty.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost And Found

.

4.

4''

Free
Estimates.
259-5066

Transporation

----TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree ServiceLawns Mowed

ROY'S 'FREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-2865

824-9530

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529.6587

'et.

THE DAY

Thursday, August 18, 190

CALL TODAY

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE .4 P.M.
28-Employment Agencies-Women

PERSONNEL
RECEPTION.

OFFICE POSITIONS.

You'll be trained to greet applicants, conduct tours, at famous suburb firm. You'll sit
in lovely reception office. $400

Free.

Y4-Help Wanted Men

$300 - .$650.
"We cover all suburbs"
'

Trainees or Experienced

'SHEETS" 100% FREE

Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

28-Employment Agencies-Women

774-9393

3 LOCATIONS

I

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,

24-Help Wanted Men

207 N. Evergreen

392-6100

NILES
8144 1/2 N. Milw.

CREATIVE WRITER
minimum of 2 years experience in industry preferred.
Would work with training staff on programming for over
10,000 retailers and a marketing staff of 500. Excellent
growth opportunity to.learn all facets of oil company marketing, merchandising, and personnel development.

4418 1/2 N, Mllw. AV 2.-6170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE ,
INTERIOR
DECORATOR
TRAINEE

7205 N. Meade

774-9393

24-Kelp Waited Men

have completed data processing courses or with no prior
exposure to computer operation. Excellent opportunity to

learn to greet patients, ans.
phones and schedule appts.
Light typing and neat appear-

ance are req's. $90 wk.Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

GENERAL OFFICE
Variety office work.
Will consider beginner.
Must provide own transporCALL MR. SNYDER
437-3737

WAGNER ELECTRIC
CORP.
Contex Industrial Parts
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
24-Help Wanted Men

MACHINISTS

358-1003.

Baby sitter, 1 child, myhome.

2-3 days a

Tool" Makers
Varied Machining Ability

INSPECTORS

tabulating room for numeric
operators on 2O4,' 026, 056
machines. Full time permanent positions with excellent company benefits.
Apply'Personnel Office

LA 9-7700

.

women

eirtuted#111ines

Must be able to set-up and operate.

intit:inein

30-Help Wanted-Women

1700 Hicks Rd.

(Rt. 53)

Rolling Meadows.

Contact

Mr. Felt
437-1800

Ext. 336
CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

SPIEGEL CATALOGCENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY

827-1191

An above average job for girls
or women with background of

bookkeeping credit or sales
experience desirable.

-

INVENTORY
CLERK

$2.25 to $2.50 Per Hour
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE W ILL TRA IN

you

a

Spiegel credit clerk
will keep customer

accounts up-to-date, approve

Maintain perpetual records of

charge purchases and help

Inventories by item and serial
number. Correspondence with
salesmen and managers.

Credit is the fastest grow-

all salesmen and warehouse

Good starting salaryand numerous benefits including:
Paid hospitalization
Paid sick leave
Paid vacations
7 Paid holidays
Free Coffee

anoloc, oat.
1100 Hicks Road,
Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

300 N. Northwest Highway. (Rts. 59 & 14)
Palatine, Ill.
30-Help Wanted-Women

As

30-Help Wanted-Women

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.

ing field for women -and the

chance for advancement is

best with a nation-wide company such as Speigel--Credit
headquarters for America.
You'll enjoy good pay and

many big company benefits

such as discount on merchandise, vacations with pay,
hospitalization, many others.
CALL 255-'7500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

SPIEGEL
Serving America since 1865
30-Help Wanted-Women

AUTOMAT/C ELECTRIC
THE BEST PLACE TO WORK!
WE HAVE THE RIGHT JOB FOR YOU!
INDUSTRIAL NURSE
3rd. Shift

STENOGRAPHERS
Beginners & Experienced

We need a Registered Nurse
who has experience in Industrial Nursing.

We have a variety of positions
available.

GENERAL CLERKS

CALCULATING OPRS.

Clear and'neat handwriting
with skills in detail work
is necessary.

Adding Machine Operators

STATISTICAL' TYPISTS

Our Payroll, Accounting and
Pricing Departments are in
need of experienced gals.'

TYPISTS

Billing and Order Typists

For the following Depts:

llectric, manual and all cap
typewriters. Must have ability_to work with figures.

Purchasing Shipping
Sales Engineering
Laboratories

OUR COMPANY OFFERS MANY FRINGE BENEFITS

I

Air Conditioned Offices
Tution Refund Plan
Promotions From Within

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan
Social Clubs
INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Mimber°Of the' GT&E Family of Companies
..1/2 pile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile* west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

'a

0\0

oat

.

perienced or will train. Good
future, many benefits.

Bookkeeping Departm ent. Ex-

position of GRILL MEN.

30 -Help Wanted-Women

.

CLERK -

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
1

Centex Industrial

Center, Elk Grove Village.
.

302 W. Northwest Hwy.

Ask for Mr. Glandt

DAYS OR NIGHTS

shorthand necessary.

Must be a good typist. Lo-

train,
over 21. Apply in person to
Doris after 6 P.M.

24-Help Wanted Men

APPLY IN PERSON

4

Hours are from 8 to 4:30.

Some

Mount Prospect

insurance program.

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

advertising and sales training,
managers.

Experienced or will

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

METHODE MFG. CO;

-

permanent par. time
secretary to work for our

Need

cated in

reviews & excellent fringe

We can offer permanent full time employment with ex.'
'celled employee. benefits; including 'paid. vacations. Free

-11:111;:

392-4250

benefits.

Drill Press Operators

BARRINGTON

-

In above 'positions.

THE DOLE VALVE CO. Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage

We are now interviewing neat alert young men for The

helpful.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
agrifelpr.:Wanted-Women

CALL MRS. OLSEN

DINING ROOM WAITRESSES

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Salary open.

PRESS OPERATORS
a need for 1st & 2nd shift

3 days a week
starting pay'
$2.50 .per hi

benefits. ,-

MACHINE AND
Our fist growing company his

6201 W. Oakton
'
Morton Grove
967-7100 '
R03-5000
An equal opportunity employer

/- )2

40 hour week.
Paid vacations and

KE 3-3636

Opening available In our IBM

FULL TIME

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

A Division of Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road
Palatine, Illinois

WORK

PLUS BONUS

GRILL MEN

Boring Machine Operators

PUNE OIL COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICE

GOOD SALARY

ASSEMBLERS

PERMANENT
PART TIME
SECRETARY

WANTED FOR

store in Mt. Prospect Plaza.
Hrs. 8 to 3 daily
8 to 4 Sat.

1st Shift

30-Help Wanted-Women

MATURE WOMAN

will train

dry cleaning .

Mrs. Richardson

equipment desirable

PURE

woman, in

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

Mill Hands

'

ature

ONLY

10-Help ,Wanled-Women

IDEEL CLEANERS

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

Building management department has openings for experienced or inexperienced men for ,maintenance work in our
large office building. We will train in use of supplies and
cleaning machines. Evening hours.

or

Mxperienced

4241'

24-Help Wanted Men

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

JANITORS

CL 9-

week.

,

CANTER CLERK

WAITRESSES
Wanted

Dayp* and nights. Brandt's.
Restaurant. For appt. Phone

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

begin your career in this field.

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

774-9393

30-Help Wanted-Women

Looking for a career? Here's

interest and some light clerical skills. Loads of public
contact to $95 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

Training positions open in computer room for persons Who

expanding practice will train
you as receptionist. You'll

tation.
5 day week. - 8:30-5:00

the sPOt Mr. a Ifirl_With_this

COMPUTER
OPERATOR TRAINEES

DOCTORS GIRL
Excellent local doctor with

825-7117

N.W. CHICAGO

Desiring opportunity of career in marketing. College major
to journalism, business administration or teaching with a

28-Employment Agencies-Women

DAYS

Parking Facilities
Employee. Discount $tore
* Insurance Program

Thursduy, August 18, 1966

THE DAY
30 -Help Wanted -Women

10 -Help Wanted -Women

CLEAN, LIGHT WORK

FUZE -ON PRODUCTS
1620 W. Central Rd.
CL. 5-5000 Mt.Prospect,I11.

sponsible young lady to work
for 'a busy growing. firm.
Someone with ability tohandle
active phone and typing. Must

be extremely reliable in attendance.' Outstanding company benefit program. Prefer

Immediate
tunities

salaried oppor-

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
' gliDER PROCESSING
CLERKS

SCHMIDT

$10 BONUS

1100 Wiley Road
Palatine

CLERK TYPISTS

petative salary, and fully paid
benefit program. Apply or

827-8861

NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE
2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

Des Plaines

phone the Personnel office.

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS.

THE DOLE VALVE CO,
- 6201 W. Oakton
Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
987-7100
An equal opportunity employer

SECRETARY WANTED
Personable individual as sec"

retary to President of the

William Raney Harper College.
Shorthand and filing
competency, versatile perceptive of employer's work,
executive secretarial experience. Age 30-40. Competi-

Call 358-9100 or write:
Dean of Business Affairs

Top Rates

.

Raid Vacations

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High. School education. Full or part-time.Day
or night shift. Apply:
THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM

ABLE
Des Plaines

Road

e.

Tel: (312) 693-3021

PERSONNEL
RECORDS CLERK
Challenging position in our
growing organization.Various
duties in our expanding
personnel records department
Good starting salary, reviews,
profit sharing, air conditioned

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Waited Men Or Women

Male & Female
Join A Profit Sharing Company

AMPEX

Work in clean, well lit air-

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

housekeeping department.
Work long or short hours on
day or evening shift. Good
salary ( $1.60 per hr.) plus
merit increases and many

439-8700

conditioned location. Several
ladies needed in expanded

benefits.
APPLY PERSONNEL

AMPEX
INTERV IEW I NG:

The following positions are now available for men and
women In our new plants

AND

HOME

PERSONNEL
CLERK -TYPIST

We can help you combine both

Interesting work in expanded
personnel office. Reception,

If you can do filing, typing,

with interesting PART TIME
office work in temporary positions -- a few days or a few
weeks at a time in your area.

lated duties. Good personality
and good typing skills a must.
4 hours per day, Mondaythru

stenography,

for office help. Call Ethel

Doebber for details on BONUS,

PAID VACATIONS and PROFIT SHARING benefits.

Friday.
APPLY PERSONNEL

827-5557

Northwest
-Community Hospital

assq,ist, alanca NM

Openings on

Male or female 40 hour work week, commission, & store
discount. 2 nights. Apply to Mr. Oman

SEARS ROEBUCK & CO.

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

GOLF MILL STORE
9440 N. Milwaukee Ave:

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

CY 6-2211

Niles

Ability to. read bine prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must:

OVER 150 TEMPORARY JOBS

ASSEMBLERS

NOW AVAILABLE

No experience necessary as we will train.

at

Experience in *mechanical electrical & layout will- qualify

$2.70 an Hour

any ambition individual.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience In use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

If you are 18 years of age or older, can count parts and
total same, and have your own transportation, come in or

PURCHASING EXPEDITER
As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
_for_m_any ccjimmy benefits such as

*Profit sharing *Good, starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid

'insurance

- --

*Early seniority in

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
.

Lunt Rd.

X

CC

No Fee to Applicant Or Employer For Our Services

DRIVERS

t

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

A.M.A P.M. Routes or Both
Hours Approx;

6;30 - 8;30 A.M.
.2;30 - 4;30 P.M.

Year Round Work If Desired.

Elk Grove Village

Phone -439-0923

43978700

COOK COUNTY SCHOOL BUS INC..

An Equal ' Opportunity Employer

Saturdays -8 A.M. to-NoOrT

SYSTINI

MALE & FEMALE

2201 Lunt Rd.

Devon Rd.

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
friday 8 A. M. to 4 P.M.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC ars

Paid Training, Free Baby Sitting SetvIce.
Hospitalization, Major Medical, Life Insurance.

Landmeler Rd.

et
et

ILLINOIS STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
824-7191
Des Plaines, Illinois
601 Lee Street

new. plants.
*Tuition paid

*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

INTERVIEWING

phone us about the 3 - day inventory Jobs an employer has
asked us to fill for him.
Contact the

Follow up purchase order with vendors.

Third Shift Only
are for
COIL WilibERS
knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines, For Various Type Of Coil

IN NORTHWEST SUBURB

INSPECTOR

arts And Handling Small Tools Is. Desired,

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

WANTED

ANALYZERS

Openings on
First and Second Shifts
are for
ASSEMBLERS
Experience On Assembling Small

POI

'

76 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

COMPTOME-

TRY, KEYPUNCH,' etc., we
need you to fill our orders

BEAUTY OPERATOR

knowledge of production scheduling.

YOU!!

CAREER

CL 9-1000

Experience in procurement of parts or related items and

for

Route #83

800 W. Central Rd.

JUNIOR PLANNER

is

An equal opportunity employer

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL. 9-1000

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Located between Higgins and

IIOOW.CentralRd.

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings 111 7:30 pm

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

DON'T CHOOSE BETWEEN

typing, filing and other re-

Join

Job?

Phone or Visit

An equal opportunity employer

Palatine,. I11.

:30 -Help Wanted -Women

296-1142

office, etc.

Temporary Service
Call Jane Nelson

30 -Help' Wanted -Women

a: Permanent

MEDIA -SUPERVISOR

Northwest
Community Hospital

Chicago, Ill. 60631

34 W. Palatine Rd.

RIGHT GIRL

;

Looking for

ASSISTAIIT. BROADCAST
BACKGROUND
PREFER-

WARD HELPERS

8501 West Higgins

HARPER COLLEGE

2964661
An equal opportunity employer

'PHONE 827-1108

SBC requires key punch oper-

tive salary, fringe benefits.

can type 30 wpm, energetic and
active, phone

PLUS

$75 BONUS

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK

openings. No experience nec-

First 5 Days Pay

With

Typing Essential. Full Time

These are permanent posiThey include corntions.

,

Stenos

529-4003

IRON WORKS, INC.

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

Secretarle's'
Clerks

Typists

Insurance company in Cuinberland area has inimedlate.
essary, ages 18 to 35. If you

IMMEDIATE WORK

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

age 21-30.
ASK FOR MISS BUTLER

OFFICE
.POSITIONS

PART TIME

30 -Help Wanted -Women

GENERAL OFFICE

AND

Permanent. Attractive,' Re-

or
9 AM to '3 PM

10 -Help Wanted -Women

0-HelpWanted-Wemen

TEMPORARY

RECEPT1ON 1ST

WOMEN INSPECTORS
Hours 8 AM to 4:30 PM

)0 -Help Welted:Wm

V2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf' Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

3040 S. BUSSE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
Arairmf
r.

L

*lel, Waded -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Daily child care. 4 year old
girl. Mt. Prospect - 259-2582.
Cleaning - Woman, $1.75 per
hr. 1/2 day per wk., steady &

RESPONSIBLE
WOMAN

reliable near downtown Mt.

Eveninks for counter work in

Prospect. Call 392-7297.

a hamburger and ice cream
'store. We furnish uniforms.

CLERK -TYPISTS

Call or see 4)

Accounting & Sales Depts.
' DES PLAINES
296-1142 .

Mrs. Pecoraro
CL, 9-4315

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise
.2 matching Beige brocade

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Highway

Regency armless chairs.
$50.00 Pr. Call CL, 3-3996

Arlington Heights

after 6 P.M.
Kenmore console sewing machine with attachments. Girl's
24" bike. CL 3-0179.
Garage Rummage Sale. Aug.
18 and 19. 10 to 5. Artificial
fireplace, $15.Mens,womens,
boys, baby clothes. Furniture,

30 -Help Wanted -Women:

SEASON NOW
OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

BOWLING

10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
11:30 a.m.-- 2:00 p.m.

rugs, much misc. Rees. 607
E. Frederick A.H.
GERT's a gay girl - ready
for a whirl after cleaning
carpets With Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer. $1.
Freitag V & S Hardware.

5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Full or Part Time

Good Pay - Good Tips
No Sundays

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

255-3113.

722 Kensington

Arl. Hts.

''

30 -Help Wanted -Women

55 -Musical Instruments
Mustang Electric
Fender

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

White sew. machine $15, out-

guitar and case.

side T.V. antenna $10, tri-

cycle $5, bottle sterilizer $2.
392-7239.

Soft Water

$5.00 a month

Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-110'7

_'

Has Job Openings For

Silvertone electronic organ.
Want ride from Rolling Mea-

dows to Fullerton & Cicero.
Lv. between 5:30 & 6:30 A.M.
CL. 5-4549
Used Window Att. Conditioner,

61 -Hobbies -Model Building

STAMPS FOR COLLECTORS'

Condition priced Approvals
Daves Stamp Company
P.O. Box 34

6,300 B.T.U. Call: 255-7816.

Prospect Heights, Ill. 60070

Expert alteration on 'quality

14-4o Rent Apartments

CLOTHES
255-7546
Wanted to buy -2nd hand fresh-

man books from Sacred Heart
High School. CL 3-0478.
MOVING OUT OF STATE
MUST SELL - GARAGE SALE

Also house and office furn.
Sat. & Sun. Aug. 20 & 21.
10 AM to 6 PM

1208 S. Haddow

Arlington Heights

3 blks. East of Arl. Hgt. Rd.

3 blks. South of Central
Dishwasher, portable.WARDS
SIGNATURE. 2 yr. old. $85.
Call 392-4210.
office fan -health

Insulation

lamp dressers - air-cond. refrig. - el. stove din. rm.

WILLIAMSBURG
Palatine's newest luxury a-

TRW ELECTRONICS
Des Plaines

686 Garland Place
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping

4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ' ft. of living
space

Dictaphone operator, Key Punch operator, NCR operator and
clerical positions now available. Good starting salaries and
excellent possibility for advancement.

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:

Paid Hospitalization
Paid Sick Leave
Free Coffee

Paid Vacations
Pension Plan

7 Paid Holidays

CL 9-1620

NO AGE LIMIT

Rolling Meadows

dinette set, desk, radio/phono
console, 2 TV's, twin head

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

with matching 5

Palatine

358-4555._

Available Sept. 1st, 1 bdrm.
unfurnished apt. $125, and 1
bdrm. efficiency apt. $110.
One year lease required.
FBK Inc., Realtors
255-8000

drawer chest on chest, and

night stand. Maple desk and

chair. Portable electric hu-

midifier. 20" 3 speed reversible portable fan. Dual wattage
heater. Ironrite
portable
mangle. Mower. Sun & heat
lamp. Brownie movie camera,
aquarium. 19" Silvertone T.V.
Kenmore upright tank vacuum

Mt. Prospect 2 bdr. ranch.
Gar. - close trans. & shop.
Aug. 28 occup. Adults. 8276514.
81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

We are now interviewing neat, attractive young ladies between the ages of 18-35 for the position of WAITRESS.

We can offer permanent employment with excellent employee

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance programs.

Weddings

Arlington Heights

Thur. Fri. Sat. Aug. 18,19,20
10 to 5 PM. Quality furniture,
oriental rugs, paintings, patio
furniture, garden urns,Jaguar
car and much misc.
Phone sale days - CL 3-3085
Sale by Jeanette Caskey

Sacred Heart of Mary freshman Book B. Level. 259-4963
after 4
44 -flogs, Pets And Equipment

392-8209

German Short Hair Pointers
10 Wks. old. AKC regist'd.
359-0103

Miniature Schnauzers

pups

also Poodles AKC, shots and
wormed healthy home raised
639-9728

Miniature

Schnauzer

Parties

..AMERICAN LEGION HALL'
'119.11W4eeler.
CL3-2973
82 -Wanted To Rent

Mature business woman desires furnished room with
kitchen privileges or large 1
room efficiency apt. Phone

Palatine, Ill.

Opening for stenographers with experience or recent high
school graduate with top shorthand and typing skills.

KEY PUNCH TRAINEES
Day shift opening for IBM key punch training program.
Typing ability required.

Eves.- 677-5717

259-3535

BARRINGTON
HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

you --authentic Williamsburg
Colonial home on 7.6 acres.

& schools.LeavingState.Must
sell $22,500. 392-3236

NEW IN....
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
4 BDR. BI -LEVEL
Baths - 2 Car Gar.
Finished Family Room

2

Carpet

AKC

...$29,000

Reg. pedigree male miniature
Schnauzer, 10 mo. old Papers
& shots $85. CL 5-4008

FREE Kittens given only to
very good homes. Call 2594871.

ALSO
4 BDR. COLONIAL

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

...$32,500

Like new Kenmore gas stove,

copper shade. Will sacrifice
price. Also, small refriger-

Model at 1419 N. Chestnut

!! !HELP! I!

ART -WAY -BUILDERS

Must sell display furniture
from builders deluxe model

homes. Save up to 70% Terms
and delivery arranged.

259-3535 Eves. - 677-5717
86 -Real Estate -Houses

cases. Towering shadetrees,
pasture and pond for horses,

4 stalls in barn, 3 -car garage.
reduced for quick sale --

$56,900.
COUNTRY ACRE close to Vil-

4 bedrooms, study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in
lage.

living room and dining -L. 2 -

car garage.

Owner transf.

reduced to $30 ,000.Quick pos-

Brick home in convenient lo-

cation -- 2 bedrooms, large
room, large attic
dining
w/stairs for expansion -study, rec room w/brick fireplace - 1 1/2 baths, garage.
Quick possession - $25,500.
DAYTON NANCE R. E.

126 W. Main St. -Barrington'
OPEN SUNDAYS

Phone DU -1-3434

CHOICE ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS HOMES

after 12 noon

PURE OIL COMPANY

2 1/2 baths, sep. dining rm.
full basement, 2 1/2 car
garage, large eating area.
Walking distance to schools,
shopping, transportation and

Big and lovely, this 8 -room

home with 3 baths andtwo-car

garage, large family room.
Built-in oven, range, dishwaSher and disposal, re-

frigerator.

Open 9 to 9
Arl. Tits.
CL 5-6320
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

BARRINGTON
AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes

from. commuter station. 5 year

contract if desired. Barrington School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably
priced.
AGENT - FL 4-2186

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
86 -Real Estate -Houses

MOUNT PROSPECT

Best Prices Paid

Palatine

WANTED USED -CARS

1 LEFT

1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

Heater 3750 Rear Springs ICC

Bring Your Title - Cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
h2 -Trucks, Trailers

1/2 ton,
12' steel bed, lift gate, needs
work. Best offer. 358-3065.

'56 'Ford state,
Ill -Motorcycles

1

F 350 Stake 4 Speed
Mirrors 700 x 16 Tires

2 LEFT
F 100 Pick Up
240 C. I. 6 cyl.
Std. Trans. Heater ICC Flash-

ers. 1250 Rear Springs.

And Scooters

clutch, immaculate condition.
CL. 3-8076
'66 Suzuki 'cycle Won as prize.

ROSELLE
FORD

Must sell. Make an 'offer.

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY
434 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800
Palatine
Open 9 to 9
96 -Real Estate Wanted

824-4737.

333 E. Irving Pk.
4 blocks East of

1965 Honda 160' exc. cond.

leaving for school must sell
at best offer. Shown at 307

Roselle Rd.

Roselle, Ill.

N. Dryden Ave. Art. Hts. between 5 and 7 p.m.

Phone LA 9-5551
99 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

ROSELLE

FOLZ REALTY
RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL

DODGE

CL 5-3535
1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl. Hts.
99 -Automobiles For Sale

'55 Buick V8 2 dr. hardtop
auto. Good running condition

Exc. for 2nd car. 255-1931

SPEC IAL OF THE WEEK

392-5106

Yellow with black inter. Bucket seats, 4' speed, console,
full

power, Like new. Pri-

1959 PLYM. FURY 4 DR.
V-8 Auto. Trans. Brown - 2 tone tan int. Real Good Transportation.

$195.00

vate owner. Phone CL 5-4482
1959 Plymouth convertible.
White with red interior. Firestone champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission.
$225 or best offer. 358-2699
after 6 P.M.

1965 Dodge Dart
Wagon 6 pass. 4 dr. Dark

Blue. Std. Tran. Roof Rack.
28,000 mile
left.- Factory warranty.

Good Tires.

439-6130

'57 Ford Country Sedan 6 cyl.
auto. -radio & heat. Very low
mileage.
HE- 7-4555

1965 Mercury Mont. 4 dr.

1965 Dodge Dart
2 dr. White, Blue int. 6 cyl.
Like New, 25,000 miles left.
Factory warranty.

1963 Chrysler 300

4 dr. H.T. White; Red int.
P.S. P.B. W/W Automatic
Trans. 12,00 left. Factory
Warranty.

1961 Mercury Mont.
Radio Au2 Dr. H.T.

to Trans.

Low mileage.

One owner.

1957 Chev. Convert
V8 Automatic Trans. Radio
Power Brakes. Good Tires.

ROSELLE

64 ELCAMINO
V-8 WHITE

DODGE

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS)

Very low mileage. One owner.
Stick shift, radio, deluxe

chrome. Canvas cover. 39299 -Automobiles For Sale

2 Dr. HT Dark Green. P.S.
P.B. 23,000 miles left.Factory warranty.

SAVE $

Full power. Low mileage. Ex.
cond. 392-0542.

6781.

1964 Chrysler Newport

SAVE $$$

THE DODGE BOYS

'55 Chev. 2 dr. good running
condtion. $100 or best offer.
Call 259-4941 after 6.

tractive lot.By owner $18,800.
CL 3-7737

Northwest Rambler -Palatine,
Clean Cars Wanted

Econoline Van
tandard
6 cyl. ng. std. Trans. Heat
1230 Rear Springs. Glass Rear
Doors ICC Flasher.

-Palatine-Barrington Areas $3,500 to $8,800
Most may be purchased 1/3
down, 42 months to pay. Stdp
in and see Plats.

314 S. Arlington Heights Road
Arlington Heights

Din. Rm. 2 car 'garage. At-

4 LEFT

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

RESIDENTIAL LOTS

25 S. Park Roselle, Ill

tile bath & kitchen. Newly
remodeled inside & out. Sep.

ONLY 3 LEFT

Immediate Delivery

1961 V W - Sun roof. Good
condition. Tires good $575.

CL 3-8842
Arlington Hgts.2 bdrm. ranch,
panelled family room. Cer.

At Dealer Cost

Rear Door ICC Flasher.

101: -Automobiles Wanted

MUSTANG MTRS.

Inventory Clearance Selling
Heater Spec. 1 Ton Pack Glass

pipes, travel rack. Barnett

JIM WARRINER
REALTORS

acre. Underground sprinkling
system. Choice SHERWOOD

255-2834. Best offer.

CHOICE

Roselle Dodge

OPEN WEEKDAY EVENINGS
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
92 ft. 3 bdr m. executive ranch.
Air-conditioned. Approx. 1

mission, air - cond. power
steering & power brakes,
radio speaker, very clean.

1965 Honda 305. White, tuckin

$39,900

CALL

matte Trans. P.S.,P.B.,$300.

No Junkers

65 Olds. 442 Holiday Coupe.

4 -BEDROOM SPLIT-LEVEL

.

ROSELLE

-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
LOCATION

Large 5 -room home inexcellent location. Big living room

conditioners. Two -car
$23,900
garage.

392-5718

1956 Pontiac 4 Dr. li.T.Auto-

3 -BEDROOM RANCH

of extras including two window

Monza - 1962 4 speed, clean,

or best offer. CL 3-2758
'58 Buick SuPer.4-door,hardtop. Silver blue, Auto. trans-

'60 Falcon, 2 Dr. Wagon.Stick
radio, heater. CL 5-5072.
1962 Ford Galaxie V8 R/H and
whitewalls.

773-0252

Formica table and 4 chairs,
$15. 2 tile -top tables, $10.

$22,900.

CALL 392-7033 FOR
APPT. WITH OWNERS.

area. Owner transferred.

Everything Included

ator for $5. 259-1888.

black with red interior $650.

beautiful family room w/book-

CL 3-2500

All Appliances
Fully Imp. Lot

132 lot.

portation. Low taxes. 85 x

places. large dining room,

air

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

STENOGRAPHERS

ART -WAY BUILDERS

86 -Real Estate -Houses

venient to shopping, church

$1285.

1714 N/W HWY.

Model at 1419 N. Chestnut

and 27x22 rec. room. Plenty

living rm. dining L, stairs,
hail & bath. Attached 2 car
garage. Walk to train. Con-

CLEARANCE

CL 3-2549

Convenient to schools &trans-

BRUNS

456-3050 - MIAs King.

Arlington Heights by owner.
3 Bdrm. Colonial, carpeted

yard. -- Nicely landscaped.

churches. Asking only$39,900

... 32, 500

Graduations, etc.

4691

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

Everything Included

Low summer rates for

register. Stud Service 255-

Apply in Person

4 BDR. COLONIAL

HALL RENTALS

SA LE
1223 Mayfair Rd, Stonegate,

TRUCK

1965 Mercury Comet 2 Dr.
R/H., SS, red, low mileage

4 bedroom Colonial today.

session.

16 -To Red1 Houses

cleaner, and so forth. CL 9-

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 63 & 14)

HOME REALTY

range, gas range, blond oak

hund AKC.* registered. Black
and tan. reasonable. 439-4768.
KITTENS: free to good homes.

$2.00 PER HOUR GUARANTEED

ALSO

6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fire-

UNTIL 9 p.m.

1 1/2 baths -- full basement.
Pantry -- 2nd floor laundry.

'6.1 Oldsmobile. 4 dr. Holiday'
Sedan. $1850.
CL 3-7240

You must see this beautiful

OPEN EVENINGS

Standard 8 week old Dachs-

WA (TRESSES

... $29, 000

motor -exhaust
outboard
fan- many household articles-

38 -Books

GLIZAL11134, um.

Fully Imp. Lot

-

bdim - $185. 1

0563.

GENERAL OFFICE

* All Appliances

in-laws, horses? Perfect for

mahogany

APPLY

Carpet

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

392-0386 after 4
4 poster double bed. Solid

Electronic component manufacturer has limited openings on
2nd or 3rd shifts, full or part time.Experience not necessary.
We will train.

2

fern. miter & picture framing- upholsterer sewing mach.
- Nadco exerciser -boat trail.

board & handmower.

ASSEMBLERS

4 BDR. HI -LEVEL
Baths - 2 Car Gar.
* Finished Family Room.

partment building. located at
Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

Sun. Aug. 20-21.
Complete Hollywood bed, elec.

Park Ridge

1661 Northwest Highway

w/w carpet. -- double gar.
-- tool shed -- fenced back

AT

ward, Mt. Prospect. Sat. &

Apply Personnel Department

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

."BE CAREFREE^

clothing-Misc. 113 South Ed-

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

1100 Hicks Road

3058.

-

CLERK TYPISTS

Older, home -- 6 brms. --

Epiphone Guitar. Dual pickup, vibrato. Best offer. CL 5.

102 -Trucks, Trailers

99 -Automobiles For Sale

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NEW IN ....

'

3915

GARAGE SALE

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

Excellent

condition, rarely used, many
extras. $165. Call 392-

Thursday, August 18, 1966

THE DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington
25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

We're busting out
at the SEAMS with
NEW '66 CHEVROLETS

358-6304.

Modern davenport and chair,

A Division of Union 011 Company of California

200 E. Golf Rd.

LA 9-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CASHIER

-

Palatine, HI.

HOSTESS

Good condition.
Beige.
Reasonably priced. 392-2757.
Redwood Picnic Set. Electric

Stove Double Oven, Pine -Dining Room Table, Metal Office

Desk. Many more miscellaneous household items. Phone
CL 3-7710
48 -Household Appliances

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS
Wsvare now interviewing neat attractive young ladiesbetween
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of: CASHIER -HOSTESS.

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance
program.
DAYS $1.85 - $2.00 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
NIGHTS $2.00 - $2.25 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON. EXPERIENCE
APPLY IN PERSON

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. NORTHWEST HWY: (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

Hotpoint electric range 30".
Good condition. $50.
392-1021
Hotpoint

automatic washer.

Good condition - $40.
392-1983

3 Bedroom Ranch with 1 1/2 baths and a Family room on
100 x 200 lot in a choice Country Club section

a

$34,000.00

Norge 30" electric range 3
yrs. old exc. cond. $50.
255-4283
55 -Musical Instruments

K amplifier, 12". speaker,

very good condition. $55.359-.

CLOSE OUT
On all Executive demo driven cars. The low low price of ,
the year on all '66 Chevrolets with -highest Trade In on
your old car.

ONE EAST CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.

.253-2IH.

1896.

Fender Gassman amplifier 6
mos. old. Will sacrifice.CL 36245.

Speaker column. 30 watt capa-

city. 3 Speakers. $45.
253-3389

.Member M.A.P. .
MULTIPLE'
LISTING SERVICE

529 - 7070

5554. IRVING' PARK RD.

B"

"Serviusce Isess Out

in

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

'

CARNIVAL

.

THE DAY

Thursday, August 18, 1966

WELL, HIS CONSCIENCE
BOY, CRAMP =ester
GIVE LIP EASILY, DOES HET WON'T LET HIM SPRINKLE
ITON THE SLY, BUT HE
HE'S DETERMINED NOT TO
SAYS THERE'S NO SENSE
LET HIS'BEAUTIFUL LAWN
BURN OUT JUST BECAUSE IN LETTING TUB WATER
60 DOWN THE, DRAIN!
THERE'S A SPRINKLING
THAT'S HIS THIRD BATH
BAN OW
OF THE DAY HE'S WORK-

ING ON Now!

Tii

TTV

VI

etk'
/VD

HE

WAS!

"We'd Ilke to see some tummy-daneersl/t

KM lac TN W. Ill Pot M.
-

.le

"You know what, Mom? I don't care much for that
electric toothbrush . . . and I don't think Prince

MS ly _NU. be.

TA.L, au. or. cat

does either!"

THE WILLETS

MY woRp,SAKE,:11-1AT LOOKS LIKE

THE TOP OF A GIANT
CALENDAR! WHILE IT NAs

AMOS,YOU SEEN HINTIN' lAKE 1400PLE

15 ALL FLAPPING LIP! WELL 3E5' TAKE
4/Me OF THE CHARACTERA LOOK AT THIS 'PITCHER I BOUGHT
ISTICS OF A GRANDPA
DOWN COUNTRY-..- A ACTUAL. GRANDDAVID, IT LACKS THE WARM
PA DAVID! NOW I'M IN THE CHIPS

/,
OUT some 6uNFIsioeR

SERENITY THAT WAS His

TM PICKIN' UP A ART COLLECTION!

CAME ALONG AND FILLED

TRADEMARK!---HEN-HEH!--

ENIERYTHINs LS GONNA BE TOP

HIM FULL OF LEAD.

I THINK YOU WERE

CABIN FROM HERE ON IN!

6wiNoLeo!

tom/

4).)911.g11
11-115 IS HIS DAYOF REST

AND SECLUSION... -

BUGS BUNNY
BIRDS REALLY
CHEEP PER THIS,
ELMER: AN' IT'S
CorOE'Ado:

I WANT SOME

BIRD SEED TO
SPWINKLE NEAR
\tsity___BI RD BATH:

DESPITE YOUR
HOWWIBLE

JOKE/ I'LL
TAKE
SOME:

DOCTOR SAYS

Vitamin A

MORTY MEEKLE

W.G.BRANDSTADT.M.D.
Q

I

glue my children 25

000 units of vitamin A daily.
Now I'm told that too much of
this vitamin can be harmful.
In what way is it bad? Am I
giving my children too much?
A

'KOSICE
IMPORT MOTORS
450 N. HICKS RD. - 358-5750 - PALATINE

Since the daily require-

ment of vitamin A is 2,500 to
5,000 units, the amount you are
giving your children is excesFortunately, there is a
sive
wide range of 'tolerance for

this vitamin One child who developed chronic vitamin A poisoning took 50,000 units daily
for seven months. Another developed acute poisoning after a

ACROSS FROM PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA

0104

8-18

THE BORN LOSER

in volume
12 Island !Fr.'

vitamin A is in the
form of such foods as milk,

IS Ship's record

liver.
Q

A --

Leafy vegetables lose

in prolonged storage This loss
can be minimized by refrigeration. Vitamins B and C are
lost by cooking. This is in part
a result of exposure to air and
in part the result of discarding

Apple seed
seaor
30 Remend. as a
shoe
:12 sInsterumental

the dawn
37 Rows slightly
39 Doctrines
40 Fork prong
41 Night before
an event
42 Exacting

longed cooking If soda is addto the cooking water the
loss of vitamins js greatly ined

creased

Q -- Can a person get too
much vitamin C by eating lots
of oranges'?

A -- No, Vitamin C is not
stored in the body. Amounts in
excess of your daily needs are
quickly eliminated. Large amounts of citrus fruit, how,

ever, upset the digestive
guns in some 'Arsons

or-

31

cl

ALLEY OOP

1 bas

23 Alleviates
a silver
24 Woody plant
33 Artless
25 City in Nevada 38 Covet
40 Great
26 Winnow
27 Conveyanee
satisfaction
rider
41 Occurrence

12

13

15

16

TO
--1111101A1

-

IR

42 Petty quarrel
43 Ribbon lei mb.
. formi
44 Love god
46 Masculine

appellation
47 Anatomical
tissue

48 Pile
50 Chest bone
9

7

5 Expunges
16 Goddess of

boiling and by avoiding pro-

of vitamin B and C.

paragraph
29 Go I))

14Legal term

mount of water that is already

now practiced there is no loss

A1361P-1

19 Polynesian
islands

E

G

28 New simper

composition

the cooking water or pot liquor. This loss can be minimized by putting the vegetables
to be cooked in a small a-

vitamin. C but in commercial
canning or freezing of fruits,
vegetables and fruit juices as

0L
13

Rainbow"

26 "O'er land, or

E

L

the

II Marries
17 Nervous thrill

22 Adolescent
24 Ornamentation

vitamin C by exposure to air

When foods are dehydrated
they lose practically all their

--

Went in again

21 Stripling

cessed?

Franvisco"

N

910 -Somewhere

18 Vexers
20 Erects

when foods are cooked or pro-

T

sleeves'
ay's'

book

Are any vitamins lost

7 "I Left My
Ileart in

TajMalial site
Rant

16

CA

6 Instantaneous

11

fortified margarine, eggs and

A

S land ilatini

41Musical
''lY?al
call

113

1

4 Ascertained
reduction rate

ed by loss of appetite, itching,
falling out of the hair, hemorrhages under the skin and
pains in the bones and joints.
The sensible way to give your
children

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Mimic in the 'Air
ACROSS

single dose of 350,000 units.
The poisoning is manifest-

I

AvAw CROSSWORD PUZZLE

10

11

14
17

20

19
22

r

45 "--- !leaven"
49 Kind of falcon
51 Driving

32

59 (1.VoimIcra
ox

35

29

of Celebes
53 Press

54 Iligh note in

.

Guido's scale

55 Trial
56 Finest

42

57 Knock
DOWN

49

61

62

54

ImSLa.dtierrnieanitam,.

2 Tropical plant
3 Lawyers,

for instant...

43

44

45

47

.7

48

WEATHER

Prot4pertt map

e

Tonight: Fair and cool; Low
near 60. Saturday: Partly
doudy and continued cool;

Chance of showers; High in the

Telephone

70s.

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper

Tally -Ho May Be Salvaged
Lime, Alarm
To Sweeten
Weller Creek

Attorneys Work
To Save Project
BY BRUCE CUTLER

Mount Prospect moved swiftyesterday to counter the

A ladder of "ifs" might save the Tally -Ho apartment
project from destruction, The Day has learned.

ly

Mount Prospect has filed
suit to tear down the unfinished,
abandoned project.
Attorneys representing several parties interested in salvaging Tally -Ho, while lighting

Village Manager John Mongan reported a ton of powdered
lime, costing $35, was poured

the village's suit, have also put
out feelers to the village for

a negotiated settlement.
Mount Prospect's complaint

continuing nuisance or Weller
Creek.

he had been contacted by one of
the lawyers opposing the vil-

lage's condemnation suit.

"I understand these lawyers
are getting a' syndicate to put
money together to finish the
project,"- Congreve said, "if

into the creek by employes of

the village would go along with
permitting 261 units on the
property, letting' the four present buildings stand and let the

tive nuisance."

OTHER lawyers are fighting to save their clients' investments in the apartment

"The village,"

said; "would be hard pressed

to deny allowing some variacomplex which stands uncom- tions if this monstrous menace
pleted at Busse and Algonquin can be cancelled.
Rds. because of bankruptcy.
"But the village will demand
The "ifs" involved in the sal- an escrow bond to guarantee
vation of the. project are "if' compliance of the structures to
of all interests can be constructed with the new
agree together. "if' the court building code."
will allow what they agree upon
VILLAGE. Engineer Bernlawyers

and "if' Mount Prospect will ard Hemmeter told The Day
consent with such an arrange- that there are two discrepcnment.
cies in the present four strucMartin

Silverman, attorney

tures, in view of the neiv build-

for Marshall Savings & Loan ing codc:
Assn., holder of the Tally -Ho
"For one thing," .Hemmeter
mortgage, explained the reluc- said, "when Tally -Ho was
tance of lawyers to

divulge Planned there were to be 2,120
their efforts to keep the apart- square feet of land for each

ment standing.
dwelling unit.
"THIS IS a very touchy
"Under our building code
subject," he said.
there must be at least 2,500
"All I am at liberty, to say square feet."
now, and every other lawyer will
builders."
original
"The

probably say the same thing, is

that sorneglimjs in the offing
but nothing has been reduced
to writing.

"In anything we lawyers do,"
he said, "we must petition -for
the court's sanction."
Edward Bogucki, attorney for

several of the unpaid subcontractors who helped build the
four

Tally -Ho

buildings that

still stand, said that he and his
fellow lawyers were "working
furiously to put something together."

(Continued on Page 2,)

Youths Caught

In Park Ridge
After Chase

terest, and who the

hell can

find fault with that?"
William Ward, attorney for
the Marshall. Savings receiver,
Sheryl Anderson, could not be
reached for comment.
R.

Marlin

Three Bids Are Opened
For Emerson St. Bride
Three bids for building the Emerson St. bridge over Weller
Creek were opened by Village Manager John Mongan and Village Engineer Bernard Hemmeter yesterday.

Six firms had picked up applications for the job, but only for 55,000

three made bids.

before capturing thcm
yesterday.
Bruce G. Braun, 18. of
Niles, and George A. Miller.
tes

bonds respectively. They arc
due in Park Ridge Court on
Oct. 13 for eluding police officers, speeding and reckless
conduct.

The two were turned over
to Morton Grove police, who
from
Park

Ridge and the Cook County

were Engelhardt Inc. of
Libertyville. 546.263; Milburn
Brothers Inc., 704 Central
Rd., Mount Prospect, $50,032.40; and Abbott Contractors Inc. of Chicago, 568,625.10.

estimate
the job was 555,928.40.

Hemmeter's

sent in, respectively, was a certified check
for $5,000, a cashier's check

the auto

Braun

prestressed

was

attorney for the village on the Manor Ln., about four blocks
Tally -Ho case, was on vaca- south of Lutheran General
tion and unavailable for com- Hospital.
ment.
Policemen then pursued the
MOUNT Prospect Mayor
teen agers on foot.
Daniel Congreve admitted that
.

1 -beam

be a bridge

for vehicles
over Weller Creek at Emerson St. before Thanksgiving
Day, or at least by Christmas.
With the bridge Emerson
St. would become an intravillage north south route --

inch concrete deck
and 2 1/2 inch asphalt sur- but not a thoroughfare - for
facing, as well as a 'sidewalk, fire and police equipment, as
with a

5

gutter

and

handrail.

Mount Prospect will use
state Motor Fuel Tax funds
to pay for the project.

As an aid in selecting which
contractor he will recommend to the village board,

hospital ambulances.
to emergencies.
responding
At present there are no
bridges over Weller Creek

well

as

between Illinois 83 and Mount
Prospect Rd.

AFTER THE bridge is built,
Hemmeter said, Emerson St.
Hemmeter began yesterday to south of the Creek will be fully
check the state's rating of con- paved.
He said Louis Munano, destruction firms which do busiveloper of the subdivision west
ness with the government.

of Emerson St. and south of
Weller

Creek, has

promised

The police checklist, Mongan said, will let the village
know immediately whenever
sewage flows through the gate
from the Metropolitan Sanitary
System's interceptor into the
creek.
Residents near the creek
have been lodging a rising
number of complaints with

Mongan and the police depart-

ment about the creek's offensive odor.

"THE USE of lime," Mongan said, "is an attempt to
keep bacteria down, as well
as kill the creek's smell.
"Public works spread the

lime in as many spots as were
accessible."

Only
teachers
Dist. 26.'

u

few

remain

openings for
in School

"These arc the dry months

River

Trails

district,

one of the area's most rapidly

The schools

district
Feehanville,

growing school systems, will

River Trails, Indian Grove and

September, and is discussing

Parkview.

a bond issue for another new

in the

Euclid,

open its Park, View School in

Supt. W. L: Harwood told building.
Its staff now numbers about
board members Tuesday that
he has one opening for a math 100 teachers, and it will have
teacher, one in' elementary
physical education, one first

grade vacancy, and two sixth
grade places yet to

"Except for those, that's it,"

its

first Curriculum

Direcotr

in September when Glenn Erickson, former Indian Grove
principal,
position.

assumes

his

new

The

River

Trails

and could receive a special use
permit for the first site from
Ferrone earlier this week.

Legal complications concern-

ing ownership of land -- real
vs. beneficial -- had delayed
his action, Kucera said.

"The company has tendered
earnest money for the purchase

of this second site for a new
THEY LODGED their com- deep well," Kucera said yesplaint at an ICC hearing Aug. terday, our contract for sale
10 when Mount Prospect of- of the land," he said, "and
I expect signed papers from' a
ficially joined their cause.
A second hearing is set for
Sept. 7.
complaints followed
The
shortly after a pump motor

failure in a company well over
the July 4 weekend.
Prospect supplied
Mount
'more than 1,000,000 gallons
of water on an emergency
basis into Citizens system,
until the pump was repaired.

About 2,200 area homes -Mount

of them within
Prospect's hook-up.
315

second owner Friday."

$29,146 ()Kd
By Elk Grove
Town Auditors
The Elk Grove Township
Board of Auditors at their

monthly meeting last night apthe
payment
of
proved
$29,146.59 in township bills.
The monies approved for
payment were:

-- To the town fund, which
IN LATE July Mount Pros- pays salaries and township exappealed

pect

to

the

Cook

assist

to

the

village in

guaranteeing "adequate" water
service by Citizens
In response, County Board
President Seymour Simon di-

which spreads better."

rected

Daniel

J.

Ferrone,

penses. $5,931.95.

-- To the road and bridges
fund, which maintains the township roads, $20,598.90. Auditors explained that much of the
money was spent 'for black -top
and repairs.

-- To the relief fund, which
provides assistance to all res-

building and zoning commis-

idents of the township, on re-

MONGAN'S interest in in- sioner, to withhold permits to
stalling an alarm system at the contractors who planned to
creek's Central Rd. gate in build homes in the area ser-

Fund, which pays for those unable to afford mental health

part follows from a report
prepared by health inspector

Herman J. Haenisch, from interviews

with

various

public

and private officials interested
in the creek.
The alarm system, Mongan explained, will not stop
the gate from opening when

lice station by a telephone line.

Park

POLICE commanders have
District has sent a check for
$160 to the Northeast Illinois been instructed to call MonPlanning Commission as its gan when ever their routine
contribution to the commis- check shows the gate is open.
The same instructions will be
sion's work.

the district to the commission.

pany could secure a partial
permit from the second site

1.000,

by using a liquid lime solution

would be- connected to the po-

The park district followed
the custom of donating two
cents for each person within

residents, numbering
complained to
the ICC that Citizens water
service was not "adequate:"
in terms . of water pressure,
availability of repair crews
and emergency drilling and
storage facilities.
The

ers

the village that the gate is
open, he said. The alarm

Park Sends
Planners $160

its system pending final disposition of a complaint by

est," he said.
"The powdered

lime will
dissolve in the water and be
carried down stream. We'll
follow this short term effort

for

order prohibiting the company pany's second site Friday.
He said earlier that the comfrom adding any customers to

County Board of Commission-

ONCE THE Village Board
has approved a contractor for to surface the western half of it should be' closed, discharging raw sewage into the creek
the bridge job, and the con - the street.
Since Emerson St. dead - when there is no rain water to
ends into the creek, this part dilute it and speed it down
of the road has never been stream.
paved.
All the alarm will do is warn
he concluded.
The

Citizens, said yesterday
village with the he plans to get a partial perICC asking for a temporary" mit from ''Ferrone for the cum-'

when the 'things are the tough-

Few Dist. 26 Teacher Openings

ing through the suburbs at high

driving crashed into the shoul-

for

companies

include

Smith, special der of the road at Western and

certified

Accompanying each bid the

Sheriffs police in the chase.
After about 15 minutes windspeeds,

Board of Trus-

ed,

two teen age boys for 25 minu-

a

Hemmeter now has the task
THE BRIDGE is to be made
of selecting one of the bids
and submitting it to the Sept: of 40 foot single span pre cast,

tractor accepts, the work must
be completed within 120 days.
This could mean that there
will

and
check for 57,000.

THE THREE bidders, in the curb,
order in which they were open-

Five police departments in
the northwest suburbs chased

worked with policemen
Niles,
Des
Plaines,

firms to the Village Board'Sept. 30.

pect Village
tees.

of Des Plaines, were ar"WHILE the village is pro- rested by Park Ridge police
ceeding full steam ahead in its and released on S500 and $300

"we're trying to amalgamate a
bundle of adverse and competing interests."
"The village will listen if we
can come up with something
concrete," he continued, "but
I
understand Mount Prospect
wants to protect the public in-

John Moegan (right), Mount Prospect village manager, inspect one of three
bids received yesterday for the construction of a bridge over Weiler Creek at
Emerson St. Village engineer Bernard Hemmeter will recommend one of the three

30 meeting of the Mount_ Pros-

IS.

condemnation suit," he said,

kept closed.

Daniel J. Kucera, an attorney

said

half of the

almost

hour on the hour, 24 hours a
day, 'to insure that the gate is

Mayor

the

' Attorney Jack Siegel

Thursday that he filed on be-

area residents.

,POLICE watch commanders

code.

Mount Prospect has officially asked the Illinois Commerce Commission to force Citizens Utility Co. to
guarantee "adequate" water service.

At the same time, he said he
is seeking the cost of installing
an alarm at the sewage gate

now have the gate checked every

according to our new building -

Village Asks
ICC Order
In Well Case

the public works department.

under Central Rd.

that the project is an eyesore, a hazard and an "attrac- rest of the complex be built

is

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Mount Prospect, III. 60056
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117 S. Main St.

Volume 1, No. 88

passed down when the alarm is
installed, he said.

Mongan said the Central Rd.
(Continued on Page 2)

viced by Citizens.

lief. 51,915.74.
-- To the Mental

services, $700.

The Auditors also approved
has acted to convince Simon a 25 dollars per day expense
account for themselves when
it is moving to provide 'more
than what it terms the "ade- they attend the Illinois State
quate" water service already Township and County Officers
The

company,

Since

then,

provided.

Convention

of the school last night.

Residents turned out by the scores to enjoy
the late summer night air and the music.

The band played the selections it will play
today at the Illinois State Fair in Springfield,
where it will compete with 50 other high school
bands from the state in the Concert Band Con-

The band played other melodies too, including marches, classical pieces, Latin numbers

and a broadway selection.

After the concert the band members had to
head for home and bed. They left at 5:30 this
morning for the fair. ,Band Director, HOward
Sandlund, said 62 students, planned to make the
Springfield trip.

test.

Taal Gatbers (left), 11, listens wisdally as Fred& Lockett, ales 11, haegla
at a light spot In the music. Both boys are from Chicago's West Side. They are
concluding a two week stay with the Gerhardt E. Wallies family at 112 N. Russell, Mount Prospect. Claudia Wallies and her mother Virginia are at the right
of the picture. The boys are in the Wallies home through the "Friendly Towns"
program sponsored by the Chicago. City Missionary Society. The purpose of the
stay is to let children from the core areas of the city get a glimpse of life outside the central city. Right and left members of the Prospect High School Summer Band fill the air with music.

in

Peoria

Oct.

24-26.

TWO PIECES of land are
now considered by the company
as possible. sites for a deep

Gripe
Of The

well to add to Citizens' capacity.

On one site the utility has
received a partial permit from

Darr

Ferrone to begin digging.

Chop Cabbage

Why can't the

pect police several cabbage
plants ready for harvesting

had been struck in the middle
with a dull object and ruined.
Frank's cabbage crop is in the
field behind the Charles Bruning Co. plant, 1800 W. Central

village

clear away the trees by
the railroad tracks. They
make the community Ibok

Al Frank told Mount Pros-

like a junk yard?
G.E.

enTZ:V=141EiraMMItgatanneX2MrA

Rd.

Contest Prelude Fills the Summer Night Air
The Prospect High School Summer Band gave
its final concert of the season on the west lawn

Health

Lime, Alarm
To Sweeten
Weller Creek
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(Coniinued Rom Page I)

gate is a part of the Sanitary
District's vast syitem and is
automatically

opened

often

when there are flooding conditions far from the Northwest
suburban area.
But, he said, sanitary officials can shut Mount Pros-

pect's gate .at the village's request.

"The village must have ab-

solute control over the sewage

g of expanded
Younpters parddpating la the
facilities at Wieboldt's, Randhurst, wait for the ribbon
to be at.

in Weller Creek," he said. ,
"If the Metropolitan can't
control this, then we'll take
such legal action as gaining

ieboldt's Opens
Expanded Store

cease and desist orders."

Bad Odor
From Creek
Unjammed

Officials of Wieboldt Stores, Inc. had more than 200
little helpers yesterday when they officially opened the

A Mount Prospect fireman

ck

expanded facilities of the chain's Randhurst store.
festivities

The

marked

the

completion of a six-month improvement and bulding program that makes Wieboldt's

"Fashion Aisle," which spans
the second floor.
MORE than

Main St. Bridge over Weller

Prospect shopping center.
vision sets,
furniture,
Linda Thunberg, 10, daugh- trimmed coats, watches
ter of Mr and Mrs. K. B. men's jackets.

Creek.

west entrance

Complaints -to village hall.
that the creek had a very bad

fur and

odor east

attending

as

honored

guests In August, 1962, short-

second -floor ad-.
widening of first -

ly before the opening of Wieboldt's - Randhurst, the children pressed then- hand prints
in cement at the store's east
entrance

Allen E. Neil, president of
Wieboldt Stores, Inc., conducted the ceremonies flanked
by seven other company officials

of

Linda and Dave won places
honor by writing letters

judged best on "What

Re-

I

member About the Day I PresPalm

sed

boldt's "

Prints at WieNeil presented them

with bicycles
pants
prizes,

also

Other particiwere

awarded

officials

"whatever
logs and
else people dump into the system," Creamer said.

HE WORKED with a shovel

trying to knock the debris
from the gate, calling for as-

in

par-

ticipating in the opening were

sistance from the fire depart-

Thomas Lucey, operating manager
hurst;

Muenze, vice president and
Robert Wieboldt,
treasurer;
store manager of Wieboldt's

Neil helps Unda Thunberg of Mount Pros-

OBITUARIES
Alexander Lopez
Alexander Lopez, 4, of 34
S. Highland, Arlington Heights,
died Wednesday in Children's
Memorial Hospital in Chicago.

I

Creamer

guess

He is survived by his parents, Renc and Alunsion and
a brother Rene.

Services will be Saturday at

into the diversion
jamming the gates.

chamber,

The chamber, he said, alMr. Stansell is survived by
his wife Mary Jane; two daugh- lows sewage in the Main St.
ters Barbara and Deborah of sewer line to drop into a MeMount Prospect, and his par- tropolitan Sanitary intcrccpents Charles and Mary Stan - tor running along Weller
Creek.

tist,

Charles Stansell
Charles V. Stansell Jr., 45,
of 609 S. Owens, Mount Pros-

Emerson St.,
Mount Prospect.
In lieu of

creek.

flowers friends may make do-

fours,"

501

S.

"The logs and two

by -

-

Creamer said,

"kept

nations to the Heart Fund or the gate open, allowing raw
the South Church Memorial sewage into the creek without
Fund.
the diluting effect of storm
water."

Now you can have the ultimate in
above - ground burial protection for
your family ... at reasonable cost in

I Empty My Piggy
Bank Regularly

The New Garden
Mausoleum At Memory Gardens

of

Defenders

village

the

Mike Corteen told Mount
Prospect police Thursday that
someone had shot BBs at the

rear windows of Walt Boyles
Store in Mount Prospect Plaza.

There will be a formal prefrom both sides.
Then questions will be allowed

Tally -Ho

Wedding Month

(Continued From Page 1)
"planned for 210
apartments, some one -bedroom
and some two -bedroom, and 51
efficiency apartments, in a
said,

he

total of 12 buildings.

"By eliminating the building
proposed on the southeast corner of the 12.7 acre complex,
the developers would bc in
,cothpliance .of ,the village ordinance on square feet per

dwelling unit."
to
HE SAID
be 10 one -bedroom apartments
and all the efficiency apartthere

were

A second discrepency. Hem -

meter said, was that the four
existing

buildings arc

1/2

6

feet too high, according to the
building code.

Granting a variation to allow
these structures to stand is the
"if' facing Mount Prospect.

"The other buildings in
Hemmeter

the
said,

"would, have to be one floor
lower."

"The builders could knock
off the top floor of these apartments to be built," he said,
"and add three other buildings
to make up the deficit."

By Grace Mott
AuguSt is certainly THE month for weddings in Mount Prospect this year. More have been scheduled this month than in
the traditional wedding month of June, the result in part at
least of the variation in school terms. Many who still attend
school are occupied until late summer with jobs, and those
young people who finished school in June enjoy having the summer in which to make plans.

ONLY- AN extra car or -two
An 11 o'clock mass at St.
Raymond Church August 20 in the &Away, not too unusual
at the home of Mr. and
will unite Judy Maryanne 0melusik and Jerome Andrew Mrs. Bill (buick) Cook, were
Cieciwa, son of the Adam J. a clue to the surprise party
Cieciwas of Arlington Heights. for Mike Cook's 19th birthday
After the ceremony Mr. and Monday night.
The buffet dinner for a half
Mrs. Michael S. Omelusik will
host a brunch in the Chestnut dozen of Mike's Prospect High
Room of the Mount Prospect School friends, all of whom atCountry Club, and that even- tend different colleges, took
ing will give a cocktail dinner place in, the home the family
recently

and dance reception.

bridal dinner at Brandts' twins Edward and George
Restaurant in Palatine tonight. Schneider, Robert Mott, Tom
A seat of honor at the wed- McAnn, friend of William
ding will be given Judy's Cook, Jr., both students at Ind-.
grandmother Mrs. Veronica iana University, and Mike's
Omelusik of Elk Grove Village. other brother and sister, Peter
KAREN Jean Francl, daugh- and Suc and his grandparents

ter of Mr. and Mrs. George who came from Indiana.
A WOMAN who lived
Klasek of Prospect Heights,
and Julius Anthony Pryor will
be married tomorrow in the
Prospect Heights Community
They will receive
Church.
wedding guests afterward at a
Carousel

Res-

taurant.

Tale Tellers"

mother
will
be
"something eld."

Children 31.00
Adults $2.00

Buy Now At Special Pre -Completion Prices

MEMORY GARDENS and mausoleums

From my piggy bank into
Mount Prospect Federal where Mommy

266-1010

that's where my money goes, too.

It pays dividends to little girls.
ME. WILLIAMJ. PAILEY

D-8-19

Memory Gardens,
2501 E. Euclid Avenue, Arlington Hgts., BL
Dear Mr. -Palley:
Please send me your free illustrated brochure and complete
Information on Memory Garden's new Garden Mausoleum.

ADDRESS

CITY

'

MT. PROSPECT
FEDERAL

SAVINGS and LOAN
ASSOCIATION,

NAME

ZONE

STATE

For Immediate Need Call CL 6-1010

15 E.. PROSPECT
.

Building Sold

afternoon shower.

cago, for $1,844,720.

and Daddy keep their money ...
I'm saving for my college education
through my own. Savings Account.

2601 E. Euclid Ave ,
Arlington Heights, Illinois

Mrs. Walter Sternberg came

from Mayville, Wis., to spend
the day with her cousins, Miss

Karen's up on the news of Mrs. William
Deering, Mrs. Wallies' mother, and the Walter Mulsos

slam

We urge you to investigate the advantages and moderate

went house -hopping last Saturday to visit friends of long
standing.

JULY 17 Mrs. Kenneth Toll - where she had dinner.
of Prospect Heights,
close family friend gave a
miscellaneous afternoon showThe sale of the former
er for Karen, and August 7 again found the bride-to-be hon- U. S. Court of Appeals Buildored when Mrs. James Herds ing, 1212 N. Lake Shore Drive,
Chicago, was announced yesof North Riverside, her aunt, terday. The building was sold
gave
another
miscellaneous to Dunbar Builders Corp., Chi-

completed

cost of our above -ground mausoleum crypts today. For a free,
beautifully illustrated brochure describing the new Garden Mausoleum at Memory Gardens, MI out and mail this coupon today.

been away from here 22 years

The Klaseks will also host Clara Mulso. Hosts to the pair

property. You will provide immediate and lasting security for

At Memory Gardens, you can own a modern mausoleum crypt
for no more than the cost of a Comparable cemetery plot and
burial. You may choose from a complete selection of single or
companion crypts at substantial savings while our special pre completion prices are in effect. A Monthly Payment Plan is
offered for your convenience. There is never any extra charge
for perpetual care and maintenance.

MT. PROSPECT
CL 5.7575

in

Mount Prospect but who has

a buffet dinner in their home for brief visits throughout the
tonight following the wedding day were Mrs. Walter Niebuhr,
rehearsal. A cherished neck- Sr., the Gerhardt Wallies
lace of the bride's grand- where Mrs. Sternberg caught

liven by Lew Musill's

now being offered in the Chapel Mausoleum, first section to be

Plum

a

Room of the

"BEAUTY AND
THE BEAST"

in

purchased

Invited to the party
Mr. and Mrs. Omelusik and Grove.
the senior Cieciwas will give from here were Max Britton,

dinner dance in the Citation

yourself and your family by making this important purchase
now at Memory Garden's Mausoleum. Memorial crypts are

The league is a non-partisan
group.

Grace's Daze

presents

The one purchase every family has to make is memorial

from those attending.

Mrs. Frank Moore, local
Government.
Both sides have agreed to league president said, "We
attend the meeting set for are sponsoring the meeting
Sept. 8. It will be held in the solely as a public service as
Mount Prospect Community part of our voter service
1 work."
Center.

May Save

complex,"

BBs Shot

form will be representatives
of the Citizens to Keep Village

sentation

ment Association.

the CHILDREN'S THEATRE

The finest memorial property you can buy is a dignified, aboveground crypt in the beautiful, new Garden Mausoleum now being
built at Memory Gardens. Here is the strongest protection possible against nature's forces the finest granite, steel and reinforced concrete, combined in magnificent buildings designed to
endure through the ages.

I

be presented by members of
Representative
Governthe

ments in this building.

.

The gates, under flood conA memorial service will be ditions, he continued, open to
held Sunday at 2 p.m. in the allow the combination of storm
South Church Community Bap- water and raw sewage into the

Cemetery.

died yesterday in Luth-

"

sell of Kansas City.

neral home Saturday morning.
Burial will be in All Saints

pect,

KOEPPEN said Creamer did

the

city form of government will

got there with

I

most of the work in clearing

Prospect:

10 a.m. from the Haire Funeral Home in Arlington His.
Visitors may call at the fu-

Wow

boots

the gate and neither one wanteran General Hospital in Park ed to talk much about the job.
Creamer explained that deHe was manager of
Ridge.
field personnel for the Char- bris had flowed down the Main
les
Bruning Co. in Mount St. Storm water runoff system

ger.

The celebration will continue
through Sunday Adele Scott,
television organist, will entertain and fashion models will paign headquarters in Chicago
show clothes on the store's new Friday.

"But when

them," he added.

mana-

Harry Semrow, Democratic
candidate for president of the
Cook County Board of Commissioners, will open his cam-

president of Wieboldt

wanted boots with someone in

and Raymond A. Burroughs,

Opens Office

is

public de-

a

which is set for Sept. 13.
The case for adopting

Koeppen, who stands 6 feet
half inches in his
my

Randhurst; Fred Stahl, vice
in charge of stores,
merchandise

Neil

Stores, Inc.

planning

the city vs. village referendum,

Allen F..
and a
pect and Dave Atkinson of Des Plaines at the grand two
bare feet.

opening ceremonies.

is

bate to explain -both sides of

"He said he wanted a pair
of boots," said fireman Ken

president
general

The League of Women Voters

ment only when he needed new
equipment.

foA

of Wieboldt's -- Rand-

William Hansen, vice
president and general operatMyrtle
ing manager; Miss
Green, vice president and sales
promotion manager; Arthur

Plan vs. Village Debate

-fours,

floor aisles.
Customer services -- credit, adjusting and gift wrapping

COMPANY

St. sent
crew to the

Scoot Ranch near Cimarron, New Mexico.

They found the gate of a diversion chamber in the sewer
system was blocked by two -by

THE TWO were among a -- were combined in the lower
group of northwest area chil- level area.
dren

a

bridge.

a

dition and

of Main

Creamer and

The expansion included enlargement of almost every department,

sewer under the

jam in the

in

$25,000,

On their way fot 10 days in Southwestern mountains, three Boy Scouts from
Mount Prospect hitch up their rigs while awaiting a train for Chicago. Supervising
is implorer scoot Steven Back, (center) 15, of 918 Ironwood. Gregory Scott
Reimer, 14 (left) of 122 S. We -Go Tr. and Mark Webb, 14 of 302 N. Pine, tightened their packs for 10 days of outside living on the 137,221 acres of Philmont

public

village

works director David Creamer yesterday in breaking a log

prizes will be awarded to visthe largest store in the Mount itors, including color tele-

Thunberg of Mount Prospect,
and Dave Atkinson, 11, son of
Mr and Mrs William Atkinson of Des Plaines, cut a
green ribbon in front of the

with

worked

LABORERS TOGETHER

Complete Attention
To All Arrangements

we are Sobooreirs togolioe
with God

according io tfoo

Oroc*4 God ...foe other laaw

Lifting the burden of detail that weights so heavily
at this time of sorrow, with complete attention to
all arrangements, assuring you of solaceion this
solemn occasion.

FRIEDRICHS
HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS.

k

fold. which is,.hove Christ:7.

ir-90v#9,1

10.

Prospect Heights;
Funeral Home,

Baptist :Ch arch.

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR,

(Affiliated with Conserinitive Baptist Associatioh)

lacked by 40 Years Experience'

320 W. Central Road
ML Prospect, III.

Holton coo no aeon for than that

. .

at Northwest Hiway

Ph. 255-7800'

E. of Rt. 83 at McDonald and Wheeling Roads
Rev. Robert E. Rushing, pastor Parsonage: CL 5.1394
Sunday Bible school 9:30 a.m. Classes for alleges. Morning.

;worship 10:46 a.m. Junior church, ages 6 to 12...Evangel's':
tic service 7 p.m. Nursery for morning and evening -services,'
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., Hour of Power conducted by pastor.
'Bushing-,

The Pay's Prospects

800 Children Need You
Now the auxiliary is seeking
unused baby clothing and one

baby things.
Tiny sacques,
bonnets, booties and nighties

dopt 800 children?
This is exactly what a group
of Mount Prospect women have

of flannelette
pieces
which may be left over from a
sewing project or. purchased
for the purpose of donating" to

are "cute". They can be sewn
in a short time and with a few

done

the auxiliary.

BY DOLORES HAUGH

How would you like to a-

They have taken on the job
of making and, supplying bedtime toys, soft flannel print

bedwear, slippers, layettes and
other needed items for the 800
children at Cook County Hospital

The auxiliary celebrated its

yard

Isn't there enough for a pair of
booties or a tiny bonnet for a
child that is without clothing?
THE WORK that the auxiliary

auxiliary

The

furnish

will

the patterns and material for
those who like to have what

president of the auxiliary, says
that much of the material was

To a woman there is nothing

grandma called "pick
work" while watching TV.

does

extraordinary.

is

Each child receives a new toy
weekly.. To a child, especially
thost in the contagious wards,

in."

first anniversary early this
Its first effort was a
spring
clothing and toy drive. However, Mrs Robert Gutmann,

beyond salvage.

added ribbon? can . be completed in less than an hour.
How often do ,ttu knitters
have just a little yarn left?

Mrs. Gutmann stated that
there also is a need for women who like to sew and knit.
"Some of the children who,
come to the hospital have ng5
slippers", she said "and manV
do not have clothes to go home
'

this

is

extremely

important:

They are not allowed visitors

and sometimes do not see a

up

of the

family for
Their toy becomes
their sole -companion. A cud-

member
weeks.

that is more fun than making

Rocking chairs

dly toy, soft enough to share

have

been

slumber, is a much needed
item to a needy sick child.
The auxiliary receives up-

collected and will be placed in

to-date, reports from the vol-

lonesome child.

the nursery so nurses or aids
may quiet an unhappy, sick and

Mrs. Gutmann says, "In all,

unteer office at Children's
Hospital. The women in the
hospital, all non -paid volunteers, check with the head

dozens of trips have been made

during the year and now by
working directly through the
volunteer office, the auxiliary
hopes to go even further in
filling direct needs."

nurses on the eight floors to
find out what is most needed
for the 800 or more children

You do not have to join the
auxiliary to help. If you are
interested in further information call Mrs. Gutmann at 2594873. The group will resume

ranging in age from new born
through 16.

THIS IS not a project limited to the auxiliary hilt may be
one

adopted

Hawaiian Luau
of were executed by Mrs. Dor-

pool' and lins and Loretta Bobke of Arlington.
Mrs. Roberta MelSwimming was part of the chiore of Mount Prospect was

at the Barrington
fieldhouse.

day of the month.

by in charge of ticket reservafollowed
entertainment
Among those at- tions.
dancing.

How would you like to adopt
800 children?

are needed.

Gregory's Chapter

NAIM held a Luau recently othy McGuire, Mrs. Kay Col-

They meet on the third Thurs-

Several are helping but more

Ramie Ford, Ray Brockman Michael Cosgrove,
Roberta Melcblore and Ed Hain enjoying Hawaiian
food at the recent luau spowsored by NAIM. -

St.

their meetings in September.

a church,
Scout
group,
an individual.

by

Brownie -Girl
Campfire or

"

tending were Degna Neyman,
Dorothy Mazzone of Prospect Heights: Micheal Cosgrove,
Roberta
Melchiore,

slallamtVs

XiirdMIKTAMESIMQ.

.122,10::

;cr.'

rap AT HOME
Friday, August 19, 1966

Edward Hein. and Helen Kutt

Morgan
Smith
Nuptials

.

Page 3

of

Music was . supplied by the
Mellow

Cadettes Take -Off
On Trip Sunday
Girls frog

Cadette Scouts of the Northwest Cook County Council will

Cadette Scouts.

wood -Washington trip.
girls and' their leaders

their character, responsibility
and experience in scouting.
The girls, from fourteen

of Assissi
Francis
St.
Church in Fayette was the
scene of the morning cere-

been meeting through the sum-

mer to prepare, plan and become better acquainted for the
trip
the

During these meetings
girls named their group

the "Rockwell Rockettes".

and

Mrs.

The Northwest Council ofthis trip to outstanding ers and Kathy Swartz.

The. . Rockwood

AND STUDENTS OF COSMETOLOGY

ONLY
Come In And See Our Extensive Selection

Cal's Beauty Supplies

by a boat trip to Mt. Vernon

AT

MOUNT PROSPECT BRANCH
MT. PROSPECT
207 SO. EMERSON ST.
PHONE 253-1385
Hours Mon. 9-9

The tour will be highlighted

Tues. Thru FrL 9.5

Sat. 9-12

.

MR. AND

Nurses Graduation
Des

Plaines, Joyce

Felleson

of Arlington Heights and Carol
Ann Schroeder of Prospect
Heights.
Dr. Alvin Rogness, presi-

anotis and yellow roses.

the class by Miss Erne M.
Rueggenberg, director of the
school, N. M. Nessct. presi-

dent of the board of trustees
of both hospitals will present
Miss Marguerite Paetznick director of nursing at the hospital will present
the diplomas.

the pins to the graduates.

of the Lutheran Institute of pastoral care department of
Human Ecology will be the

Lutheran

main speaker at the commencement exercises which
start at 2:30 p.m.
Greetings will be given by
T. L. Jacobsen, executive
vice president of Lutheran
General.
The Rev. David
Quill, pastor of St. Mark's
Lutheran church of Mount
Prospect, will conduct the
liturgical portion of the serv-

Rev. Arne K. lessen, campus
pastor and associate director

General

presents a

Hospital.

of the pastoral care department will be liturgist.

The School of Nursing has
graduated 839 nurses since the
founding in 1906 of Lutheran
Deaconess
cago.

Hospital

in

Chi-

In 1960 the school was mov-

ed to its present site near Lu.
Hospital.

has accommodations for

Following the presentation of

It

gs

4

"BLOCKBUSTER!"

DETTMER, Chicago's American

'Laughs are POWERFUL!"

"Outrageously COMICAL!"
HARRIS, Chicago Daily News

TONIGHT

"Comic Wizardry! A HIT!"
sytE, Chicago Sun -Times

DAN DAI

4
4

10 P.M.

The ring bearer was Chris

RICHARD BENJAMIN
in

of

Attendents

Morgan.

the

groom included Lonny Wilkinof

son,

Marshaltown,

Iowa:

Dale Morgan. brother of the
Edward

bride,

Molinsky

of

Oclewin, Iowa; Ronald Maxsin
of Fayette and Jerry Lann.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS -

WALKING DISTANCE
'to Park with Swimming pool, Prospect High, Miner Jr. High.'
and Windsor grade school. A real family home with 4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 Ceramic Baths, Family Room. Kitchen with

2 car electric garage.

Built -Ins.

71 ft. lot.

Dishwasher,

Carpeted. A beautiful Home on quiet cul de sac. Don't wait $44,900
call today!

150 S MAIN

123 S. ARLINGTON HT& RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000

The best man was Joseph
Smith, the groom's brother.

MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150

Member of Multiple Listing Service

'Webs

NOW

HAIRINCOLORING
MINUTES
(EVEN DURING YOUR LUNCH HOUR)
MAE BELLE'S HAS THE NEW
ACCELOMATIC COLOR

4

PROCESSING MACHINE

4

4
4

Whether you' arc thinking
of changing your hair color -

need a touch-up -- or are
just curious -- we would like

you to come in and let us

4
4

show you the machine and
explain how it performs,
this time -saving miracle.

4
.

4

0P

/

4

NI DBE UM 1RO S

y

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL.

gip

Mae iBette'a, 113=44 Satan

V

4

4 MAIL ORDERS GIVIN PROMPT ATTENTION
:

CLIP THE COUPON BELOW AND BRING IT TO

4

(OP TIM Authw of gliZRITpoOT IN Tile PAINO

RANDHURST (US. 12) AND ELMHURST.(RT. 83) ROADS

zanne Meyer of Waterville,
la., and Julie and Charlene
Smith of Fayette.

NEIL SIMoN,S New Comedy

In The Grape Parking Lot
North Side Of Center

am

was the maid of honor.

students.

LEONARD, Chicago Tribune

4

Barbara Kent of Wilmette,
Ill.

The bridesmaids included Su-

100

MATINEES 2 P.M WED. & SAT.

FIREWORKS DISPLAY

C I. US I V g -S:

cluster of flowers and pearls.
She carried a nosegay bouquet of white gladioli, steph-

MICHEAL SMITH

ice and assist in greeting the theran General

I

E

skirt fell into a
The fingertip length
train.
veil 'was. held "hi plate' by- 'a

class and assembly.

RANDHURST

Sunday at 7:30

Box Office Opens Daily 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Reservations B Mall Or Phone CL 9-5400

bell shaped

and on the homeward journey
The baccalaureate services
stops at Annapolis and Notre dent of the Luther Theological was held Aug. 14 at the hosSeminary of St. Paul 'and mem- pital chapel and was conducted
Dame.
They will arrive home Sat- ber of the board of governors by Rev. Martin Zulauf of the
urday, August 27.

Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30

line and lace bodice were accented with tiny pearls. The

Rockettes

tours of

1117. ielij. orrrami
IN TiH OLD OPCNAND COLININ,CID
k al (1.,. MI Peas.. et I. la
Rib.

The bride's gown was floor

clarama before proceeding to
the. Girl Scout Camp at RockAmong the twenty six nurses
wood, near Washington, D.C. graduating
from
Lutheran
Representative Donald General and Deaconess HosRumsfield has helped prepare pital School of Nursing Sunday,
the itinerary and making spe- Aug. 21 are Karen Brown of
for

IMMO. /PI 5 lAUHAtil

length with long - pointed
sleeves. The scalloped neck-

leave. Maine East High School

cial reservations
the capitol.

`A Girl Could
Get Lucky'

Country Club

mony.

for a bus trip to Gettysburg,

UTICIANS

at the
Northwest Suburb's Only
Professional Theatre.
Don Appell's recent
Broadway hit

antamums accented by orange
carnation the couple exchanged
vows in the double ring cere-

Earl

their first stop. There they
will tour the Battlefield-Cy-

For further information call

gladioli, yellow chrys-

white

The response to this opporNorthwest suburban areas, in- tunity was so great that the
clude eight from' Mount Pros- council plans to conduct two
pect, Debbie Dahiquist, Mary such trips next year, so that
Beth Costello, Betty Gong, more girls will have this exJudy Green, Nancy Mutert: A- ceptional opportunity.
nita Marie Neuner, Adele Rog-

fered

owers.

mony conducted by Rev. FaAmid the
ther Shekeletan.

THE ADULTS selected to be

Hildebrandt
Valentino,

The groom's

parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. A.
'Smith are from Fayette, Ia.

the 8th, 9th and 10th grades leaders for the trip are Mrs.
leave Sunday on their Rock- were selected on the basis of John Costello, Mrs. Lawrence
The
have

Mr. and Mrs.

and Wauconda and is open to
all Catholic widows and wid-

Decorations John Shaw at 381-3255.

Larks.

NOW PLAYING

Carol Jean Morgan became
bride of Micheal George
Smith on Aug. 13. Carol is
the daughter of Mount Prospect residents
J. D. Morgan.

Prospect, Ronnie

Arlington Heights.

the
1/4",".

Mount

Ford and Ray Bruckman of

The NAIM conference covers Mount Prospect, Prospect Heights, Palatine, Arlington Heights, Barrington

FRICISt Ivo. Mos, My Thera Ord. 2530; 1st his. 8.5.00, 4S0,
4.00: 2nd Sale. 22.76: Was, Fri. & Seta Ord'. WS: lit life. Pik- NI
4.50, 2nd late. Nso: Mats. Wad. &hits Orch. 14.45:
Fide
4430. 4.00, 3.50; 2nd. late. $1.60. Please Sadosa stamped sell.

207 S. Emerson St. - Mt.. Prospect - CL 3-4123
.

You May Win A Free Bleach Or Tint

Or Equivalent 1n,
Other Services

I would like to see the new accelomatic hair color processing machine
and have you explain to me how it works,
Name

Address

'5.00,

addressed envelope ortb cheek or money order payable to blabiltoo
4 Iltafro,
SO 0. lathe, Chicago. Phan giro soma/ alternate dates.

City

:oriel
III BLACKSTONE THEATRE
6VES.
Lig&(be.
hi. 2
Wad.
E. BAUD
BAO MATS.

"r

SEATS AVAILABLE lax Office open 10.9 P.M. (lExe-

Phone

MAE BELLE'S SWEEPSTAKES

AIR-CONDITIONED

Drawing. Aug.31, 1966 - You Need Not Be Present To Win.
1

No Obligation Of Course

F

I

Some Day

.
paving in the Northwest Highlands brings up another obligation of corner lot people.
They. pay their assessment for
the short frontage of their
house just like everybody else,
which could be anything from

People who live in corner
should get
rating as.citizens.
houses

special

a

Anybody who has shoveled

snow on that long stretch of
knows

sidewalk

there

are

certain obligations to a corner
house that other citizens sel-

$800 on up.
Then there

The snow is one

dom realize.
of them.

Along the same line, there
that extra stretch of grass
that grows in the parkway. It
is cared for and cursed by the

150

.platted, The area. has enough
growth to merit streets, ev-

A man could find him-

en if they are only gravel and

figured on
feet.

100

or even

When the sewer
line comes along, the village

self in debt for another $2,000 overnight.
There is a certain amount

takes over and digs deep holes
in "their" land.
The current discussion on

of prestige to a corner house.
For one thing, it isn't crowded on both sides. In cornice-

it

but

is

never

near the center of town.

The old church gave way to
progress and a shopping center. That cruel fact is no less
upsetting than the "country"
atmosphere of Northwest Highland yielding to curbs and

oil.
The
should

village could -- and
-- improve Ridge St.

pavements.

Some, day a man on a corner lot' might get a break. He

north, to Thomas so owners of
property
their land.
vacant

can

by. Frank E. Von Arx

the church that replaced that

The Arlington Heights village board could -- and should
-- end the dispute once and for
all by putting in the streets as

of 50 or 60 feet, the cost is

d

sentimental and beautiful 100 that once
church
year -old
stood right off Northwest Hwy.

cost them money and bring
cars past their houses.

ment on the street that runs
the depth of their lot, Instead

is

homeowner,
really his.

to find people in corner houses
opposed to the 'closing of Clarendon St. The street can only

that assess-

is

4

In the neighborhood are a
few churches, including the ar-.
housing
chitectural
wonder
This is
St. Peter Lutheran.

tion with the Northwest Highland project, it is surprising

-

4

develop

could buy a farm.

For Parish Newcomers

Priest Writes History of Mount Prospect
Did you know Mount Pros-

lain in 1931 and was assistant

pect was once the onion center

Pastor in three parishes in
Chicago. Before coming to St.

or the world?

This information and more
of the history of Mount Prospect is in a book written by the
Rev. Leo P. Coggins, pastor of
St. Raymond's Catholic Church

the

tral Road.' 'To him this looked
like a small mountain.

Rev. Coggins spent I year of

Adolph Willie donated the
original pictures of old build-

Raymond's he was pastor at St.

research gathering data on the

Charles and $t. Bonaventure.
He has been at St. Ray-

history of our community to ings and railroad sidings used

in Mount Prospect.
Rev. Coggins has devoted his
life to helping people in one
way or other. His friendliness
and sincere interest in the
people around him has brought

give a little background of the to illustrate the book.
Rev. Coggins took the hisland to newcomers. With the
that time the fast turnover of help of Robert Stanton, of the tory from the time of the Revfamilies (about 12% a year) in Federal Savings and Loan olutionary war up to date, giv-,
this suburb made him realize Company, he traced abstracts ing the history of the Church
and parish aims, social events
the, need for a book to acquaint of the land.
and activities of the school.
the newcomers in the church
This booklet was written for
and community of the importA real estate man named the
ant facts and places in Mount village Mount Prospect, many his parishioners but it is also

him close to parishioners and

Prospect.

neighbors.

What to do, where to go, . point in the Chicago area was
what to see and the social or- Northwest Highway and Cen-

During

mond's three years.

He was ordained at Monde -

REV. CI:COINS

ganizations available are
questions he has answered.

years ago, because the highest

available to others.

Anyone

"Gentlemen, now that we've raised prices, it's only fair

interested may call CI. 3-2444

that we raise WAGES

after September lst.

OUR WAGES!"

Cookbook,

Bazaar
In Works
A new project for St. Raymond's Catholic Church Women's Club is a parish cook-

Aillirrjkt

Frye Prooect Dap

..4111=1:1,"

book.
Parishioners arc asked to
send their favorite recipes to
May Walker. 920 S. School St.,

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's' freedom and intellectual intigrity."

-- Marshall Field III

or drop them in the Cookbook
Box in the faculty room at

Friday, August 19, 1966

Page 4

church.

The Christmas Bazaar will
be one of the outstanding e-

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor -and Publisher

vents this, year. and the women

are busy making items to be
sold at that time. Sign up to
work

on

your

specialty

Jack A. N'andcraityn

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

by

. 'ems Editor

phoning Mary Lou Bychpwski
at 392-8721, or Peggy Thomp-

News for Spenders

son at Cl. 3-3118.

THE HI -CLUB will hold a
beach party at Illinois Beach
State

Park

Sunday.

Busses

will leave the parking lot at

10:00 a.m. and will return by
8:30

Only, registered

p.m.

members of the Hi -Club may
attend with one guest. All must
take the bus and provide their
own picnic lunch.
members
Prospective

for

the club may obtain applications' in the faculty room on
Sunday or at the rectory during
the week.

St. Raymond's Catholic Church Cub Scout Pack No.
133 held its annual train and boat trip recently. They
left by train shortly after noon and were met at the Chicago Northwestern station by an excursion boat which

took them on a guided tour down the Chicago River

Two summer youth choirs will present a concert of sacred
music Sunday, Aug. 21 at Immanuel Lutheran Church, Plum

main

Grove and Wood streets, Palatine,'

hymnodic setting.

Plaines.

Drew Rutz and Vicar WarMandel, choir directors,
also will serve as organists.
Instrumentalists include
ren

Miss Elizabeth Losch of Palatine and Miss Betty White of

A former Chilean Missionary, the Rev. Albert E. Landis, member of the faculty at
Moody Bible- institute in Chicago, will speak at the Mount

Arlington

boist, and Michel
Palatine, trumpeter.

Prahl

PRINCIPAL work to be preis the Bach Cantata
"O' Jesus Christ, My
Life and Light."

Ser-

vice." His topic for the 7:00
evening Gospel meeting will be
"The Quest for Happiness."

James Brauer's "The Magnificat" will be presented for
the first time here.
It was

Rev. Landis, who previousat Bridge-

water, (Va.) College and Grove

composed last month and first
performed in St. Louis. Miss

City (Pa.) College, has taught
Spanish and missions at the

Judy Carlson of Palatine, soprano soloist, will present the

institute

since

He was a missionary
Gospel Mission of
Chile, South America, for 18
years.
During this time he
the

taught Bible and church history

REV. LANDIS

He is a member of the As-

in the Christian and Missionary Alliance Bible Institute in

sociation of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese, the Modern Language Association, and

Temuco, Chile.

Sigma Delta Pi (an honorary

His mission was responsible Spanish language society).
for 40,000 natives and he conThe public is cordially. inducted over 31) schools in the vited to attend both services.
rural areas among the Chil- Nursery and Toddler facilities
eans and Mapuche Indians. He are available.
and other national pastors, have
strived to establish churches
which were
self-supporting,
self-governing, and self -propagating.

A native of Lancaster, Pa.,
he graduated from Moody Bible
Institute in 1940 and from Bry-

an College, Dayton, Tenn:, in
His MA degree in Spanish was received from the University of Tennessee in .1962.
He was ordained a minister in
'1940.
1960.

a.

Krause of Brookfield, will sing
Heinrich Schuetz' "0 Dear,
Kind and Gentle Savior."
Also to be performed are
works of Krebs, Kukuck, Hassler, Bunjes, Gelineau, Luther, Walther, Burger, Vaughn
Vulpius,
Willan,
Williams,
Bender, Micheelsen and Kauffancient Christian
man and
chants.

Rutz, a 1966 graduate of
Palatine High School, directs
a choir composed mainly of
He
students at the school.
will enter Concordia Teachers' College in River Forest
in the fall.

choir of area

a

high school

at 6:15 p.m.
The deadline

for

reserva-

Old-Time Lawn Social
Trinity
Prospect
Mount
Methodist Church will present
an outdoor band concert and
"old-time" ice cream social
on Friday
26th.

evening,

members and friends while
they relax and refresh them-

selves with ice cream and cake

Under the direction of bandmaster, Norm Ferreten, the
band, consisting of members,
af the church, will serenade

This paraphernalia will cost about S2,000 in addition to the price of the vending
machines, which itself isn't peanuts.
With this break -through in the cur-

and other
cent of

rency curtain, it will undoubtedly be only
a matter of time until such other irri-

Vicar Mandel, who has com-

You will merely present a permanent

tating cash items as public phone calls,
toll fares, parking meters and similar

two years' study at
Concordia Seminary in St.
Louis, Mo., will leave soon
for a year's vicarage at Immanuel Lutheran Church in
Pensacola, Fla.
A vicarage
is a ministerial internship.

credit card which the vending machine

He will be graduated in 1968
from Concordia.

stitutions and industrial

San Francisco.
pleted

Beth Tikvah
Sisterhood
To Host Tea

sandwiches, coffee, desserts
delicacies without spending
real money.

The company which plans to introduce
this further step toward total on -the -cuff
living concedes that use 'of the wonder
machines may be limited at first to in-

now and pay later.
The ultimate Utopia will come, of
course, when some supergenius figures

plants,

hood are held at the.synagogue
Hillcrest Blvd., Hoffman

the

out a way to charge now and NEVER
pay later.
Then society will really be great!

Letters to the Editor
The way things stand now lutely prohibit a graduated in -

No, It's Not
Double Talk

we can have an unlimited flat-

Editor:

revenue

amendment

come tax.
income tax, and some
The Republican Party is not
authorities believe a gradu- guilty of double talk, and, fur cited income tax is possible. thermore, its candidates for
The proposed revenue arti- state office provide a united
de would limit a flat -rate in- front in standing for fiscal
come tax, if one is ever a- responsibility and efficiency.
Eugene F. Schlickman
dopted in Illinois, and abso-

rate

State Constitution and oppo-

events

for

very practical reason that it will cost a

ing league, sewing and knitting
groups and literary study ses-

social

be

eliminated and we can enjoy a glorious
age in which we can charge everything

bridge,
activities,
religious
mah Jong tournaments, a bowl-

the

!hangovers from medieval living will

by means of an electronic de-

registers
vice.

The Republican Party is
accused of double talk by your
columnist Jack Vandermyn for
its support of the proposed

Among

a

to

the

sition to an income tax.

Difference in Yardsticks

He could just as well have

Editor:
accused the Governor, a DemIn reply to Mr. Earl W.
ocrat, for the same thing. On Lewis' letter to the editor capthis occasion, at least, the Re- tioned, "Two Measures on

the vote is four to two every
time a vote is taken.

would like further information

publican Party and Governor
Kerner are in agreement.
What's more interesting is
that all the Republican candi-

You are referring to an unqualified mayor as opposed to
Yardstick," I would like to say a professional city manager,
agree with him, that perhaps city hall. In our new
that
there are indeed two measures form of government, the mayon a yardstick. One was ori- or and village manager will not

or who would like to attend the

dates fen: the state office (Per-

ginated about twenty years ago

Sinai will be at Mueller Hall, tea .may call Mrs. N. Shalett,

cy, Page and Rowe) are in agreement on the revenue proposal and against an income

when Rip Van Winkle started
his twenty years of sleep.
When he woke up he found a
new, up-to-date yardstick, but
he did not recognize it. Shall

tions is September 3.
are

interested

are

All who
asked

to

275

Estates,

which

serves

resi-

call Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hor- dents of the entire northwest
tik, 392-2980 or Mr. and Mrs. suburban area.
George Mueller, Cl. 3-7442.

THE MOBILE unit from Mt.

Sunday for the Blood ,Donor
Club's second drawing. The
blood will be available for all
St. Paul families whet' needed.

A special thanksgiving service has been planned for Au-

In the event of rain, the social will be held in the fellowship hall of the church. Trin-

pastor

Rd. just west of Route 83.

the vending machine to sell stuff on tick.

chine and buy such necessities as candy,

The meetings of the Sister-

gust 21 at,3:00 p.m. in honor of

ity Methodist is located on Golf

An elaborate electronic memory unit
and a computer will be needed to enable

to walk up to your friendly vending ma-

teachers

sions.

on the church lawn.

August

install them.

including

with

and college students and post- each year arc charitable and
graduate young persons.

lot of - forgive the expression - cash to

Karl Markworth of Milwaukee,

sic

A tea on Sunday Sept. II,
from I to 3 at the synagogue in
Hoffman Estates, will culminVICAR Mandel, a 1964 grad- ate the annual drive for new
uate of Concordia Senior Col- members of the Beth Tikvah
lege in Ft. Wayne, Ind., leads Sisterhood.

St. Paul Couples
Plan Chicago Tour
The Couples Club of St. Paul
Lutheran Church will have dinner in Chinatown and tour Chicago Saturday, September 10.
Members will leave by bus

It is a pleasure to report that this ec-

onomic oversight is now being corrected.
In the near future it will be possible
The vicar has studied mu-

Dr. Herbert Bruening of ChiA tenor soloist, Vicar Paul cago and Prof. Hugo Gehrke of

September,

1965.

with

ac-

of

sented
#118,

service will be "The Call and

ly taught Spanish

violinists;

Clinton Prahl of Palatine, o-

Prospect Bible Church, 505 W.
Golf Rd., Sunday.
His subject at the 10:45 a.m.

of Christian

Heights,

of the work,

companied by the choir in

The concert, set for 3 p.m., the ancient Office of Veswill be offered in the form of pers. Officiant will be Vicar
James Plackner of Good Shepherd Lutheran Church, Des.

text

One of the glaring deficiencies in the
Great Society is that there are still a few
things -- not many, of course, but a few
- that you have to pay cash for.

Summer Youth Choirs To Present Concert

Ex- Missionary
At Bible Church

Challenge

through the locks into Lake Michigan, In charge of the
train and boat trip were; John Brennan, Cub master;
Ray Freund, committee chairman; Mrs. John Reardon,
den mother, and Mrs. Ray Freund, den mother.

the Rev. Walter H. Mehlberg,
of Trinity Lutheran

Church, Roselle. Pastor Mehl berg will retire on this date,
his 45th anniversary 'in the
Holy Ministry.

Interested

newcomers

who

437-2580.

tax.

But on

the

Democrat

side, the Governor is opposed

Jack, Vandermyn
is on vacation.' His
Vantage Point column will be resumed on his 7e -

Jack is wrong in stating that
the chief reason for .passage
of the revenue amendment is

turn.

to clear the way for a

by his own party's candidate
Adlai
treasure -1;
state
Stevenson III, who wants income taxes now.
for

income tax.

state

1

we continue to live in the past?
The real motivation for a
village

be decided by public vote. The
fourteen men elected to the
council, and they only, will

propose the type of mayor anda village manager -form. If we
have

any

dedicated

trustees,

their dedication is to the mayor and not to the public. I have

to change its form of not served in the village gov-

government is an unselfish one
of progress by the people who
know that it is time for all the

but f am voting
"yes" for a new government..
You look at cost as an expeople to. have a voice in our pense. It is more often an inernment,

government, instead of the vil- vestment.
lage -type, government where
.

.

.

Arthur.): Motsch

rea 'evens
re are For
a ractice

13-Lost And Found

13-Lost And Found

Lost Boy's 20" Stingray bike
Metallic. Vic. Rolling Meadows Pool. CL 5-0037

FOUND:

- Parakeet. Owner
identify. Serial
0809239.
Found

392-5193

,

WANT
ADS

is-

varsity

Wheeling's

NOTICE

at Arlington, Wheeling, and
Forest View will
Prospect.
begin its workouts at 8 a.m.
Falcon freshon that day.

The DAY classified

gridders on Monday between
2 and 4 p m , while the junior
varsity will pick up its gear men will not take the field unbetween 4 and 6 p m Sophomores are slated for Tuesday

til Thursday or Friday,

between 4 and 6 p m., and
freshmen will report between

sociation

ILLINOIS HIGH School Asrules limit the first

gear on Monday The Knights
will hold registration and hand
out equipment for all squads

The

between 8 a m and 4 p m

August 19,

SP

R TS

Waycinden Area's Ladendorf Oldsmobile team finished second in the

5

16P9a6ge

at 9 a m
Coach

Falcon

Scott's

Bob

juniors and seniors are asked
to report to the boys' gym be-

tween 7 and 9 p m on Monday
slated

The

for

sophomores are
the
same time

a m on Wednesday
aspirants
ALL GRIDIRON
must hale had physical exam-

The local
they may register
athletes are expected to bring

junior varsity battle slated for

their own shoes and a com-

tthoutD4ycrfield

bination lock
Varsity drills
uled for 9 a m

Clinic Planned

schedWednesday

team and the attraction of a

sore

Map

a

clinic tomorrow at

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS

Are you ready for

I

from O'Hare Stadium, ch. 32

BRUNS
REAL ESTATE

Football,

p.m.

the
the St.
a
pre-

Baltimore Colts vs.
Louis Cardinals in

CL 5-6320

season exhibition game, ch. 2
9

Wrestling,

p.m.

ch.

26

Jay Lesniak will be the starting pitcher for the
Mount Prospect Poay League All -Stars when they
take on Park Ridge Saturday in the second round of
the Highwoo4 Boys' Baseball Tournament. Game
time is 4:30 p.m.

Paige Set For Sox Park
will
be the featured attraction when
the Indianapolis Clowns make
their second appearance of
Ageless

Satchel

Paige

the year at White Sox Park
tomorrow at 7 p.m.

The former Major League
The

Fellowship Missionary Baptist Church arc co -sponsoring the event with Clowns'
General Manager Ed Ham men.

Tickets may be purchased at
the White Sox box office daily.
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Two -Leaguer

NEW YORK (UPI) -- Carl

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen

1962 TEMPEST SEDAN

Mays who pitched in both major leagues during the 1920s,
won 27 games for thc New York
Yankees in 1921 and 20 for
Cincinnati in 1924.

$493

1963 BONNEVILLE COUPE

$1493

Full Tiger Power - Beautiful Car!! ....

All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do It Yourself Or We Install

Price & Compare
THEN CALL

1962 BONNEVILLE 4 Dr Hardtop $1293

CL 5-4799

Made Good

LOS ANGELES (UPI) Jim
Lefebre, the Los Angeles second baseman who won the National League's Rookie of the
Year award in 1965, once served as Dodger batboy.

Air Conditioned!! Wholesale!!

Sharp White Beauty!!

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

1963 BONNEVILLE CONVERTIBLE $1493
Runs BeautifuHyll Wholesale!!

1965 LE MANS 2 DR. HARDTOP:$.1993
Power Steering, Etc.!!

last

time

the

ter. 40 hr wk. Must drive.
Endler's Pharmacy. 439-5255

MAIL ROOM MAN
Pleasant working conditions

LABOR For Cement
Contractor
Call after 7 p.m.
253-0741

BUILDING MAINTENANCE
MAN

New Air Cond. building, ex-

working conditions,
full time work.
Hours of work to be mutual,ly agreed upon. Call 825-

cellent

Permanent,
8127

BARTENDER

Part Time

Call 537-8365
Mon. 10 AM to 11 AM only

GAS STATION ATTENDANT

Full Time

Some mechanical exp.

Apply In Person
CENTRAL TEXA CO SERVIC E

Central & Main Mt. Prosp.

2

MECHAN IC

4

of pool at least 3 ft. deep.
kick glide (3 body
lengths).
--Back kick glide (3 body
lengths).

water.

deep

However,

Phone 439-0923

Always

chances.

have a healthy respect for the
water. Never swim alone, and
as your swimming progresses.
make an effort to learn the
basic rules of water safety.
resting strokes
stroke, elementary backstroke and breast
stroke and learn the basic
safety skills, such as treading
lifesaving,
floating,
water,

your

Learn

such

as

side

artificial respiration, etc.

Ask For Jim

6

DRAFTSMAN
draftsman with experience in civil engineering
work or we will train interestWanted:
8

ed party.
9

MURR-Y & MOODY
10

a

word of caution: don't take un-

--Swim to middle of pool, turn
around and return without
touching bottom.
-Front crawl to
pool, roll over

middle
and

of

swim

Arlington Heights, Ill.
392-5960

'

11

SHIPPING - BECEIVING
12

opportunity for
right man; some experience
Wonderful

across on back.

--Back crawl to middle of pool,
roll over and swim across
front crawl.
-Swim front crawl across
pool with rhythmic breathing.
--Swim

crawl

back

13

desirable though not necessary. Knowledge of stock
work and packing very helpful. Good on detail.

14

15

FUZE-ON PRODUCTS

across

1620 \V. Central Rd.

16

pool.

CL 5-5000 Mt. Prospect, Ill.

WHILE YOU arc
swimming

the

learning
strokes, you

should also be learning other
skills along the way.
Your test consists of the
checklist below. Go through
the entire test. If there is one
basic

not do, skip it as you go and
come back and learn to do it
I. Shallow Water
--Prone Float (10 sec.) recover to standing position.

--Back float (10 sec.) roll over
recover

II. Deep Water
--Swim front crawl
pool in deep water.

SHIPPING CLERK
across

--Swim front crawl to center,
air() around and return.
--Swim front crawl to center, roll over on back, float
or kick glide (ID sec.) roll

to

standing

--Swim front crawl to center,
roll over and swim across
on back.
-Swim back
pool.

(Next:.

position.

wanted for progressive grow-

ing company in Palatine. 40

18

hr. week, attractive salary
including many company bene-

fits. Older married man preferred. Apply in person.

19

141 W. Wood St.
Palatine

20

over on front and swim across.

as soon as possible.

Basic

crawl

across

Water

Safety

--Retrieve object from bottom

BUYER'S CHOICB

21

SERVICE
MAN

22

Between 25 and 40 years of
age for heating service work.
Must have knowledge of elec-

trical wiring and mechanical
ability. Good opportunity for

24

Count words and figure, 5
average words per line. 15

right man.

Call for Interview

average words equal a 3 line
ad.

TORONADO

CL3-0860

COST

FOR ONLY

$3.15 for 3 days

$46409

This includes one FREE in-

sertion in "Market Day" if

BANK FINANCING - NO PAYMENT
UNTIL . .O R Oth.

your ad appears in the regular Tuesday edition.

-

Enclosed is $

GEORGE POOLE

BANK TRAINEE
A ggressive.young man to learn
the banking business.Good fu-

ture - many benefits.

DES PLAINES

Name
Situ

I

Pick you own colors, tile, fixtures, etc.

t

1.1-. v.

n

CL 3-5000

,,r1

I I

-

I

Made Drive Concealed headlamps Unique drat free

Integrity
Capability

Honesty

CITIZENS FOR HERMAN. KOENEMAN
/OreflImmerii)

Fiat floors Puliview side windows 385.hp Toronado

Beautiful French
Provincial on wooded Scarsdale location. 4 spacious bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, dream kitchen with built-in oven, range,
dishwasher and disposal. Glamorous atepdown living room
with fireplace. Family room with patio doors; formal dining
$46,900
room. Only

MURIEL MAITLAND

Rocket V.8 EngineToronado's own brand of Turbo Hydra.

DEMOCRATIC
COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

(Paid

.

or{

ie

Ruth Murawaki, chm.:.

I

Only full.size car
with front wheel drive!

HERMAN F.
KOENEMAN
for

1

TORONADO

ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look in town!

MARTINOBILE
1...i..KELLY:

OLDS M, INC.
.1516.

W;:NCIRTHWEST 14 10.*4

yrs. experience

on truck or bus
5 day week

year around work
Paid vacation

5

--Front

can do in shallow water you
may be able to do even better
in

Must have

5

farther and in the deep water.
THE THINGS which you

and

1963 BONNEVILLE CONVERTIBLE$169

the shallow

in

or more of these that you can-

Remodeling

For Real Dconomy & Style!!
Wholesale!!

feet

30

necessary

BUD'S

SPECIALS

The

your address or
Fighting Irish appeared in Ev- 3. Include\
phone number.
anston in 1962. the crowd of
55,752 set a Dyche Stadium Write your ad here. One
attendance record.
word on each line. It's easy.

then you can probably swim

the Clowns' roadmates.

PONTukc

test?

area on both the front and back
crawl strokes.. If you have
learned to breathe properly

pitching star will take the
mound for the New York Stars,

Geo. Poole's

a

You should be able to swim at
least

Today
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed
NFL
highlights,
ch.
32
8
p.m. Stock car racing
8:30

Notre Dame clash 1. You name the Item
scheduled for Oct. I will be a 2. Include, the price

Swimming Test No. 1

1

groups will be
Prospect and
conducted by
School
High
View
Forest
coaches, and, all Midget Association mentors are incited
to attend.

Ralph Molinelli

CASH

the

sellout.

Full time delivery man, por-

-

features

four Big Ten opponents, and
Notre Dame.
Heavy summer sales indicate

Experience required
Des Plaines 296-1142

3

sociation,
Discussion

Sports on T.V.

QUICK

SPARKS
ON SWIMMING

p.m. for coaches of the Mount
Prospect Midget Football, As-

,

that

schedule

296-1142

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT

and all employee benefits paid.
Call 825-8127

It's fun, and It's profitable.

The Prospect High School
Athletic Department will spon-

Call our
Mon of the

of enthusiasm over a potentially improved Northwestern

Forest View plays host
at the same time

noon.

are

Selling your home?

said
the insale was a .reflection

Richardson
creased

will host North
Chicago on Sept. 17 with the

before

slips

season.

p:m.
Prospect

inations and must bring parpermission

ball ticket sales are running
five per cent ahead of last

The Arlington varsity clash
will be prefaced by a froshsoph game at 6 p.m., while
Wheeling's junior varsity will
face the Hawk jayvees at 6

Tuesday night, and the freshmen are due between 9 and II

ent

son said. this week that foot-

home

EDP required

mail orders during day. Permanent position, good salary

FOR

Ahead of 1965 Pace
The Northwestern University
ticket manager Sid Richard-

24-Help Wanted Melt

pick up and deliver mail to
Park Ridge Post Office. Fill

Wildcat Ticket Sales

drills
will start at all four schools
on Monday, Aug. 28.
Two of the area openers
will be held under the lights
on Sept. 16 this year.
Arlington will travel to Barthat
night,
while
rington
Wheeling opens under the lights
of the Maine East field against
Maine South.
Two -a -day

sessions.

Experienced.
References.
Call 253-3443.
Responsible woman for child
care in my home. Palatine
area. 255-4083.

DES PLAINES

Bob Wogelins, Rory McDole, Bill Wogellus, Jim Dirito, and Coach Bob Spear.
(bottom row) Bob Baumstark, Gary. Lemke, Tom Conklin, and Bob Artemenko.

a m with juniors taking over
between 10 a m and noon, and
sophomores scheduled for I
to 3 p m The Big Red freshmen will wait until Tuesday

.

is now open

8:30 A.M.
until 5:00 P.M.

second round of Mid -Teen League play this season. Pictured are (top row) Co Commissioner Bob Baumstark, John Knopf, Tom Klemens, Sponsor Don Ladendorf, Bruce Wilberscbeid, Bob Nelson, Bob Williams, and Co -Commissioner
Art Marmitt. (Second row) Manager Mike Adanis, Mike Marmitt, Jim Hofmann,

Friday,

will begin at 8 30 a m Monday on all levels
Cardinal
lettermen and seniors pick up
the pads between 9 and 10

.

22-lobs Wanted-Women

ACCOUNTANT

OFFICE HOURS:

Forest View will all distribute

registration

Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.
39?.
506650.

department

for business.

four days of practice to four

9 a m and noon on Wednesday. hours per squad, with one
Prospect,
Arlington,
and hour of that to be used in chalk

ARLINGTON'S

Pilot Models Built

American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

Will do ironing in my home.

Wheeling High School will be the first local squad to register
athletes in all classes Wildcat hopefuls are to report to the
school for registration between I and 4 p.m. tomorrow.

to

Special Equipment

Auto. Elec. Controls.

use -the

opening dates

EQUIPMENT WILL be

11-Business Services
Mechanical Design
'

Arca football squads will begin their annual fall head -bumping sessions Wednesday, as they prepare for mid -September

sued

Boy's bike vicinity
of Windsor School. Parent
should identify. 392-0032

Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Address --

Ask for Mr. Glandt

City
State
Phone

MAIL TO:
THE ARLINGTON DAY

217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.

BAI R D G. WARNER':

Arlington, I I Ilnois

220 East Northwest Hwy.
392-1885

F5EtotrF.

A Tracktton in Real Estate

NATIONAL BANK

255-7200.

827-1191

RESPONSIBLE MAN
for 2nd shift 3 PM to 11 PM.
This is a steady salaried lob
for mechanically inclined.
Will, train draft exempt. New
air-conditioned plant. Phone
439-4044 or Apply in person
'between 9 and 3 P.M.

..

CONTINUOUS
'MOLDING CORP

250 E. Hamilton Dr. Ar1.
`Just South of Oakton and
2 blks. West of 83

Friday, August 19, 1966

THE:DAY

CALL TODAY

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

24-Help Wanted Meri

MEN WANTED FOR

Full or Part Time
Office Maintenance
Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.,
Call 827-7880

JANITOR

Regular 40 hr. wk. Clean and
maintain air conditioned plant
area of pharmaceutical manufacturer. Excellent oppor-

tunity for mature man. Call
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

255-0300
ARNAR-STONE LABS, INC.
601 E. Kensington
An equal opportunity employer

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE
Due to expansion wehave several openings for general

warehouse work. No experience necessary. Good starting salary, merit raises, profit sharing.
Please call Mr. Marquard

439-7310
DO YOU WANT

TO LEARN A TRADE?
Established pharmaceutical
manufacturer nas openings for
man to learn tablet making.No
previous experience necessary. Steady employment with
benefit program. Call between
9 AM to 5 PM.
255-0300
ARNAR-STONE LA BS.INC.

601 E. Kensington Road
Mount Prospect
(1/2 ml. E. of Randhurst)
An equal opportunity employer

SERVICE
STATION

ATTENDANT
- Full Time.
Day shift. Between 20 and
30 years old. No experience
necessary.

Looking for man who likes to
work with his hands on a pro-

duct with precision require-

ments. Should have alertmind
and mechanical aptitude. Ex-

cellent future in the manufacturing of this new type
electronic component.

Good Starting rate, quarterly
wage reviews, profit sharing,
and insurance program are a
part of fringe benefits available.

working conditions. $2 to $2.50

per hour. Permanent year
round work. Experienced or
we will train. Only married

(Rt. 53)
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

(7 to 3:30 PM)
Man needed in new dietary

CALL MR. 1210FiDAN
392-4860

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK

OF MT. PROSPECT
RA NDHURST CENTER

SURVEYOR

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

199 King Street

MEN

Paul Mayer.

NIEDEHT MOTOR SERVICE

1100 Hicks Road,
Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620
24-Help Wanted Men

ment, excellent benefits, age
to 55 years. Call between 9
AM. and 5 PM.,

24-Help Wanted Men

& MARX

Drill Press Operator

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.
BARRINGTON

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

RECEIVING

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

LAKE DISTRICT

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

Opportunity To Advance

MATERIAL HANDLERS

NEWS CO.
411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

PRODUCTION

CONTROL
Must have ability and liking
for working with figures, be
mechanically inclined, and a
self-starter. Preferably with
some college training.
Excellent opportunity with
future. Permanent position
with top benefits.

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

Wheeling, III.

537-6100.
Mrs. Barker
TECHNICIANS
Must be experienced In electronics or mechanics.
Telephone or Apply in Person

THE DOLE VALVE CO.
6201 W.Oakton
Morton Grove
967-7100
RO 3-6000

An equal opportunity employer

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

Outstanding Career Opportunities For
Experienced Person In Shipping And
Receiving, Position Offers Good StartingPay, Automatic Increases, Sick Leave,
Insurance, Overtime And Advancement.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND. OVERTIME.

MAI/WTI IV METALS
MINIIMII1111111/1111

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD!

537-2180

BUSINESS
Service -Directory

/11/1111,77/4/ METALS
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING

537-2180

ASSEMBLERS
PRECISION MECHANICAL
We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including. profit sharing, vacations, honeys and annual bonus.

Corns in or Call
DUnkirk 1-2400

Work Near Home
ALL SHIFTS OPEN

*Forming Machine Oprs.
*Extrusion Oprs.

*Machine Operators
*General Factory
*Machinery Repairmen
*Shipping Clerk
* Complete company -paid insurance program
* Company paid penson plan
* 9 paid holidays (eligible immediately)
* 2 weeks vacation after 1 year

* Excellent starting salary

CALL OR APPLY, WALTER J. HANSEN

296-2266

® CONEX

DIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS Inc.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Let us help make your...DAY!
Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!
UNITED

BOB'S

For

RENT-ALLS

SMALL ENGINE
REPAIR

ADVERTISING

PHONE 259-3350

PHONE 392-3135

Call 255-1200

Barrington

urn e. MT.PROSPECT
P
R OAD
TELEPHONIC 2062166

DES PLAINI 10 1.1.1N0111 room

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Sewing Machine Repairs

Masonry

Blacktop Work

Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
lots,
driveways,
parking
business areas, . resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal

(Will Train)

250 N. 12th ST.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
DU 1-2400

to 11 AM

INSPECTORS ;

ELECTRICAL

AND

9 AM

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

MECHAN ICAL

SHIPPING

40 hrs. per week.'Paid Vacations. Profit sharing if eligible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.

24-Help Wanted Men

FOUNDRY HELPERS

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

Punch Press Set up Man

774-9393

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

24-Help Wanted Men

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

Several factory positions now available. Good starting salary
and excellent possibility for advancement.
Stock Men
Inspector
Tool Maker
Draftsman
Tool Crib Helper
Carton closers
-

7209 N. Meade

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

DRAFTSMEN

JOB HUNTING ?

interest and some light clerical skills. Loads of public
contact to $95 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021
CO.
'Ari equalopportunity employer.

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs..
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

use the

the spot for a girl with this

.

Road

HART SCHAFFNER

An equal opportunity employer

Looking for a career? Here's

774-9393

7205 N. Meade

WANT
ADS

24-Help Wanted Men

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

601 E. Kensington Road
Mount Prospect
(1/2 ml. E. of Randhurst)

609 N. Main

ance are req's. $90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

CL 9-4000

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

ARNAR - STONE LABS. INC.

NEWS AGENCY

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS '
392-6100
NILES OFFICE
825-7117
CHICAGO OFFICE
AV -2-6170
INTERIOR
DECORATOR
TRAINEE

Light typing and neat appear-

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

255-0300

MOUNT PROSPECT

'3 LOCATIONS

774-9393

learn to greet patients, ans.
phones and schedule appts.

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

numerative career and excel --

Steady Job for able body young man to work in warehouse
handling mens clothing. Excellent working conditions, in new
air conditioned building, located at 1700 E. Touhy Ave.
"Corners of Touhy and Maple", DesPlaines. Phone FR 26300-241 to arrange for interview.

ditioned plant. Steady employ-

100% FREE TO YOU

CALL "SHEETS"

expanding practice will train
you as receptionist. You'll

Experienced pt4ferred but
Will train right applicant.Call

lent employee benefit pro-'
_gram. Apply to:

6201 W.Oakton
Morton Grove
R03-5000
967-7100

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

hour - Age open

ferred. Interesting and re -

STOCK MAN

for finished goods and shipping department. Will train.
Light clean work in air -con-

need several women.
Light, easy work day. $2 per
We

DOCTORS GIRL
.xcellent local doctor with

* PROOF OPERATOR
* SAVINGS TELLER
COMMERCIAL TELLER

school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre-

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

An equal opportunity employer

Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

Full Time

experience one
year. Should at least have high

401,

P6T maul 1.c3 Dm.

VILLAGE OF ARL.HTS.
253-2340

Minimum

experience to assist cost accounting manager. Degree
desirable, but not necessary.

Evening interviews available
upon request.

MAN WANTED

Mount Prospect

SBC requires computer operators for IBM System/360.

Young person with 2 to 3 years

in lovely reception office. $400

Free.

18-Employment Agencies-Women

INSPECTION

You'll be trained to greet applicants, conduct tours, at famous suburb firm. You'll sit

Salary $1200 a year
Apply Finance Director

COMPUTER
OPERATORS

COST ACCOUNTANT.

coffee.

including blueprint
reading.
Apply Personnel Office

Afternoons 1:30 to 4:30 and
3 to 6 a.m. apply in person.

1 BM

2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

High School Graduates, mech-

ments

6201 W.Oakton

26-Help Wanted Men Or' Women

827-8861

Duties involve assembling and
testing of small electro mech-

Complete fringe benefits and
educational reimbursement
program. Apply personnel department for interview.

392-5960

rate bureau. Full time. Call

paid hospitalization and free

development
search and
department or our manufacturing engineering lab.

Wanted:

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Good starting salary and numerous benefits include paid
vacations, 7 paid holidays,
'paid sick leave, pension plan,

inspection measuring instru-

Parcel Post Worker

WAREHOUSE HELP

A n equal opportunity employer

anical devices in either re-

RELAY DRIVER

Experienced preferred but not
necessary - 5day wk.Pleasant
working conditions.

Mt. Prospect
(1/2 mi. east of Randhurst)

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

ucts. Must be able to use

With car - SundayA.M.newspaper routes.

Or

5:30. to 9:30 P.M.

Clean light work for men 18
or older, packing pharmaceutical aerosols. Call between
9 a.m. & 5 p.m.

anically inclined. Age to 30.

1501 Busse Rd.

TELLERS &
CLERICAL HELP

to 9 P.M.

Northwest
Community Hospital

observation on parts and prod-

Mt. Prospect, Tlj.

Must be fa mil tar with all truck

APPLY PERSONNEL

cal measurement and visual

111 W. Central Rd.

MAN OR BOY

EVENING WORK

tion duties. Good salary, merit
increases, many benefits.

Opportunities are available
for floor and receiving inspectors. Some .experience
necessary in making mechani-

SUPPLY CO,

After 6 P.M. except Friday

N1URRY & MOODY

department to handle sanita-

INSPECTORS
Male or Female
1st Shift

2 School Crossing Guards

RATE CLERK

ARNAR - STONE LAB, INC.
601 E. Kensington Rd.

SPECIALIST

TERRACE

Thursday nights.
Call 392-4775

PART TIME

255-0300

SANITATION

WANTED

Experienced field
man or we will train rod man
or chain man.

Mon. thru Thurs.

PERSONNEL
RECEPTION

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

439-0286

men between 25 yrs. or older
will be considered.
CL. 9-2693

5

METHODE MFG. CO.

through

We need maintenance men.
Days, full or part time. Good
hours, good pay and pleasant

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

Village Sinclair
437-322'

For. Medical Bldg. in Hoffman Estates area.. Monday

HELP!!

18-Employment Agencies -Women

16-Help Wanted Men Or Women

DRIVER

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANT

Morton Grove
967-7100
R03-5000
An equal opportimity employer

Elk Grove Village

24-Help Wanted Men

CUSTODIAN

Mt. Prospect

(1/2 ml. east of Randhurst)

24-Help Wanted Men -

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

Meyers

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964
.

Guar. scrv. on all brands.
Free cst. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust. S3.

24 hr. phone serv.

PamtingDecorating

894-3115

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

Bob's

Small Engine Repair

All types of lawn & snow

Call us and compare prices

Suburban
Decorators

537-8228

Interior and exterior qual-

DAeways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
free estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439 -1794

24

358-4882

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Cleaners
Home Maintenance, Fully
Estimates
Insured. Free

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

259-5066

2 x 8 x 16

Each -Plain 200 - Colors 250
Now available in red, green,

' black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrtte
Products Co.

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS.
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfaction guar.
color design.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

,Rental Service
UNITED RENT -ALES

708 E. N/W Hwy.
Art., Hghts.

259-3350

We Rent Most Everything
Tools, Rug 8c Floor Machines

Roll -a -ways &

de-

signing. & alterations. Near
Randhurst., -.. 255-0348

Hos-

pital Beds, Dishes & Silver
Service,
Equip.

Lawn & Garden

Dressmaking -Sewing

l'OtIZI -FIND

i.;:-.117
;

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -lawns Mowed

Bk. 3-7374

Serving the entire N.W.
Driveways, patios,
area.
etc. Protective curbing for
All
driveways.
asphalt
work guaranteEd. Free estimates. 529-6587.

392-3135
Transporation

interior

Also

Call Leo's

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorglas,Co.

styling,

esti-

Carpet and Furniture

-

Individualized

removal equipment repaired

Free

painting.
mates.
ity

DON'S BLACKTOP

Small Engine Repair

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed- Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

.TREE TRIMMING'

it
-

& & REMOVAL.,
BARON TREE SERVICE.

/11

S

Free Estimatcs:
529-6587

.....-SIEDIArSUPE.RVISOR

WOMENANSPECTORt:
Hoare 8 AM to 4:30 PM

Iria-uratisce..coniPiny in 'GUM-

Berland area- hail immediate.'
'

or

essary,:ages. 18, to 35:. It yOu
active, phone

1820 W. Central'Rd.
CL. 5-5000 Mt.Prospect,111.

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK

Call or see

Hours 2:90 to 7:30
2 days a week

FUZE -ON PRODUCTS

.

296-6661

298-1142.' Eveninte ,InicOUnterWarit'in TerinAnent::*(reetiie;
hainburger...rind ice ere:inv.' Spunk:01e ioting
IttOre. We furrilshuniforms:: . for. ' busy .grirking.

Over 16 - Will Train

can type 30 wPM, energetic and

An equal opportunity employer

Des. Plaines
WAITRESS

.9 AM to 3 PM
CLEAN, Lim& WC*

OPP:Align, 'No experience nee-

WOMAN

PREFER

'BA CiCGR.0 fIND

Apply 867 Yale

Glenview.

827-8881

NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE,
2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

Des Plaines

High Park.
Baby sitter, 1 child, myhome.

2-3 days

week.

a

CL 9-

4241
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

ELECTRIC ITY- PLUMB I NG
and

GENERAL MAINTENANCE
Experienced man with knowledge of industrial building maintenance to work nights.

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:
Paid Sick Leave
Paid Hospitalization
Free Coffee

Paid Vacations
Frequent Increases
7 Paid Holidays

G3GIL1L14, of

goMebn6 with ab114ty to handle
Active, phone and typing. Must

.

be extremely reliable in et-

CL 9-4315'

BREDA'S LUNCHONETTE

218 E. Northwest Hw.
Arlington Heights

COCK ROBIN
920 w.. Northwest Highway

.tendance. ;Outstanding com;
PanY beneftt'Program.:Prefer
'.
age 91-30.

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

SECRETARY WANTED.

I st Shift

Personable individual as sec,

lege. Shorthand and filing
competency, versatile perceptive of, employer's work,
executive secretarial expePfence. Age 30-40. Competi-

operators on 204, 028, 056
machines. Full time per-

manent positions with excellent company benefits.
Apply Personnel Office

tive salary, fringe benefits.

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Ill.
.

_

24 -Help Wanted Men

:

IRON WORKS; INC.
1100 Wiley Road

Palatine

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

-PERSONNEL
CLERK -TYPIST
Interepting_Work in . expanded _

personnel office. Reception,

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Drill Press Operators

erances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
"COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES.
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer
30-Nel

Waited -Women

-

Phone or Visit

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois
'.

.

OFFICE
POSITIONS

aeconnis. uprtoAateiripProve

charge purchases.: arid.'help

250 N. 12th ST.

WHEELING

537-2180.

Wantd-Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

;Work in clean, well lit air-

Immediate salaried opportunities
CLERK TYPISTS
DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
ORDER PROCESSING

thateases' and, many
s

A pPLY.1.E1001,1*,
.

ing ffeld.for.svornen!-a.

best with aiurtion-,Wideccir6-'
pany such as;Speigel+-Credit
headquarters .ftir AMerica.
You'll . enjoy good pay. and

.

Nor04460::

e.,

Maintain perpetual records of' many big' company benefits
as discount on merchanall salesmen and warehouse
-pay,
inventories by item and serial .diSe,.
hospitalization,
:inany'.others:
number. Correspondence with '
salesmen and managers.

Corimainity.t1004

.

.

.

Arlington:Hers:MS, Ill.
CL

:

CLERKS

Good starting salary and numerous benefits including:
Paid hospitalization
Paid sick leave
Paid vacations
7 Paid holidays
Free Coffee

THE b.OLE VALVE CO.

GILNI,04 oca-

6201 W. Oakton"
Morton Grave
RO 3-5000
967-1100
An equal OpPortunity employer

110) Hicks. Road,

.

.

.

:,

Serving Arnerthi;
ROOM WAITRESSES

ticarkkeeping.trePartnieriixxperienced:oi. will train. Good
Mere, manYisenefits.:

Experienced ;Or -Will train,
Over 21..AP:olY
Person to

Doris after 13.p.M.: ;

DES Pijkifs148:l
NATIONAL, BANK

'

309. W. NorthvieSt Hwy:

for Mr: Oiandt

Mount Prospect
.

30 -Help Wanted -Wooten'

r.-er,Egic.

CEL

Rolling Meadows, Illlndis
CLearbrook 9-1620

.

.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

827-71191
:

30 -Help Wanted -Women

THE BEST PLACE TO WORK!
WE HAVE THE RIGHT JOB FOR YOU
INDUSTRIAL NURSE

STENOGRAPHERS

GENERAL CLERKS

3rd. Shift

Beginners & Experienced

Clear and neat handwriting
with skills in detail work
is necessary.

We. have a variety of positions
available.

CAL

OPRS.

Addin# Machine:Operators
Our Payiedl, Accciunting.. and
Pricing .Oepirtments are in

need of experienced gals.

TYPISTS

STATISTICAL TYPISTS

For the following Outs:

Billing and Order Typists

Purchasing !Shipping
Sales Engineering

Mectric, manual and all cap
typewriters. Must have ability to work with figures.

Laboratories

OUR COMPANY OFFERS 'MANY FRINGE BENEFITS

Air Conditioned Offices
TutioniRefund Plan
* Promotions From Within

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan

Social Clubs

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount tore
Insurance Progra

INTERVIEWING

fi

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member ofihe GT&E. Family of Companies
Y2 mile-north:of-North Avenue on Wolf Roar"
1 mile west of .Mannheim Rpad.

HLAKE.,

I

LIN

eittal opportunityortipiOir (MC

,

Lady wanted to. help with invalid. man. 5 days a week.
Vic. of Park 'Ridge '.825-

AUTOMATIC ELECTR1

Me need a Registered Nurse
who has experience in Industrial Nursing.

.

800 W. Central

."or. iritomrivssriewGaropPilintient

these are permanent pos1:They include con=
ttons.

30 -Help .Wanted -Women

keep ihoPping..conienieritfOr

merit

*Ode.

:cSprieetigietli cisatathilit4Usitsteirt %rota.

INVENTORY
CLERK

benefit.. program. Apply or
phone the. Personnel office.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY 41110

.

:.,.WARO'HELPERS

.chance for advancement is.

petatlie salary, and fully paid

MART/iv METALS

.

or women- with background of conditioned location. Several
needed in expanded
peicki epinge Credit or sales., ladies
'housekeeping d APO it men t.
desirable
Work long or- short hours on
As . a Liiiieget;:'erettit..oliii.c.: :day or evening% abi4. Good
'.customer Salary ($3..60 per hr.) plus
you

439-8700

Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL. 9-1000

RoUte 083

tion and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

t Mil' Vacations

PHONE:62T:- I10

--

SPIEGEL CATALOG CENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY
An abOve average, Job for girls..

An equal opportunity employer

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitaliza-

3

Call Jane:

CREDIT
..TOPCAREERST.O.R.
OIRLS.,WOMEN.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

. PLUS.:

IRL

.

AMPEX

'

.

.

.

Persica:nisi records department'

Located between Higgins and

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

11:0 173ONUS
With First' _DaYs'

elk)pprafy:',$eiviOe

Good starting salary,revievis,
profit sharing, airconditioned
office, etc. -

800 W. Central Rd.

Wheeling

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Hours .are frcirn 8 to. 4:30.
Some :shorthand necessary.
Must be a good. typist. LoMust
cated in: Centex Iniltiatrial.
Center; Elk Geove

-

.

..Ton Rate's

517-5100

Must be able to set-up and operate.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tol-

:

.

equipment desirable

'Boring Machine Operators

monts5y0Waqt.
Wpilittoif.TO Home

challenging' Position in our
growing organization. varioee
duties in our expanding

Northwest
Community Hospital

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

Mill Hands

permanent part' .time
our;
secretary to., work
advertising and sales trainingmanagers
Need

PERSONNEL
' RECORDS CLERK

lated duties. Good personality
and good typing skills a must.
4 hours per day, Monday thru
Friday.
APPLY PERSONNEL

TESTERS

Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

$2,5OP'er:hi.

'

1700 lithics Rd.
Rolling Meadoivs,

'

Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

.

METHODE MFG tO.

CLERK -TYPISTS
Accounting & Sales Depts.
. DES PLAINpq
. 296-1142

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS

Veiled . Machining Ability

1:14

typing, filing and other re-

Wanted Men

TS/Ptsts .s...Secretaries
Clerks
:Stenos
Weeks
Work*

6P6.

1

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Tool Makers

days a

.& . 2nd !shift
.need for
sionren :in 'above Positions.

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL.
392-3500

HARPER COLLEGE.

6201 W. Oakton
Morton Grove
R03-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

TIME
IMMEDIATE WORK

Girt faat groiiing.COmpanyhair.

Call 358-9100 or write:
Dean of Business Affairs

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

CLearbrook 9-1620

CHiNE.,A
PROS' OPERATORS..

SCHMIDT

William Raney Harper Col-

tabulating room for numeric

PARS(

'Bohner jobs. Frequent' wage.
reviews & excellent.. fringe'.'.
benefits.

retary to President of the

Opening available in our IBM

.."

. ASK. FOR MISS BUTLER
629-4093

Arlington Heights

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois

MACHINISTS

,

Mre. Pecoraro

Nursery School teacher for
3 mornings a week,
Sept.

.Typing' Essential: Full Time

:30. -help Wentid4ornek

:4410: Wooled-40On.

AftSISTAI3T:iffIDADDA0.:'
,

Friday, August l4, 196

Tii4` RAX

30,140 :iiiictwwimien.i:

30-Help:Wanted-Women

307;11,914ot odt Womb

30.41e1rWanted.Women-.

130-HeIrWantidAmiten.

GEMERAL

Ira%
SYSTEM

Friday. August - 19. 1966

WAITRESSES

Apply after 5 PM
Ask for Allen
EMBERS RESTAURANT
259-3400

after 6 P.M.

30-Help Wanted-Women

SEASON NOW
OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

BOWLING

or night shift. Apply:

Full or Part Time

Subsidiary of IBM

Good Pay - Good Tips

8501 West Higgins
Road

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021

10

An equal opportunity employer.
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

filivertone electronic organ.
Want ride from Rolling Mea-

100'

Used galvanized pipe.

1" and 100' 1 1/4". Also

dows to Fullerton & Cicero.

3/4, HP Pump and motor.

Lv. between 5:30 &'6:30 A.M.
CL. 5-4549
Used Window Air Conditioner,

255-0397

Wanted to buy, Electric typewriter w/push button carriage

8,900 B.T.U. Call: 255-7816.

MALE & FEMALE

A.M. & P.M. Routes or Both

CLOTHES
255-7546

.

CopyFlex (Bruning) Model 100
New $495. Asking $125.
Coloramic Tile Co.
512 W. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-8477
Mt. Pros.

1925 N. Race, Arl.Hgts.
Football shoes size 8-E. Low
type - plastic spikes used
one seas. CL 3-8970

MOVING OUT OF STATE
MUST SELL - GARAGE SALE

Also house and office turn.
Sat. & Sun. Aug. 20 & 21.
10 AM to 6 PM

GARAGE SALE

1208 S. Haddow

10 AM to 6

Dresser, Round Playpen,
Storkline Buggy, Cosco Hi Chair, Stroller, Lionel Train

3 blk:s. East of Arl. Hgt. Rd.
3 blks. South of Central
GARAGE SALE. Fri., Sat.,
and Sun. Porch turn glider
and 2 chairs. Boys like new
'26" bike, 170' console T.V.
window fan, lamps, other
misc. 714 Dresser Dr. Mt.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

76-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Saturday only

Arlington Heights

Some furniture, toys, games
and miscellaneous. 905 N.
Belmont. Art.
Crib

Edison

&

Matching

Pros.

(Never used) CL 9-2570

Hours Approx;

6;30 - 8;30 A.M.
2;30 - 4;30 P.M.

Year Round Work If Desired.

3040 S. BUSSE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

Male & Female
Join A Profit Sharing Company

It you are 18 years of age or older, can count parts and
total same, and have your own transportation, come in or
phone us about the 3 - day inventory Jobs an employer has
asked us to fill for him.
Contact the

ILLINOIS STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
824-7191
Des Plaines, Illinois.
601 Lee Street

AMPEX

OPENINGS AT UARCO

INTERVIEWING:

!

CUSTODIAN

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm

Job?

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
is

Openings on
First and Second Shifts

are for
ASSEMBLERS
Experience On Assembling Small

,

Experience in Custodial duties desirable.

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

.

Looking for
a Permanent

$2. 70 an Hour

No Fee to Applicant Or Employer For Our Services

Join

. 30-Help Wanted-Women

YOU!!

at

Phone 439-0923
COOK COUNTY SCHOOL BUS, INC.

30-Help Wanted-Women

for

OVER 150 TEMPORARY JOBS
NOW AVAILABLE
IN NORTHWEST SUBURB

Paid Training, Free Baby Sitting Service.
Hospitalization,' Major Medical, Life Insurance.

30-Help Wanted-Women

Expert alteration on quality

4 Piece Gray Bedroom set
complete. Call evenings or

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

DRIVERS

110/

CI;

weekend 259-0808
GARAGE SALE
Aug. 19 and 20 - 10 AM
3 piece Sect'l & misc. items

No Sundays

Arl. Hts.

Water $5.00 a month!
Johnson Water §oftemr.

Make an offer 259-0901 after 6
THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

722 Kensington

Soft

return in ex. working condi

' 10100-a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

BEVERLY LANE
'1ESTAURANT

392-7239.

Jewel Ladies watch
17
all rhinestones includingband.
Original $125. Best Offer.
255-4083 or 359-2852.

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High SchOol education. Full or part-time.Day

Wanted-Women

side T V antenna $10, tricycle $5, bottle sterilizer $2.

$50.00 Pr. Call CL 3-3996

SBC requires key punch oper-

,

White sew. machine $15, out-

armless chairs.

Regency

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

(Lunch)

-

niitchtng Beige brocade

M-11410 Wilted-Won

30-Help Wanted-Women

32-Miscellaneous Merchandise

32-Miscellaneous Merchandise

Parts And Handling Small Tools Is -Desired

.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

MULTILITH OPERATOR-DRIVER

-

Will operate multillth machine -part time. Drivingotcompany
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

JUNIOR PLANNER
Experience in procureMent of parts or related items and
knowledge of production scheduling.

ANALYZERS

GENERAL CLERK

High School graduate. Starting assignment a variety of
general office duties.. .Outstanding opportunity to learn
and advance to a more responsible position.

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

Sales Positions in the Chicago
Area. Salary plus Commissions.

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS
Ability to, read bine prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

UARCO INCORPORATED

ASSEMBLERS
No experience necessary as we will train.

Barrington, Ill;

West County Line Rd.

DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

INSPECTOR
Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify
any ambition individual.

the KEY to the future r.

-

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

0 No2MMMY.

PURCHASING EXPEDITER
Follow up purchase order with vendors.
iolOPM,

m
1 ff...Mt(0f

At an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
0

wpFrimm

OftommeM

*Company paid

'insurance

O

f

Landmeler Rd.

2201 Lunt Rd.
hunt Rd.

.0111.
OAK,
INOUST11141.

CHICAGO

1.0

. more then 250 firms provide excellent Job opportunities
for experienced and unexperienced men and women fon

LIGHT ASSEMBLY
PACKING
SECRETARIAL "0 GENERAL FACTORY

BOOKKEEPING

SET UP
OFFICE

An Equal Opportunity Employer

V2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf- Road.
1 mile west of. Mannheim Road "

ORDER PICKING

WAREHOUSING
DIE MAKING

OTHERS

DAY AND NIGHT SHIFTS .
MONDAYS S FRIDAYS - 500 PM TO 500 PM
SATURDAYS - 1.00 PM TO 550 PM
APPLY
OTHER TIMES - CALL 25111-1873

Devon Rd.

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

Alsomume.s.

Elk Grove Village

M

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC NV

O

DRAFTSMEN

439-8700

O

Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

o=

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines; For Various Type Of Coil
INTERVIEWING

equipment.

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

COIL WINDERS

CENTEX industrial park

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

Third Shift Only
are for

THE NATION'S FASTEST GROWING INDUSTRIAL PARK

MACH I NESHOP SETUP MAN

for many company benefits such as

Openings on

,

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

CENTEX INDUSTRIAL PARK EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

210 E. HIGGINS ROAD

ELK GROVE VILLAGE. IWNOIS

TELEPHONE

439-8070'

r

fi
.30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Waeted-Women

16 -To Rat Houses

2 piece Adm. Phonograf AM

Elk Grove Village 4 bdrm.
home. 2 full baths, screened porch, fenced yard,, im-

FM Stereo in blonde 7 yrs.

old $50. Smith Corona Port.

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

Typ. writer like new $40.
2 glass and mirror step end

Has Job Openings For

tables $15 each, 1 match.
cocktail table, 2 bowling balls,
living room chairs, Bird cage

CLERK TYPISTS

and misc. items. 437-4456

anytime.

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS,
38 -Books

Sacred Heart of Mary fresh-

Apply Personnel Department

man Book B. Level. 259-4963

Has an opening for

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

Male German Shep. Pure
Bred (no papers) 8 -wk. old.

ifALL RENTALS

537-9040
KITTENS: free to good homes.

Weddings

WITH 6 months to 1 year's experience
058 Machines preferred
GOOD STARTIN SALARY

and excellent company benefits

CONTACT MRS. LUCCHESE

392-8209

AT 272-5500

German Short Hair Pointers
10 Wks. old. AKC regist'd.

IMPORT MOTORS OF CHICAGO

Deerfield, Illinois
3737 Lake -Cook Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

pups

also Poodles AKC, shots and
wormed healthy home raised

SECRETARY -TECHNICAL

639-9728

Excellent opportunity for experienced secretary in Chemistry
department. Job Involves moderate typing, dictation, general
secretarial duties and ability to handle administrative matters.
Excellent working conditions in pleasant surroundings.

Many company benefits including paid vacation, holidays,
program etc. Salary commensurate with
insurance
experience. Call the Personnel Department.

BORG-WARNER CORPORATION

Miniature

Schnauzer

register.

AKC

Stud Service 255-

4691

Reg. pedigree male miniature
Schnauzer, 10 mo. old Papers

& shots $85. CL 5-4008
FREE Kittens given only to
very. good homes. Call 2594871.

Roy C. Ingersoll Research Center
Des Plaines, Ill.
Wolf & Algonquin Rd.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

An equal opportunity employer

Like new Kenmore gas stove,

827-3131

copper shade. Will sacrifice
price. Also, small refrigerator for $5. 259-1888.

GENERAL OFFICE

!!!HELP!!!

Dictaphone operator, Key Punch operator, NCR operator and
clerical positions now available. Good starting salaries and
excellent possibility for advancement.

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:

Paid Hospitalization
Paid Sick Leave
Free Coffee

Paid Vacations
Pension Plan

7 Paid Holidays

display furniture
from builders deluxe model
Must sell

homes. Save up to 70% Terms
and delivery arranged.
773-0252

8

after 12 noon
piece Dining room Set.

$35.00 or best offer
CL 3-1761

Redwood Picnic Set. Electric

';3 9 G9ZA01213 u
sc,

CL 9-1620

1100 Hicks Road

Rolling Meadows

NO AGE LIMIT

NORTH SUBURBAN COMPANY

automatic washer.
Good condition - $40.
Hotpoint

in GENERAL OFFICE WORK

of the following types:
STENOGRAPHERS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK
-CLERK -TYPIST
. Typing atidi starthand skills,

392-1963

Norge 30" electric range 3
yrs. old exc. cond. $50.

1-1/2

Baths

3 bdrm.

Family rm.

w/fireplace.' 1/2 acre -landscaped. garage, carpet,
drapes Nr. Prospect & Fair-

BARRINGTON

to buy low equity homes.Look

cases. Towering shade trees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn, 3 -car garage.
reduced for quick. sale

-

$56,900.
COUNTRY ACRE close toVil-'

ton area, by Oct. I. 259-5000,
Ext. 25.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

Arlington Heights by owner.
3 Bdrm. Colonial, carpeted

living rm. dining L, stairs,
hall & bath. Attached 2 car
garage. Walk to train. Con-

& schools.LeavingState.Must
sell $22,500. 392-3236
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS BY

7 rm. brick ranch.
1st floor fam. rm., 3 bdrms.
2 baths, fireplace. $32,500.

OWNER.

126 W. Main St. -Barrington..
OPEN SUNDAYS

Arlington Hgts-3 bdrm.home.

Phone DU -1-3434

Full D.R., lg. L.R., lg. kitchen, enc. porch, panelled

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

basement, 2 fireplaces, 1 1/2
baths. Mid -30's. By appoint-

92 ft. 3 bdrm.executive ranch.
Air-conditioned. Approx. 1
acre. Underground sprinkling
system. Choice SHERWOOD

ment 392-9561

ARL. HTS. LABOR DAY

area. Owner transferred.

OCCUPANCY

CL 3-8942

Arlington Hgts.2 bdrm. ranch,
panelled family room. Cer.
tile bath & kitchen. Newly
remodeled inside & out. Sep.

000 homes, 2 blocks from
school.' From $39,000.

FL 8-6120

NEW IN._

Din. Rm. 2 car garage. At-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 3-7737

tractive lot. By owner $18,800

BARRINGTON-JEWEL PARK

An address of distinction.Pine

mos. old. Will sacrifice.CL 35245.

Speaker column. 30 watt ca pa -

Gar.

Finished Family Room
Carpet
All Appliances
Fully Imp. Lot

'55 Buick V8 2 dr. hardtop
auto. Good running condition

Exc. for 2nd car. 255-1931

392-5106

CHOICE

ALSO

RESIDENTIAL LOTS
-Palatine-Barrington Areas $3,500 to $8,800

4 BDR. COLONIAL

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

253-3389

2 accords. - 120 bass. Reas.
CL 5-8781 after 4.

Student flute and musical stand
in excellent condition $70.
392-0927.

ASSEMBLERS

Electric
guitar and case. Excellent
condition, rarely used, many
extras. $165. Call 392Fender

Mustang

3915

Electronic component manufacturer has limited

openings on 2nd or 3rd shifts, full or parttime. Experience not necessary. We will train.

down, 42 months to pay. Stop
in and see Plats.

...$32,500

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY .

ti

Model at 1419. N. Chestnut

434 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800
Palatine
Open 9 to 9

ART -WAY. BUILDERS
259-3535

ELECTRONICS

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

LIGHT FACTORY WORK
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
NIGHT SHIFT OPENING

Travel Camper complete equip. Sleeps 4: Exc. condi-

Rear Ddor ICC Flasher.

4 LEFT
Econoline Van

owner. Phone CL 5-4482

Plymouth convertible.
White with red- interior. Firestone champion white wall
!res. Re -built transmission.
225 or best offer. 358-2699
after 6 P.M.
1959

THE DODGE BOYS

Roselle Dodge

25 S. Park Roselle, Ill
'64 Oldsmobile. 4 dr. Holiday
Sedan. $1850.
CL .3-7240

Standard

1230 Rear Springs. Glass Rear

Doors ICC Flasher.
1 LEFT

Mirrors 700 x 16 Tires
2 LEFT
F 100 Pick Up
240 C. I. 6 cyl.
Std. Trans. Heater ICC Flash-

ers. 1250 Rear Springs.
Immediate Delivery

tion. CL 3-4378

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

clutch, immaculate condition.

'ROSELLE
'FORD
333 E, Irving Pk.
4 blocks East of

sell. Make an offer.
CL. 3-8076

65

HONDA

like new,
CL 3-8321.

Roselle Rd.

SUPERHAWK,
many extras.

Roselle, Ill.
Phone LA 9-5551
99 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

ROSELLE
DODGE

DODGE

BOYS

1965 Mercury Comet 2 Dr.
R/H., SS, red, low mileage
CL 3-2549

$1285.

Monza - 1362 4 speed, clean,
black with red interior $650
392-5718

shift. Perfect. CL 3-2477
1964 Chevrolet Impala Convertible. Small V8 auto.

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

,

1959 PLYM. FURY 4 DR.
V-8 Auto. Trans. Brown - 2 tone tan int. Real Good Transportation.

$195.00

823-5277

'66 Red VW, sunroof, w/w,

radio, perfect condition. Must
sacrifice. 392-6950.
'65 Rambler. 10 month waranty left. Asking $1495.
253-5476

1965 Dodge Dart
Wagon 6 pass. 4 dr. Dark
Blue. Std. Tran. Hoof Rack.
Good Tires. 28,000 mile

left. Factory warranty.

1964 Chrysler Newport
2 Dr. HT Dark Green. P.S.
P.B. 23,000 miles left.Factory warranty.

SAVE $$$

99 -Automobiles For Sale

1965 Dodge Dart

LOST OUR LEASE
On Storage Area

2 dr. White, Blue int. 6 cyl.
Like New, 25,000 miles left.
Factory warranty.

1963 Chrysler 300

MUST CLEAR OUT

200 Brand New

4 dr. H.T. White, Red int.

At Dealer Cost
Fairlane wagons
LTD's and air cond. cars
Mustangs,

1961 Mercury Mont.
2 Dr. H.T. P.S. Radio Auto Trans. Low mileage.
One owner.

SAVE $

P.S. P.B. W/W Automatic

Trans. 12,00 left. Factory
Warranty.

1957 Chev. . Convert
V8 Automatic Trans. Radio
Power Brakes. Good Tires.

'

11-Apts And Rooms To Share

Young woman wanted to share
semi -furnished 2 bedroom
apartment in Rolling Meadows

WHITE & CRONEN,

ROSELLE'

INC.

ROS-ELLE, ILLINOIS

392-6194 after 6 PM

IS

"BE CAREFREE"

TIFFANY PARK

AT

35 NEW HOMES - 3 & 4 BEDROOMS
$21,450 - $25,350

WILLIAMSBURG

Open daily 12:00 - Phone 392-5249

Palatine's newest luxury a-

Model Homes at 4407 Wilke

partment building located at
Smith and Johnson and offer-

ing the following ultra -deluxe

DES PLAINES

103 -Auto Trailers

Must

FORDS

14 -To Rent Apartments

APPLY

chrome. Canvas cover. 3926781 after 6 p.m.

po er, Like new. Pri-

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Eves. - 677-5717

Very low mileage. One owner.
Stick shift, radio, deluxe

pipes, travel rack. Barnett

Most may be purchased 1/3

Everything Included

ONLY 3 LEFT

Heater Spec. 1 Ton Pack Glass

Heater 3750 Rear Springs ICC

Yellow with black inter. Bucket eat, 4 speed, console,

'62 - 2 dr. Valiant rad.-std.

381-2424

64 ELCAMINO
V-8 WHITE

65 Olds. 442 Holiday Coupe.

M. GRAFT, BLDR.
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

At Dealer Cost

F 350 Stake 4 Speed

1965 Honda 305. White, tuckin

ditional. Roman bath in master

suite. Low 70's.

...$29,000

clty. 3 speakers. $45.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

features:
1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking diatrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping

ROLLING MEADOWS
Regal Homes, Inc.

MOUNT PROSPECT

IN PARK RIDGE

25 N. Northwest Hwy.
TA 3-4123

DODGE)

Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington
25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

We're busting out
at the SEAMS with
NEW '66 CHEVROLETS

4. ample parking, storage

and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
ft bdim - $185. 1
How accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

4 p. m. - Midnight
Midnight - 8 a. m.

OPEN EVENINGS

UNTIL 9 p.m.

:HOME REALTy.
Women needed for packaging & inspecting of our plastic
containers. Work Is light and clean. Company benefits
Include paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical and
life insurance, 9 laid holidays, 2 weeks paid vacation.
Call or come in and see our modern air conditioned plant.
APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE

132 51; Northwest Hwy.

Palatine
358-455L

CONEX
1101 S. MT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES. ILLINOIS 60016
TELEPHONE. 396.1266
"

$34,000.00

11 mos. 'Tri-level townhouse

2 bdrms, 1 1/2 bath. Family

ies, 14 cu. ft. Frigidaire refrigerator,. sep. dining rms.,

Es. DIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS tsc.

3 Bedroom Ranch with' 1 1/2 baths and a Family room on
a 100 x 200 lot in a choice Country Club section

Sublet Apt. Wolf & Central

rm'. & basement $160. Avail.
Sept. 1st. 299-4597
1 and 2 bdrm. colonial style
apta. now 'under construction
for fall occupancy. Balcon-

296-2266

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

condition. Phone 392-0255.

1956 Pontiac 4 Dr. H.T.Automatte Trans. P.S., P .B., $300.
or best offer. CL 3-2758

trees, elegant 4 bedroom tra-

1896.

Fender Bassnian amplifier 6

IMPORT MOTORS OF CHICAGO

El

sleeps 6 - $30. All excellent

vat
DAYTON NANCE R. E.

Phone for appt. 392-3895.

speaker,
very good condition. $55.359-

MRS. LUCCHESE AT 272-5500
for an appointment

666 GARLAND PLACE

1963 Western Field Camping
Trailer, sleeps 8 - $400. Side
extension 9x12 umbrella tent,

55 -Musical Instruments

Starting salaries commensurate
with experience and qualifications. _
if Interested, please call

TRW

98 -Mobile Homes

ful

Inventory Clearance Selling

6 cyl. Eng. std. Trans. Heat

Ford state, 1 1/2 ton,
12' steel bed, lift gate, needs
work. Best offer. 358-3065.

'60 Falcon, 2 Dr. Wagon.Stick
radio, heater. CL 5-5072.
1962 Ford Galaxie V8 R/H and
whitewalls.

cation -- 2 bedrooms, large
room, large attic
dining
w/stairs for expansion -study, rec room w/brick fireplace - 1 1/2 baths, garage.
Quick possession - $25,500.

venient to shopping, church

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
No 'Junkers
-Northwest Ratnbler - Palatine,.
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS. .Palatine
WANTED USED CARS
Bring Your Title - Cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

'56

529-3900

session.
Brick home in convenient. lo-

'ROSELLE.

102 -Trucks, Trailers

B & K REALTY

99 -Automobiles For Sale.

reduced to $30 ,000.Quick pos-

2 DR. HT., P.B., P.S., Auto

1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

.

4 bedrooms, study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in
living room and dining -L. 2 car garage. Owner transf.
lege.

CLEARANCE

255-2834. Best offer.
1962 DYNAMIC "88" OLDS

Call after 6 p.m.

3 & 4 bedroom homes. We
also have a surplus of cash

beautiful family room w/book-

TRUCK

mission, air - cond. power
steering & power brakes,
radio speaker, very clean.

101 -Automobiles Wanted

CL -9-0043 - OWNER

Colonial home on 7.8 acres.
6 bedroomi, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces. large dining room,

'

Red int. One owner: Clean.

you will see why we are in

for the sign that says

19, 1966

,

,102 -Trucks, Trailers

'58 Buick Super.4-door, hardtop. Silver' blue, Auto. trans-

Trans W/W Black, white top.

1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl. Hts.
LOOK for the sold sign and

you --authentic Williamsburg

2 to 3 brm., 2 baths, garage.
Up to $250. Prospect/Arling-

K amplifier, 12"

FL 4-2186_

in-laws, horses? Perfect for

456-3050 - Miss King.
Responsible family of 3 adults,

4 BDR. BI -LEVEL
2 Baths - 2 Car

AGENT

need of NEW LISTING. We
are practically SOLD OUT
and have many BUYERS and
good TENANTS waiting for

view Schools.

82 -Wanted To Rent

" 255 -?1283

competent figure aptitude or
a good memory may qualify you
for one or all of these positions
Excellent working conditions
and company benefits.

POSSESSION
Well maintained.

Mature business woman desires furnished room with
kitchen privileges or large 1
room efficiency apt. Phone

ALBERT RILEY

ton School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Rbasonably
,priced.

$27,900 - IMMEDIATE

lion Wheeler

CL 3-7710

Desk. Many more miscellaneous household items1 Phone

contract if desired. Barring-

FOLZ REALTY
RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL
CL 5-3535

HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

5 executive homes in exclusive
community of $35,000 to $45,

from commuter station. 5 year

CALL 392-7033 FOR
APPT. WITH OWNERS.

Parties
Graduations. etc.
CL3-2973

5 acre home site, 5 minutes

96 -Real Estate Wanted

Low summer rates for

Stove Double Oven, Pine -Dining Room Table, Metal Office

G.E. 16 cubic ft. refrigerator
and freezer. Yard equipment
and other items. CL 3-3085

located in Deerfield
has interesting openings

$22,900.

Frith:

99 -Automobiles For Sale

AREA

132 lot.

5 PM.

48 -Household Appliances

GENERAL OFFICE

portation. Low taxes. 85 x

AMERICAN LEGION HALL'

369-0103

Miniature Schnauzers

Convenient to schools &trans-

3 bdrm. ranch.. Arl. Hts.

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment.

NORTH SUBURBAN COMPANY

w/w carpet. -- double gar.
-- tool shed -- fenced back
yard. -- Nicely landscaped.

Low 30's 392-3085.

Northwest. Close to schools.
City Parks adjoin back of lot.
Ideal. for young couple with
children. Call 392.0723, after

JR KEY PUNCH' OPERATOR

1 1/2 baths -- full basement.
Pantry -- 2nd floor laundry.

Utility rm., 1 1/2 baths, 2
car garage, central air cond.,
cony. location. Many extras,

after 4
WANTED Sacred Heart of
Mary freshman Book B level.
259-4963 after 4.

Park Ridge

1661 Northwest Highway

BARRINGTON

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Older home -- 6 brms. --

mediate occupancy. $210 per
month. 437-5732.
Arlington Heights by Owner.
Lg. 3 bdrm. Colonial, plus
Sep. D.R.,
office or den.
family rm. with fireplace.

THE DAY

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

86 -Real Estate -Houses

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

air cond., really sound proof,
adjaent to shopping, 5 blks. to
Station, Adults only. NO .

.

111 N. Lincoln
Arlington Heights' 392-5678

CLOSE OUT
On all Executive demo driven cars. The low low pride of
the year on all '66 Chevrolets with highest Trade In on
your old car.

'ONE EAST CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.

.253-210.
:Menke,. M .A .

MULTIPLE.
.LISTING SERVICE

'5554, IRVING PARK RD.

''Service It Oat
. Buttons"
P.

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

Page 10

CARNIVAL

THE DAY

.

THAT WAS THE
CLOSEST WE EVER
CAME TO ONE OF

I REMEMBER
THE DAY MY

ILL 'TAKE SOME MEN ASHORE
AND EXPLORE THE ISLAND.

COAT CAUGHT

IN THE GEARS
AND I SCREAMED

AlEAYE,SIR

Friday, August 19, 1966

AND YOU DASHED
OVER AND *TOLD
ME THEY WERE

JUST PILED UP
STOCK GEARS!

NO VENDER! TH'

THEM ROMANCES

FOOL TOLD HER
TI -I' GEARS WERE
STOCK AND HARM-

WHERE 71-1' HAND-

LESS !SOME
BRIGHT BOYS

SOME HAND SAVES
THE PRESIDENT
DAUGHTER AN'GETS
HER AND TH' SHOP -WELL, THAT'S HER,
AND HE AIN'T GOT

OF TODAY
WOULD HAVE
TH' WORKS
'

WITH THAT
CHANCE!

EITHER!

FOLLOW ME, MEN

'Of COURSE you're from Toledo. Mr. Crutsinger! I don't

know what in the world made me say you were
from Spendereville!"

"Nothing much! Just a note from the Friendly -Finance
Company telling us about their new 'association with
the Unfriendly Collection Agency!"

4 WU.

T11. o.e m. to on.

THE W ILLETS
LET'S SEE
YOUR PAINT-

BE CAREFUL, THIS IS
NO ORDINARY WORK

ING, SAKE! OF ART, CLYDE!
I NEAR IT'S
HEARD IT TOOK
FIRST PRIZE IN THE
ABOUT AS
ORIGINAL
BARN PAINTERS'
HOBBY CONTEST!
AS THE
LEMONS
ON A SLOT
MACHINE!
ANDYOUWANT
f SAW IT W ITN MY VERY METOPIANGIT

OWNEYES! 1 SAW A

BACKUP ,.

LEAF FALL JUST NOW! MAYBE

8-14-6b

aRwiLLIAm5

VELVET AND OLD IRON

OKAY 616CaLE YOURSELF CRAW);
YOU CREEPS! TA BRINGINs IN A
GUY to TAKE A LOOK AT IT .3E5'
'TO PROVE IT'S THE REAL

STUFF! AN' Ti4t5 BIRD KNOWS
MOPE ABOUT PAINTIN' THAN

RENBRANDs TEACHER!

irA LEAF FALLS,
CAN 6CHOOLTIME
BE FAR OFF? PIMMA1 ?

BUGS BUNNY

CAN I

OKAY, KID;\

IF YA CAN
OUR NEW RIND WHERE
FIRST
VER HURT:
USE

I SCRATCHED
MY FINGER ON

(-HEY, CICERO:
WHAT'S TAKI NI
YA SO LONG?

I DECIDED I MIGHT AS WELL

PRACTICE FOR MY FIRST AID

TES WHILE I WAS ABOUT IT:

AID
KIT?

MY NECKERCHIEF

PIN, BUGS:

liOSSiBLY
A PAINT

SALESMAN=
I

L-77 -7!.'"--

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

I HAVEN'T HIT
ANYBODY

Vitamin D
Poisoning

SINCE THEDAY
BER;42

I'MTDO `AXING 7E7

'44r,

BE COMING

DOWN W1774
COMPLACENC

YE5/L=1:ZDAY.

*OA

1*7;

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Q -- What are the symptoms
of vitamin D poisoning" Could

SORRY The '53 _F
+ -type MG Midget is SOLD OUT

cod liver oil cause hardening
of the arteries"

But the 1966 MG Midget does 0-60 In less than 60 seconds

-- Excessive amounts of

A

See Them At

849

4, 1%4 1, NU, i.e.

vitamin D cause a loss of ap-

KOSKE
IMPORT MOTORS
460 N. HICKS RD. - PALATINE - 358-5760

apathy, nausea, weakand a great

petite,

headache

ness,

thirst The preferred treatment
is disodium or dipotassium
phosphate Autopsy on some of
those who have died of this disease showed severe hardening
of the arteries and it is reasonable to believe that a cause

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS FROM PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA
BRUTUS WC IT WIiN TO

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

$7C0 FCWER

71)G (S I ealbilf
HIM FOR HIS

1115 T060
ME W0601.
LEb tail THE

and effect relationship existed
in these cases The daily requirement of this vitamin is
400 units but you can get this
with 10 minutes of exposure of

ACROSS

"IABLF1

Q -- What is nicotinic acid
good for" Is it a vitamin? Is it

for example
16 Govern
17 Feminine name
18 Pierce

safe to take it for a long time?

CAPTAIN EASY

It is needed in the. trans-

NEAR DA TOPPA

DAT PEAK EESA

formation of food into energy
and in the prevention of pel-

SMALL PATCHA 5(10W
WHEECH MAY HIPA

DA witEcicaoe

It has also been used in
large doses to reduce the blood
legra

JUSTA

FOR 22 YEARS

NASY FLIES
TO NORTHEAST
ITALY...THEN
EN CAUSEWAY

BEYOND DA

INQUIRES AT

VILLAGE WE WS'

ROMYS HOTEL

period

LEAVA DA ROAD,
DAWSON...AND
HIDA DA TRUCK

level
It can be
taken safely for an indefinite

IN I

SIGNORINA wain? 5HE
CHECKED OUT EARLY TODAY,,,
MO TOOK BUS TO CADORE1

INTO VENICE
WHERE HE

cholesterol

M

U

ALLEY OOP

53 Surprise
54 Second test
55 Slipped
56 Compensate
57 Finish
DOWN

IScottish cap
2 Public .
.

institutes

I

institutes closed
doors in June ofIhis year
these

its

E

i!ON
S

T

E
GL

36 Florida city
37 Furnishes new
weapons to

46 Flat surface
47 Above tcontr.)
49 Two nitrogens

38 Observation
39 Build a steep
slope

51 Pigpen
52 Cleaved iab.)

'chem. prefix)

20

23

36

.11"1:111£1.16
MIA. 1.. TA.

U.L P1,

5 Fruit drinks
6 Put to proof
7 Uncivilized

7

38

34

P'

41

44
48

promenade ISp.)
3 Housed, as a car 53
4 Mountain pass

did, however, wage a success-

'of

20 Slender stick
21 Small cask
27 .62 Roman)
22 Period of time '29
Saved
23 Compass point
33
Scottish
24 Notion
schoolmaster
26 Free from smell 34 Man from Rome
28 Dark -colored
35 Public vehicle
and strong
30 Blend
31 Color

N

A

EV
5EVE

L GRI

50 Poison

underwent a remarkable rehabilitation at the institutes, there

ful battle to promote the idea,
now widely accepted, that alcoholism is a disease The last

19 Odors

21 Kipling
character
25 Emanation
26 Much (slang)

E

48 Last king of
Troy

and counselling was given.
Although many alcoholics

The

N O

P

O N _P
AT A
ME

L

0

mountains

44 Chart
45 Plant apoplexy
47 Lubricant

Off

were allowed, cigarettes were
forbidden Coffee drinking was
limited Various drugs were
used; exercise was encouraged

relapses.

F
L E

S

42 Eyes iScot.)
43 Shakespearean

stitutes (founded in 1879) where

were

N

E. R S

E

D

40 Greek letter
41 Roman bronze

A -- The alcoholic voluntarily
entered one of the Keeley In-

or four weeks Although moderate cigar and pipe smoking

S

7
T

32 Sour -producing
36 Foot pedals

BUSHES:

Q
What was the Keeley
cure for alcoholics" Was it
effective"

he was free to come and go at
will The stay was usually two

8 Lifetime

lab.'
13 Greek assembly
15 Taws and milts. 14 Peruvian

direct sunlight daily

plex

R

RAV

9 Evening party
I Cross -10 Units of work
4 One old -Order British
7 Prisoner's -- 12Empire
member
11 In the fashion

011111* ROO'it

a small area of your skin to

A -- Niacin or nicotinic acid
is a part of the vitamin B com-

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Children's Games

BIRTNDAY!---

50

1.. 1.

WEATHER
Tonight:

Fair

I

1,,

1

'

..

t

4,

Z'

.14'

.Telephone

ro5pect

cooler;

and

I

Low In the upper Ns. Tuesday: Sunny and ,cool; High in
the upper 70s.

255440g

Your Home, Newspaper

School Ta,xes Bother -You?

Fireworks
Mishap

Dist. 57 to Discuss Budget

Injures 4

Dist. 57 board of education
members will hold a public
hearing at 8:15 p.m. tonight

A mishap near the end of the
fireworks display on Rand -

on a school budget totaling
more than 52,500,000.
This figure represents al-

sent

burst's fourth birthday Friday
four spectators to Holy
Family. Hospital for treatment
of injuries.

most a $50,000 increase in expenses from the 1965-66 fis-

One of the aerial bombs ex-

Last July the, board tenta-

that

lice at about 4,000.
One fragment gusset Mrs.
La Verne B. Schultz, 602 Coun-

the

cil Tr., Mount Prospect. She

budget will- be approved with

was unhurt' but her sweater
was burned.
daughter
12 -year -old
Her

few if any changes.

ALSO slated for board
action are grievance and tutoring policies.

for a second time.
Board members voted 4 to 3 in:
July against participation.
debated

Stunk!

received first degree burns on
her ankle and Clare Flaherty,
19, of Hoffman Estates, was

BY BRUCE CUTLER

Sgt. Gerald Glascock provided

Dist. Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg,

J. C. Basesitart, Stool Dist. 57 *moistest impedetesdad sad board of edscados secretary, Waffles
through sum of the stadstical tables is the sew budget

who was absent at the July
will answer qtiesdons raised by board member
meeting,

to be discussed tonight.

Don B. Carson.

first aid for Miss Flaherty before driving her to the hospital.
Mount Prospect firemen had_

a fire engine at the center for
the fireworks. They called the
ambulance to take three of the

5 Men Injured
In 2 Truck Crash

Mother of 9
Finds Crutches

injured to the hospital.

Are Too Slow

to the ground."

Five workmen from the Metropolitan
were injured Thursday in a traffic accident.
The five were riding in a

Mrs. Thomas E. McGough
"It made an orange glow,
of 407 S. 1 -Oka was taken to like it was burning," she said,

truck that had stopped at Golf
Rd. and Elmhurst Rd. when a
driven

by

George

Burke Jr, 36, struck the rear
of their vehicle. The workers
had been cleaning village storm
Sewers.

Burke, of Buffalo Grove, was
ticketed by Mount Prospect
conditions.
Treated and released at Holy

Family Hospital, Des Plaines,
were

Levan

Sims,

45,

the

driver of the district's truck;
Russell Zinchuch, 53; Anthony
O'Donnel, 46; Vincent Flood
Jr., 19, and William Tortorella,
19, all of Chicago.

Zinchuch said Sanitary District crews have been working
two weeks cleaning Mount
Prospect's storm sewers.

Thursday, the crew worked

in the 900 block of S. 1 -Oka.
Hi said twigs and grass clip-,
pings are the main cause of
blocked storm sewers.

Lou Rosanova told Mount
Prospect police Saturday that
threw

a

.

4 -pound

rock through a $100 stained

glass window in the foyer of

Mrs. Schultz explained that

not have time to fool

around with crutches.

Community

a

Hos-

pair of crutches. It wasn't

long before Mrs.
discarded them.

McGough

They, just slow me down,"

%Voile -4411-begin this Week

on paiing a .side walk along
Weller Ln.
Mount Prospect engineer.
Bernard Hemmeter said Tuesday a bid
51,288.75 from the
Chicago
Suburban
Asphalt
Paving C of Elk Grove Village has been accepted.

she

Commissioners
Delay Action
On Rezoning
Plan

Arlington Heights bid $1,300,

sion on

he said.

two lots.

commission

members

business

zoning for

feet wide,
150 feet long,

burned."
said
the
Glascock
Sgt.
Schultz's were standing 188
feet
from the blast where
ropes held back spectators.

Stolen Pay
Phone Found
By Brothers
Two teen-age brothers recovered a stolen pay telephone
Thursday.
Police said the telephone had
been ripped from a construction

iver Wendell Holmes Jr. High

Expansion

day when he fell from the foundation of a home under construc-

tion. He was treated at Northwest Community Hospital.

plans. were be-

ing discussed by the building
committee of St. John' Epis-

copal Church, 200 N. Main,
Friday

night when someone

tossed a rock, through a window in the parish house. Lois
was estimated at $80.

Police inventories this weekend showed the
"give" and "take" of crime in Mount Prospect.
One inventory showed Mrs. Ida Tews, 600 E:
Evergreen, lost more than $3,000 to a, burglar.

Another demonstrated what roaming vandals
collect from back yards.

Mrs. Eugene Mogilinski, of 909 S. School,
called police because of the accumulation of

That's what her husband Richard has been
asking ever since the skunk woke them up at

$3,000.

OFFICER George Mucciante listed tile gifts
as seven lawn chairs, four chaise lounges, a
redwood table with benches, a bird bath, a
lawn mower, a set of monkey bars, a TV tray,
a grille, two children's picnic tables and the
bottom half of a scaffold ladder.

'

Most of the neighbors were able to recover
their "lost" items.
-

Mrs. Tews has not been as fortunate.

Her home was burglarized Thnrsday by some-

one who entered by prying open the kitchen
door.

Cabinets,

IN AN inventory submitted to police Saturday

them with diamonds), two men's wristwatches,
a lady's watch and a necklace as stolen.

Coupled with five silver' dollars, seven John

drawers,

linen closets and bedroom drawers were all
ransacked.

Mrs. Henry 0. Anderson, 203 S. Edwards,
also burglarized Thursday, was not "taken"
for as much by the burglar who police believe

G.

With its atmospheric hallmark clinging to the
air the skunk ascended the dolly -ramp to free-

Kennedy half -dollars but left , many

Hengler tried hardware stores, animal lab-

suit

mediate

to prevent

the

When all else failed, they happily used a
"potion" supplied by their neighbors, Mr. and

Last Monday Mayor ConM. Brickman Mid West. Corp. from going ahead greve said concerning the rewith their plans in reliance zoning: "It is a disgrace that
the county would give so little
on the zoning change.
"If we were to wait, we weight to the first hand know-

Mrs. Charles Gloss.

might have serious. trouble,"

With the help of the "potion", ammonia, fans,
a candle and a kerosene lamp, their basement

Congrcve said.

ledge the villages have."
'Siegel said the suit

Village legal consultant, Jack
Siegel, said that the suit would

and 52,000.

builder

oratories, pet shops and veterinarians in a futile
attempt to find someone who knew how to remove
the smell.

at 1723 Kim is almost habitable now.

.1.

probably be filed Thursday or

But Hengler wonders what kind of Mount
Prospect resident keeps .a non -de -scented skunk

Friday.

as a peCanyway.

He said the suit would seek
to have the ordinance changing
the zoning declared invalid.

would
cost the village between 51,500

He said the matter might go
to trial sometime in October,
but whichever side wins an
appeal will be likely.

also seek an injunction to pre-

Mount
Prospect
citizens
will lose some of their voter
power under a city government,
according to Robert Soderman,
public relations chairman for

"UNDER their proposal,
they say Mount Prospect would

to build
site.

seem

The Citizens' to Keep Village

houses," Siegel said. The site

to be making here is that Chi-

adjoins the Citizens Utility
Co. area that was without

Government.
Soderman released

cago
a

state-

hospitalization, a pension plan.
Minimum age is 18.

Job specifics can be learn-

problem by also having one

ernment.
Soderman
declared
that
Mount Prospect voters now
elect all 14 village officials,

a total of 1,818 aldermen.

may be sent to Max Ullrich,

every

"Fourteen

So-

aldermen,"

derman said, "would be. more
aldermen

government,

like

village -type

goiernment, is the lack of suf. . Chicago -has one representative for.

80,000 people," led Soderman
to assert:

Richard Daley very happy.

"He would then have 1,768
more aldermen to help him run
Chicago."

Three windows costing $25
each were broken in a home
struction Co. officials told
Mount Prospect police Friday.

Seat Slashed
Wayne Petersen, 2505

men in their city council than
any other city in the country.

"The RGA claims that Chicago is underrepresented with
50 aldermen, or one alderman
for every 80,000 people," Soderman continued.

and Kirchoff Rds.
In that case the land adjoins
Arlington Heights. John Woods,

Arlington Heights Mayor, said
July 5 that such - rezoning by
the county renders municipal
zoning ineffective.

Fresh Environment

Grove, Arlington Heighti, told
Mount Prospect police Satur-

in

vice station
pect Plaza.

Officers of a political move- cial resources necessary to
ment aiming to change the form win an at -large community of Mount Prospect's govern- wide election.
"Candidates able to augment
ment released a statement today
criticizing
"organized these resources are naturally
most acceptable.
politics."
In an appeal directed to
"THIS inherent weakness
"civic -minded citizens, homevillage -type
government
owner associations and civic of
groups," leaders of the Repre- breeds indifference toward the
sentative Government Assn. selection of more worthy and
promised a "fresh political capable candidates.

"Voting for frequently pubin Mount Prospect" for those supporting the licized names becomes_ the

environment

change to city government.

E.

Mount Pros-

Coins Stolen
The theft of an estimated
$1 15 in coins and currency was

reported to Arlington Heights
police Saturday. Raymond W.
Kehe, 1113 S. Pine, said S75
in coins, $40 in one dollar

bills and a gold wrist watch
were taken from his home.
mummacmateamierefaxamitimat

consequence.

"From our viewpoint," RGA
The RGA is contesting the
viability of village government says, "city charter governid a special referendum Sept. ment will be both the enabling

13. The organization proposes means and the stimulus for
creating competitive political
Granting that some persons forces:
"It is our objective to promay call city government in
a city charter government.

Mount Prospect "chaos," the mote the formation of such
RGA statement says, "Actually
this is democracy in action."

by

competitions
detached
encourage

their

and a mayor, city clerk and candidates."
treasurer all elected at -large.
Under the present village

THE RGA says aldermanic
candidates will be able, under
government the mayor and all a city form of government, to
are

elected at -large,

appointed.

conduct

small

People

independent
their own

neighborhoodi.

"Political power," accord"Every candidate will have
be placed equal
ing to the RGA,
the
opportunities,"
in' the hands of. grass root statement reads,
"without
grouPs," once city govertkent restrictions of political affiliis attained.
ations, number of candidates
the within the race or obligations
"Organized politics,"
statement continues, "is . the to a central political in

Day

dominating factor in deter- fiance."
mining the composition of
City government is describ-

who ash win-

dows on Sunday, morning
when church' is going on.
'
Res '&soy

unfettered -

CITY government for the growth and actions.
"These groups, motivated
village would entail' the election of two city councilmen by civic pride, will seek out
from each of seven districts the most qualified aldermanic

trustees

Gripe
Of The

individuals

from RGA and 16

. and other village officers are campaigns within

"This is a very interesting
argumint, especially in the light
50 aldermen, has more alder --

the

RGA Aims At

"I know," Soderman con-

cludes in his statement, "this
would make (Chicago) Mayor

.

bf the fact that Chicago, with

on

"There is hardly enough
water to supply the existing

"My arithmetic shows that

"1 don't call being able to day someone slashed the seat
vote for just flve out of- 17 of his motorcycle while it was
city officials equal, compared Parked in the rear of a ser-

Prospect.

suit in circuit court against

this would 'then give Chicago

being built at 914 S. Robert
Dr., Schavilje & Knuth Con-

for a city government in. Mount

apartments

2,200

members."

Cocktail hour will be at 7 ficient representation

The money for reservations

for

Windows Broken

ber of Commerce will hold a "the major fault of Chicago

merce.

alderman
people.

just five out of 17 officials
and would completely lose the
right to select library board

than Pitsburgh or
Detroit, with nine \aldermen
e,lphia's
each; more than Ph
tha the
10 aldermen ant
13 aldermen for inneapolis.'
An RGA accusation t
The Mount Prospect Cham-

Saturday, Sept.
10 at the Itasca Country Club.

solve

ment today attacking the proposal of the Representative.
Government Assn., which has
petitioned for a special referendum on a city form of gov-

of C Plans
Dinner Dance
dinner -dance,

their sounderrepresentation'

should

called'

they

Heights

vent the county from issuing the rezoning of the 32 -acre
building permits to the builder Gosch tract between Central

have one alderman for every
2,200 people.
"The inference

Arlington

THE SUIT, he added, will and Mount ,Prospect have filed

Village System Defended

year. Carriers are entitled
the
criticized
Soda -Man
to low cost life insurance, number of aldermen required

Included, according to the police report, was' chamber vice president, in care.
of Van Driel's Pharmacy, 100
Mrs. Anderson now might be tempted to E, Northwest Hwy., Mount
Prospect.
think thil was a "gift."
$200 in currency.

agreed to the court action.

dom at 5:15 a.m.

a

p.m., dinner at 8' p.m: and
She reported that. clothes from the master dancing from 9 to 12 p.m.
Reservations are limited to
bedroom were strewn all about,. as was linen
from the hall closet, but that two smaller bed -- 150 couples. Tickets are S20 a
couple. All checks should be
rooms were "gotta through rather neatly."
made payable to the Mount
THE BURGLAR emptied a bank and took Prospect Chamber of Comseveral

Board and that a majority had would join in the suit. Arlin&
ton Heights joined with Mount
Prospect in opposing the reHE SAID he decided on im- zoning.

famous squirt -power.

Geocaris, who announced the with my present ability to
vacancies, said carriers can vote for 14 out of 14 village
earn up to 26 days of vacation officials."

pulled both jobs: She lost S30 worth of goods.

items of value in full view,

Mrs. Tews listed four jeweled rings (three of

desk

B-4 'adequate.

to

floor," Siegel said.
tion.
Mayor Daniel Congrcve said
last night that he had polled the
SIEGEL said he did not
six members of the Village know if Arlington
Heights

not before it had protected itself with its in-

Post Prospect.

Office pays S2.64 to start with

Police! reported many items of value were ed by calling 391-2730.
left in the jewel hot) indicating either that the
burglar had no taste or was looking only for C
quick cash.

residence)

"They want to build high
(general service), by the Cook
County Zoning Board. The rise apartments in an area
Cook County Board of Corn- where residents have difficulty
missioners approved the ac- getting water above the first

Hengler dropped down an auto mechanic's
dolly to give the skUnk a ramp to escape, but

The full time positions are enough representation in Mount

periodic increases.
Postmaster
Theodore

(general

4:45 Saturday morning.
They found the skunk banging its head against
the basement window in obvious frustration because it could not climb out of the well.

don't now have either equal or

The

three plots in an unincorpor- failed.
The village 'has termed the
ated area west ,of Wheeling
Rd. were rezoned from R-5 water supply in the area in -

Who put.the skunk in Mrs. Hengler's window

The Mount Prospect Post claim of the RGA group.
Office is looking for five full
"It has been claimed by
time carriers and part time some people in :own that we
openings.

ter.

well?

SODERMAN goes on to attack the "equal representation"

ones.

F. Kennedy half -dollars, $90 in currency and
several rare coins, her loss totaled more than

THE KITCHEN

items "given" to her.

Post Office
Here Needs
Carriers
career

County circuit court to fight the county's rezoning of
about five acres east of the Randhurst Shopping CatA week and a half ago the water July 4 when a pump

The boy fled, they said, but
Four commission members
present said they thought the they found the phone buried near including' the six members of
them up in cars.
request was too important to a bulldozer. Telephone company the library board.
The sidewalk will also en- be decided by anything less officials retrieved the phone,
"Under city government,"
able children to cross Weller. than the full seven -member the coins still jingling inside.
Soderman's 'statement says,
Ln. at marked school cross- board.
voters "would be able to elect
pupils from Westbrook School
to wait for parents to pick

Poor Start

Mount Prospect will file suit this week in Cook

BOTH

telephone oh the- ground.

They Giveth, And
They Tctketh, Away
.

guess Joanne was too

Wayne Meier, 14, and his
Commissioners
met
Fri- brother James, 16, of 1807 S.
will be about
day
on
the request for B-3
along the west side of Weller
Roosevelt, Arlington Heights,
Ln. south from W. Busse Av. (business) zoning for the pro- told Mount Prospect police
to a public walk at a bridge perty at the southwest corner they were target shooting in
of Golf and Elmhurst Rds. The a field behind their home when
over Weller Creek.
property is now zoned R-1 re- they saw a youth banging the
The
sidewalk,
Hemmeter sidential.

Melvin Weiner, II, of 1705
Martin Ln., was injured Sun-

lice reported Sunday.

1

School.

The sidewalk, 6

Damaged
View

"and

The Knight Paving Co. of deferred until Sept. 7 a deci- trailer on Tuesday at the Ol-

Hurt in Fall
Forest

to her when a fragment hit her
sweater.

'

"popped" out of place.
Doctors at the hospital
fixed the knee and handed her

Schools
at

could hear hear when they fell

pital Sunday when her knee close to me to avoid being

ings.

Windows

does

Northwest

his home at 523 We -Go -Tr.

and Westbrook schools were
broken, Mount Prospect po-

Miss Flaherty said the aerial

bomb sent cinders "that you

A mother of nine children her daughter was standing next

said, will provide an area for

Smash Glass
someone

Sanitary

Weller Ln.
Sidewalk
Approved

J.

police for driving too fast for

BY 'FM STANTON

on her arm.
Denise Theodore, 12, of 1110
Prospect.
Mount
Crabtree,

treated for cinders in her eye.
MOUNT Prospect police

Suit to be Filed
Later This Week

This Skunk

Joanne, was treated for a burn

The question of the district's
participation in Dist. 25's diagnostic learning center will be

truck

Village Plans Suit
Fight Rezoning

fragments into the crowd, estimated by Mount Prospect po-

tively approved the budget,
pending tonight's hearing..
are

sending

prematurely,

ploded

cal year.

Expectations

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Mount*Prospect, III.- 60056

/Volume 1, Not 89

Mount Prospect's village -type ed by the RGA as "the acgovernment.
-

."All potential trustee candidates must 'be acceptable to
some organized, limited membership political group in
order to gain, access

cepted way in more than 70
per cent of Illinois communities listed in Illinois Municipal
League publications, including

nearby
to the Plaines,

publicity, manpower and finan- hurst."

Park

Ridge,
Evanston and

Des

Elm-

-

.t.4. 5445*,*.,

S.

1.

A..

Village Man ..
In Delegation;
To Washington

Atten,ds

A Mount Prospect man will
be one of the seven -member
delegation of the Illinois State

On Banking

Classes

Wayne K. Brinkman of 1722
Commission on Automation and
Technological Progress that Myrtle Dr., Mount Prospect,
leaves today for ,a two-day an assistant vice president of
the Merchandise National Bank
briefing in Washington, D.C..
Eugene Glover of 10 N. of Chicago. is attending a twoAlbert, who is general vice- week session at the. Graduate
president of the International School of Banking at the Uni-

11t

4.

'40

f
IWO

,

.'1.

t

't

v-

,/

AM

I

of Machinists, along versity of Wisconsin.
with the others will be told of
This is his first year at the
Assn.

policies,
profederal
grams and activities concerned
the

with automation and technol-

three years to earn the certificate of graduation. Between
busi- the sessions at the university,

ogy.

Government officials,
association
executives,
national
scientific
institute
ness

Mrs. Patrida A. Fortino, 36, of 7705 Beckwith Rd., Morton Grove, is assisted
by Mount Prospect patrolmen Raymond Lasser, (left) and Robert Baran (hidden
floes the camera). Mrs. FOfillall last control of the car he was driving and may
have hit her head, police say, when the auto struck the divider strip on the outer
drive mit of Rename at Kensington. Police say she was dazed and unable to tell
them what happened. She refused medical aid.

$45,000 Being Spent
On Curb, Street Repairs

automation on the economy, industrial growth and human

The others in the delegation are State Rep. Chester
P.
Majewski (D. Chicago),
commission president; Willmission secretary; State Rep.
John Clinton Youle (R. Wayne);
State Rep. James Von Boeck-

man (D. Pekin); State Rep.

After inspecting two weeks repaired and street holes will
of work by the Allied Asphalt be patched.
"This is our annual patchPaving Co. of Hillside,

Curbs that have sunken or ed and work in other parts of
the village will begin soon."

deteriorated, he said, will be

claim service office.

Skoog is a graduate of Iowa

Hassid Groski, of 501 Deb- Owen and strewn about the
La.,. Mount Prospect, lawn, Mrs. Ernst Busse Jr.

told Mount
a newly crested position, with Sunday.
Tatham -Laird & Radom. Chicago. The board of directors

has been appointed Coatroller,

Richard Skoog, 308 Haller, State University, Ames, where
Mount Prospect, has been pro- he received a degree in govmoted to senior field claim re- ernment.

Co. at the firm's Irving Park

Clothes packed in several
bags intended for Goodwill
Industries were taken from
the back porch at 615 S.
orah

Skoog Named To Post

A petition by Industrial Gas
Co. for re -zoning of land in

Wheeling Township for con struction of a liquid oxygen
tank was left up in the air

by the County Zoning Board

Prospect

police

Nearly Stolen

The land

is

located at 211

Industrial Ln. outside of the
Village of Wheeling.
The petition, presented in

the name of Lawrence Spenoer, president of the compnay,
asks that the land be re -zoned
from M -I manufacturing to

M-2, a broader type of man ufacturing zoning.
The company
wishes
to
build a 2,500 -gallon storage

tank for liquid oxygen in conof the agency made the maJohn Cowen told police junction with the present busiwommeuseat Thursday. Groski an outboard motor valued at
ness on the land. Spencer said
He and his wife Gloria arc Joined the arm as Aecooadag $1,200 was tampered with the tank would enable the comManager
11
years
ago.
He
was
the parents of three children:
Saturday at the rear of 100 N. pany to fill oxygen tanks on the
Michael, 4, Sharon, 2, and made Department Head of Main in an apparent attempt to
Accounting 4 years ago.

Linda. 6 months.

!CM

County Continues Hearing State Acts
On Liquid Oxygen Tank Against 7

of Appeals Friday.

Bags Emptied

Bernard Hem - work and maintenance," Hem "The Hellen
meter estimated the job will meter said.
Heights area is now being fixbe complete within a month.

Mutual Automobile Insurance

(D.

Chicago.

lage engineer

presentative by the State Farm

Schoeninger

Chicago) and Milton Bram of
Milton Bram & Auociates,

street.

As

The "Renegades" will play at the Back -To -School tees dance in (root of Jack's.
Men's Store Is 'the Mount Prospect Plaza. Friday. Members of the group are (left
to right): Greg Timbered, 18, 402 N. Russell, Mould Prospect; Butch Dickman,
16, 25 F., Stoeepte, Wheelies; Joie Heart, 16, 215 N. Ridge, Arlington Heights;
Doe Hull, 15, 1423 N. Belmont, Arlington Heights; Gary Kelm, 17 118 S. Aril
' Mount Pros ton Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, and link Eckard, 314 S. Edward,
pea The veep won a raaareag session during competition at McCormick Place.

and will end Aug. 271.

resources.

William J.

This session began Aug. 14

\

a

dahk

the students are required to do
extensive work involving prob-

personnel, and labor union re- lams in all phases of banking.
search directors will discuss
their experience and share
THE SCHOOL is sponsored
their knowledge in the area of by the Central States Confertechnological change.
ence of Bankers Assns., which
They will tell of the changes is composed of bankers asand trends brought about by sociations from 16 Midwestern
the impact of technology and states.

jam Karp, of Chicago, corn-

About S45,000 in state motor fuel tax money is currently
being used by Mount Prospect to repair broken curbs and

which requires two
weeks attendance each year for
school,

steal the motor.

premises rather than having to

haul it from the south side of
Chicago.

Lady

said

Willard

that, according

to ordinance, a tank built to
any "strong oxidizing
agent" such as liquid oxygen,
must be separated from any
other M-1 property by at least
store

With

According to evidence submitted, the tank would
be only about 60 feet from some
adjoining property.
200

A

feet.

Motorists

suspensions
for seven area drivers.

dinance was wrong.

He said he had helped to
Suspensions for three violadraft the ordinance and felt tions within one year were rethat liquid oxygen should not ported for John B. Mac Pherhave been included among other son,
1400
Wigwam
Trail,
agents which might be dan- Mount Prospect; Scott L. Rangerous if stored. He said li- dle, 832 N. Kasper, Arlington

quid oxygen is dangerous only Heights; Robert M. Saigh, 113
while being manufactured. It N. Homer Ln., Mount Prosis perfectly harmless while be- pect; Loy A. White, 410 E.
ing stored, he said.
Rand Rd., Mount Prospect, and
Spencer's attoreny, James Eugene Young, 324 Lincoln
Dowd, was invited by the board Terr., Buffalo Grove.
to submit a brief showing why
Suspension for violating rehe felt the zoning should be strictions on
a
license or granted in light of the ordi- permit was reported for Stacy
nance.
A. Harcr, 1408 N. Hickory,
A 20 -day extension in the Arlington Heights. Suspensions
case was granted at the re- for driving while a license or
Ventrella, permit was revoked or suquest of Angelo
director of Public Works for spended was given to Helmut
the Village of Wheeling. Ven- Domke, Ill N. Pine St., Mount

trella asked for the extension Prospect.
Probationary

permits were
submit evidence of its desires issued to Bruce F. Gilbert,
in the case. Ventrella did not 604 Elmhurst Rd., Prospect
say what position the village Heights; Patrick M. Kennedy,

would take.

pact, Paul T. Larson, 200 E.

Krueger,

38,

of 1162 S. Mitchell, Arlington
Heights,

Saturday

died

in

Northwest Community Hospital.

He is survived by his wife
Frieda; a son Steven; a daughter Debra, and his mother
Md.' Tillie Aeckerle of Racine,
Wis.

Visitors

may

call

the

at

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Arlington . Heights

in

Home

after 7 p.m. tonight. A mass
will be offered Wednesday at
10 a.m. in Our Lady of the
Wayside Church in Arlington

Heights. Burial will be in All
Saints
Plaines.

Cemetery

in

Des

Lowell Norum
Funeral services were held
this morning for Lowell R.

Nortnn, 51, of 115 W. Campbell.

Arlington Heights, with
Lemmell,

Kenneth

Rev.

the

officiating. Burial was in Me-

Highland St., Mount Prospect,

Mr. Norum, assistant manof the' Beverly Lanes

ager

DeLuca told Mount Prospect

He is survived by his wife
Rosalie; a daughter Linda of

trees

the

on

police.

Guard Call
Cost $284,236
Otto

Gov.

Kerner's office

Bowling

Alley

Arlington

in

Heights, died Friday in Northwest Community Hospital.

Arlington Heights;

a

brother

announced that the call-up of Harold of Arlington Heights,
the Illinois National Guard for and a sister Mrs. Evelyn
active duty in Chicago during Whamond of Burlington, Wis.
July

cost
5284,236.90.

taxpayers

the

Mrs. Florence Erlander

activated

Mrs. Florence D. Erlander,
49, of 3108 Owl Dr., Rolling

cago's west side.

Meadows, died Saturday in St.
Francis Hospital in Evanston.

for 10 days
when violence erupted on Chiwere

That's

Selling your home?

All

Call our

-

Man of the

Dap

She was a resident of the village for I 1 years.

She is survivied by her husband Verner; two sons John E.
of Arlington Heights and Rob-

ert C. of Rolling Meadows; a
daughter Patricia of Rolling

Over

Meadows; a grand son James;
her father Edward Johnson of
Rolling Meadows, and four
sisters_Mrs.. _Nina Fulton of
Niles, Mrs. 'Elizabe-th Victor

A visit to Memory Gardens
convinced us this memorial park

Town

is far more thin a ceniCtery-

of Chicago and Mrs. Bernice
Marin and Leone Johnson, both
of Rolling Meadows.

"When we first saw Memory Gardens, we realized how different it is from any cemetery we had ever seen. There Is so
much natural beauty everywhere at Memory Gardens giving
comfdrt and Inspiration -Wherever we walked we found religious works of art, tree -shaded paths, quiet garden corners.

BARGAIN PRICED
DAY WANT -ADS

Val) flublicationclinc.

A 3 -Line Ad

CLASSIFIED ADS STRETCH

3 consecutive DAYS

It was bound to happen

.

. you just can't keep a thing as good as

dens Is pledged to constant care of the beauty which will
keep it an inspiring testimonial to eternal life. Under the
Permanent Maintenance Fund and Endowments, your property and the magnificent formal gardens and lawns will

First, take a look around your horn, and mobs a list of the things

be devotedly groomed and cared for always.

you find that no one uses anymore. furniture, appliances, yard -and

power tools, musk& initrurfoonts, sports equipment, good but
out grown clothing and toys ore just some of the things to look for.

Many families today are wisely Including the purchase of
memorial park property in their plans for complete family

You'll find others as you go along.
Then when you have your list, just dial 255.7200 anytime between

Britannica Schools, a division of
the world-famous Encyclopaedia
Britannica, can help your bpy or

girl "catch up" quickly in read- .
ing. First, your child receives a

to It. Soon, Instead of things you didn't use anyway, you have et.

CALL TODAY BEFORE 4 P.M.
21115..7200

Ira cash that stretches your budget info better, happier living.

Memory Gardens is norksectartam therefore
their are no separate sections py faiths.

And, if a friend wonders how, you do it-just. smil-mayhe he is
on* of the few who still hasn't heard about °mating Day Classified

complete diagnostic reading test

to determine if poor reading

skills are holding him bkck.
Then, if the test shows he needs
help, specially trained teachers
use new and proven techniques

Ads.

MEMORY GARDENS

YOUR AD STARTS Tommonveour

2501 E. EUCLID AVE:
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

.

.

CLASSIFIED ADS
.

.

I

ADDRESS

MARKET PLACE OF SMART, MODERN FAMILIES

CITY

k

at 10 a.m. in St. Colette Church
in Rolling Meadows. Burial will

be in All Saints Cemetery in
Des Plaines.

meet his individual needs. They

help your child build the skills
and self-confidence required to
move ahead more rapidly in
school. Remarkably low test fee,
Modest tuition. Saturday morning classes starting soon. Limited

enrollment (Grades 3-12). For
information by'retum mail, send

coupon below to Britannica
Schools, P.O. 6336 Chicago,
Illinois 60680.

/1'1'2" PRIORITY INFORMATION REQUEST, ion

I

I
'

.1

REMEDIAL READING PROGRAM

IRITAtifilecl
SCHOOLS, Dept.i A.404.
t
A

P.O. Box 5336, Chicago, inittais40510
Please min me complete information about your diagnostic reading
test and remedial reading program.

,

NAME.

-

to tailor personal instruction to

.

Heise send tie you" FREEbookletcontaining 0111 information
on Memory Gardens' family and -single memorial sites, and
- pictures showing Memory Gardens' natural beauty. I would
also like complete details on prices and on your convedient,
payment plan.

...... '

ZONE

For Immediate Need Call C15-1010

the

Brittatmica Schools' eat:bindle* successful Remedial Readleig Propose
Is Clikap -NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN MANY SUBURBAN AREAS

protection. Memory Garden's modest Monthly Payment Plan
Is designed to fit each family's needs. To receive full information about beautiful Memory Gardens, we urge you to mail
this coupon today.

8,30 A.M. and 5,30 P.M. and give it to the friendly, helpful ad
writer who answers. It's Insapensive too. A 15 word.3 line ad is
only $1.03 per day on the special 3 day rate. That's all there is

call. at

Are poor reading skills
affecting your child's
school grades?

For all the years to come, the management of Memory Gar-

joyed. It's easy, It's I nexponsire and it's profitable!
It works like this.

may

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights. A
mass will be offered Tuesday

smwassr-1....

new feeling about cemeteries.

Why not do as they dot Sell the worthwhile things you own the
minute you discover these things are no longer being used or en-

JIJ

CL 5-0320

rounded by lovely trees and flowers. And Memory Gardens
makes It easy to explain to children the need for cemeteries.
Memory Gardens Is so attractive that It gave us an entirely

and they're talking about It.

s2

BRUNS
REAL ESTATE

shares in the beauty of a featured work of art and is sur-

Day Classified Ads a secret. Many of the families who always
seem to have more and do more smartly us* Classified ads'

Plus Ono Day In Market Day
Edition H Your Ad Appears In
The Regular Tuesday Edition

John Gerling

"We bad never liked the idea of crowded monuments ...here
at Memory Gardens we found handsome bronze family memorials set level with the .lawn. Our family memorial site

BUDGETS INTO BETTER LIVING

The Arlington pay A Prospect Day

Visitors

We were reminded of a peaceful, landscaped estate, with lawns
and flowers on all sides.

(15 Average Words)

ONLY

'

village and John J. Padres, 304' S.
parkway in front of 1 W. Hia- Albert St., Mount Prospect.
watha Tr. were cut down Thursday night. Mrs. Joseph M.
TwO

Units of the National Guard

FOR

John

I

1520 Lonnquist, Mount Pros- - morial Park in Skokie.

Trees Chopped

Secret

v

Walter Krueger
Walter

of State Paul Powell

Sec.

he felt the wording of the or- announced license

to allow the village time to

BOARD chairman
Pedrick

Norman Salzenstein, a consulting engineer, told the board

Obituaries

.D-8-22 `i
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YPdonutr Name

Address

I

City

II

Child's An

State
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THE PROSPECT DAY
Monday, August 22, 1966, -

Artists Visit Allerton Park

The Day's Prospects

A Trip In Search
Of Silent Beauty

Good Music

Is One Of
Life's Beauties

free time, repeat
theme.
A 16 -year -old boy:

little

Woman's Editor

The silence invades your consciousness the moment
you drive up the tree -lined road. to Allerton House, and

'BY DOLORES HAUGH

life. A symphony orchestra is the ultimate in the blend-

ing of sound, musical interpretation and precise execution of a multitude of instruments.

The Northwest Symphony Orchestra was born out of the
efforts of a talented musician and a group of musically inclined residents of the Northwest suburban area. They felt

that there was enough musical potential in this area to form an
orchestra and enough music lovers to support it actively
and financially.
Its continued growth in family to enjoy good music.
purchased
may
be
proficiency, membership and They
from
in
September
attendance has fulfilled the early
expecta- Mrs. A.
Denk, 2556
G.
greatest
founder's

"Ire never worked' so hard

Des

and enforced sleep, and after
that, it's up to us to make our.

and animals that rustle the underbrush by night.

"I'm sure that by the end
of the week," he says, "I'll

It's the silence of intensity,
the intensity of 86 boys and

know whether I'm any good or
not."

girli aged 15 to 17 painting,
drawing and sculpturing as if

Linda Freiburger of Mount

in which he lived would welcome a performing non-prosymphony of its
fessional
own as a result, several area
including William.
residents,
Hellers, Mrs. and Mrs. Arthur Hales, Mr. and Mrs.

dawn.

tent expression tells her story.

model in the basement, moves
her hands vigorously. Her in-

The youngsters are students

Without exception, the teen-

tra.
Dr.

Einar

Anderson,

(Mrs.

E.

instruction
this summer.

EVIDENCE of the teen - agers' work is literally all over
the huge, English -style Allerton home, 'once occupied by

time. The ' group used the
of
school gymnasium free
rehearsals and
charge, for
their first two annual con-

1946.

members and has increased
its performances to four an-

nually. All concerts have been
held to date in the auditorium

A tour of the basement, for
reveals row on row

instance,

of oil paintings spread over
the floor to dry. The subjects

MISS SHELTON

leap up at

Mary

Shelton

Engagement
Announced

at Maine East.

This season two of the four
performances will be held at
Maine South.

Mr. and Mrs. James Clyde
Shelton of Carrollton, Ky., an-

you -- cottages.
animals, heads

water

men and women. Many re-

a Mature command of
talent; almost all shot'" piomflect
ise.

Everywhere,- there' s a

youngster at work. In the coal
bin sits a I7 -year -old boy
from Champaign, sketching

nounce the engagement of their bits and scraps of paper in the
daughter Mary Elizabeth to. tiny room.

In the back yard, cut almost
ON NOVEMBER 27, the Mount Prospect residents,' Mr. immediately behind the house
program will include a per- and. Mrs. William Tudor' Mott. by a lake, a girl from Mount
formance by the Illinois Ballet
Miss Shelton graduated from Prospect dabs at a palette.
Company. Children up to the the St. Joseph Infirmary School On the grounds, six silent
age of twelve years are usual- of Nursing in Louisville. She workers study a Venus in Carly admitted free of admission is attending the University of rera marble, a copy of one
charge, however, for the bal- Kentucky in Lexington where made in 1812 by Antonio Can let there is a nominal charge.
she is a nurse at the Universi- ova.
THE teen-agers, of course,
In May of next year, "Die ty Medical Center.
Inside
aren't always quiet.
Fledermaus" will be present.
ed at Maine East. This is the
MOlT is a graduate of Ar- the house, there's a stir as an
He at- instructor gives directions for
symphony's first presentation lington High School.
of an operetta.
tended Park College in Parks- a 20 -minute drawing session.
"Go, go, go" says the inThe January performance ville, Mo., and Southern Ilwill feature a piano soloist linois University at the Car- structor, a muscular young
At present man with the commanding
while
the
March
concert bondale Campus.
serwill feature Jenny Lind as he is employed as a special a- voice of a Marine drill
violin soloist.
Both con- gent for the Aetna Insurance geant.
"No little sketchbook drawcerts will be held at Maine Company of Hartford, Conn.
ings, now," he says, gesturresiding in Lexington.
South.
The wedding will take place ing at a pretty girl in leoMOST OF the guest art- Oct. I at Christ - the - King tards posing for the group.
"Use big, bold sweeps.
ists who appear on the pro- Catholic Church in Lexington.
Think. Interpret."
grams arc chosen by audition.
The members themHis class, which includes

James Edward Mott, son of

arc auditioned before
as
selected
playing
being
orchestra
members.
The
strongly favors and encourages -local high :school students to participate and, if
proficient,
sufficiently
they
may be selected as a guest
selves

artist.

Kathleen Nakutny of Arlington Heights, responds with a
unison murmur of protest.

How can they capture, the girl
Churcli mixed in 20 minutes?
bowling league will start off
THEN THE silence takes
the new season with an evening
of fun by candlelight at 6:45 - over again,.. broken only by

by a board of 15 members.
orchestra

is

incorpor-

ated by the state as a nonprofit organization.

THE ONLY

support
the
has
is
through
orchestra
the
benefactors,
patrons,
and
as
associates
advertisers
season,

of
in

last
the

books
distributed
program
All conat each concert.
may
attend
retributors
which
take
place
hearsals
from
Sepeach Wednesday
tember to May at Maine
South.
Season
tickets offer an
excellent opportunity for the

Homemakers
Picnic On
Members Farm
The Mount Prospect Homemakers held their annual summertime

picnic

meeting

re-

cently with over thirty members attending.

The hostess was Mrs. J. E.
Lockhart who entertained, the

group at her 80 acre farm in
Mundelein.

The group will ,hold its next
meeting at the Mount Prospect
Community Center on Wednesday, September 21 at I
Anyone interested in
p.m.

joining may contact Mrs. D.
R. St. Clair at 392-3917.

sons arrive at the park.
youngsters,"
"These
says, "have had some

Striking Lanes.
Friends
welcome.

and

neighbors

interested

in

art.

Each

is

'
other parts of the house.
"It's hard for the students

Sunday through Saturday. On
a
Mondays," she says, with
wry smile, "some of them

"So much

expected

is

them," she adds.

Not everyone comes home
with a prize from the school,

and

awards

outstanding

to

.

A scholarship for book or
material costs also is given

Johnson, whose
Agreement.
eyes are merry behind his
school
says
the
glasses,
"means a great deal to the
r"

Come In And See Our Extensive Selection

Cal's Beauty Supplies

Mary A. Burns of Wheeling.

AT

MOUNT PROSPECT BRANCH
MT. PROSPECT
207 SO. EMERSON ST.

PHONE 253-1385

to a Summer Art School pupil who goes on to major in
art at Illinois. The money is
many," he says, "this provided by Mrs. George B.
Malmgren of Chicago. a mem-

once

a

student

at

You're wiset6
PAY BY CHECK
RiZz5)

,Allerton

Cathleen Rae Swanson of
"The instruction he receiv- Mount Prospect, who attended
a
school
session from July 17
ed here was the turning point

Park.

,

in his life," Johnson says.

.

to July 23, won a

first -prize

THE STUDENTS, who have award as outstanding student.

Staying At

Home or
going away ...
You'll love our
"busy schedule"
hairdos

the
PROOF OF PAYMENT! No need to worry about MAILMAN DOES YOUR WALKING no matter
Your check doesn't stand in fine
receipts. Your cancelled checks ate automatic. weather!
gets first class attention. Ybu're "good credit."
undeniable proof. mailed to you each' month.
.

!ON YOUR LUNCH HOUR!

,

With the amazing NEW

L'

Coupon

Jean Lowrie, 392-4928, treas-

TAX DEDUCTIBLE items, paid by check, are nos!.

tive proof. You cut down your income tax .. save money, time, trouble, embarrassment.

$15.00 and $20.00
Ate. A's

urer.

POCKET MONEY is all you need when ybu use
checks. So, you can't lose much by robbery or
carelessness. Your important money is in the
Bank.

... You're ahead in many ways
with a CiVy.) CHECKING ACCOUNT:
The Bank does the bulk of your bookkeeping chores.
You know why, when and where your money's spent.

You build up your oredit-and prestige.
You save on paycheck oashing-and your time.

Permanent Or Bleach

Country Club
AIP.

$

00

uicl:

altta5-s

Iternernher

&Oat

OFF
IN TNII MO ORONO*, COUNIIICtUll

11.1.,,,,,

Coupon Expires September 17
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Prospect

SAY"
.

for women who want to have attractive hair
at all times

see our wigs and wiglets.

presents

Duchess Beauty Salon

"BEAUTY AND.
THE BEAST"'

Aloha Beauty Salon

_liven by Lew Musill's
Tale Tellers"

Country Chili

.

4

1/10 time for bleaching
1/10 time for tipping
1/10 time for frosting

the CHILDREN'S THEATRE

.

HAVE A BLEACH
1 /10 time for tinting

Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30
Sunday at 7:30
Box Office Opens Daily 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Reservations B Mall Or Phone CL 9-5400

Sat. 9-12

the beginning of something
ber of the Federated Women's
He cites the
important."
Clubs.
noted sculpture Bruce Filtif,

Super -Sonic X-11. Machine

PS* A 14,0* htlbs

Tues. ThroFrL 9-5

Hours Mon. 9-9

course completion
University of Illi-

the close of the
Dr. Walter Johnson, who di- students at
recta the art instruction, nods sessions.

E WOMEN'S bowling

Cisparen $1.00
Adults 92.00

Cheri Mercer

students to take home.
"The university subsidizes
other bills," says Mrs. Col -

sents

ONLY

Ann White of Palatine, Robert
Bethurem

ficate of
from the

AND STUDENTS OF COSMETOLOGY

Kathleen

"The club provides S45 for
room, board and ari supplies.
and a package of supplies
worth about S8 is given to the

nois, and the Illinois Federaof tion of Women's Clubs pre -

want to go home."

league will bowl on Thursdays at 9:00 a.m. at StrikTo sign up call
ing Lanes.
Gale Bogdajcwicz, 299-3446,
president; Jane Jebens, 255Mary
or
secretary,
4399,

`A.Girl Could
Get Lucky'

Meadows,

to adjust at first." 'says Gini
but to the observer it seems
Alft, a striking matron with a lar
that merely being in Allerton
Park constitutes an award.
patrician face and softly upare rewards
THERE
also
swept gray hair.
n
d
incentive programs.
a
"Our sessions run from
Each student receives a certi-

zoni, 827-2874.

Northwest Suburb's Only
Professional Theatre.
Don Appell's recent
Broadway hits

Rolling

of Des Plaines, Carolyn Griffin of Hoffman Estates and

house.

BEAUTICIANS

Other area youngsters who
the school this season are Kathleen Turcottc of
attended

sculpture in the basement of Robert Allerton
a

are

at the

Heights.

Stluka and Patricia Ayers of
George'
Heights,
Arlington

Call

NOW PLAYING

walks in Chinese maze with her friend Mrs. William C. Van Dyk of Arlington

of sponsored here by a federated
Mount Prospect works on women's club.
Freiburger

Linda

Bob Crawford, 439-6639, or John Bor-

TH

she

training in school or are just

South

sounds of conversations from
of p.M. on Saturday Sept. 10, at

41.to.

affairs
The
business
orchestra are managed
the
The

South Church
Bowlers Set
To Hit Pins
The

MRS. ALICE Collar, as-.
sistant chairman of the school,

art

one -week
sessions offered

-

Mrs. E. Charles Alit (right) state chairman of the Summer Federated Art Scbosii,

ing.

Commerce, is state chairman
of the school. As supervisor
and administrator, she's also

financier and art patron Robert Allerton and given by him
to the University of Illinois in

orchestra boasting over eighty

long speech for most, too

concerned with work for talk-

Charles)

perintendent of Maine Township High School was one of
the ardent supporters at that

certs.
In the past 14 years the
group has grown from 35
players to a full symphony

a

explains how the young per-

three

su-

agers say they're glad to be
at Allerton Park. And that's

Alft, wife of the former executive manager of the Arlington Heights Chamber of

254 students who enrolled in

Henry Doemland, T. H. Ouderkirks, Franklin Paine and
, William Reinke, founded the
Northwest Symphony Orches-

clay

Prospect,

pro tern mother to a total of

John Schwenk, Mr. and Mrs.

at work on a

their life forces were ebbing,
as if they had to fulfill all
their artistic promise before

Gini

.1

time productive," he says.

Plaines.
available

phony Orchestra.
Crafton felt that the urea

ILIu-

It's the silence of the rural area of Robert Allerton Park, a
1,500 -acre -tract near Monticello in Piatt County, the silence
of the country broken only by an occasional chorus of cicadas

at the Summer Federated Art
School, sponsored by the Ilalso
are
Perry E. Crafton
completed a conducting semi- at the door. Season tickets linois Federation of Women's
nor.. under the guidance of may also be purchased at Clubs and taught under the
Rafael Kubelik, then musical the first or second con - auspices of 'the- Univeriity -of
Illinois.
director of the Chicago Sym- certs.
Road,

Ballard
Tickets

this

doesn't retreat until you're miles away again on the in my life. But the discipline
is good.. We get plenty to eat
open road.

Women's Editor

Listening to good music is one of the beauties of

tions.
In 1952

Page 3.
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MOUNT PROSPECT
ESTARLISMED 1911.

11.181ATE BANE

PUMP Avenue & Itrnerson Strest/CLearbrook 5-4000
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

HOURS: 8:3.0 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Daily (*.resat Wednesday).

302-3900

3.6t0 PORCFICIFF nowt)
. ILL.
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This is for people who are
complaining about the water,

school

the cost of water or the fact

human side of news'.
This is a story
exander Lopez.

names

and

ther moved into their home at
.34 S. Highland in Arlington

This is for people who are
happy or unhappy with their

about apartment zoning, school

government; people who want

taxes or garbage pick up.

than it is all right with us."

an alderman or a tiustee to

He is too young to be angry about parking and traffic and. the high-handed man-

Maybe nobody cares about
the Lopez family because they

about Al-

Alex has no time to worry

represent them:

It is a story for people who

their street paved and

Alex is only 4 years old. He
is

too young for any of our

worries.

Alex has- only one trouble.
They call it leukemia.

That is why Alex won't evThat is why

er come home.

are "newcomers".

they had the funeral Saturday,

Maybe people are too busy

ner of the Cook County Zoning

He stayed in

Children's Memorial Hospital.

"We have not lived here long

enough to know anyone," his
father said. "We do not want
to pay to have anything put in
the phper about us; but if it is
your policy to print such news

ter,

with his parents.

Heights only recently.

reporters

who are too busy to see the

that somebody might got wa-

with important problems to be
concerned why Alex did not
come to Arlington Heights

Board, His mother and fa-

those who don't want it paved.
It is for columnists who
make silly noises about high

peo-

ple who think they have trou-

want

4..

.

.. by Frank E.:Von Ara:

Some Day
This

. t

Sitting Dummy

In the Game
Of Life
BY WARD CANNEL
Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

.The information reprinted below comes from Cadaco, Inc.,
Chicago game manufacturer. It was published originally
as a full -page ad in the trade magazine "Toys and Novelties."

"If I hear one more complaint about high food prices, I
may cry!"

a

The World's Best -Selling Book
Inspires the World's Most Wanted Game!

Tbe Protpect 3Dap

TEN COMMANDMENTS
BIBLE GAME
.

.

.

new Ten Commandments Bible Game is a family game

with unlimited appeal, dramatizing the high ideals cherished
by followers of all faiths ...
Never before has a game been concieved to bring home the
basic rules of life in such an enchanting, imaginative, truly
enjoyable fashion...
Pilfer -Proof Box Contains Colorful Folding Game Board;
Journey Wheel Spinner Card; 6 colorcd sets of Commandment
.
Deck of Scroll Cards . . . 120 wooden discs
Tablets
.

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intact -trial ,inlegray._"
Marshall Field 111
Monday, August 22, 1966

Page 4

.

representing

Harvest Baskets

.

.

.

Plastic Discs represent-

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher,

ing 'pieces of Silver...

The audience thoroughly enjoyed the two character play,
called A Girl Could Get Lucky, which opened last Tuesday night
at the Old Orchard Country Club Theatre. It will continue
through Sunday, Sept. 18. The play is having its Midwest premiere at the Northwest suburbs' only year round professional

ingrained habits

Author Donald Appell

has

succeeded in proving that good

old jokes never die. He uses
most of them and the audience
loved every minute of it.

Penny Moore, played by Lil-

lian Evans, talks like a thirty
year old juvenile delinquent
but obviously loves the good
things in life. She loves good
books, fine linens, good silver, flowers and dinners by

candlelight

- Andy Willard, her first act
boyfriend and second act husband, is played by Norman
Rice, an Arlington Heights
resident
In the play, he is a

New York cab driver who considers ten dollars in a joint
bank account to be the ulti-

mate, in martial generosity.
There is unabated vocal conflict from the first curtain to
the last

The arguments are done in
mixtures of accents
that once in a while pass for
strange

New Yorkese

MOREOVER, you cannot open a magazine nowadays
without finding some expert explaining why a woman's role
is so hard to play, or why the dating game is bad for the

characters is
any thespian.

a

challenge

to dren.

Miss Evans and
Mr. Rice kept the play going at
a lively clip and produced some
loud guffaws and general mer-

riment from a sparse but appreciative second
ence.

night audi-

local

Both

as

light

Haas, who has been
director at the Country Club
Theatre for almost four years,
did a fine job of staging. It is
too bad that his professional
company does not play to larger audiences. They have never
done a really bad play. It
would be nice if theatre lovers

Jack Vandermyn
is on vacation. His
Vantage Point column will be resumed on his re-

area would make the
Country Club Theatre a habit.
in

the

The atmosphere is congenial,
the prices are right and dinner
is served every evening in the
quiet dining room.
It would be an ideal spot for
residents worrying about where
to take their out of town guests

turn.

would

be

different

give up because their lifelong ambitions

There is even a book on the best-seller list in which a
psychiatrist named Eric Berne has reduced human neuroses
to "The Games People Play."
Precisely

where

this game of living begins we do

not

know. But doubtless it starts quite soon after a baby discovers that if he cries, something will come along to comfort him.

"I think your efforts to rid the courts
of juvenile delinquents, keeping them off
the street and from just 'hanging around" will be progressive eventually,
but I don't think you understand why some
boys

and

girls

become

delinquents.

I

don't know all the reasons either but do
have some ideas...
"You stated (some)

teen-agers

don't

have the motivation to display their talents...What about those who do care and
maybe lack the high IQ or intelligence
(me) that's desired or required for a
certain vocational career?

But on the other hand, no hitting below the belt. And don't
forget to root for the underdog even if he's a born loser.
Furthermore, keep your eye on the ball; stay on your toes;
don't lead with your chin; keep your cards close to your
vest; don't pass the buck; don't skate on thin ice, and keep

"Some students have wanted to become
nurses ever since they bandaged their
dolls' arms; others have had plans to

pitching even though you've got two strikes against you.

tots

WHETHER there is anything more meaningful in life
than the games people play, we do not know. But apparently
it is not necessary to worry about it if you play your cards
right.as

'

On the other hand, it seems to us quite possible to lead a
perfectly exemplary life until you cash in your chips -- just
so long as you know what the score is.
And, of course, the rules of the game:

teachers since they were little
playing school themselves and so

become

many others wanted to enter these and
other professions...

"(But) because of the great emphasis
placed

on

boards

college

and

pre -ent-

rance examinations, these students with
motivation, ability and especially the
desire to learn are discouraged because
they
rejected from
particular
get

Honor thy father and they mother - Advance 15 cubits.

schools.

Do not covet neighbor's house -- Collect 20 Harvest Baskets.

"Their lifelong desires...to engage in
nursing, teaching, etc., are now lost and
have to be forgotten.

that

pays

but

something,

the...interest

particular job (is) lacking. They
just don't care, because it is not what
in this

discouraged,

ruined...(They) "bum around" obtaining that 'laissez faire' attitude on
life.
are

"I don't understand why such great
emphasis should be placed on college
boards and college entrance exams...
"How can these tests, taken in one
day, possibly determine your ability,
show your personality, emphasize your
inner desires, or show how hard you
have tried to compete with the difficult
subjects required to enter this particular
profession?

"In my opinion, someone who has the
the motivation and the
willingness to try to become what he has
set his heart on doing for years should
desire to learn,

at least stand a chance...

"You wonder why kids hang around

street corners...and the like; well if
they can't get accepted into college
where are they going to practice their
talents, skills and lifelong ambitions that
they so, long desired to perform?

"I am presently doing work in chemistry and am trying my hardest to fulfill my desire to become a registered
nurse. I too, if not accepted by a nursing
school, could become a delinquent..because of discouragement."....

More Nicks in Your Personal Income

entertain-

the area.

-Catherine O'Donnell

Each one per cent rise in
living

costs

strips

approxi-

mately five billion dollars off

the buying power of the American people's accumulated
personal savings. It will nick
their annual
personal
in-

come another four and a half
billion dollars

in

the

higher

prices they must pay for their
year's consumption of goods
services. Fa reports the
family economics bureau of

and

Northwestern National
Insurance Company.

Life

How much will rising prices

take from YOU and YOUR
family in 1966? Here is an
inflation scorecard, calculated
by the insurance economists:

A 'speedup in our past creep-

ing inflation lo a brisk three
per
has

,(c

could be very easily...

30 plastic pieces of Silver.

ment for clubs and groups in

The Handwriting on the Wall

against the middle.

Commit Adultery -- Do not pass Gomorrah. Do not collect

for a night out, without having
to drive great distances.
It

"Now they are undecided and don't
know what to do. So they will find a job

they planned to become.
"Others who are very

man win.

Will

What follows is a letter from it teenager:

No, I am not a juvenile delinquent but I

but it is also very hard on the constitution.
All's fair in love and war, to be sure. And may the best

entertain-

A Delinquency Factor

Hardly a day goes by without our hearing about somebody who

WITH THAT ace up his sleeve, it is not long before he
cat albums and are quickly turning into national cel- has his eye on the ball and is out playing to win with no holds
until somebody blows the whistle on him.
ebrities thanks to the Cel- barred
There may be many advantages to playing these life games,

It is a play that is best

described
ment.

Jack A. Vandermyn
"7'.Vrtus Editor

has been playing the hero, the market, the fool, or both ends

groups have

lar and local popularity.

.

"I have been reading your articles
about juvenile delinquency...
"Because I am an 18 -year -old teenager I feel your articles pertain to me.

kiddies.

Area teens push, fill the
dance floor of the Cfllar
to bear and dance to the
music of the Shadows of
A PLAY that uses just two Knight and Saturday's Chil-

theatre, in Mount Prospect.

The story is about a man
and a woman in their thirties who find happiness after
a
great deal of adjusting to
each other's peculiarities and

garding this invention. Especially the part about the cherished
ideals in the Pilfer -Proof Box.
But on second thought, the matter has begun to look rather
reasonable. And, in fact, a Ten Commandments game may be
just the gambit for a national rebirth of morality..
The people we know are getting pretty jaded in the advertising game, the merchandising dodge, the management team
- 0and the television racquet.

The
Big
Crush

Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedatsch
Managing Editor

Well, we must confess to having had a qualm or two re-

Play Goes Along
At a Lively Clip

K

price rise in 1966
been a frequent predi-

cent

cition by, economic authorities.
We are ahead of schedule on
that prediction, as indicated

by a climb of one and seVeti-

tenths per cent in the Govern-

creeping again, our in- to 1965, the report says; its
flation rate over the 20 years, scorecard shows how, by
since World War II has aver- examples;

however,

aged out at 2 3/4 per cent a
In the past decade a 810,000
year says the report, or less retirement nest egg has lost

report.

to the $5,000 to $10,000 -a ments consumer price index year group. If yours is one of
in the first half of 1966, the them, the predicted three per
family
economics
bureau cent rise in prices will boost
points out.
your annual expenditures for
Just over 80 per cent of goods and services by approxiAmericans'
total
personal mately $135 to S225 to main-

then

income is spent for goods and - tain your accustomed standard
services. The rest goes into of living.
such items as income taxes,
savings, Social Security payWHAT REALLY hurts, of
spectacular
ments,
charitable
the
contribu- course, is
tions, etc.
job of thievery a seemingly

bought a U.S. savings bond,

$1,500 of its purchasing power
through inflation.
A widow who was left a

for

$200 -a -month

But

rate of inflation can
accomplish over a period of
bureau's
the
says
years,
It cites
report.
scorecard
examples which include the
stolen interest earnings on

if your family income modeit

is around S5,000 a year, you
will probably spend close to
90 per cent of it, or about
$4,500, for goods and services, according to the bureau's
scorecard. If your gross income is $10,000, goods and
services will take' about 75

such time-honored thrift media
as U.S. savings bonds, savings

accounts and other types of

than the current 1966 rate.
Yet from the citizen who
example,
cashed it in

in
1965,

1945

'and

inflation

income
ten
years 'ago to support herself

stole 9/10 of the total inter- and family finds her purchasearnings on this prime
investment. Unless his total
1965 income was too small
est

ing power has been cut to the
amount $170 bought in 1955.

JUST SINCE 1960 the cost
to incur any income tax, even of a year's attendance at the
the remaining -1/10 was more averaging
state
university
than wiped out by the tax has gone up S160.
For atcollector April 15, 1966.
tendance at an average good
IN THE American scheme private college, annual costs
of things, the person who have risen $300.
saves money has an inherent
Yet, the report points out,
advantage over the one who various
economic
experts
Yet millions of have termed an annual infladoes not.
thrifty . citizens have been tion rate of between one and

per 'cent, while some 25 per .deposits, and warns that in
cent of the higher income goes the long run no form of ininto income taxes, savings, vestment is complete.y safe seriously hurt by inflation two per cent "acceptable,"
etc.
from the eroding effects of averaging only one and three and "comparative price staquarter per cent annually over bility."
Nearly half (45 per cent) of inflation.
Even' these optimists agree,
all U.S. families now belong
Creeping, walking, trotting, the ten-year period from 1955

that

a

price

climb

rate of three per cent or more
a
year will hurt, says the
At present
preponderance
forces is still
continuing
increase
balance,

it notes, the
of economic

on the side of

A tax
could change the
and help preserve
inflation.

the value of the public's paychecks

and

its

savings.

So

could deferment of non -essential government spending, and
the maintenance Of non-in-

flationity

wage -price

guide-

Political considerations.
make such remedies unlikely
lines.

in an election year. It is a
generally recognized principle
however, that the longer an

inflation is permitted to gather

momentum

before

it

is

taken in hand, the more delicate becomes the problem of
checking it without an economic

upset,
cludes,

the

report

con-

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

Oar

e

SIOPCOMPIAN41146.

WOULDNV 'RAPE PLACES WITH

Monday,

A BACHELOR, EVEN IF YOU
' HAD 14E CHANCE.
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OUT OUR WAY
EARLY FOOTBALL PRACTICE,
EH 7 BUT WITH
A BASEBALL

OH, YOU CAN'T TELL A STUBBORN

GUY LIKE HIM ANYTHING! IT
TOOK HIM ALL SUMMER TO
LEARN HOW TO HANDLE THE
GLOVE AN' NOW HE WON'T
TAKE IT OFFJLIST BECAUSE
WE HAPPEN TO BE (.15041

MITT.

A DIFFERENT KIND

OF A BALL!

mmummii.

A BACHELOR DOESNY

HAVE ANYTHING 2

PONI HAVE.

"I knew something was up! I've been winning entirely
too many arguments with your mother lately!"

'Ain't there some kind of a test .1 can take, Mom, to
keep from being drafted for school?"

THE W I LLETS

:its
f.?Ni itA

AA
..............

41164

of f/

("1(4i/RINI1111/'

8'22

THE WORRY WART

Natcvc,7trm

4.

inst

,M;y:

4'1'4d

04\ i

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
MY WORD, HOW IRONIC!
JAKE FINALLY HAS SOMETHING GENUINE TO SELL,

WELL, T.
WOULDN'T
ABOUT
'THAT ART DEALER "; WORRY
SAKE! WHEN IT
'THAT'S LEONARDO
COMES To "(AKIN*

DID 'IOU RECOGNIZE

rr ABOUT TIME 10415 VACA170N-Cooic AND RCKER-UPPER
GOT OUT INTO THE SuN SWINE .

....... lelinal11110111111111t1

AND HE'S IN THE CLUTCHES

AKEY
HE'S BEN` CARE OF. NUMBER OF A MAN OF DUBIOUS
INTEGF.11-IY!rD BETTER
SUED EVERY DAY! ONE, HE5 THE
LOOK UP THE PAINTING
THE PAINTERS CLAIM
WORLD'S
N MY REFERENCE
HE PLAYS MORE
CHAMPION!
BOOKS

TOMORROW WILL

BE SOCN ENOUGH

ANGLES THAN A
BILLIARD
CHAMPION!

BUGS BUNNY
THAT'LL GIVE. YA AN
IDEA WHAT "THESE
SUPER V1TAMINS'LL
FER YA,ELMER:

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

Gall Stones

7.1Jos-r ear mY

A CHICKADEE?

NEW BIRDCALL.
WI -EAT EW:RD

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

VVOLILDM2.1

I am 49 years old and

Q

i-IMM . .HOW ABOUT

EEK & MEEK

LIKE ME TO

have had an inflamed gall blad-

oft soy(

der for several years. As long

stay on a low fat diet

as I

I

don't have any trouble. The
won't have to.
doctor says
have my gall bladder removed
as long as 1 don't have stones

L

1

and stay on my diet. What do
you think?

A -- A chronically inflamed
gall bladder without stones is
a rarity. What is much more
common is a series of attacks
of abdominal distress falsely
attributed to. the gall bladder.
If your discomfort is due to
an

irritation

INCIG
CAVAI-1..1

..,-o 11145,

.

IF 'iliAT'S'IKff

LS A V4161_

ACROSS

',PO 1060

1Profound
emotion
5 Object of
adoration

9"- meets

bladder attack but my X rays

vizr

What will happen if

don't have the gall bladder

removed',

CAPTAIN EASY

test

rM ALMOST SURE PAPA'S

to be nonfunc-

bladder merely on the basis of

By NWtPER,
WE'VE FOUND rr,

MATTES/. VATS
WREC
STICKI
UP INKAGE'
TH' SNOW&

it ft

gall bladder that does not _
function is not recommended.
In many persons with a non -

a

and avoiding
the treatment

Q --What are the symptoms
of a gall bladder attack? Haw
can I tell whether I have gall
stones?

A --Gall

bladder

colic

oc-

curs when a gall stone leaves
the
the

gall

bladder and

enters

bile duct if the stone is
about the same caliber as the

duct. The pain is similar to
what you feel when you swallow a large peach stone but
much worse. The pain of gall
bladder colic is usually in the
upper portion of the
abdomen. The diagnosis is

right

based on a history of a typical
gall bladder attack and seeing
stones in a gall bladder X ray.

BUT WITH NO ONE I CAN TWITS

CHART SAID TO LEAVE THE ROAD
AT THIS OLD CHURCH NORTH

HEIR IT'LL 1ARE A MIRACLE- TO acovot

OP CADORE..THEN CLIML..

DAWSON-

aF

HIS PAPERS FROM THAT MOEN

18 Singleness
20 Old-faithioned

ALLEY OOP

01qM

6 Oxford tutors
7 Ancient

.25 Assessment

27 Glided
,
31 Soil of Gad '
(Bib.)
32 City In France

35 Ferninhle
appellation
36 Symbol of love
37 Educational
up (ab.)
38
ployed
40 Wile
41 Agalloch
42 Rodent
44Cyprindid Soh
45 Man's name
48 Sweetheart

.

MORgMOM MOU

8 Jumps
9 Satchels

24 Vases

UMIr]

BOO LTIN
ULtRtiO RESOMNBB

5 Roman date

25 Negotiate
21 Born
28 Winged
22 Extrasensory
28 Long life
perception (ab.) 29 Willow genus
23 Large, barrel
30 Cherished

340rWn (suffix)

function gall bladder eating a
low fat diet
alcohol is all
that is required.

MOMMNO
MON ©FILTH

4 Bird kite

L--AqE uranium
HONORMDD
UHUO
OMM A746-1
MUM
MOW [61RO EOM
UWOOM
OMOB ONPMPER
a/NULASOM

10 Pindaric poe
12 Valuable stone 11 Days of
13 Charitable gift 17 Short sleeps
14 Stir
19 Eye (Scot)
15 Arabian jasmine 22 Put forth
16 Imperil
23 Beloved

gall

tioning. This may be due to a
variety of causes and the
treatment would depend on the
Removal of the gall
cause

.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

)1191

is said

-

HOB
HOU POBB
OMOMRION OBR[00

Heartstrings

HAW/ IF IT

WPM

meal

,

...

wmi

nothing.

A --A gall bladder that does

....

/'

P" /
...

)1

:R)

X WRAP

not empty after a fatty

/7//2

'

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WIG HE$
WORD*
FOR6117.ID)

A

gall bladder would accomplish

I

-*

'.)

THE BORN LOSER

Q-1 hare never had a gall

2

It

"

--

FROM NCM)CN I
CO MY SURFING
11.) STU. WATiRS I

.

part of your digestive tract or
to an allergy, removal of your

show a
bladder

rh:

.

C\

1.

of some other

nonfunctioning

r\

--...

.

0.,

\\

SURFS UP!

OMOW WON 14t ]E

33 Saint (ab.)

46 Feminine name

39 Pull with force 47 Go for
41 Idolizes
43 Remnants of
a fire

48 Nota
49 Paradise
50 Dash
44 Chemical suffix 51 Leave Out
.
32 Exclamation of 45 Brief 'quarrel 53 Town (Cornish
satisfaction ..
(coilJ.)
prelitc)
3

4

2

-5

6

1

8

13

15

14
17

16

20

18
21

27

ai.

52- troth

,541rritate (coll.)

28

29

34
4

r

N

39

55 Raise questions

.56 Sea bird

57 And others (ab.)
58 GOB mound
59 Noticed

60"Auld-Lang
/I

DOWN
T. Wolf

2Frar
3Fet- Any

Feting card

48

47

142

lir-54
67

Or

50
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League Offers 5 Programs

Magistrate Candidate'
For Circuit Court Post
Brown,

Circuit Court positions.

The 2d District, with headquarters in Skokie, has courts
in Evanston, Winnetka, Glenview, Northbrook, Lincolnwood

The 5I -year old Brown has
been a full-time magistrate in
the district since May I, 1965.
He had been a Part-time magi-

Enteritis

strate for a year before that.

...7414-47.zrirrirrrr-n-

Judge L Sheldon Brown, 2d District Circuit Court
magistrate, is one of seven Republicans who seek positions as Circuit Court Judges In November. Brown
presently is sitting

magistrates in the Second District who serve under a cir-

cuit judge. They serve on a
rotating basis, sitting at each
court in the district for one
month.
A 36 -year resident of Evanston, Judge Brown practiced
law there until he became a
full-time magistrate. He is a
1935 graduate of Northwestern
University Law School.

the

Some families in the northwest suburban area will be included in a special survey on

house taiof tele-

vision sets. The survey will be
conducted as a supplement to
the August Current Population
Survey
of the Bureau of
Census.

in

Questions

the

supple-

Liebenow, and Mr. and Mrs.
Liebenow, grandparents to all three babies.

Also on hand was Richard
Liebenow, student at the University of Iowa, home for the
weekend from his summer job
as a counselor at Green Lake,
service

of dedication, the visit here
afforded the young parents,
widely separated
geographically,
a
rare
opportunity

for a visit together. Each was
seeing the other's bhby for the
first time.

Both the Smiths and Eagans are staying with the senior

Liebenows. All of the out-oftowners arrived August 13.

Favorite family sport, baseball was on the past week's
agenda for tlie families, as
well as 'a performance of
"The Sound of Music".
Wednesday night's dinner

guests at the Liebenow home

were Mr. and Mrs. Edward

the set

a part of all families ciestion-

white and
receiving ultra high frequgpcy

ed in the regular survey aimed

telecasts.

of Edison Park attended
wedding which climaxed
eral parties for the bride.
Hostesses
included

the

Mrs.

Eldred

Wagner,

Mount Prospect whose guests
numbered 26 at a miscellaneous shower at Old Orchard

Country Club in July. Later
the same month Mrs. Lyle
Poole and

Laughlin
shower

Mrs.
gave

at

a

Fred Mckitchen

the home of the

groom's
family,
Mr. and
Mrs. Bainus Poole of Des
Plaines.

WHEN MR. and Mrs. Roger
Aiman, Mount Prospect went
to Kenosha, Wis., the end of
last week for the marriage of
Jo Ann Jeanne Ruffolo to their
son, James, they were not the
only out-of-towners at the
ceremony. Along with them
from Mount Prospect went

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Johnston
the Eugene Kenepps, the A.
LeMar Baileys, the LeRoy

Heights.

ert Nremner, Jr.

evening

was

Here from Frankfort, Ger-

planned at Barbara's convenience for a talk with the Smiths
who will be Barbara's host
until she is settled in Bakers-

many for the wedding, as
well as a visit with friends
and relatives, were Mr. and

going to

Mrs. William Hansen. Other

field where she is

teach this winter.
From here the Smiths will

close

friends

and

relatives

at the ceremony in St. Mary

go on to Culver, Ind., for a Catholic Church were Mrs.
visit with his family. October Aiman's sister and family
will find Nancy Liebenow re- from San Francisco and othturning to Mount Prospect to ers from Detroit 'and Prolive with her family while
Richard serves
two years
active, duty in the naval re-

vidence, R. I.

Friday night Mr. and Mrs.

Aiman hosted' a rehearsal dinserve.
ner. Following the wedding,
JUDITH ANN Penis and the Frank Ruffolos gave a
Warren M. Poole were mar- reception and buffet luncheon
ried late Saturday afternoon for wedding guests, and the
in The South Church. Rev. same evening hosted a dance
Edwin

I.

Stevens

the

read'

ceremony which was followed

by a reception for 100 at the
Mount Prospect Country Club.
The bride's sister Patricia

was maid of honor, and Mrs.
Edward Trader was the only
bridesmaid.

Warren's brother Lyle was
his beit rian with another
.

'

in honor of the occasion.

color or black or
the capability of

ASSISTANT

Experience required
Des Plaines 296-1142
work in animal
Man to
hospital. Monday thru Friday.
Must be reliable, neat.Indus-

trious and like pets. Referencds required - PH. 359-1688

RELAY DRIVER
Afternoons 1:30 to 4:30 and
3 to 6 a.m. apply in person.
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

609 N. Main

Mount Prospect
SHIPPING CLERK
wanted for progressive grow-

ing company in Palatine. 40

hr. week, attractive salary

including many company bene-

fits. Older married man prefe#red. Apply in person.
141 W. Wood St.
Palatine

DRAFTSMAN
draftsman with experience in civil engineering
work or we will train interestWanted:

ed party.

MURRY & MOODY
Arlington Heights, Ill.
392-5960

BUILDING MAINTENANCE

MAN
New Air Cond, building, excellent working, conditions,
permanent, full time work.
Hours of work to be mutually agreed upon. Call 825-

the Silver Bowl award will be
given for the best entry of the
show.

't

Mrs. Charles Mihalek, sponsor of the show, suggests sev-

8127

eral tips for gardeners.

SURVEYOR
Experienced field
man or we will train rod man
or chain man.

Wanted:

MURRY & MOODY

BARTENDER

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Part Time
Call 537-8365
Mon. 10 AM to 11 AM only

392-5960

GAS STATION ATTENDANT

Full Time

RESPONSIBLE MAN

Apply in Person

for 2nd shift 3 PM to 11 PM.
This is a steady salaried job

Some mechanical exp.

Pat Heider of Elgin

is currently appearing in the

CENTRAL TEXACOSERVICE

Pheasant Run Playhouse production of "Time Out for

Central & Main Mt. Prosp.

Ginger," which runs through Sept. 5. She recently
appeared in "Beekman Place" also at Pheasant Run
in St. Charles. Performances are at 8:30 p.m. Tues..

MECHAN I C

day through Friday; 6:30 and 10:50 p.m. on Saturday

5

at 2:30 p.m.

year around work
Paid vacation
Phone 439-0923

between 9 and 3 P.M.

250 E. Hamilton Dr. Arl. Hts.
Just South of Oakton and
2 blks. West of 83

Ask For Jim

JANITOR
Regular 40 hr. wk. Clean and

use -the

Government

WANT
ADS
WANTADS

maintain air conditioned plant
area of pharmaceutical manufacturer. Excellent oppor-

tunity for mature man. Call
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

255-0300
ARNAR-STONE LABS, INC.
601 E. Kensington
Mt. Prospect

(1/2 mi. east. of Randhurst)
An equal opportunityemployer

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

Associa-

tion, supporters of the alder manic form of government
and the Citizens to Keep Vil-

Due to expansion we have several openings for general

I

lage Government.
FoR FAST ACTION!

The meeting will take place
at 8 p.m. in the Mount Pros-

amws

pect Community Center.

'

Berkshire,

a
League
resident of
Mount Prospect for I years,
will be the chairman.
Serving as moderator will
be Mrs. Charles M. Price,

member

and

a

.

1

1000 Wheeling, Mount Prospect. Other Mount Prospect
members of the LWV will
assist them.

z.

board
sorship of

Please call Mr. Marquard

.

439-7310
HELP! !

CARL A. LUNDIN swings a road grader river the new Mount Prospect State Bank parking lot at Busse and Emerson. Bank president Williani J. Busse said the lot will accom-

We need maintenance men.

Days, full or part time. Good

modate about 32 care of bank customers parking in the center of the village.

hours, good pay and pleasant
working conditions. $2 to $2.50
per hour. Permanent year

Time Running
Out For Library
White Rabbits

authorized sponthe public forum

at the request of Mount Prospect members of the League.
"Our members in Mount
Prospect felt such a meeting

round work. Experienced or

we will train. Only married
men between 25 yrs. or older
will be considered.
CL. 9-2693

SERVICE

BY JAN BONE

would help the public become
better informed on the issues
involved in the Sept. 13 ref-

thorough, conscientious White Rabbit?

erendum," she explained.
Forums,
like
candidates'
meetings,
are a traditional

If you haven't read the 10
books required for the Mount

Arc you

Prospect
summer

league way of providing voters
with factual nonpartisan in-

the

meeting

was

being sponsored as an LWV
voter service activity.

"The local League has no
stand favoring either village or

city form of, government --and
indeed could have none, since
we have not studied Mount
Prospect government and the

LWV never takes a stand on
an issue without long study and
member agreement," she explained.

Organized in 1955, the local

LWV has 80 members in six
communities in Wheeling and
Elk Grove Townships.

MOUNT Prospect members

of the LWV in 1965 sponsor.
ed

a

Public
reading

Library's
club

pro-

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE
YOUR

FAMILY.
WANT AD?

MAN
Between 25 and 40 years of
age for heating service work.
Must have knowledge of.elec-

trical wiring and mechanical
ability. Good opportunity for
right man.

31 to finish them.

IN announcing plans for the
forum, Mrs. Moore emphathat

a

gram, you still have till Aug.

formation on election issues.

sized

warehouse work. No experience necessary. Good starting salary, merit raises, profit sharing.

et

MRS. FRANK Moore, local
LWV president, said the League

1

Ith-

aliar

"41.-

Mrs. W. Eugene Harris of
E.

'

CONTINUOUS
MOLDING CORP.

Invitations to appear at the
- public meeting have been extended to both the Representative

inclined.

Will train draft exempt. New
air-conditioned plant. Phone
439-4044 or Apply in person

yrs. experience

on truck or bus
5 day week

and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday. Wednesday there is a matinee

--If raid water has been
saved, use at base of plants.

for mechanically

Must have

forum
in
Mount Prospect
Thursday, Sept.
on the
nerds of village and city
forms of government.

305

Mrs.

Elmer Kwech of Park Ridge
and

is

Endler's Pharmacy. 439-5255
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

253-0741

.The League of Women Voters will sponsor a public

sev-

Schrnidts, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Lloyd and Mr. and Mrs. Rob-

Bar-

LABOR For Cement
Contractor
Call after 7 p.m.

Public
Forum
Sept. 8

bara and Donna of Arlington
The

and all employee benefits paid.
Call 825-8127,

Wheeling

survey will ask the number of petals will discolor.

sets in the household, whether

Nancy Liebenow and Richard:eagen of Bloomfield. N.J.
Two sets of grandparents
brother, Clyde the groomswitnessed
the
service; Mr.
man. Judith's grandparents,
and
Mrs. Chester Sinclair,
Mr. and Mrs. Eberhardt Pauls
parents of Marian Sinclair

daughters

mail orders during day. Permanent position, good salary

the water and strip all bottom
obtaining employment fig- leaves.
ures for the Bureau of Labor
--To keep flowers clean and
Statistics, Department of La- free from dust, make a tent' of
bor. The information is taken cheese cloth and keep dew off
from selected households in the plant during the night.
357 sample areas of the na--Water all prize 'plants
tion.
from the bottom and never get
foliage wet as it tends to leave
The television section of the water marks and tips of flower

Advertising
Research
Foundation, will be asked of

By Grace Mott

and

pick up and deliver mail to
Park Ridge Post Office. Fill

at

the

Two sisters and a brother,
their babies for name
recognition and dedication at The So
Church Sunday. The
three tiny cousins, all girls born since March, arrived within
four months of each other. They are Robin Alison oldest of
the three, daughter and third child of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
Smith who came from Bakersfield, catif., for the ceremony;
Gretchen. Ann, daughter of Mr. an,#1-'Mrs. John Liebenow of
Prospect Heights; and DebbrApfai, daughter of the former

Johnson

the

ter. 40 hr wk. Must drive.

MAIL ROOM MAN
Pleasant working conditions

' a containter of cool water.
--In the morning, freshen

mentary survey, supported by

Cousins Wet

Gilbert

of the Arlington

bench

TV Owners

Grace's Daze

the

24-Help Wanted Men

--Cut the flower the evening
before the show and place in

office.

Judge Brown is one of six

on

Heights court.

posts who have held elective_

Wis.
In addition to

Pilot Models Built

American Engineered .
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago, 111.`
'392-0782
KI

The entries will be judged
between 2 and 5 p.m. Winners
will be awarded ribbons and

1964. When the judicial reform

Brown and Francis Delaney,
a
former Sanitary District
trustee, arc the only two of the
seven GOP- candidates for the

Boy's bike vicinity
of Windsor School. Parent
should identify. 392-0032.
FOUND:

Heritage -Park.

ton Township from 1946 until

magistrate.

.

be accepted Saturday, Sept. 3,
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at

as

eliminated the post of Justice
of the Peace in 1964, he automatically became a part-time

Childs glasses lost in the vicinity of We -Go & See Gwun
or Lincoln School. Dk. Brown.
Reward. Ph. CL 3-7612

Auto. Elec. Controls

Family Fair Flower Show will

Justice of the Peace in. Evans-

f

in

Serial

392-5193

.

MeChanical besign
Special Equipment

Wheeling
Flower
Show Set

and Arlington Heights.

served

identify.

Owner
#809239.

Full time delivery man, por-

11-Business
17-Business Services"

which discusses problems of
the Chicago metropolitan area;
"Focus on State Government"
explaining the Illinois goveT-

named by either party for the

JUDGE Brown

may contact. Mrs. George E.

In 1964 the )eague made 20
Speakers Bureau appearances
before
approximately
1,200
persons
interested in
election issues.

Other programs arc: "City
and Suburb -- Past and Future"

magistrate to be

only

Vote Makes a Difference."
Organization representatives
interested in the programs

Schroeder, chairman of the
Speakers Bureau at 392-0145.

Found - Parakeet.

cluded in the November ballot.

presently sitting on the bench
*of the Arlington Heights court,
the

one

will be presented by league
members and will give an: explanation of the present revenue. article and the proposed
amendment which will be in-

Circuit Court.

is

what

Lost Boy's 20" Stingray bike
metallic. Vic. Rolling Meadows Pool. CL 5-0037

citizens service. The- program

to fill seven vacancies in the
Sheldon

explaining

can do as an individual to be
an effective citizen, and "Your

"The Illinois Tax Picture"
is one of the timely programs
available free of charge as a

Court, has been named as one
of seven Republican candidates

L.

Power"

through the Speakers Bureau
of the League of Women Voters
of Arlington Heights.

A magistrate of the 2d District. Cook County Circuit

Judge

ment; "Your Hidden Political

Five programs are being ofto community groups

fered

74-Help Wanted Men

13-lost And Found

candidates' meeting be-

fore the village election. That
THERE will be no beauty spring the local League joined
appointments with Mrs. Laura 'with- the Palatine LWV to
Borg for' a month. Instead, sponsor .a candidates' meeting
Laura is on the receiving end for the 48 candidates who filed
of attention as she convales- for posts 'on the Junior Colces. from major surgery per- lege boatel.
Their .other voter service
formed, last week in Belmont
plans this year call for publiHospital.

Daniel S. Coffaro (left) and E. (Leo) Vasil, both .of

Mount

Prospect,

received

regional

director's

con-

tracts from Louis Fauser, president of Bankers Mutual
Life Insurance Co.

A

'11wo\Get Promotions
Two Mount Prospect men have been named regional directors of the Bankers Mutual Life Insurance Co. Their office
is located at 325 W. Prospect, Mount Prospect.
Louis

Fauscr,

president

of the company announced the
appointments
of E. (Leo)
Vasil and Daniel S. Coffer°.
Vasil, for the last seven

years was with the All American Life and Casualty Co.
In 1963 he was named mans -

cation of a Local Government
Guide

listing

local

officials

in Wheeling, Mount Prospect,
Arlington Heights and Elk
Grove Village and an early
September registration drive.
The 'organization is considering sponsorship of a candidates' meeting for state senate and representative candidates.

gcr of the year. He also won
awards for persistency
volume.
He lives at

1114

Mary Ann and two daughters.

Coffer° had worked for the
John Hancock Co., but for the
past seven years he too had
worked for the All American
Casualty.

In

1962

was named the All
of the Year for
producing the highest amount

Coffer°

American

of premiums Jr the year.

In

1964 and '1965, was named Mr.
Persistency
for having the
highest persistency ratio. He'
lives at 1323 Mulberry Ln.
with his wife June and their
four sons.

All book reports must be
turned in by closing time Aug.
31. Only children who have
read the required number of
books and turned in the required number of acceptable
reports will be invited to the

Library's fall "reward::

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

CL3-0866

still valuable

BANK TRAINEE

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

Aggressive young man to learn
the banking business.Goodfu-,
ture - many benefits.

DES PLAINES

.

and

Greenwood Dr. with his wife

Life and

Call for Interview

"That's positively the last
day," says Mount Prospect
Librarian Mary Jo Hutchings.

YOU ARE a White Rabbit if
you finished grades
June. This year you

I

-

3

in

need to
read and report on 10 books

NATIONAL BANK

Why not Call
me today?

Ask for Mr. Glandt
82741191

---one more than last year. .

You arc a' Mad Hatter if
you finished grades 4-8
June. Your requirements:
books and 12 reports.
Need

extra

report

Dial 255-7200

in

throughout the week, and 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.

opportunity

RECEIVING

FAMILY

desirable though not necessary. Knowledge of stock
work and packing very helpful. Good on detail.

WANT ADS

FUZE-ON PRODUCTS

Pick 'them up at the Library
as you check out books. Located at 14 E. Busse, Library
hours are 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

-

Wonderful

for
right man; some experience

12

forms?

SHIPPING

1026 W. Central Rd.

CL

5-50p Mt. Prospect, ll.

,

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

MEN WANTED FOR

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

-

WOMEN OF HIGH CALIBRE

PART TIME

Full or Part Time

EVENING WORK

Office Maintenance

Mon. thru Thurs.

'Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880

5

to 9 P.M.
Or

5:30 to 9:30 P.M.

WAREHOUSE
STOCKMAN

Full or part time, many benefits, including profit sharr Mg. Permanent openings.New

Clean light work for men 18
or older, packing pharmaceutical aerosols. Call between
9 a.m. & 5 p.m.

ADVERTISING
COURIER

needed by Beituty Counselor
Full or Part Time. 255-2238

Man or women with automobile to work with advertising
department.

Typing Essential. Full Time

Excellent opportunity for right

NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE
2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

person. Must be dependable.
Full company benefits

255-0900

Apply In person

ARNAR - STONE LAB, INC.

discount store, 9555 N. Mil-

E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect
(1/2 m1. east of Randhurst)
801

waukee Ave., Niles.
987-8331 Mr. Micheals or

BR 8-5500 Mr. Shanley

PUBLICATIONS
217 So. Arlington Hts. Rd.

MEN

Full Time

High School Graduates, mech-

Day shift. Between 20 and
30 years old. No experience
necessary.

Duties involve assembling and
testing of small electro mech-

IE3M

COMPUTER
OPERATORS.

anically inclined. Age to 30.

anical devices in either re-

development
search and
department or our manufacturing engineering lab.

Village Sinclair
1501 Busse Rd.
Elk Grove Village

experience one
year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre Minimum

Complete fringe benefits and
reimbursement
educational
program. Apply personnel department for interview.

437-3227

TELLERS &
CLERICAL HELP

!erred. Interesting and re numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:

THE DOLE VALVE CO.
8201 W.Oakton

FIRST NATIONAL

RANDHURST CENTER

An equalopportunity employer.

for finished goods and shipping department. Will train.

28-Employment Agencies-Women

TECHNICIANS

INSPECTION

several women.
Light, easy work day. $2 per
hour - Age open

to 55 years. Call between 9

Must be experienced in electronics or mechanics.
Telephone or Apply in Person

AM and 5 PM.
-

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

need

We

100% FREE TO YOU

255-0300

CALL "SHEETS"

ARNAR - STONE LABS. INC.
.

601 E. Kensington Road
Mount Prospect
(1/2 mi. E. of Randhurst)

6201 W.Oakton
Morton Grove
967-7100
RO 3-5000
An equal opportunity employer

An equal opportunity employer

DO YOU WANT

For Medical Bldg. in Hoffman Estates area. Monday

CUSTODIAN

TO LEARN A TRADE?

through

Thursday nights.
Call 392-4775

After 6 P.M. except Friday
Established pharmaceutical
manufacturer has opening Mr
man to learn tablet making.No
previous experience necessary. Steady employment with
benefit program. Call between
9 AM to 5 PM.

MAN OR BOY

Miss Paige

paper routes.
199 King Street
439-0286

601 E. Kensington Road
Mount Prospect
(1/2 ml. E. of Randhurst)
An equal opportunityemployer

RATE CLERK

PUBLIC CONTACT
"A LL DAY - EVERYDAY'

Rent -a -Car reservationist is
what you'll be trained as. Let
us put you in the receptionist
seat to greet travelers in
your cute uniform. Light typing and a pretty smile req'd.

Must be familiar with all truck

rate bureau. Full time. Call
NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE

R & D TESTING'
Growth position open in testing of new products developed

by research. Work involves
established pro-

2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

AHOY!

Salary fully commensurate
with ability andqualifications.
Learn more by calling:
Dr. Anderson - CL 5-2000

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

typing and a sunny disposition
7205 N. Meade

Move with us about Feb. 1967

to new plant, vicinity Golf &
Algonquin Rd., Arlington His.

reYou'll be trained as
ceptionist if you have light

typing and a neat appearance.
You'll learn to greet patients,

coffee.

7202 N. Meade

$300 - $650
"SHEETS" 100% FREE
I
-

VILLAGE OF ARL.HTS.
253-2340

tion duties. Goal salary, merit
increases, many benefits.

Northwest
Community Hospital

* PROOF OPERATOR

CL 9-1000

Opportunities are available
for floor and receiving in-

Some experience

MOUNT PROSPECT

STATE ANK
CL 9- 000

SHIPPING
RECEIVING

inspection measuring instiu-

6201 W. Oakton

Morton Grove
987-7100
RO 3-5000
An equal opportunity employer

30-Help Wanled-Women

a week. Prospect lists. Own
trans. 298-3158
Baby sitter. My home. 4 day
week. 11 to 5. 259-0340. Rolling Meadows.

PART - TIME
TYPIST

WAREHOUSE HELP

ucts. Must be able to use

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Experienced preferred but
wilf train right applicant.Call

observation on parts and prod-

reading.
Apply Personnel Office

392-6100

Spanish & shorthand required
296-1142
Des _Plaines
Cleaning woman needed 1 day

cal measurement and visual

merits

207 N. Evergreen

SECRETARY - BILINGUAL

necessary in making mechani-

blueprint

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SAVINGS TELLER
COMMERCIAL TELLER

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

INSPECTORS
Male or Female
1st Shift

I

Niles 825-7117
Chicago AV -28170

Full Time

el

3 LOCATIONS

OTHER LOCATIONS

APPLY PERSONNEL

including

"We cover all suburbs"
Trainees or Experienced

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

40 .hrs. per week. Paid Vaca-

tions. Profit sharing if elig-

ible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.
9 AM to 11 AM

For machine transcribing.
Must be excellent typist with
stenographic or
machine
transcribing experience. The
work is interesting and the office congenial.
Call Mrs. Cox
at 285-0300
For more information and to
arrange for interview.

ARNAR-STONE

LtkKE DISTRICT

LABS, INC.

NEWS CO.
.

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

601 E. Kensington

Mt. Prospect

.

1 bl. east of Kensington

DUnkirk 1-2400

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

24-Help Wanted Men

550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Barrington

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

inventories by item and serial
number. Correspondence with
salesmen and managers.

FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2, 65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

Good starting salary andnumerous benefits including:
Paid hospitalization
Paid sick leave
Paid vacations
7 Paid holidays
Free Coffee

KILN OPERATORS

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

41;a6atiloo
1100 Hicks Road,
Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

MAIM 77111 ME TA La

Drill Press Operator

41/111/1/1111/1/
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

.

250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD!

537-2180

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois

BUSINESS
Service Directory

CLearbrook 9-1820

Let us help make your...DAY!
Cor,Isult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

STOCK MAN
Steady job for able body young man to work In warehouse
handling mans clothing. Excellent working conditions, in new

air conditioned building, located at 1700 E. Touhy Ave.
"Corners of Touhy and Maple", DesPlaines. Phone FR 2-

UNITED

PHONE 259-3350
Blacktop Work

ADVERTISING

REPAIR

PHONE 392-3135
Sewing Machine Repairs

Masonry

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking lots,
business areas, resurfacing

MATERIAL HANDLERS

BOB'S
SMALL ENGINE

Call 255-7200

& MARX
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

For

e

RENT-ALLS

HART SCHAFFNER

OFFICE POSITIONS.

1100 Hicks Road,
Rolling Meadows; Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

Salary $1200 a year
Apply Finance Director

774-9393

Coma in or Call

waukee Ave., Niles.
987-8331 Mr. Micheals or

CALA L!it),,, uat.

ans. phones and keep track
of appts., no medical exper.
req'd., and no Sets. or eves.
$90 wk. Free.

Evening interviews available
upon request.

2 School Crossing Guards

(7 to 3:30 PM)
Man needed In new dietary
department to handle sanita-

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

his

WANTED

SANITATION
SPECIALIST

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

8300-241 to arrange for interview.

DOCTOR'S GIRL

t;34 r4110,, ran.

215 E.Prospect Mt.Prospect

774-9393

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

CASHIERS

Punch Press Set up Man

I

quality. $85 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

PRECISION MECHANICAL
We need men with assembling experience or met.' nical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

Parcel Post Worker

a bright girl to greet buyers
and yacht members. Light

cedures and setting up new
tests. Applicant should have , Young person Wilh' 2 to 3 years
at least two of the following:
experience to assist cost ac1. Mechanical or Chemical
counting manager. Degree
interests or experience.
desirable, but not necessary.
2. Interest or experience in Good starting salaryand numquality control or testing erous benefits include paid
under controlled conditions
vacations, 7 paid holidays,
3. High rank in high school. paid sick leave, pension plan,
4. Some college training.
paid hospitalization and free

24-Help Wanted Men

Maintain perpetual records of

Several factory positions now available. Good starting salary
and excellent possibility for advancement.
Stock Men
Inspector
Tool Maker
Draftsman
Tool Crib Helper
Carton closers

GIRL FRIDAY
Famous sales organization
(They make yachts! 1) Need

COST ACCOUNTANT

CL 9-4315

FLOOR HELP

all salesmen and warehouse

JOB HUNTING ?

Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

827-8861

CL 9-

week.

Full or part time, many benefits, including profit sharing.
Permanent openings. New
discount store, 9555 N. Mil-

INVENTORY
CLERK

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

$375 mo.

Paul Mayer.

spectors.

774-9399

7205 N. Meade

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

255-0300
ARNAR-STONE LA BS.INC.

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

An equal opportunityemployer

the spot for a girl with thin
interest and some light clerical skills. Loads of public
contact to $95 wk. Free.

With car - Sunday A . M. news-

phone the Personnel office.

8201 W. Oakton
Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
967-7100

Looking for a career? Here's

High Park.
Baby sitter, 1 child, my home.

Call or see

ASSEMBLER`;

BR 8-5500 Mr. Shanley

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

AV -2-8170
INTERIOR
DECORATOR
TRAINEE

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

CLERKS

These are permanent positions. They include combenefit

392-6100
NILES OFFICE
825-7117
CHICAGO OFFICE

Apply 887 Yale

Route #83
An equal opportunity employer

ORDER PROCESSING

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights

Nursery School teacher for
Sept. 3 mornings a week,

A n equal opportunity employer

439-8700

MRS. BARKER

* DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

Ask for Mr. Glandt

RO 3-5000
987-7100
An equal opportunity employer

2-3 days a

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

537-6100

Immediate salaried opportunities
CLERK TYPISTS

Mrs. Pecoraro

827-1191

4241

AMPEX

OFFICE
POSITIONS

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL. BANK

8201 W. Oakton
Morton Grove

Glenview.

Evenings for counter work in

a hamburger and ice cream
store. We furnish uniforms.

24-Help Wanted Men

libone or Visit

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

WOMAN

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

Challenging position in our
growing organization.Va rious
.duties in our expanding
personnel records department
Good starting salary, reviews,
profit sharing, air conditioned
office. etc.

petative salary, and fully paid
program. Apply or

'3 LOCATIONS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

tabulating room for numeric
operators --on 204, 028, 058
machines. Full time peimanent positions with excel-

298-1142

Interesting and diversified duties. Congenial, modern, air
conditioned office. Excellent
company benefits.

RESPONSIBLE

CLERK

perienced or will train. Good
future, many benefits.

lent company benefits.
Apply personnel Office

Located between Hfggtns and

MAN WANTED

Light clean work in air - conditioned plant. Steady employment, excellent benefits, age

E. Northwest liw.
Arlington Heights

130-Help Wanted-Women

Bookkeeping Department. Ex-

Opening available in our IBM

PERSONNEL
RECORDS CLERK

Accounting & Sales Depts.
DES PLAINES

Road
Chicago, Ill. 80631el:
T (312) 893-3021

BANK

OF MT. PROSPECT

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunityemployer

392-4860

following

218

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

Experienced preferred but not
necessary -5 day wk. Pleasant
working conditions.
CALL MR. RIORDAN

.

1st Shift

WAITRESS

BREDA'S LUNCHONETTE

Alert,, conscientious woman
with good transcribing skills.

SBC requires computer operators for IBM System/360.

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

Over 16 - Will Train
Hours 2:30 to 7:30
2 days a week

Monday, August 22, 1966

30-Help Wanted-Women

Call CL. 3-5877
For interview appointment
Mt. Prospect Nursery School

Des Plaines

DICTAPHONE
STENOGRAPHER

THE DAY

30-Help Wanted-Women

-

Nursery School - Part Ttme
4 hours a day

827-8881

Arlington Heights

SERVICE
STATION
ATTENDANT

','

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK

10-Help Wanted-Women
COOK

CLERK-TYPISTS
STENO-TYPISTS

DAY

An equal opportunity employer

An equal opportunity employer

30-Help Wanted-Women

Meyers

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Pay, Automatic Increases, Sick Leave,

Call us and compare prices

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Suburban
Decorators

Insurance, Overtime And Advancement.

537-8228

Interior and exterior qual-

DON'S BLACKTOP

MART Al METALS
250 N. 12th ST.

Free
painting.
mates.
358-4882

decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794
free

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

,

ity

Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
24

Aristocrat

Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture

PATIO BLOCKS

259-5066

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 20c - Colors 25c
Now available in red, ,green,

DRAFTSMEN
Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

ELECTRICAL
Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts In accordance
with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, Sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing

and annual bonus.

CHICAGO AER IAL- INDUSTRIES

BARRINGTON

550 W.' NORTHWEST HWY..
DU 1-2400

.

;"'

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete.
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

708 E. N/W Hwy.

de-

signing & alterations. Near
255-0348

Ail. Hghts.

We Rent Most Everything
-Tools, Rug & Floor Machines Roll -a -ways & Hospital Beds, Dishes & Silver
Service,
Equip.

Bob's

Small Engine Repair

All types of lawn & snow
removal equipment repaired
392-3135
Transpiration

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7.1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

Rental Service
UNITED RENT -AILS
259-3350

Small Engine Repair

interior

CL 3-7374

Dressmaking -Sewing

Randhurst.

Also

Call Leo's

Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios.
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveWays.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

styling,

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfaction guar.
color design.

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN .BUSINESS
Stan Vorglas Co.

Individualized

esti-

Cleaners
Home Mainterjance, Fully
Estimates
Insured. Free

Cement Work

S3.

serv.

894.3115

old blacktop, repair & seal
Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

oil & adjust.

Clean,

24 hr. phone

Painting -Decorating

Outstanding Career Opportunities For
Experienced Person In Shipping And
Receiving, Position Offers Good Starting-

coating.

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. scrv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.

Lawn & Garden

YOU I1 FIND it

rim-

WN AS

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-9530

.

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
'529.6587

Monday, August 22, 1966

THE DAY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Lady wanted to help with invalid man. 5 days a week.
Vic. of Park Ridge.

GENERAL OFFICE

825-

1481.

Insurance company In Cumberland area has immediate
openings. No experience necessary, ages 18 to 35. If you

CASHIER
Mon. thru Fri.
1 to 5 P.M.
18 yrs. or over.

can type 30 wpm, energetic and
active, phone 296-6661
An equal opportunity employer

Apply in person
Mnt. Prosp. Cinema
827 Rand Rd.
14 -Help muted Men

114811 Wilted -Women

30 -Help .Wanted -Women

KEY PUNCH.

Permanent. Attractive, Re-

sponsible young lady to work
for a busy growing firni.
Someone with ability tohandle
active phone and typing. Must

be extremely reliable In at-

tendance. Outstanding com-

pany benefit program. Prefer
age 21-90.
ASK FOR MISS BUTLER

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

cation. Full or part-time;Day
or night shift. Apply:

529-4003

14 -Help Wanted Men

'

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:
Paid Sick Leave
Paid Hospitalization
Free Coffee

Road

Chicago, III. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021

CLERK -TYPISTS
Accounting 4 Sales Depts.
DES PLAINES
296-1142

C.

An equal opportunity employer4

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

TESTERS

6;30 - 8;30 A.M.
2;30 - 4;30 P.M.

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

Paid Training, Free Baby Sitting Service.
Hospitalization, Major Medical, Life Insurance.

537-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Male & Female
Join'A Profit Sharing Company

WHEELING

537-2180

Mill Hands
equipment desirable

Boring Machine Operators
Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Drill Press Operators
Must be able to set-up and operate.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Opportunity To Advance

return in. ex. working cond.

4 Piece Gray Bedroom set
complete. Call evenings or

ALL SHIFTS OPEN

*Forming Machine Oprs.
*Extrusion Oprs.
(Will Train)

*Machine Operators
*General Factory
*Machinery Repairmen
*Shipping Clerk

Make an offer 259-0901 after 6

weekend 259-0808
GARAGE SALE
Aug. 19 and 20 - 10 AM
3 piece Sect'l & misc.items

Ironrite Ironer, 26" Schwinn
bicycle. 392-4068.

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.

APPLY PERSONNEL

Credit is the fastest grow-

ing field for women -and the

Northwest
Community Hospital

chance for advancement is

best with a nation-wide company such as Speigel-Credit
headquarters for America.

You'll enjoy good pay and
many big company benefits
such as discount on merchandise, vacations with pay,
hospitalization, many others.
CALL 255-7500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

All Levels

MEDIA SUPERVISOR
SECRETARY

SPIEGEL
Serving America since 1865

Prefer broadcast

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

296-1142

16 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

16 -Help' Wanted Men Or Women

$5.00 a month

Water

Soft

'

charge purchases and help

benefits.

& Matching

Crib

Edison.

Dresser, Round Playpen,
ptorkline Buggy, Cosco Hi Chair, Stroller, Lionel Train

(Never used) CL 9-2570
Used Window Air Conditioner,
6,300 B.T.U. Call: 255-7816.
CopyFlex (Bruning) Mode1100
New $495. Asking $125.
Coloramic Tile Co.
512 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Pros.
CL 5-8477.
14' runabout fiberglassed with

trailer. 25 H.R. McCulloch
electric start with generator
and auto bailer. Excellent
for skiing or fishing. $445.
HE 7-9010.

1325 N. Race, Arl.Hgts.

accounts up-to-date, approve

Johnson Water Softener. '
FL 9-3200
CL 5-1107

38 -Books

WANTED Sacred Heart of
Mary Freshman Books B lev.el. 258-4963 after 4.
44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Miniature Schnauzers pups
also Poodles AKC, shots and
wormed healthy home raised

GARAGE SALE
August 25, 26, 27
9 AM to 8 PM '
110 S. Redbush Lane
Prospect Heights

639-9728

Miniature

Schnauzer

AKC

register. Stud Service 255-

LAMBS' PET FARM
mentally retarded.
Puppies, kittens, monkeys.
Birds of the World exhibit.
Reptiles and tropical fish.
Children's tame pet pasture
Tri-State Tollway at Rt. 176
Helping

4691

male boxers, AKC. 437-

2

2459.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

EM 2-4636

Libertyville

Garden veg. and fruit stand

now open Daily and Sunday.

Machine
Operators

30 -Help Wanted -Women

SEASON NOW
OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

BOWLING

10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
'11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

EXPERIENCED

Full or Part Time

IN

Good Pay'- Good Tips
No Sundays

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT
'122

Punch Press

Drill Press
Tapping

Kensington

Art. Hts.

OPENINGS AT UARCO
Experience In custodial duties desirable.
;::

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

knowledge of production scheduling.

MULTILITH OPERATOR -DRIVER

GENERAL CLERK

High School graduate. Starting assignment a variety of
general Mice duties.. Outstanding opportunity to learn
and advance to a more responsible position.
'

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS
Ability to, read bipe. prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

ASSEMBLERS
No experience necessary as we will train.

Sales Positions in the Chicago

have

Interviewing

positions

available in our

ENGINEERING
SALES

ACCOUNTING
LABORATORIES

:Excellent pay, working, conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

There are interesting
positions which offer
an
opportunity for

UARCO INCORPORATED

advancement.
fringe benefits

Bairington, Ill.

West County Line Rd.

DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

Monday th ru
Thursday
8:00 A. M. to
9:00 P. M.
Friday
8:00 A. M. to
4:00 P. M.

Saturday
8:00 A. M. to

Our

in-

12 Noon

clude a Tuition Refund Plan, Employee
many
and
Store,
others. Please apply
in person.

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A

Grstrow/y el Compwirl

Memiwi

CENTEX industrial park

the KEY to the future 0

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

We

Area. Salary plus Commissions.

INSPECTOR
any ambition Individual.

Please apply in person

Stenographers

Will operate multilith machine part time. Driving ofcompany
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

JUNIOR PLANNER
Experience in procurement of parts or related Items and

.

:

THE NATION'S FASTEST GROWING INDUSTRIAL PARK

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

A M.N.

equipment.

Work Near Home

255.0397

Contact

day or evening shift. Good
salary ( $1.60 per hr.) plus
merit increases and many

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

Also

anytime.
Beautician style hairdryer,
complete with stand, full controls: Like new. Selling below
CL. 3-8127
cost $27.50.

CUSTODIAN

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

100'

1/4".

Mr. Felt
437-1800
Ext. 336

experience desirable.

Des Plaines

1

3/4 HP Pump and motor.

Centex Industrial

As a Spiegel credit clerk
keep customer
you will

INTERVIEWING:

MACHINISTS

1" and 100'

bookkeeping credit or sales

background

AMPEX

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Varied Machining Ability

Used galvanized pipe.

An above average Job for girls
or women with background of

DES PLAINES
296-1142

Join

Tool Makers

shorthand necessary.
Must be, a good typist. Lo-

SPIEGEL CATALOG CENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY

Work long or short hours on

SECRETARIES

MARTIN METALS
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Hours are from 8 to 4:30.

housekeeping department.

3040 S. BUSSE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

These positions offer. good starting pay; automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

250 R. 12th ST.

Original $125.
255-4083 or 359-2852.

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN

conditioned location. Several
ladies needed- in expanded

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

watch

Best Offer.

Wanted to buy, Electric typewriter w/push button carriage

Work in clean, well lit air-

COOK COUNTY SCHOOL BUS, INC.

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

after 6 P.M.
Jewel Ladies
17

Center, Elk Grove Village.

Year Round Work If Desired.

Phone 439-0923

$50.00 Pr. Call CL 3-3996

Call Jane Nelson

WARD HELPERS

Hours Approx;

Regency armless chairs.

advertising and sales training
managers.

RIGHTGIRL

MALE & FEMALE

.

matching Beige broiade

all rhinestbnes including band .

'aid Vacations

Top Rates

2

Some

$75 BONUS

and misc, Items. 437-4456

secretary to work for our

cated in

DRIVERS

Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and pert time night shift.

Wheeling

First 5 Days Pay

PHONE 827-1108

A.M. & P.M. Routes or Both

Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

$10 BONUS

tables $15 each, 1 match.
cocktail table, 2bowlingballs,
living room chairs, Bird cage

31 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

permanent part time

Need

Typ. writer like new $40.
2 glass and mirror step end

EMBERS RESTAURANT
259-340C

$2.50 per hr.

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want

Temporary Service

(cD anuttc, acn.

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS

Stenos

old $50. Smith Corona Port.

Apply after 5 PM
Ask for Allen

3 days a week
starting pay

PLUS

8501 West Higgins

Palatine

-

Secretaries
Clerks

Typists

With

1100 Wiley Road

GENERAL MA I NTENANCE
Experienced man with knowledge of industrial building maintenance to work nights.

Paid Vacations
Frequent Increases
7 Paid Holidays

Subsidiary of IBM

IRON WORKS, INC.

and

PERMANENT
PART TIME
SECRETARY

IMMEDIATE WORK

;i-Vork Close To Home

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

SCHMIDT

ELECTRIC ITY-PLUMB I NG

PART TIME.

SBC requires key punch oper-

FM Stereo in blonde 7 yrs.

(Lunch)

AND

OPERATORS.

2. piece Adm. Phonograf AM

WAITRESSES

TEMPORARY

IBM

RECEPT ION 1ST

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

.10 -Help' Wanted -Women

-

1/2 Mile N. of North
Avenue on

Ow CIO !wool, el Cwwww.

Wolf Road

aye

1 Mile W. of

PURCHASING EXPEDITER

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

Follow up purchase order with vendors.

As an employee.of AMPEX you will qualify

Mannheim Road

Northlake, Illinois

for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service,

*Company paid

'insurance

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

(M & F)

An Equal Opportunity

-

.

Employer
(M & F)

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
Has Job Openings For

CLERK TYPISTS

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
App!), Personnel Department

* Complete company -paid insurance program
* Company paid penson plan
* 9 paid holidays (eligible immediately)
* 2 weeks vacation after 1 year.

,1661. Northwest Highway
more then 250 firms provide excellent fob opportunities
for experienced and unexperienced men and women for:

* Excellent starting salary

Park Ridge

JR. KEY PUNCH' OPERATQR
NORTH SUBURBAN COMPANY

CALL OR APPLY, WALTER J. HANSEN

2201 Lunt Rd.

296-2266

El. CONEX

MI DIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS me.
Viol s NT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES, ILUNOIS 50015'
ONE, 1111111.22115

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Hits an opening for

Landmeier Rd.
Lunt Rd.
o3

Elk Grove Village

ORDER PICKING
PACKING
LIGHT ASSEMBLY
WAREHOUSING
GENERAL FACTORY
SECRETARIAL
DIE MAKING
SET UP
BOOKKEEPING
OTHERS
DRAFTSMEN OFFICE

z

439-8700

Devon Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WITH 6 months to 1 year's experience
056 Machines preferred
GOOD STARTIN SALARY

-

.5
'

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

APPLY

and excellent company benefits

CONTACT MRS. LUC-CHESE

DAY AND NIGHT SHIFTS
MONDAYS & FRIDAYS - 5:00 PM TO 0 00 PM
1.00 PM TO 5:00 PM
SATURDAYS
OTHER TIMES

AT 272-5500

CALL 35/11573

-MC.P.Ok

CENTEX INDUSTRIAL PARK EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
IRO a. HIGGINS ROAD

ELK GROVE VILLAGE. ILLINOIS

TELEPHONE

439.8070

.3737 Lakee

RRTdMOTORS OF CHICAGO.Deerfield, Illinois
qa

An Equal Opportunity Employer

44 -Dogs, Pets And.Equipment.

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

German Short Hair Pointers
10 Wks. old. AEC' regist'd,

Male German Shep. Pure
Bred (no. papers) 8 wk. old.

359-0103

537-9040

Beautiful 1 yr. old AKC Ger-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

man Shepherd, for sale to .a
goqd home. Very good din-

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Must sell display furniture
from builders deluxe model
homes. Save up to 70% Terms

and delivery arranged.
779-0252

FREE Kittees given only to
very good homes. Call 2594871.

SECRETARY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

7:30 A.M.
Our

new

Plant has an opening
for .,registered nurse,
'some industrial nursing experience desirable. We have a well
equipped, air condi-

Ability to deal with

people effectively and
Excellcourteously.

ent typing skills resteno

modern

with average
ability. This

tioned Medical
partment.

job offers interest
and a challenge to the
gal who enjoys an active position. Many
fine fringe benefits.

De-

Many employee bene-

fits. Please apply in
person or call for
an appointment; 5627100. Ext. 723.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A IAAAA of 90 GUI /ma,

*30

400 North Wolf Road

400 North Wolf Road

Northlake, Illinois

Northlake; Illinois

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

An Equal Opportunity
Employer
(M & F)

Student flute and musical stand
in excellent condition 270.
392-0027.
11-Apts And Rooms To Share

Young woman wanted to share
semi -furnished 2 bedroom
apartment in Rolling Meadows,
392-9879 after 6 PM
14 -To Rent Apartments

48 -Household Appliances

11:30 P.M. to

Professional
ManEmployment
ager needs 'an experienced Secretary.

quired

S. Elm

lington Hts. CL 3-3085

NURSE
Our

2 accords. - 120 bass. Rees.

ground equipment from dis-.
tinguished residence. 1223
Mayfair Rd. (Stonegate) Ar-

INDUSTRIAL

-

253-3389

CL 5-8781 after 4.

CL 3-1761
MIRROR 90" x 30"

CL 9-0956
Furniture & furnishings: Patio
furniture, yard and play

EMPLOYMENT

sacrifice $100. Many extras.

CL 6-4190 beofre 6.
Speaker column. 90 watt capacity. 3 speakers. $45.

$35.00 or beat offer
114

TO

MANAGER

8

after 12 noon
piece Dining room Set.

Electric Guitar, 2 pickups with,
amp. 1 month old. 2180 value,

G.E. 16 cubic ft. refrigerator
and freezer. Yard equipment
and other Items. CL 9-9085

"BE' CAREFREE^

Norge 30" electric range 3
yrs. old exc. cond. $50.

WILLIAMSBURG

Excellent opportunity for experienced secretaryin Chemistry
department. Job involves moderate typing, dictation,general
secretarial duties and ability to handle administrative matters.
Excellent working conditions in pleasant surroundings.
Many company benefits including paid vacation, holidays,
insurance
program etc. Salary commensurate with
experience. Call the Personnel Department.

BORG-WARNER CORPORATION
Roy C. Ingersoll Research Center
Des Plaines, Ill.
Wolf & Algonquin Rd.

ALLSTATE
,

We have a variety
of openings for gals

OPEN EVENINGS

'

UNTIL 9 p.m.

HOME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

desired.
These positions are
available in the following departments:

ground

is

Palatine

358-4555

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
30 -Help Wanted -Women

PERSONNEL
SALES
ENGINEERING

Temporary
OFFICE WCRKERS
Most Daystes Won't Tell
But Arlington Daysie
says STIVERS is

SHIPPING

WONDERFUL

Please apply in person

Work Days,
Weeks or Months
Top Rates
Convenient Locations

AuromAnt.RECTRIC
A,4/4- el*. Cl.! rowdy d Comm..

7770 FRONTAGE ROAD, SKOKIE

We Have Immediate Openings For:
TYPISTS
SECRETARIES
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

REcortbs CLERKS
Hours: 8:00 A.M. To 4:15 P.M.
SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

House: 1:00 P.M. To 9:00 P.M.

Many company benefits including Profit Sharing & Mer-

PETSI

N. Lincoln
Arlington Heights 392-5678
111

CL -9-0043 - OWNER

A'RL. HTS. LABOR DAY
OCCUPANCY

5 executive homes in exclusive
community of $35,000 to$45,-

000 homes, 2 blocks from
FL 8-6120

A RL. HTS. - Distinctive 3 bed-

rm. brick bi-level 2 baths, att.

car garage, paneled rec.
rm. w/fireplace - finest loc.

City Parks adjoin back of lot.

2

children. Call 392-0723,after

CL 5-1845
$33,900
Arlington Hgts . 2 bdrm. ranch,

5 PM.

panelled family room. Cer.
tile bath & kitchen. Newly

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

HALL RENTALS

. remodeled inside & out. Sep.

Low summer rates for

tractive lot. By owner $18,800.

Din. Rm. 2 car garage. AtCL 3-7737

Weddings

Parties
Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL
IfsiWheeler.;
.C1..372973.

BARRINGTON-JEWEL PARK
A n address of distinction. Pine

trees, elegant 4 bedroom traditional. Roman bath in master

suite. Low 70's.

82 -Wanted To Rent

Mature business woman desires furnished room with
kitchen privileges or large 1
room efficiency apt. Phone
ME 7-6769- Miss King.

M. GRAFT, BLDR.

Responsible family of 3 adults,

HAVE YOU CHILDREN,

2 to 3 brm., 2 baths, garage.
Up to $250. Prospect/Arling-

381-2424

BARRINGTON
in-laws, horses? Perfect for
you --authentic Williamsburg

Colonial home on 7.6 acres.
6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fire-

86 -Real Estate -Houses

beautiful family room w/book-

Arlington Hgts-3 bdrm.home.

Full D.R., lg. L.R., 1g. kit-

chen, enc. porch, panelled

basement, 2 fireplaces, 1 1/2
baths. Mid -30's. By appointment 392-9561

places. large dining room,

cases. Towering shade trees,
pasture and pond for horses,
4 stalls in barn,3-car garage.
reduced for quick sale -COUNTRY A CRE .close to Vil-

lege.

NEW IN....
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

ALSO

baths, Cathedral ceiling In
living room and dining -L.2 car garage. Owner transf.

Paid Hospitalization
'Paid Sick Leave
Free Coffee

7 Paid Holidays

located in Deerfield
has interesting openings

CL 9-1620

NO AGE LIMIT

cation -- 2 bedrooms, large
room, large attic
dining
w/stairs for expansion -study, rec room w/brick fireplace - 1 1/2 baths, garage.
Quick possession --25 ,500.

-

Everything Included

...$32,500
Model at 1419 N. Chestnut

ART -WAY BUILDERS
259-3535

Eves. - 677-5717

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

BARRINGTON
AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes

from commuter station. 5 year

contract if desired. Barring-

ton School Dist. Real country

living close - in. Reasonably
priced.
AGENT - FL 4-2186

86 -Real Estate -Houses

* STENOGRAPHERS
* ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK

CLERK -TYPIST

-

Typing and shorthand skills,
competent figure aptitude or
a good mentory may qualify you
for one or all of these positions
Excellent working conditions
and company benefits.

Starting salaries commensurate
with experience and qualifications.
if interested, please call
MRS. LUCCHESE AT.272-5500

STENOGRAPHERS
school graduate with top shorthand and typing skills.

We.

IMPORT.MOTORS OF CHICAGO
An Equal Opportunity Employer

/el&

4.p. m. - Midnight

Electronic component manufacturer has limited

MEADOWS
Regal Homes. Inc.

:cos S.

MT. PSOSPECT ROAD Du PLAINES. ILLINOIS 1002111

CCCCCC ONUS 2111S221111

:AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

253-5476
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

No Junkers
aorthwest Rambler - Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS.
Palatine
WANTED USED CARS
Bring Your Title - Cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707
102 -Trucks, Trailers

64 ELCAMINO
V-8 WHITE

CL 3-2549

$1285.

6,4 CHEV Impala, 2 dr. H/T Very low mileage. One owner.
Stick shift, radio, deluxe
CL 5-9798
chrome. Canvas cover. 3926781 after 6 p.m.
1956 Pontiac 4 Dr. H.T.Automatte Trans. P.S.,P.B.,$300.
103-Autonrailers
or best offer. CL 3-2758
'62 Olds Dynamic 88, Power Travel Camper complete esteering and brakes $1,200. quip. Sleeps 4. Exc. condiCL 3-8512
tion. CL 3-4378

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
99 -Automobiles For Sale

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

65

SUPERHAWK,

HONDA

like new,
CL 3-8321.

many

extras.

,102 -Trucks, Trailers

LOST OUR LEASE

TRUCK

On Storage Area

CLEARANCE

MUST CLEAR OUT
200 Brand New
FORDS

At Dealer Cost
Mustangs, Fairlane wagons

ROSELLE

LTD's -and air cond. cars

WH ITE & CRONEN,

INC.
IS

127145tIN PARK RIDGE

25 N. Northwest Hwy.
TA 3-4123

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"
500 CARS IN STOCK

Inventory Clearance Selling
At Dealer Cost

ONLY 3 LEFT.
Heater Spec. 1 Ton Pack Glass

Rear Door ICC Flasher.

4 LEFT
Econoline Van
Standard

6 cyl. Eng. std. Trans. Heat
1230 Rear Springs. Glass Rear

Doors ICC Flasher.

NO GIMMICKS!

1 LEFT

NO COME ON!
JUST HONEST DEALS!

F 350 Stake 4 Speed

BRAND 'NEW 1966
CORONET "440"

Heater 3750 Rear SpringsICC
Mirrors 700 x 16 Tires

86 -Real Estate -Houses

2 LEFT
F 100 Pick Up
240 C. I. 6 cyl.
Std. Trans. Heater ICC Flash-

ers. 1250 Rear Springs.
Immediate Delivery

ROSELLE
FORD
333 E. Irving Pk.
4 blocks East of
Roselle Rd.

Roselle, Ill.
phone LA 9-5551
86 -Real Estate -Houses

MOUNT PROSPECT

I)

3 Bedroom Ranch with' 1 1/2 baths and a Family room on
a '100 x 200 lot in a choice Country Club section

time. Experience not necessary. We will train.

$34,000.00
APPLY

APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE

EsDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS Inc.

radio, -perfect condition. Must

openings on 2nd or 3rd shifts, full or part-

Call or come in and see our modern air conditioned plant.

Ell CONEX

823-5277

*EXCLUSIVES_

ASSEMBLERS

296-2266'

Roselle Dodge

7250 W. DEVON
Cuff SP 6.4616
OPEN EVES. 6 SUNDAY'

Palatine, Ill.

NIGHT SHIFT OPENING

Women needed for packaging & inspecting of our plastic
containers. Work IS light and clean. Company benefits
include paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical and
life insurance, 9 .laid holidays, 2 weeks paid vacation.

THE DODGE BOYS

25 5, Park Roselle, Ill
1965 Mercury Comet 2 Dr.
R/H., SS, red, low mileage

Model. Homes at 4407 Wilke

LIGHT FACTORY WORK

Midnight - 8 a. it

1959 Plymouth convertible.
White with red interior. Firestone champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission.
$225 or best offer. 358-2699
after 8 P.M.

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"

An Equal Opportunity Employer

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

358-3842

'80 Falcon, 2 Dr. Wagon.Stick
radio, heater. CL 5-5072.

Open daily 12:00 - Phone' 392-5249

A Division of Union Oil Company of California

LA 94700

'65 Mustang 289. convt. RM.
w/w, low mileage, Exc. cond.

'66's - ALL MODELS

35 NEW HOMES - 3 & 4 BEDROOMS
$21,450 - $25,350

PURE OIL COMPANY

200 E. Golf Rd.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

BIG SELECTION OF NEW

TIFFANY PARK

Typing ability required.

shift. Perfect. CL, 3-2477
1964 Chevrolet Impala Convertible. Small V8 auto.

sacrifice. 3P2-6950.
'65 Rambler. 10 month waranty lett. Asking $1495.

$2298

KEY PUNCH TRAINEES

'62 - 2 dr. Valiant rad.-std.

condition. Phone 392-0255.

sleeps 6 - $30. All excellent

ing, Safety Group, Vinyl Interior, DeLuxe Chrome, Full
Factory Equipment.

Day shift opening for IBM key punch training program.

Yellow with black inter.Bucket seats, 4 speed, console,
full power. Like new. Private
ewner.-Phone CL 5-4882.

'66 Red VW, sunroof, w/w,

Dodge's "Hottest" Model!
Auto. Trans., Power Steer-

Opening for stenographers with experience or recent high

for an appointment

98 -Mobile Homes

2 DR. HT., P.B.,.P.B., Auto
Trans W/W Black, white top.
Red int. One owner. Clean.
Call after 6 p.m.
65 Olds. 442 Holiday Coupe.

1983 Western Field Camping
Trailer, sleeps 8 - $400. Side
extension 9x12 umbrella tent,

2 DOOR HARDTOP

Rolling Meadows

in GENERAL OFFICE WORK

of the following types:

529-3900

Phone DU -1-3434

86 -Real Estate -Houses

1100 Hicks Road

B & K REALTY

Brick home in convenient lo-

GENERAL OFFICE
NORTH SUBURBAN COMPANY

for the sign that says

OPEN SUNDAYS

Dictaphone operator, Key Punch operator, NCR operator and

Paid Vacations
Pension Plan

to buy low equity homes.Look

mission, air - cond. power
steering & power brakes,
radio speaker, very clean.

reduced to $30,000. Quick pos-

DAYTON NANCE R. E.

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

clerical positions now available. Good starting salaries and
excellent possibility for advancement.

3 & 4 bedroom homes. We
also have a surplus of cash

128 W. Main St. -Barrington

4 BDR. COLONIAL

GENERAL OFFICE

need of NEW LISTING. We
are practically SOLD OUT
and have many BUYERS and
good TENANTS waiting for

4 bedrooms, study, 2

.

Room 83
Prof. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

(M & F)

'255-2834. Best offer.
1962 DYNAMIC "88" OLDS

you will see why we are in

session.

4 BDR. BI -LEVEL

392-192C

LOOK 'for the sold sign and

CL 6-3595
1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl. lita.

$58,900.

Lifesavers, Inc.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

'58 Buick Super.4-door,hardtop. Silver blue, Auto. trans-

W/W, P/S, V-8 $1450;Ph.

ton area, by Oct. 1. 259-5000,
Ext. 225

...$29,000
Randhurst Center

99 -Automobiles For Sale

FOLZ REALTY
Residential - Commercial

school. From $39,000.
'ALBERT RILEY

Carpet

Northlake, Illinois

Monday, August 22, 1966

96 -Real Estate 'Wanted

view Schools.

All Appliances
Fully Imp. Lot

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:

OR 3-6600 EXT. 339

POSSESSION

Well maintained. 3 bdrm.
1-1/2 Baths Family . rm.
w/fireplace. 1/2 acre -landscaped. garage, carpet,
drapes Nr. Prospect & Fair-

Finished Family Room

400 North Wolf Road

chandise Discount.

For Appointment Call Miss Lofstrom

$27,900 - IMMEDIATE

RR Station, Adults only. NO

- $150.

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

who have good typing
skills on the Electric and Manuel typewriter. General office:
clerical backand

CALL 392-7033 FOR
APPT. WITH OWNERS.

adjaent to Shopping, 5 blks. to

Ideal for young couple with

space
r2 bdrm 7 $185. 1

$22,900.

1 and 2 bdrm. colonial style
apts. now under construction
for fall occupancy. Balconies, 14 Cu. ft. Frigidaire refrigerator, sep. dining rms.,
air cond., really sound proof,'

1. Central air' -conditioning

I

INSURANCE COMPANY

132 lot.

3 bike. ICI station, Central

ing the following ultra -deluxe
features:

827-3131

An equal oroortunity employer

2491.

BR. 302 N. Pine 1 blk library,

6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living

(M & F)

SECRETARY -TECHNICAL

air cond., Avail. Oct. 1. 255-

-- tool shed -- fenced back
yard. -- Nicely landscaped.
Convenient to schools & transportation. Low taxes. 85 a

3 bdrm. completely turn. or
unfurls. home. Gar. and finished bsmt. CL 9-2451.
3 bdrm. ranch. Arl. Hts.
Northwest. Close to schools.

2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit

ClerkTypists

Sub -let 7 mos., Arl. 'Hts, 2

Pantry -- 2nd floor laundry.
w/w. carpet. -- double gar.

mediate occupancy. $210 per
month. 437-5732.

partment building located at
Smith and Johnson and offer-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

6 brms. -Older home
1 1/2 baths -- full basement.

Elk Grove Village 4 bdrm.
home. 2 full baths, screened porch, fenced yard, im-

Palatine's niwest luxury a-

255-4283

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

furnished apt. 3, short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Sept. 1st. For
259r4901
appt. call

16 -To Rem Houses

,AT

THE DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Arlington Heights. 1 bdr m.

1! !HELP!!!

PoSMon. HE 7-1309.

14-40 Rent Apartments

55 -Musical Instruments

ELK GROVE VILLAGE - NEAT AS A PIN

TRW

Four bedrooms plus paneled Family 'Room
with Patio. Kitchen with .Built-ins. A Real

ELECTRONICS

666 GARLAND. PLACE

ARLINGTPN HEIGHTS
.253-2111.

Value at only $24,900.

DES PLAINES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ONE EAST CAMPBELL::

123 & ARLINGTON HT& RD.
,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-9000

160 S. MAIN'
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7130

Member of Multiple Listing Elervke

Member M.A.P..
MULTIPLE
.

,LISTING SERVICE'

SPARKS

Bombed in Second Frame

on

tars a

-

o ar

i

e

Mount Prospect's Pony League All -Stars bowed out of the
semi-final round of the Highwbod Baseball Tournament Satur-

singling

by

Baker

of the end for the local warriors.

"IT 'WAS WALKS

and
said a

The winners went ahead to
stay in the top of the first in-

disappointed Harris. "Still this ning with a two -run rally. A
was the furthest a Mount Pros- base on balls, a hit batsman,
pect pony league team has ever
gone in tournament play in

quite awhile. If we could have
avoided those early mistakes,
we might have taken the whole
thing," he added.
Certainly the Prospectors'
pitching got stronger as the

game went on. Mike Wells
came on in relief of Lesniak
in the second and gave up only

two runs, one of which was
charged to Lesniak. The stingy
fireman was nicked for two
hits in his five -inning stint,
and he fanned three while walk-

contest with eight 'hits and
four errors to Park Ridge's
eight hits and two miscues.

(twisting the hands from side to
side in a horizontal figure eight
pattern and combining the sculling of the arms with a scissor,

appearances by

personal

those runs back when he blast- stars and disc jockeys will be
ed a solo home run in the sec- featured Aug. 31 in the annual
Chicago White Sox Back to
ond inning.
Mount Prospect found the School Night at White Sox
scoring column again in the Park.
with a single

up

tally.

Joe

easy sculling and an occasional,

the

The tenth annual affair will
be staged between games of
a

frame, stole second, and

scuba diving). No special skills Stand on edge of the pool, feet
arc necessary. Start by holding together, arms overhead, head
a deep breath and pushing down- between the arms. Lean over
ward off the pool wall. Then try and push off with both feet. The
it from a surface dive: out idea is to let the whole body go
away" from the wall. Lie on under water in proper alignfront, face in water, swim a few ment and not to hit flat. The
strokes to get some momentum, head must be kept down. If the

will take place at home plate

ing no one.

PARK RIDGE got its only

run off Wells in the third inning, and that one was unearn-

ed. The Parkers got one man
on in that frame on a double.
He scored when the Mount
catcher

overthrew

catch him stealing

third.

THE LOCAL NINE

tried during the festivities.

to pull the contest back into

range in the seventh, but had

THE LINEUP includes such

to settle with one run. Baker radio
got things going again, this Allen, Jim Holt, Bud Kelly,
time with a single. Mike Ber- Don Phillips, Ron Riley, Art
personalities

dell followed him with another

Kurt

Roberts,

as

Bernie

Mount Prospect Pony League Coach Justin Harris confers with starting
pitcher Jay bikinis while catcher Don Brach looks on in Saturday's tourismmeat battle with Park Ridge. Lesnlak ran into second Inning trouble, and

A fashion show by Carson
Pirie Scott & Co. is also on
back to

tional League teams was .303.

school

fur fashions for teens.

THE DELIGHTS, one of the
town's most popular musical
groups
will perform
their
latest hit record as part of
the festivities.
prizes and

Broadview.

giveaways

The local's A Team took its end of the contest 7-0, while
the B squad triumphed 5-2. Friday's victory left the A team
in third place in the final North and West Suburban Tennis
League Standings with a'5-2 record. Hinsdale claimed the top
spot with a 7-0 slate, while Wheaton was second at 6-I.

lowered for teenagers.

the running for the loop championship with its fifth win in

Ten Named to
S.W.C. Posts

seven

r

staffs this season.

Only Rice and Baylor. among conference schools, have
not named at least one new
leads

the

parade with three new men including Leon ,Manley. Fred
Akers, and Tom Ellis.
Other new assistants

are

Harry Buffington and Bradley
Mills at Texas Tech, Charles
Coffey and Gordon Smith at
Jerry

Moore

at

Southern Methodist, Jim Shofner

at Texas Christian.

and

Lide Huggins at Texas A. and
M?.

Rich Dean, sophomore defensive halfback for Northwestern. is the son of Ross

Mount Prospect's Steve Orrell streski for second base while a Park Ridge infielder stretches

Dean, veteran Big Ten football official. Rich was a standout prep star in Whitefish Bey.

for a high throw. Mount Prospect bowed 10-3 to
.Park Ridge . in the semi-finals of the Higlswood Pony
League Baseball Tournament.

Wis.

Arlington

Park

favorite Tom Rolfe will return
to the local oval Saturday for
the 5100,000 added Washington
Park Handicap.
Last year's three -year -old
champion is remembered by
local fans for sweeping the
Triple
Mid -American
rich
composed of the American

Derby, Chicagoan, and Arlington Classic in 1965. He also

took the Citation Handicap at
Arlington last year.

OWNED BY RAYMOND E.
Guest, Tom Rolfe won nine out
of 12 starts last year, finishing
out of the money only once. He
collected 5444,901 in 1965 and

and
the

psychological 'injuries to
Little League baseball

player will be explored in
half-hour

documentary

television station
Thursday at 8 p.m.

a

by

WTTW on

The program, entitled "And
Win," will feature

Strive to

ten of the rivals'

Mount Prospect State Bank
leaped into first place in the
second

half standings of the

Y.M.C.A. Twilight Golf League
last week, taking a half -point
advantage over Kunkel Realmatches'

left on the summer agenda.

The Bankers picked up 5 1/2

of a possible six points in last
week's competition, while Kun-

kel was shut out. The league
scramble is

far from a two -

team race though, since third
place Allen's Store for Men is
only I 1/2 points behind the
fourth -place

and

Louie's Barber Shop trails by
only 2 1/2.
Ed Nixon fired a three -over par 39 to claim low gross

honors for the second straight
time last week, outgunning Ed
Then with a 40 and Bob Frink

In his last Arlington appearance, the son of Ribot-Rocahontas set a track record while

this year. He will be ridden by

winning the one -and -a -quarter Derby
in
mile
American
2:00 3/5. Willie Shoemaker
will be in the brilliant bay's

tender in the Washington Park
Five of the local linksmen
Cap will be Tronado, winner of collected birdies in last week's
this season's Arlington Handi- action. They were Len Frankcap by a length over Hedevar. lin, Max Pemoller, John Bow Argentine - der, Roger Lietzau, and SchThe six -year -old
bred stallion has annexed the wartz.
Donn Handicap at Gulfstream
Park, and run third in the John
B. Campbell Handicap and the
Inglewood. in other starts this

BOLD

BIDDER,

another
expected to
provide stiff competition in
Saturday's match. The Bold
Ruler colt recently won the
is

year.

Charles H. Strub Stakes and
the Monmouth Handicap, both

Swift Ruler, and Sammyren.

S 100,000 added events.
Bold Bidder has also

Stakes

a

bone

national

surgeon, and three
Little League offi-

cials.

Players, coaches,

and

par-

ents will also give their views

film footage of Little League, of boys' baseball on the proteams in action at the Little gram.

an effortless 6-I, 6-3 win in
the number two spot. Bob Van
Ee shut out Broadview's Terry
Sula in the first set 6-0 and
went on to take the second by a
6-2 count.

BROADVIEW CAME BACK

LEAGUE STANDINGS
Points

Team

Mt. Prospect State
Bank

23

Kunkel Realtors

22 1/2

Allen's Store
for Men

21

Louie'i Barber
Shop

Novak & Parker

19 1/2
18

Coloramic Tile

18

Conn Shell
Team #10
River Rand

16

Barbers

Eidamiller Realty

1/2

1/2'

Broadview.

JIM ROMAN was the only 'B
as

Bob

ARLINGTON'S

Ether

district

swimmer

en-

second in the finals, six -tenths
of a second behind Schollander.

in the finals with a 4:11.6 tim- Y.M.C.A.

Maples

ti

as each carded adjusted 35's:'
Frink, Then, and 'Wayne Wolf
were next in that department,

I

I

I

It

Woodview
Wins' Title

I

The

winners

displayed

1

a'

Sept. 3 for juvenile fillies.

balanced offense and skin tight

BWAMAZON FARM'S Rhubarb, Fred W. Hooper's Teach-

defense

Art, and J. Graham
Brown's Woozem are among
er's
the

favorites

Trial.

in

the

Lassie

Rhubarb won the Colleen
Stakes, Teacher's Art took
the Majorette, and Woozem
ran second in the.Mademoiselle
this year.

Lt

in
yesterday's triumph, making only one 'error,
while all but one Woodview

starter
run.

scored

at

least

one

Rainbow Ridge managed to:
mount a threat in the fifth ands
sixth innings, when it scored

six of its runs, but Woodview
slammed the door in the final

Woodview 'Coach Charles Brunner . accepts the
River Trails Softball Tournament trophy from
League Commissioner Hiram. Hanson. (in foreground): Team members are (top row) -John

frame.

Sheehy, George Lang, Lou Meyers, Tom Williams,

vic-

Nelson is the son of Mr. and
National Amateur Athletic Union swimming and div- Mrs. Wilbur Nelson, who lived
ing championships in Lincoln, at 409 N. Douglas Ave. in Arlington Heights until 1959. The
Neb.
John Nelson, 18, set the nationally prominent tanker
world 400 -meter freestyle rec- began his swimming career at
ord in a preliminary heat at the age of seven on the Arling4:11.8. The Pompano Beach.. ton Heights Park District team.
Fla. resident's time broke the The Nelsons moved to Florida
previous standard set by Olym- when John was 1 I.
While living in Arlington
pic gold medal winner Don
Heights, Nelson trained during
Schollander in 1964 at 4:12.2.
But hours later Schollander the winter at the Greenview
reclaimed his national mark Paladium and the Park Ridge

The Johnsons teamed up at
number 'one doubles to trip
Sorenson and Pcic 6-3, 6-2,
while Brown and Fink knocked
off Mackowiak and Clarke 6-3,

team singles man to bow to

over Peistrup

the

6-2, 6-0.

10 1/2

tories came by default., Matt
Weeg got credit for a number

11-9

joyed fleeting fame Friday in

Schunk rounded out the sweep
by dumping Dennis Clarke

15

7-5, 2.6,

A former Arlington Heights ing. Nelson had to settle for

Bob Fink won by default in
fourth spot, and Chuck

6-3.

play.

park

the

15 1/2

and Haglund 6-2, 6-1 in doubles

Former Local Tanker
Holds, Loses Record

the

of Ken Mackowiak

Joe Retelny 6-2, 6-0 at first
singles, and Von Bocckmann
beat Keith Haglund 6-2, 6-0
at number two. The talented
tandem then clipped Retelny

to take the number one doubles
match in a tense three -setter

and Van Ec, but the losers had

singles romp when he edged
Bob Sorenson at the number
one spot 6-4, 9-7. Dave Johnson followed with a 6-2, 6-2
conquest of Bill Pete at number two, while Larry Brown
disposed
6-0, 6-1.

JIM ESSER and SHY Von
Bocckmann paced the local
crew, as each
took
their
singles matches and teamed for
a number one doubles triumph.
Esser.
trimmed
Proviso's

Woodview claimed the River
The S25,000 added Lassie
Trial will claim the Trails Park District Softball
Arlington spotlight Wednesday. Tournament trophy yesterday
The trial is a prelude to the with a 13-8 conquest of the
Arlington - Rainbow Ridge Cubs.
added
$100,000

Washington Lassie to be run

League World Series. Included
also will be - interviews with a
psychiatrist and psychologist

ber one, and Dan Mesca posted

Arlington never lost a set in

was decided by default.
BOB JOHNSON -led

at

Lothar Peistrup coasted to a
6-I, 6-I, triumph, playing num-

season.

view Friday, taking 75 games
to the losers' 29. One match

6-4

ANOTHER LEADING con- all with 36's.

Others who are expected to
start are Come On II, Calcas,

run

dale and Wheaton will struggle
for the third playoff slot in
their final dual meet of the

6-3,

Mike Schwartz and John
Holm shared the low net prize,

San Antonio Handicap, and the
Equipoise Mile at Arlington

four -year -old,

The club's junior and women's teams also finished up
their slate Friday by splitting
dual meets with Proviso. The
juniors rolled to a 5-0 victory,

with a 41.

third in the Fernando Stakes,

saddle for the Washington Park
Handicap Saturday.

runners

Bank Team Captures
Twilight League Lead

money in his three-year career.

Pete Anderson.

-

him

number four.

its A division battle with Broad-

has amassed 5537,248 in prize

Television. Show Will Explore
Little League Injury. Chances
The possibilities of physical

efforts couldn't prevent
from crossing the plate.

leaders,

Tom Rolfe to Be Featured
In Washington Park 'Cap
Long-time

Dos Brach of Mount Prospect puts the tag on a
Park Ridge runner in Saturday's action. Brach's

tors with only three

Football Family

Riverside

Brookfield and. either Hinsdale

will assume positions on

Southwest' Conference football

outings.

or Wheaton will meet the Arlington club in a first place
playoff later this week. Hins-

Ten new assistant coaches

Arkansas,

to surrender the second doubles
test by default.

but the women bowed 3-2.

THE B TEAM remained in conquered

Texas

frog,

The Arlington Heights Tennis Club's men's team wound up
their summer campaign Friday with a dual -meet sweep over

to teenage customers are also
planned. Ticket prices for box
and grandstand seats, as well
as general 'admission will be

assistant.

flutter,

Arlington Net Club Topples
Broadview in Final Match

night. Carsons will present a
look at what's new in kookie

Free

or can be avoided by keeping the
head down.
IT IS ALSO time to jump in (Next: Scheduling Workouts.

while using
scissor kick.

In 1930, the combined batting average for all eight Na-

his second run batted in of the Williamson.

the

take a deep breath, bend the head is lifted, you will hit flat
the legs up in back and swim and that is the only way that you
down, level off and swim under can sting yourself. The stingwater, arms pulling to the side ing doesn't hurt much but it

the local nine bowed 10-3.

safety, and Meyer picked up Stagg, Clark Weber, and Dick

tap for

.

Jim

Russell,

the water to keep you from sub-

not too vigorous spreading of merging too deeply. However,
the legs and pulling them to- as soon as you arc ready, jump
gether in a scissor-like action.
in the deep water (8-10 ft.) go
YOU MIGHT have to, or to the bottom and push off back
want to, swim under water (a to the suface. It's fun.
necessity in lifesaving, skin or
NOW TRY the front -header.

Sox - Detroit Tigers twilight night doubleheader. Disc
moved to third on John Fors - jockeys from twenty local staWayne tions have already signed up
berg's
infield out.
Meyer then singled Baker a- for the "Chicago's Swingin'est
Deejay" batting contest which
cross.

Baker drew a walk to lead off

- - -----

frog or flutter kick (preferably
the scissor). The ultimate aim As the legs enter the water,
is to tread in an easy energy - bring them together hard and
conserving manner. This means bring the arms down on top of

KEN PRESKI got one of some of Chicago's top record

bottom of the second, coming

level off and swim. To keep from
going too deep the first few

,

Three rock and roll bands
and

deep water, feet first, come up,

If you are swimming along
in deep water and you bump
into someone, can you stop,
still keep yourself afloat, level

we must learn to tread water. 'make the dive shallow is, as
Treading water means staying you jump, spread the legs and
afloat with the body in a ver- lift the arms to shoulder height.
tical (up and down) position. It
ED
is done by sculling or finning

Sox Schedule
Back to School
Night For Teens

and a triple did the damage.

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS

times, lean forward as the feet
hit the water so that the upper
off and swim on across the body and arms will hang on top
pool? For such cases as this, of the water. Another way to

Mount Prospect finished the

The boom was lowered on Coach Justin Harris' outfit when
the Parkers exploded for seven runs off starter Jay Lesniak
in the second inning of Saturday's clash. Three Mount Prospect errors, three walks, and four hits spelled the beginning

Prospect
trying to

Baste Water Safety Skills

afternoon
home.

day, 10-3 victims of Park Ridge.

errors that beat us,"

ON SWIMMING

Joe Stanton, Bob Noreen, Jim Reid, and Ed Kurr.'
(frost row) Charles Kelly, John Kroll, Tom Fox,
Joe. Grimm, Pat Usk, Charles Wittwer, Charles
Brunner Jr. and Bill. Richter.

WEATHER

Telephone
2554400

i)ro5pert *Dap

Tonight: Fair and cool; Low
in the 50s. Wednesday:. Sunny
and continued cool; High in
the 70s.

.

Your Home Newspaper

Dist. 57 Approves. Budget,

Court Decision
Forces Village.
To Rewrite Law

Sets 1966-07 Tax Levies
Dist. 57 set its tax levies

BY BRUCE CUTLER,

which has been nine months
in the making.

Moore said Monday he was taking the charge of Mitering out
of the village's ordinance against disorderly conduct and mak-

one, but we can live with it."
There arc eight schools in
Dist. 57: Central and Lincoln,
junior high schools and Fair-

merchants as taken from Randhurst stores.

The ages of the two women are unknown and the addresses'
they gave police at the time of their arrest proved false, police said. Police call them "boosters," a term saved for pro-

brook elementary schools;

the loitering charge because
disorderly conduct charge, which covers
Mount
loitering, fails to contain a definition of what loitering is.

Prospect's

an , assessed
BASED . on
evaluation of S86,000,000 on

Because Randhurst is within the jurisdiction of the village's
police department, village officials feel they need "satellite"
state's shoplifting charge,
prosecution of store thefts by the states attorneys office.
the

used

property within the district, the
three levies and tax rate are:
--Building Fund, S1,255,600

in

and S1.46.

When a shoplifting charge can not be sustained by the court's
rules of evidence, police believe, the usc of other charges such

--Building Fund. $215,000
and 25 cents.
ReMunicipal
-Illinois
tirement Fund, 525,000 and
3 cents.

as loitering serves as a deterrent to keep potential offenders
away from Mount Prospect and out of Randhurst.
Merchants support the police endeavors to chase possible

shoplifters out of the village.

THE

acquisition

represents

in the same ordinance.
The second is to fully define the charge so that defense

valuation.

executive

full meeting before 11:30 p.m.,

vote on these matters in public

an infrequent event

session.

Board members and Dist.
Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg are

Afterwards the board went
into executive (secret) session
to talk about personnel.

Park.
classes begin.

discuss

may

land

School

state's shoplifting law.
At present, he said, state's attorneys frequently drop a municipality's minor charge and concentrate on the state's misdemeanor laws,

the board's public hearing of

against acts accompanying a shoplifting offense, he added, is
that district court, judges are familiar with the state laws but
before
now with the criminal charges of various communities in which
the judges sit.

the budget raised no questions
after members had completed
year's school
receipts and expenditures.

BESIDES
district

The largest items in the ed-

instruction at $1,728,200.

Building fund receipts arc
estimated at 5209,200, with all
but 51,200 coming from taxes.
Expenditures arc figured at
5208,385.

IN THE bond and interest

Gripe
Of The

a

college

work

Boy

at

friends

with long

T.C.

Passing down the wisdom accumulated after 64 years of teaching experience, aarence
G. Garasha and Leonard G. Garasha brief Timothy Paul on what to expect. The third generation of Garashas to enter the teaching profession, Timothy will face a sixth -grade class

SHE WAS a 1916 graduate
High

their son, Leonard G. Garasha.
as principal of Robert Frost
School in Elk Grove Elementary
Dist. 59
Arlington Heights
readers know him, in addition,
as a dedicated Sunday School

teacher and youth worker at
Evangelical Free Church.
Leonard Garasha, a graduate of Schurz' High School, received his bachelor's degree
from Wheaton College, and a
master's from Loyola.
the

i
'

Chicago,

in,a Wisconsin secondary school,
where he coached as well as

Hardly. He, along with all the
parents, are
Robert Frost
counting the days till construe-

taught history.

4ion ends on the new school

In 1947, Len joined the
Wheeling school system, and
was instrumental in the con-

addition.

His first teaching job came

solidation of School Dist. 21.
Later, he taught at Fox River

headed for a teaching career. Mount
Pride, too, in son Tom, who drunken driving and is due in
begins divinity studies this fall Mount Prospect court Sept. 21.

at Trinity, and in son Tad, a
Ridge

School

fifth -grader

soul-search-

ICC Continues Utility Hearing

com-

The scheduled hearing by the
Illinois Commerce Commission of Mount Prospect's com-

mitments, such as to special

plaint against Utility Sewer &

education, fire prevention and
safety.
"I can see as our enrollments decline slightly, there
will also be a decrease in

Water Co. was continued today.
The date and time of the ICC
hearing have not yet been set.

"WE HAVE

realize,"

to

he said, "that the district faces
educational

increasing

squeeze on the budget."
"In view of this,"

Kram-

pert warned, "the board must
consider additional sources of

overflowed,
interceptor
flooding homes in the Elk
Ridge Villa subdivision.
Mount Prospect took the case
to the ICC when the circuit
se

court ordered occupancy permits issued for homes in the
The village contends that the Mount Shire subdivision, west

company is providing inadequate sers4ce by not building a

of Busse and south of Golf,
which is serviced by Utility.

Village engineers and the
lift station on Cottonwood and
Busse to handle overflow from consulting engineers for the
the sanitary district line dur- sanitary district maintain that
a lift station would solve the
ing heavy rain storms.
Five times this year the Bus- flooding.

income.

Police Close
Tally -Ho

Police

have been

patroling

the project to keep away, children, who use the abandoned
and vacant buildings as a playground, and to vandals, who
have pilfered and damaged the

Lietzman ran the car he was

Forbiex

Bohannan,

22, of Chicago, is to appear
in Niles court today for burglary and criminal destruction
to property. He was arrested,
police said, for taking copper
tubing from Tally -Ho.

TOMORROW,

Master

in

Chancery Howard Arvey will
hear in his offices, I N. La
Salle St., Chicago, testimony
in the suit to demolish the
buildings. Peter C. Retten,

Mount Prospect building and
zoning director, will testify.

in

driving over a curb at Haltan

Mount Prospect claims the

And, continuing his career
Between now and Labor Day,
he'll have to plan moving in for' of service, Len Garasha smiles
books, desks, furniture, and happily. "Don't forget," he tells

and Central, George Stolzman,
of 1 Hatlan, told police Sunday.

buildings arc an "attractive
nuisance" and an eye -sore
and is asking they be torn
down.

Arlington Heights.

The Day. "You come see me
And, as transportation di- now. I'm running a training
FOR FIVE years, he was rector for Elk Grove's Disschool for school bus drivers
of Harwood trict 59 (which includes Frost, September!"
superintendent
Heights (Dist. 86), and in 1960 1Forest View Elementary, and
. he came to Elk Grove, teach- Dempster Junior High in
ing in the original Elk Grove Mount Prospect and Juliette
High School.
Low in Arlington Heights), he
The board of health will not
In 1964 the forceful Garasha has bus routes to plan for the
meet tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
became principal at Robert
entire student body!
village hall due to the vacation
Frost
Elementary
School,
schedules
of its members,
Mount Prospect.
on
his
WHAT ELSE is
With 24 ',ears of experience mind these days? Pride - that health inspector Herman Haenisch said yesterday.
behind him, can Len Garasha
son Tim, who worked his way
The board will meet again
relax is4nd wait for school to
Coltege,
is
Trinity
through
Aug. 31, he said.
open?
Grove.

Lietzman, 62, of
by
arrested
was
police for
Prospect

William

at Virginia Lake School in Palatine.

and hitching posts

grandson Tom.
Mount Prospect readers know

Man Arrested
For Driving
While Drunk

-4°

the
family,
Her
Heights
George S. Hiebers, settled in
Arlington Heights when the
town still had wooden sidewalks

50th anniversary) she watched
the AHS graduation of her

and

scratching
ing.

Dennis

Chicago Normal, was the former Viola Hieber of Arlington

School -- in a class of only
seven students This June (her

caused a good deal of head -

four existing structures.

at Armour

Heights

calculated at $87,213, S790
and 5225,000, respectively.
Receipts in the transportation fund are estimated at $525
above the estimated 518,000
expenditures.
"This tight budget," Presi"has
Krampert said,
dent

Earlier Krampert had extapping, because while they arc
legally available they represent plained that budgeting is a conwhich began
-- in the board's view -- a tinuing process
form of taxation without rep- in November last year for
this year's fiscal year.
resentation."
In December, a preliminary
Krampert said the board
could put a tax levy on Working budget was set, he said and
cash, transportation and fire this was reviewed in parts on
Feb. 25 and Mar. 7. The budprotection and safety.
"Either the board increased get was tentatively adopted
April 4, and reviewed and rethe district's funds available
by means of a tax or the board vised July 18.

the Tally -Ho apartment
project open and closed it.

out with fleas.

teacher

Tech He taught at Beaubian
School, Mayfair Branch of
Jefferson Township, and at
Schurz High School in Chicago
Garasha,
Clarence
Mrs
herself a former teacher at

of Arlington

needs. They are interest, service charge and bonds retires,

of

in Puerto Rico
Later, he returned to finish
his

"THERE are three sources curtails the districts educathe board has refrained from tional services."

fund, total estimated receipts
arc 5313,003, equaling three
items in the fund's budget

Once again Mount Prospect
police yesterday found a door

d r,

hair. When I run my fingers through It, they come

Lane Technical High School,
as

board secretary, explains the 1966-67 school budget last night.

Door Again

c

Day

118 N Wille, Mount Prospect,
who retired after 40 years of
After
service.
continuous
volunteered

Dist. 57 Board of Education President William A. Krampert (center), along

with Dist Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg (right) and board member George Rodney Branchle,
listen intently as J. C. Busenhart (not shown), district business manager and

state aid, so the picture ahead
ucation fund are administration
of us is an increasingly tight
at $120,330 and salaries for

clan is Clarence G Garasha,

he

the

fund revenues.

.

training

levies,

tax

budgeted 5100,000 in

tax anticipation warrants and
5700,000 in state aid as the
major sources of education

join -the teaching profession . .
three lifetimes of service in
education
Patriarch of the Garasha

manual

next

discussing

In two weeks, Timothy Garasha, 809 W Harvard, will
begin his first teaching job sixth grade at Virginia Lake
School in Palatine
And as he faces his first
class, Tim becomes the third
generation of Garashas to

studying

assessed

attending

residents

Several

The difficulty with each village writing its own ordinances

L

bells
school
September's
have unusual significance for
the Garasha family

Ise

of 583,722,982 used in the fiscal year just passed.

Fro 3 Rs to Modern Math,
That's the Garasha Family
BY JAN BONE

figure
rate
payment of

The tax 'rate base of S86,000,000 is up from the figure

the charges of the village, when they arc combined with the

working to hire a principal for

Under Illinois law a board of Sunset
education

The tax will
next spring.

arguments on the facts of a case.
Also, Moore said, he will ask states attorneys to prosecute

personnel in
session, but must

the

residents of the district based
on each 5100 of assessed e-

attorneys will be unable to gain an aquittal without even an

or

TAX

MOORE has two main aims in writing a separate loitering
charge. One is to separate it from disorderly conduct, because
courts have held that the two charges cannot be combined with-

Dist 57 Board of Education
last evening completed their

Lions

Busse,

Park, Sunset Park, and West-

THEY WERE aquitted of

Meetings Soon (?)..Over

Gregory,

view,

fessional shoplifters.

Prospect.

education

members voted three tax levies
after Board President William A. Kranpert described
the new budget as a "tight

part Moore's work was sparked by the dismissal of a
loitering charge brought by Mount Prospect police against
Irene Brown and Marie Shores in May after extensive surveillance failed to connect them with shoplifters who had
filled a' car with 51,133.66 worth of clothing identified by
In

The
then this furry visitor is unusual.
9 -week-old raccoon has been named Samanthia by its
keeper Pat Langan of Arlington Heights. Miss Langan
took Samanthia to visit a friend Linda Hills in Mount

of

board

Five

ing a rough draft of it as a separate charge.

shrieks, but

fiscal

1966-67

school year last night and
approved a "tight" budget

new ordinance.

Not every visitor, at The Day office is greeted with

the

for

Two women accused of loitering and freed on a legal technicality have set village attorney Robert Moore to drafting a

charges surrounding

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
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117 S. Main St.

Volume 1, No. 90

supplies.

No Meetings

Police also booked Lietzman
for driving with only one headlight, He is free on 525 bail.

Found and Lost
Thomas Malone, who services retail stores for Borden

Fighting

the

village's

case

are attorneys for the mortgagor, receiver and several un-.
paid subcontractors, who helped
build the uncompleted struc-

tures at Algonquin and Busse

There

is a

certain

attraction abandoned buildings

for small boys. The once elegant 19th Century
house at 8 E. Northwest Hwy. was no different. As it
At
the
same
time,
these
atturned it over to the Mount torneys have told The Day was being *reeked, small groups of boys would troop
Prospect police.
they are working for an out - through the building at the end of each day inspecting
Police were unable to locate of -court settlement of their the work and looking for the special kind of treasure
the purse later to find out if it differences. They want to com- that only appeals to the young. A Day photographer
Dairy Co., found a purse Monday at U. S. 14 and Maple and

Rds.

have

contained any money.

plete the project, they said.

watched one of those tours. The pictures are on page 2.
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Boys Find Adventure
In House of Bygone Days

;;

2nd Day
BY JIM ROSS
A lawsuit filed by Prospect
Meadows
residents
against
Elementary School Dist. 25

entered its second day. of testimony today in Chicago.
The case opened Monday be-

fore Judge John J. Lupe in
the Chancery division of Circuit Court. The citizens ask
prohibiting thi

injunction

an

district from enforcing

school

boundary changes approved by
the school board May 9.
Dist. 25 schools include Dun ton, Dwyer, Westgate, Park,

Windsor. North, Ridge, Kensington, Olive, Patton, Wilson.
Ivy Hill, Greenbrier elementary schools and South, Miner
Junior

and
Thomas
Schools.

High

The suit asks that the district be restrained from transferring Prospect Meadows chil-

dren to North School in Sep. tember. The re -map, as it now
would
transfer the
children from Kensington to
North schools.
stands,

Window ledges are for pounding and for climbing when tomorrowthe building
will come down. Eddie Schulze (left), 12, of 20 S. Maple, and brother Joey, 11, do
a little of both.

THE INJUNCTION would
also

Grace-sliaze

restrain

school

district

from providing free bus transportation for children attending St. James parochial school.
The suit charges that the school

Billy Schulze (left), 10, of 20 S. Maple, clutches an

old rug found in the half -wrecked house. To him, his
brother Eddie,

12, (hidden from the camera) Charlie
Miller, 10, of 22 S. Owen, and Billy's other brother,

Wedding Bells

board changed the attendance
area for Prospect Meadows id
order to establish bus routes;
which would justify the bussing

Joey (right), 11, this was the find of the day.

for the parochial children.

By Grace Mott
- Our Redeemer Lutheran Church, Prospect Heights was the
setting for the August 20 late afternoon ceremony which united
Charlene Kiesling, daughter of the Charles Kieslings and
James Hall of Des Plaines

Friday night his family, the

W Halls

hosted

a

rehearsal

party at the Cabana Club in
their

apartment

DesPlai nes

building

in

After the

marriage they received wedding guests at a
cocktail, dinner and dancing
party in the Mount Prospect
V F W clubhouse
couple's

Two miscellaneous showers
were given for Charlene, the

first June 29 when her aunt.
Mrs Elmer Mosenwinkel who
lives in Ohio came here to
host the

party in the

Kies-

lings' Prospect Heights home,
and 'One by "Mrs- Robert' Mac
Donald; neighbor of the Kieslings
Returning

for the wedding

were Mr and Mrs Rosenwinkel,
town
Levy

and others from out of
included Mrs
Joseph
who came from Los

Betty Dur-

Angeles and Mrs

the bride's grandmother
from Pell Lake, Wis

an,

A FAMILY who 'lived

in

Mount Prospect for many
years were in town over the

weekend, brought back to IlliSelling your home?

Call our
Man of the

M ap

nois by the Saturday marriage

of their son.
and

Mrs.

night were the

guests

until this morning of Mr. and
Mrs Robert Gewecke.
The
marriage of
Linda
Robbins to Jeffrey Louthain
took place in Bushnell, Ill.,

with several from here among
the
wedding guests. These
Included the Geweckes, Mr.

and Mrs. A. B. Lytle, Mr. and
A.J. Caliento, the Edward Klupmeyers, and from
Barrington,
former
Mount

Mrs

r; t

Prospectors, the _It o b
Paynes.

Friday night Mr. and Mrs.
Louthain hosted a bridal dinner

at

Wee-May-Tuk

the

Country Club. The marriage
ceremony

at

St.

Bernard's

Catholic Church was followed

by a reception in the church,
and a party the same evening

home of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Robbins. Not until they went
at the

Bushnell from Ft. Washington, Pa., where they now
live, did the Louthains meet
the bride's father.
to

SUNDAY was a day of days
for Carol Ann
daughter of Mr.

Schroeder,
and Mrs.

staff

Lutheran

at

NOW LIVING in Swiu City,
Ind., are Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Gabbard who left Mount Prospect for their new home a

for

50.

Among

the

guests were Mr. and Mrs. Sigmund Swarski of Mount Prospect,

whose

son

Gary

and

Carol arc engaged to be married Absent from the party
was Gary who marked the day

Barbara, Mateja, 629 Bob -0 Link, chairman of the com-

mittee formed to protest the
boundary changes:, Mrs. Rosemary Vosburgh. 419 Larkdale,

Ln., and Joseph Wanner, 414
Larkdale, both members of

10, is a carrier for The Day. All the boys attend St. Paul Lutheran School, 18 S. School,
Mount Prospect. Today the wrecker's work is
finished. There will soon be a parking lot on

originally
planned. An important meeting
earlier

week

Witnesses testifying in the
yesterday were Mrs.

matter

A Day photographer watched as these four
boys discovered the wonders of an old house,
which was being wrecked at 8 E. Northwest
Hwy. The boys shown here were only one group
of many whom staff members had seen exploring the building. The house was at the rear of
The Day offices at' 117 S. Main, Billy Schulze,

Hospital.

than

the protesting committee.
Witnesses for the defense
were School Board President
Harold Sortor and Dist. 25

the site. There will be some, however, who will
remember the old house that once stood there,

last Saturday in Worthington,
Ind., where Ronald will be

Supt. R. E. Clabaugh.

A GREAT deal of written

school
principal
and sixth grade teacher caused

elementary

also be tninister of the First

'NA+

Baptist Church in Switi City.

cluded correspondence between
Mrs. Mateja and school of-

Many of the family's friends
bade the Gabbards and their
four children goodbye at two
receptions August 14 at The

ficials from the time she became aware of the boundary

Education for more than two
years.

CURRENTLY

To Joey Schulze, 11, as to most boys his age, knocking oat those last pieces of glass is an obligation. Here
only a few pieces clinging to the frame were in the
windows when the boys arrived. None were there when
they left.

..

.

vacationing

in Iowa is Mrs. Jack Morgan
and her sons, Dale and Chris.
The trio stayed on following
the August 13 marriage of the
Morgan's daughter, Carol to
Smith.

Michael

The

HOSPITALIZED last Thursday at Holy Family was Aubra
(Jack) Johnston, under obserand

treatment

for

a

years ago and has been free
from similar symptoms ever
since until last week, is mail
call. Even his doctor cannot
keep indomitable Jack from
the hearty
laughs . he gets

It
is expected he will remain at
from

humorous messages.

Holy

Family

at

least

Older-. brothers are invaluable on expeditions such
as this. Here Eddie Schulze

(left), 12, explains one of
the hidden points of house
construction to brother Billy, 10.

two

A

five -iron

drive

off

the

seventh tee at the Mount Prospect Country Club netted Mrs.
The

singularly

thrilling feat was accomplished in full view of a number
of Sunday players who 'lauded
the hole in one shot.

Contract Won
The Board of Local improve-

ments of Mount Prospect has
awarded the Capitol Cement
Co., 6214 N. Pulaski Rd., Chia
contract to make
SI4,529 in sidewalk improvements in the village.

cago,
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St._ James

Stage Group
Makes Plans
tion of the St. James Theatre
Group of St. James Parish of
Arlington Heights, to be pre-

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS:

Meadows.
Recently revived, the play
was- 'named "best off-Broadway" production of 1965 in

named production director here by the theater
group's directors. Bull, is a
charter member and past

Backed' by 90 Years Experience

320 W. Central Road . . . at Northwest Hlwali

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Open 7 Days A Week From 11:30 A.M. OM
ASTEC DECOR

president

Featuring Appetizing

*DINNERS sta

nDga

Ph. 25-7800

last

10:30

a.m.

this

of their 45,000

the hospital.

The bulk of the books arc

of

the

Best

Off

Broadway players, a northwest
area'musical troupe.
y4

p.

1tylf. p.m.

Free
Private
Daily,.
Organ Music
Birthday Cake Birthday Facilities For
Piano Bar
You
Weddbigs
Dancing Every When
Luncheon Sales Meetings
Celebrate
Sal. Night
Surprise!
Banquets
With Us
NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
AND 91JENTIN ROAD

PALATINE, ILL
RESERVATIONS

FL 8-280Q

He has appeared in B.O.B.
including "Silk
Stockings," "Guys and Dolls,"
"Finiah's
Rainbow," and
played Carnes in "Oklahoma"
productions

and Captain Andy in "Showboat."
Before joining B.O.B., Bull

Windows Broken

been boarded up.

atine area,

"You Can't Take It with
You" will conclude the third
year of prdductions by the St.
James group. Future playa are
"Tom Jones" and "Holiday
for Lovers."

all1111w7:
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MRS. NICHOLAS NOLL

Brilliant Execution
Wins State Prize

Obituarieg

7

Adolf Dworniczek, 84, of
Musicians define a "toccata"
2106 Verde, Arlington Heights, as a piece requiring "brilwas pronounced dead on ar- liant execution."
rival at Northwest Community-The judge for the organ
Hospital yesterday.
contest at the Illinois State
He is survived by two sons Fair thought Mrs. Nicholas

Melvin of Chicago and Ralph
of Arlington Heights; a daugh-

ter Mrs. Myrtle Kirby of. Arlington Heights; seven grandchildren, and one great grandchild.

Mr.

was

in death by his
Clara and a son Clarence.
ceded

Vistors

may

call

at

prewife

Home

in

Arlington

Heights

after 7 p.m. tonight. Services
will be Thursday at ;1:30 p.m.
home chapel
with the Rev. Robert O. Bartz
officiating. Burial will be in
in Schiller
Eden Cemetery
in

the

Park.

prize in the adult class' in or-

funeral

Mrs. Noll has been studying
the organ for six years and
recently began

the

She

says

she

has

always

wanted to play the organ and'
finally found the time several'
years ago.
She

is a

student of Adell'

Scott of Morton Grove who en-'
Noll of 416 S. Rammer, Ar- couraged her to enter the cont.'
lington Heights, executed the petition. For the past two years'
"Festival Toccata" so well she has ranked high in the State.
that they awarded her first Fair competition.
gan competition Sunday.

Dworniczek

was a member of the Town Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
and Country Chorus in the Pal-

-

the way
to American
soldiers serving in Viet Nam
from Fort Riley, Kan.
on

Adolf Dworniczek

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE

*LUNCHEONSII:30DTaoi l

ing the

Hart and George S. Kaufman, E. Rand Rd., reported broken
will be staged at Sacred Heart by assistant manager Mrs.
of Mary High School in Rolling Joan Minzcy on Sunday, have

GEORGE Bull of Cary has

FASHION SHOW LUNCHEON EVERY WEDNESDAY

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR,

at

morning.

paperback book collection to

The basement windows of
sented Nov. 18 through Nov. 20,
The play written by Moss Aunt Jemima restaurant, 812

been

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Horne

convene

2,000

New York City.

COW PALACE

solemn occasion.

was -recessed

books from the famous "Book
for Viet Nam" drive.
Sharon Gehrke of Prospect
Heights and Joanice Kricnke
of Wheeling, both 19, arc giv-

"You Can't Takc It with
You" will be the fall produc-

weeks.

T.N.T. (This 'n That)

approximately

receive

the day for Jack, long-time
resident of Mount Prospect

who suffered heart attack 25

hearing

Hines Hospital veterans will

Best part of

heart ailment.

The

by Judge Lupe and was to re-

Hines Vets
To Share
2,000 Books

cere-

mony took place in St. Francis

afternoon.

Lilting the burden of detail that weights so heavily
at this time of sorrow, with complete attention to
all arrangements, assuring you of solace on this

changes through several meetings held with the board or
school officials..

South Church where' Ron has
been
Director of Christian

Ralph Adams an ace Sunday

Complete Attention
To All Arrangements

evidence was submitted to the
Fourt by' Andrew Leahy. attorney for' the Prospect Mead-.
ows group. The evidence in-

,,,,p,)

the-ctinge itrislans. Ht' will

vation

dinner

fashion.

nursing
General

eran

Schroeders' guests at a buffet

CL 5.43320

will join the

Carol

of Assissi Church in Fayette.

Damuths,
several
relatives
from Milwaukee and others
close to the family were the

BRUNS
REAL ESTATE

roses,

Raymond E. Schroeder, Prospect Heights. That afternoon
she was one of 26 young women who graduated from LuthGeneral and. Deaconess
Hospital School of Nursing,
and
the
occasion
brought
Carol's
grandparents,
Mr.
and Mrs. George Damuth here
from Huntington Beach, Calif.
The
same afternoon
the

Howard Kog ay

Carol with longstemmed
but who is currently
stationed with the Navy off
Naples, Italy. He is expected,.

for

home on leave in time for the
They are Mr. holidays.
Robert Louthain
After a two week vacation,

who after arriving here Saturday

Finally; the injunction asks
that the school district be compelled to re -map the district
a
"non-discriminatory"
in

piano lessons.

She enrolled in an adult education class, "Learn

to

Play

the Organ For Fun," at Ar-

Home Found
Broken Into
Jerome Thelander, when he:

returned from vacation Monday, reported to Mount Pros

lington High School and her
interest increased.

pect police his home at 605 S.

In Springfield 'she was competing with 15 persons in her

kitchen window had been bro-'
ken. Thelander could not tell,

class. A total of 355 persons
entered the organ competition.

Edward had been broken into.
Police discovered that the

immediately
missing.

if

anything

was.

- e

.

.......
................... ... '

The Day's Prospects

Donating Blood May Save a Life.

.

tions are part of a program

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

contribute blood at regular
intervals thus. making transfusions available when needed

Members of St. Paul LuthChurch

eran

donated

more

dren of St. Paul School. This
is the second donation. The

the recent visit of the Mount
hospital blood unit to
Mount Prospect. The dona-

Sinai

first,

last

held

'

also

June,

ident of the group, "II

members." The program giyes

a

short, time,

five

For the Mature Woman

a

is a

greater reward.

time of need. A program of

families

.

Oap AT HOME
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MRS. MAX SMOSNA, Loan Officer and Assistant Cashier at the Mount Prospect State Bank,
admires the current mosaic exhibit by Betty
-

The exhibit is sponsored by the Mount

Bieg.

Prospect Art League.

But Dior, St. Laurent, Bal-

main and Coco Chanel came to

Members of Elk Ridge Villa
The Elk Ridge Homeowners
will hold their are invited to attend. Contact
annual street dance on Satur- Mrs. E. Cooper at 439-1486
day, August 27th at 8 30 p m, for further information.
will
the "Illusions"
evening

provided

be

by

designers haven't
Fashion
written you off.
Oh, for a while there, we
thought so, what with the haute
couture crowd introducing such

parent plastic.

Association

at the corner of Cypress and
Music for the
Frost Drives

Women of 30 and over,
be of good cheer.

giddy styles as coats of chain
mail and dresses of trans-

Elk Ridge Owners
To Picnic Saturday
Potluck
Picnic
Supper

the rescue with styles that are

things about a woman's figure

-- and away from the totally
unfitted shift,

gamut from thigh to mid -calf.
But at most houses, it hover-

For further information on
The activities of the Phi Beta

Dr.

Zhivago,

maybe?)

prevailed in the shape of long
greatcoats, hip boots and shag-

COATS seem to be divided
into two factions - the slim and
the

tent, with fullness some-

Take h Look at Feet.
Fall may be nearly' here -but not quite. And the remaining days of summer still can
make demands of your feet..

alumnae may call

Mrs.

at

439-

Verwohlt

If you enjcij, running around
in

sandals

and

cutout -style

shoes, better take ,a long look
at your feet.

Dry skin and heels, huh?

Buy a lotion or other prep caution intended to smooth away dead skin and get busy.
Check your nails, too. They
should be evenly trimmed and
covered with a soft -color polish for
shoes.

(Junior

in

open -toe

Four Parties Planned
By University Women

At YMCA

parties

event will be held at 8 p.m.

Mrs. J. C. Busenhrt and Mrs.

will be held early next month

Sept. 9 in the hoMe of Mrs.

G. W. Hrbek.

Camp

Branch of the American Assn.

the

membership

Northwest

Suburban

of University Women.

B. H. Lowrie, 603 MaWaTa,
Mount Prospect.

Branch meetings are conmem-, ducted the third Thursday of
each month at South Park
of Mount Prospect is one of bers with the A.A.U.W. pro- Field House in Des Plaines.
gram.
33 girls from the Northwest
Also scheduled monthly are
SOburban YMCA who are at
The first is scheduled for 8 meetings of 15 study groups.
Kroehler YMCA Camp, Hay- p.m. Sept. 7 in the home of
Programs are planned to
ward, Wis
-Mrs. C. D. Nelson, 1681
Jean recently was named an Campbell, Des Plaines, the deepen interest in cultural
outstanding swimmer in Mount second for 8 p.m. Sept. 8 at affairs and community and
Prospect Park District comthe home of Mrs. W. G. John- work problems,
She placed first in son, 240 N. Dee, Park Ridge.
petition
The membership committee
the 100 -yard backstroke, secMrs. M. A. Davis, 2016 members from Mount Prosond in the relays, third in
Plaines,
pect are Mrs. R. Komorowski,
Eastview dr.,
Des
niedly competition and fifth
will be hostess at a party at Mrs. R. C. Cooper, Mrs. G.
the 100 -yard free style.
tai
1:30 p.m. Sept. 9. The final Turner, Mrs. L. B. Vlasak,
She has been a swimming inJean

of

daughter

Pollard,

Mr and Mrs James Pollard

Purpose of the events is to

familiarize

Black

re-established

is

of her

Hosting the picnic were
in Mr. and Mrs. Burton Neuner,

neon shades currently abounding.

kc.
Badminton,
corquet,
shuffleboard and volley ball

prospective

Rei

a'
Mr. and Mrs. Gordo. Johnson in their landatare
Model T Ford. The newlyweds entertained children at
a block party by giving them rides in the auto.

SPECIAL LOW PRICES THRU SATURDAY, AUG. 27th

CUTS

GARDEN FRESH

Sold As

VEGETABLES

Roasts Only

Women wishing information

Cabbage

0956.

10c

Green.

Peppers

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling

All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts .
Do It Yourself Or We Install

FAO'

pADU

vvnn
Per
Ear

sc

AGAR CANNED

FRESH EGGS

HAMS

Wisconsin's -finest

Price & Compare

SWEET

GRADE 'A' LARGE
ALL WHITE

THEN CALL

10 -lb. Can $698

CL 5-4799

C 5-11. Can $398

Dozen
Ctn.

I

3 -Lb. Can $249

a
p

CALIFORNIA VALENCIA

ANONIP/INDICOORED

girls

manson, Donna Marie Gullette,
Kim Jorgensen, Jennifer and
Patricia Krampert,_ Roberta

U.S. Choice Beet

Dozen

JUST LISTED

I

'

I

39

SWISS
CHEESE

3 bedroom BI -Level on 1/2 acre - quiet street - near school - Basement - 2 car
garage - 21 ft. family room with beautiful cabinets and paneling - new wall to
$21,500
wall carpeting. Only

Hans the Yodeler Brand
Fancy Large -Eye Swiss

B
R

Sliced

0
3

1A

Piece
Piece

'ARLINGTON MARKET: -PLAZA -

The Holy Family Hospital
picnic in honor of their teen-

434E. Northwest Hwy., Palatine, III. 60067

900 KENSINGTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

,

CUBED BEEF.

RANGES STEAKS
Sweet, Juicy

OTHER girls at the camp
are Jull Bohannan, Ellen Dit-

day. August 28 at 10 p m

Lb

membership chairman, at 823-

Jean is serving as an honor

age Checriaids will be held on
the hospital grounds on Sun-

FRESH

Cucumbers E. 1.0c

may call Mrs., R. H. Vawter,

Football Team Cheerleaders

Cheeriaid
Picnic

0

Gelq,emial110fiya (miaow& 11.0pour

Ti -M Club, the chorus, and
is an honorary captain of the
Mount Prospect Bear Midget

der of Arlington Heights

I

II

Flat Bone`

class

and Kristie Luedford, Debbie
Lytle, Cathy Peterson, Laren
Tamsel and Jill Sybest, all
of Mount Prospect, Nancy
Janos, Janet LeHockey, Kris
Miller, and Karen Tague, all
of Prospect ---Hei-PIST-Mary
Des Plaines, and
Kelly of
Janet Iverson and Chris Lei -

;fit,-,,

ONNOICENTP T

board at Prospect High School,
Jean will be a junior this fall.
She is also a member of the

camper counseling the
boating and sailing

tg

fashion this fall, rather a nice Mr. and Mrs. Frank Boston
relief with all the pastel and and Mr. and Mrs. Tony Miot-

structor at Lions Park for the
last four years
.A member

by Cliff Hagen and Tom Boyle.

glitter was big for after -five.

All Choice

4071.

by

members
from the
original 23. All were originally from htc 200 block of
North Louis and William

active

AIMVAINSZMIMMitt

Mennella of Arlington- Heights

Four

Skirts wrap around or are
gathered in front. And ankle

ment.

is in charge of the festivities.

Area Giils

collars and diagonal closings.

were included in the entertain-

get-together
is sponsoring
which will feature a potluck
Mrs. James
picnic supper.

JEAN POLLARD

times restrained by a martingale,,,, placed just below the
shoulder blades.
Suit coats have stand-up

An annual summer picnic
for members and their families was held recently by, the
Holly Girls an organization
that has been in existance for
over ten years and has eight

-length capes 'add an aura of
Marc Bohan's collection for
streets.
romance to evenings.
Dior created a sensation with
The pitch in smorgasbord
guardsmen's coats and nurses'
Fur flew in every collection picnic was highlighted by a
capes with shorter -hem dres- 'and
fabrics
were
favorite
lollipop and balloon tree and
ses.
lace,
jersey,
velvet,
crepe,
a horseshoe tournament won
A vague Russian influence wool and gabardine.
Silver

gy furs.

at the knee for dresses,
longer for coats.

a

Hermann

ing -- the kind that says nice

(from

The Arlington Heights

Phi

WAISTLINES, too, moved all
over the place. There was a
notable return to subtle shap-

elegant without being stuffy.
The hemlines at showings
of these designers ran the'

ed

Alumnae Club of Pi Beta Phi

1[,-.

you are helping others

Paris Designs Are
legant But Not Stuffy Holly Girls Pitch -In Picnic

.'
ko.

payment enough, but knowing

They know there. is

a- blood bank in reserve in

Tuesday, ' August 23.

0

you and your family have a
supply of blood available is

great deal of assurance to;

families.

advan-

not a difficult 'or painful
procedure. The assurance that

joining may call Susan Cay' gill at the hospital (277-4000,
Ext. 425). Although the church
has been participating for only

interested

be

is

pints

of blood have been used by

Anyone

can

tageous. As conducted by the,
Mount Sinai Hospital unit, it

in

ler.

by church members sand chil-

than 100 pints of blood during

blood giving

already have been helped. "To
date," said Mrs. George R.
Busse whose husband is pres-

more than 100 pints.
The blood doning program is
available to other groups, according to Mrs. Eleanor Muelnetted

of the
church under 60 years of age
members

whereby

"

h.39

All Solid Lean Meat
No Bone

No Waste

89c
Lb.

Armour Lean, Sliced

CANNED
HAM
Imported Style
1/2,11.

-

59C

THE GROVE SHOPPING CENTER
ARL. HGTS. RD. and BIESTERFIELD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

.
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Some Day
film on Albert Einstein. Tell
the kids he is the man who

The boys might like to see
the disintegration, of 'the once -

ushered in the atomic. age.

famous French Foreign Legion. The legion is that bunch
of mercenaries, former prisoners, ex -Nazis and disillusioned theology students who
work for S30 a month. The
show starts at 9:30 p.m. on
Aug. 29.

It
might take two or three reels

fit them for new shots and another school year.

before they 'discover he was a

You know the old refrain:
"Aw, gee, Mom. Can't we

man of peace.

If that *yes too tame, start
a day. earlier on Aug. 30 at 7
p.m. when they tell. about J.

stay. for just one more show."

Why tight it this year, moth-

If they want that extra
er)
eye strain let them have their
In
fun
television

Paul -Getty,

in the world. That is, the fellow who has had five unsuc-

fact, here are a few

you
productions
can introduce They arc guar-

anteed to have the youngsters
off to the shoe store in record
time.

is

At 8 p m on Aug. 31 there
a

umn

will

be

re-

sumed on his return.

If

the tykes

are

inclined, try the one -hour im-

You might even want to watch
that, mother. It sounds like a

Pete Seeger, Joan Baez, Sonny

for Fortune."

And if you happen to have

classically 'slanted
someone
do not forget the hour-long
ballet at 7 p.m. on Aug. 31.

Any time you can introduce
young people to the brains of
Einstein, the money of Getty
of the "conservative- jumping of folk music it is worth a

'

try.
.

promptu hootenannys at 10:30

p.m. on Aug. 29 and Sept. 5.

Terry and some of the other
boys will play "It Takes a
Worried Man," "This Land Is

Just to make it easy, the
shows are all on the same
channel. They are on No. II,

the educational station. That is
the one in the wide space between Chanhel 9 and Channel

il'itAl
arlf gi

2.

Approximately 9,000 more
students can be accommodated

AMONG the colleges and uThe projected 1966-67 excess space is due to: the com- niversities In the Chicago area

by Illinois privately supported

pletion of large building pro- which have room for addition-

and

universities,

ac-

cording to a survey conducted
by the Federation of Independent Illinois Colleges and
Universities.

Nearly 7,000 of the potentially vacant spaces are in the

grams by private colleges and

al students who meet their en-

universities;

trance or transfer requirements are: Aurora, Concordia
Teachers, DePaul, Elmhurst.
Loyola,
Williams,
George

the

recent

de-

velopment of the Chicago Circle Campus of the University
of Illinois and a. temporary
drop in the number of college - Mundelein. National College of
Central,
North
age students.
Education,

Chicago metropolitan area.

WANTED

'

ill )

More Space in Schools
colleges

I

Your Lund" and "There But

musically

cessful marriages and says
his
wealth
requires
sacrifices.

soap opera and is called "The
,
Solitary Billionaire."

full-length , biographical

Jack Vandermyn
is on vacation. His
Vantage Point col-

the richest man

# 44 A 44

by hunk E. Von Arx

. . .

It 15 time to call the little
darlings from the idiot box to

/4*

r

1

i

i

IL LLA.

North Park, Pestalozzi FroeSt.

Rosary,

Roosevelt.

bel,

Xavier and Ti inity.

During the past school year
42.8 per cent of the total number of students attending colleges
or universities in Illinois went to privately supported institutions; 34 per cent
to

univer-

tax -supported

the

sity system; 20.5 per cent to
tax -supported junior college
system and 2.7 per cent to the
tax -supported

"I wonder what the social order will be like when we're old
enough to protest against it?"

col-

teacher

The total enrollment in

leges.

all systems was 312,180.

Report

Tbt Pro5pert.Dap

25 Property
Transfers
Twenty
transfers

-

five

-LIdnor thi original dream by always jealously keeping.
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity:"

real estate
reported in

were

Wheeling Township last week
by Registrar of Torrens Ti-

--

tles, Sidney Olsen.
Price is indicated by $1.10
in federal revenue stamps for
each $1,000 in market value.

Arlington Heights

Marshall Field III
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John E. Stanton, Editor and Fubfisher

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedatsch
Managing Editor

reported

jack A. Vandermyn
.Vrtzu Editor

13 transfers. They were:

802 E. Crestwood, ivy Hill,
Inc.

to

Richard

D.

Meyer.

$36.30; 2822 Bel Aire. CT&T
to Carter Elliott, $31.90; 512
S..Prindle, Sidney Johnson to
William J. ilaberichter. $22;
N.
Heinzen

940

Motorcycle Safety

Edward
Richard Kyska;

Fernandez,

to

Police

departments

seem

to

en-

be

519.80; 2010 N. Pinetree, Ivy
Hill Inc. to Thomas Bastable,

countering more than their share of legal

1217
N.
Chicago.
Collins to Frederick
Wellman. $19.25; 507 W. Hintz.

chiefs scratching their heads.

$42.35:
George

Berkley Square Co. to Donald

Allen $26.95; 2023 N. Elizabeth, Miller Builders to Robert

,E.

Kisch,

$31.90;

2704

Now a new one has

obstacles lately.

They find

they lack adequate control over motorcycle and motor scooter operators.
These vehicles, which in our opinion
serve no useful purpose, are adding w

the already high traffic death toll. Yet,
Ridge, Berkley Square Co. to they may be driven by anyone who has a
Arley Griffith, $30.25: 415 W.
Hintz, Berkley Square, to Ivan passenger car license, even though conC. Smalley, $26.95; 2703 Ridge. ditions of operation are quite dissimil-

we were able to when we were in our
teens or early twenties.

helmets required for all cyclists?

Five'
ed

transfer

was

reported

transfers were report-

in Mount Prospect. They

were:

1008 Hemlock, Kenneth Mitchell to Jean Roumega, $11.55;

120 N. Yates, Central Land
Corp. to Victor Uhcn, $35.75;
1514

ler,

$31.90;

sociates. to
Jr.. $30.25.

THIS BOY IS WANTED: At school for questioning in the proper use of the ABC's and to learn the
meaning of the word.. Safety. He is wanted at home to run errands, to pick up clothing and
toys scattered about, to watch Lassie on T.V. MOST OF ALL THIS BOY IS WANTED FOR
LOVE.

BE CAREFUL: He may he armed with a water pistol or Davy Crockett Rifle. In his .pocket may he
found a. penny, a rubber ball, an old flashlight battery,

APPROACH WITH CAUTION: If seen from moving vehicle -at 40 MPH allow at least 128 feet to
311 feet on ice or snow. While driving; keep your eyes moving, aim high In steering,
stop
see the big picture, leave yourself an out, and make sure he sees you.
THIS MESSAGE IS SPONSORED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE BY THE

Map Pubittation0

has

great

fun

But they can
have their fun and still maintain certain
motorcycles and scooters.
rules of safety.
'There is a

temptation, because

great

213

N.

Maple,

of the size of a motorcycle, for cyclists
to take unnecessary chances on the highways.
There is nothing more discon-

Milton Robotka,

Prospect Heights recorded
They were:
transfers.
1303 Bayberry, Albert Isola

six

to John Szymkowski, $26.40;
Wildwood, Home Savings
and Loan to Armand 0. Bott,
$28,05; 307 Peachtree, William W. Graves to Billy Town-

lanes while traffic

is

speeding along in

orderly fashion.

More than once, we have seen a cyclist

police

officials, tests should

be

requir-

ed before anyone is allowed to take the
handlebars.
Tests that not only check
proficiency on a motorcycle or scooter,
but tests that would insure that cyclists
have the temperament and ability to operate the vehicles competently.

We urge that the state Legislature give
police adequate control over these
Lawmakers should lose no time
riders.
in enacting necessary statutes when they
the

meet in Springfield in January.

Effect on. Savings and Housing Market.

Tight Money Depressing
current tight money
is producing some
"dramatic changes" in the
nation's savings and -housing
markets,. the United States
The

23

situation

send, $31.80; 306 Peartrce,
Joseph Provenzano to Keith

Savings and Loan League re-

Bachtell, $34.10; 582 Isa, Nancy Roberts to Arminta Watson,
$19.80;-601 Bridget, Michael
Ward to William Siok, $18.15.

In our opinion, and in the opinion of

with

certing to a motorist than to have a cyJeffrey, Central
to Nerdinand Neumul- cle flash by on the white line between

berry, R. H. Marhus & As-

GENERAL HABITS: Dashes across street' without looking. Often runs between parked cars. Rides
bicycle in unstable manner across alley entrances, up and down narrow streets. Does not
signal. intentions, or warn you of his presence. Depends on motorists to watch out for him.

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd,

Corp.

The younger set

Land

Robert J. Lutsch to Lawrence
O'Mara, $27.50; 1303 Bar-

NAMES and ALIAS:'Tohy, Chuckle, PaulTom, Al, Billy, Joe, Dickle, and perhaps using many others.

ple take to the two - wheelers.

in Buffalo Grove. It was 447
Navajo Trail, Earl D. Schabel to Willie J. Chin, $21.45.

EYES: Brown, Blue, Hazel or Green.

continue to rise as more and more peoAlthough some cyclists do wear progear, operators of motorcycles
are not required to wear helmets. Seat
belts are now mandatory for autos. Other
safety equipment is being considered and
rules and regulations in the manufacture
of autos for greater safety are quite
likely.
Why is not such equipment as

One

HEIGHT. Comes in an assortment of sizes.

fatalities
motorcycle
since
have doubled in the last year. And there
is every indication that this figure will
especially

tective

ar.

itz. $34.10; 611 W. Hintz,
Berkley Square to Jeremiah
Crise. $29.70; 2019 N. Eliz-

AGE. 5 to 10 years old (more or less)

We also fail to see where two on a cycle are any safer than two on a bicycle,

Not every person driving a passenger
car can safely and proficiently drive a
Many would hesitwo -wheeled vehicle.
abeth., Miller Builders to Gor- tate to try it, especially those of us who
don Schoenknecht, S31.35.
have discovered that we cannot control
junior's bicycle in the manner in which

Berkley Square to Emil Stub-

BY . . . YOU, ME, AND ALL AMERICANS!

just miss death or 'serious injury passing between two autos. He forgets that
he is difficult to see even when he is passing normally, let alone when he passes
illegally.

ported today.

The League's Trends Midyear Report said that one large
factor in the decline in per-

developments

in

the

capital

cent in June as compared to

market. From January through the same months a year ago.
The report said that still
May savings gains were down
$1.6 billion below that period another factor in the depresfor 1965, and $2.6 billion less sed housing market was that
building ahead of demand durthan 1964.
"The decline in net sav- ing 1963 and 1964 contributed

ings," the report stated, "can to an excess of almost 750,be attributed to the lack of 000 housing units, The excess
growth in personal savings and inventories in some parts of

of higher the country continue to depress

imanscraturaatawartomeraiwast

savings at savings in(savings and loan
association and mutual sav-

the

stitutions

rates on savings at commer- the market for new homes and
cials banks and in the bond apartments.
markets."

Getting Married?

ings banks) has been the shift
of some savings into direct
holdings of U. S. government

sonal

and other securities.

"A comparison of the first
quarter 1966 with 1964 shows
Are you going to walk down the commercial bank share
(of personal savings) only
that aisle soon?
The Prospect- Doy would slightly smaller," the report
"The increase in dilike to publish the. story of said.
your wedding. Wedding firrnts, rect holdings (of U. S.

Gov-'ernment

and other securities)
which you may complete with
Jirll Information about the cer- has come almost entirely at
emony. are available in the the expense of savings instiDay offices at 117 S. Main St. tutions:"
The report said that savIngi
flows ait savings and loans dur-

Arlington Heights, Ill.
LISMaittartaM0110212111MearrattiZIMB

attractiveness

MORTGAGE lending activ-

"Consumer interest in other types of spending undoubtedly absorbs some funds that

ity of savings and loan asso- would be available for housciations, a good indicator of ing," the report said. "In adthe lag in the nation's housing dition during the current year
marktE dropped 8.5 per cent the cost and availability of
during the first half of the funds to finance purchase of
Loans closed were down
about $1 billion. Hardest hit
were construction loans, off
year.

consumer durables rather than
housing have been more. fa- vorable as compared to mort-

$600 million, while home pur- gage credit.
"Finally, it has been shown
chase loans and other type
mortgage lending showed the in previous periods of tight
money that high interest rates
smaller decline.
The drop in lending gath- and shortages of funds depress
ered speed toward the end of home construction more rap-

ing the first half of the year the period. Loans were off 18 idly and severely than other
reflected in good measure the per cent in May and 34 per investment sectors."

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

Abe map

HOW ARE YOU
-

OWING ALONG WI114 *UR DIET?
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OUT OUR WAY
SAY, THIS IS ME-WONDERFUL:
I DIDN'T REALIZE YOU'DMADE

AND SAVED THAT MUCH MONEY
THIS SUMMER! WHY -THERE'S
ENOUGH HERE FOR A NEWSUIT,
A PAIR OF SHOES, AND SOME
OTHER CLOTHES FOR SCHOOL!
YOU SHOULD BE PROUD OF
YOURSELF:

GREAT! I ONLY HAVE FIVE
MORE POUNDS lb LOSE.

WHAT?

Ala

munmuimminin

A

"He wants to know what form you fill out to get a new
set of tires and a motor overhaul!"

"I wonder if I could have a doggie bag?"

THE W LL ETS

B-23

BORN THIRTY YEARS TOO SOON

geoc#46Tera

INS I atk Mc TM lap US. P.I. 05,

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
SOT WRY LET LEONARDO

JUST AS I SUSPECTED, SAKE' PAINTING
IS WORTH MORE THAN AVIS -4--LEONARDO AKEY IS NOTHING BUT A

NOBODY'S ININKING ARouNo HERE T1-115

ORNING! TAIS 15INETENTNFINAL11ME

COMMON CHEAT! VD BETTER WARN
JAKE! ON THE OTHER HAND, JAKE
DOES NEED A LESSON! AT TIMES
HE'S LESS THAN FORTHRIGHT
-HIMSELF!

....AND SUDDENLY, THERE

sVemAvm. UNLOCK THE TRUNK f

WENTANOU4ER SUMMER
+,

BUGS BUNNY

MAKE THE PROFIT Z I
CAN 13UYTHE PICTURE
FROM CAKE AND KEEP

THE MONEY IN THE
FAMILY, AND H`L.L

6ET JUST AS GOOD A
LESSON!,

NOT UNLESS YA
WANT T' PAY
HALF HIS FEE,
CHISELER;

MAY / JOIN YOU
IN SKETCHING
YOUR MODEL,

SIRE?

................

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

"THINg 111 READY
FOR a2,567 THING5,.
1-11/.6 A JOB AS
PERCO5510NISTMR A 5YAAPHONY
3
OPCH65-TPA.

Anxiety and
Depression

I'LL CO ovap..)

DC1:

EEK & MEEK

AND PLAY

FOR

.M

T/

.

C_, --

AND ell-I'-

I

-TH W05.

,r,l...1r.t.".

--7attal

10 BE CPO 11.c

WOCLCPS F,RST

STtl.
l. WATERi
CHAMP/

.

-

Tilt 1;2,0, IS

ILL BC 1116

lliic IS

WHAT HE

PC:R. IHOSc.
`,IA. AKA., tell -4,A% i

,

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Anxiety and depression aft millions of Americans
and probably cause more human suffering than any other
condition
The cause varies
widely but is generally attributed to emotional turmoil cre-

r

fec

.
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ated by stress of modern living

The diagnosis may be diffi-

THE BORN LOSER

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

cult because the symptoms in.

.-

elude insomnia, chronic fa,
tigue, listlessness, loss of appetite, loss of weight, irritability, nervous tension, diges-

I TOL'4A A FULL
TUBE

0

may also be seen in various
organic diseases, a thorough
search to rule out organic

I

lem (often insoluble) of pinpointing the underlying cause.

Unfortunately, our inability.

to recognize the early signs of
depression or to eliminate the
is in part responsible
for a conservatively estimated
20,000 suicides in the United
cause

States each year. The number

of unsuccessful suicidal attempts may well, exceed, 2,-

IN THE
VILLAGE

OH. EASY... AM I. GLAD TO SEE
VOW BUT YOU SHOULDN'T HAVE

I WANT TO HELP..,IF YOU
WILL CONFIDE IN MEt WHY

TO RR HIS

TROUBLED TO COME 50 FAR:

DID YOU RUSH HERE AFTER
MOOR FATHER'S VISIT

DAWSON.1110.1
HELP POLICE GET

SAID HE SAW
YOU WALKING
OUT THIS
ROAD, ROW:

PAPECOVEERS FROM

THAT'S TH' NAZI PLANE
AWRIEHT, MATIO51 NOW
TO Ole INTO IT AM START

DOWN win

oviAes

BACK THAT STOLEN

ART TREASURE.
LOOK, PAW5ON5
TRUCK -.HIDDEN:

000,000 annually.

Many of these and other depersons 'do not seek
medical aid because they do
not realize that they are ill,
for financial reasons, or because they fear nothing can
pressed

however,

great

(Let

41 Onager
43 Burmese wood
o 1W tt KA. W. TM .

ment of anxiety and depres- sion

ALLEY OOP
HOW cow, I?

WHEN I PRICE

The Judicious use of tranquilizers
depressed

benefited many
A new
persons.

has

product, Etrafon, which is a
combination of perphenazine,
a

tranquilizer, and amitripty-

line,

an

antidepressant,

has

been used successfully to treat
not only mild depressions 'but
schizophrenia, a severe
mental disturbance.
In some
mental hospitals it was found
also

to be preferable in every way
to electric shock treatments.

EUMPIN, 'THOSE
-IWO UP AN' BELL
IT FOR LESS!

sprite

11:0

strides

have been made in the treat.

it stand

40

be done for them. In recent
years,

AES
E

s

CAPTAIN EASY
SOMEONE

Puzzle

EL
N
ACROSS
7 Membranous
E
S
pouch
1 Adorned (with
N
8 Elude
out)
9 Grumble
7 World
CAE -A IN
OE
10 Press
&VILA
13 Small space
1:14&1:14Ki 0.1=11F0
11
Anglo-Saxon
14 Reluctant
domestic slave EgJE4I-g-3
t.1(c-X1:4
15 Screed
-A
12 Soap -frame bar
16 Poniards
20 Bulks
17 Anoint
21 Defeated
18 Sups
22 Humus
10P.:111
19 Upper limb
23 Genus of maples 1d 1
21 Masculine
24 Genua of frogs
nickname
40 Softens, as clatns 49 On tiptoe
28 Masculine
22 Planet
appellation
42 Display publicly 50 Unaspirated
25 Malt brew
51 Source
44 Idolize
28 Dismounted
27 Direction
53 Color
31 South American 29 Bargain event 45 Ship's mast
30
Waste
allowance
46
Ceramic
piece
54 Proselyte to
wood sorrel
Judaism
47 Ailments
32 Body- of water 38 Small maul
33 Gibbon
34 Boy's nickname
35 Toper
36 Island (Fr.)s
37 Small drink
39 Compass point

of these symptoms

causes must be made. When
these have been' ruled out,
there still remains the prob-

Answer to Prey

Medley

FRONT POOR!

tive upsets and headach e.
Since all

of i0o7N-

FilsTE'D sTRRTGN
CLEAR To Tub

SOUNDS LIKE SOMEONE
JUST BEAT YOU TO IT1

45 Limicoline -bird
48 Transactions
52 Support
54 Chin beard'

55 State positively
56 Rich fur
57 Paused
58 Raced a second
time
DOWN

1Facts
2Ireland
3

bill

protuberanBird ce

4 Australian
marsupials
5 Senior
8 Stream in
Scotland

Al

,
-

.

."

,,,,,,, .

- ,,,,,

I
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E DAY

CALL TODAY

WA
Lost Boy's 20" Stingray bike
metallic. Vic. Rolling Mead: ows Pool. CL 5-0037

-

24 -Help Wanted Men

- Female

sable and white. CL. 9-4927.
Childs glasses lost in the vicInity of We -Go & See Gwun
or Lincoln School. Dk.Brown.
Reward. Ph. CL 3-7612
Lost Sunday, grey Schnauzer,
vicinity of Russell & Thayer.
Reward. CL 3-7942.
LOST Prescription sun glasses name inscribed Mrs.Jack
Griffin. Call 255-7200.
14 -Personals

Owner of 1960 Ford P/Up
left at Marathon Station, 100
E. Rand. Rd. Please pick up
or will sell in 10 days.

DAY WANT ADS

GEI RESULTS

,Auto. Elec. Controls.
Pilot Models Built
. American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago, 111:

For Medical Bldg. in Hoffman Estates area. Monday

HELP!!

through

We need maintenance men.
Days, full or part time. Good
hours, good pay and pleasant

tm6k5t$,

24 -Help Wanted Men

MEN WANTED FOR

men between 25 yrs. or older
will be considered.
CL. 0-2693

Full or Part Time
Office Maintenance
--

DISHWASHERS & BUS BOYS

Evenings - No Experience
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1. You name the Item

2. Include the price

3. Include your address or
phone number.

Write your ad here. One
word on each line. It's easy.

It's fun, and it's profitable.

Afternoons 1:30 to 4:30 and
3 to 6 a.m. apply in person.

Call for Interview

609 N. Main

BANK TRAINEE

MAIL ROOM MAN

Pleasant working conditions

pick up and deliver mail to
Park Ridge Post Office. Fill
mall orders during day. Permanent position, good salary
and all employee benefits paid.
Call 825-8127
LABOR For Cement

NATIONAL BANK

Contractor
Call after 7 p.m.
MAN

graduate. Able to meet the
public. Good health and physi-

cal condition a must. Salary

Part Time

open.

Call 537-8365
Mon. 10 AM to 11 AM only

Full Time
Some mechanical exp.

Apply in Person

Experience required
Des Plaines 296-1142
work in animal
Man to
hospital. Monday thru Fticlay.
Must be reliable, neat. Indus-

SHIPPING

-

ences required - PH.359-1688

Wonderful

opportunity

Central & Main Mt. Prosp.
RECEIVING

for

right man; some experience

desirable though not necessary. Knowledge of stock
work and packing .yery,help-o
ful. Good on, detail.

_

5 yrs. experience
. on truck or bus
5 day week

year around work
Paid vacation

FUZE -ON PRODUCTS
1020 W. Central Rd.
CL 5-5000 Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Phone 439-0923

Ask For Jim

9

DRAFTSMAN

JANITOR

draftsman with experience in civil engineering
work or we will train interested party.

Modern office. Permanent
position. Company benefits.
Regular increases. Must have
references.

Wanted:

12

Apply 9 AM to 5 PM

MURRY & MOODY
Arlington Heights, Ill.

13

392-5960

GENERAL BLOWER CO.

14

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

SURVEYOR
15

Experienced field
man or we will train rod man
or chain man.

waukee Ave., Niles.
967-8331 Mr. Micheals or

BR 8-5500 Mr. Shanley

19

An equal opportunity employer

RESPONSIBLE MAN
for 2nd shift 3 PM to 11 PM.
This is a steady salaried job
for mechanically inclined.
Will train draft exempt. New
air-conditioned plant. Phone
439-4044 or Apply in person
between 9 and 3 P.M.

21

22

2$

CONTINUOUS
MOLDING CORP.

24

Count words and figure, 5
average words per line. 15
-

average words equal a 3 line
"ad.
COST

$3.15 for 3 days

This includes one FREE in-

; sertion in "Market Day" it
=your ad appears in the regular Tuesday edition.
Enclosed is $
Name

Address '
City

250 E. Hamilton Dr. Arl. Hts.
Just South of Oakton and
2 biks. West of 83

MAIL TO:
THE ARLINGTON DAY

217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.
Arlington, Illinois
PHONE:

255-7200

tine, Illinois to fill positions
created by new construction.
Full time work with no seasonal layoffs Is available to
the reliable, hardworking,
man.

Fringe benefits include: 10
days accumulative sick leave
per year, paid up life Insur-

255-0300

E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect
(1/2 m!.. east of Randhurst)
601

NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE

2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

by the board toward health
inatarance, guaranteed annual
salary, paid holidays.

For Appointment
Call -

255-0300

FIRST NATIONAL

SYSTEMS, INC.

BANK

(1/2 mi. east of Randhurst)

OF MT. PROSPECT

215 E.Prospect Mt.Prospect

An equal opportunity employer

RANDHURST CENTER

.GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

MAN WANTED

Due to expansion we have several openings for general

for finished goods and shipping department. Will train.
Light- clean work in air - conditioned plant. Steady employ-

warehouse work. No experience necessary. Good starting salary, merit raises, profit sharing.

ment, excellent benefits, age

tr, 85 -years. Call between 9
AM and 8 PM.

Please call Mr. Marquard

-

Move with us about Feb. 1967

to new plant, vicinity Golf &
Algonquin Rd., Arlington Hts.

SANITATION
SPECIALIST

(7 to 3:30 PM)
Man needed in new dietary
department to handle sanita-

tion duties. Good salary, merit

increases, many benefits.

2.55,0300

APPLY PERSONNEL

ARNAR - STONE LABS. INC.

Northwest
Community Hospital

'

439-7310

PUBLICATIONS
217- So. Arlington Hts. Rd.

601 E. Kensington Road
Mount Prospect
(1/2 mi. E. of Randhurst)

An equal opportunity employer

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
'
CL R-1000
,

Our fast growing company has

,a need for 1st & 2nd shift
women

Evening interviews available
upon request.

0

aIGICI 100 me.

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

1100 Hicks Road,
Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620
16 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

VILLAGE OF ARL.HTS.
253-2340
DISHWASHERS WANTED

BRANDT'S RESTAURANT

Call for Appointment
358-1003

SHIPPING

Niles 825-7117
Chicago AV -26170

-gram. Apply to:

LAKE DISTRICT
NEWS CO.
411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins
Road

,

PROFIT SHARING
finest companies In the loop
and suburbs. Work the hours

SECRETARY - BILINGUAL

and days of your choice at

Spanish & shorthand required

TOP HOURLY RATES. Call
Ethel Doebber at

296-1142

Cleaning woman needed .1 day

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

INTERIOR
DECORATOR
TRAINEE

Looking for a career? Here's

the spot for a girl with this
interest and some light clerical skills. Loads of public
contact to $95 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

774-9393

Rent -a -Car reservationist is
what you'll be trained as. Let
us put:you in the receptionist
seat to greet travelers in
your cute uniform. Light typing and a pretty smile reced.
7205 N. Meade

company. We need skilled office workers to serve the

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Des Plaines

Chicago, III. 60631
Tel; (312) 693-3021

774-9393

DOCTOR'S GIRL
You'll be trained as his re-

ceptionist if you have light
typing and a neat appearance.

You'll learn to greet patients,

ans. phones and keep track
of appts., no medical exper.
req'd., and no Scats. or eves.
$90 wk. Free.
MISS PAIGE

7202 N. Meade

24 -Help Wanted Men

for a

24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Miss Paige

tions. Profit sharing if elig-

PAID VACATION

OTHER LOCATIONS

numerative career and excellent employee benefit pro-

$375 mo.

AND

392-6100

207 N. Evergreen

a week. Prospect Hgts. Own
trans. 296-3158
Baby sitter. My home. 4 day
week. 11 to 5. 259-0340. Rol-

827-5557
and let her show you how you

can turn your spare time into
MONEY.

ling Meadows.
GENERAL OFFICE

Work in Mt. Prospect near
N.W. station. Pleasant sur-

Pitketts

roundings, nat'ly known food

SUSIMISS ICKVICC coin.

Co. 2 girl office. Shorthand

and typing nec. Liberal salary
& benefits. Call 631-8833. It

Eves. & wkends CL 9-2819.

-INVENTORY
CLERK

PART - TIME
TYPIST

all salesmen and warehouse

PUBLIC. CONTACT

WAREHOUSE HELP

work

PART TIME
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS and earn

"ALL DAY- EVERYDA Y'

FULL TIME & PART TIME

(Rt. 53)
Rolling Meadows.

3 LOCATIONS

I

graduates - math majors pre-

Salary $1200 a year
Apply Finance Director

1700 Hicks Rd.

"SHEETS" 100% FREE

experience one
year. Should at least havehigh
school certificate, but college

1.A ii -equaLopportnnity employer

4: 2 School Crossing Guards

METHODE MFG. CO;

"We cover all suburbs"
Trainees or Experienced

Minimum

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

above positions.

benefits.

$300 - $650

SBC requi;es :coinputer operators for IBM System/360.

In

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage
reviews & excellent fringe

Arlington Heights

For

Maintain perpetual records of

inventories by item and serial
number. Correspondence with
salesmen and managers.

transcribing.
Must be excellent typist with
stenographic
or machine
transcribing experience. The
work is interesting and the office congenial.
Call Mrs. Cox
at 255-0300
For more information and to
arrange for interview.
machine

Good starting salaryandnumerous benefits including:
Paid hospitalization
Paid sick leave
Paid vacations
? Paid holidays
Free Coffee
'

ARNAR-STONE

0

LABS, INC.
601 E. Kensington

24 -Help Waited Mel

MGM 10e am.

1100 Hicks Road,
Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

Mt. Prospect

1 bl. east of Kensington

24 -Help Wanted Men

774-9393

BUILDING
CUSTODIAN

24 -Help Wanted Men

Experience not required but helpful. Job
security. Ideal working conditions and ex-

SALESMAN

cellent employee benefits.

MEN'S FURNISHINGS
Good job In our Randhurst store. Permanent, full time.

APPLY

See Mr. Griffith

ARLINGTON HTS.
PARK DISTRICT
500

at least two of the following:
1. Mechanical or Chemical
interests or experience.

ARNAR-STONE LABS, INC.
601 E. Kensington

Mt. Prospect

DAY

Village Sinclair

WEBER MARKING

MACHINE AND
PRESS OPERATORS

(They make yachts! I) Need
a bright 'girl to greet buyers
and yacht members. Light
typing and a sunny disposition
qualify. $85 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

Apply in person

BASKIN

working conditions. CALL MR. RIORDAN
392-4860

INSPECTORS

GIRL FRIDAY
Famous sales organization

person. Must be dependable.
Full company benefits

ferred. Interesting and re -

.

established pro-

4. Some college training.
Salary fully commensurate
with ability and qualifications.
Learn more by calling:
Dr. Anderson - CL 5-2000

ASSEMBLERS

AHOY!!

Excellent earnings,, liberal discount & many other benefits.

3. High rank In high school.

Rolling Meadows, 392-0321

AV -2-6170

Excellent opportunity for right

Randhurst Center

Experienced preferred but not
necessary -5 clay wk. Pleasant

between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

coffee.

TO LEARN A TRADE?

under controlled conditions

area of pharmaceutical manufacturer. Excellent opportunity for mature man. Call

COUR IER

cedures and setting up new
tests. Applicant should have

TELLERS &
CLERICAL HELP

Regular 40 hr. -wk. Clean and
maintain air conditioned plant

3110 Market Plaza

392-6100
RILES OFFICE
825-7117
CHICAGO OFFICE

Man or women with automobile to work with advertising
department.

by research. Work involves

.

PLAZA LANE RESTAURANT

'3 LOCATIONS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ADVERTISING.

COMPUTER
_OPERATORS.

ible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.
9 AM to 11 AM

2. Interest or experience in
quality ,control or testing

Dinner. Good wages and, tips.
Apply at -

CALL "SHEETS"
'

Day shift. Between 20 and
30 years old. No experience
necessary.

437-3227

100% FREE TO YOU

.

Young person with 2 to 3 years

DO YOU WANT

following

WAITRESSES WANTED
Full or Part time. Lunches

hour - Age open

Arl. Ms.

IBM

40 -hrs. per week. Paid Vaca-

Growth position open in testing of new products developed

need several women. High Park.
Light, easy work day. $2 per

722 Kensington

LOST ACCOUNTANT

RECEIVING

Full Time

Nursery, School teacher for
3 mornings a week,
Glenview.- Apply 887 Yale

Sept.

OFFICE POSITIONS.

358 -4400 Ext. 36

601 E. Kensington Road
Mount Prospect
(1/2 mi. E. of Randhurst)
An equal opportunityemployer

30 -Help -Wanted-Women

We

BEVERLY
RESTAURANT

ARNAR - STONE LAB, INC.

cation per year, contribution

R & 0 TESTING*

1501 BiMse Rd.

,.JANITOR

.DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

or
5:30 to 9:30 P.M.
Clean light work for men 18
or older, packing pharmaceutical aerosols. Call between
9 a.m. & 5 p.m.

ance policy, 2 weeks paid va-

SERVICE
STATION
ATTENDANT

Elk Grove Village

°State

Phone

CUSTOD IAL HELP
is needed by COMMUNITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT 15, Pala-

255-0300
ARNAR-STONE LA BS.INC.

discount store, 9555 N. Mil-

392-5960

20

to 9 P.M.

5

WANTED

ing. Permanent openings. New

etas, including profit shar-

Arlington Heights, Ill.
18

253-2340

Full or part time, many bed -

Mrs. Barker
WAREHOUSE
STOCKMAN

MURRY & MOODY

1-7

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Established pharmaceutical
manufacturer has opening for
man to learn tablet making.No
previous experience necessary. Steady employment with
benefit program. Call between
9 AM to 5 PM.

537-6100

Wanted:

16

VILLAGE OF

CENTRAL TEXACOSERVICE

MECHAN IC

10

Apply Finance Director

GAS STATION ATTENDANT

trious and like pets. Refer-

8

DRAFTSMAN

Full time. Must be High School

827-1191
BARTENDER

New Air Cond. building, excellent working conditions,
permanent, full time work.
Hours of work to be mutually agreed upon. Call 825-

Must have

Wanted evenings. Apply

Mon. thru Thurs.

827-8861

WATER SERVICE MAN

Ask for Mr. Glandt

253-0741
BUILDING MAINTENANCE

ASSISTANT

4

EVENING WORK

INSPECTION

experience to assist cost acAggressive young man to learn GENERAL BLOWER CO. counting manager. Degree
desirable, but not necessary.
the banking business.Good fu571 S. Wheeling Rd.
Good starting salaryandnumture - many benefits.
537-6100
erous benefits- include paid
vacations, 7 paid holidays,
Mr.
Moore'
DES PLAINES
paid sick leave, pension plan,
paid hospitalization and free

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

2

FRY. COOK

Paul Mayer.

.296-2150
Work required some drafting
experience to handle detail
with diversified training in
engineering department, Excellent company benefits.

CL3-0866

NEWS AGENCY

8127
1

POSITIONS OPEN
Full insurance program. Retirement benefits. Paid vacation. Apply:

trical wiring and mechanical
ability.. Good opportunity for
right man.

ELKS CLUB
CL 3-2048
2323 Wilke Road
RELAY DRIVER

Mount Prospect

CASH

PART TIME

Superintendent's Office An equal opportunity employer
RIVER TRAILS
MAN
RATE CLERK
SCHOOL DIST. NO. 26
Between 25 and 40 years of 1000 Wolf Rd.
age for heating service work.
Must be familiar with all truck
Mount Prospect rate bureau. Full time. Call
Must have knowledge of elec-

MOUNT PROSPECT

QUICK

CUSTOD IAL

SERVICE

Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding -area.
Call 827-7880

FOR

After 6 P.M. except Oriday

working conditions. $2 to $2.50

per hour. Permanent year
round work. Experienced or
we will train. Only married

Thursday nights.
Call 992-4775

DAYS

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

15

ONLY

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

CUSTODIAN

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

;591-kki3

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

3

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

11 -Business Services

13 -lost And Found

LOST -Collie dog

255-7200

$

S.

Fernandez

253-0620

ELECTRIC ITY- PLUMB I NG
and

GENERAL MAINTENANCE
Experienced man with knowledge of industrial building maintenance to work nights.

TESTERS
Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.
Air conditioned plant. Apply:

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS
Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

- Wheeling

537-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MATERIAL HANDLERS
Outstanding Career Opportunities For
Experienced Person In Shipping And
Receiving, Position Offers Good Starting,
Pay, Automatic Increases, Sick Leave,
Inurance, Overtime And Advancement.

MARTI MlETAILS

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:
Paid Vacations
Frequent Increases
7 Paid Holidays

Paid Sick Leave
Paid Hospitalization
Free Coffee

1&5
1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

ASSEMBLERS
PRECISION MECHANICAL
We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read 'blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.
Come in or` Call
DUnklrk 1-2400

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

250 N. 12th Sr."WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Barrington

-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

WAITRESSES

Full or Part Time
Evenings
- Excellent tips
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Hours 2:30 to 7:30
2 days a week

'

Salary

ELKS CLUB

For counter work in a hambur-

BREDA'S LUNCHONETTE

E. Northwest Hw.
Arlington Heights

218

CL 3-2048

.:WOMAN
ger and ice cream store. We
. furnish uniforms. Call or see
CL 9-4318

JOB HUNTING ?

'920 W. Northwest Higisway'
Arlington Heights.

Several factory positions now available. Good starting salary
and excellent possibility for advancement.
Stock Men
Inspector
Tool Maker
Draftsman
Tool Crib Helper
Carton closers

Part time. Will train per-

sonable woman for counter
work, about 5 hours a day --

or night shift, Apply:

5 days weekly, including Sat.
Good pay. Earn extra in-

come & meet people. Phone
collect 453-9510.

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

ORCHID CLEANERS

Subsidiary .of IBM

24 N. Main,
Mount Prospect

.

WARD HELPERS

Drill Press Operator

Parcel Post Worker

Ptinch Press Set up Man

Work in clean, well lit air-

conditioned location. Several
ladies needed in expanded

QP yamol0

housekeeping department.
Work long or short hours on

day or evening shift. Good
salary ( $1.60 per hr.) plus
merit ,increases and many

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois

benefits.

CLearbrook 9-1620

APPLY PERSONNEL

OPTICAL ENGINEER
Optical engineer capable of creating and evaluating the new
design of optical systems utilized in the present and projected

full time. $60 for 40 hours.

Will Train. Dryden Cleanser,
200 S. Dryden, Arlington
Hts. CL 5-8840.

Campbell & Dunton Sts.
CL 3-1360

Must have B.S. in physics or equivalent experience in the
designing of optical systems associated with telescopes,
cameras, or areal viewfinders.

SECRETARIES

All Levels

.

DES PLAINES
296-1142

Full Time

FIRST ARLINGTON
NATIONAL BANK

MICROSTATICS DIVISION OF

Prefer broadcast
background

S. C. M.- CORPORATION

296-1142

Des Plaines

Niles, Illinois

Randhurst

SP 5-4300
WHEELING

BUSINESS
Service Directory
Let us help make your...DAY!

Blacktop Work

Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business

resurfacing

areas,

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices
537-8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
free
estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.

24

CL 3-5964

894-3115

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Til-

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 20e - Colors 25c
Now available in red, green.

black, brown, yellow, buff.
Sec and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete.
Products Co.

Bob's

CL 3-7384

Small Engine Repair

Suburban
Decorators

All types of lawn & snow

Interior and exterior qual-

392-3135

ity

painting.

removal equipment repaired

Free

esti-

mates.

TRIUMPH & FIAT

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating

Foreign Car Sales - Service

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhang-

Cull Leo's
CL 3-7374

UNITED RENT-ALLS

Serving

259-3350

work guaranteed. Free, es-

We Rent Most Everything
Tools, Rug & Floor Machines. Roll -a -ways & Hospital Beds Dishes & Silver

timates. 529-6587.

Service,
Equip.

Dressmaking -Sewing

Individualiztd

styling,

de-

signing & alterations. Nein
_Randhurst.

255-0348

Arl. Hghts.

Lawn & Garden

YOWL F/ND IT ///

Wheeling.

111.

LE 7-1166
Trash Huliat

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865

Tree ServiceLawns Mowed

Trimming - Cutting

708 E. N/W Hwy.

the entire N.W.
patios,
area.
Driveways,
etc. Protective curbing for
All
asphalt
driveways.

Carsten Mir. Sales

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

Rental Service.
-

Transporation

358-4882

ing. Fully insured, satisfaction guar. Alsb interior
color design.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Small Engine Repair

ing. Free estimate.

Cleaners
Home Maintenance. Fully
Estimates
Insured.
Free
259.5066

Cement Work

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, S3.

24 hr. phone say.

PaintingDecoratiog

Carpet and Furniture

Phone 439-1794

OUR 16TH YEAR
'IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces

tNf

WN AS

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN
SPIEGEL CATALOG CENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY

An above average job for girls
or women with background of

259-0500

PHONE 827-1108

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.

You'll enjoy good pay and

many big company benefits

Steady job for able body young man to work in warehouse
handling mens clothing. Excellent working conditions. innew
air conditioned building, located at 1700 E. Touhy Ave.
"Corners of Touhy and Maple", DesPlaines. Phone FR 26300-241 to arrange for interview.

such as discount on merchandise, vacations with pay,
hospitalization, many others.
CALL 255-7500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

HART SCHAFFNER

Serving America since 1865,

SPIEGEL

FULL TIME

8 to 5 - 6 days

CONTI BEAUTY SALON

FRED'S FINER FOODS
255-7078

Full Time

117 S. Emerson, Mt.Prospect
256-9878

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC.
Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in-

creases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

MART//If

m &TA. a c.a.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

WHEELING

537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

DRAFTSMEN
Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.

drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

ELECTRICAL

Credit is the fastest grow-

ing field for women -and the
chance for advancement is
best with a nation-wide company such as Speigel--Credit
headquarters for America.

296-6661

An equal opportunity employer

827 Rand Rd.

As a Spiegel credit clerk
you will keep customer

charge purchases and help

can type 30 wpm, energetic and
active, phone

SHAMPOO GIRL WANTED

bookkeeping credit or sales
experience desirable.

Call Jane Nelon

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.

Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

BARRINGTON

DU 1-2400

"An Equal Opportunity' Employer"

24 -Help Wanted Men

MUNTZ TV NEEDS

MACHINISTS

ANALYZERS & PHASERS

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium end shift)

Tool Makers
Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Mill Hands

STEADY EMPLOYMENT, AUTOMATIC INCREASES,

FREE LIFE HOSP. INS. CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE.

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

.

Drill Press Operators

Sewing Machine Repairs

Meyers

537-6100
MRS. BARKER

to -5 P.M.

18 yrs. or over.
Apply In person
Mnt. Prosp. Cinema

LE 7-5700

SP 5-4300

1020 Noel Ave

Wheeling

Must be able to set-up and operate.

PHONE 392-3135

Masonry

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

accounts up-to-date, approve

,

'Mon. thru Fri.

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

Temporary Service

helpful.

BOB'S
SMALL ENGINE
REPAIR

Call 255-7200

Interesting and diversified duties. Congenial, modern, air
conditioned office. Excellent
company benefits.

ability, interesting, diversified position $1.65 per hour.
Call Mr. Paul Dasso

Boring Machine Operators

your community-; Call one NOW!

PHONE 259-3350

Alert, conscientious woman
with good transcribing skills.

,Insurance company In Cumberland area has immediate.
openings. No experience necessary, ages 18 to 35. If you

CASHIER
1

GENERAL OFFICE

825-

1481.

827-1191

3 nights a week, good typing

24 -Help Wanted Mee

Vtc. of Park Ridge.

Ask for Mr. Glandt

DICTAPHONE
STENOGRAPHER

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Lady wanted to help with Invalid man. 5 days a week.

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

RIGHT GIRL

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in

perienced' or will train. Good
future, many benefits.

Corporation Office

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

LE 7-5700

ADVERTISING

Paid Vacations

& MARX

1020 NOEL AVENUE

RENT-ALLS

$75 BONUS
Top Rates

We will consider retired men. Please come in and see us.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT. AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE -HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

For

PLUS

STOCK MAN

EVENING SHIFT.

UNITED

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

$10 BONUS

24 -Help Wanted Men

For Production Work

0

Typists

WAN TED

24 -Help Wanted Mee

MEN

IMMEDIATE WORK

PART TIME
RECEPTIONIST

MEDIA SUPERVISOR
SECRETARY

Mr. R. S. Mazurek

PART TIME

With First 5 Days Pay

send,

resume in confidence to:

Steady

COUNTER CLERK.

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

Engineering and Research and Development Departments in the

AND

Chicago, III. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021
C.
An equal opportunity employer

BOOKKEEPING DEPT.

area of optics, illumination and lens specifications.

6119 W. Howard

Road

Northwest
Community Hospital

photo copy equipment. Must provide consultation to the

Salary commensurate with experience. If interested

TEMPORARY

8501 West Higgins

CLERK

Bookkeeping Department. Ex-

EMBERS RESTAURAN'r
259-3400
COUNTER CLERK

SBC requires key punch oper-

cation. Full or part-time.Day

COCK ROBIN

.

Apply after 8 PM
Ask for Allen

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

Mrs. Pecoraro

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

30 -Help Wanted -Women

(Lunch)

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

Tuesday, August 23, 1966

Help Wasted -Women

WAITRESSES

IBM.

RESPONSIBLE .

WAITRESS

Over 16 - Will Train

Experienced

THE DAY

30 -Help Wanted -Women.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

.

Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt, Prospect
824-9530

Permanent' positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
HARM TREE SERVICE
Free. Estimates
529-6587

For Production Work
-

8:00 TO 4:30

BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

--

Opportunity To Advance

Work Near Home
ALL SHIFTS OPEN

*Forming Machine Oprs.
*Extrusion Oprs.

We will consider retired men.. Please come in and see us.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT. AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE -HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

LE 7-5700

SP 5-4300

1020 NOEL AVENUE

WHEELING

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

(Will Train)

*Machine Operators
*General Factory
*Machinery Repairmen
*Shipping Clerk
* Complete compahy-paid insurance program
* Company paid Renson plan
* 9 paid holidays (eligible immediately)
* 2 weeks vacation 'after 1 year
.

*, Excellent starting salary

CALL OR APPLY; WALTER J. HANSEN

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

MEN

296-2266

C ONE; X
MIDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS Inc

tool e. mi.

PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES. ILLIN018.40014

TELEPHONE 292240

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.
FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

.- UP TO $2,65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

MAI IPIP 77 Al METALS
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

CO

250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD!

537-2180

THE DAY

Tuesday, August 23,1966

WOMEN OF HIGH CALIBRE

needed by Beauty Counselor
Full or Part Time. 255-2236
GENERAL OFFICE CLERK

Typing Essential. Full Time
827-8861

NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE
23q0 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

Des Plaines

COOK

'

Nursery School - Part Tune
4 hours a day

Call CL. 3-5877
For interview appointment
Mt. Prospect Nursery School

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

301 Chevy. black rods & pistons. Weland 4 carb. manifold
' with carbs & linkage. $200 or
offer. 255-3784

For sale: 2 column Speaker

CLERK -TYPISTS
STENO -TYPISTS

System. Phone: CL 5-3525.
Sealy hide -a -bed complete,
cedar chest, drum tablb,
Roper deluxe gas range, 9x18
acrilon rug & pad, 1g. mirror,
Maytag auto. washer, whatnot

Accounting & Sales Depts.
DES PLAINES
296-1142

shelves, Culligan water softeng4curtains drapes & misc.

CA SHIERS

FLOOR HELP

Full or part time, many benefits, including profit sharing.
Permanent openings. New
discount store, 9555 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles.
967-8331 Mr. Micheals or

Heins. Everything in good con items. Everything in good
Davis
7
W.
condition.

Arl. Hgts. Schreiber, Ap. 1.

GARAGE SALE

Owner moving out of State
815 E. Redwood Ln. Arl. Hts.

BR 8-5500 Mr. Shanley

12 noon to 6 - Sunday

A n equal opportunity employer
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Regency armless chairs.

FM Stereo in blonde 7 yrs.

after 6 P.M.

Typ. writer like new $40.

Free Kittens', 6 wks. old Call

Beige brocade

matching

$50.00 Pr. Call CL 3-3996

Experience in custodial duties desirable.

255-4083 or 359-2852.

and misc. items. 437-4456

Origihal $125.

Best Offer.

Used galvanized pipe. 100'
1" and 100' 1 1/4". Also
3/4 HP Pump and motor.
255-0397

Wanted to buy, Electric typewriter w/push buttoncarriage

return in ex. working cond.
Make an offer 259-0901 after 6

4' Piece Gray Bedroom set
Call evenings or

complete.

weekend 259-0808

RATTAN BAR, formica top.
5 ft. long. Exc.cond.392-8926
Evenings.
Transferred: Kenmore washer $65, Hotpoint Rettig. $30,
4 bar stools cushioned back &
seat $16. 259-3515 after 6
Swivel rocker, curved sect'l,

fir. lamp, radio, pole lamp,

towel bar, chair & foot stool,
G.E. frostless refrig., sewing
table, blond end tables & coffee table, 2 table larrips.
392-1893

bicycle. 392-4068.
Water

Johnson Water Softener.
FL 9-3200
CL 5:1107

MULTILITH OPERATOR -DRIVER.

August 25, 26, 27

Will operate multilith machine -part time. Drivingof company
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

110 S. Redbush Lane
Prospect Heights

Sales Positions in the Chicago

Area. Salary plus Commissions..
Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

Barrington, Ill.

DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

Helping

Chair, Stroller, Lionel Train

(Never used) CL 9-2570
Used Window Air Conditioner,
6,300 B.T.U. Call: 255-7816.
CopyFlex (Bruning) Model 100
New $495. Asking $125.
Coloramic Tile Co.
512 W. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-8477
Mt. Pros.
14' runabout fiberglassed with

trailer. 25 H.P. McCulloch
electric start with generator
and auto bailer. Excellent
for skiing or fishing. $445.

EM 2-4636

Libertyville

Garden veg. and fruit stand

now open Daily and Sunday.
76 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

392-0386 after 4

40 -Camera Optical Goods

Revere 8 m.m, camera & pro-

poodles,

also

Schnauzer pups. AKC, shots,

wormed, home raised. 639-

9728.
Schnauzer - 8 wks. raised with

T.L.C. champ. sired. AKC.
CL. 3-1576.
Beautiful 1 yr. old AKC Ger-

250 E. Hamilton Dr.

Arlington Heights

DRIVERS

773-0252

after 12 noon
baby buggy, $15; comb. walk-

er jump chair, $5; baby basket (it rocks), $5; child's fire
engine car, $3; 2 infant seats,
1 canvass 1 plastic $1.50 ea.

Phone 439-0923

the KEY to the future

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

-

EXPER IENCED

Full or Part Time

IN

Good Pay - Good Tips

Punch Press

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

Drill Press
Tapping

722 Kensington

Arl. Hts.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

537-5049.

Temporary

114

OFFICE WCRKERS

S. Elm

Most Daysies Won't Tell
But ArlingtonDaysle
says STIVERS is

CL 3-09,S6

WONDERFUL

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

Top Rates

Convenient Locations

48 -Household Appliances

G.E. 16 cubic ft. refrigerator
and freezer. Yard equipment
and other items. Cl.,3-3085

Please apply in person

Stenographers
We

have

Interviewing

positions

available in our

Monday th ru
Thursday
8:00 A. M. to
9:00 P. M.

ENGINEER ING
SALES
ACCOUNT ING

LABORATORIES

55 -Musical Instruments

Trumpet Conn Constellation,
silver. Excellent condition
with good case. $200. CL 33744.

Randhurst Center

392-192(

Prof. Level
Room (i3
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Friday
8:00 A. M. to

Lifesavers, Inc.
There are interesting
positions which offer
an
opportunity for
advancement.
fringe benefits

BUFFET

4:00 P. M,

Saturday
8:00 A. M. to

Our

in-

12 Noon

clude a Tuition Refund Plan, Employee

AND

many
and
Store,
others. Please apply
in person.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
Air -b., 104 GI./ Fe.my M C -p....

provide own transportation. Excellent starting salary. Meals
and uniforms furnished.
Call Mrs. Rayner
943-8500

1/2 Mile N. of North

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Will arrange interview at location by appointment.

Avenue on

A IA...4w J,.. GI., NAM, MC...P....

Wolf Road

1 Mile W. of

SECRETARY-TECHN I CAL
Excellent opportunity for experienced secretary in Chemistry
department. Job involves moderate typing, dictation, general
secretarial duties and ability to handle administrative matters.
Excellent working conditions in pleasant surroundings.
Many company benefits Including paid vacation, holidays,
insurance
program etc. Salary commensurate with
experience. Call the Personnel Department.

Mannheim Road

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

Northlake, Illinois

An Equal Opporttiniti "

An Equal Opportunity

Employer
(M & F)

Employer
(M & F)

-WAGE & SALARY

CLERK TYPISTS

Position available for a person capable Of assuming wage and
salary administration duties. Duties involve the formulation
of job descriptions, analysis of duties and assignment of rate
ranges for all hourly and salary employees. Individual must
be a college graduate or have equivalent experience in the.
area of wage and salary administration.

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

It interested send resume in confidence to:

Mr. R. S. Mazurek
Park Ridge

MICROSTATICS DIVISION OF
S. C. M. CORPORATION

4R. KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
NORTH SUBURBAN COMPANY

Has an opening for

Niles, Illinois

6119 W. Howard

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

WITH 6 months to 1 year's experience
058 Machines preferred

any ambition individual.

10:00-a.M. - 6:00. p.m.
-11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

PHONE DU 1-3434

1661 Northwest Highway

3040 S. BUSSE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,. ILL.

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

GOOD STARTIN SALARY

CENTEX industrial park

and excellent company benefits

CONTACT MRS. LUCCHESE

STENOGRAPHERS
Opening for stenographers with experience or recent high
school graduate with top shorthand and typing skills.

AT 272-5500

THE NATION'S FASTEST GROWING INDUSTRIAL PARK

IMPORT MOTORS OF CHICAGO

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

3737 Lake -Cook Road
Deerfield, Illinois
An. Equal Opportunity Employer

equipment.

PURCHASING EXPEDITER

KEY PUNCH TRAINEES
Day shift opening for IBM key punch training program.

Typing ability required.

GENERAL OFFICE

Follow up purchase order with vendors.

PURE OIL COMPANY

Dictaphone operator, Key Punch operator, NCR operator and
clerical positions now available. Good starting salaries and
excellent possibility for advancement.

As an employee,.of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Paid Hospitalization
Paid Sick Leave
Free Coffee

Paid Vacations
Pension Plan

7 Paid Holidays

A Division of Union Oil Company of California

200 E. Golf Rd.

Palatine, Ill.

LA 9-7700

An Equal Opportunity. Employer

CHICAGO

131..."4

POT 133G11:1114, oat.
CL 9-1620

1100 Hicks Road

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

NO AGE LIMIT

Rolling Meadows

ASSEMBLERS
Electronic component manufacturer has limited

... more than 250 firms provide excellent Job opportunities
for experienced and unexperienced men.and women for:

N

Landmeler Rd.

An Equal Opportimity Employer

OPEN SUNDAYS

Has Job Openings For

INSPECTORS

DeVon Rd.

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
126 W. Main St. Barrington

Dark maple twin bed, $25;

SOASON NOW
OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

BOWLING

No Sundays

Apply Personnel Department

No experience necessary as we will train.

439-8700

COMES,

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

COOK COUNTY SCHOOL BUS, INC.

Elk Grove Villag9

BUILDING -- HEART OF
TOWN LOCATION - 3 IN-

Year Round Work If Desired.

ASSEMBLERS

Machine
Operators

30 -Help Wanted -Women

ADMINISTRATION

Paid Training, Free Baby Sitting Service.
Hospitalization, Major Medical, Life Insurance.

Ability to read blg,le prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

2

homes. Save up to 70% Terms
and delivery arranged.

827-3131

Hours Approx;

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

X ,;

COMMERCIAL STONE

An equal opportunity employer

6;30 - 8;30 A.M.
2;30 - 4;30 P.M.

JUNIOR PLANNERS

Lunt Rd.

!!!HELP!!!

Must sell display furniture
from builders deluxe model

Roy C. Ingersoll Research Center
Wolf & Algonquin Rd.
Des Plaines, Ill.

A.M. & P.M. Routes -or Both

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

2201 Lunt Rd.

66 -Business Opportunities

BORG-WARNER CORPORATION

MALE & FEMALE

AMPEX

Student flute and musical stand
in excellent condition $70.
392-0024.

For industrial caterer in Mt. Prospect area. 5 day week,
permanent work. Short hours that can be adjusted. Must

Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. West of 89

30 -Help Wanted -Women

CL 5-8781 after 4.

ALMOST NEW BRICK 4 APT:
BUILDING $630.00 PER. MO.
INCOME. CONVENIENT LOCATION -- $67,500.00

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

CONTINUOUS MOLD ING CORP.

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid
insurance

2 accords. - 120 bass. Rees.

BARRINGTON

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Position. HE 7-1309.

Plastic molding factory. Lite work, male or female 18 to 65.
Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.Openings
on 1st and 2nd shift or part time. See Bill Johnson 9 to 9:90
or call 439-4044 for appointment.

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

*Regular wage

CL 5-4190 benfre 6.

INCOME PROPERTY

2459.

.

NAS

sacrifice $100. Many extras.

2 male boxers, AKC. 437-

man Shepherd, for sale to a
good home. Very good dls-

GENERAL HELP WANTED

INTERV IEW ING:

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates

YOUTI FIND IT /11 lNE

Electric Guitar, 2 pickups with
amp, 1 month old. $160 value,

VEND ING HOSTESS

AMPEX
knowledge of production scheduling.

4691

Furniture & furnishings: Patio
furniture, yard and play
ground equipment from distinguished residence. 1223
Mayfair Rd. (Stonegate) Arlington Hts. CL 9-3085

hollywood bed, 39" electric

Join

Experience in procurement of parts or related items and

Hand Knitted Coat, will block
from size 12 - 18. Brand new.
Light rusty brown color.
CL 3-6972
Miniature Schnauzer AKC
register. Stud Service 255-

range, dinette table & chairs,
console T.V. Twin headboard

Miniature

Birds of the World exhibit.
Reptiles and tropical fish.
Children's tame pet pasture
Tri-State Tollway at Rt. 176

958-1019

MIRROR 90" x 30"

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

monkeys.

537-9040

HE 7-9010.
MUST SELL Comp. twin, size

5043.

mentally retarded.

Puppies, kittens,

Male & Female
Join A Profit Sharing Company

Edison Crib & Matching
Dresser, Round Playpen,
,Storkline Buggy, Cosco Hi

9 AM to '8 PM

UARCO INCORPORATED
West County Line Rd.

anytime.
Beautician style hairdryer,
complete with stand, full controls. Like new. Selling below
CL. 3-8127
cost $27,50.

jector, also accessories.Exc.
Cond't. Reasonable. CL 5-

LAMBS' PET FARM
GENERAL CLERK

cocktail table, 2 bowlingballs,
living room chairs, Bird cage

$5.00 a month'

GARAGE SALE

High School graduate. Starting assignment a variety of
general office duties.. Outstanding oppOrtunity to learn
and advance to a more responsible position.

old $50. Smith Corona Port.

2 glass and mirror step end
tables $15 each, 1 match.

Soft

CUSTODIAN

2 piece Adm. Phonograf AM

Jewel Ladles watch
all rhinestones includingband.
17

Ironrite Ironer, 26" Schwlnn

OPENINGS AT UARCO

55 -Musical Instruments

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Male German Shep. Pure
Bred (no papers) 8 wk. old.

2

30 -Help Wanted -Women

130-He1p Wanted -Women

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

I

' SECRETARIAL
PACKING
LIGHT ASSEMBLY
GENERAL FACTORY
BOOKKEEPING
DRAFTSMEN

SET UP

OFFICE

ORDER PICKING
WAREHOUSING.

DIE MAKING
OTHERS

ALLSTATE

openings on 2nd or 3rd shifts, full or part-

INSURANCE COMPANY
7770 FRONTAGE ROAD, SKOKIE

time. Experience not necessary. We will train.

We . Have Immediate Openings For:
TYPISTS
SECRETARIES
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
RECORDS CLERKS

Hours: 8:00 A.M. To 4:15 P.M.
SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

House: 1:00 P.M. To 9:00 P.M.

Many company benefits including Profit Sharing & MerIAPPLYI

DAY AND NIGHT SHIFTS
MONDAYS 11 FRIDAYS - 9.00 PM TO ROO PM
100 PM TO SAO PM
SATURDAYS
OTHER TIMES - CALL 3911-11173

CENTEX INDUSTRIAL PARK EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
290 E. HIGGINS ROAD

ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILLINOIS

TELEPHONE

439.8070

APPLY

chandise Discount.

For. Appointment pall Miss Lofstrom

OR 3-6600 EXT, 339

TRW

ELECTRONICS

666 GARLAND PLACE

DES PLAINES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

11-Apts And Rooms To Share

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

DAY

Young woman wanted to share
semi -furnished 2 bedroom
apartment in Rolling Meadows
992-9879 after 6 PM

room for teacher or
Protestant employed person.
Arl. Hgts. CL; 3-3132.
Quiet

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

use the

30 -Help Wanted -Women

14 -To Rent Apartments

Arlington Heights.2 bdrm.un-

WANT
ADS

SECRETARY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

'

,

TO

INDUSTRIAL

MANAGER

NURSE

11:30 P.M. to

Professional
ManEmployment
ager 'needs an experienced Secretary.
Our

7:30 A.M.
Our

modern

new

Plant has an opening
for registered nurse,
some industrial nursing experience desirable. We have a well
equipped, air condi-.

Ability to deal with
people effectively and
Excellcourteously.

ent typing skills required with average
This
steno ability.
interest
job offers
and a challenge to the
gal who enjoys an active position. Many
fine fringe benefits.

tioned Medical
partment.

an appointment, 562-

7100, Ext. 723.
A A..... el

Gr./ ,e -hr

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Compemn

A MaAo 80 IM Gr., Iww.),

Comp.«.

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

Sublet Apt. Wolf & Central
11 mos. Tri-level townhouse
2 bdrms, 1 1/2 bath. Family
rm. & basement $160. Avail.
Sept. 1st. 299-4537

Sub -let 7 mos., Arl. fits, 2

BR. 302 N. Pine 1 blk library,

3 blks. RR station, Central
air cond., Avail. Oct. 1'. 255
2491.

"BE CAREFREE"
AT

De-

Many employee benefits. Please apply in'
person or call for

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

air cond., really sound proof,
adjaent to shopping, 5 blks. to
RR Station. Adults only. No
pets.
111 N. Lincoln
Arlington Heights 392-5678

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

(M & F)

(M & F)

WILLIAMSBURG
Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at
Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
'2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdim - $160.
Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.
OPEN EVENINGS

UNTIL 9 p.m.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

2 Car Gar.
*. 2 Baths
Finished Family Room
'
* Carpet
All Appliances
* Fully Imp. Lot

appt. call CL 5-1604.

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

...$29,000'

`HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for
Weddings

Graduationsk etc.

GENERAL OFFICE

lion Wheeler;

CL3-2973

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

82 -Wanted To Rent

Everything Included

Family needs 3 bdrm home.
Prefer Forest View or Prospect Sch. Dist. References.

...$32,500

PH. 437-0402.
Responsible family of 3 adults,

Model at 1419 N. Chestnut

Up to $250. Prospect/Arlington area, by Oct. I. 259-5000,

ART -WAY BUILDERS

Ext. 225

259-3535

2 to 3 brm., 2 baths, garage.

Eves. - 677-5717

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Arlington Hgts-3 bdrm.home.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

chen, enc. porch, panelled
basement, 2 fireplaces, 1 1/2
baths. Mid-30's...By appoint-

LOCATION

Full D.R., lg. L.R., 1g. kit-

beautiful bl-level 2 full
baths, 3 bdrms., fa !idly room,

ARL. H'TS. LABOR DAY
OCCUPANCY

5 executive homes in exclusive
community of $35,000 to $45,-

gas oven & range,
refrig., washer &
dryer, new storms/screens,
built -In

carptg,

Asking $22,900

BRUNS

remodeled inside & out. Sep.

Din. Rm. 2 car garage. At-

1714 N/W HWY.

CL 3-7737

CL 5-6320 Art. fits.

Open 9 to 9

tractive lot. By owner $18,800,

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

to buy low equity homes.Look
for the sign that says

BARRINGTON

B & K REALTY

HAVE YOU CHILDREN. dogs,

529-3900

in-laws, horses? Perfect for

you -- Williamsburg Colonial

home on 7.6 acres. 6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces,
large dining room, beautiful

w/bookcases.
Towering shade trees, pasture
room

family

and pond for horses, 4 stalls
In barn,3-car garage.reduced
for quick sale -- $56,900.

-

1963 Western Field Camping
Trailer, sleeps 8 - $400. Side
extension 9x12 umbrella tent,
sleeps 6 - $30. All excellent
condition. Phone 392-0255.
99 -Automobiles For Sale

'58 Buick Super. 4 -door, hard-

lage.

mission, air - cond. power
steering & power brakes,

bedrooms, study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in

living room and dining -L. 2 car garage. Owner transf. reduced to $29,000. quick pos-

$500. Plus 2 snow tires &
wheels $25. CL.3-8519 before
3 PM.

'62 - 2 dr. Valiant rad.-std.

98 -Mobile Homes

COUNTRY ACRE, close to Vil4

Like new tires, new battery

shift. Perfect. CL 3-2477
1964 Chevrolet Impala Convertible. Small V8 auto.
823-5277

'66 Red VW, sunroof, w/w,
radio, perfect condition. Must

sacrifice. 392-6950.
'65 Rambler. 10 month waranty left. Asking $1495.
253-5476

top. Silver blue, Auto. trans-

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

cation -- 2 bedrooms, large

2 DR. HT., P.B., P.S., Auto

large attic

room,

w/stairs for expansion -study, rec room w/brick fire-

pla e -- 1 1/2 baths. garage.

Red tnt. One owner. Clean.
THE DODGE BOYS

Qu k possession -- $23,900.
DAYTON NANCE R.E.

64 CHEV Impala, 2 dr. H/T
W/W, P/S, V-8 $1450. Ph.

OPEN SUNDAYS

CL 5-9798
1956 Pontiac 4 Dr. H.T. Auto -

126 W. Main St. Barrington
Phone DU 1-3434
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

BARRINGTON
AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes

from commuter station. 5 year

contract if desired. Barring-

ton School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably
priced.
AGENT - FL 4-2186
TWO 3/4 ACRE LOTS

Palatine township.

No Junkers

Best Prices Paid

matte Trans. P.S.,P.B.,$300.
or best offer. CL 3-2758
'62 Olds Dynamic 88, Power
steering and brakes $1,200.
CL 3-6512

Travel Camper complete equip. Sleeps 4. Exc. condition. CL 3-4378
110 -Bicycles

speed
15
Good condition

SCHWINN

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

65

1960 Pontiac 2 door stand.

trans. like new paint runs fine.
$450 Call 392-8076

.102 -Trucks, Trailers

99 -Automobiles For Sale

TRUCK

Call CL 3-5315 after 5:30

On Storage Area

ROSELLE

MUST CLEAR OUT

99 -Automobiles For Sale

CLEARANCE

200 Brand New
FORDS

At Dealer. Cost
Fairlane wagons

SAY

LTD's and air cond. cars

Clerk Typists

and company benefits.

We have a variety
of openings for gals

MRS. LUCCHESE AT 272-5500
for an appointment

IMPORT MOTORS OF CHICAGO
An Equal Opportunity Employer

LIGHT FACTORY WORK

who have good typing
skills on the Electric and Manuel typewriter. General office.
clerical backand

SALES & SERVICE
Built by

WHITE & CRONEN,

Inventory Clearance Selling

Open daily 12:00 - Phone 392-5249

Avanti Motor Corp.

INC.

ONLY 3 {,EFT
Heater Spec. 1 T&Pack Glass

Model Hofries at 4407 Wilke

USED CARS
PRICED TO SELL

TIFFANY PARK
35 NEW HOMES - 3 & 4 BEDROOMS
$21,450 - $25,350

kt2:2
I

ROLLING MEADOWS
Regal Homes, Inc.

NIGHT SHIFT OPENING

EXCLUSIVES

desired.
is
positions are
available in the following departments:

$3795
64 HAWK
Automatic floor shift, P/S
H.,R. Vinyl Roof

$1795
62 -FB I RD

Automatic trans.

$1495
61 CHEVROLET

ENGINEERING
Women needed for packaging & inspecting of our plastic
containers. Work is light and clean. Company benefits
include paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical and
life insurance, 9 laid holidays, '2 weeks paid vacation.
Call or come in and see our modern air conditioned plant.
APPLY TO_BARBARA HASKE

Impala, 4 dr. sports, automatic trans, V-8

SHIPPING

$775

Please apply in person
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A AMmem16GT.11HareTCompom.

1070 DOWN - ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Asking $24,900

296-2266
400 North Wolf Road
t

Northlake, Illinois

CONEX
IMIDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC
1901 S. MT. inuotrEcT NOAD 055 PLAINTS. ILLINOIS 60015
.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

An Equal Opportunity
Employer
(M & F)

Radio,

heater, W/W

PERSONNEL
SALES

Looks are deceiving - this small looking home has a large
Family Room, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, large kitchen with
eating area, 1 car & storage attached garage, large patio,
new carpeting in living room & hail. This is a sharp, immaculate home for the discriminating Buyer.
123 S. ARLINGTON HT& RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000

160 S. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
892-7150

Member of Multiple Listing Service

MOUNT PROSPECT

Rear Door ICC Flasher..,';
4 LEFT
Econoline Van
Standard

new

LA:

IN PARK RIDGE

At Dealer Cost

25 N. Northwest Hwy.
TA 3-4123

With Air Conditioning like

ground

4 p. m. - Midnight
Midnight - 8 a. m.

IS

64 AVANTI R1

These

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

SUPERHAWK,
many extras.

HONDA

new,
like
CL 3-8321.

Mustangs,

Starting salaries commensurate
with experience and qualifications.
if interested, please call

ARLINGTON
MOTORS
1020 N.W. HWY

Arlington Heights
CL 3-2707

CEE EDDY.

6 cyl. Eng. std. Trans. Heat

500 CARS IN STOCK

1 LEFT

"DODGE CITY"

1230 Rear Springs. Glass Rear

Doors ICC Flasher.

NO GIMMICKS!

F 350 Stake 4 Speed

NO COME ON!
JUST HONEST DEALS!

BRAND NEW 1966
CORONET "440"
2 DOOR HARDTOP

Dodge's "Hottest" Model!
Auto. Trans., Power Steer-

Heater 3750 Rear Springs ICC

Mirrors 700 x 16 Tires

2 LEFT
F 100 Pick Up
240 C. 1. 6 cyl.
Std. Trans. Heater ICC Flash-

ers. 1250 Rear Springs.

ing, Safety Group, Vinyl Interior, DeLuxe Chrome, Full
Factory Equipment.

Immediate Delivery

ROSELLE
FORD

$2298
BIG SELECTION OF NEW

333 E. Irving Pk.
4 blocks East of

'66's - ALL MODELS

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"

Roselle Rd.
Roselle; Ill.

Phone LA 9-5551

7250 W. DEVON

Call SP 54616

OPEN EVES. & SUNDAY

99 -Automobiles For Sale

We're busting out
at the SEAMS with.
NEW '66 CHEVROLETS

LADIES
-DO YOU WANTAUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES?
CONVENIENT WORKING HOURS?
PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS?'
FREE HOSPITAL & LIFE INSURANCE?
8:00 TO 4:30

3 Bedroom Ranch with 1 1/2 baths and a Family room on
a 100 x 200 lot in a choice Country Club section

We will consider retired ladies. Please come in
and see us. Free life and hospital insurance.

$34,000.00

Wiring and Soldering

ONE EAST CAMPBELL

AT

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
253-2111.

(--------------LE 7-5700
1020 Noel Avenue

A nice placeto work

Member M.A.P.,

SP 5-4300
Wheeling

Bike

Call 392-8575

LOST OUR LEASE

Cash or terms.

Palatine

103 -Auto Trailers

Roselle Dodge

25 S. Park Roselle, Ill

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Typing and shorthand skills,
competent figure aptitude or
a good menfory may qualify you
for one or all of these positions
Excellent working conditions

.

radio speaker, very clean.

MUSTANG MTRS.

kitchen with every extra, including built in oven, range,
dish washer and dryer too!!
Large fenced in rear yard
on extra size lot. Immediate
possession. Ready for school.

panelled family room. Cer.
tile bath & kitchen. Newly

3 & 4 bedroom homes. We
also have a surplus of cash

Call after 6 p.m.

attached garage is hard to
beat, large family room,

CL 5-1845
$33,900
Arlington Hgts.2 bdrm. ranch,

need of NEW LISTING. We
are practically SOLD OUT
and have many BUYERS and
good TENANTS waiting for

dining

FL 8-6120

car garage, paneled rec.
rm. w/fireplace - finest loc.

you will see why we are in

ing $26,900

charming 6 rm. ranch with

2

LOOK for the sold sign...and

381-2424

Palatine -4 Rm. brick ranch.
3 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, att.
gar., jalousied encl, porch,

358-3842

Plymouth convertible.
White with red interior. Firestone champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission.
$225 or best offer. 358-2699
after 6 P.M.
'66 Chevylmpala wag.(green).
R&H, W.W., V-8 P.S. Prvt.
owner. Must sell. 253-1652.
'60 Chev. 4 Dr.auto.Ex.cond.
1959

Trans W/W Black, white top.

Palatine

of the following types:
STENOGRAPHERS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK
* CLERK -TYPIST

TELEPHONE 595.2266

M. GRAFT, BLDR.

w/w, low mileage, Exc. cond.

Brick home in convenient lo-

Any way you measure it this

ARL. HTS. - Distinctive 3 bedrm. brick bi - level 2 baths , att

CL 5-3535
1810 E. 'N/W Hwy. Arl. fits.

yard. Close to schools, shopping and transportation. Ask-

000 homes, 2 blocks from
ALBERT RILEY

'85, Mustang 289. Convt.

Northwest Rambler - Palatine,.
Clean Cars Wanted

ELK GROVE

school. From $39,000.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

FOLZ REALTY
Residential - Commercial

255-2834. Best offer.
1962 DYNAMIC "88" OLDS

2 car garage with fenced in

ment 392-9561

96 -Real Estate Wanted

session.

A

958-4555.

in GENERAL OFFICE WORK

ditional. Roman bath in master

4 BDR. COLONIAL

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

located In Deerfield
has interesting openings

trees, elegant 4 bedroom tra-

_AMERICAN LEGION HALL

HOME REALTY

NORTH SUBURBAN COMPANY

An address of distinetion.Pine

pastel plmbg. Low taxes. Low
$20's. 358-9584.

ALSO

Parties

BARRINGTON-JEWEL PARK

suite. Low 70's.

4 FOR.

Tuesday, August 23, 1966

THE DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

NEW IN....

3 bdrm. completely turn. or
unfurn. home. Gar. and finished bsmt. CL 3-2451.
Older home, 9 rooms, 5 bedrms., gas heat, 1 1/2 baths,
2 car gar. 1 Blk. from town
on So. side. $165 mo. For

ies, 14 cu. ft. Frigidaire refrigerator, sep. dining rms.,

EMPLOYMENT.

1164.

furnished apt. 3 short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Sept. 1st. For
259-4901
appt. call
1 and 2 bdrm. colonial style
apts. now under construction
for fall occupancy. Balcon-

86 -Real Estate -Houses

16 -To Refit Houses

MULTIPLE
LISTING SERVICE;

CLOSE OUT

On all Executive demo driven cars. The low low price of
the year on all '66 Chevrolets with highest Trade In on
your old car.

411,DiCit. WILE;

RosELL-

555.1 IRVING PARK

529 - 7070.
"Service
Ii Out
Business"

Final Standings
Released For
aycinden

Prospecting
WITH DALE HOFMANN

What makes a kid join

WE WERE WATCHING a, rather colorless spectacle to
Final standings

have

been

released in all divisions of the
Waycinden Area Boys' Baseball, League by the league office.

'

Kelly Oldsmobile, City Barber Shop, and Wille Hardware
emerged as champions of their
respective loops. The Wille
squad required one extra game
to claim the Minor Division
crown, nipping Tony's Finer
Foods in a playoff battle.

Second place in the Senior
Division was also decided in

SENIOR DIVISION
Team

Won Lost

Kelly Oldsmobile
Gil's Bulko

13

3

11

6

10

7

Plymouth
9
Bravos Oldsmobile
8
Dodge in Des Plaines 6

7
10

Art's Shell

10

Golf Prospect

Mobil
Des Plaines

8

6
6
4

Pete's Standard

10

Ellinwood Motors
JUNIOR DIVISION
City Barber Shop
10
Tobin's Mobil
9

12

2
3

Des Plaines

Chiropractors
8
Optimist Club
7
Homeowners' Association
6
#1 Suburban Heating 5
Johnson Sporting

4

Goods
Charles Klehm
Nursery
Sportsman's

5

7

2

I0

2

10

Barbers

MINOR DIVISION
Wille Hardware
12
Tony's Finer Foods I
Oakton Lawn
Supply

4
7

Burchard's

5

7

Tiffany Coiffures

5

7

Town & Country

after Smith had snapped DiMaggio's string and he again
was facing the Yankees. The
graceful Yankee centerfielder
stepped up in the second inning

against Smith. He was looking
for his first hit in 14 times at
bat. Smith cut loose, and Di Maggio connected for a double.

THE INNINGS

went

by

with Smith and Ernie Bonham
of the Bombers in complete.
The

New

Yorkers

got Joe Gordon and
DiMaggio to douse the fire.
It was the Indians' turn to
show their power in the last

SMITH TOYED with

the

Yanks in the eighth and ninth
and finished with a 1-0 win.
But this is where the touch of
irony comes in. In 1941 Smith
snapped the 56 game hitting
streak of Joe DiMaggio -- and
it was DiMaggio who one year

8

later spoiled Smith's bid

for

the Hall of Fame and his nohitter

OC:=M.r.:WailMM

with

a

second

inning

double.

SPARKS
ON SWIMMING

%selain.now%nond%%.

Scheduling Workouts
BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS

A
spirit of togetherness
marks
professional
football
this year. The intense rivalry
between
the
National and
American Football
Leagues

might be Kansas City. The
Chiefs arc solid and have a
schedule which leaves them
at home for a long stretch
in October and November.

has been buried like the pro-

Both leagues will play with
new teams this season. The
National League has the Atlanta Falcons, and the Amer --

verbial

hatchet.

its

In

place

arc the beginnings of a merger
which is scheduled to be completed in 1970.
THE COMPETITION for
college players -- and astro-

probably

while

Green

took

Bay

the

In the championship game,
Green
Bay
beat Cleveland
23-12.
BAY again
apGREEN
pears- strongest in the west,
but there's the prospect of a
three team battle with the

Chicago Bears and Baltimore
Colts. The Packers have what
they had last year plus their
in position on the stomach and million dollar backfield pack-

It is important to note that to get the body just beneath the
we have changed from "les- surface of the water for the
sons" to "workouts." We know drive off the wall. This should
most of the basic skills. The be done with both arms stretchobjective now is to practice ed out in front, the head bethem and, in so doing, develop tween the arms and the rest
strength and endurance as well of the body stretched out all
as skills.

age -- Donny Anderson and Jim
Grabowski.

The Bears to win will need
heavy scoring

another

sea-

son from Gale Sayers. Sayers
National
year set
a
last
League record by scoring 22
Baltimore again
will be tough, but it will depend on a healthy Johnny
Unitas.
APPRAISAL in the East
touchdowns.

could be easy except for Jim
The

Brown.

LET'S BEGIN with
minute

work

session.

a

30

First,

how far can you swim the front
crawl with rhythmic breathing,
without stopping? Then, working across the pool, swim half
that distance, easy swimming,
while thinking about your

the way tb the pointed toes.
ly twist the body. Swing the
legs under and lie straight
over on the side. When the

right arm is brought over, then

you will be in position on the
stomach. Be sure you get un-

breathing. Try not to roll too der water before you shove off,
high when you breathe. Get rid There is

less

of that air under water so that on the surface.

resistance

star

Cleveland

fullback has announced his re-

THE SECRET: don't actual-

than

tirement, and he says he means
it. In that case the Browns
have a real fight on their
hands.

The New York Giants and
Dallas Cowboys tied for sec=
and in the East a year ago,
and both are improved. The
Giants have a field goal kicker
now in Pete Gogolak, and that
could mean the difference. St.
Louis is another threat.
HAPPENS,
WHATEVER
the Western Conference again
will be the stronger of the two
divisions..

In

regular

season

play in 1965, only one Eastern
the Cowboys Division team
'was

able to

beat

a

Western

report issued

BUT SUCH situations will
prevail only when commercial
salvage or towing vessels arc
involved.

For example, the report said,
if a commercial salvor is at
the scene of a disabled boat and
able to provide the necessary
assistance,

the

Coast

Guard

will stand off in favor of the
salvor. And, if the Coast Guard
has already taken the disabled

craft in tow when a salvor arrives, the Coast Guard vessel
will discontinue towing -- even
if the operator of the disabled
boat rejects the salvor's price.
IF ME
circumstances of a disabled vessel
involve danger to life or property, the Coast Guard will renBUT

der assistance despite the availability of a commercial salvage
vessel, the report said.

Richard Schwartz, executive
director of BOAT/U.S., said

the report was issued by the
Coast Guard after it was questioned about a recent incident
on Chesapeake Bay and "will
undoubtedly come as a shock
to most pleasure boatmen who
have always assumed that the
Coast Guard's job is to perform emergency road-services
on the water."
the Chesapeake Bay incident as
related by BOAT/U.S.:

breathe and roll it back.

Coast Guard station and a passing boatman summoned the
Coast Guard to aid the ground-

attempt to win an unprecedented
third
charfipionship,

and the going may be ought
To again get itself set
r the

a

LET'S WORK on turns for little water in your face, you
few minutes. Lie in prone will want to recover the arms

position, body fully extended, straight up and back instead of

and hold on to the wall with' out to the side. Try that a few
the right hand just as though strokes as you swim. Take it
you were swimming. Grab the easy so that you don't bring up
too 'much water as you rewall, pull the legs underneath
cover,
while rolling to the left.

faces
championship, Buffalo
improved
Eastern
D ision
clubs in the Houston Oilers,

the New York Jets, and per-

HERE ARE the details on
A sailboat was blown onto a
shoal within sight of the local

ed vessel.

THE COAST Guard, hownotified a commer-

ever, first

cial salvor whose four salvage
vessels

have

been

towing

haps the Boston Patriots.
The jets start the season

stricken pleasure boats at $30
an hour and selling gasoline

with an improved Joe Namath
at quarterback, and the Oilers

Chesapeake.

at $5 for two gallons on the

Ernie
star
from
San

About .three-quarters of an
hour later, both a Coast Guard

on the wall with the feet, re- you hive been swimming. Allease the, ight hand. Begin to ternate front crawl and baok
IN THE A.F.L. Western
fall straight-away on the left crawl. Rest in between for as Division, the race probably
side while swinging the right long as it takes to swim the will be tighter than it was a
arm OVER the water to help width.
year ago. If San Diego falters,
speed the turn, to ,get the body
the choice to do the toppling
(Next: The Side Stroke.)

salvage vessel approached the

NOW DO a few one -width
AFTER CONTACT is made swims somewhat faster

than

have

Ladd,

defensive
obtained

high

Diego. What will hurt Buffalo cutter and a salvage vessel
most is the loss of kicker. arrived on the scene, The Coast
Gogolak, now with the. Giants. Guird waited nearby while the

sailboat and offered commercial assistance. When the owner of the grounded boat refused
commercial aid, explaining he

wanted, the Coast Guard cut.

harrier

school

that

cheerleaders

aren't

that others lack. But this
is one sport in which work

and a healthy attitude

is

at leait good.
There are certainly a lot
more reasons why kids become
cross country runners. You

might ask one sometime why
And there is something very he does it -- if you know one.
valiant about a twisted knee or
a dislOcated shoulder suffered
Casey's Record
in a football game. Try to get
NEW YORK (UPI) -- Casey
sympathy sometime for your Stengel completed his manshin splints. Try to walk some- agerial career slightly over
time with shin splints.
.500. He wound up with a record of 1,895 wins End 1,803
might giggle.

BUT THERE are similarities between the two fall
sports. Courage and deter-

MANAGER

LeROY
Leis would go with
Balinski for three or four
innings, as he plans to platoon his pitching during the
tourney.
The
righthanded
fireballer will probably give
way to another righthander,

little bit crazy. He

a

ter

around

somewhere

two miles during a meet,
coach

watching

is

him.

Two or three days later
the

meet

score

an-

is

nounced between halves of
the football game when
the fans are too busy hust-

Salvors Get 1st Claim
On Boats in Trouble
a

runners

to' mination, for instance, arc the
prime ingredients for both.

and usually no one but his

Page 10

by the Boat Owners Association of the United States.
(BOAT/U.S.).

country

The
conscientious
started training this

runs

.1966

according to

runner
is'
exceptional
Some have a definite talent
every
to be

losses for 3,698 games.

Fund Raisers

CHICAGO (UPI)
The
Chicago Bears' annual pro
football
exhibition
benefit,
games for the armed forces has

Boys' Baseball Tournament at Thillens Stadium in Chicago.

Tuesday,

BY JACK WOLISTON
Boat owners who call for
assistance from the U.S. Coast
Guard will not always get it.

back

relative

TsAugust 23,

rival.

your hips high and think about by crushing the Chargers 23-0.
your arm strokes. As soon as
THIS YEAR Buffalo will
you can adjust to getting a

the aroma of burning leaves.

is

CONTINUING the workout,
when you turn your head to
Buffalo and San Diego won
breathe, you can get your air how far can you swim back- division titles in the American
quickly and turn the head back stroke? Well, swim half that Football League last season.
into the water. Don't lift the distance, easy swimming. Keep Buffalo emerged as champion
head to breathe and don't jerk
it. Just roll the head easRy,

YOU WONT HEAR much

A

some-

crown in the west by defeating
Baltimore 13-10 in a playoff.

to

for

world series,
school, and football.

Not

going

Set For Thillens Test

after the 1966 season and title
winners in both leagues will
play a championship game in
January. It will be played at a
site,

players

Arlington All -Star Unit

A common draft will be held'

neutral

Football

suit.

leave a dressing room looking
like awesome brutes that are
bound to quicken the pulse of
an avid crowd and send cheerleaders leaping high into the

sent to their meets. They

the

him he was too small for football, and he wanted to prove

runners
Cross country is the poor
month.
of the prep sports
The
really
serious
ones
never raised almost S9 million since
family. There may be as many
stopped
after
last
season.
as 200 or 300 high school stu1946.
can,
the
Miami
Dolphins. dents out for football any seaNeither is expected to chal- son, but a school with a comlenge, but both will be stronger bined total of 75 members on
its freshman, sophomore, and
than most people think.
The Day's Gary Yeast will varsity cross country teams
review the strengths and weak- is an athletic oddity. A school
Steve Balinski will handle the pitching chores when the
nesses of the National Football with 100 or more has probably
League clubs in a series be- won a state championship in Arlington Heights North All -Stars face Lawndale Park at
the sport in the past five years. 8:45 p.m. tonight in the second round of the Thillens
ginning tomorrow.

nomical bonuses - are gone.

where in the South.
In the National League last
season, the Cleveland Browns
won the Eastern Division title.

track

football
candidates
getting
ready for the drills that will
start tomorrow. But more

about the runners we saw that
day because fall to most people means a nip in the air,

Togetherness Reigns In
Professional Grid Outlook

in shape. Maybe somebody told

pair ,of cloth shoes and a himself somehow.

a

Cross

condition
their
own
special kind of agony, the high
school cross country season.

Three Waycinden Area Boys' Baseball players accepted sportsmanship troPittsburgh Pirate players Billy O'Dell and Jerry Lynch at the
league's awards night Sunday. Standing from left are Steve Anthoney, Jerry.
Nelson, Jeff Rogers, O'Dell, and Lynch,

more glamorous cousin, the
prep gridder.
His equipment consists of

are probably just as glad

themselves

phies from

has little' in common with his thing to do in the fall to stay

The kids might have been

of guys trying

It took place about one year

cross country team? Maybe he
country races are difficult to just wants to go out for basketwatch. The runner after all ball, and he has to have some:

almost sure to make a guy

likely they were just a bunch

story.

a

all but the insiders, and cross

air.

That is the story of a
cross
country
runner's
life.

of irony to that

needed.

11

I

as we headed for the car to go
home, we noticed them again
still ploddingaround that park.

Smith of Cleveland, and there

of the seventh. Third sacker
Ken Keltner singled and Les
Fleming followed with another
single. Buster Mills drilled a
hit through the infield and
Cleveland had the only run it

8

4

that. But three innings later,

.

touch

building.

a

We lost interest in them after

ting safely in 56 straight games.
THE PITCHER who stopped
DiMaggio's streak was Al
a

behind

appeared

Joe DiMaggio's record of hit-

Smith

8

The kids weren't going very
fast, and before long they dis-

Roger Maris broke Babe
Ruth's record in 1961 by slamming 61 home runs, but it
looks like it will be quite, -awhile before anybody breaks

is

in

gym shorts and T-shirts trot-

threatened in the seventh, but

I

4

DiMaggio
Claims His
Revenge

ting around the park.

6

Allen's Men's Store 5
Svoboda's Men's
Shop
Cumberland Plaza

school -age

control.

2

1

dressed

kids

bil 8-5 in six innings.

5

7

softball game the other day
a line of high
when we

a playoff game, with Gil's Bulko topping Golf Prospect Mo-

Leister's charges will be
seeking their second straight

runner

has the same knot in his stoter's assistance. he was told the mach that any athlete has beCoast Guard was forbidden fore a match, meet, or game.
from taking business away from If anything his is tied a little
private enterprise.

tighter, because he knows that
in a few minutes his lungs will
FINALLY, the commercial be fire and his legs wood. But
salvor got another call and left the- good ones never consider

the scene. When it was out of the possibility of stopping besight, the Coast Guard cutter fore they stagger into the shoot
pulled the grounded craft off at the end of a race.
the shoal.
Schwartz said the Coast
Guard's Baltimore Group headquarters had instituted thc prac-

tice of first notifying commercial

salvage

vessels

when

a

boat was reported in trouble
and that the practice had been
discontinued since the Chesapeake incident.

IN ITS STATEMENT, the
Coast Guard reaffirmed its intention

to

reamin

"always

ready" to assist those in need

the water and said there
was no question of aid when
lives or property were in danthe presence of comger
mercialss,Ivors notwithstandon

ing.

CROSS COUNTRY

is

he

Mike Locasio.

ling to the hot dog stand
to pay much attention to
the field announcer.
The cross country

said

nine, while Dick Kolari will follow him at second base, and
shortstop Brad Smith will hit
third.

RIGHTFIELDER Dave Zare
fifth in the batting order.
followed by Ken Martin batting

is

sixth and playing first base,
and Dean Taggart catching and

hitting seventh. Steve Kucbler
tournament victory tonight. Last and Ed Leister are next, playweek they romped over Nor- ing left field and third base
wood Park 12-2. A win tonight respectively.
would earn the North All -Stars
Bench strength will be proa quarter -final date on Satur- vided by Doug Clark, Jeff
day or Sunday.
Chase. Dan Carty, and Bob
Sesterheen.

BALINSKI FIGURES to be
a key factor in tonight's clash

This

whether he is on the mound or

year in

not.

star will also hold the important cleanup spot in Leister's

ment which draws entries from
all over the state. Last year
the local squad finished second

batting order.
Mike Moser will lead off and
play center field for the local

with a 3-I meet record.
Thillens Stadium is at Devon
and Kedzie in Chicago.

The

12 -year -old

Pirate

is

Arlington's second

the

30 -team

tourna-

a

Life Was Hectic For DAY's
Baseball Telephone Crew
BY TOM WALSH
it comes to taking
Boy's Baseball scores over the
phone, there are none so willing as myself and the two other
When

teens employed by the Day's
sport staff. Because of our age,
we have been labeled with such
scornful names as The 'Mickey

Mouse Club, The Three Chip(Alvin, Hamish, and

munks

A recent report by the U.S.
Department of Commerce says
that 9.6 million people spent
$650 million on recreational
boating in the continental shelf
region, and 8.7 million saltwater sports fishermen spent
S760 million.

THE REPORT,

based

on

1964, was prepared by the Battelle Memorial Institute of

Kurtipoo), and freckle -faced,
epple-cheeked, sports experts.

DESPITE ALL these cynical
aliases we have to try to keep
a straight face throughout the
course of our work. I say try
because sometimes it's hard.
Either we are plauged by the
news editor, who has a passion
for shooting rubber bands at us

while we arc taking scores, or
Columbus. Ohio. Objectives of we get someone on the phone
the study were to assess the who knows baseball like Mrs.:
present

economic

value

and

Miller knows music.

Among the list of questions
future growth potential of activities on the continental shelf we ask arc names of players,

the winning pitcher, runs, hits,
and extra base hits. Nothing
for products and services pro- really too technical. But, when
TOM WALSH
vided by the department, such you get a "Little League Mothas charts, tide and current in- er" on the phone, (the type who
formation, weather forecasts feels she can't show up at any his courage and sheepishly be out." I hope he wasn't hurt
more social funcitions because asked, "What do you call one when he was told to forget it.
and navigational data.
her son, her own flesh and of those things when there is
In a similar incident, after I
blood, dropped a crucial fly a kid on every base and the told the manager that was all
Switched Careers
ball), you are bound to have a batter hits a home run?" When I needed, he replied, "Don't
RALEIGH, N. C. (UPI) -- few laughs.
he was told it was a grand forget to put in that Craig
Earle Edwards, head football
ONE SUCH mother, when slam home run he said, "Oh 1 Thomson pitched a fantastic
coach 'at North Carolina State,
knew it all the time."
game." When I asked him how'
was an industrial engineer be- asked, "How many runs, and
there?", replied,
hits were
many he had struck out, there
fore turning to a career in
THE
MOST
common
in- was
"Well,
there
were
two
runs
and
another piercing
yell,
coaching.
four heroes." "Heroes?", I cident, and probably the most only this time it was "Craang!"
asked. She was appaled at my humorous, is when we ask for
disbelief and asked, "Isn't a first name of a player. UsualWELL, NOW that Boy's
that what the 'H' in the score - ly the response of the manager Baseball season has come to a
Today
book is for?" Managers should is, "I'll ask my son, hold on a close, the scores are in, and
5:45 p.m. Junior All -Stars, know by now that their wives second." The next thing you
the standings are being comch. 32
hear is a screeching "Biiiill- puted, we can start looking forcan't read scorebooks.
8:00 p.m.
WFLD Sports
Another incident was with a Ilyyyl" About five minutes ward to midget football season
Special, ch. 32
manager who when asked, later, after the ring has left with its flare passes, lookins,
9:00 p.m. Auto Racing, ch. "Were there any_ extra -base your ears, a voice again comes buttonhooks, screen passes,
32
hits?", replied, "Oh, yes, one on the phone and says, "Billy's and belly series.
9:30 p.m. Speedway Inter- boy hit a . a .. one of those. in the tub, but if you want td
What's a belly series?
national. ch. 32
wait just a few minutes he'll
. . ," At this point hq got up
and to evaluate the present and
future needs of these activities

Sports on T.V.

.

.

Telephone
2554400

Prolpert

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair and continued
cool; Low about SO. Thursdays

Fair and a little warmer; Hiatt'
in the upper 70s.
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New Citizens Well Planned
Near Robert Frost School
Willow Rd.Land
Fire at Randhurst tee, Purchased

Why Is It Closed?
TIEXACO

A fire yesterday, destroy-

ed about 25 bicycles and

BY BRUCE CUTLER

chased 400 customers from
Wieboldt's store in Rand-

Citiiens Utility Co. has contracted for a deep well
site near Robert Frost elementary school in Prospect

hurst.
The

bikes . were

Heights.

in

stored

cardboard cartons on a landing in a stairwell between the
basement and first floor of the
_department store.

.Daniel J. Kucera, attorney Prospect Village Hall which
for the company, said yester- he, Simon. Congreve and Ku-

day four lots have been pur- cera attended.

The cause of the blaize is undetermined.

This service station at 14 E. Northwest Hwy. has been closed since Friday.

since Friday.

could do but close the station

Sunday J. E. Domanico, dissales
supervisor
for
trict
Texaco broke the lock to get in
to take an inventory as Mount

down."

Prospect police stood by.

trouble from the Texaco com-

Many in the village asked:

Mount Prospect firOmen ex-

no
L.

pany over the sudden closing.

"1 told them I was going to

The Day was able to reach

so many friends."

the burning cartons.

She explained her husband
had back problems and found
the pace of running the large

Pizza, who operated the station five years, said he closed
the station to take another job.

He said he had been trying,

Pizza is now employed with
auto accessory
Wheaton.
an

lease, but the deal fell through.

store

in

and second floors.
The fire apparently began,
they said, on the landing,

Village, Park Dist.
Near Agreement
The village and the Mount
District are
nearing agreement as to how
the village will secure land on
Prospect

Park

the park district's golf course
to dig a well.

Rather than an outright purchase the lawyers for both sides
are agreed that an easement

A florescent lighting fixture

age shed, well in the rough.

more."
The other legal problem with
a sale is that the golf course
land was purchased through the
sale of bonds that are still out-

the course," Moore explained.
An easement (letting another
use your land for a specific

else

could

easily get the land by offering

standing.

purpose) was decided on because of legal difficulties that

THE LAND is security to the

park district would be better

would arise from an outright

bond holders that the bonds will

for both sides.

sale.

of the land to the village by the

The park district board Aug.
8 approved the construction of
the well. Village Attorney Rob-

ert Moore and Park Attorney
Robert J. Downing have been
working out the details of the

ernment body to another at a
nominal price.

transaction ever since.

THE WELL site

MAYOR Daniel Congreve
explained that under a recently
passed state law the land could
not be simply sold by one gov-

"Under the legislation you
is

about

340 yards down the fairway
from the 17th tee. The fairway
doglegs to the right well before
reaching the well site.

Sewer Case
Continued
By ICC

would have to have open bidding on the land," Congreve

was melted beyond recognition
in the blaze but firemen speculated the fire began by someone carelessly tossing a lighted cigaret into the stacked
merchandise of the company.

Co. was continued yesterday to
Sept. 21.

The village. claims that the
utility is operating against the
public good

by allowing

its

sewer lines 'to overflow into
basements and onto streets.

The commerce commission
controls the operation of public
utilities and has franchised
Utility to service the Elk Ridge
Villa subdivision, when flooding occurred five ,times this

greve said.

year.

Mount Prospect contents that

the company is providing inadequate service by not building
a lift station at Cottonwood
and Busse to handle the overflow

from the sanitary district line
during heavy rain storms.
Village engineers and con-

sulting engineers for the sanitary district maintain that a

lift station would

solve

the

flooding.

Utility his refused to construct a lift station . and has
it has engineering alternatives, which it has not dissaid

closed,

patronage 'system
exists in the village.

ment in Mount Prospect from
village to a city, last night is-

claimed that major political
party workers are siding a-

The RGA statement

also

personal

to

reasons,

Judge Lupe found he could not

hear cases on Thursday. He
attorneys and
heard _final arguments at about
re -called

, was not immediately available.

Roundup
For The Day
By United Press International

Marines Capture Red 'War College'
SAIGON - U.S. Marines - in a day -long battle -have captured a huge Communist training center. The

- complete with classroom

structures and other buildings - is located on a rugged
mountain 14 miles southwest of Da Nang. A force of
600 Marines storntd th college and in heavy fighting
chased away an en eklch
Viet Cong battalion of about

600 men. Forty-four Viet Cong were killed and U.S.
casualties were described as "light."

Smile, You're on Lunar Camera
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA -- America's Lunar Orbiter
has been ordered to look over its shoulder and snap
a picture of the earth. Orbiter is expected to transmit
home tomorrow the first view of earth taken from, the
vicinity of the moon. But Orbiter's primary chore is
that of photographing possible astronaut landing sites
on the moon, and it's having only about 75 per cent
success on account of the still malfunctioning high

ed.

AS IS customary, firemen
store personnel in
cleaning up the debris and
setting new sprinkler heads
in the stairwell.
assisted

THE SUIT, filed

Citizens

water
facilities,
terms of supply, storage
and emergency equipment.
Citizens is to receive from
Ferrone a partial permit to

area. This will allow the company to drill on a 24 -hour
basis, he said. They form an
area roughly 250 feet on four begin drilling on its new site
prior to being granted a spesides at the intersection.
THE COMPANY has been cial use permit for the well
searching for a deep well site by the county zoning board of
to service customers in Pros- appeals in a public hearing
pect Heights and Mount Pros- within Wheeling Township.
pect. About 315' users of the
company's water system live
within the village.
Mount
President
appealed to

Prospect
Village
Daniel
Congreve

District 57
Registration
Tomorrow

to 400 customers were escorted by Mount Prospect
police officets and firemen
out of the store. Randhurst
security police assisted.
Mount Prospect fire de-

area.
Congreve

took this action
following a water crisis 'due
to a failure of the utility's

ministrators

the

speeding

in

process of registration.

There are eight schools in

Dist. 57 -- Central and Linpump motor in its one deep coln. junior high schools and

well servicing the area. Mount

Fairview,

Gregory.

Busse.

Prospect provided the compartment supplied 18 men and pany with water during the , Sunset Park, Lions Park and
Westbrook elemerihry schools.
two pumpers. Des Plaines add- crisis.
All eight schools will be open
ed a pumper, as is automaticFERRONE is still withally
done
for
Randhurst holding about 40 permits, but from 10 a.m. to 12 a.m. tomorrow for children who will
alarms.
he has discovered that three
of them are for homes not be entering kindergarten or
within the area affected by the have moved into the district.

crisis.

Yesterday Ferrone wrote to
Simon asking him to review
the permit ban.

HE HAS been withholding
permits as an emergency mea-

yesterday, Judge Lupe said he
felt there were two questions

sure. The action was decided

to be resolved in the dispute.
First, did the board mem-

Till Tapped

on in an open meeting in Mount

CHILDREN eligible for kinmust reach their
birthday on or before
Dec. I. 1966. Parents may use

dergarten

fifth

a birth or baptismal certificate
to prove age.

A physical examination is
required of all kindergarteners
and
fifth graders entering
school.

Information on pupil regisWilliam Orce, manager of
Shopper's World discount cen- tration procedure and requireter. 201 E. Rand Rd., told ments is detailed' in a recently
Mount Prospect police a cus- published parents' handbook,

tomer took $520 in $20 bills
from the
Saturday.

cash

To

register last
police taking

money from a cash register is
called "till tapping."

which

may

at

obtained

be

schools on registration days or
at the district administration
building. 701 W. Gregory,
Mount Prospect.

Vernon

Moore,

E.

125

S.

We -Go Tr., Mount Prospect,
put on- a white shirt and necktie as usual yesterday morning but fora change he didn't

school district from enforcing

ride the Chicago & North
Western Railway into the city.
He stayed in Mount Prospect
and watched workmen from
the company he manages apply

boundary changes adopted May

a new asphalt sealer on the

9.

railway's depot platform.
Moore, who manages the
Velsicol Chemical Corp. in

in

the

name of Richard Mateja 629
Bob -O -Link, Prospect Meadows, sought to restrain the

The,

as

Platform Given Touch of White

suit

objected

to

the

transfer of Prospect Meadows
from

children

Kensington

School to North School and
asked that the district be restrained

from

providing free'

,:':',3267.44"C=1020Xgant5SaltWIMMASIMY

Chicago,. has dealt with highway materials and resin pro-

I

,11,.

'

ducts for years.

BUT THE white coating on
the railway depot platform is
the

first

experiment

*-14-14

of its

kind.

The railway bought the re-

Gripe
Of The

sin company a few years ago,
Moore said, and has now
_channeled the use of chemicals onto railway property.

Day

The white seal coat, he demonstrated,

is

applied

cold

with a broom or squeegee at
The,

store

that adver-

dies "We Deliver" aid
every date you call It hap-

pen to

be
boy's day of11

the

delivery

A.C.
I

a cost of about 5 -or 10 -cents
a square foot.

He said the seal aims to

-

'

-

1,1141"..

protect the asphalt underneath
enhance the area's lighting
and odd aesthetic values,

After 18 months of use .and
he said, the company
will be able to decide the value
wear,

Avecrazentimanattwaffeassammussma 'of the sealer.

1

in

soon

is acting to provide

the

4 p.m. Then he gave his degainst the bid for city govern-, cision. The text of his findings

resolution camera.

cera said, are in an undeveloped

four exhaust

Meadows area.

Due

political

a

college"

cycle cartons was extinguish-

placed

bers act in an arbitrary, capricious and
discriminatory
The
ruling
in
favor
of
the
school
district
came
unVillage Engineer Ben Hem . manner in changing the attendexpectedly
late
yesterday
afternoon.
meter has estimated that the
ance areas and, in particular,
Judge John J. Lupe heard
well will cost- the village
bus transportation to parochial with regard to Kensington
testimony
in
the
case
Monday
$150,000 to dig. He said the
School?
school children.
well would take a year to con- and yesterday morning. At the
Secondly, does the board
The suit also asked the disend
of
yesterday's
testimony
he
struct. Construction may begin
trict re -map boundaries on a have the right under the law and
outlined
the
main
questions
in
in the fall.
the suit and set Thursday at nondiscriminatory basis.
(Continued on Page 2)
When testimony had finished
10:30 a.m. for final arguments
by attorneys.
for $1,000,000 in bonds," Con-

The Representative Government Assn., which is seeking
to change the form of govern-

so-called_ "war

,

A Circuit Court judge yesterday ruled in favor of
be paid off.
Elementary School Dist. 25 on all counts of a suit
"The land acts as security filed against the district by residents of the Prospect

ment.

against Utility Sewer & Water

Fire Prevention Bureau have set their follow-up
investigation for Wednesday
with store officials.
Firemen arrived
on
the
scene at 1:45. Artier pushing
Prospect

BY JIM ROSS

The public hearing by the
Illinois Commerce Commission
on Mount Prospect's complaint

holds as
proves it

Seymour Simon,
president of the Cook County
Board of Commissioners, to
fans to move the smoke from direct Daniel J. Ferrone, counTomorrow is the second day
the stairwell about 30 feet out ty building and zoning comthe store's first floor door missioner, to withhold building of registration for school chilleading to the orange parking permits to contractors for sites dren new to Dist. 57.
Volunteer mothers from the
lot.
within the company's service PTA are assisting district adDuring the fire, from 350
They

Court Backs School Board,
Pupils to Ride Buses

RGA Hits Patronage
sued a statement charging that

Mount

the

'

said.

"Though on the golf course,
the land is not really part of

OFFICERS of

which Was inexcessille to the -their way past stole counters
'watei...LIPreYed
n°In
the standing on end id the stairwell, the blaze of burning bisprinklers.

The site is in a storage area
near an already standing stor-

"Someone

the Wu.

FIREMEN explained that the
sprinklers were located over
the doors leading from the
stairwell to the store's first

station too much.

to get someone to take over his

Theme hikes in Wieboldt's Raadbsnt store were some

Four sprinkler heads in the of the merchandise destroyed by a fire yesterday hs a
stairwell contained the fire, stairwell. Smoke from the bikes' rubber tires added
but were insufficient to put out to Monist Prospect Armes's problems in extinguishing

Pizza's wife Judy said: Greg
hated to do it because he had

station manager Gregory
F. Pizza, of 1710 N. Broadway,
Melrose Park, at home.

tinguished the blaze in about
30 minutes, but were impeded
by the merchandise stored in
the stairwell.

leave," he said.

the

might

said the fire
cost the store $2,500.
sources

"Now I'm not looking for
anyone," Pizza added.
He said he expected

What happened?

of the Dist. 21 school in Wood view Manor subdivision.

The four adjacent lots, Ku- "adequate"

WATER damaged inerchanstored in the basement
and smoke damaged the store's
first and second floors. The
extent could not be dalculated
time.
Unofficial
at
press
disc

was scheduled to start
work Monday," Pizza said.
"There was nothing else I

at 14 E. Northwest Hwy, has
been
"closed
temporarily"

the

.

"I

Simon is expected to release
building permits Ferrone

intersection of
Lee and Willow Rd. southeast
chased at the

t

Customers were greeted by the short note (see insert) taped to the door.
The. Texaco service station

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

60056

Vernon E. Moore,125 B. We -Go Tr., Mount Prospect, takes the temperature of
a mew White asphalt seal covering part of the platform at the Chicago & North
Western Railway depot. Moore is the manager of a railroad -owned company which
egierimenting with the seal.'
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Coronets Third, Miss Crown by Fraction
BY TOM WALSH

.

NEW YORK -- The Coronets won
third place Tuesday in the national contest for Veterans of Foreign Wars drum
and bugle corps.
The Arlington Heights girls finished a scant
thrte-qintrters of a point behind the winners,
the Shamrockettes of New York. Second place
went to the St. Anthony Blue Diamonds of Boston.

Judges awarded the Coronets 90.75 points.
The Shamrockettes scored 91.50 and the Blue
. Diamonds 91.45 points. The Shamrockettes
scored 91.50 and the Blue Diamonds 91.45.

The perfect score of 100 allotted 60 points
for marching. 15 points each for general ef-

Mrs, Lynn Chapin of Wheeling, their manager and instructor, tried her best to cheer her

point} for inspection.

charges.

mination.

grace.

one of the top teams.
Mrs. Chapin was pleased with their showing.

THE UNIT sponsored by Arlington Heights
VFW Post 981 scored a perfect 15 for cadence.
'

Inspection score was 9.8, general effect
and marching 54.95.

OTHERS were more elated.

"The trip is worth all the thousands of curs
we washed," said Terry O'Rouke, a drill team
member. She referred to the car washes herd

close surveillance of judges,

to raise funds for the trip.

Some of the 58 girls took the news of their
third place finish as a defeat.For a while some
refused to come out of their rooms in the Hotel

The Coronets had reason to be proud. They
stepped off before the judges on Monday in
Roosevelt Stadium in Jersey City. Their formation spelled the words "Coronets Move"

"Business is Always Picking Up" reads the
motto on the side of the Barrington Truck Co.
.

But yesterday the firm did a little dropping
off.

Driver Fred Foerster dropped off a fire at

the Mount Prospect Fire Department.
Noticing that his cargo was ablaze he dumped

in.

New

York,

carrying

hotel by I a.m.

On Tuesday there was more sight-seeing and
shopping before the big four -mile parade down
Fifth Avenue. The girls were tense and excited

some rough competition," she said.

.

The fractional points lost in inspection were
attributed to a blade of grass on the boots of
one marcher, which gives an indication of the

trips

snacks back to the hotel. In the evening they
took . a ferry ride to Staten Island 'and ,,,kere
treated to another meal. They were back at the

"The performance went well, but we have

11

Taft.

sight-seeing

Their precision movements marked them as

She repeatedly reminded the girls that it: is
a national contest and third place' is no dis-

Where Else Would You Take a Fire?
garbage trucks.

was they strutted across the turf. They marched.
beautifully and displayed spirit and deter-

fect 'and cadence (the teams must march between 128 and 132 steps per minute) and 10

as they awaited the decision of judges.

THE

FATEFUL

Monday

started

with

breakfast at 7 a.m., a bus trip to Jersey City
at 8 a.m, for a pratice session'. By 10 a.m.
they were in the stadium and set about the

FOR THOSE who still wanted to see more
of New York there were trips around the city,
including a visit to Radio City.

The girls are scheduled to leave New York

last-minute ritual of boot polishing, hair setting
and uniform touchup.

Thursday afternoon
Saturday night.

Later Monday the girls went on shopping and

and

will

arrive

home

111k

the 'flaming debris in the parking lot that serves both the department and the Village Hall.
Firemen Gil Wooten and Bob Fendius
quickly quenched the smoldering mess.

"This doesn't happen very often," Wooten
said, "but once in a while someone will throw
hot ashes from their barbeque into the cans for

4

pick up. Then this happens."

Left lad right Mount
Prospect firefighter Gil
Wooten works vsickly to
put oat the garbage fire
delivered to the back

door of the downtown
fire station.
.

:.,-:.
a

-

A.

it

e,
.

Smash Window

.
5-

A croquet ball smashed a
55 by 57 inch picture window,
and

Tr DEAR

... Our Heart Breaks!...

el

'

I

MOM AND DAD

the

broken

glass

told police Turesday.

been named senior operations to furnish free bus service to
research analyst in the techdivision

of the American Oil

Bench Stolen
Ralph iii11111.

BRUNS
REAL ESTATE
'CL 57E23120

the busing of their children.

front yard.

after

Clabaugh

The defense denied the charge

SPECIALS

Park School area. Students tration.
from Olive were bussed to
She admitted that some inNorth School through the Ridge formation was given but said

School area. And next year we most of it was not what they
will bus students from Dryden had asked for.
School through the Park School
area to Westgate."
IN ANSWER to the charge
Clabaugh said that the deci- of withholding information,

sion to bus is not discrimina- Robert Campbell, assistant
tory in any case, but rather superintendent of the district,
an attempt to make use of avail- testified that the bulk of the
able classroom space in each information used in arriving
area.
"Were

all

of

.$

bussed to these various schools Pages.

within the corporate limits of
Arlington
asked.

Heights?"

95

Down

$(11;
jDown

Wholesaleft

Down

Miller said, "and I could not visualize

"Yes," Clabaugh said,

been a pattern of discrimina- the study leading up to the bountion established with regard to dary change started last NoMILLER told the court any students .in the district. vember and entailed a great
Attorney for the protestors, amount of judgment based on
that children in K-5 schools
dreW Leahy, stressed the experience in such matters.
in the district were buss

"In my opinion," he said,

6 More Days
To Pay Taxes

Your 2nd Installment of your Real Estate Taxes are
due with a penalty date Sept. lit

PAY EARLY - AVOID PENALTY
Down

1965 LE MANS 2 DR. HARDTOPI$C1c
Power Steering, Eta!!Ay ..g -Dow
BANK FINANC140. - NO PAYMENT.
UNTIL_OCTOBER 10th,

BILLS MAY BE PAID at the following:

task and I doubt if we could
simply give this information to
the parents and expect them to
understand it."
WHEN contacted by The
Day last night, Mrs. Mateja said
she did not know if further

action would be taken by the
Prospect Meadows group.

"This is not something to be
personally determined by me,"
she said. "The committee must

THE ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP HALL
2400 K Arlington Heights Road
'

study the matter and then decide if we will pursue it fur-

,RAILY & SATURDAY 9 A.M. to S P.M.
EXtEPT WEDNESDAY 9 A.M. TO 12 NOON.
ALSO FRIDAY NIGHTS P.M. TO 8:30 P.M.

Self addressed envelope enclosed

Arnold Scharringhausen
Elk Grove Township toll_e_clor
0

"this is a highly professional

MT. PROSPECT STATE BANK
during banking hours only

or mail to ... P.O. Box 129, Mt. Prospect

.

w

100

"It overwhelmed me," he

transfer because the area
is out of the village.

Hardtop'sac

Wholesatell

DAVIS AT SALEM
ARLINGTON 'HEIGHTS

at the final decision to re -map

areas totaled between 75 and

the

for

1963 Bsli!tainli;l1.91!IVERTIBLEi$95Down

THE

re -map,

schools out of their attendance point that the Prospect Meadareas during the 1965-66 school ows group, was refused certain
year. He asked Supt. Clabaugh information they requested in
if any of these children were relation to the boundary change.
bussed past one school to anMrs. Barbara Mateja, chairother farther away.
man of the protesting group,
"Yes," said Clabaugh, "in testified that she and other
several cases. Students from members of the group repeatedDunton School were bussed to ly requested detailed informaWestgate School through the tion from the school adminis-

how we could begin to provide
these people with all the inforexcept a small area of the Dun - mation and the needed explanathat the board acted in a dis- ton attendance area."
tions in a reasonable period of
criminatory' manner in choosCLABAUGH said that in time."
ing Prospect Meadows pupils his opinion there never has
Campbell also testified that

PONTIAC

Aft Conditioned!!

"4ii

the

said.

1963. liTilulnlptqlf.ti
8

i.

The final decision to extend
the service was not made until
July' II; more than two months

Geo. Poole's

1962 BONNEVILLE 4 D.r

SATURDAYS CHILDREN

9.

said the bench had been in his James students in regard to

Full Tiger Power - Beautiful Cain

l Aftti Seam44

the board of education on May

Supt. R. E. Clabaugh testified
A wrought iron bench valued
at S30 was reported stolen that it was not until June 3
from the home of Joseph Royer, that the school administration
701 S. Dunton, yesterday. Royer was approached by parents of St.

1963 BONNEVILLE COUPE

Rods

the

testimony

fore going to the Yorktown, Va.,
Ralph
attorney
Defense
refinery. There he was chief Miller stressed that the bounrefinery technologist.
dary change was approved by

For Real Economy & Style!!
Vholesaleft

WEDNESDAY
THE AMBOY DUKES

DURING

defense attacked the charge by
the Prospect Meadows group
that the .boundaries were re -

1948 as a chemist at the Destrehan.. La., refinery, where he mapped in order to provide
became group leader of co- busing to the St. James School
ordination and economics be- students.

1962 TEMPEST SEDAN

IQ Week

parochial school students?

nical and scientific computing
Co., Chicago.
Bryant joined the company 'in

ins Suit

School Dist. 25

Name Bryant
Senior Analyst.

John H. Bryant, of 617 S. (Continued From Page 1)
George, Mount Prospect. has state and federal constitutions

*-

When We Are Forced To
Turn Away g01G4 Teenager
For Lack Of Membership! ft
The Rule Is... That otsc
Must Sign Their Application.
... Wont You Please Take A a"
Few Minutes, And Help Us
To Provide t9, Viikt
Q.
Entertainment, For What
We Have Found To Be...
°O, Villa Teenagers!
Thank You... old Saftlielt

7'-.04 -";.;,o-

cut

drapes in the home at 606 S.
William, Walter H. Borg Jr.

PHONE: 437-0900
Office at 2400 S. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
Oust No. of the Northwest Tollway overpass)
47

ther,"
Mrs.

Mateja said she felt

the unfavorable ruling was not.
a total defeat.
"I feel we have won in part
what we set out to do. We have
been able to obtain the information from the school admin
istrators that we had asked for.

"I think it is a shame that
we were only able to obtain it
in court. We spent time and
money and so did they."

5

-THE PROSPECT DAY

Inaugurate Scholarship: Fund

ii

ministered by the. University
of Illinois Foundation.

A new scholarship, and loan
fund to aid needy students at-

tending the University of Illinois Circle Campus, was in-

'

augurated by the Regenstciner
Corp., a 'Chicago lithographer
and publisher.

The $500 loop fund will be
administered' by the Circle
Faculty
Campus
Women's

Club. Both will be annual gifts
and requirements arc that the
student be needy and, attend

4

the Circle.Campus.,

Ted Winter,

4

4

works department
Children had been

*DINNERS StartinDga.Aty4

Clothes Taken
Rudy Glickauf reported to
Mount Prospect ' Police three

4

p.m.

FASHION SHOW LUNCHEON EVERY WEDNESDAY

Organ Music
DatinnogpEavrery

Free

Dally'
Birthday'Cake Biithday
When You

Sat. Night

Celebrate

Surprise!len

With Us

FacilitiesFor
weddmors
SalBes2gfeueettisngs

shoplifters from Jack's Men's

'PALATINE, ILL

also will entertain.

and Aug. 22.

Two Mount Prospect fami- Kaminga and her daughters,
lies were united with the Sat- Denise and Dawn. They came
urday candlelight marriage in here when Mrs. Van Dyke
St. Paul Church of Bonita and her nine year old daughClaire Berlinger and Roger J. ter, Melodic returned from a
After the wedding rehear- visit with the Kamingas in
sal

Friday night, his parents

Mr. and ,Mrs Raymond Simpson gave 'a party in their home
for the bridal couple and their
attendants The reception in
the church's Guild Hall was

hosted by Bonita's mother and
father, the Robert Berlingers,
N Fairview.
Two parties
for Bonita
preceded her marriage. First
entertain

to

was

her

aunt,

Mrs. Paul Meyer who gave a
Sunday afternoon tea and miscellaneous

in

shower

her

Trout Valley home. Another

party was given by another
-aunt, Mrs Normanteiltkr..
Madison,' Wil where Roger.
will -lie attending, the Univerrsity of Wisconsin this year,

Hudson, Iowa. Both vacations
were a real treat for the
three little girls, all within
two years of each other in

Kerr of Minneapolis have been

Frederick

Pfeffer, Sylvia Kerr and her husband
first stopped August 10 on

their way to attend the American
Institute of Biological
Science at the University of

Miiiiland

at-College Park.
There he presented two papers
concerning
research
during

the past two years to the Azoologists.
August 19 and 20 found them
back in Mount Prospect.

a member of the

Brown

is

Army

Medical
Specialist
Her husband is an

Corp.

Army S/4 with only another
month to go in service, and
then hopefully, it will be back
to school
Boating

and

skiing

are

favorites of the couple whose
family saw to it they had their
share here in more moderate
weather. Also on their vaca-

was

the

Wisconsin

10

for

ALL VARIETIES

.0;

a

performance

of "Hello Dolly".

-

Ileitither-H1113.

Facia

AB FarPool

SPIC & SPAN

Tissues

83$

Mier Fkg

2001 -Ply tissues

Lam Bar

Nimaa.

IVORY SOAP

Swifts

Cora

2 s., 314

Meador/moor

Chicken

can

and

VE/61

Hot

Dumplings

Half Gallon

Bread

Drargera Tabluto

SALVO

3:abn.190 2 for.690

754

Gloat She

CHEER

6 iv

100 OFF -GIANT

65c

290

*nropme
Frozen 17%

Dells.

Stfaw.

WIDELY separated by dis-

Nabisco

tance are the four daughters,
of Mr. and Mrs. Russell

befria,.
oz.mze

Butter

Smith. but the trip from which
they just
returned
netted
them a visit with one and
brought another, Laurel and

a

Cookies

Jur for

youngest of the four back to
Mount Prospect after a slimhas

May,

in Boston
where she has

been

since
been

Visiting at the Van Dykes'
at the same time were Mrs.
Van Dyke's sister, Mrs. Paul

working for the Liberty Mutual'

Private

and Mrs. Smith went to St.

0

School
Survey

and Mrs. Kent Bracewell for a
week's vacation at Lake of the
Woods in Canada. After col-

Insurance Co.

--.411111111111111
I

I

I

for

a

Everyday Prfres-

as

Before going to Boston Mr.

Ia
I

Why Pay More?

I

Paul where they joined his
sister and her husband, Dr.

DOWNY

THRIFTY, TASTY

CHUFKDERTOAST

lecting Laurel in Boston, the
three went to New. York where

first
The
comprehensive they spent several days with
survey of the number of pu- daughter Sue who lives and
pils enrolled in independent,

Pork & BeansliC

. 79$

tion agenda here were a trip' mer in the east.
to the Museum of Science and
A junior at Beloit, Laurel
Industry and

Wei. LIBBY

Each

Top Main

'

days last week with their four
children. Destination of the
family

T.A. '2-89c
6 oz.

DOG FOOD

Mr. and Mrs James Brown, year for those in the building
both in military service and business. Even so, Mr. and
on vacauon from duty at Ft. Mrs. Bennett Trapani took
Knox, Ky
time out to Vacation several
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Richard Van Dyke. Mrs.

BEER

Sliced Beets

954

and to the Society of Proto-

THIS IS the busy time of

Sweet Peas

ow -

cow.

PABST

303 cans -Scot Lad

INSTANT '-

The daughter of Mr. and

A COLD camping

couple scurrying for cover in
Mount Prospect a week earlier than expected
They are

BANQUET

HUN Brea

few days.

will be the couple's home.

round Lake Superior sent a

Low Prices Everyday! Shop and Compare!

$2.19

N.i..

in town twice within the last
Mrs.

Those Who Know - Vote No!!
(This ad sponsored by Jack Keefer)

FL 8-2800

--ir'bitss= DINNERS

Ma Brea

.3.

RIB STEA

Baia -Sire

mer

vacation ideas
not to work out.

seemed

pupils
schools
689

are

in

public San Francisco where they took

.
Mllanl's 1890

tendance of 383,721 pupils.
Potter told Mount Prospect
There are 12,330 teachers in police Monday the wires to the
Cook County non' public mechanism had been cut and
schools, 8,515 teaching in ele- it and the bracket connecting
mentary school and 3,815 in it to the engine block had been

secondary schools.

removed.

SAFEGUARD

a

I

Salad
-Dressing

$1
I.

STORE HOURS

.....
2...23$
Fresh,- lean

PALATINI

Boneless

.........
CASCADE

'GROUND BEEF

Mon. Thzu Sat. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

1300 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

2.39$
CAMAY SOAP

4...s.bod

Part Stolen

pendent, parochial and 'private lot during working hours, acschools. Cook County has 665 cording to Fred Potter Jr. of
non nubile schools with an at- Rolling Meadows.

55$
Dia Sin

pect,

elementary schools and 16.6
per
cent attend secondary
schools.
A S40 auto distributor was
It also shows that _18,931 taken from a car parked in the
teachers are in 1,234 inde- Charles Bruning Co. parking

For Dishes

IVORY LIQUID

time to spend an evening with
The survey shows that of the Mr. and Mrs. John Eder for566,359 pupils in non public mer residents of MOunt Pros-

schools, 22.9 per cent attend

.

2 ...39$

works in that city.

dependent, parothial and priGoing first to Los Angeles,
vate schools. The figures are the family rented a car which
based on the .1965-66 fall en- they drove to Laguna, San.
rollment and show that 2,087,- Diego, Yosemite and finally.

754

.

ZEST SOAP

parochial and private schools
in Illinois has been completed
MR. AND Mrs. Robert Di
by the Division of Finance of Vail took their three daughthe Office of the Superintend- ters, Linda, Jeanne and Diane
ent of Public Instruction.
for their first airplane ride Approximately 21.3 per cent to California, . The trip was
or 566,359 pupils of, the . 2,- planned somewhat on the spur_
654,048 pupils enrolled in all of the moment as other'sumelementary
and
secondary
schools in Illinois attend in-

4
4

4
4

4
4
4

Citizens To Keep Village Government

RESERVATIONS

COFFEE

merican Society of Zoologists

trip a-

Shop in. Mount Prospect Plaza
sometime betWeen Aug. 10

Everyday Piice:

age.

DR. AND Mrs. Norman S.

4

WHY PaYlvierE..?
Why Pay More?

4

AND liCENTIN ROAD"

Low Prices Everyday! Shop and Compare!

)...By Grace Mott

.4111

Then Vote No
Tuesday September 13
And Keep Mount
Prospect A Village.

4

NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Travelling

If Your Answer Is No -

4

4

suits and a' sport jacket, valued
at .5500 in -total, were taken by

-

4

p. m.

right) Mrs. George Whipple, Mrs. Stuart Shakespeare, both of Des Plaines and Mrs.
Frank Nebel of 193 Patricia La., Prospect Heights. The performance will begin at
3:30 p.m. More tban 80 artists will exhibit works from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. la the
Des Plaines National Bank Parking lot. The Adingteues, barber shop quintet group,

Grace's Daze

4

Featuring Appetizing

*LUNCHE0NS11:30DTaOly4

the other on the rope.

'ME TERRACE SINGERS, will appear at the Des Plaines Art Gars outdoor
art fair &today, Sept. 11. Presetting a program of folk mugs will be (from left to

Higher Taxes ln Mount Prospect?
Your Voting Power Cut By 70%?
City Politics For Mount Prospect?
4 Party Bosses To Run. Mount' Prospect.
4
4 City. Government In Mount Prospect?
4

Open 7 Days A Week From 11:30 A.M. On!
ASTEC DECOR

A rope hanging, from a tree
along Weller Creek at Manawa
Tr. was removed by the public

from one side of the creek to

4

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Rope Gone
Tuesday.
swinging

4

4

'

president of
the firm, presented two checks
totalling $1,500 to establish
the fund. The annual scholarship fund of $1,000 will pay the
annual tuition and -fees for
three students and will be ad -
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Sunday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

A

.........,
(Rigiti Reserved To Limit Qttantity)

69$

Sale Prices Thrti SATURDAY. Aug. 27

FOOD MART

4
4
4

-

*.

1,

1

s

Some Day

.

.by bunk E. Von Arx

4,

"The college crowd has a lot
to learn about free enterprise

such as his education is better
lost
than an international

and modern government," said
Uncle John Blievernicht, sub- urban real estate advertising
manager for the Daily Defend -

cause.

"This is the first I knew the
hootenanny clan is interested
any lost causes,"
his friend Zerais Fish.
in

That is why the stu-

permits, ' lisolicit contribu.

tions for higher education,. all

-

ing the labor market competitive."
"Maybe we can help," said
.

Zerais. l'We could go to the

workmen's

the students how a democracy

live in the houses."

sides

operates."
"I would

"It is good our members
are only three and four digits
and not like the City of North lake where an address is almost( as long as the latest inais.

dent from the greatest of all

to

Zerais.

"I heard of that," said Zer-

"They are now," said Uncle
"When the draft board
runs out of husbands there is
nothing saving a college stu-

business

dents are busy raising funds to
keep the colleges overcrowded.
"Some are painting numbers
on the curbs and are trying to
sell their art to people who

replied

John.

union,
censes

lost causes except pot-bellied
veterans and grandfathers.

terest rate."

"A student nowadays must
learn that a local lost cause

learn," said Uncle John. "They
must learn about the painters

"These boys have much to

those things."

"That

right,"

is

village board meeting and demand that the village paint the

agreed

"There is also

Internal Revenue, sales tax and

This would teach

numbers.

compensation bepublic, liability insur-

ance."

like that," said

"Those colleges should teach

Uncle John, "but the sun is
as soon as it gets
setting.

boys that they cannot start a

dark I have appointments to

business with just a brush and
a can of paint," said Uncle
John. "If these students would
use a little initiative they would
find a government program that
pays their tuition and they
would not be accused of mak-

show suburban homes to new
This is our busy
residents.
ministers

the

Even

season.

are being transferred.

"The college boys will have
to take care of their own lost
cause."
-,iii.r.siniatntisisavr...srsisssiswrsoltr:Trc:

South Church in Mount Prospect

Second Oldest Church in the Village

'

;'t) .itl

BY BETTY AINSUE

A large, colonial church sits at an angle at 501 S.
Emerson in Mount Prospect. It is the second oldest

nt

.

:tit

a

4

1....

: 1,4.;,`

' ki.

;

.4:,

.1 I.,

.14

1'1';0 .sk,
'....

church in town and is known as South Church. A community type church which is affiliated with the Chicago
Baptist Association and the Church Federation of Great-

.114'
.

...1° .

.

61'

. ......410: .4.,

t).. i
I: ..

er Chicago.
A slim, keen -eyed, very friendly. minister, Pastor Edwin I.
Stevens has been with this church since its organization in
1937.

:,:.

-

.) .

"The new Polish stamp has gone over so big, Mr. O'Brien
wants nothing but controversial designs from now on!"

'

"Let's see," he said, "there
were only 65 members when I.
arrived here and now we're
well over 1,000."
Three
building
programs
have provided an attractive
early American, white -structured sanctuary and a mod-

Irbe Progpect map
"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
. the paper's freedoni and intellectual integrity."

ern, long, glassed Educational
Building.
South Church

"invites

Marshall Field III

all

who wish to meet with us for

Wednesday, August 24, 1966

Page 4

the worship of God, the culture
of Christian character, and the

4.,

K. S. Johnson, General Manager '

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

fellowship of Christians in activities and service."

"Here anyone who professes
the Christian faith
they are members

William J. Ktedalsch
Massaging Editor

whether
of this

church or members of some
other Christian Church may

partake of the Lord's Supper."
Pastor Steven said. "In this
THE REV: STEVENS
church Baptism by immersion,, the .Holy Land this..year,i"whe
is offered but net required'for said, -"Walking in the,couniry1
membership."

toward

side,

Jerusalem

Ti 11,

water emmersion.

by

called

his

....1.i.=21.1M.131'

versity

and

congregation,

Colgate -Roches-

ter Divinity School. He taught
public speaking at Colgate U-

South Church, a large colonial structure at 501 S. Emerson In Mount
Prospect, was organized in 1937.

niversity and was an Army
Prospect and a vacation church Chaplain during World War II
school brings youngsters here and was stationed in England.

thinking
through the problems they have
"This year we've gone into as a church congregation. How
the Garfield Park area and thtir church can be involved in
have had about fifty youngsters community and world needs.
taken back and forth by bus They plan for long range as
closer
derstanding.'

to attend

together

in

un- its

a day camp right

here. A number of our members

help

out

in

this

pro-

gram."
PASTOR Stevens is busily
involved in the Chicago Bap-

tist Association particularly in
the Department of Church Extedsion where he is*Chairman:

This committee works on the
establishment of new churches.

"We've a second duty, too,"
he said.

"We work' with. Inner City churches in trying to
help

in

solving
problems."

their

members

lyn is director
school groups.

parent program in homes and
for some family parties.

of the grade

The Camp Fire Girls, Girl

The Yomarcos is a' couples

"In fact we had the firit

want to help -- are willing to
help. I've found that so here,"
he said.

South Church in its 30th year

with well over 1,000 members
and a budget in excess of 590,-

and is instrumental

club.

.

'

1,1

to wink overtime at making up for nature's slight.

just how' many

No one will ever
feuds,

crisis,' tragedies,`;. disasters

hind to hit the horn if the car ahead does
not leap forward at the first faint flush

and even wars might have been averted
if more people had been blessed with, or

of green on a changing traffic light.

had acquired more patience.

'

Here is a suggestion for the next time
Patience can not be bought, borrowed
you are honked at by one of these hurry Be grateful that the honker has or stolen. But it can be acquired. And .
uppers.
access to a mere horn button and not the on the installment plan - a moment, at a
time.

button that controls an Intercontinental
Balistics Missile.

Try it the next time someone honks at.

Patience is, of course, one of man's
Those of us who
greatest attributes.

you - or the next time you have your

were allotted a short supply will do well

er ahead.

000 is ever growing, vital and
It is ready to
wide awake.
meet any future problems by
the cooperation of all its mem-

Scouts, Cub Scouts and. Boy bers.
couples club in town," said the Scouts are groups sponsored
in
well as short range goals;
Pastor. . It meets with other by South Church.
the kinds of ministry their couples from several churches
Mrs. Henry P. Grad is the
To
gather
church can provide.
in the area. A couple act as 'Sunday School superintendent.
All letters to the edifailtogether to discuss past
chairmen and this year they
tor must be signed, but
"WE'VE
HAD
three
buildis
ures and future hopes, this
are Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mcnames will be withheld uping programs and still need
all a part of belonging to South Nabb.
on request.. L ei tees
more
room
so
we
can
get
the
Church.
should be as brief' as posSOUTH CHURCH Woman's entire congregation together.,"
sible, soewritten, if posREV. JOHN Di Gangi is a Guild has Maude Pfeffer, as said Pastor Steve.
sible, and should contain
South Church is strong in
busy .associate pastor and has president. Seven circles, meet
an address or phone numbeen at South Church for six in homes for study and proj- missionary giving.
ber so their authenticity
"Our membership is surely
ect work.
years.
can be checked.
I believe
The organist is Nancy Hul- not self centered.
Ronald C. Gabbard is the di- slander and there are four people are not' selfish they
rector of Christian education,

trigger finger all set to honk at the driv:

That's Mood Music
play piano and 7 and a half million playing the guitar.
Record sales up 1,344 per 'cent since '

Music is chalking 'pip one of the great
success stories this year.
The figures, compiled

by

Broadcast

Music, Inc., in its annual Concert Music

1940.

USA survey are overwhelming:

Number of symphony orchestras doubled
to 1,401 since 1939.
More than 12 million Americans receive instruction in schools or with pri-:

Increase of 857 per cent in dollar volume of sales of records, instruments
and other aspects of music when compared with 1939. That's 25 per cent faster than the -growth of the GNP.
Amateur musicians number 37 million.
There are more than 22 million who

vate teachers.
There are 63,000 school instrumental,'
organizations.

This is Culture with a high. C.

in carry-

ing out the fine record of day
camp organization along with

A collection of copies of fine
some original and
all of Christ line a small chapel in the church.
These have
been gathered from all parts
of the world. Some were gifts
to Pastor Steve's collection and

working with the youth of South
Church.

others he has collected himself.
In the rear of the room,
sparkling behind glass cases,

choristers 6th, 7th, 8th graders and the carol choir for 3rd,
4th and 5th graders. Vincent
Ahnquist is a leader of chapel
and chancel choirs and Caro-

who meet for a Friday night

in

many

paintings,

choirs - chancel for adults,
chapel
for high schoolers,

Two youth groups Junior and
Senior High meet in classes on
Sunday morning and for youth
programs on Sunday evenings.
Hearthstone Fellowship is
for parents of small children

"My three children are all
from inner city. Different racial groups, such as Negroes, grown and married and we've
Mexicans and American Indi- six grandchildren." he said.
As for South Church -- it
ans, stay with a family here
for a week to help bring the seriously tries to involve all
races

k YNt

second it takes a driver in the car be- fights,

"A number of our people graduated from Colgate Uniare involved in community affairs," Pastor Stevens continued. "Soine are on the Human
Relations Committee in Mt.

Ta kefri

Scientists may disagree, but many a
motorist is convinced that the shortest
interval of time known to man 'is the split

you

So South Church is more feel the presence of Jesus."
liberal than the average BapPASTOR ST EV `E as he is
tist Church of revivals and the

Jack A.Vandermyn
News Editor

Letters to the Editor

"And now to get to our various church groups," Pastor
Steve said. "We've 10 boards

and committees which involve

Face Up tilProblem
Of Negth Housing

about 100 people."

"This church has a council
with a moderator, Arthur P.
Strong Jr. who visits boards

Editor.I'd. like to say something nice about Jack Vandermyn's coland committees. He is the or- umn of Aug. 10, so let it be noted that it was at least. relevant
is a collection of crosses from ganizational head and elected
to Arlington readers (in contrast to'the volumes we are getall parts of the world gathered by the, church for one year at
ting on Mount Prospect Politics.) ence under its true definitiOn,
by his wife Opal.
,a time, and he's a very busy
Aside from that, there is a that has been used in. the civil
"We did so enjoy our trip to man."
statement that the recent hous- right movement primarily in
ing marches in Chicago were the'South and only in very lirnDominoes
met, "with civil disobedience ited instances in this area; and
of the same type that has it is an honorable institution
characterized ' the civil rights that sheds no one's blood.
movement,"- which, is just patIf one wants to total up the
Burning cars, quantities ..Of violent acts;.
. ently untrue.
assaulting people 'with, bricks lynchings, beatings, acts of
and bottles (with clergymen, torture and so on, the Negro
nuns and policemen as prime' share will' have. to grow much
criminal, not . larger to be' a patch on the
targets) are
civil acts under anyone's; def-: white mobs in the past hundred
It is,
inition.
Yelling obscenities years of. our history.
does not qualify for either des- of crank, senseless to make
any such comparisons at all.
criPtion
If it was meant that, peaceful . 'The really astonishing ,thingdemOnstration in the 'cause of . about the "coltimn,,hoWever, is'
civil rights has characterii- its main thrust; That what .
.

.

.

not have his finger on the pulse

of Cicero, nor of any suburb
which does not, wish to be corn -

pared to a town notorious for
flourishing vice, for gambling
and liquor irregularities, for
a police force allegedlyand
apparently myopic to these

who later marched in Chicago;
they were led by 25 to 35 Ne-

gro families who did wish to
live in Oak Park or a similar
suburb.

So Mr. Vandermyn's

'Led by marchers who don't
really want to live in Cicero"
is

a

false assumption

if

he

little peccadillos and a government alleged to be something less than a model of integrity,
besides
its
world-

meant it as a generality. Con-

wide infamy for the action of
a white mob against a Negro

live there.
There is also no mention
of the fact that at least 37
Chicago suburbs have been

years ago.

sidering

Cicero's

reputation,

it is possible that a decent Ne-

gro family would nOrwant to

One would suppose that in setting a pattern of their' own
such a column it might' have in recent years in this field.
been

mentioned

that

police

I enclose a tabulation made by

journitlists and sub- the Chicago Conference on
urbanites were alio interested Religion and Race in'- Decemin the suburb which has just. ber of 1965, showing the lo- '
recently had housing marches cation of 146 Negro families.
This is
every
Saturday
for
three in. these 37 towns.
,,months, with, (in the,words of already out of date. :The Ilthe Chicago Daily News) "Not.. linois Commission on. Human
a' brick or' an epithet flung." Relation' tabulated 'over 180
Oak Park can not be said to Negro families in 'previously
tically met with such mob vi- 'might, have happened in Cicero typify all .suburbs either, but all -white apeas as of May,
olence on the part of white if the houging marchhad taken it comes a lot closer than .1966. These towns include
people, that is unfortunately place would, be :of great rale- Cicero!
'Flossmoor, 'Lake Forest, KenGardens;
true; if. it was sUPPMied to be. ,venca to tke other suburbs,. , These demonstration* !Mc ilworth,
Olympia
hfr:1',/an,doraiyn
certainly
does
,
.a 'reference.'io 'civil disobediby many of the same' people Glencoe, Winnetka, -Wignette

'

chiefs,

as

well

as

neighboring

Elk owner's wishes in selling

his.,

home, and not discriminate it,
dows, Hoffman Estates and hc did not. (This is, unfortunately, not the situation in the'
more.
I should think there could other communities which have
be little question as to wheth- from one to fifty- Negro fam-..
er the pattern set, by such ilies, as it is not true -in sub-:
It is the,
communities should be emu- urbs generally.)
lated, or the pattern one could refusal of so many commun.,
well imagine in Cicero. The hies' to implement such. new;
Grove, Palatine, Rolling Mea-

more designs that creates a demand
pattern
is
emerging
clearly each year; responsi- for legislation, 'and that in,:
ble community action, no dis- spires civil rights marches: -

order (or very little in a few
panic -peddling,
no new. ghettos, no loss of
property values, no lessening
of community standards - a
completely different pattern
instances),

no

1t is by no means, as 'Mr.
Vandermyn said, .certain that'
other suburbs will be the tar
gets of large demonatrationli

in the future;

but it

is cer-''

tarn as certain can be that we.,
than that Of Chicago, and a are all 'going to have to facet.
reassuring trend in all ways, up to this problem one way or;
including moral;, and .ethical another; it isn't going to 'go
values..
way,' and it isn't going to re-'
Any community which choses vert to previous conditions.
to do so can follow slich a pat- Those who favor facing it'hontern. It is still small, and ag- estly and hopefully. now 'are'
onizingly slow; the village of earnestly invited to talte;Tart
Skokie started another new in the Arlington Heights Hu-'
pattern (one hopes) recently man I Relations 'Committees

(You knewlhere'd.
when, after long conference activities.
and under official pressure, be a commercial sooner or
the local realtors agreed that later.)
'Mk William 'TsamtsaV
they would actually follow the
-

...

J.;

1

,

r i

.

V'

"

s.
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Linda Wood'
Wed In

Cook of the -Day

Mrs. Daniel Roberts Shares Her Favorites
BY BETTY BIEG

Mrs. Daniel Roberts of Prospect Heights has been making
cookies for the Prospect Heights Womens Club Viet Nam
project since May of this year. Her quota has amounted to
about 300.
While shopping, she saw
a sign asking for donations
of cookies for soldiers in

2 eggs, beaten
1/2 cup flour
1 cnpsugar
chocolate, melted
2
1/2 teaspoon soda

Viet Nam. Since then she has
been a regular donor and has
helped the Womens club mem-

Mix .and pour into greased
bers pack boxes.
350 degrees for
Her latest project has been pan. Bake at
30 minutes. Brownies
to volunteer her time to the about
Northwest Community Hospi- should be soft and moist when
done.

tal.
Here . are some of Mrs.
Roberts' cookie recipes and
other family recipes:

1/2 cup flour
1/2 cup fat or oil
1/2 cup chopped celery
1 cup catchup
2 tablespoons Worcestershire

1/8 teaspoon pepper
2 teaspoons salt
I medium onion; sliced

enough
(optional)

to

to 350 degrees. Bake chicken,

3/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup sugar
6 tablespoon shortening
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1 beaten egg
1/2 cup taint

1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup apricot jam

3/4 cup chopped pistachio
nuts or whited Walerb

then roll

of each cookie.

of the last 4 ingredients and

Bake in slow oven 300 degrees for 25 minutes. While
warm fill centers with jam.

Bake in a hot oven 400 degrees, 25 to 30 minutes. While

Soft butter or margarine
1/2 cup grated onion
2 pats butter

Garnish with onion rings.
Place on warmed platter.
Cut in generous pieces' to
serve. Makes 8 servings.

Mrs.

Roberts

Daniel

packages cookies for solgen la Viet Na..

way House, Tucson.

THE WEDDING gown was

hot sprinkle
almonds over the top.

Can be frozen. Makes
Colored walntus; add green

warm water, add 3/4 cup
chopped walnuts and blend
thoroughly.

THIS MAY be made the
night before and kept in the

food coloring to 2 teaspoons

bow length veil was held in
place

CASSEROLE -BARBECUED
CHICKEN

and pearl

was carried by the bride.

Miss. Cathy Zito of Pros=
servedt.
Heights,e's:attelan

Cathy's
F. Zito;

Page 5

friends and Mrs. Zito stood

,

up for Mrs. Wood at her wed-

Cathy's gown was a pink
floor length chiffon over pink
crepe. She carried a crescent
of pink baby rosebuds. Also
in pink was Diane Pickell of

Mrs. Breiding Attends
Child Care Workshop

California,

cousin

7 -year -old

of the birde, who served as
Mrs. Marilyn Breiding, home economics teacher at Prospect High School, was one of 17 teachers from Illinois and

flower girl.

The purpose of the session was to train teachers to teach
high school classes in child care for eventual work in nursery

man. David Ferris and Ronald
Roberst of Tucson were ush-

schools.

ers.

The workshop on child care followed one held on the vocational program in general. Participants gained experience
in NIU's department of home economics nursery school and
from conferences with the department's child development
staff.

chicken

brother

of the groom, served as best

The bride, a graduate of
Moser Secretarial School in
Chicago, attended the Uni-

pletion of high school.

MRS. BREWING

Smith,

DAVID A.

Pennsylvania to actively participate in a child care aides
workship conducted recently at Northern Illinois University.

The workshop was conducted under the Illinois Vocational
Act of 1963 which encourages high schools to offer classes
geared toward gainful employment of graduates upon com-

3 to 3 1/2 lb. at up frying

QUICK BROWNIES
1/3 cup salad oil

lace

a

ding some years ago.

morning.

Dry by placing on cookie

by

cap. A cascade of gardenias

and Mrs. Wood were girlhood

refrigerator to be baked in the

sheets in moderate oven 350
degrees for 8 minutes.

lace

and

from the shoulders. The el-

A Reminder ...

Wednesday, August 24, 1966

slivered

still

crepe

of Empire

mother, Mrs. John

spread over the top.

36

Dr. Beatrice Petrich, NIU associate professor of home
economics was workshop coodinator.
Mrs. Breiding is a resident of Arlington Heights.

versity of Arizona where she
met

her

bridegroom.

The

'of the unirecord, The Friends of the Library groom aisgraduate
now with the Soil
are haring their book sale this Saturday. Three mouth versity,
Service in Silold Gretchen, pladdaughter of the presideat Gilbert Conservation
ver City. N.M. The newlyweds
The sale will arenow residing in nearby
Llebesow posed for this minder.

int for

the

start at 10 SAL la the parking lot of the library.

Cliff, N.M.

The Day's Prospects

On Stage

Carson's Opens New Sho
For The Young Set

Back to School; Anyone Happy?
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor
Here's a boost for the

Boosters. A group of interest-

the young 20's set looking for a
place to shop that's all their

Booster
out in-

Knights
Prospect
Club busily handed

own are likely to find it these

formation about their organization when sleepy eyed stu-

days at Randhurst.

The upper level of the center mall in the Mount Prospect
shopping center is the location of a new boutique called

dents registered
fall classes.
the
Manning

THE PROSPECT
literature

the students left the school,
toting their heavy load of
comments reflected
books,

mixed emotions about school

"We felt there was a need

pressions matched those of
the paying pRents - 530.00
registration. Comment for
ouch!

their

for

booth were Mrs. E.C. Whitlock and Mrs. Roy Luce. As

"On Stage."
Nestled near "The Tree
Top" restaurant, On Stage was
opened about two weeks ago by
Carson Pine Scott & Co.

and boy student spectators.
What does the Boosters
Club do?
One of 'their outstanding
services is to subsidize the

Knights

said Mrs. Carol Meeske, de-

cur

information on the Booster
Club for his parents said,

for young people - the first

"Naw, my folks can't read."

of its kind in Randhurst."

THE SHOP bears ample
of its design for
youthful buyers. Records of
current favorites like the
evidence

Such enthusiasm!
boy, when asked

'

Ale
vi

"4

4CEI

program.
Eighteen women are working
in

THE SUBURBAN COOK COUNTY TUBE'

a part of the best years of
their lives.

answered sarcastically,
"Overjoyed".

ed for sale, and there's
Carol Menke (left), department Ranger of "the
snack bar that serves re- Stage," Carson's new hoyden at Readharst, reaches
freshments gears . to young, for coffee offered by Merry Snide of Arlingtow Heights
appetites - hamburgers, hot at the shop's made bar.
dogs, French fries, cold soft

drinks, coffee and milk shakes.

Mrs. Meeske said the shop's
stock is novel in another way

Only one
admitted

boy

"It's

The girls did not seem any
more excited about starting
school than the boys. The

Women's Club
Helps With

Gerald Sarnbaum
OLD WIVES TALES

-

TB X -Rays

There are a number of old
wives' tales still making the
rounds, some of which enjoy considerable acceptance
In some quarters. Take, for

1

When the x-ray' unit from

For boys, there are racks

the Suburban Cook County
Tuberculosis Sanitarium was

of hipster pants, jackets,
belts, shirts, sweaters and
coats. 'Mod ties hang in colorful array on a tie bar.

stationed at the Mount Prospect

just '_about everything,"

said

blouses,
pantsuits,
fur
slacks,
fake
wraps and a variety of accessories.

skirts,
dresses,

regis-

Wilson and Mrs. James

O'Brien, helped, Mrs. James
Daly, Mrs. Warren Karisen,
Mrs. Jack Bornhoeff, Mrs.

DonalsU)obbs, Mrs. Judson

The shop's theatrical decor
is carried throughout, in ovtheater

Mrs. James Daly (left) of the Mount Prospect Junior Women's Club
registers Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Hoffman for chest x-rays at the mobile

lights
stage
dressing -room
and the refreshment bar,
called "Between Acts". and

Strickland, Mrs. P. Hamrc,
Mrs. Thomas Button, Mrs.

Charles

Livingstone,

Mrs.

Jack Ristow and Mrs. Walter
Borg.

ONLY
Cinne In And See OW Extensive Selection

center.

Jewelry, part of the shop's accessory selection for
the refresh- women, is draped againt a wall papered with -main,

ment bar is an, Arlington Hts. thnter, delete sad seementos.
girl, Merry Smith, 17. Mary,
1516 N. Arlington Heights rd.,
will be a senior this fall at Van Veen, 21, also of Arling- teen' years herself,'previously
-

ton Heights.

.

.

served

as an assistant buyer

in. Carson's State St. store and Meeske, who doesn't manager of Junior World 1!t
appear far removed from the' Carson's Randhurst.
Mrs.

which says we must "feed a

cold and starve a fever."
As a rule, colds tend to
stifle appetites, with the result that cold sufferers will

NOW PLAYING

at the
A. L. Hampton, Mrs. Robert
Nayers, Mrs. Jack Piper, Northwest Suburb's Only
Professional Theatre.
Mrs. Norman Sorenson, Mrs.
Don Appell s recent
Mrs.
Berkshire,
Richard
Donald Loew, Mrs, Norbert
Proadway hit
Gorny, Mrs. Mel Ludy, Mrs.

AND STUDENTS OP COSMETOLOGY

designed like a theater snack

example, the old bromide

unit in the Mount Prospect Plaza.

BEAUTICIANS

posters on the will, a curtain,
mock sandbags, mirror, with

Among the three fUll-:;me
salesgirls at On Stage is Betsy

Prospect

During the three day period
the following members, under
the direction of Mrs. Ronald

Included are

Arlington High School.

Mount

bers helped residents
ter for their x-rays.

jumper a, suits, sweaters,

and

Plaza

Junior Women's Club mem-

"Our girls' selection offers

the booth during registra-

tion. Burr Whitlock is vice
president in charge of membership.
Back your child's school
VIT activities in athletics. It is

V

glad school is about to start?'.
interviewed

Beatles are played and offer-

Another

"Are you

play their "away" games.
THEIR PAST contributions Schedules and identifying destudents to all the football and
basketball games played away include two basketball score- cals for member's cars are
from the school. They pay for boards and a foul panel on the also provided.
the cost in excess of 25e per north board. They also pay
THE TOTAL cost of memstudent. For 250 students have for a telephone in the coaches bership is 53.00. An applicall
so
athlets
may
office
a round trip ride to the games
home when they need trans- cation blank is given to stu-

CHEST X

One boy, when asked if he
would like to take home the

partment manager of the shop.
"This is a place especially

the coaches and faculty each is provided at all home footmonth to discuss projects. and ball and basketball games
to coordinate their activities for members. All students rewith the needs of the school ceive the exact location of
and the entire student body.
schools at which the Knights

Boosters Club's was organiz- away from school.
portation after practice or a dents as they register for
ed to promote adult interest
The club also plans and
game. Free coffee is provided school. Last year nearly
of
in the athletic activities
promotes three Athletic 'Aat home basketball 1,000 members joined the
adults
Prospect High School. Spon- ward Dinners annually for the
club. Many of the members
games.
the
activities
benefit
sored
athletes, featuring interesting
have made additional contrigirl
the
speakers.
They meet with
athlete as well as
reserved
seating butions towards the club's
Several

re -opening.

for a young people's boutique,"

-7 it's Coeducational.

frosh all responded in a
bewildered manner.
"Oh my gosh" was the
way students received their

ed parents of Prospect High new ID photos. Some of those
School better known as The really are shockers. The ex- cost of bus transportation for

Teen-agers and members of

in

ed. Top with pats of butter.

Onion rings

.

The wedding took place at
St. Aubrose Catholic Church
and was followed by a reception. for about 100 in the Hi -

bridt

sifted dry ingredients. Add the
liquids and blend. Put in well
greased pan (The dough should
be very stiff) Make a paste

lightly in nuts. Put on buttered cookie sheets. With finger
tip, make depression in center

SERVING

15

pact

Cut the shortening into the

dough for each. Dip in slightly

ersize

The Woods moved to Tucson, Ariz., one year ago.

minutes or until meat is cook-

shire sauce

1 1/4 teaspoons salt

ap AT HOME

ter
4 teaspoons sugar
1 tablespoon flour
1/2 cup slivered almonds

flour sifted with salt. Form
into 36 small balls, using
about 1/2 tablespoons of

tickets

Smiths of Tucson, Ariz.

11/2 teaspoon melted but-

Cream butter, beat in sugar,
egg yolk and flavorings. Add

Mrs. Meeske.

about

Linda Lee to Richard Thomas
Smith, son of the William

with a lace train that flowed

REFRIGERATOR COFFEE
CAKE
2 cups flour
2 teaspoons baking powder

ex-

1 cap sifted flour

egg white,

separate. before serving; preheat oven

broiler heat. Broil

2 tablespoons worcester-

recipes that have
been long favorites with her
family are:

1/2 cavort butter

beaten

Refrigerate. About 2 hours

I

SOME

ITALIAN NUT BALLS

I egg, separated
1/2 teaspoon almond
'
tract
1/3 cap sugar
:
1/2 teaspoon vmdlla

covered,

en.

1 package frozen cut corn,
thawed

Mr. and Mrs. Walter L.
Wood, former Mount Prospect residents, announce the
marriage of their daughter

hour and 20 minCut loaf in half lengthwise.
utes. Then add corn and bake Spread cut' surface with butter
diped in flour, mixed with
resalt. Fry in hot fat until gold- covered 25 minutes or until or 'margarine. Combineexcept
ingredients
maining
en brown; remove chicken to tender. Serves 6.
butter and onion rings. Spread
a 3 . quart casserole. If nemBROILED LOAF
mixture about. 1/2 inch thick
sary, pour all but 2 tableBEEFBURGERS
on each half loaf. Build up
spoons fat from skillet. Add
1 loaf Vienna Bread
sides slightly.
onion to fat; saute until golden
Place about 6 inches under
1 1/2 poundtground beef
and tender. Add celery, green
Prepare in advance chicken

1/4 cup minced green PeP. pepper, catchup, Water, worsugar,
brown
cestershire,
pers
and pepper, pour' over chick1 cup water

2 tablespoon brown sugar

Tucson

Cars Beauty Supplies
AT MOUNT PROSPECT. BRANCH
MT PROSPECT
207 SO. EMERSON ST.
PHONE 253-1385
94.2
Toes, nun Fit 945
Hours Mob. 94

'A Girl Could
Get Lucky'

likely add heartburn and

dyspepsia to their discomfort. As for the "no food"
attitude toward fever, look at
It this way -a feverish patient
is burning up more than the,

normal amount of calories,
and a curtailed food Intake
Only aggravates an already
.
undesirable condition.

TMI OlN ORC1.11110 COUPITIMUll

itMi ere. II.NI Mt.

IL

Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30
Sunday at 7:80

When you hear people talk

about the fast ... friendly ...

Box Office Opens Dally 10 A.M. to 8 P.N.
Reservattomi By Mail 9r Phone CL 9-6400

efficient ... service you get at

RNDLER'S PHARMACY '
you can be sure it's not an
"old wives' tale". Come In
'today and see for yourself.
Our address is
1770 W. Algonquin Rd.
Phone 4394255

th,CHILDREN'ITHEATRE
prus?nts_

"BEAUTY. AND
THE'BEAST"

Free Radio Dispatched
Delivery

THIS WEEKS HELPFUL
HINT:

liVer by Leto
Tale Tellers"

If you plan your meals

ahead of time, when you are

hungry; then your appetite,
1.

willhelp you.

'$

4

SHORT RIBS

4'

1

.

.1

i

.1,

Al

1

0- a

4 .1-

.sr-

.3r

SIDE GLANCES

11441 FOREIGN

PRINCESS IS QUITE A DISH.
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OUT OUR WAY,,'

OF COURSE Marl

HI, DAD: ISN'T
THIS HEATAW-

WHAT'S SO BAD
ABOUT DRIVING TO

FLIL--AWOTHER

AND FROM ANAIR-

REAL SCORCHER
TODAY:

CONDITIONED OFFICE

N AN AIR-CONDITIONJED CART!

%/EA1-1, I NOTICED

`IOU THOUGHT SO.

ott

944 I, KU. re. Tm. I. lit M. ON.

'They say you must come to big feast tonight. Here in
Tago Pago it's canned peach and cottage cheese week!"

"When I use the word 'dig,' Sonny -0. I don't mean,
'understand' I mean like a hole In the ground!"

TILE W I LLETS

iii495,54479, 4VPCP

it4fICeV6

HEROES ARE MADE -NOT BORhi

Mb

motil

-R!

7-1).,43/4f0

Tr

6°7"coz.D./
0-3
NO,,nV

414-

ONO

p't

47,1

Moniep,vagf4,,
YELLON So Y.?4,1i,

good
ioze4gL

.1$0

JAKE IS SO SUSPICIOUS VLL HAVE
lb APPROACH HIM CAREFULLY!

11..

C/4

HE'S LOOKED UP THE PAINTIN`
IN THE BOOK BY NOW AND
FOUND IT'S SUPPOSED TO BE

1$4?
k.5,,

IPAor

eltal
Me

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

" 1-11.31<RYUtry
me tr

WORTH *250!I'LL START

PERHAPS I SHOULD OFFER HIM
*15 AND THEN GO GRUDGINGLY

e&G rel?
ct%

104100 WHEN HE PROTESTS!

THERE! THEN I'LL YELP wee
HE WAS YANKIN` OUT A
FINGERNAIL EACH TIME THE

'

IN THAT WAY HE'LL THINK HE 5
OLITSMARTING ME -- UNTIL
AFTER THE

BUGS BUNNY

PRICE DROPS! THIS 15

GONNA SE FUN!

DEAL!
LIKE TO

--( BUT NOT IN

HOW ABOUT FRONT OF
BUYING A

KISS FOR
CHARITY,
PORKY?

THIS CROWD,
P ETU N I A 1

A:

)it

0
11

Atr.
:$1

''
KISSES$

A,.:"
TM. 3*. 31.3. M. 0.4

DOCTOR SAYS

8-14

MORTY MEEKLE

Diabetes

EEK & MEEK

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

wEri., How's THE WOR.69
GREATEST STILL WATER
SURFER CO./JG ?

0

Interest in diabetes has been
steadily increasing as new

methods for early detection of
this disease are
revealing
many new cases. It is estimated
that at least two million persons
in the .United States leave diabetes that
diagnosed.

as

MUTER IS
THAT

TUPID,

5pad
9 Writing

instrument

12 True (Scot.)
13 Compartment

for baking

14 Peer .Gynt's
mother
16 Buddhist priest
16 Limit
18 Endures
20 Pindaric poems
21 Shoe parts

60.

In this area the screening

program was widely publicized
labeled

a new case of

diabetes until his family doctor
'Early detection coupled with

proper treatment is an important means of preventing serious
complications of this
disease

such

CAPTAIN EASY

-,

urns DAMAGE An 6111311

MUDI-Y
RRIEWM

HOW OPEN DIEM CRATLAI

MIYHA

A MATCH!

T1EF.5

GOMM

MIN

HAS HIP0e1.1

MURANO FOR

22 *Alm.

PA MN

fiteok NSA UP

WOW THAT

I.

ONT.
FRFROZUN1

25- cutter
28 Expungers
32 Ruth's son

(Bib.)
33 Chafe
34 Hard -shelled

fruit

35 Spanish cheer

and coma.

37 T
38 Writing(dill.)

I have only one kidney
and it is not too good. I also
have high blood pressure. My

413 Baby's toy

gangrene of the toes, neuritis

implements
40 Senior
41 Fast (music)
43 Tablets

Q

doctor has given me many kinds

of water pills but they all, aggravate my gouty arthritis, For
the gout I take coichicine which
in turn causes severe diarrhea.
To cure this I take paregoric..
I feel like I'm on a medicinal

merry-go-round. What do you
advise?

A -- A large group of this rides are now widely used as
diuretics. They will not cause
gout but they will aggravate it.

If your jaint pains cannot be
controlled by reducing the dos-

age of this type of water

you might try spironolactone
or triametrene. These ate ob- tainable one'
prescription.

on

a

doctor's

-

1

-

3 A`

,...

,

!..7...111106",-.

1-

.

.

'. li

'.

.ii--

la-vr.- --- " I

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MILAMA6=1

ilDFAC.q0

of.tVAMA ONALAEIJA
RME:401.-A ,5q017C-1-1
UMAM 1
iigMINAPJ
OLAM
rzIOE4
UMA AW;-1
MEIO
izzJA0
Mr,X:4
MAD
MrIV0

7 In the middle

(comb. form)
8 Canadian

province (ab.)
9 Compensated
10 Verb suffix
11 Seines

F.E.OM [FDA
-

17 Betsy-

t3 -1P -J

7i711MNO

19 Beetle
22 Cherry red

WUMMU:-:1

iiitAwd
MOIM
F.-AOMM

23 Greek war god OMMAnA Ai:17JUD
IziAP3WAI-J
24 Light touch
25 Raised deck
38 Dilute. (ab.)
47 Biblical weed
(naut.)
37 Ink absorber
48 Reclined
28 Ready, willing 39 Throw
49 Otherwise
and -40 Age
51 Possessive
27 Hammer head 42 European
pronoun
29 Geraint's wife
language
52 Exclamation of
SO Coarse
43 City in Italy
surprise
31 One who (suffix) 44 Indigo
53 Cardinal
33 Autumn
45 Terrible
number
1

I

12

13

15

6
;.7-1

Bring into

5504 Afrikaansuse

25

55 Knight's title
58 Pronoun (dial.) NU
57 Goddess of
discord
35
58 Malt beverage
59 Underwent
decline
60 Frenchman's
name
DOWN
1 Evils
2 Tidy
3 Volga

14

.,,

..

I

26 127

'30 kil

-11pOr
r4

43 '

45

.

tributary

4 Biased (coll.)
6 Telegraph
Inventor

6 Night before $'

58
58

'

..

q., ")_,-:.

...

.

38 Rabedarry platform

blindness,

as

NORMS A PON=
MASTER/AM NAMOUT

THE POOR OP

confirmed the diagnosis.

... .

ACROSS

1 Writing fluids

than 10 pounds at birth, perions
who are more than 10 per cent
over the normal weight for their
height and persons who are over

was

11,..i,n1-4 ST

'

WHY!

diabetics, women who have
'borne babies- weighing more

sugar level was offered. No one

,

Writer's Needs

BEZAUS5 11V

This was accomplished by concentrating on high -risk groups
such as relatives of known

and a free test for the blood

.-:..'..: MCW --

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

with an

compared

'r t

.....-.49-= ; :'

'.9.........--. -L. .

average of 8.6 in other areas.

i.i

..: .. LC. t...A..i.. 1";`,4ES
,4; 1,4: v,, A ice!

v

.

In one area, 34 new cases were
tested

UIET!

1,..ar7

)..
.-

found in every 1,000 persons

//

YOU FOOL f

..0

X..)..:T
-7

...'...

.. -

has not yet been

Some communities are conducting screening programs to
find these "hidden diabetics."

-'77---

/

57

uniOrs. Will

ead Knight
airier Team

THOUGHTS

Coach Joe Wanner will be greeted by a sea of new
faces when he opens Prospect High School's first vartiy cross country practice Monday.
Wanner is in his first season at the varsity helm,
but he is no less experienced than the harriers who
will carry the Knights' hopes this year. Only two

be back from last year's

seniors will

Legion baseball wars speaks
very well for this summer's
Mount Prospect squad. The

Brookers have already annexed
county and state titles, and they
are still in the running for

none -too -im-

pressive squad which finished dead last in the league

the district crown.

race with a 2-10 dual meet record.
CROSS COUNTRY candidates on all levels are schedreport to the high

uled to

school at 7:30 a.m. Monday to,,

pick up their equipment. The
7:30 session will be followed by

-

elevation are Doug Bock and
Dick Paulson.

PROSPECT'S TWO return-

noon
The

effort. Chuck Forbes and Le-

Knights

uce

can

they

get.

Wanner

hopes to have roughly 60 runners on this year's squad, twothirds of which will probably
be freshmen and sophomores.

AMONG THE juniors on
this year's squad though arc
most of the members of a froth
soph team which last season
captured the conference crown

Junior Steve Holmes figures
Prospect's number -one

to be

runner judging from his performance with the underclassmen in 1965. Holmes was undefeated in dual meets and
finished fourth in the sopho-

' more conference meet.
Knights

OTHER

were among the top 15 in that

test, and will be running on
the

varsity team

year.

this

: Dave Baker finished sixth for
' the sophomores last year,
: while Bruce Oswell was ninth
and Owen McBride was fifteenth.

Wanner may also dip into
the sophomore resevoir to
varsity crew.
bolster his

last year, but Wanner i
ing the r experience wil bear
dividends. Rateike was

mong
leaders two years

Septa 23

put. 27

eSept. 29
Oct. 4
Oct. 7

Graft Builders Move Up
In Old Orchard Golf Loop

Arlington. and

Palatine. "I can't say that, we
rate a much more than a
THE

IF

EVEN

Knights

MIKE SPINELW fired a
Graft Builders set the stage
title dontention, they i could for a title showdown with Pet- two -over -par 37, and Mike
play tile spoiler in someone's ers and Company in the Old Graft followed with a 39 to
plans. i Prospect will face all Orchard Golf Scratch League pace the Graft squad in their
four contenders in the last last ' week by romping over conquest of Nelson Realty.
Rich Kronn's 37 earned him
two weeks of the dual -meet Nelson Realty 5 1/2 - 2 1/2.
The victory moved Graft to low ball honors for Miles and
season and it will face them
within 2 1/2 points of league Miles against the league lead in con cuuve meets.
The Big Blue will pl y host leading Peters, as the front- ers.
Skokie Valley Drywall movto Maine West before home runners were held to a 4-4 tie
football crowd on Oct. I. and by Miles and Miles. The two ed. to within shooting range of
then entertain Arlingto three teams will meet for the crown third place . when it clubbed
Pitzen Movers 7-I. The loss
days later. On the sevejith the next week.
Knights travel to Palati e, and
they visit Forest View on Oct.
II.
Prospect's

m4t

first

be ruil at Barrington or Sept.

4:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m.

The- Side Stroke

4:30 p

4:30 p.m.

District Meet at Deerfield
State Meet at Springfield

'

4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
Noon

4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

ward

all-time ball carrier
with 2,341 yards in 338 at-

tempts for a 69 average. Gipp
accumulated the
1917-18-19-20.

yardage in
The
three -

The Irish coaching staff has stroke is to be sure the hands

Irish from the Miami of Ohio you can watch the hands. Be
stepped in as freshman coach
from St. Joseph's High School

record

for

rushing

;

hand

pulls

LEAGUE STANDINGS
Team
Points

84 1/2
82
79

77 1/2
1/2

70 1/2
67 1/2

two or

got hurt. The guess is he will

be a running -passing halfback.
The Colts have a young, de- .ways get to the wall on the

same hand so you must learn
to turn both ways.

NOW BACK to the important safety and survival phase

of our swimming and one of
the most important .resting
strokes -- the side strokes.

Shinnick. With Shinnick

t.

KEEP THE !lips high in the
backstroke and try, to get the
arms

straighter
in the recovery.

and

higher

are no problem with a flock to
choose from. They include Ray
Barry, Jimmy Orr, John Mackey, and Jerry Richardson. Two
back-up receivers are , rookies
Rick Kutner of Kentucky and

Nobody looks like a sure boom-

John McGuire of Syracuse.

among the best with a solid
defense and a wild and wooly

COLLEGE STUDENTS

with Ron Perez,

Joe Quick, Jim Hollingworth,
and Dave Connell all trying
out.

offense.

If Unitas can take
his, knee,

the Colts

q- going to play? Matte' is a half- should wind up on top.

Bad Day

VALUE.
DAYS
1959 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

Prospect police Monday a youth

hit a ball through a window of
Shopper's World nearby. The
youth's friend, Ackerman said,
then took Ackerman's wallet

containing $4 as the boy

1960 PONTIAC WAGON
1962 FORD WAGON.

?HONE
392-8950

$1931

Beduithil
4

1

493
$693

Low - Low Price!!

1963 FAIRLANE .500

$793

2 dr. Hardtop - WholesalelL,

1963 FAIRLANE 500 WAGON

$993

Sharp - Sharp!!

1963 FORD V-8 SEDAN

$793

Can't Mtn!!

Oldtime Pitching

NEW YORK (UPI)-Charles
with Providence in the National
League in the 1800s was cred-

1964 V3WseaIRS,

$1 193

1964 FALCON WAGON

$1093

BUD'S

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do II YourseyOr We Install

1964

CHEVROLEIce T,EDAN

$1293

1964 1qPieeWle!GONEER

$900

.

Price A Compare
THEN CALL.

CL 5-4799

rent a new '66

1964 IiipalriAl,yat SEDAN

$1 193

1964

S1493
V-e

1965
TRr°,(!A-

CORTINA

GALA XIE

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

FALCON
FAIRLANE

MUSTANG

1965 RAMBLER-

SPECIAL

ECONOLINE 1 -TON

SUPERVAN'

$8.00 Per Day - Plat Mileage

GEORGE' POOLE co'gvi)

0-31411
CL. 15-91389

$1993

A

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

NITES AND SUNDAY

PY!!.9°

TODAY'S SPECIAL!!

R

PLUS MILEAGE

ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL:.

B.re

P
E

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. 1"Aa"

_

$743

Fully Powered!!

re-

turned a golf club.

Let One Of Our Tonsorial Experts
Shape And Stifle Your Hair

APPOINTMENTS
ACCEPTED

$593

Air CcInclitioningl!

1962 ECONOLINE VAN

Dan Ackerman, manager of
the Twin Links Golf Course,
199 W. Rand Rd., told Mount

at low rates from...

135 WEST PROSPECT AMC.
MT. PROSPECT. ILLINOIS
'

vs.

thought processes still pretty

Power Steering!!

BE' SHARP
9own & Country Parhr Shop'

The Colts must be considered'

where Matte is care of

N..

Durocher's

1962 CHEVROLET WAGON

ing interfere.

N.,.

THE ONLY-*ak spot on
Backing up Unitas is Gary
Cuouo and Matte. Receivers the squad seems to be punting.

ONE QUESTION everyone

Breathe, 'every stroke in the
front crawl during the sprints
today. Keep your mind on the
stroke and don't let the breath-

the

fense to fight off bids from the Colts will have a good rush,
Packers and the Beats, and but he's reported thinking of
have enough offensive pinch to retiring.
score a gross of touchdowns.

is asking is,

ond time around.

The side stroke is a good
as tight as ever with Dennis survival
stroke because it
Gaubatz in the middle post,
(Next: Workout Plus Eledoesn't use much energy, it
Steve Stonebreacker and Ted moves you along. well, it less- mentary Backstroke.)
Davis at the corners, and Donn

ing' kicker,

with

FORDon'

THEN PROCEED to the
sprints -across the pool: front
crawl, back 'crawl and work
on the side stroke every sec-

in the smarts department. Clay

hair cat and restrict their

(Noss) Radbourne, a pitcher

8:00 p.m. Bowling, ch. 32
9:00 p.m.. Wrestling, ch. 26
10:30 p.m. Tenth Inning, ch.

back who turned into a quarterback when Unitas and Cuozzo

of the all-time heavyweights

always ask how I want my

44

'

of the NFL Western divisional termined defense that is ready
title in 1965, and Coach Don for hand-to-hand combat this
Shula intends to make up those fall-The ends will be veterans
two minutes, plus a few more Lou Micheals and Ordell
Braase. Tackles will probably
this fall.
The big question now is whe- be Fred Miller and Billy Smith,
ther throwing ace John .Unitas
THE SECONDARY will be
is sound again after knee sur-

THE COLTS have the de-

three key men.
are
few area

48

5:45 p.m. Junior All -Stars,
'sure that you finish the stroke forward and one backward as
by turning the hand against the in Illustration No. 2. The legs ch. 32
water and pushing back all the are then scissored together as
7:40 p.m. Leadoff Man, ch. 9
way to the thigh.
the back hand pulls the water
7:55 p.m. Baseball, Detroit
backward
while
the
forward
IN THE TURN, remember
vs. White Sox, ch. 9
not to twist the body, but to hand recovers to starting pos-

about ten minutes.

have

GEO. POOLE'S

ited with 60 victories in 1884.

side and bring the upper arm
'over so as to position the body
for the 'drive off the wall. Try
turning both on the right and
left hands as you go. When you
arc swimming, you 'won't al -

may

much intact.

way.

9

gery last winter. Shula has
other problems, but all are
minor.

new

names on that list by the

Sports on T.V.

just fall straight over on the. /Rion as in No. 3. Work on this

.

Clay

little next year in the

There

63 1/2
58 1/2

IIMISMSSMASSXCH3=09121211=9:43MI

Page 7

Cassius

flunked his army literacy test,
but from here he looks like one
says he is going to call it

ent. The Cats have a long
list of prospects, but they
will be content to pick off

65

Today

Read for anything, torn
Matte carried the Baltimore
Colts to within two minutes

psyche?

Virginia Bordwell and John announced on the Ryan. Maybe

71

'Just once I would like
to send a post card to the
people at home. that gets
to them before I do.

- with.

what's

Keeley collaborated on a 40 Mayor Daley, who has demonin the league's annual Two - strated his mastery in obtainBall Event to take first prize ing injunctions, could get one
,in that category. Arlene Ar7 to &tout Lorenz.
nold and Bill Schwerin took.
What ever happened to
second in the event: A total of
talkative', barber? Mine

water

the

hurt are usually the same
mothers who see to ft that
Johnny gets a 1000 horsepower car to run into trees

will

ner to complete last week's Sunday because there were
schedule.
weekend repairs going on un-

the varsity staff as end coach.

BY GARY YEAST

meal.

ball for fear they'll get

this

in a mild upset, And Arlington Realty piled up the same
IT WAS a 45 minute trip
margin over Baird and War- from the skyway to the Kennedy

George Sefcik was elevated fo

Unitas Is Key Factor
In Colts' Grid Future

examination,

physical

trimmed L -Nor Cleaners 5-3 out any fanfare.

in.South Bend. Freshman.coaah

1966

a

wheel jockeys a mickey when

pulled upward together by lift- Burrow Chevrolet
ing and bending the knees. Miles & Miles
spfead out by bringing one Nelson Realty
Pitzen Movers

football staff and Wally Moore

Wednesday,
August 24,

for

CHEVROLET he also tore up sections of the
tollway and the Dan Ryan with-

BURROW

moves forward to meet it. At Arlington Realty
the same time, the legs - are Baird & Warner

two new members for the 1966 pull down the centerline of the
season. Jerry Wampfler, of- body. Keep your eyes open and
fensive line coach joined the don't breathe too often so that

Worden with 2,039 yaids which
he rolled up in 1951, 1952 and
all-time

Flowers 5 1/2 -2 1/2.

Busse Flowers
backward as the other hand L -Nor Cleaners

THE MAIN thing in the arm -

season leader is fullback Neil

1953. Worden also holds the

weight men don't live' as long
as slim ones. A fat man would
rather die than go to a doctor of gum as if it were his last

for
Haire
last least a chance of avoiding them.
it topped Busse But Francis Lorenz slipped the

spectively
week, as

Peters & Co.
Graft Builders
Haire Funeral Home
Skokie Valley Drywall

Gipp Still All -Time Ball Carrier
Dame's

I would rather be in a roomful of men smoking foul-smelling cigars than have to sit next
to someone who attacks a stick

We think we know why over-

battle for basketball. tal-

By ,Ciristian B. Sparks
ens the, breathing problems and 19 couples participated.
Swim the front crawl the you can see where you're goThe league will hold its ansame number of widths you did ing.
nual play -day on Sept. 18 at
in your workout yesterday but
THE STARTING position Old Orchard. The fall banquet
now think about your arm - is as in Illustration No. I.
is scheduled for Oct. I.
strokes and make those turns
As the arrows show, the for- sassoxisaxsasistuasswit
right.

George Gpp is still Notre attempts with 476.

coach whose cigarette ashes
drip on his dirty tee shirt
while runners circle the infield.

game is in process anyway?

We all know about the KenDick Bokclmann and Bob Sa- nedy, Edens, and Outer Drive
bin carded a 36 and a 37 re- repairs, and we all have at

.

%"..".."1"."."~egnon.

a

for the third spot next week.

ON SWIMMING

13 at 4:30 p.m.

Noon

other network. Who cares about
hearing the score while the

improbable

MOST

athletes play on 'men' softball
teams. There is something unAmerican about a third base

probably pull in Its horns

challenge Haire Funeral Home

SPARKS'

will

recruiting
effort
spring, Northwestern

dropped the movers into the
loop cellar, four points behind Nelson.
The Drywall team will

are a year away from serious

Arlington
At Palatine
At Forest View
At Niles North
Conant
At Deerfield
Conference Meet at Forest View

Oct. 11
Oct. 13
Oct. 15
Oct. 18
Oct. 21
Oct. 29
Nov. 5

program is co -sponsored by the American 'Red Cross and Chicago's American.

scramble among Maine West,

IlifiniVest

1,k xbet. 1

swimmers in the water safety program at Recreadon Park this summer. The

for
the conference crown . will
probably be a four - team

Forest View,

THE

barbers after that.
Listening to the White Sox
wouldn't have been the same
Without Bob Elson. We're glad
to see' he is moving to the

Amazing isn't it how Eddie quits after four or five more
Stunky's personality problems fights. If he does he and Rocky
to hustle to get by Prospect have disappeared from the Marciano will be the only
High School in the sectional- sports pages now that the White heavyweight kings in recent
Sox are winning their ball - memory who have quit while
tournament then.
games occasionally. Wonder they were on top with their
After a highly successful

Lanni Weber and Jim Pies& exhibit pimples they won as the most improved

ago as a sophomore.
Wanner said the ra

players

who now staff the Northbrook
legion team made up the Glen brook North High School squad
which copped the state title this
spring. And the Spartans had

,

hop-

At Barrington
Maine West Center Meet
Elk Grove
.
Atsynuattor
M4tits.roupty4;

Sept. 13
Sept. 17
Sept. 20

meetings.
Roughly the same

dark torse threat," he said.

under Wanner's guideance.

FOUR

beating them in two out of three

Roy Rateike were unimpiessive

the teem

conversation to the other

ager Art Kunde's charges on because he knows the doe will
even terms all season, finish- put him on a diet.
Mothers who won't let
ing only one game behind them
their kids go out for footin the conference race, and

.

ing seniors may contribute
heavily to the 1966 harrier

inexperienced

MOUNT PROSPECT was
the one team that played Man-

early

for

candidates

another practice in the aftermay need all the early prac-

'

Prime

BE'IWEEN

INNINGS...
Northbrook's continued success in the national American

SEDAN Radio, Heater, White Walls, FlasIi-o-Matic Trans-

mission, etc. Very low miles and will stand any
inspection!!
Stock 1197133A

$1193.00
Ask John; Phil Tom or Charlie about our 2

year, 50,000 mil; factory used caf guarantee!!
lye 're thegood guys 'Oh NO hatsll

I '

'II

'1

Wednesday, August 24,1966

THE DAY

ANTED
HAVE YOU

ANY OF THESE
THINGS TO SELL?
They'll Bring You Extra Cash

Air Conditioning
Airplanes And Equipment
Apartments To Exchange
Apts. And Rooms To Shari
Arts And Antiques
Auction Sales
Auto Insurance
Auto Leasing
Auto Loans
. Auto Parts And Access.
Auto Repairing And
Equipment

Auto Trailers
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wanted

Books

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

Building Materials
Business Opportunities

Cameras

Antiques
Furniture
Livestock
Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars

110
37
38

39
66

Owner of ' 1960 Ford P/Up

Electric Fixturee-Equipenent
Employment Agencies Men
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service -Women
Equipment Rentals

45
27
28
29
57

9
8
3

41

42

68

104
112
67
1

Food And Delicacies
Fraternal Notices
Fuel, Cool, Oil, Wood
Funeral Directors

36

Help Wanted Men

24
26
30

7

46

Help Wonted Men Or Women

Help Wanted Women
Hobbies -Model Buildings

61

47
Home Furnishings -Furniture
Horses, Harness And Wagons 49
Hotel And Apartments
72
Household Appliances
48
Hunting Land And
Privileges
97

Auto Tires
Aquariums

23
90

Jobe Wanted -Men

21

Jobs WontedVomen

22

Row Boats

Landscaping

50

Refrigerators
Baby Buggies

Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines

Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

5

Leather Goods,
;
Live Stocks
Loans -Personal. Business
"

ModtkroryAnd Equipnent
Metals and Metal Products
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Monuments And Mausoleums
Motorcycles And
Scooters

.52
65
53
54
32
98
4
111
31

Moving And Storage
Musical Instruments

WANT ADS

55

Mid Can

56

Pommels

14

Poiitkal

12

-

ResdirTolevieten

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real Estate -Form Lands
Real Estate -For Exchange
Real Estate -Houses

58
85
89
93

.

Or
Prospect Day 255-4400.

Y01/21 FIND II IN TN(

WW1 AS
WHICH
DAY

,

Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill:
15.02--.0

t«8t50

.

Precision and rough debarring. Will pick up and deliver
work. Call after 5 p.m. 2538704.
22-lobs Wanted-Women

Excellent child care in
my home.
392-7647

Baby sitting days in my home.
Northwest Arlington Heights.
392-8108

SHIPPING CLERK

wanted for progressive grow-

ing company in Palatine. 40

hr. week, attractive salary

IS
BEST?

INSIDE SALES
CORRESPONDENT

86

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service

Real EstoteVocant
Real Estate Waffled

94
95
88
96
70

Sporting Geode

Store And Bar Fixture,

60
39
63

Te Rent Apartments

74

Stereo-111.Fi-Photograph

1000 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
259-1457

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortunately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new
wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy
their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cancel when you get results. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best
day to start and every day is

the best day to advertise.

To Rent Resort
Properties

Toys, Games, Novelties
Trade Schools
Travel
Trucks, Trailers

Must have knowledge of elec-

trical wiring and mechanical
ability. -Good opportunity for

82

opportunity

for

right man; some experience
desirable though not necessary. Knowledge of stock

work and packing very help -I
ful. Good on detail.

Modern office. Permanent
position. Company benefits.
Regular Increases. Must have
references.

to

responsible for

ONLY the first incorrect insertion and only to the extent of the
space that the ad requires. Errors

will be rectified by republication

Write or call

UARCO. INC.
West County Line Road
Barrington, Ill. DU 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

COLLECTION MAN
Consumer Loan Collections
Experience required
Liberal Benefits

CALL CL.9-4000
Regular 40 hr. wk. Clean and
maintain air conditioned plant
area of pharmaceutical manufacturer. Excellent oppor-

S. Wheeling Rd.
537-6100

WAREHOUSE
STOCKMAN

established pro-

cedures and setting up new
tests. Applicant should have
at least two of the following:
1. Mechanical or Chemical
interests or experience.

2. Interest or experience in
- quality control or testing
under controlled conditions

3. High rank in high school.
4. Some college training.
Salary fully commensurate
with ability andqualifications.
Learn more by calling:

Dr. ANerson

CL 5-2000

WEBER .MARKING

SYSTEMS, INC.
gig E.Prospect Mt.Prospect

255-7200

open.
vim experience helpful but
Apply Finance Director- - - not essential., We will train
you & pay you while you vrori.
rWl 5-5150 ' ' 11

tunity for mature Man. Call
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

722 WaukeganRd.

253-2340

Deerfield,

Ill.

CUSTODIAL HELP
is needed by COMMUNITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT 15, Pala-

tine, Illinois to fill positions
created by new construction.
Full time work with no seasonal layoffs is available to
the reliable, hardworking,

FULL TIME &.;PAET TIME

WAREHOUSE HELP
SHIPPING
AND.

Fringe benefits include: 10
days accumulative sick leave
per year, paid up life insurance policy, 2 weeks paid vacation per year, contribution

RECEIVING
40 hrs. per week. Paid Vaca-

tions. Profit sharing if elig-

by the board toward health

ible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.
9 AM to 11 AM

For Appointment

LAKE DISTRICT

insurance. guaranteed annual
salary, paid holidays.

NEWS CO.

Call

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

358-4400 Ext. 36

24-Help Waited Men

24-Help Wanted Men

BUILDING
CUSTODIAN

Experience not required but helpful. Job

Move with us about .Feb. 1967

to nn:: plant, vicinity Golf

Algonquin Rd., Arlington Mts.'

cellent employee benefits.

Mt. Prospect

ARLINGTON HTS.
PARK DISTRICT,

An equal opportunity employer

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE
Due to expansion we have several openings for general

warehouse work. No experience necessary. Good starting salary, merit raises, profit sharing.
Please call Mr. Marquard

439-7310
COST ACCOUNTANT

500

S.

Fernandez

253-0620

TESTERS
Top Pay for testers and analYZers of electronic eqUipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.,
Air conditioned plant. Apply:

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS
Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

Wheeling

537-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Young person with 2 to3 years

experience to assist cost accounting manager. Degree
desirable, but not necessary.

Good starting salaryand numerow3 benefits include paid
vacations, 7 paid _ holidays,
paid sick leave, pension plan,
paid -hospitalization and free.
coffee.
Evening interviews, available
. upon request.

GrIaLl aact,
1100 Hicks Road,
Rolling Meadows, Illinois

CLearbrook 9-100

I

S.S. KRESKE CO.

APPLY

by research. Work involves

days & 9 to 1,2 Saturdays.

paid vacation, free uniforms meals & pension. group hospitalization available. Pre -

(1/2 mi. east of Randhurst)

Growth position open in testing of new products developed

'

tunity, good starting salary,:

waukee Ave., Niles.
987-8331 Mr. Mlcheals or

R & D TESTING.

me today?

public. Good health and physi-

MALE OR FEMALE
Steady work. Excellent oppor-

ARNAR-STONE LABS, INC.
601 E. Kensington

ELKS CLUB
2323 Wilke Road CL 3-2048.

Why not call

LUNCH COUNTER
MANAGERS

Mr. Moore

ing. Permanent openings:New

Evenings - No Experience
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

us at once. Corrections ore or
coped by phone. 9 to 9 Week-

DAY

PUBLICATIONS

Full or part time, many ben-

BR 8-5500 Mr. Stanley

Please check your ads and notify

Apply in person

engineering department, Excellent company benefits.

security. Ideal working conditions and ex-

discount store, 9555 N. Mil-

for ono insertion.

person. Must be dependable.
Full company. benefits

255-0300

efits, including profit shar-

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

experience to handle detail
with diversified training in

,

GENERAL BLOWER CO
Mrs. Barker

still valuable

Excellent opportunity for right

Work required some drafting

cal condition a must. Salary

Mr. Gewecke

571

I'm anxious to
assist you In
selling those

DRAFTSMAN

333 W. Rand Rd., Mt.Prospect

Apply 9 AM to 5 PM

following

check the first Insertion of their
advertisement and In case of
error to notify the classified dr
partment of once In order that
correction can be made. In the
event of error or omission, the

MAN

New Air Cond. building, excellent working conditions,
permanent, full time work.
Hours of work to be mutually agreed upon. Call 825-

bile to work with advertising
department.

graduate. Able to meet the

JANITOR

CHICK YOUR AD51

253-0741
BUILDING MAINTENANCE

man.

TODAY

FAMILY
WANT AD?

ADVERTISERS

MOM 2814100

Wonderful

RECEIVING

JANITOR

YOUR

requested

-

DISHWASHERS & BUS BOYS

Wanted To Rent

'296-2150

CADILLAC CORP.

A.M., Monday through Friday.
SHIPPING

Call after 7 p.m..

Immediate opening for exper- GENERAL BLOWER CO. 217 So. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights
ienced man. New suburban
571 S. WheelingRd.
537-6100
Cadillac dealership. Permanent type lob.

Work in General Office and
Lab. Janitorial experience
desirable. 12:30 A.M. to 8:30

CL3-0866

LABOR For Cement
Contractor

8127,

VILLAGE OF

79
62
25

92

cation. Apply:

yard . work. Small apt. and .
salary.
GE 8-6251.

PARTS MANAGER

CUSTODIAN

Call for Interview

'An equal opportunityemployer

Vacation Flame

Full insurance program. Retirement benefits. Paid va-

Full time. Must be High School

REPRESENTATIVE

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

Thursday nights.
Call 392-4775

MACK

81

18
102

through

WATER SERVICE MAN

1620 W. Central Rd.
CL 5-5000 Mt. Prospect, Ill.

73
76

Older man for handyman and

For Medical Bldg. In Hoffman Estates area. Monday

Mr. Bob Witt!

CLASSIFIED

BO

An equal opportunityemployer

MAN

FUZE-ON PRODUCTS

To Rent Furnished

CUSTODIAN

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

Apply in person

CALL YOUR

255-7200

Mount Prospect

SERVICE
Between 25 and 40 years of
age for heating service work.

255-0300

Superintendent's Office
16-Help Wanted Men Or Women
RIVER TRAILS
MACHINISTS
SCHOOL DIST. NO. 26
ADVERTISING
Set up and operate mill,lathe,
radial drill, grinder. Pro- 1000 Wolf Rd.
COURIER
gressive machine tool manuMount Prospect Man or women with automofacturer. Hospitalization and

right. man.

78

Apartment
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous

Good pay. Steady employment-

5:30 to 9:30 P.M.

601 E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect
(1/2 mt. east of Randhurst)

809 N. Main

Phone 439-0923

Ask For Jim

Or

ARNAR - STONE LAB, INC.

MOUNT PROSPECT

CUSTODIAL
POSITIONS OPEN

year around work
Paid vacation

9 P.M.

to

5

NEWS AGENCY

RELAY DRIVER

After 6 P.M. except Friday

9545 Ainslie St. Schiller Park
Call 678-3720

ARLINGTON STANDARD
SERVICE

WEDNESDAY

To Rent Business

Property
'
To Rent Forms

yrs. experience

.

Mon. thru Thurs.

Afternoons 1:30 to 4:30 and
3 to 6 a.m. apply in person.

on truck or bus
5 day week

UNIMATIC MACHINE
PRODUCTS, INC.

TUESDAY

Rooms -Board -

Housekeeping

Must have

439-8868

insurance and Hospital Plan.
Year round work.

0 FRIDAY

MECHANIC

insurance. Air - cond. plant,
profit sharing and overtime.

Day Shift. Vacation Plan, Life

THURSDAY

ences required- PH.359-1688

Duff -Norton Co.

801 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove, Ill.

PART TIME
EVENING WORK,

Clean light work for men 18
or older, packing pharmaceutical aerosols. Call between
9 a.m. & 5 p.m.

trious and like pets. Refer-

. Apply 109 Northwest Hwy.,
Barrington

WANTED

0 MONDAY

ASSISTANT

Experience required
Des Plaines 296-1142
Man to work in animal
hospital. Monday thru Friday.
Must be reliable, neat. Indus-

141 W. Wood St.
Palatine

Part Time

Call 827-7880

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

Helper on furniture truck.

Call 537-8365

MEN WANTED FOR

Call 825-8127

fits. Older married man preferred. Apply in person.

Mon. 10 AM to 11 AM only

24-Help Wanted Mea

24-Help Waited Men

Pleasant working conditions
Full or Part. Time
pick up and deliver mall to
Park Ridge Post Office. Fill
Maintenance
Office
mail orders during day. Permanent position, good salary 'Immediate openings in Elk
and all employee benefits paid. Grove and surrounding area.

5

24-Help Wanted Men

FULL TIME MAN

91

Real Estate -

are

MAIL ROOM MAN,

Special Equipment

,Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

BARTENDER

69

Office Purnituni-Deviare

newspaper

Call
Arlington. Day 255-7200

left at Marathon Station, 100
E. Rand. Rd. Please pick up.
or will sell in 10 days.

Nursery Scheele -

Advertisers

Mechanical bisign

, 51,

PLEASE

3Dar

24-Help Wanted Men

11-Business Services

including many company bene-

2

Instruction
Investment Property

Used Trucks.

FOUND: Car keys on Gibbons
Ave. Arl Hgts.
CL 5-7577
LOST -Collie dog - Female

6
44
43

40

83

Typewriters
Motorcycles

259-4871.

Dogs. Pets And Equipment
Do It Yourself

15
16
17

Ineknhial Properly
In Memoriam

Golf Clubs

Hts. If not claimed will give
to good home. Very obedient.

Dedications

Florists

TV Sets
Clothing

Clark
Found: Male Beagle, Prospect

ter. 'CL 9-2600 ask for M.

14-Personals

Fawn Equipment
Farmers Market
Financial Adjusters

Bicycles

106
103

w/purple collar. Bowser. Reward. Around Randhurst Cen-

10

Cemeteries IL Lots
Christmas Merchandise
Clothing Furs
Collections
Co -Operative Apartments

Jewelry

Lost. Salt & Pepper Schnauzer

Death NOW's

Camera Optical Geo&
Cord Of Sympathy
Card Of Thanks

Books
Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates
Trunks

105
108
107

84

Butineis Services

Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents

13-lost And Found

sable and white. CL. 9-4927.
Childs glasses lost in the vicinity of We -Go & See Gwun
or Lincoln School. Dk. Brown.
Reward. Ph. CL 3-7612
Lost Sunday, grey Schnauzer,
vicinity of Russell & Thayer.
Reward. CL 3-7942.
LOST Prescription sun glasses name inscribed Mrs.Jack
Griffin. Call 255-7200.

Business Personals
Business Service Directory

Rugs

34
20
109

64

Boats And Marine Supplies

BEFORE 4 P. M.

71

99

Bicycles
'

255-72,00

35
33
75

101

Barber And Exchange

And

CALL TODAY

CLASSIFIED:
INDEX

STOCKMEN
Steady Job for able - bodied men. To work in warehouse
handling mans clothing. Excellent working conditions, in
new air conditioned building.

Located at 1700 E. Touhy Ave.
(Corner of Touhy & Maple)

Des Plaines

To arrange for interView
Phone FR 2-8300
Ext. 241 "

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
An equal opportunity, employer

'

THE DAY

Wednesday,'August 24, 1966

CALL TODAY

255-7200
26-Help Wanted Med Or Womeni

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

16-Help Wanted MenOr Women

DISHWASHERS WANTED

.

BRANDT'S RESTAURANT

TELLER

,

Call for Appointment

.

use the

S

FRY COOK

INTERIOR
DECORATOR
TRAINEE

Wanted evenings. Apply

OPERATORS.

Experienced preferred but
will train right applicant.Call
Mr. James . or Mr. ,Mahon.

SBC requires computer operators for IBM System/380.

BEVERLY
RESTAURANT

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

WANT

28-Employment Agencies-Women

IBM PROOF MACHINE
OPERATOR

Full Time

it sharing. Many other banefits.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

IBM
'COMPUTER

.

Experienced or will train.
Free medical insurance, prof-

358-1003

16-Help Wanted Men Or Women

722 Kensington

Arl. His.

,

28-Employment Agencies-Women

MOUNT PROSPECT

experience one
year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre -

STATE BANK

numerative career and excel.

We

INSPECTION

!erred. Interesting and re -

lent employee benefit pro-gram. Apply to:

CL 9-4000

827-1191

Minimum

several women.
Light, easy work day. $2 per
hour - Age open
need

100% FREE TO YOU
14-Help Wanted Men

14-Help Wanted Men

14 -Help Wanted Men

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

NTZ TV' NEEDS
ANALYZERS-84PHASERS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

8201 West Higgins
Road

392-6100
NILES OFFICE
825-7117
CHICAGO OFFICE

°-

Chicago, Ilt. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-8021
equelopportunity employe!'

AV -2-6170

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

a week. Prospect Hsts. Own
trans. 296-3158
Baby sitter. My home. 4 day
week. 11 to 5. 259-0340. Rol-

SP 5-4300

.'
._

--

1020 Noel Ave..

__....

______ -

_

Rent -a -Car reservationist is
what you'll be trained as. Let
us put you in the receptionist
seat to greet travelers in
your cute uniform. Light typing and a pretty smile req'd.

Wheeling

Trainees or Experienced

.-For Production Work

Mr. R. S. Mazurek

EVENING SHIFT
-----...

,.......________

-

b -,

-._ ....

ASSEMBLERS

S. C. M. CORPORATION

INSPECTORS

_

,.

g,=v

above positions.

in

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage
reviews & excellent fringe

'

can turn your spare time into

Call Joyce CL 5-2105

Due to expansion program,

Studio Girl - Hollywood has
openings for beauty advisors.
Full or part time. Management
opportunities
also. Call
439-5522 9:00 to 5:00,

Child Care, Pensioner to take
care of 2 children, 1 in school.
Ph. 255-7852
FULL TIME

MONEY.

8

METHODE MFG. CO;
1700 Hicks Rd.

111.161111155 44444 CC VW.

GENERAL OFFICE

Work in Mt. Prospect near
N.W. station. Pleasant sur-

- 6 days

WAITRESSES

Experienced

INVENTORY
CLERK

Full or Part Time
Evenings
Excellent

'

Salary

-

ELKS CLUB

all salesmen and warehouse

CL 3-2048

inventories by item and serial
number. Correspondence with
salesmen and managers.

1100 Hicks Road,
Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

tips

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Maintain perpetual records of

WAITRESS

Over 16 - Will Train
Hours 2:30 to 7:30
2 days a week

BREDA'S LUNCHONETTE
218

E. Northwest Hw.
Arlington Heights

NAITRESSES WANTED
Full or Part time. Lunches
Dinner. Good wages and tips.
Apply at PLAZA LANE RESTAURANT

3110 Market Plaza
Rolling Meadows; 392-0321
24-Help Wanted Men

SALESMAN

(Rt. 53)

Rolling Meadows,

to 5

FRED'S FINER FOODS
255-7078

24-Help Wanted Men

MECHANICAL

MEN'S FURNISHINGS
Good job in our Randhurst store. Permanent, full time.
Excellent earnings, liberal discount & many other benefits.

See Mr. Griffith

roundings, nat'ly known food

Co. 2 girl office. Shorthand

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

women

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

and annual bonus.

827-5557
and let her -show you how you

ci[@)tainal@orm.

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing

7 Let us help make your...DAY!

...,

TOP HOURLY RATES. Call
Ethel Doebber at

Our fast growing company has

MACHINE AND

benefits.

Prepare electrical Schematic wiring diagram drawings

EUSI
E
SS
Service Directory

_

and days of your choice at

PRESS OPERATORS

Niles, Illinois

ELECTRICAL

)

.

finest companies in the loop
and suburbs. Work the hours

Good starting salary and numerous benefits including:
Paid hospitalization
Paid sick leave
Paid vacations
7 Paid holidays
Free Coffee

Excellent opportunity for men' with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

We will consider retired men. Please come in and see us.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT. AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE -HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
'"4 '
:;'
01..L. Rut5pNigi, OFFICE
LE 77 5 70 0 7i.. "
!.' '.. I SP, 5-4300
1020 NOEL AVENUE '
WHEELING
'

207 N. Evergreen 392-8100
OTHER LOCATIONS
Niles 825-7117
Chicago AV -26170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE
10-Help Wanted-Women

DRAFTSMEN

.

company. We need skilled office workers to serve the

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MICROSTATICS DIVISION OF
6119 W. Howard

SILK'S -fabulous new fall line.._.
$200 wardrobe free.

PROFIT. SHARING

I

3 LOCATIONS

I

resume in confidence to:

255-9878

Can you spare 2 to 4 hours
each week? Earn $20 to $50
per week showing REAL-.

"We cover all suburbs"

"SHEETS" 100% FREE

Salary commensurate with experience. If interested send

117 S. Emerson, Mt.Prospect

kir a

774-9393

$650

Full Time

CONTI BEAUTY SALON

PAID VACATION

ans. phones and keep track
of appts., no medical exper.
req'd., and no Sats. or eves.
$90 wk. Free.

Engineering and Research and Development Departments in the

area of optics, illumination and lens specifications.

,

SHAMPOO GIRL WANTED

and earn

typing and a neat appearance.
You'll learn to greet patients,

-

Apply in person
Mnt. Prosp. Cinema
827 Rand Rd.

PART TIME

DOCTOR'S GIRL
You'll be trained as his receptionist if you have light

$300

CASHIER
Mon. thru Fri.
1
to 5 P.M.
18 yrs. or over.

work

$375 mo.

825--

1481.

ling Meadows.

PUBLIC CONTACT
"ALL DAY - EVERYDAY"

photo copy equipment. Must provide consultation to the

Must have B.S. 1 Physics or equivalent experience in the
designing of opti al systems associated with telescopes,
cameras, or areal viewfinders.

,---

774.9393

7205 N. Meade

OFFICE POSITIONS
Optical engineer capable of creating and evaluating the new
design of optical systems utilized in the present and projected

Vic. of Perk Ridge.

interest and some light clerical skills. Loads of public
contact to $95 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

296-1142
Cleaning woman needed 1 day

MISS PAIGE

OPTICAL ENGINEER
LE 7-5700

Lady wanted to help with invalid man. 5 days a week.

Des Plaines

the spot for a girl with this

FREE LIFE HOSP. INS. CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE..

.

30-Help Wanted-Women

SECRETARY - BILINGUAL

Looking foi a career? Here's

7202 N. Meade

24-Help Wasted Mee

14-Help Wanted Men

---

30-Help Wanted-Women

Spanish & shorthand required

Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

'3 LOCATIONS

Subsidiary of IBM

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

STEADY EMPLOYMENT, AUTOMATIC INCREASES,

CALL "SHEETS"

ONLY

DAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P.M.

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

,

and typing nec. Liberal salary
& benefits. Call 831-8833.

BARRINGTON

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

BASKIN

Eves. & wkends CL 9-2819.

DU 1-2400

Randhurst Center

14-Help Wanted Men

,

,

UNITED

ADVERTISING

PHONE 259-3350

,.

'

;decide until you call us for
:free estimate
Open
;hours 7 days a week
Phone 439-1794

24

PATIO BLOCKS

.2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 20c - Colors 25c
Now available in red, green,

;black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete.
Products Co.

i

t..
--

'

'f

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CI. 5-1015

1

Serving
area

SP 5-4300

1020 NOEL AVENUE

WHEELING

painting.

Free

TRIUMPH & FIAT

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture

Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

Trash Hauling.

Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
& PaPerh ling'

insured,

de-

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

CL 3-7374

Trimming - Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service

.

- Insured .

' 255-0348

.119 Brookfield

Arl. Hghts.

We Rent Most Everything
Tools, Rug & Floor Machines Roll -a -ways . & Hospital Beds, Dishes & Silver

Lawn & Garden

YINI4

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

interior

Equip.'

signing & alterations. Near

UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

824-2865

satisfac-

Also

UNITED RENTALLS.

essmakigSewing

INSPECTORS

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

call Leo's

259-3350

FOUNDRY HELPERS

RUBBISH REMOVAL

GET THE BEST

Service,

styling,

392-3135

esti-

358-4882

Rental Service

imiites. 529-6587.

'

mates.

.

etc. Protective curbing for
'asphalt
driveways.
All
;work guaranteed. Free, es-

Randhurst.

LE 7-5700

removal equipment repaiied

tion guar.
color design.

entire N.W.
Driveways,
patios,

:Individualized

Small Engine Repair

All types of lawn & snow

sng. rimy

the

We will consider retired men. Please come in and see us.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT. AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE -HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

Suburban
Decorators

.ExPer_t .v.iny

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS

;

Bob's

Interior and exterior quality

Paid Sick Leave
Paid Hospitalization
Free Coffee

Gd1;10110 am.

CL 3-7384

Cleaners
Home Maintenance. Fully
Insured.
Free
Estimates
259-5066

Riment Work

Small Engine Repair

ing. Free estimate.

Exp Qual. Workmanship
j
7 days a week service
1Work Guar Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices
.

537-8228

894-3115

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Til-

s

DON'S BLACKTOP
'Driveways and parking lots.
"11 work guaranteed. Don't

Clean.

Painting -Decorating

coang
ti

I

Free est. in your home.
oil & adjust, S3.
24 hr. phone serv.

CL 3-5964

old blacktop. repair & seal

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:
Paid Vacations
Frequent Increases
7 Paid Holidays

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. scrv. on all brands.

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces

'Biggelt Discount Ever

Experienced man with knowledge of ,industrial building maintenance to work nights.

Sewing Machine Repairs

Meyers

j.30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

:

8:00 TO 4:30

Masonry

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving

and

GENERAL MAINTENANCE

For Production Work

PHONE 392-3135

Call 255-7200

Blacktop Work

MEN

BOB'S'
SMALL ENGINE
REPAIR '

For

RENT -ALES

ELECTRICITY -PLUMB I NG

"ID it IN ME

.

NIL Prospect

824-9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

NAS

BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates

;529-0587

Al Pi??? Al

.

T'Al

MATERIAL HANDLERS
Outstanding Career Opportunities For
Experienced Person In Shipping And
Receiving, Position Offers Good Starting-

Pay, Automatic Increases, Sick Leave,
Insurance, Overtime And Advancement.

MARTIN METALS
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N, 12th ST.

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

ASSEMBLERS
PRECISION-MECHANICAL
We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to 'assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.
.

Come in or Call

TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
'

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

1100 'Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
CLearbrook 9-1620

DUnkirk 1-2400

DIVISION OF MARTIN -COMPANY '
.

250 NORTH 12th STREET
(OFF DUNDEE RD:

WHEELING

537-2180

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Oppoirtuifity Employer"
..isammegvia

Barrington
I

-1

THE; DAY

Wednesday, August 24, 1966

.

31-11141 Wanted-1km

'

,10-He1plailed-Wswea
VioNISN OF, MOE CALIBRE'

RESPONSIBLE
:WOMAN'

needed by' Beauty Counselor
Full or 'Part Time. 255-2236
H6STESS; wanted for builder's models. Weekends.
Call 537-6610

For counter,foriMa hat:Marge!' and ice cream store. We
:furnish uniforms: Call or see
Mrs. PecoraroCL 9-4315 '

For

housekseising.'

for elderly women.
Wheeling, Ill.
home

537-2900

.

CORPORATION

All Levels

positions. 37 1/2 hours per

DES PLAINES
296-1142

office. Typist must average

week (8:30 to 4:45). Modern

MEDIA SUPERVISOR
SECRETARY

Call Mrs. Dreams
529-4100

work.- about 5 hours a day -5 days weekly, including Sat.
Good pay. Earn extra income' & meet peoPle-Phone
collect 453-9510..
'

ORCHID . CLEANERS

uuuw

PART TIME

Steady

full time. '$60 for 40 hours.

Will Train. Dryden Clearner,
200 S. Dryden, Arlington
.
Hts. CL 5-8840.

IMMEDIATE WORK"

.

PART TIME.
RECEPTIONIST
,WANTED

.

.

'

$75 BONUS

Randhurst
Corporation Office
3 nights a week, good typing
ability, interesting, diversified position $1.85 per hour.
Call Mr. Paul Dasso

akAuaa,umt.

fi'''

1100 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows. Illinois
CLeerbrook 9-1620
.

,

.

.

Paid Vacations

RIGHT GIRL

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

WHEELING

.

._ ..

.

.

..

.

.

Arl.Hts.

26 -Help Mated Mee Or Women

Join

,

MACHINISTS

.

722 Kensington

Join A Profit Sharing Company

537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)
-

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

IVIale & female

DIVISION OF MARTIN, COMPANY
,

Don Arndt

Apply

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Wan

....,

Tool Makert

.

....Varied ' Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and 'Assembly Tools.
,

INTERVIEWING:

.

Mill Hands
.

..

-

-

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings nil 7:30 pm

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and

Boring Machine Operators

Precision boring experierice desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Drill Prets Operators
Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean,' 'Well -lighted; air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience; Excellent. company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

.

'

8.14; 1g..3 -drawer dresser,

bookkeeping credit or sales

As a Spiegel credit clerk

will keep customer
accounts up-to-date, approve
you

charge purchases and help

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.

folding bed complete, animal
crate 36x30124, kitchen table
& 6 chairs. 392-2622.
RATTAN BAR, formica top.
6 ft. long. Exc.cond.392-8926
Evenings.
Swivel rocker, curved sect%

benefits.

54, W. Palatine Rd.

Palatine. Ill.

August 25, 26, 27
9 AM to 8 PM
110 S. Redbush Lane
Prospect Heights

LAMBS' PET FARM.
Helping

mentally retarded.

Puppies, kitten*, monkeys.

,...

,

'

As an employee.of AMPEX you will qualify

Bird! of the World exhibit.
and 'tropical- fish.
Children's tame pet ,pasture
Tri-State. Tollway .at Rt. 176
Libertyville
EM 2-4636

Garden veg. and fruit stand

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates

.

*Regular wage

increases
*Paid, 2 week vacations after one year
service.

.

*Machine. Operators ..
*General''Factory
*Machinery Repairmen
*,Shipping Clerk

*Company paid

insurance

.

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
* Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Mite, Call or Visit %.
C.M. Smith

26 -Help Warded Men Or Women.

II coNEX.
..., .

,

4r
VV

.

isiviszow
Mt S: Nr.

.

ILLINOIS' TOOL

wales me

-

,

-

4:00 P. M.

Our
advancement.
fringe, benefits in-

8:00 A.M. to

clude a Tuition Re-

Saturday
12 Noon

fund Plan, Employee
many
and
Store,
others. Please apply
in person.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A N4 olrieGhl r0710......

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
.1.1.11. GUI 1..17
A &I.A..1
SM

1/2 Mile N. of North
Avenue on

Wolf Road
.

400 North Wolf Road:
Northlake,Illinois

An Equal Opportunity
Employer
(4 & F)

1 Mile W. of
Mannheim Road

cu 1.7qX1.

Northlake, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity.
Employer
,

(M & F)

.

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
Has Job Openings For

CLERK TYPISTS
DICTAP,HONE OPERATORS
Apply Personnel Department
1881 Nolthwest Highway

Park Ridge

JR.'KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
NORTH SUBURBAN COMPANY

Has an opening for
KEY. PUNCH OPERATOR

WITH 6 months to 1 year's experience
058 Machines preferred
GOOD START'S SALARY

and excellent company benefits

392-7691

CONTACT MRS. LUCCHESE

26 -Help Manta Men Or Mimeo

AT 272-A500

"

IMPORT' MOTORS OF CHICAGO,
'3737 Lake -Cook Road
Deerfield, Illinois
'
An Equal Opportunity Employer'

Plastic molding factory. Lite work, male or female 18 to 65.
Ideal working conditions. new air-conditioned plant.Openings
on 1st and 2nd shift or part time. See Bill Johnson 9 to 3:30
or call 439-4044 for appointment.

CONTINUOUS. MOLD ING CORP.
250 E. Hamilton Dr.

Arlington Heights.

Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. West of 83

.

An Equal: Opportunity Employer,

' Dictaphone operator, Key Punch operator, NCR operator and'
clerical positions now available. Good starting salaries and:
excellent possibility for advancement.

NUMEROUS BENEFITS:

Paid Hospitalization
Paid Sick Leave
Free Coffee

Paid Vacations
Pension Plane

7 Paid Holidays

1100 Hicks Road -

MALE & FEMALE-

-

CL 9-1820
-NO AGE LIMIT

Meadows

A.M. & P.M. Routes or Both

WAGE & SALARY

Hours Approx;

ADMINISTRATION
,
.

.

.

,

.

Position available for a person' capable of assuming wage. and:,
salary admirdstratiOn duties. Duties involve the formulation
-of job descriPtions, analysis of duties and assignment of rate'

"Phone 439-0923

439-8700.

GENERAL OFFICE

GILD (Oa, me.

DRIVERS

Elk Grove Village

"Fla,-

.

Friday

8:00 A. M. to

Sizes 7 ihru 16 for Miss & Mrs.

2201 Lunt Rd.

/4101111kir NOSO OCIS INAINCIL ILLINOIS SOSIS
TSIJONIONe

0.14 kQutitoppoi4uNitY., EMPLOYER

9:00 P. M.

There are interesting
positions which offer
an
opportunity for

Over 200 garments.
720 S.Kasper Arlington His.

.

.

Interviewing
Monday thru
Thursday
8:00 A. M. to

ENGINEERING
ALES
ACCOUNTING.
LABORATORIES.

A.M. Dresses, skirts,
suits, coats, formals, etc.

Paid Training, Free' Baby Sitting Service.
/Hospitalization, Major- Medical,, Life Insurance.
Year Round Work If Desired.

.

' 296-2266

available in our

10

2;30 - 4;30 P.M.

.

CALL OftAPPLY- WALTER'J. HANSEN,
,

positions

have

August 25, 26, 27

- 6;30 -; 8;30 A.M.

..

..

We

BASEMENT SALE

for many company. benefits such as

.

* Complete, company-paid insurance prograM
* CoMpany paid pennon plan
* 9 paid'holtdays (eligible, immediately)
* 2 weeks'vacation after ,12year
* Excellent-starting Salary, .

Please apply in person

Stenographers

PURCHASING EXPEDITER

*Forrning Machine Oprs,
*Extrusion' Oprs.
(Will Train)

Drill Press
-Tapping

Arl. Hts.

Reptiles

GENERAL HELP WANTED
Follow up purchase order with vendors.

-ALL SHIFTS OPEN

Punch Press

722 Kensington

Some experience In use of miscellaneous machine shop

Wdrk.Neat ,Flo me
.

No Sundays

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

'GARAGE SALE

equipment.

.

Full or Part Time

now' open .Daily and Sunday.

Call 358-9100 or write:
Dean of Business Affairs

EXPERIENCED

Good Pay - Good Tips

fir. lamp, radio, pole lamp,

CALL 255-7500.
For interview appointment
Miss Green

HARPER COLLEGE.

MACH INESHOP SETUP- MAN

Opportunity:To Advance'

4 folding chairs, 2 snow tires

towel bar, chair & foot stool,
I
ing neld for women -and the t G.E. frostiess refrig., sewing
table,
blond end tables & cot ..chance..for_advancement--is fee table,
2 table liMps.
best with a nation-wide com392-1893
pany such as Speigel--Credit
Ironrite Ironer. 28" Schwinn
headquarters for America.
You'll enjoy good pay and. bicycle. 392-4068.
many big company benefits
Soft Water $5.00 a month'
such as discount on merchandise, vacations with pay, Johnson Water Softener. '
FL 9-3200
hospitalization, many others. CL 5-1107

fringe

any ambition individual.

,

,

ceptive of employer's work,
executive secretarial exper- tense. Competitive salary,

Experience in mechanical electrical & liyout will qualify

..

.

.

31 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

PREC I S ION ASSEMBLERS

INSPECTORS

.

Mr. Mahon

An above average job for girls
or women with background'of

Personable individual as secretary to Dean of Students of
William Raney Harper College.. Shorthand . and filing
competency, versatile per-

.

' BARRINGTON
An EqUil Opportunity' 'EmploYer

CL 9-4000

SECRETARY WANTED

No experience necessary as we will train.

550,

Experience preferred

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

Serving America since 1865.

ASSEMBLERS

AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
..
W. %Northwest Hwy.

Commercial Tellers &
Savings Tellers

SPIEGEL CATALOGCENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY

experience desirable.

- 8100' p.m...
p.m.
11:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

'

FULL TIME

-

Machine
Operators

WAITRESSES NEEDED

Safe Deposit Vault.
Attendant

Experience in procurement of parts or related items and

must.

CHICAGO.

'

ARNAR-STONE LABS. INC.
601 Kensington Road
(1/2 Mi. E. of Randhurst)
An equal opportunity employer

PART. TI ME

JUNIOR PLANNERS

Ability IA read bile prints. micrometers and indicators is

COME. IN, OR CALL Di.i.1-2400

call 255-0300 for more information about this challenging
opportunity with a rapidly
growing business in the field

SPIEGEL

knowledge of production scheduling.

Mud be able to set-up and operate.

.

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN

BOWLING" :'StASON NOW
OPEN

If, you believe that you qualify

MRS. BARKER

women in our new plants

-

quality. Shorthand is an asset
but not a requirement.

Credit is the fastest grow::

LA

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Typing should be of the highest

537-6100

NOW

Good Pay - Good Tips

439-8866

MART/A/ METALS

SEASON

Full or Part Time

DUFF -NORTON' CO.

801 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove, III.

and who is able to write a
good
neat liter herself.

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

GENERAL OFFICE

tion and life insurance, shift bonui and overtime.

250 N. 12th ST.

BOWLING

LIGHT SHORTHAND

These positions offer. good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalisa-

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

Call Jane Nelson

PHONE 827-1108

SECRETARY

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

,

Temporary Service

259-0500
.

discount store, 9555 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles..

Hours 9-5 p.m.,

Interesting and diversified duties. Congenial, modern, air
conditioned office. Excellent
company benefits..

hollywood bed, 39" electric
range, dinette table & chairs,

console T.V. Twin headboard
392-0386 after- 4

of medicine. 35 hour week.

Alert, conscientious woman
with good transcribing skills.

Top Rates

06

CASHIERS

FLOOR HELP

being a real assistant to him

PLUS

Wills First 5 Days Pay

Saturda'i. '
1142 N. Walnut
Ari, Hts.
Beautician : style hairdryer,
complete with stand, full con...;
trots. Like new. Se1Hng beloW
Cost $27.50.
CL. 3-8127:
80-11elp Wanted-Wisen

'

Full or part time, many ben-

Our Scientific Director needs
.a secretary who. is capable of

25.3-1811

.115:11.P.,McCulloch

eledtrfe start witkgenerator :
and , auto bailer. Excellent
for skiing or, fishing. $445.

32 -Miscellanies: Merchandise 'NEIGHBORHOOD
GARAGE.
BALE ' Thursday, Friday,

MUST SELL Comp. twin size

SECRETARY

DICTAPHONE
STENOGRAPHER

'

'

transportation.,,
537-6610

BR 8-5500 Mr. Shanley

civic organization. Guarantee
daily. Car and knowledge of

14' runabout.fiberglassed with,

trailer.

HE 7-9010.

An equal opportunity employer

LIGHT DELIVERY
WORK

Transferredt'Keninore washer $65, Hotpoint Iletrig. $30,
4 bar stools cashioned bick
seat $16. 259-3515, after 6`-

".

falo Grove. Must have

-967-8331 Mr. Michaels or.

Accounting & Sales Depts.
DES PLAINES
296-1142

or -Months -You -Want -

$10 BONUS

Campbell & Dunton Sts.
CL 3-1360

Several factory positions now available. Good starting salary
..
and excellent possibility for advancement.,
,'
Stock Men
Inspector
'Tool 'Maker
Draftsman
Tool Crib Helper
Carton closers.
Drill Press Operator
Parcel Post Worker
Punch Press Set up Man

builder's models in Buf-

.enta, including profit sharing.
Permanent openings. New

CLERK -TYPISTS.
STENO -TYPISTS

Arlington -Htsv-area- nee-,
essary.

Work Close To Home

FIRST , ARLINGTON
NATIONAL BANK

JOB .HUNTING..?

blk. east ',of Randhursi)

Absolutely no selling. Delivery of tickets for local

Full Time

.

For. interview' appointment
Mt. Prospect Nursery School
for
Cleaning
woman

Prospect

(1

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks

Typists

BOOKKEEPING' DEPT.
.

,

ARNAR-STONE :LABS, INC.
601 E.', Kensington

24 N. Main, '
Mount Prospect

14 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Waited Mel

255-0300

Nursery School - Part Time
4 hours a.'day
Call CL. 34877

+1 --rte.

'46

32-Miscellezeels Merchandise

COOK

.AND

COUNTER CLERK.

1300 N. Meacham Rd.
(Near Golf Road)
Schaumburg, Illinois

background
. 296-1142
Des Plaines

'Call Mrs. dox

sonable woman for counter

' An equal opportunity eMPloYer,

Reliance Life Ins. Co.

Prefer broadcast

!

:For More information and to
arrange for interview.

TEMPORARY

8501 West Higgins
Road
Chliago, 111..60631
Tel: (312)693-30211

40 to 45 w.p.m.

transcribing experience: The
work Is interesting and the of-'
lice congenial.,

COUNTER CLERK

Part time. Will train per-

'

Subsidiary of IBM

-:

259-3400,

Mmediate openings. Full time

SECRETARIES

atencigrphic. or machine

EMBERS RESTAURANT

THE SERVICE BUREAU '

CLERK TYPISTS

'

Apply after 5 PM
-Ask for' Allen

girls with High. School education. Full or part-time.Day
or night shift. Apply:

Dining

PART-TIME TYPIST
For , machine'. : transcribing.,
Must be excellent typist with _

(Lunch)

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS.

^-144.11

I

80 -Help Wanted-Wemei

30 -Help Walted-Womee

WAITRESSES

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for

Room aneNurses Aides in

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Highway,
'
Arlington Heights

IBM'

SEC requires key punchoper-

WOMEN.NEEDED

-

10 -Help Waited -Worn

30 -Help Wanted -Women

1

ranee. ter all' hourly and salary emploYees. Individual must'
be a- college-, graduate or have equivalent experience :in.the
-area of wage and salary administration.
If interisted send resume in confidence to:

Mr. R. S. Mazurek
MICROSTATICS DIVISION OF
COOK COUNTY SCHOOL BUS; INC.
3040

BuSSE
7ARLINGTOH 'HEIGHTS; ILL:

-".

S. C. M. CORPORATION

6119 W. Howard

Niles, Illinois

31 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

'

M.eics - boys sweater samples
famous brands, all styles,
Wholesale. Mens-M. Boys 12.

31 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

CHORD ORGAN AND BENCH

301 Chevy. black rods & pistons. Weiand 4 carb. manifold
with carbs & linkage. $200 or
offer. 255-3784
For sale: 2 column Speaker
System. Phone: CL 5-3525.
Sealy hide -a -bed complete,
cedar chest, drum table,
Roper deluxe gas range, 9x18
acrilon rug & pad, lg. mirror,
Maytag auto. washer, whatnot
shelves, Culligan water softener, curtains drapes & misc.

Male German Shep. Pure
Bred (no papers) 8 wk. old.

$20.00
259-4875

992-9409

ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES

Office Workers & Others

30 -Help Wanted -Women.

800 Good High FashionDresses Less Than Wholesale. Appointment only.
LEE'S SAMPLES
WHOLESALE SHOWROOM

Hoorn 502
Webster Hotel
DI 8-6800

SECRETARY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

items. Everything in good con -

TO

EMPLOYMENT

INDUSTRIAL,

MANAGER

11:30 P.M. to

Our

modern

new

Plant has an opening
for registered nurse,
some industrial nursing experience desirable. We have a well
-equipped,---air condi-

Ability to deal with
people effectively and
Excellcourteously.

ent typing skills required -with- -averageability. This
steno
offers interest
job
and a challenge to the
gal who enjoys an active position. Many
fine fringe benefits.

tioned Medical
partment.

De-

Deep Freeze DeLuxe, fair
condition. Some repair need-

Next -to -new shop

717 Kirchoff Rd.
Arlington Heights
from

10 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Everyone welcome

fits. Please apply in
person or call for
an appointment, 562-

A

Revere 8 m.m. camera & projector, also accessories.Exc.

Condit. Reasonable. CL 55043.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Temporary
OFFICE WORKERS

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

J.L.164.4 J C6.94,... IC)

Most Daysies Won't Tell
But A rlington Daysie
says STIVERS is

A IAleobo 4,,i1A.GTail..4o1Cepasoot

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

WONDERFUL

Work Days,

Employer

Employer

(M & F)

(M & F)

Weeks or Months
Top Rates
Convenient Locations

Complete

living rm. outfit:

chairs, sofa, lamps, tables,
Danish modern. Best offer.
Excellent cond. Call CL 548 -Household Appliances

G.E. Filterflow washer, automatic. Good condition. $25.

5522.

253-4311

White toy poodle puppy, best
of litter. AKC reg. Champion
blood lines. This male is very

55 -Musical Instruments

11 mos. Tri-level townhouse

3 blks. RR station, Central
air cond., Avail. Oct. I. 2552491.

16 -To Rat Houses

3 bdrm. completely furn. or
unfurn. home. Gar. and finished bsmt. CL 3-2451.
Older home, 9 rooms, 5 bed-

& quality. Call eves only -

3744.

rms., gas heat, 1 1/2 baths,
2 car gar. 1 Blk. from town
on So. side. $165 mo. For

392-7855.

Electric Guitar,2 pickups with
amp. 1 month old. $160 value,

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

sacrifice -$100._ Many -extras. CL 5-4190 beofre 6.
Thomas

Schnauzer - 8 wks.raised with

exc. cond. low price. ALSO
Bundy B -flat clarinet, like

CL. 3-1576.

392-1637

new.

Beautiful 1 yr. old AKC German Shepherd, for sale to a
good home. Very good disposition. HE 7-1309.

Upright piano in good condition. Reasonable. 259-3224.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

INCOME PROPERTY

66 -Business Opportunities
BARRINGTO1

ALMOST NEW BRICK 4 APT.
BUILDING $630.00 PER. MO.
INCOME. CONVENIENT. LOCATION -- $67,500.00

HOUSE & GARAGE SALE

elec.

chandelier,

wired; beds - furniture - lots
morel Reas.. - CL 9-0043.
MIRROR 90" x 30"

COMMERCIAL STONE

S. Elm

BUILDING -- HEART OF
TOWN LOCATION - 3 IN-

CL 3-0956
Furniture & furnishings: Patio
furniture, yard and play

residence.

392-192C

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for

model VL 1. Full pedal board,

T.L.C. champ. sired. AKC.

Antique

appt. call CL 5-1604.

Organ 2 keyborad,

9728.

1223

OPEN SUNDAYS

PHONE DU 1-3434

Weddings

Family needs 3 bdrm home.
Prefer, Forest View or Prospect Sch. Dist. References.
PH. 437-0402.

House, 2 to 3 bdrms in Arl.
Hts, Rolling Meadows or Mt.
Prosp. area. 253.8024 after 5.

a good memory may qualify you_

for one or all of these positions
Excellent working conditions

NEW IN....
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
4 BDR. BI -LEVEL

2

Baths

- 2 Car Gar.

Carpet
All Appliances
Fully Imp. Lot

if Interested, please call

MRS. LUCCHESE AT 272-5500
for an appointment

IMPORT MOTORS OF CHICAGO
An Equal Opportunity Employer

LIGHT FACTORY. WORK

who have good typing
skills on the Electric and Manuel typewriter. General office:
clerical backand

ALSO

.

ground

is

desired.

positions are
available in the following departments:

These

Everything Included

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
NIGHT SHIFT OPENING

PERSONNEL
SALES

ENGINEERING.

Call or come in and see our modern air conditioned plant.
APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE

House: 1:00 P.M. To 9:00 P.M.

OR 3-6600 EXT9 339

SHIPPING
Please apply in person
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

-

HOSTESS

CONEX

DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

elDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC
1901 IL MT. PROSPECT 110.90 DES PUMMEL ILLINOIS 50019
TELEPHONE, 296.2264

An Equal Opportunity

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Employer
(M & F)

NIGHTS $2.00 - $2.25 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
APPLY IN PERSON

$27,500

Arlington Ills.

Greenbrier,
392-6655 before 4 p.m.
CL 5-2204 after 4 p.m.

Palatine -.6 Rm. brick ranch.
3 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, att.
gar., jalousied encl, porch,
built-in- gas -oven-&- range,refrig., washer &
carptg,
dryer, new storms/asreens,
pastel plmbg. Low taxes. Low

'60 Chev. 4 Dr.auto.Ex.cond.

Like new tires, new battery

$500. Plus 2 snow tires &
wheels $25. CL.3-8519 before
3 PM.

1962 DYNAMIC "88" OLDS
2 DR. HT., P.B., P.S., Auto
Trans W/W Black, white top.
Red int. One owner. Clean.

Call after 6 p.m. 827-5332.
THE DODGE BOYS
Roselle Dodge

25 S. Park Roselle, Ill
44- CHEV-Impala,-.2. dr..11/TW/W, P/S, V-8 $1450. Ph.
CL 5-9798

1956 Pontiac 4 Dr. H.T. Automatic Trans. P.S.,P.B., $300.
or best offer. CL 3-2758

'62 Olds Dynamic 88, Power
steering and brakes $1,200.

BARRINGTON
in-laws, horses? Perfect for
you -- Williamsburg Colonial
home on 7.6 acres. 6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces,
large dining room, beautiful
family room w/booiccases.
Towering shade trees, pasture

and pond for horses, 4 stalls
in barn, 3 -ca r garage. reduced
for quick sale -- $56,900.

COUNTRY ACRE close to Village. 4 bedrooms, study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in

living room and dining -L. 2 car garage. Owner transf. reduced to $29,000. Quick possession.

Brick home in convenient lo-

study. rec room w/brick fireplace -- 1 1/2 baths. garage.
Quick possession -- $23,900.

CL 3-6512

Chevelle Malibu super
sport 2 - door hardtop, 327'65

4 -speed, post, cam, low mileage. $2100. 392-1597.

1959 Plymouth Belvedere 4 Dr., hardtop, good cond.$100.
CL 5-1479.
Aft. 6 p.m.

Ford, 6 cyl. Stick $75

'56

Runs good. Ph. 392-7765 or
725-0535. Ask for Dave.
'56 Buick hardtop, cream,

good looking. Needs a little

work. $95. 439-2677.

1957 Chevy 4 -door V-8, Radio,

automatic transmission, power brakes and steering. Good

condition. Best offer. HE 74112.

Pontiac

1958

Dr. V-8,

4

A/Trans.

255-5842

'59 Chevy with '64 disassembled Corvette engine, sun
253-1224

gauges.

'65 Rambler. 10 month waranty left. Asking $1495.
253-5476
101 -Automobiles Wanted

$22,950

Remodeled older home with
attached 2 car garage- in a

cation. Walkirig distance' to
all conveniencbs,

'

'

$34,000

Come In And See Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler -Patellae
3 .-''Cleah Cars Wanted

,

,Best Prices Paid
Palatine

MUSTANG MTRS.
110 -Bicycles

3 bedroom Ranch in country
club section of Mt. Prospect. SCHWINN 15 speed
Familyroom & 2 car attached
Good condition
-

Bike

Call 392-8575

99 -Automobiles For Sale

CEE EDDY

2 car garage with fenced in
yard. Close to schools, shopping and transportation. Ask-

"DODGE CITY"

ing $26,900

500 CARS IN STOCK

ELK GROVE

charming 6 rm. ranch with
attached garage is hard to
beat, large family room,
kitchen with every extra, including built in oven, range,
dish washer and dryer toot!
Large fenced in rear yard
possession. Ready for school
Asking $22,900

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
,
Multiple Listing Service
88 -Real EstatelVacant

Open 9 to 9

CL 5-6920 Arl. His.
99 -Automobiles For Sale

41.4497- 'SALES & SERVICE.
Built by

NO GIMMICKS!
NO COME ON!
JUST HONEST DEALS!

BRAND NEW 1966

TWO 3/4 ACRE LOTS

CORONET 11440"

Palatine township.
Cash or terms.
Call CL 3-5915 after 5:30

Dodge's "Hottest" Model!
Auto. Trans., Power Steer-

CHOICE

RESIDENTIAL LOTS

BRUNS
1714 N/W HWY.

the ages 20 - 35 for the position of: CASHIER -HOSTESS.

Northlake, Illinois.

patio. Immediate possession

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
LOCATION
A beautiful bi-level 2 full
baths, 3 bdrms., family room,

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance
program.
DAYS $1.85 - $2.00 PER HOUR

centralized air, att. garage,
built-in oven & range, wallto-wall carpeting, fully landscaped, storms & screens,

garage.

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between

400 North Wolf Road

Eves. - 677-5717

259-3535

A At...b.e *10. GTO /ad, J Grow.sW

296-2266

R&H, W.W., V-8 P.S. Prvt.
owner. Must sell. 253-1652.

3 Bedrm.bi-leve1.11/2batlui,

ART -WAY BUILDERS

on extra size lot. Immediate

CASHIER

BY OWNER

choice- Arlington Hetghtu

Any way you measure it this

Fcr Appointment Call Miss Lofstrom

$225 or best offer., 358-2699
after 6 P.M.
'66 Chevy Impala wag.(green).

Clean Used Cars Wanted

...$32,500

Many company benefits including Profit Sharing & Merchandise Discount.

4 p. m. - Midnight
Midnight - 8 a. m.
Women needed for packaging & inspecting of our plastic
containers. Work is light and clean. Company benefits
include paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical and
life insurance, 9 laid holidays, 2 weeks paid vacation.

SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

CL 3-7737

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

943-8500

Hours: 8:00 A.M. To 4:15 P.M.

tractive lot. By owner $18,800.

OPEN SUNDAYS

Call Mrs. Rayner

TYPISTS
SECRETARIES
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
RECORDS CLERKS

Din. Rm. 2 car garage. At-

358-3842
1959

Phone DU 1-3434

provide own transportation. Excellent starting salary. Meals
and uniforms furnished.

We Have Immediate Openings For:

Plymouth convertible.
White with red interior. Firestone. champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission.

126 W. Main St. Barrington
4 BDR. COLONIAL

INSURANCE COMPANY
7770 FRONTAGE ROAD, SKOKIE

remodeled inside & out. Sep.

DAYTON NANCE R.E.

For industrial caterer in Mt. Prospect area. 5 day, week,
permanent work. Short hours that can be adjusted. Must

ALLSTATE

'65 Mustang 289. convt. R/H,
w/w, low mileage, Exc. cond.

panelled family room. Car.
tile bath & kitchen. Newly

room, large attic
w/stairs for expansion --

Model. at, 1419 N. Chestnut:

We have a variety
of openings for gals

99 -Automobiles For Sale

dining

Will arrange interview at ,10cation by appointment.

o

CL 5-1845

$33,900

Arlington Hgts.2bdrm.ranch,

cation -- 2 bedrooms, large

...$29,000

AND

'

Residential

rm, brick bi-level bathe, att.
2 car garage, paneled rec.
rm. w/fireplace finest loc

86 -Real Estate -Houses

VENDING HOSTESS

Clerk Typists

FOLZ REALTY
- Commercial
CL 5-3535
1810 E.,N/W Hwy. Arl. Hts.

ARL. HTS. - Distinctive 9 bed-

HAVE YOU CHILDREN. dogs,

82 -Wanted To Rent

BUFFET

Room 113

,

-

$20's. 358-9584.

Parties

Finished Family Room
30 -Help Wanted -Women

96 -Real Estate Wanted

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Graduations, etc.
...AMERICAN LEGION HALL'
Hon Wheeler:
CL3-2973

COMES.,.

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
126 W. Main St. Barrington

Wednesday, August 24, -1966

BR. 302 N. Pine 1 blk library,

Trumpet Conn Constellation,
silver. Excellent condition
with good case. $200. CL 3-

stud dog or family pet. Must
see to really appreciate size

THE DAY

Sub -let 7 mos., Arl. Hts, 2

small & will make a beau.

Lifesavers, Inc.

CLERK -TYPIST
Typing and shorthand skills,
competent figure aptitude or

1

furnished apt. 3 short blocks
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Oct. 1. For
259-4901
appt. call

rm." & basement $160. Avail.
Sept. 1st. 299-4537

ed. $10 or best offer. 259-

24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332- 5210

and company benefits.
3%,
;
,_
Starting sai. lariesidoftrateRsdettliv ri tinIA
with experience ;and qualifications.

Arlington Het ghts . 2 bdr m. un-

2 bdrms, 1 1/2 bath. Family

9250.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Prof. Level

14 -To Rent Apartments

537-5049.

lington Hts. CL 9-3085

Randhurst Center

room for teacher or

Protestant employed person.
Arl. Hgts. CL. 3-3132.

Sublet Apt. Wolf & Central

Mayfair Rd. (Stonegate) Ar-

NORTH SUBURBAN COMPANY

Quiet

engine car, $3; 2 infant seats,
1 canvass 1 plastic $1.50 ea.

a good home. FREE CL 9-1873

tinguished

located in Deerfield
has interesting openings
in GENERAL OFFICE WORK
'of the following types:
STENOGRAPHERS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK

2

ket (it rocks), $5; child's fire

ground equipment from dis-

GENERAL OFFICE

1101

baby buggy, $15; comb. walker Jump chair, $5; baby bas-

Cute puppies are looking for

114

An Equal Opportunity

An Equal Opportunity

Dark maple twin bed, $25;

Poker, table - seats 8. Birch _Minlatur_e_.__ poodles,- a Is 0 -diteellatiredlitlition;-- Schnauzer pups. AKC, shots,
439-6650.
wormed, home raised. 639

7100, Ext. 723.
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

773-0252

after 12 noon

male boxers, AKC. 437-

512 W. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-8477
Mt. Pros.
BARGAIN SALE

40 -Camera Optical Goods

Many employee bene-

and delivery arranged.

4691
2

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

homes. Save up to 70% Terms

358-1019

FREE kittens to good homes.
CL 9-3183.

St. Simons Episcopal Church

from builders deluxe model

Hand Knitted Coat, will block
from size 12 - 18. Brand new.
Light rusty brown color.
CL 9-8972
Miniature Schnauzer AKC
register. Stud Service 255-

CopyFlex (Bruning) Model 100
New $495. Asking $125.

FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Aug. 31

7:30 A.M.
Our

597-9040

2459.

Coloramic Tile Co.

!!!HELP!!!
Must sell dliplay furniture

Free Kittens, 6 wks. old Call

items. Everything in good
W.
Davis
condition.
7
Hgts. Schreiber, Ap 1.

NURSE
Professional
ManEmployment
ager needs an experienced Secretary.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Palatine
Barrington Areas
$3,500 to $8,800

Most may be purchased 1/3
down, 42 months to pay. Shop
in and see Plats.

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY
434 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800
Palatine
Open 9 to 9
86 -Real Estate -Houses

2 DOOR HARDTOP

ing, Safety Group, Vinyl Interior, DeLuxe Chrome, Full
Factory Equipment..

$2298
BIG SELECTION OF NEW

'66's - ALL MODELS

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"
7250 W. DEVON
Call SF 8-6616
OPEN EVES. A SUNDAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Avanti Motor Corp.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

LADIES

300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE '

-DO YOU WANT-

64 AVANT I R1

ASSEMBLERS
Electronic component manufacturer has limited

openings on 2nd or 3rd shifts, full or part-

We will consider retired ladies. Please come in
and see us. Free life and hospital insurance.

time. Experience not necessary. We will train.

64 HAWK
Automatic floor shift, P/S
11.,R. Vinyl Roof..

$1795
62 T -BIRD

Automatic trans.

Radio,

heater, W/W

61.CHEVROLET

APPLY

Impala, 4 dr. sports, automatic trans, V -I3
.

AT

SP 5-4300
Wheeling

ELECTRONICS

666 GARLAND. PLACE

DES PLAINES

'AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

tELLEL.,

,R4

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'

$775

TRW
A nice place to.work

EXCLUSIVES'..

$3795

$1495

Wiring and Soldering

1020 Noel Avenue

OF THE TIM

new

8:00 TO 4:30

_____

A 6/091

With Air Conditioning like

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES?
CONVENIENT WORKING HOURS?
' PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS?'
FREE HOSP ITAL & LIFE INSURANCE?

LE 7-5700

1)

USED CARS .
PRICED TO SELL

ARLINGTON
MOTORS
1020 N.W. HWY

Arlington Heights
CL 9-2707

Beautiful 4 Bedroom home on quiet Cul-De Sac - choice
location for park, pool & ,schools. Immaculate condition carpeting plus many extras - 2 1/2 baths - Family Room
$43,900.
with beautiful custom Fireplace
123 8. ARLINGTON Hrs. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000

" Member of Multip

150 8. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150
Listing Service

k4

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE. PROPER USE AND FUNCTION OF
DAY PUBLICATIONS WANT AD. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

YOUR MOTHER-IN-LAW IS COMING
FOR ONE OF HER EXTENDED VISITS.
YOU_SHOULIL.__

WITH YOU HAS BEEN OUT OF WORK
_FOR 6____YEARS.__Y_OU_SHOULD__.:,

a. Move?
b. Cry a lot?
c. Leave a copy of Day Want Ads on
her dressing table with the furnished
rooms classification circled- in red?

CHOOSE ONE

2 YOUR WIFE'S DOG IS LOST.
YOU SHOULD

4 YOUR 34 YEAR OLD SON WHO LIVES

. .

a. Put him up for adoption?
b. Move while he's asleep?
c. Place a situations wanted Day
Want Ad to help him find work?

CHOOSE ONE

5

YOUR APARTMENT HOUSE HAS BEEN

1/2 VACANT FOR. 6 MONTHS. YOU
SHOULD

a. Give the left over dog food to your
neighbor for his dog?

c. find the dog through a low-cost
Day lost and found Want Ad?

fir

dark glasses?

c. find tenants and fill vacancies with
a low-cost, quick -action Day Want

RCM'

Ad?

CHOOSE ONE

CHOOSE ONE

YOUR CAR IS ON ITS LAST LEGS.

YOU SHOULD

. . .

a. Give it to your mother-in-law?
b. Junk it?
ta

. .

'a. file bankruptcy?
b. Change your name and wear

.

b. Cancel your membership in the
- kennel club?

....

c. Sell it through a Day Quick -Action
Want Ad and find another car in
the used car for sale classification?

CHOOSE ONE

6. YOUR WIFE HAS BEEN NAGGING YOU
TO DO THE YARD WORK. YOU HATE
YARD WORK. YOU SHOULD
a. Run away to Tahiti?
b. Cement your lawn and paint it green?
c. Find a gardener through Day Want
Ads?

CHOOSE. ONE

100%. OF OUR SAMPLE. ANSWERED "C' FOR ALL SIX QUESTIONS.
"C" IS THE CORRECT ANSWER. IF YOU AD 50% OR BETTER CORRECT
OF THE SIX QUESTIONS .ASKED ... YOU ARE READY TO USE THE

......

ore

6

,WEATHER
Tonight: Fair; Low in the
Friday: Mostly
upper 50s.
sunny; High lathe lower 80s.

Volume I, No. 92

Neinstancl Price 10 C.ents

MOUnt Prospect, III., 60056

117 S. Main St.

Chain Cms
Injures Cyclist
A
ported

hurst waiting for traffic to clear so she

1,9:year-old motorcyclist was rein satisfactory condition after

could turn left onto Golf Rd.

She began making the turn, she said.
when northbound traffic had cleared and

an accident that involved four vehicles
Wednesday.

Phillip L. Olson ,of Wood Dale, Ill.,
Family
underwent surgery in Holy

--FIFifsiffil,
ed.

Des

Pla flits,

the

said she saw a motorcycle approaching

tutors -report-

herandiried-to-stop before thectollision.

.

Mount Prospect police issued Olson

ticket for driving too fast for con-

a

k

ditions in a chain - reaction accident at

his cycle

told

police

north on Elmhurst and was

a truck which backed into a fourth vehicle (not shown).

$25 Fine
For Stop
On Tracks
Alfred E. Fuller, 50, of
Bensenville, whose car stalled
on the Chicago & North Western Railway tracks before a
locomotive hit it, was fined

$25 in Mount Prospect court

Zoning Curb
Proposed for
Cook Coun

en Miller, 19, of Chicago.

Stejskal and Miss Miller were both
facing west on Golf Rd. and were stopped at the red light when the accident

Arlington Heights is taking its battle with the Cook
County Zoning Board to Springfield.
The village seeks to curtail powers of the county in
deciding zoning with I 1/2 miles of the village limits.
Two resolutions adopted by wants municipalities to have
the village on Tuesday are ad- the same jurisdiction in zoning

to the Illinois Muni- us they now have in applicacipal League and the North- tion of comprehensive plans
dressed

west

Municipal

Conference

The village charges that Cook

BY BRUCE CUTLER

failing to obey railroad cross-

Lawyers yesterday chal-

lenged the qualifications of
In finding Fuller guilty of the,
charge -Judge' Simon S. Porter" Peter
Prospect buil ing and zon,
advised Fuller that 'motorists
ing director. to testify that
upon entering a railroad cross-

The village is unhappy with
zoning decisions of

several

Cook

County,

including

the

now famous case of the Tally
Ho Apartments

THE VILLAGE wants

the

General Assembly to strip the
county of power to enact and
enforce

within

It says such action renders ineffective the comprehensive plans and subdivision control ordinances in the county.
County zoning policies have
placed a burden upon the municipalities, undermined muninities

ordinances
zoning
the specified area. It

cipal zoning ordinances and de-

complex is unsafe.
Retten testified but was not

that he had been waved through
the intersection of U.S. 14

crosstexamined in a hearing
before Master in Chancery

and Illinois 83, on which he
.was traveling south, by a con-

at

blocked the way, he said. His
car stalled and he was unable

She told police she was stopped in
the intersection' headed south on. Elm-

Howard Arvey in his chambers
N. LaSalle St., Chicago.
Master Arvey is hearing
testimony in Mount Prospect's
suit asking that the projects
The village
be demolished.
complains that it is an eyesore, a

vacant and unsafe.

hazard and an "at-

was the "unsafe" aspcct which
led attorneys to challenge Ret-

described as adverse and com-

ten as an expert witness.

peting.
At Wednesday's hearing were

witness (Retten) that he was

-Lukasik explained that the

Martin Silverman, attorney for

lacking in expertise..

railroad gates were 'coming
down and the warning bell was
ringing when Fuller entered

Assn., holder of the Tally -Ho

before

started,

a

Fuller escaped injury. Chi-

cago commuters were delayed
about 15 minutes by the accident.

the intersection.

tractive nuisance."

Marshall

,

&

Savings

Master Arvey cautioned the,

Loan

Robert Downing,
representing Sheryl -Anderson,
mortgage;

court -appointed receiver of the

bankrupt apartment complex:
John Cunningham for the lien holders, and William Sharp,

class

in ac -

cordial] competition at the
Illinois State Fair.
He was awarded a blue rib-

bon and a trophy. Brian was
entered in Class 50 (for those
with only 6 months to a year
'

of training).

The son of Mr. and Mrs.

parties who were
in purchasing the

JACK SEIGEL represented
the village in the absence of

Vacation

nds on
Sour Note

ing fund.

Approval of the budget could

the Lions team in the Mount

HOW did he like the state
"Gee, it was neat,"

Brian told The Day.

e

Dexter Ashbtook, 410. Forrest, told police an upstairs
bedroom was ransacked and
several articles
of costume

Northwest Hwy.

Back from the state fair, accdrdian champion Brian
Soltys, 11, or 615 N. Russells played a tune last night for
staff members of The Day.

"

forced open.

,

tahhebrh000uksetooldn

po Ali c en ehi ge hell ioerc koef dA

Saturdny and found the front
door lock broken and the door
ajar. He, said he checked the
house but found nothing unusual

at the time.

.

,.

unlawful interference

business.

Salesinan Eludes Police

Wh y

do

we

h are

to

weave In and out around

'

-

cycles
bwfam

'
p

gorkyeds

on
and

salesmen's constitutional rights.
He contended that the village

was without authority to enact
an ordinance with such regulaand that the village's
ordinance abridged freedom of
speech and the press and con -

tions

sigidthe

ou ht to be more could -

elm...lama,.

MRS. A. M. F.

Absent Driver
First in New File

, Robert DiMucci, 21, of 900 S. Wa-Pella should steer clear
of policemen for the next two years. The police have his name on

a novel type of warratit that

kb River Trails
Tax Levy Up

gafre

jewelry, tWo rings and a ColThis is the first award he lection of old dimes taken.
has won for his music Brian
Police said the front door of
said. He has been taking ac- the Ashbrook home had been
cordian lessons at the Wilkins
Music. Center and SchooL 920

stituted

He emphasized the interests
for -the P. F. Collier Co., with interstate commerce.
Chicago, made the attack in
His oral argument Wednes- the village had in protecting
Mount Prospect coart. Nieder- day before Judge Porter re- residents by requiring solicman asked Judge Simon -S. capped his original presenta-' itors to be registered and -vi
Porter to dismiss the village's tion to the court June 8 in the work only during certain hours

Air Budget
For College

J. Soltys, Brian will
An Arlington Heights family come at tonight s meeting.
enter the 7th grade at Central returned home from vacation
School this fall. This summer Wednesday to find their home xoswesiswscaststmtialausiusalisso
he also found time to pitch for burglarized.

fair?

Alan N. Niederman, attorney

Moore defended the village's
ordinance by referring to case
law which supported municipal
laws iegulating solicitation for

.

Frank

Prospect Bronco league.

Village Attorney Robert Moore Wednesday successfully defended an attack on the constitutionality of
Mount Prospect's ordinance regulating salesmen who

of the day.
They also .asserted that an charges against three sales - form of a written brief.
"abandoned, uncompleted and Men. The judge refused.
A jury trial has been scheduled Sept. 14 in Evanston court
for Ralph J. Ridgway, 23, and
Officers said Lavoie was
investigated
coinPolice
Curtis James Wilder, 19, both
of Chicago,' and Sunny Ray plaints tuesday of magazine working with another man who
salesmen working in the vi. allegedly threatened a resident
Barker, 18, of Oak Lawn.
The board of William Rainey
All three were arrested by cimneinttys wofithCouotttovnilwiaogoed peArmpairtst: in the apartments. They were
unable to find the second sales Harper College will hold a pub- Mount Prospect police for soPolice questioned Stanley R. man and released Lavoietafter
lic hearing at 7:30 tonight on liciting business after 4:30
the 1966-67 budget for the new p.m. and for not obtaining a LIEIVOiC who said he is from questioning.
A resident of the apartments
junior college.
village permit. They worked Massachusetts and is emcalled police at 8:30 p.m. to
The budget to be proposed at for the Collier firm.
pLItody.,ed91b9y SKuabnsscar:pstioto. ABudreaingu.
report salesmen soliciting withmarks
meeting
ear
the
out village permits.,
S5,527,000 for site acquisition
ATTY. Niederman "stip- ton, Va.
and constrUction. The next ulated" that the salesmen had
largest item is the educational solicited for business without
fund for which 5708,554 is ex- a permit after 'hours, but arpected to be needed. Another gued that compliance with the
'5135,000 is asked Tor the build- village. Ordinance viblated the

self as Richard Mandfield atidentified

that

to be resolved by the court.

Koczur, all lawyers for various subcontractors who helped
build the structures.
A lawyer who identified him-

Brian Soltys, 11, of 615 interested
N. Russell, has won first complex.

said,

whether the buildings are unsafe is "the ultimate issue"

tended part of the hearing. He
said he was representing un-

place in his

ported injured.

"I am not willing to base my solicit for business.
decision," the master
"on Retten's testimony."
Lawyers pointed.. kit

Larry Fleischman and Lester

State Cha pion

Nawoj's

Village De f ends
Soliciting Law

abandoned and uncompleted or

OPPOSING the village's suit

it

Miss

motorcycle,

car and Stejskal's truck were all towed from the scene. Only. Olson was re-

(2/
Marlin Smith, special at-

are lawyers defending' several
interests which one attorney

get

teriorated property values, the
At the time of the accident
village claims. It adds that the the state department of highways was widening Illinois 83.
(Continued on Page 3)

1-*

spect,

SEIGEL said the village intends to prove all the particulars of this law, although it

to

sernoneincinsossseaCtswasonstesenscomansw

2

apartment

the :-Tally-14-6

struction flagman. Lawrence
Lukasik of Evanston.
Fuller stopped his car because autos ahead of him

occurred.
Olson's

Nawoj, 16, of 506 Nawata, Mount Pros-

i ng i ts case for th e destruction
vacant" building. could be safe listin weeds and broken win.
dows, boards and doors, as welt o f the proj'ect would not refuse
when
is
completed.
torney for Mount Prospect..
a contractor some variations
Retten's testimony was con- as faults in the interiors of the of village building ordinances
He explained that the village
four buildings.
the
lawtested,
according
to
is asking for, the demolition of
the st.Luctures_could,be com-,
use- he lacked
iliniAitinents at BUsse- and"
TWELVE structures'''Vart Arm, according to mayor
Algonquin Rds. 'because . those ucational or academic qualifi- been planned on the 13 -acre Daniel Congreve.
The hearing is to resume in
who have interests in them have' cations olan expert and -broad site.
'
di..
done nothing to complete them experience as a building
the master's chambers at 10
often
mentioned
Lawyers
in the several :yeais since the rector.
The lawyers declared he their behind -the -scenes -efforts
state of Illinois put Tally Ho followed
Attorneys agreed it was in
to settle their difficulties and
no norm or standard in
in receivership.
arrange for the purchase of the the public interest to rehabilinspecting
the
apartments
and
Mount Prospect is suing
complex by someone who could itate the project, which then
could provide the village with
under Ch. 24, Sec. 11.31-1 of in reporting on their condition.
complete it.
Retten
gave
a
"visual
desthe Illinois .Statute, which alMount prospect, while press - a taxable base.
the
structures,
of
cription"
lows municipalities to seek a
court .order for the demolition
of a structure if it is either

R.

ing signals.

They ask that the state give County has repeatedly and con- southbound train smashed it.
municipalities the power to sistently ignored the views and The car was pushed 30 feet,
regulate zoning within I 1/2 opinions of the affected commu- police records showed.
miles of their borders

The motorcycle he was riding collided with a car driven by Miss Joan A.

Challenge Village Witness
s Expert on Tally Ho

He ,had been charged by Officer Warren Fischer with

FULLER told Judge Porter

half -ton

.

Wednesday.

ing bear the onus of proceeding
with caution.

a

said, hitting a caT driven by Miss .Kar-

the

ning a red light."

'

hitting

Downers Grove.
Stejskal's truck was knocked backwards two feet by the impact, police

He said he "speeded up to avoid run-

Miss loan A. Nawoj (left), 16, of 506 Nawata, Mount Prospect, is consoled by
an unidentified woman as they sit along side of Golf Rd. watching a garage man
assist in towing away one of four vehicles involved in an acddent yesterday at
the intersection of Elmhurst Rd. The car Miss Nawoj was driving la the damaged
motorcycle lying la the ditch near her. Her car (above right) -then collided with

said,

police

truck driven_by-loseph Stejskal, 42, of

he. was riding

approaching the intersection when
green light turned to amber.

AFTER the collision the car she was
driving continued to turn left about 25
feet,

Golf and Elmhurst Rds.
OLSON

,

light had changed to amber. She

will

be kept on Me for 24

months.

DiMucci,

ticketed

for not filo.

This year's River Trails
Park District tax levy will
cost residents .005 cents per

displaying a village sticker on

than last year's. The ievY ordinance

day-

a truck, failed to appear 'before
Judge Simon S. Porter in
$100 assessed evaluation more Mount Prospect court Wednes.

totals

$79,374 for the 1966-1967 fis-

cal year. Attorney Roger A.
13jorvik

calculates

residents

will pay .155 cents pet .$100
assessed evaluation. Last year
the figure was .15 cents.

to file the warrants just in case
they Nipper! to meet the same
offender twice.
DiMucci is No. I in the SOL

--

Atwell&
Board
i IWill Not
M
eet
-

The Board of Appeals will
not meet in Mount Prospect's
of
leave)
warrant
es
Pc- Village Hall Friday as pre(slay
cially for offenders of village viously -- schedule&
Board
laws. He said many' violators Chairman Phillip Liggett an th
rwi
or
state
the
leave
13-e- -se flounced toda y
'are unavailable on court date.
He said no cases had been
Judge Porter devised a SOL

Porter

has ' ordered

police

scheduled.
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Show Set

Truck
Use Tax

For Sept. 11
The Northshore Coin Club

Information

of

Owners of trucks, truck or buses may be
tractors
among ,taxpayers who must

Edens Hwy., Highland Park.

Northbrook will present
its Fourth Annual Coin Show.
Sunday, Sept. II at the. Holiday. Inn,' Lake -Cook Rd. and

file. a federal highway use tax
return this month.
Certain truck,

The show will

feature 25
a
exhibits,
100 lot auction, door prizes
and refreshments.

truck -tractor and bus owners must file

tables,

bourse

form 2290 and pay a yearly
highway use tax on or before
the last day of the month following the month in which the
vehicle is first used in the
tax year. The tax year begins
July I and runs through the

r.

The club will commemorate

t.

.r

the event- with a dollar size
nickel -silver token which will

be 'given to each person reg-

istering to attend the auction.

following June 30.
E.C. Coyle Jr., district diof internal revenue
rector
correctness of returns filed

THOMAS OLCESE of Stone Container Corporation, presents the Fibre Box Association bronze award to the Charles Bruning packaging team: (2nd left to right)
Tom Gibbons, assistant to works manager; Charles Walmaley, packaging engi-

by owners of -taxable vehicles

neer; Roy Zimmerman, engineer, and Dick Anderson, art director.

FOr

not attending the

those

show the token will be sold for.
SI post

paid.

The coin show is open to the

will be checked to determine

The Bruning Company of Mount Prospect', Ill., received the bronze award in its
public. The Northshore Coin
Club meets the third Monday
category for the development of a versatile package which allows partial Packing
of each month in the Municipal
for in -plant inspections and provides complete protection for world-wide shipment
Building in Northbrook. Guests
Stone Container's Waukegan -North Chicago Division was
of Bruning machines.
pries.
-- -are svelcomr-.
"rar:---citettfor structural -design -and producation-of the package*-------Publication No. 349,
vehicles
if they
were in the correct tax cate-

whether all taxable
were reported and

Use Tax on Trucks,
eral
Buses,"
Truck -Tractors and
may be obtained at any local Internal Revenue Service
office or by writing to Tax
Forms,P.O. Box 1193, Chicago, 60690.

ffer Electronic Data Course
The Electronic Data Processing program offered by
the Maine Township Adult
Evening School will begin its
second year this fall. New
adult, students may apply at

Engaged
engagement of Miss
Patricia Hepple and

The
Susan

this time also.

Alan Kasper, son of Mr. and

The certificate program extends for a three year period.
four quarters a year, and pro-

Mrs. John Kasper of Chicago,
was announced by the Murray
Hepples of Mount Prospect.

The course is open to all
practical
experiences
and theoretical instruction in adults having a record of high
computer programming and school education and who meet
vides

ing examination and a personal
interview.

munications with college

be

credit given by Bradley University.

ni[NE
.

Coacl) Atte 3Inn
All You Can Est

Bert & Delores

3425 Kirchoff -Rolling Meadows

BIG RED BARN

Between Wilke & RL 53

.

900 W. Northwest Highway

Phone 392-9789

4CIA.N....',>.,
-

Open 7 Days
live Maine Lobster

*

,..4.4'

'

aLI4._.:i4,..

Ara

Express Luncheon
(Hot Buffet)
Brunch Every Sunday

V.1 91y-: ,'
l'id4 ...1`-..-

. ,tY

....: p- --.-_,-._tp -:: ..-

=1

COMI PALACE

_ ' "...

..LUNCHEONS

P.M.

*DINNERSombo
Dancing Sat. Nite
in Lounge Fri.

Hamburgers on Dark Bread
Completely Air Conditioned

STARTINDes1114 4 P.M.Pm

Fashion Show Luncheon Every Wednesday.
NORTHWEST IIICJIWAY
Free Bitthday
Private Facilities
AND QUENTIN ROAD
Cake When You
For Weddings
Sales Meetings
Celebrate
PALATINE. ILL.
and Banquets.
With LW
Fl. 8-2800

Open For Lunch Doily
1

Sunday Noon nil I I p.m.

537-2100
241 S. Milwaukee Wheeling

FOR LUNCH OR DINNER route to the ...

l
OUNT PROSPECT

-

..-'

...

., 7..1

.

--.."

:.-.,.!

in Palatine trY

For An Evening and Prime Ribs

to !OMIT

,...r ....!.

r Mitt to .

.

y ARLINGTON
HOUSE

ii 0 0 I)) ). \

.-71

Home Of The
...__
'

&nine's Men's Luncheon's
SernedMenday IMO Friday's

Northwest:550RandRd.

The Palmer's

1

Ribs,
Bar12.1
Featuring,
Sausage
Italian
Chicken,
and Delicious Beef.
CARRY-OUT 'ORDERS
Open Daily 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Friday & Saturday 2 a.m.

...f.

Complete Dinners

902 E. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights, III.

Hare a Delightful
.

.

L 0 R ETT A ' S
Restaurant & Lounge
.. Air Conditioned

Watch All Bear

101 N: Evergreen
Arlington Heights CL 6-1122
.

Mrs,

service
W. H.

lington Heights and members
of the local league, will as-

Sonia Has Fun
With Stage Stars
Prospect Heights* Woman's Club member Sonia John-

son is back on the air with a show called "On Stage"
over WCLR-AM. The program consists of short inThe

radio

program

RGA and Village

because
he
istOt
talkative,
,she said. "Off tape, he is a

Stage."

fount of information.

"Jack Bailey is the kind of
you would expect to

ment speakers will be citizens

like
continually ask Sonia about the

person

of Mount Prospect and

personalities she has met.

meet over the backyard hedge,

Governreg-

istered voters.

ing what

"Gary

the

stars

Merrill

are

is

a

and just as comfortable. Michael Rennie is magnetic and
austere. He reduces one to a
complete blob of inferiority.

man

TRUST and SAVINGS

different

Discover

sonally she is warm, has a
tremendous sense of humor

and enjoys expressing her intelligent opinion on any subject..,She also loves the salt
on pretzel sticks.
"We learned that Merrill

lave Double"

mange

is interested in going into pol-

For A Limited Time

itics
such

Collect S&H Green Stamps
for Saving Money

Ratite 12. Arlington Heighte

-r

in...... It

..-,--\..../

cooked fresh for every order.

,

'

'

FREE GIFT
TEA BAGS

BONUS: ir NEW SAVINGSF ACCOUNTN

"SAVE STAMPS As You SAVE MONEY"

For Every Custemed

!Phone Cl. 9-3'812
116 W. Northwest Highway
Mount Prospect. III.

S

131

-0

Restaurant

.01

1E-1,1

ID

he -In

FrousatiZdJuile
"
str
y

Fres

Complete Carry -Out Service

392-2240
905 E. Rand Road
Across from Mt. Prospect Plata

at Wheeling High, and Sharon
who will be a freshman this
fall.

Sonia has also been active
the Woman's Club for the
past two years, and is presently chairman of the Drama
Group. They are working on
in

G

Kenneth Gong invites you to taste

Sonia's husband Robert is
consultant industrial engi-

neer and they have two children, Bob Jr., who is a senior

S&H Green Stamp for Every Dollar

-;a_...1.0 ...Ethi. immEr.

,

things to be done in the world
today:"
a

Deposited in Your Savings Account

F

.,

1

is
and thinks acting
waste of time when

a

there arc so many important
-

MT. PROSPECT

from my image of

her. She appears on film as
a really cool cookey, but per-

'

Phone 259.5050

-

currently

"JOAN Crawford was most

leaned at'310 W. Rand Rd.

_

plays

with much depth, but he was
difficult to interview on tape

stems

from a theatre column which
Sonia does also titled "On
Listeners who enjoy learn-

sist.

in

terviews with notables appearing
running in the Chicago area.

WHEELING

Business Men's Luncheons
Music Nightly 0:30-3:30 am.
Lee .1 Tony At The Plano Bar

Home Games- Here!

For Restaurant Guide
Advertising Phone: 2554400

and

voters

Of Communist terrorism is "imminent "

I think," she said.

his delicious chop way which is

Evening at .

LWV

Also, from Saigon word of increased precautions against expected Communist terrorism. U.S. authorities
have extended the night time curfew for Americans,
making it one hour, longer. Also, guards have been
doubled 4acot,tpd V.S. military, and 'civilian installations
in the Salop region. These extra reeautions ,WerC.itakeh as the 'result of intelligence re its that say a wave

CUISINE

$ 2 95

Prime Ribs

27 S. Northwest Highway
359-2733
Palatine' Illinois

Arlington Heights in.
Entertainment Tues. thru Saturday

Phone: ALAN CL -9-3400
for Reservation.

RIB WITCH!.

Our Specialty

253-5566

CL 5-6320

,..,jsed teaks Prime Ribs
Maine Live 'Lobster

Restaurant & Lounge
in Arlington Heights

'

rx tat

on

.

,---.--,....._

iatct be'r

.

'
.

REAL ESTATE

\ SINCE 19 21

-

,

Phone Audrey Sievert, CL 5-5380
600 S. See -Gwen (Elmhurst Rd. North to Shoham, Troll)

and

killed during the week ending Saturday.

THE FINEST ITALIAN

Si 95
BUTT
STEAK
SANDWICH,-""-----"':-- ----L. .-.`1* Serving doily until 9 p.m. Banquet Rooms
available for Weddings, Parties and Meetings

screener

Mader. screener, both of Ar-

--

-

Baron,

chairman,

0 S.

It

Adjacent To Beverly lanes
722 Kensington Arlington Heights
,___.. .

land,

302 W. Northwest Highway
Next to Jake's Pius
Mount Prospect 392-1670

7".:

AMPLE PARKING

F'enfuring

Waterhouse,

SAIGON -- The weekly casualty report shows 91
American servicemen killed, 425 wounded, eight listed
as missing. Communist losses were placed at 1,827

Enjoy The Fabulous Ted Grayson

259.5970

COUNTRY CWB SPECIAL es.

Charles Price will
moderator:
Mrs.

Mrs. Kevin
Gillogly, screener, all of Mount
Prospect.
Mrs. George Irevey

BRUNS

Every Fri. & Sat. Nitc

'

Catering to Banquets

....

Ralph

& Lounge
Try our special combination of

Breakfast- Lunch - Dinner

- Cocktails

as

Weekly Report: 91 U.S. Dead

Restaurant

BE I 'ERL 1
RESl'A UR..1 NI'

COUNTRY
CLUB
1

8, in Mount Prospect
Community Center.

Sept,

Ernest Bcal. timekeeper; Mrs.

filet mignon with fried onion
rings and South African Lobster
with drown butter.

11,30 a.m. al Midnight
a.m.
Sat. 11,30 o.m. tit

the Citizens to Keep, Village
Government -have acknos*dr
ed verbally. to' Mrs..: Harris
that they will send represent-

of floor questions; Mrs. Har-

10 E. Mint,.

Arlington/ Heights

By United Press International

MINA

,,t

.

Piano Bar

DAILY4

IIi

city form of government, and

MRS.

, In Mount Prospect

Private
Rooms
For
Parties
It
Our Speciality: kimonos
1:::...,,,

.

Two groups, the Representative Government Association.
supporters of the aldermanic

serve

RESTA A N One Block West of
Arlington Theatre. Open Sundays!

.

1,..,1

ENTERTAINMENT

voter's
Sept. 13

a

atives to the forum which will
be held at 8 p.m.. Thursday,

Mon of the AMP

Roland E. Sorgatz

..

and
'
. Restaurant

IN WHEELING

4,
Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

Lounge

Reimer?

Selling your home?

CALL CI. 5.9082

...; - 5 - *-

The forum, open to the public. is being planned by Mount
Prospect members of the non-

1

CL 5-9080

7

_

ION. Northwest Highway Palatine

.A.IsTrnr.s

forms of government.

Owen and Berkshire. The request was forwarded to Det.
Sgt. Joseph Bopp, who is in-

Cocktails and Exotic
Tropical Drinks,
Air Conditioned'
Take Out Service

-H

Phone EL 8-1003

LTNOT-1333

the merits of village and city

of increased van-

first in the Northwest
CANTONESE AND
AMERICAN FOOD

please your family & guest.

Parties Et Banqsafe

For Forum
Women Voters public forum on

113 So. Emerson

0::,

Roundup
For The Day

committee for the ' League of

ning School,

Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Mane: 392.2837

-

Select
Coin inittee

Mrs. W. Eugene Harris of
may be obtained from the office of the Maine Adult Eve- Mount Prospect has named the

ENJOY!

a

Steaks - Chops - Chicken
Fine Italian Foods
Recipes by Mariano Menne
A real pleasant atmosphere to

CL 5-4300

*0.-,;.'

and
unge
Delieous

Wally SanJ.rs Combo
Friday & Saturday Nights

Arlington Hts. Ill
1/2 Block East of Rte. 58

hours each week beginning
Sept. 27. Registration forms
additional
information
and

Call our,

THAT YOU
''' -WILL

'

FOOD AT ITS FINEST

lit 2 Pitt.

Euclid Avenue & Rohlwing Rd.

es and laboratory sessions 12

.

HOME COOKING

1

IiiLitil

4:1711
.

Prime Steaks

,

,...,...

New students entering this
fall and students from lust
year's class will attend class-

vbstighting the jukenile deliquency in the urea.

!PINING ROOM FOUNTAIN #

400 '

., do-!..

6Y7111:, ir

..

''''' '

135

in Palatine
.

at

825-3435.

. ---.4

10 E. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights, Ill. Cl 3.1320

Restaurant and
Cocktail Lounge

)thelnTnamer
Family

ArlingloWlieights ..

LRe°s"tan9jura6n1

All You Can F:at 8

7 '''- ...
r

.

"From With Troy to Dessert"

W. Busse Mt. Prospect..UL

rector of Adult education

dalism on the southeast section partisan league as
of Mount Prospect, police were service before the
asked Monday to install a street referendum.
light at the intersection of

Delightful Dining In

1
"dBBring

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday evenings, beROGER BIDDLE'S GOAT was a prizewinner at the Four-H Fair held' at, Sun ginning Sept. I2.' Further in"Annabelle" is the goat's name. Roger lives at 1501 Roselle Rd.,
formation may be obtained done ranch.
from Alexander Kruzel, di- ,Palatine Township, and is active in Four-H work in the county.

Because

A. Pleasant Atmosphere
Luncheon - Dinner - Cocktails

Wednesday 8 Sunday
Chicken Fry

001141
°'.941,
.&...,......

& DINKINS

Restaurant & Cocktails

INN

,

EDDIES)

.....

LUNCHEONS

My Place

.

Potter and Dempster, Park
Ridge.
Interviews will be held on

Vandal Victims
Want Lights

OLD TOWN

In Arlington Stop 6y...

ji

AILINGTON

.

.

18

'FINEST IN THE

10

in room 320 B., Maine

a.m.

Phone 392-3750

Closed Sun. & Mort

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
--SeFOOD AT ITS

.

0-1E4

Steak Lobster - Ribs
Our Famous Bulisleak Everynight

er..

t

1

()'w-°

392-3411

ICI

10'
'""i ;, tr.

AL'S

WED.-CHICKEN
FRI. - FISH FRY

ENTRANCE exams will
held Saturday, Sept. 10 at

0UT

G919eiene-britA9vLoGit

4.
:..,
r

the requirements of a qualify-

systems
analyzing.
Included
are related electives in accounting, mathematics, static economics
tics,
and
com-

Township High School East,

an

original

musical

comedy

to be performed sometimg
April,
Sonia Johnson can be heard
Thursdays at 5:20
8.50 on the AM dial.

'on

p.m.!

of Health
WHEELING TRUST and SAVINGS BANK Bd.
To. Meet Sept.
DUNDEE ROAD & MILWAUKEE AVE. '- LEhigh 7.0020

ALL SAVINGS DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO $10,000
MEMBER FDIC

The next scheduled meeting;'

of the Board of Health in;
Mount Prospect village hall is:
on Sept. I and not Aug. 31.
as previously reported.
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Foreign Students Spend Year Here
here to attend Mount Prospect

Elva is staying with the Eugene Connelly family at 914

high schools this year.

S.

Two

ELVA BOGLIONE
Elva Boglione. 17, of Argentina. will attend Forest
View High School this year:

foreign

students

are'

Maple, Mount Prospect.
The Connellys have a daughter,
Gail, 17, who will be Elva's

Elva Boglione, 17, from Argentina will attend Forest View'

classmate.
Claus is

High School.

She will stay with the Eugene

Claus Meyer, 18, from Ger-

Connelly family. 914 S. Maple.

School.

Both arc under the sponsor-

Service which hopes such exchanges will promote better

mate.

understanding between nations.

president

The two will be seniors and
already have registered for the
fall term.

terested

American host families.
"Elva already seems

Burr Whitlock, who is
of

the

vice'
Prospect

school

athletics),

Surrey Ridge Complex Debated.
homes on 100 acres. The re- single - family characteristics
maining 36 acres is designated of the village They asked that
for 400 to 450 apartment units the apartments be reduced and

BY FRANK VON ARX
Zoning discussions between
developers and village officials

are not always an example of and the shopping center.
The single family homes
brotherly debate.
But Al Miller of Miller would be an extension of Miller
Builders and officials of Ar- Builder's development called
lington Heights have been doing Surrey Ridge that fronts on
business with each other so Arlington Heights and Golf Rds.
long they have a basis of mu- Miller estimates that the homes
tual respect that keeps the con- will range from $31,000 to

the houses increased.
The revised plan

now

is

awaiting a hearing before the
Plan Commission after the developers

failed

to appear at

an earlier hearing.

versation on a friendly level.
At least 'Miller the builder

Having committed themselves
to less apartments for Ryan
540,000 and will be built over and Trapani, trustees were
a two-year span. The apartments' quick to point out the same

got some honest opinions Tuesday night when he revealed

in the later stage, he said.

and shopping center will come

plans for Surrey Ridge West.
The plans include single family and apartment housing and

THE PROPERTY is known
as the William Behn farm and
has been a source of specula-

a shopping center at Algonquin
andGolf Rds.
The tentative plan shown village trustees in a committee

trustees for
months, even before
Miller had let his plans be
known. To the west is a 41 acre tract that Bennett P.
several

meeting has 308 single family

Ask Bids
For Repaving
Mount

Trapani and Robert Ryan are
seeking to develop.

The Ryan -Trapani proposal
originally called for 500 apart-

will

Prospect

for village

tion

open

ment

units.

balked

Trustees

competitive bids Aug. 29 for at 'the thought of losing the
parking lots near

resurfacing

Railway station.

The village will repave the
middle and north lots.. Village
-Hemtneter

Bernard

per cent of the housing units
during recent months have been
apartments.
Trustees said they wanted

to use apartrhent zoning as a
buffer for commercial and industrial zoning but they do not
feel it is the only solution.
John

Trustee

White

F.

proposed a boulevard with a
landscaped parkway as an alternative. Trustee John J.

Walsh Jr. said he thinks there
are other solutions, too, and

omeownersAssn.
n vT. usage tamp

the Chicago & North Western

engineer

reservations to Miller.
TRUSTEE LeRoy A. Bressler repeated his alarm that 60

will recommend a firm to do
the job when the Village Board
meets Tuesday. He said work

The board of directors of the Elk Ridge Homeowners Assn.
has endorsed the aims of "Citizens to Keep Village Governcould begin a few days after ment."
board approval of his recomBoard directors have an= Golf and Cottonwood Rds.- and
mendation.
"voters Busse and Linneman Rds, at
they feel
nounced
retain our present
should
trustee form of government"

Continue Case

in the special referendum Sept.

The trial of Dennis Forbiex
Bohannon, 22, of Chicago, for
burglary and criminal damage
to property in the Tally -Ho
apartment

project

con-

was

tinued Tuesday until Sept.
in Niles court.

Obituaries

13

I

Plaines,

usually take sides in any political election," says the assn.'s
to take a side in this question

Des

yesterday

died

a city-aldermanic one.

August newsletter, "has decided

Av.,

Central

At issue in the vote Sept. 13
whether Mount Prospect
should change from a village trustee form of government to is

"The board of directors of

Michael W. Wagner Sr., 62,
331

13.

your association, 'which does not

Michael Wagner
of

the southwest corner
village.

in
Hos-

cago.

Mr. Wagner is survived by
his wife Ethel; two sons Mi- one had stolen an electronic
chael Jr. and William, both of garage opener from the dash
Des

Plaines;

daughters

board of his car parked in front

Mrs. Shirley. Braun of Wau- of his home at 402 W. Everconda and Mrs. Ethel Richard- green. He made the report
son of Round Lake; II grand- after his wife noticed the garchildren; three great grand- age door going up and down
children; a brother Matthew, with no one in the car.
and

two

sisters

Mrs.

Rose

Koelper of Chicago and Ann
Wagner.

Continue Trial
The

Visitors

mny

call

at

the

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights
after 7 p.m. tonight. Services
will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in

trial

of Mrs.

Janice -

M. Burns, 28, 'of Elk Grove,

county is without authority to
provide

the

MILLER Builders has conof industrial buildings are no longer objection- structed approximately 700
aesthetics

able to him and in many cases
are more desirable than apartments.

necessary

as

services
and

protection

The resolutions ask that the
75th General Assembly adopt

Arlington Heights.
Surrey Ridge West would put
homes in

legislation

to

curb

If Your Answer Is No-

zoning

powers of counties with more

that number at more than 1,000.

Then.Vote No
Tuesday September 13
And Keep Mount
Prospect A Village.

than 500.000 population.

Miller's reputation as a buildhis experience
him that houses er is well-known to village
fronting on Algonquin Rd. trustees, who obviously were

Miller

.

fire
water supply.

such

said

convinces

THE MOST recent county
decision to stir the ire of municipal officials is the granting
of business zoning to five

would be the last to sell and at ease and spoke frankly in
would have a lower market their discussions.
The basic point, as several
value.
VILLAGE

President

John

G. Woods said some apartment
units would be acceptable in his

of them pointed out, is whether
the village wants to encourage
apartment construction at the

acres

a
source
revenue.

for

sales

tax

Randhurst

Congreve of Mount Prospect
criticized that action.

.mind in view of the shopping expense of the village's longcenter. The village, of course, established reputation as a
welcomes the shopping center single family residential comas

of the

east

shopping center. Mayor Daniel

Congreve

Citizens To Keep Village Government -

John G. Woods of Arlington

munity.
The committee

Heights arc both unhappy over

discussion

In defense of his plan, Mill- Tuesday was informal. Now it
history as. a is up to Miller to take the
builder in the village.
opinion expressed by trustees
"At the time we started our and make them into, a plan acdevelopment
Has
ceptable to the Plan Commis Greenbriar
brook was just about closing span and the village board.

the

er reviewed his

rezoning of 32 acres at
and
Kirchoff Rds.

Those Who Know - Vote No!!

Central

(This ad sponsored by Jack Keefer)

Mount Prospect and Arlington
Heights have filed suit in Circuit Court protesting the re-

out. The houses were in the
522,000 price range and we felt

Arlington Heights was better
than that.
"We upgraded our houses into

the 525,000 clais and we were
right. When we started Surrey
Ridge we were in the S28,000

to 529,000 range and again *
were right."

Caller Claims
Blame for Fire
At Randhurst
Mount Prospect

policemen

The caller told police he had
voters will ask about city gov- started the fire by accident -

WHITE ELEPHANT SALE

by trying to light a cigaret.
The RGA is asking Mount An oil rag near bicycles stored
Prospect citizens in a special in a stairwell caught fire, he
village -trustee

one

to

The RGA is opposed by an
organization known as Citizens
to Keep .,Village Government,
co-chaired by P. Randolph
Bateman and Jack Keefer.

3 DAYS ONLY

the telephone.

Police tried to trace the call
without success.

At the time of the fire, Mount
Prospect .firemen attributed the
cause to a carelessly discarded
cigaret.

RAND ROAD AT CENTRAL ROAD

a

AT OUR MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA STORE ONLY

said. Before police could ques-

the form of government from tion him further he hung up

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
STORE HOURS:

BILL KELLY SAYS:

August 27th

August 26th

August 25th

MON.
THURS. 1 0-9, FRI.

110 -9,

WED.
SAT. 9:3 0-5:3 0

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

TORONADO
FOR ONLY

$4640"

SPORT
COATS

You're in luck! We're reducing ... slashing by 50% and more
our entire remaining stock of Spring and Summer merchandise. All
you bargain -hunters will want to be here bright and early for our
SALE OF ALL SALES!

VALUES TO $49.95'

19

Wednesday.

Free on $300 bond, she was
arrested for shoplifting $29.45
worth of merchandise from
Montgomery Wards in Rand-

Cemetery.

hurst.

4

rr.

President

and

was continued until Sept. 22 in
Mount Prospect court last

A. Gordon Nasby 'officiating.
Burial will be in Randhill Park

the funeral home with the Rev.

Ridge West make the apart-

ments a necessary buffer.
that
replied
Walsh

(Continued From Page I)

Ridge. Surrey Ridge West,
would be a still further upgrading.

to questions they are expecting

city-aldermanic one.

M. A. Proyan told Mount

Surrey

from

DO YOU WANT
Higher Taxes In Mount Prospect?
Your Voting Power Cut By 70%?
City Politics For Mount Prospect?
Party Bosses To Run Mount Prospect:
City Government In Mount Prospect?

ing a fire in Wieboldt's departof Foreign Wars Hall, 601 N. ment store in Randhurst TuesMain St., to prepare answers day.

a

Switch Taken

other builders have built higher
priced homes, including the

Proposed
For County

8:30 p.m. today in the Veterans

referendum Sept. 13 to change

between -

Miller said,

result,

Miller maintained that his
a good one. He said Airy Trace project by Alcoa
industrial ' plants across Al- that is just north of Surrey
Rd,

like

Zoning Curb

plan is

gonquin

Pros-

attending

pect High School. He will. be
'the guest of the Burr Whitlock
family, 300 E. Berkshire.

will meet with its workers at male called and admitted start-

The association serves families in the Elk Ridge Villa
located

too many.

As a

year

school

The organizers of the Rep- were startled and frustrated
resentative Government Assn. yesterday after an unknown

ernment.

Prospect police Monday some-

two

RGA Meets
Tonight

of our village government."

Northwest Community
pital. He was the owner of subdivision,
Son
Wagner and
Michael

Plumbing and Heating in Chi-

of the.

said 450 apartment units arc

.

Claus Meyer. 18. front Germany, will spend the 1966-67

part of our family," Gail Connelly told The Day.

Boosters (an adult group inin

.

this spring. Both plan to go
on with their schooling.
Both seem to be getting
along very well with their

17, who will be Claus' class-

of the American Field

ship

staying with Burr

family at 30Q E.
Mount Prospect.
Berkshire,
The Whitlocks have a son Don,
Whitlock

many will attend Prospect High

CLAUS MEYER

said Claus likes sports and will
participate in gymnastics and
track and field sports. Don
Whitlock is active in sports.
Elva is from San Francisco,
Argentina, Claus is from Gottingen, Germahy. They will
graduate with the senior class

. . .'at less than half
the original cost. The early bird will be the best -

The greatest collection ewer

VALUES TO $125.00

dressed fellow in town at these low, giveaway
prices.

Plan Welcome
For Coronets
A big "welcome home" awaits the 58 girls
of the VFW Coronet drill team when they arrive

TORONADO
Only full-size car
with front wheel drive!
Flat floors Full -view side windows 385 -hp Toronado
Rocket

EngineToronado's own brand of Turbo Hydra.

Matta Drive Concealed headbunps Unique draft,free
ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look in town!

PANTS
Summer and year-round weights, many with 2 pair of pants in a
complete range of regular, short, long, and extra long sixes. All
EAGLE,
from our regular stock of nationally advertised brands

Village President John G. Woods is expected
to head the official delegation at the Municipal
Building. A' police escort will greet the two

buses carrying the girls at Ole village limits.
The Coronets are arriving home a day earlier

than originally planned. They placed third in
national competition.

Valais is $11.51

$4

$6

All the remaining Spring and Summer stock,. .
reduced regardless or original colt. Silts aren't
complete . . . but it you come early, you may be

KUPPENHEIMER, GGG, KINGLEY, and KINGLEY IMPERIAL.

from New York Friday afternoon.

Valves to 112.15

lucky.

MARTIN. J. KELLY

.401OLDS MOBILE, INC.
1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

RC.
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4 NO EXCHANGES
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SORRY, THERE WILL BE A SLIGHT CHARGE
FOR ALTERATIONS ON SALE MERCHANDISE
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Some Day.
The

latest

by Frank E. Von Arx

floating

our way from that

great city of Chicago is the
bomb attempt on Vinton Basuperintendent of
the Metropolitan Sanitary District and he should not be blown
up because there are 'enough
troubles with the sewers already. ' The sanitary district
recently made a good impress
Bacon

arsonists interrupted

is

fine is worth a clean community, chalk it up as an investment in honest police.
'

res-

The answer, partly, is in the
kind of town citizens demand:
Chicago is so far gone that it is in a class by itself. But the
take

should

Crime is like inflation,

seriously and got action on a

Construction

note.
first it,

creeps, then it gallops.
If you get a parking or
speeding ticket, pay. it. - Do
Po not try to pull strings.

complaint from citizens.

"Give the credit to Mr. BeLcon," the engineer said at the

contracts

will run the hoodlums out of
town as soon as they spot
them. It may not be legal, but.,
it works.
The . proof of this is that

for

schools, 'sewers, any major
tax -financed
operation
arc

more. and more of the hoodlums are buying houses in the

worth watching. There is enough money in those proj-

They usually
better towns.
are allowed to live there as
long as they behave and do not
bring business home with them.

ects
cials.

to "buy" votes of offi-

Ij

As for the hoods, they find it

Oak Park is right across
street from Chicago but

!icemen who have to be care -

'

get their money's worth.
A good police department

tion. Mobsters will not normally play around with the
pennies available in a midnight
closing operation.

taurant?

suburbs

When they shirt talking about 3 and 4 a.m. licenses for
speak up in opposi-

taverns,

they

as

spray gasoline around a

sion in this area because a
chief engineer took his job

time

first step to an open town. The

Why can't Chicago catch a
Why arc not some
-bomber?

con's car.

through the years it has maintained a reputation as a quiet
town. For one thing, Oak Park
is a "dry" town. The police
are tough and apparently honThe force appears to be
est.
free of politics; the citizens

ful whonf they arrest are the

Bacon seems to be trying to
do a job, a fact that makes him
an oddity among Chicago and
Cook County public "servants."

stink (provided

something else does not happen before this gets into print)

safer that way.

.the

aft; ttiDEDWIDlii.06EVSD".ft.DPV*601=EAWSX't1D=-SSEQ4414411.1aDDIi;DE.1,14EMSDEEDISS,E.N.z.7.=s.V.4..hxA

Time to Register
For Schoot.

f'.sarti-ssa

Lincoln

Cedar

I NSolf Rd.

Parents 'who have moved into School District 59 this
summer should register their children now for fall

Est t s Dr.

classes.

Lonnquist

cri

All district school buildings, are open from 9 a.m. and from I -4 p.m.

Rte. 58

4,

12

The elementary district includes:
--Juliette Low School
1538 Pickwick Rd., Arlington Heights
--Forest View Elementary School
1901 Estates Drive, Mount Prospect

co

i2J

"We've got to step tip the crime rate around here, or all
these other cities will be ahead of us!"

-Robert Frost School
1308 Cypress Lane, Mount Prospect

.:12mlood
Demoit'er

-Dempster Junior High School
420 Dempster, Mount Prospect

Tuesday, Sept. 6 will be the first day of school for all students except kindergarteners.

Their parents' are being notified

by letter -what time to bring them for special Kindergarten
Visiting.
Regular kindergarten classes will begin Wednesday, Sept. 7.

igg1,13

Map locates places at which children may be registered for elementary schools
in School Dist. 59. They are: (1) Administradon Building, 2123 S. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights; (4) Dempster Junior High, 420 Dempster, Mount Prospect;
(7) Forest View School, 1901 Estates Dr., Mount Prospect; (8) Robert Frost School,
1308 Cypress La., Mount Prospect; and (13) Juliette Low School, 1530 Pickwick
Rd., Arlington Heights.

"ta...,

Christmas
Seat 'Contest
A contest to select the defor the 1968 Christmas
Seal has been announced by
the Tuberculosis Institute of
Chicago and Cook County.

Mail Box Vandalisnk

sign

The competition is open to
all artist 18 and over living
or working in Chicago or

suburban Cook County.
Deadline
for
entries
noon, Tuesday, Sept 6.

is

To the star-spangled
American begs
-And others who deserve

It for doing a favor that

form of data

Asks Help

districts and students in the
state," said Page.

mation

VTl elf

for help in preventing vandalism to mail

dents,

In a memorandum to The Prospect
Day, Geocaris asked for assistance in
emphasizing the penalties and serious ness for those convicted of vandalism
to U.S. mails.

The Mount Prospect police department has
turned over its information on this vandalism

Recently Mount Prospect residents have found

Thanks to them, over 8
million Americans-their

U.S. Code.

Americans own a share of

"Whoever willfully or maliciously injures,
tears down or destroys any letter box or other'
receptable intended or used for the receipt or
delivery of mail on any mail route . . shall be
fined not more -than 51,000 or imprisoned not
.

their country. Volunteers
in every walk of life. Folks

morethan three years."

and the theater. Newspa"

THE SAME PENALTY, Geocaris explained,
applies to anyone who breaks open a mail box

"salesmen" In thousands
of banks and savings institutions
Buy Bonds at your bank,
or on the Payroll Savings
Plan where you
work, and you'll

or ,willfully or maliciously injures, defaces or,

In radio and TV, movies::
per and magazine and billboard folks And Bond

see what a good

Idea It Is. And

-----% the next time
P21:0 you see your
., boss (who
4.10.4 helped make it
swim so easy for you
mum

%---

to save)-thank
him.

He deserves It-

from all 190

destroys any mail deposited therein."

"Criminal records against offending youths,"
Geocaris wrote, "can permanently impede acknowledgement in scholastic, military or governmental opportunities."

Geocaris said he believes that vandalism to
mail boxes "can be lessened and may be completely - eliminated when the youthful offenders
are told such acts are violations of federal law,
and thus serious crimes, and not mere pranks."

million of us.

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

11
..i imy let tits
Ii I. sari
Imth1.
H1111 as pSlIt Hotter
The V.S. 6

IS cooperatM *1
Imams Dessrive'tmDer mod
illiked1401 Cress11.

finances,

fa-

cilities and curricula for both

Jack Vandermyn
is on vacation. His
Vantage Point colbe resumed on his reumn

will

state Midwestern States Education Information Project
co-ordinating
the
develop-

ment and implementation of
educational data
processing
throughout the midwest," he
said.

"Committees have been or-

Mount Prospect police report it is a violation
the village's ordinances to possess
crackers or explode them without a permit.

of

fire-

for each of the

ganized

five
reporting sectors: pupils, personnel, finance, facilities, and

educational programs.

Com-

mittee membership includes
top educators from local school
districts, related educational

groups and other professions.
Our aim is to provide instant
and accurate reporting on a
need to know basis. Reports
vital to local operations will be
available from district offices.
From there information will
summarized and reports
forwarded to state, regional
be

and federal levels. Each agency will receive only those
items of information necessary to effectively administer
its
own
educational
programs," Page said.

turn.

- Marshall Field III
Thursday, August 25. 1966
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Sobering :Thoug.ts
In the current edition of the Triangle
News, the news letter of the Arlington
Heights Chamber of Commerce, is a
sobering and thought -provoking "Quote

of the Week" which we believe is worth
repeating.

Tom Novotny, interim editor of the
Triangle News, credits the quote to Edwin A. Lahey. Lahey is Washington bureau

chief for the Knight

newspapers

and an old friend and former colleague
of ours. He knows the value of brevity
and he knows how to pump life into even
something as dull as statistics.

So, thanks to Ed Lahey and Tom Novotny, dwell for a moment on this:
"Consumer credit reaches an all-

time high every month. At the beginning of May it had climbed to $89.1
billion, an increase of $900 million
in just one month.

"If

the

interest

payments

were

suddenly suspended, and if the peo-

ple of this country spent no money
for food, clothing, shelter or other things, it would take them I I weeks
just to pay their installment debts."
And who are the people who owe all
this money? They are you and me and
our neighbors. And we're going deeper
in the hole every month.

And where arc we going to

get

the

money to, pay off? We expect to earn it
in salaries or profits or in dividends or
interest. In other words, this 589.1
lion doesn't now exist.

bil-

Many of us complain-and well we
should-about
the
administration
in
Washington spending us into the poor

house. But look what we're doing on our
own.

"That is what the American people owe on auto notes ($30 billion),
billion) and all other deferred pay-

To anyone with eyed the most primiit is obvious that there must be an accounting
one day. That day is frightening to con-

ment debts.

template.

personal loans ($19 billion), charge
accounts and service credits ($19

tive knowledge of ' economics

Letters to the Editor

to postal authorities:

Geocaris pointed to "rural type mail boxes,
house letter boxes and street collection boxes"
in referring to title 18. section 1705, of the

helped other millions of

teachers,

U.S. Postal Inspector in Chicago.

erate the Plan-plus their

There are others who have

complete,

Theodore C. Geocaris, Mount Prospect postmaster, has appealed to parents

and easy ways to save

employees - are building
security and helping their
country through this automatic savings plan.

is

"The IBM System/360 computer will be the nucleus of the
planned information system. It
will take several months to put
the program into full operation.
"OUR SYSTEM will offer
consistent, efficient, and economic data processing information for analysis on stu-

their mail boxes blown apart by firecrackers.
Geocaris has referred these incidents to the

own enthusiastic endorsement. And never stopped
to count hours or pennies.

system

we will help to serve all school

thought about
Hats off to the many
presidents and managers
of companies who helped

money
These business leaders provided the facilities and
manpower necessary to op-

processing sys-

Postmaster
From Parents

"Honor the original dream by 'always lealauslY keeping
the paper 's freedom and intellectual integrity."

Plans for a computerized statewide education information
sYstem affecting all 1,347 school districts in IlliUois have been
announeed.hy Ray Page, state superintendent of public instruc-..qibt:
'Nearly half of the 2,0874,;( state and federal' educational
This will insure
689 public school students in agencies.

tem, and when our new infer-

you might not have

build the Payroll Savings
Plan Into what it Is today
--one of the moat popular

Announce Plans
ForComputerized
School System
the state are served by some Illinois' participation in the 13

boxes.
a

Toe Pro5pect Dap

Parents with questions, or those who are uncertain at what
Building at

school to register, can call the Administration
HE 7-1000.

Rd

to any paper

in the United
States, regardless of its circulation or age.

There Is More
To Employment Boom
Editor:

We have five children, and
from
the
high-schooler on
down, their excitement each
evening at seeing a friend in
print or an item concerning

-

Your recent article, "Sub-

Al! letters to the editor must be signed, but names will
be withheld upon request. Letters should be as brief as
possible, typewritten, if possible, and should contain an
address or phone number so their authenticity can be checked.

Furthermore, towns, and vilurbia's Employment Boom," lages will be forced to enalthough ' interesting,
only courage industry to come to t heir particular interests
touches the surface of the mat- their areas because of the creates a mad scramble for
ter. Many low income jobs will homeowners tax spiral. Event- the Day each evening.
Our park district, two school
continue,to go begging because ually suburbanites will realize
there is 'no low cost housing that they can't have their cake districts, w a ter facilities,
available.
and eat it too, and will want mosquito abatement and all
Many ex -migrants, for ex- some form of low cost housing. civic matters have been excellently and accurately reample, who work at such jobs, If eventually, why not now?
will soon leave them because
Hank Lacine ported.
One small disappointment
their living quarters have been
has been, like the big Chicago
condemned by the county board.
dailies which are overly health When thes, folks move, they
minded, the Day is following
very often leave the state, as
suit by upsetting the tone of
is the case for those families

Praise For
Our Paper

who formerly lived at

1250

the comic section. Meek and

Editor:

Superb! Magniqique! Every- Eck give the world a smile but
This problem will intensify one on your staff is to be con- diseases of the elderly detract
Perhaps
other
as more and more industry . gratulated. How we existed be- enormously.
locates in suburbia. In the last fore your daily paper' is diffi- placement for this column
Mount Prospect Rd.

16 years the bureau of labor

statistics reports that half of
all industrial buildings and

stores have been situated outside

large

cities.

It almost

goes without saying that such
developments are not confined to the research and development field.

cult to remember.
.Excellent coverage

of our

could be found.
Also, what has become of the

about which no other delightful little horoscope that
paper carried more than a line was so much fun for everyone? ,
Please continue your wonderor two since we are not within
'the city is one advantage we ful accomplishment of giving
suburban readers news of their
greatly enjoy.
The perfection of your pho- own locale,
Mrs. Harold M. Johnston
tography cannot be compared
area,

ED VALTIAAN, HASTFORD TIM

,

It Was a Real Doggy Show

Bit 0' Black, a poodle owned by Mount Prospect residents Mr. and Mrs. Glen Faragher and Tom Manicke,
poses for a picture at the recent Obedience Club Dog
iz

Show.

BY DOLORES HAUGH

The newly crowned "Mister and Miss Wesde of 1966" Dennis Gembutis and

Mrs. Coy Wooldridge (center) showing her dog Torch which was highest scoring
Dilatation at the 9th annual dog show sponsored by the Northwest Obedience Club.

Women's Editor

Dawn Holmes pose with their West Highland White Terrier Mar-Els Miss fluffy.

Acting as "posts" during the judging are Margaret Casey and Peter Botthoff.
The Day's Prospects is going to the dogs today.

WEA 'Mat.4''VAT%

Many area dogowners took trophies with their champions at the 9th annual dog show held by the Northwest

ra AT HOME

Obedience Club at Prospect High School Fieldhouse.

and

from seven states in the show.
Judges were Mrs. A. Comstock, T. Tomaszewski, Robert Sels

han,

There

were

highest

was

scoring dalmatian in the show.
Other area participants were

Page 5
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old,

Mr.

Mrs.

and

Robert

Elgas and Mr. and Mrs.- Jack

Bevery Wooldridge, wife of quist, Tom Manicke, Herburt
Roy Wooldridge, president of Semper. Mr. and Mrs. Tom
the club, showed two of their Faragher, all of Mount Prosthree dalmatians. Torch, a pect; Mr. and Mrs. Gene Zimmonth

Pellegrino,

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Blom- Kleiner, Mr. and Mrs. James

and Roy Malzahn.

13

Virgil

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ring-

207 entries

merman,

Mrs.

Anne

Butts, all of Arlington Heights.

HIGHEST scoring dog in the
show

Ward,

was

Henry,

a

poodle

owned by Emil Skocypcc of

Mrs. Laverne Stiert, Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell Sandersfield, Mr.

Soul Holland. The dog scored

The contest, open to all
children three to six years
points.
Dennis Gembutis and his old, is named after the Westie,
cousin Dawn Holmes. were a relatively new breed of dog.
crowned Mr, and Mrs. Westie The Westie weighs 15 to 17
to II
and received trophies. Dennis pounds and measures
The breed.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. inches in height.
Dennis Gembutis of Mount brought to the United States
Prospect; Dawn the daughter in 1900. originated in England
of ' Mr. and Mrs. Donald and Scotland as a hunting dog.
Holmes of Arlington Heights.
The Gembutises own two

198 1/2 out of a possible 200

Westies. Mar-Els Miss 'Fluffy,
and Mar-Els Major Prospect,

'f-X"EiNnarfirikAr *WA

Woodview.

Announce
Debutante
Cotillion

who was named after our area.

Outing Is
Sept. 24

4

The Woodview Civic Assn.
will hold its annual outing on
Sept.' 24 at '4 p.m. 'at Lake

r.

5

MRS. Anthony Stamm, one

! R4 ge!

Woods East, North side of
Euclid -Lake, East of River.

The cost

Holy Family Hospital Aux-

For
contact

iliary has announced plans for
its first annual Cotillion to be

is

$2.50 per family.

information
further
Association
Presi-

dent Tom Williams

held during the Christmas hol-

3455.

iday season
The presentation

at

296-

of the leading judges of Westies
in the United States, judged the
show sponsored by the West
Highland . White, Terrier, ,Club
of Illinois.
If 'you have never attended a

dog show, you are missing a
lot of fun. The thrill of the
trials, but beauty of the dogs,
their performances and the
tension just before the winners
arc announced is well worth
the visit.

will take
place on Dec 27 at the Pick Congress Hotel.

In the event of the absence
of Archbishop John P Cody,
Rt.

the

Rev.

Msgr.

Francis

W. Byrn will receive the deb-

An imposing list of

utantes

eligible young women has been
submitted to the Cotillion
Committee for approval
As final selections are made,

4tV

the buds names and pictures
will be released All the young

BERKSHIRE

ladies are between the ages of
17 and 20 years and live in the
Northwest suburban area
This gals, the first of its
kind for the Northwest suburbs will inmate for Holy

Atifili1/1
Nfur410,.

Family Hospital an event which
promises to be the social highlight of each year

may.

For further information call

Mrs M J Patterson at CL 5-

7111

2896.

Caramel Tarts

Bound to Please Your
Teen-Ager's Sweet Tooth
Johnny and Sa ly are going back to college soon, and
you want to hay a little get-together for their friends.
You're planning he usual refreshments of, soft drinks, onion
dip and lots of pretz s and potato chips.

But you can't think of a
thing to serve to please their
vigorous sweet tooths --or is

1/2 cup brown sugar, pack-

it sweet teeth
.sound familiar?

margarine
1/2 cup heavy cream
1/2 teaspoon vanilla

If this

is

the case at your

almond caramel tarts
with ice cream may be just the
thing for the young people's
house,

party.

It's
enough

a

to

rich dessert, rich
satisfy the sweet

cravings of the most dedicated consumer of "gooby" desserts.

It's also fun to prepare for
the mother who likes to have
her

offspring's

party

guests

make a big fuss over her refreshments.

ed

1/2 cup melted butter -or

residents

'except

,

o.

Miss Behrens and Miss Schme-

WORLD FAMOUS

hil of Des Plaines.

BRING THE FAMILY TO THE

Cool.

Party to Honor
Teen Volunteers

-0

ULTRASON STYLES INCLUDED

Siarhie /COFFEE

CUP

these. Lovely Berkshire Stockings in the newest Fall
colors. All with the famous NylocO Run -Barrier at

10 N. MAIN ST. RT. 83 & CENTRAL RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. - PHONE 255-9870

top and toe. Look al the savingsl

EVERYDAY SPECIALS
-

*

,

for patients, deliver newspapers, and
run

errands

*

.

.

-

FRIDAY ONLY

With Fries, Roils

Butter & Coffee

029.

Regular Price

Salo Price

$1.35
$1.50

*1.09

yte5

$1.19
$1.29

3

Palm

*3.19
*3.49
*3.79

*

1/2 Chicken with tries, salad & rolls . .... 1......

.*,
BREADED PERCH
la

ALMOND CARAMEL TART -reaches 234 degrees or until arc active in reception,1 ad- *
and
business
a small amount forms a soft ministration
(Makes 8 servings)
ball in cold water. Add vanil- purchasing offices.
-1 cup biscuit mbt

1

8 Os. Tender Steak with salad, tries & rolls ! ......

in ,*
S 0 U T H E R N FRIED. CHICKEN
-ft

They

Only once a year are we able to offer savings like

*STRIP STEAK

The
volunteers assist
various departments of the
hospital.

STOCKINGS
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

act- Air
Teens who have been
ing us summer volunteers at 'Ot

,,

BERKSHIRE
THURSDAY, AUGUST 25 THRU

kr_

*

butter with cream in a small
sampan; bring to a boil, stirring often. Boil until mixture

Prospect

Ia.
Pour into baked shell and *********************************
sprinkle with almonds.

Northwest Community Hos-e*
slivered almonds pital will be guests of honor
Combine biscuit mix with at an' award ceremony Sept. *
three tablespoons brown su- II.
The name "Candystriper"
gar and 1/4 -cup butter until
completely moistened. Light- is ,no longer used for the group *
ly press into bottom, and 1- since .several boys have joined 4(
inch up the sides, of a 9 -inch the i i i participating teens.
pie plate. Bake in 450 - degree 'The boys _wear blue and white 4C
oven, 6 or 7 minutes or until striped shirts.

from pie
plate. Mix remaining sugar and

rens,

at u party given at the home of
Mrs. Carl Behrens of Arlington
Heights, are (left to right)

1/3 cup

'
golden brown.
Cool. Remove

Marsha Georgen, Jennifer BehBonita Schmehil, Madonna McMahon, Peggy Cryns
and Penny Dunk. All are Mount

These young ladies will bow
on December 27 at Holy Family
Hospital Auxiliary's first annual Cotillion. Recently honored

$119 : MI6SS
LADIES APPAREL

*
904*
*
..... i
.

..

.

* ********************************.
,

OPEN ALL DAY ON WEDNESDAYS
FRIDAYS TO 9 P.M.

CL 3-7622f

9 W. PROSPECT AVE.

MT. PROSPECT

4.- Z17-

000
Some People Want Everything! They just won't settle-won't compromise for anything but the

best. NATIONAL People are like that all the way around. Take the Meat Department at your
nearby National for example. They aim for' SERVICE. Your friendly National Meat Men
are expertly trained and always willing to help you-to explain, to suggest, to Value Way cut and trim the finest in meats to serve you best.
AIL

And while they serve you, they won't settle for less than the best in meatsthe best in buys.

15?

I '

I

II

2

fully Cooked

Patrick Cudahy
1.

CANNED PIC I

SKINLESS

WIENERS
Alkkelberty Bulk

PORK
LINKS

4A1F44..

Top Tato

.

lb.
can

SMOKED
THURINGER
Hypo.

SMOKED

'

SAUSAGE.

Patrick Cudahy or

SMOKIE
LINKS .

U. S. Choice

HILLSID
SLICED BAC

- BEEF

STEAKS . .

I
Here's a suggestion from
National: A "Choice" Leg

lb.

of Lamb-a taste adventure along with the proteins, vitamins, and min-

lb.

erals that make Iamb as
nutritious as It is delicious!

Armour Old World favorites

SAVE 10)e A POUND

HARD SALAMI - PEPPERONI
GENOA SALAMI
SMOKED SUMMER SAUSAGE

U.S. Choice Lamb Blade Cut SAVE 20t A Pound

SHOULDER CHOPS

TASTY PARTY SALAMI

SIRLOIN CHOPS

.

AI

LAMB PATTIES . . .

.

lb. 4Y51

$1.°9

SPARE RIBS . . . . .

.

lb

lb.

. .

lb

A Aft

U.S. Chaim

SHOULDER ROAST

.

lb.

65

49¢ uHaiiivooraiiiis lb $1.29
Conned-Assorted flavors

TOP TREAT
BEVERAGES

NIBLEfigaiNfithole

Kernel CORN
No. 21/2
can

12 -oz.
can

12 -oz.
can

DAWN DEW FRESH

Red Potatoes.
U.S. No. 1
Northern

-lb.
bag

Grown
Illllllll 11

1

11.1
1

1

41 11,

, ,

,

,

,

d,,

,l, ,1

dat GREEN
Fl STAMPS

1.

i,," 5

"11111111111111111111111111111111111111'

'

'

42( GREEN

Ft

1:

of

ems 12..e. pkg.

Oko.-.201. TASTI Pretested, Weed

DRESSIIIS PARTY PUFFS
Coupon todreo

NATIONAL

*U4,4,4,4,4,4,1,4. 4,4,1,1'

' 4,1

AMERICAN CHEESE

August V

",11111111111111 NATIONAL 1111 I 11111 Ili Ie.:,

Cowen; looker
;11 11

I I111111111 NATIONAL

.

Atniuti 27
'' ''

STAMPS
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At National, you are offered the finest ,SELtCTION of meats that can be found anywhere . . . cuts that are carefully'
chosen . . . Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef . . . U. S. Gov't. Inspected Grade "A" Poultry ... U. S. Choice Lamb ... favorite
' packaged meats. A Complete Selection.
National people just won't compromise. No wonder SATISFACTION is guaranteed. You are offered the' best we can
find. But don't take our, word for it-Shop NATIONAL for meats-for Service, Selection, and Satisfaction . .. and see for
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'At National we consider noses of our 'Value -Way'

Mali complete until ose items purchased have
rendered complete satisfaction.
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MOKED BUTTS

11).

Juicy

U. S. Gov't. Inspected Chic eirdrir;is

GROUND

U.S.T.servt..414pecied Grade "A"

U. S. Govt. Inspected Grade A

LEGSA, Bi EASTS

lb.

YOUNG DUCKLINGS lb.

CHUCK'

65,i
55?

Colorado Brand C.orn.fed Beef Scoreless Rolled

CHUCK ROAST

or English

fb

Lean

GROUND BEEF h.Llb:f. lb.

lb.

55?

less than 3 lbs.... lb. 59c
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U.S. Choke Lomb

U.S.

SAVE 40e A POUND

die.B BREAST

LOIN CHOPS

..

lb.

2911

LEG 0' LAMB

lb.

B STEW

CHOPScIub

.

79?

lb:

79fe

U. S. Clck. Son.ks Polled Lamb

U. S Choice

U.

lb.

U.S. Choice 540440xxim

SHOULDER ROAST .
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.
BEEF SLIVER .
STEW

Chick

. tb.49?

Meaty

ite or Colored

Beef, Twkey or Swiss Steak

rozen

79

.lb

lb. 39?

TAILS
Concentrated

69?

lb

CANNED HAMS 3 11'8

KLEENEX

lb.

SMOKED CHUBS
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So Fresh

LAKE SMELTS . .

pkg.

:rz.695,

Booth Jar fish in Wine Sauce or Sour Cream

quart

9
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35?
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Booth Jor Fish-Cut

11 -oz.

200-ct.

pkgs.

box

12 -oz.

LUNCH HERRING .
Booth Jor Fish In .!eVine or Amsterdam Saute

HERRING

59¢

12-cd.
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SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS
ME HEAP BIG
CHIEF, SMOKE PEACE PIPE WITH --
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THAT 6UY LOVES TO
WHY HE WENT ON
EAT THERE HAP TO
A DIET --TRYING
YOU'VE
BE ANOTHER REASON
SLIMMED TO IMPRESS
FOR
HIM TO LOSE ALL
THAT NEW GIRL
DOWN
THAT WEI6H77 THE
IN THE NEIGHOLIITE
FIVE -BUCK BET HE
BORHOOD:
A BIT:
WON FROM US WAS

OH, YES --
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE
YOU KNOW WHAT I THINK, AMOS

3AKE,,YoU HAVE NO MORE LOYALTY

THAN A KILLER SHARK! WHEN I

THINK YOU AND LEONARDO ARE IN
CAHOOTS T' SKIN M6! BUT I'M SICK

OF THE PITCHER ANYWAY! I'LL

OFFERED TO BUY YOUR LITTLE
PAINTING AT MARKET VALUE YOU

WELL,TAIAT

rm GOINGTO DRAW A COMIC '51121P4MAN CAN 'STAND UP IN,f

GIVE IT TO YOU FOR 11100, BUT
DON'T COME BELLYACH114 TO ME

TRIED TO PRoPITEePtitu. Go
UP TOtoo AND THAI'S TOPS!
HAR-RuMPH!

IF LEONARDO DOUBLE-CROSSES
YOU!

BUGS BUNNY
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DOCTOR SAYS
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EEK & MEEK

Entropi on

for

plagued

been

years with entromon. An op-
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I

1- Vegas,

can see

have lost my side vision. My
optometrist says this is due

to ageing and there is no rem-

15 Sun

edy. What do you think?

optic

atrophy

or

glaucoma.

Better have a thorough medi-

Q -- For the past two years
I

have

been
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in

to

presses

and

gentle

massage

moved

surgically.

Recur-

rences are common, especially if the cyst wall is not. removed completely.

What would cause a
Q
person to bring up some of
The
his food after eating?
food is not sour.

A -- Ah outpouching of the
esophagus,

esophageal

spasm

or nervous habit could cause
this.
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4 Earn
5 Nautical term

16 Went in again
18 Shabbier
20 Long, low,
stony ridges
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11 Marries

17 Barterer
28 "Black Earth" 42 Pewter coins
19 Singing couples city
43 Ireland
23 Command
44 Speed contest
29 Withered
Remove
48 Gaelic
31 Demigods
21 Short - over 24
25 Smell
33
Demesne
estate
47
British nurse
the hills
26 Billiard stroke 38 Most suitable
48 Increased size
Orchestra
50 Charge for
40 Wash lightly
faraway places 27 members
41 Demolishes
services
24 Lcive to excess

22- the

4

7
14

13

34 Not as. secured
35 Expunger
36 Sea flyer

prevent recurrences?

may cause them to disappear.
The larger one's must be re-

.

1..

32 Coy

the

A - Chalazions are cysts in
the eyelid. They often occur
in crops. When they are small
In
no treatment is needed.
the early stage the application
of yellow oxide of mercury
ointment followed by hot com-

--"

2 Months (ab.)
30 Feminine name

same place. Can anything be
done

..

r-

287 Calling -

cRIM1

removed from a lower lid but
another is

NM YOU MOT

...BUT NE5

4120 WAR
k.

I SEEL.OKAY-

FOR HIMt La CP/PT FACE PIE

Recently I had one

chalazions

,

Nevada
- Nevada
4 New England
mountain range
state (ab.)
- Francisco,
8 Ohio community California
12 London pub
8 Kind of
brew
Mississiippi
13 Pseudonym . Of
River boat
Charles Lamb
9 Ripped
14 European -shark 10 Unclosed (poet.)

clearly when I look ahead but

A -- This loss is not due to
ageing. it may be caused by
an inflammation of the retina,

c4 c''

ACROSS

The only other treat-

I am 56.
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Let's Travel

surgery Incidentally,
who wear contact
lenses would feel no irritation from such a lid
Q

.
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THE BORN LOSER

the lashes

place
ment is
persons

Q-.-43
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would you advise')

of the eyeball by
Sometimes apply- '
ing collodion -to the ,lower lid._
will draw the lid back in

,,A

-

.
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....p.)

eration to correct this condition gave complete relief for
six years but now the trouble is coming back.
What

irritation

/-

sk;nrciz !

40

A -- Entroplon is a rolling
inward of the lower lid with

.
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37 Bellow

39 African stream
40 RoUgh sport
41Sinbad's bird
42 Eagle's nest
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OKAY WEN 11L TURN
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BIG NOISE AN YO0
BACK IN AGAIN!
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452ipping
49 Changes from
one plane
to another

51 River in
Switzerland
52 Twitchings
53 Essential being
U Compass point
55 Dirk
58 Summers (Fr.)
57 Carpenter's
gadget
DOWN
1 Scottish girl

2 Tropical plant
.3 Choke item
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St. Alexius
illemorial

Seek Actors

Fund Plans

B.O.-B. Production

Auditions For

Contributions to the building
Bind of St Alexius Hospital

in Elk Grove Village now are
being accepted by a remembrance fund committee of the

Auditions will be held by Best Off Broadway players for
their fall show, "My Fair Lady" at 7:30 p.m. Aug. 29, 30, and

fund instead of sending flowers

31 at Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights.
The show needs a large
will be provided at the audicast including actors, singers
lions.
The
dialects
arc
and dancers.
People interested in workCockney and English.
ing with scenery, costumes
Vocal ranges for the foland as part of the backstage
lowing leads are: Henry Higcrew are also needed.

friends

low

hospital's auxiliary
Committee

members

said

persons may contribute to the

-

or other tributes to bereaved gins, low A -D; Mlle Doolittle,
Colonel Pickering,
Freddy Eynsfordmid C -high F; Eliza

mid C -E;

Under

committee

the

sys-

Mill,

tem, the family of a deceased Doolittle, low A -high G; Mrs.
person is informed of the Pearce, middle E -G.
gift. The name of the person
SINGERS will be needed
honored is entered in a "Book for the roles of Henry Higof Perpetual

Remembrance,"
kept in the hospital chapel.

gins'

servants

six

male,

(2

4 female). All types of voices
are needed for harmony chorFRIENDS and business as- us numbers.
sociates also may be honored
Music and an accompanist
with gifts in their names to
mark

---

special

occasions

such

as- birthdays- and-anniversar
committee

the
added
ies,

members

Letters are sent to persons
honored, specifying the occasion and the donor's greetings.

i1

Contributions may be addressed to the Remembrance
Alexius Hospital.
Fund, St
800 W Biesterfield rd., Elk
Grove Village
by

Page 9

Information may be obtained
calling Mrs Ray Caviale

Sr , Remembrance Fund director, at 823-0728, or Mrs.
Robert Clark at 437.4179.

Seek Park
Commissioner
Hiram

River

Hanson,

C.

"My Fair Lady" will be
staged at Wheeling High School

tom El

Ition ruji

I

11

EllatiN11111

- 111114111 NMI

on November 26 and 27 and
December 3 and 4. Rehearsals for the show 'will be 'held

' rilliId-

in Arlington Heights.

BEST OFF Broadway players was founded in 1961 and
"My Fair Lady," based on
"Pygmalion" by George Bernard Shaw, will be their
eleventh show.

All BOB shows are proasl
fessionally directed, including
music and choreography.
THE-WESTERNER_-RANCH-home-in-Hanover-Highlands-features-S19,350..___Price__Inducles._fially___Improvet1
information' four bedrtroms, two full baths, paneled family room and integral driveway by 3-H Homes on Irving Park
For
further
call 381-6187; CL 5.8018, or
The home occupies 1,780 square feet and is priced at Rd. in Hanover Highlands, Hanover Park.
garage.
LA 9-5977.

sesded...1111171.--PaYed.------ -north of Barrington

rd.,

Trails Park District president
has set up preliminary interviews with eight applicants
for the post of park district.
by
vacated
commissioner

SHOP 61 SAVE

George M. Riess.

Hanson said the eight per-

of

all

represent

sons

the

park district.
It will be a tough decision,
they

"because

said,
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coLLIALArkwiep,20
With Ms Coop°.

1006 So Elmhurst Rd.
or
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where the couple will also receive wedding guests.

Blue Ribbon

PABST BEER

The forthcoming marriage of her daughter has been announced by Mr and Mrs. Harrison Wallace. W. ,Lincoln Rd.,
Mount Prospect

Gilbert Gehrkes will be
of a party which

scene

of Mrs. Conroy, Si.. the Al -

the wedding rehearsal.

travel, most of which has been

Marcia's is one of a number
of children brought together

done in this country, not until
recently did the thought of a
European trip appeal to Miss

both Harrison

Wallace

who had five and Alyce Gerstung, mother of three were
widowed several
and subsequently

ago

years

married

to

10 happy children. The

raise

bert Lursens, who

have

IN SPITE of

love

a

mong the 10
Parties for

Germany, and most of all to
tell of Norway which they

bride-to-be

Gerrard,
gave

a

shower

Mount
Prospect,
miscellaneous evening

her home for

in

40

women, all associated with St.
John Church On July 28 Marcia

was

her aunt,

by

feted

Mrs. Charles Ziesk of Northbrook

invited

who

relatives

and close friends to a kitchen
shower, and August 18 Miss
Joyce Deming who will be a
bridesmaid

gave

party

a

girls' high school, college

GRANDPARENTS for the
first time are Mr. and Mrs.

Henry H. Schroeder, S. Emreceived

an

Ernest

Luckner

with

Florence

sister,

Myrtle.

3 -HOLE

LAGER BEER

6

.0

12

'Mrs. Edith
Morrison, Morrisonville, Wis.

Unable to be in town was
young James Conroy's twin
sister Jean and her family

WireftY414.
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Temple
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BAG
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STARTER SET

Royal

of

bus -

the

went crashing from a top cup -

board shelf to the floor, and.
that's REALLY applesauce!
You

may

have

spilled

Park & Tilford

GIN or VODKA
fifth

.69

the

red just as dinner was to be
liberally
seasoning
the entire room with glass and
fruit, and generally frustrating

served,

the Mot t who -spilled the
Motts'!
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1111.00
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band,
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SCHOOL _990

men and women in Masonic
work.
Others from Mount
Prospect who will devote the
day to the event include Miss
Norman
Hejduk

DRuGs_i

169

Sloes Yet.
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the

limit One Coupon Per Customer
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The event is sponsored by the
of
Amranths,
organization

Jerry
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VODKA

Morrisons hosted a buffet a time or two, but you haven't
dinner for 45 in their home ' lived until you have cleaned
up a quart of applesauce and
following the church service.
Three
great grandparents broken glass.
The accident "spill" occur were at the affair; Mr. and
and

Primary
'o'
Grades A
arts and crafts

IOW:7

oz.

cans

bazaar and dinner to be held
Saturday morning at the Ma -

slipped from this correspondent's hands Tuesday and

Wis ,
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000/111":

Latest interest of the ener-

represented when Charan Col-

Mrs Harry Warren of Madi-
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12 -oz. $

getic Florence, dovoted work er in Eastern Star, is the

A quart jar of applesauce

son,

PORTFOLIO

ects.

were

leen Conroy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs James Conroy, was
baptized Sunday at St. Paul
Lutheran Church., The James
T Conroys and ' the Dean

pkg.
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Luck has

Oceanside,

generations
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Old Style
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been busy with her own proj-

Royal Matron and

in

500

I portfol cos

and

BACK IN Mount Prospect,
Mrs.

James Bruce were announcing
the birth of James Gifford
Bruce II, August 9, The young
live

soy
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Mrs.
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CANVAS
BINDER

and

Monday.

from their
daughter Carol that she and

couple
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limit One COupon Per Customr

par work ...

1p papers neal

centered around the Scandinavian countries. Away three
thcy
returned
last
weeks,

home
ner's

erson St , who
excited message

1 Is

England. London, Holland and
Germany, their plans actually

poraries
Mrs Kenneth Schug, the
former Carol Jameson who
was among Marcia's friends
when Carol lived in Mount
Prospect,
came
here
from

Robert
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and

theme:,

assignments,

and dl other pa.

orgnied u. y -

rough Baltic Sea is remembered as such.
Although the pair went to

with Mr. Lackner share their

grandmother,
Mrs.
Borland of Wheeling.

math
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cious. A night on the usually

and Mount Prospect contem-

Seattle, Wash., to be a bridesmaid. Special among the wedding guests will be the brides

prof c

79

to

honor Marcia which included
the

thought the most beautiful
and its people the most gra-

To organise

Start school in an

Myrtle Frey.

to speak of the exciting shop ping they did in Denmark and

Will Ms Coop.
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idea
and
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She and Miss Lydia Hausam of Arlington Heights got
enthusiastic about the
this summer, however,

We reserve the right
to limit quantities. Prices
effective thru Aug. 27th

from

cently moved back to this area
from Grand Junction. Colo.

now the the two arc back to
extol the city of Stockholm

the

oz.
cans

re -

youngest of two babies born to
Harrison and Alyce is now
two and one-half: Marcia's
wedding marks the first a-

began July 4 when Mrs. R.E.

12

sister-in-law

and

will ..include both families,
relatives,: and cicise friends.
The Gehrkes will also host
members of the bridal party
and others at a buffet supper
there tomorrow night following

when

2

who live in Springfield. Soon sors for the baptism were the
brother
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Limit One Coupon Per Customer
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Rolling Meadows, Ill.

Marcia Alyce Gerstung- and Alan P. Gebrke of Prospect
Heights will be wed Saturday in St. John Episcopal Church

the
the

ANY BALL POINT REFILL or ANY INK

2995 KIrchoR Rd.

By Grace Mott

The home of Alan's family,

With This Coupon and Punch.. of On Pkg.

1155 Lee St. Des Mines, DI.

Gerstung-Gehrke

0

1

25 Extra S & H Grain Stamps

DRUGS

ML Prospect, III.

Assorted

11.

'S.

-to

Thursday, August.25, 1966

4HE DAY

NOTICE
The DAY classified
department
is now open

for business.
OFFICE HOURS:

CLASSIFIED
INDEX

8:30 A. M.

until 5:00 P. M.

35
33

Apartments To Exchange
Apts,.And Rooms To Share
Arts And Antiques
Auction Sales
Auto Insurance
Auto Leasing
Auto Loons

75

Auto Parts And Access.
Auto Repairing And
Auto Trailers
Automobiles For Sole
Automobiles Wanted
Barber And Exchange
Bicycles

Boats And Marine Supplies
Books

WAPFADS

J

Building Materials

QUICK
CASH
1. You name the Item

2. Include the price

3. Include your address or
phone number.

Write your ad here. One
word on each line. It's easy.

It's fun, and it's profitable.

106
103
99
101

64
110
37
38
39
15
16

17

COMM Optical Goods
Card Of Sympathy
Card Of Thanks:

40

Cemeteries & Lots
Christmas Merchandise
Clothing Furs

3
41

Dogs, Pets And Equipment
Do It Yourself

9
8

42
68
84
.10
6
44
43

Electric Fixtures -Equipment
45
Employment Agencies Men
27
Employment Agencies Women 28
Employment Service -Women
29
Equipment Rentals
57

Fawn Equipment
Formers Market
Financial Ad[

104
112
67

Florists

1

Food And Delicacies
Fraternal Notices

36

Fuel, Cool, Oil Wood

46

Funeral Directors

7
2

Help Wanted Men
24
Help Wanted Men Or Women 26
Help Wanted Women
30
Hobbies -Model Buildings
Home Furnishings -Furniture
Horses, Harness And Wagons
Hotel And Apartments
Household Appliances
Hunting Land And

2

20

66

Death Notices
Dedications

BEFORE 4 P. M.

34

109
105
108
107

Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services

Ca -Operative Apartments

255-7200

71

Business Opportunities

Collections

FOR

CALL TODAY

Air Conditioning
Airplanes And'Equipment

Equipment

61

47
49
72
48

Instruction

Investment Property

83
5
23
90

lobe Wanted -Men
Jobs Wanted -Women

21

Lost. Salt & Pepper Schnauzer

w/purple collar. Bowser. Reward. Around Randhurst Cen-

ter. CL 9-2600 ask for M.

Clark
Found: Male Beagle,Prospect

His. If not claimed will give
to good home. Very obedient.
259-4871.

FOUND: Car keys on Gibbons
Ave. Arl Hgts.
CL 5-7577
LOST -Collie dog - Female

sable and white. CL. 9-4927.
Lost Sunday, grey Schnauzer,
vicinity of Russell & Thayer.
Reward. CT, 3-7942.

LOST Prescription sun glasses name inscribed Mrs.Jack
Griffin.. Call 255".120.9._
Lost: Small black Cocker

Spaniel with lion's tall, red
collar. Reward. Vicinity of
Arlington Heights. CL 5-3676.
14 -Personals

Landscaping

50

22

CALL
TODAY

255-7200

8

10

51

Live Stocks
Loans -Personal, Business

52
65

Machinery And Equipment
Metals and Metal Products
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Monuments And Mausoleums
Motorcycles And

53
54
32
98

Scooters

4

111

Moving And Storage
.Musical Instruments

11'

BEFORE

Leather Gaids

Owner of 1960 Ford P/Up
left at Marathon Station, 100
E. Rand. Rd. Please pick up
or will sell is 10 days.
11 -Business Services

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill:
393-t782
KI 5-6 so.
Precision and rough deburring. Will pick up and deliver
work. Call after 5 p.m. 2538704.

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

Baby sitting days in my home.
Northwest Arlington Heights.
392-8108
24 -Help Wanted Men

Experience required
Des Plaines 296-1192

MOUNT PROSPECT
-NEWS AGENCY
609 N. Main.

MECHAN IC
5

Phone 439-0923

15

85

16

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real Estate -Farm Lands
Real Estate -For Exchange
Real Estate -Houses

91

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Rea( Estate -Vacant

Real Estate Wetted

19

94
95
88
96

FUZE -ON. PRODUCTS

60
59
63

1620 \V. Central Rd.
CL 5-5000- Mt. Prospect, Ill. -

22

To Rant Apartments

74

23-

Property
To Rent Farms

To Rent Business

78
80

Apartment

Count words and figure, .5
average words per line. 15
average words equal a 3 line
ad.
COST

$3.15 for 3 days

This includes one FREE in-

sertion in "Market Day" if
your ad appears in the regular Tuesday edition.

$315

Enclosed is $
Name

Plus One Day

City

In "Market Day"

State

The Regular

81.

79
62
25
18

102

Vacation Places

92

Wanted To Rent

82

ADVERTISERS

,

MAIL TO:
- THE ARLINGTON DAY.
217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.'

Arlington, Illinois

Advertisers

Modern office. Permanent
position. Company benefits.
Regular increases. Must have

references.

Apply 9 AM to 5 PM

are

requested

571 S. Wheeling Rd.
537-6100'

Mrs. Barker

COLLECTION MAN

to

newspaper will be responsible for
ONLY the first incorrect Insertion and only to the extent of the
space that the ad requires. Errors
will be rectified by. republication

Regular 40 hr. wk. Clean and
maintain air conditioned plant
area of pharmaceutical manufacturer. Excellent oppor-:

Please check your ads and notify
us at once. Corrections are ac -

coated by phone. 9 to 9 week,

PHONE:

255-7200

Consumer Loan Collections
Experience required
Liberal Benefits

CALL CL.9-4000

for one Insertion.

PHONE 255f7200.

Northern suburb location.
Apply Box 1037, c/o Day Publications, 217 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.,Arlington Heights,

Duff -Norton Co.

Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove, Ill.

801

- FULL TI ME MAN

-

WANTED
Day Shift. Vacation Plan, Life

insurance and Hospital Plan.

DRAFTSMAN
Work required some drafting
experience to handle detail
with diversified training in
engineering department, Excellent company benefits.

Mr. Moore

UARCO, INC.
A n equal opportunity employer

WATER SERVICE MAN
Full time. Must be HighSchool

graduate. Able to meet the
public. Good health and physi-

EXPERIENCED DIE SETTER
and
ACCURATE SHEAR
OPERATOR

cal condition a must. Salary

VILLAGE OF

CUSTOD IAL
POSITIONS OPEN

CUSTODIAL HELP

man.

Fringe benefits include: 10
days accumulative sick leave

Mr. Gewecke

JANITOR

tunity for mature man. Call
between '9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

255-0300
ARNAR-STONE LABS, INC.
601 E. Kensington

Mt. Prospect
(1/2 mi. east. of Randhurst)
An equal opportunityemployer

COUR IER

No experience needed, we will

train. Excellent starting pay,
bonus for 2nd and 3rd shifts.
Vacation pay, sick pay, health
insurance, life insurance.

Learn valuable new skills in
the growing plastics industry.
Rapid advancement as you
learn.
PLASTICS,

945 Criss Circle

Man or women with automobile to work with advertising
department.
Excellent opportunity for right

person. Must be dependable.
Full company benefits
Apply in person

DAY

PUBLICATIONS

INC.
217

Grove Village
437-2700

Elk

So. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights

LUNCH COUNTER
MANAGERS

SANITATION
SPECIALIST
(7 to 3:30 PM)

Man needed in new dietary
department to handle sanitation duties. Good salary, merit
increases, many benefits.

MALE OR FEMALE
Steady Work. Excellent oppor-

tunity, good starting salary,

paid vacation, free uniforms meals & pension, group hospitalization available. Pre-

vious experience helpful but

not essential. We will train
you & pcy you while you work.
WI 5-5150

Northwest
Community Hospital

S.S.

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

KRESGE CO.

722 Waukegan Rd.

Deerfield, Ill.

24,1Ielp Wanted Men

.24 -Help Wanted Men

BUILDING
CUSTODIAN

--

Experience not required but helpful. Job
security. Ideal working conditions and excellent employee benefits.
APPLY

per year, paid up life insur-

ance policy, 2 weeks paid va-

24 -Help Wanted Men

Evenings - No Experience

ADVERTISING

GENERAL FACTORY
Injection Molders
All Shifts

is needed by COMMUNITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT 15, Pala-

tine, Illinois to fill positions
created by new construction.
Full time work with no seasonal layoffs is available to
the reliable, hardworking,

DISHWASHERS & BUS BOYS

26 -Help ?Wanted Men Or Women

Apply Finance Director

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

An equal opportunityemployer

112 N. Evergreen
Arlington Heights

APPLY PERSONNEL

open.

253-2340

1620 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Full .time
Community Camera Studio

571 S. WheelingRd.
537-6100

Write or call

Barrington, Ill. DU 1-4030

.PHOTOGRAPHER_

MICRO

ENERAL BLOWER CO.

255-0300

601, E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect
(1/2 ml. east of Randhurst)

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
ELKS CLUB
2323 Wilke Road CL

439-8866

ARLINGTON HTS.
PARK DISTRICT
500

S.

Fernandez

253-0620

TESTERS
Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.
Air conditioned plant. Apply:

SALESMAN

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

Good job in our Randhurst store. Permanent, full time.

Excellent earnings, liberal discount & many other benefits.

Wheeling

537-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

See Mr.- Griffith

MATERIAL HANDLERS

BASKIK
Randhurst Center

STOCKMEN
Steady job for able - bodied men. To work in warehouse
handling mens clothing. Excellent working conditions, in
new air conditioned building.

GENERAL BLOWER CO.

check the first insertion of their
advertisement and In ease of
error to notify the classified department at once in order that
correction can' be made. In the
event of error or omission, the

days & 9 to 1..2 Saturdays.

Tuesday Paper.

73
76

CHECK YOUR AKI

Phone

( Ad Appears in

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous
Torrent Resort
Properties
Toys, Games, Novelties
Trade Schools
Travel
Trucks, Trailers

JANITOR

PLEASE

Address

Edition If Your

for

Sporting Goods
Stereo-HI-Fi-Photagraph
Store And Bar Fixtures

20

24

ONLY

opportunity

right man; some experience
desirable though not necessary. Knowledge of stock
work and packing very help -t'
ful. Good on detail.

70

To Rent Furnished

DAYS

Wonderful

able, have good references.

RECEIVING

Rooms -Board -

Housekeeping

3 LINES

86

INSIDE SALES

A.M., Monday through Friday.

24 -Help Wanted Men

-

ARNAR - STONE LAB, INC.

cation per year, contribution

5

SHIPPING

Age 40 to 60. 6 days a week,
including weekends, room and
board optional. Must be bond-

Part Time

Superintendent's Office by the board toward health
insurance, guaranteed annual
RIVER TRAILS
salary, paid holidays.
SCHOOL DIST. NO. 26
For Appointment
I000 Wolf Rd.
Call Mount Prospect
'358
-4400
Ext. 36
2 96-2150

yrs. experience
on truck or bus

12

Real Estate -

Work in General Office and
Lab. Janitorial experience
desirable. 12:30 A.M. to 8:30

Full insurance program. Retirement benefits. Paid vacation. Apply:.z.

Mount Prospect

58

17.

MACK

RELAY DRIVER

Afternoons 1:30 to 4:30 and
3 to 6 a.m. apply in person.

Call 537-8365

ARLINGTON STANDARD
SERVICE
1000 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
259-1457

FUZE -ON PRODUCTS

ASSISTANT

& Retail Sales Experience,

Clean light work for men 18
or older, packing pharmaceutical aerosols. Call between
9 a.m. & 5 p.m.

Year round work.

Mr. Bob Wittl

or
5:30 to 9:30 P.M.

Man With Cashiering

ienced man. New suburban

Cadillac dealership. Permanent type Job.

Call 827-7880

PART TI ME
EVENING WORK
Mon. -thru Thurs .
5 to 9 P.M.

BARTENDER

Immediate opening for exper-

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

Radio -Television

89
93

PARTS --MANAGER

CL.5-5000

Ask For Jim

TO DAYS
BEST
BUY.

'Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.

141 W. Wood St.
Palatine

9545 Ainslie St. Schiller Park
Call 678-3720

Day shift or Nite shift

GE 8-6251.

14

Personals

fits. Older married man preferred. Apply in person.

including many companybene-

CORRESPONDENT

Older man for handyman and
yard work. Small apt. and

Political

4 P.M.

hr. week, attractive salary

Full or Part Time
Office Maintenance

UNIMATIC MACHINE
PRODUCTS, INC.

392-7647

day week
year around work
Paid vacation

56

ing company in Palatine. 40

wanted for progressive grow-

Mon. 10 AM to 11 AM only

West County Line Road

Excellent child care in
my home.

55

69

MEN WANTED FOR

profit sharing and overtime.

CUSTOD IAN

Must have

Child Care

Set up and operate milidathe,
radial drill, grinder. Progressive machine tool manufacturer. Hospitalization and
insurance. Air - cond. plant,

333 W. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

31

Office Furniture -Devices

MACHINISTS

SHIP PING CLERK

CADILLAC CORP.

Nursery Schools -

12

Helper on furniture truck.
Good pay. Steady employment.
Apply 109 Northwest Hwy.,
Barrington

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Walled Merr

24 -Help Wanted. Men

Apply in person

salary.
6

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost And Found

97.

Privileges

Industrial Property
In Memoriam

3

.1,

1

MARTIN METALS

Located at 1700 E. Touhy Ave.
(Corner of Touhy & Maple)

Des Plaines

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

To arrange for interview

250 N. 12th ST.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Phone FR, 2-6300
Ext. 241

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
An equal opportunity employer

ASSEMBLERS
PRECISION MECHANICAL

These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

In a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

DRAFTSMEN
Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

ELECTRICAL
from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts..
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Out standing benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

in or Call

DIJnkirk 1-2400

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. NorthWest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

WHEELING
537-2180

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close .tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints. and use
precision measuring devices.

Come

Outstanding Career Opportunities For
Experienced Person In Shipping And
Receiving, Position Offers Good Starting Pay, Automatic Increases, Sick Leave,
Insurance, Overtime And Advancement.

Barrington -

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

BARRINGTON

DU 1-2400

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

THE DAY

Thursday, August 25.1966

'

CALL TODAY

A
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

TELLER

DISHWASHERS WANTED

TELLERS &
CLERICAL HELP

358-1003

it sharing. Many other benefits.

FRY COOK

392-4860

Wanted evenings. Apply

DES PLAIN.ES
NATIONAL BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

IBM PROOF MACHINE
' OPERATOR

OFFICE POSITIONS

INTERIOR
DECORATOR
TRAINEE

preferred
will train right applicant.Call
Experienced

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

722 Kensington

FtA ND H URST CENTER

CL 9-4000

WAREHOUSE HELP
SHIPPING --

Our fast growing company has

interest and some light clerical skills. Loads of public
contact to $95 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

women

ANALYZERS &PHASERS
FREE LIFE HOSP. INS. CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE.

Miss Paige

40 hrs. per week. Paid Vaca-

tions. Profit sharing if elig-

LAKE DISTRICT
NEWS CO.

SP 5-4300

Wheeling

Rent -a -Car reservattonist is
what you'll be trained as. Let
us put you in the receptionist
seat to greet travelers in
your cute uniform. Light typing_and_e_ Pretty smile req'd._
7205 N. Meade

RECEIVING
ible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.
9 AM to II AM

STEADY EMPLOYMENT, AUTOMATIC INCREASES,

1020 Noel Ave: -

774-9393

$375 mo.

AND

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

774-9393

DOCTOR'S GIRL
You'll be trained as his receptionist if you have light

typing and a neat appearance.
You'll learn to greet patients,
ans. phones and keep, track

of appts., no medical exper.
req'd., and no Sats. or eves.
$90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

774-9393

7205 N. Meade
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

For Production Work

tion and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

We will consider retired men. Please come in and see us.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT., AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE -HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

,SP .5-4300

LE 7-5700

.

1--n -1' WHEELING

1020 NOEL:AVkTilUE

BUSINESS
Service Directory
--

Tool Makers
Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Mill Hands

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

UNITED

RENT-ALLS

PHONE 259-3350
Blacktop Work

Meyers

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Interior and exterior qual-

decide until you call us for
Open
free estimate
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794

24

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating

Carpet and Furniture
Cleaners
Home Maintenance. Fully
Free
Estimates
Insured.
259.5066

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 20c - Colors .25c
Now available in red, green,

black, brown, yellow. buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete.
Products Co.

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfaction guar. Also
color design.

1414 E Davis St.
- Arlington Heights

IN BUSINESS.

Dressmaking -Sewing

styling,

de-

signing & alterations. Near
Randhurst

255-0348

259-3350

Arl. Hghts.

We Rent Most Everything
Tools, Rug & Floor Machines

Roll -a -ways &

Hos-

pital Beds, Dishes & Silver
Service,
Equip.

53.

Lawn & Garden

YODZI FIND II IN no-

WN AS

(Rt. 53,

Rolling Meadows

Call Joyce CL 5-2105

koz...Yfottirppx,Seligol_
-sine -n -1n), home. -4-day- Due -to- - expansion -program, --Dis., Mt. Prospect. Aft. 5, 'Baby
week. 11 to 5. 259-0340. Rol- Studio Girt - Hollywood has
439-8714.
openings for beauty advisors.
ling Meadows.
Full or part time.Management
WAITRESSES
also. Call
opportunities
Experienced
work
439-5522 9:00 to 5:00.
Full or Part Time
Evenings
Child Care, Pensioner to take
PART TIME
Salary - Excellent tips
care' of 2 children, 1 In school.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Ph. 255-7852
and earn
ELKS CLUB
FULL TIME
CL 3-2048
8 to 5 - 6 days
PAID VACATION
HOUSE KEEPER
.
To live in room & board for a
FRED'S FINER FOODS
several children 437-9537
255-7078
morn.
PROFIT SHARING
Child Care -- to motherless
PLANT OPERATORS
children ages 5 & 8. Cardinal
company. We need skilled of- Dr.,
Positions open in plant. Prior
school zone. 259-3873.
fice workers to serve the
experience not needed.Liber-

finest companies in the loop
and suburbs. Work the hours WAITRESSES WANTED

Full or Part time. Lunches

and days of your choice at

like a boring job.
Apply in P erson
141 W. Wood St., Palatine
not

Dinner. Good wages and tips.
Apply at -

TOP HOURLY RATES. Call
Ethel Doebber at

PLAZA LANE RESTAURANT

827-5557

Work in Mt. Prospect near
N.W. station. Pleasant sur-

3110 Market Plaza
Rolling Meadows, 392-0321

and let her show you how you
can turn your spare time into

roundings, marl), known food

Co. 2 girl office. Shorthand

WOMEN NEEDED

MONEY.

and typing nec. Liberal salary
& benefits. Call 631-8833.
Eves. & wkends CL 9-2819.

For

housekeeping,

Dining

Room and Nurses Aides in

home for elderly women.
Wheeling, Ill.
537-2900
ILIVICI CON.

S11111.111

24 -Help Wanted Men

WARD HELPERS

-- OPTICAL ENGINEER
Optical engineer capable of creating and evaluating the new
design of optical systems utilized in the present and projected

Work in clean, well lit air-

Engineering and Research and Development Departments in the

housekeeping department.
Work long or short hours on
day or evening shift. Good
salary ( $1.60 per; hr.) plus

conditioned location. Several
ladies needed in expanded

photo copy equipment. Must provide consultation to the
area of optics, illumination and lens specifications.

Must have B.S. in physics or equivalent experience in the
designing of optical systems associated with telescopes,
cameras, or areal viewfinders.

merit increases' and many
benefits.
APPLY PERSONNEL

Salary commensurate with experience. If interested send

Boring Machine Operators

MICROSTATICS DIVISION OF

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

S. C. M. CORPORAT ION

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

helpful.

Niles, Illinois

6119 W. Howard

,

24 -Help Wanted Men

Opportunity To Advance
ALL SHIFTS OPEN

392-3135
Transporation

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales
'

Wheeling. Ill.
LE 7-1166

Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824.2865

119 Brookfield .

Mt. Prospect
824-2865

824-9530

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free 'Estimates
529-6587

*Forming Machine Oprs.
*Extrusion Oprs.

-

-

-

We will consider retired men. Please come in and see us.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT. AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE -HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

LE 7-5700

SP 5-4300

1020 NOEL AVENUE

WHEELING

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

( Wi II Train)

*Machine Operators
*General Factory
*Machinery Repairmen
*Shipping Clerk
* Complete company -paid insurance program
* Company paid penson plan
* 9 paid holidays (eligible immediately)
* 2 weeks vacation after 1 year
'

Complete. Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured

8:00 TO 4:30

---

All types of lawn & snow
removal equipment repaired

For Production Work

BARRINGTON

Work Near Home

Bob's

MEN

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Small Engine Repair

Small Engine Repair

Topping

708 E. N/W Hwy.

Stan Vorgias Co.

adjust.

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting

UNITED RENT-ALLS

Serving the entire N.W.
Driveways,
patios,
area
etc Protective curbing for
All
driveways.
asphalt
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

&

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

Rental Service

OUR 16TH YEAR

oil

interior

Call Leo's
CL 3-7374

Phone CL 5-1015

Individualized

esti-

painting. Free
mates.
358-4882
ity

DON'S BLACKTOP

Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

Clean,

894-3115

537-8228

coating

1700 Hicks Rd.

SILK'S fabulous new fall line.
$200 wardrobe free.

Northwest
Community Hospital

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

24 hr. phone scrv.

Exp Qual Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

old blacktop, repair & seal

296-1142
Des Plaines
Baby sitter, 5 hrs. Kinder-

each week? Earn $20 to $50
per week showing REAL -

METHODE MFG. CO.

Mr. R. S. Mazurek

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. scrv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.

Painting-Oecorating

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Suburban
Decorators

Spanish & shorthand required

equipment desirable

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits Include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

Sewing Machine Repairs

Masonry

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
'Biggeit Discount Ever.
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots.
business areas, resurfacing

Can you spare 2 to 4 hours

resume in confidence to:

Drill Press Operators

PHONE 392-3135

Call 255-7200

255-9878

.

Must be able to set-up and operate.

SMALL ENGINE
REPAIR

ADVERTISING

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

'

BOB'S

For

MACHINISTS
1st 'or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)
Varied Machining Ability

Let us help make your...DAY!
j" -Y

537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Full Time

CONTI BEAUTY SALON

117 S. Emerson, Mt.Prospect

SECRETARY - BILINGUAL

24 -Help Wanted Men

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING
250 N. 12th Sr.

SHAMPOO GIRL WANTED

benefits.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

M I? 7 7 I METALS

Mnt. Prosp. Cinema
827 Rand Rd.

in above positions.

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage
reviews & excellent fringe

GENERAL OFFICE

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitaliza-

EVENING SHIFT

30 -Help Wanted -Women

do

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

CASHIER
Mon. thru Fri.
1
to 5 P.M.
18 yra. or over.
Apply in person

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

al company benefits. A good
place to work for those who

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

MEN

MACHINE. AND
PRESS OPERATORS

1

392-6100
OTHER LOCATIONS
Niles 825-7117
Chicago AV -26170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

825-

1481.

207 N. Evergreen

7205 N. Meade

FULL TIME & PART TIME

Vic. of Park Ridge.

INSPECTORS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PUBLIC CONTACT
"ALL DAY - EVERYDAY'

NTZ TV NEEDS

LE 7-5700

3 LOCATIONS

Lady wanted to help with invalid man. 5 days a week.

ASSEMBLERS

Looking for a career? Here's

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

"We cover all suburbs"
Trainees or Experienced

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

$300 - $650
"SHEETS" 100% FREE

the spot for a girl with this

OF MT. PROSPECT

Arl. Hts.

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

MUST LOVE DOGSI
Dog Salon in Park Ridge needs

28-Employment Agencies-Women

BEVERLY
RESTAURANT

BANK

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

but

DAYS

LINES

Wash boy and Dog Groomer.
825-0270
Full time

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

827-1191
24 -Help Wanted Men

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Full Time

Experienced pieferred but not
necessary -5 day wk.Pleasant
working conditions.
CALL MR. RIORDAN

.Call for Appointment

ONLY

BEFORE 4 P. M.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

BRANDT'S RESTAURANT

Experienced or will train.
Free medical insurance, prof-

255-7200

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

15 (

$

* Excellent starting salary

CALL OR APPLY, WALTER J. HANSEN

FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2,65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

CONEX

.

5901 a MT. PROSPECT ROAD On PLAINES. ILLINOIS 50011
TILEPHONID 5944565

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LAE'INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

AR TI Af

296-2266

rilDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS sic:

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

41E- 7:411

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

jik...

jiWir

250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD:

537-2180

Thursday, August 25, 1966

THE DAY

WAITRESS

RESPONSIBLE
WOMAN

Full Time

ger and ice cream store. We
furnish uniforms. Call or see

Uniforms. and meals furnished. . Excellent working conditions, closed Mondays.Must
have own transportation.

Call Mrs. Welsh

.

272-0272

Mrs. Pecoraro

Sportsman Country Club
3535 Dundee Rd.,
Northbrook,111.

CL 9-4315

COCK ROBIN .
920 W. Northwest Highway

SEASON

BOWLING

NOW.

OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

Arlington Heights
SECRETARIES

or night shift. Apply:
THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Don Arndt

Apply

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

MEDIA SUPERVISOR
SECRETARY

722 Kensington

Arl.Hts..

Prefer broadcast

sonable woman for counter
work, about 5 hours a day --

5 days weekly, including Sat.
Good pay. Earn extra income & meet people. Phone
collect 453-9510.
ORCHID CLEANERS

24 N. Main,
Mount Prospect

Call 537-6610

Sitter in John Muir School
_Dist. for two school children

weekdays 3 to 5. - 537-2222

CLERK TYPISTS
Immediate openings. Full time

positions. 37 1/2 hours per

week (8:30 to 4:45). Modern
office. Typist must average
40 to 45 w.p.m.

Some

ing.

college

Road

level

courses in accounting and a
background working in ac-

counting for .a manufacturing
company. This lob also offers
the right individual an excellent salary,' plus fine employee
benefits, and up to date modern working conditions. If you

are -a young lady who feels
you are qualified for this job
please feel tree in contacting

529-4100

BOOKKEEPING DEPT.

Full Time

FIRST ARLINGTON
NATIONAL BANK

Campbell & Dunton Sts.
CL 3-1360
-

PART TIME
RECEPTIONIST
WANTED

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

1300 N. Meacham Rd.
(Near Golf Road)
Schaumburg, Illinois

Des Plaines

VAnderbilt 4-1133

76 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

GENERAL HELP WANTED
Plastic molding factory. Lite work. male or female 18 to 65.
Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.Openings
on 2nd and 3rd shift or part time. See Bill Johnson 9 to 3:30
or call 439-4044 for appointment.

Randhurst
3 nights a week, good typing

Arlington Heights

Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. West of 83

Join A Profit Sharing Company

Join

AMPEX
1NTERV IEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

JUNIOR PLANNERS
Experience in procurement of parts or related items and
knowledge of production scheduling.

Ability to read blip prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

ASSEMBLERS
No experience necessary as we will train.

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify
any ambition individual.

$10 BONUS

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify

Paid Vacations

RIGHT GIRL
Call Jane Nelson

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid

insurance

new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of cothpany products.
*Promotional oppor-

tunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

2201 Lunt Rd.
Lunt Rd.

X

Full time -- Morning Hours
STARLIGHT COFFEE CUP

10 N. Main St., Mt. Prospect
253-9756

rz

z.

Call 358-9100 or write:
Dean of Business Affairs

HARPER COLLEGE

SECRETARY

Nights - full or part time.
Excellent tips, top salary.
COUNTRYSIDE
RESTAURANT

1 W. Campbell, A rlingtonlits.

Alert, conscientious woman
with good transcribing skills.
Interesting and diversified duties. Congenial, modern, air
conditioned office. Excellent
company benefits.

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

Typing,

shorthand, other
diversified and Interesting
duties in the modern -

537-6100
MRS. BARKER
TYPISTS
(DAYS & NIGHTS)
If you are a High School grad-

uate and have taken a com-

SALESWOMAN
Permanent full time opening
for busy active dept., including sales of

mercial course while in
school, you might be the ideal
candidate for the Job we have
open in our Customer Service

SHEET MUSIC

Dept. The only prerequisite
outside of being a neat ap-

GUITARS
BAND INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES

volves order taking, order

pearing individual is that you
must be a good typist. Job in-

Musical background preferred

coding, customer phone. con-

train qualified person. 5 day
week, liberal company benefits. Call for appointment.

order processing.

but not necessary. We will

Mr. W. Wais

tact, delivery scheduling &

LITTELFUSE

LYON-HEALY

300 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

RA NDHURST CENTER

VAnderbilt 4-1133

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

waukee Ave., Niles.
967-8331 Mr. Micheals or
BR .8-5500 Mr. Shanley (
An equal opportunity employer

St. Simons Episcopal Church
717 Kirchoff Rd.
Arlington Heights

GARAGE
NEIGHBORHOOD
SALE
Thursday, Friday,

fir. lamp, radio: pole lamp,

392-1893

Ironrite Ironer, 26" Schwlnn
bicycle. 392-4068:
Water $5.00 a month'
Johnson Water Softener.
FL 9-3200
CL 5:1107
Soft

BASEMENT SALE

August 25, 26, 27

'10 A.M. Dresses, skirts,
sults, coats, formals, etc.

Sizes 7 thru 16.for Miss & Mrs.

Over 200 garments.
720 S.Kaspar Arlington Hts.
392-7691
ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES

600 dresses below wholesale
LEE'S SAMPLE SHOW ROOM
DI 8-6800
Webster Hotel

of medicine. 35 hour week.

ARNAR-STONE LABS. INC.
601 Kensington Road
!(1/2,..tni. E. of Randhurit)
A n equal opportunity employer

FULL TIME
Commercial Tellers &
Savings Tellers

PART TIME
Safe Deposit Vault
Attendant

Experience preferred

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK
CL 9-4000

Mr. Mahon

SEASON NOW
OPEN

Full or Part Time
No Sundays

SECRETARY

EMPLOYMENT

positions

IN

available in our

Punch Press

Engineering

Drill Press
Tapping

Sales

Accounting
Laboratories

Please apply in person

These are interesting
positions which offer
opportunity for
an
Our
advancement.
fringe benefits in-

clude a Tuition Refund Plan, Employee
many
and
Store,
others. Please apply
in person.

INTERVIEWING

Mon. thru Thur.
8 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Friday
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.

Saturday
8 a. m. to 12 Noon

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim
An Equal Opportunity Employer
.M & F

Professional'
ManEmployment
ager needs an exSecretary.
perienced

Ability to -deal with
people effectively and
Excellcourteously.

ent typing skills required with average
steno ability. This
job
offers interest
and a challenge to the
gal who enjoys an active position. Many
fine fringe benefits.

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
Has Job Openings For

CLERK TYPISTS
DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
Apply Personnel Department
1661 Northwest Highway

Park Ridge

JR. KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
NORTH SUBURBAN COMPANY

Has an opening for
KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

WITH 6 .months to 1 year's experience
056 Machines preferred

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
\TY

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois
An &Mal Opportunity
Employer
(hi & F)

PAYROLL CLERK

this type of work is desirable.
If you feel that you qualify for this interesting and challenging
position that also offers with it modern air cond. working
conditions and up-to-date benefits, please call Dorothy Ulrich-

GOOD STARTIN SALARY

and excellent company benefits

CONTACT MRS. LUCCHESE

AT 272-5500
IMPORT MOTORS OF CHICAGO
3737 Lake -Cook Road
Deerfield, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WAGE & SALARY

ADMINISTRATION
Position available for a person capable of assuming wage and
salary administration duties. Duties involve the formulation
of Job descriptions, analysis of duties and assignment of rate
ranges for all hourly and salary employees. Individual must

be a college graduate or have equivalent experience in the
area of wage and salary administration.
If interested send resume in confidence to:

Mr. R. S. Mazurek
MICROSTAT ICS DIVISION OF
S. C. M. CORPORATION

Niles, Illinois

6119 W. Howard

GENERAL OFFICE
NORTH SUBURBAN COMPANY

ALLSTATE
INSURANCE COMPANY

We Have Immediate Openings For:

Paid Training, Free Baby Sitting Service.
Hospitalization, Major Medical, Life Ipsurance.

TYPISTS
'7
SECRETARIES
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
RECORDS CLERKS

7770 FRONTAGE ROAD, SKOKIE

Year Round Work If Desired.

Hours: 8:00 A.M. To 4:15 P.M.
SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

House: 1:00 P.M. To 9:00 P.M.

.Phone 439-0923

Many company benefits including Profit Sharing & Mer-

-chandlse Discount.

COOK COUNTY SCHOOL BUS, INC.

For Appointment Call Miss Lofstrom

3040, S. BUSSE

OR 3-6600 EXT. 339

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL:
k moreammogroamotr.warin.aresmor.

have

Oin-

6;30 - 8;30 A.M.
2;30 - 4;30 P.M.

...61realmon.....

EXPERIENCED
We

MANAGER

DES PLAINES, ILL.
VANDERBILT 4-1133

Hours Approx;

An Equal Oppolunity Employer

STENOGRAPHERS

(At & F)

300 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

A.M. & P.M. Routes or Both

Devon Rd.

Machine
Operators

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

An ideal opportunity exists with our company for a woman
(25-45) who has payroll exp. in incentive wages, payroll distribution and quarterly tax reports. Position would also in-

MALE & FEMALE

Coloramic Tile Co,

512 W. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-8477
Mt. Pros.

Northlake, Illinois

TO

LITTELFUSE

DRIVERS

Copyllex (Bruning) Model 100
New $495. Asking $125.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Good Pay - Good Tips

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

items. Everything in good con- '
items. Everything in ' good
7
condition.
W.
Davis

400 North Wolf Road

WAITRESSES NEEDED

10:00 a.m. - 6:00' p.m.
11:3p a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Roper deluxe gas range, 9:18
acrilon rug & pad, lg. mirrof,
Maytag auto. washer, whatnot
shelves, Culligan water softener, curtains drapes &

30 -Help Wanted -Women

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

30 -Help Wanted -Women

BOWLING

392-9409

Sealy hide -a -bed complete,
cedar cheat, drum table,

Everyone welcome

quality. Shorthand Is an asset
but not a requirement.

If you believe that you qualify
call 255-0300 for more information about this challenging
opportunity with a rapidly
growing business in the field

Mena - boys sweater samples
famous brands, all styles,
wholesale. Mens-M. Boys 12.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

10 A.M. to 4 P.M.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

least 3 years of experience with an industrial concern in

Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. W. of 83

from

8.14; lg. 3 -drawer dresser,

participation in group insurance & credit union benefits. At

Arlington Heights

251) E. Hamilton Dr.

Aug. 31

Next -to -new shop

Art. Hts.

folding bed complete, animal
crate 36x30x24, kitchen table
& 6 chairs. 392-2622.
RATTAN BAR, formica top.

132 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

A rl. Hgts. Schreiber, Ap, 1.

BARGAIN SALE

4 folding chairs, 2 snow tires

volve maintaining daily processing reports of employee

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.

MUST SELL Comp. twin size

392-0386 after 4

Hr.

See Bill Johnson 9 to 3:30 or call 439-4044 for appointment.

3113.

Full or part time, many benefits, including profit sharing.
Permanent openings. New
discount store, 9555 N. Mil-

722 Kensington
A rl. Hts.

Plastic molding factory. Lite work, male or female 18 to
65. Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.

them with Blue Lustre. Rent
shampooer. $1.
electric
Freitag V & S Hardware.255-

console T.V. Twin headboard

neat Teter herself.
Typing should be of the highest

Feel free in stopping by or

calling us concerning this
opening which is also accompanied by- fine progressive
employee benefits.

your new carpet - remove

FLOOR HELP

good

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

824-7186
Mr. Picket

being a real assistant to him

Hours 9-5 p.m.

SECRETARY

O'HARE
OFFICE CENTER

Our Scientific Director needs
a secretary who is capable of

SPOTS before your eyes - on

hollywood bed, 39" electric
range, dinette table & chairs,

5 ft-.,Iongi-Exc:cond.392-8926
Evenings.

and who is able to write a

DICTAPHONE
STENOGRAPHER

WAITRESSES

Elk Grove Village

439-8700

0

essary.

WAITRESS WANTED

439-8866

AMPEX
Landmeler Rd.

civic organization. Guarantee
daily. Car and knowledge of
Arlington Hts. area nec-

LIGHT SHORTHAND

for many company benefits such as ...

..
*Early seniority in

Absolutely no selling. Delivery of tickets for local

CHORD ORGAN AND BENCH
$20.00
259-4875

537-6610
CASHIERS

Saturday.
1142 N. Walnut

WORK

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

801 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove, III.

falo Grove. Must have

transportation.

PLUS

$75 BONUS

DUFF -NORTON CO.

builder's models in Buf-

towel bar, chair & loot stool,
G.E. frontless refrig., sewing
table, blond end tables & coffee table, 2 table lamps.

Start at $1.75

Follow up purchase order with vendors.

LIGHT DELIVERY

SECRETARY
GENERAL OFFICE

for

woman

Personable individual as secretary to Dean of Students of
William Raney Harper College. Shorthand and filing
competency, versatile perceptive of employer's work,
executive secretarial experience. . Competitive salary,
fringe benefits.

GENERAL HELP WANTED
1st SHIFT

PURCHASING EXPEDITER

Accounting & Sales Depts.
DES PLAINES
296-1142

Cleaning

SECRETARY WANTED

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

CLERK -TYPISTS
STENO -TYPISTS

For interview appointment
Mt. Prospect Nursery School

With First 5 Days Pay

MT. PROSPECT

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

'

Nursery School - Part Time
4 hours a day
Call CL. 3-5877

Swivel rocker, curved sect'l,

PHONE 827-1108,

392-2600

INSPECTORS

Mt. Prospect
(1 blk. east of Randhurst)

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

COOK

253-1811

259-0500

RECORDS

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks
or /vlonths You Want
Work Close To Home

Typists

Temporary Service

APPLY IN PERSON

Male & Female

For more information and to
arrange for interview.

ARNAR-STONE LABS, INC.
801 E. Kensington

30 -Help Wanted -Women

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

ability, Interesting, diversified position $1.65 per hour.
Call Mr. Paul Dasso

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.
250 E. Hamilton Dr.

Call Mrs. Cox at 255-0300

IMMEDIATE WORK

Top Rates

Corporation Office

work is interesting and the office congenial.

.

PART TIME

Steady

Will Train. Dryden Clearner,
200 S. Dryden, Arlington
Hts. CL 5-8840.

CALL DAN SUNDT

Reliance Life Ins. Co.

AND

Chicago, III. 60831
Tel: (312) 693-3021
C.
An equal opportunity employer

our personnel office.

Call Mrs. Drewes

TEMPORARY

8501 West Higgins

full time. $60 for 40 hours.

An excellent lob opportunity
for a qualified mature lady
with skills in general account-

transcribing experience. The

Part time. Will train per-

Subsidiary of IBM

COUNTER CLERK.

ACCOUNTING
CLERK

background

296-1142
Des Plaines
HOSTESS, wanted for builder's models. Weekends.

stenographic or machine

EMBERS RESTAURANT
259-3400
COUNTER CLERK

Good Pay - Good Tips

DES PLAINES
296-1142

Must be excellent typist with

Apply after 5 PM
Ask for Allen

SBC requires key punchoper-

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School education. Full or part-timeDay

PART-TIME TYPIST
For machine transcribing.

(Lunch)

Full or Part Time

All Levels

10 -Help Wanted -Women.

WAITRESSES

KEY PUNCH.
OPERATORS

'

Luncheons .- Dinners

For counter work In a hambur-

__

IBM

.)0 -Help Wanted -Worsen

30 -Help Wanted -Women

JO -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

*ALAIMO

located in Deerfield
has interesting openingi
in GENERAL OFFICE WORK

of the following types:
STENOGRAPHERS

.

* ACCOUNTS PAYABLE. CLERK

CLERK -TYPIST

Typing and shorthand skills,
competent figure aptitude or
a good menfory may qualify you
for one or all of these positions
Excellent working conditions
and company benefits.

Starting salaries commensurate
with experience and qualifications.
it interested, please call
MRS. LUCCHESE AT 272-5500

for an appointment

IMPORT MOTORS OF CHICAGO
An Equal Opportunity Employer

-

40 -Camera Optical Goods

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Revere 8 m.m. camera & pro-

301 Chevy. black rods & pistons. Weland 4 carb. manifold
with carbs & linkage. $200 or
offer. 255-3784

jector, also accessorles.Exc.
Coed% Reasonable. CL 55043.

SALE

GARAGE

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Lawn tools, saw,
Moving.
clothing, furniture, and misc.
items. Aug. 27 and 28.
Arl. Hts.
527 S. Rammer,
Poker table - seats 8. Birch
finish in excellent. condition.

Free Kittens, 6 wks. old Call
358-1019

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS -

439-6650.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

44-Oogs, Pets And Equipment

Male German Shep. Pure
Bred (no papers) B, wk. old.
537-9040

Hand Knitted Coat, will block
from size 12 - 18. Brand new.
Light rusty brown color.
CL 3-6972
s

Cute puppies are looking for
a good home. FREE CL 971879,

FREE kittens to good homes.
CL 9-3183.
White toy poodle puppy, best
of litter. AKC reg. Champion
blood lines. This male is very

BUFFET

small & will make a beau.

AND

& quality. Call eves only -

stud dog or family pet. Must
see to really appreciate size
392-7855..

VENDING HOSTESS
For industrial caterer in Mt. Prospect area. 5 day week,
Permanent work. Short hours that can be adjusted. Must

Will arrange interview at location by appointment.

Our'

OR NIGHTS

HOUR

DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

modern

new

tioned Medical
partment.

NIGHTS $2.00 - $2.25 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

De-

fits. Please apply in
person or call for
an appointment, 562-

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

7100, Ext. 723.
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A /4.4N.61th. Graf /...N.IC99991

400 North Wolf Road

ASSEMBLERS

Northlake, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

Electronic component maitt.facturer has limited

(M & F)

openings on 2nd or 3rd shifts, full or part-

Clerk Typists

APPLY

TR W -----ELECTRON I CS --

man Shepherd, for sale to a
good home. Very good disposition. HE 7-1309.
Miniature Schnauzer AKC
register. Stud Service 255-

air cond., really sound proof,
adjaent to shopping, 5 blks. to
RR Station. Adults only. No
pets.

HOUSE & GARAGE SALE
chandelier, elec.
Antique

wired; beds - furniture - lots
morel Rees. - CL 9-0043.

Ill N. Lincoln

Arlington Heights

have' a variety

'We

of openings for gals
who have good typing
skills on the Electric and Manuel typewriter. General office:
and
clerical back-

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ground

desired.
These positions are
available in the following departments:

LIGHT FACTORY WORK
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

is

'NIGHT SHIFT OPENING

PERSONNEL

p. m. - Midnight
Midnight - 8 a. m.

4

SALES

ENGINEERING
Women needed for packaging & inspecting of our plastic
containers. Work is light and clean. Company benefits

include paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical and
life insurance, 9 laid holidays, 2 weeks paid vacation.
Call or come in and see our modern air conditioned plant.
APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE

296-2266

SHIPPING

.WI LLIAMS BURG

773-0252

Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at
Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
8. 1,050 sq. ft, of living

--537-5049.
Complete

living rm. outfit:
chairs, sofa, lamps, tables,
Danish modern. Best offer.
Excellent cond. Call CL 59250.

antique buffet,
condition. $100.

space
'2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdim - $160.

crushed velvet
conversational
grouping. Custom made. Like

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

oak

Solid

excellent
392-5838.

Matching
chairs for
3

OPEN EVENINGS

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

D, .1 VI, 8.1 O. ,N. I./. L 10:1, tOcI TS .T.0 0. L. WK.tOsR:LAS,

ILLINOIS 60016

296 2266

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

(M & F)

.

centralized air, att. garage,
built-in oven & range, wallto-wall carpeting, fully land-

ALSO

scaped, storms & screens,
patio. Immediate possession.
$27,590

6 4 BDR. COLONIAL

* 2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.
Everything Included

...$32,500

ed. $10 or best offer. 2595522.

49 -Horses, Harness And Wagons

392-3085

4 yr. old American saddle
bred mare. Show qualities.

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

Very reasonable. 255-0440.

Low summer rates for
Weddings

Parties

Graduations, etc.
_AMERICAN LEGION HALL'

3744.

CL3-2973

Organ 2 keyborad,

lion Wheeler;

exc. cond. low price. ALSO
Bundy B -flat clarinet, like

PH. 437-0402.

UPtight'plantilir good -cOndi

Hen. Reasonable. '259=3224;
Flute and musical
stand in excellent condition

House, 2 to 3 bdrms in Art.

Hts, Rolling Meadows or Mt.
Prosp. area. 253-8024 after 5.

Student

Arlington Heights
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

Full basement, FOUR BEDHOOMS,--1 1/2 bathe, !RIF&
plaster, UNDER $275 TAXES.

An older home with space
everywhere ... top neighbor-

$16,900

hood

KEMMERLY
Realtors
Open 9-9
728 E. NW Hwy., Palatine

you -- Williamsburg Colonial

home on 7.6 acres. 6 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces,
large dining room, beautiful
room w/bookcases.

family

Towering shade trees, pasture

and pond for horses, 4 stalls
in barn,3-car garage. reduced
for quick sale -- $56,900.

$70. 392-0024.

room,

large

attic

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
OPEN SUNDAYS

Palatine --6 Rm. brick ranch.

3 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, att.
gar., jalousied encl. porch,
built-in gas oven & range,
carptg, refrig., washer &
dryer, new storms/pereens,

Selling H. 0. Train, including
all equipment. Extras. Ph.
392-1374.
66 -Business Opportunities

pastel plmbg. Low taxes. Low
$20's. 358-9584.

INCOME PROPERTY
BARRINGTON

ALMOST NEW BRICK 4 APT.
BUILDING $630.00 PER. MO.
INCOME. CONVENIENT LOCATION -- $67,500.00

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
tLOCATION

'

A

beautiful bi-level

2

full

cation. Walking distance to
all conveniences.

$34,000

3 bedroom Ranch .in Country
club section of Mt: Prospect.
Family room & 2 car attached
garage.

kitchen with every extra, including built in oven, range,
dish washer and dryer tool!
Large fenced in rear yard
on extra size lot. Immediate
possession. Ready for school.

WANTED MFGR.
To produce creative designs
for Toys and Sporting Goods
for Retail Market.
(ROYALTY BASIS)

Mr. Parks - 939-4498

Asking $22,900

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

BRUNS

for teacher or
Protestant employed person.

1714 N/W HWY.

room

Open 9 to 9

CL 5-6320 Arl. Hts.

Arl. Hgts. CL. 3-3132.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

BARRINGTON,
'
AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes
from commuter'station. 5 year

contract if desired. Barring-

ton School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably
priced.
AGENT - FL/4-2186
96 -Real Estate Wanted

FOLZ REALTY
Residential - Commercial

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Red int. One owner. Clean.
Call after 6 p.m. 827-5332.
steering and brakes $1,200.
' CL 3-6512
'65

4 -speed, posi, cam, low mileage. $2100. 392-1597.
1959 Plymouth Belvedere 4 Dr., hardtop, good cond.$100.
CL 5-1479.
Aft. 6 p.m.
'56

Ford, 6 cyl. Stick $75

Runs good. Ph. 392-7765 or

725-0535. Ask for Dave.
'56 Buick hardtop, cream,

good looking. Needs a little

work. $95. 439-2677.
1958 Pontiac 4 Dr. V -B,
A/Trans.
255-5842
'59 Chevy with '64 disassembled Corvette engine, sun
253-1224
gauges.
'65 Rambler. 10 month waranty left. Asking $1495.
253-5476
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

No Junkers

CL 5-3535
1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl. Hts.
99 -Automobiles For Sale

MUSTANG MTRS.

'60 Ford 4 Dr. sedan. Excep'l
clean, economical 6 cyc.auto
Excellent 2nd car $450.
392-9705

Best Prices Paid
Palatine.

110 -Bicycles

SCHWINN 15 speed
Good condition
99 -Automobiles For -Sale

SALES & SERVICE
Built by

'62 Chev., convert, V8 auto7
inafti.4.$441?:13410WOMIn't

Avanti Motor CRrp,

trans. like new paint runs fine.
$450 Call 392-8076

is.
doWis, '-fad.;ene.arir wh-walls.
$1350`15i6Ikst effer.CL 9-1794
99 -Automobiles For Sale

NO GIMMICKSI

NO COME ON!
JUST HONEST DEALS!

USED'CARS.73::
PRICED TO SELL

64 AVANTI R1

With Air Conditioning like
new

$3795
64 HAWK
Automatic floor shift, P/S
H.,R. Vinyl Roof

$1795

NEW 1966
BRAND NEW
CORONET "440"

BIG SELECTION OF NEW

'66's - ALL MODELS

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"
7250 W. DEVON
OPEN EVES. & SUNDAY

62T -BIRD

Automatic trans.

Radio,

heater, W/W

$1495
61 CHEVROLET

Impala, 4 dr. sports, automatic trans. V-8

.$775

ARLINGTON
MOTORS
1020 N.W. HWY

Arlington Heights
CL 3-2707

We're busting out
at the SEAMS with
NEW '66 CHEVROLETS

LADIES
-DO YOU WANT-

THI TIMIS

EXCLUSIVE S_

41,,AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES?

CONVENIENT WORKING HOURS?
PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS?.
0' FREE HOSP ITAL & LIFE INSURANCE?

-010.1w.MIkolvvii*,,,,

8:00 TO 4:30
We will consider retired ladies. Please come in
and see us. Free life and hospital insurance.

On all Executive demo driven cars. The low low price of
the year on all '66 Chevrolets with highest Trade In on
your old car.

Wiring and Soldering

SIX BEDROOM, MT. PROSPECT

AT

BARGAIN! ----ONLY $33,500
A real sharp home for either a large family or an in-law
apartment. THREE baths - built Ins - LOW TAXES interesting assumable mortgage.

LE 7-5700
1020 Noel Avenue

SP 5-4300
A,nice place to work

Bike

Call 392-8575

1960 Pontiac 2 door stand.

Call SP 5-6616
99 -Automobiles For Sale

2 DR. HT., P.B., P.S., Auto
Trans W/W Black, white top.

Northwest Rambler - Palatine,
Clean Cars Wanted

$2298

Any way you measure it this

charming 6 rm. ranch with
attached garage is hard to
beat, large family room,

434 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800
Palatine
Open 9 to 9

ing, Safety
Vinyl Interior, DeLuxe Chrome, Full
Factory Equipment.

ELK GROVE

PHONE DU 1-3434

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

2 DOOR HARDTOP
Dodge's "Hottest" Model!
Auto. Trans.,droup,
ower Steer-

ing $26,900

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
126 W. Main St.Ba rrington

in and see Plats.

500 CARS IN STOCK

yard. Close to schools, shopping and transportation. Ask-

COMES.

-down, 42 months to pay. Shop

choice Arlington Heights Lo-

attached 2 car garage in a

2 car garage with fenced In

BUILDING -- HEART OF
TOWN LOCATION - 3 IN-

$3,500 to $8,800

Most may be purchased 1/3

Remodeled older home with

baths, 3 bdrms., family room,

COMMERCIAL STONE

Palatine
Barrington Areas

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"

$22,950

wheels $25. CL.3-8519 before
3 PM.
1962 DYNAMIC "88" OLDS

CHOICE

RESIDENTIAL LOTS

126 W. Main St. Barrington

Phone DU 1-3434

$500.' Plus 2 snow tires &

Chevelle Malibu super
sport 2 - door hardtop, 327-

'61 Pontiac black 4 Dr. sedan.
392-1408
Best offer.

w/stairs for expansion -study, rec room w/brick fire
place -- 1 1/2 baths. garage.
Quick Possesslon
$23,900,

R&H, W.W., V-8 P.S. Prvt.
owner. Must sell. 253-1652.
'60 Chev. 4 Dr.auto.Ex.cond.
Like new tires, new battery

Call CL 3-5315 after 5:30

Brick home in convenient lo-

session.

'66 Chevy Impala wag.(green).

'62 Olds Dynamic 88, Power

'58 Mercury 4 Dr. all power.
Snow tires. 1st $125 takes.
For info. call CL 5-6838.
'64 Chevelle Convert., power
brakes & steering, 6 cyl. Low
mileage. After 5 - 259-0901.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

62 -Toys, Games, Novelties

358-3842

Plymouth convertible.
White with red interior.Firestone champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission.
$225 or best offer. 358-2699
after 6 P.M.
1959

Palatine township.
Cash or terms.

lage. 4 bedrooms, study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in
living room and dining -L. 2 car garage. Owner transf. reduced to $29,000. Quick pos-

dining

Family needs 3 bdrm home.
Prefer Forest View or Prospect Sch. Dist. -References.

392-1637

Eves. - 877-5717

cation -- 2 bedrooms, large

82 -Wanted To Rent

model VL I. Full pedal board,

259-3535

COUNTRY ACRE close to Vil-

HALL RENTALS

Trumpet Conn Constellation,
silver. Excellent condition
with good case. $200. CL 3-

ART -WAY BUILDERS

HAVE YOU CHILDREN. dogs,

Arlington Heights by Owner.
Lg. 3 bdrm. Colonial, plus
office or den. Sep. D.R., family rm. with fireplace. Utility
rm., 1 1/2 baths,2 car garage,
central air-cond., cony. location. Many extras. Low 30's.

253-4311

Model at 1419 N. Chestnut

in-laws, horses? Perfect for

16 -To Rem Houses

Deep Freeze DeLuxe, fair
condition. Some repair need-

Greenbrier, Arlington Hts.
392-8855 before 4 p.m.
CL, 5-2204 after 4 p.m.
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

BARRINGTON

358 -455$-

matic. Good condition. $25.

,

3 Bedrm.bi-leve1.11/2 baths,

...$29,000

253-2460

Palatine

G.E. Filterflow washer, auto-

Quiet

BY OWNER

All Appliances

* Fully Imp. Lot

Member of MAP, MLS

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

48 -Household Appliances

CL 5-1845

$33,909

Carpet

6 E. NW Hwy., Arl. Hts.

HOME REALTY

Sac, at $185. Upholstered
chair $75. 392-1309.

Please apply in person
A Mort.« JO. Gra Is.), sICe.pooret

CONEX

Zenith 25" T.V. Cost $260.

Thomas

Gar.

+ Finished Family Room

358-5560

UNTIL 9 p.m.

2 yr. old

Moving to apt.

car garage, paneled rec.
rm: w/ftreplace - finest loc.

.

'65 Muting 289. Convt. R/H,
w/w, low mileage, Exc. cond.

2

* 4 BDR. BI -LEVEL
* 2 Baths - 2 Car

AT

and delivery arranged.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

ARL. HTS.- Distinctive 3 bed r m. brick bi-level 2 baths, att.

TWO 3/4 ACRE LOTS

homes. Save up to 70% Terms

er Jump chair, $5; baby basket (ftrocics), $5; child's lire
engine, car, $3; 2 infant seats,
1 canvass 1 plastic $1.50 ea.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'"BE CAREFREE"

OPEN SUNDAYS

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

392-5678

Thursday, August 25, 1966

86 -Real Estate -Houses

NEW IN....

ies, 14 cu. ft. Frigidaire refrigerator, sep. dining rms.,

4691
41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

new.

DES PLAINES

:4":15.

CL. 3-1576.
Beautiful 1 yr. old AKC Ger-

55 -Musical Instruments

time. Experience not necessary. We will train.

CCCCC NONE.

T.L.C. champ. aired. AKC.

THE DAY.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

appt. call
259-4901
Sublet Apt. Wolf & Central
11 mos. Tri-level townhouse
2 bdrms, 1 1/2 bath. Family
rm. & basement $160. Avail.
Sept. 1st. 299-4537
1 and 2 bdrm. colonial style
apts. now under construction
for fall occupancy. Balcon-

new. 392-6051.

Many employee bene-

. APPLY IN PERSON

W

Schnauzer - 8 wks. raised with

baby buggy, $15; comb. walk-

Plant has an opening
for registered nurse,
some industrial nursing experience desirable. We have a well
equipped, air condi-

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance
program.

666 GARLAND PLACE

9728.

Dark maple twin bed, $25;

II:30 P.M. to
7:30 A.M.

HOSTESS

- $2.00 PER

wormed, home raised. 639-

after 12 noon

NURSE

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of: CASHIER -HOSTESS.

DAYS $1.85

Arlington Heights .2 bdrm. =furnished apt. 3 short blocks,
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Oct. 1. For

!! !HELP!!!

INDUSTRIAL

943-8500

_ _____FULL TIME DAYS

poodles, also
Miniature
Schnauzer. pups. AKC, shots,

Must' sell display furniture
from builders deluxe model

Call Mrs. Rayner

-

14 -To Rent Apartments

30 -Help Wanted -Women

provide own transportation. Excellent starting salary. Meals
and uniforms furnished.

CASHIER

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Wheeling

128 8. ARLINGTON HT& RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000
.

am/ es. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT,
892-7150

Member of Multiple Listing flerelce

ee ing Pinsi1966 grid
o. es on Speed, Balance'

v.

BY DALE HOFMANN
Wheeling High School's gridiron Wildcats will depend
on speed and a nucleus of seven returning lettermen
this year to lead them from the depths of the Mid -Suburban League standings.

The Cats hope to recover from a 2-5-1 record and a
fifth place finish in 1965, and Head Coach Bill Daletski
thinks he may have the horses to start the long climb
upward.

"WE WILL HAVE a fairly
experienced backfield and a tall

speedy line going for us this

There is no question that this
team has more potential than

sity eleven lust year, and he
figures to handle the varsity

the 1965 group."

signal calling in 1966. The 6-I
underclassman rates as a bet-

Thirty-eight

varsity

can-

didates reported for the Cats
first

ter passer than a rusher.

yester-

practice session

Pace

day.' but only seven of them
were

lettermen.

Leading

the

list of returnees is senior fullback Jon Hittman, the man
Daletski termed the only "sure
year," Daletski said. "In fact thing" in this year's backfield.
our overall team speed should
HITIMAN WILL bring some
be one of our greatest assets. of the area's most impressive
credentials to his starting job.
He was one of four Wheeling
All -Conference

last
. year, and he was voted the
squad's most valuable player

squad's

will

wage

the

one

to -

fiercest head

head battles with Sarti for the
first - string center's job.
Sarti, at 220 pounds to Pace's
190, definitely has a weight as
well as an experience -advantage and his junior counterpart.
but Pace holds the edge

4

in

speed.

selections

by his teammates -- no small
accomplishment for a junior.

A pair of wiry scat backs

DALETSKI rates team balance and team speed as the
Wildcats' greatest assets, an
inexperienced line as the greatest question mark.

seem to have the inside track
Wildcafi`-starting ' half- -- The- veteran mentor culls
back jobs. Tony Martin stands Maine West the team to beat
only 5-8 and weighs 155 pounds,

while Rich Haddock goes 5-9,
162 pounds. But the pint-sized
duo proved sturdy enough last
their

year to earn
monograms.

in

the

scramble,

but

er.

SP

Bill Surmin saw action ut an
end position, and Ryan Sarti

In Golf League Title Match

25,

first-string
figures to

Jon Hittman will be the mainstay of the Wheeling
High School rushing attack this season. The big fallback was an all -conference selection and the team's
most valuable player in 1965.

*".".".~~."~a
Elementary Backstroke
the water ,out in back of you.

WHILE YOU rest, work on
medley, two widths each, front the elementary backstroke. It

Warm up with

a

six -width

crawl, side stroke, back stroke. is probably the most restful
Concentrate on gliding and rest- stroke of all, a great stroke
ing on that side stroke Little for a tired swimmer.
fellows

should do one width

each -

and Steve Zasadny, all of whom
were all - conference picks
in 1965. and Mike Gainey, who
tus in the league balloting.
Stoik's loss. was , especially
hard to take:- University of
thought enough
Iowa 'scouts

of the 6-2, 250 pound tackle's
performance lust year to sign
him to the Hawkeye roster.

WITTINGTON, a 6-I 210 pound ' bruiser was the Cats'
other

starting

tackle,

Zasadny was a front

while
line

-

ture or two or more strokes. ments are made close to the
Now get your kickboard and normal body position to cut
kick a few widths. Try to make down on resistance, so bring
it about half as many as you the arms up with the hands
could kick without stopping Re- close to the body rather than
member to kick from the hips spreading them from the beand not just by bending the ginning. Also drop the lower
position
If you have trouble go- legs into
ing, think about trying to kick spreading them.

before

McGowan bagged four bird-

Y.M.C.A. Schedules
Novice Swimming Meet

ies in

Northwest Suburban
Y.M.C.A. will hold a novice

style.

swim meet Saturday, Sept.

stroke. 25 -yard freestyle.

The

10

for all members who did not
participate

on

the

1964-65

"Y" swim team.

The meet will feature competition for boys and girls in
six

age

categories

and

9 -year -olds:

back-

25 -yard

l0 -year -olds: 25 -yard backstroke. 25 -yard freestyle.
II and 12 -year -olds: 50 yard
backstroke,
50 -yard

freestyle.

in each event.
The events are:
6 and 7 -year -olds: 25 -yard
freestyle.
8 -year -olds:
25 -yard free-

13

and

14 -year -olds:

50 -

50 -yard
backstroke,
yard
freestyle.
Entry blanks for the meet

may be obtained at the Y.M.
C.A. The meet will begin at
10 a.m.

LEAGUE STANDINGS
Team

Points

Arlington Steel

100

Springs Shell
99
National Conveyor
95
Koops Mustard
94 1/2
Heights Cleaners 91 1/2

City Welding

91

Horcher Decorators
New Emerald

91

Cleaners
87 1/2
Harris Pharmacy
87
Bruns Real Estate
86
Crest Heating
80
Lauterburg &
Oehler
77 1/2
.

teams. George Legh

BEEN NAMED TAS ON,/

formerly of Detroit,

will try to fit his 6 feet,
pounds into
back slot.

a

uor WEEK. AWE PricmED OUT-

172

starting half-

Two juniors figure

STANDING RELIEF BALL, COMING
IMOURimG THE SECOND INNING
AND SNUFFING OCT A SEVEN -RUN

prom-

inently in the Wildcats' 1966
gridiron plans. They are Robin Melzer and Ray Pace.

12AI_L'i, GlvimG UP ONE UNEARNED RUM THE REST of. ME

MELZER, WAS the starting
quarterback on the junior var-

WAY, us. etRucx.cx.w
AND WALKED NONE

Marketers
J.

and

B.

Village

3 er..-rreas

Market

with his 11 handicap to post an
adjusted 31. Two golfers tied

THEN SPREAD both

the

legs and the arms at the same
time as in figure (2) and, with -

Will Televise

out hesitation, whip the arms
and legs, pulling and kicking
the water for propulsion. You
are then in gliding position and
you should glide as far as pos-

sible as you rest. Just before
the motion stops and before
sink, you
The Chicago Panthers will the body starts to
recover the arms and
clash with the Manitowoc should
Chiefs Saturday in a Central., legs slowly in preparation for
the next thrust. Work at this

piece.

ball game to be televised live for about ten minutes.
at 8 p.m. on WFLD, channel NOW START your front and
32
crawl sprints alternating
This will be the first home back
the sidestroke, and elementary
game of the season for the, back stroke about every third
Panthers, who are coached by sprint. Do this for ten minfizirmer Chicago Bears star
utes,. -then work on your front
Joe Osmanski. !The contest
will be played in the Notre dive a few times.
the next lesson try to
Dame High School stadium in have a stop watch on hand..

Panther Game

States League semi -pro foot-.

Niles.

Dave Martin will announce
Saturday's game

(Next: Measuring Progress.)

Conveyor is now five
10-2.
full points behind the leaders,

mains on its 1966 schedule.

since only one more date re-

Kruse Tavern snatched the

BUSSE - BIERMANN Hard-

ware claimed fifth place by a
whopping 6.1/2 point margin
when it beat Kirchhoff Insurance 5 1/2-4 1/2, while

Pharmacy.

THUNDERBIRD, which had
In other matches. Kersting's
led the league parade since the
third week of the season, tum- Garden Center downed Moler's
bled all the way to third place Barber Shop 6-2, and Illinois
Range beat Carter Music 7-3.
as a result of the defeat.
Kruse was sparked by the play MIICIT32=11041Z:=M441=0:1
of captain Howard Ross who
FINAL STANDINGS
carded a nine -hole 41. Ross'
Points
Team
round combined with his
96 2/3
handicap gave him low net Kruse Tavern
91 1/2
honors for the night. Ed Lau- Licht's Paint Store
89' 1/2
ing captured low gross laurels Thunderbird Bowl
1

1

Mt. Prospect
Electric
Busse-Biermann

vealed a little of their potential, and it's go for both boys
this year.

innings. Wells came on in the
seven -run rally. He was nick-

nominations.

Pony Leaguer Mike Wells
Wins DAY Sports Award

89

G.L. Busse & Co.
Morton Pontiac
Mufich Buick

82 1/2

unearned.

last
Tournament
Basekall
week.
Prospect
14 -year -old
The

80 1/2 High School sophomore pitch73 1/2 ed outstanding relief ball for
' the
Mount Prospect Pony
72 1/2 League All -Stars in a losing

readers

to

submit

Flomiliations

should

nonymously, and can be submitted in person, by telephone

THE THIN righthander was or in writing.

68

cause against Park Ridge.

67
63

Van Driel's Drugs
Winkelmann's Shell

59 1/2

season, --He also plays tennis for a single candidate will not
affect the selection, which is
for Prospect High School.
made by the 'Day's sports
the winners collected nine of
ALL AREA' athletes are, eli- staff. The Day's telephone
their runs in the first two gible for Athlete of the Week number is 255-7200.

THE LOCAL squad

tu;Wed
to the Porkers 10.3 in the
as
semi-finals,
tournament

the
the

Cub's

leading pitcher in

regular.

Pony A League

fighting

can muster some
spirit and enthusiasm
they are headed downhill in
tea n1

The number of nominations

1966.

WALKER'S FORMER teammate at Tennessee, John Rob-

Sports on T.V.

inson, and Indiana's Bill Malinchak

add

receiving

depth,

but Milt Plum's less than outstanding 1965 season was con-

tributed to by injuries to Barr,
*Gail Cogdill, and backs Joe
Don Looney and Tommy Watkins.

Gilmor is looking for a
number of bright spots on
last season's roster to proFlanagan
Ed
again.
duce

Lions

the

be

made before 5 p.m. Monday
Wells struck out three bat- at our Arlington Heights 'ofters and walked none in five fice, 217 S. Arlington Heights
innings, giving up only two Rd. They may be made anhits.

is

Barr's flanker post.

ed for only one run the rest
of the way, and that one was

er from Tennessee

With veteran Pat Studstill for

Karlsen's Pharmacy
Mt. Prospect State
Bank
Picket Paint

57

raZIMetiaraiZinntintaantninan=14

DETROIT HAD its probmor in his ,two years as head lems at the end of the '65
mentor of a club' which finish- season which were summed
ed sixth with a 6-7-1 record up by some of the Lion playlast fall.
ers when they suggested that
Wally Hilgenberg, a two- Gilmor is only a fair coach
year man from Iowa, will and Plum, only a fair quarterprobably 'get the middle line- back.
backer position, which SchThe world is loaded with
midt had retained for over a just fair people, and Detroit
recognition, and the Day in- decade.' Rookie Willie Walk- has only a fair team. Unlets

Annen & Busse

alanninlintainninnIMINIONIVAIMONAW

87
86

79 1/2
Wille Lumber
79 1/2
Kirchhoff Insurance
Kersting's Garden Ctr. 76
74 7/12
Keefer's Pharmacy
66 1/2
Illinois Range
65 1/2
Moler's Barbers
65
Carter' Music

the highest chalproduced
lenge for Coach Harry Gil-

Athlete of the Week

second inning to snuff out a vites its

& Loan

The league's final standings
will be determined next week

THE RETIREMENTS have

Mike Wells of Mount Pros-

80 172

round out

last week's slate.

title hopes a severe jolt by
thumping the third place team'

and Terry Barr.

pect has been named the Day
FINAL STANDINGS
Publications' Athlete of the
Team
Points Week for his performance in
J & B Village Market 90
the Highwood Pony League

Carl's Coin -Op
Mt. Prospect Savings

Pharmacy 7-5 to
Na-

The (raining grounds for
the Detroit Lions at Bloomfield hills, Mich. is missing

BILL SWANSON captured
low net laurel's in the loop's
final session, combining a 42

hole and Len Johnson and Ray
Barish on the thirteenth.
PAUL SELESKI finished the
season as the league's top
point getter with 20.. There
was a three-way tie for second
honors among Stan Bolit, Gus
Knaack, and Art Peterson. The
threesome finished with 18 a-

and -Bruns
Harris

edged

took over as center and did a
fine job, as did Amos Marsh,,
who gained 495 yards on the
ground for the Lions. In the
latter part of the season fulltwo NFL standouts this year -- back Tom Nowatzke and reretiring veterans Joe Schmidt ceiver John Henderson re-

with 82 1/2.

day by Herb Scott on the third

Estate

BY. GARY YEAST

Company was a distant third

for first in the low gross derby with 39's.
Birdies were scored Mon-

1/2 conquest,

Key Veterans Missing
From Lion Grid Team

The Marketers barely edged
Annen and Busse for first place
honors, finishing with 90 to the
runnerups' 89. G.I. Busse and

3

Real

5

last

teams in the loop standings
face the teams directly beneath them.

ular season Monday.

2

Horcher Decorators in
week's action.
Koops Mustard dealt

points between itself
cellar -dwelling
Lauter-

burg and Oehler with 6.1/2-

ition night' festivities. On position night, the odd - number

Prospect Twilight Golf League
Monday Division standings, as
the league completed-its reg1

and

Licht's Paints vaulted into
second place in the final standings even though it was held to
a 5-5 tie by fourth -place Mount
Prospect Electric in the pos-

finished on top of the Mount
A

1/2

2

The Steelmen, who now have
100 points to Springs' 99, had
to settle for a 6-6 tie with

with a 37.

IN 5 immiNeS.

Take Title

Service

Crest Heat-

1/2.

ing and Air. Conditioning put

loop scramble.

of league play.

PUBLICATION act.%tz-re OF
WEEK VOR Nl5 PERFORMANCE INTHE gIGIAWCOD tiOmY
LEAGUE BASEBALL IbURNIAMENT

THE OTHER transfer, Tom
Bastable

the

and

Sales

4

day by drubbing the Bowlers Wille Lumber moved into sixth
9 1/2-I 1/2 on the final night with a 7-3 conquest of Keefer's

OF MOUI0 PROEPECT 141N6
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in

Mount
Prospect
Twilight League Tuesday Division golf
championship from a shocked
Thunderbird Bowl team Tues-

At WELLS

a

Welding
7 1/2 -

McGowan 36 Wins
Low Gross Honors

every minute of every game.

Two transfer students add to

Steel

tional Conveyor and Supply's

inniniionnzeinavni

guird.`Guiney was the iron ninn
on the 1965 squad, playing
Wheeling's
letterman
total.
since both earned varsity awards on their high school

IN ANOTHER upset New
Emerald Cleaners tripped City

vice.

THE DECISION left Springs
and added low net laurels for
the night with an adjusted 33. only one point behind front running Arlington Structural

22

events. Ribbons will be awarded to the first six finishers

triumph.

his near -perfect round,

C.Iat=car;t;r13=nr1.`,..,'..W4=2Z%

senior end, fits perfectly
From the back - glide posi- - into Daletski's pattern of solid
rangy linemen, packing
tion. start by pulling the hands
right up beside the body all the 228 pounds on his 6-2 frame.

IF "MEDLEY" is a new .way to the armpits while at the
word for you, you will be hear- same time pull the legs into
ing a lot about it as your swim- position by bending the knees
and bringing the feet down beming progresses It means to
swim a distance with a mix- neath you. Both of these move-

knees

AMONG THE MISSING are
Tony Stoik, Jim Wittington,

earned honorable mention sta-

S
PAR KS
ON .SWIMMING

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS

year

last

while Koops moved to within
a half -point of third with its

Don McGowan claimed low His efforts weren't enough
gross honors in the Arlington however to rescue his Heights
Heights Twilight Golf League Cleaners teammates from an
last week with an even -par 8 1/2 - 3 1/2 setback at the
hands of Springs Shell Ser36.
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loop's top- lineman
through graduation.

on last year's fifth -place conference finish.

Kruse Stuns Thunderbird
Thursday,

pair of 195 -pounders, functioned at guards last year, while

be wide open before the Cats
open their season with Maine
South. Daletski lost four of the

tski has high hopes that his charges will improve

Coach Bill Daletski explains offensive formations
to his Wheeling High School varsity gridders, during
the Wildcats' first practice session yesterday.. Dale -

varsity

DALETSKI'S OTHER letter
winners are all linemen. Mike
Henry and Tom Traversone, a

played center.
The battle for
berths in the line

league

sees his own crew as a com-

f

Today
Junior All -

5:45 p.m.
Stars, ch. 32

7:00 p.m. Sports World,
ch. 9

8:00 p.m. WFLD Sports
Special, ch. 32

9:00 p.m. WFLD Sports
Special, ch. 32

I

I

1.

I

-di

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair; Low in the
lower 60s. Saturday: Sunny '
and warm; High in the 80s.

117 S. Main St.

Volume 1, No. 93

Suburbs
Plan Has
Opponents
An organization calling itthe Save Our Suburbs
Committee will meet tonight
in the Flick Reedy Auditorium,
self

BensenVille, to discuss plans
of the Northeastern Illinois

Planning Commission

The NIPC is currently considering several different corn-

-- ---prchensive- plans- to -adopt- for
the' six -county area of Cook,
Kane, Lake,
Henry and Will counties.
DuPage,

Mc-

Target date for adoption of
a comprehensive plan is December, 19661i. as set
General Assembly.

by

Willow

!/:

Name on
Agenda

I

the

'a .1.

there many objections to the
activities of the NIPC.

special meeting of the Board
of Education of High School
Dist. 214 Monday. The board
will meet at 7:30 p:m. in the
Administration. Center at 799

statements

given at NIPC meetings as opposed to the absolute authority
vested in them by legislation,"
he said. "Questions concerning
specific points are

talked a-

The cutest "car jockey" to shuttle customers back and forth while their car is being ser-

round or left hanging."

Co-ed

Hoffman charged that "plans
arc vague and fuzly and sub-:
jcct to change by the commission at any time it suits its

Spins
the

needs."

A SI admission charge will

Park LaWyer

The Board of Trustees of William Rainey Harper

.

will be on the agenda for a

"Many citizens arc concerned over the discrepancies be-,
verbal

Welcome

Warrants Draw
Comment From Hamill
1 ax.

New teachers in School Dist.

Hoffmann, a leader in the SOS,

the

Objections
Surprise

College last night -approved a:,$869,838 budget for the
The Prospect High School
A public hearing on the pro- 1966.67 fiscal year after a public hearing attended by
57
will
be
feted
and
greeted
Life Safety Survey and the reposed Porspect 'Heights park two residents pf the four township ;area of the new
maining of the sixth high school by Mount Prospect officials district was delayed yesterday junior college.
'
Monday.

ACCORDING to Carter H.

tween

Teachers
To Get

Kensington Rd.,
Prospect.
Architects Berger,

W.

viced is Pat Tock, 20. of 117 N Forrest, Mount
Prospect
Miss Tock, a sophomore at Southern Illinois University. is employed at George
Poole Motors in Arlington Heights where she
picks up cars for the rental agency. takes them
to the service station for gas and drives customers back and forth 'Her working uniform
- is bermuda shorts or slacks since she spends
most of her time in the service garage. The
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Albert Tack, she was

Wheel

be made at the meeting.

Richard Schnackel, who will be 30 on Monday, was arrested

for burglary by Mount Prospect poke...garb( Friday morning
in his home at 3209 Oriole Ln., RollintMeadows.

Schnackel was seen, police said, taking two furnaces and
some sheet metal from a home under construction at 1857
Magnolia Dr.. Mount Prospect.

Mount cials,

divided into tage of the plan. Lahti said his
three parts - $725,301 for the office had received -that many

go.

educational fund. 5135,150 for

applications from area students.

the building fund and 59,387
for the state municipal retire-

"I'D suspect we may not
have to pay that figure,"

ment fund.
provement Assn., Rolling Green
Board Member James J.
Country Club and Old Orchard 'Hamill raised the one point of
Country Club. asked the court's contention brought up during
leave to file objections.
the hearing. "I liked your bud-

Lahti said, indicating some
college students who applied
may change their minds.
Lahti indicated that Elk
Grove High School may be

The budget

The proposed park district's
lawyer John Haas, expressed
surprise at the opposition. "A

is

get fine until 1 saw this 5234,2,4 e temporary site for the first
415 in tax anticipation waf: classes of the college. An everants," he told College Presi- ning program is planned.
dent Dr. Robert E. Lahti.
He said that on a strictly

public hearing on the formation

of a new park, district is reLahti explained that was the
morning session.
She quired by state law.
only route open to balancing the
The second item on the a- serves as co-ordinator Hof
budget. Anticipation warrants
genda will be the renaming of library services for the disAre short term loans which are
the sixth high school. The trict's eight schools.
borrowed "in anticipation" of
board previously voted the
At, 9:45 a.m. the president
the next years tax revenue.
name "Willow High School.:'
of the board of education WillDr. L. James Harvey, dean
Board president Hal Arm- iam A. Krampert and the disof student affairs, said this
strong has asked the board trict's
Dr.
once from .9 to was the first budget he, had
superintendent
A teen -a
members to reconsider' -their. Eric A. Sahlberg will deliver 11:30 p.m. t
at the Lions worked on that warrants had
vote "with an open mind."
before Club pool on McDonald Rd. in to be issued.
welcoming
remarks
the teachers are ,taken on a Prospect Heights will feature
LAHTI and Harvey said
Code as passed by the state.

the

Teen Dances
At
Des

In Crash
Harry S Moore, 18. of Chicago, was ticketed for driving
too fast for conditions after being involved in a collision
Wednesday.
policy

until Sept. 14 by County Judge
deus V. Adesko in Chica-

Education Assn., the board of
ur attorneys, representing
education, Dist. 57's adminis- ' the Arlington Heights Park Distration staff and village offi- trict, Wedgwood Home im-

will present their findings. Re- MPEA.
for changes
commendations
Gundersen,
Shirley
Mrs.
comply with the new Life Safety MPEA president, has planned

Two Hurt

Mount _Prospect

planned by the -Mount Prospect

Beginning at 9 a.m. in the
Kelley, Lincoln Jr. High School gym,
Unteed & Assoc. have com- 700 W. Lincoln Av., the new
pleted a safety survey report faculty members will be treated
of Prospect High School and to a coffee hour hosted by the

graduated from Prospect High School in 1964.

Police rrest
an in Theft

An orientation day has been `

re-

iM.w?of

Gripe
The

-

35, of 32 N. Reutter, Arlington
He and his still -undisclosed partner, police said, had loaded* Heights, as she was stopped in
Rand Rd. to turn into the Mount
construction materials on a pickup truck.
The truck was seen leaving the scene and police traced it Prospect Plaza.
to Schnackel through the license number.
Mrs. Derrick and Laura
The value of the furnaces, sheet metal and other materials Derrick, 5, were taken in the
which police seized was not immediately available.
Mount Prospect fire departSchnackel told police he worked as a sheet metal craftsman. ment ambulance to Holy Family,
His bond was set at $2,500.
Hospital. Des Plaines.

Mount

Prospect

Mayor
acheciuled

,,to-veet- tb13, faculty 'silica 'they

Day

aines

tour of the community. three bands in a "Last Flash

Dartipl CorkliteWt

ported the auto Moore was. 4:Of
driving hit the rear of a car
driven by Mrs. Ralph Derrick:

bus

eght.s'

cost

basis the high school
space would be the best choice.

Temporary classrooms on the
permanent site of the school
in Palatine are also being considered.

Lahti told the board that the

cost of these units would be
high -- $600,000 would be need-

ed for classrooms for the limited night program planned.

WILLIAM Claggett, a rep-

that the whole sum might not
be needed if all monies alio-

resentative of the educational
consulting firm, Arthur D. -Little, Inc.,told the board that
cated are not:menu: '
The boald discussed the - the detailed study of the school. budget item by item, and then being prepared by the firm.
is near completion.
voted to approve it.
The townships that will be
pur target date is Sept.
15,"he 'said. On that date he
serviced by' the new colic
Elk Grove, Palatine, promised to have copies of a

Band Battle" to close, the club's
dance

'

Adthission 'dirge' for mem-

visit Village Hall about 11 a.m. bers` is '50 cents and, for nonAt 12:15 p.m. the teachers.: members, 75 cents. All teens
will be guests of the board of in the area are invited.
education at a luncheon in the
Saturday, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Itasca Country Club.
YMCA. 300 Northwest Hwy.,
Teachers will visit their as- Des Plaines, two bais0 will Schaumburg, and Wheeling. signed school buildings after compete in another tdozma
Included.in the educational
returning from the country club. dance.
fund was $92,820 for tuition
Dist. 57 includes Central and
One.band called the tAncers of area students attending
Lincoln junior high schools; is composed of Alex Patano, junior coil ges elsewhere In
---are

The apparently unnecessary islands In"unlighted
highways which act as

booby traps -tor

Ilse

un-

wary driver.

A.M.O.
=MIZI110:2C12.11221,

and
Westbrook,
Fairview,
Gregory, Busse, Lions Park
and Sunset Park schools.

Larry French, Kevin Dinoon,

Mark Schilling and Steve Her fish, all of Moen Prospect.

,

"draft" report to the board
members.
This draft

report, Claggett

said, then could be discussed
and changed before the final
e budget estimates draft was printed.
the state,
'II take advan-.
273 students
(Continued on Page 2)

The Days Dwindle Down . . .
All roads lead to school
Tuesday. Sept. 6. To some

completed.
Pupils will attend classes
in classroom "pods," a multi-

will be ady for use, but sev- ment on the grounds. The te.4d-,
eral major'"finishing touches" ers have been told when' bad
will not be ready in time.
where the children may play.
"We are super -enthusiastic
PRINCIPAL Carmen DeAngelis said that the safety of about the new building and see
the children during the con- no educational problems durstruction period is the major ing the period of inconven-

schools the path is well worn.
In others it will be walked a- purpose room and a resources
fresh.
center, When, one of the two
The. Dist. 23 John Muir Ele- classroom, pods is complete,
mentary School in Prospect the .pupils will be transferred
Heights will open its doors for to it while the second is com- concern. The unfinished pod ience," he said.
the first time in September. pleted.
A few blocks away, Dist,
will be closed off to the pupils
Muir will have a special kind: The lights, carpeting, toilet and to' his knowledge there will 214's Wheeling High School is of opening. The school is not facilities, and other equipment be no large Construction equip - getting into the familiar swing

of things. Students are registering for classes and walk the
familiar halls buzzing with

plans for the year. A new ad-

dition to the foyer will
"Wildcat" - emblem

be

given

ating class last year. Workmen

are in the process of cementing the emblem in the floor
near a trophy case.

e

1"

/64 410
Jar,

td

ii<; rat,.

>West.,"

Aotaltir,

'2.* -4),
-

Elementary School Mat. 23 ' Board PresIdeot Robert LefOrge ides one ' of 'the
new desks for size he ea billoishardassroom' pod in the jobs Muir School: The
tracks' on ' the floor are for Adis* ,partitions that make the building filic0,41
for team teaching.

,

1

_

'

ike
.0-51,;*

A ledderi sketches and workmen civet disturb John

Cidemilor,
6die, ;Oa' stioloOds. of books ore stoodOrd
ogoliimo0C *ben 'Wheellau.High. SchOit' abide* (tido left. io ',right) 'Sandy &mica.
'.210'.E.%011ie;'PrOspect. Heights; Jill KOMmel 'Of Wheeling; Kay Dorf of 1)10 N.
teachers, be: Or win orceeeeme !caper-. Oak ,Oid ".Bith:Schmitt -of 404
both .Of Proopect Heights, retOri to s..egister
,

.

..

Milk PeleelPel%Cermeo. Reabbifefis as be Plea 'Oeheellee
foi the :opeolig of school,
',CO-oliccotioo of 'PePibt
wOikmen

far theirjuolor year.-

to

the school by the first gradu-

,
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Denise Fdley, the down, gets a kick out of Diaae.
Kennedy in their fund raisingbackyard circus.

topsy terry wodd when you ire a clown in a
backylid circus but heads are in the right place.
.

After seeing the Day's article about a backyard circus
given by some Prospect Hts.
children, Diane Kennedy and
Denise Foley decided to produce , their own benefit performance.

A total of 14 youngsters as-

sembled in the backyird of the
James Foley home at 12 South
Louis St., Mani Prospect;
' for . acrobatics, singing and
general entertainment, includ-ing games r and refreshments.
Assisting the downs were

Diane's

brothers Tommy and

Dennis.

4

.

Their parents Mr..

and, Mrs. D. Kennedy live on
Edward St.
Balloons, candy, popcorn;
soft drinks and cookies were:
prOvided by their withers.
The. net profit was small
but the endeavor was worth -

while sad bears repeating.
Diana said, "Slice we only

f

made 42 cents we'll have some
other event In my backyard
The
school starts."
girls intend to donate the probefore

to Clearbrook
for Retarded Children.
ceeds

School

01-

The past week on the adult' level might
have been ameasonably cool ' for August,

Slate 'Fair Lady'
Tryout Next Week
Auditions will be Best Off
Broadway

players

for their

but don't mention it to the kids. To them

it Is will summer and time are certain
thinp that go with being young in the
onnasedinse. Randy Armen, 4, of 522
Des Plaines (below) is tboroughl; involved is the plagues of an
ice cream caw Mute young businessmen above test the flavor of the cold
drinks for sale at their sidewalk conThey ate (from left) Anton
cession.
Pettersen, 10, 222 S. Emerson; John

Vassar,

Eynsford-Hill,
mid C -high F; Eliza Doolittle,
Freddy

C -E;

fall show "My Fair Lady", at low A -high. G; Mrs. Pearce,
7:30 p.m. Aug. 29, 30 and 31 middle E -G.
Singers will be needed for
at Pioneer Park, Arlington
Heights.

The :hum

needs

.cast including actors,

a

large
singers

and dancers. The dialects are
Cockney and English.

the roles of Henry Higgins'
six servants (2 male, 4 female). All types of voices are
needed for harmony chorus
numbers.

McDonough, 6, 223 S. Main, and John
Grieger, 7, 209 S. Main.'

Music and an accompanist
Vocal ranges for the following leads are: Henry Higgins,. will be provided at the audilow A -D; Alfie Doolittle, low tions.
People interested' in workG -E; Colonel Pickering, mid
ing

OBITUARIES

with

scenery,

costumes

and as part of the backstage.
crew are alsoneeded.

Henry. Strzelecki
Henry Strzelecki, 53, of 1535
N, Pine Si,, Arlington Heights,
died yesterday at Holy Family
Hospital in Des Plaines.

"My Fair Lady"

'" n"

will be
staged at Wheeling High School

on Nov. 26 and 27 and Dec.
3 and 4. Rehearsals for the
show will be held in Arlington

He was staff superintendent Heights.
of line maintenance for United
Best Off Broadway players
Airlines.
was founded in 1961 and "My
Mr. Strzelecki is survived Fair Lady", based on "Pymaby his wife Dorothy; a son
Leslie J.; a daughter Shirley

Ann and a brother Gene of
Orinda, Calif.
Funeral arrangements arc
incomplete at Lauterburg &

Oheler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights.

lion"

by
George
Bernard
Shaw, will be their 11th show.
All BOB shows are professionally directed, including
music and choreography.
For further information
call 3814187; 'CL 5-8018 or
LA 9-5977.

I Empty My Piggy
1`;)

Bank Regularly

v

Community
Game
PaY
Prospect Heights Community
Church will hold Game Day
and enrollment
of Sunday
School on Aug. 27 from 9:30
a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

Immediately following. SunSchool enrollment, the
children will receive a tractor ride to the game area.
day

Grand prizes' and ribbon awards will be given the win-

From my piggy bank into

Budget
(Continued From Page 1)
In other action the board
a
fringe benefit
program prepared by the
board's Fringe Benefit Committee.
discussed

\')

Nursery through 8th grade

and Daddy keep their. money
that's where my money goes, too.
I'm saving for my college education

Building Drive

'..'through My. own. Savings'Account.

t, pays dividends to little girls.

MT. PROSPECT
FEDERAL

Prospett Heights.
Six persons have been named

of the teaching staff for the
period

such

leave

is

re-

to a committee called "Cam- quested."

SAYINGS and LOAN.

ASSOCIATION
(3, 54575

College
Approves

AMONG its provisions is
one 'that will allow instructors
sabbatical leave after each six
are invited along with their consecutive years of "perma
parents.
The Sunday' School nent fullItime employment."
and Game Day will be spon- During the, leave the instructor
sored by the Men's Club of the will receive half pay.'
church. Chairman is Mr. RobTo qualify "in judgment of
ert Lunaburg,
the academic dean and con-currence of the board, such a'
leave will clearly add to the
teaching effectiveness and/or'
- "Building for Our Redeem- professional status of the
er" is the name of a fund- academic employee, and will
raising drive to be launched not adversely affect either the
for, the expansion of Our Re- educational budget of the, coldeemer Lutheran Church of lege or operational efficiency
ners.

Mount Prospect Federal where Monimy.

IS E. PROSPECT
MT. PROSPECT

N

.

Also included in the proposed
paign of executives." They are
Quick, chairman; Paul fringe benefits is a provision
organization chair- that will allow the children of
France,

. Paul

man; Elmer Pegenwarth, ed- instructors to attend the col'
chairman;
Wayne lege tuition free.
ucational
The committee, headed by
Zimmerman campaign treasurer:- Aaron Best, campaign Board Member Paul ',O'Dea,
auditor,
Harold will do a further study of the
and Mrs.
Shephoester,_campaign office. program before it is submitmanager.

toltd the board.t.

-

Lea

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, August 26, 1966

e Gets Ad -vice
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0 Finance Cam
Advice on raising $1,200 for .libraries and publication this

of the

voter -service activities

month of. a "Local Govern-

Other 'advice and support..
Guide". listing elected was offered by George R. Bus- officials in Arlington Heights, se, president of the Mount
Mount .. Prospect, Elk Grove Prospect Chamber of Com=
'
merce; Dan BauMann, managVillage and Wheeling.
ing editor of Paddock Publica-

League of Women Voters was
to

offered

league

ment

members

yesterday by a men's finance
advisory committee.

The money will support a-

-

tions;

bouL,a dozen community proj-

ects, said Mrs. Frank Moore,
league president.
The funds also will help
registration
voter
finance

drives, donations of free LWV
literature to area schools and

.4

Kiedaisch,

JOSEPH Schneller,' Arling- managing editor of Day Publiton Heights businessman who cations; William NeUmann, Ar-.attended the parley, made the lington Heights businessman;
first contribution to the drive, Dr., Gordon Ward, 'Arlington
slated to begin Sept. 1,9. He Heights dentist, and John Gilgave $50.

Smillog is anticipation of shish-ludrob and other
delicacies to be served at St. Jobs the Baptist Greek
Orthodox Church picnic Sept. 4, (from left) Rev. Dela-

len, chairman 'of the drive' of
the Arlington - Heights United
Fund and president of Stone-'

'

ebbs N.

ilresultafeles, parish priest; P.
executive picak chairman, mod Angelo
parish council president, review list of events.

gate Civic Assn.

Also attending were Kenneth
Gill; superintendent o( Wheeling

Elementary

School

The Greek word for it is "Panigiry" (festival), and

perintendent ,of River Trails.
Elementary Dist. 26.
George

C.

4 at Ehrhardt's Grove in Park.lUdge.

r

lington -Height- village trustee: Dr. Frank E. Grogman, a
Mount Prospect dentist; Charles.

pect

Houchins of. Mount Prosand Daniel, Owen of

Wheeling.

Mrs. Irvin Crystal of Arlington Heights will direct the
Assisting her
finance drive.

will be Mrs; Earl Burdsall of
Heights; Mrs. Herbert' A. Andersen of Wheeling,
and Mrs. Frank Psota and
Prospect

Mrs. Hal Cress, both 'of Arlington Heights.

Grace's Daze

k

axe tissaant-woneratersd,,,I.- swim&

The first high school Dist. 214 residents to, receive membership cards in the
214 Gold Card Club were wanted the cards by. Dr. Edward Oben, !superintendent
yesterday. New members are: (from left to right) Mr. and Mn. Harry Strom of
816 N. Wilshire La., Helmer Johnson of 826 N. Wilshire La., Dr. Gilbert and Mrs.
Helmer Johnson. The dub was recently established by the board of abeation for
district residents who are 65 years of age or older to participate In the education!
program and attend school functions. The citizens can, attend, free of charge, all
athletic events, ploys, musical activities and will receive free tuition to ail admit

Further infonnado and registration for the dub may be obtained by calla& Jack Martin, CL 9-5300, at the Dist. 214 Harold L. Slicheamyer

Baird & Warner Inc.

support voter -service activities from John Gillen. GHIen
is a masher of the men's hones advisory committee.

likft

has

Administration Coster.

Couple's Club
The Couple's Club will bold
its first meeting this fall at

the children.

Church, Elmhurst and
bella.
Everyone is invited.

construction of a new church.

A California church chimed out the eight o'clock evening

as last Tuesday

Scheduled to be groomsmen
at the ceremony were -Jerry
and John Mueller, sons of

Mr and Mrs. Jack Mueller, S.
Owen St.

The latter, grounded by the

strike finally got on a plane
with his
morning

Saturday

parents

Jerry and his wife arrived
20 minutes before the ceremony started with Jerry participating as planned, briefed
by John who had had the benefit of afternoon instruction.
Otto Maleske has long been
active in national democratic
affairs in this area, and has

lived here more than 30

Mueller, their
Jack
son-in-law is the son of the
J.E.A.
late
Rev.
beloved
years.

Mueller.
With the family almost complete, a tinge of sadness re-

mained among them

as

the

Maleskes' daughter and her
family, the Russell Goldens

of Palatine were absent and
last word from her indicated

they had given up trying to

as well as the senior Males- Mrs. James L.

September I.

summer was the official 25th

George

N.

had boarded a plane at O'Hare
International at five that afternoon.

Pastor of the church is the
Rev. Harold Maleske who attended
school

St.

Paul
and

Lutheran

Arlington
High School and who gave the
sermon at the marriage of his
son. Rev Jonasperformed the
ceremony. He is a minister to
the deaf in a church especially equipped for those ' with
that affliction in L.A. although
here

rt.
11410

Polales,

THE YOUNG couple's wed.
ding, planned months ago was
set to coincide with two other
events in the Maleske family;
the 25th . wedding anniversary
of the groom's parents, and.

vention of the !ARM

of

42,

had not expected until
Verna's name was drawn at a

they

United Air Lines
party last spring.

employee

A PAIR who met in college
and went on to get their masdegrees
together in
ter's
zoology will wed Saturday.
They are Joan Skibbe of Mount
Prospect and Carl Stephen

Tomoff, son of Mrs. Milan A.
Tomoff and the late Mr. Tom off of Oak Park, Mich.
Arriving today in time to
give

dinner

rehearsal

a

Mrs.' Tomoff along 'with

is

tate

organize school operations.

An attendance policy will be

cluding a , personal shower school, or its attendance unit
by college friends in June.
within the district, every May.
In spite of wedding festiviThe criteria for establish-

Joan's family took time

are

her

grandparents

from

Rev. Maleske's church planned

and

executed

a

special
and

celebration r: around; him

his, kin on Sunday, which inAllen
cluded
Maleske, oldest of Herold and
DorothY'S four children, .who
is .studying for t the ministry
and currently, vicaring' in Elk
a 1 sermon

by

hart, Ind., He was also his
brother's best man ' at the
wedding the day before.
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DO YOU WANT

Research

Corp.,

Es-

Higher Taxes In Mount Prospect?
Your Voting Power Cut By 70%?

C(tiNfitics For MiivarKospear:;,
Party Bosses To Run Mount Prospect
City Government In Mount Prospect?

Econ-

If Your Answer Is No -

ing school boundaries and the
need for a description of them
to be published in the parents'
handbook are also part of the

the procedure currently practiced," Sahlberg said, "for
for tutoring of
arranging
physically

pupils

temporarily."

Then Vote No
Tuesday September '13
And Keep Mount
Prospect A Village.

Percy to Talk
Charles Percy, Republican
candidate 'for state senator,

Citizens To Keep Village Government -

will be featured speaker at a
meeting of the Elk Grove Twp.
Republican organization Aug.
28. The meeting will be held at

said.

Those Who Know - Vote Na!!
(This ad sponsored by Jack Keefer)

Administration regulations,
added, will
follow the the Mount Prospect Country
handicapped, board's adoption of the policy - Club at 8 p.m.
he

statement.

A board vote on the disChildren who might break
leg skiing, he explained, trict's grievance policy will
a
are frequently out of school be delayed__ until Sept. 21.
Last month tht board voted
for several weeks.
He -said it wits the district's to express its respect for
policy to provide tutors for a grievance procedure drafted
or others' similarly and adopted by the Mount
them,
Prospect Education Assn.
absent from classes.
The board's policy on grievTutors may be regular
substitute teachers ance asserts a teacher's basic
teachers,
or (earn teachers, depending right to air grievances and
On the age of the handicapped the propriety of providing
school child and the extent of formal channels for comconvalescence,
Sahlberg plaints.
his

give ,your dill Q womierfut future with

DANCING LESSONS
. , she is so adorable -so precious - so energetic.
She
deserves the best, and you can give her the best for very linle cost. Give her dance training
today, and be assured that in her many tomorrows she will grow to be so lovely -so gracious
so nice to know.

SHE WILL NEVER be a little girl again .

REGISTER NOW

New Classes Now Forming

policy statement.

Class InStruction 88.00 per month

Reginald Baker, who
ALSO SEPT. 6 a policy on
will stay on a while longer tutoring will be discussed.
after the wedding.
The policy "will formalize

Mrs.

CURRICULUM UNLIMITED
- FROM 3 YEARS OLD TO ADVANCED

AM:11ra

COW. PALACE

Special tiny tot classes designed for tIM Child between ages 3 to 6.
All classes grouped according to age and ability. Spetial tumbling arid tap classes for, boys.
,

Complete Attention
To All. Arrangements

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Open 7 Days A Week From 11:30 A.M. On!

ASTEC DECOR

Featuring Appetizing

LUNCHEONS11:30Dgly4
FASHION SHOW LUNCHEON EVERY WEDNESDAY
-Free
Private
' Daily
Organ Music
Birthday Cakei Birthday iaiilaiei For'
Piano Bar
woddings.
when you
Dancing Eve7 .Celebrate .. Luncheon
;.5,iks Millings
,...
'saelVight
Surprise!
Banguets
.' with Us
'

.

NORTHWESIT'HIGHWAlf
AND 9DENTIN ROAD

PALATINL.ILL,
RESERVATIONS

FL -'8-280Q,

.

r'

'

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS

.

I'. Home,;',

,
HENRY W. HUEDitidHS,

Gift Certificates for dance Insane

princess) are all available at our
Gift Shop for your, convenience,

Adult Ballroom Classy and Private

Mt: Prospect, III.

Call shy studio' number

Call CL 34500

,

haiked by 40 Years Experience

320.W. Central Road

-Cat' -Arlington Park District, CL 3-0620

leotard and to -tits (the ruffles
that make' her feel like a fairy

solemn occasion.

"FRI-EDRICHS Funer

Ladies' Ballot Chump - Free Baby Sitting

Dainty ballet slippers, tap shoes,

Lifting the burden of detail that weights so heavily
at this time of sorrow, 'with complete attention to
all arrangements, assuring you of solace on this

*DINNERS StartinPa.:4,13.111.

For Information About -

DANCING DOLL
GIFT SHOP

the ministry.

to the entire clan.

-

Green Valley, Ariz Mr. and

Rev. Maleske's 25th year in
The complete reunion was
the first in the family in more
than 10 years, and important

picnic spot which will soon be

IA REB associates.

School Dist. 57 Board
c4edules Policy Actions:

sameevening.

to mark her birthday Wednesday with a family party. Here
for that and pre -nuptial events

about one block south of Touhy
in Park Ridge. This is the
last year for the popular

-member brokers and $25 for

grandchildren were at the picnic.

1707 Magnolia.

a
After the ceremony in St.
Mark Lutheran Church, 'Mr. formalization of present pracand Mrs. William Skibbe will tices as a part of Dist. Supt.
host a reception at the Mount Eric A. Sahlberg's drive, to

this.

is on Talcott (Algonquin)' Rd.,

Report Theft

ther discussion.
All three represented

open house in their home the

For those who have never
to Ehrhardt's Grove, it

been

Mere:shrink, 77, of 114 N. Maple, Mound omic Counselors of Chicago
MMus
Prospect, John 7-montb-old Laird Lee Nawrott of 216 and Chairman of the Board of
the Bank of Oakbrook, Downs
N. Hickory, Arlington Heights, at the 15th annual picnic is also vice president -direc"of the desceadests of 15 Piepenbrink brothers and sis- tor of Downs. Mohl & Co.,
Robert and Toni DiMucci,
ters, Years ago the family lived on the property now
of DiMucci Home Builder's, owned by the Northern Illinois Gas Co. south of Ken- one of the nation's largest
management firms.
reported $65 in home furnishSews of the original 15
Registration fees are S30 for'
ings were taken from twoohomes sington and west of Wolf Rds.
. under construction at 1719 and children still live in the area. About 150 children and Realtor members; $35 for non

Three Dist. 57 policy stateand ments are scheduled for fur-

Prospect Country. Club and an

-

Chairman of the Real

River Forest, was dropped for

hersister

from
Michigan
other relatives from Florida.

Chicago

the Gslcieri. Anni,vcrsvy, ,F9n

of battery against

anniversary celebra- lack of prosecution in Mount
&in of the Jack Muellers; one Prospect court Thursday.

wedding

171411:111.13111

he is not affected.

House in
nd 6.1"FO4'
hk:speech

Sherman

.

voted on at the board's next
Joan who was one of Proi- rwting.Scpt. 6.
Twoominutes before wedding
`[he'' policy asserts that
time, however, a taxi deliver- pect High School's initial
ed them to Trinity Lutheran graduates has been honored the board will be informed
Church in Los Angeles. They with a number of parties in- of the boundaries of each
get reservations.

50th Annual Convention of the
Illinois Association of Real
Estate Boards to be held at the.

No CaSe
The charge

A trip they took early this,

.;

PROCEEDS from the "Pani-

Chicago Realtor James C.
Downs Jr. will keynote the

of

Sorensen

kes .who have kept grand- Northbrook, he said
daughter Pamela Mueller with

than' until their return about

Col.

Downs Keynoter
At Realtor Meet

wedding last Saturday of Kenneth Maleske and Christine,:lonas,
of the club staff told Mount
daughter of the Rev, and Mrs Arnold Jonas of Los Angeles.
Prospect police Wednesday.
The air lines strike caused
Staying on this week are
The purse was locked -in the
the close arrivals Mr. and.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Mueller, trunk of an auto belonging to
Mrs. Otto Maleske, Mount
grandparents
of
the groom had gone as early

Isa-

County, will speak on police
protection in the suburbs.

parked in the lot of Old Orchard
Country Club, Robert Faulkner

list Church, 827-5519.

and a variety of games fpr

Minor K. Wilson, Democratic
candidate for sheriff of Cook

Purse Stolen
From Trunk
A purse containing $70 was
taken froth the trunk of a car

Further information regarding the folk picnic may be obtamed from St. John the. Bup-

the Northwest Covenant giry" will be applied toward !

150,000 square

-By Grace Mott

Prospect

for
young
Qucens
Entertainment
and old will be provided:
dancing to the, tunes of the
Bill Sepsis orchestra, or for
the younger set, a Combo
band: baseball, races, rides

pansion of the R.C. Can Co.,
2000 Pratt, Elk Grove Village.
plus an addition which will be

WO

a-

mades, little spheres of deepfried dough served with honey,
cinnamon and' nuts will be
by
the "Five
prepared

financing in the amount of $1,600,000 for ex-

in excess' of
feet.

the site of condominium
partments.

The Greek pastry Loukou-

arranged

The 20 -year loan covers the
existing office and warehouse

A Near Miss

plenty to
marinated
Shish -kabob
eat:
with Oriental herbs: chicken basted with lemon andoregano: hamburgers and hot
dogs, all roasted on an open
hearth.

--There-

i

4',

education courses.

Finance Plant

Mn. Frank Moore, president of the League of Wows Wien, gets advice on a league flaasdal drive to

neighbors and parishioners of St.

John the 'Baptist Greek Orthodox Church are invited
to attend the annual church folk picnic Sunday, Sept.

(Bud) Beacham, a former Ar-

a

friends,

everyone;

OTHER advisory committee
include

Lades,

Greeks Have Word For It

Dist.

21 and Winston Harwood, su-

members

K.

W. Kama,

at Northwett Hiway

Ph. 255-7800

School of Dancing
PALATINE PLAZA

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NORTHBROOK

301 L Northwest Hwy.

111 L CampbelG

135 Skokie Highway

Flanders 11-1355

Mumbles* 34500

1135-2320

Some'Day
Buck on the "educational"
page of The Day is a character called "The Born Loser."
The real
He is an imposter
nut is up here
There is no need

American named Willow.
With our dear friend Mr.
safely
out-ofSlichenmyer

The same can be said for the
tollway interchange at Ar-

town, the campaign obviously
was dead. Not even a com-

campaign was an immediate
dud. It failed just before the
president of Elk Grove Village and the powerful Centex
Industrial Assn. decided to
join Arlington Heights and oth-

School would work, Now that
all is lost, the school board is
renaming
school.

the ,renamed, high

quit our campaign, but as soon
as we do, you can start order- '
ing the pipe connections.

Thyre are other great deeds
that must -be done but readers

er municipalities in a drive to

-

The board members had betnot name it Slichenmyer,

are urged to be patient. Even
a Born Loser can' become ex-

secure an interchange.

or even Harold L., or they will

The record should show that
an interchange is doomed from

be exposed here as tolerant,
loyal, patriotic, unbiased A-

the start, that tollway officials
promise they will never build

.the time we are going to .paint

knows

we quit painting last summer.

we do not allow those kind of

a million dollar or even a half million dollar connection. Re-

United States

member that as you drive up

ter

myer High School. The school
board, of course, immediately
considered Winston Churchill
as a logical name but eventually decided upon another great

the suburbs for a long time.
We just have not had time to

lington Heights Rd. That brief

Harold L. High

promise for

to bore
readers again with details of
for accurate
the campaign
That's the
population signs
one that lost 5,000 people
Such lessons are hard to
The same, mistakes
learn
were repeated in the campaign for Harold L Slichen-

The idea of 'Lake Michigan
water has been 'kicking around

mericans.

Everyone

people in the
nowadays.

hausted.

Besides, next week is

the other half of the hollethat

l

That is a campign no American husband has ever won.

the new ramps.

tettlkt=t4ii

Crowds on Bobby's Circuit Will Bother LBJ
Newspaper Enterprise Assn

Robert F
Kennedy of New York and, to
Inescapably, Sen

lesser extent, his brother,
Sen Edward M (Ted) Kena

will
provide the major show in the
1966 election campaigns soon
nedy

of

Massachusetts,

to get under way
Inescapably, too,

this

to complicate further
the already harassed political
life of ,President Lyndon B.

to helping Gov. Ednuind G.
(Pat) Brown in California,
Sen. Paul Douglas in Illinois,

Johnson.

U.S, Democratic Senate nom- has the senator's promise of
inee G. Mennen (Soapy). Wil- on -the -scene support. There
liams in Michigan. He' has will be many other such for-

bound

BY BRUCE BIOSSAT

is

1 he two Kennedys will, of
considerable
course,
spend
time campaigning for others
in their own home states.

But the biggest part of their
energies will be spread across
the country.
states,
Among
the
key
Bobby is already committed

inee, Kenneth Curtis. Whoever wins Wisconsin's September governorship primary

bids from Ohio and Pennsyl- ays, coast to coast.
vania.

Ted Kennedy's mid -August
appearance in
Illinois for

GOP GOV.

John

Reed

of Adlai Stevenson III, nominee
for state treasurer, is just

Main will have to weather a
Bobby

Kennedy

invasion

in

a

mild starter

behalf of the Democratic nom- September

ANTED

he

for .him.

will

In
swing

thr ough several western
com-

particular

His

states.

mitment right now is to Montana's Sen. Lee Metcalf, who
has a tough race against Gov.
Tim Babcock.
Indications are that Ted,
like Bobby, will lend his political magnetism to Democrats in California, Illinois,

Michigan and other populous
His list should be
states.
at least as long as Bobby's.
It is a safe forecast that

large and enthusiastic .crowds
will almost everywhere swarm

"Have you noticed that lcitely he has tended to make sup-

port of his policies a lest of patriotism?",

'around the "Kennedy show,"
and especially that part of it
starring Bobby Kennedy. He
is "Kennedy" today, the po'litical heir apparent to his
John

brother.

late
nedy.

Ken-

F.

In less than two years,

Tbe Vro5pect 35ap

built enormously on
heritage.
already huge
'Polls continue to show him
Democrat
licking anybody.
or Republican, in presidential
trial heats.
has

he

his

"Honor !lie original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedoni and intellectual integrity."

FOR LYNDON B. Johnson,
this has to mean severe emThe
President
barrassment.
is

Marshall FielcI ill

.
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going to hit the campaign
himself,

road

his

as

gun -

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

jumping weekend trip to New
York and New England indicates. But even *with all the

Jack 'A. Vanderinyn
.Vcrvs Editor

William J. Ktedaisch

Managing Editor

automatic panoply of the presidential entourage (Who can

match the buff and blue Air
likely to
to equal
'Bobby': Kinnedr er64707,4

Force One?), he
be... hard

is

It Wears Us out

"fl

pressed

'2,1111944 it was:1i!f:001* Bei

exhibited
envy of the late 'John Kennedy
by constantly making crowd
comparisons in various cities
cret

' that

Johnson

touched by both the 1960 and
1964 Democratic nominees.

To be outmatched by a live
Kennedy

traveling

perhaps

the same circuit in the same
campaign month may prove
than

almost more
can bear.

The judgment here

Johnson
is

that

will do his utmost not to have to heir it.

the President

That

means,

for one thing,

that he will pick his spots and
time his appearances in particular states so that direct

where

tial managers will go the absolute limit to drum out re curd crowds and bedeck campaign \ settings with large,
visible pl.00fs ofsupport.

In' this age of the curious.
any president gets a big response much of the time. But
before LBJ ever had
so magnetic a crowd competitor in his own party as
Robert F. Kennedy.
none

If this were Europe in the
old days, Johnson long since

would have sent Kennedy to
be governor of the Virgin
Islands. Diligent inquiry suggests that is the one place he

EYES. Brown, Blue. Hazel or Green..

NMI ES and ALIAS: Tolw.Clnickle,Paul.Tom.AI,Billy. Joe, Dickie. and perhaps using many others.
GENERAL IIAIII TS- Dashes across street without looking. Often runs between parked cars. Rides
unstable manner across alley entrances. up and down narrow streets. Does not
bicycle
signal intentions, or warn you of his presence. Depends on motorists to watch out for hint.
TI I IS BOY IS WANTED: At school for questioning In the proper use of the ABC's and to learn the
meaning of the word Safety. Ile Is wanted at home to run errands, to pick up clothing and
toys st.attered Amu. to watch Lassie on T.V. MOST OF ALL THIS BOY IS WANTED FOR

APPROACH WITII CAUTION: If seen from moving vehicle at 40 MPH alloW at least .128 feet to
stop

.

. 311'feet on ice or snow. While driving; keep your eye's moving, aim high -In .steering,...

see the big picture, leave yourself an out, and Make:, sure_ he sees you.

So they are resorting to all sorts of
weird tricks to eliminate wasted minutes.

to

The Wall Street Journal has made an
study of these inexhaustible
executives. And the things they think of?

silly conversation.

exhaustive

One young tycoon, for example, found

" that visitors to his office tended to ad-

So his office is now as barren of art as
a cell in the county jail - perhaps even
barrener, if the county prisoner has a

Lutheran

Church

of Prospect Heights will hold
its
at

first meeting

since

June

8:30 p.m. Thursday, Sept.

will talk on "New Expansions
ut Our Redeemer."
Mrs.
be
will
Hostesses
Gerald Andrews, Mrs: Betty
Kirchnich and Mrs. Edward,
Rodriguez.
' Information may be obtained

by culling Mrs. Rodriguez at

ner sent in?

Such dedication to duty is admirable, in

Another super -hustler has a telephone . a gruesome sort of way, but how about

and a secretary in his car. En route to
appointments,

he

dictates

and

the guy's health?

phones,

phones and dictates. When he gets where
he's going, the secretary ',Scrounges a

spare typewriter and transcribes the mo-

bile musings of her boss - and think of
the production push!

Another resourceful exec has eliminat-

Anyone that energetic undoubtedly be-

lieves that hard work never killed anybody.

Maybe not. But we sluggards like to,
believe that it can keep a man from really living.

Letters to the Editor
As one who does, let me
offer two main reasons, First

of all, the runner has to be
just a bit of a paranoic --'.he

rightly so, for, it

Editor:

Let me extend my heartiest
thanks and appreciation for
the article in, the sports section the other day by Dale

Hofmann on the. cross-country
that
have
started
runners
training already for the fall
season.

It was a well written

article, but more importantly
it said something that I've been
waiting for someone to say,
publicly, for a long time.

The only thing that kept me
from saying it myself was that
fact that from the time I was
a sophombre in high school

is all as im- has to want :to win to show .up
portant to the runners as foot- somebody, which is most
ball, is to the boys who, are likely either himself or the
big and strong enough (through. rest of the world. Second, and
no tribute to anyone but their probably most importantly, beprogenitors) to participate in cause he views himself as 'a
that sport, or should I say present day Sir Edmund Hilgame?
But
cross-country lary, and like a mountain, it's

should not be viewed as a mere there.

substitute for the scrawny, 97
pound weakling. Rather it
should

be

more downright' guts than any
other I've ever competed in
and

that's just about all of

them:,
The

only

thing that

still

mystifies me, and others too,

3.

Class 01'63
Knox College
Class of '67

mired as the sport that takes

have been a member 'of those
scantily clad distance runners' continue to run to the point of
exhaustion and pain? That's a
myself.
Mr. Hofmann was, generous point Mr. Hofmann was unable
in his estimation of the im- to answer, more likely than
not because he never ran cross
portance of the sport to those
Brad ate in it and country
who
'

Robin Auld :
Arlington H.S.

reverred -and ad-

I suppose, is why?. Why do kids

Arlington Heights Ill.

toiler

tireless

You wonder how far this passion for
production can go. Will the day come
when Harry Hardwork realizes that his
family is cutting into his creative output by saying hello to him when he gets.
home, and solves the problem by bolting into his study and having his din-

flair for earthy sketches.

running laps at Arlington for
Russ Attis up to ih e present I

217, S. Arlington Heights Rd,

This

This keeps away the drones who want
fritter away their time and their
careers by watching the in-flight movie.
For, of course, they don't sit by our
worker, and perhaps distract him with

The Women's Guild of Our
Redeemer

537-5983.

THIS MESSAGE IS SPONSORED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE BY THE

one to see.

air.

by

grabs the first seat behind the cockpit too close to the movie screen for any-

Women's Guild
Starts New Year, WhyTDo They Continue to Run?

Paul France, guest speaker,

BE CAREFUL. Ile may be armed With a water pistol or Davy Crockett. Rifle. In his pocket may be
found a pennv. a rubber ball, an old flashlight battery.

as hard as they want to work.

is unlikely to go.

1 in the church social hull.

LOVE..

traveling

plies consumed precious moments that
could have been devoted to hard business.

comparisons do
seem inevitable the presiden-

lIEiCIIT Comes in an assortment of sizes.

lazy?), but it seems there are
men whose chief worry is that there isn't
enough time in 24 hours for them to work

IT IS ALSO likely to mean
that

AGE: 5 to 10 years old (more or less)

believe

mire some fine paintings which adorned
the wall. Their comments and his re-

be

if not impossible.

YOU, ME, AND ALL AMERICANS!

ed that lost moment which sometimes
creeps in when a busy businessman is

difficult,

comparisons will

BY . . .

It may come as a shock to those of us
who are, well, more relaxed (would you

All linters to the editor mutt be signed. but ..
names will be withheld upon , requesi. :L f 4 44 -r -.--s

should be 'at brief as p6sslide. typewritten:

pos.

Ode. and should contain
an address or phone numher

so

their authenticity

can he checked.

ii

,.- .44
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The Day's Prospects

Cheers

Good at Design?
"Ids Is for You
This is the title of the 1968

"Calling All Artists".

Christmas Seal contest being Conducted by the Tuberculosis Institute of Chicago and CookSounty.
' For ever 50 years the National Tuberculosis Association
through the sale' of Christmas Seals has conducted an intenDuring that time the gaily colored
sive fight against TB.
seals have become a familiar sight to everyone at the ChristThey are as traditional as tinsel, tree and

mas holiday season.
turkey

TB Cross motif andyear must

Every year the N.T.A. conducts a contest among artists

incorporated.

for ,designs for future Seals.
selected.

'

test. She is prominent in na-

The design is chosen by a
committee which usually meets

urinal art circles as a col lector, advisor and contribu-

More than 250 girls are ex-

group of outstanding designers, tor. She is a former art diart directors and other qual- rector and advertising
Because of and has lectured widely on col ified authorities.
-the time-involved2irt .setting_up _
The Maremoni,
production the committee sein Winnetka, have a noted col lects a design which will be
lection of 20th_ century art and
used two years later
The "Calling All Artists" have contributed many imcontest, is preliminary to the
nation -wider competition con-

Linda Mossman, Debbie Travosek, Bonnie Wurthman, Trudie Smith, Sue Blim, Chris
Hagg, Judy Marshall, Cathy
Nicholas, Pam Peterson and
Carol Tenuta: and from Forest
View, Marty Enghist, Chris

Art in New York; mem-

ber of the Advisory Committee
of Washington, D.C.'s Museum
of Modern Art, and a member

Lenore Kokai, Jan
Randle, Mary Schanken, Kathy
Sunblad, Laurie Sarish and
Hayes,

of the executive committee of
board of the American
Federation of Art, New York.
the

This is an excellent opporThis

Peggy Amon

Allson

Dlaae

to contribute your tatents which may be rewarded

Alice

and

also

"'""'`

iftgb Schools, will help instruct new Midget Football
cheerleaders at a clinic to be held Aug. 29 and 30.

jc,11:11/en.ACT:

""'""'

_

help a

_

451fatiM7arREWITer- tialenetkra ita4

Fun Fair Today
And Tomorrow

et

e

Games will be conducted including miniature
golf, a bean-bag throw and bowling game. Activities for small children also are slated.
Prizes will be awarded to winners.

exhibited Sept. 20 to 30 in the

lobby of The Harris _Trust &

A snack bar will offer hotdogs, sloppy Joes,

West Mon-

homemade cake, soft drinks, ice cream and

roe St., Chicago.

coffee.

5100

The league is a church youth organization.

second prize and five honorable mentions will be awarded on Sept. 20 at the Harris
Bank.
All exhibited entries
will be sent to the NTA to
compete in the national contest for the oMcial Seal of

creatitr-F8Prtteue- -attack

NOW PLAYING

bon'Appell's recent
Broadway hit

portant addition to the com-

CL 5-3951.

Looking over a brochure describing the aearbrook
ber of the department of mad-, Center for the Retarded in Rollin Meadows are Pant

inW;g1-:17

IN 101 010 0000400 C0UI410,
080110000.11417

1,41

icine, has been appointed director of the coronary care

Sampson lair Mrs. Daniel Waller and Tom Jots no. sampan sad Jaws are ea -owners of The Cal-

unit.

lar........., Arlington

Studies have demonstrated
that coronary care units are

very valuable and have saved

immediate
needing
patients
emergency care from death.

Sunday at 7:30
Box Ofilce Opens Dully 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Beservationsily Mall Or Phone CL 9-5400

presents

"BEAUTY AND
THE BEAST"
"given by -Lew Musill's
Tale Tellers"

4

"Laughs are POWERFUL!"

+ "Outrageously COMICAL!"
HARRIS, Chicago Daily Naos
ifs.
"Comic Wizardry! A HIT!"
SYSE, Chicago Swaim'

The 1966-67 room mothers
will meet with teachers in the
multi -purpose room of the
'Mrs. Charles Peter:
school.
Jr. is

' RICHARD BENJAMIN
in

ry D. Shelton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles D. Shelton of

them.i

SALLY ANN Winsauer, sis-

ter of the bride, was maid of
Her gown was of gold
silk peau de soie with a scoop
honor.

A floor length coat

with elbow length sleeves was
worn over the gown with a gold
illusion headpiece. In her arms
were a bouquet of Shasta dai-

sure fit and

support are
essential.
With Stride Rite
baby shoes and
our expert staff'

will beon hand to welcome

-Alt
"1

4

-

Named To
Hair 'Fashion
Committee

- you give
your young
adventurer
every
advantage.

Armand Gentile, Ill S. PatArlington Heights, has
been accepted as a member of
the Official Hair Fashion Committee of the National Hairten,

gan.

neckline.

NEILSIMoNS New Comedy Nit

the PTA room repre-

sentative with Mrs. R. F. Re beck and Mrs. R. D. Winkel -

Mrs. .1 oseph Marsiglia,

dressers
Assn.

Gentile,

and

Cosmetologists

a member of the

AN11,en evezaaY step's

Chicago and Illinois Hairdressers Assn., has served on the

Michael Beauterbaugn of Ra-

their home in Charleston, S.
C.

luncheon was held at the home
of the bride's parents for about 100 guests. The couple

The bride graduated from St.
Pat's Academy in Des Plaines
and graduated Aug. 7 from St.
Therese School of Nursing,
Waukegan, Ill. The, groom, a
graduate of So. Mountain High

their left for a honeymoon in

School, Phoenix, Ariz., is now

Wisconsin.

with the U. S. Navy.

cine, Wis.

After the wedding a

buffet'

They will make

SHOES

He is a member of its

tee.

board of directors.
Competitions for

member-

25 W. PROSPECT AVE.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

ship on the Official Hair Fashion Committee were held at
the recent National Convention
of. Hairdressers.in Houston,
Tex,

CL 3-5757

"Specialists In. Orthopedic Fittings

'11111=1=511911=1V11000 -:h...-101111= lazissecztansulezmesamw=upenzumiesmotaisznnimmotri

Fog A REFRESIIINO TREAT

:les.

The bridesmaids, Miss Sue
r. touOntherpirosMpecatt-

41

A
V

(IVDMAttiths; *P411ARIPPOT MIR/ RMOta)

.

:

PROMPT ATTINTION
4' MAILSr..ORDERSGsviN
dile. LI1100,.4.50, IF
Moe. Ora Third One. OA;

Vmeets'
4.00; 2nd ealc. $2.751

two. Pelt & Sef.I Ord. 1%; Id c. Vat
5.00, 4.1,0; and 1141c. W.50; Mids. Wed. & Sett de. 14.111; lit Me.
.14.50. 4.00, 3.60; 2nd Bile. $2.50. Mead ended stamped tall.

addlitnad tHiralap lath died or mom onto payable to oiatlestom
Theatre. ea. C. falba, Chicago. Need giro several allaraitti
AIR-CONDITIONED

v BLACKSTONEXIIITIomANZATelc

SEATS' AVAILABLE gex Office opal 104 Ikra, tettlak)

teabothEngelson,o

abet Miss Lynn Witte of Racine, . Wis.,

wore

gowns

AND STUDENTS OF. COSMETOLOGY

ONLY

to

match the Maid of Honor.
in

BEAUTICIANS

The bride's mother arrived
a Silk Shantung gown of

Moss green with matching accessories.
Her corsage wits,
of Symbidium.

THE BEST man was Mi
chael Winsauer, brother,, Of the
bride. The "ushers were John

Come In. And SeelOu! Extensive Selection

STOP IN AT

STONE'S

ICE CREAM CART
(UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT),

Cars Beauty :Supplies

119 S. EMERSON ST.

AT AIOUNi PROSPECT BRANCH
207 SO. EMERSON ST..
MT. PROSPECT
PHONE 253-1385

DAILY 11 AM. .TO U P.M.

Henri Mon, 9-9

Tues. Thin SA 94

Sat. 9-12

an, aaventi 11P°*

WELLBORN'S

Chicago Hair 'Fashion Commit-

MR. AND MRS. LARRY SHELTON

Gerald Gross of Oak Lawn,

I

SHOE
THE SHOE THAT UNDERSTANDS CHILDREN

president of the Sunset PTA

carried a bouquet of Glamellas.1 Winsauer. of Mount Prospect,

DAN DAILY

TRIDE KITE

hake as hospitality chairmen.

The bridal gown was a prinsilk organza over
taffeta. with cluny lace Kabuki
sleeves and a scoop neckline.
Cluny lace appliques adorned
the front of the gown and the
detachable court train.. She

n

THE

ers.

cess style,

LEONARD, Chicago Tabun*

7 p.in. to 9:30 p.m.
CLOSED ON TUESDAY
953 Cornell Ave. Palatine

The Sunset School Parent
Teacher Association will host
a get acquainted tea on Fri
day, Sept. 2, at 10 a.m., for
- new room mothers and teach -

!A, dame Woman.

Soloist, Eugene Di Blasi, sang "Ave Maria" to the accompanist of
Mrs. Lloyd Schuster at the or-

DETTMER, Chicago's American

.

'-'^-a
Pew* which will heacril Cielichlwal* M-Wapner is a member of tie Miss Junior Woman's

wine Officiating.

'BLOCKBUSTER!"

.

'FL 9-0991

Mary
Louise
Winsauer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Winsauer of Mount' Prospect, became the bride of Lar-

The wedding took place in
St. Emily's Catholic Church
with the Rev. John A. McLor-

4.

MATINEES 2 P.M. WED. & SAT.

#

of Sunday's dance for
Mrs.

Heights, site

Las Vegas, Nev., on Aug. 13.

Country Ciao
74 41,

& Firing
Retail and
, Wholesale
Continuous Classes

Next Friday

Mary Winsauer Weds

the CHILDREN'S THEATRE

STUDIO
Supplies -- Greenware

Sunset PTA
To Host Tea

Dr. Irving J. Adatto; mem-

born

E & E CERAMIC

Information may be obtained from Mrs. Pate,

health
resources,"
Alexander Ruggie,

son

a

INSTRUCTION

"'The -party is open -to tverybOdy'," said Mrs.
Pate.. "We hope to have a' fine turnout to, help

aearbrook."

Hall

Holy Family Hospital.

Mrs. Dale Pate, former president of the club.

atimber..4114patients with coronary disorders,, the hospital
regards the new unit as an im-

J.

Heights are

Aug. 19 to the junior William
J. Halls of Des Plaines in

NO MEMBERSHIP cards will be required for
young guests, and fees will be standard, said

tal.

Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30

4

Mr. and. Mrs. W.
Sr. of Arlington
grandparents of

dren and young adults.

medical director of the hospi-

Country
Club
(Mi1!4 I

at the
Northroest Suburb's Only
Professional Theatre.

;111.171

Halls 1Velcome

Grandson

al training center for mentally handicapped chil-

: under' camel= interkeitIN illEt$V of the increasing

munity's
said Dr.

Sandy Peterson. Jeanne
Pollard, Joyce Rezny, Marianne Rutigliano, Linda Ruson,

deven and Diane Wolfe.

people's dance from 6 to 10 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 28
at The Cellar, Arlington Heights.
Sponsors are the 16 members of the AtiseJun'ior Woman's Club, who have conducted numerous
projects to aid Clearbrook, a school and vocation-

Some suggestions are to a- onary care unit. It will be ready sometime in fall.
void designs that are too comThis unit will enable doctors ment can be given in the unit
Simplicity is . the to keep patients with acute should patient need it.
plicated.
keynote. Black and very dark coron
attacks and suspected

thin problems.;Avolorreliglous til'va Aserviiiong &&tg:RheY
Motifs as the Seal mist an- critical hours' following the atpeal to all groups. Review pre- tack.
viously, accepted designs. The
Immediate emergency treat-

Chris Heimos, Mary Johnston,
Dana Leo, Wendy Mason, Linda Mobus, Cheryl Miller, Betsy Murphy. Peggy and Jill Ol-

dy, Bonnie Strader, Anne Tobin, Claudine Turi, Cathy Van-

The Clearbrook Center for the Retarded in

Lutheran General Hospital will have a special eight -bed cor-

1968.

Children 31.00
Adults 32.00

Page 5

Rolling Meadows will be beneficiary of a young

New Heart Unit
At Lutheran General

Fox,

Marcia and Donna Gattos,
Merry Jo and Carolyn Grafton,
Janet Glasgow, Pam Hall,

Teen Dance
To Benefit
Clearbrook

Hours will be 4 to 9 p.m. Friday and 10 a.m.

Christie.

Martha Frans, Diane Frantell,

"AEZISErf

to 4 p,m. Saturday.

Foster,

nie

AT HOME

431 S. Arlington Heights rd.

the rules of the contest is also available. Entries will be

A Girl Could
Get Lucky

Dahlgren, Diane Fisher, Con-

Friday, August 26. 1966

Arlington Heighti, will sponsor a fun fair today and tomorrow in the church parish hall,

'

assisting are Jan Allen. Mary
-Adatils; Danin -Altenbern.--Den.-tse Augustine. Louis Ankerberg, Cathy and Lucy Barak,
Laura Buster. Chris Cher win, Valerie Clyde, Debbie

The Walther League of Faith Lutheran Church,

W. Washington Blvd.,
Chicago. Illinois, 60607, anytime after Aug. 31.
Entry blanks are available
by . writing to the same adA packet containing
dress.
1440

Mrs. Jim Pollard is in charge
of the clinic.
Other teen-age girls who are

with tuberculosis.

. DEADLINE for the Chicago
contest is Tuesday, Sept. 6 at
noon. Entries should be sent.
to The Tuberculosis Institute,

backgrounds

_

(Photo by Dan Balms.)

The

tins
Ha U leap through the air.
aad
worthwhile- charity -in -the -work --cheerleaders Pkbortd.--froll---Fgrea -VieN and
which they have and will contine to do for those stricken
monetarily

who live or work in Chicago or,
suburban Cook County.

prize,

Assisting in the instruction
arc cheerleaders from ProsBarbara
pect High School,
Marty
Beasley,
Kastning,
Charlie Kreusch, Carol Lill,

Council of the Museum of Mod-

Walther Le

A 5300 first

Cheerleaders.

Mrs Maremont is a member
of the Women's Board of the
Art Institute of Chicago, servmg on the museum's Acquisilion Committee for 20th Century Painting and Sculpture,
a member of the International

ducted by the NTA. The con-.
test is open to adults over 18

II1

of

managerud

in October and is helped by a

Saving Bank,

pected to attend the 2nd Annual
Clinic for Midget Football.

paintings and scalp -

tures to the Art Institute
Chicago and other museums

ernbe

Maremoot is chairman for the
Christmas Seat Design Con -

MRS. ARNOLD H.

An award of 51,000 is offered
to the l artist whose design is

portant

For A
Clinic

MT. PROSPECT

Where You'll Enjoy The ilegance °lice Cream In 32 RaVors.
Complete Fountain Service Alsp,Carry Outs.

PHONE 392-5234

osp.....1407;.::-Aser.sehr.....Inessum=enscziTaosec:-;=eas=iztosom:Items=rmosoc

I
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THE DAV

'SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

I

.4 4
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Friday, Aligust 26, 1966

'MINDS ME OF 11-1'
OW DAYS -THE SHOP
WAS FULL OF WELSHMEN AN' THEY'RE A

ONWARD, 'TIE
OUR COUNTRY
NEEDS' US -42
HE IS BRAVEST;
.f' HE WHO LEADS
US --STRIKE
Fog. 'OME, FOR.

'MERE GOES ABDUL AND HIS
'THIRTY WIVES. HES THE THIRD
RICHEST MAN IN OUR LAND.

I'LL BET. THEY
GAG NOW, AFTER

A LIFETIME ON

TH' BENTEND

OF A FOUR FOOT WRENCH,

GREAT SINGINI' RACE,
AN' AT LUNCH HOUR

Ii

ON TH' NIGHT SHIFT
THEY HAD EVEN
,TH' IRISH AN'GERMANS SINGIN'
WELSH SONGS!

LIFE AND GLORY-"

TO THINK OF

TH' REAL DOUGH
THAT'S BEINT
PAID. NOW FOR
SOME AWFUL
SOUAWKINV

HERE COMES KARISCH AND
HIS FIFTEEN WIVES, HES THE
SECOND RICHEST IN OUR LAND.

C

AND LOOK,'THERES
RAMIRE, HES RICHER.

-

\17
THE LOST LEGIONS

it% 1 NLIFT-4,

THAN ANYBODY.'

"That was nice of Mr. Higgins, not making you pay for

1114 Sm. TM. 34.. Ill P

9-26-66

ON.

tFie window I- broke, wasn't_

-"NOVer-Mind about -dinner- after -alli-Dorisi-The-Poindextirs decided they'd better get homer

HEM -HEN! OLIGT-WAIT.

GOTTA CHECK OUT SAKE IS

A WILD RUMOR

-

RISKIER THAN

THAT SAKE UN- RUIN' A
CAVITY IN A
LOADED HIS
TIGER'S
PAINTING ON
MOLAR !
sfou!AND

sertaRe YOU _

JUDGE, BOYS! I'M FRAMING THIS
PAINTING, THEN I'LL TAKE IT DOWNTOWN TO A REPUTABLE. DEALER!
ACCORDING TO MY BOOK, A
GENUINE GRANDPA DAVID IS

DEALIN' WITH

MA3OR,WEVE

THE WILLETS

.1

,TritwitILINsks

,

WORTH AT LEAST *250! DLL
MAKE AN EASY *100 PROFIT!

FOR *I 5o!

WHY

t

11445 E LE /AENTARY1 MY POINT IS THAT

INEVER %Maim LIKE! EVERYWHERE DoN'T BEING COOPED LIP IN AN INK FRAME.
youluRN INVIS PLACE THERE. A NOU LOOK- 15 PURE Res772/CP0A4'1 RESENT IT!
BUMPONTHE NOGGIN WAITING! MEN TURN? 1:LL WAGE WAR ON RES:FM.710N!

a-2.6

TELL'AllWAAT: RUN DOWWR)THEGR)RE
AND FETCH ME A DOME OF INIC ERADICAUR

BUGS BUNNY

(NeXT TIME
THERE'LL BE AN

EXTRA CHARGE
THIS KIND
01 SERVICE:

"HEY JOE... I
You're So Far ;
Behind You Z

4

S.

Think You're ;

DOCTOR SAYS

MORTY MEEKLE

Immediate
Dentures

HE -RE I AM,

6OCH 16 THE
IMPERMANENT;

EPHEMFc'Al ,
EVANESCENT

HIN5OALE5

RDRF-MOST
ASTRONAUT: ..

(113

ALONE...

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

QUALITY
OF FAME.

NW
readersoti
nsnoinwg
oi h"

11e NOTICED THAT'
MY 1.qr-ABOLARY

The DAY..

16 AT ITS
13,951-HEN
Wrm

THE DAY -keeps

DEPRE5660.

up with the times
maondunstuams
pplysf

Mrs M. never quite got over:
the shock of sudden death of

satisfying values

her well-known author' husband..
Feeling alone in the world, and
Filled with grief, she completely
neglected herself physically and

mentally She had little desire
to live and no desire to adjust
to her new situation.

The spark of life was gone.

lits

THE BORN LOSER

144.

8-26

414
ACROSS

of them merely

I Coney Island

hot -

stumps

4 Hot -,

She says she often thought
of taking care of her teeth and

Arkansas
11 Extra hand in
a card game

gettingm them repaired, but she

"just couldn't face up to it."
finally

happened

to

Mrs M ? Her dramatic weight
loss worried her physician. He
on dental rehabilitation so that his patient would
be able to chew solid food.
With persistent efforts he got
her to agree to dental consul-

insisted

CAPTAIN EASY

tation.

After much consideration,
Mrs. M. had all her teeth out,
or what was left of them, and
full dentures made.

TONIGHT

What's so remarkable about
that?

IT WAS DONE IN ONE
OPERATION bya method gen-;
erally referred to' as "Immediate Denture Technique."
About two weeks before
hospitalization impressions of
upper and lower teeth and jaws
were taken and ,reproductions

of them were cast in

stone.

These upper and lower stone
models were then mounted on
an instrument that duplicated
natural positions and
ments of patient's jaw.

move-

cut from

Teeth were
the stone models, and as. each
then

tooth was removed, an. artilical one was put in its place. On
completion upper and lower

artifical teeth were same size,
' same position in the jaw, and
with same general contours as
Thee finishpatient's own teeth. The
ed dentures were made, from
these models

-

,,,,i,s,.11ED IIRTtrigFCASA crokrfiNA 47

U8 PAWs00.4
ALL WE CAN "
CARRY DOWN

The DAY habit, read
and use it everyday.i

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Hot Items

awful. Her teeth were a mess..
They rotted away, beyond re-

What

every day. Get into

,S)

'?

She lost 81 pounds. She looked
pair, some

I

KRIM RINGS A BELL,BUT-

so itocHaLt

futtiPWASA

NOTORIOU5

NAZI GESTAPO CHIEF!.

WANTED Fogg WAR
CRIME% BUT NEVER
POUND!

13 Small chapel
14 Scene of action
15 Social set
16 Cylindrical
18 Shoe part
19 Reverend (ab.)
20 Body of water
22 Sardinia (ab.)
25 News gatherers
30 Projection on a
harquebus
32 Country in

Africa

33 Julie -,

actress
38 Biblical anise
37 Produces
resonance

9 Smile broadly
10 Moslem title
(var.)
11 Thai temple
12 Hot
(trouble)
17 Night hefore
an event
20 Sun

21 Unit of energy
22 Cicatrix
23 British
composer

24 Hot -

35 Arabic
educator
consonant
48 River in Siberia
38 Extrasensory
49 American
perception (ab.) president
30 Black.
50 German
substances
composer,
43 Body politic
Carl
44
Cushions
31 Hot .52 Fruit drink
45
Oil
(comb.
form)
53
Encountered
(bakery item)
34 Compass point 46 American
54 Paid notices
3
8
4 5
6 7
9
10
(jalopies)
26 Time gone by
27 Ireland
28 Anger (coll.)
29 Chemical
compound

40 Seine

11

41 Stitch
42 Distress signal
44 Small dogs

14.

2

15

ALLEY OOP

8

17

47 Hdt -

(child's game)
51 Southern state
55 David's
daughter
56 Stripped of
vegetation.
57 Hot --(newsworthy
item)
58 Poetic forms
59 Urge on (Scot.)

13

19

22

23

24

20

25

34

26

6 Rodent
7 Repeated

8 Mon heroine

27

38

49

50

43

48
53

29 /

40

39

42

41

52

28

36

35

DOWN
44 45 46
1 Terrible
2 European river
1
3 Person beyond
help (coll.)
4 Society (ali.)
5 Golf teacher

1

54
57

St. Raymond Classes
Start ednesday
of Christianity will be observed Sunday in Soldier Field.
The events begin at 6 p.m. The

Classes will start at St.
Raymond's Catholic Church
School on Wednesday, Sept. 7
at 8 45 am
The first day classes will

Mass will be celebrated at 8
p.m.

Anyone wishing tickets may

be limited to a morning session

obtain them, free of charge,
in the faculty room.

with the regular curric-

ulum beginning on Thursday.
Registered
students
may
pick up school information
Aug 28 after all the Masses

invited to join
Christian
mond's
arc

Nov. 6, 1966 at -the Post and.
Paddock Club in Arlington
Heights.

ances of Poland's Millennium

The

Ray-

Family
Movement. New groups for the
year are now being formed.
For information phone Paul

observ-

Chicagoland

St.

.

.THE ANNUAL Fall Benefit
of Holy Family Hospital Auxiliary, will be held on Sunday,

NEW AND old parishioners

in rooms 100 and 101 of the
school
The

and Win Johnson at 392-2862.

Congregation
In Tenth Year
In Area

11:00

3:00

Beth Tikvah Congregation is conducting its 10th an-

brunch will begin at
a.m. and conclude at
p.m.
Entertainment is

nual membership drive this month:
The' congregation is the only synagogue in the northwest
suburbs serving more than J15 communities. It has been serving area Jewish families since 1956 and has grown from a
membership of 10 families to more than 150. It is a Reform

planned and a mink coat will,
be given as the Grand Prize.
Tickets

$12.50 a couple.

are

congregation.

Betb Tikvah Congregation in Hoffman Estates, which Is beginning its 10th year of
service to 15 northwest suburbs.

Last Day
For School
Registration

%

Aug. 26 and a brunch at

-:!.

74

'

11

.

".

'5

Edward Mary

Sister

Nie-

fifth grade students with dental check-ups yearly.

Pine, pronounced her
final vows as a religious of

A close -tip

For further information call A. Fette at 4379726 or the pastor the Rev. W. B. Strenfert at,

the Sisters of Mercy

Parish.

Chicago.

She graduated from St Patrick's High School in Des
in

Plaines

1958

after

which

she entered the Noviate at St.
Xavier's College
majored in Art

where

-Heights

Baptist

Church, 302 E. McDonald Rd.,
Prospect

She received het final pro-

at Queen of Martyr's

fession

Dr. Alfred Martin
At Prospect Baptist
Prospect

she

'Church in Chicago Aug 16

Heights,

hear

at the
10:45 Worship Hour and the
Dr.

Alfred

Martin,

7:00 p.m. Gospel Hour Sunday.

Ice Cream
Social Tonight

ulty at Moody Bible Institute
in Chicago.

The Mount Prospect Trinity Methodist Church will
present
an
"old-time" ice
cream social with an outdoor

received his bachelor degree
at Washington University in
St. Louis and his master's
degree and doctorate in theology at Dallas Theological

band concert on

Dr. Martin is Dean of Fac-

Seminary, Dallas, Tex.

Before joining the Institute's
of faculty in 1949, Dr. Martin

The
band, consisting
members of Trinity Methodist Church will be directed
by bandmaster, Norm Forreten

In the event of rain, the aflair will be held in the fellowship hall of the church Trinity Methodist Church is located on Golf Rd just west of

minister at the Presbyterian Church,
Pine City,
Minn.. and spent a year lecturing in German at the Bible
Institute in Beatenburg, Switzerland. He has written sevwas

eral Bible courses for Moody
School
as
Correspondence
well as Moody Manna devotional booklets published by

Friday, August 26. 1966

Church of Cross
Nursery School

'

A nursery school will be opened by the Lutheran Church
of the Cross, 1025 S. Goebbert Rd.. Arlington Heights. at

Dr. Mercer

9:15 a.m. Wednesday, Sept. 21.
The class will be open to

At Bible Church
The Mount Prospect Bible

a semester basis With 12
weeks
in
each
semester.
Classes will be held every
Wednesday morning:
on

member- of

ment is open to the commun-

Moody Bible

instructor at Dallas Bible
Institute, Dallas Texas.
as

Each

1St. Raymond

school costs,

THE

dren will choose an activity,
learn to play together; share,
etc.)
9:45 a.m. - Pick-up time.
9:45 a.m.
Story time.

(Basic texts will be "3's and

4's in the Christian Commun10:10

-

Refreshment

Name Music
Director

Zt

;,
:k
0:

r.

v".

,

v.

relentless, sapping energy,

Inkiative and providing general

1!!

discomfort. The Bible taps us
that those who relict Christ will
'spend everlasting In
torment far worse than the heat -of

a summer day.
. whosoever was not fantod written In the book of Pl. was
east Into the lake of Ike," Rev. 20115

k

I'

register

chil-

ing Mrs. Cartford at 439-1322.

School Start
Classes for grades

I

through

8 will begin Sept. 7 at St. Alphonsus Catholic Church. Kin-

dergarten will begin on Monday, Sept. 12.

Book day will be held on
Aug. 30. This day will be for

settlement of book bills, uniforms, tuition, and bus transportation.

Seek
Youth
Advisors

edral of St. John the Divine. office at CL 5-0332.
,,She 'also played and accomTHE WALTHER League
panied in recitals in Pennsylwill leave the church parking
vania and New York.
lot on August 29th for the
Chicago: White Sox -Cleveland
,

;(111 144
AI

7i;

1.,**

#

Prospect Heights
Baptist Church

'

1',

I

Schedule
Change,

Indians

baseball

game.

The

fee of $3.00 may be paid on

the bus. Reservation deadline'
The Lutheran Church of the is August 27. Call Barb ScherCross, 2025 S. Goebbert rd., pelz at CL 3-1125,
Arlington Heights,' will change
For reservations for the
its worship and church social Couples Club dinner in China -

'

(Affiliated with Conservative Baptist Association)

E. of Rt. 83 at McDonald and Wheeling Roads
Rev. Robert E. Rushing, pastor Parsonage: CL 5.1394
Sunday Bible school 9:30 a.m. Classes for alleges. Morning
worship 10:46 a.m. Junior church, ages 8 to 12. Evangells-.
tie strVice 7 p.m. Nursery for morning and evening services.
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., Hour of Power conducted by pastor
Rushing.

may

Carole Weatherby has been
St. Paul Lutheran Church
director of music at
Faith Lutheran Church, Ar- needs advisors for new Faith in -Life -Groups,
youth
dislington Heights.
Mrs. Weatherby is original- cussion groups that meet
in
homes
for
ly from Harrisburg, Pa. She twice monthly
discussions,
and
spent the last four years in informal
Freeport.
where she Youth. Service Corps advisors
held a position similar to -drama corp advisor, music
'corp advisor and art corp
her post here.
She studied voice, piano, and advisor.
All adults serving in the
organ in Harrisburg, Lebanon
and Lancaster, Pa.. While in youth ministry program will
New York, she studied organ receive training. Contict Mr.
with Alec Wyton at the Cath- Wurm or call the church youth

Rol oo,o.c..:,.:4.140744,04,004:64,04404,04:4141:*04:04'
SUMMER'S HEAT -

Persons

named

Z.,

.

,-

a.m.

time.

.

Auditorium:
8:50, 10:05 and 11:20

assist.

ity," and "My Story Book of

10:30 a.m. - Rest time.

Sunday Masses:
Church: 6:30, 7:30, 8:45, 10:00,
11:15 and 12:30

quillp07.--",

schedule

9:15 a.m. - free play. (Chil-

of the Law on which are engraved the first words of the 10 commandments.

$

Mt. Prospect
CL 3-2444

is

following

will be observed:

Jesus.'")

313 South 1 Oka

rz.

a

15.

There will be a fee of $10 per
child each semester to cover

The End of Vacation Schools

de Penofort Church

will contain
enrollment of

class

maximum

Interior of the Beth Tikvah synagogue showing ark doors in the shape of Tablets

Mrs. Larry Cart ford will
direct the school and teach.
Mrs. James
Wallgren will

dren through Sept. 10 by call-

ity.

the Institute.

Route 83

materials also will be used.

The school will -be conducted

Gospel meeting.

Institute, Chicago. is a native
of Fall River. Mass. He has
an A.B. degree in psychology
from Taylor University and
a Th.D. from Dallas Theological Seminary. Before coming
to Chicago. Dr. Mercer served

dergarten age.

on

will speak at the 10:45 morning worship and 7:00 evening
a

or before April 15. 1966
and include children up to kin-

10:45 a.m. - Planned activity, handicrafts, finger and
soap painting, crayon work and
pasting. An activity kit with

children who were 3 -years -old

Church 505 W. Golf Road. will
have as guest speaker Sunday,
Dr. Arthur Mercer, Jr. He

Dr. Mercer.
the faculty of

Page 7

ftWEEZIMMY.:7=711M14.;;MIL07......170323M-Ir

Martin has since trails,ferred,' his :.,ordination papers
to .the Fellowship -of Indepcndent Evangelical
Churches.

A native of Kahoka, Mo.. he

the church

lawn tonight

CHURCH
NEWS

five

describing the holiness of the Sabbath day.

Edward Mary, born

Paschal's

of the Torah, the scroll of Jewish law consisting of the first

books of the Bible. The yad is the pointed shaped in the form of a hand and used
for reading from the scroll. The kiddush cup is the wine goblet used in a prayer

437-3223, 439-0412.

in Chicago, Sept 23, 1940, attended grammar school ,it St.

0

trig ;my

-

Kindergarten students must reach the age of
five by December first of it" year and first graders the age of six by the 'me date. Medical
check-ups are required of all kindergarten and

306 S

Sister

men.

24.

crowded classrooms, library, gymnasium facility, school bus service arc some of the impor-

met. RSM, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Edward Niemet of

I I

for senior high boys and girls,
SERVICES are held every the other for youngsters in the
Friday evening at Beth Tikvah, seventh and eighth grades.
Persons seeking information
and the congregation also obmay call the Temple at 529 serves Jewish holidays.
The High Holidays will take 4545 or Joseph Hauptman,
place this year on Thursday. 894-3440 or Victor Kahn 255 membership co -chair Sept. 15 and Saturday, Sept. 1592.

school from kindergarten through grade tight.

tant features of the school.

one-half hours. One hundred
also attend Hebrew classes on
Tuesday and Thursday.
A branch school of the Col -

lege of Jewish Studies has been
opened at the Temple for adults.
is Courses in the Hebrew Ian spiritual leader. He recently guage and in post -Biblical
was granted the degree of Jewish literature are offered
doctor of Hebrew literature each Monday evening at the
from the College of Jewish Temple.
Studies in Chicago, and serves
Tikvah's
affiliate
BETH
as a faculty member there:
serving groups also conduct programs.
Dr.
Gamoran
is
his seventh year as rabbi of There is a sisterhood, a men's
club and two youth groups, one
Beth Tikvah,

ys

Children, whether members of St. John's Luth-

VOWS

school on either Saturday or
Sunday morning for two and

from the corner of Golf
and Roselle roads.
A weekend for prospective
members will include Sabbath
services at 9 p.m. Friday,

eran Church or not, are welcome to enroll in
The school offers a well-rounded elementary
education with special emphasis on religious education and training of Christian principles. Un-

'tion. of Hoffman Estates, not

a.m. Sunday, Aug. 28.
Rabbi Hillel Gamoran

place for both new and old students.

Takes
Final

Three -hundred children at tend Beth Tikvah's religious

far

The final student registration of St. John's Lutheran School, 1100 Linneman Rd., Mount Prospect, will be held Monday from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00
noon and from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Registration will be in the principal's office of
the new school. Enrollment with all fees paid for
book rental, insurance and milk money will take

SISTER EDWARD
MARY NIEMET, RSM.

Beth Tikvah's synagogue is
in the Highlands sec-

located

schedule beginning Sept. 11.

Vacation Bible School at The Lutheran Church

of Martha and Mary ends today. Mrs. William
Bowman and Mrs. Richard Dambeck supervise

the children of 4th and 5th grade, during the
making of Bible trees and foil pictures.

'town and a tour of Chicago,

The new schedule calls for call George and Elinor Muelworship services at 9 and ler at CL 3-7442, or Harvey
j0:30 a.m. and 'chtirch school and Janet Hartek at 392-2980
also at 9 and 10:30 a.m.

before September 3.

Friday, August 26, 1966

THE DAY
11 -Business Services

3 -Cemeteries IL Lots]

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment
Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson,;;;
Prospect Hgta., Chicago, rn.
' KI 5-6850
392-0782

Memory Gardens, interment

CLASSIFIED
INDEX

for 2 in Garden of Meditation.
Best offer. 259-0507.

_

Air Conditioning

3:5

Airplanes And.EquiPment
Apartments To Exchange
Apts And Rooms To Share
Arts And Antiques Auction Soles
Auto Insurance
Auto Leasing
Auto Loons
Auto Parts And Access.
Auto Repairing And
Equipment
Auto Trailers
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wonted

33
75
71

34
20
109
105
108
107

13-1.05t And 'Found
,

.

Lost. Salt & Pepper Schnauzer
w/purple collar. Bowser. Reward. A tound Randhurst Cen-

99
101

Barbi; and Exchange

64
110
37
38
39
66

Bicycles

Boats And Marine Supplies
Books

Building Materials'
Business Opportunities

15
16
17

Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services

40
9

Comoro Optical Goods
Cord Of Sympathy
Cord Of Thanks

8
3

_Cemeteries & Lots
Christmas Merchandise
Clothing Furs
Collections
Co -Operative Apartments

41

42
68
84
10
6
44
43

Death Notices
Dedications

Dogs, Pets And Equipment
Do It Yourself

45
tiothie Fixtuses-Equipment
27
Employment Agencies Men
Employment Agencies Women 28
Employment Service.Women 29
57
Equipment Rentals

255-7200
BEFORE 4 P. M.

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

Excellent child care in

ter. CL 9-2600 ask for M.

PHOTOGRAPHER
Full time

392-8108

Beck LE 7-1038

1443

LOST Prescription sun glasses name inscribed Mrs.Jack
Griffin. CaU 255-7200.
Lost: Small black Cocker

24 -Help Wanted. Men

Older man for handyman and

yard work. Small apt. and
GE 8-6251.
salary.

Spaniel with lion's tail, red
collar. Reward. Vicinity of
Five heartbroken children are
for, a' little gray
looking
Schnauzer who just had a haircut. ' He has a red collar

wanted for progressive grow-

Eritsie. A ny Information lead-

including many company bene-

and answers to the name of

Fraternal Notices
Fuel, Coal, Oil, Wood
Funeral Directors

CI 3-7942.

11 -Business Services

Precision and rough debarring. Will pick up and deliver
work. Call after 5 p.m. 2538704.

ing enmpany in Palatine. 40

hr. week. attractive salary

945 Criss Circle

Elk

Hobbies -Model Buildings
Home Furnishings -furniture
Horses, Harness And Wagon's

Hotel And Apartments
Household Appliances
Hunting Land And

DRAFTSMAN

STOCK MEN
Full time days or pert time

Wanted: draftsman with experience in civil engineering
work or we will train interested party.

..-40"-

24
26
30
47
49
72
48

MURRY & MOODY

.,

..*

83

Instruction
Investment Property

23
90,

Jobe Wanted -Min

21

sobs Wanted -Women

22

5

,80

leatifir',Orsids

t

". 51

65

Madsinery And Equipment
Metals and Metal Products
Miscellariirous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Monuments And Mausoleums
Motorcycles And

53
54
32
98
4

Scooters

111
31

Moving And Storage
Musical Instrumenti

35

Nursery Schools -

Child Can

69

56

Office Homituro-Devices

-

-Parsenals
Political

14
12

58
85

RadisTehrelsion
Real Estate -Apt Building
Real Estate -Bus Property
Real Estate -Farm Lands
Real Estate -For Exchange
Real Estate Houses

89
93

.

YOUR

FAMILY
.1

16110

cL:S.s000-: ME.

.1'.7...'.-::;.t '...
,

.

.

.

,

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

Real Estate Wanted
Rooms -Board -

70

Housekeeping

Sporting Goods

-

Stereo -Hu Fi-Photograph

Store And Bar Fixtures

To Rent Apartment

60
59
63
74

To Rent Furnished

Apartment
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort
Properties

Toys, Games, Novelties
Trade Schools
Travel

73
76
81

79
62
25
18
102

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places

92

Wanted To Rent

82

ptaki.e
CHECK YOUR ADG
Advertisers

are

requested

to

check the first insertion of their
advertisement and In cam of
error to notify the classified department at once In order that
correction can be made. In the
event of error or omission, the

paid vacation, free uniforms meals & pension, group hospitalization available. Pre-

SEWING MACHINE OPERA-

TOR, single needle 6 mos..
to 1 yr. industrial sewing
experience.

ASSEMBLERS - bench, some

familiarity with hand tools
helpful.

FULL TIME & PART TIME

WAREHOUSE HELP

COACH & CAR

SHIPPING

EQUIPMENT'

GENERALTIME

1951 Arthur Ave.

RECEIVING

Elk Grove Village

40 -hrs. per week. Paid Vaca-

tions. Profit. sharing if elig-

LAKE DISTRICT
NEWS CO.

S.S. KRESGE CO.

411 Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

722 Waukegan Rd.

use the ,

WANT
ADS
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Deerfield, Ill.

437-5760
An equal opportunity employer

ible. Hospital insurance available. Apply in Person.
9 AM to 11 AM

TELLERS &

BUILDING

CLERICAL HELP

CUSTODIAN

Experienced preferred but not
necessary - 5day wk. Pleasant
working conditions.
CALL MR. RIORDAN

Experience not required but helpful. Job
security. 'Ideal working Conditions and excellent employee benefits.

392-4860

APPLY.

FIRST NATIONAL

ARLINGTON HIS.
-PARK -DISTRICT'

,BANK

OF MT. PROSPECT;
500.

RANDHURST .CENTER

S.

253-0620

1eTnandez

-BUSINESS
Service Directory

r. i.11. Wadi d 1 Yr
ACZOKIITICI DIVIIPON

1200 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
24 -Help 'Wanted Men

Let us help make your...DAY!
Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

To arrange for interview
Phone FR 2-6300
Ext. 241

SURBURBAN

For

STAN VORGIAS CO.

DECORATORS
ADVERTISING

PHONE 529-6587

PHONE 358-4882

Call 255-7200

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
Blacktop Work

CALL CL.9-4000
Mr. Gewecke

,

CUSTOD IAN
Work in General Office and
Lab. Janitorial experience
desirable. 12:30 A.M. to 8;30
A.M., Monday through Friday.
Write or call

MONDAY

DISHWASHING
MACHINE OPERATOR
FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

old blacktop, repair & seal

We are now interviewing neat, alert, young men for the'
position of: DISHWASHER
40..

UARCO, INC.

0
0
0 FRIDAY.

lint employee benefits; including paid vacations, free Insurance programs and starting rates of:
O

WEDNESDAY

Barrington, Ill. DU 1-4030
An equal opportunityemployer

THURSDAY

EXPERIENCED DIE SETTER
and
ACCURATE SHEAR

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortu-

their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cancel when you get re-

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best
day to start and every dots

the best day to advertise.

OPERATOR.

$1.75-2.00 per hour

2 x 8 x 16

Each -Plain 20c - Colors 25c
Now available in red, green,

ELECTRICAL
from preliminaty schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL

Prepare mechanicil part drawinia, sheet metal. castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
'Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, ' profit sharing
.

.

.

!

.

Superintendent's Office
RIVER TRAILS

SCHOOL DIST, NO. 26
1000 Wolf Rd.
Mount Prosped

296-2150

and annual bonus.

-

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

BARRINaTON
550 W.'N6RTHWEST HWY.
DUI -2400
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

area. Driyeways,
patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All

work
guaranteed. Free es..
mates. 529-6587,
IkessmakietSewine

Individualized

styling,

de-,

signing & alterations. Near
Randhurst,

Free
painting.
mates.
358-4882

esti-

Aristocrat

Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfacinterior

Call Leo's
CL 3-7374

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.
Serving the entire N.W.

255-0348

UNITED RENT-ALLS

708 E. N/W Hwy.
Ad. Hghts.

We Rent Most Everything
Toots, Rug & Floor Machines Roll -a -ways & Hospital Beds, Dishes & Silver
Service,
Equip.

255-7546

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carsten Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

You name it We haul it
Residential

8c

Commercial

824-2865
Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

Lawn & Garden

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

.

ROY'S TREE. SERVICE

Trimming - Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed- Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect

Rental Service

259.3350

Expert' alteration on quality
CLOTHES
Transporation

ity

guar. Also
color design.

.

CHICAGO AER IAL INDUSTR IES

Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling, Free estimate,
ck- 3-7384

t ion

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Clean, oil & adjust, $3.
24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115

Rides Decorating

Cleaners
Home Maintenance, Fully.
Estimates.
Insured. Free
259-5066

PATIO BLOCKS

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

Full insurance program. Retirement benefits. Paid vacation. Apply:

24

Cement Work

DRAFTSMEN

Painting -Decorating

Interior and exterior qual-

estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
,drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.

537-8228

free

PALATINE, ILL.

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Suburban
Decorators

decide until you call us for

300 N. Northwest Highway. (Rts. 53 & 14)

Meyers

Call us and compare prices

APPLY IN PERSON

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

QL.5-5000

CUSTODIAL
POSITIONS OPEN

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar, Free Estimates

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

Day shift or Nite shift

FUZE -ON PRODUCTS
1620 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, III.

coating.

Depending on, Experience

West County Line Road

Sewing Machine Repairs

Masonry

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
parking lots,
driveways,
business areas, resurfacing

.We can offer, permanent full time employment, with exce17.

TUESDAY

255-7200

will begin operation in Centex Industrial Park sometime In September. Openings
are available in the following
positions.
UPHOLSTERER, 2 to 3 yrs.
experience. Must have own
tools.

An equal opportunity employer

IS
BEST?

days & 9 to 12 Saturdays.

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL. BANK

you & pay you while you work.
WI 5-5150

STOCKMEN

COLLECT ION MAN

DAY

TODAY

it sharing. Many other benefits.

(Corner of Touhy & Maple)

WHICH

REPRESENTATIVE

Experienced or will train.
Free medical insurance, prof-

not essential. We will train

Located at 1700 E. Touhy Ave.

,

Please check your ads and notify'

Leading seat manufacturer

CL 9-4000

AND

MALE OR FEMALE
Steady work. Excellent oppor-

new air conditioned building.

Consumer Loan Collections
Experience required
Liberal Benefits

CLASS IF 1ED

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

LUNCH COUNTER
MANAGERS

Steady Job for able - bodied men. To work in warehouse
handling mens clothing. Excellent working conditions, in

MrS. Barker

Dial 255-7200

tion and only to the extent of the
space that the ad requires. Errors
will bi rectified by republication

PHONE 1.55-7200

Please come in or call

Des Plaines

'CALL YOUR

us at once. Corrections are accepted by
9 to 9 Week-

ance and eight paid holidays.

for appointment.
CL 9-0740

24 -Help Wanted Men

me today?

newspaper will be responsible for
ONLY the first incorrect Insp.

for one insertion.

hospital and surgical insur-

CL 9-1000

537-6100

Why not call

nately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new
wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy

ADVERTISERS

graduate with preferably two
to three years experience as a
messenger. Must be neat and
presentable and have a good
driving record. We offer many
progressive benefits, including paid va1cations, free life
insurance, optional medical,
I

FACTORY
Male and Female

Arlington Heights

man will be a high school

Arlington Heights, DI.

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

78

80

'

DRIVER MESSENGER

800 et:Central Rd.

`GENERAL BLOWER CO.

To Rent Business

Property
To Rent Farms

217 So. Arlington Hts. Rd.

PENN PRECISION PRODUCTS

APPLY 'PERSONNEL

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

Interviewing weekdays
3 to 6 P.M.

We have an immediate need
for a messenger to drive the
company car between various
suburban locations. The ideal

Northwest.
Community Hospital

.

Real Estate -

94
95
88
96

graduate. Able to meet the

825-0270

827-1191

253-2340

tion duties. Good salary, merit
increases, many benefits.

preferred but
will train right applicant.Call
Experienced

DAY

cations, hospitalization in-

Man needed in new dietary
department to handle sanita-

Full time

.

.

Apply 9 AM to 5 PM

86

Loans Mortgages

person. Must be dependable.
Full company benefits .

vious experience helpful but

SANITATION
SPECIALIST
(7 to 3:30 PM)

MUST LOVE DOGS!
Dog Salon in ParkRidge needs
Wash boy and Dog Groomer.

PUBLICATIONS

Full time. Must bellighSchool

Prospect; 111.

Modern' °Mee. Permanent
position. Company benefits.
Regular Increases. Must have
references.

Excellent opportunity for right

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

RECEIVING

JANITOR

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those
still valuable

Man or women with automobile to work with advertising
department.

Metal warehouse. Exceptional
working conditions. Excellent

Rolling Meadows

Full Time

TELLER

ADVERTISING'
COURIER

tunity, good starting salary,

1001 Behaving Road

a: :41, ow .

.

GENERAL BLOWER CO.
571 S. WheelingRd.
537-6100

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26-HeIQ Wanted Mtn Or Women!

Apply in person

surance and profit sharing.

W. Central Rd.

ELKS CLUB
2323 Wilke Road
CL 3-2048

open.
Apply Finance Director

pay, steady hours, paid va-

FUZE -ON PRODUCTS

WANT -AD?

cellent company benefits.

cal condition a must. Salary

opportunity for
right man; some experience
desirable though not necessary. Knowledge of stock
work and packing very help-i
ful. Good on detail.

91

Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant

-

engineering department, Ex-

public. Good health and physi-

GENERAL FACTORY.

Wonderful

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

Live Stocks
Loons -Personal, Business

Mt. ProspectRd. & N/W Hwy

""

SHIPPING

experience to handle detail
with diversified training in

FORE MOST LIQUORS

9545 Ainslie St. Schiller Park
Call 678-3720

..

259-1457

DRAFTSMAN

Mr. Moore
essary, we will train. Must be
over 21. Work near your home.
Apply in person only.
WATER SERVICE MAN

UNIMATIC MACHINE
PRODUCTS, INC.

....

61

Industrial Property
In Memoriam

Landscaping

-

.

ARLINGTON STANDARD
SERVICE

days. Geod starting pay and
benefits. No experience nec-

Insurance. Air - cond. plant.
profit sharing and overtime.

97

Privileges

GroVe Village
437-2700::

MECHANIC, expr.-full time.
Apply in person. Winkelman's
Shell Station. Mt. Prosp.

Set up and operate mill, lathe,
radial drill, grinder. Progressive machine tool manufacturer. Hospitalization and

'-

Evenings - No Experience
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.

insurance and Hospital Plan.
Year round work.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

. IBM PROOF MACHINE
OPERATOR

DISHWASHERS & BUS BOYS
°.)

INC. Work required some drafting

PLASTICS,

Des Plaines, ,111.

,

Help Wonted Women

WANTED

MACHINISTS

7

Help Wonted Men Or Women

No experience needed, we will

Day Shift. Vacation Plan, Life

MICRO

141 W. Wood St.
Palatine

_ ..

46

Help Wanted Men

FULL TI ME MAN

learn.

Arlington Heights, Ill.

2

439-8866

Immediate openings in Elk'
'Grove and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880

the growing plastics industry.
Rapid advancement as you

SHIPPING CLERK

near Russel and Thayer, Mt.
Prospect late Sunday night.
If you have any information
please phone Du 1-6042 or

1:-

Office Maintenance

Learn valuable new skills in . 1000' S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

fits. Older married man preferred. Apply in person.

ing to his return, will earn
a big reward. He, was lost

1

Duff -Norton Co.

801 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove, Ill.

Vacation pay, sick pay, health
insurance, life insurance.

ASSISTANT

Experience required
Des Plaines 296-1142.

REWARD

36

Full or ''art Time

GENERAL FACTORY
Injection Molders
All Shifts

train. Excellent starting pay,
bonus for 2nd and 3rd shifts.

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

Arlington Heights. CL 5-3676.

67

CORRESPONDENT

112 N. Evergreen
Arlington Heights

392-5960

Florists
Food And Delicacies

MEN. WANTED FOR

Community Camera Studio

Woman will babysit in her
home. Mt. Prospect - 437-

Found -. 26" Racer Bicycle
Red, near Hintz -8. Schoen

104
112

Pawn Equipment
Farmers Market
Financial Adiu

INSIDE SALES

,

Northwest Arlington Heights.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

my home.
392-7647
Baby sitting days in myhome.

Clark
Found: Male Beagle, Prospect
Hts. If not Claimed will give
to good home. Very obedient.
259-4871.

106
103

CALL TODAY

'

824-2865

824-9530

2 GENERATIONS
OF' KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
.TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL,'
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587

useibe

Ater

Friday, August 26,1966

THE DAY

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

IF YOU NEED MORE MONEY

DISHWASHERS WANTED

and have 10 to 20 hrs. per
week free time, call us immediately for an interview.

BRANDT'S RESTAURANT

255-7190

358-1003

1

Baby sitter, 5 hra. Kinder-

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

24-Help Wanted Men

24-HelpWanted Men

garten boy. Westbrook School

EARN EXTRA MONEY

Dis., Mt. Prospect. Aft. 5,
439-8114.

Call for Appointment

Full time also available.

Part time evenings if you
have regular job. 8 PM to
;

10 PM. Magazine sorters and
order fillers needed. Good
working conditions, liberal
wages. Call Mr. Myers for
appointment.

EXPERIENCE
board optional. Must be bondable. have good references.
Northern suburb location. Apply. Box 1037, c/o Day Publi.cation, 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights.

Wheeling

Immediate openings. Fuliti me

CONTI. BEAUTY SALON

827-3131

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MACHINISTS

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Call Joyce CL 5-2105
Due to expansion program,

1300 N. Meacham Rd.
(Near Golf Road)
Schaumburg, Illinois

I

24-Help Wanted Men

SILK'S fabulous new fall line.
$200 wardrobe free.

Reliance Life Ins. Co.

"SHEETS" 10010 FREE
392-6100
OTHER LOCATIONS
Niles 825-7117
Chicago AV -26170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

255-9878

Can you spare 2 to 4 hours
each week? Earn $20 to $50
per week showing REAL -

529-4100

"We cover all suburbs"
Trainees or Experienced
3 LOCATIONS

117 S. Emerson, Mt.Prospect

week (8:30 to 4:45). Modern
office. Typist must average
40 to 45 w.p.m.
Call Mrs. Drewes

OFFICE POSITIONS

I

Full Time

positions. 37 1/8 hours per

Studio Girl - Hollywood has
openings for beauty advisors.

Full or part time.Management
opportunities
also. C all
439-5522 9:00 to 5:00.
Child Care, Pensioner to take
care of 2 children, 1 in school.
Ph. 255-7852

DAY

.

,

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

FULL TIME

8 to 5 - 6 days

24-Help Wanted Men

FRED'S FINER FOODS
255-7078

ASSEMBLERS

Child Care -- to motherless
children ages 5 & 8. Cardinal

Dr., school zone. 259-3873.

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

Roy C. Ingersoll, Riaearch Center
Wolf Algonquin Rds., DesPlaines,

827 Rand Rd.

SHAMPOO GIRL WANTED

PRECISION MECHANICAL

BORG-WARNER. CORP;

18 yrs. or over.

CLERK TYPISTS

28-Employment Agencies-Women

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

PLAZA LANE RESTAURANT

3110 Market Plaza
Rolling Meadows, 392-0321

WOMEN NEEDED

550 W. Northwest Highway..

Mill Hands

Dining

home for elderly
Wheeling, nt.
537-2900
.

women.

Room and Nurses Aides in

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly .Tpols.

housekeeping,

For

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Some experience on both 'horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

WARD HELPERS

Boring Machine Operators

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Drillyres,Opqrators
T

Must be able to set-up and operate

Permanent positiohs for men with a minimum of I -S years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tol-

erances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO

AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

;.

-

conditioned location. Several
ladles needed in expanded

Work long or short hours on

day or evening shift. Good
salary ( $1.60 per hr.) plus
merit Increases and many
benefits.

These positions offer. good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitaliza-

APPLY PERSONNEL

tion and life Insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

MARTIN IffErT441.0
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

MEN

WHEELING

537-2180

NIGHT SHIFT (Starting Sept. 6th) HR 5-9

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS
Wheeling

537-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SP 5-4300

1020 NOEL AVENUE

WHEELING

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

not like a boring
A pply in Person

do

Northbrook, Ill.

etrist's office. 5 day week,
closed Wednesday. Exp. preferred but not necessary. Will

3535 Dundee Rd.

Arlington Heights

Opportunity To Advance

Work Near Home
ALL SHIFTS OPEN

*Forming Machine Oprs.
*Extrusion Oprs.

Steady

COUNTER CLERK.

full time. $80 for 40 hours.

Will Train. Dryden Clearner,
200 S. Dryden, Arlington
.His. CL 5-8840.

SECRETARIES.

All Levels

job.

141 W.WoodSt.,Palatine
Young woman for Optom-

train.

COCK ROBIN
'920 W. Northwest Highway

DES PLAINES
298-1142

BOOKKEEPING DEPT.

MEDIA SUPERVISOR
SECRETARY
Prefer broadcast

Full Time

FIRST ARLINGTON
NATIONAL BANK

Campbell & Dunton Sts.
CL 3-1360

background

CL 5-4475

Des Plaines

296-1142

HOUSEWIVES

SECRETARY
Work in Arlington Heights for
The Arlington Day. Key position in circulation department

assisting manager. Respon-

sibilities varied and busy. 9 5 pm daily. Liberal benefits,

convenient transportation,

Pleasant public relations work
for National Company. a:303:30 Mon. thru Fri. Call 8236676 after 6 P.M. and all day
Saturday.
BOWLING

SEASON

NOW

OPEN

free parking. Expanding com-

WAITRESSES NEEDED

7200 for appointment.

Good Pay - Good Tips

pany. For details and interview phone Mr. Pitts, 255-

Full or Part Time

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT
722 Kensington

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION.

259-0500

Some

college

SECRETARY
GENERAL OFFICE

Elk Grove, Ill.

439-8866

level

WAITRESSES

courses in accounting and a
background working in accounting for a manufacturing

Nights - full or part time.
Excellent tips, top salary.

company. This job also offers
the right individual an excellent salary, plus fine employee
benefits. and up to date modern working conditions. If you

COUNTRYSIDE
RESTAURANT

are a young lady who feels
you are qualified for this Job
please feel free in contacting
our personnel office.

Subsidiary of IBM

ability, interesting, diversified position $1.65 per hour.
Call Mr. Paul Dasso

801 Pratt Blvd.

An excellent job opportunity
for a qualified mature lady
with skills in general accounting.

3 nights a week, good typing

DUFF-NORTON CO.

ACCOUNTING
CLERK

SBC requires key punch oper-

Randhurst

Corporation Office

LIGHT SHORTHAND

A rI.Hts.

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

PART TIME
RECEPTIONIST
" WANTED

Don Arndt

Apply

CALL DAN 'SUNDT

8501 West Higgins

APPLY IN PERSON

1 W. Campbell, A rlingtonHts.

TEMPORARY
AND

PART TIME
IMMEDIATE WINK,

Road

-

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021._

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

An equal opportunity employer

VA nderbilt 4-1133
24-Help Wanted Mee

OPTICAL ENGINEER
Optical engineer capable of creating and evaluating the new
design of optical systems utilized inthe present agd projected

photo copy equipment. Must provide consultation to the

Must have B.S. in, physics or equivalent experience in the
designing of optical systems associated with telescopes,
cameras, or areal viewfinders.

-

LE 7-5700

Positions open in plant. Prior
experience not needed.Liberal company benefits. A good
place to work for those who

272-0212

Sportsman Country Club

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

Typists

$10 BONUS
With First 5 Days Pay

area of optics, illumination and lens specifications.

Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.

Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

We will consider retired men. Please come in and see us.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT. AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE-HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

PLANT OPERATORS

Luncheons - Dinners
Full Time
Uniforms and meals furnished. Excellent working conditions, closed Mondays.Must
have own transportation.
Call Mrs. .Welsh.

CL 9-4315

Engineering and Research and Development Departments lathe
24-Help Wanted Men

TESTERS

For Production Work

Mrs. Pecoraro

437-9597

24-Help Wanted Men

Northwe.st
Community Hospital

250 N. 12th ST.

children

housekeeping department.

Outstanding career opportunity lor quelifted mechanic,s with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Work in clean, well lit air-

(-1.

ger and ice cream store. We.
furnish uniforms. Call or see

HOUSE KEEPER

cation. Full or part-time.Day
or night shift. Apply:

Barrington

.

For counter work 171 a hambur-

To live in room & board

several
.morn.

WAITRESS

WOMAN

Arlington Heights

Apply at -

DUnkirk 1-2400

Varied Machining Ability

Evenings
Salary'
- Excellent tips
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

WAITRESSES WANTED DAY PUBLICATIONS
Full or Part time. Lunches
217 So. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Dinner. Good wages and tips.

Coma in or Call

Tool Makers

Experienced

Full or Part Time

to 5 P.M.

1

RESPONSIBLE

CL 3-2048

Apply In person,
Met. Prosp. Cinema.

30-Help Wantede-Women
IMO

' WAITRESSES

ELKS CLUB

LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

207 N.'Evergreen

Interesting positions available for high school graduates to
work in modern research laboratory.' Ability to work with
small tools desirable. Many company benefits including:
tuitions reimbursement, paid vacations, holidays, group insurance plan, etc.
Please call or write personnel dept.

296-1142,

CASHIER
Mon. thru Fri.

Sitter in John Muir School
Dist. for two school children
weekdays 3 to 5. - 537-8822

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

TECHN IC IANS

Des Plaines

30-Help Wanted-Women

So-Help Wanted-Women

Spanish & shorthand required

ling Meadows.

$300 - $650

Age 40 to 60,6 days a week, including weekends. Room and

1

SECRETARY - BILINGUAL

Baby sitter. My home. 4 day
week. 11 to 5. 259-0340. Rol-

411 r. Wolf Rd.

MAN WITH CASHIERING
& RETAIL SALES

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women.

ONLY

DAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P.M.

15

Salary commensurate with experience. If interested send
resume in confidence to:

Mr. R. S. Mazurek
M ICROSTAT ICS DIVISION OF
S. C. M. CORPORATION
6119 W. Howard

Niles, Illinois

PLUS

$75 BONUS
Top Rates

Paid Vacations

RIGHT GIRL
Temporary Service

Call Jane Nelson

PHONE 827-1108
24-Ntlt Wanted Men

MUNTZ TV NEEDS
ANALYZERS &PHASERS
STEADY EMPLOYMENT, AUTOMATIC INCREASES,

FREE LIFE HOSP. INS. CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE.

(Will Train)
FURNACE OPERATORS

UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID -VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

AIRT'111/

ETAIALN

(OFF DUNDEE RD!

,

* Complete, company -paid insurance prograM
* Company paid pennon plan
* 9 paid holidays (eligible immediately)-

CONEX
537-,2180

SP 5-4300

1020 Noel Ave:

Wheeling

MEN
For Production Work
FULL OR PART TIME 8:00 TO 4:30

CALL OR APPLY, WALTER J. HANSEN

©DIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC.
11101
14T. PROSPICTII0A0 pu PLAINCS. ILLINOIS SOCIIll

, WHEELING

LE 7-5700 t,

* 2 weeks vacation after 1 year
* Excellent starting salary

296-2266.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 NORTH 12th STREET

*Machine Operators
*General Factory
*Machinery Repairmen
*Shipping Clerk

LLLLL HONK .114221111;

AN EQUAL'OPPOlitUNITY E MP 1:YEIT

Wewill consider retired men. Please come in and see us.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT. AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE -HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
CALL. PERSONNEL OFFICE

-

LE -7-5700
1020 NOEL AVENUE

.

SP,5-4300
WHEELING

'

-

I

Angust26, lohb

,THE DAY

CALL TODAY.

255-7200
MATINEE CASHIER
P.M.

1 to

'

HOTESS, wanted for build:
er's models. Weekends.
Call 5974810

..SECRETARY

Monday thru Friday

Our' Scientific Director needs'
a -secretary who is capable of

being a real assistant to him,

WAITRESS WANTED

good neat" letter herself.

Full time --Morning Hours

SECRETARY

quality. Shorthand le an asset
but not a requirement.

10 N. Main St., Mt. Prospect

shorthand, other
diversified and interesting
duties In the modern -

If youbelieve that you qualify.
call 255-0300 for more information about this challenging
opportunity with a rapidly
growing business in the field

MT. PROSPECT CINEMA

827 E. Rand Rd.
APPLY IN PERSON

and who is able to write a

'

Typing should be of the highest

.

Typing,

'O'HARE
OFFICE CENTER

.

824-7186

ARNAR-STONE LABS. INC.

Mr. Picket

(1 bl. East of Randhurst)

601 E...KensingtonNcl,.
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Teacher needs woman for light

housekeeping few hours each
day. Call 253-6591.

PART-TIME TYPIST
For mtichine: transcribing.
Must, be: excellent typist with

STARLIGHT COFFEE CUP

GENERAL HELP WANTED
Plastic molding factory:-Lite work; male or female 18 to 85.
Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.Openings
on 2nd and 3rd shift or part time. See Bill Johnson 9 to 3:30
'
or call 439-4044 for appointment:

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.
Arlington Heights
250 E. Hamilton Dr.
Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. West of 83

SALES PEOPLE
OFFICE PERSONELL
STOCK HELP

DICTAPHONE
STENOGRAPHER

Mt. Prospect

company beneftts...

SALESWOMAN

Permanent full time opening
for busy active dept., including sales of

GENERAL
,BLOWER CO.

Full or part time positions. Work 3-4 or 5 days a week. Good
starting pay. Immediate discount privileges. ' Many more
fine company benefits.

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

537-6100
TYPISTS
(DAYS & NIGHTS)
If you are a High School grad-

uate and have taken a com-

Mr. W..Wois
392-..2600.

mercial course while in
school, you might be the ideal
candidate for the job we have
open in our Customer Service

Dept. The only prerequisite
outside of being a neat ap-

pearing individual is that you
must be a good typist. Job in-

volves order taking, order
tact, delivery scheduling &
order processing.
Feel free in stopping by or
calling us concerning this

Des Plaines

Male & Female

VAnderbilt 4-1193

26 -Help Waited Men Or Womee;

Commercial Tellers '4
Savings Tellers ,,
Safe Deposit Vault
Attendent

builder's models in Buffalo Grove. 'Must have
transportation.

A n equal opportunity employer
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Wean

at $1.75 Olt

Mr. Mahon
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Saturday.
1142 N. Walnut

See Bill Johnson 9 to 3:30 or call 439-4044 for appointment.

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.
Arlington Heights

Just South of Oakton and 2 bits. W. of 83

GARAGE

°

FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

Aug. 31

SECRETARY

Next -to -new shop

St. Simons Episcopal Church
717 Kirchoff Rd.
Arlington Heights
.
from

TO

6;30 - 8;30 A.M.
2;30 r 4;30 P.M.

No experience necessary as we will train.

INSPECTORS
Experience in mechanical, electrical & layout willqualify
any ambition individual.

259.404

.Professional;
ManEmployment
ager needs 'an experienced Secretary.

8.14;' lg. 3 -drawer dresser,

folding bed complete,' animal
crate 36x30x24, kitchen table
& 6 chairs. 392-2622.
RATTAN BAR, formica top.
5 ft. long. Exc.cond.392-8926
Evenings.

people effectively and
courteously. .Excellent typing skills required with average

COOK COUNTY SCHOOL BUS, INC.

722 Kensington

ability. This
offers interest
job
and a challenge to the
gal who enjoys art active position. Many
fine fringe benefits.
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
el th GUI way el Cospotort

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

Full or Part Time

Good Pay - Good
No Sundays

new plants.,
*Tuition paid
*Employee:discoutits.
on pkirchaq9 of coM. pany.products.
*Promotireilal oppor- tunities,galore.

C.114. Smith

AMPEX

STENOGRAPHERS

EXPERIENCED
We

positions

have

IN

available in our

Engineering

Punch Press

Sales

Drill Press
Tapping

Accounting
LaborOories

Please' apply, in 'person

advancement.
fringd benefits

Our

clude a Tuition

Re-

in-

INTERVIEWING

Mon. thru Thur.
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.

Saturday
niV:10 12 -Noon

AUTOMATIC!ELECIRIC,,
A Morie .1 the crai temay14 Temp -.o.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

400 North Wolf Road.
Northlake, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity
Employer
(M & F)

NORTHLAKE, ILL

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim
An Equal Opportunity Employer
M&F

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
Has Job Openings For

CLERK TYPISTS
Apply Personnel Department
1681 Northwest Highway

'

LAB TECHNICIAN

least' 3 years of experience with an industrial concern in
this type of work is desirable.
that you qualify for this interesting and challenging
If you';
position that 'also offers with it modern air cond. working
conditions and' up-to-ditebenefith,please call Dorothy Ulrich .

Mr. R. S. Mazurek
MICROSTAT ICS DIVISION OF
S. C. M. CORPORATION
6119 W. Howard

assist senior :Chem* in project work. 7, Interest in

or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
_with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

GENERAL CLERK.
High School graduate. Starting assignment a variety of

DES PLAINES, ILL.
VANDERBILT 4-1133
.

PART TIME

4 to 6 hour shifts

.

INSURANCE COMPANY

With medium machine background In printing; paper converting

or packaging preferred.

'

Sales Positions in the Chicago
Area. Salary plus Commissions.
'Excellent. pay, working 'conditions, benefits and opportunity,
for advancement:

UARCO INCORPORATED

r70 FRONTAGE ROAD, SKOKIE

We Have Immediate Openings For:
SECRETARIES
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS.
RECORDS CLERKS

Do you want to maker extra *lion's?! Do you want to work
close to ,home? Do you want to rhal:e Chriatnias Money
for your family? , Do, you want to work on a part time basis
after your regular job?

NAME.YOUR OWN HOURS!

Hours: 8:00 A.M. To 4:15 P.M.
SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS CUSTOMER.SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

.

CALL OR APPLY BARBARA HAMS

296-2266

House: 1:00 P.M. To 9:00 P.M.

Many company, benefits 'including; Profit Sharing & Mer-'
,
ahandise Discount. °

br 'Appointment Call. Miss Lofstrom

West bounty Line Rtl.
DUnicirk 14030
An;equa1 opportunity employer

Niles, Illinois

WOMEN

.

general office duties. Outstanding opportunity to. learn and
advance to a more responelble position.

DETAILERS

.

Ifinterested send resume in confidence to:

participation in group insurance & credit union benefits. At

station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

Park Ridge

"Position available for a person capable of asstimingrige and
salary administration duties. Duties involve the formulation
of job descriptions, analysis of duties and assignment of rate
ranges for all hourly and salary, employees. Indiiidnal must
be a college graduate or have equivalent experience in the
area of wage and salary administration.

volve maintaining daily processing reports of employee

MULTILITH. OPERATOR -DRIVER

300 E. NORTHWEST HWY.,

WrAteCall or Visitii

Machine
Operators

WAGE & SALARY
ADMINISTRATION

An, ideal opportunity exists with our company for a woman
(26-45) who has payroll exp. in incentive wages, payroll distribution and quarterly tax reports. Polition would also in-

Will operate multilith machine -part time. Drivingof company

Will
;Will

gf_RESULTS

(M & F)

-

Arl. Etta.

OPENINGS AT UARCO .".

*

30-11elp Wanted -Women

:30 -Help Wanted -Women

An Equal' Opportunity
Employer

PAYROLL CLERK

seniority in

0488.

Tips'

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,' ILL:

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such*as.; ..

DAY WANT ADS

chairs and 2 leaves. $50.392-

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS.

3040 S. BUSSE

Follow up purchase order with vendors.

wormfree, home raised. 437.3818 Eves.* weekends.

steno

SEASON NOW
OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

Phone 439-0923

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITER

*Ee.rly

Ability to deal with

BOWLING

BEVERLY -LANE
RESTAURANT

equipment.

chrs, good cond. CL. 3-8527.

color. M. & F. 7 wks. old.
AKC litter regs'td. Shots,

and
many
Store,
others. Please apply
in person.

MANAGER

4 -Itifillfig Chart; it snow Wei

'11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Some experience in use of..miscellaneous machine shop

2 love seats, blk. tweed; Cor-

"

Paid Training, Free Baby. Sitting Service.
hospitalization, Major Medical, Life Insurance.
Year Round Work If Desired.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

30-Relp Wanted -Women

Hours Approx;

ASSEMBLERS

stud dog or family pet. Must
see to really appreciate size

fund Plan, Employee

EMPLOYMENT

815 E. Redwood Ln. Arl. Hts.
12 noon to 6 - Sunday

A.M. & P.M. Routes or Both

Ability to read bate prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

4691

small & will make a beau

These are interesting
positions which offer
an
opportunity for

Arl. Mts.

GARAGE SALE
Owner moving out of State

MALE & FEMALE

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

.SALE.

439-6650.

Ironrite Ironer, 26" Schwinn
bicycle. 392-4068.

DRIVERS

knowledge of production scheduling.

position. HE 7-1309.
Miniature Schnauzer AKC
'register. Stud Service 255-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Johnson Water Softener.
FL 9-3200
CL 5-1107

Experience In procurement of parts or related items and

man Shepherd, for sale to a
good home. Very good dis-

Charcoal, dinette set with 6

$15; Swingomatic, $2; misc.
infant items. 259-1456.

Snit Water $5.00 a month.

women in our new plants

JUNIOR PLANNERS

FREE kittens to good homes.
CL 9-3188.
White toy poodle puppy, best
of litter. AKC reg. Champion
blood lines. This male is very

Collie's, champion sired, tri-

BARGAIN SALE

;

Plastic molding factory. Lite work, male or female 18 to
65. Ideal working conditions, new air-cceditioned plant.

The following positions dim now available for men and

a good home. FREE CL 9-1873,

ner Me* 2 turqdoise .leath:

Lawn tools, saw,
clothing, furniture, and misc.
items. Aug. 27 and 28.
Arl. Hts.
527- S. Rammer,
Poker table - seats B. Birch finish in excellent condition.

CL 9-4000

ti $494

250 E. Hamilton Dr.

Show. TO 3-6411
Beautiful- L yr. old AKC Ger-

Cute puppies are looking for

392-7855.-

CHORD ORGAN AND BENCH

.t HIF.T
.....c..,;. --Start

7:30 pm

Superior pedigree. Hunt or

44 -Dogs,

. DI 8-6800
Kantwet travel bed, $5; buggy,

Webster Hotel

Everyone welcome

GENERAL HELP WANTED

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

9728.
Springer Spaniels, 6 wks.AKC

& quality. Call eves only -

.

Tuesday & Thursday. Evenings

insurance

600 dresses' below wholesale

wormed, some raised.*639-

LEE'S SA MP LESHOW -ROOM

Moving.

GARAGE
NEIGHBORHOOD
SALE
Thursday, Friday.

INTERV IEW ING:

*Company paid'

ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES

10 A.M. to 4 P.M.

Join:

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

.

Arl. Hgts. Schreiber, Ap, 1.

furniture. Sat. 318 E. Free -

STATE BANK

Join A Profit Sharing Company

AMPEX

items. Everything in good con items. Everything in good
Davis
7
W.
condition.

dition. CL 3-0887, aft. 4.
Baby crib; loads of children's,
men's & women's clothes, excellent condition; games;
bikes; toys; summer & house

PART TIME

MT. PROSPECT
Cleaning
woman
for

BR 8-5500 Mr. Shanley

'

hide -a -bed complete,
cedar chest, drum table,
Roper deluxe gas range, 9x18
acrilon rug & pad, 1g. mirror,
Maytag auto. washer, whatnot
shelves, Culligan water softener, curtains drapes &Intim:

Kenmore elec. range,. rotis.
& grille; girl's black checked
winter coat, sz. 12; mouton
coat, sz. 12. All good con-

FULL TIME

RANDHURST CENTER.

waukee Ave., Niles.
967-8931 Mr. Micheals or

,

392-9409

moat, Arlington Hts.255-5953

Full or part time. many benefits, including profit sharing.
Permanent openings. New
discount store, 9555 N. Mil-

300 E. Northwest Hwy.

Miniature- poodles, also
Schnauzer. pups. AKC, shots,

Reasonable. GE 8-2216
Coats: 3/4 length Persian
Lamb sz. 14, $85. Full length
Muskrat sz. 16, $35.392-8697

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

MOUNT PROSPECT,

FLOOR HELP

LITTELFUSE

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment.

Hand Knitted Coat, will block
from size 12 18. Brand new.
Light, rusty" brown color.
CL 3-8972

Dining Rm. set, Roper gas
stove, dresser, 2 day beds.

HARPER COLLEGE

LYON-HEALY

537-6610

employee benefits.

1084 Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect

Call 358-9100 or write:
Dean of. Business Affairs

Experience preferred

CA SHIERS

panied by fine progressive

GOLDBLATT'S

RECORDS
SHEET. MUISIC'
GUITARS
BAND INSTRUMENTS
.
'ACCESSORIES

Mu ical backgroundpreferred
but not .necessary. We will
train qualified person. 5 day
week, liberal company benefits. Call for appointment.

MRS. BARKER

opening which is also accom-

Apply Personnel

Accounting tit Sales Depth.
DES PLAINES
296-1142

.

coding., customer phone con-

MEN '& WOMEN

blk. east of Randhurst)

42 -Clothing Furs

Mans - boys sweater samples
famous brands, all styles,
wholifsale. Mena -M. Boys 12.
Sealy

Personable individual as sec.'
retary 'to Dean of Students of
William Raney Harper College. Shorthand and filing,
competency, versatile perceptive of employer's work,'
executive secretarial experience. Competillve .salary,
fringe benefits.

(1

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

'

work is interesting and the of-.
flee congenial.

ARNAR-STONE LABS, INC.
801.E. Kensington

Interesting and diversified duties. Congenial, modern, air
conditioned office. Excellent

.

SECRETARY WANTED

Call Mrs. Cox - at 255-0300.
For more information and to
arrange for interview:

Alert, conscientious woman
with good transcribing skills.

CLERK -TYPISTS
STENO -TYPISTS

stenographic or. machine

transcribing experience. The,

259-9758

.

of medicine...31. hour week.
Hours 9-5.p.m.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

10 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30-110 Waled -Woolen

DAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

ONLY

'.:376600:EXT -339

CONEX

mi..nwitsiow ILLINOIS TOOL WO$Ke WC.;
1501 IL MT. PROSPECT ROAD on PLAINTS. o.utiolii000to
TELEPHONIC 1I525114
,

'

,

,'AN EQUAL. OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

r

J
41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

41 -Home furnishings -Furniture

WHELP!!!

oak antique' buffet,
excellent condition. $100.
392-5838.

Solid

Must sell display Surnittire

Matching, crushed velvet
chairs for conversational
grouping. Custom made. Like'

3

new. 392-8051.
Moving to apt.

2 yr. old

Sac. at

$185. Upholstered

chair $75. 392-1309.

Dark maple twin bed, $25;

after 12 noon
Complete living rm. outfit:

er Jump chair, $5; baby basket (it rocks), $5; child's fire
engine car, $3; 2 infant seats,
1 canvass 1 plastic $1.50 ea.

773-0252

baby buggy, $15; comb. walk-

537-5049.

48 -Household Appliances

9250.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women,

wired; beds - furniture - lots
morel Reas. - CL 9-0043.

-from ' builders deluxe model
homes. Save up to 70% Terms
and delivery arranged.

chairs, sofa, lamps, tables,
Danish modern. Best offer.
Excellent cond. Call CL 5-

Zenith 25'' T.V. Cost 9280.

41 -Home Fereithints-Fereitire
HOUSE & GARAGE SALE
chandelier, elec..
Antique

G.E. Filterflow washer, automatic. Good condition. $25.
253-4911

Deep Freeze DeLuxe, fair

AND

ed. $10 or beat offer. 259'

5522.

253-4587
66 -Business Opportunities
'

ALMOST NEW BRICK 4 APT.
BUILDING $630.00 PER..MO.
INCOME. CONVENIENT LOCATION -- 987,500.00

'

NURSE

OR NIGHTS

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of: CASHIER-HOSTESS.

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance
program.
DAYS $1.85 - $2.00 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
NIGHTS $2.00 -. $2.25 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

COMMERCIAL STONE

11:30 P.M. to

BUILDING -- HEART OF
TOWN LOCATION - 3 IN-

7:30 A.M.
new

modern

Our

Plant has an opening
for registered nurse,
some industrial nursing experience desirable. We have a well
equipped, air conditioned Medical
partment.

De-

Many employee bens-,

APPLY IN PERSON

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

fits. Please apply in
person or call for
an appointment, 562-

7100, Ext. 723.
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
b ,10.4.Glif fo.fr !Cryeres

.

ASSEMBLERS

400 North Wolf Road

Northlake, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity
Employer
(M & F)

Electronic component manufacturer has limited
openings on 2nd or 3rd shifts,

Clerk Typists.

.....

DES PLAINES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

LIGHT FACTORY *WORK
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

We

hav-e

a

variety

of openings for gals
who have good typing
skills do the Electric and Manuel typewriter. General office:
and
clerical background

desired.
These positions are
available in the following departments:
is

.,

PERSONNEL

p. m. - Midnight
Midnight - 8 a. m.

-Partiee

.Graduationsk etc.
;..1s1dERICSN LEGIONRALI:
thin Wheeler)
'C1.434973

WANTED MFGR.
To produce creative designs
for Toys and Sporting Goods
for Retail Market.
(ROYALTY BASIS)

Mr. Parks - 939-4498
11-Apts And Rooms To Share

Young woman wanted to share
semi -furnished 2 bedroom
apartment in Rolling Meadows
392-9879 after 8 PM

House, 2 to 3 bdrms in An.

Hts, Rolling Meadows or Mt.
Prosp. area. 253-8024 after 5.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

Arlington Heights by owner.
3 Bdrm. Colonial, carpeted

pastel plmbg. Low taxes. Low
$20's. 358-9584.
ARL. TITS. LABOR DAY
OCCUPANCY

000 homes, 2 blocks from
school.' From $39,000.
ALBERT RILEY

SALES

ENGINEERING
needed for packaging. & ,inspecting, of our plastic
containers. Work is light and clean. Companyleneftts
include paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical and
life insurance, 9 paid holidays, 2 weeks paid vacation.
Women

Call or come in am; see our modern air conditioned plant.
APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE

SHIPPING

NEW IN....
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

Finished Family Room
* Carpet
All Appliances
Fully Imp. Lot

...$29,000

4 BDR. COLONIAL

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

Everything Included

398-5678

21111.22411

Red int. One owner. Clean.
Call after 6 p.m. 827-5332.

CHOICE

'62 Olds Dynamic 88, Power
steering and. brakes $1,200.

$3,500 to $8,800

tor quick sale -- $56,900.

Most may be purchased 1/3

COUNTRY ACRE close toVil-

in and see Plats.

down, 42 months to pay. Shop

lage. 4 bedrooms, study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in

PHILIPPE BROS .
REALTY

living room and dining -L. 2-*

car garage. Owner transf.reduced to $29,000. Quick possession.

.434 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800
Palatine

Open 9 to 9._

Brick home in convenient lo-

cation -- 2 bedrooms, large

96 -Real Estate Wanted

dining

FOLZ REALTY
Residential - Commercial

large attic
w/stairs for expansion -study, rec room w/brick fireroom,

place -- 1 1/2 baths. garage.
Quick possession

$23,900.

CL 5-3535
1810 E. NAY Hwy. Arl. fits.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

Phone DU 1-3434

'60 Ford 4 Dr. sedan. Excep'l
clean, economical 6 cyc.auto.
Excellent 2nd car $450.

$22,950

'58 Mercury 4 Dr. all power.

126 W. Main St. Barrington
OPEN SUNDAYS

392-9705

Snow tires. 1st $125 takes.
For info. call. CL 5-6838

Remodeled older home with

attached 2 car garage in a

'84 Chevelle Convert., power
brakes & steering, 6 cyl. Low
mileage. After 5 - 259-0301.

choice Arlington Heights Lo-

3 bedroom Ranch in country
club section of Mt. Prospect.
Family room & 2 car attached

'61 Pontiac black 4 Dr.sedan.
392-1408
Best offer.

1980 Pontiac 2 door stand.

trans. like new paint runs fine.
$450 Call 392-8076

'62 Chev. convert, V8 automatic. P.S./P.B.; power windows, rad.,heat., wh-walls.

$1350 or bst offer.CL 9-1794
'65 Chevelle Malibu super

sport 2 - door hardtop, 327-

4 -speed, post, cam, low mileage. $2100. 392-1597.
1959 Plymouth Belvedere 4 Dr., hardtop, good cond.$100.
CL 5-1479.
Aft. 6 p.m.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

CL 3-8512

For Sale 1966 Pontiac Tem-

pest stick shift 1500 miles

like brand new. Son drafted.
259-2053

'65 Sport-- 50cc Suzuki, silver

fender, 1000 mi., exc. cond.,
best offer. CL 3-3977
'58 Chevy 4 Dr. Bel -Air hdtp.

iV8. Auto/trans. W/W, R/H.
$250.392-7853.
'66 Olds Vista Cruiser Station

Palatine's newest luxury apartment building locatedat

Smith and "Johnsofrand offer lag the following ultra -deluxe

CL 3-3572

'58 Volkswagen R.H. Excellent. condition. 253-0887.

'60 Corvair '1700" 4-dr.A.T.,
R.H. seat covers. Clean, good
cond. $325. 825-4588.
'60 Valiant 4Dr.Started every
day last winter $100.

439-4785 after 8
'58 Chevy 4-dr., 8 Cyl. Good
runner & good tires. Copper.
$175. Aft. 5, 392-7410.

'56 Buick hardtop,_ cream,
good looking. Needs a little
work. $95. 439-2677.
1958 Pontiac 4 Dr. V-8,
A/Trans.
255-5842
'59 Chevy with '64 disassemCorvette engine, sun

bled

gauges.'

features:

air:-cootlitionhig.

2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit

6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
!mace

'2 bdrm - $185. 1

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
No Junkers '
Northwest Rambler - Palatine,
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS.
Palatine.
125cc Riverside 4 -speed 1965

Needs some motor work $50.
439-4785 after.8
,

PINK KUSRMAN

I

peeped, storms & screens,
patio. Immediate possession.
827,590

Greenbrier,
392-6855 before 4 p.m.
CL 5-2204 after 4 p.m.

A 1411

TIM

.

-41

-

EXttUSEVES.

.HOME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine

..358-4555_

1965 HONDA SUPER 90Excellent conditiontElodrae.
392-7229

CEE EDDY

Arlington Heights

"DODGE CITY"

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

Full basement, FOUR BEDROOMS, 1 I/2 baths, lath &

500 CARS IN STOCK

plaster, UNDER $275 TAXES.

NO GIMMICKS!

everywhere ... top neighbor-

JUST HONEST DEALS!

An older home with space
hood

NO COME ON!

918,900

BRAND NEW 1966
CORONET "440"

KEMMERLY

2 DOOR HARDTOP

Realtors

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS COUNTRY SIDE

Open 9-9
728 E. NW Hwy., Palatine
358-5560
6 E. NW Hwy., Art. Hts.
253-2460
Member of MAP, MLS

Large 99' x 285' lot, buy now and' have corn & tomatoes
from your own garden. 2 bedroom with expandable attic
which could be additional 2 bedrooms. Paneled Recreation
Room, 1 car attached garage plus 2 car unattached garage.

66 -Business Opportunities

THIS -AD SHOULD BE READ ONLY BY
THOSE WHO WISH TO MAKE MONEY

$27,900

Dodge's "Hottest" Modell
Auto. Trans., Power Steering, Safety Group, Vinyl Interior, DeLwte Chrome, Full
Factory Equipment.

$2298

Exceptionally beautiful landscaping.
193 8. ARLINGTON ITS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5.8000

150 8. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
392.7150

Member of Multiple Listing Service

BIG SELECTION OF NEW

'66's - ALL MODELS

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"
7250 W. DIVON

99 -Automobiles For Sale

99-htemobiles For Sale

Call SP 5.116

OPEN EVES. & SUNDAY

We're busting out
at the SEAMS with

An Equal Opportunity
Employer
(M & F)

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYEE

NEW '66 CHEVROLETS

LADIES

31111

-DO YOU WANT-

Millions of unwashed cars are
being driven every day!

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES?
CONVENIENT WORKING HOURS?
PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS?'
FREE HOSPITAL & LIFE INSURANCE?

Their drivers will' patronize your Two Minute Automatic
Car Wash -- sitting in their car while it is being thoroughly
cleaned, including wheels
and drive out In a sparkling
cleati car for only $1 withatt any manual labor(

Washing 200 cars daily -- brings an 'income of ,
$200 per day, 7 days a week, $1,400 -- 90 days

CLOSE OUT

a month -- 25,800. WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

FULL OR PART TIME 8:00 TO 4:30
We will consider retired ladies. Please come in
arid see us. Free life and hospital insurance.

The KWIK KAR ROTOMATIC is the most revolu-

tionary car wash in America: New locations are
being erected on an average of two .a week. You
can be first in your city to reap the profits of a
KWIK KAR ROTOMATIC CAR WASH!

Wiring and Soldering

.FINANCING -TRAINING -SUPERVISION

AT

For complete information on this sensational new business
(some choice, dititributorships are still available) visit

FURNISHED

11111 AND -K DISTRIBUTERS. FOR.

LE 7-5700
1020 Noel Avenue

SP 5-4300
Wheeiihrj

'KWIK CAR WASH,.
.1249 OGDEN AVE.

DOWNERS GROVE,

BEE OUR PILOT UNIT QPERATING HEBEI

'

ill -Motorcycles And' Scooters

built-in oven & range, wail to -wall carpeting, fully land -

Now accepting applications for'
OPEN EVENINGS

253-1224

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Bedrm.bl-level.11/2 baths,

Arlington tits.

..-

wagon. Air-Cond. P/S, P/B.

'cycle. Excellent cond. $275
or best offer. CL 5-0828

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

1:1:11:1.C.I:

in barn, 3 -car garage. reduced

2 DR. HT., P.B., 'P.S., Auto
Trans W/W Black, white top.

AGENT - FL 4-2188

Palatine
Barrington Areas

16 -Real Estate -Houses

Please apply in person
,,11111AIATIC ELECTRIC

1982 DYNAMIC '188" OLDS

centralized air, att. garage,

,W1LLIAMSBURG.

t

contract if desired. Barring-

.

RESIDENTIAL LOTS

East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
-Multiple Listing Service

RE CAREFREE^

R&H, W.W., V-8 P.S. Prvt.
owner.. Must sell. 253-1652.

and pond for horses, 4 stalls

259-1184

BY OWNER

from commuter station. 5 year

Towering shade trees, pasture

Homes being built on
1400 block of N. Chestnut

111 N. Lincoln

:5 acre home site, 5 minute's

home .on 7.8 acres. 6 bed-

garage.

259-9595

.

living dole - in. Reasonably
priced.

...$32,500

RR Station. Adults only. No

. after. 6 P.M.
'86 Chevylmpala wag.(green).

ton School Dist. Real country

$34,000

ART -WAY BUILDERS

1.

BARRINGTON
HAVE YOU CHILDREN, dogs,

all conveniences.

1 and 2 bdrm. colonial style
apts now under construction
for fall occupancy.. Balconies, 14 cu. ft. Frigidaire refrigerator, sep. dining rms.,
air cond., really sound proof,

AT

BARRINGTON

AREA

358-3842

Plymouth convertible.
White with red interior.Firestone champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission.
$225 or best offer. 358-2899

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

cation. Walking distance to

ALSO

.1959

.

DAYTON NANCE R.E.

4 BDR. BI -LEVEL

Arlington Heights . 2 bdrm. un-

66-81sisess Opportunities

296-2266

CONEX
LLIZOtlf .7.0.L. WouORKIllz

FL 8-8120

rm: w/ftreplace - finest loc.
CL' 51846
$33,900

2 car garage, paneled rec.

session 211 S. Stratford Rd. Arlington Heights.

rooms, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces,
large dining room, beautiful
family room w/bookcases.

dryer, new storms/screens,

w/w, low mileage, Exc. cond.

8 rm. colonial - 2 1/2 baths
mid 30's. - immediate pos-

& schools .Leaving State.Must
sell $22,500..392-3238

Palatine -.8 Rm. brick ranch.
3 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, att.
gar., jelousled encl. porch,
built-in gas oven & range,
carptg, refrig., washer &

Mustidg 289. cent.

rm. brick bl-level 2 batiiihitt.

392-3085

in-laws,.horses3 ,Perfect for
you,-- Williamsburg Colonial

garage. Walk to train. Convenient to shopping, church

99 -Automobiles For Sale

ARL. HTS.- Distinctive 3 bed-

rm., 1 1/2baths,2car gerage,
central air-cond.'inonv. location.'Many extras. Low 30's.

living rm. dining L, stairs,
hall & bath. Attached 2 car

14 -To Rent Apartments

furnished apt. 3 short blocks.
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Oct. 1. For
259;4901
appt. call

office or den. Sep. D.R., family rm. with fireplace. Utility

STONEGATE - BYOWNER

82 -Wanted To Rest

UNTIL 9 p.m.

4

TIMPHOOM

PHONE DU 1-3434

betober Odcupancy.

NIGHT SHIFT OPENING

W

OPEN SUNDAYS

Arlington Heights

APPLY

666 GARLAND PLACE

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
128 W. Main St.Barrington

'pets.

time. Experience not necessary. We will train.

Weddings

Friday, August 26, 1966

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Lg. 3 bdrm. Colonial, plus
'

5 executive homes in exclusive
community of $35,000 to $45,-

COMES.

adjaent to shopping, 5 blks. to

full or part-

T R W' ELECT.RONICS

INCOME PROPERTY
BARRINGTON

INDUSTRIAL

HOSTESS

FULL TIME DAYS

$70. 392-0024.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Will arrange interview at location by appointment.

-

Upright piano in good condition. Reasonable. 259-3224.
Flute and musical
Student
stand in excellent condition

Kingston bass guitar with
case. Like new. $65. Call

Call Mrs. Rayner

CASHIER

392-1837

new.

condition. Some repair need-

provide own transportation. Excellent starting salary. Meals
and uniforms furnished.
943-8500

exo. cond. low price. ALSO
Buedy B -flat clarinet, like

Good condition $65.
392-1463

For industrial caterer in Mt. Prospect area. 5 day week,
permanent work. Short hours that can be adjusted. Must

Low summer rates fOr.

Thomas Organ 2 keyborad,

model VL 1. Full pedal board,

Arlington Height:: by Owner.

TALL RENTALS.

3744.

GIBSON AMP. 12" :speaker

BUFFET

VENDING HOSTESS

Trumpet Conn Constellation,
silver. Excellent condition
with good case. $200. CL 3-

, THE DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

55 -Musical lostirmeets

On all Executive demo driven cars. The low low price of
the year on all '66 Chevrolets with highest Trade In on

your old 'car.

,

--

ica

a con
ear to Ku

eller
' field positions.
Hank Tascher seems to have

Forest View High School opened its 1966 varsity
football drills this week with a vow to win for Kurt Kel-

a lock on the fullback ipot, but
anY one of three Falcon speed

ler.
Sixty varsity end junior varsity gridiron candidates
reported to the Falcon practice fields for light drills
and conditioning sessions Wednesday. Conspicuous by

could be in the
lineup at halfback
when Forest View opens its
Deerfield
campaign
against
'Sept. 17.
JACOBY, ' Dennis
JEFF
merchants

starting

his absence was the 17 -year -old Keller, ope of three
local men who were killed in a factory accident in North

son to Kurt "

con rushing attack last season.
This year he will take his

gridiron talents to the UniverFortunately three of Scott's
four returning monogram men

second -string

,conference

all

either

picks or listed in the honorable
mention

Leading

category.

fullback on the Falcons' con- that list is senior Dave Kasference champion junior var- pari, a 5-10, 190 -pound guard,
Scott and .a first-string member of ;
sity sqaad last ,year.
said he would have seen con- the league's all-star 'team in,
siderable action in 1966. "He 1965.
The stocky 'senior's
would have been our back-up long suit is speed, as witnessfullback, and he had a good ed by the fact that he was a
chance of breaking into the fullback in his freshman. and
defensive
Scott explained

starting

lineup,"

honorable

mention status went to guard
conference Bob 'Arnold and- end Howard
a
plus
record
' champion sophomore team in Brasch. Brasch. at 6-3, 190
LAST YEAR'S junior varsity

well for Forest
View's varsity chances this
year, even though there are
only four returning lettermen
on the current roster.
1965

speak

pounds, is almost a sure bet to

hold down one starting end
position, but Arnold will have

a fight on his hands for the
number one signal caller's job.
He was a defensive back last

"Maine West, Arlington, and
Palatine have to rate as the year.
The other letterman on the
title favorites this year," Scott
said, "But we could be a '1966 roster is Spence Dreisharf, a 5-10, 195pound junior;
sleeper."
who will switch from halfback
BALANCE IS the keynote of to guard this season.
the Falcon attack this season,
FIGH11NG ARNOLD for the
as the local eleven tries to
starting nod at quarterback is
shake off the loss through
graduation of all -conference. Rick Gillespie, a rangy senior
with extensive junior varsity
all -state back Pat Dunnigan
,

Dunnigan,

who

also

was

a

stickout cage and track star,
was practically the entire Fal-

Gillespie

experience.

weight

is one

of five seniors who have not
lettered but who will be in the

O.K. - STARTER and timer
ready. The command is "Take

go, start at the deep end.

your mark," then fire a gun

blow a whistle or yell "Go"!
Swimmer, dive in as shallow as
possible, collie up and start
swimming as soon as you can.

prove as the lessons progress.
IF. YOU ARE not, swim -

165

Scott ' said 'they ' may alternate
all season.

big

this

season,

'

pr.)

,

.

The -Falcon line

. not be
averaging

roughly 185 pounds per man,
but Scott hopes it will be mobile.

experience at tackle. Both Saw
-varsity action - last year, but
didn't play enough to earn their
letters.
SAVAGE IS a 6-2, 205pound

Forest View's vanity football ' hopes will depend greatly an
IMO for the "Enid
of these three all4ioeferefice lettermen back for
They are (from left) Dare Kinpori, Howard Brach, sad Bob Mnold...

BE SURE to

the backstroke.

timed and 'the watch will be

the number of widths that you

being

this,

did yesterday.
time.

have

your timer watch your stroke.
-.The more you refine the stroke

and LeRoy Stevens; 6-0, 195
pounds', will 'vie for the start-

Stringx Qan Smith, another
senior, figures to start at end
with Brisch.
SCOTT SAID his Crew would
probably vary its attack, going
to the air roughly 'half the
time, and rushing the other
half, "We don't have too much
experience, and we don't have
any individual stars, so our
attack will have to be balanced,
preventing. our opponents from

equal

warm up. Swim a bit to get

and front crawl. Rest time e qual to one-half of swimming

the muscles warm and loose
and to get the blood and oxy-

time.
(Next:TheBreast Stroke.)

should get in the water and

'

,

,

DOA MEDLEY one, width

Before your time trial, you

StiVens
center berth.
also see service as a
tackle.

will

Rest

each of the side stroke, back stroke, elementary backstroke

the better your time will get.

ing

'

running.

you're

because

'MORE THAN

seniors, .. Mark
Frankel at 5-11, 185 pounds,

the

record

time. Tomorrow you can time

To continue your workout,
get your kickboard and kick

essary

stands 6-0 and weighs 205.

Vikings Need Help
BY GARY YEAST
perienced with - Grady Alder The Minnesota Vikings need man and Archie Sutton at tacksome back-up power on defense les; Milt Sande and Larry
this fall, if Coach Norm Van Bowie at guards, and Mick
Brocklin intends to get back in Tingelhoff at center.

4
',I

the thick of the NFL Western
Conference race.
The Vikings

keying on anyone," he said.

Forest View will launch its

tine with a 2-2-1 record.

over the distance to be swum .

tiowever, don't grab that wall
unless you absolutely have to
or any more often than nec-

--ons.

junior, while Reder, tt senior,

conference season against Conant. ' The Falcons finished
third in the loop chase last
year io Maine West and 'Pala-

Swim as fast as you can while
still spreading your energy out

ming too well start' in the deep
end and swim toward the shallow, and swim close to the wall.

Bob Savage and Phil Re -

der will provide some varsity

A pair of

sophomore seasons.

CONFERENCE

54' and

pool. The important thing is
not how fast you can swim a

pounds; and' all three can fly.
'

sity of Iowa.

were

first-string

a

stand

gen flowing well. Now keep
warm and rest for a few minutes. When you feel ready to

of your swimming but rather
to notice how much you im-

Lynch, and Frank Covello all

"THIS LOOKS like the best
football team Forest View has
ever had," said Head Coach
Bob Scott, "And we are goina
to dedicate its efforts this sea-

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS
I suggested that you begin
, timing widths as soon as you
were able' to swim across the
certain distance at this stage

141111e

'

Lake on July 29.

Keller was
linebacker and

easuring Progress

thick of the battle 'for hick-

BY DALE HOFMANN

",`

-

',*1Jrc,AV:t

Forest View Linemen get some Madding practice in yesterday's drills. The
Falcons hope to Improve as last year's 2-2-1 conference record and third place

.

finish.

The secondary has been giv-:
en some new depth with rook les Stan Quintana of Ncw Mex-

finished - sec-

ond in 1964, but dropped to ico, and Bob Hall of Brown.
fifth with a 7-7 record last
year.
Success this year will.
ME DEFENSIVE 'line will
depend on how much the Min- probably see Bob Mcers from
nesota defense can be -strength- Massachusetts replacing Gorened.
dy Smith', who retired. Bill
offensive Briggs was obtained froin New
THE VETERAN
which
averaged 27 York in exchange for Jim
points a game last fall, looks Prestel and Larry Vargo.
well established with the capScrambling Tarkenton puts
able Fran Tarkenton throw- on a good show for the fans,
ing to couple of crackerjack but it has never won a chumsreceivers in Paul Flately and pionship. You've gocto have a
squad,

Rules Meeting
Scheduled For
Prospect High

Friday,
August 26.

rugged Jim Phillips.
But scoring 27 points a game

1966

High School will
play host to one of 20 football
Prospect

Page 12

interpretation meetings
being held throuihout the state
by the Illinois High School Asrules

sociation from Aug. 25 until
Sept. 12.
Prospect Athletic
George Gauss will

Director
convene

the local meeting at 8 p.m. on
Sept. 6. Tom Frederick, I. H.
S. A. Assistant Executive Secretary,

will'lead' the

rules

discusicon.
Frederick is one
of six rules interpreters who

has been selected by

the

sociation for 1966.
Officials, football

coadhes,

As-

and school principals are invited to attend the meetings.

Symbolizing the fairway march to assist the Grove School for the handicapped are (from left) Sunset Ridge Pro Bob Harris, novitiate Womes's cltamplos
Penny Calto, MIdIsse Farms Pro Chock Pedersen, Grove School Director Mrs.
Virginia Matson, and McHenry *Meteor duimpion Ed Buss. MI live will participate in benefit golf tournament at Midlane Farms Sunday.

also play
some.

in

Fleck's

three-

ond annual Chicago Golf Cham-

Other local pros entered in

pions Benefit Tournament for
the students of the Grove

the event are Bobby McDonald
of Rob Roy, Jack Bell of Medinah, Hubby Hadjan of Onwent-

School for the Handicapped
Sunday at Midlane Farms
Country Club in Wadsworth,

sia, and Lee Milikin of' Barrington Hills.

'

III

The event will pit 20 country club teams against each

PEDERSEN, the Midlane
Farm club pro, said there

tourna-

would also be a group of na-

ment beginning at noon Sunday. The teams will be made

tional show business celebrities appearing at the bene-

up of the club - pro and the

fit.

other

in

an

I 8 -hole

Buddy Hackett and Don

club's men's and women's - Cherry will be among those
The low scor- attending.
champions.

ing threesome will receive the

An exhibition swimming and
follow the
Trophy.'
golf tournament. Former 0. lympic gold medal winners
pros Bill Nulliken, Fred Schmidt,
AMONG THE GOLF
and Frank McKinney will demparticipating in the event are

Temple McFayden Memorial

Bob Harris of Sunset Ridge,

onstrate

their

pool

at

Old Orchard

The first foursome will tee
off at I I a.m., and the Association plans a dinner and golf
awards presentation following
the golf action. All are attorneys are invited to participate.

'Additional information may be
obtained by Dave Goodman of

the handicapped children of
. 69 W. Washington in Chicago.
Grove School and wounded Viet
Great
from
Nam veterans

Lakes Naval Hospital. The veterans will compete for a motor
boat donated by .the Johnson

Rifles Triumph

TheiLake County Rifles won
their Central' States League

Motor Company in a special semipro football opener last
week, dumping the Sheboygan
Redwings 35-23 on the loser's
Black Hawks hockey team are gridiron.
also scheduled' to make appearThe Rifles will take on the
ances at a buffet dinner fol- Elmhurst Travelers at home
lowing the golf competition.
Saturday in their next conferTickets for the benefit may ence encounter. Game time is
putting contest.
Members of

the

Chicago

be purchased at the gate)

mWIM-217rXitfiNFT.

Brocklin

is

ateur Champion Earl Liff will

record
backstroke
school
holder Chuck Goettsche.
GUESTS at the affair will be

Hunttng Applications
To Be Taken in _Sept.

ROOKIES WHO will

will open September first.

PHEASANT

AREAS

arc

The

running

-

King and Bill Barnes.
miles north of Beaverville,
LODGE SAID three duck Green River near Ohio, Illinois. : Phil
THE INTERIOR line is ex areas arc 10 be oPen between west of Cowden in Shelby county
October nnd and December . . . Richland county west 'and
reeze over south of Olney and Clinton

BUD'S

county southeast of Carlyle.

They are sanganois - knapp
The pheasant season is to
at Browning, Illinois,
n
rum
ovember I I th to
on Illinois 100 and Rice Lake, December.
four niles south of Banner on
island

U.S. 24 and Anderson Lake
nine miles south of Browning.

Fast Golf
CAPE TOWN, South Africa

GOOSE HUNTING areas (UPI) - The fastest round cf
are Union County five miles golf ever recorded was by Len
south of Ware - on Illinois 3 Richardson in 1931. Richardson, a member of the South
Lak 12
north of Cairo on Illinois 3. African Olympic track team,
The season dates arc Novem- played the 6,248 - yard Mowbray Club -in 31 minutes and
ber 15th to December 23rd.
Geese

areas

are

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen
Reniodeling
All Makes - Fixtures

Rutb MuritWalci;

TWICE DAILY 2 & I P.M. ?o,r, 70;2

POPULAR PRICES crarcte
RESERVED AND ADMISSION TICK
ON SALE CIRCUS DAY AT
Seat Sale At ,

Do It YourseY Or We Install

Price 81 Compare
THEN CALL
CL. S-4799

CUNNINGHAM - REILEY
sporting Goods Store
45 S. Dunkin St.

Union 22 seconds.

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

TORONADO
FOR ONLY

54640"
'6.S'Execu. Hai Car

4 -Door Sedan

0

Complete with ...

V4
PUSH SUTTON RADIO

011ey

Only fillsite car
with front wheel drhie.

B &I CAMPERS,
.

looks

GALAXIE 500

SEE CHLICk ilT

CITIZENS ,FOR HERMANIOENEMAN

Arlifits JnYcee.

WORLD'S LARGEST

.

111'

Line& Wolverine Campers

'

game

Rt. 11 and Buffalo Rd.

Lodge said applicants may . Chain O'Lakes, two miles north good, because Tommy Mason
not apply for more than one of Fox Lake, Des Plaines 14 , is expected to return after
permit for each type of fowl miles south of Plainfield on I knee surgery , in '65. Mison
hunted.
U.S. 66. Iroquois dounty five will be helped out by veterans

POWIR STMING
AUTOMATIC TRANS.

WHITS TIRES,.

DOW11

.Flat doors ...'Fullview side windows 385 -hp Toronado

,

un-

doubtedly see action this fall
arc Purdue's Big tackle Jerry
William Lodge, director of County at the Horseshoe Lake Shay, linebacker Don Hansen
the department of conservation, area from December 30th to from Illinois, end ROn Acks alWednesday said applications to January fifth except Monday.
so from Illinois, and tackle
hunt on private hunting areas
Doug Davis from Kentucky,

th"4"jilL7.-u

For Your Best:Buy In The Famous

DEMOCRATIC
COUNTY COMMISSIONER`

Tue.
Sept.

newcomers.

Dave Lyons, and national high

HERMAN F.
KOENEmAN

Height"

for solving his defensive troubles, and thr.i is a lot to ail( of

prowess

six -time state

Integrity;
; Honesty
Capability,

golf outing

Ariklitph

up 28. Van
going to rookies

gives

defense

diving clinic will

along 'with A.A.U. chimpion

P.G.A match
play champion, and hick Fleck
of Green Acres, winner of the
1955 National Open. State Am-

The Northwest Suburban Bar
Association will hold its annual
Country Club Tuesday.

Benefit Golf Tournament
Will Take Place Sunday
Arlington Heights' Chuck
Pedersen will direct the sec-

Bar Association
Plans Golf Meet

defense to win at all.

doesn't mean much when the

1;44 E..RAPIp'

,PHONE'8;7-9173

1895

RoekeeVII Ensine*Toronado's Own brand of Turbo Hydra..

Made Drive.. Concealed headlamps Unique drafaree
oKste,m Plus' the neioest, sleekest look in town!

MARTIN:J., K[1.11,

66

'OLDSMOBILE,I
1510

NORTHWEST HWY.
10.11111MS I da

gin

1.11.114. 11

6 pa

'

,

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair: Low hi the

mid -60s. Tuesday: Fair; High
'in the 80s.

Your Home Newspaper
Volume I, No. 94

ew eachers Re port For.Opening.. of .-...Y.1114g.e. Schools

Carol Ann Haddon

'

Charles Waterman
Lincoln Junior High School

Brian L Jacobsen

Lincoln Junior High School

Welborn Busse School

Roundup
For The Day
By United Press International

U.S. Jets Battle N. Viet P.T. Boats
SAIGON - North Vietnamese PT boats and US Navy
jets fought two battles in the Gulf of Tonkin today. The
Navy jets sank one Communist gunship-possibly a

second one-and damaged two others. In other air action, American pilots flew 103 missions yesterday in
the latest reported raids on North Viet Nat'l. In the
south, Viet Cong guerrillas failed in an attempt to sink
a Vietnamese minesweeper in one of the two vital shipping channels connecting Saigon to the sea. The mine
exploded 15 feet from the vessel but' did no damage.

Negro Firebomb
Riot in Waukegan
--.
-WAUKEGAN, Illinois - Ten" persons were burned
-five of them critically --during' a Negro firebombing
rampage last night in Waukepn. One of the persons in

Donna Stkkling

James Leo Duncan

Lincoln Junior High School

Gregory School

Dist. 57 Schools
William Busse School, 101 N. Owen
Austin Ridenour, principal
Central Jr. High School, 2 S. Emerson
Robert Spotswood, principal
Fairview School, 300 N. Fairview
Robert Morgan, principal
Gregory School, 400 E. Gregory
Lester Brown, principal
Lincoln Jr. High School, 700 .W. Lincoln
Stephen Caruso, principal
Lions Park School, 300 E. Council Tr.
Fred Reimann, principal
Sunset Park School, 601 W. Lonnquist
Fred Reimann, acting, principal
Westbrook School, 103.S. Bussi-ftd.
John Anthony Gatto, principal

sons were arrested during the outbreak in which negroes also tossed bricks at stores. The riot occurred
only five blocks from the home of Luci Johnson Nu gent's in-laws. The President's, daughter and her husband were spending the weekend there at the time.

$179,000,000 for Student Loans
. WASHINGTON -- The US Office of Education said this

morning that nearly 458,000 students at nearly 1600
colleges and universities will be able to borrow money
this academic year under the National Defense Student
Loan Program. A total of nearly $179,000,000 is allocated
States.

for the program in

all

CL 3.6955
CL 34821

CL 3-5244

School will open on- Tuesday, Sept. 6. with full sessions.
Since kindergarten classes will vary the first week, a kindergarten schedule will be mailed to parents.
Medical and dental cards and all fees.

Kindergarten'

Grade I

8-colorpcncil.

paste

At Busy Intersection

8 -color

CL 9-240a

Giades 4, 5 and 6 I6 -color box Of crayons, jar of paste,

Mrs. Philo Kane
CL 3-2271
Mrs. Donald Elmore CL 5-5553
Mrs. Ludwig Hirz
CL 3.0446

Lincoln Jr. High School
Lions Park School
Sunset Park School
Wesbrook School

Robert Kauth
CL 5-0197
Mrs. J. B. French
CL 3-5691
Mrs. J. M. Marsiglia 255.3763
George Reiter
392-1653

organizational

meeting at the Mount Prospect
Country Club on Thursday,

Sept. I, at 7 p.m. to outline a

future political action program.
Members of the newly formed Northwest Suburban
High School Chapter of Young
Americans for Freedom (YAF)
will hear Donald Totten, a
member of the organization and
the newly -elected committee-

man of Schaumburg Township
discuss, "Conservative Youth
Movements in America."

At the meeting in the coun-

.

try club's Maple Room, the

''ims ticketed by Mount Prospect police for failing to stop
before emerging from a private driveway after the car

he was driving collided with

an auto driven by Ira Gold-

stein, ' 19, of 714
Mount Prospect.

N.

Pine,

At the time of the accident
when Siemens drove onto Ken-

sington from the driveway or
Montgomery Ward's.
With Siemens was Terry
Ingram, 16, of Schaumburg,

who was taken to Holy Family
Hospital,

Des

Plaines.

She

was released to her mother
without being treated.

vacation

Jan. 3 (Tuesday) - School opens
Jan. 27 (Friday) - District institute (school closed)
Mar. I (Wednesday) - Visitation program (school closed)
Mar. 20-27 - Spring vacation
Mar. 28 (Tuesday) -- School opens
May 30 (Tuesday) - Memorial Day (school closed)
June 14 (Wednesday) - Last day of school and graduation.
June 15 (Thursday) -- Closing teachers' workshop.

pencil, pen, loose-leaf notebook with
subject dividers, paper, 12 -inch ruler
and scissors.

Pencil, pen, loose-leaf notebook with
subject dividers, paper and 12 -inch rul-

er.
The administration suggests that parents label their children's personal belongings to facilitate return if lost.

Fast Work By Firemen
firemen

Prospect

Mount .

kept small because of the Cypress and Frost Drs.
promptness with which resi-

dents notified the fire department.

The time it took firemen to

Parents Handbook
The rules and regulations of District 57 schools, as well
as basic information for parents, are printed in a parents'
handbook available at each school and also at the administration office, 701 W. Gregory St., Mount Prospect.

The telephone number for the district superintendent, Dr.
Eric A. Sahlburg, is CL 9-1200.

the electrical system.

spent 77 minutes this weekend
- 18 minutes: a rubbish lire
extinguishing blazes that were at the Robert Frost School,

put out the fires:
-- 33 minutes;

garage

a

fire at 211 W. Kensington Rd.,

where a pile of lumber had

Window

Smashed With
Skateboard

caught fire Friday.
10
minutes: a , canvas
tarpaulin covering 'tire rims
at the rear of the Pure Oil

a* child's skateboard through a

Hwy.

Andrew Danko
Mount Prospect police.

A group of teenage boys threw

foot storm window at
15 Weller Ln. Friday at 11

4 -by -6

Service Station, 620 E. N.W. p.m.,
-- 16 minutes: a ceiling
fire at the Regent Fsod Shop,
11

E.

Pros

started by

'a

/apparently

ort .circuii in

told

The youths fled across the
Weller Creek bridge toward
Westbrook school, Danko said.

Tackle Cree Flooding

chapter. It includes Mrs. Kate
Anderson, Dr. Michael Ruane,
Donald Tottery, Mrs. Pat Iran del and Mrs. Carol Van Helteifitl4arti

brake.

I

'

Faces Court

Railroad,
State Aides
Meet Today
BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor.

Richard Schnackel, 30 years
old today. is due in Niles court
Sept. 13 on the charge of burg-'

One of the basic problems

meter has been informed that
a meeting' between the state

rossmostesssarsuovestsmovesssios

Gripe
Of The

stitution.

er Creek in Mount Prospect
could be on the way to permanent solution.
Village Engineer Ben Hem -

.

fronting America in Viet Nam,"

Division of Waterways and the

Chicago & North
Railway has been

(,/.

Day

neath the C&NW tracks in Dee
Plaines.
It is this junction of Weller

Fraher said, "it becomes increasingly imperative that the
youth of America let their
Charles H. Percy, Repubvoices be heard.
lican candidate for U.S. sen"We nust not' let' it' seem ator, will. be the guest speaker
for one minute that the small at the Elk Grove Township
clique of pacifists, leftists Regular Republican Organize-

'Car Broken Into
Many a.' family sits at

Creek that is causing water to
back ,up into Mount Prospect
basements during heavy rains,
the division of waterways be -

home Sundays because the.
head 'of the house must see

ball games on'. TV. The
sports season never ends.

r.

initiated projects in educations,
ed over the clothes.
He had just returned,- frOm slum , housing, community devacation. Nothing was missing, 1001180erlt. job*Dopportunities
he Said.

Thus far, Weller Creek has
widened and improved

tioh meeting at 8 o'clock toniiht at the Monnt Prospect

Franklin Friday reported to Country Club.
The meeting is open to the '
police on Friday his locked car,
parked in the driveway at 403 public.
Percy founded arid became
N. -Elmhurst, was broken into,
suitcases
opened,
clothes chairman of the 'New Illinois _
strewn about and tobacco dump- Committee in 1965 which hat'

and research.

Western
scheduled

for today to outline right-ofway for' Weller Creek under-

Percy To Speak
Here Tonight ,

'

Goldstein was traveling east in

the curb lane on Kensington

Dec. 22 (Thursday) - Last day of school before Christmas

Mount Prospect . police arDonald E. Fraher Jr., 25 rested Schnackel, of Rolling
John F. Kennedy. Blvd., Elk Meadows, after he and a still After the collision, the car GroVe Village, is 'temporary undisclosed partfler were seen
Goldstein was driving skidded chairman. He urges all in- loading the materials on a pickabout 36 feet and knocked down terested youths of the area to up truck Friday.
a light pole. Siemen's car attend the meeting..
"With the great dangers conslid 55 feet into a field.

Kensington 'across the driveway from
Montgomery Ward's in Randhurst. A. light pole , was knocked
Photo by -Dan Batas.
down in the accident.
two -car collisionj on

Saturday.
I, Daniel Siemens, 18, of Elgin,

An advisory board has been
established to help with the
formation of the local YAF

Nov. I I (Friday) -- Veteran's Day (school closed)
Nov.24-25 (Thursday -Friday) - Thanksgiving vacation.
Dec. 7 (Wednesday) - Conference day (school closed)

contributing to flooding of Well-

.

The driver of this car, Dodd Sietwens, 18, , of Elea, was
ticketed by Mount Prospect police after being Invoked in. a

Randhurst about dinner time

said.

Sept. 2 (Friday) - Local institute
Sept. 5 (Monday) - Labor Day
Sept. 6 (Tuesday) - School opens

.

and peacenicks whcr are calling

for retreat in Viet Nam speak
for our generation." Fraher

Aug. 29-31, Sept. 1 - Teachers' Workshop

of furnaces, sheet metal
group plans to elect new offi- lary
and assorted materials from a
cers and hear proposed amend- home under construction at 1857
ments to its by-laws and con- Magnolia Dr.

.

An auto - accident snarled
traffic on Kensington Rd. near

box of crayons, jar of paste,

blunt scissors, pencil, tablet and ruler.

Mrs. R. J. Ferguson CL 9-1609

A.conservative youth group

2

primary

Grade 3

William Busse School
Central' Jr. High School
Fairview School
Gregory School

an

a

CL 5-1454

PTA Officials

hold

and

blunt scissors, a primary pencil, tablet and ruler.

CL 5-1233

Grades 7 and 8

will

blunt

scissors

8 -color box of crayons, jar of paste,

Young Conservatives
To Meet Thursday

.

box of jumbo crayons, jar of

Grade 2

CL 3-1620

.Calendar, 1966-67

Opening Day Needs

CL 9-0520.

parts of the United

Crash Snarls. Traffic

Westbrook School

Here Are Back -To -School Facts

critical condition is a six -year -old girl. Sixty-six per-

Secret Service agents stood guard.

- Nancy Rogenskl

Roslyn Steirman
Sunset Park School

been

,

between the C&NW tracks, located a mile east of the Mount
Prospect Rd., -- Northwest

,..

.

lids Is where Weller Creek flows. under tbe Northwest Hwy, and the Chicago and Northwest Railway tracks. Noie the narrow outlets. A load of rock and rubble (left) dumped into
the creek would further hamper tbe flow of water hi Me event of a heavy rain. A meeting
today will seek to °Stahl More land from the railroad to widen the creek outlet at this point
and at another polat north dike tracks.

Hwy.
intersection
Plaines.
Two outlets to

Des

,in
'

the

Des

Plaines River have been provided beyond the bottle neck,
making the creek flow smoothly

(Continued on sage 2)

.

Staie, CNW Seek

Obituaries

Solution to Floods

Waiter Weissert
Walter Weissert, 44, of 401
E. Lincoln, Mount Prospect,
died

Judge Urges
Early Curb on
Delinquency

THE PROSPECT DAY
Monday. August 29, 1966

Page 2

at

Saturday

Northwest

Community Hospital He was
an engineer for Kaiser Engineering Co. in Chicago.

(Continued From Page .1)

and rapidly from the juncture first step toward getting a timeof the tracks to the Des Plaines table in action on the Weller
River.

Hemmeter said that he has
been informed of today> meet-

Mr. Weissert is survived by

ing between the railroad 'and the

'his wife Katherine and three
children

state division of waterways by
John Gulillou, chief engineer
of the state agency in Spring-

Visitors
Friedrichs

call

may

at

the

Funeral Home in
Mount Prospect until 10 p.m.
Tuesday

Burial will be in Ar-

lington
National
Washington, D.C.

Cemetery,

Mayor Daniel Congreve said'

that the meeting could be the

field.
"We have not been' invited to

attend," Hemmeter said, "but
we have been promised a letter
outlining the results in the very
near future."

6 More Days

"The schools have to do
leaders
were
Community
urged to "handle delinquency great things to solve the prob-

Creek project.
"We have been taking waste
water for too long in our base-

problems,at home" and not give

ments and along our streets,"
Congreve said. "It is time the

of
"AT PRESENT there arc
Arlington Heights, is presiding
judge of the juvenile division of 2,200 referrals from the subthe Arlington Heights Youth urban area. This is not enough
Council Friday' night on prob- to account for one judge per
Judge

,

During recent floods in the
village, Weller Creek rose as
much as two feet above its
water line in Mount Prospect
while staying within its banks
in Des Plaines, beyond its intersection with the. C&NW

Perchance

Committee
is
to establish
courts at the north end and
south end of the county.

- Oops!
The safety slogan, -"When
you drink, don't drive" wasn't
meant as an invitation to drink

MT. PROSPECT STATE BANK
during banking hours only

THE ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP HALL

tion

way.

Gerald W. Norton, 23, of

Day reporter Bruce Cutler finds out what's shoot. "Pioneer Jim," traveling from Mich-

Rand Rd., Arlington
around the end of Lake Michigan tells of a campaign to esHeights, was found "drunk and igan to Wisconsin the longofway
trails once used bY the old pioneers. People are interested, be
sleeping in.the middle of Rand tablish a national system
says, In conserving the trails for Alking,liking, horse -bad( riding and scenic driving.
morning acRd.". Saturday
1201

or mall to ... P.O. Box 129, Mt. Prospect
Self addressed envelope enclosed

cording to state police.

.

A Pioneer Again Hits
Old Northwest Trail

He was found in front of the
Mount Prospect Animal Hos-

Arnold Scharringhausen

Elk Grove Township Collector

pital at 821 N. Rand Rd. He
told police that he "was too

PHONE: 437-0900
Office at 2400 S. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
(Just No. of the Northwest Tollway overpass)

drunk to drive", parked his
car and started to walk home.

"Pioneer Jim" had nothing to peddle when he drove his
covered wagon along Northwest Hwy: Sunday through Mount
The idea is to connect a nationwide system of pioneer
trails, for hiking, horse -back
riding, biking and scenic driv-

Michigan

so-called

field

of a

juvenile court

in

able

the

because

case

load way of doing business."

would not be heavy enough in
each district.

DAHL SAID if the* juvenile
"If you,do not want the Ev- division of the circuit court
anston proposal, what would were to be decentralized it

on the driver's seat is "Friendly," his dog.

us," Dahl said.

of the juvenile court system.

from Michigan to

Home to Wed

wouldn't let me," he said, "and
my,

representative

From Madison he plans to go
to Minneapolis, Sioux City,
Iowa, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.,
A young womak who -grew up in Prospect Heights and gradValentine,
Neb.,
Cheyenne,
told Wyo., Denver, and Springer, uated valedictorian of licr class at Prospect High School went

of National Pioneer Trails Inc.

By Grace Mott .4014'

three years ago, but many have
joined him since.

"Lots of people." he
The Day as his mule -drawn N. M. before getting home to to college on the West Coast' and *hose family how lives in
covered, wagon ambled through Amarillo.
the suburban villages, "take
Over the last three years he

out a week or so and try to has spoken frequently to civic

drum up interest in preserving groups, Boy Scout organizations
our ancestors' trails.

and school, he said.

"I've been at it three years
now.".

As Jim tells it,

left a
youth camp in Amarillo, Texas,
he

Chicago Heights is returning, to the Prospect Heights Community Church for her marriage today.
She

Ceinwen

is

Klepper,

daughter of the Rev, and Mrs.
Robert Klepper.

She will become the bride

"I'm often asked to make an
address," he said, "when people find out about the National
Pioneer Trails'program."

of Sandford Brewster

King -

Smith, the son of Mrs. Robert E. Randolph of Hemet,

Calif., and the late LeRoy
King -Smith
of Greenwich,
Sometimes, he added, he is Conn., and Los Angeles.
in New York.
assigned to make speeches by
Rev. Klepper will perform
He spent a year there, an- the organization's headquarters the marriage ceremony where
other year riding around New in Shelbyville, Ind.
he was formerly pastor, with
England and last year in CanThe object of the program, the.shurch's_przsent minister,
ada.
he explained, is to get various Rev. Donald Hobbs also parti"Everywhere I go." he said, park districts, states, histor- cipating. Practically a blanket
"I find people interested in this ical societies, youth organiz- invitation has been issued to the
movement of conserving the ations, etc. to plan to connect family's wide circle of friends
ancient pathways of the contin- all their various trails into one in this area.
The young couple met in a
ent."
vast system.
Russian class at Stanford UniJim, 39, said he was ,travelJim's covered wagon is an versity from where Ceinwen,
ing through the suburbs on his authentic "chuck wagon" built totally blind, graduated 6th in
way to Madison, Wis.
during the Indian Wars by Gen- the women's division of hueral Springfield of Springfield, manities and sciences last June.
The women of St. Mark
Mo.

to drive to the World's Fair

the .

PROOF OF PAYMENT! No need to worry about MAILMAN DOES YOUR WALKING no matter.
weather! Your check doesn't stand in line
receipts Your cancelled checks are automatic. gets first,class attention. You're "good credit."
undeniable proof mailed to you each month.

BUD'S.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE items, paid by. check, are posi

bye proof You cut down your income tax .

. .

save money, time. trouble, embarrassment.

POCKET MONEY is all you need when ybu use
checks. So. you can't lose much by robbery or
carelessness. Your important money is In the

Do li Yourself Or We Install

Price & Compare
THEN CALL

... You're ahead in many ways
with a 0.) CHECKING ACCOUNT:
The Bank does the bulk of your bookkeeping chores.
You know why, when and where your money's spent.
You build up your oredit-and prestige.
You save on paycheck cashing-and your time.

litetnernber
&sumo

vete

-

ttSt*teexample, tf

,

that.
a

a

Higher Taxes In Mount Prospect?
a
Your, Voting Power Cut By 70%?
a
City Politics For Mount Prospect?
Party Bosses To Run Mount Prospect?
City Government In Mount Prospect? a

a
a

"ncAtrit

*sr!
a
a

*
a

MOUNT PROSPECT eY& RANK

in

St.

Then Vote No
Tuesday September 13
And 'Keep Mount
Prospect A Village.

NOURIS 8:3.0&m. to 2.0:1 p.m. Deily (*mot Wednesday),

a
a

a

(This ad sporisored by Arthur Olsen)

Mrs. Robert Milligan. These
same Mount Prospect women

Mount Prospect. The ceremony was followed by a reception at' the Sheraton -O'Hare
Inn. The groom's parents Judge
and Mrs. Norman Korfist hosted a bridal dinner for the

shower Mrs. Johnson gave for
Nancy Ann shortly before the

wedding which brought Mrs.
Lange, Sr., to Arlington Heights
and Mount Prospect.

On hand to take part in the
couple and their attendants in wedding was Bob's sister dark -

their La Grange Park home eyed Patricia who now teaches
. Friday night.
physical education at the UniThree parties for Ann began versity of Arizona where she
July 12 when the groom's sis- -is also taking additional college
ter, Mrs. Roland Zaroski of courses. The young couple will
Kansas City, Mo., came here live in Chicago where Robert
to entertain with a personal works for Marshall Field & Co.
evening shower at the home of
her family. That night Ann met
MRS. HAROLD Drew was
a number of the groom's rela- guest of honor at a luncheon
tives for the first time.
party last Thursday after:
July 28 she was the guest of noon. Hosts at Long Grove
honor when Mrs. G. Galvan Country Club were members
and Mrs. John Powers give a of Circle III of the South
party at the Galvans' home Church Women's Guild, and
which included Ann's sorority included Mrs. James Belew,
sisters.

Mrs.

Ralph

Lechner,

Mrs.

SEVERAL Mount Prospect George Norquist, . Mrs. J.P.
families were among those in- Roney, Mrs. John Luke, Mrs.
vited to the August 27 wedding H. Glenn Smeltzer, .Mrs. - L.
of Nancy Ann Hile of South O'Rourke, Mrs. Howard Horn Bend; Ind., and Robert E. Lange den, Mrs. Frank ionise, Mrs.
who grew up on S. Main and George Steffens, Mrs. William
S. Pine Sts., in Mount Pros- Cordle, Mrs. Robert Krause,
pect. Robert is the son of the Mrs. Archie Stephani, and
Edwin A. Lenges who moved Mrs. William Mott.
from here a number of years
Also invited as guests were
ago, but who have kept in touch Mrs. 'Edwin Stevens and Mrs.
with friends here, particularly Frederick ,Pfeffer, president
,through Pat Lange's sister and of the Guild.
her family, the George Johnsons
Not only was Marion Drew
of Arlington Heights.
presented with a corsage and
Those who went from here gift of remembrance, but turned
for the ceremony in St. Paul' the tables on her hosts by pre.

Memorial Methodist Church' senting each who attended with
and the reception afterward at a momento to remember her
by. Mrs. Drew has been circle

leader, and will within a few

7NC:17.431

days be moving to Pine Lake,
41
Mich., near Pontiac.

.irs.141:1"1"93

COW PALACE

LU NCH EONS 11:30DTaP4'

Selling your home?

" Call our
Man of the Dap

p.m.

Daiiy

*DINNERS Starting At 4 p.m.

FASHION SHOW LUNCHEON EVERY WEDNESDAY

Organ Music',_,Th'e

L'

Da:*

PrIvite

For
Piano Bar
"71,fregYy0': Birthday Facilities
WeddOws
Papcing Every
""
Sales
Meetings
Celebrate. Luncheon
Sat. Night
us'. Surprise,. Banquets

-

,Citizens. To. Keep Village Government-

Those Who Know - Vote Noll
a

included tits. Alice. Lyon, the
Philip. Wpm and Mr. and

Featuring Appearing'

a
4

the,Garden Room ,of the Howard Johnson Inn in South Bend,

Mark Church in were among those invited to a

Open 7 Days A Week From 11:30 A.M. OM
ASTEC DECOR

VISTA OLIIIHNIS

Fag oveninge 5:30 to LOD. toss OUR Pall PARKING LOTS

changed wedding vows August

If Your Answer Is No -

Iortvelleinzt4toketf:il.

t &ice to th
more ere*
to
drive to
te soon.

MEMOIR PlOtRAL =POSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

ANN JANET Schnitta and
Norman Adam Korfist ex-

27

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE

,t?isttn: triclittas:te

Iklass'Avegius a itmarsontlIrme/OLearbeeek 0-4000

Chicago Heights where Rev.
Klepper is now pastor gave a

ers of a half -zebra mother dnd luncheon and shower for Ceinwen soon after her arrival here
a buckskin stallion.
from the west, and on August
On the right side is "Pa- 17 Mrs. Roy Kacena of Mount
tience," while "Tribulation" Prospect hosted a surprise
pulls on the left side' of the shower in her home.
wagon.
Two days after their marriage
Ceinwen and Sandford will
Behind
is
Jim's
horse,
leave for Poland and a year of
"Faithful."
study with post-graudate work
at Harvard University after

DO YOU WANT

a

!, viithln

artyteC

1311P-

CL 5-4799

sivot

boat the

It is pulled by two zebra
mules, 15 -year -old twin broth-

Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts

Bank.

.

United Church of Christ in

PLUMBING
Small Repairs

JY

the home, school and commun-

each of the six Cook County ity. I hope we never make it
districts. The judge said this easy to refer a child to juvenplan was not the most work- ile court. It is an uneconomic

be the first time a'
your work," asked Bohorfoush. branch other than the munici"I would ask that your voice pal branch, took such action.
be raised loudly to 'provide the
He cited a shortage of qualfacilities that are necessary in
this work. Try to solve the ificd personnel in areas of
problems on a community ley - counseling and social work as
el before referring them to a reason for some criticism

Milwaukee by ferry but they

that added 500 miles to
Pioneer Jim was the first trip. -

CHECKING ACCOUNT

"It shouldn't be too easy to
refer a child to juvenile court,"

"I could have crossed Lake

ing.

EIR4=Ji

incorrigible.

Grace's Daze

Prospect and Arlington Heights, except an idea.

PAY BY CHECK

ning away, truancy or being

you ask of us to help you in would

And riding along side Jim

BY BRUCE CUTLER

You're wish

r,

THE EVANSTON Youth he said.
Commission has drawn up a
responsibility
"The basic
proposal calling for the loca- for treatment of juveniles is in

and then sleep it off in the road-

2400 S. Arlington Heights Road
DAILY & SATURDAY 9 A.M. to 3 P.M.
EXCEPT WEDNESDAY 9 A.M. TO 12 NOON
ALSO FRIDAY NIGHT'S P.M. TO 8:30 P.M.

if we have a

answer is that

ic, of discussion. Tony Bohor- court available there will be
foush of Arlington Heights, more referrals. However we
chairman of the youth council, are dealing with a child's life
explained that the council and future, and this is difficult
would like to work for the to gauge in terms of time,"
decentralization of the court in Dahl said.
He said that frOm the 9,600
any way possible.
Judge Dahl said the present referrals in the first seven.
months,
3,100 were, for run-plan of the Citizens Advisory

To Sleep; ----

BILLS MAY BE PAID at the following:

resident

juvenile court was the main top-

the bottle -neck at the tracks.

PAY EARLY - AVOID PENALTY

a

day per week for a separate
The decentralization of the suburban court. The obvious

the flooding is being caused by

Your 2nd installment of your Real Estate Taxes are
due with a penalty date Sept. 1st.

Dahl,

lems facing the court.

tracks.
Village officials agree that

To Pay Taxes

solve the problem." he said.

Dahl.

us in on their plans
to make these much needed
state let

improveMents reality."

lem. I don't know what facil-

them a chance to reach juven- ities could be had, but I know
ile court, by Judge Walter P. that the community has to help

a

1

-

.--a

NORTHWEST.IIIGHWA
AND QUENTIN ROAD'

PALATINE, ILL
RESERVATIONS

FL 8-2800

Howard Koicay

BRUNS

MEAL 1111STATE

CL,15-63/40L

.
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'
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ew
On

August

27th

Miss

Susan Elisabeth Nelson became the bride of Thomas
Nunamaker, ion of Mr. and
Mrs. Vincent N, Nunamaker

of Mount Prospect,

in a

.formal ceremony at St. Anthony's Church in Long
Beach, Calif. The Rt. Rev.
Msgr...Bernard Dolan of-

r,

ficiated.
Susan is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. W. Wood Nelson of .
Huntington Beach; California.,

The bridal gown which was
floor length of white satin with
D<1

flu"7,7:

a cathedral train was worn by
both' the bride's mother and

k.I

godmoihei The veil ofBeTguim

grandmother 'and is a 115 year
Old heirloom. The gown has a
neckline, .long
sweetheart
sleeves and a hooped skirt.

,1
1.

I

'She carried a long cascade of
white roses,

Mrs. Clisea's first barrel for the. perm; sf,eolleetiag playing cards for veteran aid
fighting Ines in Viet Nan is am display at Keefer's Drag Store. Steve Land, David Mins,
Steve Dal& aid Danis Cretin share a &intim as Mrs. Obealooks as.

MATRON of honor was Mrs.

Many -women are busily Rodriguez at 537-5983 the Pharmacy 10 E. NW Highway;
engaged in helping others. next time you bake cookies The Gift Shop, 107 S. Main St.;
One -of them is Mrs. Craig and .sencl, a few to the men in Mount Prospect State Bank, IS
Olsen of 307'Hi Lusi, Mount
The barrels for the playing
Prospect.
cards are located in Keffer's hurst Shopping Center.
Ruth has been painting and
wallpapering barrels and placing them in local stores, Each
bears the sign "Deal our fighting men a good hand. South
Viet Nam and Veteran Hospand

ap AT HOME

regular

playing cards, new or in good.
condition".

The object of the project is
to furnish veterans and men in
the Armed Forces with playing
cards. In order to do this Ruth
- needs help.. So far she does not
have a sponsor. This is a personal project. She plans to take
the playing cards to the hospitals in the vicinity of Chicago
but the overseas
must be financed.

shipments

SINCE

one:

fie'

their

last

mailing

and through the articles which
have appeared in The Day, the
women of Prospect Heights
have received numerous replies
from other groups who want to
adopt platoons.

Mrs. Richard' DeMusey re-

ports that these requests are

being answered with the neces-

From Pfc. Frank _Rennie, it
"I received your card

reads:

and boxes of goodies. There
was so much stuff! had to have

the Red Cross girls help give
it out to the other wounded Gls.
It's real nice to know that there
are good people back home like

you ladies that are thinking of

Exceptional' items will be set

THE BEST man was Dennis

the master bedroom. Very elegant and dramatic treatments
Miss Floma Egan of Dorothy Shaw Interiors replies:
"Innumerable effects can be circle. This can be achieved can be effected through the use
created through the use of dra- with the use of ceiling track* of drapery and valances to create a very original and distincpery to serve as a canopy.
drapery rods.
"However, -there- arebasic
"CONSIDER your final ef- tive decor.
"If you have had a desire to
principals, as in all good dec-. feet in relation to other archiorating, to be considered be- tectural features in the room. live as a sultan or a queen,
here's the place to do it, but
fore you begin your project.
You will want a feeling of good

tailored,
thy Shaw Interiors. Arlington formal,chintzy.
fussy? The type of fabric used,
Heights. Questions for the
piTts may be sent to the W'exont- as well as' the pattern, will de-.
an's Page, Arlington Day. 217 termine the decor.
S. Arlington Heights rd.
"For practical purposes, if
you feel using all pattern in
a ielatively small room, you your room would mean over -

done."

Miss Anderson is a graduate
of Niles West High School and
she attended Northwestern University. ,She is presently employed by the Old Orchard
Bank in Skokie.

Donald grauated from Niles
East High School and Columbia

College of Chicago.At present
he' is employed ht the Skokie
Music Center.

The wedding will take place
in November ot St. Timothy's

Arlington Heights

TUO.

reside in

The bride attended North-

met her husband. She was a
member of the Delta Delta

be made by calling Mrs. Ed-

Delta sorority.

The groom graduated from

Held Over FouAddItional Run/

e

"BEAUTY

and the BEAST"
Given by Lew hfusill's Tale Tellers
Performances Saturday 11 AM. & 2 P.M.
Sunday 2 P.M.
Children $1.00 Adults 32:00.

Old Orchard Country-aub.
ML Prospect ... Phone CL 9-5400

Sept.
Rt. 12 and Buffalo Rd.
ARL. HTS. JAYCEES
WORLD'S LARGEST

western University where she

in 'a special French'
Room grouping. Donations may
aside,

The couple -will

Malibu, Calif., and Thomas
Nash of Portland, Ore.

.

always in good taste.
"It is wise to remember
that a thing overdone, is un-

of Prospect Heights.

lawand other groom attendants to San' Francisco and Lake
included Jon Robert Nuna- Tahoe.
maker, Randolph Mack of

terested in a similar idea for

ing a canopy effect?"

sary information and that' the
"The size of the room will balance. club will release the names of
those assisting in the project play a most important part in.
"It is unfortunate, after
your decision of how much' completing your project, to find
soon.
treatment
you
can
use.
If
it
it
"Cookies For Viet Nam."
it is overpowering or too small
started by Mrs. Edward Rodin scale, losing the importance
This is the first in a weekly of the effect you wish to create.
riguez of Wheeling,' has received a letter from one of the series of home -decorating tips
"Consider .f.abric. Will it be
provided by experts from Dorosoldiers.

Hart, the groom's brother-in- Evanston after a wedding trip

fttniture pieces in her room. How do I go about achiev-

QUESTION: "My daughter wants a bed with a canopy.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Brown

Lutheran Church, Skokie.

Malecha, 607 N. Fairview on
Saturday, September 17, from

,

fiance is Donald Brown, son of

pany in their sales training
program.

Yet she has a perfectly good -bed that matches other.

ing men of their 'MOW phi-

of Mr. and Mrs. James O'Brien
of Hammond, Indiana.

bearer.

'" For Turthei information- re- "Saint George , tfigIst School in
garding the organization call 'Evanston and received his deMrs. Gilbert Resnick at 382- gree from Northwestern._ He
"I MIGHT bring up a point 1619...
is a member of the 'Sigma chi
here for those who may be in-

'Mailing of PaCkagei to phe fight-

their daughter Janice Margie H. Anderson of 8420 Mason
to James F. O'Brien, Jr. son Avenue, Morton Grove. Her

The Mount Prospect Nimes
Club will hold a garage sale at

twaid Zimmer at 259-1876.

ment has been announced by

of her Parents Mr. and Mrs. John

Stewart, Fredrick 'Nelson, the

household
cluding clothing,
goods, small working appliances

A Think Overdone

Linda

bride's brother, acted as ring and is with the Shell Oil Com-

and jewelry will be acceptable.

ganization will help. She plans
to donate some of her collected
cards to the Prospect 'Heights
Women's Clubfor their monthly

the engagement

not been scheduled.

Used but like new items in-

Ruth hopes some local or-

toons.

fount Prospect
Nurses Club
Plans Sale,

.10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Decorating Tips

nounced

'branch of the Illinois Bell Telewhile Nancy, Jane Nelson and 1Phone Company.
Her fiance, who is residing
Susan Mary Nunamaker served
as junior bridesmaids. Their, sin Prospect Heights also is agowns were also white and.they -Wheeling graduate and will be
carried cascades of greens. entering the U. S. Marine Corp
,
The hairpieces. were of fresh in the near future.
A definite wedding date has
flowers.

the home of Mrs. Frank W.
Monday, August 29. 1966

of Prospect Heights have an-

anne Rash of Washington, D.C.,

MRS. THOMAS NUNAMAKER

MISS ANDERSON
Anderson's engage-

MISS SERIO

Mr. and Mrs. Pasquale Serio

Miss Serio is 'a graduate of
Dennis Peter Hart of Chicago
the groom's sister. The maid Wheeling High School where
of honor was Miss Diane W; ;she Was an active member of
Nelson; the bride's sister. Sen- ,the drill team. She is now emior. bridesmaid was Miss Juli- iployed by the Arlington Heights

sti

E Busse Avenue; Village Market, 15 W. Prospect, and Rand-

Viet. Nam.

itals_ Pinochle

-

lace was worn by her great-

Viet 11,2fr71 Act.. /411.

CLYDE
4

*MD:11
114

aEATTY-

00.001,C..0 030.110 Pug

ofi. A C.o. 0.0.5 Ct. Pr:...

COLERc8

Now Playing
Don Appell's recent
Broadway hit

'A Girl Could
Get Lucky'
For An Evening of Fine Entertainment Visit The North-

west Suburbs Only Professional Theatre

Nightly (Except Monday) at
8:30 - Sunday at 7:30.' Box
Mee Opens Daffy 10 AM. to
9 P.M. Reservations By Mall
Or Phone CL 9-5400

CIRCUS

IRE MY 4 &

P.M.

,rir

POPULAR PRICES 11 It -E LI"
RESERVED AND ADMISSION TICKETS
ON SALE CIRCUS DAY

SEAT SALE AT:
CUNNINGHAM-REILEY
Sporting Goods Store

45 SO. DUNTON

(Paid Ponlical Advert:um:me)

True Representation
For YOU 'in Mount Prospect

will confine .the.canopy area to doing it, it is wise to use your
perhaps not, more than a quer- print or pattern for the spread.

ter the length of the bed.
"Select a solid color for the
"If it is a narrow room, ,canopy and drapery. A print or
"Frank was wounded a few
you
may
like
using
a
curved
patterned spread will show leis
days after the packages were

us and standing behind us...."

'

mailed in June and they follow- canopy in the form ,of; 'a, half-

ed him to a hospital in Japan
where there are nothing but

letter and his mother has given

me permission to send it 'to
you".

' NONE OF these women expect thanks.- But they deserve

'IkId-

Sorority News

wounded GIs from Vlet Nam,"
writes Mrs. Rodiguez. "We
were thrilled to receive',this

soil, as well as wear and tear..

Mrs,,B..W; Madmen of 1715' er of ihentally retarded chilKim 'Ave., of. Mount Prospect, dren and member of the North
Will co -hostess the Northleit, Shore Evanston Association
Suburban Club of'Alpha gam-, will be the featured speaker.
Reservations may be made
ma Delta sorority which begins.
its 'years activity with an an.: by calling Mrs. Murphy at 392neat pcitluck supper Tuesday,. 0435.' All teservations must be
. made by September 3.

They are taking on .these Septemlier 6 it 7:15

The Meeting Will ,be held at
THE GET acquainted party
personal projects because they
want to help in their own way, the. hem& of..Mrs. .Warren.:
"-held 'recently for the members
'
doing something they are able terison, 2259 Long Aeres, Lane, of 'the Arlington Heights Alum,

every citizen
can have a voice in his'
government

Palatine:
nac Club of. the Pi Beta Phi
Serving with hite.,Mirkwell, sorority attracted 40 aluinnoe
is a shall contribution in
the minds of the woinen- who as Co-chairmen are Mrs, IA - with Stine active members MP have 'taken on such a project, well ' B. John:Mit of Noffrean resenting ". Monmouth, Beloit,
personally or with an organi- Estates. and Mrs. Donald Nienii Iowa 'State; Simpson.. Indiana,

to accomplish at home.

.

and University of
zation, but 'to the fighting than orMundelein:
'New sorority members living,
away from home, deprived of
Tjue.potluck'supper was -held
the niceties of life that we take in ihe area add interested in
the home. of Mrs. Robert
attending
:may
-call,
Mrs:
lerotrie.
Lollar
for granted, theta ate contrior -Arlington Heights
Clouser,
'Membership.
eMiirman
buthmi whichknow 'no bounds
:With Mrs.. JaMes Mennells in
at
LA
9-1917."
Of graditude.
: 'charge Of the festivities:
On hand to greet members
THE 'CHICAGO executive
FAaLITIES for most Of board of the Kappa Delta 'aro., and guests were Mrs. joseph
themen in the thick of combat ity is clannhig...an . area' wide Paver of Arlington HeighAs
are ,worse than those of other fall funcheon.
idl Kappi; Firesident; Mrs. Harrison Ken,
armed, forces' encampments. Delta. 'Members '.on; September nicottill of Dundee, recording
The PX which. usually, supplies 10 at node at, the.,Mititte*D".1 ,'secretary;:: Mrs... James Denson
the needed "extras", are,poorly Resiurimtih Elk,prOve
of Palatine, corresponding secstocked, if ;they ,exist . at.' all
retiry :end' treasurer, Mrs.
Mrs*, John Riecsi of Palatine;
The amount 9f supplies, which past :president, of thc..exechtiye Thomas Brown Of MOunt ProsCan be shipped in' are limited botiedLMil:, :Jana 411414,. - pect. .
due to proximity and food pre- vice- president 'and' Mrs. John
Any alunintie inrthearea may
servation facilities.
Glueckett, , both of Arlington call Mrs liert:artri".Venvohlt
There are still opportunities Heights are in Charge of lunch-, at 439-407 foi.. further inforfor you to help. Call 'Mrs. De- eon arrangements:
mationiregiiiding the organizhiuseyi at CL 5-6863 or Mrs,,
EleanorMiller Healy, teach.," ation:
,

.

;

YOUR `CONTRIB,UTION FOR BETTER

GoyEgNmET,siioulp.:: 44. s4t17.* .Tp....

Mr, Jerrold Shutt, Treasurer
Representative Government

Association

317 W. Prospect Avenye, Mt. prospect,

Vantage Point
Trouble with going on vacation -- you have to come
. and the work is piled
up and the mind is willing but
back.

..,by Jack Vandermyn

, the largest of the Great Lakes..
'
Duluth is --a sea port. Foreign

economy,

,

and a lot of miles during our

WE DROVE out of Chicago
on a bright, Monday morning
and covered the state. of Wisconsin easily in one day, stopping at the twin cities of Min-

two weeks of "rest "

neapolis -St. Paul our first night

the fingers
keys.

fumble

over

the

We covered a lot of ground

From Duluth, Minnesota to
Fort Myers Florida . . from
the nation's far north to the far
.

south.

It takes a trip like this, a
trip without purpose, without
goals, to re -discover the greatness of America. Once again,

we return to work convinced
that this is the greatest nation
in the world, indeed invincible

languages ring out in its stores.

From Miami, where we stopped

A Finnish language ne*paper

at a luxury hotel for S5 a day

publishes three times a week.

and enjoyed 95 degree weather
brilliant sunshine,
featuring

There is the romance of the
Vikings in Duluth -- and the

we drove to Fort Myers where
the Caleosahatchie river meets

strength of Thor.' A visit to

on the road.

From the twin cities, it was
only a three hour drive to Du-

/

luth on Lake Superior where we
spent two days watching Amer-

this part of America is an ex-

the Gulf of Mexico --

perience to be remembered and
a revelation for those who wonder about America's strength.

life is slow, the sun hot and the
For three days we basked in
the gulf sun, fished for mackrel
and tarpon -- we caught, some
mackrel -- in .blue-green wa-

troit. Lakes, in central. Minnesota toward the South Dakota
line. This is a resort area -a summer paradise -that basks
in 'warm sun for three months

fnur corners'of the earth.
Duluth is one of the most
beautiful cities in the nation.
It perches on bluffs over -

ters that defy description.

FLORIDA is in the pangs

of its summer doldrums, but

below zero temperatures dur-

the poeple are all eating three
times a day and they have that

ing the winter.
The economy in Detroit Lakes

fatalistic attitude found throughout the tropics and semi-

tourist oriented. There is a
bingo game nightly at a huge
lake front casino -- with hundreds of Illinois residents taking

tropics, tomorrow will be bet-

of i the year and freezes in 20 -

is

Bradley Course Students
Invited to Meet at Maine

ter.

Still, the Miami Herald, one
of America's great newspapers,
has three pages of "help want-

a chance on their luck. Orlando
Wilson would have had a night-

ed -- male" classified advertisments. Most of the job offers
must have been aimed toward
the Cuban and Negro minority
groups in the area because they

mare.

Students interested in enrolling in the Bradley University
courses offered at the Maine Township Evening School are

Fishing is excellent. The two
Big Detroit and Little

lakes,

invited to attend a meeting Wednesday, Aug. 31 at 7:30 p.m.
in room 148 of Maine Township High School East, Dempster
and Potter, Park Ridge.

Detroit, are famods for huge

indicated wage levels of from

quantities of pan fish. And during the season, bass and other

SI to SI.25 an hour.

-

In Chicago, that's proverty,

game fish abound.

Courses for undergraduate and graduate credit included in
the fall curriculum arc: accounting, U.S. history, college
albegra, electricty, English composition, elementary econom-

Where.,

people wonderful.

OUR NEXT step was' De-

ica's muscles flex in the giant
iron ore and grain docks 'that
dispatch ore and wheat to the

1

check book-- at the Dells and
caught a plane to Miami, one
of our 'personal dream cities.

looking mighty Lake' Superior,

and indeed enjoying a record

man, poverty.

But the Floridians we met,

Detroit .Lakes, we
dropped down Route 10, back'
through the twin cities and into
FROM

ic statistics, teaching arithmetic, creative art' in elementary
schools, health education in secondary schools, electronic
data processing, advanced electronic data processing, rein-

while they don't have money to

from Fort .Dells to the huge

spend, do have one thing we
lack in the North. They have a
life that is built around their
family - and they have a certain peace of mind that is attained when it is impossible to

totom

three

step out of doors between noon

hundred feet in the air and of-

and four o'clock without dan-

the Wisconsin Dells.

forced concrete, modern math for elementary and junior high
teachers, learning problems in children and introduction to
philosophy of education.

This appears to be Chicago's
playground -- a wonderland for
the children. Attractions ranged

The first class begins Sept. 16.
Courses for high school credit and more than 275 noncredit courses also will be offered this fall. The term will

fering a view beyond Lake Del ton.
For the younger set, the kids,
The Dells are fantasy and Disney Lands combined. For mom

ger of sun -stroke.

begin Sept 29

Brochures with a listing of classes will be mailed to residents of the immediate area during the first week of September. Persons wanting to be on' the mailing list may call

ride;

climbing

and dad, they are a trip to the

825-3435

Tbe Proopect Dap

Despite what might appear to
be lethargy to fast moving residents of the mid -west, Florida
people are movers and builders.
The story of one of these projects, perhaps the most successful in the nation, tomorrow.

bank for more money.

We left the family - and the

&nor the original dream by always jealously keeping

the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field Ill
Page 4

Clearbrook
Groandbreakina
Next Month

Monday, August 29, 1966

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher
William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

n Road to Utopia

break ground in September
at Clearbrook School, 3201

W. Campbell,
Roiling Mead..
ows,-for an 'addition to pro,

Tuesday, Sept. 6 for 50 day
center pupils,

of

4 to

15

years

Workshop activities
will continue as they have
through the summer for 25
age.

Jack A. Vandermyn
Vrws Editor

.

Directors of the Clearbrook
Center for the Retarded will

vide four' extra 'classrboms and offices.
The
school
will
reopen

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

Not all of us are nine -to -five types.
Many's the slow riser who has dreamed

able working hours are said to lead to the
elimination of slack periods and letdowns

late in the morning, do his work and leave

tions.

correspondingly later in the day.
Nice work if you could get it.

longer

of a job that would let him report in that are a result of individual constituAnother

benefit

is

that workers

no

and exWell, some employes in West Germany cuses if they have important personal eryoung adult trainees. The new
addition, expected to be com- are getting just that kind of work in a rands to run. They can simply leave the
plete in January, will double new system being tried by a number job for as long as necessary, after arthe capacity for
workshop of factories and offices. Reportedly, it ranging for a fellow employe to replace
trainees, said Bryn Witt, di- has led to more efficient production and
them.
rector. Applications for place- a better working atmosphere wherever it
ment are being accepted now. has been introduced so far.
Results of the new approach are a deWITT announced a grant
The first prerequisite is that every creased turnover of personnel, lessened
from the Illinois Division of
worker feel responsible for his part of pressure for higher pay and better emVocational Rehabilitation .,to
establish a vocational deter- the job. If this attitude prevails, the vari- ploye morale.
mination

center

to

Rather, perhaps, Memory Gardens resembles an out -door

2

gallery of some of the most inspirational art and sculpture
of the ages In a series of beautifully landscaped garden
settings. Every detail has been carefully planned to reflect

'need. What's more, they can select unhurriedly and calmly,
together instead of one alone.

the beauty and comfort of the spirit in art and nature.

No family, regardless of its income, need be deprived of
the security and protection that ownership of a memorial
site now, will bring. At Memory Gardens interment facilities 'of several kinds are available at surprisingly low
cost, on a Monthly Payment Plan designed to Bt each

There are no competing headstones to mar the broad expanses of lawn and magnificent plantings. Only handsome,
Imperishable bronze tablets set level with the lawns, are
used.
14141

distress and financial burden that can arise at time of

Every detail of Mern'ory Gardens gives people new feeling
about cemeteries .. makes the decision to buy a memorial
she before it is needed an easier one. When families choose
their memorial site before it is needed, they are spared the

family's needs.

We urge you to Investigate Memory Gardens, one of
America's ,most beautiful Gardens of Memory., Simply

tional specialists.
A new department of special
services under the direction
of Evadeen Watts, school psychiatric social worker, will
open in the fall. It will offer.
family counseling and guidance
and eventually, diagnostic evaluation for children suspected
of being retarded.

That Makes Cents
In view of all the current argument
pro and con about legislation against
mis-merchandising, including such gimmicks as "cents -off" sales, this sign
posted by a St. Louis wholesale house
seems particularly pertinent:

cheapening when purchasing, the follow-

"One price for goods will be strictly
adhered to. And to those in the habit of

The notice was originally quoted in
Ward's Natural Science Bulletin-in 1884.

There Are Many Safe Motorcyclists
four children and another on

Editor:

About your articles in the
paper about motorcycles:

we own a motorcycle, a Honda
350 police special. My husband

is 29 and I am 26. We have

the way.

We enjoy going for rides in
the country, out in the open
where the

air

is

clean

and

fresh. We wear helmets and
boots, long slacks and some -

Something To Think About

MEMORY GARDENS 11,

-

2501 E. EUCLID AVE.
ARLINGTON HEIGHT'S, ILL.

NO COMPETING HEADSTONES.' Distinctive enduringbronze
plaques set level with the lawn add a spirit of dignity to each

EXTENDED -TIME PAYMENT PLAN.

Memory Gardens'
convenient monthly payment plan is designed to ilt each family's

needs. -

CARE. Permanent maintenance Included at no extra cost There
is no annual care charge.

NAME

MAGNIFICENT FORMAL GARDENS. Devotedly rroomed

ADDRESS

and cared for, just like a private estate.

NON -DENOMINATIONAL. Memory Gardens is non-sectarian
'
and open to all faiths.

'

Mr. Wm. J. Palley, Pinsident
Dear Mr. Palley:
Please send a FREE copy of your illustrated brochnre
with full information and prices on single and family
. memorial sites at Memory Gardens,

--

For ImmedtateReed

Catsrbrook

- - --

D4I-29' I

Copyright Memory Gardens, Arlington Heights, pr.

sure other people will too.

There is too much violence

cle.

I've seen for myself what the

It makes us very angry to 'kids are doing on these motor-

read only about the people, or,

idiots, who get

their names in the papers and
spoil it for people like us.

who enjoy going for rides. The
looks we have gotten from cars

are enough to make anyone
angry.

It used to be that kids would
wave to us and we'd wave back,

bikes 'and motorcycles and it's
enough to turn my hair gray and.
I

not only ride with my hus-

band, but ride by myself.

Please won't you print the
good side. We enjoy our outings, and we have respect for
our Honda and the other guy,
A reader

New Tax

Penalty
To Seniors

some people would smile. But Editor:
not anymore.
The members of the village
The papers should state that council are surely penalizing
most (not all) of the teen-agers the senior citizens with .that .5
or people nowadays rent their per cent utility tax.
If they have a driver's license,

ZIP NO.

a

bought not only for my hus- in the news nowadays. Why not
band's traveling to and from print some of the good next to
work, but as a pleasure vehi- the bad.

they can rent a motorcycle.

STATE

Before

times jackets if the weather is lieve me I'll read it. And I'm

motorcycles and haven't the
foggiest idea how to drive them.

CITY

suggested.

must have put it on."

bikes. Believe me it makes it
very difficult for, people who
obey the laws of the road and

bra Just a few of the many advantages offered you by Memory

plot.

respectfully

It seems like the papers are
picking on all motorcycles and

One of America's Most Beautiful Gardens of Memory. Here
Gardens.

is

dealer can fall in his price he must have
raised it; before he can take it off he

cold.
We enjoy our Honda which we

should I say

ME1119RY GARDENS AND MAUSOLEUMS

ing

Letters to the Editor
I would like to tell you that

mall coupon today for complete information.

illnesses

evaluate

trainees for work and employ.
ment potential by a diagnostic
team of psychiatric and voca-

Modern families choose Memory Gardens
because it doesn't look like a cemetery

have to invent

-If they had a heart (which
they do not have) they could and

should exempt the pensioners
from being penalized.

Also the younger group have
Every dog ha's his day and.
no responsibility. They are out theirs will eventually , come.
to show off to their friends Then they will realize what we
or they are out for kicks.
mean.
Please print the godd side of
A senior citizen of the
the news once in a while. Be.
city of good neighbors,

SHORT RIBS

Vie Oap

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

'ME GOVERNMENT IS WORRIED
OUR DIVORCE RATE.

Mo'

Monday, August 29, 1966

OUT OUR WAY
SAY, THAT, FREE -TASTE
GIMMICK IS A PRETTYGOOD
IDEA: FIRST YOU GIVE 'EM A
LITTLE GLASSFUL AS A FREE
SAMPLE, AND THEN YOU SELL
'EM A LARGE GLASS, EH?
HOW ARE SALES
GOING?

8-2%
..,eiiiimill111114111111111111d1111121(111

IT SEEMS TO BE SLOWLY

RISING EVERY YEAR.

WHAT SALES? ALL I'VE

HAD 50 FAR ISA LOT OF
TASTERS! THAT LEMON
I BOUGHT 'TURNED OUT
TO BE A WASTE OF
MONEY!

TROuBLE
1,,

WITH THE GOVERNMENT

THEIRE ALWAYS IN

A BIG HURRY.

MN 114 NSW. lo;

"Confidentially, when -you bash in a fender does ho aot

like a preacher or a husband?"

"Oh, I agree! Money talks, all right . . . only Jimmy's
has such a limited vocabulary!"

TIIE WILLETS

a

03

lififrWd77!,

114.1.10.13,4

41.,\(14Mni,,

a

MUM
it;;)1,11'0

'EY EXPECT US TO

t

THE WORRY WART

CATCH UP WITH 1HE
AMERICANS 0/ERNiERT.

o

Qb°"!

US. hr. on.

NM W. TY.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

))

cc

o

6,-;?

I/

-'

&cu

EGAD,THERE ACTUALLY IS ANOTHER
PAINTING BENEATH THIS ONE !
THAT THING WELL, THERE'S
THAT'S A COMMON PRACTICE FOR
MUST 13E
DEFINITELY A
YOUNG ART I STS ! THEY CAN'T
SNAKE INVoLVED
ALIVE AFFORD TO BUY A NEW CANVAS
SUSI SAW SOMEWHERE
EACH TIME THEY PAINT! SINCE
IT SHED ANOTHER SIGNATURE -0-116 WAS FROM GRANDPA
AND DATE SHOWING
ITS
DAVID'S EARLY PERIOD
SKIN,
UP UNDERNEATH!
'L PRESUME HE
GREAT
FOLLOWED THE

letiteunueut

BUGS BUNNY

CAESAR I

THOUGI-IT YA. MIGHT BE
INTERESTED IN THs CORRECT
SPELLIN'OF 'CLUCK":

WHO WAS IT,

CICERO?

THAT DATE
IS 1951!

1,1.16S

IS A

KLUK

DOCTOR SAYS

MORTY MEEKLE

Citrus Acids

BALMY BREEZES!

(MIGHT SUNSHINE! 'THIS

W.G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

LEEK

15 NO DAY TO

BE TRAPPED

Q --Some people say grape-,
fruit counteracts the acid

IN 71-1E

HOUSE.

your system How is that pos-

SURF'

7

UP!

sible'

A --The add in citrus and
other fruits is very weak. The
effect of any food in your body
depends on the reaction (acid
or alkaline) of its ash when it
is fully consumed The ash of
citrus fruits

is

0

protein

on

,

the

--1

..

.

10
o

--

/r1k,

\
,

o

1

---1,

i

'w

NOT 111.L.

POLICIA

THI5 5104'5

WATC-NA DA

ABOUT DAWN.

REGION FOR
5IAUGOLER5,,

MEI OUR

SUMO NWT
FAR NOW!

!YER DOI NY CRABS THIS
JOE, AFTER WOT WE SEEN THRU1

EEFA ONE OEE
55, AFF 5EARCHA

OUR LOAD -

unusual in a person my age?
What is the likelihood of it
ti

being a cancer"

to remove this type of goiter
is necessary only when a' rapidly growing goiter causes

undue pressure on the windpipe or when there is bleeding
into the goiter itself. Simple
goiters do not tend to become
cancerous

i

'PA.

.."-

THEN ITS TH'IAra4 THING NE'D

is not as dangerous as an inward kind Should it be removed') Is this type of goiter

once it is established.
Small doses of thyroid extract,
taken daily for a year or more,
will often cure it Operation

.,t

L---... tr-m

CAPTAIN EASY

Q--1 am an unmarried woman 26 I have a goiter that is
growing outward I believe this

cure

4641,4:4''
*tx ,. -,
111

!NTH' MM..

use of iodized salt will prevent the disease, it will' not

W.A,,,,

,

.

than the older BMR

women as in men. Although the

a

;
I

A --The PB1 test is a meas-

A --Since the simple or colloid goiter is caused by a lack
of iodine in the water or food
it can occur at any age but
usually starts at puberty. It
is 10 times as common in

..,.2.

ALLEY OOP

GO HIDE NEAR THEIR TRUCK. WWI
THEY MUST DESCEND IN 5IN8LE FILE

HEM AND I'LL TRY TO TARE
'EM ONE AT A Tuns-SOMEOLISTE NEN»,

15 COMING,

EASY!

An.; dyer to Previous Puzzle

Canines

,

basic metabolic rate (BMR)?

test are simplier and more reliable tests of thyroid activity

'-----

it AK
Ifit

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

4oar,..

,..

\
q..

protein -

bound iodine (PSI) test made?
How does it compare with the

ure of the protein -bound iodine in your blood This and
the radioactive iodine uptake

1.-

I

,....,.

1
the

--"'

'THE BORN LOSER

sour

is

==. -

tueb,.....

other hand, have an acid ash
even though they don't taste

Q --How

ran/

r [NOW

alkaline and

foods,

TO GE A RouGH
DAY/

-A''" ":- ***

-

.-A-

eating them will help to alkalinize your urine Meats and
other

T GOT A FUNNY
FEELING ITS GOING

-N

ACROSS

1 Timber -

7 Correlative
of neither
8 Cotton
processor
9 Wild asses (var.)

5 Australian
wild dog
10 Christmas song 10 Stop
11 Pour oil upon,
2 Sleeplike state
as in a rite
15 Garment
13 Muse of poetry 18 Fencing sword
14 Saint - dog
16 Craft
17 Spiders' homes
19 Pikelike fish
20 Observe

22 Coat fold

24 Prink
25 Torrid
28 Needle (comb,
form)
21 Footlike part
29 Correct
22 Smooth
30 Dog star
23 Encircle
31 Silenced
26 Bowlike curves 32
Southern
27 Fish eggs
constellation
28 Church parts
29 Item of value
J1
2
3
32 High card
33 Arachnid
10
34 Azure
39 Ireland
13
40 Embrace
41 2,001 (Roman)
16
42 Nothing
43 Acidity (med.)
20
45 Breed of
small dog
23
48 Somewhat
obtuse
27
49 Embarrass
51 Fisher, as with
a net
52 Manservant
33
53 Stupid
54 Watched

34 Pursues
35 Card game
36 Pierce with a
sharp stake

38 Time of

darkness

44 Rant
47 Falsehood
48 Hostelry
50 Hound's sound

(var.

37 Entertained
4

5

6

14
17

26

Irstrgid

DOWN

39

1 Field for

rabbits
2 Harangues
46
3 Land parcel
4 Move like a Hold
5 Engraver's
ink pad
6 In existence
(2 words1

47
51

62

54

,0-

.1 .4

.
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THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

CLASSIFIED
" INDEX
Air Conditioning
Airplanes And.Equipment
Apartments To Exchange
Apts. And Rooms To Shore
Arts And Antiques
Auction Sales
Auto Insurance

Auto leasing
Auto Loans
Auto Ports And Access.
Auto Repairing And
Equipment
Auto Trailers
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wanted

for 2 in Garden of Meditation.
Best offer. 259-0507.
35
33
75
71

34
20
109
105
108
107
106
103
99
101

Barber And Exchange
Bicycles

Boats And Marine Supplies
Books

Building Materials
Business Opportunities

64
110
37
38
39
66

Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services

15

Camera Optical Goods
Cord Of Sympathy
Cord Of Thank*
Cemeteries & Lots
Christmas Merchandise
Clothing Furs

40

Collections

68
84

16
17

9
8

3
41

42

Co -Operative Apartments
Death Notices
Dedications
Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Do It Yourself

10
6

44
43

45
Electric Rxtunes-Equipment
Employment Agencies Men
27
Employment Agencies Women 28
Employment Service -Women 29
Equipment Rentals
57

Fain Equipment
Farmers Market

104
112
67

Financial Adjusters
Flo

ter. CL 9-2600 ask for M.

Clark

26" Racer Bicycle

Found -

Red, near Hintz &

Schoen.

36
7

46
2

Help Wanted Men
Help Wonted Men Or Women

Help Wanted Women
Hobbies -Model Buildings
Home Furnishings -Furniture
HONOR, Harness And Wagons

Hotel And Apartments
Household Appliances
Hunting Land And
Privileges

24
26
30
61

47
19
72
48

97'

LOST Prescription sun glasses name inscribed Mrs.Jack
Griffin. Call 255-7200.

83

Instruction
Investment Property

23

Jobs Wanted -Men
Jobs Wanted -Women

21,

5

90

22

Landscaping
Leather Goods
Live Stocks

50
51

52
65

Loans -Personal, Business

Machinery And Equipment
Metals and Metal Products
Miscellaneous Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Monuments And Mausoleums

53
54
32
98
4

Motorcycles And
Scooters

I11

Moving And Storage
Musical instruments

Lost:

Small black Cocker

Spaniel with lion's tall, red

Arlington Heights. CL 5-3676. REWARD

Fritz Ie. Any infor mation lead-

tion duties. Good salary, merit
increases, many benefits.

ing to his return will earn
a big reward. He was lost

near Russel and Thayer, Mt.
Prospect' late Sunday -night.
If you have any information
please phone Du 1-6042 or
Cl 3-7942.

11 -Business Services

Precision and rough deburring. Will pick up and deliver
work. Call after 5 p.m. 2538704.

Mechanical Design
Special

Equipment

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

Modern' office. Permanent
position. Company benefits.
Regular increases. Must have

XI 5-6650

392-0782

58
85
89
93

Real Estate -For Exchange
Real Estate -Houses

'86

91

Real Estate -

94
95
88
96

Rooms -Board -

537-8100

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

Persons needing additional
typing, dictaphone, billing,

74

To Rent Business

Property
To Rent Farms
To Rent Furnished

78
80

Apartment
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous

73

Will do ironing in my home.

train. Excellent starting pay,
bonus for 2nd and 3rd shifts.

Vacation pay, sick pay, health
insurance, life insurance.

Learn valuable new skills in
the growing plastics industry.
Rapid advancement as you
learn.

sitting in my home.
Available days-eves-wk.ends.
Phone 255-5406.
Woman will babysit in her

Consumer Loan Collections
Experience required

$1.00 per hr. Call, 253-3443.
Baby

home. Mt. Prospect - 437-

Liberal Benefits

CALL CL.9-4000
Mr. Gewecke

24 -Help Wanted Men

JANITOR
Regular 40 hr. wk. to clean
and maintain small air conditioned plant area of phar-

Village
437-2700

MECHANIC, expr.-full time.
Apply in person. Winkelman's
Shell Station. Mt. Prosp.

maceutical manufacturer. Excellent opportunity for mature
man. Call between 9 a.m. and
5 p.m.

Work in General Office and
Lab. Janitorial experience ,
desirable. 12:30 A.M. to 8:30
A.M., Monday through Friday.

Write or call

(1/2 mi. east of Randhurst)

West County Line Road

Barrington, Ill. DU 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

RELAY DRIVER

199 King Street

CUSTOD IAN
Mt. Prospect Public Schools.
701 W. Gregory, Mt.Prospect

CI_ 9-1200
PART TIME
4:30 PM to 7:30 PM
Monday' thru Friday
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

199 King Street
439-0286

FULL TIME
GROCERY CLERKS

Day shift or Nite shift

pay, steady hours, paid vacations, hospitalization

Arlington Heights, Ill.

PLEASE

392-5960

OIECK YOUR ADSI
Advertisers

are

requested,

to

check the first insertion of their
advertisement

and

in

case of

error to notify the classified department at once in order that
correction tan be mode. In the
event of error or omission, the
newspaper will be responsible for
ONLY the first incorrect inter don and only to the extent of the
space that the ad requires, Errors

will be rectified by republication
for one insertion.

Please check your ads and notify

us at once. Corrections era' ac
corded by phone. 9 to 9 weeks
days IL 9 to 1,2 Saturdays.

PHONE 231-72(0,

MAN WANTED
for finished goods and shipping department. Will train.
Light, clean work in air conditioned plant. Steady employ-

ment, excellent benefits. Age

to 55 years. Call between 9
a.m. and

0

p.m.

256-0300
ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
601 E. Kensington Road
. Mount Prospect

1/2 mi. east of Randhurst

An equal opportunity employer

surance and profit sharing.

WANT
ADS

man to learn tablet making.

No previous experience necessary. Steady employment with
benefit program. Call between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

BANK
OF F MT. PROSPECT

CL 9-4000

RANDHURST CENTER

ADVERTISING'
COURIER

Full insurance program. Re
tirement benefits. Paid vacation. Apply:

Superintendent's Office
RIVER TRAILS

Mount Prospect'

296-2150

.

Man or women with automobile to work with advertising
department.

will begin operation in Centex Industrial Park sometime in September. Openings
are available in the following

DAY

positions.
UPHOLSTERER, 2 to 3 yrs.
experience. Must have own
tools.

Apply in person

PUBLICATIONS
So. Arlington fits. Rd.
Arlington Heights

(1/2 ml. east of Randhurst)

MALE OR FEMALE
Steady work. Excellent oppor-

An equal opportunity employer
24 -Help Wanted Men

BUILDING
CUSTODIAN

vious experience helpful but

COACH & CAR

you & pay you while you work.
WI 5-5150

EQUIPMENT

S.S. KRESGE CO.

Elk Grove Village

paid vacation, free uniforms meals & pension, group hospitalization available. Pre-

open.
Apply Finance Director

VILLAGE OF,
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
253-2340
DRIVER MESSENGER

We have an immediate need
for a messenger to drive the
company car between various
suburban locations. The ideal

Deerfield, Ill.

for appointment.

CL 9-0740

GENERAL TIMEI
Morose In No World of Una

ACIONITIOR DI1/1/1014

1200 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

further your education.

Call Red 'Nelson
392-8450
12 Drafting Trainees
10 Engineering Trainees
8 Lab Tech. Trainees
6 Estimator Trainees
5 Design Trainees
3 Service Trainees
5 Electronic Trainees

Co. pays our fee plus some
have tuition program to help
further your education.

392-8450
From* 9 to 9 Daily
Monday thru Saturday

Ad
076 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

CENTERS, Inc.
T. PIOSPECf, ILLINOIS 60057

BUSINESS
Service Directory

253-0620

Let us help make your...DAY!

STOCKMEN

Consult this daily guide of
reliable' services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

PHONE 529-6587

SURBURBAN

For

STAN VORGIAS CO.

Phone FR 2-6300
Ext. 241

DECORATORS.
ADVERTISING

Call 255-7200

PHONE 358-4882

An equal opportunity employer
Blacktop Work

DISHWASHING'
MACHINE OPERATOR
FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS
We are now interviewing neat, alert, young men for the
position of: DISHWASHER

We can offer permanent full time employment, with excellent employee benefits; including paid vacations, free insurance programs and starting rates of:
$1.75-2.00,per hour

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices
537-8228

Depending on Experience

APPLY. IN PERSON

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794
free

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Highway. (Rts. 53 & 14)

24

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

DRAFTSMEN

Each -Plain 20c - Colors 25g
Now available in red, green.

2x8x

ELECTRICAL
Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram. drawings
from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic de'sign concepts.

MECHANICAL`

and annual bonus.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.DU 1-2400

'

16

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
San Vorgias Co.

Serving the entire N.W.
Driveways, patios,
area.
etc. Protective curbing for
driveways.
All
asphalt

work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

-

BARRINGTON

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

styling, de-

signing & alterations. Near
Randhurst.

Guar. scrv. on all brands.
'Free cst. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, 53.

24 hr. phone scrv.

Painting -Decorating

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

Suburban
Decorators

255-0348

894-3115

Expert alteration on quality
CLOTHES
255.7546
Transporation

Interior and, exterior quality
painting.
Free estimates.

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales

358-4882
.

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
-On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfaction guar.
color design.

interior

Also

Call Leo's

.

CL 3-7374
Rental Service
UNITED. RENT-ALLS

708. E. N/W Hwy.
Arl. Hghts.

259-3350

We Rent Most Everything
Tools, Rug & Floor Machines Roll -a -ways & Hospital Beds, Dispes & Silver
Service, Lawn & Garden
Equip.

DressmakmgSewing

Individualized

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

259-5066

-

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits Including educational aid, profit sharing

Meyers

Cleaners
Home Maintenance, Fully
Insured. Free
Estimates.

PALATINE, ILL.

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

Sewing Machine Repairs

Masonry

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways.
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

driving record. We offer many

progressive benefits, including paid vacations, free life
insurance, optional medical,
hospital and surgical insurance and eight paid holidays.

Co. pays Our fee plus some
have tuition program to help

437-5760
An equal opportunity employer

Steady job for able - bodied men. To work in warehouse
handling mans clothing. Excellent working conditions, in

man will' be 'a high school

graduate with preferably two
to three years experience as a
messenger. Must be neat and
presentable and have a good

,

1951 Arthur Ave.

722 Waukegan Rd.

Fernandez

4 Order Clerks
3 Personnel Trainees
2 Office Manager Trainees
8 I.B.M. Trainees

Call Art Schranz

tunity, good starting salary,

ARLINGTON HTS.
PARK DISTRICT
S.

6 Accounting Trainees
8 Supervisor Trainees

helpful.

Interviewing weekdays
3 to 6 P.M.

APPLY

500

TOR, single needle 6 mos.
to 1 yr. industrial sewing
experience.
familiarity with hand tools

not essential. We will train

Experience not required but helpful. Job
security. Ideal working conditions and ex-

SEWING MACHINE OPERA-

ASSEMBLERS - bench, some

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

601 E. Kensington Road
Mount Prospect

Leading seat manufacturer

person. Must be dependable.
Full company benefits

Excellent opportunity for right

LUNCH COUNTER
MANAGERS.

Full time. Must be High School

cal condition, a must. Salary

FACTORY
Male and Female

255-0300
ARNAR - STONE LABS., INC.

1001

$85-$125 Wk.

FIRST NATIONAL

Rohlwing Road
Rolling Meadows

PENN PRECISION PRODUCTS

HEADQUARTERS

392-4860

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

217

TRAINEE

Experienced preferred but not
necessary -5 day wk. Pleasant
working conditions.
CALL MR. RIORDAN

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

Established pharmaceutical
manufacturer has opening for

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

Please come in or call

use the

in-

TELLERS &
CLERICAL HELP

Experienced preferred but
will train right applicant.Call

DO YOU WANT

CUSTODIAL
POSITIONS OPEN

public. Good health and physi-

MURRY & MOODY

'ADVERTISERS

CL. 3:8641

1620 Wi Central' Rd.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

DRAFTSMAN

82

5 W. Campbell

Des Plaines

18

Wanted To Rent

own car 2:30 A.M. to 4:30 A.M.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY

To arrange for interview

graduate. Able to meet the

perience in civil engineering
work or we will train interested party.

To deliver newspapers using

827-1191
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

358-1003

Mr. Moore

MAN WANTED

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

411 N. Wolf Rd.

Full Time

571S. WheelingRd.
537-8100

FUZE -ON PRODUCTS

Scot Lad Foods

Wanted: draftsman with ex-

ENERAL BLOWER CO.

it sharing. Many other benefits.

10 PM. Magazine sorters and
order fillers needed. Good
working conditions; liberal
wages. Call Mr. Myers for
appointment.

Wheeling

Located at 1700 E. Touhy Ave.
(Corner of Touhy & Maple)

79
62
25

92

engineering department, Excellent company benefits.

essary, we will train. Must be
over 21. Work near your home.
Apply in person only.

To Rent Resort

Vacation Places

IBM PROOF MACHINE
OPERATOR

Work required some drafting
experience to handle detail

Experienced or ' will train.
Free medical insurance, pros -

LAKE DISTRICT. NEWS CO.

BRANDT'S RESTAURANT

new air conditioned building.

CL.5-5000

SCHOOL DIST. NO. 26
8:30 AM to 5:30 PM
Work near home. Good pay, 1000 Wolf Rd.

pleasant working conditions.
A permanent Job with a good
future in a growing company.
Call for appointment

DISHWASHERS WANTED

cellent employee benefits.

UARCO, INC.

An equal opportunity employer

Full time also available.

DRAFTSMAN

days. Good starting pay and
benefits. No experience nec-

24 -Help Wanted Men

255-0300
ARNAR - STONE LABS., INC.

601 E. Kensington Road
Mt. Prospect

and have 10 to 20 hrs, per
week free time, call us immediately for an interview.

Call for Appointment

with diversified . training in

Grove,.

Part time evenings if you
have regular job. 6 PM to

'

ARLINGTON STANDARD
SERVICE
1000 S. Arlington fits. Rd.
259-1457

CUSTOD IAN

WATER SERVICE MAN

102

INC.

PLASTICS,

945 Criss,. Circle

IF YOU NEED MORE MONEY

255-7130

insurance and Hospital Plan.
Year round work.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

TELLER

EARN EXTRA MONEY

.

Day Shift. Vacation Plan, Life

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Wash boy and Dog Groomer.
825-0270
Full time

TO LEARN A TRADE?

259-2610

Travel
Trucks, Trailers

WANTED

Metal warehouse. Exceptional
working conditions. Excellent

COLLECT ION MAN

81

Properties

FULL TIME MAN

GENERAL FACTORY
Injection Molders
All Shifts

GENERAL FACTORY

Experienced. References

76

Toys, Games, Novelties
Trade Schools

439-8866

Mrs. Barker

call 439-8608, after 6 p.m.

70
60
59
63

112 N. Evergreen
Arlington Heights

Elk

.

Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove, Ill.

801

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

ACCURATE SHEAR
OPERATOR

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real Estate -Form Lands

Duff -Norton Co.

Community Camera Studio

Auto. Elec. Controls
references.
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Apply 9 AM to 5 PM
FOREMOST LIQUORS
Assemblies Co.
Mt. Prospect Rd. & N/W Hwy
Robert M. Johnson
Des Plaines, Ill.
Prospect Hgts. Chicago,' Ill. GENERAL BLOWER CO.

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

Radio -Television

CORRESPONDENT

PHOTOGRAPHER
Full time

STOCK MEN
Full time days or part time

JANITOR

MUST LOVE DOGS1
Dog Salon in Park Ridge needs

INSIDE SALES

MICRO

Northwest
Community Hospital

EXPERIENCED DIE SETTER
and

12

To Rent Apartments

APPLY PERSONNEL

Monday thru Saturday

Political

Sporting Goods
Stereo-HiFiPhotograph
Store And Bar Fixtures

(7 to 3;30 PM)
Man needed in new dietary

2:30 AM to 5:30 AM $40

14

Housekeeping

SPECIALIST

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

No experience needed, we will

31

Personals

Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate Wanted

SANITATION

department to handle sanita-

and answers to the name of

439-0286

Loans Mortgages

9545 Ainslie St. Schiller Park
Call 678-3720

Five heartbroken children are
looking for a little gray
'Schnauzer who Just had a haircut.
He has a red collar

56

Real Estate -Service

UNIMATIC MACHINE
PRODUCTS, INC.

collar. Reward. Vicinity of

69

Office Fumiture-Drvices

facturer. Hospitalization and
insurance. Air - cond, plant,
profit sharing and overtime.

55

Nursery St1100111-

Child Can

BEFORE 4 P. M.

-

1443
Industrial Property
In Memoriam

255-7200

MACHINISTS
Set up and operate mill, lathe,
radial drill, grinder. Progressive machine tool manu-

Beck LE 7-1038

1

Food And Delicacies
Fraternal Notices
Fuel, Coal, Oil, Wood
Funeral Directors

'ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.
ELKS CLUB
2323 Wilke Road CL 3-2048;

13 -Lost And Found

Lost. Salt & Pepper Schnauzer
w/purple collar. Bowser. Reward. Around Randhurst Cen-

..;1

CALL TODAY

Evenings - No Experience

'Memory Gardens, interment

t

I

Monday, August 29,1966

DISHWASHERS & BUS BOYS

3 -Cemeteries l& Lots)

- -

o

I

40

1

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

'

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting
Topping
Complete Trce Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-2865

824-9530

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
.TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587

WAADS
uNs el it I

THE DAY

Monday, August 29,1966

-

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200

ONLY

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.
28-Employment Agencies-Women

28-Employment Agencies-Women

28-Employment Agencies-Women

28-Employment Agencies-Women

INTERIOR
DECORATOR
TRAINEE

PUBLIC CONTACT
"ALL DAY- EVERYDAY,'

DOCTOR'S GIRL
You'll be trained as his re-'
ceptionist if you have light

OFFICE POSITIONS

'

Looking for a career? Here's

the spot for a girl with this
interest and some light clerical skills. Loads of public
contact to $9& wk. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

774-9393

Rent -a -Car reservatIonist is
what you'll be trained as. Let
us put you in the receptionist
seat to greet travelers in
your cute uniform. Light typing and a pretty smile req'd.
$375 mo.

Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-9393

24-Help Wanted Men

ans. phones and keep track
of appts., no medical exper.
req'd., and no Sats. or eves.
$90 wk. Free.

ASSEMBLERS I
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

392-6100
OTHER LOCATIONS

.207 N. Evergreen

24-Help Wanted Men

Niles 825-7117
Chicago AV -26170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

TECHN IC 1ANS
Interesting positions available for high school graduates to
work in modern research laboratory. Ability to work with
small tools desirable. Many company benefits including:
tuitions reimbursement, paid vacations, holidays, group insurance plan, etc.
Please call or write personnel dept.

Roy C. Ingersoll, Research Center
Wolf Algonquin Rds., DesPlaines, Ill.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

.

U TAB OPERATORS
Training positions
pleting data process-

ing courses or those
who have interest in
this field. We will
train.

portunity for advancement.

more advantages yourself.

Evening

EXPERIENCE

shift needs

men for maintenance
work. No prior experience necessary.,
'

TYPISTS

FULL TIME
8. to 5 - 6 days

(DAYS & NIGHTS)
If you are a High School grad-

FRED'S FINER FOODS
CL 3-3678

uate and have taken a com-

mercial course while in
school, you might be the ideal
candidate for the job we have
open in our Customer Service

SHAMPOO GIRL WANTED

Full Time

CONTI BEAUTY SALON

Dept. The only prerequisite
outside of being a neat ap-

117 S. Emerson, Mt.Prospect
255-9878

Can you spare 2 to 4 hours
each week? Earn $20 to $50
per week showing REAL -

coding, customer phone contact, delivery scheduling &
order processing.

SILK'S fabulous new fall line.
$200 wardrobe free.

Call Joyce CL 5-2105

Feel free in stopping by or

calling us concerning this
opening which is also accompanied by fine progressive
employee benefits._

LEARN
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PROCESSING
Film developing and printing of pictures. Experience
not necessary. Howe to sat

DIVIS1011

A Division of Union 011 Company of California
Palatine, Illinois
200 East Golf Road

.

LA 9-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

537-2180

Excellent. profit sharing plan, group insurance, 53 .hour
weekly schedule.

NORTHERN METAL PRODUCTS CO.
1800 Touhy Avenue

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY;
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

Wheeling

An Equal Opportunity Employer

250 NORTH 12th STREET

ALL SHIFTS OPEN

* Complete company -paid insurance program
* Company paid penson plan
* 9 paid holidays (eligible immediately)
* 2 weeks vacation after 1 year

""".

CONEX
DIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS um,

tool a MT, PROSPECT ROOD

*moor

FREE LIFE HOSP. INS. CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE.

LE 7-5700

SP 5-4300

('

Wheeling

1020 Noel

MEN
or Production Work.
FULL OR PART TIME 8:00 TO 4:30

CALL OR APPLY, WALTER J. HANSEN.

01E11

537-2180

STEADY EMPLOYMENT, AUTOMATIC INCREASES,

* Excellent starting salary

296-2266

WHEELING

MUNTZ TV NEEDS

Work Near Home 'ANALYZERS auPHASERS

ART//V METALS

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Mill Hands

Must be able to set-up and operate.

*Machine Operators
*General Factory.
*Machinery Repairmen
*Shipping °Clerk

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Permanent positions for teen with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

(Will Train)

FOUNDRY HELPERS

Tool Makers

helpful.

24-Help Wanted Men

*Forming Machine Oprs.
*Extrusion Oprs.

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

MACHINISTS

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Drill Press Operators

Opportunity To Advance

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

Niles, Illinois

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

537-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WHEELING

'

Mr. R. S. Mazurek

equipment desirable

439-6899

fu1T. PROSPECT

Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

1020 NOEL AVENUE

area of optics, illumination and lens specifications.

Boring. Machine Operators

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS

SP 5-4300

Engineering and Research and Development Departments in the

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

LE 7-5700

photo copy equipment. Must provide consultation to the

Varied Machining Ability

TESTERS

We will consider retired men. Please come in and see us.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT. AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE-HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

OPTICAL ENGINEER
Optical engineer capable of creating and evaluating the new
design of optical systems utilized in the present and projected

6119 W. Howard
Will use Verniers Micrometers, Height Gages, to inspect
incoming sheet metal parts.

Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.

NIGHT SHIFT (Starting Sept. 6th) HR 5-9

827-6141

S. C. M. CORPORATION

INSPECTORS

Elk Grove Village

An equal opportunity employer

For Production Work

220 Graceland Ave.
Des Plaines Illinois
24-Help Wanted Men

resume in confidence to:
WHEELING

PHONE CI 5.1900

MEN

BERKEY PHOTO

-

MICROSTATICS DIVISION OF

of A/Autograph Alukgraph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

DAY'

Salary commensurate with experience. If interested send

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

L'harles Bruning .eampany

PURE OIL COMPANY

your schedule. Interesting and
different work.

Must have B.S. in physics or equivalent experience in the
designing of optical systems associated with telescopes,
cameras, or areal viewfinders.

INT% IV METALS
ma
SIIIIMIIIIIMM111111111111111111
250 N. 12th ST.

Des Plaines

VAnderbilt 4-1188

24-Help Wanted Men

These -positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

If you are unable to apply in person or
us at--

(OFF DUNDEE RD!

Part Time
Full Time
Anytime
CL. 3 1542

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

need additional information call

KILN OPERATORS

BEAUTICIAN

and 5 children. Mt. Prospect
Area. Ph. 296-7492 eves..

LITTELFUSE

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

In addition to these built-in advantages we
offer our employees excellent startingrates,
regular increases based on your individual
performance, a very desirable insurance
plan, a security minded pension plah, and
an employee cafeteria to save you money.
Our company grows larger and larger every
day. As a result we have a constant need
for machine and bench assemblers.

* JANITORS

Prior office experience preferable but
not
necessary for
clerical position. Op-

Our company is located in one of Chicago's
loveliest suburbs. The advantages of this
are obvious. You will work in a modern
plant. You will be working with new equipment. The atTosphere is naturally more
relaxing. You can probably think of many

open for persons com-

* CLERK

Wanted homemake type woman to live in. Take over chores

pearing individual is that you
must be a good typist. Job in-

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Assemblers

* COMPUTER &

E

827-6141

MAN WITH CASHIERING
& RETAIL SALES

An Equal Opportunity Employer

you more than just money?

ience.

Des Plaines, Illinois

board optional. Must be bondable, have good references.
Northern suburb location. Apply Box 1037, c/o Day Publication, 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights.

Why not work for a company that offe,rs

ground, Prefer some
college courses and
prior office exper-

BERKEY PHOTO SERVICE
220 Graceland A ve.

827-3131

Barrington

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
IS HERE!!.

Opportunities for men
with accounting back-

processing, film developing and printing of pictures.
Experience not necessary.
Hours to suit your schedule.
Interesting and different work.

Age 40 to 60,6 days a week, including weekends. Room and

BORG-WARNER CORP.

DUnkirk 1-2400

* ACCOUNTANTS

LEARN
PHOTOGRAPHIC

300 E. Northwest Hwy.

Coma in or Call

550 W. NorthWest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

.,

DAYS

volves order taking, order

PRECISION MECHANICAL

precisitm measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

3 LOCATIONS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

24-Help Wanted Men

We need men with assembling, experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

"SHEETS" 10070 FREE

774-9393

7205 N. Meade

$650

-

"We cover all suburbs"
Trainees or Experienced

Miss Paige

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

24-Help Wanted Men

$300

typing and a neat appearance.
You'll leard to greet patients,

15

.

DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 50018

ONO 21411160

AN.EQUALOPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

We will consider retired men. Please come in and see us.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT. AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE-HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE,
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

LE 7-5700

SP 5-4300

1020 NOEL AVENUE

WHEELING

THE DAY

Monday, August 29, 1966

CALL TODAY

255-7200

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

HOUSE KEEPER

HOUSEMOTHER for girls at

To live in room & board

several
morn.

children

WARD HELPERS

Child Care -- to motherless

children ages 5 & 8. Cardinal

APPLY PERSONNEL

Rolling Meadows,392-0321

WOMEN NEEDED

Northwest
CoMmunity Hospital

Dining

Room and Nurses Aides in
for elderly women.
Wheeling, Ill.
537.2900...
home

76 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Apply

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

GENERAL HELP WANTED
Plastic molding factory. Lite work, male or female 18 to 65.
Ideal working conditionsrnew air-conditioned plant.Openings
on 2nd and 3rd shift or part time. See Bill Johnson 9 to 3:30
or call 439-4044 for appointment.

CONTINUOUS MOLD ING CORP.
Arlington Heights

250 E. Hamilton Dr.

etrist's office. 5 day week,
closed Wednesday. Exp. Preferred but not necessary.Will

RANDHURST CINEMA
999 Elmhurst Rd.

CL 5-4475

SECRETARY

roundings, nat'ly known food

Work In Arlington Heights for
The Arlington Day. Key position in circulation department

Co. 2 girl office. Shorthand

and typing nec. Liberal salary
h benefits. Call 392-1450
Eves. & wkends CL 9-2819.

5 pm daily.- Liberal benefits,

convenient transportation,

-

free parking: Expanding com-

pany. For details and, interview phone Mr. Pitts', 255-

with skills in general account big. Some college level

7200 for appointment.

courses in accounting and a
background working in ac-

217 Co. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington, Heights

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

are a young lady who feels

SALES PEOPLE
OFFICE PERSONELL
STOCK HELP

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

'

DAY PUBLICATIONS

counting for a manufacturing
company. This job also offers
the right individual an excellent salary, plus .fine employee
benefits, and up to date modern working conditions. It you

CALL DAN SUNDT

,

Apply Personnel

GOLDBLATT'S

BOWLING

SEASON

NOW

OPEN

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High. School education. Full or part-time.Day

Den Arndt

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT
722 Kensington

Arl.Hts.

,

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

AMPEX

,

8501 West Higgins

PLANT OPERATORS

do not like a boring job.
Apply in Person
141 W. Wood St., Palatine

Saturday 9 a.m. 101 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

3 nights a week, good typing

ability, interesting, diversified position $1.65 per hour.
Call Mr. Paul Dasso

Road

WAITRESSES

Nights - full or part time.
Excellent tips, top salary.
APPLY IN PERSON

ist SHIFT
.

,

.

Plastic molding factory. Lite work, male or female 18 to
65. Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.

-

"'

cOUNTRY.SIDE.
RESTAIIRANT '

See Bill Johnson 9 to 3:90 or call 439-4044 for appointment.

TEMPORARY

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.

PART TIME

250.E. Hamilton Dr.

Experience in procurement of 'parts or related items and
knowledge of production scheduliffg.

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS
Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. W. of 89

DRIVERS
MALE & FEMALE

A.M. & P.M. Routes or Both

No experience necessary as we will train.

Typists

Secretaries

Stenos

Clerks'

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify
any ambition individual.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
equipment.

PURCHASING EXPEDITER
Follow up purchase order with vendors.

As an employee.of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

*Company paid

insurance

*Early seniority in
new,plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M..Smith

AMPEX
t

2201 Lunt Rd.
Lunt Rd.

a

Elk Grove Village
H

49-.8700

11 01011

An Equal Opportunity Employer

transportation.

537-6610

GENERAL CLERK
High School graduate. Starting assignment a variety of

general office duties. Outstanding opportunity to learn and
advance to a more responsible position.
'

DETAILERS
or packaging preferred.

These are interesting
positions which offer
an
opportunity for
.Our
'advancement.
fringe benefits in-

clude a Tuition Refund Plan, Employee

HARPER COLLEGE,

Store,
others.
in

many

and

Commercial Tellers &
Savings Tellers

PART TIME
Safe Deposit Vault
Attendant

Experience preferred

INTERVIEWING

Mon. thru Thur.
8 a. m. to9p.iii.
Friday
8 a. m, to 4 p. m.

Please
apply
_
orp, 8

;aturday,
a. m. to -12 Noon

1

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A

Gra 1O,

oromAne EIECTRIO

400 North Wolf_ Road.

Northlake, Illinois
_ An Equal Opportunity
Employer

NORTHLAKE,

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W.' of Mannheim

(M &F)'

An Equal opolreFlity Employer

30 -Help Wanted -Women

BOWLING

SEASON NOW

OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

1.0i00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
11:3D a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Full or Part Time

I

Apply Personnel Department
1661 Northwest Highway

Park Ridge

No Sundays

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT
722 Kensington

30 -Help Wilted -Women

Arl. Hts.

volve maintaining daily processing reports of employee

participation in group insurance & credit union benefits. At

least 3 years of experience with an industrial concern in

this type of work is desirable.
If you feel that you qualify for this interesting and challenging
position that also offers with it modern air cond. working
conditions and up-to-date benefits, please call Dorothy Ulrich-

LITTELFUSE
- DES PLAINES, ILL.
VANDERBILT 4-1188

900 E. NORTHWEST HWY.'
'"

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

Good Pay - Good Tips

ALLSTATE
7770 FRONTAGE ROAD, SKOKIE

We Have Immediate Openings For:

Excellent pay,'Worldng conditions, benefits add opportunity.
for advancement.

Please apply in person

Laboratories

Call 358-9100 or write;

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

Drill Press
Tapping

Accounting

Dean of. Business Affairs

INSURANCE COMPANY

With medium machine backgrounftin printing, paper converting

Sales

BR 8-5500 Mr. Shanley

PAYROLL CLERK

-

Punch Press

Engineering

waukee Ave., Niles.
967-8331 Mr. Micheals or

An ideal opportunity exists- with our company for a woman
(25-45) who has payroll.exp. In incentive wages, payroll distribution and quarterly lax reports. Position would also in-

Interest in
chemistry or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

available in our

FLOOR HELP

Full or part time, many benefits, including profit sharing.
Permanent openings. New
discount store, 9555 N. Mil-

IN

positions

have

CLERK TYPISTS

Paid Vacations

3040 S. BUSSE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist in project work.

We

CASHIERS

Has Job Openings For

PHONE 827-1108,

Will operate multilith machine -part time. Drivingof company
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

EXPERIENCED

STENOGRAPHERS

falo Grove. Must have

PLUS

Call Jane Nelson

Sales Positions in the Chicago
Area. Salary plus CommissionS.

Landmerox. .Rd

builder's models in Buf-

Mr. Mahon

Temporary Service

- MULTILITH OPERATOR -DRIVER

30 -Help Wanted -Women

MT. PROSPECT
Cleaning
woman
for

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

Year Round Work If Desired.

OPENINGS AT UARCO

Machine
Operators.

CL 9-4000

RIGHT GIRL

COOK COUNTY SCHOOL BUS, INC.

Mr. Picket

$10 BONUS

Paid Training, Free Baby Sitting Service.
hospitalization, Major Medical, Life Insurance.

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

LYON-HEALY

STATE BANK

$75 BONUS.

Phone 439-0923

824-7186

253-1811
30-HelpWanted-Women

Work. Close To Home

Top Rates

INSPECTORS

392-2600

daily. Car aid knowledge of
Arlington Hts. area necessary.

MOUNT PROSPECT

'

6;30 - 8;30 A.M.
2;30 - 4;30 P.M.

Mr. 'W. Wais

LIGHT DELIVERY
WORK

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want

With First 5 Days Pay

Hours Approx;

ASSEMBLERS

IMMEDIATE WORK

Arlington Heights

CL 3-2048

civic organization. Guarantee

- O'HARE
OFFICE CENTER

train qualified person. 5 day
week, liberal company benefits. Call for appointment.

FULL TIME

AND

-

Absolutely, no selling. -Delivery of tickets for local

shorthand, other
diversified and interesting
duties in the modern

GENERAL OFFICE

26 -Help Waited Men Or Women

253-9756

Typing,

Personable individual as secretary to Dean of Students of
William Raney Harper College. Shorthand and filing
competency, versatile perceptive of employer's work,
executive secretarial experience. Competitive salary,
fringe benefits.

439-8866

10 N. Main St., Mt. Prospect

SECRETARY

SECRETARY

Elk Grove, Ill;

Evenings,
Excellent tips
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Salary.

STARLIGHT COFFEE CUP

GUITARS

RANDHURST CENTER

;Experienced

ELKS CLUB

SHEET MUSIC

but not necessary. We 'will

WAITRESSES

Full. or Part Time

Full time -- Morning Hours

RECORDS

SECRETARY WANTED

801 Pratt Blvd.

WAITRESS WANTED

5958.

ing sales of

An equal opportunity employer

Chicago, Ill. 60631

30 -Help. Wanted -Women

position 2 days a ,wk. Preferably Mon, & Fri. CL 3-

259-0500

DUFF -NORTON CO.

"

JUNIOR PLANNERS

SALESWOMAN

Randhurst

Corporation Office

"

Cleaning woman. Permanent

Permanent \ full time opening

Positions open in plant. Prior
experience not needed.Liberal company benefits. A good
place to work for those who

INTERV IEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings ,11 7:30 pm

Pleasant publicrelations work '
for National Company. 9:303:30 Mon. thru Fri. Call 8236676 after 6 P.M. and all day
Saturday.

Musical background preferred

Campbell & Dunton Sta.
CL 3-1360

T
(312) 699-3021
An equal opportunity employer,

Start at $1.75 GP Hr.

J.

HOUSEWIVES

Full Time

LIGHT SHORTHAND

GENERAL HELP WANTED'
.

housekeeping few hours each
day. Cali 253-6591.

FIRST ARLINGTON
NATIONAL BANK

CORPORATION

Join A Profit Sharing Company
Join.

Teacher needs woman for light

HOSTESS, wanted for build-'
er's models. Weekends.
Call 537-6610

BAND INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES

Subsidiary of IBM

Good Pay - Good Tips
:

30 -Help Wanted -Women

BOOKKEEPING DEPT.'

Full or Part Time

Apply

Steady

Will Train. Dryden Clearner,
200 S. Dryden, Arlington
His. CL 5-8840.

THE SERVICE BUREAU '

WAITRESSES NEEDED

1084 Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect

Male & Female

Northbrook, Ill.

SBC requires key puriercOper-

MEN & WOMEN

Full or part time positions. Work 3-4or 5 days a week. Good
starting pay. Immediate discount privileges. Many more
fine company benefits.

9535 Dundee Rd.

PART TIME
'RECEPTIONIST
WANTED

or night shift. Apply:

VAnderbilt 4-1188

Sportsman Country Club

assisting manager. Responsibilities varied and busy. 9 -

An excellent job opportunity
for a qualified mature lady

Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. West of 83

272-0272

30 -Help Wanted -Women

full time. $60 for 40 hours.' for busy active dept., includ-

Work in Mt. Prospect near
N.W. station. Pleasant sur-

you are qualified for this job
please feel free in contacting
our personnel office.

Luncheons - Dinners
Full Time
Uniforms and meals furnished. Excellent working.conditions, closed Mondays:Must
have own transportation.
Call Mrs. .Welsh

COUNTER CLERK.

GENERAL OFFICE

ACCOUNTING
CLERK

WAITRESS

train.

Mt. Prospect

benefits.

3110 Market Plaza

Sitter in John Muir School
Dist. for two school children
weekdays 3 to 5. - 537-8822
Young woman for Optom-

Young lady -- Evenings

merit' increases and many

PLAZA LA NE RESTAURANT

ling Meadows.

CASHIER

conditioned location. Several
ladles needed in expanded

WAITRESSES WANTED housekeeping department.
Full or Part time. Lunches Worlc,long or short hours on
Dinner. Good wages and tips. day. or evening shift. Good '
salary (.$1.60 per hr.) plus
Apply at -

housekeeping,

7th. $150 per Mo.' in addition
to room and meals. Call
DeKalb 756-9204

Work in clean, well lit air-

Dr., school zone. 259-9879.

For

Baby sitter: My home. 4 day
week. 11 to 5. 259-0340. Rol-

NIU, DeKalb, starting Sept.

437-9537

130 -Help Wanted -Women

50 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

ONLY

DAYS

TYPISTS
SECRETARIES
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
RECORDS CLERKS

Hours: 8:00 A.M. To 4:15 P.M.
SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

House: 1:00 P.M. To 9:00 P.M.

WAGE & SALARY

ADMINISTRATION
Position available for a person capable of assumingwage and'
salary administration duties. Duties involve the,formulation
of job descriptions, analysis of duties and assignment of, rate
ranges for all hourly and salary employees. Individual must
be a 'college graduate or have equivalent experience in the
area of wage and salary administration.
If interested sent resume in confidence to:

:Mr.. R. S. MazUrek
MICROSTAT ICS DIVISION OF
S. C. M. CORPORATION
6119 W. Howard

Niles, Illinois

WOMEN.
PART TIME

4 to.6 hour shifts.
Do you want to make extra money? -Do you want to work
close to home? Do you want to mike Christnlas money
for your family? Do you want to work on a part time basis.
after your regular job?

NAME YOUR OWN HOURS!
CALL OR APPLY BARBARA HASICE

296-2266

Many company benefits including Profit Sharing & Mer-

UARCO INCORPORATED.
West County Line Rd.

chandise Discount. '

For Appointment Call Miss Lofstrom

Barrington,

DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

OR 3-6600 DCT 339

CONEX

iss DIVISION mutton, TOOL womts MC
MOS S. 147. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES. 16-11401S 110010

Tai.rpHoive 1111.2201

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

30 -Help Wanted -Women

31 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Hi -chair, Jr. chair, playpen,
crib, bathinette wonderhorse.

MATINEE CASHIER'
1

to 6 P.M.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

CHORD ORGAN AND. BENCH
$20.00
t

CL. 9-2578 after 8

Monday thru Friday

2 used boy's bikes 20" &

MT. PROSPECT CINEMA

24" $8.00 Each.

827 E. Rand Rd.
APPLY IN PERSON

824-6993

30 -Help Wanted -Women

wormed, home raised. 639-

BARGAIN SALE

9728.
Springer Spaniels, 6 wica.AKC

717 Kirchoff Rd.
Arlington Heights
from

10 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Everyone welcome

ASSEMBLERS

ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES

600 dresses below

wholesale'

LEE'S SAMPLE SHOW ROOM
Webster Hotel
DI 8-6800

Kantwet travel bed, $5;buggy,

Electronic component manufacturer has limited

openings on 2nd or 3id shifts, -full or parttime. Experience not necessary. We will train.

$15; Swingomatic, $2; misc.
infant items. 259-1456.

Dining Rm. set, Roper gas
stove, dresser, 2 day beds.

Reasonable. GE 8-2216
Coats: 3/4 length Persian
Lamb as. 14, $85. Full length
Muskrat az. 161 $35.352-5691

Kenmore elec. range, rotia.

APPLY -

& grille; girl's black checked

winter coat, as. 12; mouton
coat, sz. 12. All good condition. CL 3-0887, aft. 4.

TRW ELECTRONICS
DES PLAINES

666 GARLAND PLACE

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

41 -Clothing Furs

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Superior pedigree. Hunt or
Show. TO.3-6411

$70.392-0024.

GIBSON AMP. 12" speaker

259-0193.
Miniature

Schnauzer

AKC

2 love seats, blk. tweed; cor-

ner tble; 2 turquoise teeth.

chra, good cond. CL. 3-8527.

!!!HELP!!!

Must sell display iurniture
from builders deluxe model

homes. Save dp to 70% Terms
and delivery arranged.
773-0252

after 12 noon
3 Matching crushed velvet
chairs for conversational
'

grouping. Custom 'made. Like
new. 392-6051.
Moving to apt. 2 yr. old

AKC litter regs'td.

baby buigy, $15; comb. walk-

Shots,

wormfree, home raised. 43738/8 Eves. or weekends.
30-11tip Wanted -Women

Dark maple twin bed, $25;
er Jump chair, $5; baby basket (it rocks), $5; child's fire
engine Car. $3; 2 infant seats,
1 canvass 1 plastic $1.50 ea.
537-5049'.

OFFICE WORKERS

Most Daystes Won't Tell
But A rlingtonDaysie
says ST1VERS is
°

Work Days.
Weeks or Months
Top Rates
Convenient Locations

48-Honseheld Appliances

Westingh'ie. elee. washer/
dryer good cond. dryer needs
slight repair. Cheap. CL 3-

5522.

Randhurst Center

NURSE

Prof. Level

392-192C
Roorp n3

COMES.

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
126 W. Main St.Barrington
OPEN SUNDAYS

PHONE DU 1-3434

SECRETARY
TO.

START FALL SEASON
WITH NEW JOB

for clerical work on

7 1/2 hr. Day, Paid
vacations, Cafeteria,
Air Conditioned Building.

!es, 14 cu. ft. Frigidaire refrigerator, sep. dining rms.,

average
ability. This

PURE

PURE OIL COMPANY

392-5678

at
WI LLIA MS BURG
!Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at

6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living

7100, Ext. 723.

space
2 bdrm. - $185. 1 bdrm-$160.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.
OPEN EVENINGS

LA 9-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Palatine, Ill.

(M & F)

R & H, good tires, veryclean.
$125. CL 3-1599, aft. 1 p.m.
'59 CHEVY V-8 4 dr. hardtop

R/H - A/Trans. Reasonable.

392-8818.
'55 Buick cony. clean auto

'66 Chevy Impala wag.(green).

w/stairs for expansion -study, rec room w/brick fireplace -- 1 1/2 baths. garage.

R&H, W.W., V-8 P.S. Prvt.
owner. Must sell. 253-1652.
For Sale 1988 Pontiac Tempest stick shift 1500 miles
like brand new. Son drafted.

DAYTON NANCE R.E.

259-2053
'58 Chevy 4 Dr. Bel -Air hdtp.

cation -- 2 bedrooms, large
dining

room,

large attic

Quick possession. -- $23,900.

4 BDR. BI -LEVEL
Baths - 2 Car Gar.
4.
Finished Family Room

2

126 W. Main St. Barrington

Carpet

OPEN SUNDAYS

Ail Appliances
Fully Imp. Lot

Phone DU 1-3434
$22,950

Remodeled older home with

attached 2 car garage in a

ALSO

-$32,500

'60 Valiant 4 Dr.Started every
day last winter $100.

$34,000

3 bedroom Ranch in country
club section of Mt. Prospect.
Family room & 2 car attached
garage.

Best Prices Paid

MUSTANG MTRS.

BY OWNER

built-in oven & range, wail to -wall carpeting, fully land-

scaped, storms & screens,
patio. Immediate possession.
$27,500

Greenbrier, Arlington Hts.
392-6655 before 4 p.m.
CL 5-2204 after 4 p.m.

Arlington Heights
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

Full basement, FOUR BEDROOMS, 1 1/2 baths, lath &

plaster, UNDER $275 TAXES.

An older home with space
everywhere ... top neighborhood

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

To Qualified Buyer
New 10 room home - custom
features include: 6 bedrooms,
4 ,..,..baths, oversized = lot,

screened porch, large family
room. Excellent location. All
utilities. Never occupied as
owner transferred. Price
$38,900.
FOR APPOINTMENT

Phone 255-1053
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

$16,900

KEMMERLY
Realtors
Open 9-9
728 E. NW Hwy., Palatine
3584560
6 E. NW Hwy., A ri Hts.

PINK KUSHMAN

Needs some motor work $50.
439-4785 after 6
1965 HONDA SUPER 90

Excellent condition.Eztras.
392-7229

Honda Sport 50. Perfect condition. 400 actual miles.$275.
CL 5-0690.
'65 Sport-- 50cc Suzuki,silver

fender, low ml., exc. cond.
best offer. CL 3-3977

99 -Automobiles For Sale

500 CARS IN STOCK

ton School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably
priced.
AGENT - FL 4-2188
'

99-Attomohiles For Sale

'64 Chevelle Convert., power
brakes & steering, 6 cyl. Low
mileage. After 8 - 259-0301.
'61 Pontiac black 4 Dr.sedan.
Best offer.
392-1408

1960 Pontiac 2 door stand.

trans. like new pint runs fine.
$450 Call 392-8076

'62 Chev. convert, V8 automatic. P.S./P.B.; power windows, rad., . heat., wh-walls.

We have a variety
of openings for gals

125cc Riverside 4 -speed 1965

'cycle. Excellent cond. $275
or best offer. CL 5-0828

contract if desired. Barring-

from commuter station. 5 year

FOLZ REALTY
Residential - Commercial
CL 5-3535
1810' E. N/W Hwy. Arl. Hts.

THIS AD SHOULD BE READ ONLY BY
THOSE WHO WISH TO MAKE MONEY

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
66 -Business Opportunities

No Junkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine

BARRINGTON
AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

253-2460

Palatine

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

253-1164

centralized air, att. garage,

$175. Aft. 5, 392-7410.

Clean Cars Wanted

ART -WAY BUILDERS

3 Bedrm.bi-level.11/2 baths,

439-4785 after 6
'58 Chevy 4-dr., 8 Cyl. Good
runner & good tires. Copper.
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Homes being built on
1400 block of N. Chestnut

259-3535

wagon. Air-Cond. P/S, P/B.
CL 3-3572
'60 Corvair "700" 4-dr.A.T.,

all conveniences.

4 BDR. COLONIAL

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

$250. 392-7853.
'66 Olds Vista Cruiser Station

R.H. seat covers. Clean, good
cond. $325. 825-4668.

cation. Walking distance to

Everything Included

,V8. Auto/trans. W/W, RM.

choice Arlington Heights Lo-

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

is
desired.
positions are
available in the following - departments:

PERSONNEL
SALES
t

FULL OR PART TIME 8:00 TO.4:30

ENGINEERING

SHIPPING

We will consider retired ladies. Please come in
and see us. Free life and hospital insurance.

Please apply in person

Wiring and Soldering

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
141.1rItogol Agar./ retrayelCamOrniet

AT

A nice place to work

Condit. $375. CL 9-1862.
'58 Rambler American, auto.,

$1350 or best offer.CL 9-1794
88 -Real Estate -Houses

'NO GIMMICKS!

NO COME ONI
JUST HONEST DEALS!

BRAND NEW 1966
CORONET "440"
2 DOOR HARDTOP

Dodge's "Hottest" Model!
Auto. Trans.,Group,
ower Steering, Safety
Vinyl Interior, DeLuxe Chrome, Full

Factory Equipment.

$2298
BIG SELECTION OF NEW

'66's - ALL MODELS

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"
7250 W. DEVON

Call SP 44516

OPEN EVES. & SUNDAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

ground

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASk-5?
CONVENIENT WORK I NG HOURS?
PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS?:.
FREE HOSP 1TAL & LIFE INSURANCE?

1020 Noel Avenue

1959 Pontiac, Red, Catalina
Cony. Suburban driven. Gd.

Brick home in convenient lo-

ALBERT RILEY

EXCLUSIVES

These

-DO YOU WANT-

LE 7-5700

'81 Thunderbird white hardcondition.

top
excellent
296-7590.

FL 8-6120

school. From $39,000.

96 -Real Estate Wanted

Clerk Typists

Snow tires. 1st $125 takes.
For info. call CL 5-8838.

car garage. Owner transf.reduced to 420,000. Quick possession.

baths, Cathedral ceiling in

5 executive homes in exclusive
community of $35,000 to $45,-

Member of MAP, MLS

66 -Business Opportunities

392-9705

'58 Mercury 4 Dr. all power.

000 homes, 2 blocks from

lage. 4 bedrooms, study, 2

UNTIL 9 p.m.

358-4555

'60 Ford 4 Dr. sedan. Excep'l
clean, economical 6 cyc.auto.
Excellent and car $450.

living room and dining -L. 2 -

COUNTRY ACRE close to Vil-

HOME REALTY

(31 & F)

99 -Automobiles For Sale

trans. blue good top. $99.95
after 6 P.M. 259-1509.
1959 Plymouth convertible.
`White with red interior.Firestone champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission.
$225 or best offer. 358-2699
after 6 P.M.

who have good typing
skills on the Electric and Manuel typewriter. General office:
and
clerical
back-

LADIES-

Tor quick sale -- $56,900.

Northlake, Illinois

Cs -row,

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

fn earn, 9 -car garage. reduced'

400 North Wolf Road

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

A Division of Union Oil Company of California

200 E. Golf Rd.

rooms, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces,
large dining room, beautiful
family room w/bookcases.
Towering shade trees, pasture
and pond for horses, 4 stalls

pastel pimbg. Low taxes. Low
520's. 358-9584.
ARL. HTS. LABOR DAY

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
.W....frereetWOR/ IoW,

home on 7.8 acres. 6 bed-

'

111 N. Lincoln

Plant has an opening
for registered nurse,
some industrial nursing experience desirable. -We have a well
equipped, air condi-

with

you -- Williamsburg Colonial

3 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, att.
gar., jalousied encl. porch,
built-in gas oven & range,
carptg, refrig., washer &
dryer, new storms/screens,

air cond., really sound proof,
adjaent to shopping, 5 blks, to
RR Station. Adults only. No

Ability to deal with

job offers interest
and a challenge to the
gal who enjoys an active position. Many
fine fringe benefits.

Profit Sharing, Major
Medical, Retirement
Plan, Disabilityhumrance, Life Insurance,

259-4901

an appointment, 562-

steno

* Benefits

Young woman wanted to share
semi -furnished 2 bedroom
apartment in Rolling Meadows
392-9879 after 6 PM

Many employee benefits'. Please apply in
person or call for

quired

hqrsea? Perfect for

1I-Apts And Rooms To Share

Profeisional
Employment
Manager needs_an experienced Secretary.

ent typing skills re-

BARRINGTON
HAVE YOU CHILDREN. dogs,'

...$29,000

"BE CAREFREE"

tioned Medical
partment.

rm., 1 1/2 baths,2 car garap,
central air-cond., cony. location. Many extras. Low 30's.

sell $22,500.392-3238
Palatine -4 Rm. brick ranch.

CL 9-4430

I. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit

people effectively and.
courteously.
Excell-

evening shift.

my licensed home.

Arlington Heights

Our

adding machine necessary for openings

Day care for pre-schooler in

De-

MANAGER

Knowledge of ten key

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

EMPLOYMENT

* Clerks

(ROYALTY BASIS)

Mr. Parks - 939-4498

new

modern

office or den. Sep. D.R., family rm. with ftreplace. Utility

OCCUPANCY

7:30 A.M.
Our

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

skills required.

TOWN LOCATION - 3 IN-

'pets.

11:30 P.M. to

24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

1501 l MT. PROSRACT ROAD DCI 'LAIRDS. O.UNOIS 00111
MARRONE: 254.3.2411

individuals. Typing

OF

1 and 2 bdrm, colonial style
apts. now under construction
for fall occupancy. Belem -

INDUSTRIAL

CMDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS um

Evening and day shift
openings for qualified

BUILDING -- HEART

appt. call

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Lifesavers, Inc.

* Key Punch
Trainees

COMMERCIAL STONE

Arlington Heights.2 bdrm.unfurnished apt. 3 short blocks.
from N.W. station, bus, shopping. Available Oct. 1. For

296-2266

openings.

INCOME PROPERTY '
BARRINGTON
ALMOST NEW BRICK 4 APT.
BUILDING $630.00 PER. MO,
INCOME. CONVENIENT LOCATION -- $67,500.00

Deep Freeze DeLuxe. fair
condition. Some repair need-

ed. $10 or best offer. 259-

Lg. 3 bdrm. Colonial, plus

& schools. Leaving State. Must

74 -To Rent Apartments

APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE

for stenographer

66 -Business Opportunities

6137.

Call or come in and see our modern air conditioned plant.

.

253-4587

like new; comp. bedrm. set,

Collies, champion sired, tri-

Arlington Heights by Owner.

3 Bdrm. Colonial, carpeted
living rm. dining L, stairs,
hall & bath. Attached 2 car
garage. Walk to train. Convenient to shopping, church

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

double bed. VL 8-5619

86 -Real Estate -Houses.

Arlington Heights by owner.'

ARLINGTON' HEIGHTS

Women needed for packaging & inspecting of our plastic
containers. Work is light and clean. Company benefits
include paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical and
life insurance, 9 paid holidays, 2 weeks paid vacation.

graduates of
high school or bustness courses desired

Kingston bass guitar with
case. Like new. $65. Call

Monday, August 29, 1966

392-3085

To produce creative designs
for Toys and Sporting Goods
for Retail Market.

Sac. at $185. Upholstered

THE DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

'

47 -Home furnishings -Furniture

Parties
Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN, LEGION HALL
CL3-8973
Don Wheeler

chair $75. 392-1309.
Living rm. furn., Danish mod.

WONDERFUL

Recent

Good condition $65.
392-1463

register. Stud Service 2554691

Weddings

NEW IN....

4 p. m. - Midnight
Midnight - 8 a. m.

* Stenographers

Flute and musical
Student
stand in excellent condition

Good home wtd. for AKC reg.

Dachshund. 437-4708.
service Miniature
Stud
register
AKC
Schnauzer

Low summer rates for

3744.

4

yr. old black tan male

HALL RENTALS

WANTED MFGR.

NIGHT SHIFT OPENING

P

Trumpet Conn Constellation,
silver. Excellent condition
with good case. $200. CL 3

Zenith 25" T.V. Cost $280.

Temporary

CONEX

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

55 -Musical Instruments

Hand Knitted Coat. will block
from size 12 - 18. Brandnew.
Light rusty broWn color.
CL 3-6972

color. M. & F. 7 wks. old.

LIGHT FACTORY WORK

poodlei, also
Schnauzer pups. AKC, shots, ,
Miniature

259-4875

FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
'
Aug. 31
Next -to -new shop
St. Simons Episcopal Church

30 -Help Wanted -Women

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipmeit

SP 5-431:10
Wheeling

Millions of unwashed cars are
being' driven every day!
Their drivers will patronize your Two Minute Automatic
Car Wash -- sitting in their car while it is being thoroughly
cleaned, including wheels -- and drive out, in a sparkling
clean car for only $1 without any manual laboil

Washing 200 cars daily -- brings an income of
$200 per day, 7 days a week, $1,400 -- 30 days
a month -- $5,800. WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

The KWIK KAR ROTOMATIC is the most revolu-

tionary car wash in America. New locations are
being erected on an average of two a week. You
can be first In /our city to reap the profits of a
KWIK KAR ROTOMATIC CAR WASHI

FINANCING -TRAINING -SUPERVISION
FURNISHED
'

ELK GROVE VILLAGE - ONLY $21,590.

For complete information on this sensational new business

Note the mature landecaping; 3 bedrooms; kitchen with
oven, range & hood. Paneled .living room. Slate
entry, like. new carpeting in living room & hall. Chain

'

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

(some choice, distributorships are still available) visit

An Equal Opportunity.
Employer
(AI
F)

.KWIK' CAR '.WASH-

link fenced backyard. To sae is to buy!

M AND K DISTRIBUTERS FOR
,

1249 OGDEN AVE.

DOWNERS GROVE, ILL.

SEE OUR PILOT UNIT OPERATING HERE!

I'

123 S. ARLINGTON HT& RD.,,
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

_

11508. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT;

CL 54000
32.7150
Member of Itultiqi LWtes Smirks

Local. Man

r in on Net Club Ta.

Wins cycle
Awarcl

on erence B Division
The Arlington Heights Tennis Club wrapped up the North

5-2 record, hardly broke a
sweat in romping over Elm-

Dan Mesch led off thc single's

John Lemma of Prospect
Heights ' failed. in his bid for
the Grand National Motorcycle

spot yesterday, but he was just..

number twea.
in straight sets 6-3; 6-4 in downing Bob Lewke 6-3, 6-3.
number one action. Jim Jaku- Piestrup meanwhile romped ov-,

sweep by topping Vern Bailey

effective

as

West

Suburban

Tennis

Conference B Division championship last weekend with a
pair of play-off victories over

dispose of Herb Leimbach 3-6,

field

The local netters, who had
finished the regular season in
a three-way tie for first with a

ARLINGTON DROPPED only two seats in the Elmhurst
match Was decided by default,

6-2,

6-3.

Clarence

Feiereisel

posted a 6-0, 10-8 victory over
Hans Neufeld at' number four
singles, and Bob Sir trounced
Jim Smith .6-3, 6-1 at.:number
five.

MESCH AND JAKUSIEC
then teamed for a tense 6-8,

Monday,
August 29,
1966

1 I-9, 6-I win, over Bailey, and
Lloyd FitzGerald at number
one doubles, and the other doub-

,

les match went to Arlington by
default:

Page 10

Mesch

supplanted by
the first singles

was

Piestrup in

#e

'',

hurst 7-0 Saturday. But they
needed double victories from
Lothar Piestrup and Dan biec followed with a 6-I, 6-4 er Jack Nelson 6-0, 6-3.
Mesch to edge Riverside 4.3 conquest of Bob Wolff but Ken
THE RIVERSIDE crew came
Schaller needed three sets to
Elmhurst and Riverside -Brook- yesterday-.

and

handed.

,The local. cyclist was one of.

33 of -the nation's top riders
who gathered:at Santa Fe Track

in Hinsdale, Ill. Friday. for the

back with a victory at the third
doubles spot, as Jeff Thomas'
edged Roger King 6-1, 5-7,
Schaller

6-0.

downed

annual .. title match. Lemme
came horrie first in the meet's
first preliminary race' over the
half -mile clay track. But he

Barry

Maxwell 6-4, 6-1 at number
four, but. Sir fell to Bruce
Maxwell 6-1,.6.2 in fifth sing-

failed , to qualify in the semifinal competition..:
Lemme was first in one

,

les competition.

category though, as he was awarded, the meet's driver op--

Piestrup and Mesch put the
meet and the., championship a-

pearance award by his team

way for 'good when they trimmed Lewke and Thomas 6-4,

manager.' Lemme is a member
the Maywood Mustangs

of

6:4 for first doubles honors.
Riverside's Maxwell brothers
got a small measure of. revenge
by outlasting King and Sir 6-2.:

team.

The, Prospect Heights

American Mcitorcycle Associa'Hon.

Dixon 36
Paces Golf

Crew Coach
Herb
sf

fashioned

a

-

ban Y.M.C.A. Twilight Golf

est man ever to hold a head
coaching job in any sport at
Columbia. He was formerly
Coluinbia's varsity lightweight

League.

crew coach.

honors in the Northwest Subur-

DIXON'S

even -par

round

Ara Parseghian's two-year
record at the University of '

tied the year's best individual
effort. Trailing him in the low

Nortre Dame is now 16 wins,

gross derby were Wally Busch
with a 38 and Dave Prochnow

John Lome of Prospect Heights accepts the driver appearance award from
his team ma iger at the National Motorcycle Raring Championships at Sista

with a 41.

were next in that category, as

The Illinois duck and goose
season will open this year one

each carded adjusted 34's.

half-hour
Oct. 22,

JOHN HOLM, Larry Frink,

before

sunrise

on

Cliff Stock, Walt Fisher, Busch,
The Illinois Department of
and 'Dixon bagged the league's
Conservation announced last
only birdies in last week's
hunters may take

. week that
four ducks per day and have

With only two nights of
eight in possession during the
league activity left, Kunkel
hunting season which
Realtors hold a slim one -point 45 -day
team edge over second place `ends Dec. 5 at sunset.
Allen's Store for Men. Mt.
Prospect State Bank is only Hack's Record
NEW YORK (Upl) - Flack
I 1/2 points behind the leaders

SPARKS
ON SWIMMING
The Breast Stroke
The breast stroke is impor-

tant because it's both a survival and competitive stroke

IT IS THE most important of
the survival strokes It can be
a relaxed, easy, resting stroke

Breathing problems are minimized, and you can see where
you arc going

The most difficult and thus
the most important part for the

original position. This approximates the breast stroke leg
and foot position, only upside
down Get the feel of the muscles in the front and inside of
the ankles that bring the feet
up and outside. Flex them into position a few times.

GET INTO the pool,

hold

on to the wall, bend the knees,
in back of you. When the legs

holds the major league record
for most runs batted in during

Offense Poses ProMem
For Ram Grid Hopes
The Los Angeles Rams finished last in 'the N.F.L. Western Conference last year, winning only four games. So, like

many 'cellar dwellers,

a season with a mark of 190
in 1930.

they

hired a new coach.

The new boss man is former
Chicago Bear assistant George
Allen. Allen,' like his predecessor Harland Svare, is known
for his defensive wizzardry,
but the Rams' big problem for
1966 -is their offense.

injuries that kept him
plaYingiii 1965.

again this season.

from

p.m. Football,
NFL highlights, ch. 32.
5:55

this year when he said, "I'm
not worried about the future-

you plenty to worry about.

is unable to kick the same way
with both feet. Instead he is in-

clined to do the scissor kick
pro-

accomplishes 'leg
pulsion (we have already used
it for the side stroke and

which

treading water) but which

is

ness horse earns on...the track
the state treasury takes S2. In
1965, trotters and pacers racpurses

totaling

$53,1,23,148

while the 16 states with pari-

not breast stroke.

SIT DOWN in a chair and
bend the knees until the feet ter and kick around in a small,
are Oat on the floor. Keep the tight circle until the, legs are
down and lift the rest straight and side -by -side as in
Heels
of ,the feet off the floor. Keep the prone -glide.
the front of the foot up and
WORK AT this fora few

slide the heels along the floor
until the legs are straight. minutes' until it seems to beNow, pull the front of the feet come natural, then try it with
the kickboard. A word of
up as far as possible and roll "caution: Don't kick too hard
the feet to the outside, Relax and if the knees or shins lie the ankles and let the feet fall gin to get sore or' tender, quit
forward. Move them up again. and try it again tomorrow.
Next time keep the, feet in the
ai
Breast
(Next: A
up -position rolled to the Out-

mutuel harness race tracks
collected $102,906,439 as their
share of the betting.

side and bend, the knees to then Stroke.)

Norwegian
world titles,
gold medals,

AT:

or subspecies, 'or two
white fronted geese, or one
Canada and one' white fronted
geese

1620 West.

Northwest Hwy.

goose may be included in the
limit.

Arlington Heights
Phone 259-3205

High Schooll-Shidenti
Let Us Give You The Latest

In Hail. *Wig
"THE 'CLEAN-CUT LOOKb

great

skater, won

10

Olympic
six Norwegian national championships and eight European

titles during' her fabulous ice
skating career.

gown & Country Barter Shop
135 WEST PROSPECT AVE.
MT PROSPECT. S.1-1401113

APPOINTMENTS
ACCEPTED
Nan Nan

'

Na,..

PHONE
392-3950
Nan Nan; Ns.

Ns.

REFULLY

extra artfully. aura watchfully. Our alkIrtn's bees may
writ depend upon It. Play a

6

No

Money

4 -Door Sedan
easslf
'ts mesa
Psis ev,rrom luso

vswre STIIIIN6
Auntonne
WHIT/ This

TRANS.

OnlY

at 260 pounds -is the lightweight

of the Californians' front four,
He' gets' help from 275 -pound

Dave Jones, Merlin Olsen at
284 pounds, and nosey Grier
who punishes the scales with

o

my. McDonald who collected
167 catches' fast. year. Other
pass catcher's arc Jack Snow,
Marlin McKe.ever, and Bucky

the

Frisky, playful children *III

defensive rush, Lamar' Lundy

The Rams also have a gdod
crop of receivers led by. Tom-.

Henie,

be going back to school, woo.
It's uptotvery111010figtodrire

ONE THING Los Angeles
can count oh in 1966 is a big

his 290 -pound bulk.

The Great Sonja

Continuous Classes
7 p.in. to 9:30 p.m.
CLOSED ON TUESDAY
OBS Cornell Ave. Palatine
FL 9-0991

steam. Anthony Gullory and
Doug Woodier are' the most

Bill George from the

be postponed until Nov. 14,

& Firing

Lineback could also be a

Bears.

and Williamson Counties will

Racal:rid Wholesak

ed in the United States for

problem if veterans Dan Currie,
and. Maxie Baughan run out of.

ageless

closed early. Goose season in
Alexander, Jackson, Union,

STUDIO
Supplies - Greenware

every dollar an American har-

Dyer of

likely back-up candidates. The
Rams might have helped themselves considerably in this department by luring Jack Pardee
out of retirement and obtaining

before the scheduled, end of the
season, the season will be

E & E CERAMIC

Tax on. Trotters

.

THE MOST common problem of the beginner is that he

The statewide quota for
Canada geese is 20,000 birds,
If hunters should kill the quota

INSTRUCTION

year men Mike Dennis of Mis-

CDs

in possession.

team is the Rams, that gives

HALFBACK TOM Mack of
Michigan was their top draft
choice, and he figures to get
stiff competition from first

push backward against the wa-

four of each of these species

VISIT OUR
SHOWROOMS

more than two Canada

not

9:30 p.m. Sports Open Line,
that will come - I have to ch. 9.
worry about putting a good team
9:30 p.m. World Famous
on the field now." When your Hunting and Fishing, ch. 32.

crop.

both feet at the same time.

and they cannot hold more than

KITCHENS

The bag and possession limit
for geese is five per day, but

9 p.mv Wrestling. ch. 26.

wide open in this year's rookie

kick which by the rule requires
that you do the same thing with

filmed

ALLEN SUMMED up his
8 p.m. Polo from Oakbrook.
Los Angeles' ambitions earlier ch. 32.

one back who can break a game

are all the way up in back of sissippi and Henry
you, pull the front of the feet Gambling.
up, roll them to the outside,

two mallards, two wood ducks
or two canvasbacks per day,

three

The Los Angeles running
game was steady but not spectacular last year. The Rams
hope they have found at least

beginner to learn is the kick.
The 'true breast stroke uses

I

TODAY

NEW YORK (UPI) - For

THE PROBLEM starts with
the starting quarterback spot
.'which was shared last year by
...Roman Gabriel and Bill Mun-

But hunters are limited, to

LONDON (UPI) - Sonja

ISports on T.V.

Pope who has recovered from

BY GARY YEAST

son. Neither proved they could
do the job consistently in 1965,
and they will probably alternate
as front line signal callers

t

Wilson of the' Chicago Cubs

in third place.

Buddy Hackett, Joe Howard, Adm. Howard Yeager, and Howard Rms.

PLUMBING

Duck Season Will Open Oct. 22

Wally Busch.
stroke over
Prochnow and Wayne Wolf

play.

three losses and one tie.

Fe Speedway Saturday. Pad Redder of Arlington Heights looks on.

Dixon took the low net crown

with an adjusted 31 by one

the first tee. Standing (from left) are: Chock Pedersen of Arlington Heights,

the

week when he was named to direct the Columbia University
crew.
Soroca, 24, is also the young-

sizzling 36 last week to take
both low net and low gross

Participants in yesterday's charity tournament for' the Grove School for
Handicapped Childress at Midane Farms Country Club look over the cootie from

became

Soroca

youngest head crew coach of
any major rowing college last

4,

P.

Twilighters
Dixon

star

is rated as an "expert" by the

9-7 at number two doubles.

Dick

..

Championship Nit week, but
he didn't come home empty-

at

a...canto
1=1101111 ita. ,. tarn. 11111 0.11.14,1 II *0 pa

410.

Milk

*VA

**

.

W

w,

WEATHER
Toidght: Fair; LoW b the

upper 60a. Wednesday: Meetly sips y; High in the SOL

117 S. Main st.
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ucci
For Buildingi:
245 Withheld.
In Flood -Dispute

It's
Up Now
Hersey H.S.

Tax Ordinance
For Study Tonight
that the levy ordinance, which

Ovei ow Audience
Percy pointed to with pride was
the formation of the "New Illinois Committee." Ha said that
Senator from Illinois departed from his usual campaign
the organization has been esspeeches and spent a
hour discussing Republican politipecially active in Chicago in
cal philosophy with his intent audience.
the area of 'housing. education,
Percy will face Democratic
in Democratic Chi- medical, dental and legal asworkers
Sen. Paul A. Douglas in Nosistance in predominately Devember in what many say is a cago.
mocratic wards on the city's

"Now, he added the

De-

-

his campaign to combat
illiteracy were winning votes
for the Republicans in the
slums of Chicago - areas

as

where the previous Democratic plurality was almost pne
hundred per cent.

"We have worked through

the Chicago Boys Club to teach
The trial of Charles Francis hundreds of illiterate ChicagoBrown, arrested by Mount ans to read and writer" Percy
Prospect police for possession said. "Out of a graduating class

Hooten discovered

ampheta-

"John Hersey High er the construction of a lift order.
School," contingent on the cep station to halt flooding in the
If the DiMucci company is
prove' of Hersey. The board earlier subdivisions.
successful in obtaiiing the
directed Supt. Dr. Edward GilThe village contends that to building permits, the village
:ne,Aaniun4.to pro- feels that it has lost the only
lever it has to force conneed
school

main the same.

struction of the lift station.

DiMucci has contended that

of 800 people recently, every
one found a job -a job in private industry.

"It is much better for a - Reprecinct captain . in

Chicago to be able to place a
mine sulphate pills in Brown's person in a useful job in inpockets after an auto accident dustry than in a political patin which Brown's car hit a ronage job," Percy said. "That

tree near 'the corner of Isa- makes them taxpaying

,elt-

bella and Main.
izens not tax users "
Hooten found two boxes of
Percy accused Chicago
in
Brown's
rifle ammunition
Mayor Richard J. Daley of
car and served a warrant from taking over state government.
the Chicago police department "While Gov. Kerner vacationfor battery.
ed in the Bahamas after the
Brown is free on $2,500 bond. November election, Daley stole

kFoGesrortve.iYTbewe, boWitieiloiring

The Day has learned that last year's without curtailing

ginally named the school
"Willow High School" June 27.

are hopeful, services.
is other business on tonight's
creases in assessed valuation agenda,* second reading of the '
village officials

A
,

u

when the library and the village

met and the library contended

of Mount Prospect.

The company is franchised

to service some 2,200 area

homes, 315 of them in Mount
4

weekend one of. the company
pumps

broke

down.

station
to
mad Board President Hal Arm- taryfilelitsehandling
sewagett intote
strOnli.
politan Sanitary District sewer
"I HAVE not. heard any- at Busse. Rd. would solve the
thing derogatory about the flooding problem..
ne. sanitary district hat,
name Willow except from board
greed . with' the 'village's push
mernbers:.healtkL "
athboe unterntherouoght. th'ienrsieohusooldiesec:

' ions among beard members,

itiir.es.intetedslastthatyearalift

thquo-

Mount

or were sincere

It is estimated that in addto the 140 permits al-

ition

ready issued, DiMucci Home
Builders owns lots to build an
additional 110 homes in the

Shire area, south of
Golf and nest of Bout Rd.
Mount.

IN THE suit; filed by the
(Continued oh Page 2)

uesseereonossueouoilmuutueumuus

Gripe
Of The
Day
Why is "Bairns's" ea
television at dimmer thee?
The whole house. is be
state ciceelitilen.
N.Hochnehild

THIS is the first court
Mrs. Leah Cummins supthe new name and said challenge of the village's re state's posted speed limits of ported
she did some research on Her(Continued on Page 2)

in providing

them.

sey's life and had read his
book, "The Child Buyer".

"HE IS not just a writer,"
she said.

"He is an editor, a man of

letters and has a great -interest

She said Hersey, born

The site the'company has

in

China, spoke Chinese fluently

The Northeastern Illinois
Planning Commission will hold

chosen for the new deep well
is near the Robert Frost Elementary School
Heights. '

village and the utility.

will also introduce a
resolution, objecting to the

Tomorrow

the. permits at, the request of
Mayor Daniel Congreve in an
effort to force Citizens Utility Co. to 'prove it has adoquate water facilities in Prospect Heights and some areas

July

vil-

and should not be denied the
use of its property when the
actual dispute is between the

mitts

of the Cook County Board.
Simon had been holding back

the

Vf iilve-

since
the purchase of a new ambu- osefimiWilwliotwieh Risdon. intite
hthasdr
thislubtled,ildiitngdipeduninotst
lance for the village's awes- Township. if Willow Rd. were follow that the municipality
gem"' fled'
extended the district would had the legal perrogative to
two schools with reason refuse occupancy permits.
THE FIRE and police com- have
to use the name Willow.

.developed,

Plan Group
To Meet

Over

aliOhMaIS botnElknoodRit

is

the library board's,. him orieviied ordiatuams:
be made
The suggestion to 'name the. Ion. Thus far, however, Utilrequest for a levy of 11,5 cents
has refused to make plane
building committee, echool for John Hersey came ity
The
-- just a half -cent short of its
from
Jack Martin, assistant to for the sit station.
by Trustee Ruhert
a
legal limit of 12 cents per Chaired
Colter, will present for second neii.ansudpeprukbitendic
$100 of assessed valuation?
relations.pernincourt
acquiring'bdaa
reading
an
ordinance
requiring
Last year, the library's share
Martin Pointed out that al- order
applicants
pick
up
building
was
of the total village levy was permits within 30 days of their
only 9.2 cents. This provided application.
dither/tilt ftho:
secovierailloldowc
fiecirMohuomerotesrShi:cualm: Padyncycompeillmetil::
about $93,000. This year the
cation of the site on Willow and
When DiMucci challenged the
Trustee Frank . Bergen's', fire
library -seeks about S136,000
village in court for the occuU.S.
12,
-the
district
hug
putand
police
committee
will
re- of which SI25,000 will come
a future piney permits, the court held
port on its investigation into chased another site forextensionWbeeling
from the tax levy.

Daniel J. Ferrone, Cook County commission of building and
zoning, has, released two building permits of about 40 he has
been withholding at the direction of Seymour Simon, president

Prospect.

com-

.

saPeetnd El.

on the basis of anticipated in-

County Releases
2 Utility Permits

.

publican

-

will be at least the same as

area of $100 million.

it is a seperate entity from
Utility Sewer & Water Co.

washklhoohiselsostPlfarreom vfinimve: Disinsito.n.214phriosgh

to around SI 10 Million, that lengthy sign ordinance is exthey can hold the tax line or pected. Attorney Robert Moore
even offer a slight reduction said that since the ordinance
without curtailing services.
is radically changed, he will
south and west side.
recommend that it be read ,in
SHOULD THIS be the case its entirety.' The Ordinance
"I HAVE been in apart- when the levy ordinance is passed rust reading by stipu!
ments in Chicago where con- made public, the question . !alien la that it was not read
ditions are intolerable," - Per- arises :on;
as is the usual custom with
on what .disposition

the so-called "boy wonder" of mocrats in Chicago realize
the Illinois business and fin- there must be a change. They
are embracing our campaign
ancial world.
our cause in ever increasDefeated in his first political and
ing-numben.,bid for.-governor in 1964, Perthere is a great deal cy said. --"And there is no call
cy told the gathering at Old of"While
in - Chicago for it because in some of those
dissatisfaction
Orchard Country Club last and throughout the state with areas tenants are paying as
night, "There is no place in the Democrats," Percy said. much as $110 a month rent to
political life for the second
"we must base our candidacy slum landlords."
best candidate."
Labeling Democratic promon more than dissatisfaction.
Concerning his 1964 race,
present a positive ises of slum clearance "phony"
We
must
Percy said that in September
- an image of con - Percy said. "That's what the
he was confident of upsetting image
rights marches are all about.
structive ideas."
Gov. Chic) Kerner. "But the
Percy said that rumors dur- The slums are getting worse,
Democrats in Chicago told me
campaign not better."
the dream would end on Oct.`1 ing the gubernatorial
Admitting that primary elecconcerning his aspirations for
when they rolled out the
the White House were "too tion, turnouts in the suburbs
troops," Percy said
ridiculous to merit comment." were depressing, Percy said
Percy was introduced- by
(Continued on Page 2)
Poinung to his record since
Committeeman Carl Hanson. 1964, Percy said, "We have
Regular Republican Organize- attempted to fulfill our camtion President Bernie Lee pre- paign pledges for Illinois des sided over the meeting
pite the fact that we were de LOOKING back to 1964. feated at the polls"
Percy said, "We were defeatHE SAID that such programs
ed by a vast army of patronage

of dangerous drugs, has been
continued for the fourth time
until Sept. 13 in Niles court.
Brown, of Chicago, was
charged after Officer Eugene

Village
financial
noting the tight

Last year, the village levied
from 'him," .554 per S100 of assessed valIT IS NO secret. that Mayor
uation. The total assessed val- Daniel Congreve hopes to be
Another accomplishment that uation of the village was in the able to present a tax levy that

Obviously cheered by an overflow house of some 300 Elk
Grove Township Republicans last night, the candidate for U S.

4th Delay
In Drug
Case Trial

for homes in the Mount Shire
subdivision have been issued,
voted- last night to name the DiMucci owned operation, ov- but only after a previous court

EdschEctilaroillama"emy. Ybb.Cee
°4131(1:YhosardhlielePh°ghof

the government
Percy said.

Chuck Percy never sounded better.

do-or-die effort for

Thus far, about 140 permits

The ordinance, however, is a month ago, believe that the
expected to be ready for pre- library appropriation must be
sentation to the trustees at to- slashed if the tax levy is to renight's meeting.

on lots in the Elk Ridge Villa Unit 6, now known es Mount Shire.
fusel to issue building permits.
IhYuontiPilermiithiusennitsviiigevcoea nheebeersanyternseersviiy:°;!;dila

bOdget approved by the board

September, was not completed.

home -area of their development.
The suit, filed in Cook' County. Circuit Coirt Friday, asks
that the court order the village to issue five building permits

A name for the Dist. 214

Tonight, that question will be

must be passed by the board answered.
before the second Tuesday.in observers,

it for Percy

BY JACK A. VANDFILMYN

political

Dechion Waits
Author's Approval

rate will climb, drop or remain stable;
Finance Director Richard that the village had no right to
Jesse said yesterday afternoon cut its levy.

mitteeman.

Turns

- Almost

A heavy agenda is scheduled for tonight's meeting of
the Mount Prospect Village Board of Trustees.
Up for first reading is the long-awaited village, levy ordinance - the document which determines whether the tax

Topic - politics. What else when this trio gathers. nor the left are David Reaper,
Monet Prospect, candidate for the state house of representatives; Charles H. Percy. Republican candidate for the U.S. Senate and Cad fillO1011, Elk Grove Township Republican com-

DiMucei Home Bogdan, developers of Elk Ridge
Villa and Mount Shire subdivisions in Mount Prospect
have filed a court action against "the village in an effort to obtain five withheld building permits in a 245

before he knew English. His
father was a YMCA secretary

a public hearing on its plans -in China for 25 years.

for 'the Northwestern suburbs
at 8 p.m. tomorrow in tbe Des
Plaines City Council chamber.
Members of the Northwestern Suborban Division of the
N1PC will survey the attitude
of the planning commissions
of area villages and interestel citizenson the N1PC goah.
NICP is currently consider
ing several different compre-

in Prospect

Train Kills
Woman, 89,
In Palatine

Prospect furnished more than
An
89 -year -old
Chicago
1,000,000 gallons of water to
Citizens' system on an emer- woman was killed instantly
yesterday when she stepped in.
gentry basis.

Roundup
For The Day
By United Press International

LBJ Addresses Legion Convention

Board member Art Aronson
WASHINGTON - President Johnson was scheduled
suggested that naming a school
fora living person may not be to deliver the principal address before the 411th national

convention of the American Legion today in Washington.

the best thing to do.

"it is true that be might take It was expected that his message would- touch heavily
a path in his life that might on Viet Nam. The Legionnaire' have voiced support of

make it embarrasing to name. Mr. Johnson's policy in the Int. la other business to a school after him," said Baird day, delegates echo still act on some 600 resolutions,,
Dr. Frank Smith.

is an element of risk

one making Irma Nam veterans eligible for mamba..

but this is a low risk with a

.tight
N. Viet. Nam
county area
of Cook,
the six- 'high
hensive
Plans
for DuPage,
,
nine himreward'
before ho We
goes on
to lee"- 347th Plane Lost Over
Kane, Lake, McHenry and Will something greater. We are
SAIGON -Americans pokesmen have acknowledged
recognizing bier actions in the the 347th U.S. air loss over North Viet Nam. The plane -to the path of a Chicago tit, counties.
Target date for adoption of field of education." he said,
an F-lOS Thunderchief-was shot down . during raids
CONGREVE appealed to Si- North Western passenger, train
-- the comprehensive Plan is "1 GO along' with the pre. yesterday over the Communist north. Its pilot was listmon for help in getting the in Palatine.
Mrs. Anna Duncan, of 2618 Decembers 19660 as set by the
ed as missing. The F-105 carries a bigger bomb paycompany to expand its facili(Continued Prom Page 1)'
ties for water resources, stor- S. Homan, was struck about two Illinois General Asiembly.
load than any plane used over the north
blocks
west
of
Rohlwing
Rd.
An
age and emergency equipment.
,

At Simos direction Fe-

inquest

is

scheduled

some -

time oday.

?Arc
rove withheld about 40 build
Duncan's
brother,
Permits for homes in an area Joseph Faulkner, with whom
serviced by Citizens. The two she lived, said she went to
permits he freed were not in Arlington Park Race . Track
the area affected by the July about once a week.

4

ter crisis

T raffic Light Plan Wins Out
At Schoenbeck and
ne

Arlington Heights' entered will come off the 'drawing
the controversy by suggesting: hoards."
Any county plans, be said,
that traffic lights be installed
and an overpass be built to must win the approval of, the
provide for the safetY of the state division of highways.
"After .that," he continued,
children.
'we must advertise about two
By mid -summer the county weeks for the construction
panying the plan was a blue- began
work, then let out, and laird
working on new plans.
print showing that Schoenbeck'
would be closed to auto traffic.
Goiterthan, without diadoe,
"We surely ought to have the
The Prospect Heights Ike- ing the exact plans for the in_ job done by the end of October::
,
provement
Assn.
objected tersection, said that the -cross- - basilic!.
Goltennan added, "I hope
strongly to the board's vote on ing "will be entirely modified:

Mrs. Duncan was pronounced
ing and more:than 200.children
BY BRUCE CUTLER
dead at'Northwest Community
ThMe will be traffic lights travel across the intersection
Hospital:. Her 'body 'was- taken at the intersection of Palatine twice daily to'and from school.
permits.
to. Ahlgrini's ,Faneral.' Home in and Schoenbeck Rds. this fall.
THE BOARD" of edimatiOri
Palatine to Await the inquest,
IN ANOTHER development,
Richard H. Goltennan, Coole early this summer voted to
C.itizons' lawyer, Daniel J.
County assistant superintendent accept a county plan for a
Kucera, said Monday he is not
of highways, told The. Day Mon- pedestrian overpau. Accom-

Ferrone said Monday Simon
permitted him to issue the two

.

.

! Vandals Use 'Eggs

yet ready to ask Perrone for

a'. sPecial. use, permit to. begin

n Patio

a ra

day the lights ,rather than a

pedestrian overpass will be inMn. Henry A. - SchuMann
discoveredSaturday. someone stalled by the end of October.
had smashed egp by folding
The kind of safetyprecautions
CoUnty officials indicated in the lawn fUrniture on the rear at the intersection has been a public' hearings earlier this patio, of her home at 1106 W.
point of Controversy among
-

digging I second deep Well for.
o-

Before he fialsbed, the U. S.
When he started speaking at Senatorial candidate "got down month that.. they, would consi Ceritial, Mount Prospect.
Prosiket Heights residents.She -told police one egg was
, Elk Grove Township last night,' to business" and :dammed se ,der the digging of a deep well
Three Dist. 23 scliools are
proof that Citizens.' had rotten, giving Abe larniture
- Charles H. "Cheek" Percy- overflow gathering in shirt as,adeloate"
flouted southviest of the cross
weter-. facilitieS, unmistakable odor.
deem*.
was wearing his salt jacket.
,

.

'

,

the,

county's overpass

plan.

The orpnization urged as an
alternative
lights,

traffic
.

. control

any objections

to our plans

"WE HAVE about a week won't delay the project because
or two to ,work on the plans some protection for the school
here," he said "and then they \ children is vital." -

'

,

300 Hear

John Hersey
--Who He Is

Percy
(Continued From Page 1)
that last night's Elk Grov

-

Township meeting was the
ginning of what he called a n w

TOUCHING briefly on the
national issues, Percy said
that key issues confronting the
electorate are, "the war in

and

land)

Assoc. had to have a name for
so
the school before Sept.

Lewis.

as

private

secretary

for the late novelist, Sinclair
As a war correspondent

HERSEY worked as a repoor people are going down the porter and an editor for Time

Percy called the current economic situation in the United
States, "a period, of ruinous
inflation -- that's what the Republicans have to deal with."
On the Viet Nam issue, Perfor an honorable
settlement to the war, such
as President Eisenhower negotiated in Korea. He said
called

that the first step toward such
a settlement could be an all Asia

peace

an

conference,

idea of his he said has been
widely

embraced

by

world

leaders.

Dr. Smith made the motion
to name the school for Hersey
and the vote was taken the only
dissenter was Richard Bach-

John Hersey

"The war on poverty is a
dead issue," Percy said. "The

fer whensrices rise."

and Life magazines and for the her of the National Citizens
New Yorker magazine. He was Council for Public Schools,

editor of the New Yorker for and tas served as a delegate
two years.
Probably his best known book
is "A Bell for Adana" for

to the White House conference

which he was awarded the Pul-

of the board of education in

on Education..

He served also as a member

itzer Prize in 1945. The book, Weston,. Conn., where he makes

which later was made into a his home.
movie starring the late John
Hodiak, describes American
soldiers
reconstructing
an
Italian village.

Field Corporation
Elects Phalin
d Barker

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued From Page I)

Kensington Rd. and recommend Birndorf & Silverman, the Di Mucci company contends that
that they be lowered.
Nine cases will be referred it has spent in excess of
to the board from Trustee $600,000 in improvements,
Howard V.
Robert Teichert's judiciary including a storm sewer system, streets and sidewalks. been elected

Phalin has

't

lejm.,Yr,

chairman of
It also claims that it has com- the board and chief ex-

Elcien's plied with all of the village ecutive officer of Field EnParker
1
Trustee
they could label blueprints and public works committee will subdivision requirements and terprises Educational
plans. If the board did not make present a report on the Des has posted in excess of Corp., effective Oct. I.
final selection of a name the Plaines - Mount Prospect
$500,000 in bonds with the vilRobert R. Barker has been,
plans would be labeled "sixth Arlington Heights - Palatine lage to insure proper and le- elected president and board
water commission's request gal development of the area.
high school."

universities.

Yale

this board a unanimous

deasion," said Armstrong.
Armstrong said architects
Berger, Kelley, Untced &

During the summer of 1937 he

and the war on poverty.

They are the first ones to suf-

will vote for anything' that will
give

Announce Promotions

DiMucci
Trustees
Sues For
To Tackle
Big Agenda: Permits

of naming a 50 and 40 miles an hour along Chicago laW firm of Bloch,

school after its location but I

School, and Cambridge (Engserved

drain of inflation.

(Continued from Page 1)
vious decisions

China, of American parents.
He was educated at Hotchkiss

Viet Nam, the fiscal integrity
pc the United States, inflation

economic

For School

741P4

John, Hersey, 54, the magalife in the Republican organ- zinc writer, editor and novelist,
ization. "Our troops are going whose name has been chosen
to roll on Oct. 1 this time, for the new Dist. 214 high
riot the Democrats," he said.. school, was born in Tientsin,

cy

New. Name
Chosen\

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday, August 30, 1966

Page 2:

for

four villages' water supplies.

huber. He later changed his

In other business, approval
Other names suggested for is expected on a sidewalk projWinston ect along Weller Ln. Second
the school were
Churchill and Herbert Hoover. reading of the Lonnquist Blvd.
Both failed to be approved at widening project through speprevious meetings before Wil- cial assessment is anticipated.
low was selected.
Bid approval for the bridge
Richard Bachhuber favored over Weller Creek is expected,
vote to make it unanimous.

Herbert Hoover as a high school with the low bidder, Engelhardt
name.
Construction Co. expected to
"THERE IS nothing wrong receive the 546,263 project.

Ice Cream

with being a politician if you
are a good one. If you want to
A -Go -Go
"Hiroshima" and "The Child
get away from naming it after
An Ice Cream A -Go -Go will a person name it an historical
Buyer" also are among his
be
held
at
Central
Junior
High
better known books.
place such as Valley Forge,
School on Friday, September Constitution or Runnymede (site
16
from
5
to
10
p.m.
HERSEY his been -a memof the signing of the Magna
Carta)" he said.

Auto Hits

Bike Rider
A bicycle rider suffered only

a sore wrist Monday when he
"I am against any names of was struck by an auto at Cedar

persons

SAVE THAT
MAINTENANCE MONEY

especially

member of the `scorporation,

a $1,500 grant from the

village' to pursue its study on
possible future merger of the

politicians and Arlington Heights Rd.

also effective the same day.

DiMucci contends that the
sewer lines now being disputed by the village were inspected and approved, as were all
of the other improvements in

Announcement of the elections by the company's board
of directors was made today
by Bailey K, Howard, who retires as board chairman of the

the subdivision.

corporation Oct.

educational

Howard is the new presiApplication for the building dent of Field Enterprises, Inc.,
permits came in early August, the parent company of the edaccording to the suit, at which ucational corporation whose
time the village refused to is- board chairman and chief
sue them, forcing the demand executive officer is' George B.
I.

Young will remain

in

that

position until Oct. 1, 1968,
when he has announced, he will
Howard will become
retire.

VILLAGE Attorney Robert
Moore said that he was served with notice of the law suit chief executive officer of the
parent company on that date.
Enterprises
EducaField
Judge Thomas Donovan's court tional Corporation publishes
The World Book Encyclopedia
in Chicago yesterday.
and
companion
reference
Moore, however, pointed out works.
late Friday. The suit called

for an answer to be filed in

and people who live in oiirera,"
Police said the boy, Patrick
said Art Aronson.
John G. Woods, village presi- L Peens, IS, of 23 E. Golf Rd.,
dent of Arlington Heights wrote rode his bicycle into the path

that he legally bad five days
prepare his answer. The vil-

versity of Notre Dame, Pha-

his suggestions. It read in part: Judith Krause, 22, of Des
"Willow High School is not a Plaines. Police did not issue a

He said he would meet with

ing

the village judiciary committee chaired by Trustee

he became a vice-president in

a letter to the board offering of the auto driven by Miss
bad name - it is simply not in ticket.
an inspiring one. All of the
Pearis' injury
communities in Dist. 214 either

did, not require

have been or will be appro- hospital attention.
priately recognized. Therefore,
may I venture the personal
opinion that if Willow High
School is to be renamed it
would be altogether appropriate
to name it after Harold L

HOWARD V. PHALIN

Young.

for court action.

A GRADUATE of the Uni-

from the time of service to

lage attorney indicated that he lin entered the subscription
would fight the court order. books business from the teach-

Robert Teichert, prior to

profession.
through sales

executive vice-president

1952;

fil-

Progressing
management,

ing his answer to the DiMucci and director of sales in

1957;

and president in 1964.

suit.

ROBERT R. BARKER
senior

He is a member of the lay
of trustees of Notre

board

Dame; chairman of the

OBITUARIES

Donald G. Milne,
lay vice-president, financial.

board of trustees of DePaul
Frank J. Gagliardi, general
University; a member of the
Elgin and two brothers, Fer- lay board of trustees of St. 'sales manager, elected to vice
Fred H. Homeyer
-president.
dinand and Ernst of Iowa.
Procopius College, Lisle, Ill.;
Ray A. Davis, Edward A.
Fred H. Homeyer, 80, of 307
Slichenmyer in recognition of
Visitors may call at the a director of the National Bank
his outstanding contribution to W. Wing, Arlington Heights, Haire Funeral Home in Ar- of North Evanston; a director Engel, Floyd H. Kruger, and
Paul E. Luehr, assistant vice

died Sunday in the Wood Dale lington Heights. Services will
Nursing Home in Wood Dale. be Wednesday in St. Peters
"If however, because of the He was a retired farmer and Lutheran Church, Arlington
configuration of the alphabet lived in the village for 37 Heights, with the Rev. Robert
in Slichenmyer's name the ' years.
0. Bartz officiating. Burial will
Board concludes it advisable to
He is survived by his wife be in Zion Lutheran Church
choose another name, my per - Atrianda; five sons, Edwin F. of Ceinttery,in Bensenville.
Zonal second 'choice" would be Cary, Arnold of Deerfield,
that towering figure of history Marvin, Alyin and, ,Elmer of
who ruade an almost unbeliev- Palatine; three daughters, Mrs. Emma Z. Williams
able contribution to civilization Edna Koester or Des Plaines,
Emma Z. Williams, 84, of
- Winston Churchill."
Mrs. Esther Lemke of Ben- 237 S. Arlington Heights Rd..
senville and Mrs. Gertrude Arlington Heights, died Sun"I CERTAINLY like the Schmidt of Arlington Heights; day in the Magnus Farm Nursidea of Churchill," said Dr. 24 grandchildren; '12 great ing. Home in Arlington Heights.
She is survived by two sisSmith, "But I am taken with grandchildren; four sisters,
the suggestion of John Hersey Mrs. Bertha Fienr Mrs. ters, Mrs. Clara Z. Utpatel
High School. It would be a fine Martha Bergman and Mrs. and Mrs. Elsie P. Inselman of
thing to do to recognize his Louise Schlomann, all of Itas- Arlington Heights.
achievements."
Services will be Thursday at
ca and Mrs. Anna Runge of
education.

of the American Textbook Pub- -presidents. Davis directs the
lishers Institute; and is chair- Company's collection and cusman of the Tomorrow's Mercy tomer service divisions. Engel
Hospital Development Fund in is in charge of internal audit
Chicago.
and international accounting.
Kruger heads the mail-order
BARKER joined the .Com- division. Luehr directs data"

-

get THE FACTS ABOUT -

pany as a. part-time salesman processing.
in 1937 while a college student. He attended SoutheastJAMES E.

-

ALUMINUM SIDING"
Before you spend more on costly repainting and repairing,

beFletcher
Durant, Okla., comes senior vice-president,
He financial, and board member
and Baylor University.

ern

College,

became a district manager in of Field Enterprises, Inc., and
1940;

national supervisor in remains

get "THE FACTS ABOUT ALUMINUM SIDING."
Learn how our aluminum siding, made with quality
Reynolds Aluminum, practically pays for itself in savings. Learn how the baked -on enamel finish combines
with aluminum to give your home a look of lasting
beauty. Our aluminum siding can't warp, rust, rot or

James R. Dodson, execuas president of the
, tive vice-president and di- election
parent company, Field Enterfor
the
westRaymond R. Moeller, 61, of rector of sales
prises, Inc., was made in June.

I

I

J

123 S. Busse, Mount Prospect, ern half of the United States.
The announcements of the new
Harry W. Ruecking, execudied yesterday in Wesley Memofficers structure of the subtive
vice-president and direc- sidiary educational corporaorial Hospital in Chicago. He
of
sales
for
the
eastern
tor
was a salesman for the Runboard,
half of the United and for Can- tion follows action by its
zel Cord & Wire Co.
of directors.
ada.William T. Branham, executive vice-president and di-

He is survived by his wife
Balbina; two sons Raymond R.

Reynolds Aluminum

Complete Attention
To All Arrangements

Supply Company

Jr. and Denis of Mount Prospect; a daughter Mrs. Juanita
Thirnois and four, grandchild-

at this time of sorrow, with complete attention to
all arrangements, assuring you of solace on this
solemn occasion.

4612 West Lake Street,

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS

Illinois 60160

Home

HENRY W: FRIEDRICHS. JR.'

'Inched by 40 Years Experience'

320

Telephone MU 1,-4040

W. Centro/ Road . . . at NorthWe

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

tions. Donald M. McKellar has
resigned from this position,
effective Oct. 1.
William H. Nault, senior
vice-president and
editorial
director.

A service will be Thursday
in the

Fried-

richs Funeral Home in Mount
Prospect. A mass will be offered in St. Raymond Church

H.E. Belau
Named To
Bank Post

at 10 a.m. Burial will be in
All Saints Cemetery in Des
Plaines.

FRIEDRICHS-Funerai

Melrose Park,

rector of international opera-

ren.

at 9:30 a.m.

Lifting the burden of detail that weights so heavily

Ph. 25 -7800

Earl I. Green

4612 West Lake Street
Melrose Park, Illinois 60160
OPIecise send me the "Facts About. Aluminum Siding"
Booklet.

DPIstasio have your representative give me complete
information.
Nano141'

Iffeisf

4 ...

banker has been appointed to a
key position at the Continental
yesterday in Northwest Com- Illinois National Bank & Trust
munity Hospital.
Co.
He is survived by his wife
Named manager of the auditIrene.
ing division of the Chicago bank
Funeral services and burial was Henry E. Belau Jr., 17 N.
will be private.
Main St.
Vail, Arlington Heights, died

'-

.....

Phone

t;ii .... ; .. ;:4
... .. .

signments in the auditing division. He was named assistant
manager of the division in January, 1965.

Arlington Heights JAYCEES

. . !.

21111:Cafill .

Clyde Beatty -Cole Bros Circus
Tues. Sept. 6

Information
Wm. Cobb

392-6980

the following countries: World
Book-Childcraft, Ltd., of Can-

ada; II Libro del Mundo in It
Field

Enterprises

Edu-'

Kingdom;

Varldsboken

AB in Sweden. and -Field Educational Enterprises of Australasia, Pty.,' Ltd., in Australia.
The educational corporation
recently acquired A. J. Ny-

strom & Company, leading
of globes,

school distributor

maps, and charts.

Another subsidiary is World
Book Encyclopedia
Science
Service of Houston, which* syndicates' science articles to.

newspapers and publishes books

on popular science, and is the
distributor

of the

personal

stories of the U. S. astronauts
and their families.

Judge Herbert R. Stoffels, 61, presiding judge of the Third

Clearbrooks budding fund and also havahenccessafY MONieS to conduct
.other,ProOseitdvict mice* benefititwthe A'rhAgton atm.

Arlington Jaycees
Neil-D"Argoi
It

reference

Circuit Court district, died Sunday in Holland, Mich.

Nisi -tired as a non-profit orgatnLialiiii offsdng Young:Men leadership
'training .thru.eivic projects, Me Jaycees are undertaking the sponsoring.
circus tetthhopesthatitiettlenable us to benefit clearbrook Center',

"

of

Park Ridge Judge
Stoffels, 61, Dies

Spensos

-

publisher

works in the United States.
Through these subsidiaries it
also distributes its products in

.

for the &tante( With Our Proceeds. we plan to meet. our pledge to.

.....

Adchiiss,r

I

ing

nited

Belau started with the bank

Dept.,S

Educa-

Enterprises

cational Corporation in the U-

A veteran Mount Prospect

Earl I. Green, 74, of 311 N.

FIELD

tional Corporation is the lead-

aly;

in 1924, handling various as-

Reynolds Aluminum Supply Co.

and

Raymond R. Moeller

peel. Before you spend more, get the facts on aluminum
siding. Write or phone today.

Mail Coupon tot

vice-president

1945; sales manager in 1959; treasurer of FieldEnterprises
general sales manager in 1961; Educational Corporation. Hoand senior vice-president for ward and Fletcher continue in
sales in 1964.
their capacities with the eduOther executive promo- cational corporation as memtions
in
the
educational
corpbers of its board of directors
1:30 p.m. in the Friedrichs
to become effective and aavisory and executive
Funeral Home chapel. Burial oration
Oct. I, Howard announced,are
committees.
will be in Waldheim Cemetery.
the following:
Announcement of Howard's

_
,

He was an associate judge of the Circuit Court since 1964
and served u Park Ridge city attorney from 1945 to 1963. He
livedt37 N. Merrill, Park Ridge.
JudgeStoffels is survived, Park Ridge, Burial will be
by his wife Dorothea; two sons Rankin cemetery.
Robert E. and Donald H. and a
He was graduated Irons
brnther. Edgar.
Northwestern University Law
Visitors may call, at the School and was a member of
Ryan'.- Parke Funeral Home, the American and Illinois Bar
120 S. "Northwest Hwy., Park Assns. He also was a church
Ridge. Services will be Wed- organist and was a membei of
nesday at 150 p.m. in the Re- the American Guild of Organdeemer

Lutheran

Church, ists.

'

The Day's Prospects

You

_Open tOrive

For Members

ay Not Be Right,

The

But You Are Important

Suburban

sociation of University Wom-

.

en is. conducting a series of
membership parties.
Membership committee mem-

bers, Mrs.

BY DOLORES HAUGH

11.

H. Lowrie "and

Mrs. Glen Turner ,of Mount
Prospect, are actively
paring for the'event.

Many people feel that in this
jet age some- merchantli feel
that serving the 'public is a
chore, and a beie.
Not so> in Mount Prospect.
'where merchants still feel that
their customers, though not always right, are always important.

Northwest

Branch of the American As.'

pre-

Any woman graduate Of an
AAUW aecredlted college is
invited to all' Mrs. R. B. Vawter at 823-0956 for further. information.

Reappointed

.

Mn;'sJohn Allett,-116 W.

One such merchant is Jack
Keefer of Keefer's Pharmacy

Euclid, Arlington Heights, has

which is leaving the north side

been

of the railroad' tracks for the
first time in forty two years.

mas Seal campaign here.

Mrs. Allen, campaign chairman in the village for 31 years,

It will be located at 5 W. Prospect Av., after Sept. 5.

but' stayed
north of the tracks. Keefer

Mn..t L a' Lowrie ',aml Mn. ales 'Farmer am belparg
with the seeks of .megiberrebip parties eposiseed by
die . Rearrest Ebiarbare breads of Americas Almadadoe of Ustfverdtyr Women.

was renamed by' Warren W.
Lebeck, general chairman of

The pharmacy has changed
location

reappointed community

chairman of the 1966 Christ-

before

the Chicago area campaign.

C. W. Lamm at week it

north of the tracks. In 1949 wirers
when Keefer started at the.

be.

A

iEsSferii Drag stare The drive is conducted by the
Institute of ChiIs celebradeg. hie. 55tk year .as a pbarmaekt.. Tuberculosis
cago and Cook County.

4
4

s

present location, be had a sods
fountain and old fashioned yet
up to date merchandise store.
In 1954 the store was remodel-

SS

SS

ed and expanded.

ONE OF the interesting em- ployees of the store is pharmacist C. William Lussman, who
is ,celebrating 55 years in the
pharmaceutical business. Luuman graduated from Highland
Park High School and studied
at the College of Des Moines.

Dean. two -year -old see . of Mr. aml Mn. ifts's!
Parley of 129 Roostree, Prospect Holghb, voles -

tiered to gat Me hairnet If bor mkt ride the fine
le tie Empire Barber Shop at 10 S Maid, Most
Prospect. The barber lake Craoray.

Valparaiso Chaplain To
Address omen's Guild

*

During
school
'

-

"Formula for Survival" will

graduate education at Indiana

(Ind.) University official when
be addresses a meeting of the
school's women's guild Sept.
7.
The speaker is Chaplain
Martin W. Baumgaertnex, as stunt to the president, -department of development. His

tension of Pennsylvania Uni-

the

was

depression, the
cose, but the

school of pharmacy was taken
over by Drake University and
is one of the outstanding' pharmacy schools in thtcountry.
When asked wt;at he thought

be the topic of a Valpariso University, the Maryland Ex- about the old -days of mortor
and pestle,

audience will be members of
the guild's Clucago-northwest
suburban chapter.

The meeting, the chapter's
first of the season, will begin
at 8:15 p.m. at St. Andrew's
Lutheran Church, corner of

Lussman said,
versity and the Air Univer- "The old ways of making,medicines to order were much
sity Extension in Germany.

*SS
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Marriage Announced

Plan

Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Paul

Bridge
Marathon

The Mount Prospect Center
new way still is interesting". of Infant Welfare will sponsor'
a
bridge
.marathon which will
Lussman started his career
in 1916 at the age of 19, and begin in October and continue
went to work in Iowa. Fifty. through May of 1967.
Mrs. Peter Schein of Rol- years ago he came to Sieburd
Mrs. Floyd Caldini i6 chair- I
ling. Meadows is the grand- Drugs in Arlington Heights.. man for this year's marathon
mother .of a son born Aug. 19 In 1948 the business was sold and women of Mount Prospect
to Mr. and Mrs. Matthew to Keefer.
are invited to join.
Schon of Wheeling in Holy
BILL SAID be still makes up
Family Hospital, Des Plaines.
The teams will play together
The baby, Brian Keith, ointment and some capsule once a month for seven

A Grandson
For Mrs. Schon

Elm and Northwest Hwy., Park weighed 8 pounds 2 42.ogin prescriptions as he did, yan,
Ridge.
ago, but this the diy of`the old
He 'hats 1iio tbiothers,1
12' and David," 1 'kid 'far,
time Phs7.1 .aet.-has
passed.
THE CHAPLAIN, recently
14;14aocy,
retired from military service Marlynn; 7 and Dona. 4.
Lussman is assisted by
after 25 years, is a 1936 gradThe other grandmother, Mrs. three other pharmacists. Jack
uate of Concorida Seminary in Anne Anfeldt, lives in Wheel- Keefer, Norbert Greeby, and
Paul Marsh.
St. Louis Mo He received u8.

If Your Answer Is No Then Vote NO
Tuesday September 13

And Keep Mount
Prospect A Village.

School and will enter Texas

Bois announce the marriage of Christian University for her
their daughter Rovelle Allaben senior year.
to Chris Thor Berated, son of
Chris is a graduate of ProsMr. and Mrs. Howard Berated pect High School. He obtained
of 408 'Candota, Mount Pros - his degree at Knox and will attend Texas Christian under
Pea.
The couple attended Knox fellowship preparatory to his
College at Gaibburg. Rovelle doctorate degree.
is a member of Delta Delta
The couple were married
sorority. She is a graduate of August 20th and will reside in
the University of Chicago High Fort Worth, Tex.

more of a challenge but the

Higher Taxes In Mount Prospect?
Your Voting Power Cut By 70%?
City Politics For Mount Prospect?
Party Bosses To Run Mount Prospect?
City Government In Mount Prospect?

Citizens To Keep Village GovernmentThose Who Know - Vote

(This ad .sponsored by William Demmert)
4PA

They sailhave differal 'opponents each month.
The time oe-Playlii'decided to
months.

suit then' mutual convenience.

,

Grace's Daze

INFANT Welfare will make
schedule' and keep
track of the scores. Prize to

up the

championship. They will be awarded at the play-off next
spring.

tuA

Surprise for Ken

A buffet supper Mrs. Russell Holmes gave Sunday marked
two events for her son, Kenneth; his graduation with a degree
in biology from Upper Iowa University, and his confirmation
that day at the Bethel Lutheran Church in Palatine.

The party was a surprise to
Kenneth whose fiancee Nancy
Each and her family, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Each of Roll-

lug Meadows shared the fun.
Most

close

of the guests were
relatives.
Kenneth's

sister and her husband, the
Robert maaeketa and his

mother and father, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Bloecker; Myr-

de Holmes' sisters and their

families, the Gus Kneads and
Larry Heinzens from Barrington and Evanston and the Gus
After the ceremony, the
Knaacks' son, Richard, home
on military leave from Aber- young couple's departure from
deen, Md.; Mr. and Mrs. Carl the church was done to the niuBracken of Mount Prospect and sic of a pair of -bagpipes, favtheir daughter, Mrs. William,:orate instrument of the bride's
Klett whose husband had to family, Dr. and Mrs. Willartt
miss the party because of out Kerr, their players in full

201 S. Candota Avenue, Mount
Prospect or call CL 34972.

Donations for joining are tax

lion

yin'',

of town business, the Fred Scottish regalia.
Knaacks of Barrington, and
The same music was, fea-

hotel.

.1

Per
Ear

Firm, Golden

Fruit

C

GRADEA' LARGE*
ALL WHITE

AGAR'S CANNED

FRESH EGGS

HAMS

Wisconsin's Finest

-

Dozen
Ctn..

'Roy Lemke

BANANAS

10

3 it $24$

REAL ESTATE
CL .541SE0

ICE CREAM
SHERBET
Thrifty -Pak
Popular Flavors

1

Pint
Carton

TURKEYS
ARMOUR'S STAR
Fancy Oracle 'A'
Oven -Ready
Young Toms

16 to 22-lbs. avg.
dressed wolght

IAGal. 69c

DISREGARDING the advan-

lights,, but

none -the -less

in -

Igniting to those who kitow the.
,Close friends from Mount < young couples well enough to
Prospect, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- attend.

$6,8

$3"

BRUNS

groom

tages of television and a long,
cool drink in a comfortable
BACK IN town are Mr. and chair, two, young men from
Mrs. Eugene Goodman who Mount Prospect drcive more
went to Dubuque, Iowa, for the than 2,000 miles over the past
August 27 marriage of Mary weekend to watch the Cubs playj
Henkels to their son, Gary. the Houston Astronauts.
Preceding the ceremony in the
They are 18 :,year old Wil
Holy Ghost Catholic Church, ham Fox and his friend, Rob Mr. And Mrs. Goodman who art: Mehleck, 21; who left, early
formerly lived in Dubuque gave last Friday morning for Texas.
a rehearsal, dinner in the
President's Room 'orals Dodge .TNT. (This 'n Tina).
House in Dubuque and after '' Incidental, perhaps in scope.
the:wedding her family, the compared to the excitement of
Willard Henkel' hosted a re- a *wedding, are some - Side.,

option for 250 at the , same

for my rear view mir-

AGAR FANCY SZICED

Aktfofformayeaart-o

Mrs. Diane Arthur who came tuged at the, wedding reception
from Dayton, Ohio.
at the Beverly Woods RestaurOctober will find Kenneth ant, and when the wedding cake
starting a foul and one-half was cut it was, instead of the
year enlistment in the Marine' traditional white cake, moist
air corps. He and Nancy have dark chocolate, favorite of the
set December 23 for their
wedding date following completion of his basic training.

Mon of the Map'

-'

5

CORN

deductible.

week ago to tell a woeful story.
Married August 20 in Bushnell,

do so saying, "Oh well, I may
as well; I need a new decora-

SWEET

tact Mrs. Richard O'Donnell,

One newly married couple
arrived in Mount Prospect a

garter, reluctantly agreed to

A

FRESH,

Selling your home?
Call our

lard Pierson also attended the III., they spent that night at a
wedding, an event crowded in- Chicago motel only to find upon
to a busy weekend schedule leaving Sunday morning for a
which preceded the- Piersou' - Wisconsin
honeymoon that
moving day Monday.
their car bad been burglariied
and most of their clothing and
A WEDDING the. William
Mott family attended in Mor- other belonginp taken.
gars Park August 27 had sevAt a wedding this past weekeral unusual features. An ex - end the groom threw the tratra by the bride, Karen Kerr ditional garter. One young
included her verbal presents - man urged to join other and
tion to the groom, Charles slightly older eligibles, one of
Jensen, of the famous "En- whom is supposed to be slated
treat Me Not to Leave Thee". to wed next4if he attches the

ISPECIAL LOW PRICES THRU SATURDAY, SEPT. 3rd
"

For further information con-

By Grace Moft

e

'1

,

be awarded each group include I
first, secoa and third grand.

Lb

U.S: Choice Cubed Beef

39c

BOWMAN
CREAMED

TEAKS

,

oilimircono

9-2-0s. Straits

. to 28rOz: Pkg. 89C ,,
t'

COTTAGE

CHEESE

-Per
wctribl of Whro.

Steak
1.101 !(.

1,L;

lb%

AIIIMNUTTCYN- ASARRrr PLAZ

' 900'KENSINGTON

ARLINGT.,ON: HEIGHTS

.THE'GROVE S1401PPIFIG.-CENTEll"

Arrii;i1GIALADI:mcisits..T.gfirigu).
ELK GRovE.v.LLAGL

.

-1-4

Vantage roint
There are many beautiful spots in the world.
Many that we have seen and many that we have
heard about.

There is the Valley of Cayambe in Ecuador,
untouched by civilization, surrounded by snow-'
capped Andes peaks, lush with wheat and alfal-

ack Vandermyn

'

bank panic or by an industrial recession.

There is the Grand Canyon in Arizona,' deep'
and beautiful, carved, from the rocks of ages and

They have invested in real estate.' They own
land that someday could be much more valuable
than it is today -- either to them or to their chil-

And there is the swelling granduer of the Caloosahatchie River emptying into the Gulf of Mexico at Cape Coral., Fla., one of nature's greatest
accomplishments.
Men have stood on the outskirts Of the Valley
_

.

of Cayambe in Ecuador and on the cliffs of the
Grand Canyon in Arizona and had dreams -some of which have come true.

The Rosen brothers stood on the banks of the
Caloosahatchie River and had a dream also, a
dream that today has become one of America's
newest and most beautiful cities, Cape Coral.

CAPE CORAL could have gone one of two
ways, it was beautiful, a natural for develop=
ment - or for exploitation.
Fortunately for the more than 5,000 people who
now make Cape 'Coral their year -around home,
it was developed, not exploited.
Cape Coral was developed by the Rosen broth-

ers and their Gulf American Land Corp. It was

tropical beautysurrounded by lush splendor.
Cape Coral Gardens, the dancing waters, Four

and in America's future - in the only way that
will not be effected by the stock market, by a

fa.

destined to overwhelm man through eternity.

Gulf American went one step farther. It built
what kis one of western Florida's greatest tourist attractions, Cape Coral Gardens, mecca of

developed with a promise, a fist full of money and
e dream for the 'Inure.
Today, thousands of Americans own .a share of
Cape Coral. They have invested in their future --

Freedoms Park are all the result of a developer
delivering what he promised. That's, the key 'at
Cape Coral -- keep the word good. Make a prom-

,

he. shoot for the moon and hit it.

SOMEDAY, perhaps. we will be able to leave
the hustle and bustle of the daily deadline and
retire to 'S quieter life. If' that day ever comes
and believe us, it won't be in the near future,
we hope that there is still room at Cape Coral

dren.

CAPE CORAL is just what the name implies,
a cape of land jutting'into the Gulf of Mexico along the banks of the deep -blue Caloosahatchie
River.
It is surrounded by the gulf and the river, of-.
fering miles of undisturbed waterfront...home
sites that are literally surrounded with the
pleasures of life, boating, hunting, fishing swimming and just plain relaxing.
Gulf American promised a total community to
those early believers who invested in Cape Cor-

for one more.

.

_-

We hope that as the Caloosahatchie River continues to meander from Lake Okechobee in cen-

tral Florida to the Gulf of Mexico that it cuts
out a special little piece of land just for \tis;---\
a piece of land where the breeze always blows in

al's future. They promised roads, today those

from the gulf and the bass fight to get on our

roads art in. They promised canals, linking home sites ,to the river or to the gulf. Those canals
are now being enjoyed by hundreds of residents.

line.

They promised a championship golf course.
yacht basins,, swimming pools, a Country club:
These are all realities today, both for the enjoy-

the most populated areas of Florida.

Take a trip to Cape Coral and see a dream
come true. One day, perhaps, this will be one of

ment of the citizens and for visitors who visit

Gulf American is developing other sections in _
the southwestern part of the state. But there will
only be one Cape Coral, only one dream, the first

this vacation wonderland.

dream, that has proven to be the best of all.

Julieue Low School

"Don't I have enough to worry about without you bugging
me about calories?"

A New Concept in Eduicalion
.

Zbt Pro5vect

rt.,,resr,-Wy

t

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity.

-- Marshall Field Ill

!..;
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K. S. Johnson, Genera/Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Jack A. Vandermyn
.Vrivs Editor

Kledaisch

Managing Editor

As the Wheel Is Bent
Young people, with young eyes and
reflexes that will never be as

young

sharp again, ought to be the best drivers in the world.
Yet teen-age

drivers

have

the

high-

est accident rate of any age group and

Classrooms Give Way
To Small Seminars

As the end of smasser and the beginning of scboel apprise*, workmen harry to
complete the New Juliette Low school, 1530 Pkkwlck Rd., and a boy uses some of
Isis remaining time to boat butterflies nearby.

Junior
High School in Mount Prospect

instruction to another.

View,

Juliette

Forest

Low, designed

agons, and is described by its
architect as "getting small
group instruction to the far-

classroom concept.

be important.

Instead, a

carpeted Learning Center and
library provide flexibility.
Student
vided for

carrels _are pro.;
individual instruc-

tion, and book stacks are used
to divide areas for learning.

"FLUIDITY"

the

is

word

Raymond Orput uses to describe
inar

school...small sem"rooms"serve for inhis

struction of four or five chil-

struction,

we

to' con-

want

stantly present the joy of discovery."
Dr. Roger

Bardwell, Dist.
characteras 'an at-

Although
phies

have

major

catastro-

existed

for cen-

ic explosion

has

creased 'Our

awareness

greatly

of

in-

School'

administrators

to opts Sept.

ably changed by the expansion of similar programs into every community in
America.

of medical self-help
training has been devised. Its
ultimate g oal is the training o f
at least one member of each
family in the principles of

instructor.

emergency health care.

tificates.

The instructor's kit contains
a

projector and screen,

ex-

amination answer sheet, class
rosters,

and

graduation cer-

The subjects of the lessons
are (I) radioactive fallout and
the Board of Health to indus- shelter, (2) healthful living in

THE MATERIALS for this

a

are

available' through

course

eration of emergency
tals or aid stationt.

This course of eleven lessons

i. the

Surrey Ridge medium of Arlington

Heights.

hospi-

Orientation at Sacred Heart School
will

cussion period
after his speech.

be

held

Sister

officially
will be installed as the assist Berenice

the "moderator, Sister Berenice . will address the fecal-

based on valuable 'experience obtained in the handling of mass casualties in
World War.
The applicability of such disaster plans

Sister Columba, R.S.H.M., ant principal for the school ty.,
principal of Sacred Heart,, Qlll 'year.
Luncheon will be served
AFTER A luncheon there at 12:30 p.m. Guest speakpresent the, guidelines for the
workshop, the philosophy and will be a meeting of home- er will be Stephen D. Berand"class ry, director of the InstrucobjeMives of the school and room advisors
will lnuoduce the 14 new level co-ordinators.
tional Resource Center of
The
Wednesday program highSchool Dist. 214.
teachers to the faculty.
He
A progress report of the will begin at 10 cm:- and will, explain the services, of
North Central Steering Corn- will consist of the imor- the center' that are availmitt= will be submitted to the dinaton reports and plans able to , teachers in the
faculty by Mother Bernardino, for the year.
Representa
northivest area. ''
Sister Berenice, Sistef. Co- fives of the Student Council
meetings
Departmental
lumbi, Sister Peter and Sip .will present the aims and will conclude the two day
objectives of the group and orientation program.
..
ter Stanislaus.
.

'

.
'

.

.

.

..
.

Texas City oil "fire and nu-

(6)

transportation

of the injured, (7) burns, (8)
shock, (9) nursing care of the
16 -mm motion picture films sick and injured, (10) infant
with sound 'are now available and child care, and (I I) emfor each of the lessons. One ergency childbirth.

The answer to many of the
problems of such a program

has 'proved its worth in such
civilian catastrophies as the

splinting, I

was originally built around a
series of 'film strips. Colored

was

' Central Rd., Rolling Mea-

Nobody knows how many lives may

ning concentrated on the or- trial organizations, church and emergencies, (3) artificial resganization and training of civic groups, schools, and to piration, (4) "bleeding and ban(5)
fractures
and
medical personnel in the op- others who are interested. daging,

school boards and of school

entation Program will be
held at Sacred Heart of
Mary High School, 2800

18, of Atlanta, Ga.

for disaster planning.
Early ' efforts in such planneed

briefs. Dist. 59 superintendent
Principal Jean Griffith of Juliette Low
Roger Birdwell, os coostroctiOn propos. Ms award -whiling school Is sdleaded

A two day Faculty. Ori-

This year's winners were Terry Hall,
18, of Deland, Fla., and Linda L. Logan,

course

turies, the threat of an atom-

standing design, and has been
named one of the top 12 finalists of the year by Na.

dows, Tuesday and Wednesday. Aug. 30, 31.
tempt to break the traditional'
Dr. R. W.. Barnwell; super-.
teacher - pupil relationship.
intendent; of Community ConIn the past, teaching often has
solidated' School .Dist. 59, will
been a process where an in- be thesiOaker at .the Tuesday
structor presented facts to his session at 9 a.m. His topic
pupil audience; they Were ex- will be "InnOvations and Expected to. sit attentively and
perimentation in. the High'
be teacher -directed,
School 'Curriculum" A dis59 superintendent,
izes Juliette Low

demonstrated
knowledge and ability in

BY DR. SAMUEL
L.ANDEEMAN

in larger areas...and facilities are also provided for

than a route of merely learning the 3 R's or lockstep in-

plus a personal interview, an attitude
test and a psychophysical exam in a
special driving test machine.

edical Self -Help Training
Course Made Available

dled

or 30 students.
"It's a constantly unfolding process," he said, describing education.
"Rather

communities

2,500

their driving

dren...groups of ten are han-

large group instruction of 20

teen-

This year, 400,000 youngsters in more

Juliette Low School recently

recent national conventions of

There they went through the same tests,

knowledge imparted to young drivers
preparing for these contests.
,Statisticians are confident, however,
that given the native ability of teenagers, the grim prediction of future
deaths and injuries can be consider-

than

was awarded a special citation from the American Institute of Architects for its out-

tion's Schools.
Its design was reviewed at

. Driving courtesy also weighed

heavily in the scoring.
State winners then competed in the
national finals in Washington, D.C.

has for three years helped sponsor the
National Safe Driving Auto Road -E-0.
more than three million
age driven have participated.

THE SCHOOL'S design has

time than usual must be given
to planning instruction. Team
teaching here is expected to

ercises.

have been saved as a result of the safety

Lincoln-Mercury

whose

merce,

involved
many
conferences
with Dist. 59 teachers and
administrators. To make the
plan work successfully, more

Key to its unusual design is
the absence of the traditional

thest point possible "

teen,

by the U. S. Junior Chamber of Com-

by

Orput-Orput & Associates of
Rockford, is built as two hex-

licensed

newly

Since the competition was begun in 1952

Low School, 1538 Pickwick, in the Surrey Ridge subdivision.
With the new setup at Juliette
This will be the first Dist..

Robert Frost,
and Dempster

year's

examination on the rules of the road,
obstacle courses,- parking and other ex-

Division

Co.;

tional architectural award - will open in Arlington
Heights next month.
Tuesday, Sept. 6 is the first day of instruction at Juliette

eludes

this

drivers reach 25, they will have been in-

The figures -.comes from Ford Motor

A school with no Classrooms - winner of a top na-

Low; Bardwell feels that students will share in the pro cess of discovery --that learn.
ing will actively involve them
as they move from one area of

Indeed, if these rates continue; by the
time

volved in 15,000 fatal accidents, more,
than half' a million serious injury accidents, and will have been responsible
for accidents expenses of more than
$2.5 billion.

BY :AN HONE

59 school in Arlington Heights.
The elementary district in-

the second highest fatality rate.

Road -E-0 contests.
state
and
These included a comprehensive written
local

short instruction session is all
that is required to train an

The lessons are available
in both English and Spanish.

Battery

e Base Savings Race

merous floods.

The next stage in disaster

An Arlington Heights solplanning was the proposed
construction of millions of dier stationed with the 45th
large and small shelters. Al- Artillery Brigade, Central .and'
though such a plan has merit, Wilke Rds.; led his battery to

"average per man" figure of
$7.43.

The average share per man
is determined by totalling, the

its complete realization in any a first place finish in a Share- amount of money deposited for
foreseeable future is unlike- Savings Campaign conducted
savings for the month and di ly.
by the Hercules Credit Union.
viding by the number of men
Specialist
Fifth
In :any major disaster many
Class Nor- in the unit.
individuals and small family man F. Rankin, 30, was unit
Aims of military credit u-'
units will be, for a time at leader of- Battery B, 1st Batnions are to provide loans and
least, cut off from profes- talion, 202nd Artillery Regia regular savings plan paying
sional medical help. To meet ment, Illinois National Guard, dividends on purchased shares
which
finished
first
with
an
.
to
base personnel.
this aspect of the problem, a
"

'
.

the giap

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS
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OUT OUR WAY
AND 'THEM I MERELY
GATHER UP THE CLEAN
SHEET YOU GOTOUT
OF THE LINEN CLOSET
AND WASH AND IRON
IT ALL OVER. AGAIN:

1.10WWFL4T7FER ONCE I USE
MY HEAP,' AN' ALLTHE THANKS
I GET FOR. IT IS AN ICY STARE/
FIKIISHEI, I
LOOK: WHEN
MERELY GATHER UP THE
SHEET AN' SHAKE THE
CRUMBS OUT THE
BACK DOOR:
YOU CAN BUY
114INGS wrru rr.

'
\k

LfiiJ
WHAT WILL YoU
CALL. IT -MONEY?

ts-30e III& le ha got:TY M of M. ow

"He had 'em stuffed and rents 'em out for picture.
taking. The one on the right has been in more pictures
'1 '
than. Liz Taylor:"
THE WI LLETS,

"First you say, 'Go have a good time' and then you say,
'Don't bother the neighkorsi' What kind of crazy

double -talk I. that?"

8-3o

WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY

chlir.0,14

;V:.`,.".1%:11.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
501T'S BARGAIN DAY AND WO
JAKE HOOPLE, Dye FINALLY CAUGHT
'YOU REDRANDED! VAT 'GRANDPA
'DAVID' PAINTING YOU SOLD ME. CAN'T
POSSIBLY BE GENUINE! THROUGH

It
ow

a
4 1,/
1966 by 14

1... X Ye. t13. ho.

,

i1

8.

I

/W"
alNAVIJEDor

AIA-- SECRET INVESTI-

60ME

GOT TWO PAINTINGS FOR THE
PRICE OF ONEINOU'RE LUCKY

I DON'T CHARGE YOU
DOUBLE! NOW QUIT JAWING AT

ME! NUMBERS GIMME A
HEADACHE I

GATIVE WORK, T. DISCOVERED A
PAINTING UNDERNEATH WITH A
1951

DATE... THAT* 13 YEARS

AFTER HE 'oleo! rM ONTO 'OUR
BUGS BUNNY

LITTLE GAME!

WHAT'S
WRONG),

LPL BO PEEP-ER,
I MEAN PETUNIA':

DOCTOR SAYS

MORTY MEEKLE

EEK & MEEK

Eyes

_.._

IF ',w

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

...,

0

come smaller is there any
way to prevent this''

-416

In

age.

with
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THE BORN LOSER.

Hodgepodge

nutrition and have a periodic
physical checkup to rule out
serious organic disease.

ACROSS

I Dispatch

Q --An eye doctor said I had
choroidius caused by toxoplas-

5 Dance step
8 Damage
12 Assam silkworm
13 Malt brew
14 Operatic solo

mosis I also had a strongly
positive tuberculin skin test.

Does this mean I have tuberculosis9 What are choroiditis

15 Military forces

and toxoplasmosis?

18 Scottish
sheepfold

A--CleoroldIds is an inflammation of the choroid, the
brown

membrane

be-

tween your retina and the hard

of the
eye. Your doctor made a tuwhite fibrous capsule

berculin

test

of
choroiditis but a positive test
because

only means that you have had
a touch of tuberculosis in the
past

At the time of the test

it may be active or completely
cured. That is why other tests

must be made to confirm

CAPTAIN EASY
OH, I SON. OLD CHAP! I'M A SIT LOST. AFTER
CR0551ME THE AL.P51 CAN YOU DIRECT ME TO
AMPEZZO T
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SORRY...TM
TOURIST.
EASYI
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WERE, TOO, SOH.

MVOUPAS O
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quently

affects

,

the

choriod

but it can be cured by a combination of sulfa drugs and
Q --Can Erythrodn or other
antibiotics

cause

permanent

damage to the retina? Can
retinal damage be detected by
a routine eye examination?

A-There hare been no re-

ports of such damage. A routine examination by a qualified
ophthalmologist would reveal

retinal trouble if it were present. This would lead to more
refined tests to confirm the
diagnosis, localize the lesion
and determine the cause.
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5 Role in a drama
6 Athena
7 Soothsayer
8 Chapeau

9 Biblical
mountain
10 Horsemen
11 Ship's spars
19 Reptiles
20 Cavalrymen

23 Wanderer
25 Hebrew ascetic
27 Burmese wood

17 Small children
18 Impair
19 Beginning
21 Rot by exposuie 28 Pile
Pile
22 Shop
33 Kitchen gadget
24 Erects
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36 Tradesman
28 Embellish
28 Multitudes
29 Brazilian
wallaba
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44 Entrance to
37 Splinter
a mine
38 Amphitheater
40 Heavenly bodies 45 Frenzy
48 Redactors (ab.)
43 Place of
50 Hail!
confinement

30 Dawn goddess
31 Encountered

41 Legal point
42 Cicatrices
48 River islet
47 Grafted (her.)
49 Feminine
appellation
30 Oklahoma city
51
52

Light carriage
course.
53 Al
54 Arrivals (ab.)
55 Summer (Fr.)
56 Makes mistakes
DOWN

2=

1 Thimiii( layers

$ Mighty bunter
4 Period of time

OWLIAEJ

MUHIA NMft4MMF400

39 Staggers

fre-

pyrimethamine (Daraprim).

.

32 Zoo critter
39 Forebodings
35 Awaits decision
38 Independently

a

diagnosis of tuberculosis.
Toxoplasmosis
a disease
caused by a small parasite

similar to the amoeba. It
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should maintain a good state of

dark
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

happen

at any age with malnutrition
or a debilitating disease. You
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fat in back of the eye shrinks,
giving
pearance
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.
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NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

Tuesday, August 30, 1966

THE DAY

3-Cemeteries (& Lots)

22-lobs Wanted-Women

Memory Gardens, interment

Persons needing 'additional
typing, dictaphone, billing,

for 2 in Garden of Meditation.
Best offei. 259-0507.

RIDGEWOOD Cemetery - 6

All or will sep.

gr. lots.

Rees. 637-6832

13-Lost And Found

Lost. Salt & Pepper Schnauzer

w/purple collar. Bowser. Reward. Around Randhurst Cen-

ter. CL 9-2600 ask for M.

' Clark

Found - 26" Racer Bicycle

174-Help Wanted Men

BUS BOYS

Will do ironing in my home.

DISHWASHERS

&

Experienced. References

$1.00 per hr. Call 253-3443.
Baby sitting In my home.
Available days-eves-wk.ends.
Phone 255-5408.

in

Apply

person

UNCLE ANDY'S'
COW PALACE
Northwest Hwy. & Quentin

Rds, Palatine

Woman will babysit in her

home. Mt. Prospect - 4371443

SANITATION
SPECIALIST

24-Help Wanted Men

- -DRIVER

(7 to 3:30 PM)
Man needed in new dietary
department to handle sanita-

Beck LE 7-1038
Lost: Small black Cocker

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

Arlington Heights. CL 5-3676.

TERRACE
SUPPLY CO.

tion duties. Good salary, merit
increases, many benefits.

111 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, 11,1.

APPLY PERSONNEL

REWARD

Five heartbroken children are
looking for a little gray
Schnauzer who just had a haircut. He has a red collar

Personnel Director A ss't.Experlenced in employment

Fritzie.-A ny information lead-

Des Plaines

and answers to the name of

ing to his return will earn
a big reward. He was lost

near. Russel and Thayer, Mt.
Prospect late Sunday night.
If you have any information

please phone Du 1-6042 or
Cl 3-7942.

function.

-

296-1142

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment
Auto. .Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.
KI 5-6650

392-0782

CL 9-1000

ATTENDANT

Full Time Evenings

Part Time Mornings
Some experience necessary
GOLFHURST SINCLAIR
MAIL and
MESSENGER CLERK

DES PLAINES
296-1142

Monday thru Saturday
2:30 AM to 5:30 AM $40
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

199 King Street
439-0286

BARBER SHOP

CUSTOD IAN

Ray, Tom, Jessie. Jake,
Carmen

Mt. Prospect Public Schools.
701 W. Gregory, Mt.Prospect

DUNTON SHOPPING
CENTER

WAPITADS

cation per year, contribution
by the board toward health
insurance, guaranteed annual
salary, paid holidays.

For Appointment
Call -

358 -4400 Ext. 36

cellent company benefits.

199- King Street

department
is now open

for business.
OFFICE HOURS:

8:30 A. M.

until 5:00 P.M.

GENERAL BLOWER CO.
571 S. WheelingRd.
537-6100

8:30 AM to 5:30 PM

Mr. Moore

Work near home. Good pay,
pleasant working conditions.
A permanent job with a good
future in a growing company.
Call for appointment

DRIVER
MESSENGER

Scot Lad Foods

DRAFTSMAN
draftsman with experience in civil engineering
Wanted:

work or we will train interested party.

MURRY & MOODY
Arlington Heights, Ill.
392-5960

We have an Immediate need
for a messenger to drive the
company car between various
suburban locations. The ideal
man will be a high school
graduate with preferably two
to three years experience as

a messenger. Must be neat
and presentable and have a
good driving record. We offer

DAY

JANITOR
Modern' office. Permanent
Position. Company benefits.
Regular increases. Must have
references.

including paid vacations, free
life insurance, optional medi-

cal, hospital and surgical insurance and eight paid holidays.
Please come in or call
for appointment.
CL 9-0740

GENERAL TIME
'wow in the World of 1 km

ED MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

AEROSPACE

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

1200 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

537 -610V -

An equal opportunity employer
24-Help Wanted Men

STOCKMEN
Steady job for able - bodied men. To work in warehouse
handling mens clothing. Excellent working conditions, in
new air conditioned building.

Located at 1700 E. Touhy Ave.
(Corner of Touhy & Maple)

Des Plaines

To arrange for interview
Phone FR 2-6300
Ext. 241

0 FRIDAY
nately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new
wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy
their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cancel when you get re-

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
An equal opportunity employer

DISHWASHING
MACHINE OPERATOR

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow Is the best

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

the best day to advertise.

We are now Interviewing neat, alert, young men for the

day.to start and every day is

position of: DISHWASHER

CALL YOUR

We can offer permanent full time employment, with excellent employee benefits; including paid vacations, free insurance programs and starting rates of:

CLASSIFIED

$1.75-2.00 per hour

255-7200

PLASTICS,

945 Criss Circle

MAN WANTED

ditioned plant. Steady employ-

ment, excellent benefits. Age

to 55 years. Call between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m.

255-0300
ARNAR -STONE LABS.; INC.

601 E.KensingtonRoad
Mount Prospect

1/2 mi. east of Randhurst

INC.

Grove Village
437-2700

Elk

FLOOR FINISHER
(3 to 11;30 P. M.)

will lead to advancement and
wage increases.

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

STOCK MEN
Full time days or part time

over 21. Work near your home.
Apply in person only.

FOREMOST LIQUORS
Mt. Prospect Rd. & N/W Hwy

MAN WANTED

5 W. Campbell

APPLY IN PERSON

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Highway. (Rts. 63 & 14)
'

PALATINE, ILL.

Set up and operate mill,lathe,
radial drill, grinder. Progressive machine tool manufacturer. Hospitalization and
insurance. Air - cond. plant,

WAN TED

.

Consumer Loan Collections Insurance and Hospital Plan.
Experience required
,Year round work.
Liberal Benefits

CALL CL.9-4000

surance and profit sharing.

CUSTOD IAN

Rohlwing Road
Rolling Meadows

A.M., Monday through Friday.

Write or call

day or evening shift. Supervision under top service
management organization.

Experienced or will train.
Free medical insurance, prof -

Good salary, many. benefits,

It sharing. Many other benefits.

merit increases.

APPLY PERSONNEL

UARCO, INC.

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

800 W. Central Rd.

West County Line Road

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Barrington, Ill. DU 1-4030

CL 9-1000

An equal opportunity employer

827-1191

24-Help Wanted Men

'

24-Help Wanted Men

EXPERIENCED DIE SETTER
and
ACCURATE SHEAR
OPERATOR

Established pharmaceutical
manufacturer has opening for

CL.5-5000

FULL OR PART TIME

No previous experience necessary. Steady employment with
benefit program. Call between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

FUZE-ON PRODUCTS

DAYS OR NIGHTS

1620 W. Central Rd.

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

We are now Interviewing neat, alert, young men for the

CUSTOD IAL

We can offer permanent- full time employment, with excellent employee benefits; including paid vacations, free insurance programs and starting rates of:

255-0300
ARNAR - STONE LABS., INC.

Mount Prospect.

(1/2 ml. east of Randhurst)
An equal opportunity employer
24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

TELLER

Full time openings on the

Work in General Office and
Lab. Janitorial experience
desirable. 12;30 A.M. to 8:30

601 E. Kensington Road

PENN PRECISION PRODUCTS

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women:

(Hospital)

BUS BOYS

man to learn tablet making.

cations, hospitalization in-

-

HOUSEMEN

CL. 34641

DO YOU WANT

pay, steady hours, paid va-

9545 Ainslie St. Schiller Park
Call 678-3720

Mr. Gewecke

TO LEARN A TRADE?

Metal warehouse. Exceptional
working conditions. Excellent

UNIMATIC MACHINE
PRODUCTS, INC.

Day shift or Nite shift

Des Plaines, Ill.

GENERAL FACTORY

profit sharing and overtime.

ARLINGTON STANDARD
SERVICE
1000 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
259-1457

To deliver newspapers using
own car 2:30 A.M. to 4:30 A.M.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY

MACHINISTS

FULL TIME MAN
Day Shift. Vacation Plan, Life

We will train the right person for the specialized trade
of floor finishing. This skill

position of: BUS BOY

POSITIONS OPEN

TESTERS
Top Pay for testers and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14)
PALATINE, ILL.

296-2150

BUSINESS
Service Directory

Wheeling

Wheeling & Exchange Rds.
537-5100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Let us help make your...DAY!

DRAFTSMEN

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

ELECTRICAL
from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

and annual bonus.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
BARRINGTON

DU 1-2400

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Assemblers
Why not work for a company that offers

you more than just money?
Our company is located in one of Chicago's
loveliest suburbs. The advantages of this
are obvious. You will work in a modern
plant. You will be working with new equipment. The atmosphere is naturally more
relaxing. You can probably think of many
more advantages yourself.
In addition to these built-in advantages we
offer our employees excellent starting rates,
regular increases based on your individual
performance, a very desirable insurance
plan, a security' minded pension plan, and
an employee cafeteria to save you money.
Our company grows larger and larger every
day. As a result we have a constant need
for machine and bench assemblers.

If you are unable to apply in person or
need additional information call us at --

Charles Bruning Company
&MUM of Addrissog' rtpb Multigaph Carp

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

An equal opportunity employer

For

STAN VORGIAS CO.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw mach) parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with ex lence and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

APPLY IN PERSON

Mount Prospect

TELEVISO ELECTRONICS

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

$1.75 - Full Time
Depending on Experience

$1.50 -

SCHOOL DIST. NO. 26
1000 Wolf Rd.

Air conditioned plant. Apply:

$1.35 per hr. - Part Time

-

Full insurance program. Retirement benefits. Paid vacation. Apply:

Superintendent's Office
RIVER TRAILS

Depending on Experience

REPRESENTATIVE

TODAY

learn.

439-8866

COLLECTION MAN

as you

advancement

ELKS CLUB
2323 Wilke Road CL 3-2548.

Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove, Ill.

801

Central & Main, Mt.Prosp.

SURBURBAN
DECORATORS

.

ADVERTISING

PHONE 529-6587

PHONE 358-4882

Call 255-1200
Blacktop Work

Sewing Machine Repairs

Masonry

Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking lots.
business areas, resurfacing

Meyers

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Guar. secy. on all brands.

Interior and exterior qual-

-

painting.
mates.
ity

DON'S BLACKTOP

Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.
Phohe 439-1794
free

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 20c - Colors 25c
Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, burl.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concitte
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & , paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfaction guar. Also interior
color design.

Call Leo's
CL 3-7374
Rental Service

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

.

Dressmaking -Sewing_

de-

signing & alterations. Near
255-0348

708 E. N/W Hwy.

259.3350

'

Arl. Hghts.

We Rent' Most Everything
Tools, Riig & Floor Machines Roll -a -ways & Hospital Beds, Dishes & Silver
Service,
Equip.

adjust, 53.

I

Expert alteration on quality
CLOTH ES
255-7546
Transporation

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, 111.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

You name it - We haul

Lawn & Garden

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

it

Residential - & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service.
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-2865.

824-9530

UNITED RENT-ALLS

Serving the entire N.W.
patios,
area. Driveways,
etc. Protective curbing ,for
asphalt
driveways. All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

Randhurst.

Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture
Cleaners
Home Maintenance. Fully
Free Estimates.
Insured.
259-5066

PATIO BLOCKS

styling,

esti-

Aristocrat

24

Cement Work

Individualized

Free

3584882

decide until you call us for

&

894-3115

537-8228

Exp. Omit. Workmanship
7 days a week service

oil

24 hr. phone serv.

Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call, us and compare prices

coating.

Free est. in your home.
Clean,

Painting -Decorating

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Suburban
Decorators
,

old blacktop, repair & seal

0 THURSDAY

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortu-

AOLONITICI MN/1M0N

GENERAL BLOWER CO.

24-Help Wanted Men

BEST?

Rapid

Evenings - No Experience
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,

Duff -Norton Co.

Vacation pay, sick pay, health
insurance, life insurance.

MICRO

for finished goods and shipping department. Will train.
Light clean work in air con-

Apply in Person

Learn valuable new skills in
the growing plastics industry.

DISHWASHERS & BUS BOYS

CORRESPONDENT

-

train. Excellent starting pay,
bonus for 2nd and 3rd shifts.

24-Help Wanted Men

INSIDE SALES

Full Time
Some mechanical exp.

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

Mrs. Barker

IS

progressive benefits,

many

Apply 9 AM to 5 PM

WHICH

An equal opportunity employer

1001

439-0286

259-2610

The DAY classified

(1/2 mi. east of Randhurst)

CENTRAL TEXACO SERVICE

days. Good starting pay and
benefits. No experience necessary, we will train. Must be

GROCERY CLERKS

NOTICE

601 E. Kensington Road
Mt. Prospect

No experience needed, we will

Fringe benefits include: 10
days accumulative sick leave
per year, paid up life insur-

FULL TIME

FOR FAST ACTION!

255-0300
ARNAR - STONE LABS., INC.

GAS STATION ATTENDANT

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

experience to handle detail
with diversified training in
engineering department, Ex-

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

maceutical manufacturer. Excellent opportunity for mature
man. call between 9 a.m. and
5 p.m.

GENERAL FACTORY
Injection Molders
All Shifts

MECHANIC, e,xpr.-full time.
Apply in person. Winkelman's
Shell Station. Mt. Prosp.

Work required some drafting

PART TI ME

Regular 40 hr. wk. to clean
and maintain small air conditioned plant area of phar-

tine, Illinois to fill positions
created by new construction.
Full time work with no seasonal layoffs is available to
the reliable, hardworking,

DRAFTSMAN

4:30 PM to 7:30 PM
Monday thru Friday

' JANITOR

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

APPLY PERSONNEL.

ance policy, 2 weeks paid va-

BEFORE 4 P. M.

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

An equal opportunity employer

CL .9-1200

38 S. Dunton

Phone CL 5-3199
Heights
Arlington

CUSTODIAL HELP
is needed by COMMUNITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT 15, Pala-

man.

REI_AY.DRIVER

COLLIN'S
Service by appointment

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

SERVICE STATION

Golf & 83, Mount Prospect

11-Business Services

Northwest
Community Hospital

255-7200

T

296-1142

call 439-8608, after 6 p.m.

Red, near Hintz & Schoen

Spaniel with lion's tall, red
collar. Reward. Vicinity of

CALL TODAY

ACCOUNTANT, JR.
General Accounting Duties
DES PLAINES

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529.6587

WANTADS
ue

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

DISHWASHERS WANTED

ADVERTISING

BRANDT'S RESTAURANT

COURIER
Man or women with automobile to work with advertising
department.

Call for Appointment

Excellent opportunity for right

Full Time

358-1003

IBM PROOF MACHINE
OPERATOR

preferred but
will train right applicant.Call
Experienced

PUBLICATIONS

Mr. James or Mr. Mahon.

217 So. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Heights

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

CL 9-4000

TELLERS &
CLERICAL HELP

and have 10 to 20 hrs. per
week free time, call us im-

Wanted evenings. Apply

mediately for an interview.

BEVERLY
RESTAURANT

Full time also available.
255-7130

Experienced preferred but not
necessary -5 day wk. Pleasant
working conditions.
CALL MR. RIORDAN

BANK

OF MT. PROSPECT

tunity, good starting salary,
10 PM. Magazine sorters, and
order fillers needed. Good
working conditions, liberal
wages. Call Mr. Myers for

you & pay you while you work.
WI 5-5150

722 WaukeganRd.

Wheeling

Deerfield,

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

PRECISION MECHANICAL

seat manufacturer
will begin operation in Centex Industrial Park sometime in September. Openings
are available In the following
positions.
UPHOLSTERER, 2 to 3 yrs.
experience. Must have own
tools.
Leading

SEWING MACHINE OPERA-

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

TOR, single needle 6 mos.
to 1 yr. industrial sewing
experience.

TECHN IC IANS
Interesting positions available for high school graduates to
work in modern research laboratory. Ability to work with
small tools desirable. Many company benefits including:
tuitions reimbursement, paid vacations, holidays, group insurance plan, etc.
Please call or write personnel dept.

COM9 in or Call

ASSEMBLERS - bench, some

familiarity with hand tools

helpful.

Interviewing weekdays
3 to 6 P.M.

CHICAGO AER IAL INDUSTRIES
Barrington
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Roy C. Ingersoll, Research Center
Wolf Algonquin Rds., DesPlaines, Ill.

COACH & CAR

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EQUIPMENT

827-3131

.

Elk Grove Village

IMMIMEMMOMI1
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

Opportunities for men
with accounting back-

* CLERK

Will use Verniers Micrometers, Height Gages, to inspect,
incoming sheet metal parts.
Excellent profit sharing Plan, group ,insurance, 53 hour

Prior office experience preferable but
not
necessary for
clerical position. Op-

12 Drafting Trainees '
10 Engineering Trainees
8 Lab Tech. Trainees
6 Estimator Trainees
5 Design Trainees
3 Service Trainees
6 Electronic Trainees

Co. pays our fee plus some
have tuition program to help
further your education.

Call Art Schranz

0

Kid 71.h.

$375 mo.

DOCTOR'S GIRL
You'll be trained as his receptionist if you have light

typing andn neat appearance.
You'll learn to greet patients,

ans. pnones ana keep track
of appts., no medical exper.
req'd., and no Sats. or eves.
$90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

272-0272

Sportsman 'Country Club
3535 Dundee Rd.

774-9393

7205 N. Meade

OFFICE POSITIONS

- $650
$300
"We cover all suburbs"
Trainees or Experienced

"SHEETS" 100% FREE

Northbrook, Ill.
MAIDS

Mature women, full time,part
time or weekends only. $1:50
per hour to start. Apply in
person. Arlington Motel, 948
E. Northwest Hwy., Arlington
Hts.

I

WOMEN NEEDED
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS For housekeeping, Dining
207 N. Evergreen 392-8100

Niles 825-7117
Chicago AV -26170
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Room and Nurses Aides in
home for elderly
Wheeling, Ill.
537-2900

women.

DAY

WANT ADS

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

GET RESULTS
24 -Help Wanted Men

area of optics, illumination and lens specifications.

Evening shift needs

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

equipment desirable

Must have B.S. In physics or equivalent experience in the
designing of optical systems associated with telescopes,
cameras, or areal viewfinders.

Salary commensurate with experience. If interested send
resume in confidence to:

Drill Press Operators

Mr. R. S. Mazurek
MICROSTATICS DIVISION OF
S. C. M. CORPQRAT ION

Must be able to set-up and operate.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 jinni
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group Insurance, Mt.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WAITRESS

Luncheons - Dinners
Full Time
Uniforms and meals ftirnished. Excellent working conditions, closed Mondays.Must
have own transportation.
Call Mrs. Welsh

Engineering and Research and Development Departments in the

Boring Machine Operators

LA 9-7700

CL 3-2048

photo copy equipment. Must provide consultation to the

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

A Division of Union 011 Company of California
Palatine, Illinois
200 East Golf Road

ELKS CLUB

774-9393

OPTICAL ENGINEER

Mill Hands

1800 Touhy Avenue

- Excellent tips
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Optical engineer capable of creating and evaluating the new
design of optical systems utilized !tithe present atip projected

Varied Machining Ability

PURE OIL COMPANY

Evenings

Salary

24 -Help Wanted Men

* JANITORS

NORTHERN METAL PRODUCTS CO.

Experienced

Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

990311C7, SUNOS 60037

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

men for maintenance
work. No prior experience necessary.

WAITRESSES.

Full or Part Time

your cute uniform. Light typ-

ing and a pretty smile req'd.

Si board
children 437-9537.

several
morn.

DAY

Tool Makers

pleting data process-

HOUSE KEEPER

To live in room

.

greet travelers in

OTHER LOCATIONS

392-8450

ing courses or those
who have interest in
this field. We will
train.

L

439-6899

392-8450

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

open for persons com-

portunity for advancement.

weekly schedule.

Elk. Grove Village

Call Red Nelson

MACHINISTS

Training positions

E

537-2180

INSPECTORS

further your education.

CENTERS, Inc.

24 -Help Wanted Men

U TAB OPERATORS

ience.

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Co. pays our fee plus some
have tuition program to help

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

* COMPUTER &

ground. Prefer some
college courses and
prior , office exper-

MARTIN ME -TAILS

Rent -a -Car reservationlat is
What you'll be trained as. Let
us put you in the receptionist

24 -Help Wanted Men

* ACCOUNTANTS

and 5 children. Mt. Prospect
Area. Ph. 296-7492 eves.

774-9393

PUBLIC CONTACT
"ALL DAY- EVERYDAY,

Seat to

1026 911. NOSPECT MAMA

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance; shift bonus and overtime.

interest and some light clerical skills. Loads of public
contact to $95 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

$85-$125 Wk.

437-5760
An equal opportunity employer

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
IS HERE!!

housekeeping few hours each
day. Call 253-6591.

HEADQUARTERS

From 9 to 9 Daily
Monday thru Saturday

1951 Arthur Ave.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Wanted homemake type woman to live in. Takeover chores

30 -Help -Wanted-Women

Looking for anareer? Here's

3 LOCATIONS

BORG-WARNER CORP.

DUnkirk 1-2400

the spot for a girl with this

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

4 Order Clerks
3 Personnel Trainees
2 Office Manager Trainees
8 I.B.M. Trainees

Male and Female

not essential. We will train

S:S. KRESGE CO.

Teacher needs woman for Ught

8 Accounting Trainees
8 Supervisor Trainees

FACTORY

vious experience helpful but

appointment.

INTERIOR
DECORATOR
TRAINEE

RANDHURST CENTER

paid vacation, free uniforms meals & pension, group hospitalization available. Pre-

Part time evenings if you
have regular lob. 6 PM to

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

MUST LOVE DOGSI
Dog Salon in ParkEidge needs
Wash boy and Dog Groomer.
825-0270
Full time

TRA I NEE

FIRST NATIONAL

MALE OR FEMALE
Steady work. Excellent oppor-

EARN EXTRA. MONEY

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

392-4860

LUNCH COUNTER
MANAGERS

411 N. Wolf Rd.

ASSEMBLERS

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

IF YOU NEED MORE MONEY

FRY COOK

LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

722 Kensington
Hts.

person. Must be dependable.
Full company benefits
Apply inperson

DAY

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Niles, Illinois

6119 W. Howard

GRILL MEN
FULL OR PART TIME

-

DAYS OR NIGHTS

We are now interviewing 'neat alert young men for 'the
position of GRILL MEN.

We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent employee benefits; including paid vacations. Free
insurance program.

An Equal Oppor unity Employer

$1.35 to $1.50 Per Hour Part Time

$2.25 to $2.50 Per Hour Full Time

MEN
For Production Work
NIGHT SHIFT (Starting Sept. 6th) HR 5-9

MAN WITH CASHIERING
& RETAIL SALES

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE W ILL TRA IN
,

APPLY IN PERSON

EXPERIENCE
Age 40 to 80.6 days a week, including weekends. Room

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

add,

300 N. Northwest Highway. (Rts. 53 & 14)

board optional. Must be bondable, have good references.
Northern suburb location. Apply Box 1037, c/o Day Publication, 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlingtqn Heights.

Opportunity To Advance

We will consider retired men. Please come in and see us:
STEADY EMPLOYMENT. AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE -HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

LE 7-5700

SP 5-4300

1020 NOEL AVENUE

WHEELING

MUNTZ TV NEEDS

Work Near Home ANALYZERS & PHASERS
ALL SHIFTS OPEN

*Forming Machine Oprs.
*Extrusion Oprs.

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

Palatine, Ill.

STEADY EMPLOYMENT, AUTOMATIC INCREASES,

FREE LIFE HOSP. INS. CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE.

(Will Train)
FURNACE OPERATORS.- UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

*Machine Operators
*General Factory
*Machinery Repairmen
*Shipping Clerk

FOUNDRY HELPERS ' - UP TO $2.65 PER HR.
INSPECTORS

KILN OPERATORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.
-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

* Complete company -paid insurance prograM

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY I&. LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

ART7 Af

TAI Si

1111IIINIIMMEMilimomf

.4.4.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

11

(OFF DUNDEE RD!

537-2180

1020 Noel

Wheeling.

MEN
For Production Work
FULL OR PART TIME 8:00 TO 4:30

* Excellent starting salary

CALL OR APPLY, WALTER J. HANSEN
296 -2266 -

UM CONEX

.

isDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL won't. two

WHEELING

SP 5-4300

* Company paid pennon plan
* 9 paid holidays (eligible immediately)
* 2 weeks vacation after 1 year

,

250 NORTH 12th STREET

LE 7-5700

1901 IL MT. 990591I07 ROAD 05$ PLAINES, ILLINOIS 600111

TILIPHOND 29169966

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPIOYPIt

We will consider retired men. Please come in and see us.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT, AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE -HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

LE 7-5700
2029 NOEL AVENUE

SP 5-4300
WHEELING

Tuesday, August.* 1966

.1111E DAY

to 6 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

.

MT. PROSPECT CINEMA

82? E. Rand Rd.
APPLY. IN PERSON

Fulitime-- MorninitHours

HOUSEWIVES

-

STARLIGHT COFFEE CUP

Pleasant public relations work
for National Company. 9:303130 Mon. thru Fri. Call 823-

10 N. Main St., Mt. Prospect

8676

Cleaning woman. Permanent

253-9756

position ft days a wk. Preferably Mon. & Fri. CL 3-

STENO -CLERKS

Accounting & Sales Depts.

5958.

DES PLAINES
.to

woman

cation. Full or part-time,Day
or night shift. Apply:
.

Mt. Prospect. Dependable and

shorthand, other
diversified and interesting
duties in the modern Typing,

trustworthy. Good location.
For further information call

.

O'HARE
OFFICE CENTER

SHAMPOO GIRL
WANTED

FULL TIME

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Teti(312)693-3021
An 'iqual opportunity employer.

shorthand and typing

Good

skills required.

8 to 5 - 6 days

DES PLAINES

FRED'S FINER FOODS
CL 3-3678

GENERAL OFFICE

296-1142

Work in Mt. Prospect near
N.W. station. Pleasant sur-

.

Can you spare 2 to 4 hours
each week? Earn ;20 to $50
per week showing REAL- SILK'S fabulous new fall line.

roundings, nat'ly known food

Co. 2 girl office. Shorthand

and typing nec. Liberal salary

Call Joyce CL 5-2105
PHOTOGRAPHI C
PROCESSING

Film developing and printing of pictures. Experience
not necessary. Hours to sull

827-6141

-

CASHIER
Apply

SECRETARY

RANDHURST CINEMA

Work in Arlington Heights for
The Arlington Day. Key position in circulation department

999 Elmhurst Rd.

Mt. Prospect

BOWLING

assisting manager. Responsibilities varied and busy. 9 5 pm daily. Liberal benefits,

SEASON NOW

OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

convenient transportation,

Full or Part lime

pany. For details and interview phone Mr. Pitts, 255-

free parking. Expanding com-

..Good Pay - Good Tips
Apply

,

:

Don Arndt.,

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

7200 for appointment.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

722 Kensington

Arl.Hts.

217 So. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights

76 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

SALESWOMAN

Plastic molding factory. Lite work, male or female 18 to 65.
Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.Openings
on

2nd

per month to start. No age
limit.

346-2000

'

Ext. 2211

RECORDS

SHEET MUSIC
GUITARS
BAND INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES

BOOKKEEP ING

Musical background preferred

DEPARTMENT

but not necessery. We will
train qualified person. 5 day

shift or part time. See Bill Johnson 9 to 3:30

or call 439-4044 for appointment.

LYON-HEALY

CL 3-1369

MT. PROSPECT
Cleaning

woman

SECRETARY

for

builder's models In Buf-

GENERAL OFFICE

falo Grove. Must have

LIGHT SHORTHAND

transportation.

537-6610

DUFF -NORTON CO.

CA SHIERS

801 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove, III.

FLOOR HELP

Full or pert time, many benefits. including profit sharing.
Permanent openings. New
discount store, 9555 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles.
987-8331 Mr. Micheal,' or
SRI 8-5500 Mr. Shanley
An equal opportunity employer

SECRETARY WANTED
Personable individual as secretary to Dean of Students of
William. Raney Harper College. Shorthand and filing
competeney, versatile perceptive: of employer's work,

executive secretarial experience. Competitive salary,
fringe benefits.

439-8866

.

WAITRESSES

Nights - full or part time.
Excellent Ups, top salary.
APPLY IN PERSON

1 W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.

TEMPORARY
AND

Call 358-9100 or write:
Dean of Business Affairs

HARPER COLLEGE
Palatine, 111.

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home.

$10 BONUS

FULL TIME
Commercial Tellers &
Savings Tellers

With First 5 Days Pay
PLUS

$75 BONUS

Safe Deposit Vault
Attendant

Top Rates

Paid Vacations

RIGHT GIRL

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE' BANK

Temporary Service

CL 9-4000

Apply Personnel

Mr. Mahon

Call Jane Nelson

PHONE 827-1108

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women; 28 -Help Wailed Men Or Women

GENERAL HELP WANTED
1st SHIFT

GOLDBIATT'S
1084 Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect

Start at $1.75 0 Hr.

Plastic molding factory: Lite work, male or female 18 to
65. Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.

,OPEN INGS AT UARCO

.800 dresses below. wholesale
LEE'S SAMPLE SHOW ROOM,
DI 8-6800.
-Webster Hotel

Kantwet travel bed, $5;buggy,

$15; Swingomatic, $2; misc.
Infant items. 259-1458.
42 -Clothing furs

Hand Knitted Coat, will block
froth size 12 - 18. Brandnew.
Light rusty brown color.
CL 3-6972

See UlU Johnson 9 to 3:30 or call 439-4044 for appointment.

GARAGE SALE

713 C.Hatlen,Mt.Prospect
Aug. 31 and Sept. 1

Builder must sell 5 homes
of turn. below cost. Will
separate. Terms.
832-2332 after 12:30 p.m.

Superior pedigree. Hunt or
Good home wtd. for AKC reg.
4

Nancy Drew books, like new
50; ea. Coffee table $5,other
items. 392-3805

Dining Rm. set, Roper gas
stove, dresser, 2 day beds.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

FOR SALE IN '4 DELUXE
MODEL HOMES

Sensational discount.

Will operate ntultilith machine -part time. Driving of company

station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist in project work.

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.

GENERAL CLERK
High School graduate. Starting assignment a variety of

MALE & FEMALE

With medium machine backgrotmd in printing, paper converting

or packaging preferred.

Sales PosItions in the. Chicago.
Area. Salary plUs CominiSsions.
Excellent pay," working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

UARCO` INCORPORATE[
West Ceunty Line Rd..

.

BarringtOne Ul.

DUnklrk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

COMMERCIAL STONE

Dwyer kit. unit Inds: stove,
refrig. & sink, white porcelain;. also overhead wall

cabinets. Val. $379, $125.Aft.
12 - 359-0710.

OF'

HEART

BUILDING

TOWN LOCATION - 3 INCOMES.

/

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
126 W. Main f3t.Barrington

WANTED TO BUY

OPEN SUNDAYS

Old leaded glass lamps &

PHONE -DU 1-3434

domes. Oldchlna & glassware.

Oriental rugs, any size.

WANTED MFGR.

Living rm. turn., Danish mod.

To produce creative designs
for Toys and Sporting Goods
for Retail Market.

double bed. FI, 6-$61ii

(ROYALTY BASIS)

elev. ,washer/

dryer good cond. dryer needs
slight repair. Cheap. CL 3-

Mr. Parks . 939-4496
69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

Day 'Care for pre-schooler in
my licensed home.

6137.

Deep Freeze DeLuxe, - fair

CL 9-4430

ed. $10 or best offer. 259-

11-Apts And Rooms To Share

55 -Musical Instruments

Young woman wanted to share
semi -furnished 2 bedrooth
apartment in RolUngMeadovis
392-9679 after 6 PM - -

condition. Some repair need5522.

Epiphone Folk Guitar w/case,
exc. cond. $70. ALSO Buescher B -flat tenor saxophone
w/case good cond. 5135.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

CL 3-5453

Kingston bass guitar with
case. Like new. $65. Call

Machine
Operators

253-4587
30 -Help Wanted -Women

EXPERIENCED

STENOGRAPHERS
We

available in 'our

255-0670
296-7771

10:00 a.m. - 600

Punch Press

Drill Press
Tapping

Engineering
Sales

Accounting

SEASON NOW
OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

BOWLING

Please apply in person

Laboratories.

11:3D a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Full or. Part Time

dition. CL 3-0887, aft. 4.

Good Pay - Good Tips
No Sundays

TOMATOES

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

15c lb. 101 lb. by 101b. basket.

Pick your own $1.75 bushel.
Also other vegetables

782 Kensington

scHWIND'S FARM

Arl.

Cor. Rte. 83, &.Antakisic Rd.
Near Buffalo Grove
I

Wasted -Women

TO

"INDUSTRIAL

clude a Tuition

Re-.

fund plan, ,Erriploxee
undo 'any
iSto re
Please *apply

in person.
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

new

Plant has an opening
for registered nurse,
some industrial nursing experience desirable. We have a well
equipped, air condiDe-

Many employee bene-

fits. Please apply in
person or call for
an appointment, 5627100. Ext. 723.
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Professional
Our
ManEmployment
ager needs an experienced Secretary.

An Equal Opportunity
Employer
(M.& F)

Northlake, Illinois

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
OM. G

NORTHLAKE, ILL

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim
An Equal Opportunity Employer
M&F

Ability to deal with
people effectively and
Excellcourteously.
ent typing skills required 'with average
steno ability. This
job offers interest
and a challenge to the
gal who enjoys an active position. Many
fine fringe benefits.

m.

Saturday
8 a. m. to 12 Noon

400 North Wolf Road

WOMEN
PART TIME

4 to 6 hour shifts
Do you want to rnake extra money? Do you Want to work
close to home? Do you want to make Christnfas money
for your family? Do you want to work on a part time basis
after your regular job?

NAME YOUR OWN HOURS!
CALL OR APPLY BARBARA HASKE

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

296-2266

A Marlon *Me Oftlhoot4ICampsoon

400 North Wolf Road

Friday
1,8 a. in. to 4

A

Northlake, Illinois

7:30 A.M.

8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

advancement.., Our
fringe benefits in-

A N.J.. el the Gra F...01

MANAGER

Mon. thru Thur.

opportunity for

an

EMPLOYMENT

NURSE

INTERVIEWING

These are interesting
positions which offer

'others.

'

SECRETARY

11:30 P.M. to

IN

positions

have

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

Employer
(M & F)

1101

CONEX

MIDIVISION ILLINOte TOOL WORKS Dm

*501 .14T. PROSPECT ROAD oat KAM; mutto' emu'
TELEPHONE. rigusa

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

(M & F)

LIGHT FACTORY WORK
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

DRIVERS

DETAILERS

12.noon..

We deliver.

Arlington Heights
250 E. Hamilton Dr.
Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. W. of 83

Interest in
chemistry or allied sciencei desirable. High School graduate
with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

general office duties. Outstanding opportunity to learn and
advance to a more responsible position.

Must

see. Either Cash or Terms.

Ketimore elec. range, rotas.
& grille; girl's black checked
winter coat, sz. 12; mouton
coat, sz. 12. All good con-

tioned Medical
partment.

773-0252 ".

DISPLAY FURNITURE

30-Iklp Wanted -Women

modern

BARRINGTON

4691

Reasonable. GE 8-2216
Coats: 3/4 length Persian
Lamb sz. 14. 565. Full length
Muskrat az. 16, 335.392-8697

Our

439-4056

ALMOST NEW BRICK 4 APT.
BUILDING $880.00 PER. MO.
INCOME. CONVENIENT 1.0 -'CATION -- 367,500.00

homes. Save up to 70% Terms
-and delivery arranged.

yr. old black tan male

Dachshund. 437-4708:
Stud service Miniature
register
AKC
Schnauzer
259-0193.
Miniature Schnauzer AKC
register. Stud Service 255-

dition.

INCOME PROPERTY

Westin/Chia

Springer. Spaniels, 6 wits.AKC

2 key board, excellent con-

IFIELPIII.

after

'

1984 Thomas Organ, walnut,

Must sell display . furnittire
from luillders deluxe model

Free kittens to good homes.

Show. TO 3-6411

55-Muical Itstriments

66 -Rosiness '0_ppertunities

.

48-Hoesehold Appliances

MOVING

Lawn Boy mower 320, Zenith
17" con. TV $65, G. E.range,

chrs, good cond.,CL. 3-8527.

3810 Eves. or weekends.

Calico & black kittens, trained, 7 wks. old. Yours for the
CL 3-5878
asking AKC Reg. Alaskan Malamute,
,fem. 1 yr. old, good with children. 335. 392-1797.

rounds ammo,$50.No minors.
CL 5-6975.

.

ner this; 2 turquoise loath.

like new; comp. bedrm. set,

392-8209

8 -mm Mouser Sporter rifle,
excel. cond. 22" barrel, adjustable rear peep sight, gold
bead ramped front sight, 46

2 love seats, blk. tweed; cor-

Collies, champion sired, tricolor. M. Si F. 7 wks. old.
AKC litter - regend. Shots*,
wormfree, home raised. 437-

An Equal Opportunity

MULTILITH OPERATOR -DRIVER

ets And Equipment

44 -Dogs,

Typists

SALES PEOPLE
OFFICE PERSONELL
STOCK HELP

'

824-6993
ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES
;

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

PART TIME

Experience preferred

Full or part time positions. Work 9-4or 5 days a week. Good
starting pay. Immediate discount privileges. Many more
fine company benefits..

24" $6.00 Each.

Blue -grey.

COUNTRYSIDE
RESTAURANT

Just South of Oakton and 2 blks. West of 83

MEN & WOMEN

Doebber

41 -Home f111$1511iNgS-Furniture

2. used , boy's bikes 30" &

IMMEDIATE WORK

Arlington Heights

250 E. Hamilton Dr.

Campbell & Denton Ste.

RANDHURST CENTER

PART TIME

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.

tions. Serving major suburban, west side, and. Loop
firms since 1947. Call Ethel

FURNITURE CLOSEOUT

National Bank

34 W. Palatine Rd.

GENERAL HELP WANTED

TIME and TEMPORARY posi-

STATE C1VII, SERVICE

Permanent full time opening
for busy active dept., including sales of

Hi -chair, Jr. chair, 'playpen,
crib, bathinette wonderhorse.
CL 9-2578 after 6

comp-

tometry, keypunch, etc., are
needed for interesting PART

New Mt. Prospect Office $350

392-2600

Young lady -- Evenings

stenography,

ing,

STENOGRAPHERS

sonable Woman for counter
work, about 5 hours a day --

closed Wednesday. Exp. preferred but not necessary.Will
train.
CL 5-4475

All office sIdUs--filing, typ-

827-5557

First Arlington

etrist's office. 5 day week,

2,20 Graceland Ave.
Des Plaines Illinois

3110 Market 'Plate
Rolling Meadows, 392-0321

A. H.

Mr. W. Wais

24 N. Main,
Mount Prospect
Young woman for Optom-

BERKEY PHOTO

parent arrives home. Vicinity

COUNTER CLERK

ORCHID CLEANERS

your schedule. Interestingand
different work.

WANTED - Sitter for 6 yr.
old girl after school until

FULL TIME

5 days weekly, including Sat.
Good pay. Earn extra income
& meet people. Phone collect
453-9510.,

...indefinitely
After Labor Day...

benefits. CaU 392-1450
Eves. & wkends CL 9-2819.

Part . time. Will train per-

LEARN

...2 -3' days a week

APPLY PERSONNEL

week, liberal company benefits. Call for appointment.

&

9200 wardrobe free.

salary ( $1.60 per hr.) plus
merit, increases and many

WAITRESSES WANTED 800 Beverly Lane.
Full or Part time. Lunches .255-7200 Ext. 23
PLAZA LANE RESTAURANT

AnYtime

Work long or short hours on
day or evening shift. Good

Road

Mr. Picket

CL. 3 -1542
FULL TIME

housekeeping department.

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.
CL 9-1000

Mount Prospect

SECRETARY TO
MARKETING DIRECTOR

conditioned location. Several
ladies needed in expanded

8501 West Higgins

Dinner. Good wages and tips.
Apply at -

BEAUTICIAN
Part Time
Full Time

CLERK TYPIST
Accounting & Sides Depts.
DES PLAINES
396-1142

Northwest
Community Hospital

824-7186

255-9878

Work in clean, well lit air-

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

. COUNT! BEA7T7 SALON

11? S. Emerson

WARD HELPERS

7th. $150 per, mo. addition
to room and meals. Call
DeKalb 756-9204

benefits.

SECRETARY

handle dry cleaning store in

Al Johnson
677-82ell

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

Subsidiary of IBM

296-1142
RESPONSIBLE

NI% DeKalb, starting Sept.

SEC requires key punch oper-

,WAITRESS WANTED

32 -Miscellaneous Merckandisi

HOUSEMOTHER 'for girls at

'

HOSTESS, wanted for build.:
er's models. Weekends.
Call 637-6610

MATINEE CASHIER

10 -Help Wanted -Women

0 -Help .Wanted -Women

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

10 -Help Wanted-Wests

43O -Help Wanted -Women

h4elp° Wanted -Women

ASSEMBLERS

A.M. & P.M. Routes or Both

Electronic component manufacturer has limited,

Houis Approx;

openings on 2nd or 3rd shifts, full or part-

6;30 - 8;30 A.M.
2;30 - 4;30 P.M.

time. Experience not necessary. We will train.

Paid Tialning, Free Baby Sitting Service.
Hospitalization, Major Medical, Life Insurance.

NIGHT SHIFT OPENING

4 p. m. - Midnight
Midnight - 8 a. m.
Women needed for packaging & inspecting of our plastic
containers. Work is light and clean. Company benefits
include Paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical and
life

insuranae. 9 pad holidays, 2 weeks paid vacation.

Call or come in .and see our modern air conditioned plant.
APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE.

APPLY

1

296-2266

Year Round Work If Desired.

'Phone 439-0923

ELECTRON ICS

COOK,.COUNTY SCHOOL BUS, INC.

3040 S. BUSSE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS', ILL.

666 GARLAND PLACE

DES PLAINES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

..'CONEX,
inDIVISION ILLINOIS TODONOIINSIMa
I501 C MT PROSPECT ROAD DU Puma'. ILLINOIS 000111
TELEPHONE. 1110-1244

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

13 -To lieril-Furmsked Apart.

YOU'LL FIND IT, IN no -

3 Rm. fora. apt., 1st ft. 3165
per mo. Minimum 1 yr.
lease. fir. ahpg. & schools.
Contact C. M. Behrens & Co.
2 W. Northwest Hwy., Arling-

ton Ma.

)(Lie

Rent Apartments

30 -Help Wanted -Women

10 -Help Waded -Women

"BE CAREFREE"
at

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

Palatine's newest luxuryapartment building located at
Smith and Johnson and offer-

CLERK TYPISTS

ing'the following ultra -deluxe

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

features:

Apply. PersonnellDepaxtment
1661 Northwest Highway

Park Ridge

8. 1,050 sq. ft. of living

ADMINISTRATION

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

If interested send resume in confidence to:

Mr. R. S. Mazurek

Most Daysies Won't Tell
But ArlingtonDaysie
says STIVERS is

HOSTESS

WONDERFUL

Work Days,
Weeks or Months
Top Rates
Convenient Locations

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGH -TS

.

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladles between

the ages 20 - 35 for the position of: CASHIER -HOSTESS.

HEmpated 9-1723

shopping center nr. State &
Central Rds. Ideal for medical man or small business.
Approx. 700 sq. ft. CL 5-4560
81 -Ts Rent Miscellaneous

panelled family room: Car.
tile bath & kitchen. Newly
remodeled inside & out. Sep.

392-192(

1714 NA,/ HWY.

Open 9 to 9
CL 5-6320
AN. tits.

In-laws,,

horses? Perfect for

Williamsburg Colonial,

yoti

home on 7.8 acres. 6 bed-

rooms, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces,
large dining room, beautiful
family room w/bookcases.
Towering shade trees, pasture
and pond for horses, 4 stalls
in barn,3-car garage. reduced
for quick sale -- $56,900.

living room and dining -L. 2 -

low taxes.
824-1532
Mt. Prospect - 5 room house,

1/2 acre. Large trees, gas
heat, air -cord.

827-6087

Arlington Heights;

True Williamsburg Colonial.
Imm. occupancy. 4 bdrm.,

1/2 baths, Lg. L.R. with

garage. Choice location.259Randhurst Center

BRUNS

Des Plaines, 2 hilts to every-

D. R., Kit with brkfst

Lifesavers, Inc.

2 bedrooms, Sep. dining rm.
Panelled 1st Floor Family
room. Full basement, garage,
and Low taxes. Call right
now tomorrow may be too
late. Only $18,900.

COUNTRY ACRE close to Vil-

area, family rm., panelled
office in basement. 1 car

DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

Real sharp all brick home.

tractive lot. By owner $18,800.
CL 3-7737

thing. Older 8 rm. house, 5
bdrms. In good cond. Very

1208
66-11isieess Opportunities

baths, Cathedral ceiling in
car garage. Owner transf.reduced to $28,000. Quick possession.

cation -- 2 bedrooms; large
large attic

room,

dining

w/stairs for expansion -study, rec room w/brick fireplace -- 1 1/2 baths. garage.
Quick possession -- $23,900.

ClerkTypists

PALATINE

START FALL SEASON
WITH NEW JOB
* Stenographers
Recent graduates of

high school or business courses desired
for stenographer
openings.

'13

* Clerks
Knowledge of ten key

adding machine necessary for openings

for clerical work on

evening shift.

Evening and day shift
openings for qualified
individuals. T y pi n g
skills required.

* Benefits

vacations, Cafeteria,
Air Conditioned Building.

A WNW,. 61 Me Gra

200 E. Golf Rd.

LA 9-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ART -WAY BUILDERS
253-1184

259-3535

'59 Pontiac 4-dr., like new

BY OWNER

KEMMERLY
Realtors

like brand new. Son drafted.

hood

$18,900

Open 9-9
728 ,E. NW Hwy., Palatine
358-5580

6 E. NW Hwy., AN. lite.
253-2480
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

3 Bedrm.bi-level.11/2 baths,

centralized air, att. garage,

built-in oven & range, wall-.
to -wall carpeting, fully land-

scaped, storms & screens,

patio. Immediate possession.
$27,500

Greenbrier, Arlington Hts.
392-6655 before 4 p.m.
CL 5-2204 after 4 p.m.

1822.

tires, auto. trans., R&H, runs
well, $275. Aft. 5, 255-1059.
'62 Chev. convert, V8 automatic. P.S./P.B.; power windows* rad., heat., wh-walls.
$1350 or bestoffer.CL 9-1794
For Sale 1988 Pontiac Tem-

An, older home' with space
everywhere ... top neighbor-

Member of MAP, MLS

BARRINGTON
AREA
5 acre home site, 5 minutes
from commuter station. 5 year

contract if desired. Barring-

pest stick shift 1500 miles
259-2053

'58 Chevy 4 Dr. Bel -Air hdtp.

.V8. Auto/trans. W/W, 11/11.
$250.392-7853.
'86 Olds Vista Cruiser Station
wagon. Air-Cond. P/S, P/B.
CL 3-3572
'80 Corvair '100" 4-dr:A .T:.
R.H. seat covers. Clean, good
cond. $925. 825-4868.

'80 Valiant 4Dr.Started every
day last winter $100.

439-4785 after 6
ton School Dist. Real country "
living close - in. Reasonably '58 Chevy 4-dr., 8 Cyl. Good
priced.
runner & good tires. Copper.
AGENT - FL 4-2186
$175. Aft. 5, 392-7410.
Sell, Trade, Cash, Terms, my
$4800 Equity 40 level acres 101 -Automobiles Wanted
Christmas Valley, Oregon.
Clean Cars Wanted
439-8715

$22,950

Remodeled older home with

attached 2 car garage in a
choice Arlington Heights Lo-

cation. Walking distance to
all conveniences.

Best Prices Paid

LOOK for the sold sign and
you will see why we are in
need of NEW LISTING. We
are practically SOLD OUT
and have many BUYERS and
good TENANTS waiting for

$34,000

3 bedroom Ranch in country
club section of Mt. Prospect.
Family room & 2 car attached

3 & 4 bedroom homes. We
also have a surplus of cash

to buy low equity homes.Look
for the sign that says

garage.

Palatine
--Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

MUSTANG MTRS.

No Junkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine
WANTED USED CARS
Bring Your Title - Cash
Arlington Motor, Inc.
1020 W N/W HWY. CL 3-2707
101 -Auto Parts And Access.

B & K REALTY

Parts and almost new seat
covers for 1955 Pontiac. 3926645 after 6:30

529-3900
96 -Real Estate Wanted

Phone DU 1-3434

11141otorcycles And Scooters

FOLZ REALTY
Residential - Commercial

66 -Business Opportunities

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
IMMEDIATE

room. Excellent location. All

utilities. Never occupied as
owner transferred. Price
$38,900.
FOR APPOINTMENT

CL 5-3535
1810.E. N/W Hwy. Arl. Hts.

125cc Riverside 4 -speed 1965

'cycle. Excellent cond. $275

or best offer. CL 5-0828
PINK KUSHMAN

99 -Automobiles For Sale

'61 Thunderbird white hardcondition.

top
excellent
296-7590.

Pontiac, Red, Catalina
Cony. Suburban driven. Gd.

Needs some motor work $50.
439-4785 after 6
1965 HONDA SUPER 90

Excellent condition. Extras.
392-7229

1959

Cond't. $375. CL 3-1862.
'58 Rambler American, auto.,

R & ti,,ivoctUres. veryclean.
$125. CL 3-1590, aft. 1 p.m.

Honda Sport 50. Perfect condition. 400 actual mlies.$275.
CL 5-0690.
'65 Sport-- 50cc Suzuki, silver

fender, low ml., exc. cond...

'59 CHEVY V -B 4 dr. hardtop

best offer. CL 3-3977

392-8818.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

- A/Trans. Reasonable

'55 Buick cony. clean auto

Phone 255-1053

trans. blue good top. $99.95
after 6 P.M. 259-1509.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Reel Estate -Houses

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"
500 CARS IN STOCK

Millions of unwashed cars are
being driven every day!

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

NO GIMMICKS!

NO COME ON!
JUST HONEST DEALS!

Their drivers will patronize your Two Minute Automatic
Car Wash -- sitting in their car while it is being thoroughly
cleaned, including wheels -- and drive out in a sparkling

BRAND NEW 1966
CORONET "440"

clean cas for only $1 without any manual labor!

2 DOOR HARDTOP

Washing 200 cars daily -- brings an income of
$200 per day, 7 days a week, $1,400 -- 90 days

Dodge's "Hottest" Model!
Auto. Trans., Power Steer-

a month -- $5,800. WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

ing, Safety Group, Vinyl Interior, DeLuxe Chrome, Full
Factory Equipment.

The KWIK KAR ROTOMATIC is the most revolu-

tionary car wash in America. New locations are
being erected on an average of two a week. You
can be first in your city to reap the profits of a
KWIK KAR ROTOMATIC CAR WASH!

FINANCING -TRAINING -SUPERVISION
FURNISHED

TIFFANY PARK
35 NEW HOMES - 3 & 4 BEDROOMS
$21,450 - $25,350

(some choice, distributorships are still available) visit

M AND K DISTRIBUTERS FOR

KWIK CAR WASH
1249 OGDEN AVE.

DOWNERS GROVE, ILL.

SEE OUR PILOT UNIT OPERATING. HERE!

(M & F)

I6 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

$2298

Open daily. 12:00 - Phone 392-5249

BIG SELECTION OF NEW

'66's - ALL MODELS

Model Homes at 4407 Wilke

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"

ROLLING MEADOWS

For complete information on this sensational new business

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

Palatine, Ill.

Homes being built on
1400 block of N. Chestnut

screened porch, large famtir

Please apply in person

A Division of Union Oil Company of California

-.$32,500

To Qualified Buyer

SHIPPING

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

PURE OIL COMPANY

2 1/2 Baths - 2 Car Gar.

New 10 room home - custom
features include: 6 bedrooms,
'4
baths, oversized lot,

ENG INEER ING

7 1/2 hr. Day, Paid

plaster, UNDER $275 TAXES.

* EverythintIncluded

OCCUPANCY

SALES

Profit Sharing, Major
Medical, Retirement
Plan, Disabilitylnsurance, Life Insurance,

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

Is

PERSONNEL

* Key Punch
Trainees

Roselle Dodge

Full basement, FOUR BEDROOMS, 1 1/2 baths, lath &

4,13DR. COLONIAL

THE DODGE BOYS

.

Arlington Heights

ALSO

1959 Plymouth convertible.
Whitd vrith red interior.Firsstone champion white wall
tires. Re -built transmission.
$225 or best offer.. 358-2899
. after 6 P.M.

25 S. Park Roselle, Ill
'80 Lark wagon, 2 -door 8
cylinder, stick. $100. $92-

...$29,000

OPEN SUNDAYS

who have good typing
skills on the Electric and Manuel typewriter. General office:
and clerical
backdesired.
These positions are
available in the following departments:

office or den. Sep. DX., family rm. with fireplace. Utility
rm., 1 1/2 baths,2 car garage.
central air-cond., cony. location. Many extras. Low 30's.

128 W. Main St. Barrington

We have a variety
of openings for gals

ground

Lg. 3 bdrm. Colonial, pins

DAYTON NANCE R.E.

THIS AD SHOULD BE READ ONLY BY.
THOSE WHO WISH TO MAKE MONEY

99 -Automobiles For Sale

Arlington Heights by Owner.

992-9085

Brick home in convenient lo-

APPLY IN PERSON

300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 &14)

Carpet.

All Appliances
Fully Imp. Lot

lage. 4 bedrooms, study, 2

Prof. Level
Room 63
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

* Finished Family Room

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

HAVE YOU CHILDREN, dogs;

Arlington Hgte . 2 bdrm. ranch,

'

2 Baths 2 Car Gar.

.

Tuesday, August 30, 1966

86 -Real Estate -Houses

* .4 MR. BI -LEVEL

FL 8-6120

BARRINGTON

86 -Real Estate -Houses

1

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance
program.
DAYS $1.85 - $2.00 PER HOUR

ALBERT RILEY

HALL RENTALS
Weddings

NEW IN....
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

school. From $39,000.

Low suMmer rates for

Din. Rm. 2 car garage. At-

Temporary
OFFICE WORKERS

Niles, Illinois,

NIGHTS $2.00 - $2.25 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

month.

AMERICAN LEGION HALL
Dcin Wheeler
CL3-2973

S. C. M. CORPORATION

-

in Arlington Ills. 2 blocks to
train. AvallableSept.lst.$125

HOME REALTY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

OCCUPANCY

5 executive homes in exclusive
community of $35,000 to$45,-

WALK TO TRAIN
Choice South Side Location.

Parties
Graduations, etc.

358.4555

6: schoole.LeavingState.Must
sell 6122,500. 392-3236
ARL. NTS. LABOR DAY

3 ROOM APARTMENT

UNTIL 9 p.m.

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

3 Bdrm. Colonial, carpeted
living rm. dining L, stairs,
hall & bath. Attached 2 car
garage. Walk to train. Convenient to shopping, church

ME DAY -

86 -Real Estate-Henses

Arlington Heights by owner.

000 homes, 2 blocks from

OPEN EVENINGS

be a college graduate or have equivalent experience in the
area of wage and salary administration.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

RR Station. Adults only. No
pets.
111 N. Lincoln
Arlington Heights 392-5878

Store or office apace in small

Position available for a person capable of assuming wage and
salary administration duties. Duties involve the formulation
of job descriptions, analysis of duties and assignment of rate
ranges for all hourly and salary employees. Individual must

CASHIER

1 and 2 bdrm. colonial style
apts. now under construction
for fall occupancy. Balconies, 14 cu. ft. Frigidaire refrigerator, esp. &ping rms.,
Air cond., really sound proof,

4. ample parking, storage
space
2 bdrm. - $185. 1 bdrm-$160:

6119 W. Howard

from 21..W. dation, bus. shopping.. Available Oct. 1. For
259'4901
appt. call

11 -To Rent, Stores, Oltices

and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit

MICROSTATICS DIVISION OF

furnished apt. 3 short blocks

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping

WAGE & SALARY

'Arlington Heights .2 bdrm. un-

adjaent to shopping, 5 Mks. to

1NI LLIA MS BURG

Has Job Openings For

'14 -To Rent Apartments

Regal Homes, Inc.
99 -Automobiles For Sale

7250 W. DIVON
SP 5-4616

99 -Automobiles Fin Sale

OPEN EVES. & SUNDAY

We're busting out
at the SEAMS with
NEW '66 CHEVROLETS

LADIES

I,

-DO YOU WANT-

,EXCLUSIVES

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES?.
CONVENIENT WORKING HOURS?
PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS?'
FREE. HOSP ITAL & LIFE INSURANCE?

CLOSE OUT

FULL OR PART TIME 8:00 TO 4:30
We will consider retired ladies. Please come in
and see us. Free life and hospital insurance.

On all Executive demo driven cars. The low low priCe of
the year on all '66 Chevrolets with highest Trade In on
your old car.
MUCH DESIRED MT. PROSPECT
4 BEDROOM COLONIAL

Wiring and Soldering
AT

Central air-conditioning - Family Room 2 1/2 baths - Large patio - Beautifully
landscaped. Clean and sharp. Move right
$36,900.

in

LE 7-5700
1020 Noel Avenue

SP 5.-4300
A nice place to work

Wheeling

1E5 E. ARLINGTON HT& RD.
ARLINGTON 1115IGHT8

160 S. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT

CL 64000
2924160
Member of Multiple Listing Rorke

CHEVROLET

4DICTaNtelt
ROSEL.Off
529-7070

UK IRVING PARK RD.

.

"Sada Is Oar
Deilsoss"

Seek Revenge in Opener

t. iator s

est on en Lettermen
BY DALE HOFMAN

of 10 lettermen, including sevlinemen and last
starting quarterback.
en

Contact work began yesterday for 75 St. Viator High
School football candidates intent on making 1966 the
year of thrrLions in the Chicagoland Prep League.

Head Coach Joe Gliwa turned his charges on each
other for the first scrimmage yesterday, as he sought
the cream .of this year's sizeable gridiron crop. "We
have all of our sophomores, juniors, and seniors practicing in one group," Gliwa said, "And the beat will

year's

One of the bulwarks of a

The Lions have an old score to beat again this year," Glito settle in that opener. Last wa said, "And De La Salle
year they bowed by one touch- should also field a very strong
down tb a strong Titan squad football club. But we have a
rainfall real good club too,, and we
relentless
while a
threatened to submerge, the could go all the way."
gridirons entirely.
MUCH OF Gliwa's optiGLIWA THINKS he has per - mism sterna from the return

to develop before St. Viator
facai the toughest part of its
league schedule.

line which will average roughly
THE LIONS will not see
200' pounds from end to end is
co -captain Kevin Laird. Laird, St. Patrick until the 'seventh
a 5 - 10, 165 pound senior game 'of their eight - game
speedster, figures to operate at schedule, meeting the Sharnone of the starting guard posi- rocks arHansOn Park on Oct.
30. Their season's finale will
tions.

take place Nov. 6 at De La

stick with the varsity regardless of their class.
THE EMPHASIS will be on sonnet this 'year to avenge
offensive patterns during the that loss along with a few othsecond week of St. Viator ers suffered by his 1965 crew.
drills while the local squad The Big Blue finished third in
gets ready for its exhibition the conference last year with
Glenbrook a 3-2 loop mark and a 4-4-1
against
opener
South Sept 17 at Arlington overall record.
"St. Patrick will be the team
High School at 8 p m

Fortunately they, will have time

THE OTHER guard spot
probably will go to 190 -pound

Mike Miller, the only junior
on an otherwise senior -studded and varsity -tested line.

The Lions will boast two

Salle.

Helping Gliwa with the gridiron coaching chores this year
will be Len Sparacino, War-

ren Jones, John Zid, and Bill
Hansen.

may be better ways to but the beat, bat
St. Meters' vanity football easdidatee are getting
ready far their 1% seams with time -tested grid -

Forstan is a rangy 6-3,
er.
while Loner is built along
stockier lines; standing 5-11..

Tuesday,

August 30; 1966

GUWA SAID his biggest
problems may come in filling
the end spots where Viator has

only one returning letterman.
He is

6-1,

200 -pound

Paul

Rocca. A likely candidate for
the other starting nod is Frank

r

Defense Is: a .Problern
FOr San FranciSco 11

promising Lion juniors.
Jim Dahl, another senior
letterman, has the inside track
on
the first-string center's

BY GARY YEAST

job, while letterman Mike Napientek, will battle Miller
a starting guard's berth.

cisco 49'ers.

claimed by returning seniors.

ern Division title, but they did
lead the conference in rushing
with 778 yards. And they had
the league's leading rusher in

Bob Stevens, a 6-I, 170 -pound
choice

last

year,

once more at
quarterback, while Tim Beck
is an almost sure bet to start
will

function

at fullback.
Wiry Larry

Snyder

halfback.

THE OTHER halfback berth
is wide open. John. Cook, a
senior transfer student, has a
good chance of making the first

unit there, but be will be chalBatchelor.
Batchelor is only a sophomore,
but his, speed made him the
lenged

by

Bob

Area Men
Pace Team

who

Plaines softball team which finished second in the state tournament finals last week
Rand Park in Des Plaines.

at.

The local squad rolled over
the

seven -team

tourney,

but

could help this year are Kev- bowed 5-4 to Berwyn in last
in Coulter, a junior defensive Saturday's final game.

Ron Weber of Rolling Meadback and Mark Walinski, a
sophomore fullback candidate. ows operated at first base for
Gliwa said the performance Des Plaines team, while Bob
of his juniors ranks as one Ross, another Rolling Meadows

ter this year.

BY CHRISTIAN B. SPARKS
By comparison wit6 the easy,
relaxed, resting stroke, the

mers have broken one -minute
for 100 yards.- But even among

the hest of the breast stroke

after

a

disap-

swimaers,

Majorette,

Kifles are now 2-0 in league

9:30 p.m. Auto racing, films
of 1952 Indianapolis 500, ch.

play.

32

260 -pound tackle Dave McCor-

mik from Lousiana State, tight
end Steve Smith of Michigan,

and flanker Dick Witcher of

even -par

round

------

UCLA.

'

I am going to ex-

THE KICK

the domithe propulsive
is

BUD'S

JOHN HOLM, Larry Frink.

PLUMBING
Small Repairs

Cliff Stock, Walt Fisher, Busch.
and Dixon bagged the league's
only birdies in last week's play.

plain the fundamentals of the nant part of
stroke as I feel they are bat force, relative to the kicking
With only two nights of league
done and each swimmer may strength of the individual activitiy left, Kunkel Realtors

Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do It nurser Or We Install

swimmer.
hold a slim one -point team
The two principal factors edge over second place Alwith which to be concerned , len's Stoic for Men. Mount
THE STARTING position are propulsion and resistance. ' Prospect State , Bank is only
is as in Fig. 1, the same as As the legs are brought into
1/2 points betiing the leaders
the prone glide but with the position for the kick, effort in third place.
should
be
Made
to
move
the
bead held back a bit farther be-

individual

.adaptations

Price & Compare
THEN CALL

CL 3-4799

part of the head be above water
at all times. , To begin the
stroke, the hands float outward
from Fig: 2 'to Fig. 3, the

.4

dently

of the

upper leg as

In this manner the
upper leg (thigh) is not brought
forward as much and thereby
possible.

is
considerably
arms continue their backward resistance
*ill but also swing inward and lessened. When the lower legs
together beneath the face as in are brought upward from- the

Fig. 4:

It

is

on the inward

knee,

the

knees

are

closer

rotation that the head is swung together and more in line with
forWard for , breathing. It is the body.
important that the swimmer (Next: The Butterfly Stroke)

dack at Saratoga.

OTHERS WHO WILL be vy-

ing for the top prize are Twill

Mille

Lopata

of

Mime

Premed,

id doge
taint.

Rea Sato emedse -bat

the lad Drew* Leaps star
the bat whim be tog lint
emend at Santo's Weill

Bronco

Santo sponsors four two-week

Leaguer picked up his official
Ron Santo , model stick last
Tuesday at Wrigley Field, and
it was presented to him personally by the Cubs' slugging

training sessions in baseball
flindamentals every year. Chicago and subUrban youngsters
from ages 9. to 13 are eligible
to 'attend the. classes which

third baseman.

normally boast an enrollment

sirigames and Ipsing only one.
Three of his. victories were

of about 2.5 players apiece:

no-hitters.

10 -year -old

BATTING and -fielding. conhe won the hitting contest at tests are held at the conclusion
Santo's Baseball :Instruction of each two-welk sesslon.'Mike
MIKE EARNED the bat when

4 -Door Sedan
Calp1Me wits...

MOM

pewit STIMUNO

Mount Prospect's Mike Lo- School held this summa at missed winning a brand new
pata got a new bat last week, Holy Cross High School in, baseball glove, the first place
River Grove.
trophy in the fielding contest,
one he will probably never use.
The

GALIIXIE 500

PUSH BUTTON RAMO

Lopata's Bat Might Not See Service

Teacher has taken a pair of

winner of the Hollywood Lassie, Junior League, and Astronaut Stakes. ' Her competition in the Astronaut, included
colts and geldings, whom she
easily outssepped with An int

.

Other rookies are expected
to help the squad this fall are

according to his own needs.

Silver

Do Maid, Shore, Lady Bril-

Mel Phillips of

Randolph of Iowa, and Preston
Ridlehuber of Georgia.

True was third in the Adiron-

starters Saturday. The chestnut daughter of Quibu-Art

A POSSIBLE
supplement
to the Lassie 'field is ' Verne
Winchelt Jr.'s 1 Mira Femme,

'a

honors in the Northwest Suburban Y.M.C.A. Twilight Golf
DIXON'S

State,

North Carolina A&T, Alvin

cause competitive br e agt feet upward in back by raisstroke rules require that some ing the lower leg as indepen-

Teacher's Art, a local fav- and ran third in the Madem- abed this eammer.
orite, will also be among the oiselle.

ing filly.

They are Don Bland of Mississippi

1

Site piloted

Aug. 1. Laffit pricey will be
in the saddle of the fast -clos-

FOUR DEFENSIVE backs

both low net and low gross
League.

list was Stan Hindman, a defensive lineman from Missis-

con-

variations,

liance, and Woozem. ,Woozern, Ogle third basemen
THE HALF-SISTER of three the highly regarded daughter
to
-year-old star Creme will be of Hail to Reason, won her first last wodu Mike, won
starts
by
six
and
ten
lengths
ridden by Don Brumfield.
prim he Me batting

allowance tests this season as
well as the Majorette Stakes on

it

32

'...11g.1=71

while

there

of 1964 Indianapolis 500, ch.

C. V. Whitney will be represented by Fish House and

the

fashioned

Number one on the Californians'

tation pulling tile hands toge- tied the year's best individual .
ther also provides a strong effort. Trailing him in the low

The Elmhurst club led in the
contest' 13-7 at halftime. The

Fish
Colleen Stakes at Monmouth Silver True Saturday.
by six lengths. The daughter House was second in the Junof Barbizon -Judy Rullah seems ior League Stakes and third in.

again

Dixon

Head Coach Jack Christiansen tried.to plug some of those
defensive holes when he made
his draft selections -this year.

were also among the early picks.

sizzling 36 last week to take

ro-

21-19.

One of the most glamorous pressive :57 1/5 over the five
starters in Saturday's test will furlong course.

pointing third place finish in
the Sorrority Stakes July 30.
Rhubarb suffered a slight injury during the Sorrority
Stakes but she will be completely healthy for the Lassie,

THE QUICK inward

tended, the kick is thrust and
However, without going into the swimmer is once again in
advanced detail concerning the the horizontal gliding position.

the year for fillies.

ready

the

Dick

ished.

sippi State.

Tops Loop
For Season

done separately.

9 p.m. Auto racing, films

The nation's top two -year -old fillies will gather at
Arlington Park Saturday for the $100,000 added Arlington -Washington Lassie Stakes, the richest event of

-0-

swing

sterwald, ch. 32

ssie Stakes

Bwamazon Farm's Rhubarb, winner of this year's

possible:

as

Football League Saturday, nipping the Elmhurst Travelers

Two -Year -Old

be

ers

competitive breast stroke can head forward until 'the mouth
be a complex, efficient stroke is abbve water without lifting
with which a number of swim- the shoulders.

make

Eye

breathe by moving .the head
as independent of the should-

Dixon's 36

points per game. That is exactly what the 49'crs yielded in
1965, and that is how they fin-

Sports on T.V. I

The Lake County Rifles
posted their second straight
come -from -behind victory in
the Central States Semi -Pro

Is see of tee lettermen Manig to the Uses' res-

Advanced Breast Stroke

downs), and Dave Parks' 80

finish with much better than a
7-6-1 record if you give up 29

force and brings the el- - gross derby- were Wally Busch Brother-Sbter Team
siderable. variation in the way bows into the body cutting down with a 38 and Dave Prochnow
NEW YORK (UPI) - A
on arm -drag resistance. The with a 41.
brother and sister for the first
the starting and losing pitcher.' the stroke of performed.
arms are then held together,
time are rated simultaneously
Dixon took the low net crown
THE STROKE is performed :;:iiushed forward in the recovin the top 10 in men's and
ery
with
the
hands
flat.
31
by
one
with
an
adjusted
in different ways because of the
women's amateur tennis. NanAs
the
arms
begin
their
forWally
Busch.
stroke
over
Today
physical differences of the
cy Richey of Dallas is co the
reand
Wayne
Wolf
wird
recovery,
legs
Prochnow
swimmers. The variations are
ranked No. 1 and brother Cliff
the
into
position
for
were
next
in
that
-category,
fts
cover
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed more noticeable than 4n the
ranks 3rd among the men.
kick.
At
about
the
same
time
each
carded
adjusted
34's.
other strokes, since the moveNFL highlights, ch. 32
exare
fully
the
arms
that
8 p.m. Golf, Snead vs. Fin- ments of the legs and arms are

of the big question marks in star, started at- third. Jird
the Lions' title plans this year. Clark of Mount Prospect was

Rifles Win 2nd
Straight, 21-19

Western Division (242 ,completions. 3,112 yards and 30 touch-

SPARKS
ON SWIMMING

Three local men were among the starters on the Des

Lioni' freshman arsenal' last Lombard 9-5 and Bloomington
22-0 in preliminary rounds of
year.
underclassmen

the most prolific passer in the

sity amitosis. They are Bill Homes (left) and Warren Jones (right).

most dangerous weapon in the
Other

fullback Ken Villard who covered 778 yards. John Brodie was

Head Cid CJOe Giles (eester) goes over pre -mama strategy with Ms var-

(5-8.

155 pounds) is the Lions' other co -captain and a fixture at

department, you can't expect to

The 49'ers didn't win' the National Football League's West-

in Gliwa's backfield have been
all -league

catches made hint the number7
one receiver.

Last season was the year of
BUT EVEN if you lead
the leaders for 'the San Fran- the league in every offensive

for

AT LEAST three positions

Sembeaw Sob Storms AI hoe& the inearterbarklog chores far St. Mater this year. The agile sealer,

Kale errieseledf Y.esterkeY

220 -pound tackles this year in
Dennis Forstan and Dick Lon-

Bianca, one of a handful of

N

Ira. Meths& The Lka belledds Mated -tbrh first

by one fly ball.

The local star was also the
number one pitcher on the ,
Bronco B League champion
Tigers this summer, winning ,

'Mike is the son of Mr., and
D. Lopata of
511 Debar Lane.
Mrs. George

AUTOMATIC IRAMS.

mars nits

' Only

5
earge C. Poole
14111111[11)

...
WEATHER,
Taiga: Fair: Low Is
upper,

..telephone
2554400

ss

the

6th. Thursday: Mostly

imemy; Quits warm; High near
0.

Rewsitand Price 10 Cents *t

Chamber
Neutral On
Referendum
George R. Busse, president

Speakers Nam,ed
For Forum on
Rule of Village

of the Mount Prospect Cham-

Speakers have beam chosen for the Thltliday. Sept 8
League of Women Wawa sponsored forum to discuss
the proposed government change for Mount Prospect.
Voters will go to the polls on Tuesday, Sept. 13, to determine

whether the current form of village government should be
changed to a mayor -alderman system.

ber of Commerce, said Monday
night that the chamber will take
no official stand concerning the
°posed change of gorerngninent
here.
Bosse

said

that

chandok-)

members are free to work for
the side they favor in the upcoming Sept. 13 referendum.

The Sept. 8 meeting, ached- amain. This is the formal orVoters will decide on Tuesday
uled for 8 p.m.- at the. Mount ganization working to retain the Sept. -13 whether to change the
Prospect Country Club, is the present village system.
present form of government
first

face-to-face meeting of

the two groups taking the most
EACH OF the three speak- .man under a city charter.
active part in the referendum. as ' representing . their groups
Under the present form of
Speaking for the Represent- will be allowed four minutes government, six trustees, a
ative Government Assn. (RGA) to outline his position. Speak- village president (mayor) and
proponents of the city system era will alternate,
clerk are elected from the
of government, will be Kendel
Following the four -minute community at large.
A. Crooks, Jerrold T. Shutt presentations, one speaker
Under the city form of goy and Thome Parker Ekren.
from each side will be given ernment, the' village would be
Citizens to a four - minute rebuttal per- split into seven wards with
Representing
Keep Village Government will iod.
each ward electing two alder be Trustee Robert Teichert,
After the presentations and men to the city council. The
Earl Lewis and Robert Sod - rebuttals, there will be qua- mayor, city clerk and trees dons from the floor. All qua-' urer would be elected at large.
Another chief difference is
tions must be submitted in
writing and will be screened that under the city charter form
by
a
League committee. of government, library trustees are appointed by the
Questions must be simied.
Three League members have council,. rather than elected
been chosen to -screen . ques- by the people as is - now the

dons. They are Mrs. Helen case.

.

A rash of thefts:her been re- Gillogly, Mrs. Ralph Waterported in the Mount Prospect house - and Mrs. William TreCinema parking lot, 827 E.

Gil/4Y was
chase°
Clarence Besse of Buffalo forMrs'
ber knowledge
of the
RGA
Grove told Mount Prospect Pa- jam, Mrs. Waterhouse for
Um Friday the lock on the,

funithuty
trunk of his car perked in the gewernment earl

id,

villas,

Mm.

'- '-

cinema 10i had been punched von, of Reifies Meadows. Pa
out and 5250 worth of new golf sn independent °harm with

dubs and a CM were taken extensive background in r..,.
from the trunk..

activities.

517 vo.N.
maRino,bertridNnueuntmaprn,:ipent,f

said

the

Ported a spare tire worth 840 screening of questions is done
trhaudnkbenenf idaremmovettkfedromin thea
3'

"crank"etiinina

At the meeting, each side
will be permitted to prepare

jarsig.iiRidgeof
flootrcepeneamonddicHtruuvruertinkg

i411

a. fact sheet 'for distribution
said Saturday a tire had ham to those attending.
taken from the trunk of his ' Mrs. W. Eugene Harris, 305
parked auto. Mount Prospect E. Berkshire Ln., Mount
police reported that the trunk's Prospect, is chairman of the
lock had been broken.
foram She add that emphasis
Four wire wheel bilbeaPa, on the League of Women Vot-

MIcb.d Jefferson, 10, of 103 S. Wa-Pella, Meant Prospect, comforts cue of dues squirreb

he ad Ms two brothers and sister have bees nursing since the Squkrels' mother was run
over by a ear Sunday. All three babies are reported hungry aid growing.

Family Adopts
Three Orpha

.

the
Woytovich, 1100 Wheeling Rd.. considered.
Mount. Prosp;xt, told police
Mrs. Harris. said that all
Saturday.
and all questionsfrom

Plans OKd
A survey to have building

the audience will be limited to

Dog Stolen From . issue involved - that of,
the relative merits and machannf lac:vend' a village or city form
Car
government..

changes in Prospect
School conform to the new' Life

Three young boys, and their sister, now have three baby
They use

a

doll's nursing

nntilroT ersvidingin thvo:afantaserviariavisaasonbnpiz

avalnarned atpar $1k2ed6, werein

Safety
High

BY BRUCE CUTLER
squirrels.
Walter

High School

Parkedthe

Safety Code has been approv-

-

ed by the Dist. 214 board of

George

Conditto,

845

'

S.

Accordingen

are be- Wilke Rd., Arlington Heights,

Mrs. Lewis,

the League itself bat no pot and Peter (5) Jefferson, with bottle because the. squirrels ing required to meet the stand- told Mount Prospect police Sun- Rion on the question since it
can
chew
on
the
nipple
and
the help of their sister Nancy,
hpantas not swelled anMdeudneint Prow-nt
ards of the new Life Safety day a Chihuahua dog had
13, have been caring for the eat more and better than when Code approved by the super- stolen from his autoparked for
fed
by
an
eye
dropper,
which
motherless
squirrels
since
intendent of public instruction. 15 minutes in the lot at Strik take stands on anything it has
encourages the animals to
Monday.
code was adopted 'after a Wit Lines . Bowl. 1050 S. not studied extensively.
sniff their food through their: The
comprehensive study of the fire Elmhurst, Mount Prospect.
noses.
Mrs. Walter R. Jefferson
that destroyed Our Lady of
Jr. said she saw the squirrels'
the Angels School in Chicago at 11$1e00d.ogAtho.thsiteicLtim'ue of the. LcaniEnt members workingworking on
"WE
HAVE
to
use
the
trial
theft, he reported, the Car the forum are Mount Pros mother killed Sunday by an
in 1959.
and
error
method,"
Mrs..
Jefdoors were locked and the
auto speeding past their home
The
code
requires
the
mod(Continued On Page 2)
ferson said, "like with parat 103 S. Wa-Pella.
ernization
of
fire
systems,
the. windows were open half way.
ents and their first child."
enclosure
of
stairways,
the
imMonday, she said, when a
Besides feeding the squirbaby squirrel fell from a tree rels, and keeping them warm, provement of exits and addWalter, who holds a first class the Jeffersons at first had to itional safety controls on heat
rank in Boy Scout Troop 155, help them with their "other mg eqinpment. Improved fire
climbed the tree with a knap- bodily functions," as ' Mrs. resistant material for corridors and areas of special edsick to rescue the other squir- Jefferson described them.
ucation facilities and cafeterias
rels he saw there.
"Now they are performing also must be provided.
Among; the band members
well
by
very
themselves,"
This Prospect High School
"After' he got up into the
The work area and dressing
(14), Michael

(10)

Schools in Illinois

Prospect .hand
onored at Fair

tree and had put two squir- she added.
The two
rels into his knapsack and had
come down," she said, "he

discovered one of them had
gotten out and climbed onto tree and was injured has improved.
a limb."
After the squirrels "are old
WALTER'S second trip up enough to care for themselves
the tree must have won the they will be freed, Mrs. Jefsquirrel's confidence, because'

ferson said.

he brought it down without in-

Regner Heads
Auditor 'Group

cident.

Mrs.
ficials

Jefferson called ofat the Lincoln Park

iiith a "One plus" rating and
the congratulations of Gov.

construction plan.
Construction of

David J. Regner, 910 S.
directions on caring for the Set-Gwun, Mount Prospect,
babies.
has been appointed chairman
of the nominating committee

The proper feeding formula, for .the Township Auditor's she learned, consists' of two Assn. of Cook County.
parts water to one part canned
Regner is currently an Elk
milk, with , a drop of baby vi- Grove Township auditor. He
tamin to -every ounce of liquid. was nominated in June to one
Tuesday the Jefferson's, be- of the two spots on the Regan adding pabulum to the -poblican 'ballot for state re.
presentative,

.

_-

e

i,939'pupils in the four north
side

district

Fair-

schools,

The legal limit for the library

valuation.

The total village operating fund is .12 for S100. Last year,
cost, as expressed in the ap- the village levied .0932 for
propriation ordinance

passed

in July, is $2,345,790. The additional $1,743,558 is raised

the library and this year's levy
is expected to be the same.

members

board

Library

from sources other than real protested at a series of meetings with the village board fiestate.
These sources include the nance committee that the vilvillage's share of retail occu- lage had -no right to decrease
pational (sales) taxes and rev- the amount of levy sought by
enue from the water depart - them.
meat.

LAST NIGHT'S move by

the village in slashing nearly
pissed last night will be sub- $25,000 from the library's
mitted to Cook County Clerk request indicates the trustees
Edward J. Barrett who' will are going all out colloid the tax
THE.

LEVY

ordinance

the

is

praised pleasure with -.the' levy
ordinance. "We wanted to hold

the tax line and we did," the
chief executive, said.
Should the' "asseseed 'value:
,

don of the village be higher
than the estimated $110 mil-

lion - it

was $107 million

last year - the resulting tax
saving will be higher.
"Considering that only 25 per

cent of our operating money
comes from , the. real estate
taxpayer," Congreve said, "we
believe that the. village of
Minint Prospect . has a well
diversified tax base upon which
to expand and prosper without
over -burdening the real estate
taxpayer."

paring the budget to the bare

IN A surprise

move,

the
only

view, Busse and .Gregory ele- village board levied
mentary schools and Central. $102,520 for the operation of
the public library. The approJr. High School.
A total of 2,572 pupils are priation ordinance submitted by
presently enrolled from the the library called for $136,500
south side in Sunset Park, Li-

ons Park and Westbrook elementary schools and Lincoln
Jr. High School.
There are about 500 school
dhildren in each of the kinder-

essentials without sacrificing
municipal service to achieve our

goals," Congreve said.
The tax levy_passed the board

.It's Rough Ride

by unanimous vote of the six
truitees.

.

els.

In Little Red Car

The administration estimates
there are'_ 28 pupils in special

ing her own car, failed to appear in Niles court yesterday.

garten through eight grade lev-

education classes.

'Fri I'.
Set. For

Trio

-.

Three youths, charged by

Mount Prospect police with
forgery, are due in Niles court

.

.

.

'

'

officials, however,
excessive and

was

CONGREVE gave a lot of
ure used for establishing' tax bill contributed by the home- credit' for the hold -the -line tax
school boundaries totaled 4,477 owner payi for police and fire levy to the village finance compupils, or 34 fewer than those protection, refuse pickup ser- mittee, chaired by Trustee
entering school this fall.
vice, streets and many .other Joseph Grittani.
"They worked long hours,
THIS YEAR there will be municipal services.

<

ha<

Village
felt this

would have placed the library
Last years' village tax rate tax rate at .115 for S100 of
was .554 for $100 of assessed assessed valuation.

another head count will be tak- 118e.
unlike
Prospect,
Mount
Last year 4,541 pupils were many other suburban commuenrolled on the first day of nities, provides garbage disposchool:
sal service without additional
In May the. enrollment fig- charge. The $54.76 share of the

.

17411, the same clay,

tate tax levy.

assessed valuation.

.

,

"

a conservative guess

by officials, the 1966 tax rate
will be .5476 for each $100 of

value the tax assessor places
. on ail, teat estate,
'Uainiercial, in,
industrial
There wip be 30 fel* OOP: the *lege, The assessed valti
Us -.entering Dist.. 57- . schools ation is - usually about 50 per
this year than last year, ac- cent of the actual market value
cording to an Aug. 29 caroil- of the property.
malt report.
'
in
Average
assessment
.Figures released today from Mount Prospect in a single
the district administration of- family home is $10,000.
fice reveal that 4,511 pupils means that the average M
are enrolled for school Sept. Prospect taxpayer contributes
6.
$54.76 annually for all of the
When School opens Tuesday, services provided by the vil-

,

opened in 1957.

valuation of real property in - $126,500 or which would have
the village of $110 million, been raised from the real es-

Ppereases,,,-v,

.

.

levy of $602,212 to be raised from real estate taxes.
Based on estimated Assessed

lion.
Assessed valuation

Enrollment

a corridor
The band's prograni which Bank in Randhurst, Mount
througha Vie work area to the
Kerner heard -the band play inspired the governor's adriiir7 Prospect; Jute 25.
one exterior door to provide a near the end of the compet- diem included the "Founds
path 'of exit travel from the ition and then mounted the pod- lion March," "First Siiitela
dressing room was suggested. ium to' congratulate personally E flat" by Gustov Holst, "AV.'
The circular starch'''. from the band and its -director
--ropes" 'by Lawrence,. Weiner
the stage to the dressing room ward Sandlund.
and a' "Brazilian Festival"
would need to be strengthened.
The band, placed in the "AA" arranged by Howard Cable.
An: alternate plan ,would be class because of the size of tie
Because. of the band's parto eliminate the circular stair- high 'school Student body, was- ticipation in the 'fair it will
way and construct a stair lead- one'of few to wins. "one-plus". receive ' a trdphy later, 'and
ing 'to an exit, door into the rating.
each _member mill be- sent a
corridor behind the stage.
Winner of the Governor's' ribbon tor his "cantribution.
Wipe dose dos local the One of the biggest cost items TrOphy in the band competition
The band' .will play fat the
liter dirge: iaredioiable
in the survey was the enclosure 'was Antioch High School, rat- Prospect High . School 7 ,North
prices. for 12 to '18 'year
of stairways. '
ed as s class "A" school.
- Chicago 'High', School football
olds 'feu moviei that nut
high '<The state regulations re- The 63. students who ford game 'on Sept. 17. - .The
S to dwidit?
quire*that all work on the life the' Prospect summer band - wheel's marching band
safety revision program must spent a. king day at the state composed of concert and syet7
beebmpleted by July I, 1970.
fair.- They left 'at .5:30 arn. phonic bands.
The ,sehool also has a cadet
Prospect High. School- was Friday. and returned at .10:30
.

line in the 1966 levy ordinance.
The village board approved on first reading last night a

-

checks in the First National

bandsmen.

Otto Kerner.

News Editor
Mount Press pco:t village trustees have held

determine the *duel tax rate, line. '.
Mayor Daniel Congreve ubased on the assessed value -

-

Children's Zoo -in Chicago for

'lamb' diet.

honors in
Springfield at the state fair

rooms

ist. 57

D.

The trial of. James Czernak,
18; iind Lawrence Hall, 19,
''were several who 'will : be both of. Elk'Grove Village, and
18, of Des
freshmen at the high school John
next week. They had 'never be- Plaines; was continued Tuesday.
fore played' with their Micas, They allegedly cashed bomb

won' competition

below the stage in
, High . School were
are doing fine, she explained,* Prospect
and the one that fell out of the discussed;; as part of the re-

rescued squirrels

BY JACK A. YAND1i11111YN

labeled

from village to Mayor -alder -

Car Looters
Hit Theater
Parking Lot

Libmry Loses
Plea" for Boost

Mrs. Mildred Scam, 39, of Oak Lawn, charged with steal-

Her $2,500 bond was, for-

kited and a warrant
for her arrest.

issued

Between 6 and 9 am. on

July 13 she came to Mount

Prospect and apparently drove
Police records .indicate Mrs. her car away. She said she
Scacco has had rough going with had no knowledge that the bank
her 1966 two -door Mustang.

On June 16 she reported to

had repossessed it.

THE BANK then charged

Chicago police that the car had her with grand theft.
Mrs. Scacco was arrested
been stolen, apparently un-

by.

aware that it had been repos- Mount Prospect police at her
sessed by the Mount Prospect place of employment in ChiState Rank, which had financed cago on July 25.

After she was fingerprinted,
purchase. The bank said
Mrs. Scacco was three months according to the police reports,
behind in her payments. The she fainted and was found by
auto was locked and parked in officers "lying on the floor."
Its

the bank's lot.

-ON JULY 13 at 2:13 in the

and was revived by a doctor.

RGA To Hold

morning, Sgt. Ralph J. Doney, Meeting Tonight
watch commander of the Mount
Prospect police night shift,

Mount Prospect's -Represent -

noticed the sporty red coupe ative Government Assn. (RGA)

parked in the lot. He inked has scheduled an open meeting
Chime police if it had. been at the VFW hall to outline its
position on the proposed govInfonnoi - that it was re-- =Meat change.
ported stolen, sgt. Donny eon. ' RGA is the organizing body
ticted Robert Gonda vice- behind the Sept. 13 referendum
president of the bank and seeking to change' Mount
stolen,

learned that the car had been Prospect's system of govern

ment to a city charter with the
repossessed.
Chicago police, however, mayor -alderman system.
4oaroo
that
Tonight's meeting is open to.
Informed Mrs.
Mount Prospect pollee . had the public. 'thous wishing to

spotted her ear in the haws hear more about RGA's goals,
puking lot.

tre urged to attend. "t

.

.

New Teachers Given
Welcome By Dist. 57

THE PROSPECT DAY

Wednesday, August 31, 1966

Page 2

County Meeting Postponed

New 'teachers 'in Dist. 57 were introduced to thcir administrators, board of education, principals, schools and the village

Mayor
Prospect
A meeting of the village
Mount
presidents of Arlington Heights Daniel Congreve and Arling-

ienced and experienced teachers, each of whom can make a
new teachers and three admini- distinct 1,1 contribution to the
Education Assn., the teachers strators for the coming year." ' district.
"The experienced teaehers
District statistics reveal that
were welcomed by board of
education president William A. 57 per cent of the new teachers can share the fruits of their
Krampert into the district's have previous teaching exper- empirical knowledge and the
ience, averaging 2.6 years of beginners can share the latest
"ABC" program.
developments
in
education
Krampert explained that be - prior teaching for each.
The average beginning salary pined in recently completed
Cause of this program the district was "on the threshhold of for all new teachers, --according college.
"The hall mark of the disbecoming one of the outstanding to the statistics, is $6,081,
while the average salaries for trict," he said, "is the recdistricts in the country."
He said this program was experienced and inexperienced ognition of individual teachers
composed of "competent Ad- new- teachers are $6,514 and who contribute to our instructional improvement proministration, a highly qualified $5,500 respectively.
.
Of the new 'cachet'', 15 per gram.
Board of education and quali"We already have a mechTied Classroom teachers - and cent hold a master's degree,
Children to be taught."
the district's report of new anism for this recognition,"
Sahlberg said, "and we hope to
teachers reveal.
"AS OF last Friday," he
KRAMPERT told the new add to it."
told the new teachers after a teachers that 'the district's
DURING a luncheon in the
coffee hour in Lincoln Jr. High policies on in-service training, !tasks Country Club, MPEA
were
1,000
School, "there
classes,
special
pre-school president Mrs. Shirley Gundteacher vacancies in Cook kindergarten summer school erson commented that "by
County, about 150 in the sub- and the new program for gifted working together with the adurbs and more than 800 in Chi- children were all high points ministration and the board of
cago.
of the board's attempt to make education the MPEA can estab"In Mount Prospect schools," the schools better in the future. lish policies for channels of
he said, "we hired 59 certified
"The future of our district," communication and common
he said, "depends on the growth goals."
of our teachers as profesShe mentioned the district's
sional."
new discipline policy, the board's
He mentioned unionism vs. consideration of a grievance
of Mount Prospect Monday.
Guests of the Mount Prospect

and Mount Prospect and the ton Heights Mayor John G.
five suburban Cook County Woods had planned to meet with,
scheduled for the commissioners to discuss
yesterday, has been postponed the probleib of Tounty zoning
until after the November elec- variations which permit the
construction of apartment protions.
jects near village limas.

commissioners,

Park Board

To Name New
Member Sept. 12
The Mount 'Prospect Park
will
District
commissioners
choose a new member at their
next meeting Sept. 12

Woods, president of the
Northwest Suburban Municipal League, said village presidents are taking their case
Illinois
Municipal.
to the

,

League, which is holding a coikvent= Sept. 17.
Presidents are

working for

legislation in the next General
Six men have expressed an Assembly to strengthen the
interest in the post vacated by postuon of villages which obA B Glover, who resigned ject to the building of apart They

are

Eugene

Bradtke,

Northwest Suburban
The
William Derr, Arthur Luckowicz, Donald Rodgers, Rich- Municipal League's next meetard Tank and Eugene Trandell. ing is Sept 28, when Woods
said he hoped area village preThere are now four commis- sidents will endorse a resolsioners. It takes three votes to ution to be presented to the
name a new commissioner.

In a jovial mood, William A. Krampert (center), Dist. 57 board of education president, and

Dist. Supt. Eric A. Sablberg chat with Mrs. Shirley Condemn, president of tbe board of
directors of the Mount Prospect Education Am.' during a luncheon for new teachers. Mrs.
Gundersen wore a stunning new green dress for the occasion.

next General Assembly

Low Prices Everyday! Shop and Compare!

Low Prices Everyday! Shop and Compare!

professionalism,

a

12 -month

work year and better compenfor teachers as three
generally which new

sation

%VHS PaYlviorE?
, Grade "A'
VEGETABLES

Krampert
promised'
the
teachers in closing his speech

that he would personally visit
each school PTA during the
coming academic year.

Dist. Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg,
in welcoming the. new teachers,
emphasiied that because the

district had high standards it
also had "high expectations."

"YOU AS A new group,"

LABOR DAY

***

.Cauliflow
.Mixd Vgtables
Roby Limos
.Fordhook Limos
10.0x. Pkgs

teachers,

poiik'iiiiits.
2..294

--iciiiiFiii

3 -

MIN
Armour Star

Lean, Meaty

APPLESAUCE

C CANNED

SHORT

11/

no

..c..
...4

lb.

2,0,394

$4n

HAM

303
can

BEETS

TUNA

SWItes

290,

Si can

and

PREM

PERCH'

can

Salerno-Choc. Chip,
Bonnie Shortbread

16-ez.

'49 -0

Royal

or Butter

GELATIN

pkg.

10

CHItKEN

lb. 40

old Robbins and Miss Elaine

Nancy Moore Rogenski and

CORN

Mrs. Janet Meyers, first grade;
Mrs. Catherine Collins and

Gregory School: Mrs. Marcia Sheppard and Miss Joyce

Mrs. Dorcas Dietrich, second
grade; Mrs. Una Greeley and
Misses Linda McKechnie and

Harris, fourth grade, and
James Duncan, sixth grade.

Sara Stephens, all third grade;

214

I

Qt. Meadowmoor

1 -Lb. Blue Bonnet

11$

554

24

MARGARINE

190

BUTTERMILK

PORK & BEANS

100

Lincoln

...
Tirta hi

ISS 4

Ushers

Mrs. Charles

Mrs. Ralph
Kuchenberg, Mrs. Arnold Rohner, Mrs. Lawrence Spring-

29

VO-5 Lotion

3c

Yvonne Ambler and
Loretta Corrigan, fifth grade;
William Destefano and Miss
Misses

Barbara Center, sixth grade;
Adamitis,

and Miss Donna
speech correctionist.

poet,

and Mrs. Henry. Bert-

occhio, Prospect Heights.
Mrs. Ernest Beal is time-

keeper. Mrs. George 'Ireland,
League board member
voter service chairman,

and

will

be present as will Mrs. Frank
Moore, Arlington Heights, prelington Heights, Mount Prospect and Prospect Heights.

will be in Acacia Park Ceme-

Richard E. Harrington, 64,
died Monday in his' home at

Philip R. Walsh

S.

Cleveland,

Arlington

tery, Chicago.

Philip R. Walsh of II W.

Arlington Heights,
Dryden,
Mr. Harrington was a mach- died Monday at Hines Veterans

inist for the Western Electric Hospital. He was 58.
Co. He was a veteran of World

lb.

I

Mon. Thru Sat 10 A.M to 10 P.M Sunday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

1300 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
PALATINE

1.

Mrs.

Richard E. Harrington

Heights.

S

War 1.

IIM

STORE HOURS

School:

OBITUARIES

845

FANCY U.S. NO. 1 MICHIGAN

a

are

Smedstad and Mrs. Donald
Bedford, all of Mount. Pros -

Tickle Spray
2TacOff

DEODORANT

HAIR COLOR

Westbrook

er, Mrs. Burr Whitlock, Mrs. sident of the local branch of
Harvey Baron,
Mrs. Iva the LWV which serves Ar-

Oe

RED

TOKAY

residents.

H. Price, 1000 Wheeling Rd.,
has been named moderator.

I

grade.

Voter Forum
pect

554

POTATO CHIPS

99

School;

Marilyn Teagan and

Misses

390

SALAD OIL

II.

31/11 Oz.

for

High

(Continued From Page 1)

33$

....

Jr.

Donna Stickling, language arts;
Misses Judith Nolan and Ruth

24 Oz. Scot Lad

300 Can -Scot Lad

LIQUID DET.

STEAKETTES

fourth

Vick and Judith Lindberg, third

American Family

ALL VARIETIES, TRAY-PAK

Eyberg,

grade; and Sam Donatucci, physical education.

For

BEEF

!Beverly

Del Mor* Cream -Style

IVORY rbw
.

Sunset Park School: Miss
Mary Wiltse, first grade; Mrs.
Roslyn Steinman, third grade;
Mrs.

294

..

.GROUND

School: Mrs.
Kropen, kinder-

Fairview School: Miss grade; Douglas Williams, fifth

IVORY LIQUID

FRESH, LEAN

lions- Park

grade; and Edward Pillar, sixth

.

BREASTS lb.

all math; Lee Downey and
Loren
McClendon, science;

Patricia Kudla, kindergarten;
Mrs. Andrea Dolgin, first
grade; Mrs. Karen Erickson,
second grade; Misses Judith

MILNOT

43

principals.

Robert Stack and Mrs. Virginia guidance in the gifted proPhillips, both language art -soc- gram; and Mrs. Joana Gorby,
ial
science;
Mrs.
Patricia K-2 resources.
Young, math and science; Har-

and Miss Nancy Hirshey, art.

.......

CHICKEN

and later toured their school
buildings with their respective

Central Jr. High School; garten; Mrs. Barbara Leusch,
Warren Young, mathematics, fourth grade; George, Cuser,
Miss Noreen Gaboric, Science; sixth grade; Miss 0. Johnson,

Murphy, French; Mrs. -Cynthia
Bonga,
instrumental music,

334

ace, a..

Country Style

Krampert at the coffee -hour
get-together.
During the day the new
teachers visited village hall

Antoinette

12- ex.

COOKIES

....c.,,

Fresh, Grade "A"

attended the luncheon. 'Board
member John M. Page joined

William Busse School: Mrs. - Jacobsen social science; Jose
Linda Cavanaugh, first grade; Blanco, Spanish; Miss Beverly
Mrs. Marion Lemberger and Yates, music; -Mrs. Beverly
Mrs. Lorraine Wines, third Doering, nurse; and Miss Judith
,,,grade;,. Mrs,- ..Patricia .,Schwartz Riman, art.
gnide;4adMiss .1111.GrOti:iirt::

JUICE

t

schools

and Mice Carel Haddift,'

1st e -CF -Sea Fried

Libby. Tamara

Fresh Grade "A"
Country Style

In addition to Krampert,
board members George R.
Brauchle and Roger A. Johnson

Charles Waterman and Brian

Star Kist Chunk Light

Scot Lad

PUNCH

4..

LEGS

their

classes:

Thrifty

results of such co=operation.

These are the New Dist. 57 Lovain and Frederick Mayers,

41C

...ca.

policy and the MPEA's complaint policy, whiCh the board
has voted "to respect," as the

List Teachers,
Assignments

V-8 JUICE

,s $1

lb.

teachers face.

OPEN

.Broccoli Spears

RIBS

issues

**

Queen Of Scot

Pr

5

he said, "have both inexper-

He is survived by his wife,
Louise, and :taro,daughters,
Mrs. Dolores Lathrop of Oak
Mrs. Elizabeth
Weide of Joliet.ilie is also survived by three ions, Richard E.
Lawn,

lbs.
We Reserve the Right to Limit

utipthtei,'

Z AM" No lE

Sale Prices In E

Thru SaturdaS, Sept.

and

Jr. of California; Kenneth of
of
Carpentertiville;' Donald
California; and David of Morris.

FOOD MART

Mr. Walsh was a lumber
salesman. He was a veteran of °
World War II.

He is survived by his wife,
Frances, a. son, Gerald and a'
sister, Mrs. Dorothy Stiero.

Mr. Walsh was p tiember of
Faith Lutheran Churcb, Arlington Heights.'
-

Visitors may call tonight at
Visitors' may cell tonight at
the Lauterburg & Oehler (Witt- Lauterburg & Oehler 'funeral
ed home, 2000 E. Northwest home, 2000 E Northwest Hwy.,
Arlington Heights. Services will
Hwy., Arlington Heights,
Services will be Thursday at be there at 10 a.m. Thursday 1:30 p.m. in the chapel. Burial Burial will be in Madison, Wis.

Easy to Serve, Ashore or
BY BETTY BIEG

both white and rye' bread. Her

Cotton candy clouds against
a pool of midnight blue, a soft
breeze and the gentle lapping

bowl of macaroni salad with
hard boiled eggs was, served
chilled as was the tangy cola
`slaw. A platter of assorted
cakes and coffee cakes was
served as dessert with steam-

of water

an atmosphere

is

conducive to making the moat
simple menu one of excitment

Gently fold in the thinned sal-

of

summer

quin Road, Arlington Hts.,
utilize their boat the "Lady
Bug" for these purposes.

1/3 aqi

Fred Buhrke, of 507 Algon-

ned with edit grecs

chopped

cline

1/2 cup pickle relish,

Some of the taste tempting
recipes she has given us are

drained

1/2 teaspoon celery seed

and serving ease, to top off

Silt and pepper to taste
with a dash of cayenne

a perfect trip for all.

PePPer

their

for

simplicity

Mrs. Buhrke served a buffet lunch consisting of . an
abundant tray of rolled lunch

Rub the salad bowl with a
clove of garlic. Combine
vegetables, salt, pepper, sug-

Cook and drain _the macaroni. Add the onion, olives,
pickle relish and celery seed.

meat, a tray of cheese with

ar, and celery seed. Combine

T HOME

and

smile to

secretary
was

it

for

founded,

from

el

Field's

1966

Giving a sense of security lakes and up the Fox River.

KATIII DOROSH

II a.m.to4p.m.

First Meeting

lip around it so that dropped of her summers in one of the
items will not roll into the cottages which lined the shore.
water.

As

the

gracious

hostess,

THE LADY BUG is moor- Ann served a buffet luncheon

ed at the Fox Lake Marina.

from the bright galley. The
Among the guests invited for menu recipes are included

The Delta Zeta Sorority Alumnae will hold their first
meeting .Tuesday, Sept. 6, at

Gold velour turtle neck
tops with matching knee socks 8 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Jobers.

and brown patent shoes with seph Heerins, 407 S. Albert
St., Mount Prospect.
This is an organizational
In the shop, the atmosphere meeting. Anyone interested in

large gold buckles
the ensemble.

coned

village

store

fronts.

ther information.

These are also

Reservations for the evening
in gold with
plaid scalloped roofs matching should be made with Mrs.
Heedful at CL 5-9712.

the model's costume.

Held llverlor Additional Runt

."BEAUTY
_

_and the 'BEAST"
Given by Lew MuidiPs Tale Tellers

Performances gatuniv 11 'S.M.,& 2 P.M
amides; 2 P.M
Children
oo Adults 0:00,

Open 7 Days A Week From 11:80 A.M. Oni
ASTRO DECOR

Gerald BarnbauM.B.Pli.
;.. THE GOOD OLD DAYS,..

tertainment Visit The North-

west Suburb
Ralph Mollnelll

RUNS

MEAL ESTATE

CL 5.41320

Only Pro-

fessional Theatre
Nightly (Except Monday) at
8 30 - Sunday at 7:30. Box
Office Opens Daily 10 A.M. to

9 P.M Reservations By Ma
Or Alone CL 8.5400'

YOU LOSE THE FOLLOWING:

1. THE RIGHT

The child born today has so
many things going for, !Ma
health -wine, that we are sometimes moved to wonder how so

many of ui made it to parenthood:
Today's newborn, for example, starts off with the benefit
of new discoveries in prenatal
nutrItion. Also, ProPor lounu
Mutton' rules out scarlet kvet,

*DINNERS sic...in:Tat

.

.

interests.

3.

THE RIGHT

to have non-partisan elections, with no national
parties selecting your local candidates for you.

IF MOUNT PROSPECT BECOMES A CITY:

YOU GET THE FOLLOWING:
1. Sharply limited voting power.. You only get to vote for 5 out of 17.
elected officials.

1

in almost any aliment, he can
Wiped treatment and are far

4. Higher taxes and more costly government.

local office.

'

.

many tomorrows ... Your, priisalptions are gliedquIckly and

" sain Ms

aPerff7 tit
,I.NDLERI PHARMACY
1770 ,W. Algonquin W.

VOTE NOI TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 13
AND KEEP MOUNT PROSPECT A' VILLAGE.

'

NoaTioystbuoilviA.

84800

to demand of all of your village officials that
they truly represent the entire village, and all
citizens; not Just sectional, or neighborhood

be better; his teeth superior; and,

hats; parents, toe today, and

Free
Dagy
?Hatt
Drgan Music
&White:For
y
&Md.
Piano Bar
BlrihdaFCah
Weddiws
When
Lunctwon
Dancing Every
Celebrate
Sot Aright
SurPrink
hanviets .
'pia u,'

osszavAtmNs.

todecta.fyourvinageoffidal,

2. MACHINE politics and machine control.
3. Partisan elections and.national parties picking the people who will flan for

ahead of the beet "the good old
days" had to' offer.
Paste this suggestion Inyour

p,m.

FASHION SHOW LUNCHEON EVERY WEDNESDAY

FL

.

than his parents; his bones will

*LUNCHEONS)1:30DTV:4'

THE RIGHT

namely, "the good old days".

The new infant can aped to
be stronger, taller and heavier

*Featuring Appetizing

2.

There Is one area In which
parents should never dwell;

ever Imagine.

PALATINI,
Old orchard COuntripnb

For An Evenaw °Pine En-

and olfset 14' out of 14 offidals.

against disease In the antibiotic Asld than the layman can

RESTAURANT St COCKTAIL LOUNGE

AND qyZNTIN ROAD

3111. Prospect ... now CL 941106

PA Girl Could
Get Lucky'

Art

NOW - YOUR VOTE COUNTS! you vote for -

dlptherii and pollontyeliffs, Actually, there are more weapons

complete

of Old Holland has been cre- joining may call Mrs. Warren
ated with replicas of old lash- Karim at 392-3660 for fur-

Don Opell's recent
Broadway hi!

IF MOUNT PROSPECT BECOMES A CITY:

and channels of the adjoining

is an 18" high rope -chain The scenery recalled bygone
which surrounds the entire childhood vacations for Mrs.
boat.
The deck also has a Fergus whii had spent many

ion

Dutch boy costume, are the

ture.

window draped with Betty Bjeg.
homespun.
Opposite

galley.

Miss Dorosh was among the
girls chosen last spring to
serve in the high school shops.
Each board member does fash-

Prospect

-7ineo
tomnre cusp::

Now Playing

at the Prospect Day office.
The first meeting of the

which permits the fresh air the Lady Bug and its all feand sunshine into the kitchen - male crew through the bays

for Young Juniors.

wool autumn plaid knickers and
Mod caps worn by board mem-

Mount

The Captain, and lone man
the- counter is the eating cove
topped with another window aboard was Fred who piloted

High

REMINISCENT of the native

in our Cook of the Day fea-

THE BUHRKES said, "We
were going to buy a summer
or galley. Here, in a minimum Hansen, Ruth Vehe, Martha cottage but the boat is much
of space is a bright stainless Medal, Evelyn Rahn, Arlene better', They enjoyed it for
sink, a compact range and a S c h u I t, Evelyn Mitchell, entertaining business associabelow counter level refrigera- Muriel and Barbara Lille - tes as well as personal
tor. Above the counter is a quiet, Jean Westcott, and friends.
wide
beige

TIKOW

a.. ca. no.,tilit 0.,, a.,

Odle !shekel's boathouse.

the "cruise" were members
The entire interior is wood of the Mount Prospect Art
paneled. Dear to the heart of League, Kathleen and Elaine
every woman is the kitchen Walters, Mary Fergus, Christi

School Shop, The Dutch Door

counseling and informal
modeling two days a week from

Ebbs Walther takes the wheel la the way eaMe

bright turquoise.

She has recently modeled in
Field's special showing of back
-to-school fashions held at the
Loop store. The invitation
only event featured fall appar-

UN -;,11

Prospect State Bank and Patti Congreve and Barbara Todd

wide sundeck.
facili-

Call our

Country Club

Selling your home?

ty, Betty Bieg at the Mount

houses

the huge engine. On top is a

seating

August.
0111E R abets, .fromttheMount Prospect An :A.CAlptlff
exhibiting at Lutheran : General Hospital are Edna And:
erson, Prospect Heights; Lu-

Northwest Medical Pharmacy,
Arlene Schutt at the Mt. Prospect Oral Surgeons Building,
Mary Fergus at Hanson Real-

of bunk beds and bathroom

plus

George

the month of September will
include; Edna Madigan at the

Behind the galley is a set

ties. They are upholstered in

Mr.

League announces exhibits for

bed. The boat sleeps six.

The front of the cabin itself
houses the wheel and steering

critique,

Botti, will be featured at this

pect.
The

Vies

scats transform into a double

stern

A

She has just completed a one
man show at the office of the
Prospect Day' for the month of

cille Anderson, Arlington Hts.;
Betty Bieg, Prospect Heights,
and Hedy Viasak, Mount Pros-

nook which with a minimum of
effort converts so that the

Field & company's Old Or-

ded crab meat.

Mount Prospect Art League meeting. Members who wish
for the coming season will be to participate may bring one
on Tuesday, Sept. 6 at the original work of art.
Mount Prospect Country Club,
Shabonee Trail, Mt. Prospect.

most unhappy lit -

color and ink as well as oil.

The bow of the boat has a
deck which seats six guests.
The snug galley has an eating

The

the,

Mrs. Haugh, a charter member of the Mount Prospect Art
League, has painted in water

Mrs. Fred-

not list, up or ult.

chard store.

half and half mixed with shred-

MEWN SURPRISE
1 large honeydew melon

Ale face.

The houseboat is a ship-,
shape home, compact and efficient. The structure is such
that anyone aboard feels secure in that the Lady Bug does

Mount Prospect, is representing Forest View High School
on the teen board at Marshall

,

donated a painting of a laughing

League and Lions Club.

Mr. and Mrs. Micheal Dorosh, 3 West Orchard Place,

meat

sour half and hill mixed with
blue cheese, or 1/2. pint sour

and serve.

clown to the children's ward,
in hopes that it will bring a

Fred is past president of the

Kathi Dorosh, daughter of

crab

or potato chips are 1/2 pint

balls and add the sauce. Heat
.

and

2 cheese

dips to be used with crackers

Dolores Haugh, women's ed-

owner of Buhrke

since

devices

Serves 4.

Make a sauce of 1/2 cup cooking sherry and 1/2 cup catsup.
Drain excess fat from meat

lonely.

the Mount Prospect Art Lea-

Kathi Dorosh Member
Of Field's Teen Board

bles and fry to a light brown.

itor of The Prospect Day, has

corresponding

facilities.

cover melon with foil and chill
well.. Serve fruit from shell.

Most of the paintings of the
"Art Originals" exhibit at
Lutheran General Hospital are
not keyed to the understanding
of a little child who is ill end

Tool Company. Ann has been

Westeolt.

into

A Smile
To Delight
Wee Ones

ge

dents, Mr.
Buhrke.
Fred is

ON deck, (left te right)
are Mrs. Fergus, Ariz Ikhrke, Arkin: Schuh mad lean

Form

pital, with a children's ward
painting.

Lady bug, fly away home.
One Lady Bug that is a home
is a houseboat belonging to
former Mount Prospect resi-

Mr. end Mn. Fred Woke.

thoroughly.

balls the size of small mar-

league
representative
from Lutheran General Hos-

BY DOWRES HAUGH

Wlam* their pests aboard their honeheat are

Put fruit mixture in melon
shell; replace cut-off stem,

salt, pepper and cayenne pep-

vice

The Day's Prospects

gue

Mix the around beef, bread

vinegar, mustard, and salad
dressing. Add to vegetables

Wednesday, August 31, 1966

A Day Aboard
Floati Summer Co

Scoop out seeds and' carefully
remove most of the fruit,.
leaving , a shell. Cube melon
fruit and combine with strawberries, sugar, port and mint.

crumbs, east, curry powder,
per,

slice off the stem
aside.

Mrs. Dorothy Carlson, ser-

a
MRS. FRED BUHRKE

1 tablespoon chopped onion
1 teaspoon fall
2 tablespoolessugar
2 tablespoons Thaler
1 teaspoon celery seed
prepared musI
tard
1/8 toupees: white pepper
1/2 aip salad dressing

1/2 cap salad dressing thin-

Cut a

end of melon and set

Dash of mauve pepper
1/2 cep bread crumbs
1 teaspoon curry powder
1/4 teaspoon pepper

Per

1 tablespoon chopped oaks

chosen

I teaspoon nit

1/2 cup chopped green pep -

means

1/4 cup port wine
1 tablespoon chopped mist

2 eggs
COLE SLAW
4 cups shredded cabbage

MACARONI. SALAD
1 pkg. micaroal. cooked

entertaining for both business
and pleasure. Mr. and Mrs.

1/2 uipsupr

BUHRKES FAVORITE
MEAT BALLS
1 pound ground lean beef

sliced hard eggs.

and glamour.
original

strinvbarles

salt, pepper, and cayenne pepper. Served chilled. Top with

ing hot coffee.

Lunch on a river boat is an

1 cup fresh or frozen

and mix thoroly. Serves 6:

ad dressing and season with

.

Ikon, rimiast

CITIZENS TO KEEP GOVERNMENT.

Tr., Radio PlePldelall

THOSE WHO KNOW -VOTE NO!

OLD. DAYS" pasoolliesci.li'

Grant Himobaugh, Thorn°, kmanakiiP Donald Rciairs

Delivery.
Where. you always get "GOOD

(Thicad sponiored by
ti

Vantage Point.
groups who see in our way of life a "something

ity, if In fact such a segment of our society real-

the "long, hot summer" of 1966 is almost his-

for nothing" existence.

ly exists, also has rights.

tory.

As far as the suburbs are concerned, it has

Certainly, the groups promoting "open occupancy" and "freedom of job opportunity" and

been a good summer -a calm, peaceful -one. We
have taken our vacations, enjoyed our parks and
swimming pools and the other conveniences too
many of us take for granted.
'In neighboring Chicago, things could have been
worse. Early summer predictions were for ser-

"equal rights for all" are well intentioned.
For the most part, they are made up of people
who have never experienced the pangs of hunger,
the squalor of the ChiCago south side or the des:
pair of unemployment.
For thein, it is no problem to be liberal toward

ious violence to punctuate the tranquility of the

minority groups - to offer from a distance this

city - perhaps violence as serious as Watts.

same privileges they have earned themselves.

The thermometer outside might not agree, but

Fortunately, the summer civil rights demonstrations did not reach the violence levels pre-

'

If the person working diligently on a hunian relations committee has the right to be tolerant. of
minorities, do not we have the sane right to be
bigoted?

If the person living next door tows wants to
sell his home to a minority family, don't we have

the right to accept or reject that family as individuals, just as we accept or reject our pies'

'Too often, those of us who live in the calm,

ent neighbors, working companions and fellow
men as individuals?
We know a suburban newspaper publisher who
was almost put out of business because he asked

CERTAINLY, we believe in open occupancy.
It goes without saying that the Constitution guarantees the individual the right to live where and

dicted, although the record is sordid enough.

in a front page editorial, "Don't I have the right
to be a bigot?"

how he pleases.

peacefal suburbs are unimpressed by the newspaper headlines outlining the violence in Chicago
streets. As far as we are concerned, Chicago
might as well be Viet Nam. And we are equally

But rights are a funny thing. Our property
right stops at your border. We can believe in

APPARENITLY, the open occupancy marches__
in chicago have served a purpose. Constitutional
guarantees were re -stated by the Chicago administration, apparently appeasing the out-of-state
march leaders who have no intention of buying a
home in Rogers Park, Marquette Park, Cicero,
Mount Prospect and Arlington Heights.

open occupancy as individuals, however, we have

no right to tell our neighbors how and to whom
they should dispose of their homes, if dispose of

unimpressed with the number of men who are
fighting and dying there to protect our placid

-

by lack Vandermyn

them they choose.

way lof life.

'What the civil rights movement has failed to
realize is that an individual's right to swing his

HAVE WE ever stopped to think that the suburbs might be the breeding place of the troubles
in Chicago, more so than the untenable slums of

fist ends at our nose.

the south side?

the all -white areas of Rogers Park and Mar-

Is the "soft life" that we are living, at least on'
the surface, arousing jealousy frum the so-called
minority groups who want to enjoy the privileges

quette Park and in the suburban areas the minority certainly possess the right to move in and

We will take the open occupancy marches more

seriously when we see the marchers, members
IN THE tormented neighborhoods of Chicago,

of minority groups, armed with checks to buy
homes, jobs to support themselves in those homes

and the will to earn the "something for nothing
life" we now enjoy in suburbia.
Until that time, we hope the long, hot summer
is over. We hope that somewhere along the line,
the rights of the majority will become equally as
important as the rights of the minority.'

make themselves at home.

we have earned, yet apparently deny to others?

But what of the rights of the mejority?

This is a question that should be answered by

We have heard so much about civil rights for
minorities, we sometimes forget that the major -

suburbia even' more attractive to the, minority

"I want a power mower that's NOISIER than my

Prospect Heights Baptist Church

neighbors'!"

God's Work Done in God's Way
THREE families started a
as a Sunday School.
"In a day when the church has degenerated to little more "They actually started as a
than a tea-shop, pawn shop, bake shop or a friendly club, we bible church for children in
are set for the defense of the Gospel and 'the faith once de-/ 1951- and the original building
livered to the Saints," challenged the earnest, pleasant Pastor was constructed at that time.
The new Sanctuary and EdRobert Rushing.
A friendly church where be known as a bible teacher and ucational Building were built
Christ is exalted is the Pros- has been ministering to the in 1962," he said.
Pastor Rushing went on.
pect Heights Baptist. Church at needs of his congregation for
"Our church is the home of a
the corner of Wheeling and eight years.
"Our work here is 20 years growing group of sincere
McDonald Roads in Prospect
old.
We're an independent Christians who believe the BiHeights.
Two slender buildings con- church affiliated with the ble from cover to cover and
ratted by a wide entrance.are Conservative Baptist Associ- long to share with others the
spacious and restfully simple. ation of America," he said. priceless blessings of salvaThe Sanctuaries only decor- "We receive no outside sup- tion. Here in this church we
atlon is a large cross which port - We're entirely sup- believe you will find Evanrises from a long planter at ported by the people here, by gelistic, Fervor, Spiritual Felthe front of the church. The tithing and we are convinced lowship, Scriptural Teaching,
church is softly carpeted and that God's Work done in God's Missionary Zeal and a simWay will never lack supply," ple but effective' Organization
sparkles with sunlight.
,PIttacusd after , the church of
Pastor 'Rafting is proud to he added seriously.
BY. BETTY AINSLIE

group

.

'

theNew,Testarrient.".

1';

Grace's Daie

Chicago and Aurora College in

with

the'

Marine

Corp.
FOR THE third successive
Camelot, in Mount Pros

tivities with the bridal dinner with old friends at a day -long

they gave last Friday night, affair Aug. 28.
and a family pantry shower
given by Miss Marie Mayer
Plans for the big party were
of Wheeling, aunt of the groom made by Mrs. Albert Kravats,
which also took place in the. Mrs. Pat Donovan, Mrs. Mil Prospect ton Thompson apd
Mayers'
Mount
Aud-

M.

Meyer,

Whose

thanks

toe' picnic as well as

tickets for free food

These included Mrs. William to be given as prizes.

If those 'at the picnic could

Carlson, ,not find something to do, It
Mrs. Ralph Neumann, Mrs. was not the fault of those

There was

Ball, Mrs. George Stephen, everything; games and races
Jr., Mrs. Mayer, Sr., Mrs. with prizes for the children,

for young and old, and danc-

a

bee.'

Fellowship

;

Others at the party who also ing to the music of the Nite
the wedding were Riders, a rock and roll combo
the bride's grandmother, Mn. of boys from Camelot, high
John E. Condren of Wonder and junior high schoolers,

strong Christian emphasis.

Richard

Coff-

and business friends.

from

our

This

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

a

speaker -at

group to

ac-

K. S. Johnson, General Manager ,

William J. Kiedatsch
Managing Editor

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

Something to be
Proud Of

brook_ gained more than $1.000 from the
affair.
It's a pleasure toy, publish stories about these youngsters.
They are the
typical teen-aers of today.'
But we
won't discontinue to publish stories about
the others, or typical teens. We believe that whenever possible, the good
people, do should be called to the attention of our readers.
We also believe
that if we continue to call attention to

Teen-agers get their share of stuntioe in neWspapers.
Unfortunately, too
much of what a few do that is bad grabs

quaint our ladies with the mis- the headlines.
sionary program of this church
That wasn't the case this week in Arand they help support our mislington Heights.

Battalion

sionaries."

The Coronets, a fine group of young
ladies, brought honor to themselves and
the village as a result of a trip toSpringfield and more recently to New York. In
vestibule.
Springfield, they walked away with top
"We try to keep our church honors at the Illinois State Fair. In New
organization simple," the Pas- York, they missed placing rust by a frac-,
tor said.
"We've a church tion of a point as they competed against
Pictures of the various mis-

sionaries

and

their

families
are mounted on a large, attractive board in the church

awards. For instance a boy in-

the month.

and be really draws the young-

Our young people

for Heaven."

lowship groups. A young adult

issue in the Elk Ridge - Mount
Shire area.

I still have an open mind on

during .
.campaing, but do
not recognize 'us .when action
is

this issue and would like to
heir, both sides. Apparently
this opportunity will not be

needed on our community

problems.'

hai suggested

'provided by M' r

s.

Water -

.

that our .

at 8:30 p.m. in the VFW hall

paign that .contimied through' Waterhouse and three direc-

those few who are difficult, perhaps we
can discourage them, and, perhaps, encourage their parents to do something a-

other units from throughout the United

bout them.

Judge Walter P. Dahl, presiding judge

States.

of the juvenile division of the circuit

The., Wheeling High School Marching
Band, every year brings back titles that
reflect credit on the surrounding communities. Long hours of practice are required to attain these honors, and both
groups should be commended on their

court, addressed the Arlington

Heights

Youth Council Friday night. He urged an
early curb on juvenile delinquency and
called on community leaders to "handle delinquency problems at home."
"The basic responsibility for

dedication.

treat-

ment of juveniles is in the home, school
Every citizen of the village should
swell with pride at the accomplishments

and community, he said..

It would be difficult to find anyone who
would disagree with this statement. Yet,
The Day continually gets calls from
readers who say we should not print

of these groups of young people.

There's another reason for civic pride
our youngsters.
Some 1,094 teens
showed up at The Cellar last Sunday
in

stories about vandalism, rowdyism and
delinquency.
Mosf, of them agree that

The occasion was a dance to ben-

night.

efit The Clearbrook School for the Mentally Retarded.

Now, 1,094 is 'a lot of people, teens or
grownups.. With that many in one place,
dancing or, just listening to music, one
would think trouble would be' bound to occur.
If anyone expected trouble, they

such things do go on in our village. But
they don't like to see them in print. We
get the impression that if these people

feel that they are not called to the attention of thq village, they will just go
away.

Unfortunately this is not the way it
Ignoring a problem does not
make it disappear. Constant attention to
works.

were disappointed.

The teens were models of good beOne of two policemen assigned the problem by parents and village ofto the event, just in case,' said he has ficiah will help to solve it. Proper sunever seen any age group behave as well -pervision at home and prompt and diand be as concerned about property and rect action by police officials is what is
people as was this group. And Clear necessary.
havior.

the evening.,

tors of the Elk °Ridge HO*-

lake resort hotel 'in Elkhart, cutising their campaign' -and ben nor their etidorsement'
Ind., where they rated and .'.passing. out :buttohs.': It. strik-: MFBi
Waterhouse. ha refused
Meade, where' Richard will WI enjoyed 'superb food.
es me, unusual that these 'poll - to hold an open *debit* "on.thei

,

Editor:

have

In

reading

the

comments

on my letter by Earl W. Lewis his statements show that he

not cognizant of what has,
been going on with our presis

ent' village -type

government.

I wonder how many Tuesday
night' board meetings he has
attended.

'
,

be joined by all citizens inWrested in both' sides of the

terested
didates.

current city charter issue,
.
George Trunfol

many

qualified candi-

dates. it seems that I

you

Thank

for this public service.
I plan to attend and hope I will

:

What Has Been Going On?

In the first place he insults
the people of Mount Prospect
by saying there will be a prob-

at 600 N. Main St.

,Mrs. Coffman who have been where they attended a circus, .- Mayor .Congreve and Trus..owners Assn..
have comvisiting his family in the on to the Dells and Milwaukee, tee Colter were in attendance- mined, their association with East the past several )reeks, and finally to the Schwartz for. the Sole purpose of
out explanation ta.their mem-

in Laurel, Vd., near Ft.

is

Missionary
Mrs. Donald
president and

house's organization to the
Since 'then I have learned residents
of Elk Ridge and
group join, with - their's, .and . that several.' village social
At -least one Camelot family 'invited. us to is- street. dance, events 'have been used for. Mount Shird.
regretfully missed the big. 'held last Saturday night. The. their political purposes with Your newspaper has informparty. They are Mr. and Mrs. invitation was appreciated, .out the, prior knowledge I of
Robert Novak who has planned however, upon our arrival .We- their captive audiences: I've ed readers of a public meeta brief vacation for that week- were met with a political cam- also learned that Mrs.-Irene- ing on Wednesday August, 31,

tion

Beek in town 'in time for end. It took them and their
the wedding"- Were Mr. and Debbie and Bob to ' Baraboo

and who left Monday to live

es

Christhm emphasis "' has missionary
effectively in these -"meetings.

Wednesday, August 31, 1966

Letters to the Editor
I. write this letter as a cilimp interested .in the formation of ,a Mount Shire Homeowners. Auociation. The Elk
Ridge Homeowners Anode-

Jamei Fletcher and
Donald Wheeler; pop and beer,
nepp,

A party for Susan the end and food served all day long
buy -your -food -ticket
of July, was given by Miss on
a
Karen
Framberger,
Mrs: 'basis.
Robert Mueller and Susan's,
Mrs.

has

on

Politics And Captive Audiences

Lake, and Mrs. Condren, Jr., Lloyd Muenzer, Kenneth Ke-

min at Karen's home and included the bride's high school

A WOMEN'S

"We've, discovered we-ain-,-'lleggreed

carry

-- Marshall Field III
Page 4

lead

the Pastor said.

1

attended

sister,

Jones

two groups - Stockade or boys
from 8 to I I years old and led
by Chief Ranger Kenneth Bar-

Schell and others who were a children's talent show for
once the Scheib' neighbors which each entrant was given

on S. George St., Mn. Samuel a cup-no hurt feelinpl 'There
Willett* and Mrs. Gordon were pony rides, baseball
Teach.
and volleyball, dance contests

Jesse

one at Taylor University and sters," said the Pastor. "Our' are involved in this too - to try
one at Bob Jones University. primary objective in all these to bring the Word of God to
I think that is a splendid rec- groups is training for leader - people there - and I might add
ord," he said proudly. "And ship. They have discussions , that we've had a terrific rewe praise the Lord for these - lively ones. We try to have 'spore to the meetings - the
young people,"
an attractive program to keep Mission is always filled."
"God helping us," said the
them all busy."
PROSPECT Heights Baptist
The Sunday School Super- Pastor once more serious.
Church has an unusual and ter- intendant is Mrs. George Ve- "We seek to help the Barrific youth program. The Pil- ber assisted by Mrs. Lloyd rounding community by giving
grims, with Mrs. Jack Mathi- Clark and average attendance out the living message of a life
transformed in Christ. A -life
sen as chief- guide is built is near 250.
similar to the Girl Scouts with
"There arc two adult fel- saved from sin and prepared

A number of Mount Pros- manager of a local McDonald's
for
generously
- pect women were invited to a Rauturant
donatinga considerable apersonal shower given for Su sap by a former resident mount of paper goods to be

Donald Gedman, Mrs. Albert who' planned it.

Mrs.

them tin stories and songs,"

this church with a terested in flying might get an

We've one at Wheaton College,

were given to Mrs. Schwartz,

of Chicago.

and

Brigade and are divided into

I

Country CIO. The groom's pm, made apoint of getting
family, the Peter J. Mayers, acquainted with new neighbors
lent their talents to the fa- and
renewing
acquaintance

Edward

outside of the church.
The boys are under the group
heading of Christian Service

airman award or one say with
200 expect to have total re- an interest in mechanics can board composed of the elected
ceipts near the $50,000 mark obtain an award in that study. officers of the church - six
and at least $10,000 of that The young fellows are always deacons and 3 trustees. The
goes in missionary support.
kept busy. It's really a lively moderator of the board is Mr.
"We priase the Lord for our and interesting group," he Robert Arnica. They meet once
a month and each member
youth ministry," he said. "A laughed.
heads a church committee and
number of our young people
have gone or are going into full
THREE youth groups meet what could be simpler to get
We have on Sunday evenings. The Jet the work done," he laughed
Christian service.
one young man pastoring a Cadets from grades 3 to 6 are heartily.
church in South Dakota. One led by Mr. and Mrs. George
"I'd like to mention our
of our young ladies leaves in Veber. The Joy Teens are the Wednesday evening service.
September for missionary for Junior High group led by Mr. We call it an 'hour of power'
service in Africa. Two others and Mrs. Robert Banks. The and is a time for bible study
are planning to go to the mis- Prospectors are the High and prayer. We also go to the
Two young men School age and led by Mr. and Chicago United Mission off of
sion field.
Madison St. and Des Plaines
arc completing work in Sem- Mrs. Rick Potter.
inary.
Two will enter the
"Rick Potter was a pro foot- Ave. in Chicago for a gospel
Moody Bible Institute this fall. ball player on a Canadian team service on the 4th Saturday of

the rite.

Mrs.

'pals

total membership of, just under

The Saturday marriage of Susan Schell and Peter M. Mayer

united two Mount Prospect families. The ceremony in St.
Raymond Church was performed by the bride's uncle, Rev.,
Jordan Schell, 0.F.M., corning from West Monroe, La., for

er,

to be

ming and basketball.
"They receive achievement

STRONG in their support of
missions,

De Hauer, Mrs. James Bak-

attempt

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity.'"

bined meetings and a devotion -

to the gals' and a definite attempt is made to reach girls

Boys from 12 to 18 years old
and led by Chief Ranger Wendell Finkbeina.
They have
camp -outs, track Meets with
other Brigade groups, swim-

ian who is 13 and a son Rob-

used
several

al time is held at each meet ing."
"Oh yes, we've a Children's
Church held during the adult
service for primary and be ginner, Mrs. Denzil Brown

sponse

By Grace Mott

here, Mrs. Marshall Therm(
now of Arlington
Heights.

heading of Pioneer Girls. The

ate of Moody Bible In titute in

ert who is 9.

home.

times a year there are com-

Sterling, Ill., and is a gradu-

Aurora, Ill. He and his wife
Mary have two children, Mir-

rey

the clubs meet during the week
and are all under the large

sincere, friendly Pas- m or e
tor ' Rushing came here from groups," the Pastor declared.
the Calvary Baptist Church in "We've had a tremendous re-

Wed

buffet supper given by Susan's
family, the Edward Schells
took place 'at. Chevy Chase

meets on the third Saturday of
every month and have social
activity. They had a boat ride
on Lake Michigan recently. A
group called the Ambassadors
for age 36 and over meet on a
monthly Saturday too. Four

The Colonists are girls from
7th through 9th grades' led by
Mrs. Pat Scrio. Explorer is
the High School group with a
leader secured every Fall. All

leaders

Zbe Propert 1Dap

group through the age of 35

girls in grades from 3 to 6.

,

Susan Schnell

The wedding reception and stationed

There are games, handicraft,
ranks and uniforms and is for

have

we, have right now? All the
present mayor needs are three

lot more faith in our fine ci- trustee votes (he has four),
and he' can ram down the
tizenry than you do.
throats of the people any

Mr. Lewis also complains
of greater cost. Look 'at the
Park Ridge city -type governinent.
It spends less money
than Mount Prospect although

ordinpnce he so desires. That,
Mr. Lewis, . is virtually a
dictatorship.
Is that your
idea of representative gov-

it is much larger. Even with

cd-to the truly faithful village

our present spending, the 'cost
would only be about ten cents
per year per resident.

ernment?

Also, what happen-

employees, after the present
administration took office?
I'm not an area captain

either side as Mr. Lewis is
ani-LecWistoavelsronmseanidt
thatean
five inso I speak more independently.
M'alderrin.
dedicated can- lead
As 'I said before, those
partisan,
to
patronReally Mr. Lewis,:' age -orientated party politics whor eally know'will vote
with 'over 30,000 peqple in in Mount Prespect: Is he so
Elmer, F. Collin
Mount Prospect we "should blind that he can't see what,

km of finding thirty
and

SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

Wednesday, August 31,1966
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OUT OUR WAY
GREAT TWO-WEEK CAMPIUGTRI17 WASN'T IT!
POI HAVE A CLEAN SPORT SHIRT LEFT? TODAY'S
THE LAST Ci.s.YOF MY VACATION AND WILLISAM7
I THOUGHT WED SPEND MON THE GOLF
COURSE! WHY DON'T YOU AND LILTAKE
OFF OM A SHOPP0.16 TRIP

SOMETHING!

a

SCOUT UP

AHEAD AND SEE.
8-31

MA

ktA. loc TA6. hs. 111. Po. 011.

"Why can't you be like other husbands and let credit
Managers worry 'about hole we're going to pay for all
the things we buy?"

"Don't interrupt mama when she's figuring our
grocery money!"

THE WILLETS
04)

VYS RUN "-

4

O moows

OUT OF
OUT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
.7.,

w
tt
8-31

wr.M. Trur.r

604.

ofte

ti.,:;. 0.

0,4

LISSEN, NOODLE-NOSE, you WU2
TRYIN` TO SPEAR ME FOR

YOU CANT SLIP THROUGH THE NET
THAT EASILY, SAKE! rM TAKING YOU
TO COURT UNLESS YOU GIVE ME

411".

z

1

I

VII,

#100! IT AIN'T MY FAULT iF
YOU GOUGED A CHUNK OUTA
YOURSELF! NOW CLEAR OUT

MY MONEY SACK**BROTI-IER oR

BEFORE T. REMEMBER TO
TELL MARTHA YOU'RE TOSSIN`
DOUGH ALL AROUND TOWN!

NO BROTHER! AND IF YOU DON'T

(;17

ZINMED04:0

SPEAK CIVILLY I'LL ASK

DAMAGES!

BUGS BUNNY
OPEN UP: I WANT THIS MONTH'S
RENT OR OUT YOU GOI

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR 'SAYS

Polycythemia

r MIGtr At stau

Q-13 polycythemia

a

CANT WU TAKE
I\ JOKE

C:

TDDAY I

come

form

ocem0

way re-

Q -I have been told

L.

that I

;;;;'::.,..::.

have no acid in my stomach
and have been taking glutamic
acid hydrochloride (Acidulin)
with each meal How can I tell
whether I am getting enough

A -A lack of acid in the atom-'

ach may be seen in persons

C117AN
appellation
13 Cou
9 New Englander FOWU1:4
14 Bacchante
(nickname)
16 Holding device
12 Chinese coin
17 Monkeys

cious anemia it is much more

19 New Zealand
WrrOt
.20
Insect

important for you to get vitamin

B -I2 and if you have
of the stomach the:
treatment is surgical removal
cancer

22 Cloth' measure
23 Hawaiian

TRAIL! MIEN r ME111141/ED THE PATCH OF SW%

-

AN ANONYMOUS
LETTER FRAN AMEN-

MA NO coNINT W,
eAlittor FIND

icA WARNED tI5 OF
AN ATTEMPT TO

ENT WE YINCH tDOERS
AREA WHERE TRAIL

RECOVER STOLEN

ANT LOST INA WO
NAZI PUWE CRA5ii.

wreath

24 Consumed

25 Mr. Arms
26 Be free from
28 Distinguished
service U099

STARTS)

tilley (poet.)

32

2

4

MI.,) l
:TAAMEJ

ummu

'mom intAiAL1

4

5

1.1 A

u -4

ror-ml

ut=l1A-1

3

1i 071.1

mNoron

38 Age

16 American poet
ere
,
21 Soap (pbarm.) 33 Thinks
34 Cower in
25 Period
35 Hodenedco
27 Also
36 Detested
28 Differ!
29 Window. frame 37

0

30 hicl(abine the
head

41 Division of a
drama
42 Of a flat surface
46 Speedy

48 Radium B (ab.)
50 Those in office

7

1.1

31 Medical
35 Bony fish
38 Worm
39 Dutch commune

40 Moccain

owdlrIMMINI

7

2

RO

41 Abrahsam's wife
(Bib.)

WOW

24

" 43 Number
16
44 Greek letter
45 PrOjecting rock
46 Sanction
47 Edict
49 Laughing
51 Roman moon

ALLEY OOP,

ine) is found in meat and whole)
grain cereals. It is important:
,

gums, blood vessels, red blood

cells and nervous system. It

goddess

62 Follow_

works wonders for anyone who,

40
.after

!mules brother

through a faulty diet, has developed a deficiency of this

tem bas been firmly established.

(:11=11-31-a

.)

Q » I read recently that'
vitamin B-6 does wonder for'

the health of the nervous sys-

&maim

:41--9MUi=1
MICalrAHEA

.

11 MI T%

arthritis.

in making the adrenal hormones,
in producing anti -bodies and in

15

%; 21 Scottish.teacahe 16

of the tumor.

vitamin.
The need for pantothenic acid
or its calcium salt (also a
part of the vitamin B complex)

in All

!Feminine

subpledmarine

treatment. If you have perni-

for the health of your teeth,

F-11Jr: :471
M :.1r0

6 Unit of light
7 Cut down

11 German

this is not an important symptom -not one requiring specific

[LIMP MUOZI
OPIIN MOHO

p LIMN 1_4[74 .401.;NA
'100 V31.0_11:414 i:41A111

5 Revised

0 Solitary

ONS WORE: THE REASONS FOR OUR ACTIONS
91191c1 SANPEEDI I A5RE PERSONAL FOR nie MOMENT;
FOUND ATRUCK HIDDEN
ENT WE VIOLATED NO LA
HEN[ rie ROAD WHERE 501M1 WHY THIS woutOmoN E
HE'D STARTED UP THE

...-.-.. r.

w, is
........-....

Answer to Previous Puzzle

EIFITH-)
FAFAIIM

4 Mariner's
direction

6 -bona

dity of the stomach plays a
very minor role in digestion,

various ailments. Is this so?i
Has the need for calcium pan -1
tothenate in human nutrition;
been firmly established?
,A
Vitamin B-6 (pyridox-

-r,

, ,.,

',,.el_, 44

is- 31.

1 Spring .7--

of the stomach and various
other conditions. Since the sell

A - Vitamin A is necessary'
for good vision, especially at'
night. There is no vitamin or
any other dietary component
that will specifically help your

f

-;.Y".. -...--

ACROSS

with, pernicious anemia, cancer

Is vitamin A good for,

,6:'

That Tired Feeling

or too much?

the eyes? What vitamins benefit arthritis?

_

-,$"'-_-..., .: ..'

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

acid to digest my food properly

Q

Mgr VI ' MATTER?

GO HOAG I THEWS
MGT EVEN A RITE

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.
of cancer of the blood?
A -No. It is in no
lated to leukemia

& MEEK.

EE

.

(Bib.)
ire 4.;... pirk
.Colorado

.DOWN

1 robd ion*
2

glint

' 3 Sofftligli

47

so

4$

ft
21171311Anti 11:1411111111133,

II

'Weclitstiay. August 31,.146

CALL TODAY

ANTE
-HAVE YOU

ANY. OF THESE
THINGS .TO'.SELL?
ihey'll Bring You Extra Cash
And

2551200
lanes Andtquipment
AirpOnialltienkto
Apartments To Exchange'

33
33
73

Apts. And Rooms To Shore

71

Arts And Antiques
'
Auction Saks
Auto Insurance
Auto leasing
Auto Loans Auto Parts And Access.
Auto Repairing And

34

BEFORE 4 P. M.

'Memory Gardens, interment

105.

for 2 in Garden of Meditation.
.
Best offer. 259-0507.

108
107

RIDGEWOOD Cemetery -

106

Equipment

gr. lots. AU or will sip.
Rees. 637-6832

Auto Trailers.
Automobiles For Sole
Automobiles Wanted

103

Swim And &Amp

PP'
110
37

Bicycles

99
101

.

Boats And Marine Supplies

13 -Lost Ad Food

Building
Materials
SGks
Business Opportunities

15
16

Business Simko Directory
Business &pikes

Rugs
Guns

Tools
Boats
Tents
4-7

Books
Plants
Pianos

Stoves
Radios
Skates
Trunks

Jewelry
Bicycles

TV Sets
Clothing
Cameras
Antiques
Furniture
Livestock
Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars

Auto Tires
Aquariums

17

Camas Optical Om*

CL. 9-4198.

Card -Of - Sympathy

Cord Of Thanks
Cemeteries IL lots
Christmas Morchonilisir
Clothing Furs

Found - 26" Racer -Bicycle
Red, near Hintz & Schoen
Beck LE 7-1038

3

Collections
Co -Operative Apartments

Gantt Hellas

10

Dedkations
Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Do It Yourself

6
44
43

Eleatic FixturaellquIpinent
Employment Apencies Mn
Employment Agonies Women
Employment SerriceWomen
Equipment Rentals

43
27
28
29
57

.

Typewriters
Motorcycles.
Used Trucks

Refrigerators
Baby Buggies

Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing) Machines

Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports Eqiiipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment

Childreres PlaythingsElectrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

WANT AD

MECHANIC, expr.-full time.
Apply in person. Winkelman's .
Shell Station. Mt. Proap.

Eiperienced. References

Available days-eves-wk.ends.
Phone 255-5406.

7

46

24
Help Wooled Mon
Help Wanted Men Or Women 26
30
Help Wanted Women

(

Personnel Director Ass't.Ex-

47
49:
72
48

perlenced
function.

indurshkel Preparty
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

83

Jabs Wattes4Men
Jobs Wonted -Women

21

90

22

52
65

fleit"Stocks.
loans -Personal. Business

53
Mediavary And ilquipmerd
54
Metals and Metal Products
32
Miscellaneous Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
4
Monuimnts And Mausoleums
Motorcycles And
11/
Scoohrs
31
Moving And Storage
55
Musical Instruments

Humeri ENA69

Chad COM

Office Anniture-Derbas

36

Pereensis

14

Political

12

58
85
89
93

Real EstatnAnt. Building
Real Estate -Bus: Property
Real Estate -Form Lands
Real Estate -For Exchange

86

LOOM Mortgages
Real Estate-Servke
Real Estate -Vacant

94
93

Real Estate Waned

96

Be

Rooms -Board-

Housekeeping

70

Spading Omni

..60
59
63

Stereo.HI1-Phatogroph
Store And Bar Fixtures

74

To Rant Apartments
To Rent business

78
80

Property
To ReM Forms
To Rent Furnished

73

Apartment
To- Rent Haunt

'

To Rent Miscellaneous

81

To Rent Resort
Properties

79
62
23
18
102

Toys, Games, Novelties
Trade Schools
Travel

%Kaden Places

92

Walled Ti Rent

82

.ADvalitsus

04110C YOUR ADS
ore

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

Why' not call
me today?

Golfe & 83, Mount ,Prospect

APPLY PERSONNEL

MAIL and
MESSENGER CLERK

Northwest
Community Hospital
808 W. Central Rd.- --

296;,1142

Arlington Heights, Ill.

RELAY DRIVER

CL 9-1000

DAY

IS

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

0

MONDAY

(_TUESDAY

0

WEDNESIYAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY
Advertjsers ask us, this
questi6n frequently. Fortunately there is no beat day
to advertise. Each day new

.

their wants..We recomihend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cahoot when you.get re-

Is needed by COM MUNITY

CUSTODIAN
Mt. Prospect Public Schools.
701 W. Gregory, Mt. Prospect

tine, Illinois to fill positions
created by new construction.
Full time work with no sea sonal layoffs is available to
the reliable, hardworking,

CL.9-1200

Fringe benefits Include: 10
days accumulative sick leave
per year, paid up life insur-

PART TIME

cation per year, contribtion
u
by the board toward health

SCHOOL

439-0286

check the first Insertion of their
advertisement and ' in arse of
error' to notify the' classified department at once. in order 'that
correction can be made. In the
event of error a. omission, the

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best

newspaper will by responsible for
ONLY the fiat incorrectInsertion and, only to the extent of the
Noce 'that the, ad require. Errors

CALL YOUR.

-'

.

!lease check your ads ,and.net
isitiOns are ac
us' at
ceptedby phone. 9 to 9 week
days & 9 to 1.2 Saturdays.

,Prospect Day 235-4460;

ancevapolicy, 2 weeks paid

insurance, guaranteed annual
salary, paid holidays.

For Appointment
Call -

199 - King Street
439-0286

day to'start and every day is

the best day to advertise,

Work required some drafting

experience to handle detail
with diversified training in

Work near home. Good pay,
.pleasant working conditions.
A permanent Job with a good
future in a growing company.
Cali for appointment

engineering department, Excellent company benefits.

GENERAL BLOWER CO.

Scot Lad Foods
Interested in Photography? 2
openings, photographer and
dark room tephnician. In-

structional resource center,
Elk Grove High School. New
program. Mr. Berry.
439-6550

'REPREkNTATIYE'.
',TODAY

571 S. Wheeling Rd.
537-6100

Mr. Moore.

FLOOR FINISHER
(3 to 11:30 P. M.)

STUDENT

APPLY PERSONNEL

after school and nights inSer',vice Station.
STERLING OIL CO.
120 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

FULL TIME

MAN WANTED

and custodial

work In High School District
#214. 'Opportunity for advancement
insurance and
other benefits.
Ext. 37
259-5300

Modern 'office. Permanent
position. Company benefit:6
Regular increases. Must hive
refet'ences.

ApplY 9 AM to 3 PM

Work in General Office and
Lab. Janitorial experience

Experienced preferred but not
necessary - 5day vtk.Pleasant
working conditions.
CALL MR. RIORDAN

desirable. 12:30 A.M. to 8:30
A.M., Monday through Friday.
'Write or call

392-4860

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK

UARCO, INC.

OF MT. PROSPECT

GENERAL BLOWER CO.

JtANDHURST CENTER

EXPERIENCED DIE SETTER
and
ACCURATE SHEAR
OPERATOR

ADVERTISING
COURIER
Man or women with automobile to work with advertising

departmea.

Excellent opportimity for right

person. Must be dependable.
Full company 'benefits
Apply inperson

FUZE -ON PRODUCTS
1620 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, DI.

DAY

PUBLICATIONS
Arlington Heights

CUSTODIAL
POSIT IONS OPEN

LUNCH COUNTER
-MANAGERS

Full insurance program. Retirement benefits. Paid vacation. Apply:

MAZE -'0R FEMALE

Steady work. Excellent oppor-

Superintendent's Office tunity, good starting salary,
paid vacation, free uniforms RIVER TRAILS
meals & pension, group hosSCHOOL DIST. NO. 2 pitalization available. Previous
experience helpful but
1000 Wolf Rd.
(not essential. We will train
Mount Prospticf you & pay you while youwork.
WI 5-5150

296-2150

S,",S. KRESGE CO.
.722 WaukeganRd.
Deerfield,_111.

To perform a variety of electronic testing, adjusting and
calibrating operations. Also,
prepare, maintain and investiFull Time
gate product electrical sten,
dards. Excellent potential to
IBM PROOF
learn and grow for individual
with some electronic ex- MACHINE OPERATOR
perience in vacuum tube and
solid state circuits. Should
be high school and trade school COMMERCIAL TELLER
graduate or equal.
Experienced preferred but
Permanent position with will train right applicant.
liberal employee benefits in- Call Mr. Mahan or Mr.James
cluding tuition refund.
.

MT. PROSPECT'
STATE BANK

MANUFACTURING

2100 W. Dempster UN0-9000

CL 9-4000
14 -Help Waited Mai

TESTERS
Top Pay for testerh and analyzers of electronic equipment.
Immediate openings on day shift and part time night shift.
Air conditioned plant. Apply: .

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

TELEVISO -ELECTRONICS

CL, 9-1000

Wheeling & Exchange Rds.

Wheeling

537-5100

To deliver newspapers using

An EqualOpportunity Employer

own car 2:30 A.M. to 4:30 A.M.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY

6 W. Campbell

CL:10141

DO YOU WANT',

TO LEARN A TRADE?
Established. phermaceutical
'manufacturer hall opening for

man to learn tablet' making.

No previous experience necessary. Steady employment with
benefit program. Call between-,
9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
255-0300
-ARNAR -STONE LABS., INC.
'

.8.1re. Barker

TELLERS &
CLERICAL HELP

We will train the right per- 24 -Help Walled Me.
son for the specialized trade
of floor finishing. This skill
will lead to advancement and
wage increases.

571 S. Wheeling Rd.

CUSTOD IAN

BROWN

HIGH SCHOOL.

JANITOR
;CLASS FLED.

Wheeling

ELECTRONIC
TECHNIC IAN

DRAFTSMAN

GROCERY CLERKS

8:30 -AM to 5:30 PM

537-6100
PHONI 233-72011_

DISTRICT 15, Pala-

man.

4:30 PM to 7:30 PM
Monday thru Friday

Maintenance

411 N. Wolf Rd.

217 So. Arlington Hts. Rd.

199 King Street

259-2610

BEST?

10 PM. Magazine. sorters and
order fillers needed.- Good
working conditions, liberal
wages. Call Mr. Myers for.
appointment.
LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

CUSTODIAL HELP

FULL TIME

WHICH

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

Day shift or Nite shift

358 -4400 Ext. 36

wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy

requested. to

for ono inairtiOn.

increases, many benefits.

GOLFHURST SINCLAIR

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

Dial 255-7200

APPLY PERSONNEL

Part time evenings if you
have regular Job. 6 PM to

An equal opportunity employer

tion duties. Good salary, merit

Part Time Mornings
Some experience necessary

2:30 AM to 5:30 AM $40

still valuable

pervision under top service
management organization.
Good salary, many benefits,
merit increases.

EARN EXTRA MONEY

Barrington, Ill. DU 1-4030

Man needed in new dietary
department to handle sanita-

Monday thru Saturday

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

(Hospital)

West County Line Road

SANITATION
SPECIALIST'
(7 to 3:30 PM)

296-1142

9.1

Real Estate -Houses
Real Estate -

Advertiseri

WANT AD?

358-1003

HOUSEMEN

.1

DES PLAINES

FAMILY
''51

leather Goods'

person

Hwy. & Quentin
Rds, Palatine

Full Time Evenings

YOUR

Call for Appointment

Northwest

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT -

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

in

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

employment

Des Plaines

97

5

in

DISHWASHERS

Apply

111 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, 111.

61

BRANDT'S RESTAURANT

1001 Rohlwing. Road
Rolling ldeadows

-

Ext. 27

DISHWASHERS WANTED

296-1142
BUS BOYS

Hobbles -Model Buildings
Heine Furnishings -Furniture
Horses, Harness And Wagons
Hotel And Apartments
Household Appliances
Hunting Land And
Privileges

PENNPRECISIONPRODUCTS

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington -Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

General Accounting Duties
DES PLAINES

Woman will babysit in her
home. Mt. Prospect - 437-

TERRACE'
SUPPLY CO..

2

surance and profit sharing.

Full time openings on the
day or evening shift. Su-

ACCOUNTANT, JR.

DRIVER

23

9

Mount Prospect
1/2 mi. east of Randhurst

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

will be rectified by'repubikation

Arlington Day 255-7200.

to 55 years. Call between

call -439-8608, after...6- p.m.

1

Kum

a

ment, excellent benefits. Age

$1.00 pet hr. Call 253-3443.
Baby sitting in my home.

36

Arlington Heights public
School Dist. #25

ditioned plant. Steady employ-

..-

67

Food And Delkocies
Fraternal Notices
Fuel, Cool. OS, Wood
Funeral Directors

Trucki, Trailers

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

Phone CL 5-3198 .
Arlington. Heights,

24 -Help Muted Mee

Rtsw Boats

Golf Clubs

for finished goods and shipping department. Will train.
Light clean work in air con-

144!-

Florists

pay, steady hours, paid va-

MAN WANTED

An equal opportunity employer

104
112

Farm Equipment
Fanners Market
Rnancial Adjusters

SCHOOL CUSTODIAN

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Will do ironing in my home.

. Cl 3-7942.

40 hr. week, paid vacation,
year raise.

cations, hospitalization in-

Fritz le. A ay information lead-

earn
ing 'to -his return
a big' reward. lIe was lost
near Russel and Thayer, Mt.
Prospect late Sunday night.
If you have any information
please phone Du 1-6042 or

GENERAL FACTORY

Central & Blain, Mt.Prosp.

An equal opportunity employer

and answers to the name of

Five heartbroken children are
looking for a little gray
Schnauzer who just had a haircut. lig has a red collar

CENTRAL TEXACOSERVICE

CL. 3-6100

a.m. and 5 p.m.
255-0300
ARNAR-STONE
801 E. Kensington Road

REWARD

42
68
84

ELKS CLUB
CL 3:.$618
$388**iiike Hoed

Metal warehouse. Exceptional
working conditions. Excellent

22 -lobs Walled -Won
Persons needing additional
typing, dictaphone, billing,

41

Full Time

Some mechanical exp.
Apply in Person

601 E. Kensington Road
Mt. Prospect

(1/2 ml. east of Randhurst)

..CENTER.
38 S. Dunton

.

GAS STATION ATTENDANT

_ARLINGTON

255-0300
ARNAR - STONE LABS., INC.

DUNTON SHOPPING.

Vie. Hasbrook. Please call

40.
-9

5. Pan,/

KI 5-6650

Service by arpointinent.
Ray, Tom, Jessie, Jake
Carmen

_

mese cat, vie. Oriole &Hawk,
Rolling Meadows. CL 5-9458.
Lost: Grey kitten, white feet.

66

Business Personals

celle:it opportunity for mature
man. Call between 9 a.m. and

BARBER SHtiPi

.

Evenings -No Experience

mithidlaniiaffieturer. Mi-

" COLLIN'S'

Lost: Female seal point Sia-

39

.

JANITOR
Regular 40 hr. wk. to .clean
and maintain small air conditioned plant area of phar-

Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.
392-0782

MEMORY GARDENS

DISHWASHERS & BUS BOYS'

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment,
Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

4 grave lot in DedicationGarden Sec. Sac. 425-6400.

38

S'atisfy An Eager Buyer

.

Mates Mee

24 -Help Waited Mee

24 -Help. Weetei Mee

11-Besiaess Services

3 -Cemeteries IA tots[

20
109

'

601 E. ken:din/ton Road
Mount Pr

mi. east of

n equal
A(1/2

opportunitye

Toyer

bodied men. To work in warehonse
Steady job for able
handling mens clothing. Excellent working conditions, in
new air conditioned building.
(Corner 0fTn y & Maple),D.;atnes,
L°"atI:MH.TmhYAve.

arrange for

interview.

Phone FR 2-6300
Ext.'241

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
An equal opportunity employer

Wednesday, August 31, 1966 _

DAY

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200

ONLYDAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P.M.
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

24-Help Wanted Mee

28-Employment Agencies-Women

PUBLIC CONTACT
"A LL DAY - EVERYDAY'.

FRY COOK

Rent -a -Car reservationist is
what you'll be trained as. Let
us put you in the receptionist

Wanted evenings. Apply

TECHNIC IANS
Interesting positions available for high school graduates to
work in modern research laboratory. Ability to work with
small tools desirable. Many company benefits including:
tuitions reimbursement, paid vacaUons, holidays, group insurance plan, etc.
Please call or write personnel dept.

BEVERLY.
RESTAURANT

seat to greet travelers
$375 mo.

Arl. Hts.

Miss Paige
774-9393,
7205 N. Meade

)7 Employment Agencies-Men

INTERIOR
DECORATOR
TRAINEE

TRAINEE

827-3131

the spot for a girl with this
interest and some light clerical akiUs. Loads of public
contact to $95 wk. Free.

$85-$125 Wk.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PRECISION. MECHANICAL
We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision pleasuring deiices.
These tinusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
In a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

Corns in or Call
DUnkirk 1-2400

CHICAGO AERIAL. INDUSTRIES
414.=111

HOUSE KEEPER

To live in room & board
several
morn.

12 Drafting Trainees
10 Engineering Trainees
8. Lab Tech. Trainees
8 Estimator Trainees
5, Design Trainees
3 Service Trainees
6 Electronic Trainees

437-9537

Anytime
CL. 3 - 1542
MAIDS

Mature women, hill Ume,part
time or weekends only. $1150

further your education.

per hour to start. Apply in.
person. Arlington Motel, 948
E. Northwest Hwy., Arlington

Call Art Schrani

Tits.

392-8450
to 9 Daily

02600.PEMICTKOJA

Optical engineer capable of creating and evaluating the new
design of optical systems utilized in the presenter@ projected

photo copy equipment. Must provide consultation to the,
Engineering and Research and Develop meat Departments in the

area of optics, illumination and lent' specifications.

Let us help make your...DAY!

M I C ROSTAT ICS DIVISION OF
S. C. M. CORPORATION

Salary commensurate with experience. If interested send
resume in confidence to:

Mr. R. S. Mazurek

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Exp. Quill. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices
537-8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
free estimate.
Open
hours. 7 days a week
Phone 439.1794

24

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 20f - Colors 25c
Now available in red, green,

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorglas Co.
Serving the entire N.W.
area.

Driveways,
etc. Protective curbing for

patios,,

All
driveways.
work -guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.
asphalt,1

Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964
PaiatintOecorating

painting.

Free

esti-

mates.

358-4882

Arisrperat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture
Cleaners
Home Maintenance, Fully
Free
Estimates.
Insured.
259-5066

'GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfaction guar. Also 'interior
color design.

Cull Leo's

CL 3-7374
Rental Service

UNITED RENT-ALLS

708 E. N/W Hwy.
259-3350

Arl. Hghts.

We Rent Most Everything
Tools, Rug & Floor Machines Roll -a -ways & Hospital Beds, Dishes & Silver
Service,

Lawn & Garden

Equip.

DressmakierSowleg_

Individualized styling, dcsigning & alterations. Near
255-0348

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv, on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.
24 hr. phone serv.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

SECRETARY

Road

Chicago, Ill. 60831
Tel: (312) 893-3021
An equal opportunity employer

220 Graceland Ave.
Des PlainesIllinois
827-8141

An excellent job opportunity
for a qualified mature lady

with skiffs in general accounting. Some college level,

courses in accounting ,and p
background vrorldng; in ;_ac-,
counting for a manufacturing'
company. This job also offers
the right individual ah excellent salary, plus fine employee
Benefits, and up to date modern working conditions. If you

FULL TIME

O'HARE
OFFICE CENTER

824-7186

HOUSEWIVES

Mr. Picket
SECRETARY TO

88713

MARKETING DIRECTOR

CASHIER
Young lady -- Evenings
Apply

shorthand and typing

Good

skills required.

RANDHURST CINEMA

DES PLAINES

999 Elmhurst Rd.
Mt, Prospect

GENERAL OFFICE

BOWLING

SEASON

NOW

OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

Full or Part Time

298-1142

Work In Mt. Prospect near
N.W. station. Pleasant surroundings, nat'ly known food

Co. 2 girl office. Shorthand

and typing nec. Liberal salary
benefits. Call 392-1450
Eves. & wkends CL 9-2819.

&

Good Pay - Good Tips

Don Arndt

Apply

COUNTER CLERK

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

Part time. Will train per-

722 Kensington

5 days weekly, including Sat.
Good pay. Earn extra income
& meet people. Phone collect
453-9510.

sonable woman for counter
work, about 5 hours a day --

Arl.Hts.

WAITRESSES WANTE
Full or Part time. Lunches
Dinner. Good wages and tips.
Apply at -

PLAZA LANE RESTAURANT

3110 Market 'Plaza
Rolling Meadowa,392-0321

SALESWOMAN

ORCHID CLEANERS

24 N. Main,
Mount Prospect
Young woman for Optom-

etrist's office.. 5 day week,
closed Wednesday. Exp. preferred but not necessary. Wilt

train..

Permanent full time, opening
for busy active dept., including sales of

CALL DAN SUNDT

but not necessary. We will
train qualified person. 5 day

CL 5-4475

SECRETARY

RECORDS

SHEET MUNC
GUITARS
BAND INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines.
VAnderbilt 4.1188

shorthand, other
diversified and interesting
duties in the modern -

8 to 5 -6 days

are a, young lady who feels
you are qualified for this job'
please feel free in contacting
our personnel office.

Typing,

Work in Arlington Heights for.
The Arlington Day. Key position in circulationdepart ment

Musical background preferred

assisting manager. Respon-

week, liberal company benefits. Call for appointment.

convenient transportation,

Mr. W. Wais

sibilities varied and busy. 9 5 pm daily. Liberal benefits,
free parking. Expanding com-

pany. For details and interview phone Mr. Pitts, 2557200 for appointment.

392-2600

DAY PUBLICATIONS

LYON-HEALY
RANDHURST CENTER

MT. PROSPECT
24-Help Wasted Mee

217 So. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Heights
24-Help Wasted Men

BUS BOYS
FULL OR PART TIME

We will consider retired men. Please come in and see us..
STEADY EMPLOYMENT. AUTOMATIC INCREASES.
FREE LIFE-HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE.
CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE

894-3115

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Suburban
Decorators
Interior and exterior quality

BERKEY PHOTO

Sewing Machine Repairs

Meyers

coating.

Experiencesuit
et picturesH.rto

necessary. Hours
your schedule. Interestingand
different work.

EVENING SHIFT HR. 5 - 9

Usury

old blacktop, repair & seal

ingnot

For Production Work

PHONE 358-4882

Call 255-7200

Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

LEARN
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PROCESSING
Film developing and print-

MEN

ADVERTISING

Stanley's
Blacktop Paling

Suite 72

position 2 days a wk. Preferably Mon. & Fri. CL 3-

8501 West Higgins

ance, many other benefits.
Inquire

253-9756

Cleaning woman. Permanent
5958.

moderate typing helpful. 5day
week. No Saturdays. Paid vacations, Christmas bonus,
sickness and accident insur-

Niles, Illinois

6119 W. Howard

SURBURBAN
DECORATORS

For

Subsidiary of IBM

Pleasant public relations work
for National Company. 9:303:30 Mon. thru Fri. Call 823-

'
259-5100
Randhurst Shopping Center

Full time -- Morning Hours

10 N. Main St., Mt. Prospect
THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

FRED'S FINER FOODS
CL 3-3878

To work in modern offices,

WAITRESS WANTED
STARLIGHT COFFEE CUP

218 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
Help Wanted

,

439-1049

or night shift. Apply:

7:30 P.M.

ACCOUNTING
CLERK

OPTICAL ENGINEER

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

experience. Good salary for
girls with High School education. Full or part-time.Day

Will Train

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

BUSINESS
Service Directory

Blacktop Work

High School Girl

eves. 3:30 to

3

Rd ILI.

Must have B.S. in physics or equivalent experience in the
designing of optical systems associated with telescopes,
cameras, or areal viewfinders.

PHONE 529-6587

WAITRESS

Monday thru Saturday

WHEELING
537-2120;

STAN VORGIAS CO.

1 W. Campbell, A Magian Hts.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

PROSPtCt ELIHOG 60037

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

children

BEAUTICIAN
Part Time
Full Time

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
11 f'S

COUNTRYSIDE
RESTAURANT

I

an to live in. Takeover chores
and 5 children. Mt. Prospect
Area. Ph. 298-7492 eves.

CENTERS, Inc.

Golf Busse

BBC requires keypunch operators .with one to two, years

Full or part time.
Excellent tips, top salary.
APPLY IN PERSON

Wanted homemake type wom-

392-8450.

MART/ METALS
I

."S1EETS" 100% FREE

!O -Help Wanted-Women

Monday thru Friday
TERRY'S DRIVE INN

.

BREDA'S LUNCHENETTE

Call Red Nelson

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in-

7.11 -'St

WAITRESSES

"We cover all suburbs"
Trainees or Experienced
LOCATIONS.

11 AM to 3 PM

Apply in Person

141 W. Wood St ., Palatine

. 24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

creases, paid Vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

250 N. 12th ST.

place to work for those who
do not like a boring job.

Niles 825-7117
Chicago AV -28170

further your education.

From 9

ELKS CLUB.
CL 3-2048
PLANT- OPERATORS Positions open in plant. Prior
experience not needed.Liberal company benefits. A good

$650

-

Vienings

- Excelleit tips
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

392-6100
OTHER LOCATIONS

Co. pays our fee plus some
have tuition program to help

Outstanding career opportunity for qualifted mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

$300

Full or Part Time
Salary

ITO N. Evergreen

4 Order Clerks
3 Personnel Trainees
2 Office Manager Trainees
8 I.B.M. Trainees

Co. pays our fee plus Borne
have tuition program to help

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

774-9393

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'

550 W. Northwest Highway
Barrington .
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Miss Paige

774-9393

6 Accounting Trainees.
8 Supervisor Trainees

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

am. phones and keep track
of spots., no medical exper.
req'd., and no flats. or eves.
490 wk. Free.

Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

ASSEMBLERS

ceptionist If you have light
typing and a neat appearance.
You'Illearn to, greet_PetlentSW

7205 N. Meade

Experienced,

'

HELP WANTED

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS.

WAITRESSES

DOCTOR'S GIRL
You'll be trained as his re-

30-HelpWanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Waited-Women

OFFICE POSITIOta

Looking for &career? Here's

HEADQUARTERS

Roy C. Ingersoll, Riiearch Center
Wolf Algonquin Rds., DesPlaines. Hl.

in

your cute uniform. Light typing and a pretty smile req'd.

722 KenSington

BORG-WARNER CORP.

Randhurst.

.28-Employment Agencies -Women

24-Help Wanted pie

15

Expert alteration on quality
CLOTHES
255-7546
Transporatmn

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carsten Mtr. Sales

LE 7-5700

SP 5-4300

1020 NOEL AVENUE

WHEELING

DAYS OR NIGHTS
We are MIT interviewing neat, alert, young men for the
position of: BUS BOY

We can offer permanent full time employment, with excellent employee benefits; including paid vacations, free insurance programs and starting rates oft

$1.35 per hr. - Part Time

31.75 - Full Time
Depending on Experience

$1.50

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Trash Heeling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

APPLY IN PERSON

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14)

You name it' - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

'FOUNDRY HELPERS

PALATINE, ILL.

- UP TO $2.65 pER HR.

824-2865

INSPECTORS'

Tree Servickawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting

KILN OPERATORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

DRAFTSMEN

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

Topping

Complete Tree Service

ELECTRICAL

State Licensed - Insured

119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-2865

824-9530

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE '

'

.TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587

use the

WANTADS
-

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.
,

Alilir77111

AIETAILASI

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability.cOutstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 NORTH 12th STREET
(OFF DUNDEERD!

,

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
WHEELING

'537-2180

550 W. NdHTHWEST HWt.
.

BARRINGTON

DU 1-3400

"An Equal OPPorEmity Employer"

Widnesdiy, August 31; 1966

7HE DAY

)111# Milted-Wemee

Wilts -Wenn

ASSEMBLERS

SECRETARY

.

_

1 to 6 P.M:

MACHINE AND
PRESS OPERATORS

,

Monday Hut Friday

machine cacti:Um:of vice pros.

a need for tit 4 ilad shift

medical director. Knowledgi
of medical or scientific term.;
inology helpful but not a re-

women

the right person.

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

AND

in above positions.,

PART TIME

reviews I, excellent fr1
benefits.

Co5p.m.

OFFICE WORKERS
IMMEDIATE WORK

METHODE MFG. CO.

gram. Salary commensurate
with ability and experience.
Call Mrs. Cox at 255-0300.

(Rt. 53)
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meador.;

Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

SHAMPOO GIRL
WANTED

601 E. Kensington
Mt. Prospect
(1 bl. East of Randhurst)
Mt. Prospect

$10 BONUS

FULL TIME
COUNT! BEAUTY SALON

117 S. Emerson

24 -Nil, Waled Ms.

;

-

With First 5 Days Pay

Mount Prospect
255-9878

An equal opportunity employer

handle dry cleaning store in

PLANT MANAGER
Suburban Facility of a nationally known manufacturer needs
an aggressive individual to head the production effort. Background in high volume assembly of electro mechanical de-

Attractive five figure salary and fringe benefits.

CALL JOHN ALLEN

Dept. The only prerequisite
outside of being a neat apring individual is that
mpeaust be

$75 BONUS.

tact, delivery 'Medullar &
order processing.

Feel free in stopping by or

calling us concerning this
' opening which is also accom-

LITTELFUSE

Call Jane Nelson

300 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

TIME and TEMPORARYposi-

255-7300 Ext. 23

Doebber

827-5557
STENOGRAPHERS
k

/re' P
"2.3

per month to start. No age

!,

i

id

North West Suburban Travel
Agency needs full time girl.

Ext. 2211

.

MUST HAVE AGENCY OR
AIRLINE EXPERIENCE.

BOOKKEEPING
DEPARTMENT

-

Iii

,

.

FULL ,TIME

MAN WITH CASHIERING
& RETAIL SALES

.

and dllociatei

Personnel Service

DISHWASHING
MACHINE OPERATOR

Age 40 to 65. 6 days a week, including weekends. Room and
board optional. Must be bondable, have good references.

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

conditions In pleasant surroundings, with 40 year old firm.
Top salary, closed Mondays. Apply Box, 1037,c/oDay Publi-

EXPERIENCE
Top salary. Northern Suburban area. Excellent working
calm, 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights.

We are now interviewing neat, alert, young men for the

First Arlington
Campbell .& Dorton Sts.
CL 3-1369

.

'A FEW OPENINGSLEFT FOR
PERMANENT WAITRESSES

Mmbmw-Dinmm

12 x 3' POOL w/large filter
& 'accessories. Used 2 sea-

253-2572

sons. $50 or make offer.773-,

',NORTHERN METAL PRODUCTS CO.

MACHINISTS

1st or Ind shift (10% shift premium and shift)

1st SHIFT
,

I

-

Plastic molding .14ictory. IA:: work, male or female 18 to

See Hill Johnson 9 to 3:30 or, call 439-4044 for appointment.

Elk Grove Village

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.

439-6899

250 E. Hamilton Dr.
Arlington Heights
'Just South of Oakton and 2 bike. W. of 83

Tool Makers
Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures -and.Assembly Tools.

Mill Hands

-----______
.

GRILL MEN.

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

FULL OR PART TIME

Boring Machine Operators

-

DAYS OR NIGHTS

We are now interviewing neat alert young men for The

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

position of GRILL MEN.

helpful.

GENERAL HELP WANTED
Plastic molding factory. Lite work, male or female 18 to 65.
Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.Openings .

on 2nd shift or part time. Se Bill Johnson 9 to 3:30
or call 439-4044 for appointment.

We can offer permanent full time employment with excelled employee benefits; including paid vacations. Free

Drill Press Operators
Must be able to set-up and operate.

$1.35 to $1.50 Per Hour Part Time

$2.25 to $2.50 Per Hour Full Time

erances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits includes
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

WE WILL TRAIN

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

APPLY IN PERSON

Arlington Heights
250 E. Hamilton Dr.
Just South of Oakton and 2 blics. West of 83

OPPORTUNITY

IS HERE!!

For School Buses and Travel-alls. A.M. and
P.M. Routes. Guaranteed Weekly Salary plus
Bonusep. Group insurance Available.

opportunfusi for

men.

.

U

.

with accounting back-

ground. Prefer some

college courses and
prior. office taper-

COMPUTER & -

.

.

Training positions
open -for moods corn -

pleting data precess;'

.

.

.

ing courses or those
who have Interest In

Lance.

E.- train.
this field. We will
-

.

* ,CLERK
Prior office experfence preferable but

.

*JANITORS

0

.

Evening

slat

limas

:- - men for maintenance
work. No prior ever lewd necessary.:

necessary for
clerical position. Op-,
portunity for advancement.
not

SECRETARY
TO

INDUSTRIAL

EMPLOYMENT

NURSE

MANAGER

11:30 P.M. to

Professional
Our
ManEmployment
ager needs an experienced Secretary.

7:30 A.M.
modern

new

for registered nurse,
some, industriaLnurs,
ing experienceirdesi4.
able. We have a well
equipped, air conditioned Medical Department.

Ability to deal with
'peaplg effOctively and

coirrteouily.

quired with average
steno ability. This
job offers interest
and a challenge to the
gal who enjoys an active position. Many
fine fringe benefits.

Many employee bene-

fits. Please apply in
person or call for
an appointment, 5627100. Ext. 723.
AUTOMAT/C ELECTRIC

Eicce117

ent typing skills re-

AUTOMAT/C Ilf67R/C
A aftalte*, **GUI 40 Cowm.bro

shGTII I Iwo" r*OC.00.4. 111

Northlake, Illinois

400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, Illinois

An Equal Opportunity

An Equal Opportunity

Employer
(m &

Employer
(M & F)

-

'Position available for a person.capable of east:ding wage and
salary administration duties. Duties involve the formulation
of job descriptions, analysis of duties and assignment of rate
ranges for all hourly end salary emplojees. Individual must

be a college graduate or have equivalent experience in the
area of wage and salary administration.

437-3767 or 437-9495

Why not work for a company that offers

DAV.IDSMEYER
BUS SERVICE, INC.

MICROSTAT ICS DIVISION OF

.2513 E.,H1ggens Road

S. C. M. CORPORAT ION

Our company is located in one of Chicago's
loveliest suburbs. The advantages .of this
are obviofaa. You will- work in a modern
.plant. You will be working with new equipment. The atmosphere is naturally more
relaxing. You can probably think of many
more advantages yourself.
In addition to these built-in advantages we
offer our employees excellent starting rates,
regular increases based on your individual
performance, a very desirable insurance'
plan, a security minded pension plan, and
an employee cafeteria to save you money.
Our company grows larger and larger every
day. As a result we have a constant need
for machine and bench assemblers.

TAB OPERATORS

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Assemblers
you more than just money?

ACCOUNTANTS

hog. Orig. cost 3400 for $75.
Perfect condition. CL -3-6420

WAGE & SALARY

.

YOUR

Zenith 2e console TV, ma -

ADMINISTRATION

.

.

lain; also overhead wall
cabinets. Val. $379, $125.Aft.
12 - 359-0710.
Living rm. turn., Danish mod.
like new; comp.
8-11619
bed.nee F
bedrm.

DRIVERS

.

300 N. Northwest Highway. (Rte. 53 & 14)
Palatine, m.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.
incla: stove,
imxjn
refrig. & sink, white porce-

30-110 Waited -Wee

-

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

773-0252

afterDwytrki

Near Buffalo Grove

MALE OR FEMALE

BARRINGTON

and delivery arribged.

400 North Wolf Road

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

homes. Save up to 70% Terms

,

CONTINUOUS MOLDING CORP.

insurance program.

Parliament positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tol-

tr !HELM !
Must 'sell display furniture
from builders deluxe model

Plant has an opening

65. Ideal working conditions, new air-conditioned plant.

1800 Touhy Avenue

Cor. Rte. 83 & Aptakisic Rd.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Start at $1.75 a Hr.,
,

SCHWIND IS FARM

Our
'

.

Pick your own $1.75 bushel.
Also other vegetables

41 -Hems frroiskings-fornitue

'

GENERAL HELP WANTED

TOPS. COFFEE SHOP
' 300 N. Northwest ;Highway. (Rts. 53, & ,14) .. -_,
.., ..
PALATINE, ILL.

TOMATOESte4 lb. 100 lb.by 101b.bisket.

713 C.Hatlen,lit.Prospect
Aug. 31 and Sept. 1

2$ -Help Wanted Men It Won

Excellent profit sharing plan, group insurance, 53 hour
weekly schedule.

APPLY IN. PERSON

1149.

GARAGE SALE

3535 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook, M.

Will use Verniers Micrometers, Height Gages, to inspect
incoming sheet metal parts.

Depending on Experience

etc. Aft. 5 CL 3-1478.

instable rear peep sight, gold
...
bead ramped front slim, et*
rounds enunol$50.No minors.
CL 5-6975.

Call. Mrs. Welsh

INSPECTORS

Swivel rocker, curved sec.,
bind'. coffee tble., G.E.
frostless refrig., 392-1893.
Dark rm. set: enlarger; print
box, trays, developing tank.

excel. cond. U" barrel, ad -

272-0272
Sportsman Country Club

We can offer permanent full time employment, with excellent employee benefits; including paid vacations, free insurance programs and starting rates of
31.75-2.00 per hour.

German short haired Pointers
3 mos. old. AKC regs'td.Exc.
359-0103
for hunting.Free. kittens, 8 wks. old.
Housebroken and weaned.
-158-1019_

Carousel Travel
3 E. Prospect
Mt. Prospect

32-Misceilleens Metabolise
6 -mm Mauser Sporter rifle,

Full Time
Uniforms and meals furnishad. Excellent worichig conthrong, closed Mondays, Must
have own transprtaUon.

,

Arlington Hgts.
Thayer buggy, $7.50; stroller,

PH 392-8080

eftts, including profit sharing.
Permanent openings. New
discount store, 9555 N. MUwaukee Ave., Niles.
967-8331 Mr. Micheals or
BR 8-5500 Mr. Shanley
An equal opportunity employer

,

National Bank

Good home wtd. for AKC reg.

:4 yr. old black tan male
Dachshund. 437-4708.
Stud service 7Miniature
register
AKC
Schnauzer
259-0193.
Miniature Schnauzer AKC

'register. Stud Service 355 -

Marble table; kit. cab.; baby
cuddly chair,tub,bottle warm.

HELP
Full or part.tritme, Pny ben-

Show. TO 3-6411

GARAGE SALE

Clothes and housewares, 10
AM to 4 PM Thursday, Sept.
1st. 722 E. Mayfair Rd.,

827-7067 aft. 5.

i

aesissaa 11111111011 swab

346-2000

'

600 U. Coffee table $5,other
items. 892.3805
Neighbor' Sales Furnishings;
Clothes, Toys £ Misc. Thurs.
& Fri. 205 E. Elmhurst M.P.

conch, 310; _car seat, 48.50.

.

.

Lawn Boy mower $20, Zenith
17" con. TV $65, G. E. range,
Nancy Drew books, like new

$7; car bed, $1.50; studio

.

STATE CIVIL SERVICE
New Mt. Prospect Office $350

CASHIERSFLOO

E. A. Hoover

position of: DISHWASHER

'needed for interesting PART

bons. Serving' major sub-

VAnderbilt 4-1188
24 -Kelp Wasted

to -Kelp Wanted Men

Open evenings for your convenience

tomer& keypunch, etc., are

ed, 7 wks'. old. Yours.for the
CL 3-5378
asking
AKC Reg. Alaskan Malamute.
fem. 1 yr. old, good with chil-,
dren. $35. 392-1797.
fiptinpr Spaniels, 6 wks.AKC

Superior pedigree. Hunt or

MOVING

mrentarrives
home. V c inity urn, wet side, andlfa
eooBevrlie.Hnrtssne19.Call
El

employee benefits.

Temporary. Service

832-2332 after 12:30 p.m.

old girl after school until

limit.

I

Builder must del. 5 homes
of turn. below cost. Will'
seperate.. Terms.

AU office skills -glib& tYPinn,. stenography, comp -

Blue -grey.
'392-8209
Calico & black kittens,, train'

600 dresses below wholesale
FURNITURE CLOSEOUT

'

WANTED - Sitter for 6 yr.

panied by fine progressive

PHONE 827-1108

.299-7768

* good typist. Job Iyoun-

coding, customer phone con-

RIGHT GIRL

vices is desirable.

mercial course while in
school. you might be the ideal
candidate for the job we have
open in our Customer Service

Free kittens to toed homes.

8$4-3993
ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES

LEE'S SAMPLE SHOW ROOM
DI 8-6800,
Webster Hotel

.

After Labor-Dayi..

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

If you are a High School grad-

uate and have taken a com-

.-

Northwest '
Community -Hospital'
:

(DAYS 4: NIGHTS)

.

24" $6.00 Each.
.

;';;2 -3 days a week
...Indefinitely

APPLY PSPNONNEL

,.

volves order taking, order

'Top Rates

benefits.

Al Johnson
677.8200

PLUS

Paid Vacations

day or evening shift. Good
salary ( 41.60 per hr.) plus
merit -imredieh ' and Many

Mt. Prospect. Dependable and

TYPISTS

296-1142

worinfres, home raised. 4371818 Ems. or weekends.

T used boy's -bikes 20"

DES" PLAINES-::
.

trustworthy. Good latation.
' For brther information call

Stenos

Codprehensiveour benefit pro-

ARNAR-STONE LABS,INC.

,

hwousorkekleoengpinogr dshoe'prta rhtowmesnont.

Accounting &Sales Depts.
DES PLAINER
296-1142
woman to
RESPONSIBLE

Secretaries

Typists

.

STENO -CLERKS

TEMPORARY

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage

quirement as we will train

.

.

APPLY IN PERSON

275:

Our -fast growing companyhas,

Research & Development and

CL 9.2578 after .6

-

MT. PROSPECT CINEMA;
827 E. Rand Rd.

WE NEED

-

responsibilities, including

-

MATINEE CASHIER

44 -Dees, Pets Aid Equipment
32 -Miscellanea Machinist
coma, champion tired, triet-chatr. Jr. chair, playpen,, color.
M. & F. 7 wks.
crib, Whined wonderhorse. AKC litter
mond. Shots;

.

.

.

INSPECTORS,

and reliable woman to handle
interesting and challenging

30 -Nil .illartted-ifium
HOUSEMOTHER for -girls at
Inu,.DelCalb. starting
-7th. $150 'per .mo. in addition
WARD HELPERS
to room and meals. Call
. DeKaIb 756-9204
Work in ; clean,' well lit itrCLERK TYPIST
oondlttoost- location: Several:
ACcoimtint&SalesDeds.
ladies needed in 'expanded'

111-Ntly Misled- 1 orVi.

,

:

WontMe Dept. of Pharnui"
ceutical mfr. needs capable

24-11elp Model Mu

ii-Nolp Muted -Menu

HOSTESS, wanted- for boa:lees models. Weekends.
Call 637-6610

SO-Nelp averted-Wemei

...

.

If you are unable' to apply in person or,
need additional information call us at--

If interested send resume In confidence to:

Ill.

Elk Grove Village,

'

Mr. R. S. Mazurek

*

Niles, Illinois

6119 W. Howard

.

DRIVERS

ASSEMBLERS

MALE &' FEMALE.

.

Electronic component manufacturer has limited

A.M. & P,. M. Routes or Both

openings on 2ncl or 3rd shifts, full or part-

Hours Approxi

.

.

6;30 - 8;30 A.M..
2;30 - 4;30 F . M.
.

.

time. Experience not, neceism. We will train.
..

_

,..

,

Paid Training, Free.Baby.Sitting.,'Setv ice.
Hospitalliatlon, Major Medical, Life Insurance.
Year Round Work If Desired.'
.

.

-

-

.

-

...

,

A Divide" of anion Oil cOmboor. ot California'

200 Nest Golf Road '
.'

,.

PURR OIL 00IIIPAMIY.

4'

'

LA 0.7700

-Palatine, Minds
..
--

A6' EqUal Opportunity
.... Employer

.

,

eharlesi Bruning Company.

LECTRONICS

Phone,439-0923
.

.

Armin at AddressO,g;sph Muhisraph Corp'

1800 WEST CENTRAL. ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

COOK COUNTY SCHOOL. BUS ' INC.,

1

.

,

,

1

..,3040..s. 4ostEr
... .,.

PHONE CL 5.1900

;

An equal opportunity cut/10M'

.

IIII4SGTON, ligIGHTE4.

Ia.'.

-

..,

66 GARLAND PLACE

.DES PLAINE%

AN EQUAL'OPFkiRTUNITY EMPLOYER

-

4

41 -Home Furnishings -furniture

48 -Household Appliances

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

DISPLAY FURNITURE. Colored TV 21" RCA with
FOR SALE IN 4 DELUXE remote control; also color
Must sell to settle

aerial.

MODEL HOMES

Sensational discount.

estate. Reasonable offer.437-.

Must

1506.

see. Either Cash or Terms.
We deliver.

WANTED TO BUY

255-0670
298-7771

Old leaded glass lamps &

domes. Old china & glassware.

Tappan electric stove; Hi -F1;
telephone bench, walnut.
CL 3-0604

Oriental rugs, any'size.
422-1869
.30 -Help Wanted -Women

.30-11elp Wanted -Women

,

dryer good and. dryer needs
slight repair. Cheap. CL 36137.

Deep Freeze DeLtute, fair
condition. Some repair need-

ed. $10 or best offer. 259-

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS

30 -alp' Wanted -Women

Apply Personnel Department

OPEN
WAITRESSES NEEDED

-

PAYROLL CLERK

IftiOtrami. - 6:00' pan.
p.m.
'11:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Full or Part Time

Good Pay - Good Tips

An ideal opportunity exists with our company for a woman
(25-45) who has payroll exp. In incentive wages, payroll distribution and quarterly tax reports. Position would also involve maintaining daily processing reports of employee
Participation in group insurance & credit union benefits. At

No.

Sundays

BEVERLY LANE
RESTAURANT

least 3 years of experience with an industrial concern In

722 Kensington

LITTELFUSE

But A rlington Daysie

says STIVERS is

DES PLAINES, ILL.
300 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
VANDERBILT 4-1188

HOSTESS

Machine
Operators

.

'

Knowledge of ten key

for stenographer

for clerical work on

Punch Press

Drill Press
Tapping
Please apply

in,

person

8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

* Benefits

Friday
8 a. in. to 4 p: m.

Profit Sharing, Major
Medical, Retirement
Plan, Disabilitylnsurante, Life Insurance,

Evening and day shift
openings for qualified

individuals. Typing

7 1/2 hr. Day, Paid

skills required.

L

vacations, Cafeteria,
Air Conditioned Builk,
log.

Saturday
8 a. m. to 12 Noon

PURE,/
-..W

PURE OIL COMPANY

fAA4

NORTHLAKE,' ILL

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

A Division of Union Oil Company of California

200 E. Golf Rd.

w

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Moab« el OA

----

LA 9-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Palatine, Ill.

An Equal OpMity Employer

LADIES.

.

Sales

Accounting

UNTIL 9 p.m.

HOME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
958-4555

11 -To Rent, Stores, Officer

shopping center nr. State &
Central Rds. Ideal for medical man or small business.
Approx. 700 sq. ft. CL 5-4560
81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

-DO YOU WANT-

A I* roes

No GIs/

of

400 North Wolf. Road
Northlake, Illinois

,,.$32,500
Homes being built on
1400 block of N. Chestnut

ART -WAY BUILDERS

.Arlington Heights:

True Williamsburg Colonial.
Iram. occupancy. 4 bdrm.,
1

(M & F)

area, family rm., panelled
office in basement. '1 car
garage. Choice location.259-

St. Petersburg, Fla.
BY OWNER -2 bedrm. hase
fully furnished including sil-

ing. windows, tile sills, tile'
bath, terrazzo floors, sliding
ed patio, carport, cornor lot
50 x 150. all improve paid
taxes only $25 yr. Asking
$11,700 CL 3-0516.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

WALK TO TRAIN
Choice South Side Location.

Real sharp all brick home.

2 bedrooms, Sep. dining rm.
Panelled 1st Floor Family
room. Full basement, garage,
and Low taxes. Call right
now - tomorrow may be too
late. Only $18,900.

BRUNS
1714 N/W HWY.

827-6087,

To Qualified Buyer

BARRINGTON

Arlington Heights.

lege. 4 bedrooms, study, 2
baths, Cathedral ceiling in
car garage. Owner transf.reduced to $28,000. Quick possession.

..... $16,900

Brick home in convenient lo-

cation -- 2 bedrooms, large

KEMMERLY

room, large attic
w/stairs for expansion -study. rec room w/brick firedining

Realtors

place -- 1 1/2 baths. garage.
Quick possession -- $23,900.

SALES

ENGINEERING

SHIPPING.

A nice plaCe to work.

.

Gilmore International

45 E. Palatine Rd.

529-3900

537-8484

Wheeling, Ill.

96 -Real Estate Wanted

101 -Auto Parts And Access.

FOLZ REALTY
Residential - Commercial

CL 5-9595
1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl. Efts.

Parts and almost new seat
covers for 1955 Pontiac. 3926645 after 6:30
111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

99 -Automobiles For Sale

'61 Thunderbird white hard-

top
excellent
296-7590.

102 -Trucks, Trailers

condition.

Honda Sport 50. Perfect condition. 400-actual miles.$275.
CL 5-0690.
'65 Sport-- 50cc Suzuki, silver

1959 Pontiac, Red, Catalina
Cony. Suburban driven. Gd. fender, low mt., exc. cond..

Cond't. $375. CL '3-1862.

'58 Rambler American, auto.,
R & H, good tires, veryclean.
$125. CL 3-1599, aft. 1 p.m.
'59 CHEVY V-8 4 dr. hardtop

best offer. CL 3-3977

99 -Automobiles For Sale

R/H - A/Trans. Reasonable.

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"

'55 Buick cony. clean auto

500 CARS IN STOCK

392-8816.

trans. blue good top. $99.95
after 6 P.M. 259-1509.

NO GIMMICKS!

'Clean '54 Chevy 2 dr. Six.

JUST HONEST DEALS!

Pontiac G. T. 0. Tri-

NO COME ON!

BRAND NEW 1966
CORONET "440"
2 DOOR.RARDTOP

Dodge's "Hottest" Modell
Auto. Trans., Power & ear -

lag, Safety Group, Vinyl Interior, DeLuxe Chrome, Full
Factory Equipment.

power, 433 Polls!, Special
cam, Blue -printed. Excellent

$2298

437-0656.

1964 Pontiac Tempest, ex.
cond., custom coupe, w/w.,
6 cy., heater. Cash needed

BIG SELECTION OF NEW

'66's - ALL MODELS

CEE
EDDY
"DODGE CITY"
7250 W. DEVON

Call SP 5-6416

for immed. inveatment. 392-

OPEN EVES. & SUNDAY

9307

86 -Real Estate -Houses

TIFFANY PARK

Model Homes at 4407 Wilke
ROLLING. MEADOWS

,

Regal Homes, Inc.

I
V14.01,1

I,

EXCLUSIVES

Millions of unwashed cars are
being_driven every day!
Their drivers will patronize your. Two Minute Automatic
Car Wash -- sitting In their car while it is being thoroughly
and drive out in a 9arkling
cleaned, including wheels
clean car for only $1 Withouf astx manual faborl

Washing 200 cars daily -- brings an income of
$200 per day, 7 days a week, $1,400 -- 90 days

a month -- $5,800. WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

The KWIK KAR ROTOMATIC is the most revolu-

tionary car wash in America. New locations are
being erected on an average of two a week. You
can be first in' your city to reap the profits of a

MT. PROSPECT CHARMER
For a -Discriminating Buyer

For complete information On this sensational new buSiness

11heeling

B & K REALTY

1020 W N/W HWY. CL 3-2707

Open daily 12:00 - Phone 392-5249

FINANCING -TRAINING -SUPERVISION
:FURNISHED

1Q20 Noel Avenue

for the sign that says

35 NEW HOMES - 3 & 4 BEDROOMS
$21,450 - $25,350

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

:SP. 5 -43tiO

to buy low equity homes.Look

66 -Business Opportunities

THIS AD SHOULD BE READ ONLY BY
THOSE WHO WISH TO MAKE MONEY

tsoine choice, distribidorshiPs are still available)

,Northlake, Illinois

M AND -K DISTRIBUTERS FOR

-An Equal Opportunity
Employer

.KWIK CAR WASH
1249 OGDEN AVE.

'.

visit

DOWNERS GROVE, ILLS

SEE OUR PILOT UNiT PPERATIN9 HERE!

.

Northwest Rambler - Palatine
WANTED USED 'CARS
Cash
Bring Your Title
Arlington Motor,Inc.

Member of MAP, MLS

Wiring and Soldering

LE 7-5700

3 & 4 bedroom homes. We
also have a surplus of cash

253-2460

OPEN SUNDAYS

Phone DU 1-3434

.KWIK KAR ROTOMATIC CAR WASH!

400 North Wolf Road

and have many BUYERS and
good TENANTS waiting for

958-5560
6 E. NW Hwy., Arl. Hts.

126 W. Main St. Barrington

Please apply In person
A Airawlish OM 1.41r

Best Prices Paid

LOOK for the sold sigiOind ' MUSTANG MTRS. Palatine
you will see why.we are in
Clean Used Cars Wanted
need of NEW LISTING. We
Come In And. See Us
are "practically SOLD OUT
No Junkers

Open 9-9
728 E. NW Hwy., Palatine

and see us. Free life and hospital, insurance.

AT

Clean Cars Wanted.

439-8715

86 -Real Estate -Houses

We have a variety
of openings for gals,
who have good typing
skills on the Electric and Manuel typewriter. General office:
and clerical back;
ground is desired.
These positions are

101 -Automobiles Wanted

'69 Volkswagen, gray sedan,
excellent condition. $850.
After 4 p.m. 259-5945.

hood

1822.

Christmas Valley, Oregon.

plaster, UNDER $275 TAXES.

everywhere ... top neighbor-

Roselle Dodge

$4800 Equity 40 level acres

condition. very low mileage.

An older home with space

THE DODGE BOYS

25 S. Park Roselle,
'60 Lark wagon, 2-doof 6
cylinder, stick. $100. 392-

well, $275. Aft. 5, 255-1059.
'62 Chev. convert, V8 automatic. P.SdP.B..'power windows, red., heat., wh-walls.
$1350 or best offer.CL 9-1794

ton School Dist. Real country
living close - in. Reasonably
priced.
AGENT - FL 4-2186
Sell, Trade, Cash, Terms, my

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

Full basement, FOUR BEDROOMS, 1 1/2 baths, lath &

dr.sedanL6.3Au0to7.2
-9

contract if desired. Barring-

from commuter station. 5 year

1966

for quick sale -- $56,900.

4

No rust. $650 439-3995.

'59 Pontiac 4-dr., like new tires, auto. trans., R&H, runs

New 10 room home - custom
condition - Best offer.
features include: 6 bedrooms, Good
HAVE YOU CHILDREN. dogs,
259-5445.
in-laws, horses? Perfect for
4
baths, oversized lot,
screened porch, large family
you -- Williamsburg Colonial
'63 Chev. -6. A.T., 2-dr.
home on 7.6, acres. 6 bed- room. Excellent location. All, $1050. See at Arlington Enco,
State ,Miner.,, :CL 3-3574
roorni4.3 batlin, 2 fireplaces,.. .ntilltieSZ Ntiver'; occupied is
owner transferred. Prile,
large dining room, beautiful
For sale by owner. 1954 MG-238,900.
family room w/bookcases.
TF. Good Mech.order.Phone
Towering shade trees,pasture
FOR APPOINTMENT
392-3850.
and pond for horses, 4 stalls
Phone 255-1053
In barn, 3 -ca r garage. reduced -

$1750C
'60 Chevy,
R/H, W/W, like new motor.

2 acre home site, 5 minutes

glass doors leading toscreen-

1/2 acre. Large trees, gas

heat, air -cowl.

BARRINGTON
AREA

ver, china, linens, Miami awn-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
IMMEDIATE
'
OCCUPANCY

824-1532
low taxes.
Mt. Prospect - 5 room house,

66 -Business Opportunities

Clerk Typists

1/2 baths, Lg. L.R. with

frplc., D. R., Kit with brkfst

DAYTON NANCE R.E.

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

253-1164

259-3535

Open 9 to 9
Art. Hts.
CL 5-6320

living room and. dining -L.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

2 1/2 .Baths - 2 Car Gar.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Everything Included

thing. Older 8 rm. house, 5
bdrms. In good cond. Very

and
many
Store,
others. Please apply
in person.,

PERSONNEL

FULL OR PART TIME 8:00 TO 4:30
We will consider retired ladies*. Please come in

Des Plaines, 2 blks to every-

392-3085
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

rm. w/fireplaee. Kitchen

4 BDR. COLONIAL

86 -Real Estate -Houses

COUNTRY ACRE close to Vil-

available in the following departments:

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES?
CONVENIENT WORKING HOURS?
PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS?'
IFREE HOSPITAL & LIFE INSURANCE?

Parties
Graduations. etc.

AMERICAN LEGION HALL
CL9-2973
Don Wheeler

office or den. Sep.D.R., tam=
ily rm. with fireplace. Utility
rm., 1 1/2 bathS, 2 car garage,
Central air-cond., cony. location. Many :Aires. Low 30's..

Nicely iandscp. Walk to
schools & shop. Could:Iasi:me
G.I. mortgage. 437-3316.

1208

fund Plan, Employee

INTERVIEWING

evening shift.

.

Engineering

These are interestint
positions, Which _offe
an _,_opportunity for
Our
}advancement.
fringe benefits include a Tuition Re-.

Mon. thru Thur.
* Key Punch
Trainees

'

IN

adding machine necessary for openings

openings.

positions

Laboratories

* Clerks

Recent graduates' of

high school or bustness courses desired

have

We

EXPER IENCED

S

WITH NEW JOB

OPEN EVENINGS

Low summer rates for

STENOGRAPHERS

available in our

300 .N. NORTHWEST. HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)

* Stenographers

HEmpsted 9-1723

392-192C
Room 63

Prof. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

P

Women to share nice home 2
biks. from town with widow,
very reasonable. CL 3-2197.

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

'62 Pontiac Star Chief 4 Dr.
sedan. P/S, P/B, P/windows,
P/seat, factory,alr-cond.Call
after 3. CL. 3-3240.
1961 Comet, 6 cyl. 2-dr.,
auto. trans., heater, good con439-8127.
dillon. $255.
'65 VW micro bus, exc. cond.
low mileage, folly equipped

Lg. 3 bdrm.. Colonial, Plus

3 bedrm. 3 baths, lge family

ALSO

Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

space
2 bdrm. - $185. 1 bdrm-$160.

39 -Automobiles For Sale

Arlington Height:1 by Owner.

a/built-ins, 2 car attach.gar.

Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample ;larking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit

86 -Real Estate -Houses

PERFECT 3 yr. old split level

...$29,,000

INILLIAMSBURG'

Weddings'

Randhurat Center

All Appliance;
Fully Imp. Lot

-

HALL RENTALS

APPLY IN PERSON

:...

(ROYALTY BASIS)

Mr: Parks - 939-4498

30 -Help Wanted -Women

NIGHTS $2.00 - $2.25 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

START's.F
.;!.,
...,.....,,. Lie

To produce creative designs
for Toys and Sporting Goods
for Retail Market.

Convenient Locations

Lifesaveirs, Inc.

2 Batas- - 2 Car Gar.
Carpet :

Finished Famlly Room

392-5678

6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living

WANTED MFGR.

in Arlington Hts. 2 blocks to
train. AvallableSept.lst.$125

.

DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

PALATINE

OPEN SUNDAYS

PHONE DU 1-9494

month.

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance `
Program.
DAYS $1.85 - $2.00 PER HOUR

.

DAYTON NANCE R.E.
126 W. Main St.Barrington

3 ROOM APARTMENT,

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of: CASHIER -HOSTESS.

'

COMMERCIAL ST.g.NE
HEART. OF
BUILDING
TOWN LOCATION - 3 IN-

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS
.

BARRINGTON

ALMOST NEW BRICK 4 APT.
BUILDING $630.00 PER. MO.
INCOME. CONVENIENT LOCATION -- $67,500.00

14 -To Rent Apartments

Top Rates

..4..IIDE43.1-LEVEL

111 N. Lincoln
Arlington Heights

Store or office space in small

WONDERFUL

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'RR Station. Adults only. No

at

CL 9-4490
1t-Apts And Rooms To Share

Most Daysies Won't Tell

NEWIN....

adjaent to shopping, 5 blks. to.

INCOME PROPERTY '

my licensed home.

Temporary
OFFICE WORKERS

86 -Real Estate -Houses

"BE CAREFREE"

Day care for pre-schooler in

,

-

992-8575

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

Arl. Hts.

this type of work is desirable.
If you feel that you qualify for this interesting and challenging
position that also offers with it modern air cond. working
conditions and up-to-date benefits, please call Dorothy Ulrich.

CASHIER

Clarinet, $85; Pearl

B -flat

Snare Drum, $49.50.

COMES.

StASON NOW

BOWLING

Park Ridge

1861 Northwest Highway

439-4056

dition.

66 -Business Opportunities

Premier gas range, burner

Amplifier Magnatone, orig.
cost. $500, will take any reasonable offer. 45 -watt output.
827-3095.,

CLERK TYPISTS -

1 and 2 bdrm. colonial style
apts. now under construction
for fall occupancy: Balconies, 14 cu. ft. Frigidaire refrigerator, sep. dining rms.,
air cond., really sound proof,

55 -Musical Instruments

.

CL 3-5453

Has Job Openings For

1964 Tbomas Organ, vatInut,

2 key board, excellent con-

with brain, excellent condition, $50.
392-5451

5522.

cher B-ftat tenor saxaphone
w/case good cond. $135. '

u

)4-4o -Rent Apartments

Practically- new Selmer trom
bone; also student model
Buescher trombone. Any reasonable offer considered.8273095.

Epiphone Folk Guitar w/casei
exc. cond. $70. ALSO Bues-

.

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

wisler/

WestingTa0,

Wednesday, August 31, 1966

THE DAY

55 -Musical Instruments

ONLY $26,700

3 bedrooms - full basement. A top quality.
brick. Beautifully landscaped. Close in.
123S. ARLINGTON HTS. RD.
ARLINGTON 111IGHTS

CL 54000
Member of

1508. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT

3924150
Meaeg Serrke

SportS on T,

rowns

Today

5:55 p.m. Football. filmed
NFL highli ghts,ch 32
who whipped, Dave Johnson and. 8 p,m. Bowling, ch. 32

Tom Johnson; dominated the
Mount Prospect Park District having beaten Jo- Johnson in Bill Wichmann' in the, finals, 9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26
6-4;1-6, 6-2.
Tennis Tournament last week, the finals 6-3, 5-7, 6-0.
winning two singles _titles and
SCOTT RUSSELL .captured
Arlington HeighH MRS. FRANK FOLEY and
teaming with his brother,
Dave, to winva doubles crown. Lynn Hughson combined forces the.boys 14 and. under -singles'
to win the women's doubles title, beating Steve Collins 5Johnson beat John Allare 5- championship, beating Barb 7, 7-5,, 9-7 in the finals. The
boys'.12 and under crown went
7, 6-2, 6-4, to win the sen- .Revnes and .Pat Doran by deto Greg Russell, who beat
ior men's championship; then fault in the finals.
The boys' 18 and under dou; Mike Reviles C.Q.
dumped Allare again, 6.3,
Laura Lor beat Ellen. Bar- Rt. 12 and Buffalo Rd.
6-3, to° capture the boys 18 bles crown went to Charles
Henget* and Doug Heitzmann, ton 8-6 for the girls' .12 and
and under laurels.

Tue.'

Sept.

-

'

ARL. HTS. JAYCEES
WORLD'S LARGEST

under crown.

THE TWO JOHNSONS won

the men's doubler championiship by beating Charles' Hen -

Wednesday,
August 31,
1966 '

gels and D6ug Heitzmann 6-1,
4,12162L.;
.

,

.

.

.

Mrs. Frank Tangey won the
women's singles title by default

Mere tam 2N girb - task . pert ha ' the eignie, Which
Incialed betwatlan free Protract 'led Feral

over Pat Doran, who was the
girls'

View high ached &

disk. The assikants are, frees the left, Sae Man,

"

..

Trany Grow, Mary Mass, aid Gal Rama.

Carl Tanta (right), a *kw varsity elaselealer at hapset High Scheel, web vdth fear agar
midget teethe cheerleaders eras the Maust
Prospect Pak District's twe-day chersiesdag

ar

.

6-2.

4..........fiii.:ttii

,.

18

and

under

titlist,

Family Night Planned

ims For Best Year Ever
timing,
emphasizing
pads,
predision, and strategy; and

(First of a two-part series)
BY BOB CASTERUNE

Arlington's often -a -bridesmaid never -a -bride
ball team may finally be beading for the altar.

at 7:30 p.m. in full, equipment for work on individual

foot-

Prospect High School will
conduct its first annual Fall

were wtheaten. He. was head
the regimen is not basketball coach at Shelbyuniversal in all Arlington . ville, too, and while at Mowathletics, more and more equa, he did, everything but
staff members appear to be pollect tickets. He was dione inch.
Tho

Sports Family Night Program
at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow at the
school.

'

A .demonstration of offensive and defensive football by

the varsity gridders, along
with the introduction of all
rector
of
athletics,
cage
coach,
leaning
that
way.
arrived
A major rebuilding program, .started four yen ago
fall spoilts coaches, includthing
is certain-the track coach, and taught chemat
Arlington,
he
was
told
that
One
with the hiring of AI Allen as head grid coach, should
ing football and cross-counthe Arlington athlete wouldn't patterns Allen has establish- istry and physics besides.
reach its final stages this fall. If it does, then Cardinal, stand for three practices a ed have given him an enviable
He left Shelbyville for Kan- try coaireli:0, will highlight the
fans are in for one of the most exciting seasons since day-that he wouldn't pay the record in his coaching career.
kakee, and led the smallest Preltra
the late 1950's when Arlington put together a 6-2 card price.
Allen says today,
FOLLOWING A stint in the school in the powerful South
a veteran
Warren
for its best record ever.
though, that he's never had U.S. Navy, he graduated from Suburban League to -two football' officiaT;v will provide
WHEN ALLEN took over for than a coach. "In a word," a problem getting boys to the the University of Illinois and straight second -place finishes. parents and friends with-se
says, "I believe in Per- practices. \'These are good went to tiny Mowequa, Ill., His two-year record at Kanthe 1963 season, things were he
brief rules explanation, and
I. hate to lose, but kids," he says.
"They'll High School, where the school kakee was 15-3-the best two several members of each
in a bad way at Arlington. formance.
skills and scrimmage.
When Allen first

losingdeem% tear me up like take what we give them, and
it does some coaches, as long then do something with it.
Allen's , as we performed well. Last There's no question they're
year we lost to LaGrange, willing to pay the price," he

They got worse before they
got better, with the Cardinal
varsity going 0-8 in
first year at the helm.

York, and Downers Grove, but says.

The Big Red battled to a

we weren't humiliated in any
"THESE BOYS have a fine
of the losses. Only LaGrange attitude. They give their best
ran up a big score on us (34 - all the way. les true that

4-4 record in his second sea-

son, and last year fought to
a 5-3' card. A late season

7), and that was because of some of them didn't know how

slump (two losses in the final
three

games)

our early mistakes forced us to win when we got here, but

dumped the
the title con-

to gamble. Everything went' they're tough, and they'll battle
wrong, and sometimes you all Abe way. I'm proud of my
just have days like that. But association with them", says
we weren't embarrassed by the coach.
anybody."
While Allen is quick to point

Cards out of
tention in the West Suburban
Leauge, but with nine lettermen back this fall, the Big
Red is ready fora Big Move.
This year the Cards will
compete in the newer, but
tougher, Mid Suburban League,
having dropped out of the

board was considering aban- years the school ever exper-

ienced.
doning football.
Arlington
HE CAME TO
His first team won a conference title,' and instead of from Kankakee, and his Sept.

dropping the

sport,

the board

16 opener against Barrington

buil .4 newlighted stadium. will mark the 'opening of. his
with a sec- fourth year at the Cardinal
Allen' respond
ond

title

and

a

refreshments after the program, which' is open
to the public. Head Coach Don TRICE Ban & I PA.' fejou,11
Williams has urged parents I POPULAR PRICES riff", et
of athletes especially to at - RESERVED AND ADMISSION mum
will provide,

ON SALE CIRCUS DAY

The. program will be held in
SEAT SALE AT:
the stadium unless weather CUNNINGHAM-REILEY
conditions force it 'into the
Sporting Goods Store
'

field house.

GEO. POOLE's

LABOR

football 'squad, from fres(iman
through varsity level, will be
in the school's new
uniforms.
The Prosnect, Booster Club
dres.sed

third -place helm.

To date his over all record
is 9-15. But even his severest
He moved on to Shelbyville critics don't expect his Cards
and stayed eight years. His to remain under .500 very.
first team was 2-6, but he long.
had seven straight vrinning (Tomorrow: Prospects for the
seasons, thereafter, including
1966 Cardietals)
five league tides, a second,
and a third. Two of his squads
finish with his three Mowequa
teams.

Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do D Yourrif Or We Install

ONE REASON no one em - out his players' virtues, he is
harrames Arlington any more considered a stern taskmaster
Price '& Compare
We by the players and students.
is the team's pride.
Softball began as a indoor
THEN CALL
preach pride," says Allen, His football program has been
sport in the late 1800s.
West Suburban tie-up. But the "and the kids have really be - labeled "a machine" by some,,
CL A-4799
formula Allen concocted to gun to believe it. They know but Allen' says if a machine'
move them toward the top of they've worked to earn what must bo built to enable foot The final 36 holes of the
the W.S.L. pack will be the they want, and they're anxious
accomplish what it first annual Al McLean Mem
1.
"
an at Arlington, then he's all onal Golf Tournament are
same this year in the new to go get it."
loop.
An example is the team's for it.
ing played today at the Wilpractice schedule. They meet
'MERE ARE strict training
"I BELIEVE in condition- three times a day-at 6:30 rules for the players, which mette Golf Club.
McLean, a former golf team
ing, discipline, and fundamen- a.m. for hard contact work, don't relax at the end of the
at Northwestern Unitab," says Allen, a man who and fundamentals; at 3 p.m71- season. A football player is captain
versity, was killed last year in
looks more like a salesman for a light workout without
member
team
-a year-round
an auto accident.
MOM
in Allen's book, and as long
Tourney_ proceeds will go to

Tourney Finals
et For Today

45 SO. DUNTON

DAY
SPECIALS!'
1960 Plictiliq STATION WAGON $693
1961 CIIVerRE.E0WAGON

$893

1962 FORD WAGON

Vey shawl

$793

1963 Fils,111, yllE11.11

$793

I

as he -pilau to return to Ar- the

Jake's yizza Takes
Park So' ftball Crown

gton football, a player must

abide by the rules - which

captured the
Mount Prospect Park District's 1966 Softball Play off Championship last week

Carl's Pizza
8
Elk Grove Inn
7
Mt. Pros. Car Wash 4
L & S Standard
2

with a 25-2 win over Tower

Town - Country
Barbers

I

9

L -Nor Cleaners

8

10

Jake's Pizza

Cleaners, the National Division champion.
Jake's, which finished sec-

2

6
8

Tower Cleaners
8
& B Meats
7' 3
6
3
Wille's Tavern, 9-2, in the Frieduch's Funerals
6
4
semifinals of the play-offs. United Air Lines
4.
6
Wille's won the American Di- Weber Marking
Novak & Parker TV 4
6
vision championship.
3
7
Final regular season stand- Jake's Pizza
1
9
ings in the two divisions fol- Goodyear Tires
Louie's Barber Shop posted
low.
a top-heavy 35-4 win over
Town and Country Barber Shop
AMERCIAN DIVISION
Team
Wille's Tavern

W
9

L

8

2

Jake's Pizza

more than 135 of the state's

1

1966

Tien Softball

Grammar School .Students
1S4

LEADER-, SET THE

13E

PACE WITH THE NEW '
"CLEAN - FRESH LOOK

YOU GET THE

gown & Country Earlier Shop

FALCON
FAIRLANE

,

PHONE

YOUR RESPONSE. TO

3924950

OUR V*

League

MUSTANG
GALAXIE
STATION WAGON

:447

ftivia4elmeaft

7.00

R

7.00
7.00

D

9.00
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